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versity, School of  Hygiene and Public Health. 
Lib. Sinitsin.—Library of  Dr. Dmitrii F. Sinitsin, Associate Zoologist, Zoological Division, 
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KEY TO SERIAL ABBREVIATIONS 
[Continued from part 14] 
Bol. Inform.  Parasitar. Chilenas.—Boletín de In-
formaciones  Parasitarias Chilenas. Publicación 
Trimestral del Department» de Parasitología Coor-
dinado del Servicio Nacional de Salubridad y Uni-
versidad de Chile. Santiago de Chile. 
Clinica, San Salvador. [Not available] 
Front Nauk. i Tekhn.—Front Nauki i Tekhniki. 
[Front of  Science and Technology]. (Фронт 
Науки и Техники). Moskva. 
Further Contrib. Cañad. Biol. (1902-05).—Further 
Contributions to Canadian Biology. Being studies 
from the Marine Biological Station of  Canada. 
1902-05. Ottawa. 
Greene Co. Farm Bureau News.—Greene County 
Farm Bureau News. Greene County Farm Bureau 
and 4 -H Club Association. Catskill, New York. 
Hampton Bull.—Hampton Bulletin. Hampton, 
Virginia. 
Indian J. Malariol.—Indian Journal of  Malariology. 
Published for  the Indian Research Fund Associa-
tion. Calcutta. 
Izv. KirFAN SSR. [Not available] 
Mondo Latte.—Б Mondo del Latte. Organo Ufficiale 
della Associazione Italiana Lattiero Casearia. 
Milano. 
Rabot. 32. i 38. Soffiz. Gel'mintol. Eksped. Sever.-
Dvinsk. Gub. (1926 i 1927).—Raboty 32-ï i 38-ï 
Sofüznykh  Gel'mintologicheskikh Ekspeditsiï na 
Territorii Severo-Dvinskoï Gubernii ν 1926 i 1927 
Godakh. [Reports of  the 32. and 38. Helmintholo-
gical Expeditions to the Territory of  the Northern 
Dvinsk Government in 1926 and 1927] (Работы 
32-й и 38-й Союзных Гельминтологических 
Экспедиций на Территории Северо-Двинской 
Губернии в 1926 и 1927 Годах). Viâtka. 
Rep. 32. Internat. Conf.  Nat. Sheep Breeders' 
Ass. (Derby, July 3).—Report of  the Thirty-Sec-
ond International Conference.  National Sheep 
Breeders' Association. Derby, July 3, 1933. Lon-
don. 
Sherst. Delo.—SherstiSnoe Delo. [Wool Affairs] 
[Шерстяное Дело]. Moskva. 
Sovet. Kauchuk.—Sovetskil Kauchuk. [Soviet 
Rubber] (Советский Каучук). Moskva. 
Taiwan J. Animal Husb. and Vet. Med.—The Tai-
wan Journal of  Animal Husbandry and Veterinary 
Medicine, [n. p.] 
Trudy Eksped. Izuchen. Glistn. Zabol. Gornoraboch. 
Donets. Basseina (1925).—Trudy Ekspeditsii po 
Izuchenifü Glistnykh Zabolevaniï Gornorabochikh 
Donetskogo Basseïna v. 1925 Gody. 25-ffi Sofüz-
nafà Gel'mintologicheskalS EkspeditsißL [Report 
of  the Expedition to Study Helminth Diseases 
Among the Coal Miners of  the Donets Basin 
During 1925. 25th United Helminthological Ex-
pedition] (Труды Экспедиции по Изучению 
Глистных Заболеваний Горнорабочих Донец-
кого Бассейна в 1925 Году 25-я Союзная Гель-
минтологическая Экспедиция). Kharkov. 
Trudy Kazan. Nauch.-Issled. Vet. Inst.—Trudy 
Kazanskogo Nauchno-Issledovatel'skogo Veteri-
narnogo Instituía. [Works of  the Kazan Scientific, 
Experimental Veterinary Institute]. (Труды 
Казанского Научно-Исследовательского Вете-
ринарного Института). Kazan. 
Trudy 2. Vseross. S'ezda Vet. Vrach. Moskve. [Not 
available] 
Trudy 3. Vseross. S'ezda Vet. Vrach. Khar'kove.— 
Trudy Tret'ego Vserossiïskogo S'ezda Veterinar-
nykh Vracheï v Khar'kove. [Proceedings of  the 
Third All-Russian Meeting of  Veterinarians in 
Kharkov] (Труды Третьего Всероссийского 
Съезда Ветеринарных Врачей в Харькове). 
Kharkov. 
U. S. Armed Forces Med. J.—United States Armed 
Forces Medical Journal. Washington, D. C. 
Usp. Eksper. Biol. Uspekhi Eksperimental'noï 
Biologii [Progress in Experimental Biology] 
(Успехи Экспериментальной Биологии). 
Moskva. 
1 Deceased September 18, 1942. 
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A U T H O R C A T A L O G U E 
S I A O , P A O - L E E . 
1934 a.—On the resistance of  Sparganum mansoni 
and on the rate of  its infection  among edible 
frogs  on Shanghai market [Chinese text] <Bull. 
Shanghai Sc. Inst., v. 3 (5), Dec., pp. 119-123. 
[W*.] 
1934 b.—Idem. [English text] pp. 121-125. Shang-
hai. (Separate print no. 9, The Journal of  the 
Shanghai Science Institute, Section IV, vol. 1, 
July) [W*.] 
S Í A R G E E V A , Z . Z . 
1932 a.—Шкодшш буйной рагатай жывёлы и 
барацьба в ÌMÌ [Losses in cattle and measures 
to combat them] [White Russian text] 14 pp., 
illus. Mensk. [Wa.] 
1933 a.—XsMia убарацьбе ca шкодшка\п с.-г. 
расьлш i жывёл [Chemicals as a means to 
combat harmful  insects and animals injurious to 
agricultural plants and cattle] [White Russian 
text] 24 pp. Mensk. [W>.] 
S I B B A L D , J O H N . 
1857 a.—The Nematoideum  natricis (Creplin). 
An entozoon found  in the lung and intestine 
of  the common coluber <Tr. Path. Soc. London, 
v. 8, pp. 415-417, pi. 8, figs.  8-11. [W™.] 
S I B B A L D , R O B E R T . 
1706 a.—Concerning a second volume of  his Pro-
dromus Historiae Naturalis Scoti® ; with a de-
scription of  the Pediculus cœti [Part of  a letter 
to Dr. Hans Sloane, R. S. Secy., dated Oct. 8] 
<Phil. Tr. Roy. Soc. London (1706-09) (308), 
v. 25 [Dec.], pp. 2314-2317. [W°.] 
S L B B E R N . 
1775 a.—Observatio de Tœnia ope stanni rasi ex-
pulsa <Soc. Med. Havn. Collect., v. 2, pp. H ö -
l l 9. [W™.] 
S L B E R , H . 
(1931 a).—Ueber Echinococcus cysticus der Lunge. 
Diss. (Heidelberg). 22 pp. 
1933 a.—Idem. [Abstract] <Deutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnsehr., v. 41 (7), 18 Feb., p. 104. [W*.] 
SIBERRY, E . W . [Capt. , R . A . M . C . ] 
1904 a.—A case of  Dracunculus medinensis (Guinea 
worm) <J. Roy. Army Med. Corps v. 3 (6), 
Dec., pp. 654-655, 1 pi. [Wm . ] 
SIBLEY, R. L. [Assr. to Monsanto Chem. Co.] 
1942 a.—Insecticidal composition (U.S.P. 2,138,516 
29.11.38. Appi. 16.10.36) [Insecticides con-
taining rotenone or pyrethrum stabilised against 
the action of  light and heat] <Brit. Chem. 
Abstr., B. III. Agrie., Foods, San., Sept., col. 
194. [W".] 
S I B L E Y , W A L T E R K N O W S L E Y . [ M . В . ] 
1890 a.—Psorospermia in relation to tumour forma-
tion <Tr. Path. Soc. London, v. 41, pp. 322-
325. [ff- . ] 
1890 b.—Tapeworms from a python <Ibidem, 
p. 345. [W-n.] 
S L B O N O , J . 
(1932 a).—Clonorchiasis among cats and dogs 
along the coast of  Kahoku Bay in Ishikawa pre-
fecture  [Japanese text] <Jyuzenkwai Zasshi, v. 
37, p. 1682. 
SIBTHORPE. [Prof., Surgery, Madras Med. Coll.] 
1889 a.—On the adult male Filaria sanguinis 
hominis <Brit. Med. J. (1485), v. 1, June 15, 
pp. 1344-1345, figs.  1-4. [Wa, W®.] 
1889 b.—Idem. [Abstract] <Fortschr. Med., v. 7 
(24), 15. Dec., p. 950. [W», W m . ] 
SIBTHORPE—Continued. 
1889 c.—On Filaria sanguinis hominis <Proc. 
Roy. Irish Acad., 3. s., v. 1 (2), Dec., pp. 202-
205, pi. 14, figs.  1-4. [W«\ W°.] 
1890 a.—Idem [Abstract] <J. Roy. Micr. Soc. (3), 
June, p. 330. [W\ W», W<=.] 
SICARD. [Dr. Med. Chef. Clin. Fac. Montpellier] 
[See also Boudet; Puech, Albert; and Sicard; and 
Vedel, V.; Puech, Albert; and Sicard] 
1927 a.—Abcès du foie <Bull. Soc. Sc. Méd. et 
Biol. Montpellier, v. 8 (4), Apr., pp. 213-215. 
[W·».] 
S I C A R D , A N D R É ; P A R I E N T E , M A R C E L ; a n d G O D E T , 
R A O U L . 
1950 a.—La conessine dans le traitement de la 
vaginite à Trichomonas <Presse Méd., v. 58 
(48), July 29, p. 853. [Wm . ] 
SICARD, G . [Oran] 
1932 a.—Kyste hydatique du foie  communiquant 
avec les voies biÛaires. Marsupialisation. 
Guérison <Bull. et Mem. Soc. Nat. Chir., 
Paris, v. 58 (24), pp. 1115, 1118-1123. [Wm . ] 
1938 a.—A propos des injections intraveineuses 
de chlorhvdrate d'emetine [Abstract of report 
before Soc. Méd. Dept. Oran, Dec. 18, 1937] 
<Algérie Méd., 4. s. (125), v. 42, May, p. 304. 
[W».] 
S I C A R D , H E N R I . 
(1883 a).—Eléments de zoologie. 842 pp., 758 
figs. Paris. 
S I C A R D , J E A N A T H A N A S E . [1872-1929] [For necrology 
and port, see Presse Méd., v. 37 (10), 2 Fév., 
1929, p. 153] [Wa.] [For  necrology and port, see 
Marseille Méd., v. 66 (6), Feb. 25, 1929, pp. 
313-337, pl.] [Wm . ] 
S I C A R D , J E A N A T H A N A S E ; a n d B L A I S . 
1902 a.—Eosinophilie dans la filariose  humaine 
CCompt. rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 54 (35), 19 
Déc., pp. 1427-1428. [W», W m , W·.] 
1905 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Arch. Naturg., Berlin 
(1898), 64. J., v. 2 (3), Juli, p. 38. [W», W«.] 
S I C A R D , J E A N A T H A N A S E ; H A G U E N A U , J.;and G I L B E R T , 
D R E Y F U S . 
1929 a.—Les inoculations de trypanosome dans 
la paralysie générale [Abstract of report before 
Soc. Neurol., Paris, 7 Fév., 1925] <Presse 
Méd., v. 37 (16), 23 Fév., pp. 255-256. [W*.] 
S I C A R D , J E A N A T H A N A S E ; a n d M O U T I E R . 
1905 a.—Maladie du sommeil chez un blanc. 
(Présentation du malade) <Bull. et Mém. 
Soc. Méd. Hôp. Paris, 3. s, v. 22, pp. 621-622. 
[Wm . ] 
1905 b.—Idem. Résultats bactériologiques et 
histologiques. ( >euxième note) <Bull. et 
Mém. Soc. Méd. Hôp. Paris, 3. s., v. 22, pp. 
938-940. [W™.] 
S I C A R D , M O N T G O M E R Y H. [ M . D . , New York] 
1914 a.—Trichinosis, with a report of cases <Med. 
Ree., N. Y. (2284), v. 86 (7), Aug. 15, pp. 282-
285. W".] 
1914 b.—Trichinosis, with a report of  fifteen cases 
<J. Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, v. 17 (22), 
Nov. 16, pp. 347-349. [№.] 
SICART, M . [Dr. , T e b o u r b a ] 
1936 a.—Contributions à l'étude d'un traitement 
simple contre la gale CTunisie Méd., v. 30 (1), 
Jan., pp. 25-28. [Y™.] 
SICAULT, G. [Chef.  Serv. Antipaludique Maroc 
[See also Gaud, M.; and Sicault, G.; and Jolly, Α.; 
and Sicault, G.] 
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SICAULT, G . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1943 a.—Les associations médicamenteuses dans 
le paludisme [English summarvl <Maroc Méd. 
(233), v. 22, Mar., pp. 58-59. [W™.] 
S I C A U L T , G . ; a n d D E C O U R T , P H I L I P P E . 
1934 a.—Observations sur 17 paludéens traités 
par le 574 F <BuU. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 27 (2), 
pp. 144-146. [W».] 
1934 b.—Observations sur 25 paludéens traités par 
la rhodoquine (710 F.) <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., 
v. 27 (2), pp. 146-149. [W».] 
S I C A U L T , G . ; a n d M E S S E R L I N , A . 
1937 a.—Vues nouvelles sur la maladie palustre et 
les thérapeutiques stérilisantes du paludisme 
[French text; Italian summary] <R iv . Malariol., 
Sez. 1, v. 16, n.s., v. 12 (4), pp. 305-323. [W».] 
1938 a—La maladie palustre. Réticulo-endothé-
liose parasitaire < Presse Méd., v. 46 (77), Sept. 
24, pp. 1419-1423 [W».] 
[1938 b].—Vues nouvelles sur les prophylaxies 
médicamenteuses du paludisme [Italian sum-
mary] < R i v . Malariol., Sez. 1, v. 16, n.s., v. 
12 (6), pp. 480-494. [Issued Jan. 22] [W».] 
S I C C A R M , P I E R D I E G O . [Asst., Ist. Clin. Med. Gen. 
R. Univ. Padova] 
1905 a.—Osservazioni su l'anchilostomiasi l'An-
cylostoma americanum (Stiles). <Att i R. 1st. 
Veneto Sc., Lett, ed Arti, v. 64 (2), pp. 1473-
1476. [W°.] 
1905 b.—h'Ancylostoma americanum (Stiles) [Same 
as 1905 a] <Riforma Med., v. 21 (25), 24 Giugno, 
pp. 673-674. [W m . ] 
1905 с.—Anchylostoma americanum [Abstract of 
1905 b] <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 31 
(28), 13 Juli, p. 1122. [W\ W'".] 
1905 d.—Ankylostoma americanum (Stiles) [Ab-
stract of  1905 b] < N . York Med. J. [etc.] (1394), 
v. 82 (8), Aug. 19, pp. 400-401. [W·, W m , W·.] 
1905 e.—Per lo studio dell' anchilostomiasi (da 
Ancylostoma americanum (Stiles)) <Atti R. 
1st. Veneto Sc., Lett, ed Arti (1905-06), v. 65, 
8. s., v. 8 (2), 16 Nov., pp. 69-172 (104 pp.). 
[W·.] 
1905 f.—Ueber ein neues amerikanisches Ankylos-
toma (Stiles) [Abstract of  1905 b] < München. 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 52 (49), 5 Dec., p. 2385. 
[W», W " . ] 
1906 a.—Li'Ankylostoma americanum (Stiles) [Ab-
stract of  1905 b] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Ref., v. 37 (23-25), 15 Feb., p. 750. [W·, 
W» . ] 
(1907 a).—Per los studio dell' anchilostomiasi (da 
Ancylostoma americanum Stiles) <Atti 1st. 
Clin. Med. Gen. R. Univ. Padova, Milano, v. 3, 
p. 3. 
1907 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 e] <Arch. Na-
turg., Berlin (1902), 68. J., v. 2 (3), Sept., p. 14. 
[W», W«.] 
(1907 c) .—Nuove ricerche ed osservazioni suU' 
anchilostomiasi <Atti Ist. Clin. Med. Gen. R. 
Univ. Padova, Milano, v. 3, p. 179. 
(1907 d).—Eosinofili  del sangue ed elminti intes-
tinali neh' uomo <Ibidem, p. 389. 
1908 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., v. 42 (14-16), 10 Nov., p. 498. [W», 
W™.] 
1908 b.—Nuove ricerche ed osservazioni sull' 
anchilostomiasi [Abstract of  1907 c] <Ibidem, 
pp. 497-498. [W®, W m . ] 
1908 с.—Per lo studio dell' anchilostomiasi (da 
Ancylostoma americanum Stiles) [Abstract of 
1907 a] <Ibidem, pp. 498-499. [W», W m . ] 
1908 d.—Intorno alla genesi dell' anemia ed alla 
febbre  nell' anchilostomiasi <R iv . Crit. Clin. 
Med., v. 9 (28), 11 Luglio, pp. 437-447; (43), 24 
Ott., pp. 683-685. [W m . ] 
1908 e.—^Necessità di una profilassi  dell' anchilos-
tomiasi nei riguardi dell' emigrazione <Atti I. 
Cong. Naz. Mal. Lavoro (Palermo, 19-21 Ott., 
1907), pp. 333-334. [W·.] 
SiccABDi, PIER DIEGO—Cont inued . 
1908 f. —La patogenesi dell' anchilostomiasi in base 
ai dati sperimentali e di laboratorio, clinici, ana-
tomo-patologici e zoologici <Atti I. Cong. 
Naz. Mal. Lavoro (Palermo, 19-21 Ott,, 1907), 
pp. 331-333. [W".] 
1908 g.—Nell' elmintiasi a sede intestinale l'eosino-
filia  sanguigna si ha abituale e non di rado cospi-
cua solo per l'Anchilostoma <Atti I. Cong. 
Naz. Mal. Lavoro (Palermo, 19-21 Oct., 1907), 
p. 335. [W·.] 
1909 a.—L'ematologia nell'anchilostomiasi < R a -
mazzini, v. 3 (6-7), June-July, pp. 479-481. 
[ W m . ] 
1909 b.—Note di cura antielmintica nell'anchilos-
tomiasi <Ramazzini, v. 3 (6-7), June-July, 
pp. 482-483. [W m . ] 
1909 с.—Osservazioni parassitologiche sulle feci 
nell' anchilostomiasi (da Ancylostoma duodenale 
(Dub.) e da Ancylostoma americanum (Stiles)) 
<Ramazzini, v. 3 (6-7), June-July, pp. 475-
476. [W">.] 
1909 d.—Ricerche sulla presenza dei cristalli di 
Charcot-Robin e del sangue nelle feci  degli 
anchilostomiasici <Ramazzini, v. 3 (6-7), June-
July, pp. 475-476. [W m . ] 
1909 e.—Sulla distribuzione geografica  dell'anchi-
lostomiasi (da Ancylostoma duodenale e da 
Ancylostoma americanum) in Italia <Ramazzini, 
v. 3 (6-7), June-July, p. 484. [W m . ] 
1910 a.—La distribuzione geografica  e la letteratura 
dell'anchilostomiasi in Italia, dalla scoperta del 
Dubini ad oggi (1838-1909) <Ramazzini, v. 4 
(1-2), Jan.-Feb., pp. 33-65; bibliography, pp. 
48-65. [ W . ] 
1910 b.—Pathogénie de l'anémie ankylostomienne 
<Arch. Parasitol., Paris, v. 13 (4), 20 Avril, 
pp. 555-582. [W», W m . ] 
S I C É , A D O L P H E . [Dr., Inst. Pasteur de Brazzaville, 
Méd. Génl.] [See also Bertrand, Ivan; Bablet, 
Jean; and Sicé, Adolphe; and Gaillard, René; 
and Sicé, Adolphe; and Joyeux, Charles Edouard; 
and Sicé, Adolphe; and Ledentu, G. ; Sicé, 
Adolphe; and Vaucel, Marcel; and Leger, Mar-
cel; and Sicé, Adolphe; and Muraz, G., 1930 a, 
pp. 920-922; and Pettit, Auguste; and Sicé, 
Adolphe; and Robin, Charles; Sicé, Adolphe; 
and Mercier, Henri; and Vaucel, Marcel; and 
Sicé, Adolphe] 
1922 a.—La trypanosomiase humaine au Gabon. 
Organisation du laboratoire et de la station de 
traitement des trypanosomés de Libreville 
<Ann. Méd. et Pharm. Colon., v. 20, May-Aug. , 
pp. 151-158, map. [W"·.] 
1924 a.—Considérations sur l'évolution, le pronos-
tic, le traitement de la trypanosomiase, chez 
les indigènes du Gabon <Rev . Prat. Mal. Pays 
Chauds, 3. an., v. 4 (4), Oct., pp. 955-998. [W'.] 
1924 b.—Notes résumées sur l'évolution, le pro-
nostic, le traitement de la trypanosomiase, chez 
les indigènes du Gabon <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., 
v. 17 (2), 13 Fév., pp. 179-191. [W·.] 
1927 a.—Le parasitisme intestinal dans le sud de 
Madagascar <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 20 (6), 
8 Juin, pp. 464-467. [W·.] 
1929 a.—Alternance de l'infection  sanguine chez 
quelques trypanosomés <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., 
v. 22 (8), 9 Oct., pp. 666-668. [W».] 
1929 b.—Contribution à l'étude de l'évolution de 
la trypanosomiase humaine. Renseignements 
fournis  par la rachicentèse <Bull. Soc. Path. 
Exot., v. 22 (10), 11 Déc., pp. 962-970. [W».] 
1929 е.—Recherches sur le pouvoir floculant  du 
sérum des trypanosomés <Bull. Soc. Path. 
Exot., v. 22 (10), 11 Déc., pp. 912-916. [W*.] 
1930 a.—Chlorurorachie et glycorachie dans la 
trypanosomiase humaine <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., 
v. 23 (6), 11 Juin, pp. 640-650. [W».] 
1930 b.—Cinq ans et demi de pratique de la ponc-
tion lombaire, appliquée à la trypanosomiase 
humaine <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 23 (1), 8 
Jan., pp. 23-28, 1 chart. [W·.] 
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Sieri, ADOLPHE—Continued. 
1930 с.—Contribution à l'étude du 270 Fourneau 
appliqué au traitement de la trypanosomiase 
humaine <Ann. Inst. Pasteur, Paris, v. 45 (2), 
Août, pp. 221-242. [W».] 
1930 d.—La rachicentèse dans la trypanosomiase 
humaine. A propos de la note de A. Dubois 
<BulI. Soc. Path. Exot., v . 23 (6), 11 Juin, 
pp. 582-584. [W·.] 
1930 e.—La rachicentèse dans la trypanosomiase 
humaine, ses indications, sa valeur <Bull . 
Soc. Path. Exot., v. 23 (1), 8 Jan., pp. 77-90, 
figs.  1 -11; (2), 12 Fév., pp. 222-243, figs.  12-43; 
(3), 12 Mars, pp. 307-331, figs.  44-75. [Wa-1 
1930 f.— Recherches sur le pouvoir floculant  du 
sérum des trypanosomés (Note complémen-
taire) <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 23 (5), 14 
Mai, pp. 459-460. [W».] 
1930 g.—Remarques sur les conceptions actuelles 
du traitement de la trypanosomiase humaine 
<Bull . Soc. Path. Exot., v. 23 (7), 9 Juillet, 
pp. 721-724. [W\] 
1931 a.—L'Institut Pasteur de Brazzaville et la 
trypanosomiase humaine <Bull . Soc. Path. 
Exot., v. 24 (1), 14 Jan., pp. 5-14. [ W . ] 
1933 a .—A propos de dysenterie amibienne < M a r -
seille Méd., v. 70 (36), Dec. 25, pp. 717-723. 
[ W m . ] 
1933 b.—Conception actuelle du traitement de la 
méningo-encephalite trypanosomique < M a r -
seille Méd., v. 70 (25), Sept. 5, pp. 253-267. [ W m . ] 
1939 a.—La prophylaxie de la trypanosomiase hu-
maine et le traitement des trypanosomés au 
Soudan français  <Ann. Méd. et Pharm. Colon., 
v. 37 (4), Oct. -Dec. , pp. 879-918. [ W m . ] 
1948 a .—De quelques réactions au cours d'un 
traitement par la pentamidine <Bull. Soc. 
Path. Exot., v . 41 (3-4), pp. 159-161. [W».] 
Sieri, A D O L P H E ; and B O I S S E A U , R . 
1930 a.—Trypanosomiase humaine associée à 
différentes  infections  <Bull . Soc. Path. Exot., 
v. 23 (10), 10 Déc., pp. 1011-1014. [W».] 
Sieri, A D O L P H E ; B O I S S E A U , R . ; P R O V O S T , J.; and 
D E N I E L . 
1931 a.—Le quotient albumineux du sérum, chez 
quelques trypanosomés <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., 
v. 24 (3), 11 Mars, pp. 181-184. [W·.] 
Sieri, A D O L P H E ; and B O N N E T , P A U L . 
1936 a.—Contribution à l'étude des variations de 
l'équilibre protéique du sérum sanguin au coure 
de la trypanosomiase humaine <Marseille 
Méd., v. 73, pt. 2 (36), Dec. 25, pp. 707-712. 
[ W - . ] 
Sieri, A D O L P H E ; C O U S I N , E. ; and D A N T E C . 
1933 a.—Recherche de l'arsenic dans le liquide 
céphalorachidien des trypanosomés traités par 
la tryparsamide <Bull . Soc. Path. Exot., v. 26 
(10), 13 Déc., pp. 1263-1265. [W*.] 
Sieri, A D O L P H E ; C O U S I N , E. ; and R I V O A L E N , P. 
1933 a .— De l'utilisation de la tryparsamide appli-
quée au traitement de la trypanosomiase ner-
veuse <Bull . Soc. Path. Exot., v . 26 (7), 12 
Juillet, pp. 946-958, graphs A - G . [W·.] 
S i e r i , A D O L P H E ; a n d L E G E R , M A R C E L 
1931 a.—;Note complémentaire sur le début de 
l'évolution nerveuse de la trypanosomiase hu-
maine <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 24 (9), 12 
Nov., pp. 828-832. [W*.] 
Sieri, A D O L P H E ; and M A L B R A N T , R . 
1929 a.—Nouveaux essais de préservation des 
bovidés contre les trypanosomés par le 309 
Fourneau <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 22 (9). 
13 Nov., pp. 776-779. [W·.] 
Sieri, A D O L P H E ; and M E R C I E R , H E N R I . 
1934 a.—Contribution a la posologie du moranyl 
dans le traitement de la trypanosomiase hu-
maine a Tr. (también. te <Marseille Méd., v. 71 
(6), Feb. 25, pp. 301-308. [W"».] 
1934 b.—Trypanosomiase nerveuse et tuberculose. 
A propos d'un double échec de la cure trvpar-
samique <Bull . Soc. Path. Exot., v. 27 (10), 
12 Déc., pp. 924-929. [W·.] 
Sieri, A D O L P H E ; and R O B I N , C H A R L E S . 
1936 a .—A propos du Plasmodium falciparum  et 
de ses formes  atypiques <Marseille Méd., v. 
73, pt. 1 (4), Feb. 5, pp. 137-139. [ W m . ] 
Sieri, A D O L P H E ; R O B I N , C H A R L E S ; and M E R C I E R , 
H E N R I . 
1936 a.—Forme évolutive atténuée de la trypano-
somiase humaine. Ses rapports avec un trypa-
nosome de moindre virulence <Marseille Méd., 
v. 73 (8), Mar. 15, pp. 345-351, illus. [ W m . ] 
S i e r i , A D O L P H E ; a n d T O R R E S I , F . 
1938 a.—L'application des synergies médicamen-
teuses au traitement de la trypanosomiase hu-
maine <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 31 (10), pp. 
946-954. [W·.] 
1939 a.—Considérations sur l'épidemiologie, l 'évo-
lution clinique et la prophylaxie de la trypano-
somiase humaine au Soudan français  <Bull . 
Soc. Path. Exot., v. 32 (1), pp. 88-93. [W».] 
S I C E R , J. W. [Extension Poultryman]; and D O Y L E , 
L E O P H I L I P . 
1944 a.—Controlling poultry diseases through 
sanitation <Exten. Bull. (312), Purdue Univ. 
Dept. Agrie. Exten., Nov., 17 pp., illus. [W·.] 
SICHEL, ARTHUR (fils).  [See also G i raud-Teulon , 
Marc-Antoine Louis Félix; and Sichel, Arthur 
№ ) ] 
1872 a.—Note sur un cas de cysticerque ladrique 
(Cysticercus  cellulosae, Rudolphi) intra-oculaire; 
extraction de l'entozoaire intact et vivant hors 
de la cavité du corps vitré· <Gaz . Hebd. Méd., 
an. 19, 2. s., v. 9 (2), 12 Jan., pp. 21-25, figs. 
1 -2 . [ W m . ] 
1872 b.—Idem. Reprint. 15 pp. Paris. [ W m . ] 
S I C H E L , J U L E S . [1802-1868] [Dr.] 
1843 a.—Mémoire pratique sur le cysticerque 
(Cysticercus  cellulosae) observé dans l'œil humain : 
avec quatre observations inédités de l'auteur. 
(Premier article) < J . Chir. (Malgaigne), v . 1, 
Déc., pp. 401-409. [ W m . ] 
1844 a.—Idem [continued] <Ibidem, v. 2, Jan.. 
pp. 12-17; Fév., pp. 41-48. [ W m . ] 
1847 a.—Nouvelle observations sur les cysticerques 
de l'appareil oculaire < R e v . Méd.-Chir. Paris, 
v. 1, Avril, pp. 221-225. [ W m . ] 
1852-59 a.—Iconographie oplithalmologique [etc.]. 
xix + 823 pp.; atlas, 80 pp., 80 pis. Paris. 
[ W m . ] 
1854 a.—Nouvelles observations de cysticerques 
(Cysticercus cellulosas) développés 60us la con-
jonctive de l'œil humain < R e v . Méd.-Chir. 
Paris, v. 15, Mars, pp. 146-151. [ W m . ] 
1854 b.—Idem <Arch. Opht., Paris, v. 2, Avri l -
Mai, pp. 238-245. [W m . ] 
1854 c.—Neue Beobachtungen über Cysticercus 
unter der Bindehaut des Auges [Transi, of 
1854 a] <Ztschr. Klin. Med., Breslau, v. 5, pp. 
299-301. [ W m . ] 
S I C H E L , M A R T I N S I G M U N D . [1900- ] [M.D., 
Portland, Oregon] 
1932 a.—Trichorrwnas  vaginalis vaginitis. Ite 
clinical aspects <Northwest Med., v. 31 (7), 
July, pp. 350-352. [ f f « . ] 
S I C H E R , E N R I C O . 
1891 a.—Contribuzione alla embriologia degli 
Acari <Att i Soc. Ven.-Trent. Sc. Nat., v. 12 
(1), pp. 3-22, pis. 1-3 . [W», W·.] 
1893 a.—Due nuove specie di Acari del genere 
Knemidocoptes <Bull . Soc. Ven.-Trent. Se. 
Nat., Padova, v. 5 (3), Luglio, pp. 134-137. 
VON SICHERER. (Dr., Asst. Arzt, К. Univ.-Augen-
klinik, München] 
1895 a.—Beitrag zur Kenntnis« der Variola-Para-
siten <München. Med. Wclmschr., v. 42 (34), 
20 Aug., pp. 793-794, 1 fig. [W m . ] 
S I C H E T [ D r . ] ; B U M B . X C E S C U ; a n d P R E O T E S O I U . 
1936 a.—Chist idatic al splinei supiirat'si perforât 
in stomac <Cluj . Med., v. 17 (З)лМаг. 1, pp. 
160, 162, 164-165. [ W m . ] 
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S I C K . 
1905 a.—Becken und beide Oberschenkel eines 
Mannes, dessen Gewebe mit zahlreichen Cysti-
cerken durchsetzt [Abstract of  report before 
Aerztl. Ver., Hamb., 7 März] <Deutsche Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 31 (32), 10 Aug., p. 1294. [W», 
W™.] 
S I C K , C O N R A D W I L H E L M O T T O . [ 1 8 7 6 - ] [Approb. 
Arzt, Stuttgart, K. Württemberg.] 
1901 a.—Ueber Spulwürmer in den Gallenwegen. 
Diss. 34 pp. Tübingen. [Wm . ] 
S I C K L E R , M A R G A R E T M. [A.B., Dept. Med., G. W. 
Univ. School Med., Washington, D. С.] See 
Schapiro, Mark M.; Crosby, Benjamin L.; and 
Sickler, Margaret M. 
S I C K M Ü L L E R , E M I L . [Dr., Württ. Tierärztl. Lande-
suntersuchungsamt, Stuttgart] 
(1923 a).—Ueber die Infektionsverhältnisse  bei 
dem Wasserfroschkozzid  Isospora lieberkühni 
und die durch diesen Parasiten in der Wasser-
froschniere  verursachten Veränderungen im 
Laufe  des Jahres und bei den verschiedenen 
Altersstufen  der Frösche. Diss. (Berlin). 
1924 a.—Ueber die Infektionsverhältnisse  bei dem 
Wasserfroschcoccid  Isospora  lieberkühni und 
die durch diesen Parasiten in der Wasserfrosch-
niere verursachten Veränderungen im Laufe  des 
Jahres und bei den verschiedenen Altersstufen 
der Frösche <Arch. Wissensch, u. Prakt. Tier-
heilk., v. 50 (5), pp. 458-467. [W·.] 
1931 a.—Myositis sarcosporidica <Stuttgart. 
Tierärztl. Monatschr., v. 2 (5), Mai, pp. 33-35. 
[Wa.] 
1932 a.—Eine akute Leberegelerkrankung S t u t t -
gart. Tierärztl. Monatschr., v. 3 (11), Nov., p. 
82. [W·.] 
S I C R E , A. See Nicolle, Charles; and Sicre, A. 
S I D D A L L , C A M E R O N . [Entom., Texas A. and M. 
Coli. Exten. Serv.] 
1941 a.—"Devil's shoestring" source of  rotenone 
<Coastal Cattleman, v. 7 (8) [i.e. 9], Oct., 
pp. 24-25. [W».] 
1941 b.—A good screw worm remedy <Southwest. 
Sheep and Goat Raiser, v. 11 (10), July, p. 24. 
[Wa.] 
1941 c.—New remedy for  screwworm <Coastal 
Cattleman, v. 7 (5), July, p. 15. [W».] 
1941 d.—Period at hand during which screwworm 
fly  population of  spring is determined <Angora 
J., v. 31 (11), Nov., p. 11. [W».] 
1941 e.—Prevent screwworm flies  by eliminating 
wounds <Coastal Cattleman, v. 7 (10), Dec., 
p. 29. [W».] 
1941 f.—Remedy  for  screw-worms is announced 
by Texas A. and M. entomologist <Angora J., 
v. 31 (6), June, p. 6. [W».] 
1941 g.—Screwworm outbreak expected <Coastal 
Cattleman, v. 7 (1), Mar., p. 42. [W·.] 
1941 h.—Screwworm outlook is threatening [Ab-
stract. Source not given] < Sheep and Goat 
Raisers' Mag., v. 21 (8), Mar., p. 2. [Wa.] 
1942 a.—Cattle grub controlled by inexpensive 
methods <Coastal Cattleman, v. 8 (2), Apr., 
p. 29. [W».] 
1942 b.—The control of  cattle lice <Texas Live-
stock J., v. 1 (4), Apr., pp. 16, 22. [Wa.] 
1942 c.—The control of  cattle lice <Cattleman, 
v. 28 (10), p. 44. [W«.] 
1942 d.—Critical time in screwworm fly  propaga-
tion <Sheep and Goat Raiser, v. 22 (4), Jan., 
p. 19. [W«.] 
S I D D A L L , J . D . 
1880 a.—On Shephearddella, an undescribed type 
of  marine Rhizopoda; with a few observations 
on Lieberkühnia <Quart. J. Micr. Sc., n. s, 
(78), v. 20, Apr., pp. 130-145, pis. 15-16. [W». 
W m , W4] 
SIDDONS, L. B. [Dept. Med. Entom., School Trop. 
Med., Calcutta] [See also Mukerji, В.; Ghosh, 
В. K.; and Siddons, L. В.; and Roy, Direndra 
Natii; and Siddons, L. B.j 
S I D D O N S , L . В . ; a n d B O S E , A . N . 
1944 a.—The action of  2-chloro-7-methoxy-5 (S-
diethyl-amino-butyl) amino-acridine on simian 
malaria <Indian Med. Gaz., v. 79 (3), Mar., 
pp. 101-102. [№•«.] 
S I D D O N S , L . В . ; a n d R O Y , D I R E N D R A N A T H . 
1942 a.—On the life  history of  Synthesiomyia nudi-
seta van der _ Wulp (Diptera, Muscidae), a 
myiasis-producing flv  <Parasitology, v. 34 
(3-4), Nov., pp. 239-245, illus. [Issued Dec. 9] 
[Wa.] 
S I D E L K O , S E W E R Y N . 
(1930? a).—Spostrzenia nad zaraza stadnicza w 
powiecie Witkowskim (Observations on dourine 
in the Witkowo district, Poland) <Wiadom. 
Wet. (128), pp. 101-108. 
1931 a—Idem [Abstract] <Vet. Bull. [Imp. Bureau 
Animal Health], Weybridge, Eng., v. 1 (2), 
July, p. 120. [W».] 
S I D E B O T T O M , H E N R Y . 
1904 a.—Report on the recent Foraminifera  from 
the coast of  the island of  Delos (Grecian Archi-
pelago) <Mem. and Proc. Manchester Lit. 
and Phil. Soc., v. 48 (5), Feb. 13, Mem., 26 pp., 
figs.  1-9, pis. 2-5. [W·.] 
S I D É R I D I S , C O N S T A N T I N D . [ 1 8 7 4 - ] 
1898 a.—Kystes hydatiques de la glande mam-
maire. Thèse méd. (Paris). 70 pp. Paris. 
[Wm . ] 
S I D L E R - H U G U E N I N , E R N E S T [Dr.. Augenarzt, Zurich] 
1898 a.—Sehnervenatrophie nach Gebrauch von 
Granatwurzelrinde, nebst einigen Bemerkungen 
über die Gefahren  des Extr. Füicis maris <Cor.-
Bl. Schweiz. Aerzte, v. 28 (17), Sept. 1, pp. 513-
523; (18), Sept. 15, pp. 553-563. [W»J 
S I D N E Y E D W A R D M. [Leicester] 
1943 a.—Cocci—the truth [Letter to editor] <Poul-
try Farmer and Feathered World (2833) v. 109, 
Oct. 8, p. ). [W·.] 
1943 b.—Tapeworms and treatment <Poultry 
Farmer and Feathered World (2837) v. 109, 
Nov. 5, p. 11. [W».] 
SLDOROV, A . 
1922 a.—K biolog» Ichthyonema  sanguineum Ru-
dolphi. (Zur Biologie von Ichthyonema  sangui-
neum Rudolphi) <Russk. Gidrobiol. Zhurnal, 
v. 1 (11-12), Nov.-Dec., pp. 325-326, 1 fig. 
[W·.] _ 
1922 b.—О massovom poiavlenii karpoeda (Argulus 
foliaceus L.) v akvariume (Ueber ein massen-
haftes  Auftreten  der Fischlaus (Argulus foliaceus 
L.) im Aquarium) <Russk. Gidrobiol. Zhurnal, 
v. 1 (11-12), Nov.-Dec., pp. 326-327. [W».] 
SIDOROV, A. S. See Orlov, I. V.; Mläsnikov, Ρ. Α . ; 
and Sidorov, A. S.; and Orlov, I. V.; Losev, L. Α.; 
Sidorov, A. S.; and Murashkintsev, Nikolai 
Stepanovich. 
SIDOROV, Κ . M. [ -1926] [For  necrology see Arch· 
Entwcklngsmechn. Organ., v. 113 (3), 25 Juli> 
1928, p. 536.] [W».] See Zavadovskiï, Μ . Μ· 
and" Sidorov, Κ . M. 
SIDOROV, Ν. V. See Savateev, A. I.; and Sidorov, N. 
V. 
S I D O R O V , P . 
1935 a.—Un cas de balantidiose chez l'homme suivi 
d'une myocardite granulomateuse <Ann. Anat. 
Path, et Anat. Norm. Méd.-Chir., v. 12 (6), 
June, pp. 711-721, illus. [W™.] 
S I D O R O V , V . 
(1929 a).—Anämie auf helminthologischer Grund-
lage beim Fohlen [Russian text] CUchen. Zapiski 
Kazan. Gosudarstv. Vet. Inst., v. 38, pp. 96-103. 
1930 a.—Idem [Abstract] CJahresb. Vet.-Med. 
(1929), v. 49, pt. 2, p. 1117. [W*.] 
SIDOROVA, N. I. [Stalingrad] See Nisiâev, V. V.; 
and Sidorova, N. I. 
SIDOROVSKIT, S. А . [ С и д о р о в с к н й , С . Α . ] See 
I лее ν, L. Α.; Sidorovskií, S. Α.; and Troparev, 
N. S . 
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SiDBÉN, J O N A S . 
1751 a.—Materia medica e regno anima li. Diss. 
Upsalise, 1750, May 25 <Amcen. Acad. (Lin-
naeus), v. 2, pp. 307-331. [W«.] 
1787 a.—Idem Clbidem, 3. ed., v. 2, pp. 307-331. 
[Wa.] 
S I E B E L , W I L H E L M . [Cañad. Med., Aachen] 
1886 a.—Ueber das Schicksal von Fremdkörpern 
in der Blutbahn <Arch. Path. Anat., v. 104, 10 
F., v. 4 (3), 1 Juni, pp. 514-531. [W», W " , W«.] 
SIEBENMANN, С. [Chem. E., Dr. Ing.] [See also 
Schnitzer, R. J.; Siebenmann, C.; and Bett, H. 
D.] 
1943 a.—Red cell degeneration caused by sub-
stances of  the thiazine group cCanad. Pub. 
Health J., v. 34 (1), Jan., pp. 47-48. [W».] 
DE S I E B E N T H A L , R O G E H . [Asst. Policlin. Gynéc. et 
Obst. Univ. Genève] 
1945 a.—Les traitements de la leucorrhée à Tri-
chomonas vaginalis <Rev. Méd. Suisse Rom., 
v. 65 (5), May 25, pp. 291-304, pl. [W™.] 
SIEBER. [Dr. , H a m b u r g ] 
1908 a.—Versuche über die Einwirkung von Galle 
auf  Bakterien und Protozoen CVerhandl. Gesel-
lsch. Deutsch. Naturi, u. Aerzte (Dresden, 16-21 
Sept.), v. 79, 2. Theil, 2. Hälfte,  Med. Abt., pp. 
551-552. [W™.] 
S I E B E R , H A N S . [See also Gonder, Richard; and Sie-
ber, Hans] 
1910 a.—Ueber Anaplasma marginale <Berl. Tier-
ärztl. Wchnschr., v. 26 (50), 15 Dec., pp. 993-
998, figs.  1-4, Charts 1-2. [W».] 
1910 b.—Zur Uebertragung von Trypanosoma  equi-
perdum durch Stomoxys calcitrans <Berl. Tier-
ärztl. Wchnschr., v. 26 (18), 5 Mai, p. 369. [W», 
W « . ] 
1911 a.—Anaplasma marginale (Theiler) <Rep. 
Govt. Vet. Bacteriol., Dept. Agrie., Union South 
Africa  (1909-10), pp. 104-116, figs.  1-8, 2 charts. 
[W·.] 
1911 b.—Idem <Ztschr. Infektionskr. Haustiere, 
v. 9 (5), 17 Mai, pp. 279-302, figs.  1-2, charts 
1-2, pis. 11-13, figs.  1-6. [W*.] 
S I E B E R , H A N S ; a n d G O N D E R , R I C H A R D . 
1908 a.—Uebertragung von Trypanosoma  equiper-
dum <Arch. Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 12 (19), 
Briefkasten, p. 646. [W"".j 
S I E B E R , R U D . [Wien] 
(1937 a).—Die Fasciolariidae des neiderösterreichi-
schen Miozäns <Arch. MoUuskenk., v. 69 (4), 
July, pp. 138-160. 
1939 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool. Ber., v. 47 (4H>), 
June 12, p. 165. [W·.] 
S I E B E R T , C O N R A D . [See  also Neisser, Albert, 1906 b] 
1905 a.—Ueber die Spirochete pallida CDeutsche 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 31 (41), 12 Oct., pp. 1642-
1644. [VV\ W™.] 
1906 a.—Idem <83. Jahresb. Schles. Gesellsch. 
Vaterl. Kult., 1. Abt., Med. Sect., pp. 132-135. 
[W", W·.] 
S I E B E R T , E . [Rossarzt a. D., Aschersleben] 
1896 a.—Vertreibung von Ectoparasiten <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (46), Nov. 12, p. 551. [W».] 
1902 a.—Läusemittel <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. 
(3), 16 Jan., p. 43. [W% W » 1 
S I E B E R T , F . [ 1 8 2 9 - 1 8 8 2 ] 
1S63 a.—Ueber Trichinenkrankheit und ihre Ver-
meidung. 2. unveränderter Abdruck. 13 pp. 
Jena. [W".] 
S I E B E R T , H . [ D r . ] 
1914 a.—Ueber die Behandlung der Amöbenruhr 
mit Emetin <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg., 
v. 18 (13), July, pp. 439-453. [W*.] 
SIEBERT, Η . В. [Dr., Leitender Arzt, San. Dr. Baum-
stark, Bad Homburg v. d. H.] 
1937 a.—Wann soll ein Tropenkranker zur Be-
handlung nach der Heimat, d. h. nach Europa 
zurücktransportiert werden? <Festschr. Nocht, 
pp. 570-572. [W».] 
SIEBERT, H . B . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1938 a.—Behandlung von Nachkrankheiten nach 
Tropenerkrankungen in Bädern und Kurorten 
<Med. Welt, v. 12 (12), Mar. 19, pp. 426-427. 
[Wm.] 
1938 b.—Erfahrungen  aus der Praxis der Tropen-
krankheiten [Abstract of  report before Med. 
Gesellsch., Frankfurt  a. M., Dec. 7, 1937] <Klin. 
Wchnschr., v. 17 (10), Mar. 5, p. 363. [W».] 
1941 a.—Beitrag zu dem Für und Wider der Chinin 
—Prophylaxe bei Malaria (Verhandl. 11. Tag. 
Deutsch. Tropenmed. Gesellsch.) CDeutsche 
Tropenmed. Ztschr., v. 45 (5), Mar. 1, pp. 142-
149. [W».] 
SIEBERT, W . [Dr., Marine-Stabsarzt . ] 
1907 a.—Zur Aetiologie des "vernerischen" Granu-
loms <Arch. Schiffs-u.  Tropen-Hyg., v. 11 (12), 
Juni, pp. 379-389, figs.  1-2. [Wm] 
1907 b.—Frambösiespirochseten im Gewebe <Arch. 
Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 11 (22), Nov., pp. 
699-704, figs.  1-3. [Wm.] 
1908 a.—Studien über Spirochäten und Trypano-
somen <Arch. Protistenk., v. 11 (2-3), pp. 363-
371, figs. Α - D . [W», Wm.] 
1908 b.—Fliegen als Infektionsträger  bei Darmer-
krankungen CArch. Scliiffs-u.  Tropen-Hyg., v. 
12 (5), März, pp. 167-168. [ f f» . ] 
1908 c.—Zur Lagerung der Frambösiespirochasten 
in der Haut Clbidem (9), Niai, pp. 291-293. 
[Wm.] 
1908 d.—Betrachtungen über histopathologische 
Untersuchungen bei Frambcesia tropica CBei-
hefte Arch. Schiffs-u.  Tropen-Hyg., v. 12 (5), 
Aug., pp. 137-146 (i. e. pp. 237-246). [Wm.] 
SIEBLER, G. [Chem. Inst. Tierärztl. Hochschule 
Hannover] See Danckwortt, Peter Walter; 
Siebler, G.; and Bohnekamp, J. 
V O N S I E B O L D , C A R L T H E O D O R E R N S T . [1804-1885] 
[Prof., Freiburg i. Breisgau] [For  biography see 
Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 42 (1), 24 Juli 1885, 
pp. i-xxxiv. [Wa, W·.].] 
1835 a.—Helminthologische Beiträge <Arch. 
Naturg., Berlin, 1. J., v. 1 (1), pp. 45-84, pi. 1. 
[Wo.] 
1S36 a.—Idem. Zweiter Beitrag. Syngamus trachea-
lis. Ein doppeleibiger Eingeweidewurm Clbi-
dem, 2. J., v. 1, pp. 105-116, pi. 3, figs.  1-2. 
[W°.] 
1836 b.—Idem. Dritter Beitrag. Berichtigung 
der von Burmeister gegebenen Beschreibung des 
Distomum globiporum Clbidem, pp. 217-223, pl. 
6. [W·.] 
1836 с.—Ueber die Spermatozoen der Crusta-
ceen, Insecten, Gasteropoden und einiger an-
derer wirbellosen Thiere CArch. Anat., Physiol, 
u. Wissensch. Med., pp. 13-53, pis. 2-3. [ f f» . j 
1836 d.—Fernere Beobachtungen über die Sper-
matozoen der wirbellosen Thiere Clbidem, pp. 
232-255, pl. 10, figs.  1-10. [W M · ] 
1837 a.—[Zusatz to Nathusius, Hermann, 1837 a] 
CArch. Naturg., Berlin, 3. J., v. 1, pp. 66-68. 
[W·.] 
1837 b.—[Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Helminthologie.] Entozoa Clbidem, v. 2, 
pp. 254-267. [W°.] 
1837 c.—On a double-bodied intestinal worm, the 
Syngamus trachealis [Transi, of  1836 a] CLond. 
and Edinb. Phil. Mag., 3. s. (61), v. 10, Apr., 
pp. 253-261, pl. 1, figs.  5-6 [missing], [W·.] 
1837 d.—Fernere Beobachtungen über die Sper-
matozoen der wirbellosen Thiere CArch. Anat., 
Physiol, u. Wissensch. Med., pp. 381-439, pl. 20, 
figs.  1-16. [W".] 
1837 e.—Zur Entwickelungsgeschichte der Hel-
minthen (In  Burdach, Karl Friedrich. Die 
Physiologie als Erfahrungswissenschaft. 2. Aufl., 
v. 2, 4. Buch, pp. 183-213. Leipzig.) [Wm . ] 
1838 a.—Helminthologische Beiträge. Vierter 
Beitrag. Ueber geschlechtslose Nematoideen 
CArch. Naturg., Berlin, 4. J., v. 1, pp. 301-314. 
[W·.] 
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1838 b.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Helminthologie während des Jahres 1837 
<Ibidem, v. 2, pp. 291-309. [W».] 
1838 c.—Ein Cysticercus cellulosae am menschlichen 
Auge <Med . Ztg., v. 7 (16), 18 Apr., Beilage, p. 
81. [W·".] 
1838 d.—Du développement des entozoaires. (7 η 
Burdach, C. F. Traité de physiologie. Transi, 
from German by Jourdan, A. J. L. v. 3, pp. 
32-65. Paris.) [W».] 
1839 a.—Beiträge zur Naturgeschichte der wirbel-
losen Thiere. 4. Ueber die zur Gattung Gre-
garina gehörigen Helminthen < N . Schrift. 
Naturi. Gesellsch. Danzig, ν . 3 (2), pp. 56-71, pl. 
3, figs.  48-61. [W«.] 
1839 b.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Helminthologie während des Jahres 1838 
<Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 5. J., v. 2, pp. 153-169. 
[W«.] 
1840 a.—Idem . . . während des Jahres 1839 < Ibi-
dem, 6. J., v. 2, pp. 185-198. [W«.] 
1840 b.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Anatomie und Physiologie der wirbellosen 
Thiere im Jahre 1838 <Arch. Anat., Physiol, u. 
Wissensch. Med., pp. cc-cexxi. [W m . ] 
1841 a . — I d e m . . . in den Jahren 1839 und 1840 
<Ibidem, pp. lxix-cxliv. [W m . ] 
1841 b.—Bericht über die Leistungen in der Natur-
geschichte der Annulaten während des Jahres 
1840 <Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 7. J., v. 2, pp. 281-
289. [W·.] 
1841 c.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Helminthologie während des Jahres 1840 
<Ibidem, pp. 289-320. [W°.] 
1842 a.—Idem . . . während des Jahres 1841 <Ibi -
dem, 8. J., v. 2, pp. 338-372. [W°.] 
1842 b.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Anatomie und Physiologie der wirbellosen 
Thiere in dem Jahre 1841 CArch. Anat., Phys-
iol. u. Wissensch. Med., pp. cxxxiv-ccxvi. [ W m . ] 
1842 c.—Ein neuer Eingeweidewurm beim Pferde. 
Briefliche  Mittheilung <Mag . Ges. Thierh., v. 8 
(4), pp. 472-473. [W m . ] 
1842 d.—Excerpta zoologica: On metamorphoses 
among intestinal worms [Transi, of  1841 c, pp. 
301-305] <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (63), v. 10, 
Oct., pp. 118-121. [W®, W·.] 
1842 e.—Ueber die Fadenwürmer der Insecten 
<Entom. Ztg., Stettin, v. g (7), Juli, pp. 146-
161. [ № , W°.] 
1843 a.—Ueber die Fadenwürmer der Insecten 
<Ibidem, v. 4 (3), März, pp. 78-84. [W\ W°.] 
1843 b.—Abgang eines Bandwurms aus dem Nabel, 
nebst einigen Bemerkungen über das Wandern 
der Eingeweidewürmer <Med . Ztg., v. 12 (17), 
26 Apr., pp. 75-77. [W"M 
1843 c.—Idem [Abstract] cOesterr. Med. Wchn-
schr (24), 10 Juni, pp. 660-661. [W™.] 
1843 d.—Bericht über die Leistungen in der Natur-
geschichte der Annulaten während des Jahres 
1842 <Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 9. J., v. 2, pp. 289-
299. [Wc.] 
1843 е.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Helminthologie während des Jahres 1842 
Clbidem, pp. 300-335. [W c . ] 
1843 f.—Bericht  über die im Jahre 1841 und 1842 
erschienenen Arbeiten in Bezug auf  die Klassen 
der Echinodermen, Acalephen, Polypen und In-
fusorien  <Ibidem, pp. 335-373. [W c . ] 
1843 g.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Anatomie und Physiologie der wirbellosen 
Thiere in dem Jahre 1842 <Arch. Anat., Phys-
iol. u. Wissensch. Med., pp. I-lxxxvii. [ W m . ] 
1844 a.—See 1850 c. 
1845 a.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Helminthologie während des Jahres 1843 
und 1844 <Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 11. J., v. 2, 
pp. 202-255. [W·.] 
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1845 b.—Bericht über die Leistungen in der Natur-
geschichte der Würmer, Zoophyten und Proto-
zoen während des Jahres 1843 und 1844 Clbi -
dem, pp. 256-296. [W·.] 
1845 c.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Anatomie und Physiologie der wirbellosen 
Thiere in den Jahren 1843 und 1844 <Arch. 
Anat., Physiol, u. Wissensch. Med., pp. 1-120. 
[W- . ] 
1845 d.—Bemerkungen über Ornithobia pallida, 
Meig., und Lipoptena cervi Nitzsch <Entom. 
Ztg., Stettin, v. 6 (9), Sept., pp. 275-279. [W», 
W«.] 
1846 a.—[Ueber den Gordius aguaticus] <Amtl . 
Ber. 23. Versamml. Deutsch. Naturf.  u. Aerate 
(Nürnberg, Sept. 1845), pp. 182-183. [W™.] 
1846 b.—Ueber die Wanderung der Helminthen 
[Abstract] < Ibidem, pp. 198-199. [ f f - . ] 
1847 a.—Helminthology. Reports on zoology for 
1843, 1844 [Transi, of  1845 a], pp. 446-502. Lon-
don. [W».] 
1847 b.—[Helminthenwanderung] [Abstract] <Ver-
handl. Schweiz. Naturf.  Gesellsch., v. 32, pp. 
126-127. [Wm, W«.] 
[1847 с].—[Mehrere neue Fälle von Helminthen-
wanderungen.] [Abstract] <Ibidem, pp. 128-
131. [ W - , W°.] 
1848 a.—Lehrbuch der vergleichenden Anatomie 
der wirbellosen Thiere. (In  von Siebold and 
Stannius. Lehrbuch der vergleichenden Ana-
tomie. 1. Theil, xiv + 679 + 1] pp. Berlin.) 
[W*.] 
1848 b.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der Helminthologie während der Jahre 1845, 
1846 und 1847 <Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 14. J., 
v. 2, pp. 351-398. [W·.] 
1848 c.—Ueber die Fadenwürmer der Insecten 
<Entom. Ztg., Stettin, v. 9 (10), Oct., pp. 290-
300. [W», W·.] 
1849 a.—Ueber einzellige Pflanzen  und Thiere 
<Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 1 (2-3), pp. 270-
294. [W·.] 
1849 b.—Gyrodactylus, ein ammenartiges Wesen 
<Ibidem (4), pp. 347-363. [W·.] 
1850 a.—Ueber den Generationswechsel der Cesto-
den nebst einer Revision der Gattung Tetrarhyn-
chus <Ibidem, v. 2 (2-3), pp. 198-253, pis. 14-
15. [W*·] 
1850 b.—Ueber undulirende Membranen Clbidem 
(4), pp. 356-364, pl. 21, figs.  1-11. [W·.] 
[1850 с].—Parasiten CHandwörterb. Physiol., v. 2, 
pp. 641-692. [W-°.] [Title-page bears date 
1844, but cover gives 1850 as date of  publica-
tion.] 
[1850 d].—Ueber die Conjugation des Diplozoon 
paradoxum [Abstract of  remarks, 4 Dec.] <28. 
Jahresb. Schles. Gesellsch. Vaterl. Kult., pp. 
36-37. [W·», W°.] 
1850 е.—Ueber die Wanderungen, welche von 
gewissen Eingeweidewürmern vorgenommen wer-
den [Abstract of  remarks, 24 Juli] Clbidem, 
pp. 38-39. [W», W·.] 
[1850 f]. —[Ueber die Naturgeschichte der Hirsch-
lausfliege (Lipoptera [sic] cervi Nitzsch)] [Ab-
stract] Clbidem, pp. 83-84. [ W m , W°.J 
[1850 g].—[Heerwurm] [Abstract] Clbidem, p. 84. 
[Wm, W«.] 
1850 h.—Bemerkungen zur Naturgeschichte der 
Band-und Blasenwürmer Clbidem, pp. 158-159. 
[Wm, W«.] 
1850 i.—Bericht übei die Leistungen in der Natur-
geschichte der Würmer, Zoophyten und Proto-
zoen während der Jahre 1845, 1846 und 1847 
CArch. Naturg., Berlin, 16 J., v. 2 (6), pp. 351-
468. [W·.] 
1850 k.—Ueber die Fadenwürmer der Insecten 
CEntom. Ztg., Stettin, v. 11 (10), Oct., pp. 329-
336. [W», W«.] 
1850 1.—Noch ein Wort über Lipoptera [sic] cervi 
Clbidem (12), Dec., pp. 407-408. [W», W·.] 
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1850 m.—Ueber die auf  den verschiedenen Hirsch-
arten schmarotzenden Lausfliegen  <Verhandl. 
Sc hies. Forst-Ver., pp. 369-372. [W».] 
1851 a.—Mémoire sur la génération alternante des 
cestoides, suivi d'une révision du genre Tetra-
rhynchus [Transi, of  1850 a] <Ann. Sc. Nat., 
Zool., 3. s., v. 15 (3), pp. 177-248, pl. 4, figs.  1 -
19. [W®, W m , W·.] 
1851 b.—Ueber die Conjugation des Diplozoon 
paradoxum, nebst Bemerkungen über den Con-
jugations-Process der Protozoen <Ztschr. Wis-
sensch. Zool., v. 3 (1), 10 März, pp. 62-68. [W·.] 
[1851 с].—[Ueber Dubini's Anchylostoma duodenale·, 
und ueber einige Insekten als Pseudohelmin-
then] [Abstract of  remarks, 1 Aug.] <29. Jahresb. 
Schles. Gesellsch. Vaterl. Kult., p. 102. [W·.] 
1852 a.—Expériences sur la transformation des vers 
vésiculaires ou cysticerques en tœnias <Ann. Se. 
Nat., Zool., 3. s., v. 17 (6), pp. 377-381. [W», 
W m , W«.] 
1852 b.—Sur la possibilité d'une transformation 
des vers vésiculaires ou cysticerques en taenias 
[Abstract of  1852 a] Clnstitut, Paris (974), v. 20, 
1. sect., 1 Sept., pp. 280-281. [PaK] 
1852 e.—Experiments on the transformation  of  the 
cystoid worms into tœnias [Transi, of  1852 a] 
<Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 2. s. (60), v. 10, 
Dec., pp. 431-434. [W\ W°.] 
1852 d.—Ueber die Umwandlung der Blasenwür-
mer in Bandwürmer [Abstract of  1852 a] <30. 
Jahresb. Schles. Gesellsch. Vaterl. Kult., pp. 
48-51. [W™, W°.] 
1852 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1852 a] <Tagsb. u. 
Fortschr. Nat.-u. Heilk. (589), v. 3 (20), Aug., 
Abt. Zool., pp. 105-108. [W°.] 
1852 f. See Bilharz, Theodor, 1852 b. 
1852 g.—Einige Bemerkungen über Hectocotylus 
<Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 4 (1), June 15, pp. 
122-124. [W·.] 
(1853 a).—Idem (In  Taylor. Scient. Mem. Nat. 
Hist., pp. 92-94). 
1853 b.—Zusatz [to v. Hessling, Theodor, 1853 a] 
<Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 5 (2-3), 19 Dec., 
pp. 199-200, pi. 10, figs.  10-11. [W·.] 
1853 c.—Beiträge zur Naturgeschichte der Mer-
mithen <Ibidem (2-3), 19 Dec., pp. 201-206. 
[W·.] 
1853 d.—Ueber die Verwandlung des Cysticercus 
pisiformis in Tsenia serrata <Ibidem, v. 5 (4), 
18 Apr., pp. 400-409. [W·.] 
1853 е.—Ueber die Verwandlung der Echinococcus 
Brut in Tœnien <Ibidem, pp. 409-424, pl. 16 Α . 
[W·.] 
1853 f. —Ueber Leukochloridium paradoxum <Ibi -
dem, pp. 425-437, pl. 16 B. [W·.] 
1853 g.—Ein Blick auf  die neueste Taenien-Litera-
tur. Ueber die Verwandlung des Cysticercus 
pisiformis  in Tsenia serrata, von K. Th. von Sie-
bold [Abstract of  1853 d] <Wien. Med. Wchn-
schr., v. 3 (39), 24 Sept., pp. 616-618; (40), 1 
Oct., pp. 631-633; (41), 8 Oct., pp. 648-650. 
[W m . ] 
1854 a.—Anatomy of  the Invertebrata. Transi, 
from the German and edited with notes and addi-
tions recording the recent progress of  the science 
by Waldo I. Burnett. 470 pp. London and Bos-
ton. [W®.] 
1854 b.—Ueber die Band- und Blasenwürmer, 
nebst einer Einleitung über die Entstehung der 
Eingeweidewürmer. 115 pp., 36 figs. Leipzig. 
[W\ W™.] 
1854 c.—On the transformation  of Cysticercus pisi-
formis  into Та -nia serrata [Transi, of  1853 d] 
<Quart. J. Micr. Sc., n. s., v. 2, pp. 255-263. 
[W-H, W°.] 
1851 d.—Ueber die Fadenwürmer der Insecten 
<Entom. Ztg., Stettin, v. 15 (4), Apr., pp. 103-
121. [W\ W·.] 
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1854 e.—Eine Meloë-larve mit Unrecht als Ursache 
der Faulbrut beschuldigt <Bienen-Ztg. [Eich-
städt], v. 10 (8), 15 Apr., pp. 85-87. [BP.] 
1855 a.—Mémoire sur les vers rubannés et vésicu-
laires de l'homme et des animaux (tœnias, cysti-
cerques, etc.), et sur la production des helminthes 
en général <Ann. Sc. Nat., Zool., 4. s., v. 4 (1), 
pp. 48-90; (3), pp. 172-208, pis. 2-3, figs.  1-35. 
[W*, W·.] 
1855 b.—Ueber die Band- und Blasenwürmer, nebst 
einer Einleitung über die Entstehung der Einge-
weidewürmer [Abstract of  1854 b] <Hygiea, 
Stockholm, v. 17 (1), Jan., pp. 8-16. [W™.] 
1855 с.—Zusatz [to Meissner, Georg, 1855 a] 
<Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 7 (1-2), 20 Mai, 
pp. 141-144. [W·.] 
1855 d.—Zusatz [zu Bilharz, Theodor, 1855 a] < Ib i -
dem (3) 29 Sept., pp. 330-331. [W·.] 
1857 a.—On tape and cystic worms. With an in-
troduction on the origin of  intestinal worms 
[Transi, of  1854 b] 90 pp., 36 figs.  London. [W\ 
W·».] 
1857 b.—See Carus, Julius Victor, 1857 a. 
1857 c.—Ueber die Perlenbildungen chinesischer 
Süsswasser-Muscheln, als Zusatz zu dem vor-
hergehenden Aufsatze  <Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., 
v. 8 (4), pp. 445-454, pis. 19-20. [Issued Feb. 
26] [W».] 
1858 a.—Ueber die Fadenwürmer der Insectcn 
<Entom. Ztg., Stettin, v. 19 (10-12), Oct . -
Dec., pp. 324-344. [W®, W«.J 
(1860 a).—Ichthyologische Bemerkungen (Hau-
tausschlag der brünstigen Männchen bei Cy-
prinoiden und salmoneen, Salmo salar muss 
Trutta,  salar heissen, Sterilität der Salmoneen und 
Cyprinoiden, Larve der Leptis vermileo, melan-
otischer von eneystirten Trematoden herrühren-
der Hautausschlag der Cyprinoiden) <Ber . 
Naturf.-Versamml.  Königsberg, Sept., pp. 74; 
105; 138. 
1865 a.—Ueber die \iviparen Gallmückenlarven 
<Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 15 (1), Jan. 23, 
pp. 106-117, pl.; Zusatz von Professor  v. Sie-
bold, pp. 115-116. [Wv] 
1867 a.—Ueber Syngamus trachealis <Cor.-Bl. 
Zool.-Mineral. Ver. Regensburg, v. 21 (12), pp. 
172-173. [W«.] 
1871 a.—Beiträge zur Parthenogenesis der Arthro-
poden. 238 pp., 2 pis. Leipzig. [W».] 
1874 a.—Anatomy of the Invertebrata. Translated 
from the German with additions and notes by 
Waldo I. Burnett. 470 pp. Boston. [W·.] 
1876 a.—Dr. Rudolph von Willemoes-Suhm, 
geboren am 11. September 1847, gestorben den 
13. September 1875 <Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., 
v. 26 (4), 6 März, pp. xci-xcvi. [W°.] 
VON S I E B O L D , C A R L T H E O D O R E R N S T ; a n d V O N S T E I N , 
F R I E D R I C H ( R I T T E R ) . 
1853 a.—Ueber die Wanderungen der Eingeweide-
würmer im Laufe  ihrer Entwickelung <Cen-
tralbl. Naturw. u. Anthrop., v. 1 (1), pp. 9-11; 
(2), pp. 21-27. [W0 .] 
S I É B R A , D E B R I T O . See Rodrigues de Albuquerque, 
Antonio Francisco; Siébra de Brito; and Odorico 
de Moráis, Manoel. 
SIEBURGH, G. See Schüffner, D. W. ; and Sieburgh, G. 
S I E C H E N E D E R . 
1896 a.—Gehirnblasenwurmkrankheit bei einem 
1-2 jährigen Miesbach Simmenth. Kalb <Wchn-
schr. Tierh. u. Viehzucht, v. 40 (10), März, pp. 
95-96. [W™.] 
S I E D A M G R O T Z K Y , O T T O A L E X A N D E R [1841-1902] 
[Geh. Med.-Rat Prof.  Dr. Med. H.C. et Phil.] 
[For  port, see Beri. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 46 
(40), 3 Okt. 1930, p. 662. (Festschr. Vet.-Med. 
Fak. Univ. Leipzig 1780-1930)] [W*.] [For 
biography see Tierheilk. u. Tierzucht (Stäng u. 
Wirth), Lief. 43, v. 9, 1931, pp. 411-412] [W».] 
[See also Haubner, Gottlieb Carl, 1884 a, 1889 a, 
1893 a, and 1898 a; and Schuetz, Johannes Wil-
helm; and Siedamgrotzky, Otto Alexander] 
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[1872 a].—Klinik für  kleinere Hausthiere <Ber. 
Veterinärw. Königr. Sachs, (1871), v. 16, pp. 54-
93. [W\ W " . ] 
[1872 b].—Mittheilungen aus den Berichten der 
Bezirks- und Privatthierärzte für  das Jahr 1871 
<Ibidem, pp. 93-144. [ff»,  ff».] 
1872 c.—Psorospermienschläuche in den Muskeln 
der Pferde  <Wchnschr. Tierh. u. Viehzucht, v. 
16 (12), März, pp. 97-101. [Wa , W » . ] 
1872 d.—[Ueber Psorospermien] [Abstract of  paper 
read 28 Feb.] CJahresb. Gesellsch. Nat.-u. Heilk. 
Dresden (1871-72), pp. 69-70. [W». ] 
1873 a.—[Ueber die sogenannte Räude der Hunde] 
[Abstract of  paper read 19 Oct. 1872] Clbidem 
(1872-73), pp. 14-15. [ f f » . ] 
[1874 а].—Bericht über die pathologische Anatomie 
<Ber. Veterinärw. Königr. Sachs (1874), v. 19, 
pp. 12-47. [W% W« . ] 
[1875 а].—Bericht über die Klinik im Jalirc 1875 
Clbidem (1875), v. 20, pp. 39-62. [W», ff">.] 
[1876 a].—Bericht über die Klinik im Jahre 1876 
Clbidem, v. 21, pp. 51-76. [Wa , ff».] 
1876 b.—Behandlung der Hunderäude [Abstract of 
1875 а] С Thierarzt, v. 15 (11), Nov., p. 261. 
[Wm.] 
[1878 a].—Bericht über die Klinik im Jahre 1877 
С Ber. Veterinärw. Königr. Sachs. (1877), v. 22, 
pp. 56-73. [W», W·".] 
[1880 a].—Bericht über die Klinik im Jahre 1879 
Clbidem (1879), v. 24, pp. 74-94. [W\ ff».] 
1883 a.—Bericht über die Klinik im Jahre 1882 
Clbidem (1882), v. 27, pp. 13-23. [W», ff».] 
1884 a.—Anleitung zur mikroskopischen und 
chemischen Diagnostik der Krankheiten der 
Hausthiere. Für Thierärzte und Landwirthe. 2. 
Aufl. 227 pp., 56 figs. Dresden. [Wm.] 
1885 a.—Bericht über die Klinik im Jahre 1883 
С Ber. Veterinärw. Königr. Sachs. (1884), v. 29, 
pp. 12-18. [W\ ff».] 
1888 a.—Mittheilungen aus den Berichten der 
Bezirksthierärzte auf  das Jahr 1887 Clbidem 
(1887), v. 32, pp. 42-86. [ffX] 
1893 a.—Das Veterinärwesen im Königreich Sach-
sen. Sammlung der Gesetze und Verordnungen 
[etc.]. 192 pp. Dresden. [W».] 
1893 b.—-Die Veterinärpolizeigesetze und Verord-
nungen für  das Königreich Sachsen. 2. umgear-
beitete Aufl. 234 pp. Dresden. [W m . ] 
1896 a.—General-Sanitäts-Bericht für  die Jahre 
1892-1894 über das öffentliche  Gesundheitswesen 
des Regierungsbezirks Bromberg. 187 pp. Brom-
berg. [W».] 
S I E D E N T O P F , H . 
1907a.—Paraboloid-Kondensor, eine neue Methode 
für  Dunkelfeldbeleuchtung  zur Sichtbarmachung 
und zur Moment-Mikrophotographie lebender 
Bakterien etc. (insbesondere auch für  Spirochete 
pallida) CZtschr. Wissensch. Mikr. (94), v. 24 
(2), 15 Aug., pp. 104-108, 1 fig. [W».] 
S I E D L E C K I , M I C H A L . [1873-1940] [Prof.  Univ. Cra-
cow] [For  biography see Parasitology, v. 33 (1), 
Mar. 1941, pp. 1-7] [W».] [See also Kostanecki, 
Kasimir; and Siedlecki, Michal; and Schaudinn, 
Fritz; and Siedlecki, Michal] 
1898 a.—Reproduction sexuée et cycle évolutif  de 
la coccidie de la seiche (Klossia  octopiana Schn.). 
CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 10. s., v. 5 
(17), 20 Mai, pp. 540-543, figs.  1-6. [W», W » , 
W«.] 
1898 b.—Reproduction sexuée et début de la sporu-
lation chez la coccidie des tritons (Coccidium 
proprium Schn.) Clbidem (22), 24 Juin, pp. 
663-665, 6 figs. [Wa , W » , W 0 . ] 
1898 c.—Etude cytologique et cycle évolutif  de la 
coccidie de la seiche CAnn. Inst. Pasteur, Paris, 
v. 12 (12), 25 Déc., pp. 799-836, figs. Α - D , pis. 
7-9, figs.  1-26. [W", W » . ] 
1899 a.—Etude cytologique et cycle évolutif  de 
Adelea ovata Schneider Clbidem, v. 13 (2), 25 
Fév., pp. 169-192, pis. 1-3, figs.  1-40. [W*. W » . ] 
S I E D L E C K I , M I C H A L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1899 b.—O rozwoju plciowym gregariny: Mono-
cystis ascidies R. Lank. (Ueber die geschlecht-
liche Vermehrung der Monocystis  ascidise R. 
Lank.) CBull. Internat. Acad. Se. Cracovie 
(10), Déc., pp. 515-537, pis. 1-2, figs.  1-24. 
[W®.] 
1900 a.—La reproduction sexuée de Monocystis  as-
cidiœ R. Lankester [Abstract of  1899 b] CArch. 
Zool. Expér. et Gén., 3. s., v. 8 (4), Notes et Rev., 
pp. lx-lxii. [W», ff®.] 
1901 a.—Sur les rapports des grégarines avec 1'épi-
thélium intestinal CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v. 53 (4), 1 Fév., pp. 81-83. [ff",  ff'", W®.] 
1901 b.—Idem CCompt. Rend. Acad. Sc., Paris, 
v. 132 (4), 28 Jan., pp. 218-220. [ f f a , ff», W®.] 
1901 c.—^-Contribution à l'étude des changements 
cellulaires provoqués par les grégarines CArch. 
Anat. Micr., v. 4 (1), 30 Mai, pp. 87-100, figs. 
1-9. [W·, W » . ] 
1902 a.—Herpetophrya  astoma n. g., n. sp., wymoc-
zek pasozytny ζ Polymnia nebulosa. (L' Herpeto-
phrya astoma n. g., n. sp., infusoire  parasite des 
polymnies) CBull. Internat. Acad. Se. Cracovie, 
Cl. Sc. Math, et Nat. (6), Juin, pp. 356-362, pl. 
32, figs.  1-7. [W®.] 
1902 b.—Idem CRozpr. Wvdz. Matemat.-Przyr. 
Akad. Umiej., v. 42, pp. 334-339, 1 pl. [W®.] 
1902 c.—О rozwoju plciowym gregaryny Monocystis 
ascidise R. Lank. Clbidem, v. 39, 2. s., v. 19, pp. 
314-340, pis. 6-7, figs.  1-24. [W®.] 
1902 d.—Historya rozwoju nowego gatunku kok-
cydyi: Caryotropha mesnilii nob. (Cycle évolutif 
de la Caryotropha mesnilii, coccidie nouvelle des 
polymnies; note préliminaire) CBull. Internat. 
Acad. Se. Cracovie, Cl. Sc. Math, et Nat. (8), 
Oct., pp. 561-568, figs.  1-5. [W®.] 
1903 a.-^Cycle évolutif  de la Caryotropha mesnilii, 
coccidie nouvelle des polymnies [Abstract of  1902 
d] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 33 
(5-6), 9 Apr., pp. 156-158. [W», W » . ] 
1903 b.—L'Herpetophrya  astoma n. g., n. sp., in-
fusoire  parasite des polymnies [Abstract of  1902 
a] С Zool. Centralbl., v. 10 (17), 4 Sept., p. 602. 
[Wa , W·.] 
1903 c.—Quelques observations sur le rôle des ami-
bocytes dans le cœlome d'un annélide CAnn. 
Inst. Pasteur, Paris, v. 17 (6), Juillet, pp. 449-
462, pis. 8-9, figs.  1-25. [ f f a , W» . ] 
1904 a.—О znaczeniu karyosomu [Polish text] 
CRozpr. Wydz. Matemat.-Przyr. Polsk. Akad. 
Umiej., v . 44, s. 3, v. 4, dzial B, pp. 496-523, pl. 
[W».] 
1905 a.—О znaczeniu Karyosomu (Ueber die Be-
deutung des Karyosoms) CBull. Internat. Acad. 
Se. Cracovie, Cl. Sc. Math, et Nat. (8), Oct., 
pp. 559-581, pl. 16, figs.  1-7 . [W®.] 
1907 a.—O budowie i rozwoju Caryotropha mesnilii 
CBull. Internat. Acad. Se. Cracovie, Cl. Se. 
Math, et Nat. (5), Mai, pp. 453-497, figs.  1-3, 
pis. 13-15, figs.  1-32. [W®.] 
1907 b.—О budowie i rozwoju Caryotropha mesnili 
Sied. CRozpr. Wydz. Matemat.-Przyr. Polsk. 
Akad. Umiej., v. 47, s. 3, v. 7, dzial B, pp. 535-
585, illus., pis. [W®.] 
S I E F E R T . See Seifert, Otto. 
SIEG, E. See Bugge, Georg; Warringsholz, IL; and 
Sieg, E. 
S I E G E L , A L B I N R U D O L F . [Dr., Tierarzt, Geyer im 
Erzgebirge] 
1936 a.—Beitrag zum Vorkommen der Trichomon-
adenseuche in Sachsen С Tierärztl. Rundschau, 
v. 42 (25), June 21, pp. 487-490. [W\] 
SIEGEL, C . [Dr. , Berlin] 
1903 a.—Die geschlechtliche Entwicklung von 
H xmogregarina stepanovi im Rüsselegel, Placob-
della catenigera. (Vorläufige  Mitteilung) CArch. 
Protistenk., v. 2 (3), Juni, pp. 339-342, figs.  1-7; 
footnote,  by Fritz Schaudinn, pp. 339-340. [W\ 
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S I E G E L , H E N R Y [M. D.] [See also Silber, Robert 
Howard; Clark, I . ; and Siegel, Henry] 
S I E G E L , H E N R Y ; a n d M U S H E T T , C H A R L E S W . 
1944 a.—Structural changes following  administra-
tion of  quinaerine hydrochloride <Arch. Path., 
v. 38 (2), Aug., pp. 63-70, illus. [W*.] 
S I E G E L , H E N R Y ; M U S H E T T , C H A R L E S W . ; a n d E M E R -
SON, G L A D Y S A N D E R S O N . 
1945 a.—Influence  of  protein and thiamine intake 
on pathologic and weight changes produced by 
atabrine <Proc . Soc. Exper. Biol, and Med-, v. 
58 (2), Feb., pp. 157-159. [W*.] 
S I E G E L , J O H N . [Dr. Med., Berlin] 
1904 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis des Vaccinerregers 
<Sitzungsb. K. Preuss. Akad. Wissensch. Berlin 
(31), 16 Juni, pp. 965-974, figs.  1-13. [W», W·.] 
1905 a.—Untersuchungen über die Aetiologie der 
Pocken und der Maul- und Klauenseuche CAb-
handl. K. Preuss. Akad. Wissensch., Anhang, 9 
Jan., 34 pp., pis. 1-2 . [Wa , W°.] 
1905 b.—Idem. Reprint. 34 pp., 2 pis. Berlin 
[Lib. Stiles] 
1905 с.—Untersuchungen über die Aetiologie des 
Scharlachs <Abhandl. K. Preuss. Akad. Wis-
sensch., Anhang, 6 Feb., 14 pp., 1 pl., figs.  1-12. 
[W», W«.] 
1905 d.—Idem. Reprint. 14 pp., 1 pl., 12 figs. 
Berlin. [Lib. Stiles] 
1905 е.—Untersuchungen über die Aetiologie der 
Syphilis <Abhandl. K. Preuss. Akad. Wis-
sensch., Anhang, 25 Feb., 15 pp., pis. 1 -2 , figs. 
1-41. [W», W«.] 
1905 f.— Idem. Reprint. 15 pp., 2 pis., 41 figs. 
Berlin. [Lib Stilesl 
1905 g.—Idem TAbstract of  1905 e] <Fortschr. 
Vet.-Hyg., v. 3 (3), Juni, p. 66. [W·.] 
1905 h.—Untersuchungen über die Aetiologie der 
Pocken, der Maul- und Klauenseuche, des Schar-
lachs und der Syphilis < M e d . Klin., Berlin, 
v. 1 (18), 9 Apr., pp. 446—449, figs. a-e. [W m . ] 
1905 i.—Neue Untersuchungen über die Aetiologie 
der Syphilis. 1. Morphologie der Cytorrhyctes 
luis < München. Med. Wchnschr., v . 52 (28), 11 
Juli, pp. 1321-1323, figs.  1-4 . [W", W m . ] 
1905 к.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Allg. Path, 
u. Path. Anat., v . 16 (16-17), 7 Sept., pp. 652-
653. [W», W " . ] 
1905 1—Idem [Abstract of  1905 i] <Berl . Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr. (30), 27 Juli, p. 524. [W>, f - , ] 
1905 m.—Idem. 2. Impfungen  auf  Affen,  Kanin-
chen und Meerschweine < München Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 52 (29), 18 Juli, pp. 1384-1386, 1 
pl., figs.  1-6 . [W*. W"".] 
1905 η .—Idem [Abstract] <Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr., v . 31 (31), 3 Aug., p. 1248. [W», W J 
1905 o .— Idem [Abstract of  1905 m] CCentralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 16 (16-17), 7 
Sept., pp. 653-654. [W», W " . ] 
1905 p.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 m] <J . Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 45 (13), Sept. 23, p. 953. [Wa , Wm, 
W·.] 
1905 q.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 m] CCentralbl. 
Med. Wissensch., v . 43 (46), 18 Nov., pp. 782-
783. [WB , Wm.] 
1905 r.—Neue Untersuchungen über die Aetiologie 
der Syphilis. [Reprint of  1905 i and 1905 m] 
16 pp., 4 figs.,  1 pl., 6 figs. München. [Lib. Stiles] 
1905 s.—Idem. 1. Morphologie der Cytoryctes luis. 
2. Impfungen  auf  Affen,  Kaninchen und Meer-
schweinchen [Abstract of  1905 i and 1905 m] 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 37 (15-
16), 6 Dec., pp. 480-482. [W\ Wm.] 
1905 t.—Morphology of  the Cytorrhyctes luis [Ab-
stract of  1905 i] С Med. Ree., Ν . Y . (1813), v. 68 
(6), Aug. 5, p. 232. [W», Wm, W·.] 
1905 u.—New observations on the etiology of 
syphilis [Abstract of  1905 m] Clbidem (1814), v . 
68 (7), Aug. 12, p. 272. [W\ W - , W·.] 
SIEGEL, J O H N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1905 v.—Bericht über gplungene Uebertragung der 
Maul- und Klauenseuche auf  Kaninchen, nebst 
ergänzenden Bemerkungen über die Beobach-
tungs und Farbemethoden der gesamten Cytor-
rhyctes-Gattung CMünchen. Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 52 (33), 15 Aug., pp. 1574-1575. [W», W « . ] 
1905 w.—Kurze Mitteilung über Cytorrhyctes 
variolce) CSitzungsb. GeselLsch. Naturf.  Fr. Ber-
lin (8-9), 10 Oct.-14 Nov., pp. 195-197, 1 fig. 
[W», W«.] 
1905 χ.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis des Vaccinerregers 
[Abstract of  1904 a] CHyg . Rundschau, v. 15 
(22), 15 Nov., p. 1166. [ W a , W m . ] 
1906 a.—Vorführimg  eines sekundär syphilitischen 
Makaken CSitzungsb. Gesellsch. Naturf.  Fr. 
Berlin (1), Jan., pp. 1-2 , 1 pl. [W», W·.] 
1906 b.—Weitere Untersuchungen über die Aetio-
logie der Syphilis CMünchen. Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 53 (2), 9 Jan., pp. 63-66, 1 pl., figs.  1-9. [W», 
Wm.] 
1906 е.—Idem [Abstract] CHyg. Centralbl., v . 1 
(2-3), März, pp. 41-42. [W», Wm.] 
1906 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1906 b] CCentralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 17 (5), 15 März, p. 
185. [W», Wm.] 
1906 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1906 b] CJ. Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 46 (14), Apr. 7, p. 1069. [W», W m , W·.] 
1906 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1906 b] CFortschr. 
Med., v. 24 (14), 10 Mai, pp. 435-436. [W», 
W m . ] 
1906 g.—Idem [Abstract of  1906 b] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 39 (4-5), 19 Dec., pp. 
117-118. [W», Wm.] 
1906 h.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis des Vaccine-
Erregers [Abstract of  1904 a] CHyg. Rundschau, 
v. 16 (2), 15 Jan., p. 70. [W», Wm.] 
1906 i.—Aetiologie der Syphilis [Abstract of  1906 
b] С Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 32 (4), 25 
Jan., p. 161. [W», W®.] 
1906 к.—The etiology of  smallpox, foot  and mouth 
disease, scarlet fever,  and syphilis [Abstract of 
1905 h] CJ. Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 6 (2), 
Feb., pp. 209-212, 1 fig.  [Wm.] 
1906 1.—Further observations on the etiology of 
syphilis [Abstract of  1906 b] CMed. Ree., Ν . Y . 
(1839), v . 69 (5), Feb. 3, p. 193. [W», Wm, W«.j 
1906 m.—Cytorrhyctes luis [Abstract of  1906 b] 
С Brit. Med. J. (2359), v . 1, Mar. 17, p. 44. [W», 
W m . ] 
1906 n.—Bericht über gelungene Uebertragung der 
Maul- und Klauenseuche auf  Kaninchen, nebst 
ergänzenden Bemerkungen über die Beobach-
tungs- und Färbungsmethoden der gesamten 
Cytorrhyctes-Gattung. [Review of  1905 v] CCen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref.,  v . 38 (15-16), 4 
Aug., p. 481. [W>, Wm.] 
1906 o.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 v] CHyg. Rund-
schau, v. 16 (21), 1 Nov., p. 1202. [W», W » . ] 
1906 p.—Zur Kritik der bisherigen Cytorrhyctes-
Arbeiten CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt. Orig., 
v. 42 (2), 1 Sept., pp. 128-132, pis. 1 -2 , figs.  1 -24 ; 
(3), 18 Sept., pp. 225-230; (4), 1 Oct., pp. 321 -
325. [W», Wm.] 
1906 q.—Neue Untersuchungen über die Aetiologie 
der Syphilis [Abstract of  1905 m] CHyg . Rund-
schau, v. 16 (18), 15 Sept., pp. 1030-1031. [W», 
Wm.] 
1906 r.—Was wissen wir über den Vakzine-Erreger? 
Kurze Bemerkungen zu dem Aufsatz  Paschens 
in No. 49 dieser Wochenschrift  CMünchen. 
Med. Wchnschr., v . 53 (52), 25 Dec., pp. 2574-
2575. [W», W®.] [See Paschen, E „ 1906 f] 
1906 s.—Idem. Reprint. 2 pp. [München] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1907 a.—Experimentelle Studien über Syphilis. 1. 
Impfsyphilis  der Affen  CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Orig., v. 43 (5), 5 März, pp. 456-467, 1 
fig.;  (6), 21 März, pp. 569-586, figs.  1-6 , pis. 
1-2 , figs.  1-13. [W», W·».] 
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1907 b.—Idem. 2. Der Erreger der Syphilis < Ib i -
dem, v. 45 (3), 9 Nov., Orig., pp. 218-230; (4), 
29 Nov., Orig., pp. 301-320. figs.  1 -4 ; (5), 10 
Dec., Orig., pp. 404-416, pis. 1-5, figs.  1-44. 
[W·, W m ] 
1908 a.—Die Aetiologie der Syphilis [Abstract of 
paper read 16 Sept. 1907] <Verhandl. Gesellsch. 
Deutsch. Naturf.  u. Aerzte, (Dresden, 15-21 
Sept. 1907), v . 79, 2. Theil, 2. Hälfte, Med. Abt. 
pp. 370-372. [W®.] 
1908 b.—Einige ergänzende Bemerkungen zu mei-
nem Aufsatz  "Der Syphiliserreger" in Bd. xliv 
[xlv], Heft 3 -5 dieser Zeitschrift  <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 46 (4), 10 März, pp. 
315-318.f  [W», ff·.]  [See 1907 b] 
1908 c.—Experimentelle Studien über Syphilis. 2. 
Der Erreger der Syphilis [Abstract of  1907 b] 
< H y g . Centralbl., v. 4 (5), Juni, p. 161. [W*.] 
1910 a.—Gelungene Kultur des Cytorrhyctes luis. 
Vorläufige  Mitteilung < Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Orig., v. 57 (1), 17 Dec., pp. 68-81, 1 fig.,  1 
pl., figs.  1-14. [W».] 
1911 a.—Der Erreger der Maul- und Klauenseuche 
<Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 19 (52), 30 
Dec., pp. 797-799. [W*.] 
1911 b.—Gelungene Reinkultur des Cytorrhyctes 
vaccinae <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig, 
v. 59 (4), 15 Juli, pp. 406-415, pis. 1 -2 , figs.  1-10. 
[W®.] 
1911 с .—Neue Untersuehungen über die Aetiologie 
der Maul- und Klauenseuche <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 27 (50), 14 Dec., pp. 909-915, 1 fig. 
[W®.] 
1912 a.—Einige ergänzende Bemerkungen zum 
Nachweis der Cytorrhyctescoccen bei Maul- und 
Klauenseuche <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 28 
(2), 11 Jan., pp. 27-29, figs.  1-3. [W®.] 
1912 b.—Impfresultate  mit Cytorrhyctescoccen der 
Maul- und Klauenseuehe <Berl . Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 28 (11), 14 März, pp. 189-192. 
[W®.] 
1912 c.—Recent investigations on the etiology of 
foot-and-mouth  disease <Vet . J. (440), v. 68, 
Feb., pp. 77-82; (441), Mar., pp. 155-159. [W®.] 
1912 d.—Zur Aetiologie der Maul- und Klauen-
seuche. Erläuternde Photogramme zu meinen 
vorausgehenden Aufsätzen  <Berl . Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 28 (45), 7 Nov., pp. 821-822, 1 pl., 
figs.  1-9. [W®.] 
S I E G E L , M O R B I S . 
1949 a.—The treatment of  skin diseases of  dogs and 
cats with polysulfide  in propylene glycol <J . 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (863) v. 114, Feb., pp. 77 -
79, illus. [W®.] 
S I E G E N B E E K V A N H E U K E L O M , A. [Dr., Batavia] 
1937 a.—Beliandeling acute malaria met atebrine 
[Abstract of  report before  Afdeel., Batavia, Sept. 
19] <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indie, v, 77 
(1), Jan. 5, pp. 54-56. [W·».] 
1939 a .—De behandeling van acute malaria. Kin-
ine of  atebrine? <Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., 
v. 83, pt. 2 (13), Apr. 1, pp. 1447-1455. [ f f » J 
S I E G E N B E E K V A N H E U K E L O M , Α . ; a n d O V E R B E E K , 
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1936 b.—Behandeling van de acute malaria-aanval 
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Volksgezondheid Nederl-Indië, v. 25 (3), pp. 315-
330. [W®.] 
1938 a.—Behandeling van de acute malaria-aanval 
met atebrine pro injectione. Tweede mededeel-
ing [English summary] <Mededeel . Dienst Volk-
sgezondheid Nederl.-Indië, v . 27 (4), pp. 519-
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S I E G E N B E E K V A N H E U C K E L O M , Α . ; a n d O V E R B E E K 
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met atebrine pro injectione. Tweede mededeel-
ing [English summary] <Geneesk. Tijdschr. 
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S I E G E N B E E K V A N H E U K E L O M , E . 
1890 a.—Ueber intracellulare gebilde bei Carcino-
men. Vortrag, gehalten auf  dem 10. interna-
tionalen medicinischen Congress in Berlin (4-9 
August 1890) <Centralbl. Allg. Path. u. Path. 
Anat., v . 1 (22), 15 Oct., pp. 704-709. [W®, W®.] 
S I E G E R , C A R L . [ T ü b i n g e n - L u s t n a u ] 
1948 a.—Sulfonamidbehandlung der Kückenkok-
zidiose < Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 55 
(25-26), July 1, p . 200. [W®.] 
1948 b.—Versuche mit Sulfonamidbehandlung der 
Kückencoccidiose <Tierärztl. Umschau, v . 3 
(5-6), Mar., p. 81. [W®.] 
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on the toxicity of  phenothiazine to codling moth 
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286-287. [W®.] 
S I E G L E R , H I L B E R T R . [Fish and Game Dept., Con-
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1946 a.—Guinea worm infestation  of  raccoons in 
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SIEGMUND, B . [Thierarzt] 
1883 a—[Trichinen] <Cor.-Bl . Schweiz. Aerzte, 
v. 13 (12), 15 Juni, pp. 304-305. [ W » J 
S I E G M U N D , H . 
1924 a.;—Histologische Untersuchungen über die 
experimentelle Trypanosomeninfektion der Maus 
und ihre Heilung [Abstract of  report before 
Tagung Südwestdeutsch. Path., Mannheim, 26 -
27 Apr.] <Klin. Wchnschr., v. 3 (27), 1 Juli, p. 
1241. [W®.] 
1924 b.—Zur Histologie der experimentellen 
Trypanosomeninfektion und ihre Heilung [Ab-
stract of  report before  Wissensch.-Med. Gesel-
lsch. Univ. Köln, 4 Juli] <München. Med. Wchn-
schr., v . 71 (31), 1 Aug., p. 1081. [W®.] 
SIELMANN. [Dr. , M ü n c h e n ] 
1919 a.—Beitrag zur Röntgendiagnostik des Lun-
gen-Echinokokkus <Fortschr. Geb. Röntgen-
strahlen, v. 27 (1), pp. 49-51, illus. [W®.] 
S I E M E N S , J . L . 
1928 a.—Amoebendysenterie door besmetting hier 
te lande <Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 72, 1. 
Helft A (6), Feb. 11, pp. 738-741. [W m . ] 
1930 a.—B._ Een geval van cholecystitis, waarbij 
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stract of  report before Ver. Nederl. Maag-Dar-
marts., Utrecht, May 25] <Nederl. Tijdschr. 
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Handl., v. 38 (11), Nov., pp. 932-951, 3 figs. 
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1926 a.—La Linguatula serrata (Fröhlich) y su 
existencia en Cliile <Rev . Chilena Hist. Nat., 
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1929 a.—Aparición de la larva de Hypoderma bovis 
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S I E V E R S W . , H U G O K . ; a n d O Y A R Z U N , R . 
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SIEVERT. [Dr . M e d . , H a n n o v e r ] 
1924 a.—Bekämpfung  der Kopfläuse (Pediculus 
capitis) mit "Lauto" <Ztschr. Desinfekt.  u. 
Gsndhtswes., v. 16 (7), July, pp. 96-97. [Wm . ] 
S I E V E R T , A D E L E . [Dr. Med., Bad Mergentheim] 
1933 a.—Ascaris lumbricoides beim Säugling <Kin-
derärztl. Prax., ν. 4 (5), May, pp. 225-229. 
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S I E Y R O , L U I S . [Dr., Santiago de Compostela] 
1942 a.—Die Hausfliege (Musca  domestica) als 
Ueberträger von Entamoeba histolytica und an-
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Cam Agrie. 2. Zona, Ecuador, v. 1 (8), pp. 56-57. 
[W»J 
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S Í G A L A S , R A Y M O N D . [See also Lande, Pierre; and 
Sígalas, Raymond; and Verdelet, L.; and Sígalas, 
Raymond] 
1920 a.—A propos des ténias des rats transmissibles 
à l'homme <Actes Soc. Linn. Bordeaux, Proc.-
Verb., v. 72, pp. 42-43. [W*.] 
1923 a.—Contribution à l'étude de quelques néma-
todes des vives <Actes Soc. Linn. Bordeaux, 
v. 75, Proc .-Verb., pp. 64-68. [W».] 
1923 b.—Présence d'Hymenolepis  f usus chez Rissa 
tridactyla <Ann. Parasitol., v. 1 (2), Juin, p. 
200. [W».] 
1923 c.—Présence chez les vives d'Arcachon de la 
larve de Tetrarhynchus  benedeni Crety <Actes 
Soc. Linn. Bordeaux, v. 75, Proc.-Verb., pp. 63-
64. [W».] 
1924 a.—La coprologie en pathologie exotique 
<Rev. Prat. Mal. Pays Chauds, 3. an., v. 4 (6), 
Déc., pp. 1069-1079. [W».] 
1924 b.—Quelques acquisitions nouvelles en théra-
peutique antihelminthique <Gaz. Hebd. Se. 
Méd. Bordeaux, v. 45 (2), Jan. 13, pp. 18-19. 
[W- . ] 
S Í G A L A S , R A Y M O N D ; a n d D E R V I L L E E, P I E R R E . 
(1936 a).—A propos de l'emploi du tétrachlorure de 
carbone comme parasiticide <Gaz. Hebd. Se. 
Méd. Bordeaux, v. 57 (44), pp. 692-695. 
1937 a.—Idem [Abstract] CHelminth. Abstr., 
v. 5 (4), May, p. 127. [W».] 
S Í G A L A S , R A Y M O N D ; a n d M A R N E F F E , H . 
1922 a.—Sur un cas de parasitisme intense chez 
un surmulot <Actes Soc. Linn. Bordeaux, Proc.-
Verb., v. 74, pp. 67-68. [W1.] 
S Í G A L A S , R A Y M O N D ; a n d P A U T R I Z E L , R . 
1948 a.—Sur quatre cas de myiases sous-cutanées à 
hypoderme chez l'homme <Bull. Soc. Path. 
Exot., v. 41 (5-6), pp. 380-384. [W».] 
S Í G A L A S , R A Y M O N D ; P A U T R I Z E L , R . ; a n d B A I L A N G E R , 
J . 
1949 a.—Association de différentes  manifestations 
anaphylactiques chez un porteur d'Ascaris <J. 
Méd. Bordeaux, v. 126 (12), Dec., pp. 625-626. 
[Wm · ] 
S Í G A L A S , R A Y M O N D ; P A U T R I Z E L , R . ; a n d N O G U È S , C . 
1949 a.—Etude du parasitisme intestinal chez les 
enfantes  de la région bordelaise <J. Méd. Bor-
deaux, v. 126 (12), Dec., pp. 626-628. [W m . ] 
S Í G A L A S , R A Y M O N D ; a n d P I R O T , R . 
1922 a.—Présence de Spirochaeta icterohemorragiae 
chez les rats de Bordeaux CCompt. Rend. Soc. 
Biol., Paris, v. 87 (22), 17 Juin, pp. 195-197. 
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1924 a.—Bilharziose et nécatorose <Gaz. Hebd. 
Se. Méd. Bordeaux, v. 45 (7), Feb. 17, pp. 101-
104. [W».] 
1924 b.—Un cas de parasitisme par la petite douve 
du foie  <Gaz. Hebd. Se. Méd. Bordeaux, v. 45 
(22), June 1, pp. 339-341. [W m . ] 
1924 c.—Un nouveau procédé d'enrichissement en 
coprologie CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 
90, pp. 755-757. [Wa.] 
S Í G A L A S , R A Y M O N D ; P I R O T , R . ; a n d R O B I N , A L B E R T . 
1924 a.—Présence d'oeufs  anormaux d'Ascaris dans 
les selles <Gaz. Hebd. Se. Méd. Bordeaux, v. 45 
(5), Feb. 3, pp. 68-69, figs.  1-3. [W·".] 
S Í G A L A S , R A Y M O N D ; a n d R O B I N , A L B E R T . 
1925 a.—Technique d'enrichissement des selles. 
Destruction des débris végétaux <Gaz. Hebd. Se. 
Méd. Bordeaux, v. 46 (20), 17 Mai, pp. 307-310, 
1 fig. [Wm.] 
S I G A N U K , P . D . ; a n d P I S K U N O V A . 
1946 a .—К вопросу об еффективпости лечения 
малярии синтетическими препаратами (Con-
cerning the efficiency  of  malaria treatment with 
synthetic drugs) [Russian text] <Med. Para-
ritol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 16 (6), pp. 87-88. 
[W·.] 
S I G A U D , A . [ D r . ] 
1904 a.—Hémiplégie due à des lombrics <Gaz. 
Hôp. Paris, v. 77 (74), 30 Juin, p. 735. [ f f» . ] 
SIGAUD, J. [Dr . Pharm. ] 
1933 a.—Le traitement de la coccidiose du lapin 
par les injections à l'huile thymolée tétrachloru-
rée [Abstract by Moussu] <Compt. Rend. Acad. 
Agrie. France, v. 19 (4), 25 Jan., pp. 133-136. 
[W».] 
S I G A U D , J O S E P H F R A N Ç O I S X A V I E R . [ 1 7 9 6 - 1 8 5 7 ] 
1844 a.—Du climat et des maladies du Brésil ou 
statistique médicale de cet empire. 591 pp. 
Paris. [W·.] 
S L G E K I , H L R A Y A M A . 
(1934 a).—Statistical observations and morphologie 
and biologie studies on parasitic amebas of  human 
intestinal tract [Japanese text] <Fukuoka Ikwa-
daigaku Zasshi, v. 27 (4), Apr., p. 35. 
S I G E R I S T , H E N R Y E. [1891- ] [M. D.] 
1943 a.—Symposium on war medicine. II. War 
and medicine <J. Lab. and Clin. Med., v. 28 
(5), Feb., pp. 531-538. [W*.] 
S I G E T W A R Y , A L E X A N D E R . [ L a n d e s v e t e r i n ä r i n s p e k -
tor Dr. Med. Vet., Birkfeld,  (Steiermark)] 
1931 a.—Dochmiasis (Ankylostomiasis) der Rinder 
<Wien. Tierärztl. Monatschr., v. 18 (9), 1 Mai, 
pp. 257-259. [W*.] 
1944 a.—Die Strongyloidesinfektion bei Schweinen 
<Tierärztl. Ztschr. (3), Dec., p. 42. [W·.] 
S I G H I N O L F I , P I E R O . 
1930 a.—Sull'echinococco del rene <Riv . Radiol, 
e Fis. Med., v. 2, Suppl. (1), Apr., pp. 129-134, 
illus. [W».] 
SIGLER, T . A. [Greencastle, Indiana] 
1920 a.—Principal parasites of  swine <Am. J. Vet. 
Med., v. 15 (4), Apr., pp. 147-150, 6 figs.  [W».] 
1924 a.—Operation for  gid < North Am. Vet., v. 5 
(5), May, p. 18. [W*.] 
S I G L I N O , T . D . 
1924 a.—Een bijzonder geval van dermatophagus-
schurft  bij het paard <Tijdschr. Diergeneesk., 
v. 51 (17), 1 Sept., pp. 756-757. [W*.] 
SIGMUND. [Schlachthausverwalter] 
1877 a.—[14 Schweine mit Finnen] [Abstract of  re-
marks before  Med. Gesellsch., Basel, 15 Feb.] 
<Cor.-Bl. Schweiz. Aerzte, v. 7 (23), 1 Dec., p. 
707. [W».] 
S I G M U N D A D O L F . _ [ D r . ] 
1923 a.—Ascaris v roentgenogramu (Askaris [sic] 
dans le radiogramme) [Czechoslovakian text] 
CCasop. Lék. Cesk., v. 62 (18), pp. 477-478. 
[W».] 
1927 a.—O disseminované Cysticerkose svalové 
[Sur la Cysticercose disséminée des muscles] 
<Oasop. Lék. Öesk., v. 66 (31), 29 éervence, pp. 
1244-1247, pl. [W m·] 
S I G M U N D , J O S E P H . [Pract. Arzt, Mediasch, Sieben-
bürgen] 
1841 a.—Cortex radicis puniese granati gegen Tsenia 
lata <Oesterr. Med. Wchnschr. (12), 1. Quart., 
20 März, pp. 271-272. [W».] 
S I G N O L . 
1863 a.—Présence des bactéries dans le sang 
<Compt. Rend. Acad. SC., Paris, v. 57 (6), 10 
Août, pp. 348-351. [W», ff», W«.] 
S I G N O L , J U L E S . [Vét., Paris] 
1884 a .— Aide-mémoire du vétérinaire (méde-
cine, chirurgie, obstétrique, formules,  police 
sanitaire et jurisprudence commerciale). v i i + 
543 pp., 395 figs. Paris. [Wm.] 
1894 a.—Idem. 2. éd., vi i+648 pp., 411 figs. 
Paris. [W».] 
S I G N O L , J U L E S ; C A Q N Y , P A U L L O U I S ; a n d G O B E R T , 
H . - J . 
(1900 a).—Aide-mémoire du vétérinaire (méde-
cine, chirurgie, obstétrique, formules,  police 
sanitaire et jurisprudence commerciale). 3. éd. 
688 pp., 328 figs. Paris. 
SIGNORELLI, A. [Prof.,  Ist. Clin. Med. R. Univ., 
Roma] 
1909 a.—Di taluni accidenti e sindromi nervose 
complicanti l'anchilostomiasi <Policlin., Roma, 
Sez. Prat., v. 16 (18), 2 Mag., pp. 549-551. 
[W».] 
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SIGNOBELLI, A . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1909 b.—Nervous syndrome, etc., complicating 
ankylostomiasis [Abstract of  1909 a] <J. Am. 
Med. Ass., v. 52 (24), June 12, p. 1966. [W®, 
ff», W°.] 
S I G N O B E L L I , E . ; a n d B U S C A I N O , V . M . 
1917 a.—Bradicardia e riflesso oculo-cardiaco nella 
dissenteria amebica <Riv . Patol. Nerv., ν. 22 
(11), Nov., pp. 487-490. [ f f - . ] 
SLTÌNOBET, V . 
1852 a.—Notice sur quelques hémiptères nouveaux 
ou peu connus <Ann. Soc. Entom. France, 2. 
s., v. 10, pp. 539-544, pl. [W".] 
S I G U I E R , F R E D . 
1947 a.—La méthode d'Hargreaves-Blanc, dans le 
traitement des amibiases chroniques et à re-
chutes en milieu tropical d'après 100 observa-
tions <Arcli. Mal. Appar. Digest., v. 36 (1-2), 
Jan.-Feb., pp. 33-62. [Wm . ] 
S I G U I E R , F R E D ; P I E T T E , M . ; a n d C R O S N I E R , J E A N . 
1949 a.—Etude comparative de l'emétine et de la 
conessine dans le traitement de l'amibiase 
<Maroc Méd. (289), v. 28, June, pp. 300-309. 
[Wm . ] 
S I G U I E R , F R E D ; P I E T T E , M . ; C R O S N I E E , J E A N ; a n d 
C H O U B B A C , P . 
1949 a.—Valeur de la conessine dans le traitement 
de l'amibiase <Arch. Mal. Appar. Digest., v. 38 
(7-8), July-Aug., pp. 711-730. [W™.] 
S I G U R S S S O N , B J Ö R N . 
1948 a.—Lyf  gegn hníslasótt <Freyr, v. 43 (6), 
Mar., p. 95. [W®.] 
S I G W A R T , G E O R G F R I E D R I C H ; a n d W E Y S S E R , J O H -
A N N E S H E N R I C U S . 
(1758 a).—De vermibus intestinalibus. Tubingse. 
S I G W A R T , H A N S . [ D r . ] 
1915 a.—Beitrag zur Zeckenkenntnis von Deutsch-
Südwestafrika,  unter besonderer Berücksichti-
gung der Funde in den Bezirken Outjo und 
Waterberg <Ztschr. Infektionskr. .. . Haus-
tiere, v. 16 (6), 1 Juni, pp. 434-444, figs.  1-6. 
[W®.] 
1927 a.—Ueber Wurmkuren bei Schafen  <S. W. 
A. Farmer, v. 4 (18), 15. Mai, p. 9. [W®.] 
S I K A M A , Y A S U M A S A . 
1938 a.—On a new species of  Henneguya found  in a 
freshwater  fish  in China <J . Shanghai Sc. Inst., 
Sect. I l l , v. 4, pp. 135-138, pi. (Separate print 
No. 15, Issued Nov.). [W®.] 
1938 b.—On a new species of  Argulus found  in a 
marine fish  in Japan <J. Shanghai Sc. Inst., 
Sect. I l l , v. 4, pp. 129-134, pis. (Separate print 
No. 14, issued Nov.) [W®.] 
1938 c.—Ueber die Weisspiinktchenkrankheit bei 
Seefischen <J. Shanghai Sc. Inst., Sect. I l l , v. 4, 
pp. 113-127, pis. (Separate print No. 13, issued 
Nov.) [W®.] 
SIKAR. [Asst. Leeraar] 
1937 a.—Onderzoek op wormeieren en coccidiën in 
de faeces  bij geiten [English summary] <Nederl.-
Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 49 (3), Aug., pp. 225-
227. [W®.] 
SIKAR, A . K . See Z ikar , A . K . 
S I K A R D U S , G O D O F R E D U S . 
[1698 a].—De anthelminthicis. Diss. 27 pp. 
Hallœ. [ f f «J 
SIKEJEW, W . See Z ikeev , V . V . 
SIKES, DENNIS. [B.S., M . S . , D . V . M . ] 
1947 a.—Some considerations of  parasites <Au-
burn Vet., v. 4 (1), Fall, pp. 17-18. [W®.] 
S I K E S , E N I D K. [Ph. D., B. Sc., Research Student, 
Dept. Med. Entom., London School Hyg. and 
Trop. Med.] 
1930 a.—The anatomy of  flea  larvae [Abstract of 
report read 21 Nov. 1929] <Tr . Roy. Soc. Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., v. 23 (4), 30 Jan., pp. 333-334. 
[W®.] 
1930 b.—Bairamlia fuscipes  Waterston, a chalci-
doid parasite on Ceratophyllus wickhami Baker 
(Siphonaptera) < Parasitology, v. 22 (3), June, 
pp. 361-369, illus. [Issued July 30] [W®.] 
S I K E S , E N I D K . — C o n t i n u e d , 
1930 c.—Larvae of  Ceratophyllus wickhami and 
other species of  fleas  < Parasitology, v. 22 (2), 
24 Mar., pp. 242-259, figs.  1-7. [W®.] 
1931 a.—Notes on breeding fleas,  with reference  to 
humidity and feeding  <Parasitology, v. 23 (2), 
Apr., pp. 243-249, 1 graph. [Issued 11 May] 
[W®.] 
SIKKUT, M. [Tartu TJlikooli Loomaarstiteaduskonna 
Vaikeloomade kliinikust] 
1933 a.—Plagiorchis  arcuatus'e esinemine kana 
munajuhas [Plagiorchis  arcuatus in a laying hen] 
[Esthonian text] <Eesti Loomaarstlik Ring-
vaade, v. 9 (8), 21 Dec., pp. 237-242, figs.  1-3. 
[W®.] 
1934 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Ueber das Vorkommen 
des Plagiorchis  arcuatus im Oviduct des Huhnes) 
<Tierärztl. Rundschau, v. 40 (18), 6 Mai, p. 
309. [W®.] 
1936 a.—Plagiorchis  arcuatus'e esinemine kana 
munajuhas (P. arcuatus in the oviduct of  hens) 
[Abstract of  1933 a] <Biol. Abstr., v. 9 (4), Apr., 
p. 833. [W®.] 
1937 a.—Riikliku seerumi-instituudi diagnostilise 
osakonna tegevus 1936. a. <Eesti Loomaarstlik 
Ringvaade, v. 13 (3), pp. 89-94. [W®.] 
S I K K U T , M . ; a n d L I N D , H . 
1940 a.—Diagnostilise osakonna uurimistegevusest 
1939. aastal (Ueber die Untersuchungstätigkeit 
der diagnostichen Abteilung im Jahre 1939) 
<Eesti Loomaarstlik Ringvaade, v. 16 (5), pp. 
155-164. [W®.] 
S I K L , H . 
1949 a.—Toxoplasmosa. (Historie jedné nemoci) 
<öasop . Lék. Cesk., v. 88 (20), May 20, pp. 
572-573. [ f f - . ] 
S I K O R A , H I L D A . 
1915 a.—Beiträge zur Biologie von Pediculus vesti-
menti CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., 
v. 76 (7), 25 Aug., pp. 523-537. [W®.] 
1915 b.—Bemerkungen zu der Arbeit: Zur Be-
kämpfung  der Kleiderläuse von Dr. A. Zucker 
in Heft 4, Bd. 76 dieser Zeitschrift  CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 77 (2), 29 Nov., pp. 
163-164. [W®.] 
1916 a.—Beiträge zur Anatomie, Physiologie und 
Biologie der Kleiderlaus (Pediculus vestimenti 
Nitzsch). 1. Anatomie des Verdauungstraktes 
<Beihefte Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropenhyg., v. 20, 
Beiheft 1, Apr., 76 pp., figs.  1-24, pis. 1-3. [W®.] 
1916 b.—Bemerkungen zu der Arbeit von Prof. 
Kisskalt: Zur mikroskopischen Anatomie von 
Ped. vestimentorum in Bd. 77. Heft 4 dieser Zeit-
schrift < Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., 
v. 78 (3), 31 Juli, p. 159. [W®.] 
1917 a.—Ueber Anpassung der Läuse an ihre Umge-
bung. (Vorläufige  Mitteilung) <Arch. Schiffs-
u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 21 (10), Mai, pp. 172-173. 
[W®.] 
1917 b.—Zur Kleiderlaus-Kopflausfrage.  Vor-
läufige  Mitteilung <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-
Hyg., v. 21 (16), 1. Sept.-Heft, pp. 275-284, illus. 
[W®.] 
1919 a.—Zur Kopflaus-Kleiderlausfrage  <Arch. 
Schiffs-  u. Tropen- Hyg., v. 23 (4), Feb., pp. 65-
67. [W®.] 
1919 b.—Vorläufige  Mitteilung über Mycetome bei 
Pediculinen <Biol. Centralbl., v. 39 (6), Juni, 
pp. 287-288. [W®.] 
1920 a.—Beobachtungen an Rickettsien, besonders 
zur Unterscheidung der R. prowazeki von R. 
pedikuli. Vorläufige  Mitteilung <Arch. Schiffs-
u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 24 (11), Nov., pp. 347-353, 
1 fig. [W®.] 
1921 a.—Leber die Züchtung der Rickettsia pediculi 
[Abstract of  report before Wissenschaft. Abend 
Inst. Schiffs-  und Tropenkrankh., 16 März.] 
<Arch. Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 25 (4), Apr., 
pp. 123-124. [W®.] 
1922 a.—Neue Rickettsien bei Vogelläusen. Vor-
läufige  Mitteilung <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-
Hyg., v. 26 (9), Okt., pp. 271-272. [W®.] 
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S I K O R A , H I L D A — C o n t i n u e d . 
1922 b.— Zur Unterscheidung vori Kopf-  und Klei-
derläusen [Abstract of  report before Wissensch. 
Abend Inst. Schiffs- u. Tropenkrankh., 22 März] 
<Arch. Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hvg., v. 26 (3), März, 
p. 83. [W1 .] 
1923 a.—Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Rickettsia pro-
wazeki <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., 
v. 89 (7-8), 30 Jan., pp. 271-272. [W·.] 
1924 a.—"Der gegenwärtige Stand der Rickettsia-
forschung".  Bemerkungen zu der gleichnamigen 
Arbeit von Weigl in Jg. 3, Nr. 35, S.1590 u. Nr. 
36, S.1636 dieser Wochenschrift  CKlin. Wchn-
schr., v. 3 (44), 28 Okt., pp. 2008-2009. [W·.] 
1924 b.—Ricketteienfund  bei einer staupeartigen 
Krankheit der Katze. Vorläufige  Mitteilung. 
<Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., ν . 40 (39), 26 
Sept., pp. 531-532. [W».] 
1944 a.—Meine Erfahrungen  bei der Läusezucht 
<Ztschr. Hyg. u. Infektionskr.,  v. 125 (Й7Г PP· 
541-552. [Issued Mar. 23] [ f f · . ] 
S I K O R A , H I L D A ; a n d E I C H L E R , W O L F D I E T R I C H . 
1941 a.—Ueber Kopulationseigentümlichkeiten der 
Mallopliagen. (Beobachtungen über biologische 
Eigentümlichkeiten bei Mallophagen. III) 
<Ztschr. Morphol. u. Oekol. Tiere, v. 38 (1), pp. 
80-84, illus. [Issued Nov. 18] [Wa .] 
1941 b.—Ein "Zwitter" beim Taubenfederling 
Qplumbicola c. columbae Linn. <Mit t . Deutsch. 
Entom. Gesellsch., v. 10 (7-8), Oct. 1, pp. 71-73, 
illus. [W".] 
S I K O R A , P I E R R E . 
1905 a.—Abcès de la paroi abdominale dû à la 
migration des vers intestinaux <Presse Méd., 
v. 13 (17), 1 Mars, pp. 130-131. [Wa , W m . ] 
S I K O R A V . See Cain; Cattan; and Sikorav. 
S I K O R S K Y , G . 
(1902 a).—Ueber die Natur Guarnierschen Körper-
chen. Diss. St. Petersburg. 
1903 a — I d e m [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 33 (23), 19 Sept., p. 733. [Wa , 
W - . ] 
S I L A Y A N , H I L A R I Ó N S . [Director] 
1940 a.—Study on nematode affecting  strawberry in 
Baguio <Ànn. Rep. Bureau Plant Indust., 
Phillippines (1938), p. 98. [W'J 
S I L B E R . See also Zil'ber. 
S I L B E R , P A O L O . See Ciamician, Giacomo; and Silber, 
Paolo. 
S I L B E R , R O B E R T H O W A R D . [1915- ] [Ph.D., 
SR. Research Worker, Merck Inst. Therap. Re-
search, Linden, New Jersey] [»See also Seeler, 
Albert O.; Mushett, Charles W. ; Graessle, Otto; 
and Silber, Robert Howard] 
S I L B E R , R O B E R T H O W A R D ; C L A R K , I . ; a n d S I E G E L , 
H E N R Y . 
1944 a.—Elevated plasma fibrinogen  levels and 
liver necrosis in rats receiving atabrine <Proc . 
Soc. Exper. Biol, and Med., v. 57 (1), Oct., pp. 
115-116. [W'.] 
S I L B E R M A N N , G U S T A V E . [Editor, Rev. Entom., 
Strasbourg et Paris] 
1836 a.—[Note to Lacordaire, Th., 1836 a] < R e v . 
Entom., Strasbourg et Paris, v. 4, pp. 239-242. 
[W»J 
S I L B E R P F E N N I N G ; a n d S C H Ü L L E R . 
1938 a.—Cysticercosis cerebri [Abstract of  report 
before Ver. Psychiat. u. Neurol. Wien, Apr. 27, 
1937] CKlin. Wchnschr., v. 17 (2), Jan. 8, p. 71. 
[WM 
S I L B E R S C H L A G , С . [Appell-Ger.-Rath., Magdeburg] 
1879 a.—Die Trichinenkrankheit und das Essen 
von rohem Fleische < Deutsche Vrtljschr. Oeff. 
Gsndhtspflg., v. 11 (2), pp. 232-234. [W m . ] 
1880 a.—Idem. Ansicht des Alterthums ueber das 
Essen von rohem Fleische <Ztschr. Mikr. 
Fleischschau, v. 1 (2), 15 Jan., pp. 11-12. [W">.] 
SILBERSCHMIDT, W . [Prof.  D r . ] 
1909 a.—[Filaria bancro/tí]  [Abstract of  report he-
fore Gesellsch. Aerzte Zürich, Dec. 5, 19081 
<Cor.-Bl. Schweiz. Aerzte, v. 39 (7), Apr. 1, pp. 
240-242. [W". ] 
1935 a.—Ueber Chemotherapie durch Inhalation 
Versuche mit Trypanosomen <Schweiz. Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 65 (24), June 15, pp. 551-553. 
[W®.] 
S I L B E R S T E I N , A R T U R . [See also Hinz, Wilhelm; and 
Silberstein, Artur] 
1925 a.—Untersuchungen am Kymographion über 
die Wertigkeit von Oleum chenopodü und seinen 
bestandteilen Askaridol und Paracymol im ver-
gleich zu Thymol und Santonin. Diss. (Berlin). 
17 pp., figs.  1-5. Berlin. [Wa .] 
SILBERSTEIN, F . [Berlin] 
1930 a.—Nachtrag zu G. Hecht, Haementeria cos-
tata (Fr. Müll.) in Deutschland <Sitzungsb. 
Gesellsch. Naturf.  Fr. Berlin (4-7), Apr-Juli , 
pp. 279-280. [Issued 15 Nov.] [W*.] [See also 
Hecht, G.', 1930 a] 
S I L B E R S T E I N , M O R I T Z . [Schiffsarzt,  Amsterdam] 
1903 a.—Beobachtungen über die Entstehung von 
jungen Malaria-Parasi ten aus älteren CCen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 34 (2), 28 
Juni, pp. 149-155; (3), 22 Juli, pp. 225-241. 
[W», W " . ] 
1903 b.—Die basophilen Körnungen im Blute 
Malaria-Kranker und ihre Behandlung CCen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 35 (1), 5 
Nov., pp. 68-80. [Wa , Wm.] 
1904 a.—Ueber einige ätiologisch unsichere, nicht 
malarische tropische Fieberformen  <Ztschr. 
Hyg. u. Infectionskr.,  v. 47 (3), 28 Juli, pp. 509-
524. [Wa , W®.] 
SILBERSTEIN, W . [Inst. Robert Koch, Berlin] [See 
also Schnitzer, Robert; and Silberstein, W.] 
1928 a.—Untersuchungen zur Chemozeptoren-
theorie. VII . Mitteilung. Biologisches Verhal-
ten der Trypanosomen im Interferenzversuch 
<Ztschr. Immunitätsforsch,  u. Exper. Therap., 
V. 54 (3-4), 16 Jan., pp. 324-334. [W·.] 
S I L B E R S T E R N , E R N S T . 
1929 a.—Ueber einen Fall von akuter Enteritis mit 
protozoärer Mischfauna  und Vorherrschen von 
Limaxamöben im Stuhlbilde < M e d . Klin., Ber-
lin (1264), v. 25 (9), Mar. 1, p. 348. [Wm.] 
S I L C H M U E L L E R , S A M U E L G O T T L I E B . [1733- ] 
[1762 а].—De lumbricis intestinam perforantibus. 
Diss, viii pp. [Lipsia;] [ W m . ] 
S I L C O C K , A. [ M . D . , D . P . H . , Lieut-Col., I . M . S . ] 
1902 a.—Hydatid of  the liver <Indian Med. Gaz., 
v. 37 (12), Dec., pp. 473-474. [Wm.] 
1903 a.—Hydatid of  the liver <Brit . Med. J. 
(2195), v. 1, Jan. 24, pp. 194-195. [Wa , Wm.] 
S I L C O C K , A. Q U A R R Y . [M.B. , B . S . , M . D . , London] 
1890 a.—Case of  parasiticism by psorospermia 
< T r . Path. Soc. London, v. 41, pp. 320-322. 
[Wm.] 
SILCOCK, F . A . E . [Leicester] 
1940 -a.—Benzyl benzoate treatment of  scabies 
[Letter to editor dated Dec. 9] <Brit . Med. J. 
(4172), Dec. 21, pp. 879-880. [W».] 
S I L D O W I T S C H . See Seldowitch, J. 
S I L E R , J O S E P H F R A N K L I N . [ 1 8 7 5 - ] [ M . D . , 
Capt., Med. Corps, U. S. Army] [See also Sel-
lards, Andrew Watson; and Siler, Joseph Frank-
lin] 
1909 a.—Uncinariasis < Post-Graduate, v. 24 (5), 
May, pp. 468-478. [W m . ] 
1910 a.—[A case of  hookworm infection  occurring 
in New York] [Abstract of  report before  N. York 
Acad. Med., Dec. 21, 1909] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . 
(2047), v. 77 (5), Jan. 29, pp. 212-213. [W\ 
Wm.] 
1915 a.—Medical notes on Barbados, British West 
Indies. Part one: General information  concern-
ing Barbados; its prevailing diseases. Part two: 
Pellagra in Barbados < A m . J. Trop. Dis., New 
Orleans, v. 3 (1), July, pp. 46-63, pi. 3. fW«.l 
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1916 a.—Medical notes on Jamaica, British" West 
Indies. Part one: General information  concern-
ing Jamaica. Its prevailing diseases. Part two: 
Pellagra in Jamaica < A m . J. Trop. Dis., New 
Orleans, v. 3 (8), Feb., pp. 433-458. [\\4] 
S I L E R , J O S E P H F R A N K L I N ; a n d C O L E , C L A R E N C E L . 
1917 a.—The prevalence of  hookworm disease in 
the fourth  Texas infantry,  first  Mississippi in-
fantry  and first  Alabama cavalry regiments 
< M i l . Surgeon., v. 41 (1), July, pp. 77-99. [ W - . j 
S I L E R , J O S E P H F R A N K L I N ; a n d N I C H O L S , H E N R Y 
J A M E S . 
1909 a.—Observations on pellagra at the Peoria 
State hospital, Peoria, 111. <Month . Bull. Illi-
nois State Bd. Health, v. 5 (7), Oct., pp. 437-478, 
figs.;  (8) Nov., pp. 483-572, figs.  [W°.] 
1910 a.—Observations on pellagra at the Peoria 
State hospital, Peoria, Hl. < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . 
(2045), v . 77 (3), Jan. 15, pp. 87-98. [W·, W » . ] 
1910 b.—Observations on pellagra at the Peoria 
state hospital < M e d . Era, St. Louis, v . 19 (5), 
May, pp. 186-195. [W». ] 
SILEX, PAUL. [Dr . M e d . , Asst . , Univ . -Augenkl in ik , 
Berlin] 
1891 a.—Compendium der Augenheilkunde. Für 
Studirende und Aerzte. viii-)-196 pp., 28 figs. 
Berlin. [ W m . ] 
1893 a.—Idem. 2. vermehrte und verbesserte Aufl. 
v i i i+218 pp., 48 figs. Berlin. [W°>.] 
1895 a.—Idem. 3. vermehrte und verbesserte Aufl. 
v i i i+237 pp., 161 figs. Berlin. [ W » J 
1899 a.—Idem. 4. vermehrte und verbesserte Aufl. 
v i i i+244 pp., 66 figs., Berlin. [ W m . ] 
1906 a.—Idem. 6. vermehrte und verbesserte Aufl. 
v i + 2 6 6 pp., 83 figs. Berlin. [W m . ] 
S I L H O L , J . 
1905 a.—Appendicite et vers intestinaux [Abstract 
of  report before  Com. Méd. Bouches-du-Rhône, 
Marseille, Nov. 3-10] <Arch. Gén. Méd., v . 196, 
an. 82, v. 2, p. 3200. [W»J 
S I L H O L , J A C Q U E S ; B O U R D E , Y . ; a n d D E N I Z E T 
1923 a.—Volumineux kyste hydatique de la cuisse 
[Abstract of  report before  Soc. Chir. Marseille, 2 
Juillet] <Presse Méd., v . 31 (65), 15 Août, p. 
716. [W®.] 
S I L H O L , P . [See also Bossy, Lucien; and Silhol, P . 
S I L H O L , P . ; B O S S Y , L U C I E N ; a n d A R N A U D , M . 
1921 a.—Un cas d'abcès du foie  dysentérique traité 
et amélioré par l'émétine [Abstract of report be-
fore Comité Méd. Bouches-du-Rhone, Apr. 15] 
<Marseille Méd., v . 58 (10), M a y 15, p. 443. 
[ W » J 
DE S I L H O U E T T E , L É O N D A U B A N . See Dauban de Sil-
houette, Léon. 
SILIANSKI, L . [Dr . , K o w n o ] 
1926 a.—Zur Behandlung der Oxyuriasis <Deutsche 
Med. Wchnschr-, v. 52 (9), 26 Feb., p. 366. [W».] 
S I L I C E O A M B Í A , L U I S . [Soc. Méd. Veracruzana] 
1942 a.—Los abscesos hepáticos ambianos y su 
tratamiento por el neosalvarsán < R e v . Méd. 
Veracruzana, ν . 22 (4), Apr. 1, pp. 3655-3656. 
[W-n.] 
S I L I C A T O , A . [ D r . ] 
1928 a.—Enorme cisti d'echinococco peduncolata 
del fegato  a tipo ascitico in donna gravida < R i v . 
Med., Milano, v. 36 (4), Apr., pp. 49-51. [ f f » . ] 
S I L K N I T T E R , G E O R G E F. [Chairman]; et al. 
1941 a.—Animal health essential to human health 
and farm profits.  Our program, prevention of 
diseases and injuries to live stock . . . Live stock 
sanitary committee. 19 pp., illus. 28 cm. Sioux 
City, Iowa. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
SILL, E. M . [M. D., Asst. Attend. Physician, Belle-
vue and Northwestern Dispensaries, Children's 
Dept., New York] 
1902 a.—Chlorosis in a child nine years old, com-
plicated with estivo-autumnal malaria < M e d . 
Ree., Ν . Y . (1661), v. 62 (10), Sept. 6, p. 395. 
[W», W m , W·.] 
SILLER, F . [Dr . , Wien . ] 
1901 a.—Multiplier Echinococcus des Peritoneums 
und des Beckenbindegewebes <Centralbl. Gy-
näk., v. 25 (48), 30 Nov., pp. 1305-1309. [W"\] 
1902 a.—Idem CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., 
Ref.,  v . 31 (9), 21 März, p. 284. [W» W » . ] 
SILLEVAERTS. See de Coster; and Sillevaerts. 
SILLIG. [Städt. Vet., Arnstadt] 
1943 a.—Trichinenfund  bei Silberfüchsen  in Thür-
ingen <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., r . 53 (8), 
Jan. 15, p. 79. [Y» m . ] 
S I L L I M A N , W . A . 
1881 a.—Sur un nouveau type de turbellariés 
<Compt . Rend. Acad. Sc., Paris, v. 93 (25), pp. 
1087-1089. [W·.] 
1882 a.—Sur un nouveau type de turbellariés 
<Bull . Soc. Etudes Scient. Finistère, v. 4 (2), pp. 
90-92. [W·.] 
DE SLLLOL. 
(1610 a).—Un strongle énorme; rein gauche. 
Montpellier. 
S I L L Y , С . F . L . 
1832 a.—Sur les vers intestinaux du canal digestif 
de l 'homme. Thèse. 20 pp. Paris. [ W m . ] 
S I L T A L A , A N T T I J O H A N N E S . [Prof.  Agrégé Zool., 
Univ., Helsingfors] 
1906 a.—Zur Kenntnis der Parasiten der Trichop-
teren. 1. Beobachtungen über Parasiten der 
Trichopteren <Ztschr. Wissensch. Insektenbiol., 
v . 2 (12), 30. Dec., pp. 382-385, fig.  1. [W».] 
[For part 2, see Nielsen, J. С., 1906 a] 
DA S I L V A . 
1912 a.—Eosinophilie bei Kaninchen, die mit Cysti-
cercus pisiformis  behaftet  sind [Abstract; source 
not given] <Jahresb. Vet.-Med. (1911), v . 31, 
pp. 110, 113-114. [W·.] 
S I L V A , A . C. P A C H E C O . See Pacheco e Silva, А. С. 
S I L V A , A L F R E D O D O N A S C I M E N T O . See do Nascimento 
e Silva, Alfredo. 
S I L V A , A R I S T I D E S C A N D I D O DA C O S T A . See da Costa 
e Silva, Aristides Candido. 
SILVA, B. [Dott. Prof., Univ. Pavia] 
1896 a.—Corso di patologia speciale medica. Sulla 
eziologia della malaria <Gazz . Med. Lomb., v. 
55, pp. 81-83; 91-93; 101-103. [W«. ] 
DA S I L V A , C . 
(1884 a).—Filaria sanguinis hominis. Thèse. Rio 
de Janeiro. 
D A S I L V A , C A N D I D O . 
1936 a.—Infestaçâo por helmintos intestinaes em 
creanças de idade escolar em Teresina (Piaui) 
CHospital, Rio de Janeiro, an. 8, v . 2 (11), Nov., 
pp. 1331-1338. [ W m . ] 
DA S I L V A , C A R D O Z O . [Dr., Director e Cirurg. Hosp. 
Hermann Lundgren, Pernambuco] 
1939 a.—Um caso de fistula estercoral por Ascaris 
lumbricoide < J . Clin., Rio de Janeiro, v. 20 (7), 
Apr. 1 5 , pp. 9 9 - 1 0 0 (pp. 1 1 - 1 2 ) , illus. [ W P > < . ] 
S I L V A , C I C E R O . 
1933 a.—Sobre um caso de criatismo parasitario 
<Bo l . Escola Aplic. Serv. Vet. Exército, Brasil 
(1), Nov., pp. 16-18. [W».] 
S I L V A , D E M O C R I T O . [Serv. Caça e Pesca, Brazil] 
See Faria, Ascanio; and Silva, Democrito. 
S I L V A , E . L E O N A R D O . 
(1929 a) .—La uncinariasis en Tuxpan, Veracruz, 
Tesis (Fac. Nac. Med. [México]). 
DA S I L V A , Ε . M . [Inst. Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Jan-
eiro, D . F.] 
1944 a.—-Hemátias em alvo ("target-corpuscles", 
"target-cells") em cäes com anemia crónica con-
seqüente a Babesia (Piroplasma) canis (Piana & 
Galli Valerio, 1895) [English summary] < R e v . 
Brasil. Biol., v. 4 (4), Dec., pp. 587-591, illus. 
[ W 4 
S I L V A , E R N E S T O ; DE M E L O , G O N Ç A L O ; a n d V Í T O R , 
E D S O N . 
1934 a.—Nefrose  lipoidica e verminose < Bahia 
Med., v . 5 (10), Oct., pp. 635-638. [WP«.] 
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S I L V A , E S M E R A L D O С. [Dr., Chefe P. H. Bomfim, 
Serv. D. S. P. Bahia] 
1936 a.—Indices de infestaçâo verminótica no 
municipio de Bomfim <Rev. Med. Bahia, v. 4 
(8), Aug., pp. 167-170. [Wm . ] 
1938 a.—A xistosomose de Manson-Pirajá da Silva. 
No vos dados sobre sua disseminaçâo no Muni-
cipio de Bomfim, Estado da Baia, Brasil. Rápi-
das consideraçôes á sua terapeutica <Publica-
còes Med., S. Paulo, ν. 10 (2), Sept., pp. 9-11, 
13-15, 17-18. [Y™.] 
DA S I L V A , E S T E V À O P E R E I R A . See Pereira da Silva, 
Estaväo. 
DA S I L V A , F L A V I A N O I. [Dr., Prof.  Fac. Med. Bahia] 
1907 a.—Contribuiçâo ao estudo da myiase 
gastro-intestinal <Brazil-Med., v. 21 (18), 8 
Maio, pp. 171-173. [W·".] 
1909 a.—Uncinariose e myiase intestinal <Brazil-
Med., v. 23 (24), 22 Junho, pp. 243-244. [W».] 
1932 a.—Vantagens e inconvenientes do trata-
mento da leishmaniose tegumentar pelo eparseno 
(amino-arsenophenol) <Brasil-Med., v. 46 (37), 
10 Set., pp. 785-788, 2 figs. [Wa.] 
1937 a.—Sarna norueguesa numa criança de 2 
mezes de idade <Bahia Med., v. 7 (10), Oct., 
p p . 2 0 1 - 2 0 2 , p l . [ W P « . ] 
DA S I L V A , F R A N C I S C O V E N A N C I O . [See also de Mello, 
Indalêncio Frollano; and da Silva, Francisco 
Venancio] 
1923 a.—Notes sommaires sur l'infestation parasi-
taire de l'intestin des indigènes d'Angola <Rev . 
Méd. et Hyg. Trop., v. 15 (6), Nov.-Déc., p. 243. 
(Compt. Rend. 1. Cong. Méd. Trop. Afrique 
Occidentale (Loanda, July 15-22)). [W·.] 
1924 a.—Note sommaire sur l'infestation parasi-
taire de l'intestin des indigènes d'Angola <1 . 
Cong. Med. Trop. Africa Ocidental (Loanda, 16-
23 Julho, 1923), v. 4, pp. 381-388. (Rev. Méd. 
Angola (4), Agosto, 1923). [W».] 
1928 a.—Contribuiçâo para о estudo da fauna 
sangüícola das aves bravas de Angola. (Con-
tribution à l'étude de la faune  sanguicola des 
oiseaux sauvages de l'Angole) [Portuguese in-
troduction; French text] <Rev. Méd. Angola 
(5), Jan. 1927, pp. 93-100, pis. [Wc.] 
S I L V A , G. S. DE P A U L A . See de Paula e Silva, G. S . 
DA S I L V A , G A S T Â O P E R E I R A . See Pereira da Silva, 
Gastào. 
D'SILVA, H. A. H. [M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., I.M.D.] 
See Shortt, Henry Edward; Smith, R. Ο. Α.; 
d'Silva, H. A. IL; and Swaminath, C. S.; and 
Shortt, Henry Edward; and d'Silva, Η . A. H. 
SILVA, H . RAMON. See R a m o n Silva, H . (h.) . 
DA S I L V A , H E I T O R F A B R E G A S . See Fabregas da Silva, 
Heitor. 
DA S [ I L V A ] , J . 
1878 a.—Novas investigates sobre a Filaria 
sanguinis hominis <Gaz. Med. Baliia, an. 10, 
2. s., v. 3 (9), Sept., pp. 395-401; (12), Dec., pp. 
537-544. [Wm . ] 
S I L V A , J . R A M O S . See Ramos e Silva, J . 
D A S I L V A , J . R O D R I G U E S . See Rodrigues da Silva, J . 
D A S I L V A , J . V E L H O . S e e V e l h o - d a - S i l v a , J . 
DA S I L V A , J O À O E V A N G E L I S T A . 
1934 a.—O paludan no tratamento do impaludismo 
<Arch. Biol., S. Paulo (183) v. 16 [i.e.  v. 18], 
Nov.-Dec., pp. 126-127. [Y*™.] [Aiso photostat 
copy: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
DA S I L V A , J O S É C O H I M R I B E I R O . See Ribeiro da 
Silva, José Cohim. 
DA S I L V A , J O S É C U S T O D I O . See Custodio da Silva, 
José. 
D A S I L V A , J O S É L E M O S M O N T E I R O . See Lemos Mon-
teiro da Silva, José. 
S I L V A , L I N N E U . [ D r . ] 
1921 a.—Berne palpebral [Abstract of  report before 
Soc. Dermat. Bello Horizonte, 27 Maio] <Brazil-
Med., an. 35, v . 2 (25), 31 Dez., p. 383. [W®.] 
SILVA, M . ROCHA В. See R o c h a E Silva, M . 
S I L V A , M A R C E L O (jr.)  [Prof. Hig. Fac. Nac. Farm., 
Univ. Brasil] 
1941 a.—Observaçôes a margem das "Investiga-
ciones sobre la peste en el nordeste brasileño" 
da autoría de Attilio Macchiavello <Brasil-
Med., v. 55 (46), Nov. 15, pp. 762-771 (pp. 6 -
15). [Wa.] 
1947 a.—Eliminaçâo de helmintos na sua fase 
larvária <Brasil-Med., v. 61 (1-2), Jan. 4-11, 
pp. 2-3. [W®.] 
DA S I L V A , O L Y M P I O S A T U R N I N O . [ D r . ] 
(1909 a).—Contribuiçâo ao estudo do Necator 
americanus e Ankylostoma duodenale. These do 
Rio. 
S I L V A , O S C A R D ' U T R A . See d'Utra e Silva, Oscar. 
DA S I L V A , P E D R O D I A S . See Dias da Silva, Pedro. 
SILVA, PIO. [Dott. Asst.] 
1910 a.—Sull'immunità naturale di alcuni verte-
brati (pesci, batraci ed uccelli) all'infezione  del 
Trypanosoma brucei e del Trypanosoma evansi 
<Boll. Soc. Med.-Chir. Modena, v. 12, pp. 315-
320. [ W ® . ] 
1912 a.—Die Meiostagminreaktion zur Erkennung 
der Echinokokkenkrankheit der Rinder und 
Schafe  CTierärztl. Centralbl., v. 35 (27), 20 
Sept., pp. 416-417. [Wa.] 
1912 b.—La reazione meiostagmica nella distoma-
tosi <Biochim. e Terap. Sper., v. 4 (2), Oct., 
pp. 76-78. [W®.] 
DA SILVA, PIRAJÁ. [ M . D . , F a c . M e d . Bahia ] [See 
also Brumpt, Emile Joseph Alexandre; and da 
Silva, Pirajá] 
1908 a.—Contribuiçâo para о estudo da schisto-
somiase na Bahia <Brazil-Med., v. 22 (29), 1 
Ag.. pp. 281-283, figs.  1-3; (45), 1 Dez., pp. 441-
444, 4 figs.;  (46), 8 Dez., pp. 451-454, 2 figs. 
[W®.] 
1908 b.—Idem [Correspondence] Clbidem (44), 
22 Nov., p. 439. [ W m . ] 
1909 a.—Contribution to the study of  schistosomia-
sis in Bahia, Brazil <J. Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
London, v. 12 (11), June 1, pp. 159-164. [Wa.] 
1909 b.—La schistosomose a Bahia <Arch. Para-
sitol., Paris, v. 13 (2), 25 Juillet, pp. 283-302, 
figs.  1-11. [W», Wm.] 
1910 a.—[Dois casos de botâo da Bahia] <Brazil-
Med., v. 24 (37), 1 Out., pp. 369-370. [ f f - . ] 
1910 b.—-Sulla immunità di alcuni vertebrati (pesci, 
batraci ed uccelli) all' infezione  del Trypanosoma 
brucei e del Trypanosoma evansi [Abstract of  re-
marks before Soc. Med. Chir. Modena, 20 Mai] 
<Ztschr. Immunitätsforsch, u. Exper. Therap., 
2. Teil: Ref., v. 2 (16), 27 Juli, p. 442. [W·.] 
1911 a.—O barbeiro (Conorhinus  megistus Burm.) 
na Bahia <Arch. Brasil. Med., v. 1, pp. 627-
632. [Wm.] 
1912 a.—Cercaire brésilienne (Cercaria blanchardî) 
à queue bifurquée  <Arch. Parasitol., Paris, v. 15 
(3), 20 Août, pp. 398-400, figs.  1-3. [W'.] 
1912 b.—Dysenteria amibiana na Bahia—Enta-
moeba tetragena <Arch. Brasil. Med., v. 2, pp. 
179-190, pl. [W®.] 
1912 c.—Helminthen aus Bahia [Abstract of  report 
before  Deutsche Tropenmed. Gesellsch., Ham-
burg. 5 Apr.] <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 38 
(17), 25 Apr., p. 831. [W».] 
1912 d.—La leishmaniose cutanée à Bahia <Arch. 
Parasitol., Paris, v. 15 (3), 20 Août, pp. 401-424, 
fig.  1, pis. 2-6, figs.  1-11. [W·.] 
1912 е.—Nouveaux cas de myase dus a Chrysomyia 
macellarla Fabricius, à Bahia <Arch. Parasitol., 
Paris, v. 15 (3), 20 Août, pp. 425-430, figs.  1-2, 
pl. 1, figs.  1-4. [W».] 
1912 f. —Ueber einige Helminthen aus Bahia <Bei-
hefte (4) Arch. Schiffs-u.  Tropen-Hyg., v. 16, 
Mai, pp. 199-201, (pp. 485-487). [W'J 
1912 g.—Vorkommen von Schistosomosis in Bahia 
(Brasilien) [Abstract of  report before  Deutsche 
Tropenmed. Gesellsch.] <Arch. Schiffs-u. 
Tropen-Hyg., v. 16 (8), Apr., p. 269. [W·.] 
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1914 a.—Tratamento da leishmaniose cutaneo-
mucosa, pelo tartaro emetico <Arch. Brasil. 
Med., v. 4, pp. 271-280, 1 pl., 2 figs. [W">.] 
(1916-1917 a) .—A schistosomose na Bahia <Gaz. 
Med. Bahia, v. 49 (1), Julho. 
(1917 a) .—A schistosomose na Bahia. 32 pp. 
Bahia. 
1918 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis Bull., v. 12 
(3), Sept. 15, p. 165. [W*.] 
S I L V A , R A F A E L . [Dr., Actual Jefe Dept. Salubridad 
Púb. México] [For  port, see Bol. Ofic. San. Pan-
amer., v. 9 (7), July 1930, front.]  [Wa . ] 
1915 a.—Nota acerca del tratamiento quirúrgico de 
los cisticercos del vitreo <Gac . Méd. México, 3. 
s., v. 10, pp. 427-438. [ ¥ » . ] 
1925 a.—Technique de l'extraction chirurgicale des 
cysticerques du corps vitré <Arch. Opht., Paris, 
v. 42, June, pp. 355-364. [W m . ] 
(1927 a).—Técnica quirúrgica para la extracción 
de los cisticercos sub-retanianos < M e m . 8. Cong. 
Méd. Nac. México, p. 549. 
1928 a.—Surgical technique for  the removal of  sub-
retinal Cysticercus < A m . J. Ophth., Chicago, v. 
11 (11), Nov., pp. 867-875. [Wm.] 
1928 b.—Técnica quirúrgica para la extracción de 
los cisticercos subretinianos < R e v . Asoc. Méd. 
Mexicana, v. 5 (8), Aug., pp. 5-13. [W m . ] 
1930 a.—Técnica quirúrgica para la extracción de 
los cisticercos subretinianos <An. Soc. Мех. 
Oftal.  y Oto-Rino-Laringol., v. 8, 2. epoca (1), 
Jan.-Feb., pp. 3-15. [ W M , WP«.] 
1931 a.—Brief  statement concerning onchocercosis 
in Mexico < A m . J. Ophth., Chicago, v. 14 (6), 
June, pp. 518-519. [ f f - . ] 
1932 a.—Ocular onchocercosis <South. Med. J., 
v. 25 (2), Feb., pp. 113-117. [W°>.] 
1940 a.—Oncocercosis ocular <Bol . Hosp. Oft. 
Ntra. Sra. de la Luz, v. 1 (1), Jan.-Feb., pp. 4 -
1 2 . [ W P " . ] 
S I L V A , R A M O S . See Ramos e Silva. 
DA S I L V A , R I B E I R O . See Ribeiro da Silva. 
S I L V A , R Ó M U L O H . [Dr., Med. Hôp. Pasteur, Monte-
video] 
1931 a.—Un cas de perforation  du côlon sigmoide 
consécutive à une colite à Lamblia intestinalis 
<Arch. Mal. Appar. Digest., v. 21 (10), Dec., 
pp. 1199-1202. [ f f - , ] 
DA S I L V A , S. G O N Ç A L V E S . See Gonçalves da Silva, S . 
DO S I L V A , S T A N L E Y . [Resident Phys., Gen. Hosp, 
Ceylon] 
1945 a.—Significant  observations OB amoebic hepa-
titis.—A clinical review of  200 patients < J . 
Ceylon Br. Brit Med. Ass., v. 41 (1), Apr., pp. 
21-26. [Wm.] 
DA S I L V A , V E N A N C I O . See da Silva, Francisco Venan-
cio. 
S I L V A A L V A R E Z , A L B E R T O . 
1942 a.—Sobre animales trasmisores de enfermeda-
des <Bol . Mens. Educ. San. (56), ν . 5, Feb., 
pp. 10-12. [W».] 
DA S I L V A A M A D O , J . J . [ D r . ] 
1868 a.—Algumas palavras a proposito de un caso 
de trichinose observado em Lisboa <J . Soc. Sc. 
Med. Lisboa, 2. s., v. 32, pp. 257-261; 289-292: 
366-372. [W m · ] 
(1869 a).—Trichinose di Portugal <Medico Vet., 
Torino, 3. s., v. 4, Apr.-Giugno. 
1869 b.—Trichinosis in Portugal [Abstract of  1869 
a] <Repert. Thierh., v. 30, p. 359. [W·".] 
1873 a — A s filarias CCorreio Med. Lisb. v. 2 (13), 
1 Jan., pp. 151-153. [W".J 
1873 b.—As transmigracç.ôes parasitarias das tenias 
<Ibidem (4), 15 Jan., pp. 161-164. |W·.] 
1873 c.—Os echinococos e os bothriocephalos" < Ibi-
dem (15), 1 Fev., pp. 173-175. [W™.] 
S I L V A A R A N J O . See da Silva Araujo. 
DA S I L V A A R A U J O , A . J. P. [Dr., Med. Adjunto Hosp. 
Caridade] [See also Moncorvo de Figueiredo, 
Carlos Arthur; and da Silva Araujo, A. J. P.] 
(1875 a).—Memoria sobre a filariose ou a molestia 
produzida por urna nova especie de parasita cu-
tanea. Bahia. 
(1876 a) .—Da filariose  <Globo : J. do Rio de 
Janeiro. 
1877 a.—Caso de chyluria, elephancia do escroto, 
escroto lymphatico, craw-craw e erysipela em 
um mesmo individuo; descobrimento da Wucher-
eria Filaria na lympha do escroto. Tratamento 
pela electricidade com excellentes resultados 
<Gaz. Med. Bahia, an. 9, 2. s., v. 2 (11), Nov., 
pp. 492-504. [Wm.] 
1878 a.—A proposito de um novo acariano < Ibi-
dem, an. 10, 2. s., v. 3 (1), Jan., pp. 1-13. [ f f - . ] 
1878 b.—Ainda filarias Clbidem (2), Fev., pp. 49 -
54. [W». ] 
1878 c.—A Filaria wuchereri no sangue <Ibidem 
(3), Mar., pp. 106-109. [W-.J 
1878 d.—Observation d'un cas de chylurie, d'élé-
phancie scrotale, de scrotum lymphatique, de 
craw-craw et d'érysipèle chez le même sujet; 
découverte de la filaire  wucherienne dans la 
lymphe du scrotum; excellents résultats du traite-
ment par l'électricité [Review of  1877 a] <Arch. 
Méd. Nav., v. 29 (3), Mars, pp. 200-215. [ f f » . ] 
1878 e.—La filaire  wucherienne dans le sang [Ab-
stract of  1878 с] <Ibidem (6), Juin, pp. 470-471. 
[Wm.] 
1878 f. —A Filaria immitis e a Filaria  sanguinolenta 
no Brazil <Gaz. Med. Bahia, an. 10, 2. s., v. 3 
(7), Julho, pp. 295-312, pis. 1-2. [ff™,] 
(1878 g).—Idem. Reprint. Bahia. 
1878 h.—A muriçoca e as filarías wuchereri <Gaz . 
Med. Bahia, an. 10, 2. s., v. 3 (9), Set., pp. 385-
391. [Wm.] 
1878 i.—La Filaria immitis et la Filaria  sanguino-
lenta au Brésil [Transi, of  1878 f]  <Lyon Méd., 
v. 29 (44), 3 Nov., pp. 319-327; (45), 10 Nov., 
pp. 363-369. [Wm.] 
1879 a.—[Letter to de Magalhâes on Filaria dated 
19 Nov.] <Progresso Med., Rio de Janeiro, v. 3 
(6), 15 Jan., pp. 157-161. [Wm.] 
1879 b.—A Filaria immitis e a Filaria  sanguinolenta 
[Abstract of  1878 g] «Clbidem (9), 15 Mar., pp. 
213-214. [Wm.] 
1879 с.—Tratamento da elephancia pela electrici-
dade <Gaz. Med. Bahia, an. 11, 2. s., v. 4 (10), 
Outubro, pp. 441-454. [Wm.] 
1879 d.—Caso de chyluria, elephancia do escroto, 
escroto lymphatico, craw-craw e erysipela em um 
mesmo individuo; descobrimento da Filaria 
wuchereri na lympha do escroto; tratamento pela 
electricidade com excellentes resultados < Ibi-
dem, pp. 455-465 [W m . ] 
1881 a.—Electricidade medica. Ainda о tracia-
mente da elephancia pela electricidade <Uniäo 
Med., v. 1 (1), Jan., pp. 26-32; (2), Feb., pp. 6 9 -
76. [Y»m.] 
1882 a.—Inconveniente do emprego therapeutico 
interno do leite da mangabeira <Uniäo Med., v. 
2 (11), Nov., pp. 324-329. [ f f · . ] 
1893 a.—Du traitement de l'éléphancie (éléphantia-
sis des arabes) par l'électricité et quelques autres 
moyens adjuvants <2 . Internat. Dermat. Cong., 
Ber. ü. Verhandl. (Wien, 1892), pp. 737-740. 
[Wm.] 
DA S I L V A A R A U J O , A . J . P . ; a n d M O N C O B V O DE 
F I G U E I R E D O , C A R L O S A R T H U R . 
1881 a.—Applicada ao tractamento da elephancia 
(elephantiasis dos Arabes). Nota communicada 
á Academia das sciencias de Paris <Uniäo Med., 
v. 1 (2), Feb., pp. 77-78. [ Y a m . ] 
DA S I L V A B R I T O , O S C A R . [Dr., Med.-Vet., S . Paulo] 
1937 a.—Habronemose. Divulgaçâo <Bol . Vet., 
Porto Alegre, v. 1 (12), Dec., pp. 132-134. [W*.j 
1938 a.—Gastrophilose (Divulgaçâo) <Bol . Vet., 
Porto Alegre, v. 2 (12), Dec., pp. 322-325. [W».) 
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1941 a.—Estephanuroee < R e v . Vet., Belém, v. 4 
(21), Oct., pp. [2, 19] [Wv] 
S I L V A , С . , R . 
1950 a.—Hallazgos de adultos y larvas de artrópo-
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Div.] 
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Julho, pp. 491-494. [W m . ] 
1877 b.—О leite de cuaxinguba na hypoemia inter-
tropical [Letter to A. Couto, dated 12 Maio] 
<Gaz. Med. Bahia, v. 9, 2. s., v. 2 (6), Junho, pp. 
274-277. [W- . ] 
DA S I L V A C O R R E I A , A L B E R T O C A R L O S G E R M A N O . 
[Prof.  Escola Méd. Nova-Goa] 
1924 a.—A doença do sono em Angola <1 . Cong. 
Med. Trop. Africa  Ocidental (Loanda, 16-23 
Julho, 1923), v. 4. pp. 157-175, 6 graphs; French 
summary, pp. 25-28. (Rev. Méd. Angola (4), 
Agosto, 1923). [Wv] 
DA S I L V A C O R R E I A , F . 
1925 a.—Présence de Taenia chez un enfant  de deux 
mois <Compt . Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 93 
(37), 18 Déc., pp. 1555-1556. [Wv] 
DA S I L V A G A R C I A , F R A N C I S C O . 
1904 a .—Contribuito para о tratamento da doença 
do somno < M e d . Contemp., Lisboa, v. 22, 2. s., 
v. 7 (34), 21 Agosto, pp. 271-273. [W m . ] 
1905 a.—Apontamentos sobre a etiología e trata-
miento da doença do somno < M e d . Mod., Porto, 
an. 12, v. 4, Abril, pp. 288-290. [W m . ] 
DA S I L V A L I M A , A N T O N I O J O S É . 
1876 a.—Da filariose  < R e v . Med., Rio de Janeiro, 
v. 1 (2), Julho 15, pp. 107-109. [W- . ] 
DA S I L V A J U N I O R , J . O L E G A R I O . See Olegário da Silva 
Junior, Joaquim. 
DA S I L V A L A C A Z , C A R L O S . [Acad. Monitor Microbiol. 
Fac. Med. Univ. S. Paulo, Int. Hosp. Mil. Força 
Pub.] See Ribeiro de Carvalho, José; and da 
Silva Lacaz, Carlos. 
DA S I L V A L E I T Â O , J O S É Lufs. 
1942 a.—Contribulçâo para o estudo do Dermestes 
vulpinus (Fabrieius, 1781); sua importancia econ-
ómica como agente desvalorizador das peles con-
servadas <Bol . Pecuario, Lisboa, v. 10 (1), pp. 
61-64, pis. [W».] 
1942 b.—Nota parasitológica. As papilas cefálicas 
da Dirofilaria  immitis (Leidy 1856) < R e v . Med. 
Vet., Lisboa (303), v. 37, Oct.-Dec., pp. 234-
237, illus. [Wv] 
1942 c.—A NuilaLlia  equi em Portugal <Rev . Med. 
Vet., Lisboa (302), v. 37, July-Oct., pp. 171-179, 
illus., pl. [Wv] 
1942 d.—Tumores duodenais causados pelos larvas 
de Gasterophüu8 meridionalis Piliers e Ewans 
1926, num cavalo do continente portugués < R e v . 
Med. Vet., Lisboa (303), v. 37, Oct.-Dec., pp. 
243-246, illus. [Wv] 
1943 a.—Alguns nematodios do estomago do porco 
[French, English, and German summaries] < R e -
posit. Trab. Lab. Patol. Vet., Lisboa, v. 5 (2), 
pp. 269-278, pis. [Wv] 
1943 b.—A Babesiella berbera (Sergent e col. 1924) 
em Portugal [French, English, and German sum-
maries] <Reposit. Trab. Lab. Patol. Vet., Lis-
boa, v. 5 (2), pp. 251-261, pis. [Wv] 
1943 c.—Descriçâo em Portugal duma Françaiella, 
YakimoS, 1927. A memòria de Carlos França 
< R e v . Med. Vet., Lisboa (305), v. 38, A p r -
June, pp. 94-107, pis. [Wv] 
1943 d.—Infestaçào natural de bovinos portugueses 
pelo Anaplasma marginale (Theiler, 1910) 
[French, English, and German summaries] < R e -
posit. Trab. Lab. Patol. Vet., Lisboa, v. 5 (2), 
pp. 263-267, pie. [Wv] 
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1943 е.—A NtUtalia  equi em Portugal < R e v . Med. 
Vet., Lisboa (306), v. 38, July-Sept., pp. 266-
267. [W«.] 
1943 f.— Urna intensa invasäo de peles salgadas, por 
um Dermestes [French, English and German 
summaries] <Reposit. Trab. Lab. Patol. Vet., 
Lisboa, v . 5 (2), pp. 227-233, pis. [Wv] 
1944 a.—A propósito da morfologia do P. bigemi-
num (Smith e Kilborne, 1893). Estudo de urna 
estirpe portuguesa dos arredores de Lisboa 
(Loures) <An. Inst. Med. Trop., Lisboa, v. 1 
(2), Dec., pp. 351-364, pis. [W m . ] 
(1944 b).—Tricomoniase bovina <Rev . Med. Vet., 
Lisboa, v. 38, pp. 271-282. 
1945 a.—A caça e о problema parasitário < R e v . 
Med. Vet., Lisboa (313), v. 40, Apr.-June, pp. 
126-135. [W«.] 
1945 b.—Parasitología pràtica. A fenotiziana como 
anti-helmintico intestinal nos equideos < R e v . 
Med. Vet., Lisboa (315), v. 40, Oct.-Dec., pp. 
432-434. [W·.] 
1945 е.—Parasitología pràtica. Metastrongilose 
bronco-pulmonar dos suínos (bronco-pneumonia 
vérminosa) < R e v . Med. Vet., Lisboa (313), v. 
40, Apr.-June, pp. 196-197. [WV] 
1945 d.—Parasitoses animais < R e v . Med. Vet. 
Lisboa (312), v. 40, Jan.-Apr., pp. 15-24. [Wv] 
1945 е.—Administraçâo de tetracloreto de carbono 
a ovinos [French, English and German sum-
maries] <Reposit. Trab. Lab. Patol. Vet., Lis-
boa, v. 6 (1), pp. 153-157. [Wv] 
1945 f.— Parasitología pràtica. Alguns resultados 
com о emprêgo do D. D. T. < R e v . Med. Vet., 
Lisboa, (314), v. 40, July-Sept., pp. 321-323. 
[Wv] 
1945 g.—"Ponos" canina [English and French sum-
mary] < R e v . Med. Vet., Lisboa (314), v. 40, 
July-Sept., pp. 229-243, illus. [W·.] 
1945 h.—Babesielose ovina em Portugal [French, 
English and German summaries] < Reposit·. 
Trab. Lab. Patol. Vet., Lisboa, v. 6 (1), pp. 125-
136, pis. [W'.] 
1945 i.—Hepatozoon  canis James, 1905 [English and 
French summaries] <An. Inst. Med. Trop., Lis-
boa, v . 2, Dec., pp. 217-226, pis. [W·.] 
1945 j.—Piroplasma caballi (Nuttall e Strickland, 
1910) em Portugal [French, English and German 
summaries] <Reposit. Trab. Lab. Patol. Vet., 
Lisboa, v. 6 (1), pp. 145-151, pis. [Wv] 
1945 k.—Theileriose bovina em Portugal [French, 
English and German summaries] <Reposit. 
Trab. Lab. Patol. Vet., Lisboa, v. 6 (1), pp. 137-
144, pis. *[Wv] 
1946 a.—Parasitología veterinària nalgumas colón-
ias portuguesas. 63 pp. Lisboa. [W».] 
1947 a.—Tricomoniase bovina [Abstract of  1944 b] 
<Vet . Bull. [Imp. Bureau Animal Health], Wey-
" bridge, Eng., v. 17 (5), May, p. 222. [Wv] 
1948 a.—Protostrongilose bronco-pulmonar dos 
ovinos e caprinos portugueses [English and 
French abstracts] < R e v . Med. Vet., Lisboa 
(317), v. 41, Apr.-June, pp. 200-208. [W·.] 
S I L V A L E I T Â O , J O S É Lufs;  and B O R G E S F E R R E I R A , 
L. D. 
1945 a.—Reacçâo de Boidin e Laroche no diagnós-
tico da equinococose porcina [French, English 
and German summaries] <Reposit. Trab. Lab. 
Patol. Vet., Lisboa, v. 6 (1), pp. 165-172. [Wv] 
1945 b.—Pesquisa de Trichinella spiralis pelo 
método de Splender [French, English and Ger-
man summaries] <Reposit. Trab. Lab.Patol. Vet., 
Lisboa, v. 6 (1), pp. 173-176. [Wv] 
S I L V A L E I T Â O , J O S É Lufs;  L I N O D E S O U S A , J . M. ; and 
B O R G E S F E R R E I R A , L . D . 
1945 a.—Método de Szepeshelyi e Urbany, no 
diagnóstico coprológico da distomatose ovina 
[French, English and German summaries] < R e -
posit. Trab. Lab. Patol. Vet., Lisboa, v. 6 (1), 
pp. 159-164. [Wv] 
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v. 24 (8), 22 Fev., 1910, pp. 77-78] |ff».]  [See 
also Crévaux, Jules, 1876 a] 
1877 a.—Helminthologia [Introductory remarks] 
<Gaz. Med. Baliia, an. 9, 2. s., v. 2 (1), Jan., 
pjD. 19-20. [W». ] [See Pereira, Victorino, 1877 
1877 b.—Nota sobre a Filaria  medinense (Bicho da 
Costa) ; endemicidade d'este parasita na provin-
cia da Bahia, e seu ingresso no corpo humano pela 
agua em bebida <Ibidem (7), Julho, pp. 301-
316. [W'-.l 
1877 с .—Nova phase na questäo da natureza ver-
minosa da chyluria; descoberta do representante 
adulto da Filaria de Wucherer < Ibidem (9), Set., 
pp. 387-396; (11), Nov., pp. 481-492, 1 pl. [W m . ] 
1877 d.—Nouvelle phase de la question relative à 
la nature parasitaire de la chylurie. Découverte 
du représentant adulte de la Filaria de Wucherer 
[Transi, of  1877 c] <Arch. Méd. Nav., v. 28 
(12), Déc., pp. 439-447, figs, a- f ; appendix, by 
Méricourt, p. 448. [W™.] 
1877 e.—Novos factos  para a historia da Filaria de 
Wucherer; descobrimento da Filaria adulta no 
Rio de Janeiro <Gaz. Med. Bahia, an. 9, 2. s., 
v. 2 (12), Dec., pp. 538-546. [W m . ] 
1877 f. —[Remarks on de Magalhâes, Pedro Severi-
ano, 1877 a] <lbidem, p. 546. [W·».] 
1878 a.—Novo acariano [Letter to editor dated 
Jan. 22] < Ibi dem, an. 10, 2. s., v. 3 (1), Jan., pp. 
39-42. [W». ] 
1878 b.—Bilharzia hsematobia and its connexion 
with chyluria [Abstract of  1877 c] < Lancet, 
London (2840), v. 1, Feb. 2, p. 171. [ W m , W«.] 
1878 c.—The late Dr. Wucherer and the Filaria 
bancroftx.  [Letter to editor dated Feb. 26] < Ibi-
dem (2847), v. 1, Mar. 23, pp. 440-441. IW», 
W».] 
1878 d.— . . . on Hœmatozoa [Transi, of  1877 с] 
<Veterinarian, London (602), v. 51, 4. s. (278), 
v. 24, Feb., pp. 88-95; Appendix by A. Le Roy de 
Méricourt, pp. 95-96. [W», W » . ] 
1878 e.—Nouvelle phase dans la question de la 
nature parasitaire de la chylurie; découverte du 
représentant adulte de la filaire  de Wucherer 
[Review of  1877 с] <Arch. Méd. Nav., v. 29 (3), 
Mars, pp. 200-215. [W m . ] 
1878 f. —O fallecido  Dr. Wucherer e a Filaria  ban-
crofti  [Transi, of  1878 с] <Gaz. Med. Bahia, an. 
10, 2. s., v . 3 (4), Abril, pp. 181-184. [W- . ] 
1879 a.—Remarks on the Filaria medenensis [sic] 
or guinea worm; on the occurrence of  this para-
site endemically in the province of Bahia; on its 
entrance into the human body by drinking water. 
[Transi, of  1877 b] <Veterinarian, London (614), 
v. 52, 4. s. (290), v. 25, Feb., pp. 67-69; (615), 4. 
s. (291), Mar., pp. 151-154; (616), 4. s. (292), 
Apr., pp. 235-238; (617), 4. s. (293), May, pp. 
319-322. [Wa , W·».] 
1880 a.—A carne e as tenias <Gaz. Med. Bahia, an. 
12, 2. s., v. 5 (1J, Julho, pp. 1-5. [ f f »J 
1880 b.—A hypoemia, о beri-beri, e a molestia dos 
operarios do tunnel de S. Gothardo <Ibidem, pp. 
22-28; (2) Agosto, pp. 79-94. [ f f · . ] 
1880 с.—Novas factos  sobre as filarías do sangue 
[Editorial review] Clbidem (2), Agosto, pp. 49 -
62. [Wm] 
1881 a.—Mais alguns factos em relaçào as filarías 
[Editorial review] <Ibidem, an. 13, 2. s., v. 5 
(10), Abril, pp. 441-453. [W111.] 
1881 b.—De la filaire  de Médine ou ver de Guinée 
rencontrée a l'état endémique dans la province 
de Bahia et de son introduction dans le corps 
humain par l'eau en boisson [Transi, of  1877 b] 
<Arch. Méd. Nav., v. 35 (5), Mai, pp. 395-406. 
[Wm.] 
1883 a.—Nota sobre o tratamento do bicho do pé 
<Gaz. Med. Bahia, an. 15, 2. в., v. 7 (9), Mar., 
pp. 383-390. [W». ] 
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1883 b.—Idem <Uniáo Med., ν . 3 (6), Junho, pp. 
264-272. [ W · " . ] 
1889 a.—A febre  lymphangitica e as suas relaçôes 
coin a filariose. Memoria lida na 1» sessào an-
niversaria da sociedade medica da Bahia, em 3 
de maio de 1889 <Ibidem, an. 20, 3. s., ν . 6 (11), 
Maio, pp. 491-502; (12), Junho, pp. 541-551. 
[ W m . ] 
1891 a.—Novas filarias no sangue humano "Clbi-
dem, an. 22, 4. s., v. 1 (9), Mar., pp. 406-408. 
[ W m . ] 
1891 b.—Pathologie histórica e geographica, e noso-
logia das boubas, do macùlo e dracontiase no 
Brazil; causas da sua actual raridade ou extinc-
çâo. Segunda parte < Ibidem (10), Abril, pp. 
433-444. [W®.] 
1891 с.—Idem. Terceira parte <Ibidem (11), 
Maio, pp. 481-491; (12), Junho, pp. 533-540. 
[ W m . ] 
1892 a.—Chyluria parasitaria curada pelo thymol 
<Ibidem, an. 24, 4. s., v. 2 (7), Jan., pp. 310-
315. [ W » . ] 
1899 a.—Sobre alguns casos de lymphangite 
filariosa  Clbidem, an. 30, 5. s., v. 2 (10), Abril, 
pp. 448-458; (11), Maio, pp. 502-513. [Wm.] 
1899 b.—Os mosquitos e a malaria <Ibidem, an. 
31, 5. s., v. 3 (5), Nov., pp. 199-208. [W™.] 
D A S I L V A - M E L L O , A . [ D r . ] 
1922 a.—O tratamento das dysenterias amibianas 
chronicas pelo yatren <Brazil-Med., an. 36, v. 
2 (29), 22 Julho, pp. 45-49. [ f f » . ] 
1930 a.—Amibiase intestinal chronica e um symp-
toma de valor para о seu diagnostico <Brasil-
Med., v. 44 (41), 11 Out., pp. 1143-1152. [W»J 
1930 b.—Die chronische Amöbeninfektion  des 
Darmes und ein für  ihre Diagnose bedeutsames 
Symptom <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropenhyg., v. 34 
(8), Aug., pp. 411-422. [W*.] 
[1935 а].—О yatren no tratamento da amebiase in-
testinal [French summary] <Arch. Centr. Med. 
Policlin. Botafogo (1930-35) (2), pp. 139-144. 
[WP«.] 
1939 a.—Ueber die Yatrenbehandlung bei Darm-
krankheiten. Zusammenfassende  Darstellung 
auf  Grund 15 Jähriger Erfahrung  <Gastroen-
terol., v. 64, pp. 93-144. [ f f " . ] 
1944 a.—Tratamento das moléstias do intestino 
pelo iatrem; primeira parte:—iatrenterapia nas 
amebiases crónicas <Rev . Brasil. Med., v. 1 
(6), June, pp. 463-471. [WP*·.] 
1944 b .—О tratamento das moléstias do intestino 
pelo iátrem; segunda parte:—emprêgo e mecan-
ismo de açâo do iátrem < R e v . Brasil. Med., v. 1 
(7), July, pp. 565-573. [WP".] 
1944 с.—Tratamento das molésteas do intestino 
pelo iátrem; quarta parte:—o iátrem nas disen-
terias agudas e contraindicaçôes do seu emprêgo 
< R e v . Brasil. Med., v. 1 (9), Sept., pp. 758-
762. [WP3·.] 
1945 a.—Amebiase intestinal crónica. Um sinal de 
valor para o seu diagnóstico [English summary] 
< R e v . Brasil Med., v. 2 (1), Jan., pp. 9-21. 
[Wm.] 
S I L V A P E R E I R A , J O Â O M A R I O . 
1947 a.—Miase vulvar <An. Brasil. Ginec., an. 12, 
v. 24 (5), Nov., pp. 331-340. [Wm.] 
DA S I L V A P I N T O , F R A N C I S C O . See Prates, Manuel 
Maximo; and da Silva Pinto, Francisco. 
DA S I L V A P I N T O , L . J . 
(1875 a).—Hypoemia intertropical. These. Rio de 
Janeiro. 
DA S I L V A R A M O S , A L B E R T O . 
(1937 a).—Descripçâo do macho de Nyssorhynchus 
(Nyzorhynchella)  lutzi (Cruz, 1901) < R e v . Ass. 
Paul. Med., Aug. 
S I L V A S A N T O S , G O D O F R E D O . 
1902 a.—A trichinose em Portugal < R e v . Med. 
Vet., Lisboa (2), v. 1 Apr. 15, pp. 35-38. [W·.] 
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Med. Vet., Lisboa (25), v. 3, Mar. 15, pp. 12-17. 
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DA S I L V A V I A N N A , A L B E R T O B A N D E I R A . 
1911 a.—Cisticercose porcina < R e v . Med. Vet. 
Lisboa (118), v . 10, 15 Dez., pp. 294-295. [W®.] 
S I L V A D O , J A I M E . [ D r . ] 
1911 a.—O bicho do pé CTribuna Med., Rio de 
Janeiro, v. 17 (2), Jan. 15, pp. 17-21. [W r a . ] 
1916 a.—A proposito da verminose intestinal < T r i -
buna Med., Rio de Janeiro, v . 22 (18), Sept. 15, 
pp. 183-191. [ f f - . ] 
1917 a.—Verminoses intestinaes [Abstract of  report 
before  Acad. Nac. Med., 23 Nov. 1916] <Brazil-
Med., v. 31 (3), 20 Jan., p. 20. [Ch®·».] 
S I L V A N I , J O S E C . 
1904 a.;—Tres observaciones de clínica quirúrgica. 
Filariosis—tuber culosis calcáneo-as tragalina— 
quiste hidatidico del hígado. Tesis (Buenos 
Aires). 69 pp., pis. Buenos Aires. [YCP.] 
S I L V E I R A , G A S T Ä O F L E U R Y D A . See Fleury da Sil-
veira, Gastäo. 
S I L V E I R A , H E I T O R . [Dr., Pediat. D. E . S . ] 
1942 a.—Estudo médico-profilático  das diarré-
ias infantis  <Arq . Dept. Estad. Saúde, Rio 
Grande do Sul, ν . 3 , pp. 1 5 7 - 1 6 0 . [WP®· . ] 
S I L V E I R A , J O S É . [Dr., Med. Schule, Bahia, Brasilien] 
1936 a.—Das Problem der Lungenform der ameri-
kanischen Schistosomose und ihre Beziehungen 
zur Lungentuberkulose <Beitr. Klin. Tuber-
kulose, v. 88 (2), pp. 166-175, illus. [ W m . ] 
1938 a.—Tuberculose pulmonar ou esquistosomose 
do pulmäo? <Bahia Med., v. 9 (8), Aug., pp. 
139-143. [WP®·.] 
1944 a.—A localizaçâo pulmonar de esquistosomose 
americana < R e v . Asoc. Med. Argent. (536), ν . 
58, June 30, pp. 444-447. [ff®.] 
1944 b.—Esquistosomose do pulmâo e tuberculose 
pulmonar Clmprensa Med. (368), v . 20, Aug., 
pp. 44-58, illus. [W">.] 
S I L V E I R A , R A F A E L . See Kouri, Pedro; Silveira, Ra-
fael;  and Anido, Hilario; and Falla Alvarez, Lau-
reano; Silveira, Rafael;  and Bernardino, San-
tiago. 
DA S I L V E I R A , R O M E U . 
1921 a.—Sobre alguns casos de eschistosomose man-
sonica <Brazil-Med., v . 35 (8), 19 Fev., pp. 101-
102. [ W m . ] 
S I L V E I R A , T A C I T O ; a n d DE M O U R A C A M P O S , F . Α . 
(1937 a) .—Das trocas gazosas na ancylostomose 
[English summary] < Hospital, Rio de Janeiro, 
v. 12 (2), Aug., pp. 165-187, illus. 
1938 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop . Dis. Bull., v . 35 
(4), Apr., p. 280. [W».] 
S I L V E I R A R A M O S , Α . 
1934 a.—Tratainento dos estados avançados da 
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de medicamentos tripanocidas < M e d . Contemp., 
Lisboa, v. 51 (10), Mar. 5, pp. 63-66. [ f f » . ¡ 
S I L V E I R A R A M O S , Α . ; a n d A S S O R E I R A , M . 
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sómica e tratamento cirúrgico. Contribuiçâo 
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< A n . Inst. Med. Trop., Lisboa, v. 4, Dec., pp. 
33-47, pis. [W®.] 
S I L V E R , A L E X A N D E R . [ Μ . Α . , M . D . , Physician and 
Lecturer, Clin. Med. and Physiol., Charing-
Cross Hosp.] 
1874 a.—Hydatid cyst of  the liver associated with 
cirrhosis, and cancer of  the stomach and pan-
creas < T r . Path. Soc. London, v. 25, p. 129. 
IW'".] 
1879 a.—Clinical lecture on a case of  suppurating 
hydatid cyst of  the liver < M e d . Times and 
Gaz., London (1489), v. 1, Jan. 11, pp. 33-35; 
(1491), Jan. 25, pp. 89-90. [W'", W°.] 
S I L V E R , C . P . 
1949 a.—Hydatid cyst and cirrhosis <Brit . Med. 
I. (4624) v. 2, Aug. 20, p. 423, illus. [W®.] 
S I L V E R , J A M E S . [Bureau Biol. Surv.] 
1937 a.—The house rat CCircular (423), U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., Jan., 18 pp., illus. [W®.] 
1941 a.—The house rat <Wildlife  Circular (6), 
Fish and Wildlife  Serv., U. S. Dept. Interior, 18 
pp., illus. [Wa . ] 
S L L V E R I E , M . 
1937 a.—Note sur l'existence de quelques foyers  de 
bilharziose vésicale dans la région de Morondava 
<Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 30 (5), pp. 430-432. 
[W®.] 
S I L V E R M A N , D A N I E L N A T H A N . [ 1 8 9 4 - ] [ M . D . , 
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1924 a.—Giardia intestinalis: Clinical and patho-
logical observations CTexas State J. Med., v. 19 
(11), Mar., pp. 617-619. [W®.] 
1926 a.—Chronic bacillary dysentery. Liver ab-
scess following  treatment of  amebic colitis. 
Some notes on the use of  stovarsol in amebic 
dysentery < M e d . Clin. North Am., v. 9 (4), 
Jan., pp. 1167-1171. [W™.j 
1934 a.—Endemic dysenteric infections  in Louisi-
ana < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 86 (12), June, 
pp. 786-789. [W®.] 
1937 a.—The treatment of  amebic colitis with 
diiodohydroxylquinoline (diodoquin) < A m . J. 
Digest. Dis. and Nutrition, v . 4 (5), July, pp. 
281-282. [W®.] 
S I L V E R M A N , D A N I E L N A T H A N ; a n d F E E M S T E R , R O Y 
F . 
1931 a.—Types of  bacterial dysentery in the South: 
A clinical and bacteriological study <South 
Med. J.. v. 24 (6), June, pp. 504-507. [W">.] 
S I L V E R M A N , D A N I E L N A T H A N ; a n d L E S L I E , A L A N . 
1945 a.—Atypical amebic colitis < N . Òri. Med. 
and S. J., v. 97 (10), Apr., pp. 435-438, illus. 
[W'.] 
1945 b.—Intractable amebic colitis with special 
reference  to the ulceronecrotic form < J . Am. 
Med. Ass., v. 129 (3), Sept. 15, pp. 187-190, 
illus. [W®.] 
1947 a.—Enteric infection  or infestation  sine dysen-
tery < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 100 (3), Sept., 
pp. 101-104. [W®.] 
S I L V E R M A N , D A N I E L N A T H A N ; a n d S T . M A R T I N , R O Y 
J. 
1940 a.—Early diagnosis and treatment of  amebic 
abscess of  the liver < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., 
v. 93 (2), Aug., pp. 90-93. [W®.] 
S I L V E R M A N , J A C O B J O S E P H . [ T o m p k i n s v i l l e , S t a t e n 
Island] See Kenler, Maurice David; and Silver-
man, Jacob Joseph. 
S I L V E R M A N , M A R V I N J . 
1945 a.—Trichinosis <Middlesex Vet., v. 5 (1), 
Spring-Summer, pp. 26-28, 38-40, illus. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] [W®.] 
S I L V E R M A N , M I L T O N . [1913- ] [Ph. D., Research 
Assoc. Biochem., Univ. Chicago, Illinois] [See 
also Taliaferro,  Lucy Graves; Coulston, Fred-
erick; and Silverman, Milton] 
1941 a.—Magic in a bottle. 332 pp. New York. 
[W®.] 
1947 a.—[Action of  cyanines and atabrine] 
<Science (2753), v . 106, Oct. 3, p. 316. [W®.] 
S I L V E R M A N , M I L T O N ; C E I T H A M L , J O S E P H J A M E S ; 
T A L I A F E R R O , L U C Y G R A V E S ; a n d E V A N S , E A R L 
A L I S O N (jr.). 
1944 a.—The in vitro metabolism of  Plasmodium 
gallinaceum <J . Infect. Dis., v . 75 (3), N o v . -
Dec., pp. 212-230. [W®.] 
SIL'VERS, I. L. [Сильверс, И. Л.] [See also 
Epshtein, German Ven'iâminovich; Ekzemplffir-
skafa, Evgeniiâ Vladimirovna; Sil'vers, I. L. ; 
and Babikova, O. N. ; and Epshtein, German 
Ven'iâminovich; and Sil'vers, I. L.; and Epsh-
tein, German Ven'iâminovich; Sil'vers, I. L. : 
and Ekzempliârskaiâ, Evgeniiâ Vladimirovna; 
and Pokrovskiï, S. V.; and Sil'vers, I. L.] 
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SIL'VERS, I . L . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1935 a.—Гематологическая характеристика 
вспышки трихинеллеза (Observations sur 
l'hématologie de la trichinellose) [Russian text; 
French summary] <Vestnik Mikrobiol., Epide-
miol. i Parazitol., v. 14 (3), pp. 291-298. [W«.] 
1940 a .—Некоторые биологические особенности 
черных крыс Rattus rattus L. по материалам 
Тульской экспедици с 25. II по 1. V 1935 г. 
(Some biological and ecological peculiarities of 
black rate Rattus rattus L.) [Russian text; Eng-
lish summary] <Vestnik Mikrobiol., Epidemiol, 
i Parazitol., v. 19 (1), pp. 144-149. [ W - J 
S I L V E R T H O R N E , L E S L I E N E L L E S ; a n d B R O W N , A L A N 
G O W A N S . 
1934 a.—Cutaneous myiasis in infants  <Arch. Dis. 
Childhood, v. 9, Dec., pp. 339-342, illus. [ f f » J 
DE SILVESTRI, ANTONIO. [ - 1 8 9 5 ] [Prof .  Z o o -
tech. et Hyg., Ecole Vét. Turin] [For  necrology 
see Rev. Vet., Toulouse, v. 52, [n.s.], v. 20, Juillet 
1895, p. 416] [W*.] 
1871 a.—Un caso di morte per trombosi verminosa 
nel cuore sinistro di un cane <Medico Vet., 
Milano, 3. s., v . 6 (8), Agosto, pp. 343-345. 
[Wm.] 
1872 a.—Contribuzione sulla metamorfosi  pro-
gressiva del cisticerco pisiforme  del lepre e conig-
lio, e sulla metamorfosi  retrograda della Tenia 
serrata del cane <Ibidem, Torino, 4. s., v. 1 (10-
12), Ott-Dic. , pp. 539-545. [W». ] 
1872 b.—Würmer im Herzen eines Hundes [Ab-
stract of  1871 a] <Repert . Thierh., v. 33, pp. 
75-76. [Wm.] 
1873 a.—Zur Entwicklung des Hundebandwurms 
(Taenia serrata) [Abstract of  1872 a] <Ibidem, 
v. 34, pp. 179-180. [Wm.] 
1877 a.—La trichina spirale (Trichina spiralis) in 
Italia.'/?? <Gior . Med. Vet., v. 25 (12), Giugno, 
pp. 449-455. [ f f - . ] 
1886 a.—Bronchite verminosa e distornatosi epa-
tica [Abstract of  report read Apr. 19] <Gior . 
Med. Vet., v. 35 (3-4), Mar.-Apr., pp. 88-90. 
[Wa . ] 
1887 a.—Filaria  papillosa dell' occhio del cavallo 
<Ibidem, v. 36 (10), Ott., pp. 429-432. [Wm.] 
DE S I L V E S T R I , E N R I C O . [Dr., Lab. Parassitol., R . 
Univ. Torino] 
1894 a.—Contributo allo studio dell' etiología della 
dissenteria <Riforma Med., an. 10 (292), v. 4 
(67), 31 Die., pp. 794-796. [W· . ] 
1895 a.—Contributo allo studio dell' etiología della 
dissenteria <Gior . R . Accad. Med. Torino, an. 
58, 4. s., v . 1 (1), Genn., pp. 32-36. [ W » J 
1896 a.—Fenomeni nervosi da Anguülula intes-
tinalis (Bavay) —Pseudo-rhabditis stercoralis (Per-
roncito)—Rabdonema strongiloides (Leuckart) 
—Leptodera stercoralis Bavay (Cobbold) <Gior . 
R . Accad. Med. Torino, an. 59, 4. s., v. 2 (1) 
Genn., pp. 52-55. [Wm.] 
S I L V E S T R I , F I L I P P O . 
(1902 a).—Acari, Myriapoda et scorpiones hucus-
que in Italia reperta. 74 pp. 
1903 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool . Centralbl., v. 10 
(1-2), 27 Jan., pp. 43-44. [W*, W·.] 
1911 a.—Dispense di entomologia agraria, secondo 
le lezioni d e l . . . raccolte dal Guido Grandi. 
Parte speciale. 575 pp., 474 figs. Portici. [Wa . ] 
(1920 a).—Contribution à la connaissance du para-
site de l'oeuf  du grillon. 34 pp. 20 figs. 
(1921 a).—Notice sur les cigales, sur leurs para-
sites et description de leurs larves. 15 pp. 13 
figs. 
1924 a.—Contribuzioni alla conoscenza dei tortri-
cidi delle Querce. ( I - I I ) <Boll . Lab. Zool. Gen. 
e Agrar. R . Scuola Super. Agrie. Portici, v . 17, 
pp. 41-107, illus. [W».] 
1934 a.—Compendio di entomologia applicata. 
(Agraria — forestale — medica — veterinaria). 
Parte speciale, v. 1, 448 pp., illus. Portici. [W*.J 
S I L V E S T R I , F I L I P P O — C o n t i n u e d . 
1939 a.—Compendio di entomologia applicata. 
(Agraria — forestale — medica — veterinaria). 
Parte Speciale, v. 1 (Parte 2). pp. 449-974, illus. 
[W·.] 
1940 a.—Importancia de la entomologia en la 
economía mundial < A n . Escuela Nac. Cien. 
Biol., México (1939), v. 1 (3-4), pp. 301-315. 
[W·.] 
S I L V E S T R I , T O R I N D O . [Prof. Dr., R . Univ. Modena] 
1919 a.—La mobilizzazione dei plasmodi nella cura 
e nella bonifica  dei malarici <Policlin., Roma, 
Sez. Prat., v . 26 (48), 30 Nov., pp. 1418-1419. 
[ W m . ] 
1919 b .—A proposito della cura medica dell'ascesso 
epatico dissenterico <Riforma Med., v. 35 (36), 
Sept. 6, pp. 763-764. [ W m . ] 
1919 с.—Chinino, malaria ed influenza  <Riforma 
Med., v. 35 (20), May 17, p. 402. [W™.] 
SILVESTRINI, A. [See also Rivolta, Sebastiano; and 
Silvestrini, Α.] 
1888 a.—Dello Eustrongylus gigas nel cane <Gior . 
Anat., Fisiol. e Patol. Animali, v. 20 (5), Sett.-
Ott., pp. 255-260. [Wm.] 
1889 a.—Notes cliniques: b'Eustrongylus  gigas chez 
le chien [Abstract of  1888 a] < R e c . Méd. Vét., 
v . 66, 7. s., v. 6 (3), 15 Fév., pp. 132-133. [W», 
Wm.] 
1889 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1888 a] < J . Conn. 
Méd. Prat., v. 56 (13), 28 Mars, pp. 99-100. 
[ W m . ] 
1889 c.—Pseudo-rage canine vermineuse [Abstract 
of  1888 a] CLyon Méd., an. 21, v. 60 (14), 7 
Avril, p. 536. [W" . ] 
1889 d.—False rabies due to worms [Abstract of 
1888 a] < N . York Med. J. (516), v . 49 (20), 
May 18, p. 548. [W\ W«\ W».] 
1889 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1888 a] < A m . Vet. 
Rev., v. 13 (3), June, p. 104. [Wa , Wm.] 
SILVESTRINI, LUIGI. [ D o t t . Prof . } 
1920 a.—Su di un caso speciale di cisti da echino-
cocco della milza <Gazz . Internaz. Med.-Chir., v . 
26 (18), Sept. 30, pp. 205-210; (19), Oct. 15, pp. 
221-223. [Wm.] 
SILVESTRINI, R . [See also Flora, U.; and Silvestrini, 
R.] 
1899 a.—Gli sporozoari in patologia <Clin. Mod. , 
Firenze, v. 5 (9), 1 Mar., pp. 65-67, figs.  [ f f » . j 
(1903 a).—Mielite in corso d' infezione  malarica 
<Bol l . Soc. Eustach., v. 1 (4-7), pp. 24-28. 
(1924 a).—Lambliosi ed anemia grave <Bol l . 
Accad. Med.-Chir. Perugia (6), pp. 5 -7 . 
S I L V E S T R I N I , V I R G I N I O . [Dott.] 
1932 a.—Su di un caso di cisticercosi dei muscoli 
<Minerva Med., ν . 23, parte 2 (49), Dec. 8, pp. 
806-808, illus. [Wm.] 
SILVESTRONI, Ezio. [Dott., Ist. Clin. Med. Gen. e 
Тегар.] 
1940 a.—Sulla cosidetta anemia perniciosa da 
botriocefalo  <Policlin., Roma, Sez. Prat., ν . 47 
(23), June 10, pp. 1008-1012. [Wm.] 
S I L V I O , L U P A R I A . [Dott., Assistente Volontario. Lab. 
Patol. Gen. ed Anat. Patol., R . Ist. Super. Med. 
Vet. Torino] 
1931 a.—Considerazioni ed osservazioni sull'azione 
patogena di alcuni parassiti intestinali < N . Er-
colani, v. 36 (23), 15 Die., pp. 409-416. [W».] 
SIM, F. L. [M. D., Prof., Memphis, Tennessee] 
1881 a.—Iodoform  as a vermifuge < M e d . and 
Surg. Reporter (1268), v. 44 (25), June 18, p. 
689. [Wm, W·.] 
SIM, WILLIAM. [Gourdas, Fyvie, Scotland] 
1895 a — T h e horse bot [Abstract] <Vet . J. and 
Ann. Comp. Path. (245), v . 41, Nov., pp. 381-
3S2. [W», W®.] 
S I M A , I M R E . [ D r . ] 
1936 a.—A Taenia és Cysticercus pisiformis  elleni 
immunitás [Abstract of  report before M.O.Á.E., 
Dec. 17, 1935] <Allat. Közlöny, v. 33 (2), Feb., 
pp. 31-32. [W*.] 
4 0 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O AGRICULTURE 
S I M A , I M R E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1937 a .—A Taenia és Cysticercus pisiformis  elleni 
immunitás [Immunity to Taenia  and Cysticercus 
pisiformis ] [Hungarian text] <Allat. Lapol, v. 
60 (1), Jan. 1, pp. 1-4 . [Wv] 
1938 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Immunization against 
Taenia and Cysticercus pisiformis  infestations) 
<Vet . Bull. [Imp. Bureau Animal Health] Wey-
bridge, Eng., v. 8 (6), June, p. 370. [Wv] 
(1938 b).—Zur Frage der Immunität bei Befall 
mit Taenia und Cysticercus pisiformis. Diss. 
(Budapest). 12 pp. 
1939 a — I d e m [Abstract] CJahresb. Vet.-Med., 
v. 64 (8-9), Feb. 27, pp. 480-481. [Wv] 
S I M A D A , H I R O S I . [Path. Inst., Chiba Med. Fak.] 
(1936 a).—Ueber einen Fall von Rektumstenose 
bei Schistosomiasis japónica [Japanese text] 
<Chiba Igakukwai Zasshi, v . 14 (2), pp. 294-
307. 
1939 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Japan. J. Med. Sc. 
Pt. V, Path., v. 3 (4), Nov., Abstr., p. 274. [WV] 
SIMADER. [Dr . , Ansbach] 
1909 a.—Ein neues Trichinenmikroskop CMün-
chen. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 53 (11), 16 März, 
pp. 199-200. [Wa , W v ] 
S I M A G I N A , N . K . 
1938 a .—Случай распространенного мышечного 
цистицеркоаа [Cysticercose musculaire étendue] 
[Russian text] CKhirurgiià (7-8), pp. 115-117. 
[Wm .J 
SIMANIN, P. I. [Симанин, II. IL ] [Leningrad] 
1928 a.—Заражение Anopheles малярийными 
паразитами по работам в Барнауле. [Author's 
abstract] (Anopheles infection  by the malaria 
parasites as observed in Barnaul) [Russian 
text] < T r u d y 3. Vseross. S'ezda Zool., Anat. i 
Gistol. (Leningrad, 14-20 Dec., 1927), pp. 153-
154. [Wv] 
S I M E N T I R I S , D É M É T R I U S . 
(1927-28 a).—Contribution à l'étude du kyste 
hydatique du rein. Quelques renseignements 
nouveaux sur les tests biologiques de l'échino-
coccose. Thèse méd. (Montpellier). 
S I M É O N . See Euzière; Delord; and Siméon. 
SIMEONS, A . T . W . [ M . D . , B o m b a y ] 
1936 a.—Mass treatment with injectable atebrin 
<Indian Med. Gaz., v. 71 (3), Mar., pp. 132-
136. [W®.] 
1938 a.—Follow-up of a mass treatment with in-
jectable atebrin <Indian Med. Gaz., v . 73 (12), 
Dec., pp. 713-715. [W-v] 
1942 a.—A case of  giardiasis [Letter to editor dated 
June 28] <Indian Med. Gaz., v . 77, Aug., p. 511. 
[Wm.] 
1942 b .—Economy and simplification  in the stain-
ing of  blood slides Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 77 
(12), Dec., pp. 725-729. [W'v] 
S I M E O N S , A . T . W . ; a n d C H H A T R E , K . D . 
1947 a.—Preliminary report on a new synthetic 
antimalarial <Indian Med. Gaz., v. 82 (5). May, 
pp. 255-257. [W®.] 
S I M E R , P A R K E H A R V E Y . [ 1 8 9 7 - ] [ S E « also 
Eddy, Samuel; and Simer, Parke Harvey] 
1929 a.—Fish trematodes from the lower Talla-
hatchie River < A m . Midland Naturalist, v. 11 
(12), Nov., pp. 563-588, pis. 1-3 , figs.  1-19. 
[Wv] 
1930 a.—A preliminary study of  the eestodes of  the 
spoonbill, Polyodon spathvla (Wal.) < T r . Illi-
nois State Acad. Sc. (May 3-4 , 1929, Macomb) , 
v . 22, pp. 139-145. [Issued Apr.] [W\ W·.] 
SIMESEN. [Vet., Sorring pr. Toustrup] 
1929 a.—Mitigai og Vigantol <Maanedsskr. Dyrl., 
v. 40 (22), 15 Feb., pp. 583-585. [Wv] 
S I M I C , C E D O M I R . See Simió, Chedomir P. 
SiMié, C H E D O M I R P. [СимиК, Чедомир II.] [Inst. 
Parasitol., Fac. Vét. Belgrade] [See also Jeüié, 
Josip Α . ; and Siniié, Chedomir P.] 
S I M I C , C H E D O M I R P . — C o n t i n u e d . 
[1927? a].—Амебна дизентерща y JyjKHoj Срби]и. 
(Ca кратким упутством sa naôopaTopnjcKy 
диагнозу) (Dysenterie amibienne dans la 
Serbie du Sud) <Glasnik Tsentral. Khig. Za-
voda, Beograd, v. 4 (4-6), pp. 69-82, figs.  1 -6 ; 
French summary, pp. 82-83. [W».] 
1928 a.—Anopheles maculipennis, prenosioc je Diro-
filaria  immitis u J. Srbiji (Anopheles maculipen-
nis Megen, transmet Dirofilaria  immitis au chien 
dans la Serbie du Sud) <Glasnik Tsentral. Khig. 
Zavoda, Beograd, 3. god., v . 6 (10-12), pp. 3 7 -
39; French summary, p. 39. [W1 . ] 
1929 a .—Биологща и култура Trichomonas in-
testinalis Leuckart, 1879 (Biologie et la culture 
de Trichomonas intestinalis Leuckart, 1879) 
<Glasnik Tsentral. Khig. Zavoda, Beograd, 4. 
god., v. 7 (4-6), pp. 84-87; French summary, 
p. 88. [Wv] 
1929 b.—Fajeib e и биологща Trichomonas 
vaginalis Donné 1837 [Biologie de Trichomonas 
vaginalis Donné] <Glasnik Tsentral. Khig. Za-
voda, Beograd, 4. god., v. 7 (4-6), pp. 89-91; 
French summary, pp. 91-92. [W1 . ] 
1929 c.—JeflHa компаративна студи]а Entamoeba 
coli и Entamoeba dysenterial [sic] (Une étude 
comparative de 1 'Entamoeba coli i Entamoeba 
dysenteriai [sic] in vitro) <Glasnik Tsentral. 
Khig. Zavoda, Beograd, 4. god., v . 8 (1-6), pp. 
145-147; French summary, pp. 147-148. [Wv] 
1929 d .—Нова метода ea ra je»e Entamoeba coli 
Loesch, emend. Schaudin [sic] 1903 (La culture 
d'Entamoeba coli, Loesch 1875, emend. Schaudin 
[sic] 1903) <Glasnik Tsentral. Khig. Zavoda, 
Beograd, 4. god., v . 8 (1-6), pp. 212-218; 
French summary, pp. 218-219. [Wv] 
1930 a .—Биологща Entamoeba gingivalis, Gros 
1849, Brumt [sic] 1913, "in vitro" (Biologie d'En-
tamoeba gingivalis Gros, 1849, Brumpt 1913 "in 
vitro") [Serbian text] <Glasnik Tsentral. Khig. 
Zavoda, Beograd, year 5, v. 10 (1-6), pp. 20 -
23; French summary, pp. 22-23. [Wv] 
1930 b.—Biologija i kultura Tricercomonas hominis 
Wenyon i Connor, 1917 (Biologie de Tricercomo-
nas hominis Wenyon et Connor 1917) [Croatian 
text] <Glasnik Tsentral. Khig. Zavoda, Beo-
grad, year 5, v. 10 (1-6), pp. 24-26; French sum-
mary, pp. 25-26. [Wv] 
1930 c .—Да ли ce Trichomonas  elongata Stein-
berg 1862, разлику^е морфолошки или био-
лошки од Trichomonas intestinalis Leuckart 
1879? (Existe-t-il une differénee  morphologique 
ou biologique entre Trichomonas  dongata, Stein-
berg 1862 et Trichomona  [sic] intestinalis Leuck-
art 1879?) [Serbian text] <Glasnik Tsentral. 
Khig. Zavoda, Beograd, 5. god., v . 10 (1-6), 
pp. 27-30; French summary, pp. 29-30. [Wv] 
1930 d.—Dizenterija sa Balantidium coli u J. 
Srbiji (Dysenterie Balantidium coli dans la Ser-
bie du sud) [Croatian text] <Glasnik Tsentral. 
Knig. Zavoda, Beograd, year 5, v . 10 (1-6), pp. 
31-35; French summary, pp. 33-35. [Wv] 
1930 è.—Faut-il attribuer à l'amidon de riz la perte 
de l'action pathogène des amibes de culture? 
<Ann. Parasitol., v. 8 (6), 1 Déc., pp. 577-581. 
[Wv] 
1930 f. —La résistance des amibes pathogènes à 
l'action du froid,  de la chaleur et de la lumière 
solaire <Ann. Parasitol., v. 8 (3-4), 1 Juillet, 
pp. 225-230. [Wv] 
1931 a.—Etude expérimentale complémentaire de 
Y Entamoeba dispar Brumpt, de Skoplje, sur le 
chat <Ann. Parasitol., v. 9 (6), 1 Nov., pp. 497-
502. [Wv] 
1931 b.—Infection  expérimentale de l'homme par 
Entamoeba dispar Brumpt <Ann. Parasitol., v. 9 
(5), 1 Sept., pp. 385-391. [Wv] 
1931 c.—Présence de Y Entamoeba dispar Brumpt 
dans le sud de la Yougoslavie (Macédoine Serbe) 
<Ann. Parasitol., v. 9 (4), 1 Juillet, pp. 289-302. 
[Wv] 
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1932 a.—Etude biologique et expérimentale du 
Trichomona s intestinalis, infectant  spontanément 
l'homme, le chat et le ohien <Ann. Parasitol., 
v. 10 (3), 1 Mai, pp. 209-224. [W».] 
1932 b.—Etude complémentaire de l'infection  du 
chien par le Trichomonas d'origine humaine, 
canine et féline  <Ann. Parasitol., v. 10 (5), 1 
Sept., pp. 402-406. [W».] 
1932 c.·—Prilog poznavanju ameba u juánoj Srbiji. 
(A contribution to the study of  amoeba in South 
Serbia) [Serbian text; French and English sum-
maries] <Vojno-San. Glasnik, v. 3 (1-2), pp. 72-
102. [W·*.] 
1933 a.—L'infection  du chien par 1 'Entamoeba dis-
par Brumpt <Ann. Parasitol., v. 11 (2), 1 Mars, 
pp. 117-128. [W·.] 
1933 b.—L'infection  spontanée et expérimentale du 
chien par 1 'Entamoeba coli <Ann. Parasitol., v. 
U (5), 1 Sept., pp. 329-338. [W·.] 
1933 c.—Le Trichomonas parva Alexeief  du rat est-il 
le même que le Trichomonas intestinalis Leuckart 
de l'homme? <Ann. Parasitol., v. 11 (1), 1 Jan., 
pp. 7-16, figs.  1-2. [W·.] 
1935 a.—L'infection  à protozoaires intestinaux des 
écoliers de Skoplje <Ann. Parasitol., v. 13 (3), 
1 Mai, pp. 231-233. [W·.] 
1935 b.—Infection  expérimentale de l'homme et du 
chien par 1'Entamoeba hartmanni Prowazek, 1912 
<Ann. Parasitol., v. 13 (3), 1 Mai, pp. 234-237. 
[W».] 
1935 c.—Infection  expérimentale du chat et du 
chien par Entamoeba dispar et Entamoeba dysen-
teriae. Réinfection  et immunité croisée du chien 
<Ann. Parasitol., v. 13 (4), 1 Juillet, pp. 345-
350. [Wa.] 
1936 a.—Les parasites intestinaux en Serbie du sud 
<Bull. Mens. Office  Internat. Hyg. Pub., v. 28 
(5), May, pp. 861-886. [W».] 
1938 a.—Entamoeba equibuccalis, parasite de la 
bouche du cheval et de l'ane [Italian, English and 
German summaries] <Riv . Parassitol., Roma, v. 
2 (3), Sept., pp. 183-187, illus. [W·.] 
1938 b.—Sur une amibe buccale du chien Entamoeba 
canibuccalis n. sp. <Ann. Parasitol., v. 16 (3), 
May 1, pp. 251-253, illas. [W».] 
1939 a.—Tricomonas  equibuccalis n. sp. parasite de 
la bouche du cheval et de l'âne [French, English 
and German summaries] <Riv . Parassitol., 
Roma, v. 3 (1), Mar., pp. 23-26, illus. [W·.] 
S I M I C , C H E D O M I R P . ; a n d K O S T I C , D U S A N J . 
1937 a.—Rôle de la mouche domestique dans la 
propagation du Trichomonas intestinalis chez 
l'homme <Ann. Parasitol., v. 15 (4), July 1, pp. 
323-325. [W».] 
1938 a.—Présence de Trichomonas  canistomae Heg-
ner et Ratcliff  chez les chiens de la Serbie du Sud. 
Sa différenciation  d'avec Trichomonas  elongata 
Steinberg <Ann. Parasitol., v. 16 (1), Jan. 1, pp. 
33-35. [W».] 
S I M I C , C H E D O M I R P . ; K O S T I C , D U S A N J . ; a n d M L I N -
A T S , E. 
1938 a.—Sur une nouvelle filaire  du chien dans la 
Serbie du Sud <Ann. Parasitol., v. 16 (1), Jan. 1, 
pp. 22-27, illus. [W·.] 
S I M I C , C H E D O M I R P . ; a n d V L A T K O V I C , B R A N K O . 
1940 a.—Etudes biologiques et expérimentales de 
Dirofilaria  acutiuscula Molin, 1858, D. repens 
Railiiet et Henry, 1911. I. Transplantation du 
parasite du chien au chien <Riv . Parassitol., 
Roma, v. 4 (2), June, pp. 79-82. [ W m , Nay.] 
S I M I C , T S H E D O M I R . See Sirnié, Chedomir P . 
S I M I C I , D . [Agrégé Fac. Med. Bucarest]; P O P E S C U , 
M . ; a n d C O V A C E A N O , C . 
(1935 a).—Recherches faites  en Roumanie sur la 
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voies biliaires par les lamblias intestinalis <Bull. 
et Mém. Soc. Méd. Hôp. Bucharest, v. 17 (9), 
Nov., pp. 154-160. 
S I M I C I , D . , P O P E S C U , M . ; a n d C O V A C E A N O , C . — 
Continued. 
1936 a.—Consideraciones sur l'importance semio-
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du duodénum et des voies biliaires par les Lam-
blias intestinales <Bull. Acad. Méd. Roumanie, 
an. 1, v. 2, pp. 664-669. [Wm . ] 
1937 a.—Recherches faites  en Roumanie sur la 
fréquence  de l'infection  du duodénum et des voies 
biliaires par les lamblias intestinalis [Abstract of 
1935 a] <Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 34 (4), Apr., pp. 
335-336. [W».] 
SIMIN, N . A . See Z imin, N . A . 
S I M I T C H , T C H E D O M I R . See Simié, Chedomir P. 
S I M I T C H , T S H E D O M I R . See Simié, Chedomir P. 
S I M K I N S , E L M E R . 
1924 a.—The use of  carbon tetrachloride <Field 
and Stream, v. 29 (3), July, p. 116. [W·.] 
S I M M E L . 
1921 a.—Fall von Bilharziosis [Abstract of  report 
before  Med. Gesellsch. Jena, July 27] <Kor.-Bl. 
Allg. Aerztl. Ver. Thüringen, v. 50 (7-9), July-
Sept., p. 171. [Wm.] 
S I M M O N D S . See also Simonds. 
S I M M O N D S . 
1915 a.—Spulwurm im Pankreas bei Fettgeweb-
snekrose [Abstract of  report before  Aerztl. Ver. 
Hamburg, 20 Apr.] <München Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 62 (20), 18 Mai, p. 687. [W·.] 
SIMMONDS, H. W. [Govt. Entom. Fiji] 
1933 a.—Annual report of  the government ento-
mologist, 1932 <Ann. Bull. Div. Rep., Dept. 
Agrie., Fiji (1932), pp. 26-28. [W·.] 
S I M M O N D S , H . W . ; a n d K N O W L E S , C . H . 
1920 a.—A disease of  Clidemia hirta in the lower 
Rewa district <Month. Circular Inform.,  Dept. 
Agrie. Fiji, v. 1 (1), Jan., pp. 9-12. [W».] 
S I M M O N D S , M . [ D r . ] 
1900 a.—Ueber Distomum spathulatum hepatis 
<München Med. Wchnschr., v. 47 (50), 11 Dec., 
pp. 1758-1759. [ f f · . ] 
1908 a.—Ueber Spirochätenbefunde in Karzino-
men <München. Med. Wchnschr., v. 55 (20), 
19 Mai, p. 1103. [W*. W™.] 
1908 b.—Ueber das Vorkommen von Spirochäten 
in zerfallenen Carcinomen (mit Lichtbildern) 
[Abstract of  report before  Deutsche Path. Gesel-
lsch., 23-25 Apr.] CCentralbl. Allg. Path. u. 
Path. Anat., v. 19 (10), 30 Mai, pp. 407-408. 
[W», Wm.] 
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of  report before  Aerztl. Ver., Hamburg, 30 Apr.] 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 44 (36), 5 Sept., 
p. 1007. [W».] 
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Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 30 (1), 15 Jan., pp. 
1-3, 1 fig.  [W».] 
S I M M O N S , B A R B A R A K. See Schlenker, Frank Stott; 
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S I M M O N S , E R I C L. See Taliaferro,  William Hay; 
Taliaferro,  Lucy Graves; and Simmons, Eric L. 
S I M M O N S , G E O R G E H. [M. D., Editor, J. Am. Med. 
Ass.] 
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C. Stick] <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 52 (18), May 1, 
p. 1440. [W\ W™, W°.] 
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July 24, pp. 302-303. [W·, W'", W«.] 
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1864 a.—Case of  hydatidic tumor <Pacific  Med. 
and S. J., v. 7, pp. 264-266. [Wm.] 
SIMMONS, H. C. [D. V. M., State Vet. and Exec. Off.] 
[1945 a].—Anaplasmosis <Bien. Rep. Mississippi 
State Live Stock San. Bd. (1943-45), p. 8. [Lib. 
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[1945 b].—Sheep scabies <Bien. Rep. Mississippi 
State Live Stock San. Bd. (1943-45), p. 10. 
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Leon Lloyd; and St. John, Joseph Harold; Sim-
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Hui Kari] 
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(2), Mar., pp. 77-102, illus., graphs. [Wa.] 
1936 a.—Anopheles (Anopheles)  neomaculipalpus 
Curry, experimentally infected  with malaria 
Plasmodia <Science, n. s. (2174), v. 84, Aug. 
28, pp. 202-203. [W».] 
1936 b.—Anopheles (Anopheles)  punctimacula 
naturally infected  with malaria Plasmodia <Am. 
J. Trop. Med., v. 16 (2), Mar., pp. 105-108. 
[W·.] 
1936 с.—Anopheles experimentally infected  with 
malaria Plasmodia <Science, n. s. (2150), v. 83, 
Mar. 13, pp. 268-269. [W».] 
1936 d.—The infection  of  Anopheles (Anopheles) 
punctimacula with malaria [French and Spanish 
summaries] <Rev. Parasitol., Clin, y Lab., Hab-
ana, v. 2 (3), May-June, pp. 455-460. [Wa.] 
1937 a.—Observations on the importance of  Ano-
pheles punctimacula as a malaria vector in Pan-
ama, and report of  experimental infections  in A. 
neomaculipalpus, A. apicimacula, and A. eiseni 
<Am. J. Trop. Med., v. 17 (2), Mar., pp. 191-
212, illus. [W».] 
1939 a.—Transmission of  encephalomyelitis in the 
horse and possible vectors in the human being 
< N . England J. Med., v. 220 (23), June 8, pp. 
956-958. [W*.] 
1942 a.—The army's new frontiers  in tropical medi-
cine <Ann. Int. Med., v. 17, O.S., v. 22 (6), Dec., 
pp. 979-988. [ff- . ] 
1942 b.—The insect transmission of  neurotropic 
viruses <Proc. 6. Pacific  Sc. Cong., v. 5, pp. 
181-189. [W«.] 
1942 c.—Tropical diseases and military medicine 
[Title  only of  report before  Symposium on Trop. 
Med., New York City, Dec. 29] <J. Parasitol., 
v. 28 (6), Dec., Suppl., p. 8. [W*.] 
1944 a.—Atabrine approved <J. Am. Vet. Med. 
Ass. (806), v. 104, May, p. 272. [W».] 
1944 b.—Wartime importance of  tropical diseases 
<Scient. Month. (351), v. 59 (6), Dec., pp. 405-
413, illus. [W".] 
1945 a.—DDT <Medicina, México (484), v. 25, 
Supl., pp. 75-81, illus. [Wm . ] 
1945 b.—Recent advances in the control of  insect-
borne diseases CJournal-Lancet, v. 65 (2), Feb., 
pp. 38-43. [W®.] 
1947 a.—Tropical medicine and the challenge of 
global war <Am. J. Trop. Med., v. 27 (1), Jan., 
pp. 1-9. [W».] 
1947 b.—Tropical medicine and the challenge of 
global peace <Am. J. Trop. Med., v. 27 (1), 
Jan., pp. 11-19. [W*.] 
1948 a.—La medicina tropical y la guerra mundial 
[Translation of  1947 b] <Med. Colon., Madrid, 
v. 11 (5), May 1, pp. 406-417. [W®.] 
S I M M O N S , J A M E S S T E V E N S ; E T A L . 
1939 a.—Malaria in Panama. 326 pp., maps. 
Baltimore. (Am. J. Hyg. Monographic series 
no 13, Jan. 1939) [W».] 
[1944 a].—Global epidemiology. A geography of 
disease and sanitation. 504 pp., maps. Philadel-
phia, London and Montreal. [W».] 
S I M M O N S , J A M E S S T E V E N S ; a n d G E N T Z K O W , C L E O N 
J O S E P H . 
11935 a].—Laboratory methods of  the United States 
Army. 4. ed., edited by James Stevens Sim-
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approved by the Surgeon General of  the United 
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S I M M O N S , J A M E S S T E V E N S ; R E Y N O L D S , F R A N Ç O I S H U I 
K A R I ; a n d C O R N E L L , V I R G I L H E A T H . 
1936 a.—Transmission of  the virus of  equine en-
cephalomyelitis through Aedes albopictus Skuze 
<Am. J. Trop. Med., v. 16 (3), May, pp. 289-
302. [W*.] 
S I M M O N S , P E R E Z . 
1927 a.—The cheese skipper as a pest in cured 
meats <Dept. Bull. (1453), U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
Jan., 55 pp., figs.  1-10. [Wa.] 
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1939 a.—Disease control. Field operations <Ann. 
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1941 a.—Helminthology <Ann. Rep. Vet. Dept. 
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fever  <Ann. Rep. Vet. Dept. Uganda Protect. 
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SIMMONS, R. J. [Director Vet. Serv.] 
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1947 a.—Disease <Ann. Rep. Vet. Dept. Nigeria 
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Research, v. 26 (4), Dec., pp. 559-563. [Wa.] 
1937 a.—Some histopathological changes caused 
by Hypoderma larvae in the esophagus of  cattle 
<J. Parasitol., v. 23 (4), Aug., pp. 376-381, illus. 
[W·.] 
1939 a.—Digestive enzymes of  the larva of  the 
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<Ann. Entom. Soc. Am., v. 32 (3), Sept., pp. 
621-627. [W·.] 
1939 b.—Some histopathological changes in the 
skin of  cattle infected  with larvae of  Hypoderma 
lineatum <J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass., (750), [i.e. 
450], v. 95, Sept., pp. 283-288, pis. [WA.] 
1941 a.—Removal of  Gasterophilus eggs from horse 
hair <J. Econom. Entom., v. 34 (1), Feb., pp. 
116-117. [W».] 
1944 a.—Observations on the biology of  the stable-
fly  in Florida <J. Econom. Entom., v. 37 (5), 
Oct., pp. 680-686. [W«.] 
S I M M O N S , S A M U E L W I L L I A M ; a n d D O V E , W A L T E R 
E L Z R A . 
1941 a.—Breeding places of  the stablefly  or "dog 
fly".  Stomoxys calcitrans (L.) in northwestern 
Florida <J. Econom. Entom., v. 34 (3), June, 
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1942 a.—Creosote oil with water for  control of  the 
stablefly,  or "dog fly,"  in drifts  of  marine grasses 
<J. Econom. Entom., v. 35 (4), Aug., pp. 589-
592. [Wv] 
1942 b.—The use of  creosote oil and water for  the 
control of  stablefly  or "dog fly",  Stomoxys calci-
trans L., breeding in tide drifts  of  marine grasses 
<Proc. Ass. South Agrie. Workers (43. Ann. 
Conv., Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 4-6), p. 153. [W».] 
1942 c.—Waste celery as a breeding medium for  the 
stablefly  or "dog fly,"  with suggestions for  con-
trol <J. Econom. Entom., v. 35 (5), Oct., pp. 
709-715, illus. [W*.] 
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30), Sept., pp. 118-119. [W».] 
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Med., v . 25 (8), Aug., p. 344. [W».] 
1931 a.—Ldem (In  Parasites and parasitisms of 
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[W·.] 
1932 a.—Pathogenicity of  metacercariae of  Nano-
phyetus salmincola, Chapin, for  fish  hosts (Pro-
gram and Abstr. 8. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Para-
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Ass. (758), v. 96, May, pp. 584-585, illus. [W".] 
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S I M M S , B E N N E T T T H O M A S ; M C C A P E S , A D E L B E R T 
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1949 a.—A new host for  Platynosomurn fastosum 
Kossack, 1910 (Trematoda, Dicrocoeliidae) <J . 
Parasitol., v. 35 (5), Oct., pp. 546-547. [W*.] 
S I M Ó L A , P A A V O . [Univ. Helsinki, Finland] See 
Becker, Gösta; Helander, Eino; and Simóla, 
Paavo. 
SIMON.1 [Sanitätstierarzt, Görlitz] 
1897 a.—Ein interessanter Fall von Trichinosis 
beim Schwein <Ztschr. Fleisch-u. Milchhyg., 
v. 7 (4), Jan., pp. 74-75. [W>, W " . ] 
1897 b.—Seltene Trichinosis [Abstract of  1897 a] 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., v. 21 (13-14), 
24 Apr., p. 548. [W\ ff-.] 
1898 a.—Macroscopically visible Trichina [Ab-
stract of  1897 a] < J . Comp. Med. and Vet. 
Arch., v. 19 (5), May, p. 322. [Wa , Wm, W°.] 
S I M O N . » [ D r . ] 
1906 a.—General-Sanitätsbericht über die kaiser-
liche Schutztruppe für  Deutsch-Ostafrika  für 
das Berichtsjahr vom 1. Oktober 1900 bis 30. 
Sept. 1901 <Arb. K. Gsndhtsamte., Berlin, v. 21 
(1), pp. 46-54. [W", Wm.] 
S I M O N . » 
1908 a.—Der Brechweinstein als Anthelminthicum 
<Wchnschr. Tierh. u. Viehzucht, v. 52 (36), 8 
Sept., pp. 677-678. [Wa , Wm.] 
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SIMON.4 [Kreistierarzt, Beeskow] 
1908 a.—Eine parasitäre Erkrankung der Hasen 
<Veröffentl.  J.-Vet.-Ber. Beamt. Tierärzte 
Preuss. (1905), ν. 6 (2), p. 28. [W·.] 
S I M O N . 6 
1925 a.—Parasites intestinaux du Cambodge 
<Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 18 (1), 14 Jan., pp. 
61-64. [Wv] 
S I M O N . « See Fiillebom, Friedrich; and Simon. 
SIMON, A. [Pharmakol. Inst. Peter Pazmány Univ. 
Budapest ] ; a n d ZSOLDOS, P . 
1936 a.—Beiträge zur Pharmakologie der Haup-
talkaloide und des Gemisches der gesamten Al-
kaloide der Chinarinde <Arch. Exper. Path. u. 
Pharmakol., v. 183, pp. 459-466. [W">.] 
S I M O N , A L F R E D J. [Univ. Buffalo,  Buffalo, New 
York] See Holl, Frederick John; Simon, Alfred 
J.; and Hector, Luther Grant. 
S I M O N , C A R L G U S T A V E T H E O D O R . [1810-1857] [Dr., 
Arzt, Charité-Krankenhaus, Berlin] 
1842 a.—Ueber das Vorkommen lebender Thiere in 
den sogennanten Mitessern (Akne punctata) der 
menschlichen Haut < M e d . Ztg., v. 11 (9), 2 
März, p. 37. [W m . ] 
1842 b.—Ueber eine in den kranken und normalen 
Haarsäcken des Menschen lebende Milbe <Arch. 
Anat., Physiol, u. Wissensch. Med., pp. 218-
237. pl. 11. [W-v] 
1843 a.—Ueber die Milbe in den Haarsäcken des 
Menschen [Abstract of  1842 b] < N . Notiz. Geb. 
Nat.-u. Heilk., v. 28 (1), Oct., pp. 1-4, figs.  1-6. 
[ W " , W«.] 
1843 b.—Observations sur les acares vivants dans 
les follicles pileux de l'homme, dans l'état de 
santé et de maladie. [Transi, of  1842 b] <Arch. 
Méd. Comp. (Rayer), v. 1, pp. 45-58. [W m . ] 
1848 a.—Die Hautkrankheiten durch anatomische 
Untersuchungen erläutert, xi i+394 pp., 8 pis. 
Berlin. [W·".] 
1851 a.—Idem. 2. vermehrte Aufl., s i i+420 pp., 
9 pis. Berlin. [Wm.] 
1854 a.—Le malattie della pelle ricondotte a lore 
elementi anatomici [Transi, of  1851 a] 424 pp., 
9 pis. Venezia. [W m . ] 
S I M O N , C H . 
1896 a.—Recherches sur la cellule des ganglions 
sympathiques des hirudinées <Internat. Monat-
schr. Anat. u. Physiol., v. 13 (8), pp. 278-304, 
pl. 14; (9), pp. 305-310. [W- . ] 
S I M O N , C H A R L E S E D M U N D . [1866-1927] [For  necrol-
ogy with port, see Am. J. Hyg., v. 8 (1), Jan., 
1928, pp. i -vi , front.]  [Wv] 
1890 a.—Abscess of  the liver, perforation  into the 
lung: Amceba coli in sputum [Abstract of  paper 
read before  Johns Hopkins Hosp. Med. Soc., 
Oct. 6] <Johns Hopkins Hosp. Bull., v. 1 (8), 
Nov., p. 96. [Wm, Wv] 
1896 a.—A manual of  clinical diagnosis by means 
of  microscopic and chemical methods, for  stu-
dents, hospital physicians, and practitioners. 
504 pp., 132 figs.,  10 pis. Philadelphia and New 
York. [Wm.] 
1897 a—Idem. 2. ed. 563 pp., 133 figs.,  14 pis. 
Philadelphia and New York. [W m . ] 
[1900 a].—Idem. 3. ed. 558 pp., 136 figs.,  18 pis. 
Philadelphia and New York. [W m . ] 
[1904 a].—Idem. 5. ed. 695 pp., 150 figs.,  22 pis. 
Philadelphia and New York. [W», W m . ] 
1906 a.—A contribution to the study of  eosinophilia 
<Internat. Clin., 16. s., v. 1, pp. 166-194, figs. 
3-20, 1 pl., figs.  1-2. [Wm.] 
1907 a.—A manual of  clinical diagnosis by means of 
microscopic and chemical methods for  students, 
hospital physicians, and practitioners. 6. ed. 
682 pp., 177 figs.,  24 pis. Philadelphia and New 
York. [Wv] 
1911 a.—A manual of  clinical diagnosis by means 
of  laboratory methods for  students, hospital 
physicians, and practitioners. 7. ed. 778 pp., 
168 figs.,  25 pis. Philadelphia and New York. 
[Wv] 
S I M O N , C H A R L E S E D M U N D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1918 a.—A manual of  clinical diagnosis by means 
of  laboratory methods, for  students, hospital, 
physicians and practitioners. 9. ed. 851 pp., 
207 figs.,  28 pis. Philadelphia and New York. 
[W·, W v ] 
1921 a.—Giardia enterica: A parasitic intestinal 
flagellate  of  man < A m . J. Hyg., v. 1 (4), July, 
pp. 440-491, figs.  1-2, graphs 1-12, pis. 22-24. 
[Wv] 
1921 b.—Giardia in field  mice in Nova Scotia <J . 
Parasitol., v. 7 (4), June, p. 190. [Issued July 29] 
[Wv] 
1922 a.—A critique of  the supposed rodent origin 
of  human giardiasis < A m . J. Hyg., v. 2 (4), 
July, pp. 406-434, figs.  1-2, pi. 16, figs.  1-6. 
[Wv] 
1922 b.—Giardia enterica: A parasitic intestinal 
flagellate  of  man [Reprint of  1921 a] <Collect. 
Papers School Hyg. and Pub. Health, Johns 
Hopkins Univ. (1921-1922), v. 3, June, no. 42, 
pp. 440-491, figs.  1-2, graphs 1-12, pis. 22-24. 
[Wv] 
1922 c.—-[Occurrence of  Loxogenes arcanum in 
Rana clamitans in Nova Scotia] <J . Parasitol., 
v. 9 (1), Sept., p. 37. [Wv] 
1924 a.—Cases of  spurious parasites in malinger-
ing patients <J . Parasitol., v. 11 (2), Dec., p. 
105. [Wv] 
S I M O N , C L É M E N T ; B R A L E Z , J . ; a n d D E M O L Y , J . 
1928 a.—Essai de traitement de la gale par des 
préparations de sulfures  organiques inodores et 
de benzoate de benzyle <Bull . Soc. Franç. Der-
mat. et Syph., v. 35, May, pp. 423-426. [ W m . ] 
S I M O N , C L É M E N T ; F L A N D I N , C H A R L E S ; S E G U I N , T . ; a n d 
L E C O Q . 
1925 a.—Action "in vitro" des extraits pancréati-
ques sur le trypanosome du nagana et le Spiro-
cheta gallinarum [Abstract of report before  Acad. 
Sc., 18 Mai] <Presse Méd., v. 33 (43), 30 Mai, 
p. 719. [Wv] 
1925 b.—Action, in vitro, des extraits pancréatiques 
sur le trypanosome du nagàna et le Spirochaeta 
gallinarum <Compt . Rend. Acad. Se., Paris, v. 
180 (20), 18 Mai, pp. 1541-1542. [Wv] 
1925 c.—Action in vitro des extraits pancréatiques 
sur le trypanosome du nagana et le Spirochaeta 
gallinarum <Bull. Med., Paris, v. 39 (26), June 
24-27, pp. 748, 750. [Wm.] 
S I M O N , C L É M E N T ; a n d R E N T Y , P . 
1921 a.—Un cas de syphilis hépatique pris d'abord 
pour un kyste hydatique et opéré comme tel; 
traité ensuite par les rayons X <Bull. Soc. 
Franc. Dermat. et Syph., v. 28, pp. 423-425. 
[Wm.I 
S I M O N , E R N S T . [Minden i. W.] 
1930 a.—Zur Diagnose und Behandlung des Leber-
echinococcus <Chirurg, v. 2 (17), Sept. 1, pp. 
793-800, illus. [Wm.] 
S I M O N , E U G È N E . 1 [ D r . , P a r i s ] 
(1863 a).—Une expédition helininthologique. 8 pp. 
Paris. 
S I M O N , E U G È N E . * [1848-1924] [Paris] 
1882 a.—Etude sur les arachnides de l'Yémen 
méridional <Ann. Mus. Civ. Storia Nat. Genova 
(1882-83), v. 18, pp. 207-260, pl. 8, figs.  1-23. 
[ W ° , W · . ] 
1884 a.—Arachnides recueillis à Khartoum (Sou-
dan Egyptien) par M . Vossion, Vice-consul de 
France et appartenant au Muséum de Paris 
<Bull. Soc. Zool. France, v. 9, pp. 1-28, illus. 
[Wv] 
1896 a.—Liste der Arachniden der Semon'schen 
Sammlung in Australien und dem Malayischen 
Archipel. (In Semon, Richard. Zoologische 
Forschungsreisen in Australien [etc.], v. 5, 3. 
Lief., pp. 65-76. fol. Jena) <Denkschr. Med.-
Naturw. Gesellsch. Jena, v. 8, pp. 341-342. [W·.] 
1899 a.—Liste des arachnides recueillis en Algérie 
par M . P. Leene et description d'une espèce nou-
velle <Bull. Mus. Hist. Nat., Paris, v. 5 (2), 
pp. 82-87. [W», W·.] 
К^гаПсб UlUddtdan  W.  Ü.  Jll, 
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1899 b.—Arachnides recueillis par M. Charles Van 
Cassel, sous-officer d'infanterie  attaché à la mis-
sion du Cavally (Soudan Français), au poste du 
Zô, en septembre 1899. Clbidem (8), pp. 416-
419. [Wa, W«.] 
1902 a.—Araclmides recueillis au cours de la mis-
sion de M M . J. Bonnier et Ch. Perez au Golfe 
Persique (mars-avril 1901) <Ibidem, v. 8 (4), 
pp. 252-254. [W\ W·.] 
1902 b.—Arachnides recueillis dans l'Afrique  tropi-
cale par M, Édouard Foa Clbidem (7), pp. 513-
515. [W», W·.] 
1902 c.—Description d'arachnides nouveaux de la 
famille  des aviculariides faisant  partie des collec-
tions du muséum Clbidem (8), pp. 595-599. 
[W», W·.] 
1903 a.—Araignées et faucheurs. 7 pp. Anvers. 
(Résultats du voyage du S. Y. Belgica en 1897-
1898-1899 sous le commandement de A. de Ger-
lache de Gomery [etc.], zoologie.) [Published 20 
Oct.] [W·.] 
S I M O N , F E L I X . [Univ. Wyoming Agrie. Exper. Sta-
tion] [Se« also Simon, James Robert; and Simon 
Felix] 
1937 a.—A new cestode, Raülietina centrocerci, from 
the sage grouse Centrocercus urophasianus CTr. 
Am. Micr. Soc., v. 56 (3), July, pp. 340-343, illus. 
[W·.] 
1938 a.—Goniodes centrocerci. a new mallophagan 
from grouse CJ. Kansas Entom. Soc., v. 11 (3), 
July, pp. 104-108, illus. [W».] 
1939 a.—Cheilospirura centrocerci, a new nematode 
from the sage grouse Centrocercus urophasianus 
CTr. Am. Micr. Soc., v. 58 (1), Jan., pp. 78-
80, pl. [W·.] 
1939 b.—Eimeria centrocerci n. sp. du Centrocercus 
urophasianus (Coq de Bruyère) С Ann. Parasi-
tol., v. 17 (2), Маг. 1, pp. 137-138, illus. [W·.] 
1940 a.—The parasites of  the sage grouse Centro-
cercus urophasianus CUniv. Wyoming Publica-
tions, v. 7 (5), May 1, pp. 77-100, illus. [Wa.] 
SIMON, G . [Dr. , Calbe a . d . S.] 
1862 a.—Eine Epidemie von akuter Trichinen-
Erkrankung in Calbe a. d. S. CPreuss. Med.-
Ztg., n. F., v. 5 (38), 17 Sept., pp. 297-301; (39), 
24 Sept., pp. 305-307. [W™.] 
1865 a.—Ueber die Verhütung der Trichinenkrank-
heit beim Menschen CArch. Path. Anat., v. 34, 
3. F., v. 4 (4), Dec., pp. 623-625. [W», W m , 
W·.] 
1866 a.—Idem CBl. Staatsarznk. (3), pp. 40-44. 
[Wm . ] 
1866 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1865 a] CWien Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 16 (14), 17 Feb., pp. 224-226. 
[Wm.] 
1866 c.—Mittheilungen aus der chirurgischen Sta-
tion des Krankenhauses zu Rostock. Heilung 
zweier sehr grossen Echinococcus-Geschwülste in 
der Unterleibshöhle durch Incision nach Doppel-
punetion, mit epikritischen Bemerkungen über 
die operative Behandlung dieser Geschwülste 
С Deutsche Klinik, v. 18 (43), 27 Oct., pp. 388-
389; (45), 10 Nov., pp. 404-406; (46), 17 Nov., 
pp. 416-418. [W®.] 
(1877 a).—Die Echinococcus-Cysten der Nieren 
und des perirenalen Bindegewebes. 76 pp. 
Stuttgart. 
S I M O N , H. T H E O D O R E . See Perett, J. Maxime; and 
Simon, H. Theodore. 
S I M O N , J . 
1880 a.—Affections parasitaires. (In his Du mer-
cure) С Progrès Méd., Paris, v. 8 (29), 17 Juillet, 
p. 578. [Wm.] 
1880 b.—Treatment of  Oxyuris vermicularis [Ab-
stract of  1880 a] CPhila. Med. Times (335), v. 
10 (26), Sept. 25, p. 650. [W"', W'.] 
S I M O N , J . ; a n d P O D L A H A , J . 
1933 a.—О eehinokoku jater. Pfispëvek k diag-
nostice a léébé (L'échinococcose hépatique) 
[Chechoslovakian text; French summary] 
CCasop. Lék. besk., v. 72 (46-47), Nov. 24, pp. 
1596-1611, 3 pis. [Wm.] 
S I M O N , J A M E S R O B E R T . [1908- 1 [Univ. Wyom-
ing] [See Owen, William Bert; Honess, Ralph 
F.; and Simon, James Robert] 
1934 a.—A study of  four  parasites of  Yellowstone 
Lake trout [Abstract of  paper read at Univ. 
Wyoming, 1933] CJ. Colorado-Wyoming Acad. 
Sc., v. 1 (β), June, p. 75. [W».] 
1935 a.—A new species of  nematode, Bidbodacnitis 
scotìi, from the trout, Salmo lewisi (Giard) 
CUniv. Wyoming Publications, v. 2 (2), June 15, 
pp. 11-15, figs.  1-12. [W»J 
1939 a.—Yellowstone fishes.  39 pp., illus., pis. 
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming. [Issued June] 
[Lib. Mcintosh] 
S I M O N , J A M E S R O B E R T ; a n d S I M O N , F E L I X . 
1936 a —Phüonema agubernaculum sp. nov.(Dra-
cunculidae), a nematode from the body cavitv of 
fishes С Parasitology, v. 28 (3), July, pp. 440-
442, figs.  1-5. [Issued July 20] [W·.] 
S I M O N , J O H N . [Surgeon, St. Thomas Hosp.] 
1853 a.—Discharge of  hydatids in the urine С Lan-
cet, London (1569), v. 2, Sept. 10, p. 281. [W"\ 
[W·.] 
1854 a.—Idem CAm. J. Med. Sc., v. 27, Jan., pp. 
232-233. [Wm, W·.] 
1865 a.—Parasitic diseases in animals used for  food 
C7. Rep. Med. Off.  Privy Council, London 
(1864), pp. 22-25. [ f f »J 
S I M O N , L . G . 
1907 a.—Les anémies infantiles CRev. Mens. Mal. 
Enf.,  v. 25, Avril, pp. 145-179. [A·.] 
S I M O N , M . 1 
1911 a.—Echinococcus såsom inhemsk i Sverige 
[•Echinococcus hominis endemic in Sweden] 
C Nord. Med. Ark., Stockholm, 3. F., v. 11, Af-
deel 1 (5), 19 pp. [Wm.] 
S I M O N , M . ! 
1924 a.—Ueber die Häufigkeit  der Lamblieninfek-
tion im Rheinlande CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Orig., v. 91 (5), 15 Feb., pp. 309-314. 
[W».] 
S I M O N , M . ' 
1947 a.—Développement actuel et perspectives des 
mesures de lutte contre le nematode de la bet-
terave С Publications Inst. Belge Amélioration 
Betterave, Tirlement, v. 15 (3), May-June, pp. 
77-91, pl. [W«.] 
1947 b.—Idem CCommun. (30), Inst. Encourag. 
Recherche Scient. Indust. et Agrie., 14 pp., illus. 
[W·.] 
1948 a.—La désinfection  du sol au moyen de fumi-
gante volatils. Résultats du traitement, en 1947, 
d'une terre infectée  de nématode de la betterave 
iFlemish and English summaries] С Publications 'net. Belge Amélioration Betterave, Tirlement, v. 
16 (4), July-Aug., pp. 241-247, pi. [W<\] 
1949 a.—La lutte contre le nématode de la betterave 
par la désinfection  du sol С Publications Inst. 
Belge Amélioration Betterave, Tirlement, v. 17 
(2), Mar.-Apr., pp. 15-25, pis. [W».] 
SIMON, M. ST. L. [Lieut.-Col., Stanmore, Middlesex] 
[1932 а].—Diagrams and sketches of  some insect 
vectors and other Arthropoda injurious to man 
or beast. For the use of  students. 1 fold,  chart, 
fold.  pis. 1-8. [London] [W·.] 
S I M O N , M A X . [ D . M . ] 
1840 a.—Des acéphalocystes des poumons et des 
accidents qu'ils déterminent CJ. Conn. Méd.-
Chir., v. 8 (5), Nov., pp. 194-197. [Wm.] 
1840 b.—Idem CAnn. Méd. Belge, v. 4, Nov., pp. 
103-106. [Wm.] 
S I M O N , O S K A R . [Dr., Berlin] 
1873 a.—Die localisation der Hautkrankheiten. 
Histologisch und klinisch bearbeitet, vii pp., 
1 p. 1., 162 pp., 1 1., 5 pis. Berlin. [W'ñ·.] 
S I M O N , O T T O ; a n d K R A U M E . [ D r . ] 
1927 a.—Die Leberegelseuche im Regierungsbezirk 
Lüneburg С Beri. Tierärztl. Wchnschr.^ v. 43 
(29), 22 Juli, pp. 476-478. [W».] 
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S I M O N , P A U L . [ D r . , N a n c y ] 
1892 a .—De l'occlusion intestinale consécutive à 
l'accumulation d'ascarides lornbricoïdes < R e v . 
Méd. Est, an. 19, v. 24 (8), 15 Avril, pp. 225-
230. [W®.] 
1892 b.—Idem [Abstract] < J . Méd. et Chir. Prat., 
4. в., v . 63, pp. 666-667. [W®.] 
1893 a.—Intestinal occlusion by accumulation of 
lumbricoids [Abstract of  1892 a] < A m . J. Med. 
Sc., n. s. (250), v. 105 (2), Feb., pp. 226-227. 
[W·, W m , W·.] 
SIMON, R . [Vét., 3= Classe, 1 " D.A., Armée Belge] 
1918 a.—Des lésions microscopiques de la gale 
< R e v . Gén. Méd. Vét., Toulouse (323), v . 27, 
15 Nov., pp. 566-572, figs. I - V . [W·.] 
1919 b.—Microscopic lesions of mange [Transi, of 
1918 a] < A m . J. Vet. Med., v. 14 (2), Feb., pp. 
60-63, figs.  1 -5 . [W*.] 
S I M O N , R A M B A U L T . See R a m b a u l t - S i m o n . 
S I M O N , R E N É ; a n d M E L N O T T E , P . 
1932 a.—Un cas d'abcès ambien du foie  traité par 
l'incision, l'évacuation du pus et la suture primi-
tive sans drainage <Strasbourg-Méd., v. 92 (5), 
Feb. 15, pp. 106-107. [W®.] 
S I M O N , R O B E R T M . [M. D., M . R . C. P., London] 
1888 a.—Lectures on the treatment of  the common 
diseases of  the skin. 110 pp. Birmingham. 
[W®.] 
S I M O N , R O B E R T M . ; a n d G A M G E E , L E O N A R D . 
1899 a.—A case of  hydatid cyst of  the lung treated 
by incision and drainage; recovery <Lancet, 
London (3956), v . 1, June 24, pp. 1718-1719. 
[ W M , W · . ] 
1899 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Phila. Med. J. (81), v. 
4 (3), July 15, p. 114. [W a , W m , W°.] 
S I M O N , S I D N E Y K. [M. D., New Orleans] 
1909 a.—Amebic dysentery <J . Am. Med. Ass., 
v. 53 (19), Nov. 6, pp. 1526-1532. [W», W®.] 
1910 a.—Treatment of  dysentery < N . Ori. Med. 
and S. J., v. 63 (3), Sept., pp. 193-201; discus-
sion, pp. 199-201. [W m . ] 
1912 a.—A further  word on the ipecac treatment of 
amebic dysentery < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 
65 (5), Nov., pp. 373-379. [W®.] 
1916 a.—Recent experience with ipecac and its al-
kaloids in the treatment of  amebiasis < N . Ori. 
Med. and S. J., v. 69 (6), Dec., pp. 457-462. 
[W·.] 
[1917 a].—Idem < T r . Am. Soc. Trop. Med. (1916), 
v. 10, pp. 140-145. [W*.] 
1918 a.—Cercomonas diarrhea and its management 
<South. Med. J., v . 11 (6), June, pp. 414-418. 
[W®.] 
1918 b.—Comparative value of  ipecac and its al-
kaloids in treatment of  intestinal endamebiasis 
< J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 71 (25), Dec. 21, pp. 
2042-2046. [W'J 
1919 a.—The intestinal Protozoa; methods of  diag-
nosis and treatment [Abstract of  report before 
South Med. Ass., 13. Ann. Meet., Asheville, 
N. C., Nov. 10-13] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (2564), 
v. 96 (26), Dec. 27, p. 1064. [W*.] 
1919 b.—The treatment of  amoebic dysentery [Edi-
torial abstract of  1918 b] <Lancet, London 
(4985), v. 196, v. 1 (11), Mar. 15, pp. 429-430. 
[W'.] 
1920 a.—Balantidial dysentery <Pract . Med. 
(Tice), v . 4, Sect. 2, pp. 353-358, fig.  1. [W°.] 
1920 b.—Coccidiosis <Pract . Med. (Tice), v. 4, 
Sect. 2, pp. 371-374, figs.  1-2 . [W°.] 
1920 c.—Entamebic dysentery <Pract . Med. 
(Tice), v . 4, Sect. 2, pp. 271-352, figs.  1-9 , pi. 
1-2 . [W·.] 
1920 d — T h e flagellate  diarrheas <Pract . Med., 
(Tice), v . 4 Sect. 2, pp. 359-369, figs.  1-4 . [W°.] 
1920 e.—The intestinal Protozoa: Methods of  diag-
nosis and treatment <South Med. J., v. 13 (8), 
Aug., pp. 569-573. [W®.] 
S I M O N , S I D N E Y K . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1922 a.—Further observations of Lamblia intestin-
alis infestation  and its treatment <South Med. 
J., v . 15 (6), June, pp. 458-465. [W®.] 
1923 a.—Intestinal infection  with Entamoeba his-
tolytica as a factor  in arthritis deformans  < N . 
Ori. Med. and S. J., v . 76 (5), Nov., pp. 243-245. 
[W·.] 
1926 a.—Some unusual clinical types of  entamebic 
dvsentery < M e d . Clin. North Am., v. 9 (4), 
Jan., pp. 1045-1056. [W®.] 
1931 a.—The treatment of  intestinal parasites by 
intraduodenal instillations < A m . J. Surg., n. s., 
v . 12 (2), May, pp. 267-271. [W®.] 
1934 a.—The clinical aspects of  amebiasis < N . 
Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 87 (6), Dec., pp. 355-359. 
[W·.] 
1934 b.—The clinical diagnosis of  amebiasis. Clini-
cal lecture at Cleveland session < J . Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 103 (14), Oct. 6, pp. 1063-1066. [W*.] 
1934 c.—Diagnosis and treatment of  amebiasis 
< A m . J. Digest. Dis. and Nutrition, v. 1 (7), 
Sept., pp. 486-488. [W®.] 
S I M O N , T H E O D O R . [Dr., Hamburg] 
1873 a.—Scabies beim Geparden <Arch. Dermat. 
u. Syph., Prag, v. 5 (1), pp. 134-136. [W®.] 
S I M O N A T T I , E R O . [Dott.] 
1936 a.—Il così detto "pisciasangue" nei bovini 
della Valtellina <Profilassi,  v. 9 (4), July-Aug., 
pp. 110-112. [W».] 
S I M O N C E L L I , G U I D O . [Dott., Capt. Med. Osp. Mil. 
Tobruk] 
1919 a.—Sulla cura medica dell'ascesso epatico dis-
senterico <Policlin., Roma, Sez. Med., ν . 26 
(6), June 1, pp. 222-236. [W®.] 
1920 a.—Su di un caso di cisti d'echinococco del 
pancreas < R i v . Osp., Roma, v. 10 (7), Apr. 15, 
pp. 217-222. [W®.] 
S I M O N D , P. L. [Dr. Méd-, 1 Classe Corps Santé 
Colonies] [See also Marchoux, Emile; Salimbeni, 
A. T . ; and Simond, P. L.; and Marchoux, Emile; 
and Simond, P. L.] 
1896 a.—Note sur le dimorphisme évolutif  de la 
coccidie appelée Karyophagus  salamandrx Stein-
haus <Compt . Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v . 48, 
10. s., v. 3 (33), 18 Déc., pp. 1061-1063. [W·, 
W®, W·.] 
1897 a.—Recherches sur les formes  de reproduction 
asporulée dans le genre Coccidium < Ibidem, v. 4 
(15), 7 Mai, pp. 425-428. [W», W®, W«.] 
1897 b.—Histoire naturelle du microbe du palud-
isme d'après les études comparatives faites  chez 
les coccidies <Arch. Méd. Nav., v . 68 (1), Juillet, 
pp. 40-59. [W®.] 
1897 c.—L'évolution des sporozoaires du genre 
Coccidium <Ann. Inst. Pasteur, Paris, v . 11 
(7), 25 Juillet, pp. 545-581, pis. 16-17. [W», 
W®.] 
1898 a.—La propagation de la peste <Ibidem. v. 
12 (10), Oct., pp. 625-687, figs.  1-5 . [W», W®.] 
1901 a.—Paludisme <Ann . Hyg. et Méd. Colon., 
v. 4 (1), Jan.-Mars, pp. 128-133. [W®.] 
1901 b.—Sur un hématozoaire endoglobulaire pig-
menté des tortues <Compt . Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v. 53 (6), 15 Fév., pp. 150-152. [W», W®, 
W·.] 
1901 c.—Sur un hématozoaire endoglobulaire, 
Hsemogregarina  hankini, parasite du gavial < Ibi-
dem (7), 22 Fév., pp. 183-185. [W·, W®, W«.] 
1901 d.—Note sur une coccidie nouvelle, Coccidium 
kermorganti, parasite de Gavialis gangeticus < Ibi-
dem (16), 10 Mai, pp. 483-485, 6 figs. [W», 
W®, W·.] 
1901 e.—Note sur une coccidie nouvelle, Coccidium 
legeri, parasite de Cryptopus granosus ( Emyda 
granosa) <Ibidem, pp. 485-486, 6 figs. [W a , 
W®, W-.] 
1901 f. —Contribution à l'étude des hématozoaires 
endoglobulaires des reptiles <Ann. Inst. Pas-
teur, Paris, v. 15 (5), 25 Mai, pp. 319-351, pis. 
7 -8 . [W·, W®.] 
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SIMOND, P . L . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1902 a.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 31 (17), 29 Mai, pp. 540-542. 
[W·, W m . ] 
1902 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 f]  <Zool . Cen-
tralbl., v. 9 (18), 9 Sept., pp. 562-564. [W«, W·.] 
1902 c.—Sur un hématozoaire endoglobulaire pig-
menté des tortues [Abstract of  1901 b] < Ibidem, 
pp. 560-561. [W», W».] 
1902 d.—Sur un hématozoaire endoglobulaire, 
Haemogregarina  hankini, parasite du gavial [Ab-
stract of  1901 с] <Ibidem, p. 561. [Wa , W».] 
1902 e.—Description d'un moustique dont le mâle 
possède une trompe en faucille  <Compt . Rend. 
Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 54 (29), 31 Oct., pp. 1158-
1160. [W», W m , W«.] 
1903 a.—Paludisme en Annam [Abstract of  1901 a] 
<Arch. Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 7 (5), Mai, 
p. 242. [W·».] 
1903 b.—Plague and fleas  [Abstract of  1898 a] 
< M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (1707), v. 64 (4), July 25, 
p. 141. [W», W " , W«.] 
1903 c.—Note sur un sporozoaire du genre Nosema 
parasite du Stegomya [sic] fasciata  <Compt . 
Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 55 (32), 20 Nov., pp. 
1335-1337, figs.  1-9 . [W\ W " , W°.] 
1904 a.—Idem . . . Stegomyia fasciata  [Abstract of 
1903 c] <Bull. Inst. Pasteur, Paris, v. 2 (2), 30 
Jan., pp. 63-64. [W», Wm.] 
1936 a.—Comment fut  mis en évidence le rôle de 
la puce dans la transmission de la peste < R e v . 
Hyg. et Méd. Prévent., v. 58 (1), Jan., pp. 5-17. 
[W·.] 
S I M O N D , P . L . ; A U B E B T , P . ; a n d N o e , F E B N A N D E D -
M O N D . 
1909 a.—Sur l'existence de la spirillose des poules 
à la Martinique <Compt . Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 
an. 61, v. 66, v. 1 (15), 7 Mai, pp. 714-716. [W*.] 
1909 b.—Idem [Abstract] < R e v . Vét., Toulouse, 
v. 66 [n. s.], v. 34 (6), 1 Juin, pp. 372-373. [W». 
W·».] 
1909 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1909 a] <Bull. Inst. 
Pasteur, Paris, v. 7 (12), 30 Juin, p. 519. [W», 
Wm.] 
1909 d.—Filariose à la Martinique <Bull. Soc. 
Path. Exot., v . 2 (6), 5 Juin, pp. 319-323. [ W m . ] 
1909 e.—Idem [Abstract] <Presse Méd., v. 17 
(49), 19 Juin, p. 446. [W», W m . ] 
S I M O N D S , J A M E S B E A B T . [ 1 8 1 0 - 1 9 0 4 ] 
1840 a.—[Hydatid from brain of  lamb] [Abstract of 
remarks before Proc. Vet. Med. Ass., Jan. 28] 
CVeterinarian, London, v. 13, Abstr. Proc. Vet. 
Med. Ass., p. 145. [Wa , W - J 
1840 b.—Hirnblansen-Wurm bei einem neuge-
borenen Lamm [Abstract of  1840 a] <Repert. 
Thierh., v. 1, p. 335. [W». j 
1854 a.—Diseases of  the mesenteric artery, pro-
duced by strongyli within the vessel < T r . Path. 
Soc. London (1853-54), v. 5, pp. 345-346. [Wm.] 
1856 a.—The cattle gad-fly  [Abstract] < W o o l 
Grower and Stock Reg., v. 10 (1), July, p. 26. 
1856 b.—Parasites of  animals [Abstract of  report 
before Roy . Agrie. Soc.] <Woo l Grower and 
Stock Reg., v. 10 (3), Sept., pp. 76-77. [W».] 
1856 c.—The sheep gad-fly  [Abstract of  report be-
fore Roy. Agrie. Soc.] <Woo l Grower and Stock 
Reg., v. 10(1) , July, p. 10. [Wa . ] 
1856 d.—Treatment of  rot in sheep [Abstract of 
report before  London Vet. Coll.] < W o o l Grower 
and Stock Reg., v. 9 (2), Feb., pp. 41-42. [Wa .] 
1861 a.—The annual report from the Governors of 
the Royal veterinary college < Veterinarian 
London (400), v. 34, 4. s. (76), v. 7, Apr., pp. 220-
224; Addendum by Khigdon, pp. 224-225. [W», 
S I M O N D S , J A M E S B E A H T — C o n t i n u e d . 
1861 b.—Lecture on the nature and causes of  the 
disease known as rot in sheep < Ibidem (401), v. 
34, 4. s. (77), v. 7, May, pp. 274-283; (402), 4. s. 
(78), June, pp. 349-353; (405), 4. s. (81), Sept., 
pp. 527-536. [W», Wm.] 
1861 c.—Death of  sheep from worms in the stomach 
[Letter to editor, Mark Lane Express, dated Aug. 
2, in replv to letter from J. Hayward, dated July 
26] <Ibidem (405), v. 34, 4. s. (81), v. 7, Sept., 
pp. 525-527. [Wa , W - . ] 
1861 d.—Discours sur la nature et les causes de la 
maladie connue sous le nom de pourriture chez la 
mouton [Transi, of  1861 b] <Ann. Méd. Vét., v. 
10 (9), Sept., pp. 462-472. [W· . ] 
1862 a.—Idem [continued] <Ibidem, v. 11 (1), 
Jan., pp. 21-32. [Wm.] 
1862 b.—The rot in sheep: Its nature, cause, treat-
ment, and prevention <J . Roy. Agrie. Soc. Eng., 
v. 23, pp. 64-159, figs.  1-13. [W».] 
(1862 c).—Idem. Reprint. London. 
1862 d.—Report on the employment of a French 
remedy for  the cure of  rot in sheep •«CVeterin-
arian, London (412), v. 35, 4. s. (88), v. 8, Apr., 
pp. 223-226. [W», W™.] 
1865 a.—Observations on parasites and parasitie 
diseases as affecting  domesticated animals < J . 
Roy. Agrie. Soc. Eng., v. 26, 2. s., v. 1, pp. 3 3 -
72, figs.  1-11. [W·.] 
(1865 b).—Idem. Reprint. 24 pp. London. 
1867 a.—Lecture on diseases in sheep CVeterin-
arian, London (472), v. 40, 4. s. (148), v. 13, Apr., 
pp. 316-319; (478), v. 40, 4. s. (154), v. 13, Oct., 
pp. 788-794; (479), 4. s. (155), Nov., pp. 878 -
880; discussion, pp. 880-886. [W», W m . ] 
1867 b.—Some of  the causes which produce 
disarrangements of  the digestive organs in young 
sheep <J . Roy. Agrie. Soc. Eng., s. 2, v. 3, pp. 
635-650. [W».] 
1868 a.—African  cattle and their parasites CVeter-
inarian, London (488), v. 41, 4. s. (164), v. 14, 
Aug., pp. 481-487, 1 fig.  [ № , W - . ] 
1869 a.—Le bétail de l'Afrique  et ses parasites [Ab-
stract of  1868 a] <Ann. Méd. Vét., v. 18 (1), 
Jan., pp. 42-43. [Wm.] 
1872 a.—Interim report on veterinary investiga-
tions <Veterinarian, London (533), v. 45, 4. s. 
(209), v. 18, May, pp. 342-350. [W\ Wm.] 
1872 b.—Interim report on veterinary investiga-
tions <J . Roy. Agrie. Soc. Eng., 2. s., v. 8, pp. 
203-208. [W*.] 
1873 a.—Quarterly report of  the principal of  the 
Royal Veterinary College <J . Roy. Agrie. Soc. 
Eng., 2. s., v. 9, pp. 271-274. [Wk] 
1874 a.—Parasitic lung disease of  lambs [Summary 
of  paper read before Roy. Agrie. Soc. Eng., Dec. 
10] <Veterinarian, London (553), v. 47, 4. 8. 
(229), v. 20, Jan., pp. 69-70. [W», W™.] 
1874 b.—Report on the parasitie lung disease of 
lambs < J . Roy. Agrie. Soc. Eng., 2. s., v. 10, 
pp. 265-268. [W».] 
1880 a.—Abstract report on rot in sheep <J . Roy· 
Agrie. Soc. Eng., 2. s., v. 16, pp. 121-129. [W·.] 
1880 b.—The rot in sheep: Its nature, cause, treat-
ment., and prevention. 5. ed. 100 pp., figs.  1 -
13. London. [W*.] 
1893 a.—The discovery of  wire-worm <Agric. J., 
Cape Town, v. 6 (15), July 27, p. 284. [W», W<\] 
1894 a.—Parasitic anœmia in sheep and lambs—the 
Filaria hamata <Veterinarian, London (800), 
v. 67, 4. s. (476), v. 40, Aug., pp. 579-583. [W», 
W m . ] 
1894 b.—The sheep rot d b i d e m , pp. 583-585. 
1904 a.—Abstract report on rot in sheep. [Reprint 
of  1880 a] (In  Liver-rot in sheep. Bd. Agrie, 
and Fisheries, pp. 9-18. London.) [W».] 
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1865 a.—On the production of  the socalled "acute 
cestode tuberculosis" by the administration of 
proglottides of Τ  senta mediocanellata <Proc. Roy. 
Soc. London (75), v. 14, pp. 214-220. [W™, W·.] 
1865 b.—Idem <Veterinarian, London (452), v. 38, 
4. s. (128), v. 11, Aug., pp. 513-520. [W», W-v] 
1865 c.—Entozoa in the calf  [Abstract of  1865 a] 
<Lancet, London (2191), v. 2, Aug. 26, p. 249. 
[W-«, Wv] 
1866 a.—Ueber die Erzeugung der sog. Cestoiden-
tuberkulose durch Proglottiden von Tsenia  medio-
canellata [Abstract of  1865 a] <Repert. Thierh., 
v. 27, pp. 100-102. [W™.] 
S I M O N D S , J . P . [M. D., Supt., Bacteriol. Lab., In-
diana State Bd. Health] 
1910 a.—Trichinosis eIndianapolis Med. J., v. 13 
(4), Apr. 15, pp. 151-155. [Wm . ] 
S I M O N D S , J A M E S P E R S O N S . [1878- ] [M. D., 
Chicago, Illinois] 
1935 a.—Amebiasis CTexas State J. Med., v. 30 
(10), Feb., pp. 624-627, illus. [W-J 
D E S I M O N E , S A L V A T O R E [Dott. Med. Capt.]; and 
Z A N E T T I N I , E D O A R D O . 
1943 a.—Su un nuovo metodo di cura della scabbia 
[German summary] <Gior. Med. Mil., v. 91 (3), 
Mar., pp. 213-216. [Wm . ] 
S I M O N E L L I , A L F R E D O . [Dott., Asst., Fac. Med. Vet., 
R. Univ. Studi Perugia, Lab. Patol. e Clin. Med.] 
1936 a.—Sulla filariosi  in Umbria. Nota clinica e 
terapeutica <N. Ercolani, v. 41 (4), Apr., pp. 
169-178. [Wv] 
1937 a.—Sulla piroplasmosi degli ovini (Osserva-
zioni cliniche-terapeutiehe-ematologiche) < Nuo-
va Vet., v. 15 (2), Feb. 15, pp. 42-47 (pp. 10-15), 
illus. [Wv] 
S I M O N E L L I , F R A N C E S C O . [Dott.] 
1898 a.—Nuovo contributo clinico alla cura rapida 
dell'acariasi <Atti R. Accad. Fisiocritici Siena, 
s. 4, v. 10 (3), pp. 267-269. [ f f»J 
S I M O N E L L I , F R A N C E S C O ; a n d B A N D I , I v o . 
1905 a.—Di un metodo rapido di colorazione della 
Spirochete pallida <Gazz. Osp., Milano, v. 26 
(105), 31 Agosto, pp. 1103-1104. [W-v] 
1905 b.—Ueber eine rasche Färbungsmethode von 
Spirochete pallida [Transi, of  1905 a] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 40 (1), 24 Nov., pp. 
159-162. [Wv W®.] 
1906 a.—Experimentelle Untersuchungen liber 
Syphilis. Erste Mitteilung [Transi, from Ital. 
MS. by Muc. Constantino Curupi] <Arch. Der-
mat. u. Syph., v. 79 (2-3), Apr., pp. 209-212, 
pi. 8. [Wm.] 
S L M O N E T . 
1893 a.—Encore le traitement de la gale du cheval 
par le pétrole et les accidents qui il peut provo-
quer [Letter to Minette] <Bull. Soc. Centr. 
Méd. Vét., v. 47, n. s., v. 11, pp. 230-235. [Wvj 
[See Minette, 1893 aj 
S I M O N E T T A , L U I G I . 
1882 a.—Elenco sistematico dei pediculini appar-
tenenti al museo zoologico della r. Università 
di Pavia <Bull. Soc. Entom. Ital., v. 14 (2), 
Apr.-Giugno, pp. 204-220. [Published 25 Luglio] 
[Wv] 
S I M O N E T T I , C . [Dott.] 
1942 a.—Ancora sull'immagine da scollamento della 
cisti di echinococco [English summary] <Boll. 
Soc. Ital. Med. e Ig. Trop. (Sez. Eritrea), ν. 1 
(1), pp. 69-74, illus. [Wm.] 
1944 a.—Sindromi epigastriche e tiflo-appendi-
colari nelle coliti amebiche [English summary] 
<Boll. Soc. Ital. Med. e Ig. Trop., v. 4 (4), pp. 
685-696. [W®.] 
S I M O N I , A R I S T I D E S A G R A M O N T E . See Agramonte, 
Aristides. 
S I M O N Ì À N , А . Т . [ С И М О Н Я Н , A . T . ] ; a n d K A T A N Í A N , 
A. A. 
1938 a.—Некоторые данные о клинике и лече-
нии малярийной комы [Certain data on clinical 
and therapeutical malaria] [Russian text] 
CVrach. Delo, v. 20 (10), pp. 754-758. [Wm . ] 
SIMONIN. [1864-1920] [Agrégé Val-de-Grâce, Méd. 
Major 1. Cl., Hôp. Mil. Marseille] [See also 
Troussaint; and Simonin.] 
1904 a.—Pseudo-dysenterie de nature ankylosto-
masique; présentation des parasites et de leurs 
œufs [Abstract of  paper read before Comité Méd. 
Bouches-du-Rhône, 13 Mai] < Marseille Méd., 
v. 41, pp. 342-343. [Wm.] 
1904 b.—Pseudo-dysenterie et anémie de nature 
ankylostomasique <Caducée, v. 4 (11), 4 Juin, 
pp. 145-148. [Wm.] 
SIMONIN, C . [Strasbourg] 
1940 a.—Oeufs  de trichocéphales, indices de crime 
pédérastique <Ann. Méd. Lég., v. 20 (1-2), pp. 
90-93. [Wm.] 
SIMONIN, J. [Med. Prin. 1. Cl. Prof.  Val-de-Grâce] 
1914 a.—Abcès multiples et indépendants du foie 
et du poumon droit, consécutifs  a une dysenterie 
amibienne, contractée au Maroc <Bull. et Mém. 
Soc. Méd. Hôp. Paris, 3. s., v. 37, pp. 1175-1186, 
illus. [Wm.] 
S I M O N I N , P I E R R E . [Dr., Chef Trav., Fac. Méd., 
Nancy] [See also Mutel; and Simonin, Pierre; 
and Parisot, Jacques; and Simonin, Pierre] 
1920 a.—Introduction à l'étude des toxines ver-
mineuses. Etude clinique- pathologie expérimen-
tale. 323 pp., figs.  1-9, pis. 1-7. Nancy. [Wv] 
1922 a.—-Intoxication vermineuse et glandes endo-
crines <Rev. Méd. Est, an. 45, v. 50 (10), 15 
Mai, pp. 314-325, 1 pl., figs.,  1-8. [ff».] 
1923 a.—Syndromes endocriniens et lésions glandu-
laires d'origine vermineuse <Rev. Franc. Endo-
crin., v. 1 (3), July, pp. 238-252, illus. [Wm . ] 
S I M O N I N I , R I C C A R D O . [Dott.] 
1892 a.—Echinococco del fegato  <Morgagni, v. 34, 
Parte 1 (5), May, pp. 261-283. [Wm.] 
SIMONNET, E . [Dr. , Vét . , Sa in t -Germain -en -Laye ] 
See Henry, Albert Charles Lucien; and Simon-
net, E. 
SIMONNIN. [Vét. à Maiche, Doubs.] 
1879 a.—Observations pour servir à l'histoire et au 
diagnostic différentiel  du cœnure cérébral <J. 
Méd. Vét. et Zootech., Lyon, v. 30, 3. s., v. 4, 
Fév., pp. 49-60. [W™.] 
S I M O N N O T , H E N R I . [1872- ] 
1896 a.—De la présence des cristaux de Charcot-
Robin dans les fèces  des malades porteurs de 
parasites intestinaux. Thèse méd. (Paris.) 40 
pp. Paris. [Wm . ] 
S I M O N N O T , R I G O L L O T . See R i g o l l o t - S i m o n n o t . 
S I M O N P I E T R I , R E N É H . [ D r . ] 
1938 a.—Principales enfermedades de los animales 
domésticos. 216 pp., illus. Paraná. [Wv] 
1945 a.—Sarna calcarea (Knemidocoptes  mutans) 
<Chacra (182), v. 16, Dec., pp. 49, 77. [Wv] 
1945 b.—Coccidiosis <Chacra (172), v. 15, Feb., 
pp. 44-45, illus. [Wv] 
1947 a.—La cisticercosis hepatica es una grave en-
fermedad  parasitaria <Chacra (202), v. 17, Aug., 
pp. 16, 110, illus. [Wv] 
1948 a.—El quiste hidatidico, bolsa de agua o equi-
nococosis <Chacra (208), v. 18, Feb., pp. 14, 
101, illus. [Wv] 
1948 b.—Sarna de los perros y gatos <Chacra 
(217), v. 19 Nov., pp. 96-97, 102. [Wv] 
SIMONS, E . M . [Berlin] 
1899 a.—Entozoen in der Gebärmutter <Centralbl. 
Gynäk., v. 23 (26), 1 Juli, pp. 777-778. [Wm.] 
1899 b.—Entozoa in the uterus. [Abstract of  1899 a] 
<Brit. Med. J. (2014), v. 2, Aug. 5, Epit. Cur. 
Med. Lit., p. 23. [W», Wm.] 
1899 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1899 a] <Phila. Med. J. 
(91), v. 4 (13), Sept. 23, p. 560. [W·, ff», Wv] 
1899 d.—Entozoa as a possible source of  endometri-
tis. [Abstract of  1899 a] <N. York Med. J. 
(1083), v. 70 (10), Sept, 2, pp. 354-355. [W», 
W " , Wv] 
1900 a.—Entozoi nell'utero [Abstract of  1899 a] 
<Gazz. Osp., Milano, v. 21 (19), 1. semestre, 13 
Feb., p. 198. [W'v] 
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SIMONS, E. M.—Continued. 
1900 b.—Entozoa in the uterus |Abstract of  1899 aj 
< N . York Med. J. (1114), v. 71 (14), Apr. 7, 
pp. 528-529. [W\ W'», W«.] 
S I M O N S , G . 
1924 a.—Coccidiosis, strongylosis, and Johnes dis-
ease in the goat <Vet. J. (589), v. 80 (7), July, 
pp. 281-282. [W».] 
SIMONS, H. [Inst. Parasitol., Fac. Méd., Paris] [See 
also Nicolle, Pierre; and Simon, H.] 
1938 a.—Mise en évidence des protozoaires et des 
spirochetes sanguicoles, en goutte épaisse, en 
présence d'hématies nuclées, par le tauroclio-
late de bleu de méthylène <Ann. Parasitol., v. 
16 (3), May 1, pp. 254-257. [W».] 
1938 b.—Nouvelle méthode de coloration et de diag-
nostic des protozoaires sanguicoles dans les 
gouttes épaisses (saponine-bleu de méthylène) 
<Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 31 (2), pp. 100-106. 
[W·.] 
1938 с.—Nouvelles applications du mélange color-
ant saponine-bleu de méthylène à l'étude des 
protozoaires sanguicoles <Ann. Parasitol., v. 16 
(4), July 1, pp. 334-340. [W*.] 
1939 a.—Sur les rapports des plasmodies paludiques 
et des piroplasmes avec les réticulocytes <Ann. 
Parasitol., v. 17 (1), Jan. 1, pp. 72-85. [W·.] 
S I M O N S , H E L L M U T H C A H L R U D O L F . [ 1 8 9 3 - ] 
[Dr., Düsseldorf]  [See also Mönckeberg, Johann 
Georg; and Simons, Hellmuth Carl Rudolf;  and 
Müller, Johannes; and Simons, Hellmuth Carl 
Rudolf;  and von den Velden, R.; and Simons, 
Hellmuth Carl Rudolf] 
1918 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der experimentel-
len Nagana <Ztschr. Hyg. u. Infektionskr.,  v. 
87 (1), 27 Aug., pp. 1-θ0, pl. 1, figs.  l -7b, pl. 2, 
figs.  8-15. [W».] 
1919 a.—Hungerversuche an Meerschweinchen. 
Vorläufige  Mitteilung [Anhang to Müller, Joh-
annes; and Simons, Hellmuth Carl Rudolf, 1919, 
pp. 231-241] <Ztschr. Biol., v. 70, n. F., v. 52 
(6-8), pp. 242-244. [Issued 25 Nov.] [W».] 
1921 a.—Ueber Selenomonas palpitane n. sp. <Cen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 87 (1), 1 Sept., 
p. 50. [W8.] 
1922 a.—Ueber Bau, Lebensweise und Fortpflan-
zung von Lagenella mobüis (Rehberg) <Ver-
handl. Deutsch. Zool. Gesellsch. (27. Jahres-
versamml., Würzburg, 6 -8 Juni), Sept., pp. 69-
71. [W·.] 
1927 a.—[Ein Parasit (Lagenella mobüis) aus dem 
Darm kleiner Süsswasserkrebse (Cyclopiden)] 
[Abstract of  report read before Abt. 12, Zool., 89. 
Versamml. Gesellsch. Deutscher Naturforscher  u. 
Aerzte, Düsseldorf, 19-26 Sept., 1926] <Mün-
chen. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 78 (7), 15 Feb.. 
p. 110. [W-.] 
1946 a.—Kritische Beiträge zur parasitologischen 
Feindiagnostik von Blutparasiten unter Berück-
sichtigung der neuen Thedanblau-Methoden 
<Schweiz. Med. Wchnschr., v. 76 (39), Sept. 28, 
pp. 992-994. [ f f - . ] 
1949 a.—Ultra-rapid demonstration of  blood para-
sites by thedane blue methods [Program and 
Abst. 24. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., New 
York, Dec. 27-29] <J. Parasitol., v. 35 (6), sect. 
2, Dec., p. 42. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S I M O N S , J O S E P H . [M. D., Chicago] See Joranson, 
Yngve; and Simons, Joseph. 
S I M O N S , J O S E P H H . [ 1 8 9 7 - ] [Ph. D . , Prof. 
Physical Chem., Pennsylvania State Coll., State 
College]; et al. 
1946 a.—The preparation of  D D T using hydrogen 
fluoride  as the condensing agent <J . Am. Chem. 
Soc., v. 68 (8), Aug., pp. 1613-1615. [W*.] 
S I M O N S , M A N L E Y H. [Med. Inspector, U. S. Navy] 
1903 a.—Report on the U. S. S. Iowa <Rep. Surg.-
Gen. U. S. Navy, pp. 113-117. [W*, W» . ] 
S I M O N S , R . D . G . T h . 
1940 a.—Invloed van derris, flit  en andere insectici-
den op menschen en dieren <Bergcultures, v. 4 
(25), June 22, pp. 808, 810. [W».] 
S I M O N S , S . 
1932 a.— Een geval van Holostomum cutícula  [sic] 
Nordmann bij voorns en bleien <Tijdschr. Dier-
geneesk., v. 59 (12), 15 Juni, pp. 779-780; Ger-
man, English, and French summaries, p. 780. 
[W\] 
SIMONSEN, W. E. See Stouder, Kirk Whitney; and 
Simonsen, W. E. 
S I M O N T O N , F . V. [Dept. Zool., Univ. California, 
Berkeley] See Hinshaw, HortoH Corwin; and 
Simonton, F. V. 
S I M O B I N A , Ε . M. [Симорина, Ε . M. ] 
1936 a.—Осложения со стороны органов зрения 
от плазмоцида [The complications from the 
part of  the sight-organs induced by plasmocid] 
<Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 5 (4), 
pp. 602-606. [W».] 
SIMOVIC, Νίκο [Dr., Vol. Asist. Sreuöiliäne Pediat. 
Klin., Zagreb]; and Rebec, Ivanöica. 
1940 a.—Daljnji sluéaj kala-azara (Kala azar) 
<Lije6. Vijesnik u Zagrebu, v. 62 (5), May, pp. 
247-251, illus.; German summary, Suppl. (23), 
p. 283. [W™.] 
S I M P F E N D O R F E R S C H . , E R I C H . 
1944 a.—Intoxicación por ascaridol <Rev. Chilena 
Pediat., v. 15 (5), May, pp. 388-393. [W®.] 
S I M P S O N , A L E X A N D E R R U S S E L L . [1835-1916] [Dr. 
1862 a.—-Tumour of  the ovary and peritoneal hyda-
tids <Edinb. Med. J., v. 7 (9), Mar., pp. 887-
888. [W®, W®.] 
S I M P S O N , B U R T O N T. See Gaylord, Harvey Russell; 
and March, Millard Caleb, 1914 a. 
SIMPSON, C. B. [1876-1907] [For  necrology and port, 
see Transvaal Agrie. J. (18), v. 5, Jan. 1907. pi. 
opp. p. 545] [W».] 
1904 a.—Preventive and remedial measures against 
mosquitoes <Transvaal Agrie. J., v. 2 (7), Apr., 
pp. 354-357. [W*.] 
1905 a.—Report of  the entomologist <Ann. Rep. 
Transvaal Dept. Agrie. (1903-04), pp. 345-352. 
[W».] 
1906 a.—Idem <Ann. Rep. Transvaal Dept. Agrie. 
(1904-05), pp. 332-354. [W».J 
S I M P S O N E. R. [Univ. Adelaide] See Johnston, 
Thomas Harvey; and Simpson, E. R . 
S I M P S O N , G A R R Y . [Dr., London] 
1929 a.—Treatment of  threadworms [Letter to 
editor] <Brit. Med. J. (3586), Sept. 28, p. 604. 
[WM 
S I M P S O N , G E O R G E [Melbourne]; and A N D E R S O N , 
A R C H I E S . 
1935.—Quinine amaurosis <Med. J. Australia, 
year 22, v. 2 (9), Aug. 31, pp. 290-291. [W"'.J 
S I M P S O N , G E O R G E C H A R L E S E D W A R D . [1881- ] 
[Β. Α., В. Sc., F. R. С. S.] See Ross, (Sir)  Ron-
ald; Thomson, David; and Simpson, George 
Charles Edward. 
S I M P S O N , G E O R G E F R E E L A N D B A R B O U R . [1874- ] 
[M. В., F . R. С. S. E., M. R . С. P. E.] 
1904 а.—A hydatid cyst in the ovary <Brit. Med. 
J. (2256), v. 1, Mar. 26, p. 724. [W», W " . ] 
S I M P S O N , G R E T T A S . [Prov. Lab. Univ. Alberta, 
Edmonton, Alberta] See Shaw, R. M. ; and 
Simpson, Gretta S. 
S I M P S O N , H E N R Y . [1829-1911] [M. D., Manchester] 
1867 a.—Cases of  multiple tapeworm [Letter to 
editor, dated Dec.] <Brit. Med. J., v. 2, Dec. 28, 
p. 598. [W®.] 
1871 a.—Observations on the Bilharzia hxmatobia 
(Cobbold), Distomum haematobium (Bilharz) 
<Proc. Lit. and Phil. Soc., Manchester, v. 10 
(18), pp. 212-215. [W».] 
1872 a.—Bilharzia hxmatobia (Cobbold) in a Man-
chester patient [Abstract of  1871 a] <Month. 
Micr. J., v. 7, Mar. 1, p. 123. [W·, W">, Wo.] 
1872 b.—Remarks on a case of  hematuria from the 
presence of  the Bilharzia hxmatobia <Brit. Med. 
J., v. 2, Sept. 21, pp. 320-321. [W-. ] 
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S I M P S O N , H E N R Y G E O R G E . [ M . R . C . V . S . ] [ S e e 
also Ross, Philip Hedgeland; and Simpson, Henry 
George] 
1920 a.—The curability of  mange <Vet. Ree· 
(1672), v. 33, July 24, pp. 38-39. [W*.] 
SIMPSON, fi).  M . [ С и м п с о н , Ю . M . ] 
1929 а.—Медико-санитарное и бытовое обследо-
вание казаков Уюкского района (По материа-
лам, лечебно-обследовательского отряда) 
[Examen des casaques du rayon d'Ouiouque au 
point de vue médico-sanitaire et de leurs moeurs) 
[Russian text] <Med. Mysl Uzbekistana, v. 3 
(5), Feb., pp. 62-72. [Ch«.] 
S I M P S O N , J . C . E . ; a n d S C H O F I E L D , K . 
1946 a.—Antimalarial action of cinnoline deriva-
tives <Nature, London (3988), v. 157, Apr. 6, 
pp. 439-440. [W».] 
S I M P S O N , J . C H R I S T I A N . [ M . D . , E d i n b u r g h ] 
1901 a.—Case of a parasite—"Argas  (or Ornitho-
dorus) megnini"  (Dugès)—in each ear [With 
a note on the anatomy of  the specimen, by E. G. 
Wheler] < Lancet, London (4052), v. 1, Apr. 27, 
pp. 1197-1198, figs.  1-3. [Wm, W«.] 
SIMPSON, J . F . [Maidenhead] 
1898 a.—Exhibition of  morbid specimens [Ab-
stract of  report before  Southern Counties Vet. 
Med. Ass., Apr. 14] <Veterinarian, London, v. 
71, 4. s., v. 44, App., May, pp. 298-299. [Wa.] 
S I M P S O N , J . Y . [ D r . S c . ] 
1902 a.—The relation of  binary fission  to variation 
<Biometrika, v. 1 (4), Aug., pp. 400-404. [Wm . ] 
1902 b.—Observations on binary fission  in the life-
history of  Ciliata <Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinb., v. 23, 
pp. 401-421, 1 pl., figs.  1-2. [W», W·".] 
S I M P S O N , J A M E S B E R T I E . [1863- ] [Dr., Golspie] 
1933 a.—An obscure parasite [Reply to query] 
<Brit. Med. J. (3766), Mar. 11, p. 442. [Wa.] 
S I M P S O N , J A S . J. [D. Sc., Imp. Bereau Entom.] 
1912 a.—Colour conventions to indicate the dis-
tribution of  blood-sucking insects and the dis-
eases they transmit <Bull. Entom. Research, 
v. 2 (4), Jan., pp. 297-299, pi. 6. [W».] 
1912 b.—Entomological research in British West 
Africa.  2. Northern Nigeria <Bull. Entom. Re-
search, v. 2 (4), Jan., pp. 301-356, fig.  1, pis. 
7-16, figs.  1 map. [W».] 
1912 c.—Entomological research in British West 
Africa.  3. Southern Nigeria <Bull. Entom. Re-
search, v. 3 (2), Aug., pp. 137-193, 1 map, pis. 
2-5, figs.  [W».] 
1914 a.—Entomological research in British West 
Africa.  5. Gold Coast <Bull. Entom. Research, 
v. 5 (1), Apr., pp. 1-36, pis. 1-4, figs.,  1 map. 
[W*.] 
1918 a.—Bionomics of  tsetse and other parasitologi-
cal notes in the Gold Coast <Bull. Entom. Re-
search, v. 8 (3-4), Feb., pp. 193-214. [W»J 
S I M P S O N , M E L V I L L E W I L L I A M H I L T O N . See Hilton-
Simpson, Melville William. 
S I M P S O N , M Y H O N L . 
1944 a.—Exoerythroeytic stages of  Plasmodium 
durae <J . Parasitol., v. 30 (3), June, pp. 177-
178. [Wa .] 
1948 a.—Reproduction of  the " 3 T " strain of  Plas-
modium cathemerium in white pekin ducks < A m . 
J. Hyg., v. 47 (3), May, pp. 315-334. [W».] 
SIMPSON, R. J. S. [Lieut.-Col., C. M. G., Roy. Army 
Med. Corps] 
1910 a.—Medical history of  the South African  war 
<J. Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 15 (6), Dec., 
p. 659-672. [W1, W®.] 
S I M P S O N , R O B E R T . [ F . R . C. V. S . , D . V. S . M . , Chief 
Vet. Off.,  Cumberland] 
1932 a.—A consideration of  the difficulties  in con-
nection with the eradication of  sheep scab in 
Great Britain <Vet. J., v. 88 (4), Apr., pp. 130-
133. [W·.] 
SIMPSON, T . P. [M. D., Beaver Falls, Pennsylvania] 
1879 a.—Abortion; an unusual case < N . York 
Med. and S. Brief,  v. 1 (7), May, pp. 129-130. 
[W-».] 
S I M P S O N , V I R G I L E. [1874- ] [M. D., Louisville, 
Kentucky] 
1934 a.—Observations upon amebiasis. Report of 
seven unusual instances of  colon disease seen be-
tween September 23, 1933 and February 4, 1934 
<Am. J. Digest. Dis. and Nutrition, v. 1 (2), 
Apr., pp. 109-113, illus. [Wm.] 
1939 a.—Strongyloidiasis <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 
112 (9), Mar. 4, pp. 828-833. [¥».] 
S I M P S O N , W . L I K E L Y . [ D r . ] 
1946 a.—Pansinusitis with screw worm infestation 
<Memphis Med. J., v. 21 (7), July, p. 112. 
[Wm.] 
S I M P S O N , W I L L I A M J O H N R I T C H I E . [1855-1931] [M. 
D., F. R. C. P.; Prof.  Hyg. King's Coll., Lon-
don] [For  necrology and port, see Lancet, London 
(5639), v. 221, v. 2 (13), Sept. 26, 1931, p. 712] 
[Wa.] [See also Can the, (Sir)  James; and Simp-
son, William John Ritchie] 
1904 a.—A presidential address on preventive work 
in the tropics. Delivered before  the Tropical 
Section of  the Congress of  the Royal Institute of 
Public Health held at Folkestone, July, 1904 
<Lancet, London (4226), v. 167, v. 2 (9), Aug. 
27, pp. 577-580. [W\ ff-, W«.] 
1904 b.—[Discussion qn the prophylaxis of  malaria] 
<Brit. Med. J. (2281), v. 2, Sept. 17, p. 642. 
[W», Wm.] 
1907 a.—The Croonian lectures on plague. De-
livered before  the Royal College of  Physicians of 
London on June 18th, 20th, 25th, and 27th, 1907 
<Lancet, London (4374), v. 1, June 29, pp. 1757-
1761, figs.  1-2. [W», Wm, W«.] 
1907 b.—Idem [continued] <Ibidem (4376), v. 2, 
July 13, pp. 73-78; (4377), July 20, pp. 142-147; 
(4378), July 27, pp. 207-212. [W», W » , W«.] 
1907 c.—Idem. Lecture 2. Delivered on June 20 
[Same as 1907 b, pp. 73-78] <J. Trop. Med., 
London, v. 10 (14), July 15, pp. 233-242. [Wa , 
Wm.] 
1907 d—Idem [Abstract] <Arch. Schiffs- u. Tro-
pen-Hyg., v. 11 (12), Dec., p. 787. [Wm.] 
1907 e.—Anti-malarial sanitation [Abstract of  1907 
f] <J. Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, v. 10 (17), 
Sept. 2, pp. 286-288. [W», W m . ] 
1907 f.— Idem [Original] <Brit. Med. J., (2442), v. 
2, Oct. 19, pp. 1044-1046. [Wa, ff».] 
1908 a.—The principles of  hygiene as applied to 
tropical and sub-tropical climates and the prin-
ciples of  personal hygiene in them as applied to 
Europeans. 396 pp., illus., pis. London. [W m . ] 
1909 a.—Rats and parasites <Rep. San. Matters 
West African  Colonies, June, p. 5. [Wc .] 
1916 a.—The maintenance of  health in the tropics. 
174 pp., illus. London. [W m . ] 
S I M R O T H , H . ; a n d H O F F M A N N , H A N S . 
1928 a.—Parasitismus [in Pulmonata] <Bronn's 
Klass. u. Ordnung. Tier-Reichs, v. 3, Buch 2, 
Lief. 151, pp. 1330-1344. [W·.] 
SIMS, A. [M. D., Late Med. Officer,  Congo bVee 
State] 
1902 a.—The duration of  the latency of  malaria 
<J. Trop. Med., London, v. 5 (2), Jan. 15, pp. 
28-31. [Wm.] 
S I M S , E. A. H. [ B . S . ] See Zwemer, Raymond Lull; 
Sims, E. A. H.; and Coggeshall, Lowell Thel-
well. 
SIMSON, W. A. [F.R.C.V.S.] 
1919 a.—Helminthiasis of  stomach and intestines 
of  stock in South Africa  <Vet. Ree. (1626), v. 
32, Sept. 6, p. 104. [W«.] 
1926 a.—Amphistome larvae in intestines of  cattle 
and sheep <Vet. Ree., v. 6 (34), Aug. 21, p. 748. 
[Wa.] 
S I N B E B G , S A M U E L E. [ M . D . , New York City] 
1936 a.—Echinococcus cyst of  the sternum < Ra-
diology, v. 27 (6), Dec., pp. 736-740, illus. 
[Wm.] 
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S I N C K E . G , E . [Inst. Schiffs- u. Tropenkrankh. 
Hamburg] . 
1935 a.—Zur Therapie der Lambliosis. Bemer-
kungen zur Mitteilung von H. Grams, Beitrag 
zur Lamblienerkrankung in Jg. 1934, S. 1796 
dieser Wochenschrift  <Klin. Wchnschr., v. 
14 (6), 9 Feb., p. 204. [W*.] 
SINCLAIR, A. W. [Health Officer, Selangor] 
1891 a.—Beri-beri [Abstract of  report] < Lancet, 
London (3565), v. 2, Dec. 26, p. 1442. [W«>, 
W·.] 
1891 b.—The Distoma crassum [Letter to editors 
dated Dec. 22] <Ibidem, p. 1468. [W">, W·.] 
SINCLAIR, C. W. [M.B., Ch.M., Longueville, N. 
South Wales] 
1930 a.—A fatal  tick bite < M e d . J. Australia, 
year 17, v. 1 (17), Apr. 26, p. 554. [W m . ] 
S I N C L A I R , C . W . ; a n d J A M I E S O N , H . H . 
1940 a.—Hydatid disease in the pleural cavity and 
subphrenic region < M e d . J. Australia year 27, 
v. 2 (20), Nov. 16, p. 517. [ f f · . ] 
S I N C L A I R , C H A R L E S G E O R G E . [1889- ] [M.D., 
M.C. , U.S.A.] [See also Foster, George Burgess 
(jr.) ; and Sinclair, Charles George] 
1940 a.—Microbiology and pathology. 5. revised 
ed. 393 pp., illus., pis. Philadelphia. [W>] 
S I N C L A I R , G . A . 
1911 a.—Dipping bath and yards for  a small flock 
<J . Dept. Agrie. Victoria, v. 9 (2), Feb. 10, pp. 
97-99, 2 figs.  [W».] 
S I N C L A I R , G I L B E R T O S . 
1813 a.—De viribus anthelminthicis Geofïrseœ iner-
mis et Dolichi prurientis. Diss. 28 pp. Edin-
burgh [W®.] 
SINCLAIR, H. [Ingén. Agronom. A. I. Gx.] 
1933 a.—Notes résumées sur ime maladie pulmo-
naire du bétail <Ann. Gembloux, v. 39 (2), 
Feb., pp. 86-87. [W».] 
S I N C L A I R , H . W . [ D r . , S . M . O . ] 
1915 a.—Parasiticides for  verminous heads < M e d . 
Off.,  London (349), v. 13 (14), Apr. 3, p. 149. 
[Wa.] 
S I N C L A I R , J . A. B. [Asst. Surg., U. S. Navy] 
1909 a.—The pathology and differential  diagnosis 
of  liver abscess < U . S. Naval Med. Bull., v. 3 
(3), July, pp. 235-239. |W»J 
S I N C L A I R , J A M E S ; a n d A R C H E R , A L F R E D H E R B E R T . 
1896 a.—Cattle: Their breeds, management, feed-
ing, products, diseases, and veterinary treat-
ment. New. ed. revised. The veterinary sec-
tion revised by A. H. Archer. 192 pp., 4 pis. 
London. [W·».] 
1896 b.—Sheep: Domestic breeds and their treat-
ment. New ed., 144 pp., pis. London. [Wa . ] 
S I N C L A I R , J O H N M A C L U R E . [M.R.C.V.S., Chief  Vet. 
Surg., South. Rhodesia] [See also Nobbs, Eric 
Α . ; and Sinclair, John MacLure] 
1904 a.—Biliary fever  <Rhodesia Agrie. J., v. 2 
(1), Sept., pp. 10-11. [Wa . ] 
(191? a) .—A short history of  the infective  dis-
eases amongst the domestic animals of  Southern 
Rhodesia since the occupation. [Contains re-
marks on early history of  East Coast fever  in 
Southern Rhodesia] 
1910 a.—History of  African  coast fever  <Rhode -
sia Agrie. J., v. 8 (1), Oct., pp. 27-32, 1 fig. 
1910 b.—Report of  the Chief  veterinary surgeon 
for  Southern Rhodesia for  the year ending De-
cember, 1909 [Abstract] <Vet . News (342), v. 7, 
July 23, pp. 409-411. [W'.] 
1913 a.—Compulsory dipping [Abstract of  address 
before  Mashonaland Farmers' Ass.] < Rhodesia 
Agrie. J., v. 10 (6), Aug., pp. 884-889. [W·.] 
1913 b.—Extracts from the report of  the chief  vet-
erinary surgeon for  the year 1912 < Rhodesia 
Agrie. J., v . 10 (6), Aug., pp. 814-822. [Wa.] 
1917 a.—Note on Mr. Η . M . Oakley's letter [See 
Oakley, Η . M., 1917, pp. 656-657] <Rhodesia 
Agrie. J., v. 14 (5), Oct., pp. 657-658. [W\] 
S I N C L A I R , J O H N M A C L U R E — C o n t i n u e d -
1918 a.—Management of  dipping tanks <Rhode -
sia Agrie. J., v. 15 (1), Feb., pp. 32-33. [W».] 
1919 a.—Management of  dipping tanks < Rhode-
sia Agrie. J., v. 16 (2), Apr., pp. 139-141. [W·.] 
1919 b.—Report of  the chief  veterinary surg[e]on 
for  Southern Rhodesia (abridged) <Vet . J. 
(525), v. 75 (3), Mar., pp. 115-118. [W·.] 
1919 c.—Wastage of  dip in dipping operations 
<Rhodesia Agrie. J., v. 16 (1), Feb., p. 24. 
[W».] 
1919 d.—Wastage of  dip in dipping operations 
<Rhodesia Agrie. J., v. 16 (2), Apr., pp. 142-
143. [Wa.] 
1922 a.—Stock diseases in Rhodesia [Position in 
regard to East Coast fever]  [Abstract of  annual 
report] < Farmer's Weekly, Bloemfontein  (587), 
v. 23, June 7, p. 1177. [Ia.] [Also photostat copy: 
Lib. Zool. Div.] 
[1925? al.—[Anaplasmosis in Southern Rhodesia] 
(In  Rhodesia, Southern—Minister of  agriculture 
and lands. 44 pp.) pp. 20-24. [WX] 
1927 a.—African  coast fever  <Rhodesia Agrie. J., 
v. 24 (11), Nov., pp. 1152-1154. [Wa . ] 
1927 b.—Management of  dipping tanks <Rhodesia 
Agrie. J., v. 24 (1), Jan., pp. 76-78. [W».] 
1927 c.—Wastage of  dip in dipping operations 
<Rhodesia Agrie. J., v. 24 (1), Jan., pp. 80-81. 
[Wa.] 
1928 a.—Report of  the chief  veterinary surgeon for 
the year 1927. 9 pp. Salisbury, Rhodesia. 
[Wa.] 
1929 a.—Report of  the chief  veterinary surgeon 
(Southern Rhodesia) for  the year 1928. pp. 1 -6 . 
Salisbury. [W».] 
1942 a.—Notes on the management of  dipping 
tanks <Rhodesia Agrie. J., v . 39 (4), July-Aug., 
pp. 258-264, illus. [Wa.] 
1945 a.—Notes on the management of  dipping 
tanica <Rhodesia Agrie. J., v. 42 (6), N o v . -
Dec., pp. 521-527, illus. [Wa.] 
S I N C L A I R , L U K E R I C H A R D . [1914- ] 
1949 a.—Observations on liver flukes  in cattle 
<Vet . Med., v. 44 (2), Feb., pp. 68-69, illus. 
[W«.] 
S I N C L A I R , M A V I S J . [ M . S c . ] 
1929 a.—Comparison of  the Caldwell and Stoll 
methods of  counting hookworm ova in stools 
<Ceylon J. Sc., Sect. D , Med. Sc., v . 2 (2), 
Feb. 13, pp. 59-65. [W·.] 
SINCLAIR, R . D . [Prof.  Animal Husb.] 
1941 a.—Swine production in Alberta <Bull . (22), 
Univ. Alberta Coll. Agrie., 5. ed., rev. June, pp. 
7-70, illus., pl. [W» ] 
S I N C L A I R , T H O M A S . [M.D., Surg., Ulster Hospital 
for  Children, Belfast] 
1883 a.—Remarks on a case of Cysticercus in the 
vitreous body <Brit . Med. J. (1175), v . 2, July 
7, pp. 7-8 . [W a , W m . ] 
SINCLAIR, W. M . [M.B., B.S., Toowoomba, Queens-
land] 
1933 a.—The blow fly  problem < M e d . J. Australia, 
year 20, v. 2 (10), Sept. 2, pp. 308-311. [W".| 
S I N C O C K , R O B E R T L . 
1950 a.—Warfare  on grubs <West . Livestock J., 
v. 28 (32), May 15, pp. 44, 99, 102, 104, illus. 
[W».] 
S I N D E R S O N , H A R R Y C H A P M A N . [ 1 8 9 1 - ] [ M . D . , 
F.R.C.P., Prof., Roy. Coll. Med., Iraq] 
1924 a.—Emetine hydrochloride in the treatment 
of  oriental sore < T r . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. 
and Hyg., v . 18 (3), 19 June, pp. 108-110. [Is-
sued Aug.] [Wa . ] 
1925 a.—Emetine hydrochloride in the treatment 
of  oriental sore. Notes on a further  series of 
cases < T r . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
v. 19 (4), 15 Oct., pp. 232-234. [Issued Dec.] 
[W».] 
1930 a.—Anomaly of  pigmentation in schistosomia-
sis <Tr . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 23 
(6), 17. Apr., pp. 633-634, 1 pl. [W».] 
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S I N D E H S O N . H A R R Y C H A P M A N ; a n d M I L L S , E . A . 
19S3 a.—Rectal papillomata in Schistosoma haema-
tobium infestations  <Biit . Med. J. (3208)Дv. 1,. 
June 9, pp. 968-969, figs.  1-4. [Wv] 
S I N D O N I , M A N L I O . [Dott., Univ. Messina] 
1937 a.—Ascaridiasi ed emorragia gastrica mortale 
<Riforma Med., ν. 53 (3), Jan. 16, pp. 86, 89-
90. [W m . ] 
S I N E K , F R A N Z . [ D r . ] 
1931 a.—Aetiologie der perniciösen Anämie <Beitr. 
Aerztl. Fortbildung, v. 9 (8), 22 Apr., pp. 126-
132; (9), 6 Mai, pp. 140-148. [W>.] 
SINEL'NIKOV, A . M . [ С и н е л ь н и к о в , A . M . ] [San. 
Vrach Sredne-Asiat. Zh. I Raiona] 
1927 a.—Гельминтофаунистическое обследова-
ние школьников станции Ашхабад, прошед-
ших через детскую профилактическую 
амбулаторию (Helminthofaunistische  Unter-
suchung der Schüller [sic] von Aschchabad an 
der prophylactischen Ambulanz für  Kinder) 
<Russk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., v. 5 (8), pp. 480 
482; German summary, p. 483. [Wv] 
1928 a.—Гельминтологическое обследование же-
лезнодорожных школ г. Ашхабада [Helmin-
thological investigation of  the students of  the 
railway school in Ashkhabad] [Russian text] 
<Russk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., v. 6, pp. 652-
654. [Wv] 
SINEL'NIKOV, îa . D . [ С и н е л ь н и к о в , Я . Д . ] 
1939 a.—Массовый опыт лечения чесотки овец 
гипосюльфитом [Experiments in the treatment 
of  scabies in sheep with hyposulphate] [Russian 
text] <Sovet. Vet., v. 16 (5), May, pp. 47-49. 
[Wv] 
S I N E V , A. [Prof.];  and K R A S I K O V , D . 
1943 a.—Хлорпикрин в терапии чесотки овец 
[Chloropicrin in the treatment of  ovine scabies] 
[Russian text] <Sovkhoz. Proizvod., v. 3 (8), 
Aug., pp. 47-48. [Wv] 
S I N E V , Α . ; S A L T Y K O V , F . ; a n d G O L ' K O V , V . 
1945 a.—Кимай—народное средство против че-
сотки овец [Kimai, a folk  remedy for ovine 
scabies] [Russian text] <Veterinariia, v. 22 
(6), June, pp. 31-33. [Wv] 
1946 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bull., v. 
42 (11), Nov., p. 14. [Wv] 
SINEV, A . V . [Синев, А . В . ] 
(1935 а) .—Клиническая диагностика внутрен-
них болезней домашних животных. [Clinical 
diagnosis of  internal diseases of  domestic ani-
mals]. 396 pp., Moskva, Leningrad. 
1936 a.—Idem [Russian abstract] <Vestnik 
Sel'skokh. Lit. (1), July, p. 123. [Wv] 
(1944 a).—Чесотка домашних животных и спо-
собы борьбы с нею. 41 pp. 
SiNEVA, M. V. [Синева, M. В.] 
1940 а.·—Некоторые наблюдения над влиянием 
температуры на рост и размножение Proto-
clepsis maculosa Rathke, 1862 (Quelques observa-
tions sur l'influence  de la temperature sur la 
croissance et la réproduction chez Protoclepsis 
maculosa) [Russian text; French summary] 
<Zool. Zhurnal, v. 19 (3), pp. 422-427. [Ia.] 
1949 a.—Биологические наблюдения над раз-
множением медицинской пиявки [Biological 
observations on the propagation of  the medicinal 
leech] [Russian text] <Zool. Zhurnal, v. 28 (3), 
May-June, pp. 213-224, illus. [Wv] 
SINGAEVS'KA, К. I. See Syngaevskaià, Ekaterina 
Ivanovna. 
SINGER. [Rev. Dr., Kirkpatriek-Juxta, Dumfries-
shire] 
1839 a.—Flies and other insects hurtful  to live 
stock, &c.— <Tr. Highland and Agrie. Soc. 
Scotland, n.s., v. 6, p. 132. [Wv] 
S I N G E R , A R N O L D J. [N. York State Vet. Coll.]; and 
B A K E R , D O N A L D W Y C K O F F . 
1940 a.—Phenothiazine as an anthelmintic for 
intestinal nematode parasitisms in sheep < Cor-
nell Vet., v. 30 (3), July, pp. 375-382. [Wv] 
S I N G E R , C H A R L E S . [M.D.] 
1912 a.—Notes on some early references  to trop-
ical diseases <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., 
v. 6 (1), May 29, pp. 87-101. [Wv] 
1912 b.—Notes on some early references  to tropical 
diseases <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 6 
(3), Oct. 18, pp. 379-402, figs.  1-3, pi. 22, figs. 
1-2. [Wv] 
1913 a.—The production of  ulcer of  the stomach 
in the rat CLancet, London (4692), v. 185, v. 2 
(5), Aug. 2, pp. 279-281, figs.  1-12. [Wv] 
1915 a.—The dawn of  microscopical discovery 
<J. Roy. Micr. Soc. (4), Aug. 18, pp. 317-340, 
figs.  33-48. [WV] 
S I N G E R , E R N S T [1899- ] [Prag] [See also Fischi, 
Viktor; Kotrba, Jan; and Singer, Ernst; and 
Fischi, Viktor; and Singer, Ernst] 
1928 a.—Ueber Ungeziefervertilgung <Beitr. 
Aerztl. Fortbildung, v. 6 (19), Sept, 21, pp. 
315-319. [№.] 
1931 a.—Demonstration von Eiern und Larven 
von Anchylostoma duodenale [Abstract of  report 
before Verein Deutscher Aerzte Prag, 17 Apr.] 
CKlin. Wchnschr., v. 10 (31), 1 Aug., p. 1478. 
[Wv] 
1935 a.—Die Wirkungsweise der Chemotherapeu-
tika bei Spirochäten- und Protozoen-Infektionen 
<Med. Klin., Berlin (1579), v. 31 (12), Mar. 22, 
pp. 386-389. [W".] 
1936 a.—Die Wirkung der Chemotherapeutica auf 
die Trypanosomenzelle <Ztachr. Hyg. u. In-
fektionskr.,  v. 117 (6), Feb. 10, pp. 752-756. 
[Wv] 
1936 b.-—Die Wirkungsweise der Chematherapeu-
tika <Med. Klin., Berlin (1624), v. 32 (5), pp. 
152-153. [W®.] 
1937 a.—Chemotherapie als Spezialfall  der Vital-
färbung [Abstract] <2. Internat. Cong. Micro-
biol. (London, July 25-Aug. 1, 1936), Rep. 
Proc., pp. 295-296. [Wv] 
S I N G E R , E R N S T ; a n d F I S C H L , V I K T O R . 
1933 a.—Quantitativer Nachweis der von Spiro-
chäten und Trypanosomen gebundenen Chemo-
therapeutica <Naturwissensch., v. 21 (44), 3-
Nov., p. 787. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Der Nachweis von Arsenikalien in Spiro-
chäten und Trypanosomen <Ztschr. Hyg. u. 
Infektionskr.,  v. 116 (1), 20 März, pp. 36-40. 
[Wv] 
1935 a.—Arzneifestigkeit  und Chemikalienge-
wöhnung der Trypanosomen <Ztschr. Hyg. u. 
Infektionskr.,  v. 116 (6), 25 Feb., pp. 683-687. 
[Wv] 
S I N G E R , E R N S T ; K O T R B A , J A N . ; a n d F I S C H L , V I K T O R . 
1934 a.—Die Bindung von Arzneimitteln an 
Spirochäten und Trypanosomen in vitro <Ztschr. 
Hvg. u. Infektionskr.,  v. 116 (2), 25 Mai, pp. 
133-137. [Wv] 
SINGER, J. J. [M.D., St. Louis] 
1916 a.—A case of  Bothriocephalic latus infection 
"<J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 66 (21), May 20, pp. 
1618-1619. [Wv] 
S I N G E R , K A R L . [Physiol. Inst. Univ. und III. Med. 
Abt. Franz-Josef-Spitals,  Wien] 
1931 a.—Experimentelle Beiträge zum Problem der 
Pathogenese der perniziösen Anämie. I. Mit-
teilung. Ueber künstliche Infektion  von Hunden 
mit Bothriocephalus latus, sowie über die Metho-
den zur tierexperimentellen Erzeugung einer 
Achylie <Ztsehr. Ges. Exper. Med., v. 79 (3-4), 
7 Nov., pp. 398-412, figs.  1-2. [Wm.] 
1933 a.—Myositis et Eosinophilie. Zur Kenntnisa 
ihrer Beziehungen < Deutsches Arch. Klin. 
Med., v. 175 (3), June 17, pp. 280-290. [W"vj 
1936 a.—Experimentelle Beiträge zum Problem 
der Pathogenese der perniziösen Anämie. II. 
Mitteilung. Zur Kenntnis der Anämien bei 
Künstlich mit Bothriocephalus latus infizierten 
agastrischen Hunden sowie der Sekretionsver-
hältnisse des Castleschen Prinzips bei dieser 
Tierart <Ztschr. Ges. Exper. Med., v. 95, pp. 
762-771, illus. [W™.] 
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S I N G E R , L U D W I G . [München] 
1931 a.—Parasitäre Erkrankungen des Zentralner-
vensystems und seiner Häute <Ergebn. Biol., v. 
7, pp. 97-98. [W».] 
1931 b.—Ueber vergleichende pathologisch-anato-
mische Untersuchungen parasitärer Erkrankun-
gen des Gehirns [Abstract of  report before 
Deutsch. Path. Gesellsch., München, 9-11 Apr.] 
<Centralbl. Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 51 
(10), 10 Juni, p. 395. [W».] 
1931 c.—Zur vergleichenden pathologischen Ana-
tomie parasitärer Erkrankungen des Zentralner-
vensystems < Yerhandl. Deutsch. Path. Ge-
sellsch. (26. Tagung, München, 9-11 Apr.), 
pp. 3.57-362, figs.  1-4. [W*.] 
SINGH, В. H. [M.C., Maj., I.M.S., Civil Surgeon, 
Burdwan] 
1932 a.—Milk injections in malarial spleen < In-
dian Med. Gaz., v. 67 (9), Sept., p. 498. [W- . ] 
1940 a.—A simple treatment of  dysenteries and 
diarrhoeas <Indian Med. Gaz., v. 75 (12), Dec., 
pp. 733-734. [W».] 
SINGH, B. N. [Zool. Lab., Trinity Coll., Dublin] 
See Gatenby, James Brontë; and Singh, B. N.; 
and Gatenby, James Brontë; Singh, B. N.; and 
Browne, K. M. R. 
S I N G H , B A C H A N . [Capt., M . R . C . V . S . , Vet. Investi-
gation Off.,  Cent. Pro v. and Berar] 
1936 a.—Bovine trypanosomiasis in Central Prov-
inces with an account of  some recent outbreaks 
<Indian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 6 
(3), Sept., pp. 243-250, illus. pis. [W·.] 
1944 a.—A case note on tape worm <Indian Med. 
Ree., v. 64 (2), Feb., pp. 43-44. [W»J 
S I N G H , B A L B I R . [ V . A . S . Gola (Kheri) U.P.] 
1936 a.—Clinical cases of  booine [sic] surra < U . 
P. Vet. Mag., v. 25 (8), Nov., pp. 3-5. [Wa.] 
1949 a.—Two cases of  amoebic liver abscess with 
complications Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 84 (4), 
Apr., pp. 147-149. [ W m . ] 
1950 a.—Sarcoptic mange in goats <Indian Vet. 
J., v. 27 (2), Sept., pp. 128-129. [W·,] 
S I N G H , B A L W A N T . [ G . P . V . C . , Vet. Inspector, Imp. 
Inst. Vet. Research, Muktesar] 
1930 a.—A case of  trypanosomiasis in a Holstein 
bull and its treatment by means of  tartar emetic 
and Bayer 205 Clndian Vet. J., v. 6 (4), Apr., 
pp. 300-307, 1 chart. [W·.] 
1938 a.—Summary of  work of  the veterinary in-
vestigation officer  provided by the Imperial coun-
cil of  agricultural research <Ann. Rep. Civ. 
Vet. Dept., Bengal (1936-37), pp. 12-13. [W·.] 
1939 a.—Summary of  work of  the disease investi-
gation officer,  Bengal, during the year 1937-38 
<Ann. Rep. Civ. Vet. Dept., Bengal (1937-38), 
pp. 10-11. [W».] 
1941 a.—Verminous pneumonia in goats in Bengal 
(India) [Abstract] <Proc. 27. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Madras, 1940), Pt. I l l , p. 207, Sect, 10, Med. 
and Vet. Research, p. 17. [Yh . ] 
S I N G H , C H . K A H A N . [Off.  in Chge., Camel Spec. 
Office,  Sohawa] [See also Cross, Henry Eustace; 
and Singh, Ch. Kahan] 
1924 a.—A note on treatment of  surra in donkeys 
by intravenous injections of  tartar emetic <Vet. 
Bull. (14), Dept. Agrie. Punjab, 5 pp. [Wa.] 
1924 b.—A note on treatment of  surra in ponies by 
tartar emetic CVet, Bull. (13), Dept. Agrie. 
Punjab, 39 pp. [№».] 
1925 a.—A further  note on surra transmission ex-
periments with ticks <Vet. Bull. (16), Dept. 
Agrie. Punjab, 8 pp. [Wa.] 
1926 a.—Surra transmission experiments <Vet. 
Bull. (16), Dept. Agrie. Punjab, 20 pp. [Wa.] 
[1927? a].—Report of  the work performed  by the 
officer  in charge of  the camel specialist's office, 
Sohawa, for  the year 1926-27 CVet, Bull. (18), 
Dept. Agrie. Punjab, 29 pp. [W».] 
S I N G H , C H . K A H A N — C o n t i n u e d . 
[1929 a].—Report of  the work performed  by the 
officer  in charge of  the camel specialist's office, 
Sohawa, for  the year 1927-28 <Vet. Bull. (1), 
Civil Vet. Dept. Punjab, pp. 1-4. [W·.] 
1929 b.—Idem <Vet. Bull. [Mimeographed 
Suppl. Army Med. Bull.], v. 23 (12), Dec., pp. 
521-523. [W».] 
S I N G H , G U R B U X S H . [D.P.H., Victoria Jubilee Hosp., 
Amritsar] 
1946 a.—Amoebic abscess of  liver bursting into 
pericardial cavity < Indian Med. Gaz., v. 81 
(8), Aug., pp. 299-301, pi. [W'<\] 
S I N G H , G U R B A K H S H ; a n d S I N G H , M AH AN. 
1946 a.—Synthesis in the acridine series. Part I. 
N - substituted - 2 - methoxy - 5 - chloro - 9 -
aminoacridines <J. Indian Chem. Soc., v. 23 
(6), June, pp. 224-228. [W<\] 
S I N G H , H A R C H A R A N . 
1948 a.—50 cases of  scabies and their treatment 
with D. D. T. <Antiseptic, v. 45 (12), Dec., pp. 
844-847. [W". ] 
S I N G H , H A R W A N T . [D.T.M., I .M.D., Malaria Inst. 
India] See Singh, Jaswant; and Singh, Harwant. 
SINGH, INDER [M.R.C.P.E., F.R.R.P.S., M.B., B.S., 
Rangoon, Maj. I.M.S.]; and Singh, Inderjit. 
1944 a.—Treatment of  blackwater fever  Clndian 
Med. Gaz., v. 79 (6), June, pp. 256-258. [Wm.] 
1944 b.—Treatment of  blackwater fever  <Nature, 
London (3898), v. 154, July 15, p. 84. [Wa.] 
1944 c.—Treatment of  black water fever  [Letter 
to editor] CCurrent Sc., Bangalore, v. 13 (4), 
Apr., p. 98. [ W ™ . ] 
1945 a.—A note on the treatment of  black water 
fever  with antivenene <J. Indian Med. Ass., v. 
14 (6), Mar., pp. 116-118. [Wm.] 
S I N G H , I N D E R J I T . [Brigade Lab., Allahabad] See 
Singh, Inder; and Singh, Inderjit. 
S I N G H , J A S W A N T . [Sub-Asst. Surg., I .M.D., Ma-
laria Surv. India, Kasauli, India] [See also Sin-
ton, John Alexander; Harbhagwan, S. A. S.; and 
Singh, Jaswant] 
1949 a.—Recent researches on antimalarials: Re-
view of  progress Clndian J. Malariol., v. 3 (4), 
Dec., pp. 413-419. [Wa.] 
1949 b.—Trials with neochin in the treatment of 
simian malaria Clndian J. Malariol., v. 3 (4), 
Dec., pp. 353-355. [W>.] 
S I N G H , J A S W A N T ; a n d B H A T T A C H A R J I , L . M . 
1944 a.—Rapid staining of  malarial parasites by a 
water soluble stain Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 79 
(3), Mar., pp. 102-104. [W»J 
S I N G H , J A S W A N T ; a n d H A R B H A G W A N , S . A . S . 
1935 a.—Failure to produce infection  in two spe-
cies of  the lower oriental monkeys by the injec-
tion of  malarial sporo'zoites from naturally in-
fected  anophelines С Ree. Malaria Surv. India, 
v. 5 (4), Dec., pp. 495-497. [Wa.] 
S I N G H , J A S W A N T ; R A Y , A . P . ; a n d N A I R , C . P . 
1949 a.—Preliminary investigations on the chemo-
therapeutic activity of  atebrin, Paludrine, re-
sochin, camoquin, metachloridine and aphacrine 
on simian malaria Clndian J. Malariol., v. 3 
(4), Dec., pp. 387-403. [Wa.] 
1949 b.—Transmission experiments with P. 
knowlesi Clndian J. Malariol., v. 3 (2-3), June-
Sept., pp. 145-150. [Wa.] 
S I N G H , J A S W A N T ; R A Y , A . P . ; N A I R , (5 . P . ; a n d B A S U , 
P. C. 
1949 a.—Screening of  some biguanide derivatives 
for  antimalarial activity Clndian J. Malariol., 
v. 3 (4), Dec., pp. 405-412. [Wa.] 
S I N G H , J A S W A N T ; a n d S I N G H , H A R W A N T . 
1939 a.—Treatment of  simian malaria with M. & 
B. 693 CJ. Malaria Inst. India, v. 2 (2), June, 
pp. 181-189. [W>.] 
1940 a.—Agglutination reactions with Plasmodium 
knowlesi CJ. Malaria Inst. India, v. 3 (1), June, 
pp. 53-66. [Wa.] 
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1940 b.—Observations on immunity in monkey 
malaria as evidenced by the results of  superinfec-
tions <J. Malaria Inst. India, v. 3 (1), June, 
pp. 99-114. [W».] 
1940 c.—Passive immunity in monkey malaria <J. 
Malaria Inst. India, v. 3 (1), June, pp. 137-142. 
[WåJ 
S I N G H , ( S i r ) J O G E N D R A . 
1943 a.—Protecting livestock against disease. 
<Indian Inform.  (107), v. 12, Jan. 1, p. 30. 
[W».] 
SINGH, K. R. [I.D.D., Imp. Dairy Dept., Bangalore] 
See Narayan, D. ; and Singh, K. R. 
S I N G H , K A H A N . See S i n g h , C h . K a h a n . 
S I N G H , L . K A M A L . [ L . M . P . , State Dr. In-Charge, 
Tamenlong Dispensary, Manipur State] 
1931 a.—An interesting case of  round-worm in-
fection  d n d i a n Med. Gaz., v. 66 (3), Mar., pp. 
142-143. [W m . ] 
S I N G H , M A H A N . See Singh, Gurbakhsh; and Singh, 
Mahan. 
S I N G H , M O H A N . [ M . S C . , Asst. Imp. Entom., Imp. 
Agrie. Research Inst., New Delhi] 
1943 a.—Household insect pests and their control. 
I l l <Indian Farm., v. 4 (6), June, pp. 285-287, 
illus. [W\] 
S I N G H , M O H I N D A H . [Yet. Asst. Surg., Puhla, Feroze-
pur, Punjab] 
1935 a.—Filaria oculi in camel (Setaria βρ.) < I n -
dian Vet. J., v. 12 (2), Oct., p. 144. [W·.] 
S I N G H , M U L A (Rai Sahib). See McCarrison, Robert.; 
and Singh, Mula. 
S I N G H , P R A T A P . See Negi, Pratap Singh. 
SINGH, R. D. [Vet. Asst. Surg., Supaul, Bihar and 
Orissa] 
1934 a.—Bursati sores and iodine therapy <In -
dian Vet. J., v. 11 (2), Oct., pp. 121-124. [W·.] 
S I N G H , R I S A L D A R K A R T A R . [ I . A . V . C . ] 
1945 a.—Cutaneous filariasis  <J . Roy. Army 
Vet, Corps, v. 16 (3), May, pp. 193-194. [W\] 
S I N G H , S . U D A M . 
1932 a.—An investigation into the control of 
fascioliasis  in cattle <Indian Vet. J., v. 9 (2), 
Oct., pp. 123-128. [W·.] 
S I N G H , S A T Y A N A R A I N . [Osmania Univ., Hyderabad-
Deccan] [See  also Mirza, Mohammad Baber; 
and Singh, Satya Narain] 
1934 a.—Castronodus slrassenii, g. et sp.n., a new 
nematode parasite of Crocidura cœrula—the 
common musk-shrew or as it is usually called 
musk-rat (vernacular: chachundar.) cCurrent 
Sc., Bangalore, v. 2 (8), Feb., p. 287, figs.  1-2. 
[W».] 
1943 a.—Observations on Syphaciella indica 
Maplestone (Nematoda) from Hyderabad (Dec-
can) [Abstract] <Proc. 29. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Baroda, 1942), Part III, p. 153. [W·.] 
1948 a.—Studies on the helminth parasites of 
birds in Hyderabad state. Nematoda II <J . 
Helminth., v. 22 (3-4), pp. 199-218 (pp. 1-20) , 
illus. [Wa.] 
1948 b.—Gastronodus strasseni Singh, 1934, and 
its affinities  with Spirocerca lupi (Rudolphi, 
1809) Chitwood, 1933 <J. Helminth., v. 22 
(3-4), pp. 219-225 (pp. 1-7) , pis. [W».] 
1949 a.—Studies on the helminth parasites of 
birds in Hyderabad state. Nematoda III <J . 
Helminth., v. 23 (1-2), pp. 25-38, illus., pi. 
[W».] 
1949 b.—Studies on the helminth parasites of 
birds in Hyderabad state. Nematoda IV <J . 
Helminth., v. 23 (1-2), pp. 39-56, illus., pi. 
(Wa.) 
S I N G H , SH.VMSHUR. [I.M.D., Quetta] See William-
eon, H.; and Singh, Shamsher 
S I N G H , S U N D K K . 
1950 a.—A note on bovine trypanosomiasis in 
military farms  and its control by 'antrypol' 
<Indian Vet. J., v. 27 (2), Sept., pp. 74-77. 
[W·.] 
S I N G H , T H A K U R R A M L A L . [Sub.-Assist. Surg. Tel-
' hara] 
1913 a.—Emetine hydrochloride in amaebic [sic] 
dysentery <Hosp. Assist., v. 8 (10), Oct., pp. 
237-238. [W®.] 
S I N G H , V. P. I S H W A R . See Ishwar Singh, V. P. 
S I N G H , Z O R A W A R . [Subadar, Sardar Sahib, I. M . D . ] 
See Hodgson, Ernest Charles; Vardon, A. C. ; 
and Singh, Zorawar. 
S I N G H A . B I P I N B I H A B I . See Sinha, Bipin Bihari. 
S I N G H E R , H E R O N O . ; M I L L M A N , N A T H A N ; a n d B o s -
W O B T H , M A R Y R I C E . 
1948 a.—Toxicity and pharmacology of SN 13592. 
An analogue of  phenyl pantothenone <Proc . 
Soc. Exper. Biol. and Med., v. 67 (3), Mar. pp. 
388-390. [W»_] 
SINGLETON, A. O. [B.S., M.D. , Galveston, Tex.] 
1912 a.—Report of  case of  Dermatoiria noxialis 
in man <J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 58 (17), 27 Apr., 
p. 1282. [W«.] 
S I N G S E N , E . P . ; S C O T T , H A B O L D M A B T I N ; a n d M A T -
T E B S O N , L . D . 
1948 a.—The effect'of  sulfaquinoxaline  on growth 
rate and feed  efficiency  of  chicks < Poultry 
Science, v. 27 (5), Sept., pp. 627-628. [W».] 
SINHA, B. M. [L.M.P., L.T.M., Med. Off.,  Sadar 
Hosp., Arrah] 
1946 a.—Emetine in amoebiasis <Antiseptic, v. 43 
(12), Dec., pp. 776-778. [W®.] 
1948 a.—Allergic manifestations  with respiratory 
symptoms due to round-worm infection  < Anti-
septic, v. 45 (4), Apr., pp. 261-262. [W">.] 
S I N H A , B I P I N B I H A R I . [ M . S C . , Dept. Zool. Lucknow 
Univ.] [See also Thapar, Gobind Singh; and 
Sinha, Bipin Bihari] 
1932 a.—On the morphology and systematic posi-
tion of  Cephalogonimus magnus, sp. n. (Trema-
toda), from  Trionyx  gangeticus <Ann. and Mag. 
Nat. Hist., 10. s. (58), v. 10, Oct., pp. 419-428, 
figs.  1-3. [W».] 
1933 a.—On the morphology and systematic posi-
tion of  Cephalogonimus  and magnus n. sp. [sic] 
from  Trionyx  gangeticus [Abstract] <Proc . 20. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Patna, Jan. 2 -7 ) , p. 261. [Wa.] 
1934 a.—On a new trematode parasitic in the in-
testine of  Hardella  thurgi [Abstract] <Proc. 21. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Bombay, Jan. 2-8) , pp. 261-
262 (Sect. Zool., pp. 1-2) [Wa.] 
1934 b.—On the morphology and systematic posi-
tion of  Cephalogonimus magnus sp. n. (Trema-
toda), from  Trionyx  gangeticus [Errata] <Ann. 
and Mag. Nat. Hist., 10. s. (75), v. 13, Mar., p. 
400. [Wa.] 
1934 c.—A new genus of  blood flukes  of  the family 
Spirorchidae, from the tortoise, Hardella  thurgi 
(Gray) <Rec . Indian Mus., v. 36 (2), June, pp. 
147-151, figs.  1-2. [W».] 
1934 d.—Idem [Abstract] (On a new trematode 
genus of  the family  Spirorchidae from the vas-
cular system of  Hardella  thurgi) <Proc. 21. 
' Indian Sc. Cong. (Bombay, Jan. 2-8) , p. 262 
(Sect. Zool., p. 2) [№. ] 
1935 a.—Morphology of  a new genus of trematode, 
family  Aspidogastridae Poche, 1907, from the 
intestine of  a tortoise, Lissemys punctata, to-
gether with a key for  the identification  of  the 
known genera <Proc. Indian Acad. Sc., v. 1 
(11), May, Sect. B, pp. 677-685, figs.  1-3. [Wa.] 
1937 a.—On the systematic position of  the genus 
Xenopharynx Nicoli [Abstract] <Proc. 24. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 
299 (p. 9). [W».] 
1941 a.—On a new genus of  amphistome from the 
rumen of  buffalo  [Abstract] <Proc. 27. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Madras, 1940), Part III, pp. 150-
151, Sect. 7, Zool., pp. 2-3. ¡Y».] 
1942 a.—Studies on the trematode parasites of 
reptiles. Part I. A new trematode, Acanthos-
tomum indicum belonging to the family  Acan-
thostomidae, from the intestine of  a crocodile 
<Proc. Indian Acad. Sc., v. 10 (3), Sept., Sect. 
В., pp. 86-90, illus. [W·.] 
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S I N H A , H . S . [ M a j . ] 
1945 a.—A copper sulphate flotation  method for 
the examination of  E. histolytica cysts <Indian 
Med. Gaz., v. 80 (12), Dec., pp. 619-621. [Wm.] 
S I N H A , J . D. [D. P. H., D. T . M. and H „ Asst. 
Direct-or Pub. Health, Malaria Research, Ben-
gal] , . . 
1938 a.—Drug prophylaxis m malaria by the use 
of  quinine and plasmochin in the field  (Sympo-
sium on the malaria problem in India, Calcutta, 
Aug. 27-28, 1937) <Proc. Nat. Inst. Sc. India, 
v. 4 (2), pp. 211-214; abstract, p. 132. [Issued 
June 20] [W·.] 
S I N H A , J . P . 
1931 a.—A case of  vasomotor disturbance after 
an antimony injection d n d i a n Med. Gaz., v. 
66 (2), Feb., p. 90. [ W m . ] 
SINHA, R. J. [Chief  Med. Off.,  Bird and Co., Sijua]; 
R O Y , R . N . ; a n d B H A T T A C H A B A J A E , T . 
1941 a.—A case of  bacillary dysentery simulating 
acute abdominal catastrophy in its early stages 
<Indian Med. Gaz., v. 76 (8), Aug., pp. 480-
481. [W®.] 
SINHA, R. K. [G.B.V.C., Yet. Surg., Pinjrapole, 
Kanchrapara, Calcutta] 
1935 a.—Dum dum or Calcutta sore and its treat-
ment <Indian Vet. J., v. 11 (4), Apr., p. 286. 
[W».] 
S I N H A B A B M A , R . N . [ L . M . F . , M e d . O f f . ,  S e n d r a 
Colliery]; R O Y , R . ; and B H A T T A C H A R A Y A , T . 
1942 a.—A liver abscess bursting into the perito-
neal cavity with signs of  intestinal obstruction 
<Indian Med. Gaz., v. 77 (3), Mar., p. 152. 
[Wm] 
S I N I B A L D I , G I A C O M O . [Curator, Zool. Mus., Univ. 
Warsaw] 
(1687 a).—Risposta ad una lettera del dott. Ber-
gamini sui lombrici <Cong. Med. Rom., Roma, 
Agosto, pp. 1-16. 
S I N I C C O , S I L V E S T R O . [Dr., 1st. Anat. e Lab. Inda-
gini Clin., Osp. Civ. Venezia] 
1927 a.—Ascaridiosi intestinale in bambino di 
undici mesi, in f laz ione  dei dotti pancreatici 
e delle vie biliari extra e intraepatiche, ascessi 
multipli del fegato,  cirrosi del fegato  e del pan-
creas <Arch. Ital. Sc. Med. Colon., v. 8 (12), 
Die., pp. 701-711, pis. 1-3, figs.  1-5. [Wm . ] 
S I NIG A G L I A , G I O R G I O . 
1911 a.—Osservazioni sul cimurro <Boll. Soc. 
Med.-Chir. Pavia, v. 24 (3), pp. 228-260, pis. 
[W®.] 
1912 a.—Osservazioni sul cimurro <Clin. Vet., 
Milano, v. 35 (10), 30 Maggio, pp. 421-446, 1 
pl., figs.  1-11. [W·.] 
S I N I T S I N , D M I T B I Ï F E O D O B O V I C H . [Синицын, 
Дмитрий Феодорович] [1871-1937] [Prof.  Zool., 
Univ. Moscow; Assoc. Zool., Zool. Div., U. S. 
Bureau Animal Indust.] [For sketch and port, 
see Calif.  Wool Grower, San Francisco, v. 5 (15), 
Apr. 9, 1929, pp. 1, 12, port.] [W\ Lib. Hall] 
[For  necrology see J. Parasitol., v. 23 (6), Dec., 
1937, pp. 578-579] [W®.] [For  necrology see 14. 
Ann. Rep. Los Angeles County Live Stock Dept. 
(1937-38), 1938, pp. 46-47.] [W®.] [See also 
Kessel, John Flenniken; and Sinitsin, Dmitri! 
Feodorovich.] 
1896 a.—Черви, эндопаразиты птицъ окрестнос-
тей г. Варшавы [Worms, endoparasites of 
birds in the vicinity of  Warsaw] [Russian text] 
CVarshavsk. Univ. Izvest. (2), 29 Fev., pp. 1 -
[22], pl. 1, figs.  1-14. [W\ W®.] 
1896 b.—Entoparasitische Würmer der Vögel aus 
der Umgegend von Warschau. [Abstract of 
1896 a] <Zool. Centralbl., Leipzig, v. 3 (9), 4 
Mai, pp. 317-318. [W®, W·.] 
1896 c.—Idem. [Abstract of  1896 a, by Max. 
Braun] <Centralbl. Bakteriol. 1. Abt., v. 20 
(2-3), 28 Juli, p. 107. [W-, W » . ] 
1897 a.—Черви, эндопаразиты птицъ окрест-
ностей г. Варшавы [Worms, endoparasites of 
birds in the vicinity of  Warsaw] [Russian text] 
<Rabot. Lab. Zool. Kab. Imp. Varshavsk. 
Univ. (1896), pp. 1-22, pl. 1, figs.  1-14. [Ur.j 
S I N I T S I N , D M I T R I ! F E O D O B O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1901 a.—Einige Beobachtungen über die Entwick-
lungsgeschichte von Distomum folium  Olf. 
Vorläufige  Mittheilung <Zool. Anz., Leipzig 
(657-658), v. 24, 25 Nov., pp. 689-694. [W·, 
W m . ] 
1902 a.—Idem. [Abstract by Max. Braun] 
<Zool. Centralbl.,*v. 91(11-12), 17 Juni, pp. 
359-360. [W®, W·.] 
1904 a.—Ueber einige neue und wenig bekannte 
Organe der digenetischen Trematoden <Zool. 
Anz., Leipzig (25), v. 27, 26 Juli, pp. 767-770, 
figs. a-e. [W», W m . ] 
1904 b.—Sense-organs in digenetic trematodes 
[Abstract of  1904 a] <J. Roy. Micr. Soc. (5), 
Oct., p. 532. [Wa. W'», W®.] 
1905 a.—Материалы по естественной исторш 
трематодъ. Дистомы рыбъ и лягушек окрест-
ностей Варшавы. 210 pp., pis. Α -B, 1-4. 
Varshava. [W».] 
1905 b.—Distomes of  fishes  and frogs  in the vicin-
ity of  Warsaw. Materials for  natural history 
of  trematodes . . . Translation by Myron Suss-
kind [of  pp. 1-68 of  1905 a] 76 typed leaves, 
bound with photostat copy of  pis. A-B, 1-4. 
pp. 200-207 [explanatory text] [Lib. Zool. Div.j 
1906 a.—Beiträge zur Naturgeschichte der Trema-
toden. Die Distomeen der Fische und Frösche 
der Umgebung von Warschau [Abstract of 
1905 a] <Zool. Centralbl., v. 13 (21), 13 Nov., 
pp. 681-689. [W», W·.] 
1907 a.—Idem. Die Fisch- und Froschdistomen 
der Warschauer Umgebung [Review of  1905 a] 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref.,  v. 39 (20-
22), 1 Mai, pp. 667-670. [W\ Wm.] 
1907 b.—Life-history  of trematodes of  fishes  and 
amphibians [Abstract of  1905 a] <J. Roy. 
Micr. Soc. (1), Feb., pp. 46-47. [W®, Wm, W·.] 
1907 c.—Observations sur les métamorphoses des 
trématodes <Arch. Zool. Expér. et Gén., v. 37, 
4. s-, v. 7 (2), Notes et Rev., pp. xxi-xxvii. 
[W®.] 
1908 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool. Jahresb., Vermes, 
p. 40. [W».] 
1909 a.—Studien über die Phylogenie der Trema-
toden. 1. Können die digenetischen Tremato-
den sich auf  ungeschlechtlichem Wege fortpflan-
zen? <Biol. Centralbl., v. 29 (21), 1 Nov., pp. 
664-682, figs. Α -C, pl. 6, figs.  1-13. [W».] 
1909 b.—Studien über die Phylogenie der Trema-
toden. 2. Bucephalus v. Baer und Cercaria 
ocellata de la Vali <Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 
94 (2), 14 Dez., pp. 299-325, pis. 9-10, figs.  1-29. 
[W».] 
1910 a.—Studien über die Phylogenie der Trema-
toden. 3. Cercaria plicata mihi und Tetracotyle 
Brandes als dimorphe Larven der Distomiden, 
nebst einer Hypothese über die Entstehung des 
Wirtswechsels bei den Trematoden. (EtíOdy 
po fìlogenii  trematod. О Cercaria plicata mihi 
i Tetracotyle Brandes, kak dimorfnykh  lichin-
kakh distomid, v sriäzi s voprosom o proiskhozh-
denii sinßny khoziàev u trematod) <Biol. 
Zhurnal, Moskva, v. 1 (2), 18-31 Mar., pp. 
106-144, 1 pl., figs.  1-17; (3), 1-14 June, pp. 
169-190, 1 pl.; Russian summary, pp. 191-193. 
[W®.] 
1911 a.—Partenogeneticheskoe pokoliènïe trema-
tod i ego potomstvo v chernomorskikh mollfQs-
kakh [The parthenogenetic generation of  the 
trematodes and their descendants in the Black 
Sea mollusks] [Russian text] <Mém. Acad. 
Imp. Sc. St.-Pétersb., Cl. Phys.-Math., 8. s., 
v. 30 (5), 127 pp., figs.  1-17, pis. 1-6, figs.  1-100. 
[W», W«.] 
1914Ta.—Neue Tatsachen über die Biologie der 
Fasciola hepatica L. <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Orig., v. 74 (3-4), 13 Juni, pp. 280-285, 
figs.  1-2. [W*.] 
1914 b.—Новыя данныя по бюлогш печеночной 
листвяницы (Fasciola  hepatica). [New data on 
the biology of  the liver fluke]  [Russian text] 
<Vet. Obozr., v. 16 (1), pp. 14-20, illus. [W®.j 
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1915 a.—Izbavish'sia ot vshei—ne zabolieesh 
tifom.  [Get rid of  lice—then you will not suffer 
from typhus]. 44 pp., figs.  1-9. Moskva. [Wv] 
1915 b.—ListvfSnitsa  (Fasciola hepatica L.) ν 
Moskovskoi gubernii. [Liver fluke  in the district 
of  Moscow], [Russian text] 42 pp., figs.  1-12. 
Moskva. [Wa.] 
1915 c.—Praktieheskoe rukovodstvo dim izsliedo-
vaniiâ i oprediëleniià parazitov cheloviêka i 
domashnikh zhivotnykh. Dliâ studentov, 
vrachei-medikov i veterinarnykh vrachei. Vy-
pusk I. Prostieishiia. [Practical manual for 
the study and identification  of  parasites of  man 
and domestic animals. For students, physi-
cians and veterinarians. Part. I. Protozoa]. 
174 pp., 1 1., figs.  1-110. Moskva. [Wv] 
1915 d.—Uspiëkhi parazitologii ν X X viëkië. [The 
advance of  parasitology in the 20th century]. 
1 1., pp. 1-17. Moskva. Reprinted from Vet. 
Obozr. [Wv] 
1920 a.—Neue Daten zur Biologie der Fasciola 
hepatica [Abstract of  1914 a] CJahresb. Leis-
tung. Vet.-Med. (1917), v. 37, pp. 66-67. [Wv] 
1924 a.—Opyty po vyrabotke ratsional'nykh meto-
dov bor'by s distomatozom ovets. (Erforschung 
der rationellen Bekämfungsmitteln  [sie] von 
Distomosis (Leberfäule)  bei Schaffen  [sie]) 
<Zapiski Belorussk. Gosudarstv. Inst. Sel'sk. 
Khoz. v. 2, pp. 1-13, 1 fig.; German summary, 
pp. 13-14. [Wv] 
1926 a.—Methods I have followed  in my research 
<J. Parasitol., v. 13 (1), Sept., pp. 84-86. 
[Wv] 
1929 a.—[Armadillidium vulgare an intermediate 
host for  Plagiorhynchus formosus  Van Cleave] 
[Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington Jan. 19] <J. Parasitol., v. 15 (4), June, 
p. 287. [Wv] 
1929 b.—Cercaria aurora sp. nov. [Abstract of  re-
port read before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, 
Oct. 20, 1928] <J. Parasitol., v. 15 (3) Mar., pp. 
221-222. [Wv] 
1929 c.—[Land-snails near Washington infested 
with several species of  larvae of  the family 
Harmostomidae] [Abstract of  report read before 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, Oct. 20, 1928] <J. 
Parasitol., v. 15 (3), Mar., p. 222. [Wv] 
1929 d.—A new species of Cercaria in a specimen 
of  Goniobasis rubicunda from California  [Ab-
stract of  report read before  Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, Oct. 20, 1928] <J. Parasitol., v. 
15 (3), Mar., p. 222. [Wv] 
1929 e.—[Parthenitae and Cercariae which appear 
to belong to Telorchis  robustus found  in the liver 
of  Polygyra thyroïdes] [Abstract of  report before 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, Nov. 17, 1928] <J. 
Parasitol., v. 15 (3), Mar., p. 222. [Wv] 
1929 f.—[Rediae  and Cercariae of Fasciola hepa-
tica found  in water snails, Galba bulimoides 
techella [Abstract of  report before  Helminth. 
Soc. Washington, Oct. 20, 1928] <J. Parasitol., 
v. 15 (3), Mar., p. 222. [Wv] 
1930 a.—[Contribution to the life  history of  the 
salmon-poisoning fluke  of  dogs, Nanophyetus 
salmincola (Chapín)] [Read before  Helminth. 
Soc. Washington, May 17] <J. Parasitol., v. 17 
(1), Sept., pp. 57-58. [Wv] 
1930 b.—Gastropodes, digenetic trematodes and 
vertebrates, as a biological serie [sic] [Abstract 
of  report before  11. Zool. Inter Gentes Conven-
tus, Pata vii, 4-11 Sept.] <Boll. Zool., Napoli, 
v. 1 (5), Set,, pp. 196-197. [Wv] 
1930 c.—A note on the life  history of  the large 
American fluke, Fasciola magna (Bassi) <Sci-
ence, n.s. (1863), v. 72, Sept. 12, pp. 273-274. 
[Wv] 
1930 d.—The origin of  Digenea [Abstract of  paper 
to be read at 6. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., 
Cleveland, Dec. 30-31, 1930-Jan. 1, 1931] <J. 
Parasitol., v. 17 (2), Dec., p. 115. [Wv] 
S I N I T S I N , D M I T R I Ï F E O D O R O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1930 e.—The origin of  genitalia in Digenea [Ab-
stract of  paper to be read at 6. Ann. Л1ее1. 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Cleveland, Dec. 30-31, 
1930-Jan. 1, 1931] <J. Parasitol., v. 17 (2), 
Dec., pp. 115-116. [Wv] 
1931 a.—Gastropodes, digenetic trematodes and 
vertebrates, as a biological series in the evolu-
tion of  organisms <Arch. Zool. Ital., Torino, v. 
16 (1-2), pp. 395-397. [Wv] 
1931 b.—A glimpse into the life  history of  the 
tapeworm of  sheep, Moniezia  expansa <J. 
Parasitol., v. 17 (4), June, pp. 223-227, 1 fig., 
pi. 21, figs.  1-6. [Wv] 
1931 c.—[A method of  making an imprint of  the 
cuticular spines of Fasciola in water-proof  ce-
ment [Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, Jan. 17] <J. Parasitol., v. 18 (1), 
Sept., p. 45. [Wv] 
1931 d.—Studien über die Phylogenie der Trema-
toden. IV. The life  histories of  Plagioporus  sili-
culus and Plagioporus  virens, with special refer-
ence to the origin of  Digenea <Ztschr. Wis-
sensch. Zool., v. 138 (3), Mai, pp. 409-456, 
figs.  1-15. [Wv] 
1931 e.—Studien über die Phylogenie der Trema-
toden. V. Revision of  Harmostominae in the 
light of  new facts  from their morphology and 
life  history <Ztschr. Parasitenk., v. 3 (4), 28. 
Aug., pp. 786-835, figs.  1-5, pis. 1-6, figs.  1-40. 
[Wa.] 
1932 a.—Complementary note to my observations 
on the life  history of  Moniezia  expansa (Pro-
gram and Abstr. 8. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Para-
sitol.) <J. Parasitol., v. 19 (2), Dec., p. 163. 
[Wv] 
1932 b.—Gastropodes, digenetic trematodes and 
vertebrates, as a biological series in the evolution 
of  organisms [Reprint of  1931 a] <Atti 11. Cong. 
Internaz. Zool. (Padova, 4-11 Set. 1930), v. 1, 
pp. 395-397. [Wv] 
1932 c.—Studien über die Phylogenie der Tremato-
den. VII. Regeneration in the digenetic trema-
todes <Biol. Zentralbl., v. 52 (2), pp. 117-120, 
figs.  1-3. [Wv] 
1933 a.—Studien über die Phylogenie der Trema-
toden. VI. The life  histories of  some American 
liver flukes  [English text] <Ztschr. Parasitenk., 
v. 6 (2), 23 Nov., pp. 170-191, figs.  1-23. [Wv] 
S I N I T S I N , L U D M I L L A . [18897-1932] 
1930 a.—[Lymnaeidae concerned in the distribu-
tion of  liver-fluke  disease] [Abstract of  report 
before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Apr. 19] 
<J. Parasitol., v. 17 (1), Sept., p. 54. [Wv] 
S I N I T S ' K I Ï , M . [ С И Н И Ц Ь К И Й , M . ] 
1930 a.—До вивчения бюлогн буряково1 не-
мадоди Heterodera  schachtii Schm. (То the 
study of  biology of  the beet-nematoid, Heterodera 
schachtii Schm.) [Ukrainian text; English sum-
mary] <Nauk. Zapiski Tsukrov. Promisi., v. 9 
(5-6), pp. 538-544, pis. [Wv] 
S I N N A T A M B Y , G B A C E R. [L. M. S . , Dept. Med., 
Ceylon Med. Coll., Colombo] See Fernando, 
Panagodage Bertram; D'Silva, Maurice; Stork, 
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(10), 5 Mar., p. 118. [W>] 
S I S T O , P I E T R O . [Dott.] 
1911 a.—Ricerche sull'anemia da anchilostoma. 
(Emolisi, deviazione del complemento, reazione 
meiostagmimica, febbre)  <Clin. Med. Ital., v. 
50 (9), pp. 533-552. [W™.] 
S I S T O H O N T Á N , E . [ D r . ] 
(1933 a).—Equinococia general <Pediatria Es-
pafi.,  v. 22, pp. 1-14. 
1933 b.—Equinocococia general [Abstract of  re-
port before Soc. Pediat. Madrid, Dee. 15, 1932] 
<Med . Ibera (794) an. 17, v. 27, v. 1, Jan. 28, 
pp. 139-140. [Wm.] 
1933 c.—Equinocococia general <Gac . Méd. 
Espafi.  (77), v . 7 (5), Feb., p. 304. [ Y a m . ] 
1935 a.—General echinococcosis [Abstract of 
1933 a] <Am. J. Dis. Child., v. 49 (1), Jan., 
p. 234. [ W » . ] 
S I S T E U N K , W A L T E R E L L I S . 
1910 a.—The treatment of  hookworm disease 
< N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 63 (4), Oct., pp. 
261-266. [Wm.] 
1911 a.—Intestinal parasites found  in individuals 
residing in the northwest. Frequent presence 
of  protozoa in patients who have never been in 
southern countries <J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 57 
(10), Nov. 4, pp. 1507-1509. [W».] 
SITA, (Mrs.) E. [Univ. Zool. Lab., Chepauk, Madras] 
1949 a.—The life-cycle  of  Moniliformis  monili-
formis (Bremser, 1811), Acanthocephala <Cur-
rent Sc., Bangalore, v. 18 (6), June, pp. 216-218, 
illus. [Wa.] 
S I T G E S , J U A N . [Ing. de Minas] 
1912 a.—Anquilostomiasis <Rev . Minera Metal, 
y Ingen. (2348), v. 63, s. C, v. 30, Apr. 16, pp. 
179-180; (2349), Apr. 24, pp. 194-196. [W«.J 
SITOWSKI, L. [Zakladu Zool. i Entom. Uniw. Poz-
nañskiego] 
1937 a.-^-Go¿dzik ogrodowy jako srodek leczniczy 
przeciw robakom kota. Oeillet-un remède contre 
les parasites intestinaux du chat (Die Gar-
tennelke ein Heilmittel gegen die Eingeweide-
würmer der Hauskatze) [German summary] 
<Wiadom. Wet. (203), Rok 19, v. 16, June, 
pp. 227-228. [Wa.] 
(1939 a).—Muellerius  (Strongylus)  capillaris chez 
le chevreuil dans le Pieniny <Rozpr. Biol., 
Lwôw, v. 16, pp. 75-80. 
1939 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Deuteehe Tierârztl 
Wchnschr., v. 47 (27), July 8, pp. 429, 430. 
[w·.] 
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SrrowsKi, I I . ; and R U N G E , S T A N I S L A W . 
1931 a.—Spiroptera microstoma Schneider w zo-
Igdku poronionego siedmiomiesiçeznego plodu 
koüskiego. (Spiroptera microstoma Schneider im 
Magen eines 7 Monate alten, verworfenen 
Pferdefötus  [German text] <Bull . Internat. 
Aead. Polon. Sc. et Lettres, Cracovie, CI. Sc. 
Math, et Nat., s. В : Sc. Nat. (II) , (1), Jan., 
pp. 63-68. [W·.] 
1931 b.—Spiroptera microstoma Schneider w zo-
Iqdku poronionego, siedmiomiesiçcznego plodu 
klaczy [Abstract of  report read Jan. 5] <Spra-
woz. Polsk. Akad. Umiej., v. 36 (1), Jan., p. 
20. [Chv] 
1931 с —Spiroptera microstoma Schneider dans 
l'estomac d'un embryon de cheval avorté à 7 
mois [Abstract of report read Jan. 5] <Acad. 
Polon. Sc. et Lett., Compt, Rend. Mens. Cl. 
Sc. Math, et Nat., Cracovie (1), Jan., pp. 6-7. 
[W«.] 
SITSEN, A . E . [Soerabaia] 
1913 a.—Merkwaardige complicaties bij amoeben-
dysenterie <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 
53, pp. 700-716. [ W - . ] 
1926 a.—Over complicaties van de amoebiasis van 
den darm <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 
66 (3), pp. 343-357. [W·, B " . ] 
1927 a,—Die Komplikationen der Darmamöbiasis 
und deren Ursachen <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-
Hyg., v . 31 (3), März, pp. 101-113. [Wv] 
S I T T M A N N , G E O R G . [ D r . ] 
1906 a.—Die Behandlung der Anämien. Klinischer 
Vortrag <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v . 32 
(52), 27 Dec., pp. 2105-2109. [W\ ff».] 
S Í Ü K O V , A . M . 
(1930 a).—Zur Symptomatologie der Trichinose 
[Russian text] <Vrach. Delo (19-20). 
1931 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Fortschr. Med., v· 
49 (11), 29 Mai, p. 449. [Wv] 
S I U N G , O . H . 
1950 a.—"Benadryl" in treatment of  oxyuriasis 
<Brit. Med. J. (4657) v. 1, Apr. 8, p. 822. 
[WM 
SIVAI.INGAM, V . [ M e d . L a b . C o l o m b o ] 
1939 a,—Malarial fevers  and their treatment <J . 
Ceylon Br. Brit. Med. Ass., v. 36 (3), May, 
pp. 157-180. M 
S I V A S A M B A N D A N , R . [Asst. Surg., Perlis] 
1928 a.—Multiple al ж cesses in the liver secondary 
to Ascaris infection  <Malayan Med. J., v. 3 
(2), June, p. 101. [Bnm] 
SIVASITHAMPABAM, C. [L.B.C.P., L.R.C.S., etc· 
D.M.O. , Badulla] 
1920 a.—A species of  Rhynchoporus as human in-
testinal parasite <J . Ceylon Br. Brit. Med. Ass., 
v. 17 (2), May-Aug. , p. 29. [W®.] 
SrvÉN, V. О. 
1904 a.—Om frossan  i Helsingfors i belysning af 
den moderna myggteorin <Finska Läk.-
Sällsk. Handl., v. 46 (2), 29 Feb., pp. 99-134, 
pl. 3. [ f f - . ] 
1901 b.—Ueber Malaria in Helsingfors mit Be-
zugnahme auf  die moderne Mückentheorie 
[Abstract of  1904 a] <München. Med. Wchn-
schr., v. 51 (16), 19 Apr., p. 723. [W*, ff».] 
S I V I E R I , G I U L I O . [Dott., Borgo S . Lorenzo] 
1929 a.—Due casi diagnosticati erroneamente 
per cenuro cerebrale <Clin. Vet., Milano, v. 52 
(6), Giugno, pp. 385-389; note by Gerosa, pp. 
389-390. [Wv] 
S Í V O R I , F . 
(1893 a).—El saguaypé y algunos otros parásitos. 
Tesis (Fac. Agronom, y Vet., La Plata). 
S I V O R I , F E D E R I C O . [ D r . , M é d . V e t . ] 
1896 a.—Bronco-neumonia estrongilosa del cerdo 
<An. Círc. Méd. Argent,, v. 19, pp. 675-681. 
[W»J 
1897 a.—Hemoglobinuria hernatosporidica (tris-
teza). Epizootia del ganado vacuno en la 
República Argentina <An. Círc. Méd. Argent., 
v. 20 (12), June 30, pp. 317-335. [ f f » J 
S I V O R I , F E D E R I C O — C o n t i n u e d . 
1902 a.—A propósito del mal de caderas < A n . 
Círc. Méd. Argent., v. 25 (9), Sept. 30, pp. 479-
480. [Wm.] 
S I V O R I , F R É D É R I C ; a n d L E C L E R , E M M A N U E L . 
1902 a.—Le surra américain ou mal de caderas 
<An. Min. Agrie., Buenos Aires, Sec. Zootec. 
[etc.], v. 1 (1), Oct., pp. 1-79, pis. 1 -7 , charts 
1-20. [Wv] 
S I V O R I , L U I G I ; C A F F A R E N A , D A R I O ; a n d C O R R A D I » 
R I C C A R D O . 
1913 a,—Sierrodiagnosi elmintiche condotte col 
metodo biologico della fissazione  del comple-
mento <Clin. Med. Ital., v. 52 (1), Genn., pp. 
2 3 - 2 5 . [W·" . ] 
S I V O R I , L U I G I ; C O R R A D I , R I C C A R D O ; a n d C A F F A R E N A , 
D A R I O . 
1911 a.—Sulla presenza di teniolisina nei sieri 
immuni da emulsioni teniose <Ann. 1st. Mara-
gliano Cura Tubero., v. 5 (1-2), Gen.-Apr. pp. 
97-103. [Wm.] 
1912 a.—Sierodiagnosi echinococciche condotte 
col metodo biologico della fissazione  del comple-
mento <Gazz. Osp., Milano (149), v. 33, 2. 
semestre, 12 Die., pp. 1561-1563. [ f f » J 
1913 a.—Antigeni ed anticorpi teniosi, nel siero di 
sangue di malati affetti  da tenia, dimostrati col 
metodo biologico <Ann. 1st, Maragliano Cura 
Tubero. (1912), v. 6 (3), pp. 245-248. [Wm.] 
1915 a,—Sierodiagnosi elmintiche condotte col 
metodo biologico della fissazione  del comple-
mento <Ann. 1st. Maragliano, v. 8 (1), Mar. 
10, pp. 30-32. [Wm.] 
S I V O R I , P . 
1939 a.—Acerca de 12 casos de lambliasis tratados 
con un nuevo derivado de la acridina [Abstract 
of  report before  Inst. Munie. Radiol, y Fisio-
terap., May 4] < R e v . Med. y Cien. Afin., v. 1 
(1), May 30, p. 66. [Wv] 
S I V O R Y , F . 
(1896? a).—Tuberculose intestinale fausse. Nod-
ules d'origine parasitaire < R e v . Vet., Buenos 
Aires. 
1896 b.—-Idem [Abstract] < E c h o Vét., v. 26, Oct., 
pp. 287-288. [Wm.] 
S I W A K , J . 
1931 a.—Ancyrocephalus vistulensis n. sp., nowy 
gatunek przywry, pasorzytujíjcy na sumie 
( Silurus giants L.) [Abstract of report _ read 
Nov. 9] <Sprawoz. Polsk. Akad. Ûmiej., v. 
36 (9), Nov. , p. 44. [Ch«.] 
1931 b.—Ancyrocephalus vistulensis n. sp., nou-
veau trématode, parasite de silure (Silurus 
glanis L.) [Abstract of report read Nov. 9] 
<Acad. Polon. Sc. et Lett., Compt. Rend. Mens. 
Cl. Se. Math, et Nat., Cracovie (9), Nov., pp. 
10-11. [Wv] 
1932 a,—Ancyrocephalus vistulensis sp. п., nowy 
gatunek przywry, pasorzytujqcy na sumie 
( Silurus glanis L ). (Ancyrocephalus vistulensis 
sp. п., un nouveau trématode, parasite du silure 
( Silums glanis L.)) [French text] <Bull . Inter-
nat. Acad. Polon. SE. et Lettres, Cracovie, Cl. 
Sc. Math, et Nat., s. B : Sc. Nat. (II) , (7-10), 
Juillet-Déc., 1931, pp. 669-679, figs. A - G , pl. 
42, figs.  1 -6 . [W·.] 
SIWAKÓWNA, J. See S i w a k , J. 
SIZARET, J. See Trénel; and Sizaret, J. 
S I Z E M O R E , P . D . 
1936 a.—Cercaria concavocorpa n.sp. < T r . Am. 
Mier. Soc., v . 55 (4), Oct., pp. 483-486, illus. 
[Wv] 
1936 b.—Note on Heronimus  chélydrae MacCallum 
< T r . Am. Micr. Soc., v. 55 (4), Oct., p. 487. 
[Wv] 
SIZEMSKIÏ, V . V . [ С и з е м с ш й , В . В . ] 
1908 a .—Два оперированныхъ случай множе-
ственнаго эхинококка брюшной полости съ 
исходомъ въ выздоровление [Operation on two 
cases of  multiple Echinococcus of  the abdomen 
with recovery] [Russian text] <Khirurgiia 
(135), v . 23, Mar., pp. 283-300. [Wm.] 
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SIZIAKOVA, E. N. [Сивякова, Ε . H.) See Skvortsov, 
Anatoliï Alekseevich; Smirnova, V. D.; and 
Siziàkova, E. Ν . 
Sizov, P. V. [Сизов, П. В.] [Inst. Etat Méd. 
Vét. U. R. S. S.] [See also Henry, Albert Charles 
Lucien; and Sizov, P. V.; and Railliet, Alcide; 
Henry, Albert Charles Lucien; and Sizov, P. V.] 
1914 a.—Quelques cas intéressants d'autopsies des 
volailles faites  aux halles centrales de Paris <1. 
Cong. Internat. Path. Comp. (Paris, 17-23 Oct.. 
1912), v. 2, Comp t. Rend., pp. 677-680. [Wm . ] 
1920 a.·—Энзоот1я сингамоза среди цыплятъ 
[Enzootie des Syngamus trachealis unter Küch-
lein] <Vestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 26 
(4), Feb. 15, col. 189-193, illus. [Wm . ] 
1920 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Jahresb. Leistung. 
Vet.-Med. (1917), v. 37, p. 70, 72-73. [W·.] 
(1926 a).—Affection  vermineuse de l'oviducte 
chez les poules (un grave infestation de Prostogo-
nimus [sic] dans un oviducte; premiers cas 
reconnus en Russie) CVestnik Sovrem. Vet. 
(9). 
1926 b.—Энзоотия глистного воспаленияяйце-
вода у кур. (Prosthogonimosis). (Eine Eier-
leiterentzündungsseuche bei Hühnern, durch 
Saugwürmer hervorgerufen  (Prosthogonimosis)) 
<Trudy Gosudarstv. Inst. Eksper. Vet., ν. 4 
(1), pp. 40-55, figs.  1-3. [W*.] 
1928 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Jahresb. Leistung. 
Vet.-Med (1927) v. 47, pt. 2, p. 1333. [W*.] 
1929 a.—Enzootie parasitaire de l'oviducte chez 
la poule (prosthogonimiase) <Rev. Gén. Méd. 
Vét. (455), v. 38, 15 Nov., pp. 651-656. [W».] 
S J B Ö R I N G , N I L S . [Dr., 1. Asst., Path. Inst., Lund, 
Schweden] 
1890 a.—Ein parasitärer protozoen-artiger Or-
ganismus in Carcinomen <Fortschr. Med., 
v. 8 (14), 15 Juli, pp. 529-542, pl. 4, figs.  1-14. 
[W», Wm] 
1890 b.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 8 (23), 27 Nov., pp. 731-732. [ff», W » , W·.] 
1897 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis einiger Protozoen 
<Ibidem, 1. Abt., v. 22 (22-23), 22 Dec., pp. 
675-684, figs.  1-8. [W», W·".] 
1900 a.—Ueber die Mikroorganismen in den 
Geschwülsten. Zweite Mittheilung Clbidem, 
v. 27 (4), 5 Feb., pp. 129-140, figs.  1-4. [W», 
W m . ] 
1900 b.—Microorganisms in tumours [Abstract 
of  1900 a] <Brit. Med. J. (2048), v. 1, Mar. 31 
Epit. Cur. Med. Lit., p. 52. [Wa, W · . ] 
1901 a.—Ueber Krebsparasiten < Verhandl. Deutsch 
Gesellsch. Chir., (30. Kong., 10-13 Apr.), pp 
751-769, pl. 7, 65 figs. [W m . ] 
1901 b.—Idem <Arch. Klin. Chir., v. 65 (1), pp 
93-111, pl. 2, 65 figs. [Wm.] 
1903 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 a] <Centralbl 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 14 (2), 10 Feb. 
p. 63. [Wa, Wm.] 
S J Ö B E C K , L A U R E N T T H . 
1830 a.—De statu verminoso. Diss. Pt. 2, pp. 
7-16. Londini Gothorum. [Wm.] 
S J Ö B E B G - K L A A V U , A G N E S H I L D E G A R D . [ 1 8 8 8 - ] 
[Dr. Med. Vet., Tierärztin, Närpes, Finnland] 
1919 a.—Nautaeläinten piroplasmosin vastusta-
minen <Finsk Vet.-Tidskr., v. 25 (11-12), p. 
227; note by "Toimitus," p. 228. [Wa.] 
1926 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Magen-Darm-
Parasiten des Rindes. (Vorläufige  Mitteilung) 
CTierärztl. Rundschau, v. 32 (1), 3 Jan., pp. 
9-10, figs.  1-3. [W«.] 
1926 b.—Die bei Rindein im Verdauungstraktus 
vorkommenden Nematoden. Ihre Diagnostik, 
klinisch-pathologischen Symptome und Therapie 
<Wien. Tierärztl. Monatschr., v. 13 (10-11), 
Okt.-Nov., pp. 513-569, pis. 1-20, figs.  1-113. 
[Wa.] 
(1926 с).—Die bei Rindern im Verdauungstraktus 
vorkommenden Nematoden. Wien (Wilhelm 
Baumüller). 
S J Ö B E R G , - K L A A V U , A G N E S H I L D E G A R D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1934 a.—Oin nematoder in matsmältningsorganen 
hos får  i Finland [German summary] <4. Nord. 
Vet.-Möt. (Helsingfors, 10-12 Juli, 1933), pp. 
981-996. [W».] 
S J Ö L U N D , J O H N K O N R A D . [1889- ] 
1917 a.—Några reflexioner  angående bedömningen 
af Cysticercus inermis hos nöt <Finsk. Vet.-
Tidskr., v. 23 (9-10), pp. 131-137. [Wa.] 
SJÖSTEDT, G. F. See Spinola, Wern. Th. Jos.; and 
Sjöstedt, G. F. 
S J Ö S T E D T , Y N G V E . 
1908 a.—Oestridae <Wissensch. Ergebn. Schwed. 
Zool Exped. Kilimandjaro, Meru Deutsch-
Ostafrikas 1905-06 (Sjöstedt), Abt. 10: Diptera 
[(2)], pp. 11-24, pis. 1-2. [W».] 
1910 a.—Oestridae <Wissensch. Ergebn. Schwed. 
Zool. Exped. Kilimandjaro, Meru Deutsch-Osta-
frikas 1905-06 (Sjöstedt), v. 2, Abt. 10: Diptera 
(2), pp. 11-24, pis. 1-2. [W·.] 
S J O L L E M A , B . 
1950 a.—Overdierziekten, veroorzaakt door het 
weiden op blijvend grasland en kunstweiden 
<Landbouwk. Tijdschr., v. 62 (6), June, pp. 
448-454. [Wa.] 
SJOLTE, I. P. [Asst. Dyrlaege, Vet.-og Landboh0js-
koles Afd.  Patol. Anat. og Aim. Patol., Copen-
hagen] 
1932 a.—Et tilfœlde af aneurysma paa Aorta abdo-
minalis med atrofi af hvirvelcorpora og Medulla 
spinalis (A case of  aneurysma aortae abdominalis, 
with atrophy of  the vertebrae and spinal cord) 
<Skand. Vet.-Tidskr., v. 22 (9), Sept., pp. 
478-488, figs.  1-2; English summary, pp. 487-
488. [Wa.] 
1945 a.—Lidt om sygdomstilstande hos dyr fra 
zoologiske haver <Maanedsskr. Dyrl., v. 57 
(5), Mar. 31, pp. 149-159. [Wa.] 
1947 a.—Toxoplasmosis canis <Skand. Vet.-
Tidskr., v. 37 (9), Sept., pp. 501-517, illus., pis. 
[Wa.] 
1948 a.—Toxoplasmosis canis <Acta Path, et 
Microbiol. Scand., v. 25 (1-2), pp. 210-214, 
illus., pi. [Wa.] 
S K A C H E V S K I Ï , V . P . ' [ С к а ч е в с к и й , В . I I . ] 
1911 а.—Клиническое значеше реакцш Wein-
berg'a въ распознавании эхинококка [Die 
klinische Bedeutung der Weinbergschen Reak-
tion für  die Diagnose des Echinokokkus] [Rus-
sian text] <Russk. Vrach, v. 10 (17), pp. 726-
765. [W«.] 
1911 b.—Idem [Abstract] < München Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 58 (48), Nov. 28, p. 2579. [W».] 
S K A D N I K , J Ó Z E F . See Skladnik, Józef. 
S K A I F E , S . H . 
1921 a.—On Braula caeca Nitzsch, a dipterous para-
site of  the honey bee <Tr. Roy. Soc. South 
Africa,  v. 10 (1), Aug. 30, pp. 41-48, figs.  1-11. 
[W-.] 
1922 a.—On Braula caeca Nitzsch, a dipterous para-
site of  the honey bee <Bee World, v. 4 (1), 
June, p. 19. [Wa.] 
1924 a .—-On Braula caeca Nitzsch, A dipterous 
parasite of  the honey bee [Abstract] <Tr. Roy. 
Soc. South Africa,  v. 12 (1), Dec., p. lxxxi. 
[W·.] 
S K A L Á K , V . [ D r . ] 
1924 a.—Echinococcus plie [Demonstration befor« 
Clenská Schuze Csl. Spolku Proti Tuberk. 
June 24] <Casop. Lék. Cesk., v. 63 (44), Nov 
1, p. 1617. [ W m . ] 
S K A L I Y , P E T E R ; a n d H A Y E S , W A Y L A N D J . (jr.). 
1949 a.—-The biology of  Liponyssus bacati (Hirst 
1913) (Acarina, Liponyssidae) <Am. J. Trop 
Med., v. 29 (5), Sept., pp. 759-772. [Wa.] 
S K A L L E R . [ D r . G ö r l i t z ] 
1898 a.—Casuistischer Beitra zur Kenntniss des 
Vorkommens von Trichomonas  vaginalis im 
Darmcanal des Menschen <Berl. Klin. Wchn-
schr., v 35 (25), June 20, pp. 551-554. [ f · . ] 
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S K A L L E E , F R I E D R I C H . [Diplomlandwirt, Kiel] 
1929 a.—Neue Wege zur Verhütung von Wurmer-
krankungen beim Schwein <Ztschr. Schweine-
zucht, v. 36 (4), 27 Jan., pp. 60-63, figs.  1-5 . 
[W«.] 
S K A L ' S K I Ì , A . К . [Скальский, А . К . ] 
1927 а .—Случай эхинококка caudae equinae 
[Ein Fall von Echinokokkus "caudae equinae"] 
[Russian text] COmsk. Med. Zhurnal, ν . 2 (2-3), 
pp. 101-106, illus. [ W m . ] 
1928 a.—Idem [Abstract] <J . Am. Med. Ass., ν 
91 (12), Sept. 22, p. 922. [W*.] 
SKAMSER, L. M . [Vet., Minnesota] 
1946 a.—Trichomoniasis CTurkey World, v. 21 
(12), Dec., pp. 86-88, illus. [W».] 
1947 a.—Coccidiosis in poults CTurkey World, 
v. 22 (3), Mar., pp. 84-86. [W».] 
S K A P I N K E R , S A M U E L . [Johannesburg, South Africa] 
1949 a.—Intestinal obstruction due to Ascaris 
<Brit . J. Surg. (145), v . 37, July, pp. 110-111, 
illus. [ W · . ] 
S K A P T A S O N , J . S . 
1950 a.—Effect  of  horn flies  on prairie cattle 
<18. Ann. Rep. Entom. Soc. Ontario (1949), 
pp. 46-50. [W».] 
S K A R , O L A V . 
1914 a.—Bekjaempelse av oksebremsen <Norsk 
Vet.-Tidsskr., v. 26 (7), 3 Juli, pp. 184-186. 
[W·.] 
S K A R B I L O V I C H , T A T G N A S E M E N O V N A . [ С к а р б и л о в и ч , 
Татяна Семеновна] [See also Sveshnikova, 
N. M . ; and Skarbilovich, Tatiana Semenovna; 
and Petrov, Aleksandr Mikhaflovich;  Dzhava-
dov, M . K. ; and Skarbilovich, Tatiana Seme-
novna; and Petrov, Aleksandr Mikhaïlovich; 
Losev, L. Α . ; Skarbilovich, Tatiana Semenova; 
and Krfflkova, Κ . Α . ; and Skrjabin, Konstantin 
Ivanovich; and Skarbilovich, Tatiana Seme-
novna] 
1934 a.—Sur la faune des Trichostrongylidae des 
chauves-souris <Ann. Parasitol., v. 12 (5), 1 
Sept., pp. 350-361, figs.  1 -8 . [W·.] 
1935 a.—Изучение биологии свободнбживущей 
личинки Ostertagia ostertagi и ^влияние 
внешних факторов на ее развитие (Étude de 
la biologie du stade larvaire du parasite Oster-
tagia ostertagi vivant en liberté et l'influence  des 
facteurs  extérieurs sur son évolution) [Russian 
text; French summary] < T r u d y Vsesoíüz. Inst. 
Gel'mint., v . 1, pp. 85-100, illus. (Sorila xiv, 
Vet., Gel'mint. (3)). [W».] 
(1938 a ) . — К изучению биологии Amidostomum 
anseris (Zeder, 1900), Возбудителя желудоч-
ноглистного заболевания гусей [Biology of 
Amidostomum ansem] [Russian text] < T r u d y 
Vsesoíüz. Inst. Gel'mint., v. 3, pp. 46-54, illus. 
[Photostat:  Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1939 a .—Методика изучения и тезника сбора 
материала по вредным нематодам растений 
(Methods and technique used in the study of 
plant parasitic nematodes) [Russian text] 
<Sborn. Rabot. Nematod. S. -X. Rasten., pp. 
223-235; English summary, p. 243, illus. [W·.] 
1940 a.—Нематодные болезни каучуконоса кок-
сагыза [Nematode diseases of  gum-bearing 
Kok-Saghiz] [Russian text] CDokl . Vsesoíüz. 
Akad. Sel'skokhoz. Nauk (23-24), pp. 47-49. 
[ W m . ] 
1942 a . — К изучению биологии свекловичной 
нематоды Heterodera  schachti [То the biology 
of  beet root nematode Heterodera  schachti] 
[Russian text] <Dok l . Vsesoíüz. Akad. Sel'-
skokhoz. Nauk (9-10), pp. 35-37. [W·.] 
1942 b.—Contribution to the study of  the biology 
of  the nematode Delafondia  vulgaris (Looss, 
1900) <Dokl . Akad. Nauk SSSR, n.s., an. 10, 
v. 36 (9), pp. 290-292. [W*.] 
1943 a.—Contribution to the reconstruction of  the 
taxonomy of  the trematodes of  the family 
Lecithodendriidae Odhner, 1911 <Dokl . Akad. 
Nauk SSSR, n.s., an. 11, v. 38 (7), Mar. 10, 
pp. 223-224. [W».] 
S K A R B I L O V I C H , T A T Î À N A S E M E N O V N A — C o n t i n u e d . 
1945 a.—Seasonal destrobilization in the cestode 
Mesocestoides  lineatus, parasitic of  [sic] silver-
black foxes  <Dokl . Akad. Nauk S S S R , n.s., 
an. 13, v. 46 (4), pp. 171-172. [W».J 
1945 b.—A contribution to the knowledge of  the 
biological cycle of  Capillaria mucronata (Molin, 
1858), a nematode of  the bladder of  sable, mar-
ten and mink <Dokl . Akad. Nauk S S S R , an. 
13, n.s., v. 48 (9), pp. 687-688. [W- , ] 
SKABBILOVITCH. See Skarb i l ov i ch . 
S K E A V I N G T O N , G E O B G E . [ V . S . , M . R . V . C . ] 
[n.d.].—The modern system of  farriery  [etc.]. 
vii + 527 pp., 15 pis. London & New York. 
[Wm.] 
1834 a.—On worm in the eye of  the horse CVeteri-
narian, London (76), v . 7, n. s. (16), Apr., pp. 
196-201. [W<s Wm.) 
S K E L D I N G , H E N R Y . [В. C., Surgeon, Bedford  County 
Hosp.] 
1907 a.—A case of  Bilharzia in a boy, aged eleven 
years <Brit . J. Child. Dis., v . 4 (10), Oct., pp. 
438-440. [Wm.] 
1908 a.—Bilharzia in a boy of  eleven [Abstract of 
1907 a] <J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 49 (23), Dec. 
7, p. 1958. [W·, Wm, W«.] 
S K E L L E R , E R I K . 
1948 a.—Trichinose i Kutdligssat [English sum-
mary] CUgesk. Lœger, v. 110 (21), May 20, pp. 
602-607, illus. [Wm.] 
S K E L L E Y , W I L L I A M C. [Animal Husbandman] 
1931 a.—The stomach worm, enemy of  sheep < N . 
Jersey Agrie., v . 13 (3), Mar., p. 3, 3 figs.  [W·.] 
1932 a.—Swine management CCircular (259), N. 
Jersey Agrie. Exper. Station, June, 32 pp., figs. 
1-9. [ W - . ] 
1934 a.—Sheep _ management CCircular (319), 
N. Jersey Agrie. Exper. Station, June, 16 pp., 
figs.  1-8 . [W»J 
1940 a.—Swine management <Circular (401), N. 
Jersey Agrie. Exper. Station, Nov. , 31 pp., illus., 
pl. [W·.] 
S K I A D A R E S E , S . 
(1881 a ) — Π e p i Τ ρ ι χ ι υ ά σ € ω ΐ < Γ a X r j u ò s , 
Ά θ ή α ΐ , V. 5, pp. 229-236 [Wm.] 
SKIBA. [Dr. M e d . Vet . , Hal le a. S.] 
1909 a.—Veränderungen des Blutes bei der Magen-
wurmseuche der Schafe  <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v . 25 (10), 11 März, pp. 197-198, 
1 fig.;  (13), 1 Apr., p. 242. [W», W « . ] 
S K I B I N S K Y , V O L C O . [Asst. Policlin. Oto-Rhino-
LaryngoL, Univ. Genèvel 
1925 a.—A propos d'un cas de kyste hydatique du 
poumon. Thèse méd. (Genève). 23 pp. Gèneve. 
[W®.] 
SKIBSTED, SV. [ V o r d i n g b o r g ] 
1945 a.—Om forekomsten  af  sarkosporidier 
<Maanedsskr. Dyrl., v . 57 (1), Jan. 10, pp. 
27-34. [W*.] 
S K I D M O H E , L O U I S V A L L I E R E S . [D.V.M., Dept . 
Animal Path, and Hyg.¡ Nebraska Agrio. Coll.] 
1924 a.—Intestinal coccidiosis of  sheep <J . Am. 
Vet. Med. Ass., ν . 64, n.s., v . 17 (5), Feb., pp. 
629-630. [W\] 
1929 a.—Note on a new species of  Coccidia from 
the pocket gopher (Geomys bursarius) (Shaw) 
<J . Parasitol., v. 15 (3), Mar., pp. 183-184, 
figs.  a -b . [W·.] 
1931 a.—Leucocytozoon smithi infection  in turkeys 
and its transmission by Simulium occidentale 
Townsend [Abstract of  paper to be read at 7. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., New Orleans, 
Dec. 29-31] <J . Parasitol., v . 18 (2), Dec. , p. 
130. [W».] 
1932 a.—Comparative study of acariasis of  the 
white rat (Rattus norvegicus form  albinus) (Pro-
gram and Abstr. 8. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Para-
sitol.) <J . Parasitol., v. 19 (2), Dec., p. 172. 
[W·.] 
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1932 b.-—Leucocytozoon smithi infection  in turkeys 
and its transmission by Simulium occidentale 
Townsend <Zentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt, 
Orig., v. 125 (5-6), 27 Aug., pp. 329-335, figs. 
1-4. [W«.] 
1932 c.—The transmission of  fowl  cholera to 
turkeys by the common house fly, Musca 
domestica Linn., with brief  notes on the viability 
of  fowl  cholera microorganisms <Cornell 
Vet., v. 22 (3), July, pp. 281-285. [Wa.] 
1932 d.—Trichostrongylus  colubriformis  (=  T. 
instabilis) in the jack rabbit (Lepus californiens 
melanotis) <J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 80, n. s., 
v. 33 (5), May, pp. 800-801. [W·.] 
1933 a.—Bovine Coccidia carriers [Program 9. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Boston, Dec. 28-30] 
<J. Parasitol., v. 20 (2), Dec., p. 126. [W"».] 
1934 a.—Acariasis of  the white rat (Rattus norvé-
giens form  albinus) <Canad. Entom., v. 66 (5), 
May, pp. 110-115, 1 fig.  [W·.] 
1934 b.—The incidence of  Coccidia in the common 
English sparrow (Passer  domesticus) [Program 
10. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Pittsburgh, 
Pa., Dec. 27-29] <J. Parasitol., v. 20 (6), Dec., 
p. 331. [W".] 
1943 a.—Well born is half  the battle in raising 
hogs <Nebraska Farmer, v. 85 (1), Jan. 9, 
pp. 22-23, illus. [W».] 
S K I D M O R E , L O U I S V A L L I E R E S ; a n d M C G R A T H , C H A S . 
В. 
1933 a.—Canine coccidiosis due to Eimeria canis 
<J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 82, n.s., v. 35 (4), 
Apr., pp. 627-629. [W4] 
S K I N K E R , M A R Y S C O T T . [ - 1 9 4 8 ] [Zool. Div., 
Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie.] [See 
also Dikmans, Gerard; and Skinker, Mary Scott] 
1930 a.—[Cystidicola  canadensis, a new species of 
nematode from fishes]  [Abstract of  report before 
Helminth. Soc. Wash., Dec. 21, 1929] <J. 
Parasitol., v. 16 (3), Mar., p. 167. [W>] 
1931 a.—Diphyllobothrium latum from bears in 
North America [Abstract of  report before  Hel-
minth. Soc. Wash., Maj* 16] <J. Parasitol., 
v. 18 (1), Sept., p. 55. [Wa.] 
1931 b.—A redescription of  Cystidicola stigmatura 
(Leidy), a nematode parasitic in the swim blad-
der of  salmonoid fishes,  and a description of  a 
new nematode genus CTr. Am. Micr. Soc., v. 
50 (4), Oct., pp. 372-379, pis. 41-42, figs.  1-8. 
[W».] 
1931 c.—Three new parasitic nematode worms 
<Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. (2890), v. 79, Art. 24, 
pp. 1-9, figs.  1-19. [W», W«.] 
1932 a.—An additional record of  Diphyllobothrium 
latum from bears in North America <J. Para-
sitol., v. 19 (1), Sept., p. 88. [Wa.] 
1932 b.—Comparative study of  Diphyllobothrium 
cordiceps and D. latum [Program and Abstr. 8. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol.] C J. Parasitol., 
v. 19 (2), Dec., p. 162. [Wa.] 
1932 c.—Cysticercus celhdosae in man <J. Para-
sitol., v. 19 (1), Sept., p. 84. [Wa.] 
1932 d.—Molineus  patens (Dujardin, 1845) Skrja-
bin and Schultz, 1926, collected in the United 
States <J. Parasitol., v. 19 (1), Sept., p. 91. 
[Wa.] 
1932 e.—A new host for  Duthiersia fimbriata 
<J. Parasitol., v. 19 (1), Sept., p. 84. [W*.] 
1934 a.—Cestodes of carnivora <George Washing-
ton Univ. Bull., Summaries Doct. Theses 
(1932-34), p. 77. [Wa.] 
1935 a.—Miscellaneous notes on cestodes <Proc. 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 2 (2), July, p. 68. 
[Issued July 31] [Wa.] 
1935 b.—A new species of  Oochoristica from a 
skunk <J . Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 25 (2), Feb. 15, 
pp. 59-65, figs.  1-3. [Wa.] 
1935 c.—A redescription of  Taenia  tenuicollis 
Rudolphi, 1819, and its larva, Cysticercus talpae 
Rudolphi, 1819 Paras i to logy , v. 27 (2), May. 
pp. 175-185, figs.  1-2. [Issued 29 June] [WA.] 
S K I N K E R , M A R Y S C O T T — C o n t i n u e d . 
1935 d.—Two new species of  tapeworms from 
carnivores and a redescription of  Taenia  laticolhs 
Rudolphi, 1819 <Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. (2980), 
v. 83, pp. 211-220, pis. 19-21. [W·.] 
S K I N N E R . [ D r . ] , 
1897 a.—[Demodex  folliculorum hominis] [Abstract 
of  report before Feldman Collect. Soc., Phila-
delphia, Apr. 13] <Entom. News, v. 8 (5), May, 
p. 115. [Wa.] 
SKINNER, A . H . [ M . D . Aberdeen] 
1911 a.—Infection  by Schistosomum japonicum 
<J. Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, v. 14 (9), 
May 1, pp. 129-133, 2 charts. [W».] 
S K I N N E R , B R U C E . [Lieut.-Col., Roy. Army Med. 
Corps] . 
1905 a.—Rats in relation to plague. 1 < B n t . 
Med. J. (2330), v. 2, Aug. 26, pp. 427-429. [W», 
W " . ] 
1905 b.— Idem. 2 Clbidem (2333), v. 2, Sept. 
16, pp. 622-625. [W», W·».] 
1905 c.—Idem. 3 <Ibidem (2337), v. 2, Oct. 14, 
pp. 926-928, 4 figs.  [Wa, Wm.] 
1905 d.—Idem. 4 Clbidem (2344), v. 2, Dec. 
2, pp. 1453-1454. [W·, W m . ] 
1905 е.—Idem [Abstract] < N . York Med. J. 
[etc.] (1412), v. 82 (26), Dec. 23, pp. 1341-1342. 
[Wa, Wm, W·.] 
1905 f.—The  relation of  animals and insects to 
disease in man [Abstract of  1905 b] <Vet. Ree. 
(900), v. 18, Oct. 7, pp. 246-247. [Wa, Wm.] 
1907 a.—Preliminary note upon ticks infesting 
rats suffering  from plague <Brit. Med. J. 
(2434), v. 2, Aug. 24, p. 457, [W», W · . ] 
1907 b.—Idem [Abstract] <BulL Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 5 (23), 15 Déc., p. 992. [Wa , W m . ] 
1909 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1907 a] CCentralbl. 
BakterioL, 1. Abt., Ref., v. 44 (1-2), 5 Juli, p. 
24. [Wa, Wm.] 
S K I N N E R , E . F . 
1920 a.—Lice as a cause of  ringworm [Letter to 
editor dated May 3] <Lancet, London (5045), 
v. 198, v. 1 (19), May 8, p. 1032. [W·.] 
S K I N N E R , G E O R G E A L F R E D . [1870- ] [M.D., 
Berkeley] 
1938 a.—Parasite tricks. I <Hygeia, Chicago, v. 
16 (3), Mar., pp. 231-233, illus. [W«.| 
1938 b.—Parasite tricks. II CHygeia, Chicago, 
v. 16 (4), Apr., pp. 348-350, 352, illus. [W».] 
1938 c.—Parasite tricks. III. No longer are the 
tropical diseases geographically confined.  The 
blood worms bear testimony that disease fol-
lows the main travel routes CHygeia, Chicago, 
v. 16 (5), May, pp. 414-416, 448, 470-471, illus. 
[Wa.] 
1938 d.—Parasite tricks: V. Once a pest, now a 
peril, the fly  is realized to be responsible for  the 
spread of  much disease CHygeia, Chicago, v. 16 
(7), July, pp. 611-613, 649, 669-671, illus. [W».] 
1938 e.—Parasite tricks: VI CHvgeia, Chicago, 
v. 16 (8), Aug., pp. 730-732, 758, illus. [Wa.] 
1938 f.—Parasite  tricks: VII. The loathsome louse, 
thriving on human misery, brings discomfort, 
danger and disease CHygeia, Chicago, v. 16 
(9), Sept., pp. 821-824, 861-862, illus. [Wa.] 
1938 g.—Parasite tricks. VIII. Tiny but treacher-
ous, the tick, once regarded merely as a nui-
sance, is now recognized as a menace to man and 
beast CHygeia, Chicago, v. 16 (10), Oct., pp. 
904-906, 941, 945, illus. [Wa.] 
1938 h.—Parasite tricks: IX . The mighty mite, 
the treacherous tarantula and the self  appointed 
black widow, who always "gets her man", are 
among the tricksters and tormentare described 
CHygeia, Chicago, v. 16 (11), Nov., pp. 1016-
1018, 1040-1044, illus. [Wa.] 
1938 i.—Parasite tricks: X . . . Venomous insects 
CHygeia, Chicago, v. 16 (12), Dec., pp. 1123-
1125, 1140-1141, illus. [Wa.] 
1940 a.—Parasitology in human medicine С Mis-
sissippi Valley Med. J., v. 62 (1), Jan. pp. 13-18, 
20. [Wm.] 
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1942 a.—Injects, ticks, and worms in human 
medicine. Fart I <Clin. Med., v. 49 (11), Nov., 
pp. 327-330, illus. [W».] 
1942 b.—Insects, ticks, and worms in human medi-
cine. Part II <Clin. Med., v. 49 (12), Dee., pp. 
372-374, 383, illus. [W·.] 
1943 a.—Fleas may spread disease <Evervbody's 
Health, v. 27 [i.e. 28] (4), Apr., pp. 4, 15, illus. 
[ W " J 
1944 a.—Leeches as possible disease vectors <Clin. 
Med., v. 51 (2), Feb., pp. 39-40. [W>.] 
1945 a.—Exotic diseases and returned veterans 
<Clin. Med., v. 52 (10), Oct., pp. 324-326. 
[W«.] 
S K I N N E R , G E O R G E H . 
1936 a.—Winter insects versus health <Hygeia, 
Chicago, v. 14 (11), Nov., pp. 993-996, illus. 
[W».] 
S K I N N E B , H . L . ; a n d S M I T H , R O B E R T R . 
1949 a.—Echinococcic cyst of  the liver <Virginia 
Med. Month. (1162), v. 76 (4), Apr., pp. 178-
181, illus. [W».] 
S K I N N E R , H E N R Y . [1861-1926] [For  necrology 
bibliography and port, see Entom. News, v. 37 
(8), Oct., 1926, pp. 225-249, 1 pi. (front)]  [W\] 
1904 a.—[Note on the endurance of  a tick] ^ E n -
tom. News, v. 15 (6), June, p. 186. [W«.] 
1909 a.—The relation of  house flies  to the spread 
of  disease [Abstract of  report before  Am. Soc. 
Trop. Med., Washington, D. C., Apr. 10] <Med. 
Ree., Ν . Y. (2009), v. 75 (19), May 8, p. 820. 
[W», W®, W·.] 
S K I N N E R , H E R B E R T . [Ph. C . , Consult. Pharm. Roy. 
North. Hosp.] 
1942 a.—The treatment of  scabies <Soap, Lon-
don, v. 15 (5), May, pp. 250-252. [Wa.] 
S K I N N E R , I . C. [M. D., Selma, Alabama] 
1904 a.—Hookworm disease in central Alabama, 
with report of  cases <Mobile Med. and S. J., 
v. 4 (1), Jan., pp. 37-42. [W- . ] 
SKINNER, J. S. [See also Youatt, William, 1843 a 
and 1845 a] 
1844 a.—Essay on the advantages to be derived 
from a more extended use of  oxen in the hus-
bandry of  the United States. (In  Clater, Fran-
cis. Every man his own cattle doctor. Phila-
delphia. pp. 143-167, 5 figs.)  [Wa.] 
S K I N N E R , J A M E S C . 
1948 a.—Neurologic complications of  trichinosis. 
Report of  two cases < N . England J. Med., v. 
238 (10), Mar. 4, pp. 317-319. [Wa.] 
S K I N N E R , J O H N H A R R I S O N . [1874- ] [Director] 
[1931 a] —Treatment of  lambs for  stomach worms 
<44. Ann. Rep. Purdue Univ. Agrie. Exper. 
Station (1930-31), pp. 58-59. [W·.] 
1932 a.—Treatment of  lambs for  stomach worms 
<45. Ann. Rep. Purdue Univ. Agrie. Exper. 
Station (1931-32), p. 61. [W».] 
S K I N N E R , M I L T O N P H I L O . [1879- ] [Roosevelt 
Field Naturalist] 
1924 a.—The American antelope in Yellowstone 
National Park. An account of  the life,  history 
and habits of  America's most unique animal. . . 
revised April 15. 32 pp., front.,  illus. (Roose-
velt Wild Life  Forest Experiment Station, Syra-
cuse, N. Y.) [Wa.] 
1928 a — T h e elk situation <J. Maram., v. 9 (4), 
Nov., pp. 309-317. [Issued Nov. 13] [Wa.] 
S K I N N E R , R O B E R T B. [Capt., Μ . C., U. S . Army, 
Gorgas Hosp., Canal Zone] 
1937 a.—Management of  the dysenteries in the 
tropics <Mil . Surgeon, v. 80 (3), Mar., pp. 201-
205. [Wa.] 
S K I N N E R , W . T . 
1891 a.—Worms in the auditory meatus [ f itter  to 
editor] <Med . News (988), v. 59 (25), Dec. 19, 
p. 722. [Wa, W m . l 
S K I P P E R , E R I C W A L T E R [ M . D . , M . R . C . P . ] ; a n d 
H A I N E , G E O F F R E Y L E O N A R D . 
1945 a.—Blackwater fever  in West Africa  <Brit. 
Med. J. (4392), Mar. 10, pp. 325-327. [W».J 
SKIPWITH, P. H. [Oxford,  Mississippi] 
1888 a.—Formula for  a buffalo  gnat application 
[letter to editor dated Aug. 30, 18S7] < Insect 
Life,  v. 1 (5), Nov., p. 143. [W».] 
S K I R V I N G , R . S C O T . See S c o t - S k i r v i n g , R . 
S K I T A R E L I C , B E N E D I C T . [M. C., Cumberland, Mary-
land] 
1947 a.—Fatal pediculicide poisoning (absorption 
through scalp) <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 134 (16), 
Aug. 16, pp. 1297-1298. [W».] 
S K J E R V E N , O D D . 
1948 a.—Sulphamezathine mot coccidiose has kyl-
1 inger <Norsk Vet.-Tidsskr., v. 60 (11), Nov., 
pp. 412-414. [W".] 
S K L A D N I K , J Ó Z E F . [1896- ] [Lab. Zool. et Para-
sitol. Fac. Vét., Univ. Varsovie] 
1935 a.—Sur la synonymie des quelques espèces de 
la sous-famille  des Trichoneminae <Ann. Para-
sitol., v. 13 (4), 1 Juillet, pp. 307-311, figs.  1-2. 
[W».] 
1935 b.—Trichoneminae u koni w Polsce. Tri" 
chonèmes chez le cheval en Pologne [Polish 
text: French summary] <Wiadom. Wet. (177), 
Rok 17, v. 14, Kwiecién, pp. 137-183, figs.  1-25. 
[Wa.] 
SKLAREK. [Dr. , Berlin] 
1897 a.-—[Eine unbeabsichtigte Bandwurmcur] 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 23 (3), 14 Jan., 
p. 46. [Wa, W«".] 
S K L A R E K , B P . U N O . [Berlin] See Ziemann, Hans, 
1932 a. 
S K L A R E N K O . See Shestopalov, N. Pomasanovski; 
and Sklarenko. 
SKLÍAROV, I . P . [ С к л я р о в , И . П . ] 
1926 a .— К вопросу о радикальном оперирова-
нии эхинококков брышной полости. [Radical 
operation in Echinococcus of  the abdomen] 
[Russian text] <Vrach. Delo, v. 9 (4), cols. 
319-321. [Wm.] 
SKLIFASOVSKIÏ, N . V . [ С к л и ф а с о в с ш й , H . В . ] 
1886 а.—Эхинококка, найденнаго у больнаго 
въ Москв-Ь [Echinococcosis found  in a sick 
patient in Moskva] [Russian text] <Izvest. 
Imp. Obsh. Lfflb.  Estestvozn. Moskva, v. 50, 
col. 96. [W·.] 
S K L J ^ N I K , W . S . 
1933 a —Echinococcuserkrankung der Gallenwege 
im Zusammenliang mit den Schwierigkeiten der 
Diagnose dieses Leidens <Frankfurt.  Ztschr. 
Path., v. 45 (2), pp. 238-289. [Wm.] 
S K L O W E R , A . 
(1930 a).—Zur Frage der Parasitenbefalls  der 
Schuppen und Spiegelkarpfen  <Mitt . Fisch-Ver. 
Prov. Brandenburg, v. 22, pp. 71-72. 
SKODA. [Prof.,  Wien] 
1864 a.—Hydatidengeschwulst der Leber <Allg. 
Wien. Med. Ztg., v. 9 (34), 23 Aug., pp. 265-267; 
(36), 6 Sept., pp. 282-283; (37), 13 Sept., pp. 291-
292; (40), 4 Oct., pp. 315-316; (41), 11 Oct., pp. 
322-323. [Wm.] 
1868 a.—Echinococcus lienis (geheilt durch Jodin-
jection) <Ibidem, v. 13 (19), 12 Mai, pp. 157-
158. [ W m . ] 
SKOMOROKHOV, A . L . [ С к о м о р о х о в , A . JI. ] 
1930 a.—Глистные болезни животных. Издание 
второе. [Helminth diseases of  animals] [Russian 
text] 2. ed. 21 pp., figs.  1 -8 . 21 cm. (Библио-
тека кольхозника-организатора. [Library for 
agricultural organizers]) Moskva, Leningrad. 
[Lib. Hall] 
1935 a.—Ветеринарная наука в США [The 
veterinary science in North America] [Russian 
text] <Problemy Zhivotnovod., v. 4 (6), June, 
pp. 109-116. [W".] 
S K O O G , A L L E N P. [Capt., U. S . Army] See Marble, 
Alexander; Skoog, Allen P.; and Bucholz, Donald 
J. 
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1943 a.—Норовые клещи p. Ornithodorus и 
биоценозы нор в южном Казахстане [Ornitho-
dorus ticks from burrows and the burrow bio-
cenoses in south Kazakhstan] [Russian text] 
<Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 12 (1), 
pp. 79-82. [Wa.] 
S K O R I K O V , A . S . [Скориковъ, A . C . ] 
1902 a.—О паразит^ стерляди—Cystoopsis aci-
penseris Wagn. [Ueber Cystoopsis acipenseris 
Wagn., den Parasit des Acipenser ruthenus] 
[Russian text] CVestnik Rybopromysh., v. 17 
(7), pp. 459-460. [W«.] 
1903 a.—Къ паразитологш осетровыхъ [On the 
parasitology of  sturgeons] [Russian text] «CVest-
nik Rybopromysh., v. 18 (1), pp. 63-83, pi. 
[W·.] 
1903 b.—Отчетъ о деятельности Волжской 
бюлогической станцш за 1902 годъ. Bericht 
ueber die Thätigkeit der Biologischen Wolga-
Station in Saratow während des Jahres 1902 
[Russian text] <Rabot. Volzhsk. Biol. Stantsii 
(1), pp. 1-18, illus., pis., map. [W°.] 
S K O R I K O V , A . S . ; B O L O K H O N T S E V , Ε . N . ; a n d M E Ï S -
N E R , V A L E R I A N I V A N O V I C H . 
1903 a.—Списокъ организмовъ найдрнныхъ 
Волжской биологической станщей въ районе 
ея д-Ьятелыгости и досел-!: определенных 
(1900-1902 гг.). Verzeichnis der Organismen 
welche im Arbeitsfelde  der Biologischen Wolga 
station in Saratow gefunden  wurden und bis 
jetzt bestimmt worden sind (1900-1902) CRa-
bot Volzhsk. Biol. Stantsii (1), pp. 19-47. [W*.] 
S K O R I K O W . See Skorikov. 
S K O R I N , I . E. [Скорин, И. E.] 
1943 a.—О восприимчивости свиных втей к 
вирусу сыпного тифа [On the susceptibility 
of  the swine lice to the virus of  the typhus exan-
thematicus] [Russian text] <Zhurnal Mikro-
biol., Epidemiol, i Immunobiol. (10-11), pp. 
82-85. [W».] 
SKORNÎÀKOV, fÀ.  M . [ С к о р н я к о в , Я . M . ] 
1947 а.—К вопросу изыскания лекарственных 
средств при чесотке овец в зимнее время 
[Treatment of  ovine scabies during winter] 
[Russian text] CVeterinariia, v. 24 (4), Apr., 
p. 16. [W».] 
S K O R O D U M O V . 
(1925 a) .—К вопросу об исследовании кала у 
домашних животных на яйца глист [Examina-
tion of  the feces  of  domestic animals for  worm 
eggs] [Russian text] <Vestnik Sovrem. Vet. 
(12). 
S K O R O D U M O V , A. M. See Ioff,  I. G.; and Skorodu-
mov, A. M. 
S K O R P I L , F E R D I N A N D . [Dr., Prag.] 
1936 a.—О askaridose jater [Czechostovakian text; 
French summary] <X asop. Lék. Cesk., v. 75 
(18-19), May 1, pp. 569-573, pl. [W™.] 
SKOSOBOVA, V . [ M o s k v a ] 
(1935 a).—Nochmals die Lamblien <Klin. Med., 
Moskva, v. 13, p. 731. 
1936 a.—Idem [Abstract] <München. Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 83 (2), Jan. 10, p. 73. [Wa.] 
S K O V , J E N S R A S M U S S E N . [1847- ] [Meddelelser 
fra Dyrlœge, Svendborg] 
1897 a.—Lungeorm hos Kvœget <Maanedsskr. 
Dy ri., v. 9, pp. 475-478. [W».] 
SKOVBJERG, E . [Dyr laege , 01 g o d ] 
1941 а.—Iagttagelser over Idbestrongylose og andre 
sygdomme hos faar [Observations on stomach 
strongyles and other diseases of  sheep] CMa-
anedsskr. Dyrl., v. 52 (22), Feb. 15, pp. 573-
5S6. [Wa.l 
SKREDSVIG, E. [Distriktsdyrl., Kyrksaeter0ra] 
1940 a.—Litt om Spolornibehandling hos hesten 
<Norsk Vet.-Tidsskr., v. 52 (6), June, pp. 263-
266. [Mi«.] 
1941 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Wien Tierärztl. 
Monatschr., v. 28 (1), Jan. 1, p. 24. [W».] 
SKRINNIK, A. N . See Skrynnik , A. N . 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H . [Скрябин, 
Константин Иванович] [1878- ] [For biog-
raphy, bibliography and port, see Shikhobalova, 
N. P.; and Isakova, О. V. Konstantin Ivanovich 
Skrjabin. Moskva, Leningrad, 1947, 83 pp.] 
[W0.] [For  biography and port, see Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 38 (47), Nov. 22, 1930, 
p. 755] [Wa.] [For  biography and port, see 
Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 14 (4), 
1945, pp. 3-8] [Wa.] [See also Ozerskaià, V. 
Ν . ; and Skrjabin, Konstantin Ivanovich; and 
Popov, P. P.; Nenlükov, D. V.; Markov, Alek-
sandr Aleksandrovich; and Skrjabin, Konstantin 
Ivanovich] 
1908 a.—Инвазия куръ, вызванная клещикомъ 
Laminosioptes gallinarum [Disease in chickens 
due to the tick, Laminosioptes gallinarum] [Rus-
sian text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg., 
v. 20 (2), Jan. 15, cols. 62-65, illus. [№•».] 
(1908 b).—Echinorhynchiasis диких ντοκ <Vet. 
Vrach, S. Peterburg (42), pp. 661-662, illus. 
1909 a.—Spiroptcra sentala oesophagea v pishchevo-
dlê koz [Spiroptera saltata in the oesophagus of 
goats] [Russian text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet., 
S.-Peterburg, v. 21 (23), 1 Dec., pp. 815-817. 
[Wm.] 
(1910 a).—Кишечно-глистная болезнь цыплят, 
вызванная Heterakis  perspicillum (Rud.,) 
<Trudy 2. Vseross. S'ezda Vet. Vrach. Moskve 
(3), pp. 843-847. 
1911 a.—Bilharziasis-глистное заболЬваше крови 
крупнаго рогатаго скота въ Туркестан!;. 
(Предварительное сообщеше) [Die* Bilharzia-
sis, eine Wurmkrankheit des Hornviehs in 
Turkestan] <Arkh. Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg, 
v. 41 (10), pp. 1167-1176, 2 pis., figs.  1-3. [Wa.] 
1911 b.—Helminthiasis kurinago tâïtsa [Hel-
minthiasis of  the chicken eggj [Russian text] 
<Vestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 23 (5), 1 
Mar., col. 304, 1 fig.  [Wm . ] 
1911 c .—К вопросу о зависимости патолого 
анатомической картины погажения печени 
при дистоматоз-Ь от вида паразитов [On the 
question of  the dependence of  the pathological-
anatomical appearance in the affection  of  the 
liver by distomata on the presence of  the para-
sites] [Russian text] CUchen. Zapiski Kazan. 
Vet. Inst., v. 28 (2), Mar. 20, pp. 225-227, 1 
pl. [W·.] 
1911 d.—Новый паразитъ желчнаго пузыря 
с'Ьрой вороны [A new parasite of  the gall 
bladder of  the grey crow] [Russian text] CVest-
nik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 23 (16), 15 Aug., 
col. 868. [Wm.] 
1911 е.—Обнаружеше Dicrocoelium lanccatum 
въ печени_ лошади [Ein Fall von Dicrocoelium 
lanceatum in der Leber vom Pferde] [Russian 
text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 23 
(13), 1 July, col. 701-702. [W-. ] 
1911 f. —Rlêdkïï sluchaï ekhinokokka trubchatykh 
kosteï u krupnago rog. skota [A rare form of 
Echinococcus in the long bones of  cattle] [Rus-
sian text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 
23 (6), 1 Marta, col. 348-349. [Wm.] 
1911 g.—Sclerostomiasis кишечника лошадей 
[Sclerostomiasis des Darmkanals der Pferde] 
[Russian text] CVet. Obozr., v. 13 (8), pp. 337-
338, pl. [Wm.] 
1911 h.—Новое о важности изучешя гельмин-
тологической фауны у животныхъ [New and 
important study of  helminth fauna  of  animals] 
[Russian text] CVet. Obozr., v. 13 (5), pp. 193-
196. [Wm.] 
1912 a.—Bilharziasis, eine Wurmerkrankung des 
Blutes beim Rinde im Turkestanschen Gebiete 
[Abstract of  1911 a] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Ref., v. 51 (IS), 22 Feb., p. 550. [W».] 
1912 b.—Ein Fallvon Dicrocoelium lanceatum in der 
beber vom Pferde [Abstract of  1911 e] CCen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 51 (18), 22 
Feb., p. 552. [Wa.] 
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1912 e.—Gelmintolopicheski® nablíüdenila. [Hel-
minthological observations] <Arkh. Vet. Nauk, 
S.-Peterburg, v. 42 (1), pp. 31-38, figs.  1-5. [W«.] 
1912 d.—Нов-Ьйпия работы по бильхарцюву 
челов-Ька π животныхъ (сборный реферать) 
[Newest work on bilharziosis of  man and animals 
(summary)] [Russian text] <Vestnik Obsh. 
Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 24 (13-14), col. 604-606. 
[W- . ] 
1912 е.—Объ организащи при Ветеринарной 
Лабораторш М. В. Д. кабинета глистныхъ 
бол-Ьзней [Concerning the organisation at the 
Veterinary Laboratory Μ . V. D. of  a section on 
helminth diseases] [Russian text] <Vestnik 
Obsh. Vet. S.-Peterburg, v. 24 (12), col. 533-539. 
[Wm.] 
1912 f.—Paraziticheskie  chervi ptits Turkestana. 
A. Trematodes. 1. Cem. Prosthogoniminae Lühe 
[Parasitic worms of  birds of  Turkestan. A. 
Trematodes. 1. Fam. Prosthogoniminae Lühe] 
[Russian text] <Arkb. Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg 
v. 42 (12), pp. 1270-1287, 2 pis, figs.  1-7. [W».] 
1912 g.—Sclerostomiasis des Darmkanals der 
Pferde [Abstract of  1911 g] <Jahresb. Vet.-
Med. (1911), v. 31, pp. I l l , 116. [W\] 
1913 a.—Blokhi chelovßka i domashnikh zhiv-
otnykh i ikh sanitarno-patologicheskoe znach-
enie (Fleas in man and domestic animals, and 
their sanitary and pathological significance) 
<Arkh. Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg, v. 43 (12), pp. 
1178-1194, pis. 1-3, figs.  1-18; pi. 4, 4 figs.  [W>.] 
1913 b.—Fischparasiten aus Turkestan. 1. Hiru-
dinea et Cestodaria <Arch. Naturg., Berlin, v. 
79, Abt. A (2), Juni, pp. 1-10, pis. 1-2, figs.  1-8. 
[ W a ] 
(1913 c).—Metorchis  pinguinicola nov. sp. Parazit 
zhelchnago puzyria pingvina [Metorchis  pingui-
nicola nov. sp., ein Parasit aus der Gallenblase 
des Pinguins] <Zhurnal Nauch. i Prakt. Vet. 
Med., v. 7 (1), pp. 18-31, 1 pl. 
1913 d.—Metorchis  pinguinicola nov. sp., ein Parasit 
aus der Gallenblase des Pinguins <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 67 (7), 23 Jan., pp. 
527-531, 1 fig. [W».] 
1913 e.—О лечешй дистоматоза по способу 
Raillet [sic] (Рефератъ—ивлечеше) [On the 
treatment of  distomatosis by the method of 
Railliet. (Abstract)] [Russian text] CVestnik 
Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 25 (17-18) Sept. 1, 
cols. 732-734, illus. [Wm.] 
1913 f.—Paraziticheskie  chervi ptits Turkestana 
<Arkh. Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg, v. 43 (4), pp. 
339-344, 1 pL, figs.  1-2. [Wa.] 
1913 g.—Schistosomum turkeslanicum nov. sp., ein 
neuer Parasit des Rindes aus Russisch-Turkes-
tan <Ztschr. Infektionskr.  Haustiere, v. 13 (7), 
5 Juli, pp. 457-468, pis. 15-16. [W·.] 
1913 h.—Tracheophilus  sisowi n. g. n. sp. Ein Beit-
rag zur Systematik der Gattung Typhlocoelum 
Stossich und der verwandten Formen <Cen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 69 (1-2), 3 
Mai, pp. 90-95, 1 pl., figs.  1-5. [Wa.] 
1913 i.—Vogeltrematoden aus Russisch Turkestan 
<Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., v. 35 (3), pp. 
351-38S, pis. 13-14, figs.  1-16. [W».] 
1913 j.—Zur Acanthocep halen-Fauna Russisch 
Turkestans. Acanthocephalen der Sumpfund 
Wasservögel <Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., v. 
35 (4), pp. 403-414, fig.  a, pis. 15-16, figs.  1-14. 
[W».] 
1914 a.—Beitrag zur Kenntnis einiger Vogelcesto-
den CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 75 
(1), 29 Aug., pp. 59-83, figs.  1-40. [W·.] 
(1914 b).—Lyperosomum filiforme  nov. sp. (Ma-
terialy k sistematike roda Lyperosomum Looss, 
1899) <Zhurnal Nauch. i Prakt. Vet. Med., v. 7 
(2), pp. 274-292, 5 figs. 
1914 е.—Tracheophilus  sisowi n. g. n. sp. Novil 
parazit_ domashnel utki [A new parasite in the 
domestic duck] <Uchen. Zapiski Kazan. Vet. 
Inst., ν , 31 (2), 25 Mar., pp. 115-128, 1 pl., figs. 
1-5. [W·.] 
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1914 d.—Vergleichende Charakteristik der Gat-
tungen Champmania Mont, und Schistometra 
Cholodk. CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., 
v. 73 (6), 25 Apr., pp. 397-405, pis. 1-2, figs. 
1-12. [Wa.] 
1914 е.—Vogelcestoden aus Russisch Turkestan 
<Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., v. 37 (5), pp. 
411-492, figs, a-d, pis. 16-27, figs.  1-81. [W».] 
1914 f. —Zwei neue Cestoden der Hausvögel 
<Ztschr. Infektionskr. .. . Haustiere, v. 15 (3-
4), 8 Mai, pp. 249-260, figs.  1-9. [Wa.] 
1914 g.—Zwei Vogelcestoden mit gleicher Scolexbe-
waffnung  und verschiedener Organisation^ (Hy-
menolepis collaris Batsch und Hymenolepis com-
pressa Linton) <CentralbL Bakteriol., 1. Abt., 
Orig., v. 74 (3-4), 13 Juni, pp. 275-279, figs.  1-7. 
[W».] 
1914 h.—Живая личинка лошадинаго овода въ 
желудк-Ь грача [Live larvae of  the horse-fly 
in tne stomach of  the rook] [Russian text] 
CVestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 26 (23), 
Dec. 1, cols. 1119-1121, illus. [W°>.] 
(1914 i).—Интересные представители Туркес-
танской гельминтофауны < Trudy 3. Vseross. 
S'ezda Vet. Vrach. Khar'kove, v. 1, pp. 475-483. 
(1914 j ) .—О возбудителе bilharziasis'a крупного 
рогатого скота в Туркестане < Trudy 3. 
Vseross. S'ezda Vet. Vrach. Khar'kove, pp. 
492-504. 
(1914 k) .—к вопросу о способе выхождения яиц 
из замкнутой матки у ленточных червей 
<Trudy 3. Vseross. S'ezda Vet. Vrach. Khar'-
kove, pp. 484—491. 
1915 a.—Contortospiculum nov. gen. Новый 
родь птичьихъ филяр1й [Contortospiculum 
nov. gen. Genre nouveau des filaires]  <Arkh. 
Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg., v. 45 (9), pp. 898-908, 
pis. [W*.] 
1915 b.—Contribution à la biologie d'un trématode: 
Lecithodendrium chilostomum (Mehl., 1831) 
CCompt. Rend. Soc. BioL, Paris, v. 78 (20), 31 
Déc., pp. 751-754, 1 fig.  [Wa.] 
1915 c.—Fil Uni turkestanskikh ptits. 1. Serrato-
spiculum turkestanicum n. gen. n. sp. 2. Diplo-
triaena tricuspis ï'edtschenko 1874 [Filaria in 
birds of  Turkestan] [Russian text] <Vestnik 
Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 27 (4), 15 Feb., pp. 
131-138, figs.  1-i. [Wm.] 
1915 d.—Hymenolepis fasciata  (Rud. 1809)—lento-
chnyï glist domashnfågo rus® (Anatomicheskalà 
kharakteristika) [Hymenolepis  fasciata,  the tape-
worm of  the domestic goose (Anatomical charac-
teristics)] [Russian text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet., 
S.-Peterburg, v. 27 (6-7), 15 Mar. - l Apr., pp. 
225-229, figs.  1-2. [W- , ] 
1915 e.—K biologi trematody Lecithodendrium 
chilostomum (MehL 1831) [On the biology of 
the trematode, Lecithodendrium chilostomum] 
[Russian text] <Vestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peter-
burg, v. 27 (11), 1 June, coL 409-412, 1 fig.  [ f f » . ] 
1915 f.— Къ казуистик-Ь уродств у ленточных 
червей [On the etiology of  teratologic tape-
worms] [Russian text] <Vestnik Obsh. Vet., 
S.-Peterburg, v. 27 (3), 1 Feb., col. 88-91, 2 
figs.  [Wm.] 
1915 g.—Odhneridla rossica nov. gen. n. sp.— 
Возбудитель печеночно-глистной болезни 
моржей. [Odhneridla  rossica n. g., n. sp., as 
the cause of a helminthiasis of  the liver m the 
walrus, Odobaenus rosTnarus]  [Russian text] 
<Arkh. Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg, v. 45 (11), 
pp. 1058-1064, 1 fig.  [Wa.] [Also  photostat 
copy of  typed MS.:  Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1915 h.—Oxyuris ovis nov. sp.—новый паразитъ 
овцы [Oxyuris ovis η. sp., a new parasite of 
sheep] [Russian text] <Arkh. Vet. Nauk, S.-
Peterburg, v. 45 (7), pp. 695-669, pl. [W·.] 
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1915 i.—Strongilidy myshechnago zheludka turke-
stanskikh ptits (Vidy roda Amidostomum Raill. 
et Henry 1909) [Strongylidae in the gizzard of 
birds of  Turkestan (Species of  the genus Amido-
stomum)] [Russian text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet., 
5.-Peterburg, v. 27 (18), 15 Sept., pp. 693-700, 
figs.  1-8. [W®.] 
1915 j.—Syngamus'y turkestanskikh ptits [Syn-
eamus in birds of  Turkestan] [Russian text] 
CVestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 27 (17), 1 
Sept., pp. 645-658, figs.  1-5. [ f f · , ] 
1915 k.—Trematody uralskikh ptits (Trématodes 
des oiseaux de l'Oural) [Russian text] pp. 395-
417 (23 pp.), pis. 6-7, 6 figs. Petrograd. [Ad-
vance separate of  1916 h] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1916 a.—К kharakteristikiè Ascaridia cylindrica— 
vozbuditel® kishechno-glistnoï boliêzni glukhareï 
[Characteristics of  Ascaridia cylindrica, the agent 
causing intestinal parasitism in the moor-hen] 
[Russian text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peter-
burg, v. 28 (11-12), 1 June, pp. 432-435, 1 fig. 
[W®.] 
1916 b .—К kharakteristikiè gel'mintofauny  do-
mashnikh zhivotnykh Turkestana. Diss. 96 
pp., pis. 1-5, figs.  1-33. für'ev. [W*.] 
1916 с.—Матер1алы по гельминтофаун-Ь Пара-
гвай. I. Нематоды. (Contribution à l'étude de 
la faune  helminthologique du Paraguay. I. 
Nématodes) [Russian text] С Zool. Vestnik, 
v. 1 (4), pp. 705-757, 2 figs., pis. 24-25, figs. 
1-27; French summary, pp. 736-757. [W·.] 
1916 d.—Nématodes des oiseaux du Turkestan 
russe CEzhegodnik Zool. Muz. Imp. Akad. 
Nauk, Petrograd (1915), v. 20, Mém., pp. 457-
557, figs.  1-58, pl. 8, figs.  40, 41, 54, 59. [W».] 
1916 e.—Къ характеристик^ птичьихъ нематодъ 
рода Streptocara [On the characteristics of 
bird nematodes of  the genus Streptocara] [Rus-
sian text] CArkh. Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg, v. 
46 (7), pp. 883-900, pis. [W».] 
[1916? f].— Параэитичесше Trematodes и Nema-
todes, собранные экспедищей Проф. В. А. 
Догеля и И. И. Соколова въ Британской 
Восточной Αφρπκΐ и Уганд-Ь (Parasitic tre-
raatodes and nematodes collected by the expedi-
tion of Prof. V. Dogiel and I. Sokolov in British 
East Africa)  [Russian text] CNauch. Rezul't. 
Zool. Eksped. (V. A. Dogiel i I. I. Sokolov) 
Brit. Vost. Afriku i Ugandu, 1914, v. 1, art. 4, 
157 pp., figs. Α -C , pis. 1-10, figs.  1-82; English 
text, pp. 99-157. [Wa.] 
1916 g.—Seuratia n. g., nouveau genre de néma-
todes d'oiseaux CCompt. Rend. Soc. BioL, Paris, 
v. 79 (18), 18 Nov., pp. 971-973. [W\] 
1916 h.—Trematody uralskikh ptits (Trematodes 
des oiseaux de l'Oural) [Russian text] CEzhe-
godnik Zool. Muz. Imp. Akad. Nauk, Petrograd 
(1915), v. 20, Mém., pp. 395-417, pis. 6-7, figs. 
1-6. [W*·] 
(1916 i).—Зоологическая характеристика видов 
рода Crenosoma Molin, 1860 CZhurnal Nauch. 
i Prakt. Vet. Med., v. 9, pp. 138-147. 
1917 a.—Aprocta microanalis nov. sp., nouvelle 
filaire des yeux d'oiseaux CCompt. Rend. Soc. 
Biol., Paris, v. 80 (6), 17 Mars, pp. 303-306, figs. 
1-3. [Wa.] 
1917 b.—Sur quelques nematodes des oiseaux de la 
Russie CParasitology, v. 9 (4), July 27, pp. 460-
481, fig.  1, pis. 18-19, figs.  1-19. [W".] 
1917 c.—Loa extraocularis nov. sp., parasite nou-
veau de l'oeil de l'homme CCompt. Rend. Soc. 
Biol., Paris, v. 80 (15), 28 Juillet, pp. 759-762, 
figs.  1-3. [Wa.] 
1917 d.—Materialy k monografia ptich'ikh nema-
tod. 1. К kharakteristikie nematod roda Aprocta 
Linst. 1883. (Matériaux pour servir à une mono-
graphie des nématodes d'oiseaux. 1. Contribu-
tions à la connaissance du genre Aprocta Linst. 
1883) CEzhegodnik Zool. Muz. Akad. Nauk, 
Petrograd (1916), v. 21, pp. 117-129, figs.  1-2, pl. 
6, figs.'1-6. [W».] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
(1917 e).—Желудочные овода [Bot-fly]  [Russian 
text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg. 
(1917 f).— К poznaniíü glistnykh zabolevanii neko" 
torykh ryb Rossii C Arkh. Vet. Nauk, S.-Peter-
burg, pp. 522-543, pis. 1-5, figs.  1-10. 
(1917 g).—Stéphanurose des pores CArkh. Vet. 
Nauk., S.-Peterburg (1-2), pp. 24-31. 
(1917 h).—Характеристика нематод семейства 
Gnathostomidae Raill., 1895 CZhurnal Nauch. 
i Prakt. Vet. Med., v. 9 (2), pp. 65-86. 
(1917 i).—Успехи гельминтологии в 1915 г. 1. 
Trematodes CArkh. Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg 
(3-5), pp. 310-316. 
(1917 j).—Паразитические черви домашних 
птиц. Ленточные глисты CArkh. Vet. Nauk, 
S.-Peterburg (6-8), pp. 382-468. 
1919 a.—PervaS Azovsko-Donska® gelmintolo-
gicheska® ekspeditsilä. (Kratkiï ocherk nau-
chnykh eia rezultatov) [Die erste Asow-Donsche 
helmintologische Expedition] [German sum-
mary] Clzvest. Donsk. Vet. Inst·., v. 1 (1), pp. 
1-10. [Wa.] 
(1919]b).—Трематоды фабрициевой сумки Дон-
ских птиц [Trematodes from the bursa fabricii 
of  birds in the Don Region] CTrudy Obsh. 
Vet. Vrachei Vsevelik. Voiska Donsk., Novo-
cherkassk (1), pp. 15-29, 1 pl., figs.  1-3. 
1920 a.—Nematody domashnikh ptits. Nièskolko 
vstupitelnykh slov [Nematodes of  domestic 
fowls.  Several introductory remarks] Clzvest. 
Donsk. Vet. Inst. (1919), v. 1 (2), pp. 1-32. [W«.] 
1920 b.—Nematody domashnikh ptits (Prodol-
zhenie) Clzvest. Donsk. Vet. Inst., v. 2 (1-2), 
pp. 13-71, 4 figs.,  1 pl., figs. Α -C. [Wa.] 
1920 _c.—Trematody paragvaiskikh zmiei. (Ma-
terialy k poznanifQ  gelmintofaunyTparagvaia) 
Clzvest. Donsk. Vet. Inst. (1919), v. 1 (2), pp. 
6-11. [Wa.] 
1920 d.—Vtora® Azovsko-Donska® gelmintolo-
gicheska® ekspediteiffi.  10 VII—15 VIII 1919 
goda Clzvest. Donsk. Vet. Inst. (1919), v. 1 (2), 
pp. 1-18. [Wa.] 
1920 e.—T retía Azovsko-Donska® gelmintolo-
gicheska® ekspediteiffi.  23 Χ—19 X I 1919 goda 
Clzvest. Donsk. Vet. Inst. (1919), v. 1 (2), pp. 
1-9, 1 map. [W».] 
1921 a.—Gelmintologicheskiffi zemlètki Clzvest. 
Donsk. Vet. Inst., v. 3 (1) pp. 1-7, 1 pl., 3 figs. 
[W«.] 
1921 b.—Hartertia  zakharowi n. sp. Nova® nema· 
toda kishechnika ptits Clzvest. Donsk. Vet. 
Inst., v. 3 (1), pp. 8-11. [Wa.] 
1921 c.—Kpoznaniiîl paraziticheskikh cherveï Nov-
gorodskoi gybernii. (Materialy po gelminto-
geografii  Rossii) Clzvest. Donsk. Vet. Inst., v. 
3 (1), pp. 12-15. [Wa.] 
1921 d.—La stéphanurose des porcs et son agent 
С Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 14 (1), pp. 47-54. 
[W·.] 
(1921 e.)—Die vierte russische helminthologische Ex-
pedition ins Dongebiet (russisch) CVet. Vièst-
nik, Moskau (2). 
1922 a.—Materialy k monografia ptichikh nema-
tod. II. Rod Thelazia Boso 1819 [Matériaux 
pour servir à une monographie des Nématodes 
d'oiseaux. II. Le genre Thelazia Boso 1819] 
CEzhegodnik Zool. Muz. Ross. Akad. Nauk. 
(1917-1921), pp. 236-246, figs.  1-4, pis. 1-2, figs. 
1-5. [W».] 
1922 b.—Mitteilungen über vier russische hel-
minthologische Expeditionen in dem Dongebiet 
1919-1920 CArch. Schiffs-u.  Tropen-Hyg., v. 26 
<ß), Juli, pp. 176-178. [W».] 
(1922 c ) .—К истории гельминтологии в Руссии. 
(Задачи и деятельность гельминтологическо-
го отделения Гос. института эксперименталь-
ной ветеринарии С Vet. VIèstnik, Moskau (2), 
pp. 16-23. 
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1923 a.—Пятая Российская гельминтологиче-
ская Экспедиция в Туркестанский край 
2 8 / V I - I I / X I 1921 г. [The Fifth  Russian Hel-
niinthological Expedition to Turkestan 2 8 / V I -
I I / X I 1921] [Russian text] CTrudy Gosudarstv. 
Inst. Eksper. Vet., v. 1 (1), pp. 12-47. [Wv] 
(1923· b) .—Etudy po izucheniiü paraziticheskikh 
cherveï plotoiadnykh. I. Novyi lentochnyi glist 
sobaki. Dipylidium rossicum n. sp. (K poznaniiO 
Gelmintofauny  Rossii) <Arkh. Nauch. i Prakt. 
Vet., v. 1 (1), pp. 20-27, illus. 
1923 c.—Idem [Abstract] [Studien zur Erforsch-
ung der parasitischen Würmer der Raubtiere. I. 
Ein neuer Hundebandwurm. Dipylidium rossi-
cum n. sp. Zur Kenntnis der Helminthenfauna 
Russlands] <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 39 
(45), 8 Nov., p. 4SI. [W».] 
1923 d .—Этюды по изучению паразитических 
червей плотоядных. I I - I V [Studies in research 
on the parasitic worms of  carnivores. I I - IV] 
[Russian text] CTrudv Gosudarstv. Inst. Ek-
sper. Vet., v. 1 (1), pp. 67-71, 1 fig.  [W».] 
1923 e.—Etffidy  po izuchenifü ptich'ikh filiarii 
Rossii. (Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Vogelfilarien 
Russlands) <Vest,nik Mikrobiol. i Epidemiol., v. 
2 (1-2), pp. 27-33, pl. 1, figs.  1 -8 ; German sum-
mary, pp. 90-91. [Wv] 
1923 f.—Hartertia  zakharowi n. sp. Nowaja nema-
toda kischetschnika Lanius minor L. (Materialy 
k posnaniju gelmintofauny  ptiz Rossii) [Harter -
tia zakharowi η. sp.—Ein neuer Nematode aus 
dem Darm von Lanius minor L. Beiträge zur 
Kenntnis der Helminthenfauna  der Vögel Russ-
lands] [Abstract of  1921 b] <Berl . Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 39 (45), 8 Nov., p. 481. [Wv] 
1923 g.—Hastospiculum varani n. gen. n. sp. 
новая филярия рептилий. (К познанию гель-
минтофауны России) (Hastospiculum varani η. 
gen. η . sp. Eine neue Filaria der Reptilien) 
[Russian text] <Russk. Zhurnal Trop. Med. 
(1), pp. 40-44, 1 pl.; German summary, p. 57. 
[Mr».] [Also  photostat copy. Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1923 h.—Materialy k monografij  ptitschich noma-
toci. II. Rod. Thelazia. Bosc. 1819 [Abstract of 
1922 a] <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 39 (26), 
28 Juni, p. 300. [Wv] 
1923 i.—Nematody domaschnich ptiz. Opyt mono-
grafitscheskoi  rasrabotki. 1. Kruglyje tscherwi 
kurizy, indjeki, zjesarki, pawlina i golubja [Ab-
stract of  1920 a] <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 
39 (26), 28 Juni, pp. 297-299. [Wv] 
1923 j.—Philometra rischta mihi, eine interessante 
Fischfilaria aus Sibirien <Russk. Gidrobiol. 
Zhurnal, v. 2 (11-12), Nov. -Dec . , pp. 236-240, 
fig.  1. [W».] 
1923 k.—Трематоды домашних птиц. (Опыт 
монографической обработки) [Trematoden der 
Hausvögel] CTrudy Gosudarstv. Inst. Eksper. 
Vet., v. 1 (2), pp. 193-256, 4 figs. [W·.] 
1923 1.—Trematody paragwaiskich smeji. Ma-
terialv k posnaniju gelmintofauny  paragwaja 
[Abstract of 1920 c] <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., 
v . 39 (26), 28 Juni, p. 296. [Wv] 
1923 m.—Paraziticheskie nematodes presnovodnoï 
fauny  Evropeïskoï i, otchasti, Aziatskol Rossii. 
[Parasitic nematodes of  the freshwater  fauna  of 
European and, in part, of  Asiatic Russia] [Rus-
sian text] (In  Zernov, S. Α . ; Kol'tsov, N. K. ; 
and Meïsner, V. I. Presnovodnaia fauna Evro-
peïskoï Rossii. Vypusk II.) 98, xxx, iii pp., 
pis. 1—[20]. Moskva. [Wv] 
1923 n.—Гельминтология и медицина [Helmin-
thology and medicine] [Russian text] <Mosk . 
Med. Zhurnal, v. 3 (1-2), pp. 1-6. [W™.] 
1923 o.·—Stephanurosis swinjej i jego wosbuditelj. 
Materialy k posnaniju inwasionnych l>oljesnej 
swinjej [Abstract of  1917 gj <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 39 (26), 28 Juni, p. 300. [Wv] 
(1923 p) .—Симбиоз и паразитизм в природе. 
Введение в изучение биологических основ 
паразитологии. 205 pp., illus. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
(1923 q).—Паразитические черви собак Донской 
области <Nauch . Izvest. Smolensk. Gosu-
darstv. Univ. , v . 1, pp. 56-59. 
(1923 r) .—Глистные заболевания овец в свете 
современных представлений <Sherst. Delo 
(10-12), pp. 100-109. 
(1923 s) .—Успехи экспериментельной гельмин-
тологии <Usp . Eksper. Biol . , v . 1 (3-4) , 
pp. 1-15. 
1924 а.—Научные результаты гельминтологи-
ческого обследования Армении (Des résultats 
scientifiques  de l'exploration helminthologique 
de l'Arménie) CTrudy Trop. Inst. Armenii, 
v. 1, pp. 9-11; Armenian summary, pp. 7-11 
[in Armenian suppl.]; French summary, pp. 
2 - 3 [in French, suppl.j [W8 . ] 
1924 b .—Трематоды Emys orbicularis долины 
реки Аракса (Les trematodes d'Emys orbicu-
laris de la vallée d'Arax) CTrudy Trop. Inst. 
Armenii, v. 1, pp. 34-40, 1 fig.;  Armenian sum-
mary, pp. 18-20 [in Armenian suppl.]; French 
summary, pp. 12-13 [in French suppl.] [Wv] 
1924 c . — К фауне паразитических червей стер-
лядей Волжского бассейна [Ueber die Para-
sitenfauna  (Vermes) des Sterlets in Wolga-
bassin] [Russian text; German summary] 
<Russk. Gidrobiol. Zhurnal, v. 3 (3-5), M a r . -
Mai, pp. 60-68, fig.  [Wv] 
1924 d .—Этюды по изучению паразитических 
червей птиц России < T r u d y Gosudarstv. Inst. 
Eksper. Vet., v . 2 (1), pp. 149-157, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
1924 e .—К faune paraziticheskikh cherveï pustyn i 
stepeï Turkestana. (Materialy po geogelminto-
logii) [Zur Fauna der Eingeweidewürmer in den 
Wüsten und Steppen Turkestans] <Trudy Go-
sudarstv. Inst. Eksper. Vet., v. 2 (1), pp. 78-91, 
figs.  1-10. [W».] 
1924 f. —Nierentrematoden der Vögel Russlands 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 2. Abt., v. 62 (1-6), 15 
Juli, pp. 80-90, figs.  1-6. [W».] 
1924 g.—Progynopylidium nölleri nov. gen., nov. 
spec., ein neuer Bandwurm der Katze <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 40 (32), 8 Aug., pp. 420-
422, figs.  1-3. [Wv] 
1924 h.—Sur le genre Metastrongylus Molin, 1861 
<Compt . Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 90 (16), 
16 Mai, pp. 1215-1216. [Wv] 
1924 i.—Zur Charakteristik der Wurminvasion bei 
Hunden und Katzen des Dongebietes. (Zur 
Kenntnis der Helminthenfauna  Russlands.) 
(Vorläufige  Mitteilung) <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v . 40 (20), 15 Mai, pp. 257-259. [Wv] 
(1924 j ) .—Паразитические черви свиней и их 
патогенное значение < T r u d y Sibirsk. Vet. 
Inst., (6), pp. 133-144. 
(1924 k ) .— Роль аскарид в патологии лошади 
в свете современных представлений <Prakt . 
Vet., Moskva, (9-10), pp. 3 -23. 
1925 a.—Новая трематода из трахеи птиц (A new 
trematodes [sic] from tracheae of  birds) <Russk. 
. Zhurnal Trop. Med., [v. 3] (1-3), pp. 61-64, 1 
fig.;  English summary, p. 74. [Wv] 
1925 b.-—Paraziticheskie chervi svinei i ikh pato-
gennoe znachenie <Uchen. Trudy Sibirsk. Vet. 
Inst., (6), Avgust, pp. 133-144. [Wv] 
1925 c .—Работа экспедиции по изучению глист-
ных заболеваний горнорабочих Донбасса (The 
results of  expedition to the study of  helminthya-
sis [sic] diseases in coalminers [sic] in Don 
miners districtes [sic] (Preliminary reports)) 
<Russk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., [v. 3] (1-3), 
pp. 57-60; English summary, p. 73. [Wv] 
1925 d.—Sur les trérnatodes d'Emys  orbicularis L. 
<Ann. Parasitol., v. 3 (3), Juillet, pp. 281-289, 
figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
(1925 e ) .—Роль аскарид в патологии лошади 
в свете современных представлений [Die Rolle 
der Askariden in der Pathologie des Pferdes  im 
Lichte unseres heutigen Wissens] < Prakt. Vet., 
Moskva (1), pp. 11-21; (2), pp. 12-22. 
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(1925 f).— О glistnom konjunktiowokeratite krup-
nogo rogatogo skota < Prakt, Vet., Moskva (3), 
pp. 51-58. 
(1925 g).—Аскариды и их значение в медицине 
и ветеринарии. Гельминтологический этюд. 
140 pp. Moskva. 
(1925 h).—Гельминто-фаунистическое обследо-
вание населения как метод научения санитар-
ных условий труда и быта <Profilakt. Med. 
(9 -10), pp. 29-35. 
(1925 i).—На борьбу с глистныму болезнями. 
28 pp. Rostov-Don. 
(1925 j).—Значение глистного фактора в эпизоо-
тологии бактерийных болезней <Vestnik 
Sovrem Vet. (2), pp. 4-7. 
1926 a.—Этюды по изучению ленточных червей 
сем. Anoploeephalidae (Zur Kenntnis der 
Systematik der Anoplocephaliden) < Trudy Go-
sudarstv. Inst. Eksper. Vet., ν. 3 (2), pp. 58-64; 
German summary, p. 65. [W·.] 
1926 b.—Infestation simultanée d'un oiseau par 17 
espèces d'helminthes <Compt. Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v. 94 (5), 12 Fév., pp. 307-308. [Wa.] 
1926 c.—Изучение гельминтологической кол-
лекции собранной экспедицией Г. Я. Седова 
к Северному Полюсу в 1912-1914 году (Das 
Studium der helminthologischen Sammlung der 
Nordpolarexpedition von G. J. Sedow in den 
Jahren 1912-1914) CTrudy Gosudarstv. Inst. 
Eksper. Vet., v. 4 (1), pp. 114-121, figs.  1-8; 
(¡erman summary, p. 121. [Wa.] 
1926 d.—К познанию круглых червей (nema-
todes) из птиц Палеарктической области 
(Contribution à la connaissance des nématodes 
des oiseaux de la région paléarctique) <Ezhe-
godnik Zool. Muz. Akad. Nauk S. S. S. R., 
v. 27 (1), pp. 88-103, pis. 6-8, figs.  1-19. [Wa.] 
1926 e.—Wurmkrankheiten [Abstract of report 
before  9. Allruss. Kong. Bakteriol., Epidemiol, 
und Sanitätsärzte, Moskau, 25-31 Mai, 1925] 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref.,  v. 81 (3-4), 
12 Jan., p. 66. [W\] 
1926 f. —The results of  expedition to the study of 
helminthiasis diseases in coalminers in Don 
miners districts (Preliminary reports) [Abstract 
of  1925 c] <Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 23 (10), Oct., p. 
743. [Wa.] 
1926 g.—Проникновение паразитических червей 
из организма беременной матери в организм 
плода (Интраутериная инвазия) [Die Ein-
wanderung parasitärer Würmer aus dem Or-
ganismus der Mutter in den der Frucht] [Rus-
sian text] <Profilakt.  Med., v. 5 (7-8), July-
Aug., pp. 71-77. [Ya·«.] 
(1926 h).—Die Bedeutung der Helminthiasis in der 
Epizootologie der Infektionskrankheiten  CVest-
nik Sovrem. Vet. (2), pp. 4-7. 
1927 a.—Деятельность двадцати восьми гель-
минтологических экспедиций в С.С.С.Р. 
(1919-1925) под редакцией Проф. К. И. 
Скрябина. The results of  research of  twenty 
eight helminthological expeditions in U.S.S.R. 
(1919-1925) under the direction of  Prof. К. I. 
Skrjabin. 296 pp., illus., pis. Moskva. [At head 
of  title: Гельминтологический Отдел Госу-
дарственного Института Экспериментальной 
Ветеринарии. Helminthological Division of  the 
State Institute of  Experimental Veterinarv Medi-
cine] [Wa·] 
1927 b.—Четвертая российская гельминтологи-
ческая экспедиция в Донскую область (окр. 
г. Новочеркасска). 5/VII-24/Х-1920 года 
[The 4-th Russian helminthological expedition 
into the district of  Novotscherkassk (5 /VII-
24/V 1920)] [Russian text] <Deiàt. 28. Gel'-
mint. Eksped. SSSR, pp. 32-40; English sum-
mary, p. 279. [Wa.] 
1927 с.—Девятнадцатая союзная гельминтоло-
гическая экспедиция по изучению гельминто-
фауны Армении. (Организованная гельмин-
тологическим отделением тропического ин-та 
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1927 е.—Continued. 
Армении). 4 / X I I 1923-2/II 1924 г. [The 19-th 
helminthological expedition to Armenia (4 /XIl 
1923-2/II 1924)] [Russian text] <Deiät. 28. 
Gel'mint. Eksped. SSSR, pp. 184-187; English 
summary, p. 282. [Wa.] 
1927 d.—К характеристике Dioctophyme renale 
(Goeze, 1782) паразита ночек млекопитающих 
(Zur Charakteristik des Parasiten der Saugtiere 
Dioctophyme renale) [Russian text] CTrudy 
Gosudarstv. Inst. Eksper. Vet., v. 4 (2), pp. 
130-145, figs.  1-12. [Wa·] 
1927 e.—К вопросу об организации гельминто-
логической работы на местах. [On the organi-
zation of  work in helminthologv] [Russian text] 
<Vestnik Sovrem. Vet. (32),' v. 3 (7), Apr. 
[p. 1 gives Mart], pp. 190-193. [W»J 
1927 f.— Parasitierende Würmer bei Schweinen und 
deren pathogene Bedeutung [Abstract of  1925 
b] CJahresb. I ,e istung. Vet.-Med. (1926), v. 46, 
2. Hälfte, p. 1188. [Wa.] 
1927 g.—Первая гельминтологическая экскур-
сия в пределы Грузии. 14 /111—5/VIII 1918 г. 
[The l-st helminthological excursion in the 
boundaries of  Georgia accomplished by G. T. 
Lindtrop] [Russian text] <DeIat. 28. Gel'mint. 
Eksped. SSSR, pp. 253-255; English summary, 
p. 284. [Wa·] 
1927 h.—Первая российская гельминтологиче-
ская экспедиция на северное побережье 
Азовского моря. 17/V-5 /VI 1919 года [The 
first  Russian helminthological expedition to the 
north coast of  the Azoff Sea (17/V-5/VI 1919)] 
[Russian text] <Deiat. 28. Gel'mint. Eksped. 
SSSR, pp. 7-14; English summary, p. 278. [Wa.] 
1927 i.—Пятая российская гельминтологиче-
ская экспедиция в Туркестанский край. 
28/VI-11 /XI 1921 года [The 5-th Russian 
helminthological expedition to Turkestan (28/ 
V I - l l / X I 1921)] [Russian text] <Deiat. 28. 
Gel'mint. Eksped. SSSR, pp. 40-92, pl.; English 
summary, pp. 279-280. [W·.] 
1927 j.—Rabota prof. Skrjabina, K. I. i ego gel'-
mintologicheskoi shkoly za 10-letnii period (1917-
1927 g.) <Vestnik Sovrem. Vet. (33), v. 3 (8), 
Apr., pp. 217-220, 1 port. [Wa.] 
1927 k.—Die Rolle der Askariden in der Pathologie 
des Pferdes  im Lichte unseres heutigen Wissens 
[Abstract of  1925 e] <Jahresb. Leistung. Vet.-
Med. (1926), v. 46, 2. Hälfte,  p. 1212. [Wa.] 
(1927 1).—Роль ветеринарно санитарной органи-
зации в деле охраны народного здравия от 
глистных инвазии <Prakt. Vet., Moskva (5). 
1927 m.—Idem. Reprint. [The role of  the veter-
inary-sanitary organization in the management of 
a safe  national defense  against helminthiasis] 
[Russian text] 12 pp. [n. p.] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1927 η.—Sur deux nouveaux nématodes parasites 
des myriapodes. (O dvukh novykh vidakh nema-
tod iz mnogonozhek). [French text] <Ezhegod-
nik Zool. Muz. Ross. Akad. Nauk (1926), v. 27 
(4), pp. 304-309, figs.  1-6. [Wa.] 
1927 o.—Третья российская гельминтологиче-
ская экспедиция в дельту р. Дона. 23 / X -
19 /XI 1919 года [The 3-d Russian helmintho-
logical expedition into the Don-Delta (23 /X-
19/XI 1919)] [Russian text] < Delat. 28. 
Gel'mint. Eksped. SSSR, pp. 26-32; English 
summary, p. 279. [Ws.] 
1927 p.—Вторая российская гельминтологиче-
ская экспедиция на северное побережье 
Азовского моря. 10 /VII—15 /VIII 1919 года 
[The 2-d Russian helminthological expedition on 
the north coast of  the Azoff  Sea (10/VII-15/ 
VIII 1919)] [Russian text] <Deffit.  28. Gel'-
mint. Eksped. SSSR, pp. 14-26; English sum-
mary, p. 279. [Wa.] 
1927 q.—О glistnom konjunktiwokeratite krupnogo 
rogatogo skota. (Ueber die verminose Konjunk-
tivokeratitis des Hornviehs) [Abstract of  1925 f] 
<Jahresb. Leistung. Vet.-Med. (1925), v. 45, 
pp. 110, 112. [W\] 
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1927? r.—Гельминтофауна позвоночных С С С Р 
по данным семилетнего изучения (Helmintho-
fauna  of  the vertebrates of U. S. S. R. on the 
data of  seven years studies) [Title  only] <Trudy 
2. S'ezda Zool., Anat. i Gistol. SSSR (Moskva, 
4-10 Mala, 1925), p. 62. [Wa.] 
1927? s.—Опыт количественного и качествен-
ного учета гельминтофауны человека и 
домашних животных (An essay of  quantitative 
and qualitative registration of  the helmintho-
fauna  of  man and domestic animals) [Title  only] 
<Trudy 2. S'ezda Zool., Anat. i Gistol. SSSR 
(Moskva, 4-10 Ma®, 1925), p. 322. [W*.] 
1927? t.—Трематоды птиц Московской губернии 
(The trematodes of  the birds of  the gov. of 
Moskow) [Title  only] CTrudy 2. S'ezda Zool., 
Anat. i Gistol. SSSR (Moskva, 4-10 Ma®, 
1925), p. 62. [W».] 
1927 u.—Die Einwanderung parasitärer würmer 
aus dem Organismus der Mutter in den der 
Frucht [Abstract of  1926 g] CZentralbL Ges. 
Hyg., v. 14 (16), 25 Apr., p. 820. [Wa.] 
(1927 v).—Гельминтологическая экспедиция в 
западную Сибирь. Bitsk. 4 pp. 
1928 а.—"Eksperimental'naia profilaktika", как 
metod izucheniia biologicheskogo tsikla anoplot-
sefalid, —vozbuditelei lentochno-glistnykh epi-
zootii zhvachnykh. [Experimental prophylaxis 
as a method in studying the life  history of  Ano-
plocephalidae causing the tapeworm epizooty in 
ruminants] CVestnik Sovrem. Vet. (51), v. 4 (2), 
Ianv., pp. 36-38. [W·.] 
1928 b.—Метод полных гельминтологических 
вскрытий позвоночных, включая человека. 
[Method _ for  the complete helminthological 
examination of  vertebrates, including man] eRussian text] 45 pp., 7 figs.  Moskva. [Lib. initsin] 
1928 c.—Sur la faune  des trématodes des oiseaux de 
Transbaïkalie C Ann. Parasitol., v. 6 (1), 1 Jan., 
pp. 80-87, figs.  1-2. [W».] 
1928 d.—Всебелорусское совещание по борьбе с 
трихинеллезом [Conférence  régionales tenue à 
Minsk sur la lutte contre les Trichinella] [Rus-
sian text] CRussk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., v. 6, 
pp. 329-332. [Photostat  copy : W».] 
(1928 e).—Метод полных гельминтологических 
вскрытий позвоночных, включая человека. 
Moskva. 45 pp. 
(1928 f). —Организация 25-й гельминтологиче-
ской экспедиции и общий обзор ее делятель-
ности CTrudy Eksped. Izuchen. Glistn. 3abol. 
Gornoraboch. Donets. Basseïna (1925), pp. 
7-23. 
1929 a.—Experimentelle Prophylaxis als Methode 
des Studiums des biologischen Zyklus der Anoplo-
cephaliden—der Erreger der Bandwurmepizoo-
tien der Wiederkäuer [Abstract of  1928 a] 
CJahresb. Vet.-Med. (1928), v. 48, pt. 2, p. 1122. 
[Wa.] 
1929 b.—Glistnye invazii ovete i ikh znachenie v 
ekonomike ovtsevodnogo khoz®ïstva, s 44 ris. 
Dl® veterinarnykh vracheï, zootekhmkov i stu-
dentov._ [Worm infestations  of  sheep and their 
economic importance in sheep raising, with 44 
figures.  For veterinarians, zootechnicians and 
students] [Russian text]. 116 pp., figs.  1—44. 
Moskva. [W».] 
1929 c.—Problema bor'by s gel'mintozami sever-
nykh olenel [Control problems in the helmin-
thiases of  reindeer] [Russian text] CVestnik 
Sovrem. vet. (86-87), v. 5 (13-14), July, pp. 334-
337. [Wa.] 
(1929 d).—Нематоды рода Oxyspirura Dräsche, 
паразитирующие в глазах птиц CTrudy 50. 
Soffiz.  Gel'mintol. Eksped. Sibir. Kraï, pp. 
213-234. 
1929 е.—Организация 50-й союзной гельминто-
логической экспедиции в Сибирский край и 
ее вадачи CTrudy 50. SofQz.  Gel'mintol. 
Eksped. Sibir. Kral, pp. 5-10. 
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1929 f. —К характеристике нематод рода Rhab-
dochona Raill., 1916 с описанием двух новых 
представителей ия осетровых рыб CTrudy 50. 
Soffiz. Gel'mintol. Eksped- Sibir. Kraï, pp. 
187-207, illus. 
1930 a.—Гельминтологическая работа первого 
паразитологического с'езда в Средней Азии 
[Work in helminthology of  the first  parasitological 
congress in Central Asia] [Russian text] CVest-
nik Sovrem. Vet. (100-101), v. 6 (3-4), Feb., 
pp. 78-80. [Wa.] 
1930 b .—К методике подготовки аспирантов по 
циклу эпизоотологических дисциплин [Pre-
paration of  students in the field  of  epizootiology] 
[Russian text] CVestnik Sovrem. Vet. (119), 
v. 6 (22), Nov., pp. 518-520. [Wa.] 
1930 c.—Le problème de la lutte contre les hel-
minthoses des animaux domestiques cBull . 
Mens. Office  Internat. Epizoot., v. 3 (6), Mai -
Juin, pp. 880-891, 1 map. [Wa.] 
1930 d.—Das Problem der Bekämpfung  der Wurm-
krankheiten (Helminthosen) bei den Haustieren 
С Beri. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 46 (52), Dec. 26, 
pp. 997-1000. [W».] 
(1930 e) .—К познанию гельминтофауны убой-
ных животных Северо-Двинской губернии 
CRabot. 32. i 38. Soiuz. Gel'mintol. Eksped. 
Sever.-Dvinsk. Gub. (1926 i 1927), pp. 52-56. 
(1930 f ) .— К вопросу о гельминтологической 
стерильности северодвинских стерлядей 
CRabot. 32. i 38. Soffiz.  Gel'mintol. Eksped.. 
Sever.-Dvinsk. Gub. (1926 i 1927), pp. 107-109. 
1931 a.—Строительство гельминтологического 
дела в Нижневолжском крае [Die Organisation 
der Helminthologie im Nishnje-Wolga-Gebiet] 
[Russian text] CTrop. Med. i Vet., Moskva, 
v. 9 (1), pp. 21-27. [W®.] 
1931 b.—Idem [Abstract] CZentralbl. Ges. Hyg., 
v. 25 (11-12), 10 Okt., p. 647. [Wa.] 
1931 с.—Строительство гельминтологического 
дела в Нижегородском крае [Antihelmintho-
logic campaign in Nizhegorod region] [Russian 
text] CTrop. Med. i Vet., Moskva, v. 9 (2), 
pp. 75-79. [W·«.] 
1931 d.—Глистные инвазии северного оленя. 
Для ветеринарных врачей, зоотехников и 
студентов. [Worm infestations  of  reindeer. For 
veterinarians, zootechnicians and students] 
[Russian text] 86, [2] pp., figs.  1-54, 1 pi. 
Moskva; Leningrad. [Wa.] 
1931 e.—Neue Nematoden der Gattung Oxyspirura 
Dräsche aus dem Vogelauge CZtschr. Parasi-
tenk., Berlin, v. 3 (4), 28 Aug., pp. 726-740, figs. 
1-16. [Wa.] 
(1931 f). —Глистные инвазии овец и их значение 
в экономике овцеводного хозяйства. Для вет. 
врачей, зоотехников и студентов. 168 pp. 
(Библиотека по гельминтологии под ред. 
Проф. К. Скрябина). [Worm invasions of 
sheep and their economic importance in the 
sheep industry] [Russian text] 168 pp., 85 figs. 
* 2. ed. Moskva, Leningrad. 
(1931 g).—Диктиокаулез крупного рогатого ско-
та в СССР CVet. Spetsialist. Sotsial. Stroike 
(19-20), pp. 28-32, illus. 
1932 a.—К организации борьбы с описторхозом 
на Тобольском севере [Control^ of  opisthor-
chosis in the northern Tobolsk region] [Russian 
text] CMed. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, 
v. 1 (3-4), p. 129. [W®.] 
1932 b.—Описторхоз как санитарная и соци-
ально-экономическая проблема советского 
севера [Opisthorchosis as a sanitary and eco-
nomical problem of  the Soviet northern terri-
tories] [Russian text] С Med. Parazitol. i 
Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 1 (3-4), pp. 120-121. 
[Wm.] 
1932 c.—La prophylaxie par le traitement des hel-
minthoses du mouton, d'après la pratique de 
l'Union Soviétique CBull. Office  Internat. Epi-
zoot., v. 6 (1), Mai-Juin, pp. 155-172. [Wa.] 
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1932 d.—Nematoden der Gattung Oxyspirura 
Dräsche aus den Augen der Vögel [Abstract of 
1929 d] <Ann. Parasitol., ν. 10 (1), 1 Jan., p. 
103. [W«.] 
(1932 e).—Глистные инвазии голубей. 124 pp., 
86 figs. (Гельминтологическая библиотека 
под ред. Проф. К. Скрабина), Государствен-
ное Издательство. Москва, Ленинград. [Worm 
infestation  of  pigeons] [Russian text] 124 pp., 
86 figs.  Moskva, Leningrad. 
1933 a.—About the fight  against opisthorchosis in 
the northern Tobolsk region [Abstract of  1932 
a] <Helminth. Abstr., v. 1 (6), Dec., p. 215, 
217. [W\] 
1933 b.—Au sujet d'un nouveau remaniement de la 
svstématique de la famille  des Anoplocephalidae 
Cholodk., 1902 <Bull. Soc. Zool. France, v. 58 
(2), 20 Mai, pp. 84-86. [W>] 
1933 c.—Kutassicaulus n. g., nouveau représentant 
des nématodes de la sous-famille  des Dictyocau-
linae Skrjabin, 1933 <Ann. Parasitol., v. 11 (5), 
1 Sept,, pp. 359-363, figs.  1-1. [W«.] 
1933 d.—Opisthorchosis as a sanitary and economi-
cal problem of  the Soviet northern territories 
[Abstract of  1932 b] <Helminth. Abstr., v. 1 (6), 
Dec., pp. 215, 216. [W>.] 
1933 e.—Sur la position systématique des néma-
todes du genre Oslerus Hall, 1921 <Bull. Soc. 
Zool. France, v. 58 (2), 20 Mai, pp. 87-89. [W».] 
1933 f. —Статистика и география описторхоза 
[Statistics and geographical distribution of 
opisthorchosis] [Russian text] <Med. Parazitol. 
1 Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 1 (3-4), pp. 122-124. 
[W».] 
1933 g.—Idem [Abstract] CHelminth. Abstr., v. 1 
(6), Dec., pp. 215, 217. [W»J 
1933 h.—Глистные инвазии голубей [Worms in 
pigeons] [Russian abstract] <Sovet. Vet. (1), 
Jan., p. 58. [W».] 
(1933 i) .—Можно ли заменить в гельминто-
логических работах рисунок художника ми-
крофотоснимком? <Lab. Prakt. (8), pp. 2-4. 
1934 а.—Aprocta semenovi n. sp., nouveau nema-
tode de l'œil de l'engoulevent <Ann. Parasitol., 
v. 12 (5), 1 Sept., pp 362-366, figs  1-2 [W» ] 
1934 b —Le problème de la deshelminthisation des 
animaux à la U. R S S [Summary: French, 
English, German, and Spanish] <Paper (80), 12 
Internat. Vet. Cong. (New York, Aug. 13-18), 
2 pp. [Lib. Hall] 
(1934 c).—Проблема борьбы с гельминтозами 
каучуконосов <Sovet. Kauchuk (2), pp. 28-29. 
1935 a.—Le problème de la déshelminthisation des 
animaux à l'U. R. S. S. [English, German and 
Spanish summaries] <12. Internat. Vet. Cong. 
(New York, 1934), v. 3, pp. 20-42. [W·.] 
(1935 b).—Проблема питания и глистные забо-
левания (In  Rukovodstvo po Pitaniffl Krasnoi 
Armiï, pp. 414-425, illus.) 
1936 a.—L'organisation de la lutte contre les mala-
dies vermineuses parmi la population de l'U. R. 
S. S. <Progrès. Méd., Paris (37), Sept. 12, pp. 
1415-1420. [W- . ] 
1936 b.—Организация мероприятний по борьбе 
с глистными болезнями людей в СССР 
(Organisation de la lutte contre les helminthoses 
de l'homme dans l'URSS) [Russian text] 
<Med . Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 5 (5), 
pp. 647-656. [W".] 
1936 е.—К организации гельминтологической 
работы в Челябинской области [The organisa-
tion of  helminthologieal work in Chelyabinsk 
district] [Russian textl <Sovet. Vet. (10) 
Oct., p. 82. [W·.] 
1936 d.—Organizarea luptei contra boalelor ver-
niinoase existente în popularía IJniunei Sovietelor 
<Rev. §tiint. Vet., v. 17 (5), May, pp. 86-89. 
[W».] 
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(1936 e).—Гельминтология (In  Laboratornafa 
praktika, pp. 7-9. ) 
(1936 f).— Гигиеническое оздоровление пастбищ 
методом их регулярной смены (In  7 plenum 
[veterinarnoï] sektsii 7-11 dekabrfâ 1936 g. 
Gor'kiï. Tezisy dokladov. VASKHNIL, pp. 
39-41). 
(1936 g).—За дальнейшей подъем советской 
гельминтологии <Front Nauk. i Tekhn. (6), 
pp. 80-82. 
1937 a.—Гельминтологическое совещание по 
борьбе с описторхозом на Украине [On the 
control of  Opisthorchis in the Ukraine] [Russian 
text] <Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 
6 ( 1 ) , p . 1 4 1 . [ W " » . ] 
1937 b.—Советская гельминтология [Soviet hel-
minthology] [Russian text] <Sovet. Vet. (11-12) 
Nov.-Dec., pp. 20-31. [W».j 
(1937 с).—Ветеринария в третьей пятилетке 
(In  Problemy sel'skogo khozlâïstva v tret'eï 
piatiletke, Moskva, pp. 222-236.) 
(1937 d).—Гигиеническое оздоровление пастбищ 
методом их регулярной смены (In  Gigiena 
sel'skokhozffilstvennykh  zhibotnykh. Raboty 7-
go plenuma veterinarnoï sektsii VASKHNIL 
7-11 dekabr© 1936 g., pp. 140-148.) 
1937 е.—Достижения советской гельминтологии 
[Accomplishments of  soviet helminthology] 
[Russian text] <Front Nauk. i Tekhn. (12), 
pp. 114-119. [W°.] 
1938 a.—(Echinostoma  paraulum—новый паразит 
человека (Echinostoma  paraulum—nouveau 
parasite de l'homme) [Russian text; French 
summary] <Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, 
v. 7 (1), pp. 129-138, illus. [Wa.] 
(1938 b).—Расцвет советской гельминтологиче-
ской науки <Priroda (1), pp. 60-69, illus. 
1939 а.—Томинксоз легких—новый гельминтоз 
человека (La tominxose pulmonaire—nouvelle 
helmintose de l'homme) [Russian text] <Med . 
Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 8 (4), pp. 
1-8, pl. [ W » . ] 
1940 a.—Филяриидозные инвазии целовека в 
СССР (Invasions à filariides  chez l'homme en 
l'URSS) [Russian text; French summary] 
<Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 9 
(1-2), pp. 119-127, illus. [W·.] 
1940 b.—On the position of  the genus Filariopsis 
van Thiel, 1926, in the system of  the nematodes 
<DokL Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., v. 27 (9), June 
30, pp. 1048-1051. [Wa.] 
1940 c.—[Pulmonary thominxosis: A new helmin-
thic infection  of  man] [Abstract of  1939 a] 
<Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 37 (9), Sept., p. 662, illus. 
[ W a . ] 
1940 d .— К перестройке систематики цестода 
отряда Cyclophyllidea (цепни). (То the recon-
struction of  the taxonomy of  cestods [sic] of 
the order Cyclophyllidea) [Russian text; Eng-
lish summary] CZool. Zhurnal., v. 19 (1), pp. 
3-13. [I·.] 
(1940 e).—Основы общей гельминтологии. 
1941 a.—О филогенетической взаимосвязи не-
матод подкласса Phasmidia (On the phylo-
genetic interrelationship of  nematodes of  the 
suborder Phasmidia) [Russian text; English 
summary] <Zool. Zhurnal, v. 20 (3), pp. 327-
340. [By.] [Also  typewritten translation: Lib. 
Zool. Div.] [Also  photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1941 b.—On the rearrangement of  the taxonomy of 
nematodes of  the Acuariidae and Ancyracanthi-
<lae families  <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., 
v. 30 (5), Feb. 20, pp. 470-473. [W».] 
(1941 c).—An analysis of  phylogenetic evolution in 
Trematoda of  the genus Prosthogonimus Lühe 
<Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s„ v. 33 (7-8), 
pp. 466-470. 
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1942 a.—Foundation of  a new trematode family, 
Megasolenidae fam.  nov., in connexion with an 
analysis of  the taxonomic significance  of  the 
lvmphatic system and the hermaphrodite bursa 
<Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., an. 10, v. 35 
(2), pp. 58-60. [Wv] 
1942 b.—Palpal apparatus of  the male of  the nema-
tode Skrjabinema tarandi, parasitic of  the rein-
deer <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., an. 10, 
v. 34 (4-5), pp. 146-148, illus. [Wv] 
1942 c.—The ways of  the phylogenetic evolution of 
nematodes of  the family  Pseudaliidae, parasitic of 
the auditory apparatus, circulatory system and 
respiratory organs of  marine mammals <Dokl. 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, an. 10, n. s., 37 (1), pp. 35-
40, illus. [Wv] 
(1942 d).—Значение гельминтологии в деле 
обороны страны и в укрепления тыла < Trudy 
Kazan. Nauch.-Issled. Vet. Inst., (8), pp. 8-17. 
1943 a.—Основные работы Всесоюзного инсти-
тута гельминтологии имени академика К. И. 
Скрябина за военный период [The principal 
works of  the All-Union institute of  helminthology 
by the name of  Academician К. I. Skrjabin 
during war time] [Russian text] <Veterinari®, 
v. 20 (3-4), Mar.-Apr., pp. 12-14. [Wv] 
1944 a.—Ликвидируем недопустимое отставание 
гельминтологической практики от достиже-
ний науки [Liquidation of  inadmissible back-
wardness in helminthological practice by scienti-
fic  achievements] [Russian text] < Veterinari®, 
v. 21 (4), Apr., pp. 8-13. [Wv] 
1044 b.—On trematodes of  the genus Odhneriella 
Skrjabin, 1915 parasitic of  sea mammals <Dokl. 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, an. 12, n. s., v. 44 (7), pp. 
302-303. [W"·.] 
1944 c.—An analysis of  the generic components en-
tering into the composition of  three trematode 
families:  Opisthorchidae, Dicrocoelidae and 
Echinostomatidae <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, 
an. 12, n. s„ v. 44 (7), pp. 299-301. [ W v ] 
1945 a.—On the taxonomic position of  Haemaotre-
phus fodiens  Linton, 1928 within the system of 
trematodes <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., 
an. 13, v. 48 (1), July 10, pp. 75-76. [Wv] 
(1945 b).—Дигенетические трематоды, v. 1. 
(1945 с).—[Монография по цестодам птиц чем. 
Hymenolepididae] 
(1945 d).—Санитарно-экономическая значи-
мость гельминтозов в народном хозяйстве 
СССР и проблема их ликвидации (In  Obshchee 
sobranie Akademii nauk SSSR 14-17 oktiabrià 
1944 goda, Moskva, Leningrad, pp. 130-144.) 
1945 e.—A contribution to the rearrangement in 
the taxonomy of trematodes belonging to the 
Opisthorchidae familv  <Dokl. Akad. Nauk 
SSSR, n. s., v. 49 (2), Oct. 20, pp. 155-156. [Wv] 
(1945 f).— Тотальная девастация—новый этап в 
деле оздоровления человека и животных от 
гельминтозов Clzv. KirFAN SSR (2-3), pp. 
6-21. 
1946 a.—A new revision of  the taxonomy of  the 
nematodes Spirurata parasitizing in fishes 
<Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., an. 14, v. 54 
(8), Dec. 20, pp. 751-752. [Wv] 
1946 b.—Строительство советской гельминто-
логии. [The organization of  Soviet helmintho-
logy] [Russian text] 211 pp. Moskva, Lenin-
grad. [Wv] 
1946 с.—В советской стране патогенные гель-
минты будут ликвидированы [Pathogenic 
helminths will be liquidated in the SSSR] 
[Russian text] < Veterinari®, v. 23 (5-6), 
May-June, pp. 4-6. [Wv] 
(1946 d).—Дигенетические трематоды, v. 1, 25 
leaves. 
1947 a.—Трематоды животных и человека. 
Основы трематодологии. Том I. [Trematodes 
of  animals and man. v. 1] [Russian text] 515 
pp., pis. Moskva, Leningrad. [Wv] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1947 b.—Девастанция в борьбе с гельминтозами 
и другими болезнями человека и животных 
[Eradication in the control of  helminthiases and 
other diseases of  man and animals] [Russian 
text]. 98 pp. Frunze. [W-v] 
1947 с.—Инцистированные филярии в теле че-
ловека и их систематическое положение 
[Encystment of filaria in the body of man and 
its systematic position] [Russian text] <Dokl. 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., v. 58 (7), Dec. 1, pp. 
1563-1564. [W*v] 
1947 d.—Советская гельминтология к 30-й 
годовщине октября [Soviet helminthology up 
to the thirtieth anniversary of  the October 
revolution] [Russian text] <Dokl. VsesoiUz. 
Akad. Nauk, v. 12 (12), pp. 8-19. [Wv] 
1948 a.—К анализу родовых компонентов не-
матод семейства Atractidae Travassos, 1919 
[On the analysis of  the generic characteristics 
of  the family  Atractidae Travassos, 1919] 
[Russian text] <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., 
v. 65 (4), May 1, pp. 749-751. [Wv] 
(1948 b).—Трематоды животных и человека. 
Основы трематодологии. [Trematodes of  ani-
mals and man] v. 2, 600 pp., pis. Moskva, 
Leningrad. 
1949 a.—Трематоды животных и человека. 
Основы трематодологии. Том III. [Trematodes 
of  animals and man. v. ILL] [Russian text] 
623 pp., pis. Moskva, Leningrad] [Wv] 
1949 b.—Перестройка систематики трематод от-
ряда Paramphistomatata Skrjabin et Schulz, 
1937 [Reorganization of  the systematics of  the 
trematode order Paramphistomatata Skrjabin 
and Schulz, 1937] [Russian text] <Dokl. Akad. 
Nauk SSSR, n. s., v. 65 (6), Apr. 21, pp. 919-
921. [Wv] 
(1950 a).—Трематоды животных и человека. 
Основы трематодологии. [Trematodes of  ani-
mals and man] v. 4, 495 pp., pis. Moskva, 
Leningrad. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; e t a l . 
(1931 a).—Нематодология (Курс ветеринарн. 
гельминтологии) [Nematodology] 88 pp., 70 
figs.  [Russian textl Moskva. 
1934 a.—Краткий курс паразитологии домаш-
них животных [A short course in the parasito-
logy of  domestic animals] [Russian text] 191 
pp., pis. Moskva i Leningrad. [Wv] 
1934 b.—Ветеринарная паразитология и инва-
зионные болезни домашних животных. Под 
редакцией заслуженного деятеля науки Проф. 
К. И. Скрябина [Veterinary parasitology and 
invasion diseases of  domestic animals. Under 
the editorship of  Prof. К. I. Skrjabin] [Russian 
text] 600 pp., figs.  1-421. Moskva, Leningrad. 
[Wv] 
(1935 a.)—Кароткий курс паразитологи свийсь-
ких тварин. 214 pp., illus. Kharkov. 
(1935 b).—Κοροτκϊ курс парац!талогп домашшх 
жывел. 208 pp., illus. Minsk. 
(1935 с).—Краткий курс паразитологии домаш-
них животных. 2. ed. 278 pp., illus. Moskva. 
(1936 a).—Краткий курс паразитологии домаш-
них животных. 3. ed. 400 pp., illus. Moskva. 
(1938 а).—Краткий курс паразитологии домаш-
них животных. 4. ed. 351 pp., illus. Moskva. 
1950 a.—Краткий курс паразитологии домаш-
них животных. [A short course in the parasito-
logy of  domestic animals] [Russian text] 6. ed. 
421 pp., illus., pis. Moskva. [Wv] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; A L ' T G A U Z E N , 
A . G L ; a n d S H U L ' M A N , E . S . 
1930 a.—Первый случай обнаружения Diro-
filaria repens у человека [Premier cas de 
Dirofilaria repens chez l'homme] [Russian text] 
<Trop. Med. i Vet., Moskva, v. 8 (2), pp. 9-11, 
illus. [W-v] 
1931 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop. Dis. Bull. v. 28 
(8), Aug., p. 683. [Wv] 
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S K H J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d A N D R E E V A , 
N . K . 
1934 a.—Un nouveau nématode: Crassicauda yilia-
kiana n. sp. trouvé dans les reins de Delphinoptera 
lencos <Ann. Parasitol., v. 12 (1), 1 Jan., pp. 15-
28, figs.  1-13. [W*.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d B A S K A K O V , 
V L A D I M I R P A V L O V I C H . 
1925 a.—Ueber die Trematodengattung Pros-
thogonimus. (Versuch einer Monographie) 
<Ztschr. Infektionskr. Haustiere, v. 28 (3), 21 
Sept., pp. 195-212. [Wa.] 
1926 a .—К анализу гельминтофауны рыбачьего 
населения Северо-Двинской губернии 
<Russk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., [v. 4] (8), pp. 
23-30. [Wa-] 
1928 a.—Краткий очерк работ экспедиции по 
ветеринарной и общей гельминтологии. (36-ая 
Союзная Гельминтологическая Экспедиция) 
[Brief  report of  the work of  the expedition in 
veterinary and general helminthology. (36. 
Union Helminthological Expedition)] [Russian 
text] <Rabot. 35. Sofflzn.  Gel'mintol. Eksped. 
Sred. Aziffi,  pp. 47-51, illus. [W*.] 
(1930 a) .—К характеристике гельминтофауны 
рыбачьего населения Северо-Двинской гу-
бернии <Rabot . 32. i 38. Soíírz. Gel'mintol. 
Eksped. Sever.-Dvinsk. Gub. (1926 i 1927), pp. 
40-51. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d B E K E N S K I Ï , 
P. V. 
1925 a.—Wurmenzootie der Schweine, verursacht 
durch Hyostrongylus  rubidus in Russland <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 41 (4), 23 Jan., pp. 52-
53. [W\] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d C H A R U S H I N , 
V. A. 
1928 a.—Об обслуживании медицинской по-
мощью лиц страдающих глистными заболева-
ниями [On medical service as an aid to people 
suffering  from helmintliiasis] [Russian text] 
<Profilakt.  Med., v. 7 (11), Nov., pp. 18-25. 
[W·".] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d D O B R O K -
H O T O V , A . M . 
(1939 a).—Protozoan and helminth diseases of 
cattle and sheep. Report of  the 8th plenary ses-
sion of  the Veterinary section of  the All-Union 
Academy of  agricultural science, held 29th 
March-4th April 1937 in Erevan. 104 pp. Mos-
cow. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d E R S H O V , 
V. S. 
1933 a.—Гельминтозы лошади. Монография для 
ветеринарных врачей и зоотехников, биологов 
и студентов [Helminthiasis of  the horse. A 
monograph for  veterinarians, zootechnicians, 
biologists and students] [Russian text] 408 pp., 
figs.  1-224. Moskva and Leningrad. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d E V R A N O V A , 
V. G. 
1942 a.—Palpal apparatus of  the male of  the nema-
tode Oxyuris equi, parasitic of  the horse <Dokl. 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., an. 10, v. 35 (4), pp. 
125-128, illus. [W».] 
(1942 b).—Новая трематода из почек утки 
[Eucotyle  popowi п. sp.] CTrudy Kazan. Nauch.-
Issled. Vet. Inst., v. 8, pp. 149-152, 1 fig. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d I S A Ï C H I K O V , 
I. M. 
1927 a.—Four new species of  the family  Dicrocoeli-
idae from the livers of  birds <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol., v. 21 (3), Oct. 10, pp. .303-312. 
pis. 21-22, 6 figs. [W».] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d K A L A N -
T A R Ì A N , E . V . 
1942 a.—Contribution to the biology of  the cestode 
Hymenolepis straminea (Goeze, 1782) parasitic of 
hamster <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., an. 
10, v. 36 (7), pp. 222-223, illus. [W\] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d I V A R O K H I N , 
V L A D I M I R I V A N O V I C H . 
1945 a.—On the re-arrangement of  nematodes of 
the order Ascaridata Skrjabin, 1915 CDokl. 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s„ an. 13, v. 48 (4), Aug. 
10, pp. 297-299. [W«.J 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d K H A N T S -
F E L ' D , A . 
1930 a.—Первое гельминтологическое совеща-
ние в СССР [The first  helminthological con-
ference  in SSSR] [Russian text] CTrop. Med. 
i Vet., Moskva, v. 8 (4-5), Apr -May , pp. 29-33. 
[Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d L I N D R O P , 
G. T. 
1919 a.—Trematody kishechnika sobak Donskoi 
oblasti (Trematodes intestinales des chiens du 
Don) Clzvest. Donsk. Vet. Inst., v. 1 (1), pp. 
30-43; French resumé, pp. 43-44, 3 figs.,  1 pl., 
3 figs. [Wa.] 
SKR.IVBTN, K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d M A S S I N O , 
B O R I S G R I G O R ' E V I C H . 
1925 a.—Trematoden bei den Vögeln des Moskauer 
Gouvernements cCentralbl. Bakteriol., 2. Abt., 
v. 64 (15-23), 8 Juni, pp. 453-462, figs.  1-3. 
[Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d M A T E V O -
SIAN, E. M. 
(1941 a).—On the revision of  the taxonomy of  the 
cestodes belonging to the family  Hymenolepidi-
dae <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, v. 33 (4), pp. 
333-336. 
1942 a.—Corrections to errors and controversies in 
the taxonomy of  the cestodes of  the family  Hy-
menolepididae <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., 
an. 10, v. 36 (6), pp. 188-191. [W».] 
1942 b.— Stages in the postembryonic development 
of  cestodes of  the family  Hymenolepididae and 
an attempt to establish morphological types of 
their larvicysts <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., 
an. 10, v. 35 (3), pp. 83-85, illus. [Wa.] 
1942 c.—Types of  topographical correlations of 
sexual glands in cestodes of  the family  Hymeno-
lepididae and their taxonomic significance 
<Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s„ an. 10, v. 36 
(1), pp. 32-35, illus. [W».] 
1942 d.—Typical morphological modifications  of 
the chitinous organs of  the scolex in cestodes 
from the family  Hymenolepididae <Dokl. 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s„ an. 10, v. 35 (3), pp. 
86-88, illus. [Wa.] 
1945 a.—Ленточные' гельминты-гименолепи-
диды домашних и охотничье-промысловых 
птиц. [Hymenolepid cestodes of  domestic and 
game birds] [Russian text] 488 pp., 345 figs. 
Moskva. [WM 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d M I T S K E -
V I C H , V E R A fuiiÀNovNA. 
1930 a.—Skrjabinema tarandi nov. sp., eine neue 
Oxyuride des nordischen Renntieres < Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 38 (12), 22 März, pp. 
183-185, figs.  1-4. [W».] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d O R L O V , 
I . V. 
(1934 a).—Трихостронгилидозы жвачных. Mos-
kva. 351 pp. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d O Z E R S K A Î À , 
V . N. 
1935 а.—Распространение гельминтозоонозов в 
Грузии и пути их искоренения методом 
стимулирования гельминтологической работы 
на местах (Die Verbreitung der Helmintozen 
in Georgien und die Wege ihrer Bekaempfung 
durch die Methode der Stimulierung einer 
helmintologischen Arbeit an den Orten) [Rus-
sian text: German summary] <Trudy Moskov. 
Zoovet. Inst., v. 2, pp. 315-324. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d P A S H I N , 
A. N. 
1924 a.—Случай аскаридоза печени у ребенка 
(On cases of  liver ascaridosis in a child) <Russk. 
Zhurnal Trop. Med., [v. 2] (4-6), pp. 64-67, 
1 fig.;  English summary, p. 122. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d P E T R O V , 
A L E K S A N D R M I K H A Ï L O V I C H . 
1928 a.—A description of  the genus Crenosoma 
Molin, 1861 (Metastrongylidae, Nematoda) 
<Parasitology, v. 20 (3), Oct., pp. 329-335, 
figs.  1-15. [Issued 31 Oct.] [W».J 
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S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d P E T B O V , 
A L E K S A N D R M I K H A Ï L O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1928 b.—The systematic position of Filaría nodu-
losum Rud., 1819 (Parhamatospiculum n. gen.) 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 22 (2), 
Aug. 28, pp. 161-168, figs.  1-5. [Wa.] 
1935 a.—Parhamatospiculum bubicola n. sp., a new 
nematode from birds <J. Parasitol., v. 21 (2), 
Apr., pp. 91-94, figs.  1-5. [W«.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; P E T B O V , A L E K -
S A N D R M I K H A Ï L O V I C H ; a n d B A S H K I R O V A , Ε . β . . 
1947 а.—Эхиностоматиды домашних и охот-
ничье-промысловых птиц СССР [Echinosto-
matidae of  domestic and hunting-sporting birds 
in SSSR] [Russian text] (In Skrjabin, К. I. 
Trematodes of  animals and man. v. 1, pp. 392-
505, pis.) [¥».] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; P E T R O V , A L E K -
S A N D R M I K H A Ï L O V I C H ; O Z E R S K A Í A , Υ . Ν . ; a n d 
Ρ Ο Τ Ε Μ Κ Ι Ν Α , V . Α . 
1933 a.—Изыскание методов диагностики мета-
стронгилидозов свиней (Zum Ausbau der 
Methoden der Diagnostizierung der Metastron-
gylidosen der Schweine) [Russian text] CSovet. 
Vet. (10), Oct., pp. 43-46. [W®.] 
1934 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Tierärztl. Rundschau, 
v. 40 (24), 17 Juni, p. 409. [W».] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N * I V A N O V I C H ; a n d P O D ' Í A P O L ' -
S K A Í A , V A B V A B A P E T R O V N A . 
1927 a .—К деятельности гельминтологических 
отделений малярийных станций Сибири 
(Notes et impressions sur les travaux des services 
helminthologiques des Stations antimalariques 
de la Sibirie occidentale, Omsk, Tomsk, Nowe-
Sibirsk, Barnaoul, Krasnoyarsk) CRussk. Zhur-
nal Trop. Med., v. 5 (9), pp. 550-558. [Wa.] 
(1927 b).—Rabota 35 Soiuznoi Gel'mintologi-
cheskoi Eksped. v Srednei Azii <Gig. i Epide-
miol. (3). 
(1929 a).—Методика работы медицинского от-
ряда 50-й союзной гельминтологической экс-
педиции <Trudy 50. Soíüz. Gel'mintol. 
Eksped. Sibir. Kraï, pp. 31-34. 
(1929 b).—Обследование гельминтофауны гор-
норабочих Кузнецкого каменноугольного бас-
сейна CTrudy 50. Sofflz.  Gel'mintol. Eksped. 
Sibir. Kraï, pp. 35-49. 
(1929 с).—Общие результаты деятельности ме-
дицинского отряда 50-й союзной гельминто-
логической экспедиции в Сибирский край 
CTrudy 50. Soíüz. Gel'mintol. Eksped. Sibir. 
Kraï, pp. 93-100. 
1931 a.—Nanophyetus  schikhobalowi n. sp., ein 
neuer Trematode aus dem Darm des Menschen 
CZentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 119 
(5-6), 20 Jan., pp. 294-297, figs.  1-3. [W*.] 
1932 a.—Представительство описторхозной ин-
вазии в гельминтоценозе малых народностей 
Тобольского севера [Opisthorchosis infections 
as occurring among the populations of  the minor 
nationalities of  the north] [Russian text] С Med. 
Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 1 (3-4), pp. 
124-127. [W".] 
1932 b.—Наставление по борьбе с энтеробиозом 
(острицами) [Instructions for  the control of 
Enterobius vermicularis] [Russian text] С Med. 
Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 1 (3-4), pp. 
157-162. [Wm . ] 
1933 a.—Idem [Abstract] CHelminth. Abstr., v. 
1 (6), Dec., pp. 216, 218. [W·.] 
1933 b.—Opisthorchosis infections  as occurring 
among the populations of  the minor nationalities 
of  the north [Abstract of  1932 a] CHelminth. 
Abstr., v. 1 (6), Dec., pp. 215, 217. [Wa-J 
1937 a.—Развитие медицинской гельминтологии 
в СССР (Développement de l'helminthologie 
médicale en l'URSS) [Russian text] CMed. 
Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni., v. 6 (6), pp. 843-
864. [W·.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N ' I V A N O V I C H ; P O D ' Í A P O L ' S K A Í Á , 
V A B V A R A P E T R O V N A ; a n d K R A N T S F E L ' D , A . M . 
(1929 a).—Обследование гельминтофауны ма-
лых народностей Сибири CTrudy 50. Soíüz. 
Gel'mintol. Eksped. Sibir. Kraï, pp. 50-67. 
(1929 b).—-Обследование гельминтофауны ра-
ботников железнодорожного транспорта Си-
бири CTrudy 50. Sofüz.  Gel'mintol. Eksped. 
Sibir. Kraï, pp. 68-73. 
1931 а.—-Принципы организации гельминтоло-
гической помощи населению и ее осуще-
ствление в гг. Моекве и^Ленинграде (Prin-
ciples on which must be based the anthelmintic 
assistance with special reference  as to what has 
been done in these lines in Moscow and Lenin-
grad) [Russian text; English summary] CTrop. 
Med. i Vet., Moskva, v. 9 (4), pp. 185-195. 
[Wm.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; P O D Í A P O L ' S K A Í A , 
V A B V A B A P E T B O V N A ; S A N K I N , S . L . ; a n d L I M -
C H E B , L . F . 
1927 a.—Первый случай обнаружения в СССР 
парагонимоза легких CRussk. Zhurnal Trop. 
Med., v. 5 (2), pp. 75-82. [W».] 
1927 b.—Idem [Abstract] [The first  case of 
pulmonary paragonimiasis discovered in U.S. 
S.R.] CTrop. Dis. Bull., v. 24 (12), Dec., p. 982. 
[W'J 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; P O D ' Î À P O L ' B K A Î À , 
V A R V A R A P E T R O V N A ; a n d S H I K H O B A L O V A , N A -
D E Z H D A P . 
1929 a.—Новые случаи гепатиколеза человека. 
(Neue Fälle der Hepaticolosis beim Menschen) 
CRussk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., v. 7 (7), pp. 
449-450, fig.  1; German summary, p. 450. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; P O D ' Í A P O L ' S K A Í A , 
V A R V A R A P E T R O V N A ; S H I K H O B A L O V A , N A D E Z H D A 
P . ; a n d V A S I L ' K O V A , Z . G . 
1932 a.—Опиеторхоз рабочих рыбоконсервных 
заводов Тобольского севера [Opisthorchosis 
among the workmen of  the tinned fish  factories 
in the northern Tobolsk region] [Russian text] 
CMed. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 1 
(3-4), pp. 127-128. [Wm.] 
1933 a.—Idem [Abstract] CHelminth. Abstr., v. 
1 (6Ì, Dec., pp. 215, 217. [WX] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; P O D ' Í A P O L ' S K A Í A , 
V A R V A R A P E T R O V N A ; a n d S H U ' L T S , R I K H A R D 
E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H . 
1927 a.—Гельминтологические вскрытия, как 
точный метод изучения гельминтофауны че-
ловека (L'autopsie helminthologique comme 
procédé précis pour l'étude de la faune  hel-
minthique chez l'homme) CRussk. Zhurnal Trop. 
Med., v. 5 (5), pp. 270-283, 1 pl.; French sum-
mary, pp. 328-329. [W«.] 
1929 a.—Краткий очерк деятельности 60-й 
Союзной Гельминтологической Экспедиции в 
Дальневосточный Край (Предварительное со-
общение) (L'oeuvre de la 60-me expédition 
helminthologique en l'Extrême Orient Sibérien) 
. [Russian text] CRussk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., 
v. 7 (1), pp. 36-44; (2), pp. 113-130. [W».] 
(1929 b).—Общий очерк деятельности 50-й 
союзной гельминтологической экспедиции в 
Сибирский край CTrudy 50. Sofüz.  Gel'min-
tol. Eksped. Sibir. Kraï, pp. 11-30. 
1930 a.—-Метагонимоз людей и животных в 
дальневосточном крае (Metagonimose chez 
l'homme et l'animal en extrême orient USSR) 
[Russian text] CTrop. Med. i Vet., v. 8 (6-7), 
June-July, pp. 16-25, 3 figs.  [Wa.] 
1932 a.—Idem [Abstract] [Human and animal 
metagonimiasis in the far  east of U. S. S. R.] 
CTrop. Dis. Bull., v. 29 (1), Jan., p. 48. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; P O D ' Í A P O L ' S K A Í A , 
V A R V A R A P E T R O V N A ; a n d S T A T I R O V A , N . A . 
1929 а.—К характеристике фасциолопсидоза 
кишечника и его возбудителя. (Contribution 
à la caractéristique de la fasciolopsiose  de 
l'intestin et sur son agent pathogène) [Russian 
text] CRussk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., v. 7 (4), 
pp. 262-278, 1 fig.,  2 pis., figs.  1-3. [W·.] 
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S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; ' P O D ' P O L £ À ' 8 K A Î À 
V A R V A R A P E T R O V N A ; a n d S T A T I B O V A , Ν , A . — 
Continued. 
1931 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 
28 (3), Mar., pp. 182-183. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; P O D ' Í A P O L ' B K A Í A , 
V A R V A R A P E T R O V N A ; a n d V A S I L ' K O V A , Z . G . 
(1929 a).—Обследование гельминтофауны ра-
ботников водного транспорта бассейна р. Оби 
<Trudy 50. Soffiz.  Gel'mintol. Eksped. Sibir. 
Kraï, pp. 74-86. 
(1929 b).—Обследование гельминтофауны раз-
личных групп населения Сибири <Trudy 50. 
Soffiz.  Gel'mintol. Eksped. Sibir. Kraï, pp. 
87-89. 
(1929 с).—Зараженность населения Сибири це-
стодозами и трематодозами <Trudy 50. Soffi ζ. 
Gel'mintol. Eksped. Sibir. Kraï, pp. 90-92. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d P O P O V , 
N I K O L A Ï , P E T B O V I C H . 
(1924 a).—Краткий очерк деятельности Гель-
минтологической Экспедиции в Армении в 
1923 году. (10-ая Рос. Гельминтол. Экспеди-
ция) [Concluded in 1924 с] <Russk. Zhurnal 
Trop. Med. (2), pp. 58-63. 
1924 b.—Idem. Reprint. 8 pp. Moskva. [Lib. 
Hall] [Also  photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1924 с.—Idem [Conclusion of  1924 a] <Russk. 
Zhurnal Trop. Med., [v. 2] (3), pp. 28-34. [W»J 
1925 a.—Kratkii otscherk djejatelnosti gelminto-
logitscheskoi ekspedizii w Armeniju w 1923 g. 
(Kürzer Ueberblick über die Tätigkeit der 
helminthologischen Expedition nach Armenien 
im Jahre 1923) [Abstract of  1924 a and 1924 c] 
<Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 41 (9), 27 Feb., 
pp. 135-136. [W».] 
1927 a.—Десятая союзная гельминтологическая 
экспедиция в Армению в 1923 году. 10 /VII -
3 / X I I 1923 года [The 10-th helminthological 
expedition to Armenia (10 /VII -3 /XII 1923)] 
[Russian text] <Demt. 28. Gel'mint. Eksped. 
SSSR, pp. 133-143; English summary, p. 280. 
[Wa.] 
1930 a.—Pharyngostomum fausti  η. sp., ein neuer 
Trematode aus dem Darm der Hauskatze 
<Tierärztl. Rundschau, v. 36 (42), 19 Okt., 
pp. 709-710, figs.  1-2. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; P O P O V , N I K O L A Ï 
P E T R O V I C H ; N E N I U K O V , D M I T R I ! V L A D I M I B O -
V I C H ; a n d M A R K O V , A L E K S A N D R A L E K S A N D B O -
V I C H . 
(1939 a).—Ветеринарная арахни-энтомология 
(In  Veterinarnaiä parasitologiS i invazionnye 
bolezni domashnikh zhivotnykh. ed. 2. Moskva, 
pp. 227-376, illus.) 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d S E R B I N O V , 
P . I . 
(1928 a).—Работа 25-й союзной гельминтологи-
ческой экспедиции в Сталинском округе 
<Trudy Eksped. Izuchen. Glistn. Zabol. Gor-
norabocli. Donets Basseina (1925), pp. 68-85, 
figs. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d S H I K H O B A -
L O V A , N A D E Z H D A P . 
1936 a.—Contribution au remaniement de la 
classification des nématodes de l'ordre des 
Filariata Skrjabin 1915 <Ann. Parasitol., v. 
14 (1), Jan. 1, pp. 61-75. [W>] 
1945 a.—On the morphological nature and taxo-
nomic value of  nematodes belonging to the genera 
Dicheilonema Dies., 1861, and Monopetalonema 
Dies., 1861 <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., 
an. 13, v. 47 (5), May 20, pp. 382-384. [Wa, Wm.J 
1945 b.—On the taxonomic position of  the genera 
Aeanthocheilonema Cobbold and Molinema Frei-
tas et Lent within the system of  nematodes 
<DokL Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., an. 13, v. 47 
(7), June 10, pp. 526-528. [W·.] 
1945 c.—A new rearrangement of  the taxonomy 
of  the nematodes belonging to the family  Fila-
riidae Cobbold, 1864 <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, 
п. в., v. 49 (9), Dec. 30, pp. 690-692. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d S H I K H O B A -
LOVA, NADEZHDA P . — C o n t i n u e d . 
(1945 d).—Новая перестройка систематики не-
матод сем. Филариида Filariidae Cobbold, 
1864 <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, v. 19 (9), pp. 
719-723. 
1947 a.—О расчленение нематод рода Heterakis 
на родовые компоненты [On the dispersal of 
the nematodes of  the genus Heterakis on the 
basis of  genetic characteristics] [Russian text] 
<Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., v. 58 (8), 
Dec. 11, pp. 1865-1867. [War.] 
1947 b.—О перестройке систематики нематод 
сем. Heterakidae [On the reconstruction of  the 
systematics of  the nematode family  Heterakidae] 
[Russian text] <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, v. 
18 (4), Nov. 1, pp. 719-721. [W«J 
1948 a.—К перестройке систематики нематод 
семъ Subuluridae [Reconstruction of  the sys-
tematics of  the nematode family  Subuluridae] 
[Russian text] <Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., 
v. 60 (1), Apr. 1, pp. 189-192. [W».] 
1948 b.—Филярии животных и человека. [Fila-
riae of  animals and man] [Russian text] 608 pp., 
illus. Moskva. [Wa.] 
1949 a.—Советская гельминтология в свете 
Мичуринского учения [Soviet helminthology 
in the light of  Michurin's teachings] [Russian 
text] <Veterinaria, Moskva, v. 26 (5), May, 
pp. 22-24. [Wa.] 
1950 a.—К перестройке системы нематод семей-
ства Heteroxynematidae Skrjabin et Schikho-
balova, 1948 [Reorganization of  the nematode 
family  Heteroxynematidae Skrjabin and Shik-
hobalova, 1948] [Russian text] <Dokl. Akad. 
Nauk SSSR, n. s., v. 71 (3), Mar. 21, pp. 589-
591. [W».] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; S H I K H O B A L O V A , 
N A D E Z H D A P . ; a n d S O B O L E V , A . A . 
1949 a.—Спирураты и филяриаты. [Spirurata 
and Filariata] [Russian text] 519 pp., pis. 
Moskva and Leningrad. (Opredelitel paraziti-
cheskikh nema tod. v. 1). [Wc.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d S H U L ' T S , 
R I K H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H . 
1926 a.—Affinités  entre le Dithyridium des souris 
et le Mesocestoides  lineatus (Goeze, 1782) des 
carnivores <Ann. Parasitol., v. 4 (1), 1 Jan., 
pp. 68-73, figs.  1-3. [W».] 
1926 b.—Gel'mintiazy pecheni cheloveka, vyzy-
vaemye trematodami. (Helminthiasen der Le-
ber des Menschen—Dicrocoeliosis, Fasciolosis 
und Opisthorchosis) <Rabot. 25. Soíüz. Gel'-
mintol. Eksped. Artem. Okrug. Donbassa, pp. 
57-68, 3 figs. [W«.] 
1926 c.—Novyi vid Rhabditis cheloveka—Rhabditis 
schachtiella n. sp. (Eine neue Art Rhabditis aus 
dem Menschen—Rhabditis schachtiella) <Rabot. 
25. Soffiz. Gel'mintol. Eksped. Artem. Okrug. 
Donbassa, pp. 69-72, figs.  1-2. [Wa.] [Also 
reprint (4 pp.): Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1926 d.—Profilakticheskie  meropriGLtiS protiv za-
bolevanii rabochikh kamennougol'nykh kopei. 
(Profilaktische  Massnahmen gegen Erkrankun-
gen der Arbeiter der Steinkohlengruben) < R a -
bot. 25. Soffiz. Gel'mintol. Eksped. Artem. 
Okrug. Donbassa, pp. 46-56, figs.  4-9. [Wa.] 
1926 e.—Работа экспедиции по изучению глист-
ных заболеваний Горнорабочих в Артемов-
ском Округе Донбасса (Die Arbeit der Expe-
dition zur Erforschung  der Wurmkrankheiten 
der Kohlengrubenarbeiter des Artjemowschen 
(Bachmuthschen) Bezirks (Donezhöhenkette)) 
<Rabot. 25. Soffiz. Gel'mintol. Eksped. Ar-
tem. Okrug. Donbassa, pp. 8-45, 3 group ports.; 
German summary, pp. 92-95. [Wa.] 
1926 f.— Работа 25й союзной гельминтологиче-
ской экспедиции в Артемовском округе 
Донбасса . . . (Die Arbeit der Expedition zur 
Erforschung  der Wurmkrankheiten der Kohlen-
grubenarbeiter des Artjemowschen (Bachmuths-
chen) Bezirks (Donezhöhenkette)) [Russian text] 
60 pp., illus.; German summary, pp. 57-60. 
Moskva. [W1.] 
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S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d S H U L ' T S , 
H I K H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1927 a.—Пятая гельминтологическая экскурсия 
в Архангельск. 21/V-3/VI 1925 г. [The 5-th 
helminthological excursion to Archangel. (21 /V-
3 /VI 1925)] [Russian text] <Delât. 28. Ge l -
mini. Eksped. SSSR, pp. 259-260; English sum-
mary, p. 285. [W·.] 
1927 b.—Введение в практику изучения фауны 
паразитических червей понятия гельминто-
ценотического индекса [Introduction to the 
practice of  faunistic  researches on parasitic 
worms and the idea of  the helminthocoenotic 
index] [Russian text] CProfilakt. Med., v. 6 
(4), Apr., pp. 21-28. [W">.] 
1927 с.—О массовом "очервлении" детей остри-
цами [On massive infestation  of  children with 
worms] [Russian text] <Vestnik Sovrem. Med., 
v. 4 (3), Feb., cols. 148-151. [Wv] 
1927? d.-—Цикл развития Mesocestoides  lineatus 
(The life-cycle  of  Mesocestoides  lineatus) [Title 
only] <Trudy 2. S'ezda Zool., Anat. i Gistol. 
SSSR (Moskva, 4-10 Maia, 1925), p. 320. 
[WV] 
1928 a.—О борьбе с острицами у детей (терапия 
и профилактика энтеробиоза) [Control of 
Enterobius vermicularis in children] [Russian 
text] <Profilakt.  Med., v. 7 (6-7), June-July, 
pp. 22-39, illus. [W·".] 
1928 b.—Oxyuris vermicularis in children. Therapy 
and prophylaxis [Abstract of  1928 a] <J. Am. 
Med. Ass., v. 91 (11), Sept. 15, p. 844. [Wv] 
1928 c .—К анализу гельминтофауны населения 
Средней Азии [Analysis of  the helminth fauna 
of  the population of  Central Asia] [Russian 
text] < Rabot. 35. Sofiìzn. Gel'mintol. Eksped. 
Sred. Aziffl,  pp. 52-70. [Wv] 
1928 d .—К poznaniíü gel'mintofauny  Ivanovo-
Voznesenskoï gubernii. [Contribution to the 
knowledge of  the helminth-fauna  of  the Ivanovo-
Voznesensk district] CVestnik Sovrem. Vet. 
(70), v. 4 (21), Noiabr, pp. 627-629. [Wv] 
1928 e.—Ob unifikatsii gel'rnintologicheskoï no-
menklatury. (On the unification  of  helmintho-
logic nomenclature) <Vestnik Mikrobiol., Epi-
demiol. i Parazitol., v. 7 (4), pp. 401-409. 
[Russian text] [Wv] 
1928 f.— Трематодозы печени человека (гель-
минтозы печени, вызываемые трематодами). 
Izdanie 2-е, pererabotannoe i dopolnennoe. 
(Lebertrematodosen des Menschen). [Ed. 2, 
rev. and enl.] 43, [1] pp., figs.  1-15. Moskva. 
[Russian text] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1928 g.—Об об'еме медицинской гельминтологии 
(Ueber den Umfang  der medizinischer Hel-
minthologie) [Russian text] <Russk. Zhurnal 
Trop. Med., v. 6, pp. 145-152; German sum-
mary, p. 206. [Photostat  copy: W".] 
(1928 h).—Zur Erforschung  der Helminthofauna 
des Gouvernements Ivanovo-Vosnessensk [Rus-
sian text] CVestnik Sovrem. Vet. (70), v. 4 
(21), Nov., pp. 627-729. 
(1928 i).—Профилактические мероприятия про-
тив глистных заболеваний <Trudy Eksped. 
Izuchen. Glistn. Zabol. Gornoraboch. Donets 
Basseïna (1925), pp. 137-144, illus. 
(1928 j).—Работа 25-й союзной гельминтологи-
ческой экспедиции в Луганском округе 
<Trudy Eksped. Izuchen. Glistn. Zabol. Gor-
noraboch. Donets Basseïna (1925), pp. 24-67, 
illus. 
(1928 k).—Работа 25-й союзной гельминтологи-
ческой экспедиции в Артемовском округе 
Донбасса <Trudy Eksped. Izuchen. Glistn. 
Zabol. Gornoraboch. Donets. Basseïna (1925), 
pp. 86-102. 
1929 a.—Гельминтозы человека (основы меди-
цинской гельминтологии) для медицинских и 
ветеринарных врачей, натуралистов и сту-
дентов. Часть I. [The helminthiases of  man 
(elements of  medical helminthology) for  physi-
cians, veterinarians, naturalists and students. 
Part 1.1 [Russian text] 375, [1] pp., figs.  1-111. 
Moskva; Leningrad. [Lib. Hall] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d S H U L ' T S , 
R I R H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1929 b.—Zur Erforschung  der Helminthofauna  des 
Gouvernements Ivanovo-Vosnessensk [Abstract 
of  1928 h] <Jahresb. Vet.-Med. (1928), v. 48, 
pt. 2, p. 1106. [Wv] 
(1929 c).—Результаты деятельности ветеринар-
ного отряда 50-й союэной гельминтологиче-
ской экспедиции <Trudy 50. Solüz. Gel'min-
tol. Eksped. Sibir. Kraï, pp. 101-134. 
1931 a.—Гельминтозы человека (основы меди-
цинской гельминтологии) для медицинских и 
ветеринарных врачей, натуралистов и сту-
дентов. Часть II. [The helminthiases of  man 
(elements of  medical helminthology) for  physi-
cians, veterinarians, naturalists and students. 
Part II.] [Russian text] 768 pp., figs.  1-154, 
pis. 1-4. Moskva; Leningrad. [Lib. Hall] 
(1931 b).—Трематодология (Курс ветеринарной 
гельминтологии Под ред. проф. К. И. Скря-
бина. Вып. 1) [Trematodology] 45 pp., 16 figs. 
[Russian text] Moskva. 
(1931 c).—Diktiokaules krupnogo rogatogo skota 
w SSR (Ueber die Lungenwurmseuche der 
Rinder in der U. d. S. S. R.) [Russian text] 
<Vet. Spetsialist Sotsial. Stroike (19-20), pp. 
28-32. 
1932 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Tierärztl. Rundschau, 
v. 38 (14), 3 Apr., p. 234. [Wv] 
1932 b.—Литература по описторхозу [Bibliog-
raphy of  opisthorchosis] [Russian text] <Med. 
Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 1 (3-4), pp. 
146-147. [W™.] 
1933 a.—Ein neuer Trematode, Ogmocotyle pygargi 
n.g. η. sp., aus einem Reh (Capreolus pygargus 
bedfordi  Thomas) <Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 102 
(9-10), 2 Mai, pp. 267-270, figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
1933 b.—La prophylaxie de la fasciolose  et des 
strongylidoses des ovins et du gros bétail <Bull. 
Office  Internat. Epizoot., v. 7 (1), Mai-Juin, 
pp. 195-236. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Диктиокаулезы домашних животных и 
меры борьбы с ними. (Монографический 
этюд). [Dictyocaulosis of  domestic animals and 
its control. (Monographic study)]. 56 pp., 
illus., pi. Moskva. [Lib. Schwartz] [Åbo 
photostat copy: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1934 b.—La lutte contre les helminthoses des vo-
lailles <Bull. Office  Internat. Epizoot., v. 8 
(1 [t. e. (1-2)]), Mai-Juin, pp. 379-413, 3 figs. 
[W«.] 
1934 c.—La lutte contre les moniézioses Inva-
sions des moutons par les vers rubanés <Bull 
Office  Internat Epizoot, v. 8 (1) [г. e. (1-2)], 
Mai-Juin, pp. 355-378. [Wv] 
1934 d.—Ветеринарная гельминтология [Veteri-
nary helminthology] [Russian text] (In Skrja-
bin, К. I.; et al. Veterinary parasitology. 
Moskva, Leningrad, pp. 40-362, figs.  13-293, 
299a.) [Wa.] 
1935 a.—Борьба с гельминтозами птиц (Die 
Bekämpfung  der Geflügelhelminthen) [Russian 
text: German summary] CTrudy Moskov. 
Zoovet. Inst., v. 1, pp. 3-23. [Wv] 
1935 b.—Проблема дегельминтизации животных 
в СССР (Le problème de la déshelminthisation 
des animaux en URSS) [Russian text: French 
summary] CTrudv VsesofOz.  Inst. Gel'mint., 
v. 1, pp. 1-20. (Seri® xiv, Vet., Gel'mint. (3)). 
[Wa.] 
1935 c.—Фасциолезы животных и меры борьбы 
с ними [Fascioliasis of  animals and measures 
for  its control] [Russian text] 170 pp., illus. 
22 cm. Moskva. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Less helminthoses pulmonaires des ani-
maux <BuU. Office Internat. Epizoot., v. 12, 
May-June, pp. 407-456. (Rap. 10. Sess. Com. 
Office Internat. Epizoot., June 2-6) [Wa.] 
(1936 b).—Гельминтозы крупного рогатого ско-
та. Moskva. 
(1936 с).—Ленточные черви (In  Zhivotnyi mir 
SSSR, v. 1, pp. 592-595.) 
(1936 d).—Сосалыпики (In  Zhivotnyi mir SSSR, 
v. 1, pp. 597-603.) 
( S R o r f c *  C y i L U d U o n W . V . J T t , 
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S K H J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d S H U L ' T S , 
R I K H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
(1936 e).—Паразитические круглые черви (,Ιη.1 
Zhivotnyï mir SSSR, v. 1, pp. 584-591.) 
1937 a.—La lutte contre les principales helmin-
thoses des chevaux <Bull. Office  Internat. Epi-
zoot., v. 14, May-June, pp. 286-317; discussion, 
pp. 467-468. (Onzième Session du Comité. . . 
I - 6 Juin. Procès-Verbaux). [Wa.] 
(1937 b).—Гельминтозы крупного рогатого ско-
та и его молодняка. Монография для ветери-
нарных врачей, зоо-техников, биологов, меди-
ков и студентов. 723 pp., illus. Moskva. 
(1937 с).—Гельминтология. 2. ed. 418 pp., illus. 
Moskva. 
1938 a.—Ликвидируем преступную недооценку 
мероприятний по борьбе с гельминтовами 
[Liquidation of  the offense  of  underestimating 
the measures for  the control of  helminthiasis] 
[Russian text] <Sovet. Vet. (1), Jan., pp. 13-16. 
[W·.] 
1938 b.—Научно-исследовательская работа по 
борьбе с гельминтозами в 1938 г. [A scientific 
survey of  the control of  helminthiasis during 
1938] [Russian text] <Sovet. Vet., v. 15 (2), 
Feb., pp. 22-24. [W«.] 
(1940 a).—Основы общей гельминтологии. Для 
ветеринарных и медицинских врачей и био-
логов. 470 pp., 93 figs.  Moskva. 
1941 а.—Борьба с главнейшими гельминтозами 
лошадей [Control of  the principal helminths of 
horses] [Russian text] < Trudy X V Plen. Vet. 
Sekt. Akad. (Moskva, 14-19 Nov., 1939), pp. 
145-163. [Wev.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; S H U L ' T S , R I K -
H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H ; a n d O Z E R S K A Í A , 
V. N. 
1930 a.—Мероприятия по борьбе с гельминто-
зами лошадей коннозаводческих хозяйств 
Дальнего Востока [Control of  equine helmin-
thiasis on the stud farms  of  the Far East] [Rus-
sian text] <Vestnik Sovrem. Vet. (98), v. 6 
(1), fanv.,  pp. 14-16. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; S H U L ' T S , R I K -
H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H ; a n d P O D ' Í A P O L ' -
S K A Ì À , V A R V A R A P E T R O V N A . 
(1927 a).—Итоги деятельности 35. Союзной 
Гельминтологической экспедиции в Среднюю 
Азию в 1926 г. (Предварительное сообщение) 
[Complete results of  the 35. Union Helmintho-
logical Expedition to Central Asia during the 
year 1926 (Preliminary report)] [Russian text] 
<Gig. i Epidemiol. (3), pp. 88-90. 
1928 a.—Работа 35-й союзной гельминтологиче-
ской экспедиции в среднюю Азию [The work 
of  the 35. United Helminthological Expedition 
in Central Asia] [Russian text] <Rabot. 35. 
Soffizn.  Gel'mintol. Eksped. Sred. AzifD,  pp. 
II-46, illus. [Wa.] 
S K H J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; S H U L ' T S , R I K -
H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H ; P U K H O V , V . I . ; 
a n d G N E D I N A , M . P . 
(1929 a).—Оценка некоторых убойных пунктов 
Сибирского края с санитарно-гельминтологи-
ческой точки зрения <Trudy 50. Soíüz. 
Gel'mintol. Eksped. Sibir. Kraï, pp. 135-145. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; S H U L ' T S , R I K -
H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H ; a n d S E R B I N O V , 
P . I . 
1926 a.—Novyi vid Rhabditis cheloveka—Rhabditis 
donbass n. sp. (Eine neue Art Rhabditis aus dem 
Menschen—Rhabditis donbass) <Rabot. 25. 
So fö г. Gel'mintol. Eksped. Artem. Okrug. Don-
bassa, pp. 73-77, figs.  1-6. [W».] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; S H U L ' T S , R I K -
H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H ; S E R B I N O V , P . I . ; 
a n d S M I R N O V , G . G . 
1927 a.—Двадцать пятая союзная гельминтоло-
гическая экспедиция в Донбасс. 7 / V I I I - 8 / X 
1925 г. [The 25-th helminthological expedition 
to Donjetz district (7/VI11-8/X 1925)] [Rus-
sian text] < Deffit.  28. Gel'mint. Eksped. SSSR, 
pp. 216-227; English summary, p. 283. |W».j 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; S H U L ' T S , R I K -
H A R D E D U A R D S O L O M O N O V I C H ; S E R B I N O V , P . I . ; 
a n d S M I R N O V , G . G . 
(1928 b).—Результаты деятельности 25-й со-
юзной гельминтологической экспедиции Дон-
басса <Trudy Eksped. Izuchen. Glistn. Zabol. 
Gornoraboch. Donets. Basseïna (1925), pp. 
128-136. 
1929 a.—Ergebnisse der Expedition zur Erfors-
chung der Helminthosen der Kohlengrubenar-
beiter der Donjetzhöhenkette (25. helmin tho-
logische Expedition der U. d. S. S. R, 1925) 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 112 
(6-8), 28 Juni, pp. 454-458. [W»,l 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d S K A R B I L O -
V I C H , T A T I A N A S E M E N O V N A . 
1936 a.—Нематодные болезни с. χ. растений 
[Nematode diseases of  farm plante] [Russian 
text] <ВШ1. Vsesofflz.  Akad. S.-Kh. Nauk, v. 
2 (5), May, pp. 9-12. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d S M I R N O V , 
G. G. 
(1928 a).—Работа 25-й союзной гельминтологи-
ческой экспедиции в Шахтинском округе 
<Trudy Eksped. Izuchen. Glistn. Zabol. Gor-
noraboch. Donets Basseïna (1925), pp. 103-127. 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d U D I N T S E V , 
A. N. 
1930 a.—Two new trematodes from the biliary 
ducts of  birds from Armenia <J. Parasitol., v. 
16 (4), June, pp. 213-219, pi. 14, figs.  1-2. 
[Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d V E R E S H -
C H A G I N , M I K H A I L N I K O L A E V I C H . 
1926 a .—К познанию паразитических червей 
Смоленской губернии (Zur Untersuchung der 
parasitischen Würmer in Gouvernement Smo-
lensk) [Russian text; German summary] 
<Nauch. Izvest. Smolensk. Gosudarstv. Univ., 
Estest., v. 3 (1), pp. 109-112. [W·.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d W A G N E R , 
G. F. 
(1924 a) .—К биологии Strongyloides stercoralis 
в связи с новым (5-м) случаем angiostomos'a 
у человека <Gosudarstv. Nauchn. Inst. Nar. 
Kom. Zdr. Imeni Pastera (1919-1924), pp. 
108-113. 
1926 a.—Zur Biologie des Strongyloides stercoialis 
im Zusammenhang mit einem neuen (dem 5.) 
Falle der Angiostomose beim Menschen [Ab-
stract of  1924 a] <Zool. Ber., v. 8 (1-2), pp. 
69-70. [Wa.] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d W I T E N B E R G , 
G E O R G E G . 
1927 a.—Вторая гельминтологическая экскур-
сия в Дорогобужский уезд, Смоленской губ. 
[The 2-d helminthological excursion to Dorogo-
bush, in the government of  Smolensk] [Russian 
text] <Deffit.  28. Gel'mint. Eksped. SSSR, pp. 
255-256. [W».] 
S K R J A B I N , K O N S T A N T I N I V A N O V I C H ; a n d Z A K H A R O V , 
N I K O L A I P A V L O V I C H . 
1920 a.—Dva novykh roda trematod iz krovi ptits. 
(Materialy k poznanifü gelmintofauny  ptits 
Rossii) [Zwei neue Trematodengattungen aus 
den Blutgefässen  der Vögel. (Beitrag zur 
Kenntniss der Helminthenfauna  der Vögel 
Russlands)] < Izvest. Donsk. Vet. Inst., v. 2, 
(1), pp. 1-5; German uesurné, pp. 5-6, 1 pl., 2 
figs.  [Wa.] 
SKROBISHEVSKIÏ, V . [ С к р о б и ш е в с к и й , В . ] 
(1892 a).—Краткое описание грибных болезней 
и вредных насекомых виноградной лозы 
(Short description of  the diseases of  grape 
caused by fungi  and insects). 53 pp. Ialta. 
SKBOP, F. See Mihalovics, G.; and Skrop, F. 
SKROZKI. [Dr., Stabsarzt К. Schutztruppe Deuts ch-
Ostafrica] 
1908 a.—Malaria-Infektion  hochgelegener Orte 
durch eingeschleppte Mücken <Arch. Schiffs-
u. Tropen-IIyg., v. 12 (5), März, p. 165. [W·».] 
190S b.—Fliegenlaiven in der menschlichen Haut 
<Ibidem (13), Juli, p. 441. [VV-.j 
4738 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S K B Y N N I K , A . N. [Скрынник, A . H.] [See also 
Levkovich, E. N.; and Skrynnik, A. N.; and 
Pavlovskiï, Evgenil Nikonorovich; and Skryn-
nik, A . N.] 
S K B Y N N I K , A . N . ; a n d R Y Z H O V , N . V . 
(1941 a).—Experimental investigation of  the tick 
Dermacentor silvarum as the vector of  spring-
summer encephalitis CTrudy Voenno-Med. 
Akad. Krasn. Armi, v. 25, pp. 41-49. 
S K B Z E C Z K A , C . 
(1882 a).—Generalbericht über das Medizinal-
und Sanitätswesen der Stadt Berlin in den 
Jahren 1879 und 1880. 391 pp. Berlin. 
S K S H I V A N , F . F . ; a n d S T E F A N S K I ! , У . К . 
1908 а.—К voprosu ob etiologii dizenterii ν Rossii. 
6 sluchaev amebnoï dizenterii ν Odessß CKhar'-
kov. Med. Zhurnal, v. 5 (4), Apr., pp. 371-385. 
[ W M . ] 
SKUBLEVSKAÎX, M . V . [ С к у б л е в с к а я , M . В . ] See 
Kheïfets, К . В.; and Skublevskalà, M. V. 
S K U H E R S K F , K A B E L . [ D r . , B r n e ] 
1926 a.—O praekancerosnich stauech vznikajiöich 
pûsobenim zivodiän^ch parasitû cöasop . Lék. 
èesk., v. 65 (10), Mar. 5, pp. 393-398. [Wm · ] 
1940 a.·—Prîspëvek k profylaxi  a terapii vnitfnfch 
parasitárních chorob (Beitrag zur Verhütung 
und Therapie der inneren Parasitenkrankheiten) 
ICzechoslovakian text] CZvërolék. Obzor. v. 33 
(23), Dec. 5, pp. 458-462. [W», f · , ] 
SKURSKIÏ, N . F . [ С к у р с к и и , H . Ф . ] 
1928 a.—Случай большого однокамерного эки-
нококка брюшной полости [A case of  a large 
unilocular Echinococcus of  the abdominal cavity] 
[Russian text] CVrach. Gaz., v. 32 (16), 31 
Aug., col. 1126-1128. [Wm.] 
SKTJSE, F B E D E H I C K A. A. [Asst., Entom.] 
1893 a.—Description of  a new flea  (Stephanocircus 
dasyuri) from New South Wales; with notes of 
Borne other insect parasites known in Australia 
CRec. Austral. Mus., v. 2 (5), Sept., pp. 77-82, 
pi. 17, figs.  l -2e. [W·.] 
1894 a.—Idem [Abstract] Clnsect Life,  v. 6 (3), 
Feb., p. 279. [Wa, W » , W«.| 
1896 a.—Stephanocircus, Sk.: A rejoinder [to 
Baker, Carl F., 1895, in Canad. Entom., v. 27, 
p. 63] CRec. Austral. Mus., v. 2 (7), Jan., p. 
110. [W·.] 
S K V O B T S O V , A N A T O L I ! A L E K S E E V I C H . [Скворцов, 
Анатолий Алексеевич] [1883- ] [See also 
Petrov, Aleksandr Mikhaïlovich; and Skvortsov, 
Anatolii Alekseevich; and Petrov, Aleksandr 
Mikhaïlovich; Skvortsov, Anatolii Alekseevich; 
and Filosofov,  V. N.; and Shul'ts, Rikhard 
Eduard Solomonovich; and Skvortsov, Anatolii 
Alekseevich] 
1924 a.—Materialy k faune lichinochnykh form 
trematod v molliuskakh r.r. Volgi i Vetlugi 
[Materialien zur Fauna der Larvenformen  von in 
den Mollusken der Wolga und Wetluga lebenden 
Trematoden] [Russian text; German summary] 
CRabot. Volzh. Biol. Stantsii, v. 7 (4-5), pp. 
201-211, figs.  1-2. [W».] 
1927 a .—К анатомии трематоды Acrolichanus 
auriculatus (?) (Wedl 1856 г.) из стерлядей 
волжского бассейна. (Ueber den anatomischen 
Bau des Saugwurmes des Sterlets des Wolga-
Fluesystems—-Acrolichanus auriculatus (W edl, 
1856) CSborn. Rabot. Gel'mintol. Posv. К. I. 
Skriàbmu, pp. 276-286, figs.  1-10; German 
summary, p. 286. [W4.] 
1928 a.—Ueber die Helminthenfauna  des Wolga-
sterlets CZool. Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., v. 54 
(5-6), pp. 557-577, figs.  1-19. [W».] 
1934 a.—Исследования по циклу развития 
Dicrocelium lanceatum (Recherches la morpho-
logie et la biologie de l'oeuf  et sur le cycle évolutif 
du Dicrocoelium lanceatum) [Russian text; 
French summary] <Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. 
Bolezni, v. 3 (3), pp. 240-253, illus. [Wm . ] 
[1935 a] .—К ивучению гельминтофауны водяных 
крыс Arvicola terrestris (L.) (Zur Kenntnis 
der Helminthenfauna  der Wasserratten (Arvi-
S K V O B T S O V , A N A T O L I ! A L E K S E E V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
[1935 а].—Continued. 
cola terrestris L.) [Russian text; German sum-
mary] CVestnik Mikrobiol., Epidemiol, i Para-
zitol. (1934), v. 13 (4), pp. 317-326, figs.  1-5. 
[W·.] [Approved for  printing 14 Apr. 1935] 
1937 a.—К биологии нематоды Habronema mega-
stoma (Rud., 1819) [Some observations on the 
biology of  the nematode Habronema  rfiegastoma 
(Rud., 1819)] [Russian text] CRabot. Gel'mint. 
(Skrjabin), pp. 653-662, illus. [W*.] 
1940 a.—К фауне моллюсков южного Казах-
стана (Contribution to the fauna  of  molluscs 
of  the south Kasakhstan (Alma-Ata region) 
[Russian text; English summary] CTrudy Ka-
zak. Nauchno-Issled. Vet. Inst., v. 3, pp. 361-379. 
[By.] 
1940 b.—Цикл развития метастронгилид свиней 
в промежуточном хозяине (The developmental 
cycle of  the metastrongylids of  pigs in interme-
diate host) [Russian text; English summary] 
CZool. Zhurnal, v. 19 (5), pp. 751-765. [I·.] 
1940 с.—Всесоюзное гельминтологическое со-
вещание [The all-union helminthological con-
ference]  [Russian text] CSovet. Med., v. 4 (9), 
pp. 43-44. [Wm.] 
1942 a.—Строение яиц бычьего цепня и меры 
борьбы с ним (Egg structure of Taeniarhynchus 
saginatus and its control) [Russian text] CZool. 
Zhurnal, v. 21 (1-2), pp. 10-18, illus. [W».] 
S K V O R T S O V , A N A T O L I ! A L E K S E E V I C H ; a n d P L O T N I -
K O V , N. N. 
1944 a.—Обнаружение церкария Opisthorchis /е-
lineus (Rivolta, 1884) в моллюсках окрест-
ностей Тобольска [Detection of  Opisthorchis 
felineus  (Rivolta, 1884) in molluscs of  the To-
bolsk area] [Russian text] С Med. Parazitol. i 
Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 13, pp. 50-53, illus. [Wm . ] 
S K V O B T S O V , A N A T O L I ! A L E K S E E V I C H ; S M I R N O V A , V . 
D . ; a n d S I Z Ì À K O V A , Ε . Ν . 
1936 a.—Исследования по морфологии и био-
логии яйца и по циклу развития Fasciola 
hepatica (Recherches sur la morphologie et la 
biologie de l'oeuf  et sur le cycle évolutif  de 
Fasciola hepatica) [Russian text; French sum-
mary] CMed. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, 
v. 5 (2), pp. 257-274, illus. [Wm.] 
S K V O B T S O V , A N A T O L I ! A L E K S E E V I C H ; S O K O L O V A , L . 
N . ; a n d T A L Y Z I N , F . F . 
1941 a.—Diagnostication of  cysticercosis in cattle 
by means of  allergic reaction CDokl. Akad. 
Nauk SSSR, v. 32 (7), Sept. 10, pp. 523-525. 
[W».] 
S K V O B T S O V , A N A T O L I ! A L E K S E E V I C H ; a n d T A L Y Z I N , 
F. F. 
1940 a.—Cycle of  development of  the minor tape-
worm (Diphyllobothrium minus ChoL) CDokl. 
Akad. Nauk. SSSR, n. s„ v. 27 (6), May 30, 
pp. 618-620, illus. [W·.] 
S K V O B T S O V , A N A T O L I ! A L E K S E E V I C H ; a n d V O L ' F , 
• Z . V . 
1940 а .—К биологии Dicrocoelium lanceatum 
(Contribution to the biology of  Dicrocoelium 
lanceatum) [Russian text; English summary] 
CTrudy Kazak. Nauchno-Issled. Vet. Inst., v. 
3, pp. 335-337. [By.] 
1940 b .— К биологии трематоды поджелудочной 
железы Eurytrema pancreaticum (Contribution 
to the biology of  the pancreate trematode 
Eurytrema pancreaticum) [Russian text; English 
summary] CTrudy Kazak. Nauchno-Issled. 
Inst., v. 3, pp. 329-335. [By.] 
S K V O R T S O V , E . D . 
1928 a.—К вопросу о ламблиозе двенадцати-
перстной кишки (Contribution à l'étude des 
lambliases duodénales) [Russian text] CRussk. 
Zhurnal Trop. Med., v. 6, pp. 106-111; French 
summary, p. 142. [Photostat  copy, W».] 
SKVORTSOV, P. A. See Shevchenko, F. I.; Skvortsov, 
P. Α.; Baturin, I. I.; and Milkov, V. S. 
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SKVOHTSOV, V. A. [Nordruss. Inst. Forsch. Gebiete 
Milchwirtsch., Moloschnaja bei Wologda, USSR] 
1934 a.—Ueber den Einfluss  der Dasselfliegenver-
seuchung auf  die Milchleistung der Kühe <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 50 (6), 9 Feb., pp. 84-85. 
[W».] 
SKVORTZOFF, A . A . See S k v o r t s o v , A . A . 
S K W A R R A , E L I S A B E T H . [ D r . ] 
1921 a.—Diagnosen neuer freilebender Nematoden 
Ostpreussens <Zool . Anz., Iieipzig, v. 53 (3-4) , 
26 Juli, pp. 66-74, figs.  1-16. [W».] 
1922 a.—Freilebenden Nematoden Ostpreussens 
[Extract from paper presented 20 Jan., 1921] 
< Schrift.  Phys.-Oekonom. Gesellsch. Königsb. 
i. Pr., v. 63, pp. 107-112. [W·.] 
1924 a.—Ergänzung zur Kenntnis eines freilebenden 
Nematoden, Monohystera  bipunctata G. Schnei-
der <Arch. Hydrobiol., v . 15 (2), pp. 225-236, 
figs.  1-3. [Wa.] 
S K W O R Z O F F , A. A. See Skvortsov, Anatoli! Alek-
seevich. 
S L A B B E R , M A R T I N U S . 
[1767? а].—Bericht van een worm-loozing uit het 
rechter neus-gat <Verhandel. Holland. Maatsch. 
Wetensch. Haarlem, Deel 10, Stuk 2, pp. 466-
470. [Wm] [no t.p. date; article on p. 189 is 
dated 3 Oct. 1767] 
[1767? b].—Waarneming van de gevleugelde ze-
sendertigten-gelige vogel-luis <Verhandel. Hol-
land. Maatsch. Wetensch. Haarlem, Deel 10, 
Stuk 2, pp. 413-425, 1 pl., figs.  1-3. [ W m . ] 
[no t.-p. date; article on p. 189 is dated 3 Oct. 
1767] 
SLACK, H. D . [Univ. Glasgow] 
1937 a.—Note on Scottish Heiniptera-Heteroptera-
Cimex columbarius Jen. < Scottish Naturalist 
(225), May-June, p. 91. [W\] 
1938 a.—Chromosome numbers in Cimex [Letter 
to editor, dated June 28] <Nature, London 
(3590), v . 142, Aug. 20, p. 358. [W».] 
1939 c.—Structural hybridity in Cimex L. <Chro-
nosoma, v. 1 (1), Apr. 12, pp. 104-118, illus. 
[W«.] 
S L A C K , H E N R Y J. See Badcock, John, 1 8 7 5 a. 
SLADDEN, A . F . [Swansea] 
1922 a.—[Laboratory note to Rice, D . Α . ; and 
Williams, H. O., 1922 a) <Lancet, Ixindon 
(5172), v. 203, v. 2 (16), Oct. 14, pp. 800-801. 
[Wa, Wm.] 
1944 a.—Trichiniasis in Britain [Letter to editor 
dated Mar. 3] <Brit . Med. J. (4184), Mar. 15, 
p. 415. [W».] 
S L A D E , R O L A N D E . [Dr., Imperial Chem. Indust.] 
1945 a — A potent new insecticide <Vet . Ree. 
(2958), ν 57 (11), Mar. 17, p. 128. [W«.] 
1945 b.—Gammexane. An insecticide with out-
standing properties <Chem. Age (1342), v . 
52, Mar. 17, pp. 244-246. [Wa.] 
1945 c.—Gammexane, an insecticide with outstand-
ing properties <Pests, v . 13 (9), Sept., pp. 12, 
13. [W».] 
1915 d.—El "gammexane" <Suelo Argent. (44), 
v . 4, Aug., pp. 538-539 (pp. 62-63). [W».] 
1945 e.—The γ-isomer of  liexachlorocyclohexane 
(gammexane), an insecticide with outstanding 
properties <Chem. & Indust. (40), Oct. 13, pp. 
314-319, pis. [Wa.] 
1945 f.—A  new British insecticide. The gamma 
isomer of  benzene hexachloride <Chem. Trade 
J. (3017), v. 116, Mar. 16, pp. 279-281. [Wa.] 
1945 g.—Specific  poisons <Endeavor (16), v. 4, 
Oct., pp. 148-153, illus. [Wa.] 
S L A G S V O L D , L A R S . [Prof., Norway] [For  port, see 
Vet. J., London (662), v. 86 (8), Aug. 1930, pi. 
10] [Wa.] 
1919 a.—Hestens infekti0se anaemi i Tyskland 
<Norsk Vet-Tidsskr., v. 31 (8-9), Aug.-Sept., 
pp. 233-239. [W».] 
1919 b.—Litt om smitsomme sygdomme hos kan-
inen og haren <Norsk Vet.-Tidsskr., v. 31 (4) 
Apr., pp. 81-91. [W».] 
S L A G S V O L D , L A R S — C o n t i n u e d . 
1920 a.—Baendelorm has katter <Norsk Vet.-
Tidsskr., v . 32 (2), Feb., pp. 33-38. [W«.] 
1920 b.—Sundhetstilstanden blandt hysdyrene i 
Trysil (Fra en bygdebeskrivelse) <Norsk Vet -
Tidsskr , v. 32 (12), Dec., pp.«337-346. [W·.] 
1920 c.—Hestens ondartede anaemi <Norsk Vet.-
Tidsskr., v. 32 (11), Nov. , pp. 299-307; (12), 
Dec., pp. 326-332, illus. [W·.] 
1933 a.—Behandling av huder og skinn. 16 pp., 
figs.  1 -8 . Oslo. ([Norway] Landbruksdeparte-
mentete Småskrift nr. 38. Bilag til: Tidsskrift 
for det Norske Landbruk nr. 10-1933) [Wa.] 
1933 b.—Kort oversigt over de almindeligste hud-
lideker i våre sau- og gjetebesetninger—midier 
mot hudparasitter ( "vask" ) <Norsk. Vet.-
Tidsskr., v. 45 (5), Mai, pp. 280-307, figs.  1 -6 ; 
(6), Juni, pp. 321-328. [W».] 
1934 a —Idem [Abstract] (Review of  the most 
important skin diseases in our sheep and goats) 
[Abstract] <Vet . Bull. [Imp. Bureau Animal 
Health], Weybridge, Eng., v. 4 (5), May, p. 379. 
[Wa.] 
1946 a —Snylterplagen hos hest <Norsk Vet.-
Tidsskr., v . 58 (1), Jan., pp. 2-18. [W>.] 
S L A T E , W I L L I A M L O R E N Z O . [1884- ] [Director] 
1928 a.—Blackhead in turkeys <Rep . Storrs 
Agrie. Exper. Station (1927-28), (Bull. 150), 
Sept., p. 17, fig.  7. [W».] 
1931 a —Blackhead of  turkeys <Rep . Storrs Agrie. 
Exper. Station (1929-30), (Bull. 171), Mar., pp. 
16-17. [W·.] 
1933 a.—Coccidiosis of  chickens < R e p . Storrs 
Agrie. Exper. Station (1932-33) (Bull. 192), 
Sept., p. 7. [W».] 
1934 a.—Studies on coccidiosis <Rep . Storrs Agrie. 
Exper. Station (1933-34), (Bull. (199)), Sept., 
pp. 12-13. [W».] 
1935 a.—Coccidiosis and fowl  paralvsis <Rep . 
Storrs Agrie. Exper. Station (1934-35) (Bull. 
207), Nov., p. 12. [Wa.] 
1935 b.—Studies on sheep diseases of  economic im-
portance in Connecticut < R e p . Storrs Agrie. 
Exper. Station (1934-35), (Bull. 207), Nov., pp. 
12-13. [Wa.] 
1935 c.—Survey of  animal diseases occurring in 
Connecticut, based on laborators' diagnosis 
<Rep . Storrs Agrie. Exper. Station (1934-35) 
(Bull. 207), Nov., pp. 13-18. [W·.] 
1937 a.—Record of  animal diseases occurring in 
Connecticut based on laboratorv diagnosis, July 
1, 1936 to June 30, 1937 <49. Ann. Rep. Storrs 
Agrie. Exper. Station (1936-37) (Bull. 221), 
Nov., pp 24-28. [Wa.] 
1937 b.—Studies on coccidiosis and fowl  paralysis 
<48. Ann. Rep. Storrs Agrie. Exper. Station 
(1935-36) (Bull. 214), Jan., p. 13. [W».] 
1937 c.—Survey of  animal diseases occurring in 
Connecticut, based on laboratory diagnosis <49. 
Ann. Rep. Storrs Agrie. Exper. Station (1936-
37) (Bull. 221), Nov. , pp. 19-20. [W».] 
1937 d.—Wildlife  project <48. Ann. Rep. Storrs 
Agrie. Exper. Station (1935-36) (Bull. 214), Jan., 
p. 14. [Wa.] 
SLATER, A. E. [Mission Poultry Farm, Etah, U. P.] 
1940 a.—Hints on poultry farming  in India [Ex-
tract from Allahabad Farmer, Jan.] <Indian 
Vet. J., v. 17 (1), July, pp. 49-54. [Wa.J 
SLATER, H. H. [Whitley, Newcastle-on-Tyne] 
1883 a.—Subcutaneous worms in birds <Zoologist, 
3. s. (81), v. 7, Sept., p. 383. [W*.] 
SLATER, H. M. See Grave, Floyd; and Slater, H. M . 
S L A T E R , J . H A R V E Y . 
1905 a.—Slrongylus paradoxus or lung worm in 
swine < A m . Vet. Rev., v . 29 (3), June, pp. .402-
304. [W 1 , W'" , W « . ] 
S L A T E R , W I L L I A M K E R S H A W . 
1925 a.—The nature of  the metabolic processes in 
Ascaris lumbricoides <Biochem. J., v. 19 (4), pp. 
604-610. [Wm.] 
47 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S L A T I N Ò A N O , Α . ; a n d G A L E S E S C O , P . 
1907 a.—L'emploi de l'atoxyl en injections intra-
musculaires dans la malaria CCompt. Rend. 
Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 63 (37), 20 Déc., pp. 674-
675. [W-, W·", W«.] 
S L A T I N E A U , Α . ; B A L M U S , G . ; a n d B A L M U S P . [ L a b . 
BacterioL, Fac. Med. Jassy, Roumanie] 
1936 a.—Sur l'action pathogène du Trypanosoma 
lewist <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 29 (S), pp. 888-
894. [W·.] 
1937 a.—Sur ime épizootie due au trypanosome 
lewisi-Kent <Areh. Roumaines Path. Expér. 
et Microbiol., v. 10 (2), June, pp. 159-170, pis. 
[W·.] 
S L A T O G O R O V , S . 
1904 a.—[The mosquito theory of malaria] [Rus-
sian text] CVrach. Gaz., v. 11 (7), pp. 201-202. 
[ W » l 
1906 a.—Zur Mosquito Theorie der Malaria [Ab-
stract of  1904 a] < Jahresb. Fortschr. Lehre Path. 
Mikroorganism. (Baumgarten) (1904), v. 20, 
p. 124. [W®, Wn·.] 
SLÄTTER, E. E. [Illinois Agrie. Exper. Station, Univ. 
Illinois] [See also Graham, Robert; Slätter, E. 
E.; and Park, Sunshine Elizabeth; and Graham, 
Robert; Thorp, Frank (jr.); Slätter, E. E.; and 
Torrey, J. P.] 
S L Ä T T E R , E . E . ; a n d G R A H A M , R O B E R T . 
1933 a.—Horse parasite control in Illinois <Vet. 
Bull., U. S. Army, v. 27 (1), Jan., pp. 21-28, figs. 
1-2, graph 1. [Wv] 
S L Ä T T E R , E . E . ; P A R K , S U N S H I N E E L I Z A B E T H ; a n d 
G R A H A M , R O B E R T . 
1933 a.—Studies of  horses treated for  strongylidosis 
<North Am. Vet., v. 14 (3), Mar., pp. 19-33, 
figs.  1-8, graphs 1-6. [Wv] 
S L A T T E R T , T H O M A S . See Carpenter, George Herbert; 
Phibbs, Geoffrey;  and Slattery, Thomas. 
S L A U C K . 
1930 a.—Röntgenologisch festgestellte  Trichinose 
[Abstract of  report before Niederrhein. Gesel-
lsch. Natur- u. Heilk., Bonn, 17 Feb.] <Klin. 
Wchnschr., v. 9 (30), 26 Juli, p. 1426. [Wv] 
SLAUGHTER, R. M. [M. D., Theological Seminary, 
Virginia] 
1891a.—Filaria sanguinis hominis. (The discovery 
and prevalence of  the disease in the United 
States. Report of  two new cases.) <Practice, 
v. 5 (12), Dec., pp. 329-335. [W-v] 
1891 b.—Two new cases of Filaria sanguinis hom-
inis [Same cases as in 1891 a] <Med. News, 
Phila. (986), v. 59 (23), Dec. 5, pp. 649-650. 
[Wm, WV] 
1895 a.—Abscess of  the liver in children, with re-
port of  a case of  amoebic abscess <Virginia Med. 
Month. (259), v. 22 (7), Oct., pp. 722-731. [Wa. 
Wm.] 
1902 a.—Sporadic trichinaisis, with report of  a 
case <Virginia Med. Semi-Month. (141), v. 6 
(21), Feb. 21, pp. 525-529. [W®, W· . ] 
S L A V I E R O , C H E R A R D O . 
1914 a.—Contributo alla patologia degli ascaridi 
<Gazz. Osp., Milano, v. 35 (102), Aug. 25, pp. 
107&-1077. [Wm.] 
S L A V I N . 
(1931 a).—La maladie helmintho-pulmonaire des 
moutons <Vet. Spetsialist Sotsial. Stroïke (15-
16), pp. 38-41. 
S L A V I N , A . [Славин, Α . ] 
1910 а.—Гранулезный дерматитъ лошади, какъ 
nocfliflCTBÍe кожнаго филярюза [Granuläre 
Dermatitis des Pferdes  als Folge von Haut-
filarien] [Russian text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet., 
S.-Peterburg, v. 22 (18), Sept. 5, cols. 807-808. 
[W».] 
1911 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Jahresb. Vet.-Med. 
(1910), v. 30, pp. 228, 229. [W®.] 
SLAVIN, А. Р. [Славин, А. П.] [See also Romano-
vich, Mechislav Ivanovich; and Slavin, A. P.] 
1914 а.—Интратрахеальныя инъекцш при ле-
гочно-глистной болЬзни ягнять [Intratra-
cheale Injektion bei der Lungenwurmkrankheit 
SLAVIN, А . P . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1914 a.—Continued. 
der Lämmer] [Russian text] <Vestnik Obsh. 
Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 26 (19), cols. 928-930; 
(20), Oct. 15, cols. 974-979. [W-v] 
(1916 a).—Паразиты и паразитические заболе-
вания домашних животных и птиц в районе 
Екатеринославской, Херсонской и Тавгиче-
ской губерний [Parasites and parasitic diseases 
of  domestic animals and birds in the region of 
Ekaterinoslav, Kherson and Taurida Govern-
ments] [Russian text] <Vet. Obozr. (23-24), 
pp. 592-603. 
1920 a.—Intratracheale Injektion bei der Lungen-
wurmkrankheit der Lämmer [Abstract of  1914 
a] <Jahresb. Leistung. Vet.-Med. (1917), v. 37, 
p. 70, 71. [W®.] 
1927 a.—1TelSzioz glaz krupnogo rogatogo skota 
[Théiliasose des veux chez les bovins] <Vestnik 
Sovrem. Vet. (30), v. 3 (5), Mart, pp. 138-141, 2 
figs. [Wa.] 
(1934 a).—Личинки овода как симулянте сапа 
[Effects  of  botfly  larvae simulating glanders] 
[Russian text] <Sovet. Vet., (2), Feb., pp. 30-34. 
1934 b.—Idem [Abstract] (Zalazki owadów 
ludzqeo podobne do nosacizny) <Wiadom. Wet. 
(172), Rok 16, v. 12, Nov., p. 588. [Wv] 
S L A V I N , H O W A R D B E R N A R D . [1908- ] [M. D., 
Asst. Prof., Med. and Bacteriol., School Med., 
Rochester, New York] See Syverton, Jerome T.; 
and Slavin, Howard Bernard. 
SLAVIN, N . А . [ С л а в и н , Η . Α . ] 
1927 a.—Эхинококк под желудочной железы и 
несколько слов о реакции Weinberg'a [Echino-
kokkus der Bauchspeicheldrüse mit beiläufiger 
Bemerkung über die Weinberg-Reaktion] [Rus-
sian text] CVrach. Gaz., v. 31 (7), Apr. 15, col. 
510-511. [Wm.] 
SLAVINA, N . S. [ С л а в и н а , H . С . ] 
1944 a.—К вопросу о носительстве вируса кле-
щевой возвратной лихорадки клещами-пере-
носчикама в Казахстане (То the question of 
carrying of  the virus of  the tick febris recurrens 
by tick-vectors in Kazakhstan) [Russian text] 
<Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 13 (5), 
pp. 85-87. [W®.] 
1945 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bull., v. 42 
(8), Aug., p. 644. [W®.] 
S L A V O A C A , T I T U S . 
1923 a.—Contribution à l'étude du mécanisme de 
l'action de l'atoxyl dans la trypanosomiase des 
souris CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 88 
(12), 14 Avr., pp. 927-929. [Wa.] 
1923 b.—Relation entre la dose thérapeutique du 
salvarsan et le degré de l'infection  dans la try-
panosomiase des souris <Compt. Rend. Soc. 
Biol., Paris, v. 88 (12), 14 Avr., pp. 939-941. 
[Wa.] 
S L A V U , G R . I. [Prof., Chef Trav., Vet. School, Bu-
curest] 
(1914? a).—Treatment of  follicular  mange in the 
dog <Arhiva Vet., Bucureçti. 
1914 b.—Idem [Extract] <Vet. Ree. (1356), v. 27, 
July 4, p. 3. [Wv] 
S L A W I K O W S K I , A N T O N I U S . 
([1819 a]).—Abhandlung über die Würmer ira 
Menschen. Wien. 
[1819 b],—De vermibus in corpore humano obvis. 
Diss. 148 pp. Vienn®. [Wm.] 
S L A W J A N S K Y , K R O N I D F Y O D O R O V I C H . [1847-1908] 
[Prof.,  Dr., St. Petersburg] 
1880 a.—Ein Fall von Echinococcen der Bauch-
höle, geheilt durch Laparo-Echinococcotomie 
<Centralbl. Gynäk., v. 4 (20), 25 Sept., pp. 465-
469. [W®.] 
S L A W S O N , H . H . 
1942 a.—Agricultural insecticides. No war-time 
suspension of  experiment station research as 
entomologists expand efforts  to protect nation's 
food  supply . . . summary of  some significant 
facts  from 1942 state experiment station reports 
<Soap, v. 18 (10), Oct., pp. 91-94, 103. [Wv] 
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SLAWSON, И . H . — C o n t i n u e d . . 
1944 a.—Experiment stations report on 1943 in-
secticide studies. A review of  the latest reports 
on agricultural insecticide research by a group of 
state experiment stations <Soap, v. 20 (12), 
Dec., pp. 122-125, 135, 137, 139. [W«.] 
S L F F , J O H N G. [Asst. Vet., Bureau Hygiene, Manila, 
P. I.) 
1902 a.—Notes on a new disease of hors as <Am. 
Vet. Rev., v. 25 (10), Jan., pp. 819-821. [W», 
W - . W·.] 
1902 b.—Idem <Bull. (42) Bureau Animal Indust., 
U. S. Dept. Agrie., pp. 12-13. [W% W°.] 
1902 c.—Notes sur une nouvelle maladie des chev-
aux [Abstract of  1902 a] <Rec. Méd. Vét., v. 
79, 8. s., v. 9 (11), 15 Juin, pp. 3911-392. [W», 
W m . ] 
1905 a.—Notes on a new disease of  horses [Ab-
stract of  1902 a] CJahresb. Fortschr. Lehre 
Path. Mikroorganism. (Baumgarten) (1902), 
v. 18, p. 697. [W", W™.] 
VAN S L E E , W . 
1930 a.—Onderzoek naar het voorkomen van 
Filaria te Mamoedjoe <Geneesk. Tijdschr. 
Nederl-Indië, v. 70 (5), pp. 444-450, 1 pi. [W">.] 
S L E E S M A N , J A Y P E T E R S O N . [1904- ] [Ohio Agrie. 
Exper. Station] See Huber, Lawrence Lester; 
and Sleesman, Jay Peterson. 
S L E G G S , G E O R G E F R E D E R I C K . 
1925 a.—A strongyloid nematode, Warrenius  hifur-
calus n. sp., from the Richardson ground squirrel 
Parasitology, v. 17 (4), 31 Oct., pp. 410-416, 
figs.  1-9. [W".J 
1927 a.—Notes on cestodes and trematodes of 
marine fishes  of  southern California  <Bull. 
Scripps Inst. Oceanography, Tech. S., v. 1 (6), 
Mar. 30, pp. 63-72, figs.  1-14. [W«.j 
SI-F.ITH, F . S T . G E O R G E . [M. R . C. V. S., Lecturer 
Parasitol., \7et. Coll. Ireland] 
1940 a.—The larger helminths in the intestines of 
domestic animals; their association with disease, 
and methods of  control <Vet. Ree., v. 52 (15), 
Apr. 13, pp. 275-286. [Wa.] 
1944 a.—Some observations on parasitic worms in 
livestock <J. Dept. Agrie., Dublin, v 41 (1), 
Mar., pp. 82-89. [W·.] 
SLEMMER, A. C. [Sandusky County, Ohio] 
1917 a.—Gapes <National Stock, and Farm., v. 41 
(18), July 28, p. 428 (p. 12). [Wa.] 
S L E P Y A N , A L B E R T H . [ 1 9 1 0 - ] [ M . D . , Lieut, 
(jg), MC-V(S) , U. S. N. R.] 
1944 a.—A rapid treatment for  scabies <J. Am. 
M e d . A s s . , v . 1 2 4 ( 1 6 ) , A p r . 1 5 , p p . 1 1 2 7 - 1 1 2 8 . 
[W«.] 
S L E S I C , M . [Dr., Agram] See Rosenberger, Gustav; 
and Slesié, M. 
S L E S I N G E R , H Y M A N A . [ 1 9 0 4 - ] [M. D . , Wind-
ber, Pennsylvania] 
1943 a.—Trichinosis during childhood <J. Pediat., 
St. Louis, v. 23 (3), Sept., pp. 327-334, illus. 
[W«.] 
S L E S I N G E R , H Y M A N Α . ; a n d E L R O D , R . P . 
1946 a.—Survey of  dysentery in prisoners of  war 
<Ann. Int. Med., v. 24 (6), June, pp. 1014-1024. 
[W».] 
S L E V O G T , H A D R L A N U S ; a n d STF.UBE, J O H A N N S E B A B -
T I A N . 
1758 a.—De infelsci  hydropis laccati curatione 
<Disp. ad Morb. [etc.] (Haller), Lausanne, v. 4. 
p p . 2 9 3 - 3 0 8 . [ W · " . ] 
S L I N G E R L A N D , M A R K V E R N O N . [ 1 8 6 4 - 1 9 0 9 ] 
1900 a.—Mosquitoes of  the United States 
<Science, n. s. (302), v. 12, Oct. 12, pp. 560-562. 
[ W a , W " \ W · . ] 
SLINN, G. V. [M. R. C. V. S., Min. Agrie, and Fish.] 
1923 a.—Sheep scab: successful  methods of  eradic-
tion [sic] on the Precelly Range, Pembrokeshire 
<J. Min. Agrie., London, v. 29 (12), Mar., pp. 
1078-1083, fig.  1, 1 pl., fig.  2. [Wa.] 
S L I P P , J O H N W. See Scheffer,  Victor Blanchard; and 
Slipp, John W. 
S L I V E R I C . 
(1924 a),—Un caso di echinococco del rene sinistro 
CLieé. Viestnik, A. 46. 
SLIWENSKY, M. [Dr., Bakteriol. u. Konziliararzt 
Malariabekämpfung, Sofia] 
1927 a.—Die Plasmochinbehandlung der Malaria 
< Beihefte (1) Arch. Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hyg., ν. 
31, pp. 129-145, 1 fig.  [Wa.] 
1937 a.—Verbreitung, Klinik und Therapie der 
schweren Malariaformen  in Bulgarien, unter be-
sonderer Berücksichtigung des Schwarzwasser-
fiebers  <Festschr. Nocht, pp. 582-585. [W·.] 
1941 a.—Drei Fälle von Gongylonema pulchrum bei 
Erwachsenen in Bulgarien < Deutsche Tropen-
med. Ztschr. v. 45 (23), Dec. 1, pp. 712-714. 
[W».] 
1943 a.—Beitrag zur Malariabekämpfung  im heu-
tigen Bulgarien <Deutsche Tropenmed. Ztschr., 
v. 47 (23-24), Dec. 1, pp. 613-624, illus. [W·.] 
S L O A N , H U B E R T J O H N . ]1903- ] [Ph. D., Prof. 
Poultry Husband., Univ. Farm, St. Paul, Min-
nesota] 
1947 a.—Little danger of  harm to flock  when D D T 
is used for  control of  external parasites <Poultry 
Supply Dealer, v. 24 (2), Feb., p. 42. [W».] 
1947 b.—Temperature and humidity are important 
factors  in the development of  coccidiosis < Poul-
try Supply Dealer, v. 24 (7), July, p. 52. [Wa.] 
1947 c.—Use of  hyd rated lime in built-up litter re-
duces danger of  coccidiosis outbreak <Poultry 
Supply Dealer, v. 24 (5), May, p. 34. [Wa.] 
S L O A N , J . E . N . 
1950 a.—Carbon tetrachloride dosage in sheep. 
Some observations on possible chronic toxicity 
CVet. Ree., v. 62 (26), July 1, pp. 380-381. 
[Wa.] 
S L O A N , W . J. S. [M. Sc. Agr., Agronom.] 
1941 a.—The control of  tomato pests <Queensland 
Agrie. J., v. 56 (4), Oct. 1, pp. 277-294, pis. 
[Wa.] 
1945 a.—The control of  tomato pests <Queensland 
Agrie. J., v. 61 (1), July 1, pp. 17-41, illus. [W».] 
SLOANE, (Sir) HANS. [1660-1753] [For biographical 
note see Swainson, William. 1840 a, pp. 326-
329] [ W a . ] 
1725 a.—A voyage to the islands Madera, Barba-
does, Nieves, St. Christophers, and Jamaica; 
with the natural history of  the herbs and trees, 
four-footed  beasts, fishes,  birds, insects, reptiles, 
etc. v. 2, xviii+499 pp., pis. 5-11, 157-274. 
London. [Wa.] 
SLOANE, J. E. N. [See also Sloan, J. E. N.] See Gra-
hame, Tom; Morgan, D. O.; and Sloane, J. E. N. 
S L O A N E , J O H N . [M. D., House-Surgeon, Leicester 
Infirm.] 
1858 a.—Hydatid tumour of  the liver; serous en-
cysted tumour in the left  side of  the abdomen; 
puncture <Brit. Med. J. (60), Feb. 20, pp. 139-
140. [Wm.] 
S L O A N E , W M . II. ["Banool", Seymour] 
1942 a.—Sheep blowfly  control [Letter to editor 
dated Dec. 16] <Stock and Land, v. 32 (51), 
Dec. 23, p. 4. [W>.] 
S L O B O Z I A N O , H O R J A . [ D r . ] 
1920 a.—La solution alcoolique de naphtol β dans le 
traitement de la gale <Gaz. Hôp. Paris, v. 93 
( 1 2 ) , F e b . 3 , p . 1 8 1 . [ W T m . ] 
S L O C K E R , E N R I Q U E . [Dr., Prof., Fac. Méd., Madrid] 
1890 a.—Lecciones sobre dermatologia y nociones 
de sifiliografia  dadas en la facultad de medicina 
de Valencia. 518 pp. Valencia. [W m . ] 
S L O C O C K , S Y D N E Y H O W A R D . [ -1932] [M. R. C. 
V. S.] [For  necrology see Vet. Ree., v. 12 (14), 
Apr. 2, 1932, pp. 401-402] [Wa.] 
1886 a.—Strongylus tetracanthus <Vet. J. and Ann. 
Comp. Path. (131), ν. 22, May, pp. 326-327. 
[ W » , W m . ] 
S L O C U M , B E L L E C R A V E R . [Dr., Toledo, Ohio] 
1900 a.—Report of  a case of  Tamia  solium <Toledo 
Med. and S. Reporter, v. 26 (11), Nov., p. 747. 
[Wm.] 
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S L O C U M , R O B R . [Animal Husb. Div.] 
1919 a.—Back-yard poultry keeping <Farmers' 
Bull. (889) U. S. Dept. Agrie., Nov., 23 pp., illus. 
[Wa.] 
S L O C U M , S A M U E L C. [M. D., Portland, Oregon] 
1912 a.—Uncinariasis < Nor t h west Med., n. s., v. 4 
(9), Sept., pp. 278-280. fW4] 
SLOCUMB, R. H. [M. D., Edgemont, S. Dakota] 
1927 a.—Hydatid cyst of  the appendix <J. Am. 
Med. Ass., v. 89 (15), Oct, 8, p. 1243. [Wa.] 
SI.OGGETT, Bit Γ AN M. [Sgt., Army Educ. Serv., 
Timor] 
1946 a.—Introduction of  Latrodectus to the Pacific 
Islands < Victorian Naturalist, v. 62 (9), Jan., 
p. 165. [W«.] 
V A N S L O G T E R E N , E G B E R T U S . [Prof.  Dr., Directeur 
Lab. Recherches Oignons à Fleurs, Lisse, Hol-
lande] 
1920 a.—De bestrijding van de aaltjes-ziekten in 
Narcissen en Hyacinthen door middel van warm 
water <Mededel. (5) Lab. Bloembollenonder-
zoek Lisse, 11 pp., illus. [W».] 
1920 b.—De nematoden-bestrijding in de bloem-
bollenstreek <Tijdschr. Plantenziekten, v. 26 
(5), May, pp. 118-139; (7), July, pp. 161-171, 
illus., pis. [W«.] 
1922 a.—Bestrijding van aaltjesziekten in bolge-
wassen door middel van warmwater-behandeling 
<Mededel. (112) Lab. Bloembollenonderzoek 
Lisse, 5 pp. [Wa.] 
1923 a.—Modem methods of  combating bulb dis-
ease <Rep. Internat. Conf.  Phytopath. and 
Econom. Entom. (Holland, June 24-30), pp. 150-
162. [Wa.] 
1925 a.—De toepassing van wärmte bij de bestrij-
ding van bloembollenziekten en den invloed hier-
van op den bloei der gewassen <Mededel. (19) 
Lab. Bloembollenonderzoek Lisse, 4 pp. [Wa.] 
1930 a.—W'arm-waterbehandeling van narcissen 
<Mededel. (17) Lab. Bloembollenonderzoek 
Lisse, July, 15 pp., illus. [Wa.] 
1931 a.—Les maladies des plantes causées par des 
nématodes [Abstract of  report read before  II. 
Cong. Internat, Path. Сотр . , Paris, 14-17 Oct.] 
<Presse Méd., v. 39 (96), 2 Déc., p. 1774. [Wa.] 
[1931 b].—I/es helminthiases des plantes. Traite-
ment <2. Cong. Internat. Path. Comp. (Paris, 
14-18 Oct.), v. 1, Rapports, pp. 432-447, illus. 
[Wa.] 
[1931 с].—Les helminthiases des plantes. Traite-
ment <Mededel. (44) Lab. Bloembollenonder-
zoek Lisse, pp. 432-447, illus. [W·.] 
1931 d.—Biologiese rassen CTijdschr. Plantenziek-
ten, v. 37 (7), July, 137-149, pis. [W».] 
SLONIMSKIÏ, L. A. [Слонимскии, Л. Α . ] See Netre-
benko, Α . V.; Fedotova, S. S.; Slonimskiï, L. Α . ; 
and Uvad'eva, P. M. 
V A N S L O O T E N , J . [1878- ] See Brug, S. L.; and 
van Slooten, J. 
V A N D E B S L O O T E N , J . C . 
1892 a.—Cysticercen in de hersenen van een hond 
<Tijdschr. Veeartsenijk. en Veeteelt, v. 20 (3), 
25 Apr., pp. 216-219. [W»'_] 
VAN DEB SLOOTEN, J. P. [See also Hoefnagel,  1933 b] 
1936 a.—De beoordeeling van runderen met Cysti-
cercose, in verband met de levensvatbaarheid van 
den parasiet CTijdschr. Diergeneesk., v. 63 (19), 
Oct. 1, pp. 1102-1103. [Wa.] 
v . D . S L O O T E N , J . P . ; a n d R I N S E S , J . 
1917 a.—Het voorkomen van Cysticercus tenuicollis 
in de musculatuur bij het schaap <Tijdschr. 
Diergeneesk., Deel 44 (18), 15 Sept., p. 604. 
[Wa.] 
V A N D E B S L O O T E N , J . P . ; a n d T E N H A E F F , C . 
1909 a.—Mededeelingen van de gemeente-slacht-
plaats te Utrecht < Tijdschr. Veeartsenijk., Deel 
36 (4), Jan., pp. 237-242. [Wa.] 
S L O S A B S K I Ï , A . M . 
(1877 a).—On the anatomy and systematic posi-
tion of  Hypodectes columbee, il. sp. [Russian text] 
14 pp., 1 pi. Warsaw. 
SLOSABSKIÏ, A . M . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1877 b.—Zur Anatomie und Systematik von Hypo-
dectes columbœ, sp. η. (In  Hoyer, H. Protocoile 
der Sitzungen der Section für  Zoologie und ver-
gleichende Anatomie der V. Versammlung rus-
sischer Naturforscher  und Aerzte in Warschau 
im September 1876.) <Ztschr. Wissenseh. Zool., 
v. 28 (3), 9 März, pp. 415-417. [Wa.] 
S L O S S , M . W . 
1939 a.—Spurious parasites in a dog <Vet. Stu-
dent, Iowa State Coll., ν . 1 (2), p. 54, illus. [W·.] 
S L O T , J . Α . 
1926 a.—Bij drage tot de easuistieic der bloedziek-
ten <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 66 
(3), pp. 397-408. [W·.] 
S L O V T S O V , В . I . [ С Л О В Ц О В Ъ , Б . И . ] 
1916 а.—О химическихъ изм-Ьпетяхъ τ-Ьла при 
вараженш трипанозомапи [Chemical changes 
in the body in trypanosomiasis] [Russian text] 
<Arkh. Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg, v. 46 (11), 
pp. 1377-1384. [№.] 
S L O W A K , F E R D I N A N D . [Lehrer, Land. Hufbeschlags-
Lehr.-u. Thierh., Graz] 
1878 a.—Entartung der Leber durch Echinococcus 
multilocularis <Monatschr. Ver. Thierärzte 
Oesterr., v. 1 (7), July, pp. 99-101. [ A 4 ] 
S L O W E Y , J A M E S F. [M. D., Cleveland, Ohio] 
1944 a.—A case of  transient successive pulmonary 
infiltration  (Loeffler's  syndrome) associated with 
trichiniasis <Ann. Int. Med., о. s., v. 26, v. 21 
(1), July, pp. 130-135. [Wb'-w.] 
V A N D E R S L U I J S , D . 
1904 a.—Abattoir en veemarkt te Amsterdam over 
1903 [Abstract] CTijdschr. Veeartsenijk., v. 32 
(1), 1 Oct., pp. 15-17. [Wa, W™.] 
S L U I T E R , C A R E L P H I L I P . [1854-1933] [Dr., Hoogle-
eraar, Univ. Amsterdam] [For  necrology see 
Tijdschr. Nederl. Dierk. Vereen., 3. s., v. 3 (4), 
Dec., 1933, pp. 164-166] [W<\] 
1883 a.—Ueber die bei den Oxyrhynchen vorkom-
mende Maskirung <Zool. Anz., Leipzig (132), 
v. 6, 19 Feb., pp. 99-100. [Wa, W·.] 
(1895 a).—Die dierlijke Parasieten van den Mensch 
en van onze Huisdieren. viii + 352 pp., 188 figs, 
s' Gravenhage. 
1896 a.—Tcenia plastica, η. sp., eine neue kurzglie-
drige Tœnia  aus Galeopithecus volans <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., v. 19 (24), 30 Juni, pp. 941-
946, figs.  1-6. [W», W·".] 
1896 b.—New Tœnia [Abstract of  1896 a] <J. 
Roy. Micr. Soc., (5), Oct., p. 529. [W«, W">, W>.] 
1897 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Fauna von 
Süd-Afrika.  Ergebnisse einer Reise von Max 
Weber im Jahre 1894. 2. Tunicaten von Süd-
Afrika  <Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., v. 11 (1), 
6 Dec., pp. 1-64, pis. 1-7. [Wa, W·.] 
1900 a.—Tunicaten aus dem Stillen Ocean. Ergeb-
nisse einer Reise nach dem Pacific.  (Schauins-
land 1896-1897) <Ibidem, v. 13 (1), 24 Feb., 
pp. 1-35, pis. 1-6. [Wa, W·.] 
S L Ú I T E R , C A R E L P H I L I P ; a n d S W E L L E N G B E B E L , 
N I C O L A S H E N D B I K . 
1912 a.—De dierlijke parasieten van den mensch 
en van onze huisdieren. Tweede veel vermeer-
derde en verbeterde druk. 520 pp., 262 figs.,  1 pl. 
Amsterdam. [W m . ] 
S L U I T E R , C A R E L P H I L I P ; S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A S 
H E N D B I K ; a n d I H L E , J O H A N E G B E B T W I L L E M . 
[1922 а].—De dierlijke parasieten van den mensch 
en van onze huisdieren. 3. ed. 575 pp., 282 figs. 
1 pl. Amsterdam. [Wa.] 
S L U K A , E B I C H ; a n d Z A R F L , M A X . 
1909 a —Ein Fall von Kala-azar aus Taschkent in 
Wien <Deutsches Arch. Klin. Med., v. 96 (3-4), 
7 Juni, pp. 356-386, figs.  1-6, 2 graphs, pl. 12, 
figs. Α -C. [W®.] 
1909 b.—Ein Fall von Kala-azar <Münehen. Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 56 (21), 25 Mai, pp. 1072-1075, 
3 figs.,  1 map. [W», W « J 
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SLYE, MATO. [1879- 1 . , ,, , 
1924 a.—The fundamental  harmonies and the fun-
damental differences  between spontaneous neo-
plasms and all experimentally produced tumors. 
Studies in the incidence and inheritability of 
spontaneous cancer in mice. 20. report <J. 
Cancer Research, v. 8 (2), July, pp. 240-273. 
[W».l 
VAN SLYPE, W. [Bruxelles] [See also Bouvier, G.; 
and van Slype, W.] 
(1931 a).—Sur la fréquence  de l'ankylostomiase. 
Considérations thérapeutiques <Bull. Méd. 
Katanga, v. 8 (5), pp. 143-146. 
1932 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bull., v. 
29 (6), June, p. 420. [W».] 
1932 b.—Contribution à l'étude des helminthiases 
intestinales <Ann. Soc. Belge Méd. Trop., v. 12 
(4), 30 Déc., pp. 569-579. [W\] 
1932 с.—Trois cas de myiase intestinale à Apio-
choeta scalaris <Ann. Soc. Belge Méd. Trop., v. 
12 (4), 30 Déc., pp. 581-582. [W·.] 
1933 a.—Contribution à l'étude des helminthiases 
intestinales. Deuxième note <Ann. Soc. Belge 
Méd. Trop., v. 13 (1), 31 Mars, pp. 85-86. [W».] 
1933 b.—Essai de chrysothérapie des filarioses; 
effet  eutrophique de l'or <Ann. Soc. Belge Méd. 
Trop., v. 13 (1), 31 Mare, pp. 87-91. [W·.] 
1934 a.—Sur la détermination des strongylides 
humaine d'après les dimensions de leurs œufs 
<Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 27 (10), 12 Déc., pp. 
939-942. [W».] 
1934 b.—Sur la valeur curative et prophylactique de 
l'atébrine injectable <Ann. Soc. Belge Méd. 
Trop., v. 14 (3), 30 Sept., pp. 379-383. [W«.] 
1935 a.—Instabilité liquidienne de certains try-
panosés traités par la tryparsamide <Bull. Soc. 
Exot., v. 28 (6), pp. 432-434. [W».] 
1935 b.—Recherches pathogéniques et thérapeu-
tiques sur l'ankylostomiase <Ann. Soc. Belge 
Méd. Trop., v. 15 (3), Sept. 30, pp. 421-467. 
[W».] 
1936 a.—Atébrine injectable et paludisme aigu 
<Ann. Soc. Belge Méd. Trop., v. 16 (3), Sept. 
30, pp. 429-440. [W'.] 
1937 a.—Notes sur la trystibine dans quelques af-
fections  tropicales <Ann. Soc. Belge Méd. Trop., 
v. 17 (2), June 30, pp. 285-290. [W·.] 
S M A L L , A L V A N E D M O N D . See Warren, Ira; and Small, 
Alvan Edmond. 
S M A L L , J . [ F . R . C . S . , Geelong] 
1901 a.—Case of  wandering hydatid Cintercolon. 
Med. J. Australas., v. 6 (1), Jan. 20, pp. 45-46. 
[W-. ] 
S M A L L , J A M E S C H A I G . [1S88- ] [M. D „ Philadel-
phia] [See also Sailer, Joseph, 1925 a] 
1924 a.—A protozoan organism within the erythro-
cytes of  patients suffering  from epidemic pleuro-
dynia ("devil's grip"). Preliminary note <Am. 
J. Med. Sc. (631), v. 168 (4), Oct., pp. 570-573, 
figs.  1-4. [W».] 
1934 a.—Epidemic pleurodynia <Text-Book Med. 
Am. Auth. (Cecil), ed. 3, pp. 415-417. [№».] 
SMALL, M . [V. S., Dubl in ] 
1862 a.—Worms in the eves of  geese CVeterin-
arian, London (409), v. 35, 4. s. (85), v. 8, Jan., 
pp. 19-20. [W», W"" ] 
1862 b.—Würmer in den Augen von Gänsen [Ab-
stract of  1862 a] <Repert. Thierh., v. 23, p. 169. 
[W».] 
SMALL, M. С. [Managing Editor] 
1938 a.—Answers to questions about blackhead. 
Control methods depend on climatic conditions 
CTurkey World, v. 13 (8), Aug., pp. 10-11, 29-
30, illus. [Wa.] 
1938 b.—Trouble shooting on the range <Poultry 
Tribune, v. 44 (6), June, pp. 7, 9, illus. [Wa.] 
1942 a.—Blackhead control in 1942 CTurkey 
World, v. 17 (7), July, pp. 10-11, 45-48, illus. 
SMALL, M . C . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1943 a.—A special summary of  springtime flock 
health problems <Poult.ry Tribune, v. 49 (4), 
Apr., pp. 10-14, illus. [Wa.] 
1943 b.—Turkey pointers <Poultry Tribune, v. 49 
(6), June, p. 32, illus. [W·.] 
S M A L L , R . 
1910 a.—Nairobi laboratory report <Rep. Advis. 
Com. Trop. Dis. Research Fund (1909), pp. 121-
123. [W·.] 
SMALL, T. [See also Ing, E. G.; and Small, T.] 
1939 a.—On the first  outbreaks of  potato eelworm 
(Heterodera  schachlii, Schmidt) in Jersey <J. 
Helminth, v. 17 (1), Jan., pp. 39-40. [W».] 
S M A L L , T . ; D U N N , E . ; a n d T H O M A S , G . E . 
1950 a.—Potato root ellworm in Jersey <J. Min. 
Agrie., London, v. 57 (5), Aug., pp. 212-215. 
[Wa.] 
S M A L L , W . 
1927 a.—Further notes on Rhizoctonia botaticela 
(Taub.) Butler <Trop. Agrie., Agrie. J. Ceylon, 
v. 69 (1), July, pp. 9-12. [Wa.] 
1928 a.—Further notes on Rhizoctonia bataticola 
<Trop. Agrie., Agrie. J. Ceylon, v. 70 (4), Apr., 
pp. 227-231. [W«.] 
S M A L L , W I L L I A M . See Nicoli, William; and Small, 
William. 
S M A L L , W I L L I A M D O U G L A S D E N T O N . [ M . D . , F . R . 
C. P. E.j [See also MacCormac, Henry; and 
Small, William Douglas Denton] 
1938 a.—Hydatid of  the lung—bilateral <Tr . 
Med.-Chir. Soc. Edinb. (1937-38), Session 117, 
p. 129. [W™.] 
SMALLMAN, A . B . [ M a j . ] 
1913 a.—Note on some cellular bodies found  in a 
case of  Mediterranean leishmaniasis <J. Roy. 
Army Med. Corps, v. 21 (6), Dec., pp. 636-040, 
1 pl., figs.  1-2. [W».] 
S M A L L W O O D , W I L L I A M M A R T I N . [Ph. D., Harvard] 
1906 a.—Notes on Branchiobdella <Biol. Bull., 
v. 11 (2), July, pp. 100-111, figs.  1-7. [Wa.] 
1914 a.—^Preliminary report on diseases of  fish  in 
the Adirondacks. A contribution to the life  his-
tory of  Clinostomum marginatum <Tech. Pub-
lication (1) N. York State Coll. Forest., Ser. 14 
No. 2 (e), June, 27 pp., figs.  1-11. [Wa.] 
1930 a.—A text-book of  biology for  students in 
general, medical, and technical courses. 6. ed., 
thoroughly rev. 470 pp., illus., pis. Philadel-
phia. [W·.] 
SMALT, F. H. [Arts Trop. Hyg. Kolon. Inst. Amster-
dam] 
1946 a.—Baant de in den normalen darin uit het ei 
gekomen larve van Enterobius vermicularis (Oxy-
uris) zieh een weg door het milieu intérieur van 
den mensch? <Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 90 
(16), Apr. 20, pp. 333-334. [W™.] 
S M A B R , R O Y G I L M O R E . [1900- ] [South Carolina 
State Hosp.] See Young, Martin D. ; McLendon, 
Sol Brown; and Smarr, Roy Gilmore. 
S M A R T , J O H N . See also Snart, John. 
S M A R T , J O H N . [Ph. D., Asst. Keeper, Dept. Entom., 
Brit. Mus. (Nat. Hist.)] [See also Edwards, F. 
W.; Oldroyd, H.; and Smart, John; and Senior 
White, Ronald; Aubertin, Daphne; and Smart, 
John] 
1935 a.—Black flies  <Nat. Hist. Mag. [Brit. Mus.], 
(36), v. 5, Oct., pp. 187-191, 1 fig.  [W»J 
1935 b.—The internal anatomy of  the black-fly, 
Simulium ornatum Mg. <Ann. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol., v. 29 (2), 17 July, pp. 161-170, figs. 
1-12. [Wa.] 
1936 a.—Larvae of Lucilia sericata Mg., from a case 
of  aural myiasis reported from Essex (Diptera) 
<Proc. Roy. Entom. Soc., London (Α.), v. 11 
(1-2), Mar. 31, p. 1. [W».] 
1937 a.—Calliphorinae <Diptera Patagonia and 
South Chile, pt. 7 (3), pp. 376-384, illus. [Is-
sued Apr. 24] [Wa.] 
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S M A R T , J O H N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1939 a.—A case of  human myiasis due to Hypo-
derma <Parasitology, v. 31 (1), Apr., pp. 130-
131. [Issued May 16] [Wv] 
1943 a.—A handbook for  the identification  of  in-
sects of  medical importance with chapters on 
fleas,  by Karl Jordan, and on arachnids, by R. J. 
Whittiek. 269 pp., illus., pis, London. [Issued 
Oct. 22] [Wv] 
1945 a.—Ked-flies  <Nature, London (3926), v. 155, 
Jan. 27, p. 123. [Wv] 
1945 b.—Records of  Hippoboscidae (Diptera) from 
the J. J. F. X . King collection CEntomologist, 
London (987), v. 78, Aug., p. 127. [Wv] 
1948 a.—A handbook for  the identification  of  in-
sects of  medical importance with chapters on 
fleas,  by Karl Jordan, and on arachnids, by R, J. 
Whittiek. 2. ed. 295 pp., illus., pis. London. 
[Issued June] [ W m . ] 
S M A R T , T . F . M . 
1921 a.—The uses of  dog [Letter to editor] <Lan-
cet, London (5121), v. 201, v. 2 (17), Oct. 22, p. 
884. [Wv] 
S M E A D , M O R G A N J. See Hall, Maurice Crowther; 
Smead, Morgan J.; and Wolf,  Charles F. and 
Schlingman, Albert S.; and Smead, Morgan J. 
S M E A T O N , B R O N T E . 
1930 a.—Ruptured suppurating hydatid cyst of  the 
liver < M e d . and Scient. Arch. Adelaide Hosp. 
(1929), (9), p. 6. [Lib. Hall] 
S M E C H U L A . [ D r . ] 
1922 a.—Ein neues Krätzemittel "Sarseato" 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 48 (34), 25 Aug., 
1140-1141. [W», W'V] 
S M E D L E Y , E N I D M A R Y . [ 1 9 1 1 - ] 
1933 a.—Nematode parasites from Canadian mar-
ine and fresh-water  fishes  <Contrib. Canad. 
Biol. and Fish., n.s., v . 8, art. 14, pp. 169-179, 
(pp. 1-11), figs.  1-5 . [Received Nov. 9] [ W . ] 
1934 a.—Some parasitic nematodes of  Canadian 
fishes  <J . Helminth., v. 12 (4), Dec., pp. 205-
220 (pp. 1-16) , figs.  1-13. [Wv] 
1936 a.—The action of  certain halogen compounds 
on the potato eelworm, Heterodera  schachtii 
< J . Helminth., v. 14 (1), Mar., pp. 11-20 
(pp. 1-10) . [Wv] 
1938 a.—Experiments to determine the relative 
toxicity of  ammonium chloro-acetate and re-
lated chemicals to the potato eelworm (Hetero-
dera schachtii) < J . Helminth., v . 16 (3), Aug., 
pp. 177-180 (pp. 1 -4) [Wv] 
1939 a.—Experiments on the use of  isothiocyanates 
in the control of  the potato strain of  Heterodera 
schachtii (Schmidt) <J . Helminth., v . 17 (1), 
Jan., pp. 31-38, pi. [Wv] 
S M E D L E Y , J O H N , [pseud.]  See Waugh, Frank Albert. 
S M E D L E Y , R A L P H D . [See also Nuttall, George Henry 
Falkiner; Cooper, William Francis; and Smed-
ley, Ralph D.] 
1905 a.—The cultivation of  Trypanosomata < J . 
Hyg., Cambridge [Eng.], v. 5 (1), Jan. 10, pp. 
24-47, pis. 4 -5 . [W», W ' v ] 
S M E E , C O L I N . [Entom.] 
1942 a.—Pyretlirum <Nyasaland Agrie. Quart. 
J., v . 2 (4), Oct., pp. 16-20. [Wv] 
SMEEV. See Z m e e v . 
SMEJEV, G . J . See Z m e e v , G . fÀ. 
SMELKER, V. A. [M. D., Nogales, Arizona] 
1927 a.—Treatment of  infestation  with Lamblia 
intestinalis [Query and reply] < J . Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 89 (25), Dec. 17, p. 2135. [Wv] 
S M E L L I E , W I L L I A M . 
1791 a.—Philosophie der Naturgeschichte. Aus 
dem Englischen übersetzt, mit Zusätzen des 
Herrn Bector Lichtensteins herausgegeben und 
mit Erläuterungen versehen von E. A. W . Zimmer-
mann. 1. Theil, xxxii + 364 pp., 1 1. Berlin. 
[Wv] 
DE S M E T , E D O U A R D . [Prof.] 
1890 a.—Comment on traite la gale à l'hôpital 
Saint-Pierre <Clinique, Bruxelles, v. 4 (20), 
May 15, pp. 313-318. [W-v] 
DE S M E T , J A C O B U S . [Peirde-Meester Borgerhout, 
Stadt Antwerpen] 
[1685 a].—Den lust-hof van het cureren der peir-
den, beschreven door Mr. . . . peirde-meester in 
Borgerhout, buyten de Stadt Antwerpen. Den 
Vierden druck. Van nieuws oversien, van veel 
fauten  gesuyvert ende vermeerdert met een 
byvoeghsel, van eenige genees-middelen voor 
de sieckten der koeyen, als mede eenige lichte 
remedien, voor de gebreken der schaepen, ver-
ckens, en hoenders. 383 pp. Antwerpen. [Wv] 
1761 a.—Den lusthof van het cureren der peerden, 
beschreven door M r . . . . peerde-meester in 
Borgerhout buyten de Stadt Antwerpen. Desen 
Vierden druk van nieuws oversien, van veel 
fouten  gesuyvert, ende vermeerdert met een 
byvoegsel van eenige geneesmiddelen voor de 
siekten der koeyen. Als mede eenige ligte re-
medien voor de gebreken der Schapen, verkens 
en hoenders. 393 pp. Dordrecht. [Wv] 
S M E T A N A , H A N S . [M.D., New York] 
1933 a.—Coccidiosis of  the liver in rabbits. I. 
Experimental study on the excystation of  oocysts 
of Eimeria stiedae <Arch. Path., v . 15 (2), 
Feb., pp. 175-192, figs.  1-4. [Wv] 
1933 b.—Coccidiosis of  the liver in rabbits. II . 
Experimental study on the mode of  infection 
of  the liver by sporozoites of  Eimeria stiedae 
<Arch. Path., v. 15 (3), Mar., pp. 330-339, 1 
fig.  [Wv] 
1933 c.—Coccidiosis of  the liver in rabbits. III . 
Experimental study of  the histogenesis of  cocci-
diosis of  the liver <Arch. Path., v. 15 (4), Apr., 
pp. 516-536, figs.  1-8 . [Wv] 
1939 a.—Nephrosis due to carbon tetrachloride 
<Arch. Int. Med., Chicago, v. 63 (4), Apr., pp. 
760-777, illus. [W«".] 
SMETANIN, F . I . [Сметанин, Φ . И . ] 
1935 a . — К вопросу локализации аскарид в 
печени лошади [Zur Frage der Askariden-
lokalisierung in der Leber der Pferde] [Russian 
text] < T r u d y Kirovsk. Zootekh. Vet, Inst., v. 
2 (1-2), pp. 75-78, illus. [Ur.] 
DE SMIDT, F. P. G. [M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., D.P.H., 
Asst. Bacteriol., Kenya] See Trowell, H. C., 
1933 a. 
S M I D T , H E N R Y . 
1906 a.—[Ueber einen neuen, beim Gibbon gefun-
denen Strongylus ( Strongylus ovatus v. Linstow)] 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 41 
(6), 7 Juli, pp. 646-651, figs.  1-4 . [W», ff».] 
1906 b.—Species of  Strongylus in gibbon [Abstract 
of  1906 a] < J . Roy . Micr. Soc. (6), p. 672. [W\ 
W m , W v ] 
S M I G I E L S K A , A . K O W A L S K A . S e e K o w a l s k a - S m i g i e l -
ska, A. 
S M I L E Y , D E A N F R A N K L I N . [1894- ] [ M . D . , Prof. 
Hyg. and Univ. Health Off.  Cornell Univ.]; 
a n d G O U L D A D R A I N G O R D O N 
1941 a.—Personal and community hygiene. 932 
pp., illus., pis. New York. [Wv] 
S M I L E Y , D E A N F R A N K L I N ; a n d R A S K I N , H E R B E R T A . 
1945 a.—Diarrheal diseases in the navy. The 
navv's experiences, 1 8 8 2 - 1 9 4 2 < U . S . Naval 
Med. Bull., v. 4 4 ( 2 ) , Feb., pp. 2 6 7 - 2 8 3 . [Wv] 
S M I L L I E , E R N E S T W . See Smith, Theobald; and 
Smillie, Ernest W . 
S M I L L I E , W . S . [M. D. , Prof.  Hig. Púb. y Med. 
Prevent., Univ. Cornell] 
1939 a.—Recientes progresos en la terapeutica de 
la ancylostomiasis < M e d . Hoy, v. 4 (4), Apr., 
pp. 174-178. [WTm.] 
S M I L L I E , W I L S O N G E O R G E . [1886- ] [M.D.] [See 
also Augustine, Donald Leslie; and Smillie, 
Wilson George; and Darling, Samuel Taylor; 
and Smillie, Wilson George; and Tyzzer, Ernest 
Edward; and Smillie, Wilson George] 
1920 a.—-Betanaphthol poisoning in the treatment 
of  hookworm disease <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 
74 (22), May 29, pp. 1503-1506, charts 1 -2 . 
[ W V L 
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S M I L L I E , W I L S O N G E O R G E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1920 b.—Betanaphthol poisoning in the treatment 
of  hookworm disease < J . Trop. Med. and 
Hyg., London, v. 23 (19), Oct. 1, pp. 243-244. 
[Wa . ] 
1920 c.—Intoxicaçâo pelo betanaphtol no trata-
mento da uncinariose <Ann. Paulist. Med. e 
Cirurg., an. 8, v. 11 (4), Apr., pp. 77-94. [ W » J 
1920 d.—Intoxicaçâo pelo betanaphtol no trata-
mento da uncinariose <Bo l . (3), Inst. Hyg., 
Sâo Paulo, 20 pp., 4 charts. [Lib. Hall] 
1920 e .—О predominio da Leptospira ictero-hemor-
rhagica nos ratos de Sâo Paulo <Bo l . (4-5), 
Inst. Hyg., Sâo Paulo, pp. 3 -8 . [WX] 
1920 f. —The prevalence of  Leptospira ictero-
hemorragiae in the wild rats of Sâo Paulo, Brazil 
<Bull . Soc. Path. Exot., v. 13 (7), 7 Juillet, 
pp. 561-568. [W·.] 
1921 a.—A ancylostomose no Brasil [Abstract of 
report before  Soc. Med. e Cir. S. Paulo, 20 Set.] 
<Brazil-Med., an. 35, v. 2 (14), 15 Out., pp. 
205-206. [W™.] 
1921 b .—A comparison of  the number of  hookworm 
ova in the stool with the actual number of  hook-
worms harbored by the individual < A m . J. 
Trop. Med., v. 1 (6), Nov., pp. 389-395, fig.  1, 
tables 1-2 . [W>.] 
1921 c.—Relatorio de investigaçôes sobre a un-
cinariose, emprehendidas pelo Instituto de 
hvgiene, de 1918 a 1920 <Branl-Med. , an. 
35, v. 2 (16), 29 Out., pp. 223-228, figs.  1 -6 ; 
(17), 5 Nov., pp. 239-244, figs.  7-9A-B, 12; 
(18), 12 Nov., pp. 261-269, figs.  10-11. [WT".] 
1922 a.—Existencia e disseminaçâo do Ancylos-
toma duodenale no Brasil <Bol . (7), Inst. Hyg., 
Sâo Paulo, pp. 1-9 , 2 charts. [WX] 
1922 b.—The results of  hookworm disease prophyl-
axis in Brazil < A m . J. Hyg., v. 2 (1), Jan., pp. 
77-95, tables 1-9 , charts 1 -6 . [W».] 
1922 c.—Idem [Translation] (Resultados da pro-
phvlaxia da uncinariose no Brasil) <Bo l . San., 
Rio de Janeiro, v. 1 (2), Ag., pp. 1-20. [W™.] 
1922 d.—Studies on hookworm infection  in Brazil 
1918-1920. Second paper <Monogr . Rockefel-
ler Inst. Med. Research (17), May 12, pp. 1-73, 
tables 1-30, charts 1-15. [Wa . ] 
(1922 e).—Investigacâo sobre a uncinariose <Bo l . 
(11), Inst. Hyg. Sao Paulo. 
1923 a.—The treatment of mal de caderas with 
tryparsamide < J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 63, 
n.s., v. 16 (6), Sept., pp. 706-719, figs.  1 -3 . [WX] 
1924 a.—Control of  hookworm disease in south 
Alabama <South. Med. J., v. 17 (7), July, pp. 
494-499; discussion, pp. 497-499. [W™.] 
1927 a.—Helminthic therapy <J . Am. Med. Ass., 
v. 88 (22), M a y 28, p. 1747. [Wa . ] 
1927 b.—Intensity surveys of  hookworm infesta-
tion < D e Lamar Lectures, Baltimore (1925-26), 
pp. 89-98. [W°.J 
S M I L L I E , W I L S O N G E O R G E ; a n d A U G U S T I N E , D O N A L D 
L E S L I E . 
1925 a.—Intensity of  hookworm infestation  in 
Alabama, its relationslup to residence, occupa-
tion, age, sex and race < J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 
85 (25), Dec. 19, pp. 1958-1963, charts 1-5 . 
[W·.] 
1926 a.—The effect  of  varying intensities of  hook-
worm infestation  upon the development of 
school children <South. Med. J., v. 19 (1) 
Jan., pp. 19-28. [ f f - . ] 
1926 b.—Hookworm infestation—the  effect  of 
varying intensities on the physical condition of 
sehool children < A m . J. Dis. Child., v. 31 (2), 
Feb., pp. 151-168. [W*.] 
S M I L L I E , W I L S O N G E O R G E ; a n d P E S S O A , S A M U E L 
B A R N S L E Y . 
1923 a.—Treatment of  hookworm disease with 
carbon tetrachloride < A m . J. Hyg., v. 3 (1) 
Jan., pp. 35-45. [WX] 
S M I L L I E , W I L S O N G E O R G E ; a n d P E S S O A , S A M U E L 
BARNSLEY—Continued. 
1924 a.—-A study of  the anthelmintic properties 
of  the constituents of  the oil of  chenopodium 
< J . Pharm, and Exper. Therap., v. 24 (5), 
Dec., pp. 359-370. [W·.] 
1925 a.—Treatment of  hookworm disease with a 
mixture of  carbon tetrachlorid and ascaridol 
< A m . J. Trop. Med., v. 5 (1), Jan., pp. 71-80. [WX] 
1925 b.—Tratamiento de la anquilostomosis por 
medio del tetracloruro de carbono. Eficacia de 
la droga e intoxicación por ella ocasionada < G a c . 
Méd. Caracas, v. 32 (2), Jan. 31, pp. 17-20. 
[ W M . ] 
S M I L L I E , W I L S O N G E O R G E ; a n d S P E N C E R , C A S S I E R . 
1926 a.—Mental retardation in school children 
infested  with hookworms < J . Educ. Psychol., 
v. 17 (5), May, pp. 314-321. [W*.] 
S M I R A G L I A , N I N O . [Maggiore Med.] 
1921 a.—I portatori d'ameba dissenterica <Folia 
Med., Napoli, v. 7 (12), June 30, pp. 359-366; 
(13), July 15, pp. 395-400. [ W · » . ] 
S M I R N O F F , L U D M I L A . [1903- ] 
1929 a.—Contribution a l'étude de la giardiase 
vésiculaire. 42 pp. Thèse méd. (Paris). 42 
pp. Paris. [ W M . ] 
SMIRNOV, A . I . [ С м и р н о в , A . И . ] 
1946 a.—Лечение осложений диктиокаулёза y 
телят [Treatment of  Dictyocaulus pneumonia 
in calves] [Russian text] <Veterinaria, v. 23 
(5-6), May-June, p. 42. [W».] 
S M I R N O V , A L E K S A N D R V A S I L ' E V I C H . [Смирновъ, 
Александръ Васильевич-!,] 
1933 a .—Об эхинококке легкого (симптомато-
логия, клиника печение) (Ueber Lungen-
echinokokkus, Symptomatologie, Klinik und Be-
handlung) [Russian text; German summary] 
< So vet. Khir., v . 5 (1-3), pp. 182-192, pis. 
[W» . ] 
S M I R N O V , A L E K S A N D R V A S I L ' E V I C H ; a n d G U G E N O -
T O V A , S . A . 
1928 a . — К биологии тушканчика—Dipodipus 
sagitta (A la biologie des gerboises—Dipodipus 
sagitta) [Russian text; French summary] 
< T r u d y 1. Vsesoíüz. Protivochum. Soveshchan. 
(Saratov, 31 MaIâ-3 Iíüniía, 1927), pp. 434-441; 
French summary, pp. 496—498. [WX] 
SMIRNOV, E . S. [ С м и р н о в , E . С . ] 
1937 a.—Краткие итоги работы лаборатории по 
борьбе с мухами (Résultats sommaires du 
travail du laboratoire dans sa lutte contre les 
mouches) [Russian text] < M e d . Parazitol. i 
Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 6 (6), pp. 872-879. [W*.] 
S M I R N O V , E . S . ; a n d V L A D I M I R O V A , M . S . 
1934 a.—Накопление биомассы y падальной 
мухи Phormia groenlandica. Автореферат (On 
the accumulation of the biomass in Phormia 
groenlandica) [Authors' abstract] [Russian text] 
< M e d . Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 3 (5), 
pp. 401-402, fig.  1. [W».] 
SMIRNOV, G. G. [Смирнов, Г. Г.] [Leningrad] 
[See also Kostylev, Nikolai Nikolaevich; and 
Smirnov, G. G.; and Shtrom, Zh. K ; Smirnov, 
G . G.; Sondak, V. Α . ; and Andreeva, M . P.; 
and Skrjabin, Konstantin Ivanovich ; Shul'ts, 
Rikhard Eduard Solomonovich; Serbinov, P. I . ; 
and Smirnov, G. G.] 
1927 a .—К voprosu o patologicheskikh izmene-
nifàkh pri migratsii askaridnykh lichinok v tele 
khozíaina. Eksperimentaí'noe issledovanie. 
Cliast pervaffi.  (Contributions à la connais-
sance des modifications  pathologiques dues aux 
migrations des larves des ascarides dans le 
corps de l'hôte. Recherche expérimentale. [1. 
partie]) Clzvest. Akad. Nauk SSSR. s. 6, 
(15-17), 1 N o v . - l Déc., pp. 1275-1298. [Rus-
sian text] [WX] 
1927 b .—Раковые опухоли и животные паразиты 
(Tumeurs cancéreux et les parasites animaux) 
[Russian text] CVestnik Mikrobiol. i Epidemiol., 
v. 6 (1), pp. 105-109. [W».] 
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SMIRNOV, G . G . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1928 a.—К voprosu о patologicheskikh izmenini-
lâkh pri migratali askaridnykh НсЫпок v tele 
khozläina eksperimental'noe issledovanie. Chast 
vtoraía. (Contributions à la connaissance des 
modifications  pathologiques dues aux migrations 
des larves des ascarides dans le corps de l'hôte. 
Recherche expérimentale. Deuxième partie) 
Clzvest. Akad. Nauk SSSR. s. 7, Cl. Se. Physico-
Math. (1), pp. 31-44, figs.  1-3. [Russian text] 
[W«.] 
1928 b.—Untersuchungen über die Wirkung der 
Helminthen auf  ihre Wirte. II. Zur Frage über 
die pathologischen Veränderungen bei der 
Migration der Ascaris-Larven im Körper des 
Wirtes. Experimentelle Untersuchungen CCen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 105 (6-8), 
15 Feb., pp. 426-444, figs.  1-6, 1 col. pl., 3 figs. 
[W·.] 
1929 a.—Kolichestvennyï gel'mintologicheskiï ana-
liz. (Metody issledovanilà) (Quantitative hel-
minthic analysis. (Methods of  investigation)) 
<Vestnik Mikrobiol., Epidemiol, i Parazitol., 
v. 8 (1), pp. 63-78, figs.  1 -6 ; English summary, 
p. 118. [W·.] 
1929 b.— Zarazhennost glistami korennogo i 
prishlogo naseleniíS Tadzhikistana, po dannym 
gel'minto-koprologicheskogo obsledovaniS, v g. 
Díüshambe v 1928 godu. (Der Infektionsgrad 
der einheimischen und fremden  Bevölkerung 
von Tadshikistan mit parasitischen Würmern 
nach den Angaben der helmintho-koprologischen 
Untersuchung in der Stadt Düschambe im 
Jahre 1928). [Reprinted fron Pavlovskiy Ε . Ν . 
Zhivotnye parazity i nekotorye parazitarnye 
bolezni cheloveka v Tadzhikistane. (Die 
tierischen Parasiten und einige parasitäre Krank-
heiten des Menschen in Tadshikistan)] pp. 143-
163, figs.  24-44; German summary, p. 163. 
Leningrad. [Lib. Hall] 
1931 a.—Ueber die Wirkung der Anthelminthica 
auf die Wanderung der Ascaridenlarven. Ex-
perimenteils Untersuchungen <Ztschr. Para-
s i tent , Berlin, v. 3 (2), 20. Apr., pp. 173-184. 
[W·.] 
1932 a.—Внутриутробная инвазия паразитиче-
скими червями (Intrauterine Invasion durch 
parasitische Würmer) [Russian text] < Parazi-
tol. Sborn. Zool. Inst. Akad. Nauk SSSR, 
Leningrad (3), pp. 235-251; German summary, 
pp. 250-251. [W".] 
1932 b .—Опыт гельминто-копрологического об-
следования воинской части в Лагере (Versuch 
einer helmintho - koprologischen Untersuchung 
des Militärverbandes im Lager) [Russian text] 
<Voenno-Med. Zhurnal, Leningrad [Organ Vo-
enno-Med. Akad.], v. 3 (5-6), pp. 425-433. 
[W».] 
1932 c.—[Pathological changes due to migration of 
ascaridae larvae in the body of  the host. 2] 
[Abstract of  1928 a] <Biol. Abstr., v. 6 (5), Mav, 
p. 1397. [Wv] 
1935 a .—О гематофагии паразитических нематод 
(Sur l'hématophagie des nématodes parasitiques) 
[Russian text] CTrudy Tadzhiksk. Bazy Akad. 
Nauk SSSR (5), pp. 95-117. (Professoru  Ev-
genilü Nikanorovichu Pavlovskomu k Dvadtsa-
tipfâtiletiiù  Nauchnoï Deiâtel'nosti 1909-1934, 
v. 5, Zool. i Parazitol.) [W1 . ] 
1935 b .—Материалы к гельминтофауне корен-
ного и пришлого населения Таджикистана 
(In Материалы по паразитологии и фауне 
южного Таджикистана) [Contributions à la 
faune  helminthiènne de la population indienne 
et immigrée du Tadjikistan (In  Materials on 
the parasitology and fauna  of  southern Tadji-
kistan)] [Russian text] <Trudy (10), Tadzhik. 
Komplek. Eksped. 1932 g. i Narkomsd. Tadzhik 
SSR, pp. 203-218, illus. [W».] 
1935 c.—-О питании аскаридных личинок в про-
цессе миграции (Nutrition of  the Ascaris 
larvae in the process of  migration) [Russian 
text; English summary] <Parazit., Perenosch. 
i íadovit. Zhivotn. Sborn. Rabot. . . . Pavlovskii 
1909-1934, pp. 298-306, pis. [YV». 
SMIRNOV, G . G . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1935 d .— Паразитические черви. В. Круглые 
черви—Nematoda [Parasitic worms. V. Round-
worms—Nematoda] [Russian text] < Prakt, 
Med. Parazitol. (Pavlovskii), pp. 304-335, illus. 
[W·.] 
1935 е.—Паразитические черви. Г. Гельминто-
логическая диагностика [Parasitic worms. G. 
Helminthological diagnosis] [Russian text] 
<Prakt. Med. Parazitol. (Pavlovskii), pp. 335-
365, illus. [W·.] 
1936 a . — К вопросу о гематофагий остриц и 
власоглава (On the question of  hemathophagia 
in threadworms and whipworms) (In  Patogen-
nye Zhivotnye) [Russian text; English sum-
mary] <Trudy Otdel. Parazitol. VsesofOz.  Inst. 
Eksper. Med. Gor'kogo, v. 2, pp. 229-241. 
[By.] [Also  microfilm:  Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1936 b .— О жизнеспособности аскаридных яиц 
(On the viability of Ascaris eggs) [Russian text; 
English summary] <Parazitol. Sborn. Zool. 
Inst. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Leningrad (6), pp. 
385-403. [W·.] 
1944 a.—On the efficiency  of  cutaneous infection 
with hookworm larvae <Dokl . Akad. Nauk 
SSSR, n.s., an. 12, v. 52 (1), Jan. 10. pp. 46-48. 
[Wf t.] 
S M I R N O V , G . G . ; a n d G L A Z U N O V , M . F . 
1928 a.—Об изменениях крови морской свинки 
при однократной и повторной аскаридной 
инвазии. [Authors' abstract] (Blood alteration 
in guinea pig as a result of  first  and reiterated 
invasions of  ascarids) [Russian textl <Trudy 
3. Vseross. S'ezda Zool., Anat. i Gistol. (Lenin-
grad, 14-20 Dek., 1927), p. 154. [W·.] 
1928 b.—Ob izineneniiakh krovi morskoi svinki 
pri odnokratnoi i povtornoi askaridnoi invazii. 
Eksperimentarnoe issledovanie. (On blood 
changes of  guinea-pigs after  first  and repeated 
invasion with Ascaris larvae. Experimental 
study) <Vestnik Mikrobiol., Epidemiol, i 
Parazitol., v. 7 (1), pp. 69-93, figs.  1-18; Eng-
lish summary, pp. 141-142. [Wa .] 
1928 c.—Ueber die Blutveränderungen beim Meer-
schweinchen nach einmaliger und wiederholter 
Ascarideninfektion.  Untersuchungen über die 
Wirkung der Helminthen auf  ihre Wirte. III 
<Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 1 (1), 17. Apr., 
pp. 174-197, figs.  1-18. [W·.] 
S M I R N O V , G . G . ; a n d K A M A L O V , N . G . 
1946 a.—Duration of transit parasitism of  larvae 
of  Ancylostomidae in an abnormal host <Dokl . 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s., an. 14, v. 52 (5), pp. 
465-467. [W\ W°.] 
1949 a.—Инокуляция микробов геморрагиче-
ской септицемии при кожном заражении 
личинками анкилостомид [Inoculation of  the 
microbe of  hemorrhagic septicemia by subcu-
taneous injections of  the larva of  an infected 
ankylostomid] [Russian text] <Dokl . Akad. 
Nauk SSSR, n. s., v. 68 (6), Oct. 21, pp. 1155-
1157. [W·.] 
SMIRNOV, I . А . [ С м и р н о в , И . Α . ] 
1926 a .— К вопросу о послеоперационных ослож-
нениях вызываемых аскаридами [Postopera-
tive complications caused by ascarids] [Russian 
text] <Vrach. Gaz., v. 30 (15-16), Aug. 15-31, 
cols. 781-783. [W"'.] 
SMIRNOV, I . I . [ С м и р н о в , И . И . ] 
1940 a.—Изгнание ленточных червей через дуо-
денальный зонд хинной водкой [Elimination 
of  tape-worms through a duodenal tube after 
using an alcohol solution of  quinine] [Russian 
text] < So vet. Med., v. 4 (20), p. 30. [W">.] 
S M I R N O V , N . N . 
1930 a.-—Elephantiasis penis [Russian text] <Vest-
nik Khir. (62-63), v. 21, pp. 122-128, illus. 
i w - . ] 
S M I R N O V , P . V . 
1883 a.—[Echinococcus] [Russian text] <Ezhened. 
Klin. Gaz., v. 3 (38), 18 Dee., pp. 627-631. 
[W».J 
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S M I R N O V A , Α . Α . ; a n d S V E S H N I K O V A , N . M . 
1930 a.—К мучению паразитических нематод 
грызунов. (Zum Studium parasitischer Nema-
toden der Nager) <Vestnik Mikrobiol., Epide-
miol. i Parazitol., ν . 9 (3), pp. 441-443, figs. 
1-2; German summary, p. 443. [W®.] 
SMIKNOVA, A. S. [Смирнова, A. Ç.J. See Pohak, 
' I. P.; Puchinskiï, D. I.; and Smirnova, A. S. 
SMIKNOVA, E. N. [Смирнова, Ε . H,] See Schensno-
vich, V. В.; and Smirnova, E. N. 
S M I R N O V A , S . F . V Í A Z K O V A . S e e V i a z k o v a - S m i r n o v a , 
S. F. 
SMIRNOVA, V. D. [Смирнова, В. Д.] See Skvort-
sov, Anatoli! Alekseevich; Smirnova, V. D.; 
and Sizlakova, E. N. 
S M I T , B E R N A R D . [ M . SC., Entom., Grootfontein 
School Agrie.] 
1925 a.—Blow-fly  control. Defects  of  old methods; 
a new trapping contrivance < Farmer's Weekly, 
Bloemfontein  (767), v. 30, Nov. 18, pp. 1096-
1097, illus. [Ιέ-3 [Also  photostat copy: Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
1926 a.—Sheep blow-fly  control. Fly-traps: their 
construction and operation <J. Dept. Agrie. 
Union South Africa,  v. 12 (2), Feb., pp. 132-143, 
figs.  1-4. [W®.] 
1928 a.—Idem <Bull. (38), Dept. Agrie. Union 
South Africa,  14 pp., figs.  1-4. [W®.] 
1928 b.—Observations on the life  history of  the 
sheep maggot fly, Lucilia sericata < Science 
Bull. (68), Dept. Agrie., Union South Africa, 
12 pp., 2 figs.  [W®.] 
1928 c.—Parasites of  the sheep blow-fly.  Various 
species in South Africa  < Farming in South 
Africa  (31), v. 3, Oct., p. 1017. [W®.] 
1928 d.—The progress of  the sheep-maggot fly  in-
vestigation at Grootfontein  school of  agriculture 
<J. South African  Vet. Med. Ass., v. 1 (2), 
Aug., pp. 59-61. [W®.] 
1929 a.—The biological control of  sheep blow-flies 
in South Africa  {In  Rep. 27. Ann. Meet. South 
African  Ass. Adv. Sc., Johannesburg, Cape 
Town, Pretoria, 22 July-3 Aug.) <South 
African  J. Sc., v. 26, Dec., pp. 441-448. [W®.] 
1929 b.—The sheep blow-flies  of  South Africa  <Bull. 
(47), Dept. Agrie. Union South Africa,  pp. 1-27, 
10 figs.,  pis. 1-4. [W®.] 
1929 c.—Sheep blow-fly  control <Farming in 
South Africa  (34), Jan., p. 1218. [W®.] 
1931 a.—A study of  the sheep blow-flies  of  South 
Africa  (Thesis. D. Sc., Univ. South Africa)  <17. 
Rep. Director Vet. Serv., Dept. Agrie. Union 
South Africa,  v. 1, Aug., pp. 299-421, illus., pis., 
charts, diagrs. [W®.] 
1934 a.—The protection of  hides and skins from 
the ravages of  the skin beetle, Der mestes vulpi-
nus <Science Bull. (129), Dept. Agrie. Union 
South Africa,  17 pp., illus., pis. [W®.] 
1938 a.—The control of  household insects in South 
Africa  <Bull. (192), Union South Africa  Dept. 
Agrie, and Forest., 52 pp., illus. (Plant Indust. 
Ser. 35). [W*.] 
1942 a.—The control of  household insects in South 
Africa  <Bull. (192), Dept. Agrie., Union South 
Africa,  2. ed. 42 pp., illus., pi. [VV®.] 
[1945 a].—Fly-traps; their construction and opera-
tion <Bull. (262) Dept. Agrie. Union South 
Africa,  10 pp., illus. [W®.] 
1945 b.—The new D.D.T. insecticide <Farming 
356SOU[W ^ f r i c a ( 2 3 1 - > · v · 2 0 · J u n e - PP- 337-340, 
S M I T , B E R N A R D ; a n d D u P L E S S I S , S . 
1927 a.—The distribution of  blow-flies  in South 
Africa  with special reference  to those species 
that attack sheep <Bull. (13), Dept. Agrie. 
Union South Africa,  19 pp., 2 maps. [W®.] 
S M I T , B E R N A R D ; a n d P E T T Y , B . K . 
1946 a.—What we know about D.D.T. <Farming 
m South Africa  (245), v. 21, Aug., pp. 533-538. 
S M I T , F . G . Α . M . 
1947 a.—Notes on the list of  Dutch Aphaniptera 
<Entom. Ber., Amsterdam (277), v. 12, Sept. 1, 
pp. 170-172. [W®.] 
1947 b.—Siphonaptera Neerlandica. Faunae no-
vae species I <Entom. Ber., Amsterdam (278), 
v. 12, Nov. 1, p. 200. [W®.] 
1948 a.—Methoden voor het verzamelen van ecto-
parasitaire insecten <Entom. Ber., Amsterdam 
(282) v. 12, July 1, pp. 253-258. [W®.] 
S M I T , G I L A . R . 
1882 a.—Bronquitis ocasionada por Strongylus 
filaria  Dies. <Bol. Acad. Nac. Cien. Córdoba 
(Rep. Argentina), v. 4 (2), pp. 188-190. [W·.] 
S M I T , H . J . [ D r . ] 
1914 a.—Acarusschurft  bij een buffel  (karbouw) 
<Veearteenijk. Blad. Nederl.-Indië, Deel 26 (4), 
pp. 380-382. [W®.] 
1916 a.—Gastrophiluslarven in Nederlandsche-
Indië <Veeartsenijk. Blad. Nederl.-bndië, Deel 
28 (3), pp. 254-258. [W®.] 
1916 b.—Gastrophiluslarven in Nederlandsche-
Indië <Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (19) Dept. 
Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, pp. 16-20. [W·.] 
1918 a.—Eenige bij ingevoerde Bengaalsche Geiten 
waargenomen Parasieten <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. 
Diergeneesk., v. 30 (6), pp. 601-609, figs.  4-6. 
[ W ® . ] 
1918 b.—Een drietal wormen van het varken 
<Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 30 (6), 
pp. 592-600, figs.  1-3. [W*.] 
1918 c.—Een tweetal filariën uit den conjunctivaal-
zak <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 30 
(2-3), pp. 196-201, figs.  1-2. [W®.] 
1918 d.—Een tweetal filariën  uit den conjuncti-
vaalzak <Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (27) Dept. 
Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, pp. 3-8, figs.  1-2. 
[W®.] 
1918 e.—Een tweetal nematoden uit den darm van 
Kippen <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 
30 (2-3), pp. 202-207, figs.  3-4. [W®.] 
1918 f. —Een tweetal nematoden uit den darm van 
Kippen <Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (27) Dept. 
Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, pp. 9-14, figs.  3-4. 
[W®.] 
1919 a.—Een drietal strongyliden van den olifant 
CVeeartsenijk. Mededeel. (30) Dept. Land-
bouw Nederl-Indië, 6 pp., figs.  1-3. [W®.] 
1919 b.—Een groote Syngamus trachealis "CVeeart-
senijk. Mededeel. (30) Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-
Indië, pp. 7-10, fig.  4. [W®.] 
1919 c.—Oesophagostomum brumpti <Veeartsenijk. 
Mededeel. (30) Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, 
pp. 11-13, fig.  5. [W®.] 
1919 d.—-Een drietal strongyliden van den olifant 
<Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v . 31 (3), 
pp. 317-322, illus. [W®.] 
1919 e.—Een groote Syngamus trachealis <Neder.-
Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 31 (3), pp. 323-326. 
illus. [W®.] 
1919 f. —Oesophagostomum brumpti <Nederl.-Ind. 
Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 31 (3), pp. 327-329, illua. 
[W®.] 
1920 a.—Echinococcosis in Nederlandsch-Indië 
CVeeartsenijk. Mededeel. (34) Dept. Land-
bouw Nederl.-Indië, pp. 3-13. [W®.] 
1920 b.—Linguatula rhinaria <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. 
Diergeneesk., v. 32 (2-3), pp. 150-151, fig.  3. 
1920 с.—Linguatula rhinaria CVeeartsenijk. 
Mededeel. (35) Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-
Indië, pp. 1-2, fig.  3. [W®.] 
1920 d.—Nog enkele aanteekeningen omtrent 
"een drietal wormen van het varken" en "een 
drietal strongyliden van den olifant",  (N.I. 
Bl. v. Diergeneesk., DI. X X X afl. 6 en Dl. 
X X X I afl. 3) <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., 
v. 32 (2-3), pp. 152-153, fig.  4. [W®.] 
1920 e.—Een vaatbewoner van värkens CVeeart-
senijk. Mededeel. (33) Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-
Indië, pp. 1-4, fig.  1. [W®.] 
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1920 f.— Nog enkele aanteekeningen omtrent "een 
drietal wormen van het varken" en "een drietal 
strongyliden van den olifant" <Veeartsenijk. 
Mededeel. (36) Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-
Indië, 2 pp., illus. [W'.] 
1922 a.—Eenige strongyliden van het indische 
paard <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 
33 (3), pp. 13-22, figs.  1-6. [W·.] 
1022 b.—Parasitologische Studien in Nieder-
ländisch-Indien < Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v. 30 (39), 30 Sept., p. 506-512; figs.  1 -9 ; 
(40), 7 Okt., pp. 526-531, figs.  10-13; (41), 
Oct. 14, pp. 546-548, figs.  14-15. [Wa.] 
[1923 a].—Paramphistonum  [sic] explanatum < N e -
derl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 35 (2-3), pp. 
185-190, figs.  1-2. [Wa·] 
[1923 b].—Paramphistonum  [sic] explanatum < Vee-
artsenijk. Mededeel. (46), Dept. Landbouw 
Nederl.-Indië, pp. 1-6, figs.  1-2 . [W'.] 
1923 c.—Parasitologische Studien in Niederländisch 
Indien. II <Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 
31 (17), 28 Apr., pp. 197-202, figs.  16-22. [W·.] 
1923 d.—Parasitologische Studien. III . Einige 
Strongyliden des Pferdes  auf  Java < Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 31 (45), 10 Nov., pp. 
495-498, figs.  23-26; (47), Nov. 24, p. 523. [W».] 
1924 a.—Parasitologische Studien in Niederlän-
disch Indien. IV. Einige Strongyliden des 
Pferdes  auf  Java <Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v. 32 (29), 19 Juli, pp. 413-418, figs.  27 -
34; (30), 26 Juli, pp. 430-434, figs.  35-41. [W».] 
1925 a.—Filaria spirovoluta Smit-Ihle, een nieuwe 
(?) Filaria van het paard [Dutch text; English 
summary] <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v . 
37 (6), Dec., pp. 529-534, 1 pl., figs.  A - H . 
[Wa.] 
1926 a.—Lijst van tot op heden in Nederlandsch-
Indie bijde verschillende huisdieren aangetrof-
fen trematoden, cestoden en nematoden < N e -
derl. Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 38 (3), Juni, 
pp. 283-287. [W*.] 
1927 a.—Nadere beschouwingen omtrent "Een 
tweetal wormen uit den digestie-tractus bij het 
hoen". (Ned. Ind. Bladen voor Diergenees-
kunde) [English summary] <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. 
Diergeneesk., v. 39 (2), Apr., pp. 150-151. [W'.] 
1928 a.—Globocephalus amucronatus (Smit et 
Notosoediro) <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 2. Abt., v. 
75 (1-7), 2 Juli, pp. 1-4, figs.  1-3 . [W·.] 
1929 a.—De Fasciola hepatica (Ontwikkeling, 
pathologisch-anatomische en oeconomische be-
teekenis) [German and English summaries] 
<Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 41 (3), 
Juni, pp. 313-324. [W».] 
1929 b.—Ontwikkeling van de leverbot, enz [Ex-
tract from paper to be read Bandoeng, 22 Maart] 
<Nederl. Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 41 (1) 
Feb., p. 89. [W*.] 
1932 a.—Een bijzonder gastheer <Nederl.-Ind. 
Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 44 (2), Apr., p. 174. 
[W·.] 
S M I T , H . J . ; a n d I H L E , J O H A N E G B E R T W I L L E M . 
1925 a.—Filaria spirovoluta, ein neuer Nematode 
aus dem Bindegewebe des Pferdes < Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 96 (1), 15 Aug., pp. 
30-32, fig.  1. [W».] 
1929 a.—Globocephalus amucronatus (Smit et 
Notosoediro) <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., 
v. 41 (1), Feb., pp. 49-54, figs.  1-3. [W».] 
1931 a.—Ueber das Vorkommen von Thelazia  rho-
desi (Desmarets) beim Pferde  im Indischen 
Archipel CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., 
v. 121 (7-8), 11 Aug., pp. 420-421. [W·.] 
S M I T , H . J . ; a n d N O T O S O E D I R O , R A D E N . 
1920 a .—Haemonchus  sheatheri <Veeartsenijk. 
Mededeel. (32) Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-
Indië, pp. 1-3, fig.  2. [W».] 
1920 b.-—Een tweetal ankylostomen van herkau-
wers <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 32 
(2-3), pp. 144-149, figs.  1-2 . [W·.] 
S M I T , 11. J . ; a n d N O T O S O E D I R O , R A D E N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1920 c.—Een tweetal ankylostomen van herkau-
wers <Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (31) Dept. 
Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, pp. 1-6, figs.  1-2. 
[W·.] 
[1923 a].—Eenige strongyliden onzer huisdieren 
<Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 35 (2-3), 
pp. 191-198, figs.  1-4. [W·.] 
[1923 b].—Eenige strongyliden onzer huisdieren 
<Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (46), Dept. Land-
bouw Nederl.-Indië, pp. 7-14, figs.  1-4. [Wa .] 
[1923 с].—Nog eenige strongyliden van het paard 
op Java. I. <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., 
v. 34 (1), pp. 62-68, figs.  1-4. [Wa.] 
[1923 d].—Nog eenige strongyliden van het paard 
op Java. II. <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., 
v. 34 (2-3), pp. 224-232, figs.  1-5. [W·.] 
[1923 e].—Nog eenige strongyliden van het paard 
op Java. III. <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., 
v. 34 (6), pp. 446-455, figs.  1-5. [Wa.] 
[1923 f].—Nog  eenige Strongyliden van het paard 
op Java. I <Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (39) Dept. 
Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, 7 pp., pis. [W1 .] 
[1923 g].—Nog eenige strongyliden van het paard 
op Java. II <Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (41) 
Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, 9 pp., pis. 
[W«.l 
[1923 h].—Nog eenige strongyliden van het paard 
op Java. I l l <Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (43) 
Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, 10 pp., pis. 
[W".] 
[1924 a].—Nog eenige strongyliden van het paard 
op Java. IV. <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., 
v. 35 (1), pp. 29-36, figs.  1-5. [Wa.] 
[1924 b].—Nog eenige strongyliden van het paard 
op Java. IV <Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (44) 
Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, 8 pp., pis. 
[W-.] 
1926 a.—Een tweetal wormen uit de digestie-
tractus bij het hoen <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Dier-
geneesk., v. 38 (1), Feb., pp. 92-97, figs.  1-2 . 
[Wa.] 
1927 a.—Cylicostomum (Cylicocylus)  auriculatum 
Looss (Cyathostomum, Cylichnostomum auricula-
turn) Looss <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., 
v. 39 (1), Feb., pp. 52-54, fig.  3; English sum-
mary, p. 54. [Wa.] 
1927 b.—Twee wormen van het varken <NederL-
Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 39 (1), Feb., pp. 47 -
51, figs.  1 -2 ; English summary, p. 51. [W1 .] 
1930 a.—Acuaria hamidosa (Dies.) <Nederl.-Ind. 
Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 42 (6), Dec., pp. 607-
609, fig.  1 ; German and English summaries, p. 
610. [Wa.] 
1930 b.—Nog eenige strongyliden van het paard op 
Java (V.) <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., 
v. 42 (4), Aug., pp. 403-406, figs.  1 -2 ; German 
and English summaries, p. 406. [Wa . ] 
1930 c.—Een wurm uit den conjunctivaalzak van 
. het paard <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 
42 (6), Dec., pp. 601-606, fig.  2; German and 
English summaries, p. 606. [W s . ] 
1931 a.—-Arduenna strongylina (Rudolplii 1819) 
<Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 43 (4), 
Aug., pp. 323-327, fig.  1; German and English 
summaries, pp. 326-327. [Wa.] 
1931 b.—Thelazia  callipaeda <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. 
Diergeneesk., v. 43 (4), Aug., pp. 328-332, fig. 
2; German and English summaries, pp. 331-332. 
[Wa.] 
S M I T , H . J . ; a n d S O H N S , J O H A N N E S C H R I S T I A A N 
F R E D E R I K . 
1916 a.—Gastrodiscus polymastos in Nederlandsch-
Indië <Veeartsenijk. Blad. Nederl.-Indië, Deel 
28 (3), pp. 241-247, 1 pl., figs.  a-e . [W·.] 
1916 b.—Gastrodiscus polymastos in Nederlandsch-
Indië < Veeartsenijk. Mededeel. (19) Dept. 
Nederl.-Indië, (19), pp. 3 -9 , 1 pl., figs. a -e . 
[W·.] 
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S M I T , H . J . ; a n d S O H N S , J O H A N N E S C H R I S T I A A N 
FREDERIK —Continued. 
1916 c.—Homalogaster (рог rie ri'!)  <Veeartsenijk. 
Blad. Nederl.-Indië, Deel 28 (3), pp. 248-253, 1 
pl., figs. a -k . [W».] 
1916 d.—Homalogaster ( poirieri?) < Veeartsenijk· 
Mededeel. (19) Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-Indië· 
(19), pp. 10-15, 1 pl., figs. a -k . [W".] 
S M I T , J . A. R O O R D A . See Roorda Smit, J . A. 
S M I T , J . D. [Onderstepoort Vet. Lab.] See Schulz, 
K. ; and Smit, J. D . 
SMITH. [Sub-Inspector Stock, Rockhampton] 
1898 a.—A handy fleam CQueensland Agrie. J., 
v. 2 (5), 1 May, p. 408, figs.  1-4 . [W*.] 
S M I T H , A . 
1950 a.—The reaction of  fleas  to humidity [Ab-
stract of  demonstration before  Lab. Meet. Roy. 
Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., Millbank, Mar. 16] 
< T r . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 44 
(1), Apr., p. 7. [WX] 
S M I T H , A . C . 1 
1905 a.—Inguinal bubo as a complication of 
malarial fever.  Additional report < N . York 
Med. J. [etc.] (1383), v. 81 (22), June 3, pp. 
1111-1112. [W°, Wm, W«.] 
SMITH, A. C.2 [Prof.  Poultry Husb., Coll. Agrie., 
Univ. Minnesota] 
1930 a.—Turkeys. 134 pp., illus. St. Paul, Minne-
sota. [W·.] 
S M I T H , A . C R O X T O N . 
1914 a.—Parasitic life  <Country Life,  London 
(906), v. 35, May 16, pp. 700-701. [W».] 
S M I T H , A . H . T . R O B B . See Robb-Smith, Alastair 
Hamish Tearloch. 
SMITH, A. J. [Entom., Div. Plant Indust.] See 
Moore, E. S.; and Smith, A. J.; and Van der 
Linde, Willem Jakobus; Smith, A. J.; and Neeth-
ling, L. J. 
SMITH, A. M . [Ph.D., A.I.C., Manchester Univ.] 
1929 a.—Investigations on Heterodera  schachtii 
in Lancashire and Cheshire. Pt. II. The rela-
tionships between degree of  infestation  and 
hygroscopic moisture, loss on ignition and p H 
value of  the soil <Ann. Applied Biol., v. 16 (2), 
May, pp. 340-346, figs.  1-2 . [WX] 
S M I T H , A . M . ; a n d M I L E S , H E R B E R T W I L L I A M . 
1929 a.—Investigations on Heterodera  schachtii, 
Schmidt, in Lancashire and Cheshire. Part 
III. Certain correlations between crop yields 
and degree of  infestation  <Ann. Applied Biol., 
v. 16 (4), Nov., pp. 596-601, fig.  1. [W».] 
S M I T H , A . M . ; a n d P R E N T I C E , E . G . 
1929 a.—Investigation on Heterodera  schachtii 
in Lancashire and Cheshire. Pt. I. The infes-
tation in certain areas as revealed by cyst 
counts; an estimation of  the errors involved in 
the technique and a correlation with intensity 
of  disease <Ann. Applied Biol., v. 16 (2), May, 
pp. 324-339, figs.  1-4. [W».] 
S M I T H , A . M . L A W R E N C E . S e e L a w r e n c e - S m i t h , 
A. M. 
SMITH, A. MALINS. [M.A., F.L.S.] [See also Carter, 
Henry Frank; Mackinnon, Doris Livingston; 
Matthews, J. R . ; and Smith, A. Malins; and 
Carter, Henry Frank; Matthews, J. R. ; Mackin-
non, Doris Livingston; and Smith, A. Malins; 
atìd Matthews, J. R. ; and Smith, A. Malins] 
1918 a.—Measurements of  and observations upon 
the cysts of  Entamoeba histolytica and of  Enta-
moeba coli <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v . 
12 (1), July 25, pp. 27-69, figs.  1-8. [W».] 
1919 a.—Cases of  acute amoebic dysentery in 
asylum patients never out of  England <Ann . 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 13 (2), July 31, 
pp. 177-185. [W».] 
1919 b.—A contribution to the question of  the 
number of  races in the species Entamoeba histoly-
tica <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 13 
(1), May 12, pp. 1-16, figs.  1 -6 . [W*.] 
1924 a.—The spread and incidence of  protozoal 
infections  in the population of  this country 
<Brit. Med. J. (3333), v. 2, Nov. 15, pp. 897-
898. [W'.] 
S M I T H , A . M A L I N S ; a n d M A T T H E W S , J . R . 
1917 a.—The intestinal protozoa of  non-dysenteric 
cases <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 10 
(4), Feb. 8, pp. 361-390. [W·.] 
1917 b.—Further records of  the occurrence of 
intestinal protozoa in non-dysenteric cases 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v . 11 (2), 
Aug. 23, pp. 183-193. [W*.] 
S M I T H , A L B E R T C H A R L E S . [ 1 9 0 6 - ] [ S e e also 
Krukoff,  Boris Alexander; and Smith, Albert 
Charles] 
1940 a.—Stability in nomenclature <Science, 
n.s. (2372), v. 91, June 14, pp. 572-573. [Wå . ] 
S M I T H , A L B E R T L O R E N Z O . [1905- ] [Assoc. 
Agronom., Georgia Agrie. Exper. Station, Ex-
periment, Georgia] [See also McBeth, C. W. ; 
Taylor, Albert Lee; and Smith, Albert Lor-
enzo; and Taylor, Albert Lee; and Smith, 
Albert Lorenzo] 
1940 a.—The distribution and relation of  the 
meadow nematode, Pratylenchus pratensis, 
to fusarium wilt of  cotton in Georgia <Proc . 
Ass. South. Agrie. Workers (41. Ann. Conv., 
Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 7 -9 ) , p. 204. [W».] 
1941 a.·—-The reaction of  cotton varieties to fusar-
ium wilt and root knot nematode [Abstract of 
report before  42. Ann. Conv., Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 
5-7] <Proc . Ass. South. Agrie. Workers, pp. 
200-201. [W».] 
1941 b.—The reaction of  cotton varieties to fusar-
ium wilt and root-knot nematode < Phytopath-
ology, v. 31 (12), Dec., pp. 1099-1107, illus. 
[W'.] 
1942 a.—Further studies on the reaction of  com-
mercial cotton varieties to root-knot nematode 
[Abstract of  report before  Ann. Meet., South. 
Div., Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 4 -6 ] P h y t o p a t h -
ology, v. 32 (7), July, pp. 649-650. [WX] 
1942 a.—Further studies on the reaction of  com-
mercial cotton varieties to root-knot nematode 
<Proc . Ass. South. Agrie. Workers (43. Ann. 
Conv., Memphis, Tenn., Feb. 4 -6 ) , p. 205. 
[W·.] 
1948 a.—Soil fumigation  for  the control of  cotton 
wilt and nematodes < D o w n to Earth, v. 4 (3), 
Winter, pp. 12-13, illus. [WX] 
1948 b.—Control of  cotton wilt and nematodes 
with a soil fumigant  < Phytopathology, v. 38 
(12), Dec., pp. 943-947, illus. [WX] 
1949 a.—Soil fumigante for  controlling fusarium 
wilt and nematodes of  cotton [Abstract of  report 
before  46. Ann. Conv., Baton Rouge, La., Jan. 
31-Feb. 2] <Proc . Ass. South Agrie. Workers, 
p. 135. [W».] 
S M I T H , A L B E R T L O R E N Z O ; a n d T A Y L O R , A L B E B T L E E . 
1941 a.—Nematode distribution in the 1940 re-
gional cotton wilt study plots [Abstract of  report 
before  42. Ann. Conv., Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 5-7] 
<Proc . Ass. South. Agrie. Workers, p. 200. 
[W·.] 
1941 b.—Nematode distribution in the 1940 re-
gional cotton-wilt plots [Abstract of  report 
before  Ann. Meet. South. Div. Am. Pliytopath. 
Soc., Atlanta, Ga., Feb. 5 -6 , 8] P h y t o p a t h o l -
ogy, v. 31 (8), Aug., p. 771. [W».] 
1947 a.—Field methods of  testing for  root-knot 
infestation  < Phytopathology, v. 37 (2), Feb. 
pp. 85-93. [W·.] 
S M I T H , A L I C E E. See Leonard, Alice E. (Smith) 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N . [1863-1926] [For  biography, 
bibliography and port, see J. Parasitol., v. 13 
(3), Mar., 1927, № . 157-165] [WX] [See also 
De Rivas, Dámaso; and Smith, Allen John; 
and Evans, Joseph Spragg (jr.)  ; Middleton, 
William Shainline; and Smith, Allen Jolm; 
and Kolmer, John Albert; and Smith, Allen 
John; and Loeb, Leo; and Smith, Allen John; 
and Pepper, William; Schnauss, Friedrich 
Wilhelm; and Smith, Allen John] 
1901 a.—A previously described spore-forming 
bacillus associated with the Ameba coli in hepatic 
abscess < T r . Texas State Med. Ass. (33. Ann. 
Sess., Galveston, Apr. 23-26), pp. 409-412. 
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1903 a.—Uncinariasis in Texas < A m . J. Med. Sc., 
n.s. (380), v . 126 (5), Nov., pp. 768-798, figs.  1 -
10. [W" . ] 
1904 a.—Uncinariasis <lnternat. Clin., 14. s., v. 
2, pp. 68-92, 5 pis., 7 figs.  [ W - . ] 
1904 b.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 69-93, 5 pis., 7 
figs.  Philadelphia. [Lib. Stiles] 
1904 c.—Hymenolepi"  nana [Abstract of  paper 
read before  1. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Trop. Med., 
Philadelphia, Mar. 21] <J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 42 
(14). Apr. 2, pp. 914-915. [W®, W™.] 
1904 d.—[Discussion of  Howard, Frederic Hollis, 
1904 a] <Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., o.s., v. 25, 
n.s., v . 7 (3), Mar., pp. 94-96. [№».] 
1908 a.—Synopsis of  studies in metazoan para-
sitology in McManus laboratory of  pathology, 
University of  Pennsylvania <Univ. Penn. 
Med. Bull., v. 20 (12), Feb., pp. 262-[282], pl. 1. 
[W®, W " . ] 
1908 b.—Idem. Reprint, 24 pp., 1 pi. [n. p.] 
[Wv] 
1908 c — I d e m [Abstract of  1908 a] < J . Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 50 (14), Apr. 4, p. 1150. [W®, W"' , W v ] 
1910 a.—A new filarial  species (F. mitchdli, n. s.) 
found  in Η eloderma suspectum, and its larvae 
in a tick parasitic upon the Gila monster <Univ . 
Penn. Med. Bull., v . 23 (9), Nov., pp. 487-497, 
figs.  1 -9 . [Wv] 
1910 b.—Preventive measures against infectious 
diseases, with special reference  to those trans-
mitted by insects <Penn. Med. J., v. 13 (9), 
June, pp. 695-704. [ W - J 
1911 a.—[Discussion of Rosenberger, Rändle Cra-
ter, 1911 a] <Proc . Path. Soe. Phila., o.s., v. 
32, n.s., v . 14 (1), Feb., pp. 31-32. [W-v] 
1911 b.—A new filarial  species (F.  mitchelli, n.s.), 
found  in Heloderma  suspectum, and its larvae 
in a tick parasitic upon the Gila monster. 
[Abstract] <Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., o.s., v . 32, 
n.s., v . 14 (1), Feb., pp. 3 -4 . [Wm.] 
1911 c.—Ova of  Schistosomum japonicum; ova of 
Sch.istosom.um mansoni; ova of  Paragonimus 
westermanni [Specimens presented, and remarks, 
Feb. 9] <Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., o.s., v. 32, 
n. s., v. 14 (2), June, p. 64. [ W - J 
1914 a.—The economic and biologic aspects of 
hook-worm disease in the southern United 
States <01d Penn, v. 12 (20), Feb. 21, pp. 
617-627. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1917 a.—Filariasis in the Americas <Proc . 2. 
Pan. Am. Scient. Cong. (Dec. 27, 1915-Jan. 8, 
1916), Sect. 8, pt. 1, v. 9, pp. 49-76. [Wv] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d B A B K E T T , M . T . 
1915 a.—Emetin in the treatment of  peridental 
suppurations <Dental Cosmos, v. 57 (11), 
Nov., pp. 1201-1209; discussion, pp. 1283-1289. 
[Wm.] 
1915 b.—The parasite of  oral endainebiasis, En-
dameba gingivalis (Gros) < J . Parasitol., v . 1 
(4), June, pp. 159-174, 1 pl., figs.  1-9. [Wv] 
1915 c.—The parasite of  oral endamoebiasis. 
Endamoeba gingivalis (Gros) [Abstract of  paper 
read before  Soc. Am. Bacteriol.] <Science, n. s. 
(1080), v. 42, Sept. 10, p. 354. [Wv] 
[1916 a].—Further note upon comparison of 
Endamoeba gingivalis (Gros) and Endamoeba 
histolytica Schaudinn <J . Parasitol., v. 2 (2), 
Dec., 1915, pp. 54-56. [Issued Jan. 29] [Wv] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d D E N N E Y , O S W A L D E V A N S . 
1913 a.—Agamomermis restiformis  (Leidy), Stiles, 
(?) from the human urethra < A m . J. Trop. Dis. 
[etc.], New Orleans, v. 1 (4), Oct., pp. 281-287, 
pi. 7, figs.  1-5 . [Wv] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d D E R I V A S , D Á M A S O . 
1912 a.—The early diagnosis of  filariasis  (Abstract] 
<Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., o. s., v . 32, n. s., v. 
14 (4), July, pp. 127-128. [W-v] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d D E R I V A S , D Á M A S O — C o n t . 
1914 a.—Notes upon human filariasis (Filaria 
loa Guyot and Filaria bancrofti  Cobbold) < A m . 
J. Trop. Dis. [etc.], New Orleans, v. 2 (6), Dec. 
pp. 361-377, pi. 19, fig.  1. [Wv] 
1915 a.—Notes upon human filariasis  [Abstract of 
report read Oct. 8, 1914] <Proc . Path. Soc. 
Phila., v . 35, n. s., v . 17, pp .60-61. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; D E R I V A S , D Á M A S O ; Р Е Р Р Е В , 
W I L L I A M ; B A B B I T T , J A M E S A D D I S O N ; a n d M o o B E , 
W . F . 
1911 a.—Specimens of Filaria loa <Proc . Path. 
Soc. Phila., v. 32, n. s., v. 14 (1), Feb., p. 2. 
[Wm.] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d F o x , H E B B E B T . 
1908 a.—Note on the occurrence of  a ciliate (Opali-
nopsis nucleolobata, n. s.) in the liver of  a mammal 
(Cants  latrans) <Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., n. s., 
v . 11, pp. 282-287. [ f f " J 
1909 a — I d e m <Univ . Penn. Med. Bull., v . 21 
(12), Feb., pp. 343-347, figs.  1-9 . [W®, Wm.] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; F o x , H E R B E B T ; W E I D M A N , 
F B E D E R I C K D E F O R E S T ; a n d D E R I V A S , D Á M A S O . 
1913 a.—Paragonimiasis in America [Abstract] 
<Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., o. s., v. 33, n. s., v. 
15, pp. 10-11. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; F O X , H E R B E R T ; a n d W H I T E ' 
C. Y. 
1908 a.—Contributions to systematic helminthol-
ogy CUniv. Penn. Med. Bull., v . 20 (12), Feb., 
pp. 283-294, pis. 2 -10 . [W®, ff·.] 
1908 b — I d e m . Reprint, pp. 37-68, pis. 2 -10 . 
[n. p.] [W®.] 
1908 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1908 a] <J . Am. Med· 
Ass., v . 50 (14), Apr. 4, p. 1150. [W®, W » , Wv] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d G O E T H , R I C H A R D A . 
1904 a.—Ascaris texana. A note on a hitherto un-
described Ascaris parasitic in the human intes-
tine < J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 43 (8), Aug. 20, pp. 
542-544, figs.  1 -4 . [Wv] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d K I N Y O U N , J O S E P H J A M E S . 
1902 a.—Army notes from the Philippines. "Surra", 
or equine relapsing fever  [Abstract of  report 
before  Army Med. Lyceum, Manila, Dec. 2, 
1901] <Boston Med. and S. J., v. 146 (5), Jan. 
30, p. 126. [Wm.] 
1902 b.—Idem < J . Trop. Med., London, v. 5· 
Apr. 1, p. 107. [W"'.] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d M A G N E N A T , L . E . 
1898 a.—Amoeba coli and acute cystitis Clnter-
nat. Med. Mag., v. 7 (4), Apr., pp. 253-255. 
[Wm.] 
1915 a.—Further note upon the occurrence of 
Endameba mortinatalium as a human parasite 
[Abstract of  report read Oct. 8, 1914] <Proc . 
Path. Soc. Phila., v. 35, n. s., v. 17, pp.58-59. 
[Wm.] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; M I D D L E T O N , W I L L I A M S H A I N -
L I N E ; a n d B A R R E T T , M . T . 
1914 a.—The tonsils as a habitat of  oral endame-
bas. Possibility of  systematic complications of 
oral endamebiasis < J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 63 
' (20), Nov. 14, pp. 1746-1749. [W®.] 
1915 a.—The tonsils as a habitat of  oral Endame-
bae; possibility of  systemic complications of  oral 
endamebiasis <Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., v. 35, 
n. s., v . 17, pp. 57-58. [Y«v] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d V E E D E R , B . F . 
1905 a.—Tapeworm from  Python moluris C Proc 
Path. Soc. Phila., o. s., v. 26, n. s., v. 8 (6), pp. 
157-162. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , A L L E N J O H N ; a n d W E I D M A N , F R E D E R I C H 
D E F O R E S T . 
1910 a.—Infection  of  a stillborn infant  by an ame-
biform Protozoon (Entamoeba mortinatalium 
n.s.) CUniv. Penn. Med. Bull., v. 23 (5-6), July-
Aug., pp. 285-298, figs.  1-19. [W®, W v ) 
1910 b.—-Supplementary note to article upon En-
tameba met in a stillborn infant,  in last month's 
issue of  the University of  Pennsylvania Medical 
Bulletin CUniv. Penn. Med. Bull., v . 23 (7), 
Sept., pp. 359-360. [W®.] 
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1914 a.—Further note upon the occurrence of 
Endamoeba mortinatalium as a human para-
site < A m . J. Trop. Dis. [etc.], New Orleans, 
v. 2 (4), Oct., pp. 256-259, pi. 6. [W·.] 
S M I T H , A N D R E W . [18-35-1910] [Prof., Founder On-
tario Vet. Coll.] [For port, see Cañad. J. Comp. 
Med., v . 2 (4), Apr. 1938, p. 93] [ W A - 1 [For Ы-
oarav'hv and port, see J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v . 
92, n. s., v. 45 (6), June 1938, p. 788] [W·.] [See 
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1868 a.—Filaria oculi in the horse <Veterinarian, 
London (483), v . 41, 4. s. (159), v . 14, Mar., 
pp. 157-158. [W·, W·".] 
1868 b.—Le filaire de l'œil chez le cheval [Abstract 
of  1868 a] <Ann. Méd. Vét., v. 17 (10), oct., 
p. 575. [W·».] 
1869 a.—Ein Faden wurm im Auge eines Pferdes 
[Abstract of  1868 a] <Repert . Thierh., v . 30, 
p. 65. [Wm.] 
1889 a.—Veterinary notes on the causes, symptoms 
and treatment of  the diseases of  domestic ani-
mals, given before  the class of  veterinary stu-
dents, at the Ontario Vet. Coll. of  Toronto, 
Canada. Rev. ed. 225 pp. Toronto. [W"J 
S M I T H , A N D R E W H. [M. D. , New York] 
1897 a.—Case of  malarial haematuria with some 
peculiar features  [Abstract of  paper read before 
Pract. Soc., N. Y. , Jan. 81 < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . 
(1374), v . 51 (10), Mar. 6, pp. 348-349. [W». 
Wm, W·.] 
S M I T H , A N T O N I O ; a n d S O T O , V Í C T O R R A Ú L . 
1921 a.—Notas sobre la disentería en Coro, Es-
tado Falcón < G a c . Méd. Caracas, v. 28 (24), 
Dec. 31, pp. 372-375. [W· . ] 
S M I T H , A R C H I B A L D . 
1908 a.—Advantages of  eradicating ticks <Bull . 
Mississippi Live Stock San. Bd. (1908), pp. 9-10. 
[W·.] 
1908 b.—Losses caused by ticks <Bull . Mississippi 
Live Stock San. Bd. (1908), pp. 7 -8 . [W*.] 
1908 c.—Methods of  eradicating the cattle tick 
<Bull . Mississippi Live Stock San. Bd. (1908), 
pp. 5 -7 , 1 fig.  [W·.] 
1910 a.—The importance of  tick eradication to the 
live-stock interests of  the South <Proc . 11. 
Ann. Conv. South. States Ass. Comrs. Agrie. 
(Jackson, Mississippi, Nov. 16-18, 1909), pp. 
20-23. [Lib. Hall] 
S M I T H , A R T H U R [ M . В . , M . R . С . S . , D . О . M . S . , 
Ophth. Dept., Roy . Hosp., Sheffield];  and 
G R E A V E S , D E S M O N D P . 
1946 a.—A case of  myiasis due to warble-fly  lar-
vae <Brit . Med. J. (4464), July 27, pp. 120-121, 
illus. [W»J 
S M I T H , A R T H U R C A R L T O N . [1867- ] [Prof.  Poul-
try Husbandry, Coll. Agrie., Univ. Minnesota]. 
[See also Billings, William Arthur; and Smith, 
Arthur Carlton] 
1930 a.—Turkeys. 134 pp., front.,  illus. St. 
Paul, Minnesota. [Wa . ] 
S M I T H , A R T H U R H . 
1921 a.—A remedy for  mange in white rats < Sci-
ence, n. s. (1399), n. s. v . 54, Oct. 21, p. 378. 
[W·.] 
SMITH, B. F. [Wisconsin Agrie. Exper. Station] [See 
also Herrick, Chester Albern; Halpin, James 
Garfield;  Edgar, S. Α . ; and Smith, B. F.] 
S M I T H , B A R N E T T F R I S S E L L ; a n d H E R R I C K , C H E S T E R 
A L B E R N . 
1944 a.—The respiration of  the protozoan para-
site, Eimeria tendía  < J . Parasitol., v . 30 (5), 
Oct., pp. 295-302. [W·.] 
S M I T H , B A R N E T T F R I S S E L L ; a n d M C S H A N , W I L L I A M 
H A R T F O R D . 
1949 a.—The effect  of  the protozoan parasite, 
Eimeria stiedae, on the succinic dehydrogenase 
activity of  liver tissue of  rabbits <Ann . N. 
York Acad. Sc., v . 52 (4), Nov. 10, pp. 496-500. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S M I T H , B E V E R L Y . 
1944 a.-—Bug blitz < A m . Mag., v . 138 (4), Oct., 
pp. 47, 81-82, illus. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1944 b . — D D T may revolutionize pest control 
<Calif.  Wool Grower, v. 20 (36), Sept. 5, p. 
8. [W'. ] 
S M I T H , C . H A R V E Y 
1942 a.—Internal worm parasites of  cattle in 
Northern Indiana < J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., 
(780), v . 100, pp. 220-221. [W».] 
S M I T H , C . H O R T O N . S e e H o r t o n - S m i t h , C . 
SMITH, C. MCD. [Dr., Tulane Univ., New Orleans, 
Louisiana] 
1928 a.—A case of Echinococcus cyst of  the liver 
and the peritoneal cavity < M e d . Clin. North 
Am., v. 11 (5), Mar., pp. 1313-1320. [Wm.] 
SMITH, C. R. 1 See Richardson, Charles Howard; and 
Smith, C. R . 
SMITH, C. It.1 [Wurrulde Station, via Morgan, 
S . A . ] 
1941 a.—Control of  the blowfly  [Letter to editor 
dated June 161 <Pastoral Rev. and Graziers' 
Ree., v . 51 (7), July 16, p. 539. [W'J 
1941 b.—Poison for  blowflies  [Abstract of  letter 
to Pastoral Review] <Farmer's Weekly, Bloem-
fontein,  v. 61, Sept. 10, p. 1881. [W·.] 
S M I T H , C A R L C . [See also Schmidt, L. H. ; Hughes, 
Hettie В. ; and Smith, Carl C. ; and Schmidt, 
L. H. ; Smith, Carl C.; Hughes, Hettie В. ; and 
Carter, Catherine] 
S M I T H , C A R L C . ; a n d S C H M I D T , L . H . 
1947 a.—Studies on the 8-aminoquinolines: 3. On 
the relations between structure and pharmaco-
logical activities <Fed . Proc., v . 6 (1), pt. 2, 
p. 372. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , C A R R O L L N E W T O N . [1909- ] [Assoc. 
Entom., Bureau Entom. and Plant Quarantine 
U. S. Dept. Agrie.] [See also Bishopp, Fred 
Corry; and Smith, Carroll Newton] 
1940 a.—The male, nymph and larva of  Ixodes 
dentatue Marx (Acarina: Ixodidae) < P r o c . 
Entom. Soc. Wash., v. 42 (1), Jan., pp. 16-20. 
pi. [W·.] 
1942 a.—Gynandromorphism in Ixodes  dentatus 
Marx. <Proc . Entom. Soc. Wash., v . 44 (3), 
Mar., pp. 52-53, illus. [W».] 
1943 a.—Biologies of  some Ixodoidea <George 
Washington Univ. Bull., Summaries Doct. 
Theses (1941-43), pp. 9-14. [W».] 
1945 a.—Biology of  Ixodes  dentatus Neumann (Ixodi-
dae) <Ann. Entom. Soc. Am., v . 38 (2), June, 
pp. 223-233. [ № . ] 
S M I T H , C A R R O L L N E W T O N ; a n d B U R N E T T , D O U G L A S S 
(Jr.). 
1948 a.—Laboratory evaluation of  repellents and 
toxicants as clothing treatments for  personal 
protection from fleas  and ticks < A m . J. Trop. 
Med., v . 28 (4), July, pp. 599-607. [W>.] 
S M I T H , C A R R O L L N E W T O N ; a n d C O L E , M O S E S M . 
1940 a.—Light affects  life  cycle of  insects [Ab-
stract. Source not given] < J . Am. Vet. Med. 
Ass. (764), v . 97, Nov., p. 449. [W*.] 
1941 a.—Effect  of  length of  day on the activity 
and hibernation of  the American dog tick, Der-
macentor variabilis (Say) (Acarina: Ixodidae) 
<Ann. Entom. Soc. Am., v. 34 (2), June, pp. 
426-431. [W·.] 
1943 a.—Studies of  parasites of  the American 
dog tick < J . Econom. Entom., v. 36 (4), Aug., 
pp. 569-572. [W».] 
1943 b.—Ticks <Publication (20) Am. Ass. Adv. 
Sc., pp. 78-80, illus. (W«.] 
S M I T H , C A R R O L L N E W T O N ; C O L E , M O S E S M . ; a n d 
G O U C K , H A R R Y K . 
1946 a.—Biology and control of  the American dog 
tick <Tech . Bull. (905), U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
Jan., 74 pp., illus. [W».] 
S M I T H , C A R R O L L N E W T O N ; C O L E , M O S H S M . ; J O N E S , 
E L M E R Α . ; a n d C L A R K , J . C . 
1949 a.—Investigations of  tick repellents at 
Camp Bullis, Texas, 1948 < J . Econom. Entom., 
v. 42 (5), Oct., pp. 716-720. [W».] 
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S M I T H , C A R R O L L N E W T O N ; a n d G O U C K , H A R R Y K . 
1944 a.—DDT, sulfur,  and other insecticides for 
the control of  chiggers (In Annand, P. N.; et al. 
Tests conducted by the Bureau of  Entomology 
and Plant Quarantine) <J. Econom. Entom., 
v. 37 (1), Feb., pp. 131-132. [W«.] 
1944 b.—Effectiveness  of  D D T in the control of 
ticks on vegetation (In  Annand, P. N.; et al. 
Tests conducted by the Bureau of  Entomology 
and Plant Quarantine) <J. Econom. Entom., 
v. 37 (1), Feb., pp. 128-130. [W».] 
1944 c.—Sprays for  the control of  ticks about 
houses or camps <J. Econom. Entom., v. 37 
(1), Feb., pp. 85-87. [W».l 
1945 a .—DDT to control ticks on vegetation <J. 
Econom. Entom., v. 38 (5), Oct., pp. 553-555. 
[W·.] 
1946 a.—Observations on tick repellents <J . 
Econom. Entom., v. 39 (3), June, pp. 374-378. 
[W>.] 
1947 a.—The control of  chiggers in woodland plots 
<J. Econom. Entom., v. 40 (6), Dec., pp. 790-
795. [W».] 
1947 b.—Ixodes  bishoppi, a new species from Geor-
gia. (Acarina: Ixodidae) <Ann. Entom. Soc. 
Am., v. 40 (1), Mar., pp. 75-81, pis. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , C A R R O L L N . ; a n d K I N G , W I L L A R D V A N 
O R S D E L . 
1950 a.—Field studies of  tick repellents <Am. 
J. Trop. Med., v. 30 (1), Jan., pp. 97-102. 
[W·.] 
S M I T H , C A R R O L L N E W T O N ; a n d S T E N E , A N D R E W 
E D W A R D . 
1937 a.—American dog tick (Dermacentor  varia-
bilis Say) <Insect Pest Survey Bull., v. 17 (8) 
Oct. 1, pp. 423-424. fW".l 
S M I T H , C A T H C A R T ; a n d R U F F I N , J U L I A N M E A D E . 
1946 a.—Amoebic infection  of  the liver as seen in 
North Carolina <Gastroenterology, v. 6 (4), 
Apr., pp. 294-297. [ f f» . ] 
S M I T H , C H A R L E S C L I N T O N . [ 1 9 1 0 - ] 
1940 a.—Notes on the food  and parasites of  the 
rabbits of  a lowland area in Oklahoma <J. Wild-
life  Management, v. 4 (4), Oct., pp. 429-431. 
[WM 
S M I T H , C H A R L E S E D W A R D [ 1 9 0 4 - ] [ M . D . , S a n 
Francisco, California] 
1942 a.—Coccidiosis—coccidioidomycosis <Ra-
diology, v. 39 (4), Oct., pp. 486-487. [W«>.] 
S M I T H , C H A R L E S E G A N [1887- ] [M. S . , Entom. 
in Charge Field Lab., Div. Truck Crop and 
Garden Insects Invest., Agrie. Research Admin., 
Agrie. Center, Univ. Br., Baton Rouge, Louisi-
ana]; Dugas, A. L.; Dutsch, T. P.; and Barber, 
Thomas Caldwell. 
[1945 a].—Tests with D D T conducted during 
1944 <Ann. Rep. Louisiana Agrie. Exper. 
Station (1943-44), pp. 76-77. [W\] 
S M I T H , C H A R L E S F . 
1949 a.—An analysis of  the results of  the exam-
ination of  two hundred stools from chickens 
<Tr . Kansas Acad. Sc., v. 52 (4), Dec., pp. 454-
457. [W«.] 
S M I T H , C H A R L E S G. [Asst. Surg., U. S. Navy] 
1903 a.—Report on the U. S. S. Marietta <Rep. 
Surg.-Gen. U. S. Navy, pp. 202-209. [W», 
W·«.] 
S M I T H , C H A R L E S L . 
1948 a.—Chlorinated hydrocarbon insecticides 
for  control of  the horn fly  on dairy cattle in 
Texas <J. Econom. Entom., v. 41 (6), Dec., 
pp. 981-982. [W».] 
S M I T H , C H A R L E S L . ; a n d G A T E S , D E L L E . 
1949 a.—County-wide control of  the horn fly  with 
D D T <J. Econom. Entom , v. 42 (5), Oct., 
pp. 847-848. [W·.] 
S M I T H , C H A R L E S M E L D R U M . [ 1 8 8 9 - ] [Bureau 
Entomol. and Plant Quarantine, U. S. Dept. 
Agrie.] [See also Gooden, Ernest L.; and Smith, 
Charles Meldrum] 
S M I T H , C H A R L E S M E L D R U M ; a n d G O O D H U E , L Y L E 
D A V I D . 
1942 a.—Particle size in relation to insecticide 
efficiency  <Indust. and Engineer. Chem., In-
dust. Ed., v. 34 (4), Apr., pp. 490-493, illus. 
[Issued Apr. 1] [Wa.] 
S M I T H , C H R I S T I A N N A [1893- ]; and S E T C H E L , 
E L E A N O R . 
1929 a.—The blood picture of  rats infected  with 
Trypanosoma  lewisi [Abstract of  paper to be 
read before  Am. Soc. Parasitol., Des Moines, 
Dec. 27-31] <J. Parasitol., v. 16 (2), Dec., p. 
106. [W».] 
S M I T H , C L A R E N C E D A N I E L . [1883- ] [Dept. 
Surg., Jefferson  Hosp.]; and R O S E N B E R G E R , 
R Ä N D L E C R A T E R . 
1942 a.—A case of  cutaneous myiasis due to the 
larvae of  Cordylobia anthropophaga <Am. J. 
Trop. Med., v. 22 (4), July, pp. 459-461, illus. 
[ W a . ] 
S M I T H , C L A U D E A. [M. D., Prof., Path, and Bac-
teriol., South. Dental College, Atlanta, Georgia. 
1902 a.—Report of  a case of  ankylostomiasis 
[Abstract of  paper read before  Sect. Physiol, 
and Path., Am. Med. Ass., June 10-13] <Am. 
Med., v. 3 (25), June 21, p. 1062. [Wa , W » , 
W«.] 
1903 a.—Uncinariasis in the South. Further ob-
servations <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 41 (12), Sept. 
19, pp. 709-713, figs.  1-4. [Wa, W · , W*.] 
1903 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Med. Ree., Ν . Y. 
(1716), v. 64 (13), Sept. 26, p. 508. [Wa, №» , 
W°.] 
1903 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] < N . York 
Med. J. [etc.] (1296), v. 78 (14), Oct. 3, p. 
677. [Wa, Wm, W«.] 
1903 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] <Deutsche 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 29 (42), 15 Oct., Litt.-
Beilage, p. 251. [W», W m . ] 
1904 a.—Uncinariasis, or hookworm disease, in 
Georgia <Tr . Med. Ass. Georgia (55. Ann. 
Sess., Macon, Apr. 20-22), pp. 171-185, 1 fig.; 
discussion, pp. 185-187. [W»1.] 
1904 b.—Uncinariasis in the South, with special 
reference  to mode of  infection  <J. Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 43 (9), Aug. 27, pp. 592-596, figs.  1-2; 
discussion, pp. 596-597. [Wa, W m , W«.] 
1904 o.—Idem [Abstract] <Am. Med., v. 7 (25), 
June 18, p. 973. [W·, Wm, W«.] 
1904 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1904 b] < N . York 
Med. J. [etc.] (1344), v. 80 (10), Sept. 3, ρ 
465. [Wa, W"', W«.] 
1904 e.—Hackenwurmkrankheit in Südamerika 
[Abstract of  1904 b] < Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr., v. 30 (39), 22 Sept., p. 1450. [Wa, W™.] 
1904 f. —Some remarks upon hook-worm disease 
<Mobile Med. and Surg. J., v. 5 (1), July, pp. 
47-59. [Wm.] 
1905 a.—Uncinariasis in the South, with special 
reference  to mode of  infection  [Abstract of  1904 
• b] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 36 
(4-5), 21 Feb., pp. 147-148. [Wa, Wm.] 
1905 b.—Report of  seven cases of  Bilharzia 
haematobium. Some observations regarding 
the hatching of  the eggs <Am. Med., v. 10 
(16), Oct. 14, pp. 656-659, figs.  1-4. [W», 
W m , W«.] 
1905 c.—Further remarks on the mode of  infec-
tion in uncinariasis <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 45 
(16), Oct. 14, pp. 1142-1145, figs.  1 ^ . [Wa, 
Wm.] 
1905 d.—Idem [Abstract] <Am. Med., Phila., 
v. 10 (10), Sept. 2, p. 388. [W», W«>, W·.] 
1905 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 c] < N . York 
Med. J. [etc.] (1403), v. 82 (17), Oct. 21, p. 
876. [Wa, W"·, W·.] 
1905 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1905 c] <Med. Ree., 
Ν . Y. (1812), v. 68 (5), July 29, p. 198. [W», 
Wm, W·.] 
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1905 g.—Uncinariasis [Abstract of  1905 e] < Ibi-
dem (1824), v. 68 (17), Oct. 21, p. 667. [W>, 
W m , W«.] 
1905 h.—Seven cases of  Billiarzia hematobium 
[Abstract of  1905 b] <J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 
45 (18), Oct. 28, p. 1359. [ W a , W ™ , W°.] 
1905 i.—Bilharzia hematobium. Report of  seven 
cases <Atlanta J.-Rec. Med., v. 7 (8), Nov., 
pp. 515-518, 1 fig. [W" . ] 
1905 k.—Ankylostomiasis (uncinariasis) [Abstract 
1905 c] <J . Trop. Med., London, v. 8 (22), 
Nov. 15, p. 335. [Wa, ] 
1905 1.—Entrance of  Ankylostoma larvae by way 
of  the skin [Abstract of  1905 c] Clbidem, pp. 
339-340. fW",  W·".] 
1905 m.—Uncinariasis [Abstract of  paper read 
before  Am. Soc. Trop. Med., Phila., Nov. 17] 
< N . York Med. J. [etc.] (1409), v. 82 (23), 
Dec. 2, p. 1193. [W a , Wm, W«.] 
1906 a.—The causative factor  in the production 
of  the dermatitis of  ground itch (uncinariasis) 
<J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 47 (21), Nov. 24, pp. 
1693-1695, figs.  1-3. [W\ Wm, W«.] 
1906 b.—Idem [Abstract] < N . York Med. J. 
[etc.] (1461), v. 84 (22), Dec. 1, p. 1099. [Wa, 
Wm, W·.] 
1906 c.—The causation of  ground itch (uncinari-
asis) [Abstract of  1906 a] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . 
(1882), v. 70 (22), Dec. 1, p. 878. [W», Wm, Wo.] 
1907 a.—The causative factor  in the production 
of  the dermatitis of  ground itch (uncinariasis-
ankylostomiasis) [Abstract of  1906 a] <J . Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., London, v. 10 (1), Jan. 1, p. 
16. [W\ Wm.] 
1910 a.—Hookworm disease; infection  and its pre-
vention [Abstract of  report before  61. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Med. Ass., St. Louis, June 6-10] 
< M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (2067), v . 77 (25), June 18, 
pp. 1071-1072; discussion, p. 1072. [Wa, W m . ] 
S M I T H , C L Y D E E . ; L I V E N G O O D , E L M E R ; a n d R O B E R T S , 
I R W I N H . 
1941 a.—The value and relative effectiveness  of 
preparations of  rotenone, derris powder and 
cube powder as larvicides for  cattle grubs <J . 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (776), v. 99, Nov., pp. 391-
394. [W«.] 
1942 a.—El valor y eficacia  relativa de las pre-
paraciones de rotenona, polvo de derris y polvo 
de cube como larvicida para las larvas de Hypo-
derma del vacuno < R e v . Med. Vet., Buenos 
Aires, an. 27, ν . 24 (1-2) , Jan.-Feb., pp. 77-82. 
[W*.] 
S M I T H , C L Y D E F U H R I M A N . [ U t a h ] [ 1 9 1 3 - ] See 
Knowlton, George Franklin; and Smith, Clyde 
Fuhriman. 
SMITH, COLLIN M . [Univ. Buenos Aires] See Mazza, 
Salvador; Parodi, Silvio E. ; and Smith, Collin M. 
S M I T H , C U R T I S E V E R E T T [ 1 8 9 1 - ] [M. D. , Dept. 
Path., Univ. California  Med. School, San Fran-
cisco]; and R U S K , G R A N V I L L E . 
1927 a.—Pulmonary spirochetosis < A m . J. 
Path. (15) v. 3 (3), May, pp. 225-233, pis. 72-
73, figs.  1-4 . [W».] 
S M I T H , D . F . [ M . D . , Walkerton, Ontario] 
1882 a.—A case of  hydatids of  the lung <Canada 
Med. and S. J., v . 11 (4), Nov., pp. 195-197. 
[Wm.] 
SMITH, D. J. W. [Queensland Dept. Health and 
Home Affairs,  Brisbane] 
1940 a.—Studies in the epidemiology of Q fever. 
3. The transmission of Q fever  by the tick, 
Haemaphysalis  humerosa <Austral. J. Exper. 
Biol. and Med. Sc., v. 18 (2), pp. 103-118, illus. 
[Issued June] [Wa . ] 
1940 b.—Studies in the epidemiology of Q fever. 
4. The failure  to transmit Q fever  with the cat-
flea  Ctenocephalid.es felis  <Austral. J. Exper. 
Biol. and Med. Sc., v. 18 (2), pp. 119-123. 
[Issued June] [Wa.] 
SMITH, D . J . W . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1940 c.—Studies in the epidemiology of Q fever. 
7. The biology of  Haemaphysalis  humerosa 
Warburton and Nuttall (Acariña, Ixodidae) 
in Queensland < Austral. J. Exper. Biol. and 
Med. Sc., v. 19 (1). Mar., pp. 73-75. [W».] 
1941 a.—Studies in the epidemiology of Q fever. 
8. The transmission of Q fever  by the tick, 
Rhipicephalus sanguineus < Austral. J. Exper. 
Biol. and Med. Sc., v. 19 (2), pp. 133-136. 
[Issued June] [Wa , W m . ] 
1942 a.—Studies in the epidemiology of Q fever. 
10. The transmission of Q fever  by the tick 
Ixodes  holocyclus (with notes on tick-paralysis 
in bandicoots) <Austral. J. Exper. Biol. and 
Med. Sc., v. 20 (3), Sept., pp. 213-217. [W".] 
1942 b.—Studies in the epidemiology of Q fever 
11. Experimental infection  of  the ticks Haema-
physalis bispinosa and Ornithodorus sp. with 
Rickettsia burneti <Austral. J. Exper. Biol. and 
Med. Sc., v. 20 (4), pp. 295-296. [Issued Dec.] 
[Wa.] 
S M I T H , D . J . W . ; B R O W N , H . E . ; a n d D E R R I C K , E D -
W A R D H O L B R O O K . 
1939 a.—A further  series of  laboratory infections 
with the Rickettsia of  " Q " fever  < M e d . J. 
Australia, year 26, v. 1 (1), Jan. 7, pp. 13-14. 
[ W m . ] 
S M I T H , D . J . W . ; a n d D E R R I C K , E D W A R D H O L B R O O K . 
1940 a.—Studies in the epidemiology of Q fever. 
1. The isolation of  six strains of  Rickettsia bur-
neti from the tick Haemaphysalis  humerosa 
<Austral J. Exper. Biol. and Med. Sc., v . 18 
(1), Mar., pp. 1-8 , illus. [Wa . ] 
S M I T H , D A V I D F. [Com. Agrie.] 
[1936 a].—Parasitism <8 . Bien. Rep. Utah State 
Bd. Agrie. (1934-36), pp. 45-46. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , D A V I D T I L L E R S O N . [ 1 8 9 8 - ] [ M . D . , R a y 
Brook, New York] 
1927 a.—Analysis of  one hundred cases of  broncho-
pulmonary spirochetosis < N . York State J. 
Med., v. 27 (3), Feb. 1, pp. 119-122, 1 fig. 
[ W m . ] 
S M I T H , D O N A L D M . [Farm Advisor, Tehama Co., 
California] 
1946 a.·—Milk and meat losses from cattle grubs 
<Country Gentleman, v. 116 (9), Sept., p. 53, 
illus. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , D O N N [Biol. Research Lab., Univ. Denver]; 
a n d D ' A M O U R , F R E D E D M U N D . 
1939 a.—Black widow antivenin production in 
rabbits <Proc . Soc. Exper. Biol. and Med., v . 
40 (4), Apr., pp. 686-687. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , D U D L E Y C R O F F O R D . [ 1 8 9 2 - ] [ M . D . , 
Charlottesville, Virginia] 
1943 a.—The treatment of  creeping eruption with 
sodium antimony biscatechol (fuadin)  < J . Am. 
Med. Ass., v. 123 (11), Nov. 13, pp. 694-695. 
[ W a . ] 
S M I T H , E . [ D r . ] 
1856 a.—Cure of  itch in half  an hour by sulphur in 
a liquid form [Abstract of  paper read before 
Med. Soc. Lond., Feb. 23] < M e d . Times, 
London (858), v. 33, n. s. (297), Mar. 8, p. 247. 
[ W m . ] 
1856 b.—Idem [Abstract] CVeterinarian, London 
(340), v. 29, 4. s. (16), v. 2, Apr., pp. 225-226. 
[Wa, Wm.] 
SMITH, E . D . G . [ M . D . , Newark , N . J.] 
1856 a.—Hydatids < M e d . and Surg. Reporter, 
v. 9 (2), Feb., pp. 49-61. [Wm. W·.] 
S M I T H , E . E . [ D r . ] 
1904 a.—Specimen of  malarial urine [Abstract of 
paper presented before  N. York Acad. Med., 
Oct. 18] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (1775), v. 66 (20), 
Nov. 12, p. 795. [W», ff·, W«.] 
SMITH, E. M . [M. D., Marion, Linn Co., Iowa] 
1866 a.—The Trichina  spiralis. A family  poisoned 
by eating trichinous pork CChicago Med. J., 
v. 23 (8), Aug., pp. 337-341. [Wm.] 
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SMITH, E. Y. [Prof., Cornell Univ.] [See also Weaver, 
Leland Eugene; and Smith, E. Y.J 
1943 a.—Coccidiosis control <Greene Co. Farm 
Bureau News, v. 26 (9), May, p. 6. [I\j 
1943 b.—Look out for  poultry mite s CColumbia 
Co. Farm Bureau News, v. 26 (7), July, p. 14. 
[W«.] 
1943 c.—Look out for  poultry mites < Dutchess Co. 
Farm Bureau News, v. 26 (1), July, pp. 4, 8. 
[W-.] 
1943 d.—New treatment for  coccidiosis <Seneca 
Co. Farm Bureau News, v. 25 (5), May, p. 5. 
[Wa.] 
1943 e.—Trichomoniasis of  turkeys <Poultry 
Current Sc. and Pract., v. 7, Oct., pp. 14-16. 
[Wa.] 
1944 a.—Who killed Tom Turkey? <Turkey 
World, v. 19 (5), May, pp. 18, 52. [Wa.] 
1945 a.—New and practical methods of  turkey de-
lousing tested <Turkey World, v. 20 (4), Apr., 
pp. 50-52. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , E . Y . ; a n d W E A V E B , L E L A N D E U G E N E . 
1936 a.—Turkeys <Cornell Exten. Bull. (359), 
Oct., 52 pp., illus. [W».] 
S M I T H , E A B L C O N W A Y . [M. D., New Orleans] 
194Ó a.—The treatment of  Trichomonas  vaginalis 
vaginitis with sodium perborate. A preliminary 
report of  14 cases < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 
92 (9), Mar., pp. 510-514, illus. [W'.] 
1941 a.—Sodium perborate therapy in Trichomonas 
vaginalis vaginitis. Further observations < N . 
Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 94 (1), July, pp. 37-39. 
[W».] 
S M I T H , E D G A R A L B E R T [ F . Z. S . , Sr. Asst., Zool. 
Dept., Brit. Mus.] 
1879 a.—Mollusca. (In  Collections made in 
Kerguelen's Land and Rodriguez 1874-75) 
<Phil. Tr., Lond., v. 168 (Extra vol.), pp. 
167-192, pi. 9, figs.  1-24. [W·.] 
1889 a.—Description of  a new genus of  parasitic 
mollusca <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 6. s., v. 
3 (15), Mar., pp. 270-271, figs.  [W»J 
S M I T H , E D G A R A L B E R T ; B E L L , F R A N C I S J E F F R E Y ; 
a n d K I R K P A T H I C K , R . 
(1901 a).—A guide to the shell and starfish  galleries 
(Mollusca, Polyzoa, Brachiopoda, Tunicate, 
Echinoderma and worms) in the Brit. Mus. 
130 pp., figs.  London. 
S M I T H , E D G A B D. [Ph. C., M. D., Chicago, III.] 
1899 a.—Parasitic invasion of  the milk ducts in 
three nursing women, with results serious to 
the nursing children <Am. Gyntec. and Obst. 
J., v. 14 (1), Jan., pp. 38-40. [Wm.J 
1899 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Phila. Med. J. (64), v. 
3 (11), Mar. 18, p. 598. [W«\ W«.] 
1899 c.—Further report of  two cases of  parasitic 
invasion of  the human milk ducts [Letter to 
editor] <Am. Gynaec. and Obst. J., v. 14, Feb., 
pp. 178-179. [W".] 
1901 a.—A further  report on parasitic invasion of 
the human milk ducts [Letter to editor] <Am. 
Gynaec. and Obst. J., v. 18, pp. 127-128. [№•".] 
S M I T H , E D M U N D C Y R I L . [M.D., Med. Research 
Inst., Yaba, Nigeria] 
[1929 a].—Dermatology. (In Connal, A. Annual 
report of  the Medical Research Institute, 1928) 
<Ann. Med. and San. Rep. Nigeria (1928), App. 
Α., pp. 28-32, 4 pis. [W»J 
1930 a.—Cultivation of  the spirochaetes associated 
with tropical ulcer <Proc. Roy. Soc. Med., v. 
24 (2), Dec., Sect. Trop. Dis. and Parasitol., pp. 
217-220 (pp. 1-4) ; discussion, pp. 220-221 
(pp. 4-5). [Wa.] 
1943 a.—Child mortality in Lagos, Nigeria <Tr . 
Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 36 (5), Mar., 
pp. 287-303, pis. [W».] 
S M I T H , E D M U N D C Y R I L ; a n d E L M E S , B A S I L G E O R G E 
T O N G E . 
1928 a.—Creeping eruption in Lagos <Tr . Roy. 
Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 22 (3), 25 Nov., 
pp. 289-290, 2 pis., figs.  1-4. [W».] 
S M I T H , E B N E S T I. [Baton Rouge, Ijouisiana] 
1903 a.—Verminous bronchitis of  calves <Ащ. 
Vet. Rev., v. 27 (7), Oct., pp. 602-603. [W»„ 
W m , W°.] 
1917 a.—Tick eradication [Summary of  remarks 
before  Cut-Over Land Confer.  South, New 
Orleans, Apr. 11-13] <J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., 
v. 51, n. s., v. 4 (6), Sept., pp. 779-786, figs.  1-4. 
[W".] 
1920 a.—Tick eradication in the South <J . Arn. 
Vet. Med. Ass., v. 57, n. s., v. 10 (4), July, pp. 
423-429. [W".] 
S M I T H , E R W I N F B I N K [1854-1927] [SC. D., Bur. 
Plant Ind., U. S. Dept. Agrie., Washington, 
D. С.] 
1920 а.—Production of  tumors in the absence of 
parasites <Arch. Dermat. and Syph., Chicago, 
v. 2 (2), Aug., pp. 176-180. [W'".] 
1926 a.—Recent cancer research <Am. Naturalist 
(668), v. 60, May-June, pp. 240-256. [W·.] 
SMITH, EUSTACE [1835 -1914 ] [ M . D . , F . R . C . P . ; 
Physician, East London Children's Hospital] 
1868 a.—On the wasting diseases of  infants  and 
children. 261 pp. London. [W m . ] 
1870 a.—Idem. 2. ed. 209 pp. London. [W m . ] 
1870 b.—Idem. 195 pp. Philadelphia. [Wm . ] 
1884 a.—A practical treatise on disease in children. 
844 pp. New York. [Wm . ] 
1885 a.—On the wasting diseases of  infants  and 
children. 4. ed. 278 pp. New York. [Wm . ] 
1887 a.—Clinical studies of  disease in children. 
2. ed. 318 pp. Philadelphia. [W»J 
1887 b.—Idem. 2. ed., xv + 318 pp. London. 
[Wm.] 
1888 a.—On the wasting diseases of  infants  and 
children. 5. ed. 380 pp. Philadelphia. [Wm.] 
1888 b.—Idem. 5. ed., xx + 380 pp. London. 
[Wm.] 
1889 a.—A practical treatise on disease in children. 
2. ed. 895 pp. London. [Wm . ] 
1899 a.—On the wasting diseases of  infants  and 
children. 6. ed. 377 pp. Philadelphia. [Wm.] 
1899 b.—Idem. 6. ed. 377 pp. London. [ W m . j 
1908 a.—Remarks on the internal use of  the oil 
of  turpentine <Brit. Med. J. (2473), v. 1, May 
23, pp. 1218-1220. [W», W - J 
1908 b.—The internal use of  oil of  turpentine 
[Abstract of  1908 a] <Berl. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 
45 (29), 20 Juli, p. 1371. [W», Wm.] 
S M I T H , E U S T A C E ; a n d M A C R E A D Y , J . F . C . H . 
1900 a.—A case of  hydatid cysts of  the liver recur-
ring after  an interval of  ten years in the pleural 
and peritoneal cavities; drainage; recovery 
<Lancet, London (4025), v. 2, Oct. 20, pp. 
1134-1136. [W™, W·.] 
1900 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Phila. Med. J. (150), 
v. 6 (19), Nov. 10, p. 899. [W·, W m , W·.] 
S M I T H , F . ' 
1843 a.—Notes on the parasitic habits of  the 
Nomadte, and on the habits of  other insects 
[Abstract of  paper read before  Entom. Soc., Mar. 
7, 1842] <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. (67), v. 
11, Jan., pp. 68-69. [W», W·.] 
1843 b.—Notes on the parasites of  the genus 
Nómada and on other insects <Tr . Entom. Soc. 
London, v. 3, pp. 293-294. [W», W·.] 
SMITH, F. ' See Briinnich, J. C.; and Smith, F. 
SMITH, F.» See Bradley, F. H.; and Smith, F. 
S M I T H , F . C . 
1914 a.—Experiments in dosing ostriches for 
wireworm <Agric. J. Union South Africa,  v. 7 
(4), Apr., pp. 488-493. [W».] 
S M I T H , F R A N C I S G U R N E Y . [1818-1878] [See also 
Neill, John; and Smith, Francis Gurney; and 
Richardson,» 1860 a] 
1858 a.—Cysts from the liver coughed up through 
the pulmonary passages <North Am. Med.-
Chir. Rev., v. 2 (2), Mar., pp. 333-334. [W m . ] 
j 
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S M I T H , F R A N K . [1867-1942] [Emeritus Prof.  Zool., 
Univ. Illinois] [For  necrology see Tr. ΑπιΛ M i er. 
Soc., v. 61 (2), Apr. 1942, p. 211] [Wv] 
1894 a.—List of  the Protozoa and Mollusca ob-
served in Lake St. Clair in the summer of  1893. 
[App. 1 to Reighard, J. E., 1894 a] <Bull (4), 
Michigan Fish Com., pp. 42-44. [W f.] 
1917 a.—North American earthworms of  the fam-
ily Lumbricidae in the collections of  the United 
States National Museum <Proc. U. S. Nat. 
Mus. (2174), v. 52, pp. 157-182. [Issued Feb. 
8] [W·.] 
S M I T H , F R A N K R . [Agent, Sect. Fur Resources, 
Div. Wildlife  Research, Bureau _ Biol. Survey] 
1938 a.—Muskrat investigations in Dorchester 
County, Md., 1930-34 <Circular (474), U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., May, 24 pp., pis. [Wv] 
S M I T H , F R A N K R. (jr.).  [Lieut. Commander (MC) 
U. S. N. R.] 
1945 a.—Filariasis. A study of  737 patients so 
diagnosed < U . S. Naval Med. Bull., v. 44 (4), 
Apr., pp. 719-725. [W».] 
S M I T H , F R E D . 1 [V. S., 12th Royal Lancers] 
1883 a.—Osteitis [Tetanus associated with massive 
infestation  by A scaris] (In  Notes on cases) 
<Quart. J. Vet. Sc. India, v. 1 (4), July, pp. 
585-587. [W·».] 
S M I T H , F R E D . ' [ C o l . , С . В . , С . M . G . , F . R . С . V . S . ] 
1885 a.—Entozooen <Encycl. Ges. Thierh. u. 
Thierzucht (Koch), v. 2, pp. 537-538. [Wa.] 
1886 a—Fieber <Ibidem, v. 3, pp. 133-134. [W3.] 
1888 a.—Kameele Clbidem, v. 5, pp. 271-275. 
[Wv] 
1906 a.—A manual of  veterinary hygiene. 5. ed. 
1035 pp., 225 figs.  New York. [Wv] 
1 9 0 6 b.—Recurrent mange <Vet. Ree. ( 9 5 3 ) , v. 
1 9 , O c t . 1 3 , p p . 2 1 5 - 2 1 6 . [ W v W - v ] 
S M I T H , (Sir)  F R E D E R I C K [ 1 8 5 7 - 1 9 2 9 ] [ M a j o r - G e n e r a l , 
К. С. M. G., С. В., F. R. С. V. S.] [For  obituary 
see Vet. Ree., v. 9 ( 3 2 ) , Aug. 1 0 , 1 9 2 9 , pp. 6 8 8 -
690.1 [Wv] [For  sketch and port, see Vet. J. (650), 
v . 8 5 ( 8 ) , A u g . , 1 9 2 9 , p p . 3 1 5 - 3 1 8 ] [ W v ] [For 
sketch and port, see J. Comp. Path, and Therap., 
v. 42 (3), Sept. 1929, p. 212 and pl.] [Wv] 
1868 a.—Observations on the economy of  Brazilian 
insects, chiefly  Hymenoptera, from the notes of 
Mr. Peckolt <Tr . Entom. Soc. London, 3. s., v. 
6 ( 1 ) , A p r . , p p . 1 3 3 - 1 3 6 . [ W v ] 
1899 a.—A case of  blackwater fever  in which the 
quartan malarial parasite was found  <Lancet, 
London ( 3 9 7 5 ) , v. 2 , Nov. 4 , p. 1 2 2 9 . [W-v] 
1 8 9 9 b — Idem [Abstract] <Phila. Med. J. ( 1 0 0 ) , 
v. 4 (22), Nov. 25, p. 1019. [Wa , W » , Wv] 
1899 c.—Ankylostoma in Sierra leeone <Brit. 
Med. J. (2031), v. 2, Dec. 2, p. 1543. [W\ W-v] 
1902 a.—The distribution of  mosquito larvœ on 
war department lands in Sierra Leone <Army 
Med. Dept. Rep., London (1900), v. 42, App. 
viii, pp. 495-501. [W».] 
1904 a.—[The bovine trypanosome of  Sierra 
Leone.] [Letter to editor dated May 31] <J . 
Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 3 (3), Sept., p. 330. 
[ W v ] 
1905 a.—The Ankylostomum, the Strongylus, the 
Trichocephalus, the Ascaris, and an associated 
infusorian  in West Africa—chiefly  in regard to 
military inefficiency;  modes of  infection  and 
life  history of  the parasites; also a note on an 
unidentified  worm <J. Roy. Army Med. Corps, 
v. 4 (1), Jan., pp. 6-12; (2), Feb., pp. 189-205, 
figs.  A-B, 1-20; (3), Mar., pp. 335-348, figs. 
21-34. [W®.] 
1905 b.—Idem. Reprint. 37 pt>., 34 figs.  London. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1905 с.—The development of  Filariae in the mos-
quito [Letter to editor dated Apr. 22] <J. Trop. 
Med., London, v. 8 (9), May 1, p. 140. [W\ 
W m . ] 
1905 d.—Certain forms  of  fever,  and the conditions 
bearing thereon, in the hill stations of  Sierra 
Leone <J . Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 5 (6), 
Dec., pp. 688-702, figs.  1-2. [W-v] 
S M I T H , (Sir)  F R E D E R I C K — C o n t i n u e d . 
1906 a.—Trypanosomiasis in Sierra Leone [Letter 
to editor dated May 5] <Ibidem, v. 7 (2-), Aug., 
pp. 209-210. [Wv W™.] 
1906 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Bull. Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 4 (21), 15 Nov., pp. 918-919. [W», 
Wm.J 
1907 a.—House flies  and their ways at Benares 
<J . Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 9 (2), Aug., pp. 
150-155. [Wa , W-v] 
1908 a.—Tumbu-fly  disease in Sierra Leone <Ibi -
d e m , v . 1 0 ( 1 ) , J a n . , p p . 1 4 - 1 5 . [ W * , W ' v ] 
1908 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool. Centralbl., v. 
15 (20), 3 Nov., pp. 632-633. [W», Wv] 
1908 c.—A further  note on the ways of  common 
flies  in India <J . Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 
11 (1), July, pp. 56-57. [Wa , W'v ] 
1931 a.—Balantidium coli <J. Roy. Army Med. 
Corps, v. 57 (1), July, p. 62. [Wv] 
S M I T H , (Sir)  F R E D E R I C K ; a n d P E I L L , S I D N E Y G . 
1904 a.—A spirillum in an acute tropical ulcer at 
Sierra Leone <J. Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 3 
(3), Sept., pp. 293-294. [ff- . l 
S M I T H , F R E D E R I C K B U R E N . [1896- ]; and B A -
T I S T A , J . W . 
1949 a.—The nematode problem from the soil 
microbiological standpoint [Report before  4. 
Ann. Meet., Gainesville, Dec. 18-19] <Proc. 
Soil Sc. Soc. Florida (1942), v. 4-B, pp. 144-147. 
[Issued Apr. 1] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S M I T H , F R E D E R I C K J O H N . [ Μ . Α . , M . D . ] 
1899 a.—Introduction to the outlines and prin-
ciples of  differential  diagnosis, ix + 353 pp. 
New York. [Wm.] 
1899 b.—Idem . . . with clinical memoranda. 352 
pp. London. [Wm . ] 
1901 a.—A case of  hydatic cyst of  the liver ruptur-
ing into the transverse colon < Lancet, London 
(4041), v. 1, Feb. 9, pp. 400-401. [W- , Wv] 
1902 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 32 (3), 19 Aug., p. 82. [Wv 
Wm.] 
SMITH, G. B. L. See Schneller, George H.; and Smith, 
G. B. L. 
SMITH, G. ELLIOT. [Prof. Anat., Egypt. Govt. School 
Med., Cairo] 
1905 a.—Notes on African  pygmies. With a note 
on intestinal worms found  in African  pygmies by 
A. Looss <Lancet, London (4276), v. 169, v. 2 
(7), Aug. 12, pp. 425-431, 1 pl., figs.  I -VIII . 
[Wv] [See Looss, Α., 1905 q] 
1905 b.—Idem. Reprint. 24 pp., 2 pis., 8 figs. 
London. [Lib Stiles] 
1905 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 a] <Centralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 16 (19), 16 Oct., 
p. 778. [Wa, Wm.] 
SMITH, G. ENNIS. [Supt., Exper. Farm, Summersidel 
1931 a.—Report of  the superintendent, Experi-
mental fox  ranch, Summerside, P. Ε . I., for  the 
years 1928, 1929 and 1930. [Dominion of  Can-
ada, Department of  agriculture, Dominion ex-
perimental farms.]  63 pp., graphs 1-8. Ottawa. 
[Wa.] 
1932 a.—Control of  flea  infestation  <Fur Farmer 
Mag., v. 8 (6), Dec., p. 8. [Wv] 
S M I T H , G . P . D A R N E L L . S e e D a r n e l l - S m i t h , G . P . 
SMITH, G. PUGH. [Zool. Dept., Univ. Birmingham] 
1936 a.—The growth stimulation of  blow-fly  lar-
vae fed  on fatigued  frog  muscle. II <J. Exper. 
Biol., v. 13 (3), July, pp. 249-252. [Wv] 
S M I T H , G E D D E S . 
[1941 a],—Plague on us. 365 pp., pis. New York; 
London. [Wv] 
S M I T H , G E O F F R E Y W A T K I N S . [ 1 8 8 1 - 1 9 1 6 ] [ Μ . Α . , 
F. L. S., New Coll., Oxford]  [For  biography and 
port, see Parasitology, л7. 15 (2), June, 1923, pp. 
2 2 1 - 2 2 2 , p l . 2 4 ] [ W v ] 
1904 a.—Metamorphosis and life-history  of  OncUhia 
rnaxillaris <Mitth. Zool. Station Neapel, v. 16 
( 4 ) , 2 Dec., pp. 4 6 9 - 4 7 9 , graphs 1 - 2 , pi. 1 8 , 
figs.  1-13. [W·.] 
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S M I T H , G E O F F R E Y W A T K I N S — C o n t i n u e d . 
1905 a.—Note on a gregarine (Aggregata inac.hi, 
n. sp.) which may cause the parasitic castration 
of  its host (Inachus  dorsettensis) <Mitth. Zool. 
Station Neapel, v. 17 (3), 10 Nov., pp. 406-410, 
pi. 26, figs.  l -13c . [W·.] 
1906 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Bull. Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 4 (4), 28 Fév., pp. 156-157. [W», 
ff».| 
1906 b.—Castration due to gregarines [Abstract 
of  1905 a] <J. Roy. Micr. Soc. (4), Aug., p. 
452. [W», W®, W·.] 
(1906 c).—Rhizocephala. (In  Fauna and Flora 
Golf Neapel, v. 21 (29), viii + 122 pp., 24 
figs.,  8 pis.) 
1907 a.—The fixation  of  the cypris larva of  Saccu-
lina carcini (Thompson) upon its host, Carcinus 
mœnas <Quart. J. Micr. Sc., n. s. (204), v. 51 
(4), Nov., pp. 625-632, figs.  1-0. [Wa, W , W«.] 
1909 a.—Crustacea <Cambridge Nat. Hist., 
v. 4, pp. 1-17, 1 table, fig.  1; pp. 55-217, figs. 
25-135. [Wa.] 
1910 a.—Studies in the experimental analysis of 
sex <Quart. J. Micr. Sc., n. s. (218), v. 55 (2), 
June, pp. 225-240, pi. 14. figs.  1-13. [W».] 
1911 a.—Studies in the experimental analysis of 
sex. Part 7. Sexual changes in the blood and 
liver of  Carcinus maenas <Quart. J. Micr. Sc., 
n. s. (226), v. 57 (2), Nov., pp. 251-265. [W'.] 
1913 a.—Studies in the experimental analysis of 
sex. Part 10. The effect  of  Sacculina on the 
storage of  fat  and glycogen, and on the formation 
of  pigment by its host <Quart. J. Micr. Sc., 
n. s. (234), v. 59 (2), July, pp. 267-295, 1 dia-
gram. [Wa.] 
1915 a.—The genus Lernaeodiscus (F. Müller. 
1862) <J. Linn. Soc., London, Zool. (219), v. 
32, July 27, pp. 429-434, pi. 38, figs.  1-8. [WA.] 
S M I T H , G E O F F R E Y W A T K I N S ; a n d H A M M , Α . Η . 
1914 a.—Studies in the experimental analysis of 
sex. Part 11. On Styl ops and stylopisation 
<Quart. J. Micr. Sc., n. s. (239), v. 60 (3). 
Sept., pp. 435-461, pis. 32-35, figs.  1-28. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , G E O R G E C . ; a n d P A S S A L A C Q U A , L U I S A . 
1944 a.—Treatment of  acute malaria with heavy 
doses of  atabrine <Boi . Asoc. Med. Puerto 
Rico, v. 36 (9), Sept., pp. 390-397. [W- . ] 
S M I T H , G E O R G E F R A N C I S M A U R I C E . [1912- ] 
[Univ. Toronto] 
1936 a.—A gonad parasite of  the starfish  <Science, 
n. s. (2172), v. 84, Aug. 14, p. 157. [W«J 
S M I T H , G E O R G E H A T H O R N [1885- ]; and C O W L E S , 
P H I L I P B I S H O P . 
1937 a.—The hypothetical Α-factor  and trypano-
some infection  <Yale J. Biol. and Med., v. 9 
(4), Mar., pp. 365-367, 1 fold,  chart. [W».] 
S M I T H , G E O R G E M I L T O N [ 1 8 7 9 - ] [ D e p t . A n a t . , 
Yale School Med., and N. York Aquarium] [See 
also Nigrelli, Ross Franco; and Smith, George 
Milton] 
1935 a.—A hyperplastic epidermal disease in the 
winter flounder  infected  with Cryptocotyle lingua 
(Creplin) <Am. J. Cancer, v. 25 (1), Sept., pp. 
108-112, figs.  1-6. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , G E O R G E M I L T O N ; a n d C O A T E S , C . W . 
1939 a.—The occurrence of trematode ova, Hapalo-
trema constrictum (Leared), in fibro-epithelial 
tumors of  the marine turtle, Chelonia mydas 
(Linnaeus) < Zoologica; Scient. Contrib. N. 
York ZooL Soc., v. 24 (3), Nov. 2, pp. 379-382, 
pis. [W\] 
S M I T H , G E O R G E M I L T O N ; C O A T E S , С . W . ; a n d N I -
G R E L L I , Ross F R A N C O . 
1941 a.—A papillomatous disease of  the gallblad-
der associated with infection  by flukes,  occurring 
in the marine turtle, Chelonia mydas (Linnaeus) 
<Zoologica; Scient. Contrib. N. York Zool. 
Soc., V. 26 (1), pp. 13-16, illus., pis. [Issued 
May 26] [Wa.] 
S M I T H , G E O R G E M I L T O N ; a n d N I G R E L L I , R O S S 
F R A N C O 
1937 a.—Lymphocystis disease in Angelichthys 
<Zoologica; Scient. Contrib. N. York Zool. 
Soc., v. 22 (3), Oct. 7, pp. 293-295, pis. [W·.] 
S M I T H , G E O R G E S T U A R T G R A H A M . See Graham-
Smith, George Stuart. 
S M I T H , G I L B E R T M O R G A N . [1885- ] See Mutt-
kowski, Richard Anthony; and Smith, Gilbert 
Morgan. 
S M I T H , G L A D Y S C . ; a n d R I C H A R D S O N , D A R W I N L . 
1947 a.—An epidemiological study of  pin worms in 
patients at Oklahoma hospital for  crippled 
children <J. Oklahoma Med. Ass., v. 40 (2), 
Feb., pp. 49-51. [W».] 
S M I T H , G R A H A M U . 
1910 a.—Recherches expérimentales sur la spirillose 
humaine <Ann. Inst. Pasteur, Paris, v. 24 (5), 
25 Mai, pp. 374-375; note by Edmond Sergent 
and Henri Foley, p. 374. [Wa . ] 
SMITH, H . C.» [Sec. Agrie.] 
1940 a.—Animal health service <Ann. Rep. Tas-
mania Dept. Agrie. (1938-39), pp. 13-19. [W».] 
1940 b.—Animal health service <Ann. Rep. Tas-
mania Dept. Agrie. (1939-40), pp. 16-20. [W».] 
1940 с.—Veterinary laboratory <Ann. Rep. Tas-
mania Dept. Agrie. (1938-39), pp. 19-23. [Wa.] 
1940 d.—Veterinary laboratory <Ann. Rep. 
Tasmania Dept. Agrie. (1939-40), pp. 20-21. 
[W«.] 
1942 a.—Animal health service <Ann. Rep· 
Dept. Agrie. Tasmania (1941-42), pp. 6-7-
[W».] 
1942 b.—Veterinary laboratory <Ann. Rep. 
Dept. Agrie. Tasmania (1941-42), pp. 7-9. 
[W».] 
SMITH, H. C.» [Dept. Vet. S., Oklahoma A. and 
M . Coll.] 
1939 a.—External parasite diseases of  foxes  < A m . 
Fur Breeder, v. 11 (8), Feb., pp. 12, 14; (9), 
Mar., pp. 26-28. [W·.] 
1942 a.—Coccidiosis in dogs and cats. Charac-
teristics of  the coccidia affecting  dogs and cats 
< M . S. C. Vet., v. 2 (3), Spring, pp. 80-81, 
100-102. [W».] 
1942 b.—Trichinosis affects  people who eat pork 
raw <Weekly Live Stock Rep., v. 22 (47), 
Nov. 19, p. 4. [Wa.] 
1943 a.—Sheep parasites [Abstract of  report before 
East. Iowa Vet. Ass., Cedar Rapids, Oct. 12-13] 
<Vet . Med., v. 38 (12), Dec., p. 447. [W*.] 
S M I T H , H . C . ; a n d H O W E L L , D A R I E L E . 
1944 a.—The chematherapy of  275 cases of  ana-
plasmosis <Vet . Med., v. 39 (10), Oct., pp. 
377-387, illus. [W'J 
1945 a.—Blood transfusion  as a treatment for 
anaplasmosis <Vet . Med., v. 40 (7), July, pp. 
228-230. [W*.] 
1945 b.—Hemoglobin tests on 175 cases anaplasmo-
sis <Vet . Med., v . 40 (8), Aug., pp. 272-273. 
[W«.] 
1946 a.—Age a factor  in anaplasmosis <Vet . Med., 
v. 41 (11), Nov., p. 407. [Wa.] 
SMITH, H. S. [V. S., Albion, Michigan] 
1908 a.—Trypanosomes and the trypanosomiases 
<Proc . Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (45. Ann. Convent., 
Sept. 8-11), pp. 332-338. [W».] 
SMITH, H. W . [Asst. Surg., U. S. Navy] 
1907 a.—A preliminary note on flagellates;  their 
significance  and cultivation < U . S. Naval 
Med. Bull., v. 1 (1), Apr., pp. 14-21. [W®.] 
S M I T H , H. H A M M O N D . [See  also Fantham, Harold 
Benjamin; and Smith, H. Hammond] 
1910 a.—Observations on the gape worm <Field, 
London (2987). v. 115, Mar. 26, pp. 538-539. 
[W·.] 
1920 b.—Worms in birds <Vet . News (876), v. 17, 
Oct. 16, pp. 343-344. [W·.] 
[1922? a].—The diseases of  pheasants. (In  Teget-
meier, William Bernhard. [1922?]. Pheasants, 
their natural history and practical management. 
[Ed. 6]. London, pp. 142-166, 4 figs.)  [Wa.] 
[1931 a].—The diseases of  pheasants. (In  Teget-
meier, William Bernhard. Pheasants, their 
natural history and practical management. 
London, pp. 142-166, illus.) [W·.] 
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S M I T H , H A R O L D W E L L I N G T O N . [ 1 8 7 8 - 1 [Passed 
Asst. Surg., U. S. Navy] See Curl, Holton C.; and 
Smith, Harold Wellington. 
S M I T H , H A R R Y D . [Rancher, Hilliard Silver Black 
Fox Farm] 
1938 a.—Caring for  the pups . . . How to pill 
the [silver fox]  pups cCanad. Silver Fox and 
Fur, v. 4 (4), Apr., pp. 11-12. [W».] 
S M I T H , H A R R Y H . [Exten. Husb. Colorado A . & M . 
Coll., Fort Collins] 
1946 a.—Cattle grub control averts double loss 
<West. Livestock J., v. 24 (22), Mar. 15, p. 
72. [W'.l 
S M I T H , H A R R Y L E R O Y . [ 1 8 8 7 - ] [ M . D . , Sect. 
Cardiology]; and M A G A T H , T H O M A S B Y R D . 
1937 a.—Calcified  echinococcus cysts in the liver: 
Report of  case <Proc. Staff  Meet., Mayo Clin., 
v. 12 (26), June 30, pp. 405-408, illus. [W™.] 
S M I T H , H E N R Y A R T H U R . [ 1 8 9 8 - ] [M.D., Chi-
cago] See Oppenheim, Maurice; and Smith, 
Henry Arthur. 
S M I T H , H E N R Y T O M P K I N S K I R B Y . <See Kir by-Smith, 
Henry Tompkins. 
S M I T H , H E R B E R T . 1 [House Surgeon, Sussex County 
Hospital] 
1878 a.—Case of  sudden coma and paralysis; par-
tial recovery of  consciousness and power, rapid 
death; hydatids of  pineal gland, liver and peri-
toneum CLancet, London (2837), v. 1, Jan. 12, 
pp. 48-49. [W", W·.] 
S M I T H , H E R B E R T . 8 [Dr., Bromley, Kent] 
1902 a.—Filariasis: Late chyluria [Letter to editor] 
<Brit. Med. J. (2170), v. 2, Aug. 2, p. 376. 
[W\ Wm.] 
S M I T H , H E R B E R T E U G E N E . [ 1 8 5 7 - ] [Dean, 
Yale M . School]; and M A H L , E D W A R D . 
(1904 a).—Report of  an investigation as to the 
origin of  a recent epidemic of  typhoid fever  in 
the New Haven County gaol. 
1904 b.—Typhoid epidemic caused by flies  [Ab-
stract of  1904 a] <Am. Med., v. 7 (7), Feb. 
13, p. 250. [W», Wm, W«.] 
S M I T H , H E R B E R T H U N T I N G D O N . [ 1 8 5 1 - 1 9 1 9 ] 
1892 a.—Screw worms and the man-infesting bot 
in Brazil [Letter to editors dated Dec.] <Insect 
Life,  v. 5 (4), Apr., pp. 265-267 [W», ff·,  W° ] 
S M I T H , H E R B E R T M . [Asst. Surg., U . S. Army] 
1903 a.—[Statistics of  examinations of  sputum, 
feces,  etc., at First Reserve Hospital, Manila, 
P. I.] <Rep. Surg.-Gen. U. S. Army, pp. 130-
131. [Wm.] 
(1904 a).—An apparently distinct and hitherto 
undescribed type of  parasite in pernicious ma-
laria <Ann. Rep. Path. Lab. 1. Reserve Hosp., 
Manila. 
1905 a.—Idem <Am. Med., v. 10 (15), Oct. 7, 
pp. 607-608, fig.  1. [W», Wm, W'.] 
S M I T H , H E R M A N . See Warren, Don Cameron; Eaton, 
Richard; and Smith, Herman. 
S M I T H , H I L D A M. [Dept. Physiol, and Pharm., 
Univ. Arkansas]; and E M E R Y , F R E D E R I C K E . 
1948 a.—Anemia in rats infested  with Bartonella 
muris and injected with pteroylglutamic acid 
<Proc. Soc. Exper. Biol. and Med., v. 67 (2), 
Feb., pp. 178-179. [W».] 
S M I T H , H O B A R T M U I R . [1912- ] [Ph. D., Univ. 
Rochester, Rochester, N. York] 
1934 a.—Notes on some bat-flies  of  Southern 
Kansas and Northern Oklahoma <J. Kansas 
Entom. Soc., v. 7 (2), Apr., pp. 62-64. [W».] 
1945 a.—Categories of  species names in zoology 
<Science, n. s. (2043), v. 102, Aug. 24, pp. 185-
189. [W».] 
1947 a.—Perhaps no words are more often  used in-
correctly by systematists and the colleagues than 
availability and validity <Science ( 2 7 4 0 ) , v. 
106, July 4, p. 11. [W·.] 
S M I T H , H O M E R W. See Voegtlin, Carl; and Smith, 
Homer W. 
S M I T H , H O W A R D F . ; D Y , F R A N C I S C O J . ; a n d C A -
B R E R A , D E O G R A C I A S J . 
1948 a.—Studies on the efficiency  of  chloroquine 
and clilorguanide as antimalarials: I. As sup-
pressants <Acta Med. Philippina, v. 5 (2), 
Oct.-Dec., pp. 1-16. [Wm.] 
1949 a.—Studies on the efficiency  of  chloroquine 
and chlorguanide as antimalarials: II. As cura-
tive agents against Philippine strains of  Plas-
modia <Acta Med. Philippina, v. 6 (2), Oct.-
Dec., pp. 137-152. [W™.] 
1950 a.—Untoward effects  of  quinacrine hydro-
chloride as observed in 302,206 malaria cases 
<Acta Med. Pliilippina, v. 6 (3), Jan.-Mar., 
pp. 185-190. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , H O W A R D R E M U S . [1872- ] [National 
Livestock Loss Prevent. Bd., Chicago] 
1940 a.—Beef  liver condemnations <Am. Soc. 
Animal Prod., Ree. Proc. 33. Ann. Meet. (Nov. 
29-Dec. 1), pp. 272-276. [W».] 
[1940 b].—Cattle grubs <Rep. Nat. Live Stock 
Loss Prevent. Bd. (1939), p. 17, illus. [W·.] 
[1940 c.]—Liver flukes  <Rep. Nat. Live Stock 
Loss Prevent. Bd. (1939), p. 12. [Wv] 
1942 a.—Nodular worms destroy source of  sutures 
<Sheepman, v. 13 (4), Aug., p. 99. [W·.] 
1942 b.—Sheep and surgical sutures. The nodular 
worm. An enemy within—destroy it. 8 pp., 
illus. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1943 a.—Nodular and stomach worms in sheep 
<Iowa Vet., v. 14 (6), Nov.-Dec., pp. 12-13, 
22. illus. [W».] 
1943 b.—Relation of  surgical sutures to the sheep 
nodular worm problem < M . S. C. Vet., v. 3 (3), 
Spring, pp. 94-96, 110. [W».] 
1943 c.—Sheep and surgical sutures <Iowa Vet., 
v. 14 (1), Jan.-Feb., pp. 16-18, illus. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.j 
1945 a.—Cattle gruí» must go! 23 pp., illus., 
pis. Chicago. [Wa.] 
1915 b.—Treat for  cattle grubs now <Ohio 
Farmer (4709), v. 195 (3), Feb. 3, p. 10. [W».] 
1946 a.—Eradication of  cattle grubs <Am. Cattle 
Producer, v. 28 (1), June, pp. 11-13, illus. 
[W».] 
1946 b.—Importance of  grub free  breeding cattle 
<Aberdeen-Angus J., v. 28 (2), Sept., pp. 72-
73, illus. [W».] 
[1948 a].—Cattle grub eradication <Proc. 51. 
Ann. Meet. U. S. Livestock San. Ass. (Chicago, 
111., Dec. 3-5, 1947), pp. 182-188. [Wa.] 
1948 b.—Cattle grub eradication <Vet. Med., v. 
43 (2), Feb., pp. 61-66, illus. [Wa.] 
1948 c.—New cattle grub law on books <West. 
Livestock, Denver, v. 34 (1), Aug., p. 109. 
[Wa.] 
1948 d.—Cattle grub eradication <Texas Livestock 
J., v. 7 (10), Oct. 15, pp. 6, 28, 66-67, illus. 
[Wa.] 
1949 a.—Federal cattle grub legislation <West. 
Livestock J., v. 27 (20), Mar. 3, p. 16. [W'.j 
1949 b.—Grubs cause severe carcass loss, too 
<Montana Stockgrower, v. 21 (3), Mar. 15, 
p. 16. [Wa.] 
1949 c.—Losses caused by cattle grubs <Short-
horn World, v. 33 (21), Feb. 10, pp. 15, 21. 
[Wa.] 
1949 d.—Tests show heavy losses caused by cattle 
grubs CLivestock Week., v. 3 (26), May 5, p. 
3. [Wa.] 
1949 e.—Eradication cattle grubs <IIoard's 
Dairyman, v. 94 (23), Dec. 10, pp. 884-885, 
illus. [W».] 
S M I T H , H O W A R D R E M U S ; e t al . 
1942 a.—Nodular worms destroy source of  sutures 
[Abstract of  conf.  held in Washington June 22, 
and a gen'l conf.  in Chicago, June 23] <Sheep-
man, v. 13 (4), Aug., p. 99. [W».] 
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1801 a.—The female  monitor . . . with occasional 
notes and a compendium of  the diseases of  in-
fante  by John Vaughan. 289 pp. Wilmington. 
[W».j 
S M I T H , H U G H . » [M. D „ Greenville, S . C.] 
1925 a.—The history of  uncinariasis <J. South 
Carolina Med. Ass., v. 21 (10), Oct., pp. 236-
237. [Wm.] 
SMITH, I. D. See Newhall, Allan Goodrich; Cle-
ment, R. L.; Smith, I. D. ; and Chitwood, 
Benjamin Goodwin. 
S M I T H , I . L . 
1841 a.—Cure for bots in horses <Cultivator, 
Albany, N. Y., v. 8 (7), July, p. 117. [Cultiva-
tor and Farmer, v. 2 (7)] [W>.] 
S M I T H , I N E Z F. [See also Nowlin, Nadine; and 
Smith, Inez F.] 
1915 a.—Entamoeba buccalis [Title  only] <Seience, 
n. s. (1088), v. 42, Nov. 5, p. 657. [W\] 
S M I T H , I S R A E L N. [M. D . , Haverhill, Massachu-
setts] 
1856 a.—Ascaris lumbricoides [Letter to editors 
dated Apr. 3] <Boston Med. and S. J., v. 54 
(10), Apr. 10, p. 200. [ W m , W«.] 
S M I T H , J . 
1949 a.—Control of  cattle disease in Africa. 
Problem of  tsetse areas remains <African  World, 
Feb., p. 17. [W*.] 
SMITH, J. A. See Nelson, Thurlow Christian; and 
Smith, J. A. 
SMITH, J. B . [Lieut. -Col . ] 
1913 a.—The prevention of  Guinea-worm infection 
[Letter to editor dated Nov. 23] <Brit. Med. J. 
(2764), v. 2, Dec. 20, p. 1610. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , J . C . [New Orleans] 
1897 a.—The sporular development of  the Amœba 
villosa <Am. Month. Micr. J., v. 18 (12), 
Dec., pp. 381-385. [W«, Wm, W«.] 
1903 a.—The animal parasite supposed to be the 
cause of  yellow fever  <Science, n. s. (460), v. 
18, pp. 530-535. [W», Wm, W·.] 
1906 a.—A summary of  our knowledge concerning 
Stegomyia fasciata  < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., 
v. 59 (6), Dec., pp. 421-428; discussion, pp. 
428-432. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , J . E. See Allen, Joseph Alexander; and 
Smith, J. E. 
SMITH, J. F. [Capt., Roy. Army Med. Corps; Officer 
in Charge, Skin Dept., Gen. Hosp., France] 
1918 a.—A note on lice and skin disease <J. Roy. 
Army Med. Corps, v. 30 (5), May, p. 519. [W·.] 
1918 b.—A note on lice and skin disease <Lancet, 
London (4952), v. 195, v. 2 (4), July 27, p. 106. 
[W».] 
S M I T H , J . F O B E S T . 
1922 a.—Amoebic abscess of  the liver <Lancet, 
London (5138) v. 202, v. 1 (7), Feb. 18, pp. 
324-325. [Wa.] 
1922 b.—Solitary abscess of  the liver <Proc. Roy. 
Soc. Med., v. 15 (6), Sect. Trop. Dis. and Para-
sitol., pp. 24-26. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , J . G . 
1923 a.—Amoebic and bacillary dysentery: a 
review of  recent literature <U. S. Naval Med. 
Bull., v. 19 (4), Oct., pp. 423-430. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , J . H . 
(1933 a).—A report on the investigation of  dis-
eases of  elephants carried out at sick elephant 
camp (no. 2) at Minbyin, Upper Burma, from 
December 1st, 1932 until March 7th, 1933. 
25 pp. Rangoon. 
1940 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Vet. Bull. [Imp. 
Bureau Animal Health] Weybridge, Eng., v. 
10 (8), Aug., pp. 602-603. IW».] 
S M I T H , J . H A R O L D . 
1931 a.—Tobacco pests «Queensland Agrie. J., 
v. 36 (2), Aug. 1, pp. 195-212, pis. [W«J 
1942 a.—Recent advances in economic entomology 
[Presidential address] <J. Austral. Inst. Agrie. 
Sc., v. 8 (2), June, pp. 80-81. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , J. H E B E R . See Warren, Ira; and Small, 
Alvan Edmond, 1898 a. 
S M I T H , J . L E W I S . 
1869 a.—A treatise on the diseases of  infancy  and 
childhood. 820 pp. Philadelphia. [W- , ] 
1872 a.—Idem. 2. ed. 741 pp. Philadelphia. 
[Wm.] 
1876 a.—Idem. 3. ed. 724 pp., 23 figs.  Phila-
delphia. [Wm.] 
1879 a.—Idem. 4. ed. 758 pp., 28 figs.  Phila-
delphia. [W-".] 
1S86 a.—Idem. 6. ed. thoroughly revised. 870 pp., 
40 figs.  Philadelphia. [W·. ] 
1890 a.—Idem. 7. ed. 900 pp., 51 figs.  Phila-
delphia. [Wm.] 
1896 a.—A treatise on the medical and surgical 
diseases of  infancy  and childhood. 8. ed. 987 
pp., 273 figs.  Philadelphia. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , J . P . W I L M O T . £ e e W i l m o t - S m i t h , J . P . 
SMITH, J. T. [M. S., Research Div., George H. 
Lee Co., Omaha, Nebraska] 
1945 a.—Fowl coccidiosis -«¿Middlesex Vet., v. 
5 (1), Spring-Summer, pp. 21-23. [Lib. Zool. 
Div.] 
SMITH, J. W . [Dr. , 1лЬо, Kansas] 
1935 a.—Horse pest in southeastern Kansas <15. 
Bien. Rep. Kansas Live Stock San. Comr. 
(1933-34), pp. 104-107, illus. [Wa.] 
1937 a.—Swamp fever  in horses <16. Bien. Rep. 
Kansas Livestock San. Comr. (1935-36), pp. 
104-110. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , J . W . R . 
1907 a.—Intestinal obstruction from round worms 
<Virginia Med. Semi-Month. (266), v. 12 (2), 
Apr. 26, pp. 39-40. [W·, Wm.] 
S M I T H , J A M E S E D W A R D . See Linnœus, Carolus, 1811 
a and 1811 b. 
S M I T H , J A M E S I R V I N E . See Irvine-Smith, James. 
S M I T H , J A M E S J . [Waverly, Illinois] 
1945 a.—Bunostomum phlebolomum in a calf 
<Vet. Med.., v. 40 (11), Nov., p. 387. [W*.] 
S M I T H , J A R E D G A G E [ 1 8 8 6 - ] ; a n d V A N D I N E , 
D E L O S L E W I S . 
[1905 a].—The common liver fluke  in Hawaii. 
( Distoma hepaticum) <Press Bull. (11), Hawaii 
Agrie. Exper. Station, 7 pp., pi. 1, figs.  A-J. 
S M I T H , J E R O M E V A N C R O W N I N S H I E L D . [1800-1879] 
[M. D., Editor, Boston Med. and S. J.] 
1853 a.—Tapeworm specific  [Editorial] <Boston 
Med. and S. J., v. 47 (7), Sept. 15, pp. 143-144. 
[ W m . ] 
S M I T H , J E A N N E T T E M. [Univ. Nebraska] 
1944 a.—Two trematodes from a hibernating bat 
[Abstract of  report before  54. Ann. Meet., May 
5-6] <Proc. Nebraska Acad. Sc., Dec., p. 11. 
[Lib. Raecke] 
S M I T H , J O H N . See also Smyth, John. 
" S M I T H , J O H N . » [ M . D . , L t . C o l . I . M . S . ] 
1906 a.—Case of  piroplasmosis; splenectomy fol-
lowed in eight months by death <Indian Med. 
Gaz., v. 41 (1), Jan., pp. 15-16. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , J O H N . ' See Chambers, Frank; and Smith, 
John. 
S M I T H , J O H N A L E X A N D E R [Bromsgrove] 
1942 a.—Enteritis associated with Giardia lamblia 
[Letter to editor] <Brit. Med. J. (4260), Aug. 
29, p. 261 fW«.] 
S M I T H , J O H N B E R N H A R D . [1858-1912] [Dr. Sc., State 
Entomologist, New Jersey] 
[1889 a].—The horn fly  (Hsematobia serrata) <Bull. 
(62) N. Jersey Agrie. Exper. Station, Nov. 6, pp. 
3-40, figs.  1-11. [W».] 
1900 a.—Insects of  New Jersey, a list of  species 
occurring in New Jersey, with notes on those of 
economic importance <29. Ann. Rep. N. Jersey 
State Bd. Agrie. (1899), 2 1., 755 pp., 328 figs., 
1 map. [Wa.J 
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S M I T H , J O H N B E R N H A R D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1901 a.—Some notes on the larval habits of Culex 
-pungens <Entom. News, v. 12 (5), May, pp. 
153-157. [WM 
1901 b.—[Salt marsh mosquitoes] [Abstract of  re-
marks before Feldman Collect. Social, Oct. 16] 
< Ibidem (9), Nov., pp. 295-2%. [WM 
1901 c.—[The resistance of  the larvae of  mosquitoes 
to intense cold] [Abstracts of  remarks before 
Feldman Collect. Social, Feb. 20 & Mar. 20] 
<Ibidem (3), Mar., pp. 93-94; (4), Apr., pp. 
125-126. [WM 
1902 a.—Concerning certain mosquitoes <Science, 
n. s., (366), v. 15, Jan. 3, pp. 13 -15. [W», W»>, 
WM 
1902 b.—The mosquito campaign in New Jersey 
<Ibidem (388), June 6, pp. 898-900. [W\ \V"\ 
WM 
1902 c.—The salt marsh mosquito, Culex sollicitons 
Wik. <Ibidem (401), n. s., v . 16, Sept. 5, pp. 
391-394. [W», W m , W M 
1902 d.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 32 (17), 8 Dec., pp. 536-537. 
[W», W·«.] 
1902 e.—Life-history  of Aèdes smithü Coq. <J . N. 
York Entom. Soc., v. 10 (1), Mar., pp. 10-15. 
[W\ W·.] 
1902 f.—Notes  on the early stages of Culex canaden-
sis Theob. <Entom. News, v. 13 (9), Nov., pp. 
267-273. [WM 
1902 g.—Practical suggestions for  mosquito control 
[Abstract of  1902 a] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Ref., v . 32 (17), 8 Dec., pp. 536-537. [W«, 
Wm.] 
1902 h.—The salt-march mosquito, Culex sollicitans 
Wik. <Special Bull. T , N. Jersey Agrie. Exper. 
Station, July 8, pp. 1-10, figs.  1 -2 . [WM 
1903 a.—The sanitary aspect of  the mosquito ques-
tion <Proc . N. Jersey San. Ass. (28 Ann. Meet., 
Lakewood, Oct. 24-25, 1902), pp. 37-43. [WM 
1903 b.—Idem < M e d . News, N. Y . (1573), v. 82 
(10), Mar. 7, pp. 447-450. [W\ W">, W·.] 
1903 c — Idem [Abstract] < A m . Med., v. 5 (11), 
Mar. 14, p. 430. [W", W » , W<=.] 
1903 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 b] < M e d . Ree., 
Ν . Y . (1688), v. 63 (11), Mar. 14, p. 427. [W-, 
Wm, WM 
1903 е.-—Report on the mosquito investigations 
<23. Ann. Rep. N. Jersey Agrie. Exper. Station 
(Oct. 31, 1902), Nov. 29, pp. 509-593, 16 figs. 
[W·.] 
1903 f.—The  effect  of  low temperatures on the mos-
quito larv» <Science, (424), n. s., v. 17, Feb. 13, 
p. 244. [W1 , W m , W M 
1903 g.—Concerning mosquito migrations < Ibi-
dem (467), n. s., v. 18, Dec. 11, pp. 761-764. 
[W\ Wm, W M 
1903 h.—War upon mosquitoes [Abstract] < N . 
York Med. J. [etc.] (1285), v. 78 (3), Julv 18, p. 
122. [W», W®, W M 
1904 a.—Extermination of  mosquitoes [Abstract 
of  report before  Meet. New Jersey State Com-
mission on Mosquito Extermination, Newark] 
<Ibidem (1769), v. 66 (14), Oct. 1, p. 542. [W·, 
W m , W M 
1904 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 b] <Brit. Med. 
J. (2249), v . 1, Feb. 6, p. 327. [W\ Wm.] 
1904 c.—Report of  the New Jersey State Agricul-
tural Experiment Station upon the mosquitoes 
occurring within the State, their habits, life  his-
[WM e t C ' v + 4 8 2 p p · ' 1 3 0 figs· T e n t ó n , N. J. 
1905 a.—The mosquito investigation in New Jersey 
^ , P o P ^ S c „ M ? n t h - v · 6 6 (3) Jan., pp. 281-286. [w», win, W M 
1 9 9 ? b·—How does Anopheles bite? [A reply to 
Frof.  Washburn] <Science, n. s., (524), v. 21 
Jan. 13, pp. 71-72. [W\ W , W·.] 
S M I T H , J O H N B E R N H A R D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1906 a.—The logical basis of  the sanitary policy of 
mosquito reduction Clbidem (577), n. s., v . 23, 
Jan. 19, p. 113-114. [W\ W™, W M [See Ross, 
Ronald, 1905 w] 
1906 b.—Mosquito extermination < Ibidem (596), 
n. s., v. 23, June 1, pp. 857-859. [W\ Wm, W M 
1906 c .—The general economic importance of  mos-
quitoes [Abstract of  paper read before  Am. Soc. 
Trop. Med., Phila., Dec. 7] < N . York Med. J. 
[etc.] (1465), v. 84 (26), Dee. 29, p. 1290. [W\ 
Wm, WM 
1907 a.—^Observations on the habits of  salt-marsh 
mosquitoes [Abstract of  paper read before  Am. 
Ass. Adv. Sc., N. Y., Dec. 27, 1906] <Science, 
n. s., (645), v. 25, May 10, p. 729. [W·, W m , W M 
[1907 b].—Winter treatment for  house mosquitoes. 
4 pp., 1 fig.  [Dated New Brunswick, N. J., Jan. 
25, 1907; published by N. Jersey State Agrie. 
Exper. Station.] [WM 
S M I T H , J O H N B L A C K M E R . [1894- ] See Howard, 
Frank Leslie; Stark, F. L.; and Smith, John 
Blackmer. 
S M I T H , J O H N C A M P B E L L . [ 1 8 9 7 - ] [ M . D . , D e -
troit, Michigan] 
1935 a.—Treatment of  Trichomonas  vaginalis vagin-
itis < J . Michigan State Soc., v. 34 (10), Oct., 
pp. 598-601. [Wm.] 
S M I T H , J O S E P H L E E K I R B Y . See Kirby-Smith, Joseph 
Lee. 
S M I T H , J O S E P H - M A R I O . [ C h i e f  V e t . O f f . ] 
[1931 a].—Piroplasmosie and anaplasmosis in cattle, 
sheep and goats (In  his Report of  the veterinary 
service) < R e p . Dept. Agrie, and Forests, Pales-
tine. (1927-30), pp. 16-21. [WM 
[1933 a].—Report of  the veterinary service for  the 
years 1931 and 1932 < R e p . Dept. Agrie, and 
Forests, Palestine (1931-32), pp. 97-110. [WM 
1936 a.—Animal diseases < R e p . Vet. Serv., Dept. 
Agrie, and Forests, Palestine (1934-35), pp. 6-10. 
[WM 
[1936? b].—Animal diseases < R e p . Vet. Serv. Dept. 
Agrie, and Forests, Palestine (1935-36), pp. 10-
16, 53-54. [WM 
[1937 a].—Animal diseases <Ann . Rep. Dept. 
Agrie, and Forests, Palestine (1935-36), pp. 9 2 -
112, 135. [WM 
1937 b.—Animal diseases <Ann . Rep. Dept. Agrie, 
and Fish. Palestine (1936-37), pp. 33-36, 50-51. 
[WM 
1937 c.—Idem < R e p . Vet. Serv. Dept. Agrie, and 
Fish., Palestine (1936-37), pp. 5 -8 , 22. [WM 
1938 a.—Animal diseases <Ann. Rep. Dept. Agrie, 
and Fish., Palestine (1937-38), pp. 28-32. [WM 
1938 b.—Idem < R e p . Vet. Serv., Dept. Agrie, and 
Fish., Palestine (1937-38), pp. 3 -7 . [WM 
1938 b.—Diagnoses. Results of  examination of 
specimens submitted for  diagnosis, 1937-38 
<Ann. Rep. Dept. Agrie, and Fish., Palestine 
(1937-38), pp. 40-41. [WM 
1938 d.—Idem < R e p . Vet. Serv., Dept. Agrie, and 
Fish., Palestine (1937-38), pp. 15-16. [WM 
1939 a.—Diagnoses. Results of  examination of 
specimens submitted for  diagnosis during the 
year 1938-39 <Ann. Rep. Dept. Agrie, and 
Fish., Palestine (1938-39), pp. 32-33. [W*.] 
1939 b.—Dourine <Ann. Rep. Dept. Agrie, and 
Fish., Palestine (1938-39), p. 39. [WM 
1939 c.—Parasitic gastro-enteritis in sheep and 
goats <Ann. Rep. Dept. Agrie, and Fish., Pales-
tine (1938-39), p. 40. [WM 
1939 d—Tick-borne fevers  <Ann. Rep. Dept. 
Agrie, and Fish., Palestine (1938-39), p. 37. 
[W».] 
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1940 a.—Important poultry problems of  Arkansas 
<Proc. Ass. South. Agrie. Workers (41. Ann. 
Conv., Birmingham, Ala., Feb. 7-9), p. 219. 
[W·.] 
1942 a.—Vermifuge  treatments and egg production 
[Abstract account of  six trial treatments] <54. 
Ann. Rep. Arkansas Agrie. Exper. Station (1941-
42), (Bull. 428, Dec.), pp. 27-28. [W>.] 
1943 a.—Vermifuge  treatments and egg production 
<Bull. (431), Arkansas Agrie. Exper. Station, 
May, 26 pp., graphs. [W\] 
S M I T H , R O B E R T M O R R I S ; a n d B L E E C K E R , W I L L I A M 
L E S L I E . 
1938 a.—Poultry diseases <49. Ann. Rep. Arkan-
sas Agrie. Exper. Station (1936-37), (Bull. 351), 
Mar., pp. 39-40. [W·.] 
S M I T H , R O B E R T R . See Skinner, H. L.; and Smith, 
Robert R. 
S M I T H , R O B E R T S H I N G L E T O N . [1845-1922] [M. D „ 
M. R . C. P.] 
1878 a.—Cysticercus cellulosœ found  in the lateral 
ventricle of  the brain. <Tr. Bristol Med.-Chir. 
Soc. (1874-78), v. 1, pp. 68-70, pi. 4, figs.  1-2. 
[W'".] 
S M I T H , R O G E R C L E T U S . [1888- ] [Prof.  Entom.. 
Kansas State Coll, Manhattan] [See also Aicher, 
Louis Cornelius; Lush, R. H.; and Smith, Roger 
Cletus] 
1941 a.—Are your hogs lousy? Though lousy hogs 
may be free  from  lice, we too often  find  good 
hogs that are lousy <Chester White J., Jan., p. 
19. [Wa.] 
1942 a.—The eleventh annual insect population 
summary of  Kansas, 1941 <Tr. Kansas Acad. 
Sc., v. 45, pp. 203-220. [W\] 
S M I T H , R O G E R C L E T U S ; a n d K E L L Y , E D W A R D G U E R -
R A N T . 
1938 a.—The sixth annual insect population sum-
mary of  Kansas covering the year 1936 <J. Kan-
sas Entom. Soc., v. 10 (4), Oct., pp. 113-132. 
[W».] 
1938 b.—The seventh annual insect population 
summary of  Kansas. Covering the year 1937 
<J. Kansas Entom. Soc., v. 11 (2), Apr., pp. 54-
76. [Wa.] 
1945 a.—What we know about DDT <Kansas 
Farmer, v. 82 (21), Nov. 3, pp. 10, 17, 19; (22), 
Nov. 17, p. 21. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , R O L A N D F . 
1949 a.—Notes on Ergasilus parasites from the 
New Brunswick, New Jersey, area, with a check 
list of  all species and hosts east of  the Mississippi 
river <Zoologica; Scient. Contrib. N. York 
Zool. Soc., v. 34 (13-16), Nov. 30, pp. 127-132. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
SMITH, S.1 [Capt . ] 
1924 a.—Amoebiasis in Secunderabad <J. Roy 
Army Med. Corps, v. 42 (5), May, pp. 321-330; 
(6), June, pp. 438-446. [Wa.] 
SMITH, S.2 [Lt.-Col., Roy. Army Med. Corps] 
1939 a.—The treatment of  malaria in a military 
population with the synthetic preparations 
<Proc. Roy. Soc. Med., v. 32 (9), July, pp. 1077-
1082, (United Serv. Sect., pp. 19-24) ; discussion, 
pp. 1085-1086 (pp. 27-28). [Wa.] 
S M I T H , S . s [ M . R . C . S . E „ L . S . Α . ] 
1874 a.—On an occurrence of Filaria gracilis found 
in connection with the great omentum of  a spider 
monkey <Proc. Bristol Nat. Soc., n. s., v. 1 (1), 
pp. 90-95. [W·.] 
S M I T H , S . B R O W N I N G . [Major, Indian Med. Serv.] 
1906 a.—The spread of  plague <Indian Med. Gaz., 
v. 41 (7) July, pp. 241-254. [Wm.] 
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S M I T H , S É P T I M A C E C I L I A . [1891- ] [Sc. D „ Prof. 
Zool., Univ. Alabama] [.See also Stiles, Charles 
Wardell; and Smith, Séptima Cecilia; and Noble, 
William; and Smith, Séptima Cecilia] 
1926 a.—Excystation of  Iodamoeba  williamsi in 
vitro and in vivo [Abstract of  paper to be read 
at 2. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitologists, Dec. 
28-30] < Program Am. Soc. Parasitol. (2. Ann. 
Meet., Phila., Dec. 28-30), p. 10. [Lib. Hall] 
1927 a.—Idem [Abstract] <J. Parasitol., v. 13 
(3), Mar., p. 221. [W·.] 
1927 b.—Excystation in Iodamoeba  williamsi in vivo 
and in vitro <Science, n. s. (1673), v. 65, Jan. 21, 
pp. 69-70. [W».] 
1927 c.—Excystation of  Iodamoeba  williamsi in 
vitro and in vivo <J. Parasitol., v. 14 (1), Sept., 
p. 61. [Issued Nov.] [Wa.] 
1927 d.—Polar planimeter measurements of  cysts of 
Iodamoeba  williamsi <J. Parasitol., v. 14 (2), 
Dec., pp. 97-101, figs.  1-2. [W>] 
1927 e.—Host-parasite relations between Ioda-
moeba williamsi and certain mammalian hosts 
(guinea pigs and rats) <Am. J. Hyg., v. 8 (1), 
Jan., 1928, pp. 1-15, pis. 1-3, figs.  1-34. [Issued 
Dec.] [W»J 
1928 a.—Idem <Collect. Papers School Hyg. and 
Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (1927-28), v. 
9, June, no. X X X V , pp. 1-15, pis. 1-3, figs.  1-34. 
[W·.] 
1928 b.—Polar planimeter measurements of  cysts 
of  Io<lamoeba  williamsi [Reprint of  1927 d] <Col-
lect. Papers School Hyg. and Pub. Health, Johns 
Hopkins Univ. (1927-28), v. 9, June, no. 
X X X I V , pp. 97-101, figs.  1-2. [Wa.] 
1932 a.—Two new cystocercous cercariae from Ala-
bama (Program and Abstr. 8. Ann. Meet. Am. 
Soc. Parasitol.) <J. Parasitol., v. 19 (2), Dec., 
pp. 173-174. [W·.] 
[1934 a],—Preliminary studies on cystocercous cer-
cariae from Alabama and Georgia [Abstract] 
(Proc. 10. Ann. Meet. Mar. 10-11, 1933) <J. 
Alabama Acad. Sc., v. 5 [Mar. 5], pp. 25-26. 
[W«J 
[1935 a],—Cercaría  catenaria η. sp., a cystocercous 
cercaria from Florida, and its development into 
Proterometra catenaria η. sp. (Proc. 11. Ann. 
Meet., Mar. 9-10, 1934) <J. Alabama Acad. 
Sc., v. 6 [Feb. 8], pp. 16, 17, figs.  1-2. [W·.] 
1935 b.—Cercaria stephanocauda ocalana, a new sub-
species of  cystocercous cercariae from Florida; 
its life-cycle  and distribution (Proc. 12. Ann. 
Meet., Apr. 12-13) <J. Alabama Acad. Sc., v. 7, 
July [11], pp. 18-19, illus. [W·.] 
[1935 с].—Life-cycle  studies and distribution of 
cystocercous cercariae (Proc. 11. Ann. Meet., 
Mar. 9-10, 1934) <J. Alabama Acad. Sc., v. 6 
[Feb. 8], p. 18. [W·]. 
1936 a.—Life-cycle  studies of Cercaria hodgesiana 
and Cercaria melanophora (Proc. 13. Ann. Meet. 
(Alabama Polytech. Inst., Mar. 20-21)) <J. 
Alabama Acad. Sc., v. 8, May, pp. 30-32, illus. 
[W», W·.] 
1937 a.—Some cystocercous cercariae from Ala-
bama and Florida [Program and abstracts 13. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Indianapolis, 
Dec. 28-30] <J. Parasitol., v. 23 (6), Dec., p. 
567. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , S É P T I M A C E C I L I A ; K L I N O B E I L , J E B O M E R o r ; 
a n d B E L L , F R A N C E S . 
1942 a.—Ineidence of  Endamoeba histolytica and 
other intestinal protoza [sic] in a selected group 
in Alabama [Abstract of  report read Mar. 20] 
<J. Alabama Acad. Sc., v. 14, Sept., p. 61. [W».j 
S M I T H , S I D N E Y . 
1922 a.—Clinical notes on a case of  sporadic non-
imported Bilharzia haematobia contracted in 
Bolarum, Hyderabad (Deccan) <J. Roy. Army 
Med. Corps, v. 38 (4), Apr., pp. 300-302. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , S I D N E Y ; a n d O ' F A H B E L L , W I L L I A M R O C H E . 
1926 a.—Subcapsular rupture of  the spleen with de-
layed intraperitoneal haemorrhage. "Bilharzia-
sis" <J. Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 47 (5), Nov., 
pp. 373-377, figs.  1-3. [W·.] 
S M I T H , S I D N E Y C . 
1904 a.—Remedy for  wire worms in sheep [Letter 
to editor dated Oct. 21] < Agrie. J., Cape Town, 
v. 25 (6), Dec., ρ 728. [W», W«.] 
S M I T H , S I D N E Y I . 
1883 a.—Iiist of  the Crustacea, dredged on the coast 
of  Labrador by the expedition under the direc-
tion of  W. A. Stearns, in 1882 <Proc. U. S. Nat.. 
Mus., v. 6 (14), Oct. 5, pp. 218-222. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , S Y D N E Y . See Smith, Sidney. 
S M I T H , S T A N I . E Y K E L L E T T . 
1898 a.—An unknown larval parasite [Letter to 
editors] <Lancet London (3894), v. 1, Apr. 16, 
Ό. 1080. [Wm, W=.] 
S M I T H , S T E P H E N . [1823-1922] [Dr.] 
1864 a.—A new disease [Editorial abstract] <Am. 
Med. Times, v. 8 (8), Feb. 20, pp. 91-92. [W™, 
W«.] 
S M I T H T H E O B A L D . [1859-1934] [Dr., Rockefeller 
Inst. Med. Research] [For  necrology see Science, 
n. s. (2086), v. 80, Dec. 21, 1934, pp. 579-5801 
[Wa.] [For  necrology, bibliography and port, sec 
Med. Classics, v. 1 (5), Jan. 1937, pp. 341-371, 
and front,  (port.)] [Wa.] [For  bwgraphy, biblio-
graphy, and port, see Biog. Mem. Nat. Acad. Sc., 
v. 17 (12), 1936, pp. 261-303, pl.] [W«.] [For 
biography see Science, n. s. (2138), v. 82, Dec. 20, 
1935, pp. 575-586] [W».] [For  biography see J. 
Parasitol., v. 21 (4) Aug., 1935, pp. 231-243, 
ports.] [Wa.] [For  sketch and port, see Nuttall, 
George H. F., 1928, pp. 79-93, port. 23] [W·.] 
[See also Graybill, Harry Webster; and Smith, 
Theobald; ana Salmon, Daniel Elmer; and Smith, 
Theobald] 
1889 a.—Some observations on Coccidia in the 
renal epithelium of  the mouse <J. Comp. Med. 
and Surg., v. 10 (3), July, pp. 211-217. [W», 
W m . ] 
1889 b.-—-Preliminary observations on the microor-
ganism of  Texas fever  <Med. News, Phila. (884), 
v. 55 (25), Dec. 21, pp. 689-693. [W>, W·".] 
1890 a.—Idem <Vet. J. and Ann. Comp. Path. 
(177), v. 30, Mar., pp. 153-161. [W», W™.] 
1891 a.—Investigations of  the infectious  diseases 
of  animals <6. and 7. Ann. Rep. Eureau Animal 
Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie. (1889-90), pp. 93-110. 
[Wa, W " . ] 
1893 a.—Die Aetiologie der Texasfieberseuche  des 
Rindes <Centralbl. Bakteriol., v. 13 (16), 18 
Apr., pp. 511-527, figs.  1-10. [W», W m , W<=.] 
1893 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. 
Milchhyg., v. 3 (12), Sept., pp. 238-239. [W», 
W»·.] 
1893 c.—Texas fever  [Abstract of  1893 a] <Brit. 
Med. J. (1695), v. 1, June 24, Epit. Cur. Med. 
Lit., p. 100. [W·, W·".] 
1893 d — Idem [Abstract of  1893 a] <J. Como-
Path, and Therap., v. 6 (2), June 30, p. 189· 
[Wa, W» . ] 
1893 e.—Preliminary notes on a sporozoön in the 
intestinal villi of  cattle. (In  Miscellaneous in-
vestigations concerning infectious  and parasitic 
diseases of  domesticated animals) <Bull. (3) 
Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., pp. 
73-78, pi. 1, fig.  6. [W», W«.] 
1893 f.—Some  problems in the etiology and 
pathology of  Texas cattle fever,  and their bear-
ing on the comparative study of  protozoan dis-
eases <Tr . Ass. Am. Physicians, v. 8, pp. 117-
134, figs.  1-2. [W«'.] 
1894 a.—Preliminary notes on a sporozoon in the 
intestinal vills [sic] of  cattle [ Abstract of  1893 e] 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol. v. 15 (10 11), Mar. 10, 
p. 388. [W», W " , W«.] 
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1894 b .—Worm nodules in the small intestine. 
(In  Investigations concerning bovine tuberculo-
sis [etc.]) <Bull . (7) Bureau Animal Indust., U. 
S. Dept. Agrie., pp. 124-126. [W a , W v ] 
1894 c.—[Parasitic lesions of  the mesenteric glands 
simulating tuberculosis] < lb idem, pp. 126-128. 
[W», W v ] 
1895 a.—An infectious  disease among turkeys 
caused by Protozoa (infectious entero-hepatitis). 
(In  investigations concerning infectious  diseases 
among poultry) <Bull . (8) Bureau Animal In-
dust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., pp. 1-38, pis. 1-5 . 
[Wa , W v ] 
1897 a.—Notes on peculiar parasitic affections  of 
the liver in domesticated animals <12. and 13. 
Ann. Rep. Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., pp. 174-179. [Wa , W v ] 
1899 a.—Researches on the etiology of  the Texas 
cattle fever  and its bearing on malaria [Ab-
stract of  1899 b] < M e d . News, N. Y., v . 74 (16), 
Apr. 22, pp. 509-510. [Wa , W·", W v ] 
1899 b.—The aetiology of  Texas cattle fever  with spe-
cial reference  to recent hypotheses concerning the 
transmission of  malaria < N . York Med. J., v. 70 
(2), July 8, pp. 47-51. [Wa , W™, W v ] 
1899 c.—Idem [Al>stractl <Phila. Med. J. (81), 
v. 4 (3), July 15, pp. 114-115. [Wa , W » , W v ] 
1899 d.—The aetiology of  Texas cattle fever,  with 
special reference  to recent hypotheses concerning 
the transmission of  malaria <Bull . North Caro-
lina Bd. Health, v. 14 (4), July, pp. 38-46. [Wv] 
1901 a.—Notes on the occurrence of  Anopheles 
punctipennis and A. quadrimaculatus in the Bos-
ton suburbs < J . Bost. Soc. Med. Sc., v . 5 (6), 
Jan. 15, pp. 321-324. [W'v] 
1901 b.—The production of  sarcosporidiosis in the 
mouse by feeding  infected  muscular tissue < J . 
Exper. Med., v . 6 (1), Nov. 29, pp. 1-21, pis. 1-4, 
figs.  1-12. [W\ W " . ] 
1903 a.—The Shattuck lecture: The sources, favor-
ing conditions and prophylaxis of  malaria in 
temperate climates, with special reference  to 
Massachusetts <Boston Med. and S. J., v . 149 
(3), July 16, pp. 57-64; (4), July 23, pp. 87-92; 
(5), July 30, pp. 115-118; (6) Aug. 6, pp. 139-
144. [ W " , W v ] 
1905 a.—The relation of  animal life  to human dis-
eases <Boston Med. and S. J., v. 153 (18), Nov. 
2, pp. 485-489. [W'", W v ] 
1905 b.—Further observations on the transmission 
of  Sarcocystis muris by feeding  < J . Med. Re-
search (89), v. 13, n. s., v . 8 (4), May, pp. 42S-
430. [Wv] 
1906 a.—The relation of  animal life  to human dis-
ease < A m . Pub. Health Ass. Rep. (33. Ann. 
Meet., Boston, Sept. 25-29, 1905), v. 31 (1), pp. 
328-338. [Wv] 
1908 a.—Künstliche Übertragung der Mäuse-
Sarkosporidien [Abstract of  1901 b] <Ztschr. 
Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v . 18 (4), Jan., p. 136. 
[W», Wm.] 
1908 b.—The house-fly  as an agent in the dissem-
ination of  infectious  diseases < A m . J. Pub. Hyg., 
v . 18, n. s., v . 4 (3), Aug., pp. 312-317; discus-
sion, pp. 317-324. [Wm.] 
1910 a.—Amoeba meleagridis [Letter to editor 
dated Sept. 20] <Science, n. s. (824), v. 32, Oct. 
14, pp. 509-512. [Wv] 
1910 b.—Intestinal amebiasis in the domestic pig 
< J . Med. Research (123), v. 23, n. s., v. 18 (3), 
Nov., pp. 423-432, pis. 16-17, figs.  1-5 . [Wv] 
1910 c.—Note on the influence  of  infectious  dis-
eases upon a preexisting parasitism < J . Med. Re-
search (123), v. 23, η. s., v. 18 (3), Nov., pp. 417-
422, pi. 15, figs.  1-4 . [Wv] 
1910 d.—A protective reaction of  the host in in-
testinal coccidiosis of  the rabbit <J . Med. Re-
search (123), v. 23, n. s., v. 18 (3), Nov., pp. 407-
415, pis. 11-14, figs.  1-14. [Wv] 
S M I T H , T H E O B A L D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1912 a.—Parasitismus und Krankheit. Antrit-
tsrede, gehalten am. 13. Januar in der Aula der 
Universität zu Berlin < Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr., v. 38 (6), 8 Feb., pp. 276-279. [W».] 
1915 a.—Further investigations into the etiology 
of  the protozoan disease of  turkeys known as 
blackhead, entero-hepatitis, typhlitis, etc. < J . 
Med. Research (153), v. 33, n. s., v . 28 (2), Nov., 
pp. 243-270, pis. 12-16, figs.  1-13. [Wv] 
1916 a.—Aberrant intestinal protozoan parasites in 
the turkey <J . Exper. Med., v . 23 (3), Mar. 1, 
pp. 293-300, pi. 48, figs.  1 -4 . [Wv] 
1916 b.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 25, pp. 567-574, pi. 48, figs.  1 -4 . 
[Wv] 
1917 a.—Some field  experiments bearing on the 
transmission of  blackhead in turkeys < J . Exper. 
Med. v. 25 (3), Mar. 1, pp. 405-414. [Wv] 
1919 a.—The etiological relation of  Spirilla (  Vibrio 
fetus)  to bovine abortion <J . Exper. Med., v . 
30 (4), Oct. 1, pp. 313-323. [Issued Nov.] [Wv] 
[1920 a].—The importance of  research in animal 
pathology to agriculture. 23 pp. [n. p.] [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
1920 b.—The relation of  animal to human diseases 
<Nelson Loose-Leaf  Med., v . 7, pp. 399-413. 
[ W « . ] 
1921 a.—Parasitism as a factor  in disease <Science, 
n. s. v . 54 (138), Aug. 5, pp. 99-108. [Wv] 
1921 b.—Parasitism as a factor  in disease <Tr* 
Ass. Am. Physicians, v. 36, pp. 172-187. [WvJ 
1934 a.—Parasitism and disease. 196 pp. Prince-
ton. [Published on the Louis Clark Vanuxem 
Foundation] [Wv] 
1935 a.—Theobald Smith and the insect transmis-
sion of  disease, by Charles F. Craig < A m . J. 
Trop. Med., v . 15 (4>, July, pp. 407-414, front, 
(port.). [Wv] 
S M I T H , T H E O B A L D ; a n d F L O R E N C E , L A U R A . 
1925 a.—Encephalitozoon cuniculi as a kidney para-
site in the rabbit < J . Exper. Med., v . 41 (1), 
Jan. 1, pp. 25-35, pis. 1-3, figs.  1-8 . [Wv] 
S M I T H , T H E O B A L D ; a n d G R A Y B I L L , H A R R Y W E B S T E R . 
1918 a.—Coccidiosis in young calves < J . Exper. 
Med., v. 28 (1), July 1, pp. 89-108, pis. 1-3, figs. 
1 -7 . [Wv] 
1919 a.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 31, pp. 555-574, pis. 1 -3 , figs.  1 -7 . 
[Wv] 
1920 a.—Epidemiology of  blackhead in turkeys 
under approximately natural conditions <J . 
Exper. Med. v. 31 (5), May 1, pp. 633-645. [Wv] 
1920 b.—Blackhead in chickens and its experimen-
tal production by feeding  embryonated eggs of 
Heterakis papillosa < J . Exper. Med., v . 32 (2), 
Aug. 1, pp. 143-152. [Wv] 
1921 a.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 37, pp. 519-528. [Wv] 
S M I T H , T H E O B A L D ; a n d J O H N S O N , H E R B E R T P A R L I N . 
. 1902 a.—On a coccidium (Klossiella  muris gen. et 
spec, nov.) parasitic in the renal epithelium of 
the mouse < J . Exper. Med., v . 6 (3), Mar. 17, 
pp. 303-316, pis. 21-23, figs.  1-21. [W a , Wm.] 
S M I T H , T H E O B A L D ; a n d K I L B O R N E , F R E D E R I C K L U -
C I U S . 
1892 a.—Texas fever  and cattle ticks [Letter to 
editors, dated Apr. 8] <Veterinarian, London 
(774), v. 65, 4. s. (450), v. 38, June, pp. 351-352. 
[W a , Wm.] 
1893 a.—Investigations into the nature, causation, 
and prevention of  Texas or southern cattle fever 
<Bull . (1) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., pp. 1-301, figs.  1-7, pis. 1-10. [W a , W v ] 
1893 b.—Investigations into the nature, causation, 
and prevention of  southern cattle fever  [Same 
as 1893 a, pp. 11-156] <8 . and 9. Ann. Rep. 
Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., pp. 
177-304. [W a , W v ] 
1937 a.—Investigations into the nature, causation, 
and prevention of  southern cattle fever  [Reprint 
of  1893 b] < M e d . Classics, v. 1 (5), Jan., pp. 372-
596, illus., pis. [Wv] 
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S M I T H , T H E O B A L D ; K I L B O R N E , F R E D E R I C K L U C I U S ; 
a n d S C H R O E D E R , E R N E S T C H A R L E S . 
1893 a.—Additional observations on Texas cattle 
fever  <Bull. (3), Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., pp. C7-72. [W*.] 
S M I T H , T H E O B A L D ; a n d R I N G , E . R A Y M O N D . 
1927 a.—'The segregation of  lambs at birth and the 
feeding  of  cow's milk in the elimination of  par-
asites <J. Parasitol., v. 13 (4), June, pp. 260-
269. [W*.] 
S M I T H , T H E O B A L D ; a n d S M I L L I E , E R N E S T W . 
1917 a.—Note on Coccidia in sparrows and their 
assumed relation to blackhead in turkevs <J. 
Exper. Med., v. 25 (3), Mar. 1, pp. 415-420. 
[W'.] 
1917 b.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 27, pp. 511-516. [Wa.] 
S M I T H , T H E O B A L D ; a n d T A Y L O R , M A R I A N S . 
1919 a.—Some morphological and biological char-
acters of  the Spirilla (Vibrio  fetus,  n. sp.) asso-
ciated with disease of  the fetal  membranes in 
cattle <J. Exper. Med., v. 30 (4), Oct. 1, pp. 299-
311, pi. 16, figs.  1-8. [Issued Nov.] [W. ] 
1920 a.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 35, pp. 545-557, pi. 16, figs.  1-8. 
tW».] 
S M I T H , T . S Y D N E Y . [ D . D . S . ] 
1915 a.—The emetine hydrochlorid question in the 
treatment of  periodontal diseases (Pyorrhea 
aveolaris) <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 64 (19), May 
8, pp. 1567-1569. [W*.] 
S M I T H , T H O M A S M . See Hinds, John, 1830 a. 
S M I T H , T R E V O R N . 
1914 a.—Insects and war: Fleas [Letter to editor 
dated Oct. 10] <Brit. Med. J. (2807), v. 2, Oct. 
17, p. 692. [W*.] 
S M I T H , V E R A A. I R W I N . See Irwin-Smith, Vera A. 
S M I T H , V I V I A N S W E I B E L . [1920- ] [Univ. Illi-
nois] 
1944 a.—A reaction of  rat serum to embryonated 
eggs of  Trichosomoides  crassicauda [Program 19. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Cleveland, Sept. 
11-12] <J. Parasitol., v. 30, Aug., Suppl., p. 14. 
[WM 
1944 b.—Studies on host-parasite relations of  rats 
and mice to Trichosomoides  crassicauda. Thesis 
(Ph. D., Illinois). 4 pp. Urbana, Illinois. [W".] 
1944 c.—Studies on the relationship of  Trichoso-
moides crassicauda infection  in rats to mucoid 
calculi of  the urinary bladder [Program 19. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Cleveland, Sept. 11-
12] <J. Parasitol., v. 30, Aug., Suppl., pp. 14-15. 
[Wa.] 
1946 a.—Are vesical calculi associated with Tricho-
somoides crassicauda, the common bladder nema-
tode of  rats <J. Parasitol., v. 32 (2), Apr., pp. 
142-149, illus., pis. [W*.] 
1946 b.—Studies on reactions of  rat serum to eggs of 
Trichosomoides  crassicauda, a nematode of  the 
urinary bladder <J. Parasitol., v. 32 (2), Apr.. 
pp. 136-141, pi. [W*.] 
SMITH, W . [B. V . Sc., Vet . Officer] 
1933 a.—The internal parasites of  sheep and calves 
<Tasmanian J. Agrie., n. s., v. 4 (3), 1 Aug. 
pp. 113-116. [№.] 
1934 a.—Parasites of  horses <Tasmanian J. Agrie., 
n. s., v. 5 (3), 1 Aug., pp. 132-133. [W».] 
S M I T H , W . C . 
1892 a.—The rabbit bot [Letter to editors dated 
Aug. 3] <Insect Life,  v. 5 (2), Sept., p. 138. fW» 
S M I T H , W . G . 
1939 a.—One year's sheep management <J. Dept. 
Agrie. South Australia, v. 43 (1), Aug., pp. 64-65. 
[W».] 
S M I T H , W . H . [M. D . , Saint Clair, Mich.] 
1881 a.—Trichina <Physician and Surg., v. 3 (6) 
June, pp. 266-267. [ f f - . ] 
S M I T H W. J O H N S O N . [ F . R. C . S . , Surgeon, Seamen's 
Hospital Soc.] 
1900 a.—The diagnosis and surgical treatment of 
tropical liver abscess <Brit. Med. J. (2070) ν 2 
Sept. 1, pp. 549-552. [W*, W·».] 
SMITH, W. L. [M. D., Argo. Texas] 
1904 a.—Malarial hematuria <Med. Recorder, v. 1 
(11), Nov., pp. 550-554. [Wm.] 
SMITH, W. R.1 See Rose, William, 1893 a. 
S M I T H , W . R . 2 
1908 a.—Sleeping sickness <J. Roy. Inst. Pub. 
Health, v. 16 (5), May, pp. 302-305. [W», W·».] 
SMITH, W. ROOKEN. [Gonubie Manor, East London] 
1938 a.—Dipping deaths that should be investi-
gated [Letter to editor] < Farmer's Weekly, 
Bloemfontein,  v. 55, Mar. 30, p. 187. [W·.] 
SMITH, W. S. [Β. V. Sc., Vet. Officer,  Stock and 
Brands Dept.] 
1939 a.—Lice and tick in sheep <J. Dept. Agrie. 
South Australia, v. 42 (12), July, pp. 1041-1044, 
illus. [W*.] 
1946 a.—Mange—a contagious skin disease of  pigs 
<J. Dept. Agrie. South Australia, v. 49 (9), Apr., 
pp. 393-398, illus. [W».] 
1946 b.—Pig diseases and their control <J. Dept· 
Agrie. South Australia, v. 49 (8), Mar., pp. 330-
334. [W*.] 
S M I T H , W . W . [ F . E . S . ] 
1902 a.—On mites attacking beetles and moths 
<Tr . and Proc. N. Zealand Inst. (1901), v. 34, 
n. s., v. 17, July, pp. 199-201. [Wa, W°.] 
1920 a.—-Parasitism in New Zealand spiders < N . 
Zealand J. Sc., v. 3 (1), Feb., pp. 13-15. [W».] 
S M I T H , W A L T O N H A R O L D Y O U N G . [ 1 8 9 9 - ] [ M · 
D., Montgomery, Alabama]; and Damon, Sam-
uel Reed. 
1940 a.—Diagnosis of  Enterobius vermicularis in-
festation  with observations on treatment with 
hexylresorcinal by mouth and in the form of 
rectal jelly <J. Med. Ass. Alabama, v. 10 (6), 
pp. 209-211. [W".] 
S M I T H , W A L T O N H A R O L D Y O U N G ; G I L L , D A N I E L 
G O R D O N ; a n d M C A L P I N E , J A M E S G E O R G E . 
1939 a.—Intestinal parasite survey in Alabama 
<South Med. J., v. 32 (11), Nov., 1939, pp. 
1094-1105, maps. [W m . ] 
S M I T H , W A L T O N H A R O L D Y O U N G ; M C A L P I N E , J A M E S 
G O R D O N ; a n d G I L L , D A N I E L G O R D O N . 
1937 a.—Intestinal parasite survey in Alabama. 
I. A. comparative study of  two hookworm anthel-
mintics <Am. J. Pub. Health, v. 27 (5), May, 
pp. 470-475. [W*.] 
S M I T H , W I L L I A M . [Prof.  Nat·. Hist., Queen's College, 
Cork] 
1857 a.—Notes of  a microscopical examination of 
"measled" and other pork <Quart. J. Micr. Sc., 
v. 5, pp. 4-7, pi. 2, figs.  1-8. [W«·, W«.] 
1857 b.—Idem <Veterinarian, London (350), v. 
30, 4. s. (26), v. 3, Feb., pp. 90-93, pi. 2, figs.  1-8. 
[Wa, W " . ] 
1857 c.—Ueber finniges Fleisch [Abstract of  1857 
a] <Repert. Thierh., v. 18, pp. 250-251. [W™.J 
S M I T H , W I L L I A M A B B O T T S . [ M . D . , M . R . C . P . , L o n -
don] 
1863 a.—On human Entozoa [etc.]. 251 pp., 14 
figs.  London. [W m . ] 
S M I T H , W I L L I A M H E N R Y ; a n d H A R R I N G T O N , F R A N C I S 
B. 
1907 a.—A case of Echinococcus cyst of  lung and 
abdomen <Boston Med. and S. J., v. 156 (6), 
Feb. 7, pp. 180-181. [W™.] 
S M I T H , W I L L I A M R A M S A Y . [ D . S C . , M . В . , С . M . , 
South Australia] 
1905 a.—Echinococcus multilocularis; a graduation 
thesis <Medicine, Detroit, v. 11 (10), Oct., pp. 
729-739, figs.  1-3; (11), Nov., pp. 813-822, figs. 
4-21; (12), Dec., pp. 899-908, figs.  22-30. [Wm, 
[Wc-1 
[1905 b].—Idem. Reprint. 40 pp., 30*figs.  De-
troit. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1906 a.—Idem [Abstract] <J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 
46 (2), Jan. 13, p. 158. [Wa , W™, W°.] 
S M I T H , W I L L I A M R A M S A Y ; a n d N O R W E L L , J . S T E W A R T . 
(1889 a).—Illustrations of  zoology. Invertebrates 
and vertebrates, pis. Edinburgh and London. 
47 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S M I T H , W I L L I A M S Y D N E Y [ 1 8 8 3 - ] [ M . D . , Brook-
lyn]; and Denton, .lames Way. 
1928 a.—A case of  pyosalpinx caused by Oxyuris 
vermicularia complicated by torsion of  the oviduct 
< A m . J. Obst, and Gvnec., v. 1ft  (2), Aug., pp. 
205-210, illus.; discussion, p. 290. IW™.] 
S M I T H , W O B T H I N G T O N G. [Dunstable] 
1881 a.—Cucumber disease <Gardeners' Chronicle 
(376), n. s., v. 15, Mar. 12, p. 331, illus. [W».] 
1890 a.—Disease of  begonias caused by nematoid 
worms <Gardeners' Chronicle (194), 3. s. v. 8, 
Sept. 13, p. 298-299, figs.  58-59. [W«.] 
S M I T H Y L E A L , R . ; a n d R O D B Í G U E Z P É B E Z , J . F . 
1925 a.—-Le anemia perniciosa por parásitos in-
testinales < R e v . Méd. Cubana, v. 36, pp. 607-
609. [W·".] 
S M I T H E B S , D A V I D W A L D B O N [M. В., В. Chir., Dul-
wich, S. E.] [See also Dixon, Henry Bryan 
Frost; and Smithers, David Waldron] 
1937 a.—Cysticercosis as a cause of  epilepsy [Let-
ter to editor] <Lancet, London (5930), v. 232, 
v. 1 (17), Apr. 24, p. 1016. [W·.] 
S M I T H E B S , R E A Y H . N . [South African Mus., Cape 
Town] 
1939 a.—Notes on the distribution of  the "knoopie-
spinnekop", Latrodectus indistinctus <South 
African  Med. J., v. 13 (1), Jan. 14, pp. 33-34, 1 
map. [W m . ] 
1943 a.—The distribution of  the "knopiespinnekop" 
(Latrodectus  indistinctus) < South African  Med. 
J., v. 17 (18), Sept. 25, pp. 293. [W m . ] 
1944 a.-—Contributions to our knowledge of  the 
genus Latrodectus (Araneae) in South Africa 
<Ann. South African Mus., v. 36 (3), pp. 263-
313, illus., pis., maps. [Issued May] [Wa . ] 
S M I T H I E S , F R A N K . [1880-1937] [M. D., Sc. D., M . 
A. C. P.] [For  biography, see Clin. Med. and 
Surg., v. 34, May, 1927, p. 327] [W™.] [For 
necrology and port, see Am. J. Digest. Dis. and 
Nutrition, v. 4 (1), Mar. 1937, pp. 47-54, pl.] 
W».] 
1912 a.—A method for  the microscopic examination 
of  gastric extracts and of  feces  <Arch. Int. Med., 
Chicago, v. 9 (6), June 15, pp. 736-738. [W»J 
1912 b.—The occurrence of  Trichomonas hominis 
in gastric contents with a report of  two cases 
< A m . J. Med. Sc. (484), v. 144 (1), July, pp. 8 2 -
94. [ W m J 
1917 a.—The frequency  of  protozoic enterocolitis 
in the Middle West: Clinical manifestations,  diag-
nosis and treatment [Abstract of  report before 
42. Ann. Meet. Mississippi Valley Med. Ass., 
Indianapolis, Oct. 10-12, 1916] < N . York Med. 
J. [etc.] (1994), v. 105 (7), Feb. 17, p. 330. [W">.] 
1917 b.—Cases of  chronic enterocolitis associated 
with the presence of  Protozoa in the stools 
< M e d . Clin., Chicago, v. 2 (6), May, pp. 1109-
1142, illus. [ f f - . ] 
1917 c.—The treatment of  chronic protozoic entero-
colitis as encountered in the northern United 
States <Med . and Surg., St. Louis, v. 1, pp. 460-
467. [W·«.] 
1918 a.-—The frequency  of  protozoic enterocolitis 
in the middle west: Clinical manifestations,  diag-
nosis and treatment < A m . J. Med. Sc., v. 156 
(2), Aug., pp. 173-184, tables 1-4. [W™, W·.] 
1918 b.—The frequency  of  protozoic enterocolitis 
in the Middle West < M e d . Standard, v. 41 (11), 
Nov., pp. 466-472. [ W - J 
1919 a.—An undernourished adult farmer  who seeks 
relief  on account of  a recent "swelling of  the ab-
domen" and intermittent, bloody diarrhea of 
about fifteen  years duration <Quart. Med. 
Clin«, v. 1 (2), Apr., pp. 367-382. [W·».] 
1926 a.—Protozoiasis occurring in temperate zone 
residents. A study of  265 instances with a dis-
cussion of  the associated digestive malfunction 
< A m . J. Trop. Med., v. 6 (1), Jan., pp. 1-45, 
figs.  1-10. [W».J 
S M I T H I E S , F R A N K — C o n t i n u e d . 
1927 a.—Biliarv tract protozoiasis <Arch. Path,, 
v. 3 (2), Feb., pp. 351-352. [Wv] 
1927 b.—Biliary tract protozoiasis < T r . Chicago 
Path. Soc., v. 12 (5), June 1, pp. 331-333. [ W m . ] 
1928 a.—Present-day treatment of  intestinal pro-
tozoiasis and factors  that determine its efficacy 
<J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 91 (3), July 21, pp. 152-
157. [W·.] 
1928 b.—Parasitosis of  the bile passages and gall 
bladder. A report upon 37 instances of  pro-
tozoiasis and one instance of  infestation  by Neca-
tor americanus < A m . J. Med. Sc., v. 176, Aug., 
pp. 225-253. [W">.] 
1928 c.—Present-day treatment of  intestinal proto-
zoiasis and factors  which determine its efficacy 
< T r . Am. Therap. Soc. (1927), v. 28, pp. 131-
142. [W". ] 
SMITHLINE, J . [ M . D . , B a y o n n e , N . J.] 
1904 a.—Malarial fever  in children; its diagnosis 
and treatment <Vermont Med. Month., v. 10 
(3), Mar. 25, pp. 62-66. [VV">.] 
S M I T H S O N , M . B . 
1944 a.—Blitz all lice < Poultry Farmer and 
Feathered World (2853), v. 110, Feb. 25, p. 9. 
[W*.] 
S M I T H S O N , O L I V E B . [ F . R . C . S . I . ] 
1910 a.—Mossman fever  <J . Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
London, v. 13 (23), Dec. 1, pp. 351-352, charts 
1-3. [W>.] 
S M I T S , E . [ D r . ] 
1925 a.—Een eenwoudige reactie bij het onderzoek 
op de zuiverheid van tetrachloorkoolstof 
<Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 65 (6), pp. 
821-830. [W·.] 
S M I T S , J . C . J . C . 
1922 a.—Surgical aspects of  amoebic colitis <Far. 
East. Ass. Trop. Med. Tr. 4. Cong. (Weltevre-
den, Batavia, Aug. 6-13, 1921), v. 1, pp. 90 -
117. [W·.] 
1924 a.—Appendix and gall-bladder in the surgery 
of  amoebic colitis <Far East. Ass. Trop. Med. 
Tr. 5. Bien. Cong. (Singapore, 1923), pp. 521-
523. [W«.J 
S M I T T , O L O F . 
1948 a.— Fall av toxoplasmos < N o r d Med., Stock-
holm, v. 38 (17), Apr. 23, p. 857. [\V">.] 
S M I T T , O L O F ; a n d W I N B L A D , S T E N . 
1948 a.—A report on congenital toxoplasmosis 
<Acta Path, et Microbiol. Scand., v. 25 (5), pp. 
585-597, illus., pis. [W·.] 
S M O L E N S K I , I . 
1865 a.—Echinococcus v ' legkom [Russian text] 
< M e d . Vestnik, S.-Peterburg, v. 5 (13), 27 Mar., 
pp. 119-120. [W«>.] 
SMOLENSKY, P . [Dr. , St . Petersburg] 
1904 a.—Traité d'hygiène. Procédés rapides de 
recherche des falsifications  et altérations. Tra-
duction du russe par S. Broïdo et A. Zaguelmann. 
Annotée par L. Guiraud et A. Gautié. 752 pp., 
119 figs. Paris. [W®.] 
SMOLENSKY, P . O . [Dr . , Sa int -Petersbourg] 
1898 a.—Les poissons au point de vue hygiénique 
< R e v . Hyg. et Police San., v. 20 (4), Apr. 20, pp. 
314-332; (5), May 20, pp. 438-455. [№».] 
SMOLENSKY, R . [Tierarzt, Ernstbrunn] 
1928 a.—Ein Lebertranpräparat als Anthelminti-
cum? COesterr. Tierarzt, v. 1 (24), 21 Okt., p. 
241. [W·.] 
SMOLEB, M . [Dr . , P ¡ag ] 
1865 a.—Eine Methode gegen den Bandwurm 
<Meinorabilien, v. 10 (5), 31 Mai, pp. 101-103. 
[Wm.] 
1865 b — I d e m [Abstract] <Ztschr. Med., Chir. u. 
Geburtsh., v. 19, n. F., v. 4, p. 496. [ f f · . ] 
1878 a.—Ein Fall von Cysticerken im Gehirn 
<Memorabilien, v. 23 (3), 22 Apr., pp. 97-110; 
(4), 21 Mai, pp. 151-154. [W- . ] 
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S M O L I A N , K U R T . [ D r . ] 
1915 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Bekämpfung  der Daktylo-
gyruskrankheit der Karpfen  <Allg. Fisch--Ztg., 
v. 40 (9), May 1, pp. 133-134. [W'.] 
SMORODINTSEV, А . А . [ С м о р о д и н ц е в , Α . Α·1 
1939 а.—Итоги трехлетней работы Советской 
медицины по изучению весенне-летнего (таеж-
ного, клещевого, эндемического) энцефалита 
(3 yeara study of  Soviet medicine in spring-
summer (endemic) tick-borne encephalitis) 
[Russian text] <Arkh. Biol. Nauk, v. 56 (2), 
pp. 38-58. [Wv] 
1940 a.—The spring-summer tick-borne encephali-
tis. (Synonyms: Forest spring encephalitis) 
<Arch. Ges. Virusforsch., v. 1 (4), pp. 468-480. 
[Issued Apr. 8] [Wv] 
1944 a.—Tick borne encephalitis <Am. Rev. Sovet. 
Med., v. 1 (5), June, pp. 400-408. pis. [W'v] 
S M O R O D I N T S E V , Α . Α . ; K A G A N , Ν . V . ; a n d L E V K O V I C H , 
E. N. 
1941 a.—Экспериментальные материалы к ак-
тивной иммунизации против клищевого ве-
сенне-летнего энцефалита [Experimentelle 
Materialen über aktive Immunisierung gegen 
Zecken- (Frühjahrs- und Sommer-) Encephalitis] 
[Russian text; German summary] <Zhurnal 
Mikrobiol. (4), pp. 3-12. [W'v] 
S M O R O D I N T S E V , Α . Α . ; K A G A N , Ν . V . ; L E V K O V I C H , 
E . N . ; a n d D A N K O V S K I Ï , N . L . 
1941 a.—Experimenteller und epidemiologischer 
Beitrag zur aktiven Immunisierung gegen die 
Frühling-Sommer-Zeckenencephalitis <Arch. 
Ges. Virusforsch.,  v. 2 (1), pp. 1-25. [Issued Feb. 
20] [Wv] 
S M O R O D I N T S E V , Α . Α . ; L E V K O V I C H , Ε . Ν . ; a n d 
D A N K O V S K I Ï , N . L . 
1941 a.—Эпидемиологическая эффективность ак-
тивной иммунизации против клещевого (ве-
сенне-летнего) энцефалита (Die epidemiolo-
gische Effektivität  aktiver Immunisierung gegen 
Zecken- (Frühjahrs- und Sommer- Encephalitis) 
[Russian text; German summary] <Zhurnal 
Mikrobiol. (4), pp. 12-20. [W'V] 
S M O R O D I N T S E V , Α . Α . ; N E U S T R O E V , V . D . ; a n d 
C H A G I N , K . N . 
1941 a.—К этиологии осенних вспышек энцефа-
лита в ДВК [Zur Aetiologie der herbstlichen 
encephalitis Ausbrüche] [Russian text; German 
summary] <Zhurnal Mikrobiol. (2), pp. 3-15. 
[ W ' V ] 
S M O R O D I N T S E V , Α . Α . ; N E U S T R O E V , V . D . ; a n d 
D R O B Y S H E V S K A Í A , A . I . 
1929 a.—О восприимчивости грызунов к искус-
ственному заражению вирусом весенне-
летнего (клещевого) и летнего (японского) 
энцефалита (On the susceptibility of  rodents 
to artificial  infection  with the spring-summer and 
summer (Japanese) encephalitis) [Russian text; 
English abstract] <Arkh. Biol. Nauk, v. 56 (2), 
pp. 139-146. [Wv] 
S M O R O D I N T S E V , I V A N A N D R E E V I C H . [ 1 8 8 1 - 1 9 4 6 ] 
[Смородинцев, Иван Андреевич] [For  necrology 
nee Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 15 (2) 
1946, pp. 94-95] [Wv] 
1928 а.—О фармакологических и терапевтиче-
ских свойствах некоторых гомологов и дери-
ватов хинина (Sur la pharmacologie et la 
thérapeutique des quelques uns des homologues 
et des dérivés de la quinine) [Russian text] 
<Russk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., v. 6, pp. 237-243; 
French summary, p. 279. [Photostat copy: Wvj 
1928 b.—Судьба хинина в организме (La quinine 
dans l'organisme) [Russian text] <Russk. 
Zhurnal Trop. Med., v. 6, pp. 73-81; French 
summary, p. 141. [Photostat  copy: Wv] 
1931 a.—О новом направлении в химиотерапии 
[New directions in chemotherapy] [Russian 
text] <Trop. Med. i Vet., Moskva, v. 9 (3). pp. 
144-146. [W".] v ' ' 
1936 a.—О природе глистных токсинов (De la 
nature des toxins helmintiasiques) [Russian 
text; French summary] CTerap. Arkh.. v. 14 
(5), pp. 846-849. [W«V] 
S M O R O D I N T S E V , I V A N A N D R E E V I C H ; a n d A D O V A , A . N . 
1928 a.—Критическая оценка методов количе-
ственного определения хинина в моче при 
помощи иоднотрутного реактива (Evaluation 
des méthodes quantitatives du dosage de la 
quinine dans les urines à l'aide du réactif  à 
iodure mercurique) [Russian text; French sum-
mary] <Russk. Zhurnal Trop. Med., v. 6, pp. 
505-513. [Photostat  copy : Wv] 
S M O R O D I N T S E V , I V A N A N D R E E V I C H ; a n d B E B E S H O - . 
K . V . 
1935 a—Beiträge zur Chemie der Helminthen. 
II. Mitteilung: Untersuchungen der chemischen 
Zusammensetzung einzelner Teile des Taenia 
saginata <Biochem. Ztschr., v. 276 (4), Feb. 22, 
op. 271-273. [W».] 
1935 b.—The content of  glycogen in tape-worms 
(cestoids) <Dokl . Akad. Nauk SSSR, v. 8, n. s., 
v. 3 (9), pp. 413-414. [W".] 
1936 a.—Beiträge zur Chemie der Heminthen [sic]. 
Mitt. III. Die chemische Zusammensetzung des 
Taenia solium <J . Biochem., Tokyo, v. 23 (1), 
Jan., pp. 19-20. [Wv] 
1936 b.—Beiträge zur Chemie der Heminthen [sie]. 
Mitt. IV. Die chemische Zusammensetzung des 
Diphylobotrium [sic] latum <J . Biochem., Tokyo, 
v. 23 (1), Jan., pp. 21-22. [Wv] 
1936 c.—Beiträge zur Chemie der Helminthen. 
Mitt. V. Die chemische Zusammensetzung der 
Ascaris lumbrieoides <J . Biochem., Tokyo, v . 23 
(1), Jan., pp. 23-25. [Wv] 
1936 d.—La teneur en glycogene des ascarides 
<Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR, v. 11, n. s., v. 2 (5), 
pp. 189-191. [Wv] 
1936 e.—Les protéinases des ténias <Buil. Soc. 
Chini. Biol., v. 18 (6), June, pp. 1097-1105. [Wv] 
1939 a.—La teneur en lipoïdes dans le corps du 
Taeniarhyncus  saginatus [Abstract of  report be-
fore  Soc. Chim. Biol., Feb. 7-21] <Biochem. e 
Terap. Sper., v. 26 (4), Apr. 30, p. 188. [Wv] 
1939 b.—Les lipoïdes du Taeniarhynchus  saginatus 
<Bull. Soc. Chim. Biol., v. 21 (9-10), Sept.-Oct., 
pp. 1194-1203. [Wv] 
S M O R O D I N T S E V , I V A N A N D R E E V I C H ; B E B E S H I N , K . V . ; 
a n d P A V L O V A , P . I . 
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Indië, v. 60 (1), p. xxiii. [W°.] 
1921 a.—On the cysts of  a hitherto imdescribed 
species of Eimeria in human stools < Parasitol-
ogy, v. 12 (4), Dec. 1920, pp. 427-432, figs.  A - D 
[Issued Jan. 10] [Wa.] 
1922 a.—Plasmolysis in amoebic cysts <Far 
East. Ass. Trop. Med., Tr. 4. Cong. (Weltevre-
den, Batavia, Aug. 6-13, 1921), v. 1, pp. 162-
172, 1 chart. [W».] 
1929 a.—Ainoebendysenterie en koude <Nederl. 
Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 73, 2. Helft A, (34), 24 
Aug., pp. 3982 3986. [VV·".] 
SNIJDERS, E . P . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1929 b.—Autochtone amoeben-dysenterie in Neder-
land in verband met de epidemiologie dezer ziekte 
<Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 73, 2. Helft  B, 
(50), 14 Dec., pp. 5834-5848. [ f f» . ] 
1932 a.—Enkele punten uit de Pathogenese der 
amoebiasis [Abstract of  report before Ver. 
Genoots. Natuur-, Genees-en Heelk., Amster-
dam, Apr. 20] <Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., 
v. 76, 3. Helft (27), July 2, pp. 3349-3350. [W'«.] 
1933 a.—Over amoeben-dysenterie <Nederl. Tijd-
schr. Geneesk., v. 77 (36), Sept. 9, pp. 4209-4211. 
[W".] 
1935 a.—Bilpapilloom met amoeben [Abstract of 
report before Verslagen Vergader. Nederl. Ver. 
Trop. Geneesk., Apr. 7] <Geneesk. Tijdschr. 
Nederl.-Indië, v. 75 (19), Sept. 17, pp. 1656-
1657. [Wm.] 
1935 b.—Filariasis [Abstract of  report before 
Nederl. Ver. Trop. Geneesk, Oct. 28, 1934] 
<Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 75 (6), 
Mar. 19, pp. 519-520. [ f f» . ] 
1935 c.—Over een geval van filariasis  < Nederl. 
Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 79, 2. Helft. (25), June 22, 
pp. 3024-3030, pis., illus. [Wm.] 
1939 a.—Een merkwaardige leverpatiënte <Gen-
eesk. Tijdschr. Nederl-Indië, v. 79 (39), Sept. 26, 
pp. 2485-2489, pi. [Wm.] 
1939 b.—Een ouderwetsch geval van ankylostom-
iasis <Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 83 (25), 
June 24, pp. 3175-3182, pis. [ffm.] 
S N I P E S , B E N J A M I N T H O M A S . [1913- ] [Ph. D., 
State Entom., Powell, Wyoming] 
1944 a.—Cattle grubs cause heavy loss to industry; 
can be easily controlled <West. Livestock J., 
v. 22 (30), May 2, p. 4. [WX] 
1948 a.—Beef  cattle freed  of  lice in one treatment 
control <Agrie. Chem., v. 3 (9), Sept., pp. 30-
34, illus. [W».] 
S N I P E S , B E N J A M I N T H O M A S ; C A R V A L H O , J O S É С . M . ; 
a n d T A U B E R , O S C A R E R N S T . 
1940 a.—Biological studies of Ornithocoris tóledoi 
Pinto, the Brazilian chicken bedbug <Iowa 
State J. Sc., v. 15 (1), Oct., pp. 27-37, illus., pi. 
[W».] 
S N I P E S , B E N J A M I N T H O M A S ; C O O P E R , R O Y S . ; a n d 
C L A R K , S . W . 
1948 a.—Comparative effectiveness  of  variations 
in spray pressure, rotenone concentration, sulfur 
content, diluents and application methods in 
cattle grub control <J. Econom. Entom., v. 41 
(4), Aug., pp. 635-642. [W*.] 
S N O D G R A S S , B A I R D . 
1940 a.—Ox warbles or grubs <Pacific  Rural Press, 
v. 139 (11), June 1, p. 415. [W*.] 
SNODGRASS, J. E. [Director, Anchylostomiasis Cam-
paign, Ceylon] 
1918 a.—Anchylostomiasis <Indian Med. Ree., 
v . 3 8 ( 1 2 ) , D e c . , p p . 2 2 9 - 2 3 2 . [ W m . ] 
S N O D G R A S S , R O B E R T E V A N S . [ 1 8 7 5 - ] [ А . В . , 
Sr. Entom., Bureau Entom. and Plant Quarant., 
U. S. Dept. Agrie., Washington, D. C.] 
1899 a.—The anatomy of  the Mallophaga <Occa-
sional Papers Calif.  Acad. Sc., v. 6 , pp. 1 4 5 - 2 2 4 , 
figs.  1 - 1 2 , pis. 1 0 - 1 7 . [Wa.] 
1899 b.—Idem. Reprint <Contrib. Biol., Hopkins 
Lab., Leland Stanford  Jr. Univ., v. 19, pp. 145-
2 2 4 , figs.  1 - 1 2 , pis. 1 0 - 1 7 . [W\ W°.] 
1902 a.—Field notes on species described in part I 
<Proc. Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 4, Mar. 27, pp. 71-
8 0 , 8 5 - 8 6 , p i . 3 . [ W a · ] 
1905 a.—A revision of  the mouth-parts of  the Cor-
rodentia and the Mallophaga <Tr . Am. Entom. 
Soc., v. 31, Aug., pp. 297-307, pi. [Wa.] 
1928 a.—Morphology and evolution of  the insect 
head and its appendages <Smitlison. Misc. Col-
lect. (Publication 2971), v. 81 (3), 158 pp., 
illus., pis. [W».] 
1935 a.—Principles of  insect morphology. 1. ed., 
667 pp., illus. New York and London. [W».j 
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S N O D G R A S S , R O B E R T E V A N S — C o n t i n u e d . 
1943 a.—The feeding  apparatus of  biting and dis-
ease-carrying flies:  A wartime contribution to 
medical entomology <Smithson. Misc. Collect., 
(Publication 3732), v . 104 (1), July 19, 51 pp., 
illus. [Wv] 
1944 a.—The feeding  apparatus of  biting and suck-
ing insects affecting  man and animals < Smith-
son. Misc. Collect. (Publication 3773), v. 104 
(7), Oct. 24, 113 pp., illus., pis. [Wv] 
1948 a.—The feeding  organs of  Arachnida, includ-
ing mites and ticks <Smithson. Misc. Collect. 
(Publication 3944), v. 110 (10), Aug. 18, 93 pp., 
illus. [Wv] 
1950 a.—Comparative studies on the jaws of  mandi-
bulate arthropods < Smithson. Misc. Collect. 
(Publication 4018), v. 116 (1), Nov. 16, 85 pp., 
illus., pis. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S N O R F , L O W E L L D . ; F O L T Z , E L I O T E . ; a n d H O W A R D , 
B E T T Y . 
1947 a.—A postwar survey of  amebiasis and other 
intestinal parasites; Evanston, Illinois, 1945-
1946 <Gastroenterology, v. 9 (5), Nov., pp. 539-
550. [W". ] 
S N O R F , L O W E L L D . ; F O L T Z , E L I O T E . ; a n d M C -
M I L L A N , R O S A M O N D . 
1948 a.—Postwar intestinal parasitism in sympto-
matic patients from a university community, 
Evanston, Illinois, 1946-47 <Quart. Bull. North-
west. Med. School, v. 22 (3), Fall, pp. 286-291. 
[W"-.] 
S N O W , C . F . 
1943 a.—Rabbit coccidiosis < M o d . Poultry Keep., 
v. 48 (12), Mar. 24, p. 201. [Wv] 
S N O W , D O N A L D L. [Ing. San. Ofic.  San. Panameri-
cana] 
1946 a.—Técnicas y sustancias utilizadas en la 
desinsectización de aviones <Bol . Ofic. San. 
Panamer., v. 25 (10), Oct., pp. 889-896. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
SNOW, E. С. [Dr., Manager, United Tanners' Federa-
tion] 
1931 a.—"Warbles" in man [Reply to query] 
<Brit . Med. J. (3653), Jan. 10, p. 79. [Wv] 
1933 a.—A discussion of  hides [Abstract] CHide 
and Leather, v. 85 (11), Mar. 18, p. 25. [W'.] 
S N O W , F R A N C I S H U N T I N G T O N . [Lawrence, Kansas] 
1883 a.—Habitudes anthropophagiques de la Lu-
cilia macellarla Fab. Le "Screw-worms". 
<Naturaliste, Paris, v. 5 (38), 15 Juillet, pp. 
300-302. [W*.] 
1883 b.—Hominivorous habits of Lucilia macel-
larla, "the screw-worm" <Psyche (1883-85), 
(107-108), v. 4, Mar.-Apr., 1883, pp. 27-30. 
[Issued 4 June]. [Wv] 
S N O W , H E R B E R T . 
1891 a.—Case of  liver hydatids, with jaundice; 
incision; recovery <Brit. Med. J. (1584), v. 1, 
May 9, p. 1016. [Wa , Wm.] 
1893 a.—The so-called "parasitic Protozoa" of 
mammary carcinoma < Lancet, London (3663), 
v. 2, Nov. 11, pp. 1182-1183, figs.  1-3 . [Wm, 
W v ] [See also Cattle, C. H „ 1893 c] 
1893 b.—Idem [Letter to editor, dated Nov. 20] 
<Ibidem (3665), v. 2, Nov. 25, p. 1352. [Wm, 
Wv] 
1893 c.—Idem [Letter to editor dated Dec. 11] 
<Ibidem (3668), v. 2, Dec. 16, pp. 1541-1542. 
[ W m , W«.] 
1894 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1893 a] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., v. 15 (7), 15 Feb., pp. 243-244. [W* 
W m , W v ] 
S N O W , W I L L I A M A . [Univ. Kansas, Lawrence] 
1891 a.—The moose fly—a  new Haematobia 
<Canad. Entom., v. 23 (4), Apr., pp. 87-89. 
[W\ W v ] 
1891 b.—Idem [Abstract] Clnsect Life,  v. 4 (3 -
4), Nov., p. 156. [W*. Wm, Wv] 
S N O W D E N R O Y R O S S . [ 1 8 8 5 - ] See Morton, 
Charles William; and Snowden, Roy Ross. 
S N Y D E R . [ D r . ] 
1927 a.—[Amoebae and spirochaetes in the intes-
tines of  termites] <J . Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 17 (7), 
Apr. 4, p. 180. [Wv] 
S N Y D E R , E L M E R . [Pomologist, Div. Fruit and Vege-
table Crops and Dis., Bureau Plant Indust.] 
1936 a.—Susceptibility of  grape rootatocks to root 
knot nematode CCircular (405), U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., Oct., 16 pp., illus. [Wv] 
S N Y D E R , F R E D E R I C K M A R H O F F . [1913- ] [Army 
Chem. Corps, Army Chem. Center, Maryland] 
[See also Sear Is, Edward Marlborough; and Sny-
der, Frederick Marhoff] 
S N Y D E R , F R E D E R I C K M A R H O F F ; a n d M O R T O N , F R E D A . 
1946 a.—Materials as effective  as benzyl benzoate 
for  impregnating clothing against chiggers <J . 
Econom. Entom., v . 39 (3), June, pp. 385-387. 
S N Y D E R , F R E D E R I C K M A R H O F F ; M O R T O N , F R E D Α . ;  
a n d C R O S S , H . F . 
1947 a.—Results of  screening tests with materials 
evaluated as insecticides, miticides, and repel-
lents. Part IV. Evaluation of  materials as miti-
cides for  application to clothing < Circular ( E -
733), Bureau Entom. U. S. Dept. Agrie., pp. 9 -
13. [Wv] 
S N Y D E R , Η . M . 
1906 a.—Eosinophilia in amcebic dysentery [Ab-
stract of  report before  Path. Soc. Phila., Dec. 28, 
1905] < M e d . Ree., N. Y. (1836). v. 69 (2), Jan. 
13, p. 84. [W\ Wm, Wv] 
S N Y D E R , H A R O L D R A Y ; [1910- ] [Assoc. Prof.* 
Illinois Univ.] and E A S T O N , N E L S O N R O Y . 
1946 a.—Synthesis of  8-(3-diethylaminopropyl-
amino) - 6 - methoxy - 5 - phenylquinoline < J . 
Am. Chem. Soc., v. 68 (8), Aug., pp. 1549-1551. 
[Wv] 
1946 b — T h e preparation of  unsymmetrical diaryl 
amines. 5 - phenylamino - 6 - methoxy - 8 - (3 -
diethylaminopropylamino)-quinoline <J . Am. 
Chem. Soc., v. 68 (12), Dec., pp. 2641-2643. 
[Wv] 
S N Y D E R , H A R O L D R A Y ; a n d F R E I E R , H E R B E R T 
E D W A R D . 
1946 a.—Some substituted 1,10-phenanthrolines 
< J . Am. Chem. Soc., v. 68 (7), July, pp. 1320-
1322. [Wv] 
1946 b.—The synthesis of  some 6-methoxy-8-(/3-
aminopropionylamino)-quinolines < J . Am. 
Chem. Soc., v. 68 (12), Dec., pp. 2485-2486. 
[Wv] 
1947 a.—The preparation of  10-chloro-7-(3-diethyl-
aminopropylamino) - pyrid[3,2 - c]acridine <J . 
Am. Chem. Soc., v. 69 (6), June, pp. 1543-1544. 
[Wv] 
S N Y D E R , H A R O L D R A Y ; F R E I E R , H E R B E R T E D W A R D ; 
K O V A C I C , P E T E R ; a n d V A N H E Y N I N G E N , E A R L E 
M A R V I N . 
1947 a.—Synthesis of  4-hydroxyquinolines. VIII . 
Some halogen containing 4-aminoquinoline deriv-
atives <J . Am. Chem. Soc., v. 69 (2), Feb., pp. 
371-374. [Wv] 
S N Y D E R , H A R O L D R A Y ; a n d J O N E S , R O B E R T E L L E R Y . 
1946 a.—Synthesis of  4-hydroxyquinolines. III. 
A direct synthesis of  ^-substituted acrylic esters 
< J . Am. Chem. Soc., v. 68 (7), July, pp. 1253-
1255. [Wv] 
S N Y D E R , H O W A R D . 
1947 a.—Phenothiazine works <Sheepman, v. 17 
(10), Feb., p. 435. [Wv] 
SNYDER, J. R . [Dr., Chief,  Nebraska Bureau Animal 
Indust.] 
1942 a.—Raising healthy hogs < Nebraska Farmer, 
v. 84 (20), Oct. 3, pp. 5, 28, illus. [Wv] 
S N Y D E R , J A M E S R O E . [M. D., Sacramento] [See also 
Gundrum, Frederick F.; and Snyder, James Roe] 
1914 a.—Echinococcus in California  <Calif.  State 
J. Med., v. 12 (7), July, pp. 294-295, fig.  1. 
[Wv] 
47 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S N Y D E R , J O H N C R A Y T O N . [ 1 9 1 0 - ] [ M . D . , I n -
ternat. Heajth Div., Rockefeller  Foundation]; 
a n d W H E E L E R , C H A R L E S M A T H E W B O N . 
1945 a.—Experimental infection  of  the human body 
louse, Pediculus humanus corporis, with murine 
and epidemic louse-borne typhus strains <J. 
Exper. Med., v. 82 (1), July 1, pp. 1-20, pis. 
[W··] 
SNYDER, J. Ross. [M. D., Birmingham, Alabama] 
1908 a.—Uncinariasis in the Southern States 
Pediatrics, v. 20 (12), Dec., pp. 751-759. 
[Wm . ] 
S N Y D E R , J O H N W I L L I A M . [ 1 8 8 5 - ] [ M . D . , 
Miami, Florida] 
1931 a.—Liver abscess <Soutli. Med. J., v. 34 (6), 
June, pp. 497-504, illus. [ f f - , ] 
S N Y D E R , L E S T E R L Y N N E . [1894- ] [Roy. On-
tario Mus. Zool.] 
1924 a.—Some details on the life  history and be-
havior of  Napxozapus insignis abietorum (Preble) 
<J. Mamm., v. 5 (4), Nov., pp. 233-237, figs. 
1-2. [Issued Nov. 15] [W*.] 
1935 a.—A study of  the sharp-tailed grouse CUniv. 
Toronto Studies, Biol. Ser. (40), 66 pp., illus., 
pis. [W».] 
S N Y D E R , R U D O L P H . [Sr. Vet., Asst. Chief  Interstate 
Inspect. Div. U. S. Bureau Animal Indust.] 
1942 a.—Cattle scab and its control <Yearbook 
Agrie., U. S. Dept. Agrie. (1942), pp. 588-592. 
[ W · . ] 
1943 a.—Diseases and parasites of  cattle. Cattle 
scab <Cattleman, v. 29 (10), Mar., pp. S3, 40-
42. [W*.] 
S N Y D E R , T H O M A S E L L I O T . [1885- ] [Bureau 
Entom.] 
1917 a.—Notes on horseflies  as a pest in Southern 
Florida <Proc. Entom. Soc. Wash., v. 18 (4), 
Dec., 1916, pp. 208-211. [Issued June 11] [W*.] 
S N Y D E R , T H O M A S E L L I O T ; a n d S H A N N O N , R A Y M O N D 
C O R B E T T . 
1919 a.—Notes on the insect fauna  of  bank swal-
lows' nests in Virginia <Proc. Entom. Soc. 
Wash., v. 21 (5), May, pp. 110-112. [W·.] 
S N Y D E R , T H O M A B L. [School Med. Vanderbilt Univ.] 
[See also Meleney, Henry Edmund; and Snyder, 
Thomas L. and Meleney, Henry Edmund; Frye, 
William W.; Leathers, Waller S.; and Snyder, 
Thomas L.] 
S N Y D E R , T H O M A S L . ; a n d M E L E N E Y , H E N R Y E D -
M U N D . 
1941 a.—The excystation of  Endamoeba histolytica 
in bacteriologically sterile media <Am. J. Trop. 
Med., v. 21 (1), Jan., pp. 63-73, pis. [W>.] 
1942 a.—Anaerobiosis and cholesterol as growth re-
quirements of  Endamoeba histolytica (Program 
and Abstr. 18. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., 
New York City, Dec. 28-30) < J. Parasitol., v. 28 
(6), Dec. Suppl., p. 11. [W·.] 
1943 a.—Anaerobiosis and cholesterol as growth re-
quirements of  Endamoeba histolytica <J . Para-
sitol., v. 29 (4), Aug., pp. 278-284. [№. ] 
1946 a.—Migration of  Endamoeba histolytica on 
solid media <J. Parasitol., v. 32 (4), Aug., pp. 
354-358. [W».] 
S N Y D E R , W A L L A C E C . [Rio, Wisconsin] 
1932 a.—Better pelt production <Am. Fur 
Breeder, v. 5 (3), Sept., pp. 4-5. [W».] 
1932 b.—Treating for  parasites <Fur Trade J. 
Canada, v. 10 (2), Oct., p. 3. [W'.] 
1933 a.—About silver fox  pups <Fur Trade J. 
Canada, v. 10 (9), May, pp. 4, 10. [W·.] 
1934 a.—Summer care of  fox  pups <Am. Fur 
Breeder, v. 6 (12), June, pp. 4-5. [Wv] 
S N Y D E R S , E D . 
1886 a.—Relation de quelques cas d'ankylostomasie 
(anémie pernicieuse) <Progrès Méd., an. 14, 2. 
е., v. 3 (6), Fév., pp. 105-106. [W»'.] 
SNYERS, J. [Dr., Asst. Clin. Chir. Univ. Liège] See 
Welsch, M.; and Snyers, J. 
SNYMAN, P. S. See de Kock Gilles van de Wall; and 
Snyman, P. S.; and Mönnig, Hermann Otto; and 
Snyman, P. S. 
So, KINZA. [Dept. Oda Clin. Int. Med., Fac. Med., 
Taihoku Imp. Univ., Taihoku, Japan] See Yoko-
gawa, Sadamu; Ro, Mantoku; Wakisaka, Kenzi; 
and So, Kinza. 
So, NANPIO. [Kinderklin., K. Univ. Taihoku] 
1938 a.—Zwei Fälle von Milben-Harn bei jungen 
Kindern [sie] [Japanese text; German summaryl 
<Taiwan Igakkwai Zasshi, Taihoku (403), v. 37 
(10), Oct., pp. 1530-1536 (pp. 30-36), illus. 
[W·.] 
SoAN, N G U Y E N H U T . See Nguyen Huy Soan. 
S O A R , C H A R L E S D . [ F . R . M . S . ] 
1899 a.—British freshwater  mites CScience-Gos-
sip, n. s. (56), v. 5, Jan., pp. 225-227, figs.  1-11; 
(57), Feb., pp. 265-267, figs.  12-18; (58), Mar., 
pp. 292-293, figs.  19-25; (59), Apr., pp. 327-330, 
figs.  26-36; (60), May, pp. 360-361, figs.  37-48; 
(61), v. 6, June, pp. 17-20, figs.  1-14; (62), July, 
pp. 44-45, figs.  1-8; (63), Aug., pp. 79-80, figs. 
1-8; (64), Sept., pp. 102-103, figs.  1 -5 ; (65), Oct., 
pp. 38-39, figs.  6-12; (66), Nov., pp. 177-178, 
figs.  1-8; (67), Dec., pp. 209-210, figs.  9, 1-3. 
[W·.] 
1900 a.—Idem [continued] Clbidem (68), v. 6. 
Jan., pp. 233-234, figs.  1-7; (69), Feb., pp. 260-
261, figs.  1-5; (70), Mar., pp. 302-303, figs.  1-6; 
(71), Apr., pp. 337-338, figs.  1-6; (72), May, pp. 
363-365, figs.  1-8; (73), v. 7, June, pp. 18-19, 
figs.  1-7; (74), July, pp. 48-49, figs.  1 -5 ; (75), 
Aug., pp. 84-86, figs.  1-9; (79), Dec., pp. 203-
204, figs.  1-3. [W°.j 
1901 a.—Idem [continued] Clbidem (87), v. 8, 
Aug., pp. 68-70, figs.  1-8. [W·.] 
1901 b.—Note on the occurrence of  larval water-
mites on various aquatic animals CJ. Quekett 
Micr. Club, 2. s. (48), v. 8, Apr., pp. 65-66, 1 fig. 
[W·", W«.] 
1903 a.—Note on the occurrence of  living hydrach-
nid larvse in the stomach of  a trout Clbidem 
(52), v. 8, Apr., pp. 463-464, figs.  1-4. [W·".] 
1913 a.—Gamasoidea CKnowledge (541), v. 36, 
n. s., v. 10 (8), Aug., pp. 311-312, figs.  340-342. 
[W·.] 
1915 a.—Ixodoidea (Banks) CKnowledge (564), 
v. 38, n. s., v. 12 (7), July, pp. 219-220. [W·.] 
1925 a.—Acarina as mites CWatson's Micr. Ree. 
(6), Sept., pp. 6-8. [W».] 
1926 a.—Acarina or mites. (Part III.) CWatson's 
Micr. Ree. (8), May, pp. 13-15, figs.  1-2. [W».] 
1926 b.—Acarina or mites. Part IV. (Conclusion) 
CWatson's Micr. Ree. (9), Sept., pp. 7-10, 2 
figs.  [Wa.] 
S O A R E S , T E R T U L I A N O L . 
1944 a.—Acerca dalguns problemas de assisténcia 
relativos aos trabalhadores indígenas de Africa 
С Africa Med., v. 10 (8-9), Aug.-Sept., pp. 165-
180. [Y»".] 
S O A R E S B R A N D À O , José (filho ). . [Eugenheiro Agro-
nom] 
1941 a.—Os nematóides e os meios usuais para o seu 
controle CBol. Min. Agrie. Rio de Janeiro, v. 30 
(7), July, pp. 9-15. [W».] 
1944 a.—Acêrca das parasitoses intestinale hu-
manas mais freqiientes  nos tropicos CAfrica 
Med., v. 10 (4), Apr., pp. 49-64. [Y a m . ] 
S O A R E S B R A N D Â O , W . (filho) 
1942 a.—Os parasites do craveiro CAgric. e Pecu-
aria (237), Dec., pp. 8-9. [W·.] 
S O A R E S F I L Q U E I R A , F R A N C I S C O A. [Dr. ; Chefe  Posto 
Endem. "Cia Expansäo Territorial", Estrada 
Rio-Säo Paulo, Rio de Janeiro] 
1938 a.—A aeçâo therapeutica da atebrina e plas-
mochina (a tepê) no tratamento da malaria 
CFolha Med., v. 19 (18), June 25, pp. 217-220. 
[W«".] 
S O A R E S F R A N C O , J. See Moniz Pereira, J.; Cunha, 
Amorini; and Soares Franco, J. 
S O A R E S H U N G R Í A , J . 
1923 a.—Kysto hydatico do epiploon gastrocolico 
[Abstract of  report before  Soc. Med. e Cir. S. 
Paulo, 3 Março] CBrazil-Med., v. 37 (11), 17 
Mar., pp. 153-154. [W»J 
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S O A R É S H U N G R Í A , J . — C o n t i n u e d , . 
1923 b.—Sobre um caso de kyst-o hydatico do epip-
loon gastro-colico. Observaçâo [Abstract of  re-
port & discussion read 1 Março] <Bol. Soc. Med. 
e Cirurg. S. Paulo, 3. s., v. 6 (1), Março, pp. 
1-2. [W-. ] 
1938 a.—Novello de Ascaris no choledoco. 
Choledocotomia. Cura [Abstract of  report 
before  Soc. Med. e Cirurg. S. Paulo, Oct. 19] 
<Ann. Paulist. Med. e Cirurg., v. 36 (6), Dec., 
p. 622. [W".] 
(1938 b).—Novello de Ascaris no choledoco. Chole-
docotomia. Cura. Apresentaçâo do doente 
<Bol. Soc. Med. e Cirurg. S. Paulo, v. 22, Oct.-
Dec., pp. 208-224. 
1939 a.—Um caso de obstruçâo do coledoco por 
ascarides lombricoide <Rev . Assoc. Paulist. 
Med., v. 14 (4), Apr., pp. 233-237, illus. [Wm.] 
1939 b.—Novello de Ascaris no choledoco, choledo-
cotomia. Cura. [Abstract of  report before 
Assoc. Paulist Med. e Cirurg., Nov. 10] <Ann. 
Paulist Med. e Cirurg., v. 37 (4), Apr., pp. 755-
7 5 6 . [ W P » . ] 
S O A R É S L Ô B O , J o A O . 
1943 a.—A inspecçâo veterinària nos matadouros 
<Rev . Med. Vet., Lisboa (306), v. 37, July-
Sept., pp. 245-253. [W·.] 
S O A R E S P E R E I R A , J O S É (jr.)  [Director Fazenda 
Modelo Criaçâo Paraná] 
1913 a .—"Do emprego das anilinas no tratamento 
das piroplasmoses do trypanblau <Rev. Vet. e 
Zootech., v. 3 (3), Junho, pp. 195-197. [Wv] 
SOBANJA. [Kgl . Amtsanwal t ] 
1887 a.—Die allgemeine Veterinär-Polizei in Preus-
sen mit erläuternden Anmerkungen übersichtlich 
geordnet, v i i+ 172 pp. Tarnowitz. [W m . ] 
S O B E K , S T A N I S L A W . 
1939 a.—Lekarz weterynarii a pasze (Der Tierarzt 
und die Futtermittelkunde) [German summary] 
<Przgl. Wet., v. 54 (1), Jan., pp. 1-14. [ f f · . ] 
S O B E L , I R W I N P . [ D r . ] 
1937 a.—A case of fatal trichinosis <Am. J. Dis. 
Child., v. 53 (1), pt. 1, Jan., pp. 251-252. [Wv] 
S O B E L , J A C O B . [M. D., -New York] 
1913 a.—Pediculosis capitis among school children 
< N . York Med. J. [etc.] (1818), v. 98 (14), Oct. 4, 
pp. 656-664. [W», Wm.] 
S O B E R A N O , R I B A S . See Monod, Robert; Kourilsky, 
Raoul; and Soberano, Ribas. 
S O B E B N H E I M , G E O B G . [1865- ] [Prof.  Dr. Bern] 
1907 a.—Spirillosen < Han db. Path. Mikroorgan-
ism. (Kolle u. Wassermann) (2), pp. 522-600, 
figs.  1-10, pis. 11-12. [W», Wm.] 
1913 a.—Geflügelspirochäte <Handb. Path. Mik-
roorganism. (Kolle u. Wassermann), 2. Aufl., 
v. 7, pp. 835-852, figs.  1-4. [Wv] 
1913 b.—Syphilisspirochäte. (Spirochaeta  pallida 
s. Treponema  pallidum Schaudinn) CHandb. 
Path. Mikroorganism. (Kolle u. Wassermann), 
2. Aufl., v. 7, pp. 745-834, figs.  1-4, pis. 1-4. 
[Wv] 
1923 a.—Lungenechinococcus [Abstract of  report 
before Med. Bezirksver., Bern-Stadt, 14 Dez., 
1922] <Schweiz. Med. Wchnschr., v. 53 (23), 7 
Juni, pp. 562-563. [Wm.] 
1927 a.—Syphilisspirochäte (Spirochaeta  pallida s. 
Treponema  pallidum Schaudinn) CHandb. Path. 
Mikoorganism. (Kolle u. Wassermann), 3. Aufl., 
Lief. 13, v. 7, pp. 31-154, fig.  1, pis. 1-7. [Wvj 
1930 a.—Geflügelspirochäte CHandb. Path. Mik-
roorganism. (Kolle u. Wassermann), 3. Aufl. 
Lief. 41 v. 7, pp. 691-716, figs.  1-5, 1 col. pl., 
figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
S O B E R N H E I M , G E O R G ; a n d L O E W E N T H A L , W A L D E M A R . 
1 9 * 3 . . &.—Spirochätenkrankheiten. Allgemeiner 
leil CHandb. Path. Mikroorganism. (Kolle u. 
Wa^rmann) , 2. Aufl., v. 7, pp. 723-744, figs. 
^^т^ .u* —Allgemeines über Spirochäten CHandb. 
Path. Mikroorganism. (Kolle u. Wassermann), 
•i. Aufl.,  Lief. 13, v. 7, pp. 1-30, figs.  1-10. [W* j 
S O B E R N H E I M , G E O R G ; a n d T O M A S C Z E W S K I , E G O N . 
1905 a. —Ueber Spirochete pallida С München. 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 52 (39), 26 Sept., pp. 1857-
1861. [Wa, Wm.] 
S O B E B O N Y P A B R A , G A L O . [Dr., Prof.  Parasitol., 
Univ. Mexico] 
1940 a.—La adrenalina en el tratamiento del palu-
dismo CGac. Med. Mexico, v. 70 (6), Dec., pp. 
581-586. [WP«.] 
1944 a.—Intradermo-reacción que puede ser util en 
el diagnóstico del paludismo CRev. Med. Trop, 
y Parasitol., Habana, v. 10 (2), Mar.-Apr., pp. 
26-28. [Wv] 
S O B E R Ó N Y P A R R A , G A L O ; a n d O R T I Z L O M B A B D I N I , 
M A B I A D E L C A B M E N . 
1947 a.—Los nuevos medicamentos antipalúdicos 
sintéticos С Medicina, Mexico (542), v. 27, Oct. 
25, pp. 457-468. [ f f - . ] 
S O B E R O N γ P A R R A , G A L O ; a n d P E L A E Z , D I O N I S I O . 
1946 a.—Producción nacional de medicamentos an-
tipaludicos CCiencia, México, v. 7 (7-8), pp. 
221-227. [Issued Nov. 15] [Wv] 
1948 a.—La nivaquina (sontoquina) en el trata-
miento de la giardiasis CCiencia, v. 9 (1-3), Dec. 
15, pp. 29-33. [Wa·] 
1949 a.—La nivaquina (sontoquina) en el trata-
miento de la giardiasis C Kuba, v. 5 (7-8), July-
Aug., pp. 110-113. [W».] 
SOBHY, G. [M. D., Kasr-El-Aini Hosp., Cairo] 
1932 a.—The effect  of  chronic amoebic infection  on 
the internal functions  of  the liver and the appli-
cation of  this knowledge in therapeutics CJ. 
Egypt. Med. Ass., v. 15 (1), Jan., pp. 23-27. 
[Wm.] 
S O B H Y , G . P . G . [ M . D . ] 
1938 a.—Remains of  ancient Egyptian medicine in 
modern domestic treatment CBull. Inst. Egypt. 
(1937-1938), v. 20 (1), pp. 9-18. [Wv] 
S O B H Y , (Bey)  M . [ D r . ] 
1922 a.—A case of  cyst of  the L. orbit of  a possible 
filarial  nature (Filaria bancrofti)  CBull. Ophth. 
Soc. Egypt., pp. 51-54. [Wm.] 
1928 a.—La bilharziose palpebro-conjonctivale 
С Ann. Ocul., v. 165 (9), Sept., pp. 675-684, 
illus., pis. [Wm.] 
1928 b.—Bilharziasis of  the conjunctiva CJ. Egypt. 
Med. Ass., v. 11 (1), Jan., pp. 12-15, illus., pis. 
[Wm . ] 
S O B I E V , А . Т . [Собиев, А . T . ] ; K O B Í X Z H N O V , V . P . ; 
a n d P I C H U G I N , L . M . 
1935 a.—Фасциола печеночная в легких круп-
ного рогатого скота (About the liver Fasciola 
in the lungs of  the black cattle) [Russian text; 
English summary] Clzvest. Vostochnosibirsk. 
Sel. Inst. (1), pp. 170-175. [Wv] 
SOBKY, M. [Dr., Khanka Malaria Research Station] 
1936 a.—Effect  of  anti-malaria drugs on malaria 
parasites. Preliminary note CJ. Egypt. Med. 
Ass., v. 19 (5), May, pp. 234-243. [Wm.] 
SOBKY, M. F. See Ilalawani, Ahmed E.; and Sobkv. 
M. F. 
SOBOLEV, А. А. [Соболев, Α . Α . ] [SeeaJso: Skrjabin, 
Konstantin Ivanovich ; Shikhobalova, Nadezhda 
P. ; and Sobolev, Α . Α . ] 
1937 a .—К гельминтофауне Blattidae СССР 
[Helminthofauna  of  Blattidae in the USSR] 
[Russian text] С Rabot. Gel'mint. (Skrjabin), 
pp. 663-670, illus., pis. [Wv] 
(1943 a) .—К перестройке системы нематод се-
мейства Acuariidae Seurat, 1913, в связи с 
обоснованием нового подсемейства Echinurii-
пае п. subf.  i нового рода Skrjabinoclava п. 
gen. (A revision of  the family  Acuariidae (Nema-
todes) with description of  the new subfamily 
Echinuriinae n. subf.  and new genus Skrjabino-
clava n. gen) [Russian text; English summary] 
CTrudy Gor'kovsk. Gosudarstv. Sel'sko-Kho-
ziâïstv. Inst., v. 4, pp. 285-302, pis. 
1943 a.—Idem. Reprint. pp. 285-302, pis. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
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SOBOLEV, A . A . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1943 b.—The trend of  evolution of  the nematode« 
of  the family  Acuariidae <Dokl. Akad. Nauk 
SSSR, v. 39, n. s., v. 11 (2), Apr., 20, pp. 76-79. 
[W*, W" . ] 
1943 c.—Trend of  evolution in trematodes of  the 
family  Philophthalmidae <Dokl. Akad. Nauk 
SSSR, n. s., an. 11, v. 40 (9), Sept. 30, pp. 378-
380. [W".] 
1948 a.—[Aprocta su(larikovi]  (In Skrjabin, К. I.; 
and Shikhobalova, N. P. Filariae of  animals and 
man. Moskva, pp. 356, 362-363, fig.  142.) 
[Wa.] 
S O B O L E V , Α . Α . ; a n d F E D O S E E V , S . D . 
1937 a.—Новые объекты для практического 
ознакомления с паразитическими червями 
[New specimens for  the practical identification 
of  parasitic worms] [Russian text] <Trudy 
Gor'kovsk. Gosudarstv. Pedagog. Inst., v. 1, 
pp. 134-140. [By.] 
S O B O L E V , Α . Α . ; M A S H K O V , V . V . ; a n d M A S H K O V , 
Ν . V. 
1939 a.—Новая трематода—Skrjabinomerus des-
mande η. gen., η. sp. [A new trematode, Skrja-
binomerus desmanae η. gen., η. sp.] [Russian 
text] < Trudy Gor'kovsk. Gosudarstv. Pedagog. 
Inst., v. 4, pp. 83-84, illus. [By.] [Aiso photo-
stat : Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1942 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Helminth. Abstr., v. 9 
(5), Mar., p. 163. [W».] 
S O B O L E V , Α . Α . ; a n d S U D A R I K O V , V . E . 
(1939 a).—Новые нематоды от скопы—Sexanso-
cara scrjabini η. gen., η. sp. и Contracoecum 
pandioni (Les nouveaux nematodes chez Pandion 
haliaëtus—Sexansocara Skrjabini n. gen., n. sp. 
et Contracoecum pandioni n. sp.) [Russian text; 
French summary] < Trudy Gor'kovsk. Gosu-
darstv. Sel'sko-Khoziaïstv. Inst., v. 3, pp. 97-
103, illus. 
1939 a.—Idem. Reprint. pp. 97-103, illus. 
[n.p.] [Lib. Schwartz] [Aiso photostat: Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
SOBOLEV, A . S. [ С о б о л е в , A . C . ] 
1935 a.—Ванна для борьбы со вшивостью сви-
ней. Экономика и организация борьбы [Baths 
for  the control of  lice on swine] [Russian text] 
<[Trudy] Sov. Izuch. Prirod. Resurs., Ser. Ka-
zak. (4), pp. 161-167, illus. (Vrediteli Sel'skokho-
zlàïstvennykh Zhivotnykh i Bor'ba s Nimi). 
[Wc.] 
1939 а.—Методика получения и исследования 
содержимого преджелудков крупного рога-
того скота [Methode des Ausheberns und der 
Untersuchung des Inhaltes der Vormägen des 
Rindes] [Russian text] < So vet. Vet., v. 16 (6), 
June, pp. 54-55. illus. [W m . ] 
1940 a—Idem [Abstract] <Jahresb. Vet.-Med., 
v. 66 (7-8), Mar. 21, p. 470. [Wa.] 
SOBOLEV, I . А . [ С о б о л е в , И . Α . ] 
1939 a.—Орджоникидзевская научно-исследова-
тельская ветеринарная опытная с т а н ц и я -
участник всесоюзной с.-х выставки [Veterinary 
research station in Píatigorsk] [Russian text] 
<Sovet. Vet., v. 16 (9), Sept., pp. 11-13. [Wa.] 
1942 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Vet. Bull. Imp. 
Bureau Animal Health, [Weybridge, Eng.], v. 12 
(9), Sept., p. 475. [Wa.] 
SOBOLEVA, Ν . I. [Соболева, Η . И.] [Moskva] 
1941 a.—Применение препарата " К " для 
борьбы с педикулезом [The use of К prepara-
tion against pediculosis] [Russian text] <Med . 
Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 10 (5-6), pp. 
576-580. [Wa.] 
1942 a.—Влияние антипедикулина " C K " на 
жизненные функции вшей [The influence  of 
antipediculin "SK" on the vital function  of  lice] 
[Russian text] <Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. 
Bolezni, v. 11 (1-2), pp. 91-93. [W- . ] 
1944 a.—Дифениламин и его гомологи как 
педикулоцидные импренанты [Diphenylamine 
and its homologs as pediculocide imprégnants] 
[Russian text] < Zhurnal Mikrobiol. (3), pp. 
71-72. [W".] 
SOBOLEVA, N . I . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1944 b.—-The influence  of  antipediculin " S K " on 
the vital functions  of  lice [Abstract of  1942 a] 
<Rev . Applied Entom., v. 32, s. В (1), Jan., p. 6. 
[Wa.] 
1944 с.—Изучение действия CK в практических 
условиях [The study of  SK-dust under practical 
conditions] [Russian text] < Zhurnal Mikro-
biol. (3), p. 68. [Wm.] 
1944 d.— Применение препарата К для борьбы 
с педикулезом [K-preparation in pediculosis 
control] [Russian text] < Zhurnal Mikrobiol. 
(3), pp. 64-66. [Wm.] 
S O B O L E V S K I Ï , G . V . 
(1908 a).—[The sleeping sickness; from personal 
observations and impressions in Coags and Bar-el 
Gazel] <Trudy i Protok. Imp. Kavkazsk. Med. 
Obsh., v. 45, pp. 113-131, 1 pi. [Wm . } 
SOBOTTA. [Rossarzt a. D. Ohlau] 
1880 a.—Paralyse der Zunge durch Finnen CThier-
arzt, Wetzlar, v. 19 (12), Dec., pp. 281-283. 
[Wm.] 
SOBOTTA, E . [Dr. , Berlin] 
1901 a.—Ueber Filaría sanguinis. Besprechung 
einiger neuerer Arbeiten <AUg. Med. Centr.-
Ztg., v. 70 (84), 19 Oct., p. 981. [ W m . ] 
1902 a.—Vergleich über die Wirksamkeit ver-
schiedener Bandwurmmittel nebst Versuchen das 
Ricinusöl bei der Bandwurincur theilweise durch 
andere Abführmittel  zu ersetzen <Therap. 
Monatsh., Berlin, v. 16 (8), Aug., pp. 407-411. 
[Wm.] 
1902 b.—Efficiency  of  anthelmintics [Abstract of 
1902 a] <Med. News, N. Y. (1551), v. 81 (14), 
Oct. 4, p. 654. [W», Wm, W°.] 
S O B R A , К . 
(1932 a).—Parasitologické vysetíení trusu ζ vi fat 
[Parasitological examination of  faeces  of  animals] 
<Kalendár Cs. Zvërolék. 
SOBRERO, L . R . [Ing.] 
1921 a.—La mosca brava. Manera de evitar los 
perjuicios que ocasiona entre los animales <Gac . 
Rural (172), v. 15, Nov., pp. 465, 467, 469, 471, 
473, illus. [Wpa.] 
1922 a.—La sarna del ganado lanar <Gac. Rural 
(179), v. 15, June, pp. 1237, 1239, 1241, 1243, 
1245. [Wpa.] 
S O B R I N H O , A L F R E D O S A N T O S O L I V E I R A . See Santos 
Oliveira Sobrinho, Alfredo. 
S O B R I N H O , O S W I N O P E N N A . See Penna Sobrinho, 
Oswino. 
S O B R I N O P A Z , A R T U R O . 
1925 a.—Gastrofilosis  equina y Gastrophilus duo-
denalis <Gac. Rural (214), v. 18, May, pp. 933, 
935, 937, 939, illus. [W».] 
SOCA, F. [Prof.  Montevideo] 
1922 a.—A propos d'un cas de polynévrite émé-
tinique suivie de mort <Bull. et Mém. Soc. Méd. 
Hôp. Paris, 3. s., v. 46, pp. 768-771. [Wm . ] 
S O C I E D A D R U R A L A R G E N T I N A . 
1944 a.—Contribuya al buen éxito de la campaña 
contra la sarna ovina y caprina <Chacra (165), 
v. 14, Julio, pp. 60, 69, illus. [Wa.] 
S O C I E T Y F O R T H E B I B L I O G R A P H Y O F N A T U R A L H I S -
T O R Y , L O N D O N . 
1936 a.—Bye-laws of  the Society for  the biblio-
graphy of  natural history. Founded in 1936. 
[v. p.] [Bungay, Suffolk]  [W·.] 
S O C T Y S , M . 
(1936 a).—Przyczynek do rozpoznawania wagrzycy 
miesa swin zapomoca odczynu stracania (pre-
cipitaeji) (Contribution à l'étude de la présence 
des cysticerques dans les muscles du porc au 
moyen de la réaction de précipitation) [German 
summary] <Przegl. Wet., v. 49 (7), pp. 393-
410. 
1936 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Bull. Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 34 (21), Nov. 15, p. 1051. [W·.] 
S O D E M A N , W I L L I A M A N T H O N Y . [1906- ] [M. D., 
Prof.  Prevent. Med. and Head Dept., School 
Med., Tulane Univ., New Orleans, Louisiana] 
[See also Pullen, Roscoe L.; Sodeman, William 
Anthony; and Felknor, George] 
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S O D E M A N , W I L L I A M A N T H O N Y — C o n t i n u e d . 
1948 a.—Emetine therapy in the presence of  heart 
disease < J . Lab. and Clin. Med., v. 33 (11), 
Nov., pp. 1457-1458. [Wv] 
1950 a —Clinieal picture of  hepatic amebiasis 
< A m . J. Trop. Med., v . 30 (2), Mar., pp. 141-
146. [Wv] 
S O D E M A N , W I L L I A M A N T H O N Y ; a n d L E W I S , B E N T O N 
O L I V E R . . . 
1945 a.—Amebic hepatitis < A m . J. Trop. Med., 
v . 25 (1), Jan., pp. 35-39. [Wv] 
1945 b.—Amebic hepatitis. Report of  thirty-three 
cases < J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 129 (2), Sept. 8, pp. 
99-104. [Wv] 
S O D E R B E B G , P . Μ . [ Β . Α . ] 
1945 a.—Insect pests and slatted floors  <Poultry 
Farmer, London (2941), v . 113, Nov. 2, p . 6, 
illus. [Wv] 
S O D E R O , G R E G O R I O . [Dr., Med. Vet. Presso Macello 
Pub. Napoli] 
1886 a.—Nuove ricerche sulla forma e struttura del 
cisticerco della cellulosa <Morgagni, Milano, v. 
28, pt. 1 (10), Ott., pp. 650-662, figs.  1-10. [ f f - . ] 
1889 a.—Dalla cirrosi ipertrofica  biliare per disto-
rnatosi all' adenoma biliare <Clin. Vet., Milano, 
v . 12, 2. s., v . 2 (11), 30 Nov., pp. 484-490, figs. 
1 -2 . [W" . ] 
1892 a.—-Sulle eisti da distomi epatici <Clin. Vet., 
Milano, v . 15 (11), Apr. 20, pp. 161-165. [Wv] 
S O D I N I , C A R L O S . See Palazzo, Rodolfo;  Massa, 
Daniel; and Sodini, Carlos. 
S O D R É , A N T O N I O A U G U S T O D E A Z E V E D O . See d e 
Azevedo Sodré, Antonio Augusto. 
S O D R É , A N T O N I O B A L T H A Z A R D E A B R E U . See d e 
Abreu Sodré, Antonio Balthazar. 
S O D R E , H A R O L D O A . [See also Monteiro de Barros, 
Oscar; Sodre, Haroldo Α . ; and Barbato, Eennio] 
S O D R E , H A R O L D O Α . ; a n d B A R B A T O , E E N N I O . 
1943 a .—O exame protológico na esquistosomiase 
monsoni; (polipo solitàrio do rato de natureza es-
quistosomótica) < R e v . Clin., S. Paulo, ν . 14 
(2), Aug., pp. 39-45. [ W v ] 
SOEDARSONO. [Gouvernementsarts. Wilhelmina-Zie-
kenhuis to Tanah Marah] 
1941 a.—Twee gevallen aangeboren malaria < G e n -
eesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 81 (49), Dec. 9, 
pp. 2656-2657. [W-v] 
S Ö D E R H J E L M , L A R S . 
1946 a.—Echinococcus hydatidosus hos ren (Rangifer 
tarandus) [English summary] <Skand. Vet.-
Tidskr., v . 36 (6), June, pp. 378-381. [Wv] 
S Ö D E R L U N D , H A N S . [ 1 8 7 6 - 1 9 4 0 ] [Vet.-Anat., Univ. 
Helsinki, Finnland] [For  biography and port, see 
Finsk Vet.-Tidskr., v. 41 (12), Dec. 1935, pp. 
2 5 3 - 2 5 6 ] [Wv] [For  necrology see Norsk Vet.-
Tidsskr., v . 5 3 ( 4 ) , Apr. 1 9 4 1 , pp. 1 1 4 - 1 1 5 ] [Wv] 
1923 a.—Bekämpandet av bromslarverna <Finsk. 
Vet.-Tidskr. (9), 29. Årg., p. 135. [Wv] 
S Ö D E R S T R Ö M , A D O L F . [ 1 8 8 8 - 1 9 2 9 ] [For  necrology, 
bibliography and port, see Zool. Bidrag Uppsala, 
v . 1 2 , 1 9 3 0 p p . 4 7 3 - 4 8 2 ] [ W v ] 
1925 a.—Kurze Bemerkung zur "Katastrophalen 
Metamorphose" der Polygordius-Larven <Zool . 
Anz., Leipzig, v. 6 4 ( 5 - 6 ) , 5 Okt., pp. 1 0 3 - 1 0 4 . 
[ W V ] 
SOEDIGDO, R . See Gonggrijp, L.; and Soedigdo, R. 
S O E D I R O , R A D E N N O T O . See Noto Soediro, Raden. 
S O E D O N O , R . 
1924 a.—Distomatosis, Trypanosomiasis en A m -
phistomatosis bij een jongen buffel <Nederl . -
Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v . 36 (6e), Dec., pp. 
414-415. [Wv] 
S O E D J O N O , R A D E N M A S . See Travaglino, P . H . M . ; 
and Soedjono, Raden Mas. 
SOEHNGEN. [Kr . -Th . ] 
1874 a.—Coenurusblase bei dem Rinde <Mit th . 
Thierärztl. Praxis Preuss. Staate (1872-73), v . 21, 
pp. 152-153. [Wv] 
S O E H N S , J . C . F . 
1906 a.—Surra bij den hond CVeeartsenijk. Blad. 
Nederl.-Indië, v. 18 (3), pp. 268-270. [Wv] 
" S O E K A B O E M I " 
1940 a .—De Studentenprijsvragen . . . [De fre-
quentie van Strongyloides infecties  bij den 
mensch in de С . Β . Ζ . te Batavia en de invloed 
dezer infectie  op de leucocyten formule der gein-
fecteerden]  <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, 
v . 80 (34), Aug. 20, pp. 2020-2030, illus. [W'v] 
S O E M A D I J O N O . See Kehrer, J . K . W . ; and Soemadi 
jono. 
v. S O E M M E R R I N G , S A M U E L T H O M A S [1755-1830] [For 
biography see München. Med. Wchnschr., ν . 77 
(10), Mar. 7, 1930, pp. 406-407] [Wv] 
1830 a.—Ueber einen Cysticercus cellulose im 
menschlichen Auge <Isis (Oken), v. 23 (7), pp. 
717-718. [Wv] 
S Ö N T G E N , K A R L J O H A N N . [Staatl. Vet.-Untersuch-
ungsamt, Frankfurt  a. M. ] 
1923 a.—Vibrio fetus als Ursache von seuchenhaf-
tem Verkalben < Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., 
v. 31 (47), 24 Nov., pp. 521-522. [Wv] 
1935 a.—Die Zuchtausfallschäden  im Regierungs-
bezirk Wiesbaden mit besonderer Berücksich-
tigung der Trichomonadeninfektion  <Tierärztl. 
Rundschau, v. 41 (20), 19 Mai, pp. 319-323. 
[Wv] 
1937 a.—Bekämpfung  der Deckinfektionen  beim 
Rinde <Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 45 
(42), Oct. 16, pp. 671-673. [Wv] 
1939 a.-—Zur Frage der Fuchstrichinose <Ztschr. 
Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v . 49 (17), June 1, pp. 334 -
336. [Wv] 
1943 a.—Die Bekämpfung  der Deekinfektionen  im 
Kriege <Berl . u. München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. 
(3-4), Jan. 22, pp. 18-20. [Wv] 
S O E R A D J I , M A S . See Mas Soeradji. 
S Ö R E N S E N , W I L L I A M . 
1908 a.—Hvorledes lever Larven af  Hypoderma 
bovis de Geer? Et Blad af  Videnskabens Historie 
i de to sidste Hundredaar <Entom. Tidskr., v . 29 
(2-3), pp. 65-116, illus. [Issued Sept. 26] [Wv] 
SOESILO, R . [Dr., Geneesk. Lab., Weltevreden] [See 
also Walch, Eduard Willem; and Soesilo, R.] 
1926 a.—The occurrence of  Spirillum muris, var. 
morsus muris, specific  cause of  rat-bite disease, 
in rats at Batavia < Mededeel. Dienst Volks-
gezondheid Nederl.-Indië, Foreign Ed., pp. 503-
509, 1 pi. tipped in. [Wv] 
1928 a .—De experimenteele ontvankelijkheid van 
Myz.  rossii voor malaria-infecties  <Geneesk. 
Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 68 (5), pp. 725-731. 
[W» . ] 
1934 a.—Een proefneming  met atebrin "te veide" 
(3e mededeeling) [English summary] <Geneesk. 
Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 74 (7), Mar. 27, pp. 
394-411. [Wm.] 
[1935 a].—Ervaringen met atebrin in de laatste 3 
jaren <Handel . 7. Nederl.-Indisch Natuurwe-
tensch. Cong. (Batavia, Oct. 23-26, 1935), pp. 
304-318. [Wv] 
S O E S I L O , R . ; a n d G I L B E R T , A . P H . W . 
1934 a.—Over causale prophylaxis en therapie met 
atebrin (tweede mededeeling) <Geneesk. Ti jd-
schr. Nederl.-Indis, v. 74 (5), Feb. 27, pp. 271-
273. [Wm.] 
1935 a.—Chinine- en atebrindistributie aan kin-
deren in chronisch endemisch malaria-gebied 
<Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 75 (24), 
Nov. 26, pp. 2017-2019. [Wm.] 
S O E S I L O , R . ; G I L B E R T , A . P . W . ; a n d B A G I N D O , Z A H A R 
G E L A R S O E T A N . 
1933 a.—Een en ander over malariaprophylaxe en 
Atebrin (eerste mededeeling) <Geneesk. Ti jd-
schr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 73 (3), Jan. 31, pp. 153-
170. [Wm.] 
SOETISNO, M . [Koepang ] 
1928 a.—Kwikzilverjoodkaluim [sic] tegen Piro-
plasmose. (Mededeeeling uit de praktijk) 
<Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 40 (4), 
Aug., pp. 321-326, 1 graph; German and English 
summaries, p. 326. [Wv] 
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SOETISNO, M . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1930 a.—Ervaringen omirent de behandeling van 
surra bij paarden met naganol en atoxvl 
<Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 42 (3), 
Juni, pp. 262-272; German and English sum-
maries, pp. 272-273. [Wa.) 
1933 a.—Surra bij een tapir (Tapirus  indicus) 
<Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 45 (1-2), 
Apr., pp. 126-128; German, French and English 
summaries, pp. 127-128. [\V A .J 
S O E T J A H J O , M . 
1936 a.—Een geval van pargonimiasis [English 
summary] <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, 
v. 76 (42), Oct. 20, pp. 2670-2672. [W-. ] 
SOETRISNO. [Gouv. Ind.-Arts, Namlea] 
1940 a.—De bevolking der Wae Apo-vlakte en de 
aldaar, voorkomende filariasis (Eiland Boeroe) 
<Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 80 (39), 
Sept. 24, pp. 2313-2330; (40), Oct. 1, pp. 2349-
2375, pl., maps. [W™.] 
S O E U K , M . 
(1933 a).—Un cas de bilharziose vésicale <Scalpel, 
Liege, v. 87 (16), pp. 570-574. 
SCEVES, I N G A . See Weinberg, Michel; and See ves, 
Inga. 
S O E W A D J I , P R A W I R O H A R D J O . [Batavia] [See also 
Sandground, Jack Henry; and Soewadji, Prawior-
hardjo] 
(1938 a).—Occurrence of  "protozoa-like" cells in 
the organs of  children in Batavia (capital of  Java 
and Netherland East Indies) <Nederl. Tijdschr. 
Geneesk., v. 82, Dec. 31, p. 6218. 
1939 a.—Infectieproeven  met Microfilaria  ban-
crofti  bij verschillende muskietensoorten in Bata-
via [English summary] <Geneesk. Tijdschr. 
Nederl.-Indië, v. 79 (27), July 4, pp. 1691-1705, 
pi. [Wm . ] 
1939 b.—Microfilariae  bancrofti;  wormen in de darm 
[Abstract of  report before Clin. Avond C. B. Z., 
Batavia-C, May 4] <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-
Indië, v. 79 (35), Aug. 29, p. 4028. [Wm.J 
1940 a.—Occurrence of  "Protozoa-like" cells in the 
organs of  children in Batavia (Capital of  Java and 
Netherland East Indies) [Abstract of  1938 a] 
<Am. J. Dis. Child., v. 59 (2), Feb., p. 396. 
[W».] 
S O E W A N D I , R A D E N . [Asst. Prosector] [See also 
Bonne, C.; and Soewandi, Raden] 
1929 a.—Bartonella mûris en de infectieuze  ratten-
anaemie von Lauda <Geneesk. Tijdschr. 
Nederl.-Indië, v. 69 (12), pp. 1149-1161, pi. 
[W«.] 
1930 a.—4 gevallen van Lamblia in dysenterische 
ontlasting, kort na elkaar waargenomen <Gen-
eesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 70 (11), pp. 
1116-1117. [W-. ] 
S O F E R , L . [ D r . ] 
1907 a.—Die Bekämpfung  der Malaria in Oester-
reich CCentralbl. Innere Med., v. 28 (45), 9 
Nov., pp. 1113-1119. [W™.] 
1908 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Hyg. Rundschau, v. 
18 (24), 15 Dec., pp. 1462-1463. [W», ff».] 
1908 b.—Ueber die Uebertragung von Krankheiten 
durch Insekten <Therap. Monatsh., v. 22 (4), 
Apr., pp. 192-197. [W^.] 
SOFFIEF, M . S. See Sofiev, M . S. 
S O F I A . 
(1844 a).—Tenia. Osser. med. 
S O F I A , F I L I P P O . 
1947 a.—Attività del laboratorio dal 15 Aprile 1940 
al 15 Marzo 1945 <Boll. Soc. Ital. Med. e Ig. 
Trop., v. 7 (3-4), pp. 284-302. [Wm . ] 
1950 a.—Su un raro caso di localizzazione cerebrale 
dello Schistosoma mansoni in un ragazzo eritreo 
[French, English and German summaries] <Acta 
Med. Ital., v. 5 (1), Jan., pp. 13-16. [W"J 
S O F I A , F I L I P P O ; a n d C I A R A V I N O , E G I D I O . 
1944 a.—Inchiesta coprologica sui nativi dell'-
Eritrea [English summary] <Boll. Soc. Ital. 
Med. e Ig. Trop. v. 4 (5-6), pp. 785-802. [Wm . ] 
S O F I E F F . See Sofiev. 
SOFIEV, M. S. [Софиев, M. C.l [Tashkent] [See 
also Khodukin, N. I.; and Sofiev, M. S.; and 
Khodukin, N. I.; Sofiev, M. S.; and Kevorkov, 
N. P.; and Khodukin, N. I.; Sofiev, M. S.; 
Shevchenko, F. I.; and Radsivilovskii, G. L.; 
and Shevchenko, F. I.; and Sofiev, M. S.] 
(1927 a).—Ueber Duodenitis bei Darm-Lambliose 
[Russian text] <Med. Mysl Uzbekistana, v. 1 
(3-4), pp. 28-30, 2 figs.;  German summary, p. 
228. 
1927 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 
24 (11), Nov., p. 871. [W».] 
(1929 a).—Ornithodorus lahoriensis (Neumann, 
1908) in Usbequistan [Russian text] <Med . 
Mysl Uzbekistana, (2-3), Nov.-Dec., pp. 18-21, 
2 figs.;  German summary, p. 146. 
1930 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 27 
(11), Nov., p. 924. [W».] 
1941 a.—Новый вид спирохет типа рекурренс 
Sp. latyschewi sp. n. [Spirochaeta  latyshewi 
sp. n. of  the recurrens group] [Russian text] 
<Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 10 
(2), pp. 267-271. [W·".] 
S O F I E V , M . S . ; a n d L E Ï T M A N , Μ . Ζ . 
1946 a.—О возможности передач спирохет вши-
вого возвратного тифа клещами и спирохет 
клещевой возвратной лихорадки вшами (On 
the possibility of  transmission of  spirochetae 
in tick borne recurrent typhus by ticks and of 
spirochetae of  tick borne recurrent fever  by lice) 
[Russian text] <Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. 
Bolezni, v. 15 (5), pp. 81-84. [Wa.] 
1947 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 44 
(10), Oct., pp. 906-907. [W".] 
S O F I E V , M . S . ; a n d L E O N O V A , N . A . 
1945 a.—Новые данные о резервуарах вируса 
клещевого рекурренса в Узбекской ССР (Some 
new data on the reservoirs of  the virus of  the 
tick recurrent fever  in the Uzbek Soviet Socialist 
Republic) [Russian text] <Med. Parazitol. i 
Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 14 (3), pp. 60-65. [Wa .] 
S O F I E V , M . S . ; a n d O K H R I M E N K O , D . L . 
(1936 a).—On the reservoir of  the virus of  tick-fever 
<Parasitol. Symposium Uzbekistan, v. 1, p. 180. 
1938 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 35 
(2), Feb., p. 135. [Wa.] 
S O F I E V , M . S . ; a n d S H E V C H E N K O , F . I . 
1929 a.—О выживаемости L. canis в пищевари-
тельном тракте Phlebotom. papatasii (Scop.) 
(La vitalité de la L. canis dans l'appareil digéstif 
du Phlebotomus papatassii (Scop.) [Russian 
text] <Med. Mysl Uzbekistana, v. 3 (5), Feb., 
pp. 48-55, pl.; French summary, p. 100. [Ch°.j 
(1934 a).—On the identity of  the causative agents 
of  cutaneous and visceral canine leishmaniases 
[Russian text] CTrudy Leningrad. Inst. Epi-
demiol. i Bakteriol. Pastera, v. 1, pp. 150-153. 
1936 a—Idem [Abstract] <Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 33 
(7), July, p. 507. [Wa.] 
SOFIEW. See Sofiev. 
S O F O T E R O V , S . 
1909 a.—Случай эхинококка запузырной об-
ласти [A case of  Echinococcosus of  the post-
bladder region] [Russian text] <Khirurgifa, 
v. 25, pp. 149-159. [Wm . ] 
SOFRONOVICH, R. A. See Yakimov, Vasiliï Lariono-
vich; and Sofronovich,  R. A. 
S O F U K O , K . 
1941 a.—[Chemical nature of  quinine. Report No. 
6. Two or three results showing its minute ioniz-
ation and change to a neutral brown color within 
the internal organs] [Japanese text] < Folia 
Pharmacol. Japon., v. 31 (2), Feb. 20, pp. 146-
147. [Y u m . ] 
SOGA. [Colon. Vet. Surg., Cape of  Good Hope] [See 
also Borthwick, John Dowie; Soga; and Hutch-
eon, Duncan] 
1891 a.—Wire-worm in sheep <Agrie. J., Cape 
Town, v. 3 (19), Apr. 9, p. 181. [W».] 
SOGA, A. R . B. See M'Leod, J. W.; and Soga, A. R. B. 
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SOOEMEIER, EBERHARD. [Dr . M e d . , San M a t e o , Cal i -
fornia] 
1938 a.—Ueber eine neue Behandlung der Trichi-
nose mit Kalzium <München. Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 85 (18), May 6, pp. 669-671. [Wv] 
S O G L I O , G . G I O V A N O L I . 
1905 a.—Die Finnenkrankheit beim Rinde in 
Italien <Schweiz.-Arch. Tierh., v. 47 (4), Juli-
Aug., pp. 198-203. [W·, W m . ] 
1907 a.—Der Echinococcus d b i d e m , v. 49 (3), 
Mai-Juni, pp. 199-203. [W\ W'".] 
1907 b.—Echinococcus beim Pferde [Abstract of 
1907 a] cTierärztl. Centralbl., ν. 30 (28), 1 Oct., 
p. 461. [W", W"».] 
1908 a.—Plötzlicher Tod eines Hundes infolge  Plat-
zen einer Hülsewurmblase im rechten Herzen 
< Schweiz .-Arch. Thierh., v. 50 (6), Nov.-Dec., 
pp. 413-415. [W», W·».] 
1909 a.—Mort subite d'un chien par déchirure 
d'une vésicule d'échinocoque dans le cœur droit 
[Abstract of  1908 a] <Ann. Méd. Vét., v. 58 
(7), Juillet, p. 406. [W·, W - . ] 
SOGRAF, N. See Zograf,  Nikolaï Iur'evich. 
SOHIER, H. See Roques, P.; and Sohier, H. 
SOHIER, R. [See also Hugonot, G.; and Sohier, R.] 
1947 a.—Un nouveau produit stibié, l'antimoniate 
de N méthyl-glucamine (2,168 R.P.) pour le 
traitement de la leishmaniose viscérale < J. Méd. 
Lyon (664), v. 28, Sept. 5, pp. 629-634. [W·.] 
S O H I E R , R . ; G R E G O I B E , J . ; a n d R A N C , A . 
1948 a.—Traitement du paludisme à Pl.  vivax par le 
dichlorhydrate de methyl 3 (diethyl amino-pen-
tyl amino-4-chloro-7-quinoléine (3038 R.P. ou 
nivaquine C) et le sulfate  neutre de (diethyl 
amino pentyl) amino-4-chloro-7-quinoléine (3377 
R. P. ou nivaquine B) <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., 
v. 41 (7-8), pp. 482-485. [W».] 
S O H I E B , R . ; G B É G O I B E , J . ; V I O L E T T E , F . ; a n d P O I R E R , A . 
1948 a.—La réaction au thymol de Mac Lagan au 
cours du paludisme et de l'amibiase <Bull. Soc. 
Path. Exot., v. 41 (5-6), pp. 371-372. [W*.] 
S O H I E R , R . ; a n d J A O L M E S , C H . 
1939 a.—;Etude d'un procède simple de coloration 
des amibes par l'hématoxyline phosphotungstique 
<Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 32 (1), pp. 25-28, pl. 
[Wv] 
v. S O H L E R N , F R H R . [Dr., Stuttgart] 
1921 a.-—Zu dem Artikel "Spulwürmer in der 
Praxis" von Dr. Schlott möchte ich noch folgen-
den kleinen Beitrag geben <Med. Kor.-Bl. Würt-
temberg, v. 91 (24), June 11, p. 95. [W-v] 
SOHNLE. [Asst., Veterinärklinik, Univ. Leipzig] 
1891 a.—Ueber den Russ der Ferkel CRepert·. 
Thierh., v. 52 (3), pp. 73-77. [Wm.] 
S O H N S , J O H A N N E S C H R I S T I A A N F R E D E R I K . [1877-
1923?] [See also Breedveld, I., 1918 a; and Smit, 
H. J.; and Sohns, Johannes Christiaan Frederik] 
1907 a.—Draaiziekte. (Penjakit moebeng) 
CVeeartsenijk. Blad. Nederl.-Indië, Deel 19 
(6), pp. 463-481. [Wv] 
1910 a.—Acarus-schurft  bij het rund CVeeart-
senijk. Blad. Nederl.-Indië, Deel 22 (1-2), pp. 
46-47. [W1.] 
1914 a.-—Distomatose bij cavia en konijn CVeeart-
senijk. Blad. Nederl.-Indië, Deel 26 (6), pp. 549-
556. [Wv] 
1914 b.—Distomatose bij cavia en konijn CVeeart-
senijk. Mededeel. Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-
Indië (14), 8 pp. [Wv] 
1918 a.—Hoenderspirochaetose in Nederlandsch-
Indië CNederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 30 
(6), pp. 578-591, 1 pi. [Wv] 
1918 b.—Microbabesia divergeas in Nederlandsch-
Indië <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 30 
(5), pp. 385-459, pis. 1-3. [Wv] 
1918 c.—Microbabesia  divergens in Nederlandsch-
Indië CVeeartsenijk. Mededeel. (28) Dept. 
Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, 75 pp., pis. [Wvj 
S O H N S , J O H A N N E S C H R I S T I A A N F R E D E R I K — C o n t . 
1918 d.—Tekenbestrijding CVeeartsenijk. Mede-
deel. (26), Dept. Landbouw Nederl.-Indië, 15 
pp., pl. [Wv] 
1918 e.—Veeartsenijkundige mededeelingen van 
het departement van landbouw, nijverheid en 
handel no. X X V I CNederl.-Ind. Blad. Dier-
geneesk., v. 30 (1), pp. 4-18, pi. [Wv] 
1919 a.—Enting tegen texaskoorts CNederl.-Ind. 
Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 31 (1), pp. 24-31. [Wv] 
SOÏNOVA, Т . А . [ С о й н о в а , Т . Α . ] 
1936 a.—К вопросу о резекции печени при 
эхинококке [Zur Frage Leberresektion beim 
Echinokokkus] [Russian text] CSovet. Khir., 
v. 6 (8), pp. 259-265. [Wv] 
S O K A L , J O S E P H E . 
1950 a.—Treatment of  intolerance to quinacrine 
CU. S. Armed Forces Med. J., v. 1 (10), Oct., 
pp. 1167-1170. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S O K H E T , S A H I B S I N G H . [Lt.-Col., I. M. S . , Director, 
Haffkine  Inst.] 
1939 a.—Department of  pharmacology CRep. 
Haffkine  Inst. (1938), pp. 18-20. [Wv] 
1939 b.—Epidemiology of  plague . . . C. Examina-
tion of  rate from steamers in the Bombay har-
bour and from other places CRep. Haffkine 
Inst. (1938), p. 18. [Wv] 
S O K H E Y , S A H I B S I N G H ; C H I T B E , G . D . ; a n d G O K H A L E , 
S . K . 
1939 a.—The relative value of  some proprietary 
cyanide preparations for  the extermination of 
rats and fleas  as a plague-preventive measure 
Clndian J. Med. Research, v. 27 (2), Oct., pp. 
389-407. [Wv] 
SOKOLA, D. [Asist., Med. Klin. Vet. Fak. Univ. Za-
greb] 
1934 a.—Crvi nametnici u probavnom traktu pasa 
u Zagrebu [Parasitic worms in the digestive 
tract of  the dog in Zagreb] [Croation text] CJu-
goslov. Vet. Glasnik, v. 14 (5), Maj, pp. 229-232. 
[Wv] 
1934 b — Dehelmintiziranje pasa od crijevnih 
nametnika peranalnim ispiranjem crijeva [Treat-
ment of  dogs for  intestinal parasites by intestinal 
lavage] [Croatian text] CJugoslov. Vet. Glas-
nik, v. 14 (4), Apr., pp. 176-180. [Wv] 
1934 c.—Lijeéenje helmintijaza kod konja sa car-
boneum tetrachloratum [Treatment of  hel-
minthiasis in horses with carbon tetrachloride] 
[Croatian text] CJugoslov. Vet. Glasnik, v. 14 
(2), Feb., pp. 45-49; German summary, p. 49. 
[Wv] 
1935 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Terapia dell'elmintiasi 
nei cavalli col tetracloruro di carbonio) < N . 
Ercolani, v. 40 (12), Dee., p. 582. [Wv] 
1938 a.—Uzgojne bolesti u nasem stoéarstvu i 
njihovo sugbijanje. Predavanje odriano na god. 
Zboru u Novom Sadu CJugoslov. Vet. Glasnik, 
v. 18 (1), Jan., pp. 11-19. [Wv] 
S O K O L I C , A N T E . 
1947 a.—Suga konja i ovaca; metoda leöenja i novi 
naöin suzbijanja [Equine and ovine scabies; 
Treatment and control] [Serbian text] CJugo-
slov. Vet. Glasnik, v. 1 (4-5), Apr.-May, pp. 172-
190, illus. [Wv] 
S O K O L O F F , B O B I S . ' [M. D., Ph. D., New York, N. Y.] 
1945 a.—A new aspect in treatment of  amebiasis 
CRev. Gastroenterol., v. 12 (6), Nov.-Dec., pp. 
425-435. [Wm.] 
S o KOLOFF, B O B I S . 2 
1948 a.—Coccidiosis in chickens again discussed 
CFlorida Poultryman, v. 14 (4), Apr., pp. 6, 
8-9. [Wv] 
S O K O L O F F , B O R I S . 3 See Sokolov, Boris F. 
S O K O L O F F , D E M E T R I O . [Lab. Parasitol. Escuela Nac. 
Cien. Biol., México, D. F.] [See also Caballero 
у С., Eduardo; and Sokoloff,  Demetrio] 
1933 a.—Algunas nuevas formas  de flagelados  del 
valle de México CAn. Inst. Biol., Univ. Nac. 
México, v. 4 (3-4), pp. 197 -206, figs.  1-8. [Wvj 
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S O K O L O F F , D E M E T R I O ; a n d C A B A L L E R O У С . , E D -
U A R D O . 
1932 a.—Una nueva especie de trematodo parasite 
del intestino del manati, Schizamphistoma manatí 
sp. n. <An. Inst. Biol., Univ. Nac. México, ν. 3 
(2), pp. 163-167, figs.  1-5. [Publicado en Junio] 
[W·.] 
1933 a.—El metodo de Gross aplicado al estudio de 
la membrana de Sarcocystis <An. Inst. Biol., 
Univ. Nac. México, ν . 4 (2), pp. 145-147, figs. 
1-2. [W».] 
1933 b.—Primera contribución al conocimiento de 
los parásitos de Rana montezumae. (Trematoda) 
<An. Inst. Biol. Univ. Nac. México, v. 4 (1), pp. 
15-21, figs.  1-7. [W».] 
S O K O L O F F , D E M E T R I O ; a n d M O O S E R , O S W A L D O . 
1941 a.—Breve estudio de los principales elementos 
de la sangre de la culebra de agua (Thamnophis 
megalops) y de su parásito, Haemogregarina  tham-
nophium Sokoloff & Mooser [English and Ger-
man summaries) <An. Escuela Nac. Cien. Biol. 
(1940), v. 2 (2-3), pp. 273-282, pis. [W».] 
1943 a.—Nueva Hemogregarina de la sangre de 
Ctenosaura pedinata: Haemogregarina  ctenosaurae 
sp. nov. [English summary] <An. Escuela Nac. 
Cien. Biol., México, v. 3 (1-2), Dec. 25, pp. 119-
126, illus. [W·.] 
SOKOLOV, B. D. [Соколов, Б. Д.] [See also Khei-
fets, Α . ; and Sokolov, B. D.; and Kurchatov, 
V. I.; and Sokolov, B. D.; and Kurchatov, 
V. I.; Sokolov, B. D. ; and Matveev, Μ . Α . ; 
and Yakimov, Vasilil Larionovitch; and Sokolov, 
B. D.] 
1938 a.—Химио-профилактическое применение 
^
лавакридина при пироплазмозах овец 
Chemical-prophylactic use of  flavakridin  in 
ovine piroplasmosis] [Russian text] <Sovet. 
Vet. (1), Jan., pp. 42-45. [W>.] 
S O K O L O V , B O H I S F . 
1911 a.-—Liste des grégarines décrites depuis 1899 
<Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 38 (11-12), 5 Sept., pp. 
277-295. [W*.] 
1911 b.—Liste des grégarines décrites depuis 1899 a 
<ZooI. Anz., Leipzig, v. 38 (11-12), 5. Sept., pp. 
304-314. [W».] 
1912 a.—Къ физюлогш прост-Ьйшихъ. (Д'Ьйств1е 
индукщоннаго электрическаго тока на гре-
гаринъ). (Zur Physiologie der Protozoa. Ueber 
die Einwirkung des elektrischen Induktions-
stromes auf  die Gregaiinen) [Russian text] 
CTrudy Imp. S.-Peterburg. Obsh. Estestvois., 
Vypusk 1: Protok. Zasiad., v. 43 (1), fan.,  pp. 
28-39, figs.  1-2; German summary, p. 42. 
[Issued 12 Mar.] [Wa.] 
1912 b.—Studien über Physiologie der Gregarinen 
<Arch. Protistenk., v. 27 (3), 15 Nov., pp. 260-
314, figs.  1-11, 3 Charts. [W>.] 
1913 a.—-Cystobia intestinalis nov. sp. <Arch. Pro-
tistenk., v. 32 (2), 11 Dec., pp. 221-228, figs.  1-2, 
pl. 9, figs.  1-10. [W».] 
1921 a.—Sur la question de l'absorption chez les 
protozoaires. La membrane d'Overton CCompt. 
Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 85 (36), 10 Déc., pp. 
1102-1103. [W«.] 
1922 a.—Le noyau est-il indispensable à la régéné-
ration des protozoaires? <Compt. Rend. Soc. 
Biol., Paris, v. 87 (36), 2 Déc., pp. 1144-1147, 
1 fig. [Wa.] 
1923 a.—Etudes sur la biologie des protozoaires 
<Arch. Biol., Gand, v. 33 (3), pp. 431-492, illus., 
pl. [Wn>.] 
1924 a.—Das Regenerationsproblem bei Protozoen 
<Arch. Protistenk., v. 47 (2), 20 März, pp. 143-
252, figs. Α -S, pis. 8-9, figs.  1-20. [W».] 
S O K O L O V , D . F . [Соколовъ, Д . Φ . ] 
1901 a.—Кь вопросу ожизнеспособности balan-
tidii coli [Viability of  Balantidium coli] [Rus-
sian text] <Russk. Med. Vestnik, v. 3 (22), 
pp. 17-24. [W">.] 
S O K O L O V , D M . А . [ С О К О Л О В , Д М . Α . ] 
1894 a.—Случай эхинококка печени у 7-л Ьтней 
д-Ьвочки [A case of  echinococcosis of  liver in 
a seven year old girl] [Russian text] < Trudy 
Obsh. Diêtsk. Vrach., S.-Peterburg, v. 8, pp. 
105-111. [W">.] 
S O K O L O V , £ À . N . [Соколов, Я . Η . ] 
1895 а.—Червячекъ д-Ьлающш ходы въ коши-
цевомъ (эпидермоидальномъ) сло+. кожи че-
ловека [Creeping eruption in man] [Russian 
text] <Vrach, S.-Peterburg, v. 16 (52), Dec. 28, 
pp. 1456-1457, illus. [W m . ] 
S O K O L O V , I V A N I . [Соколов, Иван И.] [See also 
Yakimov, Vasilil Larionovich; Sokolov, Ivan I.; 
and_ Rastegaeva, Ekaterina Fedorovna; and 
Yakimov, Vasilil Larionovich; and Sokolov, Ivan 
I.; and Yakimov, Vasiliï Larionovich; Sokolov, 
Ivan I.; and Machul'skil, S. N.] 
1933 a.—Guide to the literature on reindeer in-
dustry composed for  the years 1700-1931 
< So vet. Olenevod., v. 3 (3), 88, [4] pp. [W».] 
1934 a.—Untersuchungen über die Spermatogenese 
bei den Arachniden. V. Ueber die Spermato-
genese der Parasitidae ( = Gamasidae, Acari) 
<Ztschr. Zellforsch,  u. Mikr. Anat., v. 21 (1), 
11 Mai, pp. 42-109, figs.  l -8c , pis. 2-6, figs.  1 -
140. [W».] 
1945 a.—О кариологических особенностях не-
которых видов клещей в связи с вопросом 
определения поля у клещей (Karyological 
study of some acari and the problem of  sex de-
termination in the group) [Russian text ; English 
summary] <Izvest. Akad. Nauk SSSR, Ser. 
Biol. (6), pp. 654-663, illus. [W*.] 
S O K O L O V , I W A N . 
1908 a.—Zur Kenntnis der phagocytären Organe 
von Scorpio indicus <Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 33 
(15), 13 Oct., pp. 497-503, figs.  1-8. [W», W» . ] 
SOKOLOV, M . I . [ С о к о л о в , M . И . ] 
1938 a.—К вопросу о глистной непроходимости 
[Au sujet de l'occlusion par vers intestinaux] 
[Russian text] <Khirurgiiâ (5), pp. 137-138. 
[W- . ] 
S O K O L O V , N . A . 
1892 a.—[Cases of Echinococcus disease] [Russian 
text] CKhir. Vestnik, v. 8, Aug., pp. 930-941, 
1 fig. [W- . ] 
1893 a.·—Случай множественна го эхинококка 
брюшной полости [A case of  multiple echino-
coccosis of  the peritoneal cavity] [Russian text] 
CKhir. Vestnik, v. 9, Sept., pp. 988-994. [Wm . ) 
S O K O L O V , N. P. [Соколов, H. II.]; and R A M A -
Z A N O V , S . 
1935 a.—Влияние тиреолизата и гипофизолг-
зата на рост и развитие Musca  domestica и 
Lucilia sericata (The influence  of  the thyraeoli-
sate and hypophysolisate upon the growth and 
the development of Musca  domestica and Lucilia 
sericata) [Russian text] <Bf01.  Uzbek. Inst. 
Eksper. Med. (2), pp. 23-30; English summary, 
p. 49. [W®.] 
SOKOLOV, P . [ С о к о л о в , I I . ] 
1900 a.—Некоторые иаъ мало иаученныхъ жи-
вотныхъ паразитовъ человека на Дальнемъ 
ВостокЬ [Quelques parasites d'homme peu 
étudiés de l'Asie orientale] [Russian text] 
<Russk. Arkh. Patol., Klin. Med. i Bakteriol., 
v. 9, pp. 523-530, pl. [W->.] 
S O K O L O V , V . 
1882 a.—Sluchaï nakhozhdeniia Filaria immitis 
Leydy v serdtsie sobaki <Trudy Obsh. Ispytetel. 
Prirody Imp. Kharkov. Univ. (1881), v. 15, 
prilozh., pp. xxi-xxiii. [W®.] 
SOKOLOVA, E. V. See Shikhobalova, Nadezhda P.; 
and Sokolova, E. V. 
SOKOLOVA, L. N. See Skvortsov, Anatoliï Aleksee-
vich; Sokolova, L. N.; and Talyzin, F. F. 
SOKOLOVA-ANDRONOVA, E. V. See Andronova, Elena 
Viâchesla vo vna. 
V O N S O K O L O V S K I , A L F R E D . [Dr. Med., Primararzt, 
Hospital Heil. Geist, Warschau] 
1906 a.—Klinik der Brustkrankheiten, v. 1, 667 
pp. Berlin. [W»'.] 
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SOK.OLOV8K.IÏ, N . А . [ С о к о л о в с к и й , H . A.J 
1888 a.—Роль nematodes въ судебно-медицин-
ской казуистик. Экспертиза по д-Ьлу Максима 
Харченко. [Rôle of  nematodes in medico-legal 
reporte. Expert testimony in the case of  Maxim 
Knarchenko] [Russian text] <Russk. Med., v. 
13 (26), 10 Iffll.,  pp. 415-416. [ f f · . ] 
SOKOLOVSKIÏ, V . [ С о к о л о в с к и й , В . ] 
1933 a.—Трансдуоденальное изгнание глист хи-
нином [Transduodenal expulsion of  cestodes 
with quinine] [Russian text] <Voenno-Med. 
Zhurnal, Leningrad [Organ Voenno-Med. 
Akad.], v. 4 (4), pp. 274-276. [ f f · . ] 
1934 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 31 
(11), Nov., pp. 781-782. [Wv] 
S O K O L O V S K I Ï , V . A . 
(1935 a).—X-ray treatment of  demodectic mange 
in dogs [Russian text; English summary] 
<Zbirn. Prats. Kharkivsk. Vet. Inst., v. 17 (2), 
pp. 66-81. 
SOKOLOVSKIÏ, V . P . [ С о к о л о в с к и й , В . П . ] 
1927 a.—-Об  изменении состава крови при 
глистной инвазии [Changes in the blood from 
helminthiasis] [Russian text] <Vrach. Gaz., 
v. 31 (7), Apr. 15, col. 505-508. [W'v] 
S O K O L O V S K T , A L E X A N D E R . 
1903 a.—Der Körperbau thierischer Parasiten in 
Beziehung zu ihrer Lebensweise < Prometheus 
(726), v. 14 (50), 9 Sept., pp. 785-788, figs.  582-
587. [Wv] 
S O K O L O W S K I , W . 
1948 a.—Die Trichomoniasis der Bullen und Aus-
sichten ihrer Behandlung [Abstract of  report 
before  1. Congr. Internaz. Fis.-Patol. Riprod. 
Animale e Fécond. Artif.]  <Zootecn. e Vet., v. 3 
(6), June, p. 43. [Wv] 
1948 b.—Ueber die Diagnose der Trichomoniasis 
des Rindes und ihre Bekämpfung  mit besonderer 
Berücksichtigung des Chloramins <Tierärztl. 
Umschau, v. 3 (13-14), July, pp. 201-206. [Wv] 
S O K O L O W S K Y . See also Sokolovski and Sokolovskiï· 
S O K O L O W S K Y , A L E X A N D E R . [Dr., Hamburg] 
1919 a.—Beobachtungen über den Rehhaarling 
< Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 27 (28), 12 
Juli, pp. 280-281, 1 fig. [Wv] 
1929 a.—Beobachtungen über einen südameri-
kanischen Saugfloh < Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v. 37 (6), 9 Feb., pp. 88-89, 1 fig. [Wv] 
1929 b.—Menagerietiere: Krankheiten der in Ge-
fangenschaft  lebenden wilden Tiere CTierheilk. 
u. Tierzucht (Stäng u. Wirth), Lief. 31, v. 7, pp. 
65-81, figs.  23-26. [W».] 
S O K O L O W S K Y J , W . ; a n d S C H L I N G E N , Z T . 
1948 a.—Ueber die Diagnose der Trichomoniasis 
des Rindes und ihre Bekämpfung  mit besonderer 
Berücksichtigung des Chloramins <Tierärztl. 
Umschau, v. 3 (13-14), July, pp. 201-206. [WVj 
S O K Ó L S K A , J U L J A . [1893-1933] [Asst. Lwów (Pol-
ska), Inst. Zool. Politech.] [For  necrology biblio-
graphy and port, see Folia Morphol., v. 6 (1-2), 
1935-36, pp. 136-139 (pp. 1-4)] [Chv] 
1927 a.—O skladnikach lipoidowych plazmy pasor-
zytnego pierwotniaka Opalina ranarum Purk, i 
Val. (Sur les composants lipoïdifères  du plasma 
du protozoaire parasite Opalina ranarum Purk, 
et Val) <Kosmos, Lwów, v. 52 (1-2), pp. 167-
178, 1 pl., figs.  1-6; French summary, pp. 179-
181. [Wv] 
1927 b.—Sur les composante lipoïdifères  du plasma 
du protozoaire parasite Opalina ranarum Purk, 
et Val. <Compt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 96 
(8), 4 Mars, pp. 570-572, fig.  1. [W1.] 
S O K U L L U , K Â M I L . See Kámil SokuUu. 
S O L A , E D U A R D O G A R C Í A . [Dr.] [See also García 
Solá, Eduardo] 
1879 a.—Exámen microscópico del Cysticercus 
cellulosa en la carne del cerdo < Siglo Méd. 
(1321), v. 26, 20 Abril, pp. 241-244. [ f f - . ] 
S O L Á , V I C T O R I A N O . [Salta] See Mazza, Salvador; 
and Solá, Victoriano. 
SoLAL, COHEN. See Cohen-Solai 
S O L A N D E R , D A N I E L С. [M. D . , Mus. Brit., London] 
1773 a.—Furia infernalis, vermis, et ab eo con-
citan solitus morbus < N . Acta R. Soc. Scient. 
Upsaliensis, v. 1, pp. 44-58. [W®.] 
1774 a.—[Furia] [Abstract of  1773 a] <Phys.-
Oekonom. Biblioth., v. 5 (4), pp. 556-557. [Wv] 
1777 a.—Abhandlung von dem Mordwurm und 
von der dadurch verursachten Krankheit; 
übersetzt von Joh. August Ephraim Gceze 
<Naturforscher,  Halle, v. 11, pp. 183-204. 
[Wa, Wv] 
S O L A N E T , E M I L I O . [Dr.] [See also Lesage, J.; and 
Solanet, Emilio] 
1909 a.—La Balbiania gigantea en la R. Argentina 
su acción patógena <Rev. Centro Eetud. 
Agronom, y Vet., Univ. Buenos Aires, v. 2 
(15-16), Nov.-Dic., pp. 93-96. [W».] 
1909 b.—Sobre una Physaloptera del Mephites 
suffocans ( patagonicus) (п. c. zorrino) <Rev . 
Centro Estud. Agronom, y Vet., Univ. Buenos 
Aires, v. 2 (15-16), Nov.-Dic., pp. 90-92, figs. 
1-4. [W«.] 
1911 a.—Agchylostoma conepaii nova species. 
Parásito del Conepatus suffocans  Azara 1801. 
(zorrino), 174 pp., 1 1., 14 pis. Buenos Aires. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
SOLANO, L . IBARROLA. See Ibarro la So lano , L . 
S O L A R E S , A N I C E T O . S e e A n i c e t o - S o l a r e s . 
S O L A R I , E N R I Q U E F . 
1917 a.—Mucinariosis [sic] por Necator  americano. 
Tesis (Buenos Aires). 08 pp. Buenos Aires. 
[Y«p.] 
SOLARI, F. [Dott. Chir. Prim, e Dir. Osp. Civ. 
Congeli] 
1928 a.—Cisti da echinococco del fegato  nell'in-
fanzia  <Minerva Med., v. 8, parte 2 (30), 
July 28, pp. 182, 185-187, illus. [W-v] 
S O L A R I , J O S É . [Hosp. Nac. Clin.] 
1905 a.—Abcesos hepáticos y amibas <Rev. 
Centro Estud. Med., Buenos Aires (49), v. 5, 
Sept., pp. 298-303. [W-v] 
1905 b.—Anquilostomiasis. Contribución a su 
estudio <Rev. Centro Estud. Med., Buenos 
Aires (47), v. 4, July, pp. 204-207. [W-v] 
S O L A R I , L U I S Α . ; B A I L A , A L B E R T O E . ; a n d B O R Z O N E , 
José E. 
1944 a.—Coleperitoneo hidático <Día Méd., 
Buenos Aires, v. 16 (52), Dee. 25, pp. 1603-
1606, illus. [W'v] 
S O L A R O . 
1902 a.—La cosidetta malattia da larve di ditteri 
del canale digerente о miasmi intestinali <Arte 
Med., v. 4 (13), 30 Mar., pp. 209-213; (14), 
6 Apr., pp. 229-232. [W-. ] 
S O L B E R G , M . 
1920 a.—Endemisk forekomst  av Oxyuris vermi-
cularis <Norsk. Mag. Laegevideüsk., v. 81, 
5. R., v. 18 (2), Feb., pp. 184-185. [W'v] 
SOLCARD. [Dr . M e d . Prin. ] 
1926 a.—Discordance entre les signes subjectifs 
et les signes radiologiques dans un cas de kyste 
hydatique du poumon <Arch. Méd. et Pharm. 
Nav., v. 116, Oct.-Dec., pp. 335-338. [ f f · . ] 
S O L C A R D ; a n d M O R V A N . 
1939—40 a.—Efficacité de l'anesthésie épidurale 
dans un cas de pollakiurie d'origine bilharzienne 
avec calcifications  vésicales [Abstract of report 
before Soc. Franç; Urol Sud-Est, Dec. 3, 1939] 
<J. UroL Méd. et Chir., v. 48 (6), pp. 533. 
[W'V] 
S O L C A R D ; M O R V A N ; a n d R I G A U D . 
1939-40 a.—Ver de Guinée calcifié  du cordon 
[Abstract of report before Soc. Franç. Urol. 
Sud.-Est, Dec. 3, 1939] <J. Urol. Méd. et 
Chir., v. 48 (6), p. 533. [W'v] 
S O L D Á N , C A R L O S E N R I Q U E P A Z . See Paz Soldán, 
Carlos Enrique. 
S O L D A N O 
[n. d.]—Filaría bancroffti  [sic]. Tesis. 
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S O L D A T I , D A N T E . [Dott.] 
1941 a.—Un metodo efficace per la cura delle 
piroplasmosi dei bovini (pisciasangue) <Clin. 
Vet., Milano, v. 64, Mar., pp. 99-101. [W\] 
S O L D ATO Ν A , A . P . 
1944 a.—A contribution to the study of  the de-
velopment cycle in the cestode Mesocestoides 
lineatus (Goeze, 1782) parasitic of  carnivorous 
mammals <DokL Akad. Nauk SSSR, an. 12, 
n. s., v. 45 (7), pp. 310-312, illus. [ W - J 
1945 a.—A contribution to the study of  the biology 
of  oribatei mites, intermediate hosts of  cestodes 
of  the family  Anoplocephalidae <Dokl . Akad. 
Nauk SSSR, n. s., v. 46 (8), Mar. 20, pp. 343-
344. [W\] 
SOLDINI. See Borzone; Frigerio; and Soldini. 
S O L D I N I , F R A N C O I S T H E O D O R E . 
(1928 a).—Considérations sur la dourine en Algérie. 
Le diagnostic par l'inoculation au lapin. Thèse 
vét. (Toulouse). 52 pp. 
1929 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Rev . Vét., Toulouse, 
v. 81, Fév., pp. 101-102. [W».] 
S O L D I N I , T . [Vet. Cap. Succursale Remonte Oran) 
1929 a.—Procédé pratique et rapide de diagnostic 
expérimental de la dourine <Bull. Acad. Vét. 
France, v. 2, Déc., pp. 359-367, 1 fig.; discus-
sion, pp. 367-368. [W».] 
1929 b.—Procédé pratique et rapide de diagnostic 
experimental de la dourine <Rev . Vét. M i l , 
Paris, v. 13 (4), Dec. 31, pp. 425-435, illus. 
[Wm.j 
1938 a.—Le diagnostic expérimental de la dourine 
<Bull. Acad. Vét. France, v. 11 (10), Dec., pp. 
557-559; introductory note by M. Panisset, 
p. 556. [W".] 
1939 a.—Procédé pratique et rapide de diagnostic 
expérimental de la dourine <Bull. Soc. Path. 
Exot., v. 32 (3), pp. 334-341. [W».] 
S O L É , R O B E R T O . [ D r . ] 
1942 a.—Quistes hidatfdicos profundos  o centrales 
del hígado. Modelo de trócar a permanencia 
para su abordaje y curaciones inmediatas <Bol . 
y Trab. Acad. Argent. Cirug., v . 26 (27), pp. 
1016-1017, illus. [WPS·.] 
1942 b.—Pioneumoquiste hidatfdico de hfgado 
<Bol . y Trab. Acad. Argent. Cirug., v. 26 (31), 
pp. 1153-1154. [Wm] 
S O L É , R O B E R T O ; a n d BACIGALTJPO, J U A N . 
1926 a.—Tumor inflamatorio paraintestinal de 
origen amebiano. (Apendicitis amebiana) <Arch. 
Argent. Enf. Αρ . Digest., v. 1 (3), pp. 412-429, 
illus. [У»ш . ] 
S O L É , R O B E R T O ; D O N O V A N , R I C A R D O E . ; a n d P A S -
T O R I Z A , J O S É M . 
1930 a.—Hidatidosis primitiva de músculos <Rev . 
Cir., Buenos Aires, v. 9, pp. 225-230, illus. [W m . j 
1930 b.—Quistes hidáticos a localización muscular 
<Semana Méd., v. 37 (28), Julio 10, pp. 138-
139. [W- . ] 
1930 c.—Quiste hidáticos a localización muscular 
<Bol . y Trab. Soc. Cirug. Buenos Aires, v. 14 
(5), May 14, pp. 165-170, illus. [Wm.] 
S O L E N . 
(1925 a).—Etude de la Piroplasmose en Tunisie. 
Thèse. 
S O L E R , R O B E R T O R O C A . See Roca Soler, Roberto. 
S O L E R A , L U I G I . 
1876 a.—Sulla presenza di filarie  nell' interno dei 
villi intestinali. Communicazione preventiva 
< R . Ist. Lomb. Se. e Lett. Rendic., 2. s., v. 9, 
pp. 643-647. [Wm, W«.] 
S O L G E R , B . [ D r . ] 
1877 a.—Ueber eine neue Species von Trichosoma 
R. <Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 43. J., v. 1 (1), 
pp. 19-23, pl. 2. [W·.] 
1877 b.—[Trichosoma in einem Krokodil] [Abstract 
of  paper read 2 Feb. 1876] <54. Jahresb. Schles. 
Gesellsch. VaterL Kult. (1876), pp. 44-45. 
[Wm, W·.] 
S O I . G E R , B E R N H . [Dr., Univ. Prof.  Neissel 
1933 a.—Ein vergessener Parasit (Trichosoma 
recurvum) als Ursache von "creeping disease", 
ein literar historischer Beitrag zur vergleichen-
den Pathologie der Haut der Wirbeltiere <Der -
mat. Wchnschr., v. 96 (14), Apr. 8, pp. 476-477. 
[Wm.] 
S O L G E R , B E R N H A R D . 
(1901 a).—Notiz über eine im Darmkanal von 
Balan im provisus Darw. (var. gryphicus Muen-
ter) lebende Gregarine <Mitth. Naturw. Ver, 
Neu-Vorpommern u. Rügen (1900), 32. J., pp. 
99-102, 1 fig. 
1902 a.—Bemerkungen zu einem Fall von schiefer 
Gesichtsspalte beim Schaf  <Ibidem (1901), 33. 
J., pp. 34-57, figs.  1-4, pl. 1, figs.  1-3. [W«.] 
SOLGER, F . В . [Dr. , R o s t o c k ] 
1906 a.—Die Ziele der Syphilisforschung  in Bezug 
auf  die Vererbungslehre <Dermat. Centralbl., 
v. 9 (10), Juli, pp. 290-296. [Wm.] 
S O L I , U G O . [Dott., R. Univ. Palermo] 
1913 a.—Sopra un caso di elmintiasi da Tenia 
nana associata a stato timico linfatico  <Riv . 
Osp., Roma, v. 3 (2), Jan. 30, pp. 65-68. [Wm.] 
S O L I A N I , G I O V A N N I . [ D r . ] 
1902 a.—La malaria in provincia di Mantova 
<Att i Soo. Studi Malaria. Roma, v. 3, pp. 332-
345. [W», Wm.] 
1903 a.—Osservazioni sulle anofele  ibernanti nelle 
case di Mantova <Corriere San., v. 14 (43), 
25 Ott., p. 660. [Wm.] 
1903 b.—La malaria nel Mantovano durante il 
1902. La malaria nella città di Mantova. 
Osservazioni epidemiologiche ed esperienze pro-
filattiche  eseguite <Atti Soc. Studi Malaria, 
Roma, v. 4, pp. 214-224. [W», Wm.] 
1904 a.—La malaria di Mantova nel 1903 < Ibi-
dem, v. 5, pp. 527-545, pl. 3. [W·, ff·.] 
S O L I E R , L . F . ; a n d D E J O U , L . 
1939 a.—Typhlo-colites ulcéreuses inapparentes et 
abcès du foie  amibiens sans dysenterie <Rev . 
Chir., Paris, an. 58, v. 77 (6), June, pp. 435-442, 
illus. [Wm.j 
S O L I E B I , S A N T E . [Dott., Siena] 
1902 a.—Perforazione intestinale da ascaridi. 
Nota clinica <Riforma Med., an. 18, v. 1 (24), 
pp. 280-283. [Wm.] 
1902 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 32 (2), 12 Aug., p. 49. [W\ 
Wm.] 
1902 c.—Intestinal perforation  by Ascaris [Abstract 
of  1902 a] <Med . News, N. Y. , v. 80 (11), 
Mar. 15, p. 152. [W®, Wm, W·.] 
1902 d.—Perforation  of  the intestines by ascarides 
[Abstract of  1902 a] <Med . Ree., Ν . Y . (1641), 
v. 61 (16), Apr. 19, p. 613. [W», W·", W«.] 
1902 e.—Ein Fall von Perforation  des Darmes 
durch Spulwürmer [Abstract of  1902 a] <Mün-
chen. Med. Wchnschr., v. 49 (17), 29 Apr., p. 
718. [W», Wm.] 
(1903 a).—Chiluria da Filaria bancrofti  in Europa 
<Aroh. Latinos Med. y Biol., v. 1, pp. 83; 130. 
(1903 b).—Idem <Att i R. Accad. Fisiocritisi 
Siena, an. 212, 4. s., v. 15 (8), pp. 429-445; 
discussion, pp. 364-365. 
1904 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 34 (24-25), 6 Juni, 
p. 798. [W», Wm.] 
1904 b.—Chiluria da Filaria bancrofti  in Europa 
<Atti R. Accad. Fisiocritisi Siena (1903), s. 4, 
v. 15, pp. 429-445. [Wm.] 
1908 a.—Il processo Biondi esteso anche alla cura 
dell'echinococco proligero del fegato  e del rene 
<Atti R. Accad. Fisiocritisi Siena, an. 217, 
4. s., v. 20 (3-4), 25 Mar.-29 Apr., pp. 177-185. 
[Issued 10 Agosto] [Wm.] 
S O L I M A N , Α . Μ . [ D r . ] 
1936 a.—Effect  of endemie diseases on the eye 
<BulL Ophth. Soc. Egypt. (1935), Session 32, 
v. 28, pp. 9-11. [Wm.j 
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S O L I M A N , F A R A G . 
[1940 a],—Fly blown orbit [German and English 
summaries] <Bull. Ophth. Soc. Egypt, r. 32 
(36. Session), pp. 62-64. [W».] 
S O L Í S , L U C I L A R O D R Í G U E Z . See Rodriguez Soils, 
Lucila. 
S O L I S - C O H E N , L E O N . See Cohen, Leon Solis. 
S O L I S - C O H E N , S O L O M O N . See Cohen, Solomon Solis. 
S O L I S D I A Z , A U R E L I O . [ D r . ] 
1929 a.—Cuatro casos de paludismo pernicioso 
tratados con dimetilarsinato de quinina <Arch. 
Med. Cirug. y Espec., Madrid (400), an. 10, 
v. 30 (5), Feb. 2, pp. 142-144. [ W 4 ] 
S o L i T E R M A N , P. [Kiev] See Klein, Boris; and Soliter-
man, P.; and Klein, Boris; Lopatizki, R.; and 
Soliterman, P. 
SOLITERMAN, P . L . 
1944 a .—К характеристике отдельных штаммов 
вируса клещевого сыпного тифа центральной 
Сибири выделенного от клещей рода Derma-
center nvttalli [Characteristics of  strains of  the 
virus of  tick typhus in central Siberia isolated 
from the tick, Dermacentor nuttalli] [Russian 
text] < Zhurnal Mikrobiol. (1-2), p. 50. [W·.] 
S O L I V E N , F L O R E N C I O A . [Bureau Animal Indust.] 
1940 a.—A simple and rapid chemical method of 
determining arsenic in cattle dip < Philippine 
J. Animal Indust., v. 7 (6), Nov.-Dec., pp. 545-
549. |W».] 
S O L L A S , I G E R N A B . J . [ B . SC., Newnham Coll, 
Cambridge] 
1911 a.—Note on parasitic castration in the 
earthworm Lumbricus herculcus <Ann. and 
Mag. Nat. Hist., 8. s. (40), v. 7, Apr., pp. 
335-337. [W».] 
S O L L A Z Z O , G E R M A N O . [Inst. Infektionskrankheit 
"Robert Koch", Berlin, u. Hyg. Inst. Univ. 
Mailand] 
1929 a.—Der Einfluss  des Hungers und der Avita-
minosen auf  die Resistenz gegen Trypanosomen-
Infektionen  <Ztschr. Immunitätsforsch,  u. 
Exper. Therap., v. 60 (3-4), 1 Feb., pp. 239-
246. [Wa.] 
S O L L E Y , F R E D P A L M E R . [ M . D., New York] [See 
also Northrup, William P.; and Solley, Fred 
Palmer.] 
1898 a.—Á contribution to the study of  the flagel-
late forms  of  the tertian malarial parasite <Med. 
News, N. Y., v. 72 (16), Apr. 16, pp. 496-498. 
[W», W"\ W « ] 
S O L L E Y , F R E D P A L M E R ; a n d C A R T E R , H E R B E R T S . 
1898 a.—The malarial fevers  of  New York City 
<Med. and Surg. Rep. Presbyterian Hosp., 
New York, v. 3, Jan., pp. 89-153, 1 pl., figs. 
1-9. [W».| 
D E S O L L E Y S E L , J A C Q U E S . [ 1 6 1 7 - 1 6 8 0 ] [ F o r biography 
see Tierheük. u. Tierzucht (Stang u. Wirth), 
Lief.  44, v. 9, 1931, p. 446] [Wa.] 
1711 a.—The compleat horseman: or, Perfect 
farrier,  [etc.]. Abridged from the folio  done 
into English by Sir William H o p e . . . . 2. ed. 
corrected. 7 p. 1., 376 pp., 8 1., 6 pis. London. 
[Wm.] 
1717 a.—The compleat horseman: Discovering 
the surest marks of  the beauty, goodness, faults, 
and imperfections  of  horses: The signs and causes 
of  their diseases, the true method both of  their 
preservation, and cure: With reflections  on the 
regular and preposterous use of  bleeding and 
purging. Also the art of  shoeing, with the 
several kinds of  shoes adapted to the various 
defects  of  bad feet,  and the preservation of 
good. Together with the best method of  breed-
ing colts, backing them, and making their 
mouths, etc. 324 pp. in pt. 1; 300 pp. in pt. 2; 
1 figs.,  6 pis. 2 ed., from 8. Frendh ed. London. 
[We.] 
SOLLtiRUBER, K A R L . 
1930 a.—Zur Behandlung der Trichozephalose im 
Kindesalter <München. Med. Wchnschr., v. 
77 (42), Oct. 17, p. 1827. [Wm . ] 
S O L L I E R , R . 
1938 a.—Sur un cas remarquable de myiase du 
conduit auditif  par Chrysomyia bezziana <Rev. 
Méd. Franç. Extrême-Orient., v. 21 [i.e., v. 
16] (8), Oct., pp. 1016-1018. [Y«m .] 
S O L L M A N N . 
(1864 a).—[?] <Coburger Ztg. 
SOLLMANN, T. See Stewart, George Neil; and Soll-
mann, T. 
S O L L M A N N , T O R A L D H E R M A N N . [1874- ] [M. D., 
West. Reserve Univ., Cleveland] 
1918 a.—Anthelmintics: Their efficiency  as tested 
on earthworms <J. Pharmacol, and Exper. 
Therap., v. 12 (3), Oct., pp. 129-170. [Wa.] 
1919 a.—Experiments with carvacrol <J. Phar-
macol. and Exper. Therap., v. 14 (3), Nov., pp. 
251-258. [W».] 
1919 b.—Observations on paradichlorbenzene and 
paradibrombenzene <J. Pharmacol, and Exper. 
Therap., v. 14 (3), Nov., pp. 243-250. [W».] 
1932 a.—A manual of  pharmacology and its appli-
cations to therapeutics and toxicology. 4. ed. 
1237 pp. Philadelphia and London. [Wa.] 
1943 a.—A manual of  pharmacology and its appli-
cations to therapeutics and toxicology. 6. ed. 
1298 pp. Philadelphia and London. [Wa.] 
SOLLY, R. V. [M. D., F. R. C. S., Path., Hosp.] 
1909 a.—Pathological report and remarks [to 
Harris, J. Delpratt, 1909 a] <Lancet, London 
(4472), v. 176, v. 1 (20), May 15, pp. 1381-1382. 
[ W a , W r a , W · . ] 
SOLNZEV, V. A. See Ershov, V. S. ; and Solnzev, V. A. 
SOLODILOVA, S. I. [Солодилова, С. И.] See Petrov, 
Aleksandr Mikhaïlovich; and Solodilova, S. I. 
S O L O D O V N I K O V A , О . I . [Солодовникова, О . И . ] 
[Samarkand] 
1941 a.—Гамотропные свойства хинолина No. 31 
при тропической малярии [Gamotropic proper-
ties of  quinoline No. 31 in tropical malaria] 
[Russian text] <Med . Parazitol. i Parazitar. 
Bolezni, v. 10 (5-6), pp. 526-531. [W».] 
1945 a.—Влияние акридина No. 8 и акрихина 
на заражаемость комаров A. macudipennis 
sacharovi паразитами тропической малярии 
[The action of  acridine No. 8 and acriquin on 
the infection  of  A. macvlipennis sacharovi with 
parasites of  malaria tropica] [Russian text] 
<Med. Parazitol. i Parazitar. Bolezni, v. 14 
(1), pp. 75-78. [W».] 
S O L O M I N , А . А . [Соломин, Α . Α . ] 
1927 a.—Лечение малярии плазмохином [Treat-
ment of  malaria with plasmochin] [Russian 
text] <Vrach. Gaz., v. 31 (22), Nov. 30, cols. 
1669-1677. [W".] 
S O L O M O N , H . C . 
1911 a.—The etiology of  trachoma <Tr. Am. 
Micr. Soc., v. 30 (1), Jan., pp. 41-55, pi. 6, 
figs.  1-7. [W».] 
S O L O M O N , L . F . [ D r . ] 
1905 a.—The treatment of  yellow fever  < N . Ori. 
Med. and S. J., v. 58 (5), Nov., pp. 396-403; 
discussion, pp. 403-406. [Wm.] 
S O L O M O N , S C O T T G L A D S T O N E . [Ph. D., London 
School Hyg. and Trop. Med.] 
1932 a.—Helminths from Cyprus <J. Helminth., 
v. 10 (1), Feb., pp. 1-14, 1 pl., figs.  1-2. [Wa.] 
1932 b.—On the experimental development of 
Bothridium (  = Solenophorus) pythonis de Blain-
ville, 1824, in Cyclops viridis Jurine, 1820 <J. 
Helminth., v. 10 (2-3), June, pp. 67-74 (pp. 
1-8), figs.  1-8. [Wa.] 
1932 c.—On a collection of  parasitic worms from 
East Africa  <J. Helminth., v. 10 (4), Sept., pp. 
209-230 (pp. 1-22), figs.  1-20. [W».] 
1933 a.—Faunistic note on a collection of  helmin-
thic material from Palestine <J. Helminth., v. 
U (1), Jan., pp. 1-8. [Wa.] 
1933 b.—The helminth parasites of  dogs in Mar-
seilles <J. Helminth., v. 11 (3), June, pp. 157-
162. [W».J 
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S O L O M O N , S C O T T G L A D S T O N E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1933 c.—A note on a new species of  Breinlia (Filarii-
dae) from a tree kangaroo <J. Helminth., v. 
11 (2), Mar.,pp. 101-104 (1-4), figs.  1-5. [W».l 
1933 d.—On a new species of  Enterobius from the 
marmoset (Callithrix jacchus) CJ. Helminth., 
v. 11 (2), Mar., pp. 95-100 (pp. 1-6), figs.  1-5, 
[W'.] 
1934 a.—Some points in the early development of 
Cysticercus pisiformis  (Bloch, 1780) <J. Hel-
minth., v. 12 (4), Dec., pp. 197-204 (pp. 1-8), 
figs.  1-8, 1 pl., 2 figs.  [W\] 
1934 b.—Note on the entozoa of  a herring gull 
shot at Millport <Glasgow Naturalist, v. 12 
(1), Dec., pp. 20-23. [W«.] 
S O L O M O N , W I L L I A M . 
1941 a.—Modified  cinchona alkaloids. Part VIII. 
Niquine <J. Chem. Soc., London, Feb., pp. 
77-83. [W"\] 
S O L O M O X I , A . 
(1891 a).—Echinococco del polmone. Resoconto 
della clinica propedeutica di Camerino, an. 
1890-91. 
S O L O N , M A R T I N . See M a r t i n - S o l o n . 
S O L O N I T S T N , I L ' Í A A L E K S E E V I C H . [ С О Л О Н И Ц Ы Н , 
Илья Алексеевич] [Kafed.  Parazitol. Kazan. 
Gosudarstv. Vet. Inst.] 
1927 a.—34-я Гельминтологическая экспедиция 
в Чувашскую республику [Die 34. Helmintho-
logische Expedition in die Tschuwaschenrepub-
lik] [Russian text] <Uchen. Zapiski Kazan. 
Gosudarstv. Vet. Inst., v. 37 (2), pp. 171-177. 
[W·.] 
(1927? b).—Методика обследования фекальных 
масс на присутствие и них паразитических 
червей [Methods of  examining feces  for  the 
presence of  parasitic worms] [Russian text] 
< Vet-Zoo tekhn. Vestnik, (2). 
1928 a.—К poznanifû gel'mintofauny  ptits Volzh-
sko-Kamskogo Krafâ.  _ (Nematodes i trematodes 
ptits Chuvashskoi i Tatarskoi Respublik) 
(Zur vKenntniss der Helmintofauna der Vögel 
der Cuwasen- und Tataren-Republik. Nema-
toden und Trematoden der Vögel) <Uchen. 
Zapiski Kazan. Gosudarstv. Vet. Inst., v. 38 
(1), pp. 75-99, 2 pis., figs.  1-13; German sum-
mary, p. 99. [W».] 
1928 b .—К познанию гельминтофауны птиц 
Волжско-Камского края (nematodes и trema-
todes). [Author's abstract] (Contributions to 
the knowledge of  helminthofauna  of  birds of 
Volga-Kama region (nematodes and trematodes) 
[Russian text] CTrudy 3. Vseross. S'ezda Zool., 
Anat. i Gistol. (Leningrad, 14-20 Dek., 1927), 
pp. 155-156. [W».] 
(1928 c).—Helminthologisch-koprologische Unter-
suchung des Pferdebestandes  des 3. Staatsgestü-
tes der Tatarenrepublik [Russian text] <Izvest. 
Bakteriol. Inst. Vet. Uprav. Narkomzema 
Tatarsk. SSR, v. 2, pp. 85-88. 
1929 a.—Idem [Abstract] CJahresb. Vet.-Med. 
(1928), v. 48, pt. 2, p. 1107. [W*.] 
1932 a.—Ueber zwei neue Arten von Nematoden 
im Vogel <Zentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., 
v. 124 (5-6), 6 Mai, pp. 361-365, figs.  1-4. [W·.] 
1933 a.—Desmana moschetta Brandt, hôte intermé-
diaire d'un Porrocaecum sp. С Ann. Parasitol., 
v. 11 (3), 1 Mai, pp. 185-187, figs. Α -B. [W».] 
1933 b.—Mehrfacher Tetrathyridios der serösen 
Höhlen des Hundes <Ztschr. Infektionskr. 
Haustiere, v. 45 (2-3), 28 Dez., pp. 144-156, 
pis. 6-9, figs.  1-8. [W».] 
1933 с.—Erkrankungen der Milz, hervorgerufen 
bei Pferden  durch Habroneina megastoma <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 49 (14), 7 Apr., p. 213. 
[W·.] 
SOLONITSYN, M . О . [ С о л о н и ц ы н , M . О . ] 
1936 а.—Опыт применения гипосульфита по 
методу Проф. Демьяновича при чесотке ло-
шадей и крупного рогатого скота (Experiments 
of  the application of  hyposulphite according to 
the method of  the Prof.  Demyanovich in the 
SOLONITSYN , M . O . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1936 a.—Continued. 
scab disease of  horses and cattle) [Russian 
text] CTrudy Kazak. Nauchno-Issled. Vet. 
Inst. (1925-35), v. 1, pp. 179-184. [By.] 
S O L O N I T S Y N , M . O . ; Z H A L O B O V S K I Ï , L L - ; a n d 
S A E N K O , M . I . 
1939 a.—верный колчедан и целесообразность 
применения его при газокамерном лечении 
чесотки лошадей [Sulphur pyrite and the 
advisability of  its use in gas chamber treatment 
of  equine scabies] [Russian text] < Trudy 
Kazak. Nauchno-Issled. Vet. Inst., v. 2, pp. 
134-139. [By.] 
SOLONITZINE, I . A . See Solonitsin, I . A . 
S O L O N I Z I N . See Solonitsyn. 
S O L O R Z A N O В . , P O R F I R I O . [ D r . ] 
1934 a.—Ascarides. (Apuntes del trópico) <Rev. 
Med. Managua, v. 3 (12), Apr., pp. 229-230. 
[ W P M ] 
S O L O R Z A N O В . , P O R F I R I O ; a n d B A L T O D A N O C . , 
F R A N C I S C O . 
1934 a.—Apendicitis sépticas y apendicitis para-
sitarias CRev. Med. Managua, v. 4 (8), Dec., 
pp. 142-152. [WP°·.] 
S O L Ó R Z A N O B R U C E , R A F A E L . [Farm. Adjunt. 
Farm. Vet., Min. Agrie., Venezuela] See Rauseo 
G., Adrián; and Solórzano Bruce, Rafael. 
S O L Ó R Z A N O M O R F Í N , J U A N . [Dr., Veracruzl [See 
also Pons Chazaro, Esteban; and Solórzano 
Morfín, Juan] 
1922 a.—Diagnóstico y tratamiento de la disen-
teria <Rev. Méd. Veracruzana, v. 2 (5), 1 
mar., pp. 74-77. [Wm . ] 
1927 a.—Algunos datos para el estudio de las 
parasitosis intestinales de México <Gac. Méd. 
Mexico, v. 58 (12), Dec., pp. 742-759. [W"".] 
1927 b.;—Tratamiento de la uncinariasis. Consi-
deraciones generales <Gac. Méd. Mexico, v. 
58 (6), June, pp. 329-371. [Wm . ] 
1927 с.—Tratamiento de la uncinariasis. Con-
sideraciones generales <Rev. Cien. Méd., 
Mexico, v. 6 (9-10), Sept.-Oct., pp. 269-279; 
(11-12), Nov.-Dec., pp. 318-325. [W™.] 
1928 a.—Tratamiento de la uncinariasis. Con-
sideraciones generales [Continued from 1927 с] 
<Rev. Cien. Méd., Mexico, v. 7 (1), Jan., pp. 
12-20; (3), Mar., pp. 72-79. [W·.] 
S O L O T A R E w M. M. See Zolotareva, M. M. 
SOLOV'EV, A. I. [Asst. Parasitol. Inst. Tierärztl. 
Hochschule Leningrad] [See also faroslavskil, 
V. Α.; and Solov'ev, A. I.] 
1936 a.—Случай обострения латентного куттал-
лиоза у гипериммунизируемой лошади [A case 
of  latent nuttaliosis among hyperimmunized 
horses] [Russian text] <Sovet. Vet. (5), May, 
pp. 86-87. [W».] 
S O L O V ' E V , A . I . ; a n d Î A R O E L A V S K I I , V . A . 
1930 a.—Dibortriocephalus [sic] dividocapitis nov. 
sp. [Russian text] CTrudy Leningrad. Gosu-
darstv. Vet. Inst., v. 4 (1), pp. 63-65, pi. 2, 
figs.  1-8; German summary, p. 95. [W·.] 
S O L O V ' E V ; B . 
(1929 a).—Zur Frage über die Linguatulose der 
Nasenböhle des Hundes [Russian text] CZhur-
nal Nauch. i Prakt. Vet. Med., v. 10 (6), pp. 
29-33. 
1930 a.—Idem [Abstract] CJahresb. Vet.-Med. 
(1929), v. 49, pt. 2, p. 1164. [W».] 
SOLOV'EV, M . N . [ С о л о в ь е в , M . H . ] 
1928 a.—Об изучении биологии грыаунов Украи-
ны и фауны их эктопаразитов. (L'étude sur 
la biologie des rongeurs de l'Ukraine et la faune 
de leurs ectoparasites) CTrudy 1. Vsesofüz. 
Protivochuni. Soveshchan. (Saratov, 31 Mafâ-3 
IiQniiâ, 1927), pp. 421-422; French summary, 
p. 495. [W·.] 
S O L O V ' E V , N . 
1900 a.—Случай затяжнаго амёбнаго кроваваго 
поноса. [Chronic amoebic dysentery] [Russian 
text] С Vrach, S.-Peterburg, v. 21 (19), pp. 
583-587, illus. [W·».] 
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S O L O V ' E V , N . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1902 a.—Idem [Abstract] CJahresb. Fortschr. 
Lehre Path. Mikroorganism, [etc.] (Baumgar-
ten) (1900), v. 16, p. 501. [Wv] 
S O L O V ' E V , N . I . 
1927 a.—K voprosu o roli ostrits v etiologii appen-
ditsita. (Sur le rôle d'Enterobius (Oxyuris) dans 
l'étiologie d'appendicites) CVestnik Mikrobiol. 
i Epidemiol., v. 6 (3), pp. 265-274; French sum-
mary, p. 373. [Wv] 
[1928 a].—Beiträge zur Frage über die Rolle der 
Oxyuren in der Aetiologie der Appendicitis 
<Mitt . Grenzgeb. Med. u. Chir., v. 41, pp. 
20-31, mus. [W'V] 
S O L O V ' E V , N . S . [Соловьевъ, H . С . ] 
1901 а.—Das Balantidium coli als Erreger chron-
ischer Durchfälle  CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., v. 29 (21), 13 Juni, pp. 821-830; (22), 24 
Juni, pp. 849-860, figs.  1-8. [W», W ' v ] 
1902 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Hyg . Rundschau, v. 12 
(6), 15 März, p. 304. [W>, W 'v ] 
1902 b.—[Case of  infection  of  colon and stomach by 
Balantidium coli\ [Russian text] <Russk. Vrach, 
v. 1 (14), pp. 530-534. [W'v] 
1903 a.—Ueber einen Fall von Balantidien-Infec-
tion des Dickdarms und des Magens [Transi, 
of  1902 b] <Allg. Med. Centr.-Ztg., v. 72 (9), 
28 Feb., pp. 175-179. [W'v] 
1904 a.—[Diagnosis of  distomatosis in man] 
[Russian text] <Vrach. Gaz., v. 11 (7), pp. 218-
219. [W". ] 
1906 a.—Ueber vitale Diagnose der Distomatose 
beim Menschen [Abstract of  1901 a] <Ergebn. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat. (1904-05), v. 10, 
p. 37. [Wa, W ' V ] 
S O L O V ' E V , P . F . 
1911 a.—Paraziticheskïe chervi ptits Turkestana 
[Vers parasitaires des oiseaux du Turkestan] 
[Russian text.] [Abstract of  remarks, 20 Maia] 
<Bull. Acad. Imp. Sc. St.-Pétersb., 6. s. (14), 
15 Oct., pp. 963-964. [Wv] 
1911 b.—Zur Frage über den Bau des Dicrocoelium 
( Distomum) cirrigerum Baer und dessen Stellung 
in der Systematik <Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 38 
f3), 25 Juli, pp. 68-81, figs.  1-8. [Wa.] 
1911 с.—Helminthologische Beobachtungen. Ces-
todes avium CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., 
Orig., v. 60 (1-2), 2 Sept., pp. 93-132, figs.  1-26. 
[Wv] 
1911 d.—Гельминтологическая наблюдения (Ces-
todes avium) [Russian text] <Varshavsk. Univ. 
Izvest. (2), Feb. 1, pp. 1-74, illus. [W'v] 
1911 е .—Къ вопросу о строенш и систематиче-
скомъ полоясенш Dicrocoelium ( Distomum) 
cirrigerum [Zur Frage über den Bau des Di-
crocoelium ( Distomum) cirrigerum Baer und 
dessen Stellung in der Systematik] [Russian 
text] <Varshavsk. Univ. Izvest, v . 2 (9), Dec., 
pp. 1-18, illus. [W" . ] 
1912 a.—Die parasitischen Würmer der Vögel 
Turkestans [Abstract of  1911 a] CCentralbl. 
Zool. Allg. u. Exper. Biol., v. 1 (5), 5 Sept., pp. 
176-177. [Wv] 
1912 b.—Paraziticheskie chervi ptits Turkestana 
[Parasitic worms of  the birds of  Turkestan] 
[Russian text] <Ann. Mus. Zool. Acad. Imp. 
Sc. St.-Pétersb., v. 17 (2), pp. 86-115, figs.  1-15. 
[Wv] 
1912 c .—Новый видъ рода Dicrocoelium Dujar-
din (1845) и экскурс1я въ область система-
тики и филогенш Fasciolidae птицъ [A new 
species of  the genus Dicrocoelium Dujardin 
(1845) and an excursion into the field  of  syste-
matica and phylogeny of  Fasciolidae of  birds] 
[Russian text] <Varshavsk. Univ. Izvest., pt. 
2, art. 12, pp. 1-23, figs.  1-3 . [Paged separately] 
[Issued 1 Feb.] [W»J 
1912 d.—Idem [Abstract] (Eine neue Art der 
Gattung Dicrocoelium Dujardin (1845) nebst 
Exkurs in das Gebiet der Systematik und Phylo-
genie der Fasciolidae der Vögel) <Zool . Cen-
tralbl., v. 18 (23-24), 22 März, p. 778. [W«.] 
S O L O V ' E V , S . К . [Соловьев, С. К. ] [Voronezh] 
1926 a .— К перфорации кишечника аскаридами 
[Perforation  of  the intestine by ascarides] [Rus-
sian text] <Klin. Med., Moskva (47), year 7, 
v. 4 (7), July, pp. 261-263. [ W v ] 
S O L O V ' E V , V . D . [Соловьев, В . Д . ] [See also 
Pavlovskiy Evgeniï Nikonorovich; and Solov'ev, 
V . D.] 
1941 a.—Млекопитающие и птицы как резер-
вуар вируса сезонных энцефалитов в природе 
(Säugetiere und Vögel als Reservoir für  das 
Virus der Zecken- und Japanischen Encephalitis 
in der Natur) [Russian text; German summary] 
<Zhurnal Mikrobiol. (4), pp. 20-25. [ff™.] 
SOLOV'EVA, L . M . [ С о л о в ь е в а , JI. M . ] 
1946 a.—Изменение чувствительности к неко-
торым внешним факторам на разных стадиях 
конъюгации у Bursaria truncatélla (Changes in 
the susceptibility of Bursaria truncatélla to some 
external factors  at different  stages of  its con-
jugation) [Russian text; English summary] 
<Zool . Zhurnal, v. 25 (1), pp. 3-14. [I».] 
SOLOVIEUF, N . See S o l o v ' e v , N . I . 
S O L O V I E V , V . D . See Solov'ev, V . D . 
S O L O V J E F F . See Solov'ev. 
SOLOVJOV, B . See S o l o v ' e v , B . 
SOLOVZOV, A. S. See Yakimov, Vasiliï Larionovich; 
and Solovzov, A. S.; and Yakimov, Vasiliï 
Larionovich; Solovzov, A. S.; and Vasilevskafa, 
Vera Izrailevna. 
S O L O W I E F F . See Solov'ev. 
S O L O W I O W . See Solov'ev. 
S O L O W I O W , P A U L . See Solov'ev, P . F. 
SOLOWJEW. See S o l o v ' e v . 
SOLOWJEW, N . S. See S o l o v ' e v , N . S. 
S O L S K T , S . 
1875 a.—Matériaux pour l'entomographie de l 'Amé-
rique du Sud. Staphylinides recueillis par M M . 
C. Jelsky et le Baron de Nolcken dans le Pérou 
et la Nouvelle Grenade. Article III <Ногж 
Soc. Entom. Rossicae, v. 11, Feb. 1, pp. 3-26. 
[W«.] 
S O L T A U , A . B E R T R A M . [ M . D : ] 
1910 a.—Note of a case of intestinal infection  in 
man, with the larva of  Homaloviyia canicularis 
<Parasitology, v. 3 (3), Sept., p. 314. [Issued 
Oct. 22] [Wa.] 
SOLTAU, H . К . V . [ M . В . , Capt . , R . A . M . C . (S. R . ) . ] 
1919 a.—A case of  Ankylosloma duodenale with 
pyloric obstruction. Introductory note on the 
case by Col. Sir Charters Symonds <Lancet, 
London (5016) v. 197, v. 2 (16), Oct. 18, pp. 
690-691. [Wa.] 
S O L T M A N N , O T T O . [Dr., Dirig. Arzt, Wilhelm-Aug-
usta-Hosp.] 
1882 a.—Cysticercus cerebri multiplex bei einem 
einjährigen Kinde <Breslau. Aerztl. Ztschr., 
v. 4 (20), 28 Oct., pp. 229-230. [ f f - . ] 
S O L T W E D E L , F . 
1888 a.—Mededeelingen van het Proefstation  voor 
Midden-Java te Semarang, April 1887 <T i jd -
schr. Land- en Tuinbouw. en Boschkult. Nederl. 
Oost-Indië (Apr. 1887-Mar. 1888), v. 3, pp. 
51-57. [Wv] 
1888 b.—Mededeelingen van het Proefstation  voor 
Midden-Java te Semarang, Juli 1887. Tylen-
chus sacchari, n. sp. <Tijdschr. Land- en Tuin-
bouw. en Boschkult. Nederl. Oost-Indië (Apr. 
1887-Mar. 1888), v. 3, pp. 158-163, 168, pis. 
1-3. [W».] 
1889 a.—Koffie-ziekten  in Brazilië en op Java 
<Tijdschr. Land- en Tuinbouw en Boschkult. 
Nederl. Oost-Indië, v. 5 (1), pp. 4-6. [Wv] 
1889 b.—Koffieziekten  in Brazilië en op Java 
CTijdschr. I.and- en Tuinbouw en Boschkult. 
Nederl. Oost-Indië, v. 5 (2), 1 Mei, p. 38. [W·.] 
1889 с.—Onderzoekingen van Dr. Soltwedel in 
zake de serehziekte CTijdschr. Land- en Tuin-
bouw en Boschkult. Nederl. Oost-Indië, v. 5 
(5), 1 Aug., pp. 145-149. [W«.] 
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1889 d.—Eene rijstziekte. (Sakit mentek) [Ab-
stract, source unknown] <Tijdschr. Land- en 
Tuinbouw en Boschkult. Nederl. Oost-Indië, v. 
5 (5), 1 Aug., pp. 157-158. [W·.] 
S O M A . 
(1893 a).—Ueber das Lungen-Distoma [Japanese 
text] <Ztschr. Tokio Med. Gesellsch., v. 7 
(13). 
S O M A , N A P O L E O N E . [ D r . ] 
1905 a.—SulT importanza degli ascaridi nella 
chirurgica addominale <Gazz. Osp., Milano, 
v. 26 (52), 30 Apr., pp. 550-551. [ W m . ] 
S O M A L I L A N D P R O T E C T O R A T E . [Department of Pub-
lic Health] 
1938 a.—Medical and sanitary reports . . . Soma-
liland Protectorate (1936) [Abstract] <Trop . 
Dis. Bull., v. 35 (7), July, pp. 532-536. [W».] 
S O M A N , W . V . [ G . В . V . С . , P . G . , M . R . S . I . , P . 
Z. S., Chief  Vet. Surg., Baroda] 
1944 a.—Some observations on equine piroplasmo-
sis <Indian Vet. J., v. 21 (1), July, pp. 22-28. 
[W·.] 
S O M A S E K H A R , E R N E S T . [ M . R . C . S . , L . R . C . P . , 
D. P. H. District Med. Off.,  M. and S. M. Rail-
way, Guntakal] 
1937 a.—The effect  of  reduced pressure combined 
with increased temperature on the viability of 
bed bugs and of  their eggs <Indian Med. 
Gaz., v. 72 (12), Dec., pp. 734-737, Ulus. [ W m . ] 
S O M A Z A W A , K. See Yoeikawa, M . ; and Somazawa, 
K. 
S O M B O R N , P A U L . [ 1 8 8 9 - ] 
1918 a.—Ueber Thymol, ein Beitrag zur Lehre 
vom pharmakologischen Synergismus und An-
tagonismus. Inaug.-Diss. (Marburg). 27 pp. 
Marburg. [W«. ] 
V A N S O M E R E N . See also Van Someren. 
V A N S O M E R E N . [ D r . ] 
1853 a.—Summary of  cases of  Dracunculus treated 
in the hospital of  the 15th regiment N. I. in 
Secunderabad during 1852 CProc. Hyderabad 
Med. and Phys. Soc., pp. 76-81. [ W m . ] 
S O M E R S , F R A N K W . [M. R . С . V. S . , Leeds] 
1888 a.—Purpura hämorrhagica probably caused 
by worms <Vet. J. and Ann. Comp. Path. 
(154), v. 26, Apr., pp. 253-254. [W\ W « . ] 
S O M E R S , R A O U L B E V E R L Y F I T Z A R L A N D U S H E R . 
[M. D., D. T. M. and H., Sr. Med. Inspect., 
Sudan Med. Serv.] 
1944 a.—Kala azar treated with 4 :4 diamidino-
stilbene CLancet, London (6295), v. 246, v. 1 
(17), Apr. 22, pp. 531-533. [W·.] 
S O M E R S E T , A. M I L L I C E N T . See Chambers, Helen; 
and Somerset, A. Millicent. 
S O M E K V I L L E , B E S S I E M. See Cleland, John Burton; 
and Somerville, Bessie M. 
S O M E R V I L L E , J . R . 
(1875 a).—Notes on the disease of  dogs known 
here as "worms in the heart" <Customs Gaz. 
(1873-74), 7. Issue, pp. 13-17. [ f f « . ] 
1876 a.—Report on the health of  Foochow (Pagoda 
Anchorage) for  the half  year ended 31st March, 
1876 <China. Imp. Customs. Med. Rep. 
(1876) 11. Issue, pp. 31-46. [W·.] 
S O M I A . See Jausion; Cailliau; Meunier; and Somia. 
D E S O M M A I N , G I O V A N N I . [Dott., R . Univ. Pisa, 1st. 
Patol. Gen. e Anat. Patol. Vet.] 
1939 a.—Le alterazioni del pancreas nella dis-
tornatosi epatica degli ovini <Azione Vet., v. 
8 (15-16), Aug. 15-30, pp. 444-447, illus. [W\] 
S O M M E I L L I E R . 
1876 a.—Nouveau cas de ladrerie chez l'homme. 
Cysticerques multiples du tissu cellulaire, du 
tissu musculaire, et probablement des viscères 
<J . Méd. et Pharm. Algérie, v. 1 (3), Juin, 
pp. 34-37. [W·«.] 
S O M M E S . 
1862 a.—Przypadek pasozytów" wodunkowych w 
watrobie [Hydatids of  the liver] [Polish text] 
<Pam. Towarz. Lek. Warszaw., 4. s., v. 47 
(6), pp. 289-297. [Wm.] 
SOMMER—Continued. 
1862 b.— Idem [continued] Clbidem, v. 48 (7), 
pp. 24-35. [Wm.] 
S O M M E R , A L F R E D . See Poll, Heinrich; and Sommer, 
Alfred. 
S O M M E R , E . 
(?) .—Der Cysticercus im Muskel- und Unter-
hautzellgewebe. 38 pp. Jena. 
S O M M E R , E R W I N . 
1943 a.—Askaridiasis und eosinophiles Lungenin-
filtrat <Schweiz. Med. Wchnschr., v. 73 (38), 
Sept. 18, pp. 1132-1137, illus. [W- . ] 
S O M M E R , F E R D I N A N D U S B E R N A R D U S G U I L E L M U S . 
[1829-1902] [Prof., Director Anat. Inst., Greifs-
wald] 
1874 a.—Ueber den Bau und die Entwickelung 
der Geschlechtsorgane von Taenia mediocanellata 
(Küchenmeister) und Taenia  solium (Linné) 
<Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 24 (4), 20 Oct., 
pp. 499-563, pis. 43-47. [W·.] 
1880 a.—Die Anatomie des Leberegels, Distomum 
hepaticum L. <Ibidem, v. 34 (4), 10 Sept., 
pp. 539-640, pis. 27-32. [W·.] 
1880 b.—Amœba coli (Losch) ((4-5), pp. 246-247, 
fig.  30); Ascaris ( (8-9), pp. 536-541, figs.  4 4 -
49); Balantidium s. Paramecium coli ((10), pp. 
733-735, fig.  64) <Real-Encycl. Ges. Heilk., v. 
1, pages cited. [W'a . ] 
1880 c. Bothriocephalic Clbidem (15-16), v. 2, 
pp. 406-411, figs.  66-70. [Wm.] 
1880 d.—Cercomonas ((21-22), pp. 127-128, fig. 
19); Cysticercus, Finne, Blasenwurm ((29-30), 
pp. 589-594, figs.  42-47) Clbidem, v. 3, pages 
cited. [Wm.] 
1880 e.—Distoma L. s. Dislomum Rud. ((33-34). 
pp. 195-202, figs.  3-10) ; Dochmius s. Strongylus 
duodenalis s. Ankylostomum duodenale (pp. 2 0 8 -
211, figs.  11-15); Echinococcus (pp. 261-265, 
figs.  16-21) Clbidem, v. 4, pages cited. [ W m . ] 
1882 a.—Oxyuris vermìcularis L. ((93-94), pp. 
273-278, figs.  55-58); Pentastomum tseni aides 
Rud. ((97-98), pp. 423-429, figs.  65-68) C lb i -
dem, v. 10, pages cited. [W m . ] 
1882 b.—Psorospermien Clbidem (101-102), 
v. 11, pp. 130-132, figs.  11-14. [ff··.] 
1883 a.—Taenia ((125-126), pp. 413-420, figs. 
52-60); Trichocephalus dispar Rud. ((129-130), 
pp. 651-654, figs.  82-85) Clbidem, v. 13, pages 
cited. [Wm.] 
1885 a.—Ascaris Clbidem, 2. Aufl., r . 2, pp. 40 -
45, figs.  1-6. [Wm.] 
1885 b.—Bothriocephalic Clbidem, v. 3, pp. 
300-305, figs.  72-76. [Wm.] 
1885 c.—Cysticercus Clbidem, v. 4, pp. 658-663, 
figs.  53-58. [Wm.] 
1886 a.—Distoma L. s. Dislomum Rud. (pp. 415-
421, figs.  19-26); Dochmius s. Strongylus duo-
denalis s. Ankylostomum duodenale (pp. 429-433, 
figs.  27-31); Echinococcus (pp. 507-511, figs. 
33-38) Clbidem, v. 5, pages cited, [ f f · , ]  . 
18S8 a.—Oxyuris vermìcularis L. Clbidem, v. 15, 
pp. 129-134, figs.  7-10. [ f f » J 
1888 b.—Psorospermien Clbidem, v. 16, pp. 129-
130, figs.  6-9. [Wm.] 
1890 a.—Trichocephalus dispar Rud. Clbidem, 
v. 20, pp. 120-123, figs.  21-24. [Wm.] 
1893 a.—Amœba coli (Lösch) Clbidem, 3. Aufl. 
(7-8), v. 1, pp. 497-499, fig.  53. [W™.] 
1894 a.—Ascaris ((15-16), pp. 310-317, figs.  34 -
39); Balantidium s. Paramecium coli ((19-20), 
pp. 658-659, fig.  68) Clbidem, v. 2, pages 
cited. [Wm.] 
1894 b.—Bothriocephalic Clbidem (29-30), v. 3. 
pp. 659-665, figs.  135-139. [Wm.] 
1894 c.—Cercomonas Clbidem (35-36), v. 4, 
pp. 422-424, fig.  37. [Wm.] 
1894 d.—Cysticercus, Finne, Blasenwurm Clb i -
dem (44-45), v. 5, pp. 268-273, figs.  14-19. 
[W·».] 
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1895 a.—Distoma L. 9. Distnmum Rud. ((51-52), 
pp. 110-123, figs.  15-22); Dochmius s. Strongylus 
duodenalis s. Ankylostomum duodenale (pp. 125-
128, figs.  23-27) ; Echinococcus ( (53-54), pp. 
190-194, figs.  31-36) <Ibidem, v. 6, pages 
cited. [ W · , ] 
1898 a.—Oxyuris vermicularis L. ((173-174), pp. 
184-189, figs.  2 -5 ) ; P entas t отит Uenioides 
Rud. ((175-178), pp. 397-403, figs.  14-17) 
< Ibidem, v . 18, pages cited. [W r a . ] 
1898 b.—Psorospermien Clbidem (187-188), v. 
19, pp. 519-521, figs.  47-50. [W m · ] 
1900 a.—Tœnia (pp. 102-110); Trichocephalus 
dispar Rud. (pp. 478-481, figs.  66-69) <Ibidem, 
v. 24, pages cited. [ W m . ] 
S O M M E R , F E R D I N A N D U S B E R N A R D U S G U I L E L M U S ; 
a n d L A N D O I S , L E O N A R D . 
1872 a.—Ueber den Bau der geschlechtsreifen 
Glieder von Bothriocephalus latus Bremser. 
(Beitrag zur Anatomie der Cestoden) <Ztschr. 
Wissensch. Zool., v. 22 (1), 22 März, pp. 40-99, 
pis. 4 -8 . [W·.] 
(1874 a).—Ueber den Bau und die Entwicklung 
der Geschlechtsorgane von Tsenia  mediocanellata 
und Tsenia solium. Beiträge zur Anatomie der 
Plattwürmer. 65 pp., 5 pis. 
S O M M E R , H E N R Y O T T O . [ 1 8 7 5 - ] [ M . D . , Wash-
ington, D . C.J 
1895 a.—[Fecal examination of  36 patients in the 
Children's Hospital of  Washington, D. C., for 
ova of  intestinal parasites] [Letter to editor 
dated Nov.] <South. J. Homceop., v . 13 (9), 
Dec., pp. 353-354. [W®.] 
1895 b.—Echinococcus disease in the United 
States < N . York Med. J. (886), v. 62 (21), 
Nov . 23, pp. 656-659. [W», W » , W·.] 
1896 a.—Coccidia in the gall-bladder of  a rabbit 
<Vet . Mag., v . 3 (6), June, pp. 345-346. [W a , 
W«\] 
1896 b.—Further statistics on Echinococcus dis-
ease in the United States < N . York Med. J. 
(925), v . 64 (8), Aug. 22, pp. 263-265. [W®, 
W m , W·.] 
1896 c.—Results of  an examination of  fifty  dogs, 
at Washington, D . C., for  animal parasites 
<Vet . Mag., v . 3 (8), Aug., pp. 483-487. [W», 
Wm.] 
1896 d.—Idem. Reprint. 7 pp. Philadelphia. 
[Lib. Stiles] 
1897 a.—Note on the scarcity of  Dioctophyme 
visceralis as a parasite of  man in the United 
States [Letter to editor dated June 18] < N . 
York Med. J. (972), v. 66 (3), July 17, p. 95. 
[W\ Wm, W·.] 
1901 a.—Echinococcus disease in the United States 
[Letter to editor dated Dec. 9, 1900] Clbidem, 
v. 73, Jan. 12, p. 82. [W», W « , W«.] 
S O M M E R , J . P . [Heel- en Vroedmeester] 
[1843 a],—Waarneming von verscheidene afzon-
derlijke trossen, Tsenia  hydatigena (Fam., En-
tozoa cistica, Cuvier), volgens sommigen mola 
hydatica of  vesicularis genoemd <Nederl. 
Lancet (1842-43), v. 5 (1), pp. 367-369. [Wm.] 
S O M M E R , J O S E P H B . [Peoria High School, Peoria, 
Illinois] 
[1937 a].—Notes on the European starling in 
Illinois . . . Abstract < T r . Illinois State Acad. 
Sc. (29. Ann. Meet., Quincy, May 1-2, 1936), 
v . 29 (2), Dec. 1936, p. 267. [Issued Jan.] 
[Wv] 
1937 b.—Parasites of  the European starling in 
Illinois <Auk , v. 54 (1), Jan., pp. 50-54. [Wa.] 
S O M M E R , S I G M U N D . [Tierarzt Dr., Kelheim] 
1928 a.—Meine Erfahrungen  mit Distol <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 44 (1), 6 Jan., p. 6. 
[W·.] 
S O M M E R B R O D T , J U L I U S H E I N R I C H . [ 1 8 3 9 - ] [ D r . , 
Breslau] 
1866 a.—Ueber zwölf in einer menschlichen Leber 
beobachtete Echinococcen im Zustande der 
S O M M E R B R O D T , J U L I U S H E I N R I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1866 a.—Continued. 
reinen Scolexproduction <Arch. Path. Anat., 
v . 36, 3. F., v. 6 (2), Juni, pp. 272-278, pis. 6, 
figs.  1-2. [W», Wm, W·.] 
S O M M E R F E L D . 
1902 a.—Anchylostomum <Encycl . Hyg., Lief. 1, 
p. 38. [Wa.] 
SOMMERKAMP, W . [Dr. , Char lo t tenburg ] 
1938 a.—Futterschädlinge auf  dem Speicher und 
ihre Bekämpfung  <Deutsche Landwirtsch. 
Geflügel-Ztg.,  v . 42 (6), Nov. 10, pp. 72-73, 
illus., p. 74 (fig.  6). [W·.] 
S O M M E R M E Y E R , V I O L A . See Holder, Hall Gillam; 
Osborne, Clyde John; and Sommermeyer, 
Viola. 
S O M M E R V I L L E , D A V I D . [ M . D „ K i n g ' s C o l l . , L o n -
don] 
1907 a.—Disinfectants  against fleas  [Letter to 
editor] <Indian Med. Gaz., v . 42 (8). Aug.. d. 
316. [Wm.] 
DE SOMMERVILLE, E. T . W. See Dios, Roberto L. ; 
de Sommerville, E. T . W . ; Bonacci, Humberto; 
and Aldao, J. F. Α . ; and Dios, Roberto L. ; 
de Sommerville, E. T . W . ; Bonacci, Humberto; 
Aldao, Α . ; and Barba, R . 
S O M M E R V I L L E , T H O M A S . [Capt., M . В . , I . M . S . , 
India] See Passmore, Reginald; and Sommer-
ville, Thomas; and Mulligan, Hugh Waddell; 
Sommerville, Thomas; and Swaminath, C. S. 
S O M M I , E . [ D r . ] 
1905 a.—Sopra im caso raro di orchite malarica 
< R i v . Crit. Clin. Med., v . 6 (15), 15 Apr., pp. 
235-238. [Wm.] 
SOMOGYI, J. C. [Dott., Budapest] 
1939 a.—Agglutination of Plasmodium knowlesi 
by serum of  chronically infected  monkeys < R i v . 
Parassitol., Roma, v. 3 (2), June, pp. 157-170. 
[Wa.] 
S O M O Z A , P . [ D r . ] 
1880 a.—Las triquinas ante el tribunal de la hi-
giene <Siglo Méd. (1380), v . 27, 6 Junio, pp. 
353-356. [Wm.] 
S O M P A Y R A C , L A U R E N M C C A L L . [ 1 9 0 8 - ] [ M e d . 
Corps, U. S. Naval Reserve] See Millspaugh, 
Judson Albert; and Sompayrac, Lauren McCall. 
S O N A K , M E L A R A M . [ D r . M e d . ] 
1929 a.—Plasmochin bei Malaria. Auszug aus 
einem Manuskript <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-
Hyg., v. 33 (12), Dez., pp. 635-640. [W*.] 
S O N A N , I . 
1927 a.—Notes on the myiasis-producing Diptera 
of man and animal [Japanese text] <Taiwan 
Nôjihô, v. 21 (10), Oct., pp. 897-910 (pp. 39-52) j 
(11), Nov. , pp. 982-990 (pp. 22-30). [W\] 
1928 a.—Idem [Abstract] < R e v . Applied Entom., 
v. 16, s. B, (7), July, p. 138. [Wa.] 
SONDAG. [ M é d . - M a j . ] 
1923 a.—Un cas de filariose. Resultat négatif  du 
traitement par le novarsenobenzol a fortes 
doses <Marseille Méd., v . 60 (21), Sept. 25, 
pp. 1035-1039. [Wm.] 
SONDAR, V. A . [Сондак, Β . Α . ] [Vsesoíüz. Inst. 
Eksper. Med.] [See also Shtrom, Zh. K. ; and 
Sondak, V. Α . ; and Pavlovskiï, Evgeniï Nikono-
rovich; and Sondak, V. Α . ; and Shtrom, Zh. K . ; 
Smirnov, G . G. ; Sondak, V. Α . ; and Andreeva, 
M . P.] 
1935 a.—Тараканы как носители и хозяева па-
разитических червей в Ленинграде и окрест-
ностях (Cockroaches as carriers and hosts of 
Í>arasitic worms in Leningrad and suburbs) Russian text; English summary] <Parazit. , 
Perenosch. i fadovit.  Zhivotn. Sborn. Rabot. 
. . . Pavlovskiï 1909-1934, pp. 316-327, illus. [W·.] 
1935 b .—Устойчивость яиц широкого лентеца и 
остриц к химикалиям (Resistance of  eggs of 
the broad tapeworm and Enterobius vermicularis 
to chemicals) [Russian text; English summary] 
<Parazit., Perenosch. i fadovit.  Zhivotn. Sborn. 
Rabot. . . . Pavlovskiï 1909-1934, pp. 307-315, 
illus. [W».J 
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SONDAK, V . A . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1938 a.—Материалы к гельминтофауне населе-
ния Киргизской ССР. По материалам Кир-
гизской паразитологической экспедиции 1935 
ι·. (The helminth fauna  of  the inhabitants of 
the Kirghizian SSR) [Russian text; English 
summary] (In  Voprosy Kraevoï Parazitologii) 
CTrudy Otdel Parazitol. VsesofQz.  Inst. Eksper. 
Med. Gor'kogo, v. 3, pp. 262-276. [By.] [Also 
bibliofilm:  W'".] 
S O N D E R K A M P . [ D r . M e d . V e t . ] 
1927 a.—Die Behandlung der Distomatosis der 
Sehafe  mit Ecobol, einem neuen Spezifikum 
gegen die Leberegelseuche CDeutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 35 (27), 2 Juli, pp. 434-437. [W*.j 
1928 a.—El tratamiento del mal de saguaype con 
el nuevo específico "Ecobol " CBol. Bacteriol. 
e Invest. Vet., v. 3 (8-9), Enero-Feb., pp. 36-
43. [W«.] 
S O N D E B K A M P , J O S E F . 
1928 a.—Chemotherapeutische Versuche mit 
"Bayer 1037". Inaug.-Diss. (Hannover). Al-
feld. 95 pp. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S O N D E E N , F B E D E R I C E. [M. D.p New York] 
1897 a.—Distoma hematóbium; description of  a 
case С Med. News, N. Y „ v. 70 (18), May 1, 
pp. 554-557, figs.  1-6. [ ¥ » , W«.] 
S O N D H I , G . 
1923 a.·—Tapeworm parasites of  dogs in the Pun-
jab CParasitology, v. 15 (1), Mar., pp. 59-66, 
figs.  1-3, pi. 2, figs.  1-5. [Issued 22 Mar.j 
[Wa.] 
1927 a.—Observations on a pigeon heavily infested 
with tapeworms [Abstract] CProc. 14. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Lahore, Jan. 3-8) , pp. 193-194. 
[Wa.] 
S O N G K L A , M A H m αϊ,. [С. P. H „ Boston] See Mc -
Gavran, Edward G.; and Songkla, Mahidol. 
SONI, В. N. [В. Sc., Imp. Vet. Research Inst., 
Mukteswar] 
1938 a.—Observations on the bionomics of  the ox 
warble-fly  (Hypoderma  lineatum de Villers) C ln -
dian J. Vet Sc and Animal Husb., v. 8 (4), 
Dec., pp. 375-380, illus. [W\j 
1939 a.—Damage to hides caused by cattle ticks 
in India С Indian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., 
v. 9 (4), Dec., pp. 361-365, pi. [Wa.] 
1939 b.—Further observations on the bionomics 
of  the ox warble-fly  (Hypoderma  lineatum de 
Villers) in India Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 9 (4), Dec., pp. 431-435, pi. [Wa.] 
1939 c.—Observations on the bionomics of  the ox 
warble-fly  (Hypoderma  lineatum) [Abstract] 
CProc. 25. Indian^ Sc. Cong. (Calcutta, Jan. 
4-8, 1938), Sect. 11, Vet. Research, p. 274. 
[Wa.] 
1939 d.—Studies on the morphology of  the larval 
forms  of  Hypoderma  crossii Patton Clndian J. 
Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 9 (4), Dec., pp. 
367-369, pi. [Wa] 
(1939 e).—Warble-fly  larva as an oesophageal 
parasite of  goats Clndian J. Entom., v. 1 (3), 
p. 95. 
1940 a.—Further observations on the bionomics of 
the ox warble-fly  (Hypoderma  lineatum) in In-
dia [Abstract] CProc. 26. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Lahore, 1939), Part III , p. 173. [Wa.] 
1940 b.—Preliminary observations on the bio-
nomics of  the goat warble fly,  Hypoderma  crossii 
Patton Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., 
v. 10 (3), Sept., pp. 280-283, illus., pl. [W».] 
1940 c.—The structure of  the mouth-parts of 
young larval forms  of  Hypoderma  crossii Patton 
Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 10 
(3), Sept., pp. 291-292, p i [Wa.] 
1940 d.—Studies upon the morphology of  the lar-
val forms  of  Hypoderma  crossii [Abstract] CProc. 
26. Indian Sc. Cong. (Lahore, 1939), Part III , 
p. 176. [Wa.] 
S O N I , Β . Ν . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1940 е.—Warble-fly  larva as an oesophageal para-
site of  goats [Abstract of  1939 e] CRev Ap-
plied Entom., v. 28, s. B. (11), Nov., p. 207. 
[Wa.] 
1941 a.—Preliminary observations on the bionomics 
of  the goat-warble-fly  (Hypoderma  crossii Pat-
ton) [Abstract] CProc. 27. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Madras, 1940), Pt. I l l , p. 173, Sect. 8, Entom., 
P. 13. [Y".] 
1941 b.—The structure of  the mouth-parts of  young 
larval forms  of  Hypoderma  crossii Patton [Ab-
stract] CProc. 27. Indian Sc. Cong. (Madras, 
1940), Pt. I l l , p. 165. Sect. 8, Entom., p. 5. 
[ Y 4 
1942 a.—The relationship between the distribution 
of  the ox warble-fly  (Hypoderma  lineatum De 
Villers) and soil moisture in India [Abstract] 
CProc. 28. Indian Sc. Cong. (Benares, 1941), 
Part III, p. 198. [Ch".] 
1942 b.—Eggs of  the goat warble-fly  (Hypoderma 
crossii Patton) CCurrent Sc. Bangalore, v. 11 
(7), July, pp. 280-281, illus. [W· , ] 
1943 a.—Further observations on the bionomics of 
the goat warble-fly  Hypoderma  crossii Patton 
[Abstract] CProc. 30. Indian Sc. Cong. (Cal-
cutta), Part III, p. 88. [Ch«.] 
1945 a .—D.D.T. and cattle ticks CCurrent Sc., 
Bangalore, v. 14 (12), Dec., p. 334. [ W - . ] 
1948 a.—Gammexane (D 025) and cattle ticks 
CCurrent Sc., Bangalore, v. 17 (1), Jan., p. 25. 
[Wa.] 
1949 a.—The relationship between the distribution 
of  the ox warble-fly  (Hypoderma  lineatum De 
Villers) and soil moisture in India Clndian J. 
Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 19 (1), Mar., pp. 
15-18. [Wa.] 
S O N I , Β . Ν . ; a n d B A W A , H . S . 
1942 a.—Records of  the occurrence of  warble-flies 
(Hypoderma  lineatum De Villers and Hypoderma 
crossii Patton) in Sind [Abstract] CProc. 28. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Benares, 1941), Part III , p. 
241. [Ch".] [Photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S O N I , Β . N . ; a n d K H A N , Μ . Α . 
1944 a.·—Οχ warble-fly  in India Clndian Farm., 
v. 5 (3), Mar., pp. 118-121, map. [Wa.j 
SONI, R. L. [M. В., В. S., Roy. Med. Hall, Paungde, 
Burma] 
1935 a.—A note on yellow discoloration in atebrin 
therapy Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 70 (4), Apr., pp. 
211-212. [W- . ] 
S O N I A , С. See Zotta, Georges ; and Sonia, С. 
S O N N E N B E B Q , E . 
1908 a.—Die Piroplasmosis der Sehafe und ihre 
Beziehung zur sogenannten Bradsot der Schafe 
С Beri. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (35), 27 Aug., pp. 
609-610. [Wa, W">.] 
S O N N E N B U B G . [ D r . ] 
1891 a.—Fall von Echinococcus des Kleinhirns 
[Abstract of  report before Freie Vereinigung 
Chir., Berlin, 10 Nov. 1890] CDeutsche Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 17 (8), 19 Feb., p. 300. (W·, W m . ] 
1899 a.—Falle von Leber-Echinococcus _ [Abstract 
of  report before Freie Vereinigung Chir., Berlin, 
11 Juli 1898] Clbidem, v. 25 (14), 6 Apr., Ver.-
Beilage, p. 84. [Wa, W m . ] 
S O N N E N K A L B , H U G O . 
[1841 а].—De scabie humana. Inaug.-Diss. (Lip-
siae). 46 pp. Lipsiae. [W m · ] 
S O N N E N S C H E I N , C U B T . [Prof.  Dr., Hamburg, Inst. 
Schiffs-  u. Tropenkrankh., Hamburg] [See also 
Mayer, Martin; Laas, Ernst; and Sonnenschein, 
Curt; and Mühlens, Peter; Nauck, Ernst Georg; 
and Sonnenschein, Curtl 
1935 a.—Die Amöbenruhr (In Gundel, M . Die 
ansteckenden Krankheiten. Ihre Epidemiologie, 
Bekämpfung  und spezifische  Therapie, Leipzig, 
pp. 364-372, illus.) [W». ] 
1935 b.—Die Pest (In  Gundel, M. Die anstecken-
den Krankheiten. Ihre Epidemiologie, Bekämp-
fimg  und spezifische  Therapie, Leipzig, pp. 147-
159, illus.) [W·».] 
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SONNENSCHEIN, C U R T — C o n t i n u e d . 
1940 a.—Verzeichnis in Deutschland erschienener 
neuerer Dissertationen und Habilitationsschrif-
ten aus dem Gebiet der Tropenmedizin und 
Tropenhygiene, Auslandsmedizin und deren 
Grenzgebieten (1930-1938). 64 pp. Leipzig. 
1941 a.-^-Gesundheitsdienst in Südwestafrika  in 
Nachkriegszeiten (Verhandl. 11. Tag. Deutsch. 
Tropenmed. Gesellsch.) <Deutsche Tropenmed. 
Ztschr., v . 45 (8), Apr. 15, pp. 225-255, illus. 
[ W " , Wa.] 
S O N N E N S C H E I N , G U S T A V . [Dr., Olmiltz] 
1903 a.—Tœnia cucumerina s. elliptica bei einem 6 
Monate alten Kinde <München. Med. Wchn-
schr., v. 50 (52), 29 Dec., pp. 2294-2295. [Wa , 
1904 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 35 (17-18), 29 Oct., p. 571. [Wa , 
W'f.l 
S O N N E N T H A L , H O R A Z . [Dr., Milrzsteg] 
[1913 a].—Zur Parasitologie des Auerhahns 
CJahrb. Inst. Jagdk.y v. 2, pp. 200-201. [Wa.] 
SONNE VILLE , P . See V a n s t e e n b e r g h e , P . ; a n d S o n n e -
ville, P. 
S O N N I N I . 
(1800 a).—Reisen in Ober- und Nieder-Aegypten. 
2. Theil, p. 125. Leipzig u. Jena. 
S O N N I N I D E M A N O N C O U E T , C H A R L E S N I C O L A S S I G I S -
B E R T . 
1799 a.—Vovage dans la haute et basse Egypte. 3 
v. Paris. [W».] 
S O N N T A G , E R I C H . [Dr., Chir., Klin. Leipzig] 
1912 a.—Beitrag zur Serumdiagnostik der Echino-
coccusinfektion  mittels der Komplementbin-
dungsmethode <Beitr. Klin. Chir., v . 82 (2), 
Dec., pp. 454-461. [ W m . ] 
S O N N T A G , F E R D I N A N D H E R M A N N F R I T Z M E I E R . See 
Meier-Sonntag, Ferdinand Hermann Fritz. 
S O N O B E , K O I C H I . [Dr., Tokio] 
1927 a.—-Ueber Linguatuliden-Larven-Knötchen 
(sog. Pentastomen-Knötchen) der Leber des 
Menschen. Nebst Bemerkungen zu der Veröf-
fentlichung  von N. Sagredo in Bd. 251 dieses 
Archivs <Virchow's Arch. Path. Anat., v . 263 
(3), 17 Feb., pp. 753-768, figs.  1-9 . [Wa.] 
1927 b.—Ueber Linguatuliden-Larven-Knötchen 
(sog. Pentastomen-Knötchen) der Leber des 
Menschen. Nebst Bermerkungen zu der Veröf-
fentlichimg  von N. Sagredo in Bd. 251 Virchows 
Archivs [German text] <Sei-i-Kwai Zasshi, 
Tokyo (497), v . 46 (7), July, pp. 1-13. [W™.] 
S O N O D A , T A E Ô . 
1933 a.—Einfluss des Ikterus auf  die Entwicklung 
von Schistosoma japonicum im Wirtskörper 
<Proc . Imp. Acad., Tokyo, v. 9 (8), Oct., pp. 
453-456. [W8 . ] 
1933 b.—[An experimental study on the influence  of 
icterus on the development of  Schistosomum 
japonicum within the body of  the host] [Japanese 
text] < R e p . 5. Cong. Japan Parasitol. Soc., Rep., 
pp. 67-69. [W«.] 
[1933 с].—Experimentelle Untersuchung über den 
Einfluss  des Ikterus auf  die Entwicklung von 
Schistosoma japonicum im Wirtskörper (II. Mit -
teilung) < T r . Soc. Path. Japon. (Fukuoka, Apr. 
5 -7 ) , v. 23, pp. 820-822. [W'.] 
(1934 a) .—The influence of  icterus on the infection 
and development of  Schistosoma japonicum 
[Japanese text] <Gun-i-Dan Zasshi (250), pp. 
499-530, 50 figs. 
1935 a.-—Idem [Abstract] <Japan. J. Zool., v . 6 
(3), Nov. 5, Abstr., p. 58. [Wa.] 
S O N O D A , T A R Ó ; a n d K A W A T , T O M I O . 
[1932 a],—Experimentelle Untersuchung über den 
Einfluss  des Ikterus auf  die Entwicklung von 
Schistsomum [sie] japonicum im Wirtskörper 
[Abstract] < T r . Japan. Path. Soc. (Nagoya, Apr. 
1 -3) , V. 22, pp. 752-754. [Yam.] 
S Ó Ñ O R A , С . V I G I L . See Vigü Sófiora, С . 
SoNsiNo, PROSPERO. [1835-1901] [Prof.,  Pisa] [For 
biography see Arch. Parasitol., Paris, v . 11 (3), 
Aug. 1, 1907, pp. 425-438] [W».] [For  port, see 
Parasitology, v. 14 (1), Apr. 1922, pi. 14] [Wa.] 
[See also Fayrer, (Sir) Joseph, 1876 a] 
1871 a.—La carne cruda e il tenia <Imparziale, 
v. 11 (6), 16 Mar., pp. 161-165. [Wm.] 
1874 a.—Ricerche intorno alla Bilharzia hœmatobia 
in relazione colla ematuria endemica dell'Egitto, 
e nota intorno ad un nematoideo trovato in 
sangue umano <Rendic. Accad. Se. Fis. e Mat.. 
Napoli, v. 13 (6), Giugno, pp. 71-83, 7 figs. [W·.] 
1874 b.—Idem <Movimento, Napoli, v . 6 (20), 24 
Luglio, pp. 305-313; (21), 31 Luglio, pp. 320-
331, figs.  1-7 . [Wm.] 
1874 c.-—Idem dmparz ia le , v . 14 (16), 17 Agosto, 
pp. 502-510; (17), 2 Sett., pp. 521-539, figs.  1 -7 ; 
note by editor, p. 539. [ W m . ] 
1875 a.—Endemic hsematuria in Egypt <Balt i -
more Phys. and Surg., v. 3 (2), Feb., pp. 9-10. 
[Wm.] 
1875 b.—Delia Bilharzia hœmatobia e delle altera-
zioni anatomopatologiche che induce nell' or-
ganismo umano. Loro importanza come fattori 
della morbilità e mortalità in Egito. Con cenno 
sopra una larva d' insetto parassita dell' uomo 
<Imparziale, v. 15 (24), 17 Die., pp. 738-748. 
[Wm.] 
1876 a.—Idem [continued] <Ibidem, v. 16 (1), 1 
Genn., pp. 3 -17 ; (2), 18 Genn., pp. 33-46, 1 pl., 
figs.  1-9 . [Wm.] 
1876 b.—La Bilharzia hœmatobia et son rôle patho-
logique en Egypte [Transi, of  1875 b and 1876 
a] <Arch. Gén. Méd., 6. s., v. 27, Juin, pp. 652-
673, figs.  1-9 . [ W · « . ] 
(1876 c).—Consigli al popolò per prevenire i dis-
turbi prodotti da un verme che altera gli organi 
orinarii <G ! or . la Finanza di Alessandria 
d'Egitto, 11 Feb. 
1876 d.—[Communieazione sulla Filaria sanguinis 
hominis] <Rendic. R. Accad. Se. Fis. e Mat. , 
Napoli, v . 15 (3), Mar., pp. 54-56. [W·.] 
1876 е.—Idem <Imparziale, v . 16 (9), 3 Maggio, 
pp. 272-276. [W" . ] 
1876 f. —[General review of  articles on Bilharzia 
hematobia, by Thomas Spencer Cobbold] <Veter-
inarian, London (580), v. 49 4. s. (256), v . 22, 
Apr., pp. 233-235. [Wa , W » J 
1876 g.—Intorno ad un nuovo parassito del bue 
( Bilharzia bovis) <Rendic . R . Accad. Sc. Fis. e 
Mat., Napoli, v. 15 (5), Maggio, pp. 84-87, figs. 
[ W « ] 
1876 h —Sur un nouveau parasite du bœuf [Ab-
stract of  1876 g] < J Z o o l , Paris, v. 5, p..280. 
[Wa, W«.] 
1876 i.—Nouvel entozoaire du bœuf [Abstract of 
1876 g] <Gaz. Hebd. Méd., v . 23, 2. s., v. 13 
(29), 21 Juillet, p. 461. [Wm.] 
1876 k.—Idem [Abstract of  1876 g] <Arch. Méd. 
Belges, v. 29, 3. s., v. 10 (2), Août, pp. 166-167. 
[ W m . ] 
1876 1,—Idem [Abstract of  1876 g] <Arch. Vét., 
Alfort,  v. 1 (10), 25 Août, p. 400. [Wm.] 
1876 m.—Idem [Abstract of  1876 g] <Ann. Méd. 
Vét., v . 25 (10), Oct., pp. 594-595. [Wm.] 
1877 a.—Sugli ematozoi come contributo alla fauna 
entozoica egiziana <Imparziale, v . 17 (10), 31 
Maggio, pp. 297-307. [Wm.] 
1877 b.—[Studi sugli ematozoi in Egitto] [Abstract 
of  paper read before  Soc. Med.-Fis., 20 Maggio] 
<Ibidem, pp. 317-319. [Wm.] 
1877 c.—On the Entozoa of thé horse in relation 
to the late Egyptian equine plague <Veterin-
arian, London (590), v. 50, 4. s. (266), v. 23, Feb., 
pp. 49-54; (591), 4. s. (267), Mar., pp. 121-128. 
[Wa, Wm.] 
1878 a.—L'Anchilostoma duodenale in relazione coll' 
anemia progressiva perniciosa <Imparziale, v. 
18 (8), 30 Apr., pp. 227-234. [Wm.] 
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1878 b.—Idem (Abstract] <Gazz. Med. Lomb., 
v. 38, 7. s „ v. 5 (24), 15 Giugno, p. 234. [W» , ] 
1878 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1878 a] <Spallanzani, 
v . 16, 2. s., v . 7 (6), Giugno, pp. 278-280. [ f f » .| 
1878 d.—Risposta all'articolo critico sull Anchilo-
stoma duodenale in relazione al l'anemia progres-
siva perniciosa Cimparziale, v. 18 (16), 31 
Agosto, pp. 487-494. [ W m . ] 
1878 e.—Sull'Anchilostoma duodenale in risposta al 
Prof.  Sangalli [Letter to editor dated 9 Ott.] 
<Ibidem (20), 31 Ott., pp. 609-618. [ W » J 
1878 f.— Nouvelles recherches sur les hématozoaires 
de l'homme en Egypte <Cong. Périod. Internat. 
Se. Méd. C. R., Genève (5. session, 1877), pp. 
651-653. [ W m . ] 
1879 a.—Anchilostoma duodenale and progressive 
pernicious anœmia [Abstract of  1878 a] < N . 
York Med. J „ v. 30 (2), Aug., p. 216. [ f f · , W·.] 
1880 a.—Betrekking tusschen anaemia perniciosa 
en Anchilostoma duodenale [Abstract of  1878 a] 
<Geneesk. Courant, v. 34 (12), 21 Maart, p. 
[ 1 ] . [ W m . ] 
1880 b.—Sull' anchilostomosi [Letter to G . Faralli 
dated 8 Nov.] <Imparziale, v . 20 (23), 15 Die., 
pp. 641-643. [ f f " . ] 
(1881 a) .—La Filaría sanguinis hominis et son rôle 
pathologique <Bull . Inst. Egypt., 2. s. (2), p. 118. 
1882 a.—Filaría sanguinis hominis, lymphocele, 
lymphuria, and other associated morbid disor-
ders; with a hint of  other worm diseases in Egypt 
< M e d . Times and Gaz. (1663), v . 1, May 13, 
pp. 494-495; (1664), May 20, pp. 522-524; 
(1665), May 27, pp. 553-555. [W™, W·.] 
1882 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Lancet , London 
(3064), v . 1, May 20, p. 825. [W-, W m , W«.] 
1882 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1882 a] <Brit . Med. 
J. (1125), v. 2, July 22, p. 136. [W·».] 
1882 d.—Bilharzia and Anchylostoma [Letter to 
editor dated May 31] < M e d . Times and Gaz. 
(1667), v . 1, June 10, pp. 620-621. [ W , W·.] 
1882 e.—Coexistence of Filaria and Bilharzia, and 
relative frequency  of  these and other worms in 
Egypt <Veterinarian, London (656), v . 55, 4. 8. 
(332), v. 28, Sept., pp. 569-573. [W», W v ] 
1883 a.—A new series of  cases of Filaria sanguinis 
parasitism observed in Egypt; with the results 
of  experiments on filariated  suctorial insects 
< M e d . Times and Gaz. (1734), v . 2, Sept. 22, 
pp. 340-342; (1735), Sept. 29, pp. 367-369; 
(1737), Oct. 13, pp. 421-423. [Wm, W·.] 
1883 b.—On Filaria sanguinis hominis, lymphocele, 
lymphuria, and other associated morbid disorders 
[Abstract of  1882 a] < T r . Epidemiol. Soc. Lond., 
n. s., v . 1, pp. 148-155. [Wm.] 
1883 c.—Filaria sanguinis hominis, lymphocele, 
lymphuria e outras affecçôes  concomitantes. 
Memoria seguida de um esboço sobre outras 
doenças verminosas do Egypto [Transi, of  1882 
a] <Gaz. Med. Bahia, an. 15, 3. a., v. 1 (4), Outu-
bro, pp. 177-185; (5), nov., pp. 228-235. [Wm.] 
1884 a.—Della emottisi da Distoma endemica in 
Giáppone e in Formosa in confronto  colla ema-
turia di Bilharzia endemica in Egitto e in altre 
contrade affricane <Sperimentale, Firenze, an. 
38, ν . 54 (7), Luglio, pp. 17-21. [Wm.] 
1884 b .—Di una particolarità di struttura di'certe 
cercarie, cellule a bastoncini, e della sua significa-
zione funzionale  <Att i Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat.. 
Proc. Verb. (1883-85), v . 4, pp. 98-102. [W·.] 
1884 c.—Il ciclo vitale della Filaria sanguinis hom· 
inis < Ibidem, pp. 102-106. [W·.] 
1884 d.—La Filaria sanguinis hominis osservata in 
Egitto, e gli esperimenti intorno al suo passagio 
nelle zanzare e in altri insetti ematofagi  <Gior. 
R. Accad. Med. Torino, an 47 [3. s.], v . 32 (8), 
Agosto, pp. 365-380. [Wm, W·.] 
1884 е.—Ricerche sullo sviluppo della Bilharzia 
hœmatobia <Ibidem, pp. 380-394, 1 pl., figs.  1-6. 
[ W · , W·.] 
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(1884 f) . —La Fasciola epatica ed il suo ciclo vitale 
<Gior . La Natura (32), pp. 76-77. 
(1884 g).—Contro lo sviluppo della Fasciola epatica 
nelle gregge <Ibidem (47), p. 315. 
1884 h.—Sur les cellules à bâtonnets de certaines 
cercaires [Transi, of  1884 b] <Arch. Ital. Biol., 
v . 6 (1), 15 déc., pp. 57-61. [Wm, W·.] 
1884 i.—Le cycle vital de la Filaria sanguinis'hom-
inis [Abstract of  1884 c] <Ibidem,p. 110. [ W m , 
W· . ] 
1885 a.—The treatment of  Bilharzia disease <Brit . 
Med. J. (1276), v. 1, June 13, pp. 1197-1198. 
[Wa, Wm.] 
1885 b.—Aperçu des études helminthologiques en 
Egypte <Bull. Inst. Egypt., 2. s., v . 6, pp. 14&-
160. [W·.] 
(1886 a).—Del clima delle malattie di Singapore. 
Communicazione, etc. <Gior . Idrol. e Climatol. 
Media., Firenze (7-8). 
(1887 a).—Sugli ematozoi come contributo alla 
fauna  entozoica egiziana. Cairo. 
1888 a.—Ricerche sugli ematozoi del cane e sul 
ciclo vitale della tenia cucumerina. 47 pp., 1 1. 
Pisa. [Wm.] 
1888 b.—Sul ciclo vitale di un nematode ematozoo 
del cane. (Notizie elmintologiche. 1) <Att i Soc. 
Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb. (1887-89), v . 6, 1 
luglio, pp. 113-115. [W·.] 
1888 с.—Rictularia plagiostoma e specie affini. 
(Notizie elmintologiche. 2) <Ibidem, pp. 115-
119. [W«.] 
1888 d.—Le condizioni di Massaua per rispetto alla 
vita e diffusione  di certi elminti perniciosi ali) 
uomo, in paragone a quelle dei paesi dove questi 
elminti sono già conosciuti «Clbidem, pp. 119-
131. [W·.] 
1888 е.—The life  history of a hœmatozoon [Letter 
to editor dated June 23] <Brit . Med. J. (1437), 
v . 2, July 14, pp. 100-101. [W», Wm.] 
1888 f.—Notices  helminthologiques [Trans L of 
1888 b] <Arch. Ital. Biol., v. 10 (2), 1 Sept., pp. 
190-196. [Wm.] 
1888 g.—Osservazioni cliniche con relative con-
siderazioni <Sperimentale, Firenze, an. 42, 4. s., 
v. 62 (10), Ott., pp. 388-407. [Wm.] 
[1888 h].—Sull'anchilostomiasi [Abstract of  1888 g, 
pp. 404-407] <Lavori Cong. Med. Int. (1. Cong , 
Roma, 1888), pp. 381-383. [W™.] 
1888 i.—Sugli ematozoa del cane [Abstract of  1888 
b] <Veterinarian, London (731), v . 61, 4. s. 
(407), v . 34, Nov., p. 762. [W\ W . ] 
1889 a.—Ricerche sugli ematozoi del cane e sul 
ciclo vitale della tenia cucumerina <Att i Soc. 
Tose. Sc. Nat., Mem., v . 10, pp. 20-64, pl. 2, 12 
figs. [W·.] 
1889 b.—Notizie elmintologiche <Ibidem,"Proc . 
Verb. (1887-89), v. 6, 13 Genn., pp. 191-194. 
[W·.] 
1889 с.—Studi e notizie elmintologiche < Ibidem, 
12 Maggio, pp. 224-237. [W·.] 
1889 d.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
v . 6 (14), 23 Sept., p. 396. [W», Wm, W·.] 
1889 е.—Nematode in a dog [Abstract of  1888 bl 
<J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (1), Feb., p. 58. [Wa, Wm, 
W·.] 
1889 f.— Ricerche sugli ematozoi del cane e sul ciclo 
vitale della tenia cucumerina [Abstract of  1888 
a] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., v . 5 (23), 31 Mai, p. 
778. [W", Wm, W·.] 
1889 g.—Studie'e notizie elmintologiche <Att i Soc. 
Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb. (1887-89), v . 6, 7 
Luglio. DD. 273-285, 1 fig.,  1 table. [W·.] 
[1889 hj.—importanza dell'esame degli escreti per 
la diagnosi e conveniente cura delle malattie da 
entozoi <Lavori Cong. Med. Int. (2. Cong., 
Roma) , pp. 379-388. [W» . ] 
1889 i,—Sull'Ancfeiíostojno  duodenale nell* uomo 
nella provincia di Pisa <Gior . Soc. Fiorent. Ig., 
v. 5 (7-12), Luglio-Die., pp. 213-230. [ W - . ] 
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1889 k.—Perche i motaioli delle fabbriche  di mat-
toni anno sogetti a mancanza di sangue e modo di 
evitare questo male <Ibidem, pp. 230-233. 
[Wm.] 
1889 1.—Notices helminthologiques [Abstract of 
1889 b] <Arch. Ital. Biol., v. 12 (1-2) , 28 Juillet, 
pp. 295-296. [Wm.] 
1889 m.—Anchilostomiasi nei dintorni di Pisa e il 
timolo contro il tricocefalo  < R i v . Gen. Ital. 
Clin. Med., v. 1 (12), 30 Sett., pp. 284-286. [Wm.] 
[1889 n],—Notizie elmintologiche <Att i Soc. Tose. 
Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v. 7, 17 Nov., p. 11. [W·.] 
1889 o.—Helminthological notices [Abstract of 
1889 b] <J . Roy . Micr. Soc. (6), Dec., p. 758. 
[W», Wm, W·.] 
1890 a.—Distoma conus Creplin, et formes affines 
[Abstract of  1889 g] <Rec . Méd. Vét., v. 67, 7. s., 
v . 7 (3), 15 Fév., pp. 134-138. [W», W"».] 
1890 b.—Le Distoma commutatimi Dies., de la poule 
[Abstract of  1889 g] Clbidem, p. 138. [Footnote 
by A. Railliet, p. 138] [W\ Wm.] 
1890 c.—Ankylostomiasis and beri-beri [Letter to 
editor dated Feb. 15] <Lancet, London (3469), 
v. 1, Feb. 22, pp. 435-436. [W\ W " , W·.] 
1890 d.—Anemia perniciosa, beriberi e Anchilo-
si orna (Note critiche) < R i v . Gen. Ital. Clin. 
Med., v. 2 (8-9) , 15 Maggio, pp. 191-193. [ W m . ] 
1890 e.—Studi e notizie elmintologiche <Att i Soc. 
Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v. 7, pp. 99-114. 
[W·.] 
1890 f.—Idem  [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 8 (10), 29 Aug., pp. 309-310. [Wa, W">, W·.] 
1890 g.—Parasites in the blood of  the dog [Ab-
stract of  1889 a] <J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (3), June, 
p. 331. [Wa, Wm, W·.] 
1890 h.—Un nuovo Distoma del sotto genere Poly-
orchis, Stossich. Distomum formosum  mihi <Att i 
Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v. 7, 6 Luglio, 
pp. 134-136. [W·.] 
1890 i.—Idem. Reprint. 3 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. Stiles] 
[1890 kj.—Un nuovo Heterakis del Gallus domesti-
cus, Heterakis differens  mihi <Att i Soc. Tose. 
Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v . 7, 6 Luglio, pp. 136-137. 
[W·.] 
[1890 1].—Notizie di trematodi della collezione del 
Museo di Pisa <Ibidem, pp. 137-143. [W·.] 
[1890 m],—Di un nuovo trematode raccolto dal 
Pagrus  orphus. Cenno preliminare <Ibidem, 
16 Nov., p. 172. [W·.] 
[1890 п].—Notizie di trematodi e nematodi della 
collezione del Museo di Pisa Clbidem, pp. 173-
178. [W·.] 
[1891 a].—Notizie di parassiti <Ibidem, 18 Genn., 
pp. 201-202. [W·.] 
1891 b.—Importanza della zooparassitologia medica 
e specialmente degli zooparassiti come fattori  di 
malattie. Prelezione ad un corso di parassitologia 
letto nella scuola medica dell'Università di Pisa 
il 12 gennaio 1891 <Spallanzani, an. 29, 2. s., v. 
20 (1-2), pp. 54-70. [ W m . ] 
1891 с.—Un nuovo Distoma del sotto-genere Poly-
orchis Stoss. [Abstract of  1890 hj CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., v. 9 (8), 2 März, p. 291. [W*, Wm, 
W·.] 
1891 d.—Un nuovo Heterakis  del Gallus domeslicus 
[Abstract of  1890 к] Clbidem, p. 291. [W», Wm, 
W«.J 
1891 e.—Notizie di trematodi della collezione del 
Museo di Pisa [Abstract of  18901] Clbidem, p. 
290. [W», Wm, W«.] 
1891 f. —Süll' Octocotyle (Vallila)  striata, Par. e Per. 
Replica ai Parona e Perugia CZool. Anz., Leip-
zig (358), v. 14, 9 März, pp. 87-88. [Wa, W » , 
W·.] 
1891 g .—D'un nouveau trématode recueilli sur le 
"Pagrus  orphus"  [Transi, of  1890 m] С Arch. 
Ital. Biol., v. 15 (1), 15 Mars, pp. 147-148. 
[Wm.] 
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[1891 h].—Parassiti animali del Mugil  cephalus e di 
altri pesci della collezione del Museo di Pisa 
С Atti Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v. 7, 10 
Mftgg.,  pp. 253-265. [W·.] 
1891 i.—Tre casi di tenia nana nei dintorni di Pisa 
CRiv. Gen. Ital. Clin. Med., v . 3 (8-9) , 15 Mag-
gio, pp. 187-192. [W®.] 
1891 к,—Idem. Reprint. 6 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
[1891 1].—Di un nuovo Microcotyle raccolto dall 
Umbrina  cirrhosa. (Cenno preliminare) С Atti 
Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v . 7, 5 Luglio, 
pp 303-304. [W·.] 
1891 m.—Tre casi di malattia da Rhabdonema in-
testinale о rhabdonemiasi CRiv . Gen. Ital. Clin. 
Med., v. 3, suppl. (2-4), 20 Luglio, pp. 47-56. 
[W"·.] 
1891 п.—Idem. Reprint. 10 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1891 о .—The principal and most efficacious  means 
of  preventing the spread of  entozoal affections 
in man [Same as 1892 a] <Lancet, London 
(3547), Aug. 22, pp. 419-421; (3548), Aug. 29, 
pp. 480-483. [Wm, W«.] 
1891 p.—Idem. Reprint. 8 pp. [London] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1891 q .—Die wichtigsten und wirksamsten Mittel 
zur Verhütung der Ausbreitung der Entozoën 
beim Menschen [Transí, of  1892 a] CWien. 
Med. Presse, v. 32 (38), 20 Sept., pp. 1425-1427; 
(39), 27 Sept., pp. 1461-1463; (40), 4. Oct., pp. 
1502-1504. [Wm.] 
1892 a.—The principal and most efficacious  means 
of  preventing the spread of  entozoal affections  in 
man [Same as 1891 o] CTr. 7. Internat. Cong. 
Hyg. and Demog. (Aug. 10-17, 1891), v . 1, sect. 
1, pp. 332-345. [W», Wm.] 
1892 b .—Dos meios principaes, e mais efficazes de 
prevenir a diffusäo de molestias entozoicas no 
hörnern [Transi, of  1892 a] CGaz. Med. Bahia, 
an. 24, 4. s„ v. 2 (8), Fev., pp. 337-348; (9), Mar., 
pp. 388-399. [Wm.] 
1892 c.—Studi sui parassiti di molluschi di acqua 
dolce nei dintorni di Cairo in Egitto CFestschr. 
70. Geburtst. R. Leuckart's, pp. 134-146, pl. 18, 
figs.  1-7. [Wa.] 
1892 d.—Parasites of  fishes  [Abstract of  1891 h] 
CJ. Roy. Micr. Soc., 2. s., v. 12 (2), Apr., p. 210. 
[Wa, Wm, W·.] 
1892 e.—Dei distomi dello Zamensis viridiflavus 
Lacèp. e di una fase del ciclo vitale di uno di essi 
С Atti Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v. 8, 15 
Maggio, pp. 91-95. [W«.] 
1892 f.— Idem. Reprint. 4 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1892 g.—Tre casi di malattia da Rabdonema in-
testinale o rabdonemiasi [Abstract of  1891 m] 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., v. 12 (19), 15 Nov., pp. 
683-684. [W», Wm, W«.] 
1892 h.—Tre casi di tenia nana nei dintorni di Pisa 
fAbstract of  1891 i] Clbidem, p. 683. [Wa, Wm, 
W·.] 
1S92 i .—Thymol as an anthelmintic remedy CLan-
cet, London (3612), v. 2, Nov. 19, pp. 1156-1157. 
[Wm, W·.] 
1893 a.—Intestinal, hepatic, and portal Entozoa, 
and associated diseases С Hyg. and Dis. Warm 
Climates (Davidson), pp. 861-927, pis. 4 -7 . 
[Wm.] 
1893 b.—Trematodi di rettili e di anfibi  della col-
lezione del Museo di Pisa CAtti Soc. Tose. Se. 
Nat., Proc. Verb., v. 8, 5 Feb., pp. 183-190. 
[We.] 
[1893 c].—Idem. Reprint. 8 pp. Pisa. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1893 d.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 14 (17), 28 Oct., pp. 566-567. [Wa, Wm, W·.] 
1893 e.—Sul Distomum ovocaudatum Vulpian. 
Breve nota CMonitore Zool. Ital., v. 4 (3), 30 
Apr., pp. 63-64. [Wm.] 
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1893 f.— Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 14 (17), 28 Oct., p. 566. [W\ W » , W 4 ] 
1893 g.—Nota intorno al Disiomum horridum Leidy 
e al Distomum ovocaudatum Vulpian <Att i Soc. 
Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v . 8, 7 Magg., pp. 
215-217. [Wv] 
[1893 h].—Idem. Reprint. 2 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1893 i.—Idem [Abstract of  1893 g] <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., v. 14 (17), 28 Oct., p. 566. fW",  W m , 
W·.] 
1893 k.—Brief  notes on flukes  <Proc . Zool. Soc. 
London, May 16, pp. 496-500. [W», We.] 
1893 L—Idem [Abstract] <J . Roy. Micr. Soc. 
(6), Dec., p. 742. [W», ff«, W·. ] 
1893 m.—Discovery of  the life-historv  of  Bilharzia 
<Lancet, London (3654), v. 2, Sept. 9, pp. 621-
622. [Wm, W·.] 
1893 n.—Idem <Hvg . and Dis. Warm Climates 
(Davidson), pp. 997-1000. [W™.] 
1893 о.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 14 (21), 24 Nov., pp. 707-708. [W\ W™, W«.] 
1893 p.—Trematodes of  reptiles and amphibians 
[Abstract of  1893 b] < J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (5), 
Oct., p. 637. [W», W m , W«.] 
1893 q.—Sviluppo, ciclo vitale e ospite intermedio 
della Bilharzia hœmatobia [Abstract of  1894 a] 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., v . 14 (14), 10 Oct., pp. 
466-467. [W», W - , W«.] 
[1894 a].—Idem. Original <Att i Soc. Tose. Sc. 
Nat., Proc. Verb., v . 9, 21 Genn., pp. 9-10. 
[W·.] 
1894 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool . Centralbl., v. 1 
(19-20), 26 Nov., pp. 754-755. [W», W·.] 
[1894 с].—Aggiunta alla precedente nota sullo 
sviluppo della Bilharzia hœmatobia <Att i Soc. 
Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v . 9, 21 genn., pp. 10-
14. [W·.] 
[1894 d].—Idem. Reprint, pp. 2 -6 . [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1894 e.—Entozoi di camaleonte e di anfibi  raccolti 
nel sud della Tunisia <Att i Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat., 
Proc. Verb., v . 9, pp. 110-116. [W».] 
1894 f.— Idem. Reprint. 7 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1894 g.—Idem [Abstract of  1894 e] <Zool . Cen-
tralbl., v . 1 (19-20), 26 Nov., p. 754. [W-, W·.] 
1894 h.—Degli entozoi dell' uomo in Tunisia 
<Gazz. Osp., Milano, v. 15 (44), 14 Apr., pp. 
477-478. [W™.] 
1894 i .—Die Entozoen des Menschen in Aegypten 
und in Tunis [Report by G. Sanarelli: Mit-
theilüngen aus dem xi. internationalen medizinis-
chen Kongresse in Rom] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 16 (6), 15 Aug., pp. 248-249. [W», Wm, W«J 
1894 k.—Helminthologie al notes [Abstract of  1894 
e] < J . Roy . Micr. Soc., (5), Oct., pp. 570-571. 
[W a , Wm, W«.] 
1894 1,—Brief  notes on flukes  [Abstract of  1893 k] 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., v. 16 (18), 26 Oct., p. 
756. [W», W®, W«.] 
1894 m.—Thymol as an anthelmintic <Lancet, 
London (3718), v. 2, Dec. 1, pp. 1273-1274. 
[Wm, W·. ] 
1895 a.—Rivendicazione a proposito di una mem-
oria del Sig. Cerfontaine sul genere "Anthoco-
tyle" <Monitore ZooL It al., v . 6 (6), Giugno, pp. 
118-121. [Wm.] 
1895 b.—Idem. Reprint. 4 pp. Firenze. (Lib. 
Stiles] 
1895 c .—Di alcuni entozoi raccolti in Egitto, finora 
non descritti <Monitore Zool. Ital., v. 6 (6), 
Giugno, pp. 121-125. [Wm.] 
1S95 d.—Idem. Reprint. 7 pp. Firenze. [I.ib. 
Stiles] 
1895 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1895 c] <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., v. 18 (8), 19 Sept., p. 237. 
[W», W " . ] 
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1895 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1895 c] <Zoo l . Cen-
tralbl., v. 2 (11-12), 22 Juli, p. 343. [W", W·.] 
1S95 g.-^-Nuove osservazioni di tenia nana <Bol l . 
Soc. Med. Pisana, v. 1 (3-4) , pp. 32-36. [W™.] 
1895 h.—Idem. Reprint. 4 pp. Pisa. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1895 i .—Di alcuni distomi communi all' uomo e a 
certi carnivori e del pericolo della loro diffusione 
<Boll . Soc. Med. Pisana, v. 1 (3-4), pp. 44-50. 
[ W m . ] 
1895 k.—Idem <Gazz. Osp., Milano, v. 16 (111), 
14 Sett., pp. 1157-1160. [ W m . ] 
1895 1,—Idem. Reprint. 9 pp. Milano. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
[1895 m],—Sul Distomum westermanni Kerbert 
<Att i Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v. 9, 
pp. 291-292. [We.] 
1895 n.—Del Gastrodiscus del cavallo e di alcuni 
amfistomidi  esotici poco conosciuti, con proposta 
di modificazione  nella classazione degli amfisto-
midi <Monitore Zool. Ital., v . 6 (8-9), Agosto-
Sett., pp. 179-188, 1 pl., figs.  1-7. [ W " J 
1895 о.—Idem. Reprint. 10 pp., 7 figs, Firenze. 
[Lib. Stiles] 
1895 p.—Sulla denominazione di "Panceria aren-
ai га η . sp." <Monitore ZooL Ital., v. 6 (8-9) , 
Agosto-Sett., p. 189. [ f f - . ] 
1895 q.-^—Considerazioni sui rimedii contro le tenie 
intestinali e sopra altri particolari riguardanti le 
tenie dell' uomo <Sperimentale, Sez. Clin., v . 49 
(26), 11 Sett., pp. 501-512. [Wm.] 
1895 г.—Idem <Boll . Soc. Med. Pisana, v. 1 (3-4) , 
pp. 36-44. [W·«.] 
1895 s.—Idem. Reprint. 12 pp. Firenze. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1895 t.—Malattie da entozoi nei paesi caldi [Ab-
stract of  remarks, 4 Apr. 1894] <Att i 11. Cong. 
Med. Internaz. (29 Mar.-5 Apr. 1894), v. 6, Igiene, 
pp. 97-98. [Wm.] 
1896 a.—Contributo alla entozoologia d'Egitto 
< M é m . Inst. Egypt., ν . 3 (3), pp. 285-336. 
[Wv] 
1896 b.—Distomum westermanni [Abstract of  1895 
m] <J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (1), Feb., p. 191. [W», 
Wm, We.] 
1896 с.—Nuove osservazioni di tenia nana [Ab-
stract of  1895 g] CCentralbL Bakteriol., 1. Abt. , 
v. 19 (4-5), 5 Feb., pp. 158-159. [W», Wm,] 
1896 d.—Sulla Bilharzia polonica M . Kow < A t t i . 
Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. Verb., v. 10, pp. 79 -80. 
[ W . ] 
1896 e.—Varietà di Fasciola hepatica e confronti  tra 
le diverse specie del genere Fasciola s. st. «Clbi-
dem, pp. 112-116. [We] 
1896 f.— Idem. Reprint. 4 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1896 g.—Entozoi della Salamandrina perspicillata 
Say <Ibidem, pp. 116-117. [W·.] 
1896 h.—Rivendicazione a proposita di una mem-
oria del Sig. Cerfontaine  sul genere "Anthoco-
tyle" [Abstract of  1895 a] CCentralbL Bak-
teriol., 1. Abt., v. 19 (20), 4 Juni, p. 790. [W», 
Wm.] 
1896 i.—Distomum westermanni [Abstract of  1895 
m] <Veterinarian, London (823), v. 69, 4. s. 
(499), v. 42, July, pp. 534-535. [W\  Wm.] 
1896 k.—Egypt as a field  for  helminthological 
studies [Abstract of  1896 a] <Brit . Med. J. 
(1858), v. 2, Aug. 8, p. 346. [W a . W » J 
1896 1.—Di alcuni entozoi raccolti in Egitto finora 
non descritti [Abstract of  1895 c] <CentraIbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., v. 20 (6-7), 25 Aug., pp. 262 -
263. [W», Wm.] 
1896 m.—Forme nuove, о poco conosciute, in parte 
indeterminate, di entozoi raccolti, о osservati in 
Egitto <Ibidem (12-13), 29 Sept., pp. 437-449, 
[W», Wm.] 
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S O N S I N O , P R O S P E R O — C o n t i n u e d . 
1896 n.—Di alcuni distomi comuni all' uomo e a 
certi carnivori e del pericolo della loro diffusione 
[Abstract of  1895 к] Clbidem (18-19), 5 Nov., 
p. 709. [W\ W - . ] 
1897 a.—Cenni sulle forme  larvali di treniatodi 
osservate nei gastropodi di acqua dolce dei din-
torni di Pisa <Att i Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. 
Verb., v . 10, pp. 249-253. [W«.] 
1897 b.—Idem. Reprint. 4 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1897 c.—Distomum felinum  [sic] [Abstract of  1895 
k] <J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (I) , Feb., pp. 39-40. 
[W\ W"\ W«.] 
1897 d.—Distomum fdineum  [Abstract of  1895 k] 
•^Veterinarian, London (832), v. 70, 4. s. (508), 
v. 43, Apr., p. 221. [W», W » . ] 
1897 е .—Di alcuni elminti raccolti e osservati di 
recente in Pisa <Att i Soc. Tose. Sc. Nat., Proc. 
Verb., v . 10, pp. 253-259. [W«.] 
1897 f.— Idem. Reprint. 6 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1899 a.—Sugli ultimi resultati experimental] con-
cernenti il ciclo vitale della Filaria  bancrofti  nella 
zanzara, in confronto  con quelli sul ciclo vitale del 
parassita della malaria <Gior. R. Accad. Med. 
Torino, an. 62, 4. s., v . 5 (12), Die., pp. 700-715. 
[W»·, W«.] 
1900 a.—Notes on the part played by insects as 
carriers of infection.  The life-historv of Filaria 
bancrofti  in the body of  the mosquito <Brit. 
Med. J. (2041), v. 1, Feb. 10, pp. 328-329. [W·, 
W » . ] 
1900 b.—Ankylostoma in northern Europe <Janus 
(3), pp. 120-121. [W·".] 
1900 c.—Bilharzia ova, as found  in the urine sedi-
ment in the urinary bladder, in intestinal and 
urinarv calculus <Phvsician and Surg., London, 
v. 1, Mar. 29, pp. 359-361, illus. [ Y » 4 ] 
1901 a.—Colorazione' accidentale di strobila di 
Tœnia  saginata Göze, dovuta a solfuro  di bis-
muta <Arch. Parasitol., Paris, v. 4 (2), pp. 222-
226. [W\ W·", W«.] 
1904 a.—The life  history of  Filaria  bancrofti  in the 
body of the mosquito [Abstract of  1900 a] 
<Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 63 J., v. 2 (3), Dee., p. 8. 
[W», W«.] 
S O N S I N O , P R O S P E R O ; a n d K O W A L E W S K I , M I E C Z Y S L A W . 
[1897 a],—Nuovi fatti  concernenti la Bilharzia 
polonica M . Kow. <Att i Soc. Tose. Se. Nat., 
Proc. Verb., v . 10 pp. 198-200. [W·.] 
1897 b.—Idem. Reprint. 3 pp. [Pisa] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
S O N S I N O , P R O S P E R O ; a n d Z S C I I O K K E , F R I T Z . 
1896 a.—Su parassiti dell' uomo, con un nuovo caso 
di T œnia flavo-punctota Weinland. Note per 
l'identità del lo stesso esemplare colla Tamia 
diminuía  R. <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., v. 
19 (24), 30 Juni, pp. 937-941, figs.  1-2. [W», 
W·".] 
1896 b .— Tœnia  flavo-punclata [Abstract of  1896 a] 
<J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (5), Oct., p. 529. [W», W » , 
W·.] 
S o O N O , H . Y . ; a n d A N D E R S O N , H A M I L T O N H O L L A N D . 
1941 a.—Bismuth vs. antimonial compounds in 
experimental leishmaniasis [Read  by title only 
before  36. Ann. Meet., l/ouisville, Kentucky, 
Nov. 12-14, 1940] < A m . J. Trop. Med., v. 21 
(2), Mar., p. 356. [W°.] 
1941 b.—The evaluation of  drugs in experimental 
leishmaniasis < A m . J. Trop. Med., v. 21 (3), 
May, pp. 461-467. [W·.] 
Soós, A R P A D . 
1936 a.—A hömérséklet ökologiai jelentôsége a 
monhában élö fonalférgek életében (Die Tem-
peratur als ökologischer Faktor im Leben der 
moosebewohnenden Fadenwürmer) [German 
summary] <Allat. Közlem., v. 33 (3-4), pp, 160-
173. [Issued Dec. 5] [W».] 
Soós, ARPÁD—Continued. 
1936 b.—Magyarország mohában élö fonalférgeirôl. 
I (Ueber die moosbewohnenden Nematoden Un-
garns. I) [German summary] <Allat·. Közlem., 
v. 33 (1-2), pp. 53-64. [Issued Apr. 11] [W·.] 
1937 a.—Magyarország mohaban élô fonalférgeirôl. 
II (Ueber die moosbewohnenden Nematoden 
Ungarns. II) [German summary] <Allat. Köz-
lem., v. 34 (1-2), pp. 42-46. [Issued Apr. 12] 
[W·.] 
1937 Ъ.—Pseudorhabolaimus limnophilus n. g. n. sp., 
eine neue, freilebende Nematode <Zool . Anz., 
Leipzig, v. 118 (11-12), June 15, pp. 323-325, 
illus. [W\] 
1938 a.—A magyarországi tozegmoha-lápok fonal-
férgeirôl (Die Nematoden der ungarischen 
Sphagnummoore) [German summary] <Allat. 
Közlem., v. 35 (1-2), pp. 61-83, map. [Issued 
Apr. 20] [W«.] 
1938 b.—Zwei neue tyrphobionte Nematoden-
Arten <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 124 (9-10), Dec. 
15, pp. 281-286, illus. [W·.] 
1940 a.—Magyarország szabadon élö fonalférgeinek 
jegyzéke. Verzeichnis der freilebenden Nemato-
den Ungarns [Hungarian and German text] 
<Ann. Hist.-Nat. Mus. Nat. Hungar., v . 33, 
Pars Zool., pp. 79-97. [W·.] 
1940 b.—A Tihanyi-félsziget  piócafaunájáról (Ue-
ber die Blutegel-Fauna der Halbinsel Tihany) 
[Hungarian text; German summary] < M a g y . 
Biol. Kutató Intézet Munkái, v . 12, pp. 290-
295. [W«.l 
1940 c .—A magyarországi tozegmoha-lápok fonal-
férgeirôl. II. (Die Nematoden der ungarischen 
Sphagnummoore. II.) [Hungarian text; German 
summary) <Allat. Közlem, v. 37 (1-2), Apr. 12, 
pp. 71-91. [W·.] 
(1940 d).—Ueber die Nematoden eines neuen, 
bisher unbekannten Sphagnum-Vorkommens 
<Fragm. Faun. Hung., v. 3, pp. 17-18. 
(1940 e).—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der moosbewohn-
enden Nematoden Ungarns i. <Frag. Faun. 
Hung., v . 3, pp. 68-71. 
1941a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zoo l . Ber., v. 52 (3-4) , 
Aug. 15, p. 97. [W».] 
(1941 b).—Rhabditis carpathicus spec, nov., eine 
neue in Spaghnum-Mooren lebende Nematode 
<Fragm. Faun. Hüng., v . 4, pp. 115-116, fig. 
(1941 c) —Ueber die Nematoden eines neuen 
Sphagnum-vorkommens in Ungarn <Fragm. 
Faun. Hung., v. 4, p. 52. 
1941 d.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool . Ber., v. 53 (4-5), 
Mar. 30, p. 88. [W».} 
1941 e.—Ueber die Nematoden eines neuen, bisher 
unbekannten Sphagnum-Vorkommens [Ab-
stract of  1940 d] <Zool . Ber., v . 52 (3-4), Aug. 
15, p. 97. [W·.] 
1941 f.— A magyarországi tozegmona-lápok fonal-
férgeirol. III . Az északkeleti Kárpatok lapjai 
(Die Nematoden der ungarischen Sphagnum-
moore. III) [Hungarian text; German summary] 
<Allât. Közlem, v. 38 (1-2), pp. 35-48, illus. 
[W«.] 
1942 a.—Rhabditis carpathicus spec, nov., eine neue 
in Sphagnum-Mooren lebende Nematode [Ab-
stract of  1941 b] <Zool . Ber., v. 53 (13-14), 
June 12, pp. 349-350. [W«.] 
(1943 a).—Süsswasser-Nematoden aus dem Komi-
tat Bars <Fragm. Faun. Hung., v . 6, p. 29. 
(1944 a) .—A szabadon élö fonalférgek (Nematoda) 
gyïitése és konzerválása <Fragm. Faun. Hung., 
v. 7, pp. 63-73. 
S O O T E R , C L A R E N C E A. [Dept. Zool., Iowa State Coll.] 
1937 a.—Leeches infesting  young waterfowl  in 
northwest Iowa <J . Parasitol., v. 23 (1), Feb., 
pp. 108-109. [W\] 
SOPARKAR, M. B. [M. B „ Bombay Bacteriol. Lab.] 
[See also Liston, William Glen; and Soparkar, 
M. В.] 
1918 a.—A trematode parasite of  anopheline mos-
quitos <Indian J. Med. Research, v. 5 (3), Jan., 
pp. 512-515. [TV«.] 
47 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SOPARKAR, M . B . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1919 a.—Is human bilharziosis likely to spread in 
India? <Indian J. Med. Research, Special No., 
pp. 207-213. [Wv] 
1919 b.—Is human bilharziosis likely to spread in 
India? [Abstract of  report before  6. Ann. Meet. 
Indian Sc. Cong., Bombay, 13-18 Jan.] <J . and 
Proc. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, n. s., v . 15 (4), Sept., 
p. ccxxiv. [Wv] 
1921 a.—The cercaria of  Schistosomum spindaJis 
[Correspondence] <J . Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
London, v. 24 (10), May 16, p. 148. [W-v] 
1921 b.—The cercaria of  Schistosomum spindalis 
(Montgomery) <Indian J. Med. Research, v. 9 
(1), July, pp. 1-22 + 1, pis. 1-2. [Wv] 
1921 c.—Notes on some furcocercous  cercariae from 
Bombay <Indiaii J. Med. Research, v. 9 (1), 
July, pp. 23-32 + 1, pis. 3-6. [Wv] 
1924 a.—A new cercaria from northern India, Cer-
caria patialensis nov. spec. < Indian J. Med. Re-
search, v. 11 (3), Jan., pp. 933-942, pi. 62, figs. 
1-12. [Wv] 
SOPEL'CHENKO, M . I . [ С о п е л ь ч е н к о , M . И . ] [See 
also Shibaev, L. P.; Monina, E. F.; and Sopel'-
chenko, M . I . ; and Shibaev, L. P.; Sopel'chenko, 
M . I. ; and Shmelev, A . F.] 
1939 a . — К изучению биологии Dictyocaulus 
filaria  в условиях Узбекистана (About the 
study of  different  problems of  the biology Dictyo-
caulus filaria  under Uzbekistan conditions) 
[Russian text; English summary] < T r u d y Uzbek. 
Nauch.-Issled. Vet. Opyt. Stantsii Narkom. 
UzSSR. (11), v . 2, pp. 55-66. [Wv] 
1939 b .— Опыт оздоровления овцеводческого 
совхоза от эхинококкоза и ценуроза [Experi-
ments in preventing echinococcosis and coenu-
rosis by improving the sanitation at the state 
sheep breeding farm]  [Russian text] <Sovet . 
Vet., v . 16 (5), May, pp. 51-52. [Wv] 
SOPELTSHENKO, M . I . See Sope l ' chenko , M . I . 
S O P E R , F R E D L O W E . [ 1 8 9 3 - ] 
1924 a.—Notas sobre la distribución geografica  de 
la Uncinarla en el Paraguay < R e v . Soc. Cient. 
Paraguay, v. 1 (6), Oct., pp. 81-82, 1 map. [Wv] 
1924 b.;—Treatment of  hookworm disease with a 
combination of  carbon tetrachloride and oil of 
chenopodium. Comparison oi results of  simul-
taneous and delayed administration of  magne-
sium sulphate < A m . J. Hyg., v. 4 (6), Nov., pp. 
699-709. [Wv] 
1925 a.—Factors which should determine the selec-
tion of  an anthelmintic in a geographical area 
< A m . J. Hyg., v . 5 (4), July, pp. 408-453, figs. 
1-10. [Wv] 
1926 a.—Comparison of  Stoll and Lane egg-count 
methods for  the estimation of  hookworm infesta-
tion <Am.J. Hyg., v . 6, July, Suppl., pp. 62-102, 
figs.  1-17. [Wv] 
1926 b.—Factores que deben determinar la elección 
de un antihelmintico en un área geografico  < R e v . 
Soc. Cient. Paraguay, v. 2 (1), Die., 1925, pp. 16-
66, graphs 1-10. [Wv] 
1926 с .—The report of  a nearly pure Ancylostoma 
duodenale infestation  in native South American 
Indians and a discussion of  its ethnological signi-
ficance  [Abstract of  paper to be read at 2. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Dec. 28-30] <Pro -
gram . . . Am. Soc. Parasitol. (2. Ann. Meet., 
Phila., Dec. 28-30), p. 16. [Lib. Hall] 
1926 d.—Tetrachlorethylene ( C 2 C I 4 ) in the treat-
ment of  hookworm disease < A m . J. Trop. Med., 
v. 6 (6), Nov., pp. 451-454. [Wv] 
1927 a.—The relative egg-laying function  of  Necator 
americanus and Ancylostoma duodenale < A m . J. 
Hyg., v. 7 (5), Sept., pp. 542-560, figs.  1-6. [Wv] 
1927 b.—Idem [Spanish version] (La relación 
entre el desove del Necator  americanus y el del 
Ancylostoma duodenale). (In  3. reunión Soc. 
argent, de patol. reg. d. Norte, [Tucumán, julio 
7, 8, 10]) < R e v . Univ. Buenos Aires, afi. 24, 2. s „ 
sect. IV, v. 5 (5), Sept,, pp. 663-678, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
S O P E R , F R E D L O W E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1927 c.—Idem <BoL Inst. Clin. Quir., v. 3, pp. 
147-162, 1 graph. [W'V] 
1927 d.—The report of  a nearly pure Ancylostoma 
duodenale infestation  in native South American 
Indians and a discussion of  its ethnological signi-
ficance  [Abstract of  a paper to be read at 2. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Dec. 28-30] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 13 (3), Mar., ρ 226. [Wv] 
1927 e.—The report of  a nearly pure Ancylostoma 
duodenale infestation  in native South American 
Indians and a discussion of  its ethnological signi-
ficance  < A m . J. Hyg., ν 7 (2), Mar., pp. 174-
184. [Wv] 
1928 a.—Notas sobre a distribuiçâo do Necator 
americanus e о Ancylostomo duodenal no conti-
nente americano; a importancia de urna deter-
m i n a l o ulterior <Bol . Ofic. San. Panamer., v. 7 
(1), Jan., pp. 283-288. [Wv] 
1928 b.—The relative egg-laying function  of Neca-
tor americanus and Ancylostoma duodenale [Re-
print of  1927 a] CCollect. Papers School Hyg. 
and Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (1927-
28), v. 9, June, no. LIII , pp. 542-500, figs.  1-6 . 
[Wv] 
S O P E R , F R E D L O W E ; e t a l . 
1945 a.—Louse powder studies in North Africa 
(1943) <Arch. Inst. Pasteur Algérie, v. 23 (3), 
Sept , pp. 183-223. [Wb«i.] [ W v ] 
S O P E R , F R E D L O W E ; D A V I S , W I L L I A M Α . ; M A R K H A M , 
F . S . ; a n d R I E H L , L O U I S Α . 
1947 a.—Typhus fever  in Italy, 1943-1945, and its 
control with louse powder < A m . J. Hyg., v. 45 
(3), May, pp. 305-334, illus., pis. [Wv] 
S O P E R , G E O R G E A. [Ph. D. , New York] 
1903 a.—Mosquito extermination in New York 
City < M e d . News, N. Y . (1573), v. 82 (10), 
Mar. 7, pp. 438-442, 5 figs.  [W\ ff",  W v ] 
S O P E R , H O R A C E W E N D E L L . [ 1 8 6 7 - ] [ M . D . , 
St. Louis] 
1934 a.—Treatment of  amebic dysentery < A m . J. 
Digest. Dis. and Nutrition, v. 1 (11, Mar., p. 58. 
[W'V] 
1937 a.—A case of  Trichomonas hominis infestation 
< A m . J. Digest. Dis. and Nutrition, v. 4 (4), 
June, pp. 245-247, illus. [Wv] 
1943 a.—Pathogenicity of  intestinal protozoa 
< A m . J. Digest. Dis., v. 10 (10), Oct., pp. 366-
368, illus. [Wv] 
1943 b.—The treatment of  amebic dysentery < A m . 
J. Digest. D i s , v. 10 (11), N o v , pp. 407-408. 
[Wv] 
SOPER, J. DEWEY. [Lands, Parks and Forests B r , 
Dept. Mines and Resources, Ottawa, Canada] 
1941 a.—History, range, and home life  of  the 
northern bison (Wood Buffalo  Park, northern 
Alberta and district of  Mackenzie, N. W . T . 
Canada) <Eco l . Monogr , v . 11 (4), Oct., pp. 
347-412, illus, pis. [Wv] 
SOPIKOF, P. M. [Tierarzt, Leningrad] 
1931 a.—Eine seltene Lokalisation von Coenurus 
cerebralis in den Muskeln eines Schafes < Tier-
ärztl. Rundschau, v. 37 (11), 15 März, pp. 180-
181, figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
SoriKov, Р. [Сопиков, П. ] 
1940 a ;—Амидостоматоз гусей и борьба с ним 
[Amidostomosis in geese, and its treatment] 
[Russian text] <Sovet . Ptitsevod. (4), A p r , pp. 
22-24, illus. [Wv] 
S O P R A N A , F . 
(1918 a).—Un caso di bilharziosi vescicale in un 
soldato reduce dalla Libia < Malaria, Roma, v. 9 
(1-2), Feb.-Apr, pp. 2 -4 , 2 figs. 
S o R A B J i , A L I C E M . 
1908 a.—A case of Echinococcus disease < Lancet, 
London (4402), v . 174, v. 1 (2), Jan. 11, pp. 9 7 -
98. [W», W 'V] 
S O R A M A N I , S . 
1948 a.—Domestic animals and their diseases, <J . 
Siamese Vet. Ass , v. 1 (2), Oct., pp. 93-94. [Wv] 
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S O R A U E K , P A U L . 1 
1925 a.—-Handbuch der Pflanzenkrankheiten. 
Vierter Band. Tierische Schädlinge an Nutzpflan-
zen. 1. Teil. 4. Aufl. 483 pp., 218 figs., Berlin. 
[Wa.] 
S O R A U E R , P A U L . 2 [Dr., Proskau] 
1886 a.—Die Wurmkrankheit bei Veilchen und bei 
Eucharis <Deutsche Garten-Ztg. (45), pp. 533-
535. [W».] 
S O R B I E R , J E A N B A P T I S T E E M I L E . 
1813 a.—Dissertation sur les vers des intestins de 
l'homme et sur les affections  qu'ils produisent. 
29 pp. Paris. [W·».] 
S O R D E L L I , A L F R E D O . [Dr., Argentina] 
1939 a.—La amibiasis [en Argentina] <Actas 10. 
Conf.  San. Panam. (Bogotá, Sept. 4-14, 1938), 
p. 324. (Publicación 136, Ofic. San. Panamer., 
Aug.) [W-.] 
1939 b.—Tripanosomiasis americana <Actas 10. 
Conf.  San. Panam. (Bogotá, Sept. 4-14, 1938), 
pp. 450-451. (Publicación 136, Ofic. San. Pana-
mer., Aug.) [W«.] 
S O R D E L L I , A L F R E D O ; M A N Z U L L O , Α . ; R I E S E L , M A R -
COS Α . ; a n d F E R R A S I , J . 
1943 a.—Tifus  exantemático. III. Virus de las pul-
gas y ratas del foco de Ucacha, Pcia de Cordoba 
<Rev. Inst. Bacteriol. Malbran, v. 11 (3), June, 
pp. 326-348, pl. [W-».] 
1943 b.-—Tifus  exantemático. IV. Infección Poly-
plax sp. y Cimex lectularius con Rickettsiae 
<Rev. Inst. Bacteriol. Malbran, v. 11 (4), Sept., 
pp. 381-384, pl. [W·».] 
S O R D E L L I , A L F R E D O ; P I R O S K Y , I G . ; a n d DE P I R O S K Y , R . 
1942 a.—Antigeno para el tratamiento biológico de 
la hidatidosis <Rev. Inst. Bacteriol. Malbran, 
v. 11 (2), Dec., pp. 226-227. [W·.] 
1943 a.—Antfgeno  para el tratamiento biológico de 
la hidatidosis <Rev. Inst. Bacteriol. Malbran, 
v. 11 (2), Dec., pp. 226-227. [W-, ] 
S O R D E L L I , G I U S E P P E . 
1923 a.—Istituzione di un dermatosario di Corpo 
d'armata e la dermatosi parassitaria negli equini 
dell' escercito mobilitato <Clin. Vet., Milano, 
v. 46 (2), 1-28 Feb., pp. 86-90. [W».] 
S O R E L . * [ D r . ] 
1880 a.—Kystes hydatiques du poumon droit et du 
foie  indépendants, fistules biliares en rapport 
avec le kyste du poumon. Cachexie progressive 
entraînant la mort <Bull. Soc. Anat. Paris, v. 55, 
4. s., v. 5 (2), Mai-Déc., pp. 520-522. [W·».] 
SOREL.1 [Méd. Inspecteur Gén.] 
1937 a.—Sur le comportement de l'endémie pesteuse 
dans les colonies françaises,  particulièrement au 
cours des deux dernières années <Bull. Mens. 
Off. Internat. Hyg. Pub., v. 29 (10), Oct., pp. 
2071-2092. [Wa.] 
SOREL, F. [See also Wurtz, Robert; and Sorel, F.] 
1908 a.—Cas de myase intestinale simulant une 
maladie typhoide <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 1 
(6), pp. 374-377, 1 fig.  [W"'.] 
1911 a.—Absence d'éosinophilie dans un cas de 
Filaria loa <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 4 (4), 12 
Avril, pp. 205-206. [Wa.] 
1911 b.—Parasites intestinaux chez les indigènes de 
la Côte d'Ivoire <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 4 
(2), 8 Fév., pp. 117-118. [W».J 
S O R E L , F . ; a n d R O B I N E A U . 
1931 a.—La trypanosomiase en Afrique  occidentale 
française < Presse Méd., v. 39 (62), 5 Août, p. 
1176. [W«.] 
1931 b.—La trypanosomiase en Afrique  occidentale 
française  <Ann. Med. et Pharm. Colon., v. 29 
(3), July-Sept,, pp. 532-561, maps. [Wm.] 
S O R E L L I , G I U S E P P E . 
1925 a.—Grave caso di cenuro cerebrale in un 
vitello <Gior. Med. Vet., v. 74 (51), 19 Die., pp. 
715-718. FW».] 
S o R E N S E N , P E D E R . [ 1 8 6 8 - ] 
1896 a.—Om Tœnia cucumerina hos B0rn <Ugesk. 
Lœger, 5. R., v. 3 (30), 24 Juli, pp. 705-708. 
[ W m . ] 
S O R E N S O N , C . W. Sie Weller, Thomas H, ; and Soren-
son, C, W. 
S O R E N S O N , C H A R L E S J A M E S . [1884- 1 [B. S.p 
A. M „ Research Assoc. Prof.  Entom., Utah State 
Agrie. Coll., Logan] [See also Tibbetts, Ted; and 
Sorenson, Charles James] 
1945 a.—Get ready for  cattle grub control, Soren-
son advises; instructions given <Utah Farmer, 
v. 64 (13), Feb. 25, p. 10. [Wa.] 
1945 b.—A preliminary study of  cattle grubs in 
northern Utah <Farm and Home Sc., v. 6 (4), 
Dec., pp. 11-12, illus. [W».] 
S O R G , F R A N C I S C U S L O T H A R A U G U S T U S W I L H . [1773-
1827] 
1805 a.—Disquisitiones physiologicie circa respira-
tionem insectorum et vermium [etc.]. xxii-f-164 
+ 61 pp., 1 1. Rudolstadt. [Wm.J 
S O R G , J O S E F . [Dr., Tierarzt, Zellers, Württ.J 
(1923 a).—Zur klinischen Brauchbarkeit des "Ody-
len-Bayer-Leverkusen. Inaug.-Diss. (Mün-
chen) . 
1923 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Tierärztl. Rundschau, 
v. 29 (51-52), 28 Dez., p. 669. [WA.] 
S O R G D R A G E R , G . В . S . W A L C H . S e e W a l c h - S o r g d r a -
ger, G. B. S . 
S O R G E . [ D r . ] 
18S6 a.—Epitelioma pre-oculare; sarcoma dell' 
occhio; ciste da echinococco retrooculare [Clinic 
conducted by Gallozzi] <Riforma Med., v. 2 
(281), 6 Die., pp. 1689-1690. [Wm . ] 
1886 b.—Ciste da echinococco della glandola 
tiroide; isterectomia sopra vaginale per mio-
fibroma;  lipoma non comune per la sede. [Clinic 
conducted by Gallozzi] <Ibidem (288), 15 Die., 
pp. 1731-1732. [W·".] 
SORGE, F. [Dr., Chir. Abt. Versorg-AerztL Unter-
such. Kassel] 
1933 a.—Zur Röntgendiagnostik der Cysticercose 
<Arch. Klin. Chir., v. 176 (1), Aug. 24, pp. 181-
186. [ W m . ] 
1936 a.—Cysticerkose im Verkalkunszustand 
<Arch. Klin. Chir., v. 185 (1), May 2. pp. 31-
37, illus. [Wm.l 
S O R G E , G I U S E P P E . [Dott., Asst. R. Clin. Med. Ca-
tania] 
1928 a.—Anemia da Bartonella nei ratti smilzati 
<Boll. Soc. Ital. Biol. Sper. (1927), ann. 5, v. 2 
(7), Luglio, pp. 759-761. [Issued 6 Feb.] [Wa.] 
1928 b.—^Sulle anemie da "Bartonella" del ratti 
smilzati <Biochime Terap. Sper., v. 15 (5), May 
31, pp. 161-179. [Wm.] 
1929 a.—Bartonellae! dei ratti. Nota IV. <Arch. 
Farm. Sper., v. 49, voL Giubbilare (Monaco), 
Pt. II, pp. 53-63. [Wm.] 
1929 b.—Le infezioni da Bartonella dell'uomo e 
degli animali <Biol. Méd., Milano, v. 19 (10), 
Oct., pp. 342-376, pl. [W m . ] 
1929 с.—Ricerche parassitologiche comparative 
fra  sangue periferico  e midollo osseo in malarici 
<Riforma Med., v. 45 (26), June 29, pp. 872-873. 
[ W m . ] 
1930 a.—La cura della lambliasi intestinale con la 
naftalina  <BolL Soc. Ital. Biol. Sper., an. 8, ν . 5 
(6), Luglio, pp. 969-971. [W·.] 
1930 b.—Sulle epatiti amebiche <Policlin., Roma, 
Sez. Med., v. 37 (4), Apr. 1, pp. 197-212. [W». j 
1931 a.—Ancora sul kala-azar giovanile nostrano 
<Minerva Med., an. 22, v. 1 (15), 14 Apr., pp. 
570-573, 1 graph. [Wm.] 
1931 b.—La cura della lambliasi intestinale con la 
naftalina  <Policlin., Roma, Sez. Prat., v. 38 
(5), Feb. 2, pp. 156-157. [W»,] 
1933 a.—Le recenti ricerche sulla trasmissione della 
leishmaniosi cutanea e viscerale <Soc. Méd.-
Chir. Catania, Ricerche e Studi Leishman., pp. 
147-170. [Wm.] 
1937 a.—Controreplica alla pretesa rivendicazione 
del Prof.  G. Izar <Riforma Med., v. 53 (12), 
Mar. 20, pp. 427-428. [ f f » , ] 
47 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S O R G E , G I U S E P P E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1937 b.—Il metodo di Maurizio Ascoli nella cura 
della malaria acuta [German summary] <Riv . 
Malariol., v. 16, n. s.. v. 12 (1), pp. 14-30. [ W - J 
1940 a.—Otto anni di esperienza su una nuova arma 
italiana per la lotta antimalarica <Riv . Mala-
riol., v. 19 (4), pp. 256-272. [ W · . ] 
S O R G E , H E R M A N N . [Dr., Lab. Chem. Fabrik Aubing] 
1927 a.—Ueber Analysen von Leberegelmitteln und 
sachliche Publikationen. <München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 78 (12), 22 März, pp. 176-177. 
[Wv] 
S O R G E R , Α . 
(1920 a).—Distomatosis und ihre Behandlung mit 
Distol <Vet . Vffistnik,  Moskau (8-12). 
1922 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Wien. Tierärztl. 
Monatschr., v. 9 (4), Apr., p. 181. [W».] 
S O R G I , V I N C E N Z O . [Dott., R. Univ. Pisa] 
1935 a.—Sopra un caso di miasi da Sarcophaga 
camaria in epitelioma cutaneo ulcerato del dorso 
della mano <Arch. Ital. Chir., v. 40 (1), Apr., 
pp. 19-27. [W"·.] 
S O R G O , J O S E F . [Dr., Med. Klin. Wien] 
1897 a.—Ein Fall von autochthoner Amöbenen-
teritis <Wien. Klin. Wchnschr., v . 10 (18), May 
6, pp. 421-425. [W-v] 
S O R I A , P L I N I O . 
1914 a.—Note sur le traitement de l'hématurie 
dans la bilharziose <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v . 7 
(10), 9 Déc., pp. 722-723. [Wv] 
SORLA. E S C U D E R O , M A R I A N O . [Prof.  Dr., Barcelona] 
1943 a.—Euliasis conjuntival <Arch. Soc. Oftal. 
Hispano-Am., v. 2 (1-2), Jan.-Feb., pp 72-76, 
illus. [ W » J 
DE S O R I A N O , A N G E L A M . [Dra.] 
1943 a.—La presencia de triquina en algunos em-
butidos que se expenden en la ciudad de Buenos 
Aires < R e v . Asoc. Argent. Dietol., v. 1 (3), 
July-Sept., pp. 216-220. [W">.] 
S O R I A N O , C A R L O S A . 
(1915 a>.—Quistes hidáticos de la pared abdominal. 
Tésis doctoral (3148). Buenos Aires. 
S O R I G E L L I , F I L I P P O . [Dott.] 
1944 a.—Su alcune manifestazioni  radiologiche 
dell' apparato digerente nella teniasi [English 
summary] <Boll . Soc. Ital. Med. e Ig. Trop, 
v. 4 (5-6) , pp. 903-912. [W™.] 
S O R Í N I , 
1900 a.—[Oxyuris  vermicularis] [Abstract] <Berl . 
Klin. Wchnschr., v. 37 (28), 9 Juli, Litt.-Auszüge, 
p. 41. [W», W«'.] 
SoRKHi, M. GOLÉ. See Golé-Sorkhi, M. 
S O R O K I N , N I C O L A S V. [Prof. Univ. Kazan] 
1876 a.—Note sur les végétaux parasites des An-
< guillulae <Ann. SC. Nat., 6. s., Botan., v. 4, pp. 
62-71, pl. [W·.] 
1878 a.—Ueber Gloidium quadrifidum,  eine neue 
Gattung aus der Protisten-Gruppe <Morphol . 
Jahrb., v. 4 (3), pp. 399-402, pl. 20, figs.  1-21. 
[ W - . ] 
1882 a .—Къ вопросу о новомъ паразит-it, откры-
томъ г. Ланге [On the question of  the new 
parasite discovered by Mr. Lange] [Russian 
text] <Dnevnik Kazan. Obsh. Vrach. Imp. 
Univ., v. 6 (7), Apr. 8, pp. 146-147. [W-v] 
S O R O K I N A , B . 
1943 а.—Опыт работы лаборатории по дегель-
минтиции раненых [Experiment in the work of 
a laboratory on the wounded dehelmintisation] 
[Russian text] CKlin. Med., Moskva, v. 21 
(10-11), p. 74. [W·».] 
S O R O K I N E , N I C O L A S . See Sorokin, Nicolas V . 
SOROKOUMOV, G . I . [ С о р о к о у м о в , Г . И . ] See 
Olenev, Nikolai Olimpovich; and Sorokoumov, 
G. I . 
S O R O L , R A F A E L V. [Dr., Tucuman] See Santillan, 
Prudencia; and Sorol, Rafael;  and Mazza, Sal-
vador; and Sorol, Rafael  V. 
SOROMENHO, L. [ M . D . , L . M . S. S. Α . , Dis tr i c t 
Health Officer  in Portuguese East Africa] 
1930 a.—Spirochaetes in the faeces  of  patients with 
blackwater fever  CLancet, London (5593), v. 
219, v. 2 (19), Nov. 8, pp. 1015-1016, figs.  A -B . 
[Wa.] 
S O R O N D O , E M I L I O . 
1939 a.—Las barberías y las enfermedades  con-
tagiosas < M e d . Hoy. v. 4 (4), Apr., pp. 190-204. 
[ W m . ] 
S O R O N D O , J U I J O P I Ñ E I R O . See Piñeiro Sorondo, Julio. 
S O R O N D O C A M P A N E R I A , E M I L I O . 
1937 a.—Contribución al estudio de la terapéutica 
del parasitismo intestinal. El chenopodium an-
thelminticum y sus intoxicaciones [French sum-
mary] <Med . Hoy, v. 2 (6), June, pp. 357-366. 
[Wi»·.] 
S O R O U R , M O U S T A F A F. [Dr., .Asst. Prof. Path., Fac. 
Med., Cairol 
1929 a.—Chronic parasitic funiculitis in Egypt 
<Lancet, London (5536), v. 217, v. 2 (14), Oct. 
5, pp. 708-710, figs.  1-6. [Wv] 
1929 b.—Contribution à l'étude des tumeurs irrita-
ti ves bénignes et malignes produites par les bil-
harzies [Transi, from the English] <Ann. Para-
sitol., v. 7 (5), 1 Sept., pp. 381-398, figs.  1 -9 . 
[Wv] 
1930 a.—Bilharziosis of  the blood-vessels <Proc . 
Roy. Soc. Med., v. 23 (9), July, Sect. Trop. Dis. 
and Parasitol., pp. 1369-1370 (pp. 25-26). [Wv] 
1930 b.—Peritoneale und subperitoneale Bilharzia-
sis <Arch. Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 34 (11), 
Nov., pp. 577-581, figs.  1-5. [Wv] 
1930 c.—^Preuve statistique de l'association de la 
bilharziose avec les tumeurs malignes dans le 
corps humain [Transi, from the English] <Ann. 
Parasitol., v. 8 (6), 1 Déc., pp. 610-614. [W».] 
1930 d.—Role de la cellule polynucléaire a granula-
tions éosinophiles dans l'association de la bil-
harziose a la tuberculose <Ann. Anat. Path, et 
Anat. Norm. Méd.-Chir., v . 7 (4), Apr., pp. 439-
448. [W™.] 
1930 е .—The significance  of  the polymorphonuclear 
eosinophile cell and the association of  bilharzio-
sis and tuberculosis <J . Egypt. Med. Ass., v. 13 
(3), Mar., pp. 73-79, 3 pis. [Wv] 
1932 a.—The mechanism of  tumour formation 
[Letter to editor] < Lancet, London (5686), v. 
223, v. 2 (8), Aug. 20, p. 421. [Wv] 
1932 b.—The pathology and morbid histology of 
bilharzial lesions in various parts of  the body 
<Compt . Rend. Cong. Internat. Méd. Trop, et 
Hyg. (Le Caire, Déc. 1928), v. 4, pp. 321-371, 
15 pis., figs.  1-22; discussion, pp. 369-371. [W» j 
S O R R A U T , A . 
1923 a.—Enquête sur la bilharziose ou schisto-
somose <Ann. Med. et Pharm. Colon., v. 21, 
May-Aug. , pp. 218-219. [W"'.] 
S O R R E L , J A M E S . 
1940 a.—Brazilian timbo <Soap, v. 16 (9), Sept., 
PP.-99, 101, 103, illus. [Wv] 
S O R R E L L , W A L T E R . [D. V. S., Vet., Govt. Serum 
Lab., Manila] See WooUey, Paul Gerhardt; and 
Sorrell, Walter. 
S O R R E L L , W A R R E N . [Dr., Lexington, Kentucky] 
[1929 a].—Sheep scabies and practical ways for ite 
control and eradicat ion <Rep . Proc. Kentucky 
Vet. Med. Ass. (Louisville, July 10), pp. 43-47 
[Wa.] 
S O R R E N T I N I , E M I L I A . [Inst. Λ nat. Path. R. Uni»· 
Milan] See Reitano, Riccardo; and Sorrentini 
Emilia. 
S O R R E N T I N O , M I C H E L A N G E L O . [Dott., Napoli] 
1930 a.—Su di un caso di echinococco renale < l ì i 
forma Med., ν . 46 (20), 19 Mag., pp. 783-78". 
illus. [ W » J 
1935 a.—Echinococco del rene in soggetto già oper 
ato di echinococco pulmonare <Riforma M e i 
v. 51 (19), May 11, pp. 716, 719-720, illus. [W™ 
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SORTERUP. JDis t r ik t sdyr laege ] 
1939 a.—Et resyme over daglig praksis og erfarin-
ger. Fra distriktsdyrlœgens interessante og ver-
difulle foredrag under Norges S$flvrevavlslags 
landsm0te i Stavanger 1939 (Norsk Pelsdyrblad, 
v. 13 (16), Aug. 15, pp. 354-357. [WM 
S O S A , H . D . 
1942 a.—Semillas de hortaliza, su cultivo, y manera 
general de combatir sus plagas <Rev. Agrie, y 
Com., Panama, v. 2 (5), Jan, pp. 39-43. [W».] 
S O S A , H O R A C I O R I V E R O S . See Riveros Sosa, Horacio. 
S O S A , J U L I O M A R I A . [ M . D , F . B . S . ] ; a n d M E N E -
OAZZI , J U A N A N T O N I O . 
1940 a.—The Golgi apparatus of  striated muscle 
fibre  of  Hirudo  medicinalis and its relationship 
with contractile activity <Arch. Soc. Biol. Mon-
tev ideo , v . 10 (1) , Mar . , pp . 5 - 1 4 , pi . [WP»».J 
SOSATH, G. [ Schlachthof thierarzt, Dortmund] 
1899 a.—Finnen von T cenia mediocanellata in Lunge 
und Leber eines Ochsen <Berl. Thierärztl. 
Wchnschr. (21), 25 Mai, p. 254. [W\ W™.] 
1904 a.—Ueber das häufige  Vorkommen von 
Leberegeln bei unseren Schlachttieren insbeson-
dere infolge  der andauernden Nässe im ver-
flossenen  Jahre <Ztschr. Ges. Fleischbeschau, v. 
2 (6), Dec. 15, pp. 87-91. illus. [Ch'.l 
1905 a.—Zur Aenderung resp. Ergänzung der zur 
Ausführung  des Reichsgesetzes vom 3. Juni 1900 
über die Schlachtvieh- und Fleischbeschau erlas-
senen Ministerial-bekanntmachun vom 10. 
März 1903 für  das Herzogtum Oldenburg 
<Ztschr. Ges. Fleischbeschau, v. 2 (9), Feb. 1, 
pp. 144-145; (10), Feb. 15, pp. 160-161. [Ch·.] 
SOSEDOV, P . [ С о с е д о в , П . ] 
1940 a.—Опыт ветеринарной работы в совхозе 
"красный" [Experimental veterinary work in 
"Red" collective farm]  [Russian text] <Sovet. 
Ptitsevod. (6), June, pp. 16-19. [WM 
S O S E S T V E N S K I J . See Soshestvenskiï, N. A. 
SOSHESTVENSKIÏ, N . А . [ С о т е с т в е н с к и й , Η . Α . ] 
[1876- ] [For  biography and port, see Prakt. 
Vet , Moskva, v. 7 (7), July, 1930, pp. 634-636] 
[WM 
1928 a.—O lechenii fastsioleza  ovets chetyrekhkh-
loristym uglerodom. [On the cure of  fascioliasis 
of  sheep by carbon tetrachloride] <Vestnik 
.Sovrem. Vet, (65), v. 4 (16), Avg , pp. 496-498. 
[W».] 
1928 b.—O lekarstvennykh veshchestvakh, pri-
meniàemykh dlfa  lechenifa  distomatoza. [On 
medicinal substances used for  the treatment of 
distomiasis] [Russian text] <Vestnik Sovrem. 
Vet. (52), v. 4 (3), Fev , pp. 83-85. [W\] 
(1929 a).—Фасциолез овец и крупного рогатого 
скота. Лечение и предупреждение заболеваний 
[Fascioliasis of  sheep and cattle. Treatment and 
prevention of  the disease] 38 pp. Moskva. 
[Russian text] 
1929 b.—Ueber die Behandlung der Fasciolose der 
Schafe  mit Tetrachlorkohlenstoff [Abstract of 
1928 a] CJahresb. Vet.-Med. (1928), v 48, pt. 2, 
pp. 1116-1117. [W».] 
(1929 с).—Ueber Methoden des Schutzes der Tiere 
gegen eine Ansteckung mit Leberegeln [Rus-
sian text] <Prakt. Vet , Moskva (2), pp. 114-
117. 
1930 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Jahresb. Vet.-Med. 
(1929), v. 49, pt. 2, pp. 1123-1124. [WM 
S O S H E S T V E N S K I Ï , Ν . Α . ; a n d G U S Y N I N , I . A . 
1929 a.—О лечении фасциолеза крупного пога-
того скота [Treatment of  fascioliasis  of  cattle] 
[Russian text] <Vestnik Sovrem. Vet. (92), v. 5 
(19), Okt., pp. 482-485; (93), v. 5 (20), Okt., 
pp. 504-507; (94), v. 5 (21), N o v , pp. 536-538. 
[Wv] 
1931 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Ueber die Behandlung 
der Fasziolose des Rindviehs) <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr, v. 47 (5), 30 Jan, p. 71. [WM 
S O S H E S T V E N S K I Ï , Ν . Α . ; P O K H V A L E N S K I Ï , D . I . ; a n d 
K O V A L E V , V . 
(1925 a).—Resultate der Behandlung der Räude 
beim Schafe  mit Schwefelanhydrid,  welches durch 
Verbrennung von Schwefelkohlenstoff  erhalten 
S O S H E S T V E N S K I Ï , Ν . Α . ; P O K H V A L E N S K I Ï , D . I . ; a n d 
a n d KOVALEV, V .—-Cont inued . 
(1925 a).—Continued, 
wird [Russian text] <Vestnik Sovrem.. Vet. (9), 
pp. 18-22. 
SOSNINA, E . F . [ С о с н и н а , Ε . Φ . ] 
1944 a.—Ланцетовидная двуустка у красно-
серой полёвки [Dicrocoelium in the field-mouse 
Evotomys rufocamus]  [Russian text] <Priroda, 
v. 33 (3), p. 77. [W·».] 
(1946 a).—Test of  certain disinfectants  for  the con-
trol of  the tick, Ornithodorus papillipes Bir. 
<Izvest. Tadzhik. Fil. Akad. Nauk SSSR (6), 
pp. 92-110. 
1947 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Rev. Applied Entom, 
Ser. B, Med. and Vet , v. 35 (5), May, pp. 76-77. 
[WM 
1949 a.—О выживаемости клещей Ornithodorus 
papillipes Bir. под штукатуркой стен местных 
построек [The survival of  Ornithodorus papil-
lipes Bir. under the plaster wall of  a building] 
[Russian text] <Zool. Zhurnal, v. 28 (4), July-
Aug , pp. 380-382. [WM 
S O S N O V S K I , J E A N . 
1899 a.—Studya nad zmiennoscia geotropizinu u 
Paramecium, aurelia. (Untersuchungen Ober die 
Veränderungen des Geotropismus bei Parame-
cium aurelia) <Bull. Internat. Acad. Sc. Cra-
covie (3), Mars, pp. 130-136. [W», W·.} 
1901 a.—Studya nad zmianami geotropizmu u 
Paramecium aurelia <Rozpr. . . . Wydz. Mate-
mat.-Przvr. Akad. Polsk. Umiej. 2. s , v. 18, pp. 
1-14. [WM 
1902 a.—Przyczynek do fizyologii rozwoju much. 
[Contribution à l'étude de la physiologie du 
développement des mouches] Clbidem, v. 42, 
3. s , v. 2, pp. 365-373, figs.  1-3, 2 tables. [W·.] 
1902 b.—Idem [Transi.] <Bull. Internat. Acad. 
SE. Cracovie, Cl. SC. Math, et Nat. (8), Oct , pp. 
568-573, figs.  1-3, 2 tables.. [WM 
SOSNOVSKIÏ, A . G . [ С о с н о в с к и й , A . Г . ] 
1936 a.—-Об эхинококкозе желчных путей [De 
l'echinococcose des voies biliaires] [Russian 
text] < So vet. Khir. (12), pp. 967-975. [Y·™.] 
SOSNOWSKI, J. C . [ M . D , Charleston, S. C . ] 
1907 a.—The importance of a routine examination 
of  the feces  for  intestinal parasites: based on per-
sonal observations in forty  (40) unselected cases 
<J. South Carolina Med. Ass, v. 3 (1), June, 
pp. 18-22; discussion, pp. 22-24. [Wm.] 
S O S T A R I C , D . 
(1888 a).—Prilog poznavanju faune slatkovodnich 
korepnjaka hrvatske. Zagreb. 
S O S T M A N N , O T T O F R I E D R I C H B E R N H A R D . [1868- ] 
[Approb. Arzt, Otterndorf] 
1899 a.—Ein Fall von Durchbruch eines Leber-
Echinokokkus in die Bauchhöle. Diss. 15 pp., 
1 1. Kiel. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
DE LA S O T A , D O M I C I A N O . 
(1895 a).—Historia de la disentería y su trata-
miento. Tésis doctoral. Buenos Aires. 
DE LA S O T A Y L A S T R A , J U A N . 
188S a.—Rápida ojeada sobre el parasitismo. Con-
ferencia  dada en la Escuela de medicina de Sevilla 
el 25 de febrero  de 1888 <Rev. Méd. Sevilla, an. 
7 (137), v. 12 (7), 15 Apr , pp. 193-210, 8 pis.; 
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(1935 a).—L'emploi de l'antimonio thiomalate de 
lithium dans le traitement de la leishmaniose du 
chien CCahiers Méd. Vét., v. 5, June, p. 143. 
1936 a.—Sur une nou velle trypanosomose équine en 
Syrie. Considérations épidémiologiques. Essai 
d'identification  CBull. Soc. Path. Exot,, v. 29 
(7), pp. 777-785, illus. [W®.] 
1937 a.—L'emploi de l'antimonio thiomalate de 
lithium dans le traitement de la leishmaniose du 
chien [Abstract of  1935 a] CRev. Path. Comp. 
(486), v. 37, Mar., p. 267 (p. 39). [W».] 
S O U L I É , P . ; B O R D E ; a n d C H E V H E T . 
1936 a.—La chimiothérapie de la trypanosomose du 
cheval de Syrie CBull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 29 
(6), pp. 682-688. [W«.] 
S O U L I E R , A L B E R T . 
(1904 a).—Revision of  annelid genera CMéin. 
Acad. Sc. et Lett. Montpellier, v. 3, pp. 193-
278. 
1904 b.-—Idem [Abstract] CJ. Roy. Micr. Soc. 
(4), Aug. 17, p. 415. [W% Wm, W·.] 
SOULIGNAC. See Touraine, Albert; and Soulignac. 
S O U L I G O U X . 
1909 a.—[Des kystes hydatiques multiples du foie] ¡Discussion, 1 Déc.] CBull. et Mém. Soc. Chir. Jaris [n. s.], v. 35, pp. 1173-1181. [W·".] 
S O U L I M A , Α . ; a n d E B E R T , B . 
1915 a.—Nouveaux remèdes contre les ectopara-
sites CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 78 
(11), 25 Juin, p. 340. [Wv] 
SOULS. [Méd. 1 Classe Marine] 
1904 a.—La lutte contre le paludisme dans l'est 
africain  allemand CAreh. Méd. Nav., v. 61 (2), 
Fév., pp. 81-89. [W m . ] 
S O U P A U L T , M A U R I C E . See Mathieu, Albert ! ; and 
Soupault, Maurice. 
S O U P A U L T , R O B E R T . [ D r . ] 
1924 a.—Kyste hydatique suppuré du rein gauche 
CJ. Urol. Méd. et Chir., v. 17 (6), June, pp. 484-
489, illus. [W"».] 
S O U P R A M A N I E N , D E V A T A . See Devata-Soupraman-
ien. 
S O U Q U E S , A . 
1893 a.—Kystes hydatiques du canal rachidien 
CBull. Soc. Anat. Paris, an. 68, 5. s., v. 7 (23), 
Nov., pp. 609-616. [Wm.] 
1894 a.—[Echinococcus des Wirbelkanals und der 
Wirbelkörper] [Abstract of  1893 a] CCentralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 5 (12), 15 Juni, pp. 
535-536. [W», Wm.] 
1906 a.—A case of  dissimulation in a child CLan-
cet, London (4345), v. 171, v. 2 (23), Dec. 8, p. 
1629. [W*, Wm, W·.] 
1907 a.—Cérébrales (tumeurs) CPrat. Méd.-Chir. 
(Brissaud, Pinard et Reclus), v. 1, pp. 898-919. 
[Wm.] 
S O U Q U I È R E S , G . 
1883 a.—Un cas de cysticerque du corps vitré 
С Lyon Méd., v. 44 (45), Nov. 11, pp. 353-356. 
[Wm.] 
S O U R B R E K . 
1908 a.—Notes on experimental trypanosomiasis 
[Abstract] CVet. J. (391), v. 64, Jan., pp. 47-48. 
[W*, Wm.] 
LE SOURD, LOUIS. See L e Sourd , Louis . 
SOURDILLAC. 
(1826 a).—Ténias lancéolés développés dans les 
cellules ethmoidales d'un chien CJ. Prat. Méd. 
Vét., p. 62. 
DE SOUSA, JACINTO. [Dr . ] [See also de M e l l o , I n -
dalèneio Frollano ; de Lima Ribeiro, Josina; and 
de Sousa, Jacinto; and de Mello, Indalêncio 
Frollano; and de Sousa, Jacinto; and de Mello, 
Indalêncio Frollano; de Sousa, Jacinto; and 
Guimaràes, J. Affonso] 
1922 * a.—Présence de Rickettsia frrowazeki  dans 
le sang des convalescents de typhus exanthé-
matique CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 87 
(27), 22 Juillet, pp. 710-711. [W».] 
1947 a.—Note on the successful  treatment of  don-
keys and cattle infected  with T.  brucei [English 
and Portuguese texts] CConf.  Interoolon. Tri-
panossomiases, pp. 441-449. [Wv] 
D E S O U S A , J A C I N T O ; a n d C O E L H O E L O U R O , E . A . 
1947 a.—Ensaio terapèutico com a penicilina na 
tripanossomiase humana (T. rhodesiense). 
Therapeutical experiments with penicillin in the 
human trypanosomiasis (T.  rhodesiense) [Portu-
guese and English texts] CConf.  Intercolon. 
Tripanossomiases, pp. 423-440. [Wv] 
DE S O U S A , M E N I N O . 
(1939 a).—Recent advances in malarial therapy 
С Med. Bull., Bombay, v. 7 (19), Oct. 7, pp. 599-
601. 
1940 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bull., v. 37 
(6), June, p. 458. [Wm.] 
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DE S O U S A C A M P O S , E R N E S T O . See de Souza Campos, 
Ernesto. 
DE S O U S A C A R V A L H O , R U B E N . [Prof.  Escola Superior 
Agrio. "Luiz de Queiroz") 
1942 a.—A nematóide das raizes das plantas cítricas 
Tylenchulus  simipenetrans [sic] Cobb-e sua pos-
sivel relaçâo com a doença "podridäo das radi-
celas" <Rev . Agrie., S. Paulo, v. 17 (11-12), 
Nov.-Dec. , pp. 423-434, pl. [W*.] 
1942 b.—Sobre a oeorrêneia de um nematóide nas 
raizes das plantas cítricas <Rev . Agrie., S. 
Paulo, v. 17 (8-10), Aug.-Oct., pp. 347-352, illus. 
[W®.] 
DE S O U S A D I A S , A. H. G A R C I A . See Garcia de Sousa 
Dias, A. H. 
S O U S A D I A S , V A S C O . [See also Tropa, Eugénio; and 
Sousa Dias, Vasco] 
1942 a.—Infestaçâo do cobaia pelo Armillifer  armil-
latus (Weyman, 1847) <Bol. Pecuario, Lisboa, 
v. 10 (1), pp. 57-60, pl. [W».] 
1945 a.—Notas parasitológicas sobre a existência 
em Portugal da tricomoniase do pombo <Rev . 
Med. Vet., Lisboa (313), v. 40, Apr.-June, pp. 
154-161. [W®.] 
1945 b.—Bronco-pneumonia verminosa dos felinos 
domésticos <Rev . Med. Vet., Lisboa (315), v. 
40, Oct.-Dèe., pp. 392-395. [W·.] 
1950 a.—Nota prèvia sobre os parasitas dos animais 
domésticos de Angola <Pecuária. An. Serv. Vet. 
e Indust. Animal, Angola (1947-48), v. 2, pp. 
17-45. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1950 b.—Nótulas parasitológicas. IV. Cisticer-
coses pouco fréquentes <Pecuária. An. Serv. 
Vet. e Indust. Animal, Angola (1947-48), л-. 2, 
pp. 53-59, illus. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1950 с.—Subsidios para o estudo dos ixodídeos de 
Angola. Animais domésticos <Pecuária. An. 
Serv. Vet. e Indust. Animal, Angola (1947-48), 
v. 2, pp. 127-280, illus. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S Ó U S A D Í A S , V A S C O ; a n d O R V A L H O T E I X E I R A , JOÄO. 
1946 a.—Acerca da existência em Portugal do Piro-
plasma caballi Nuttall e Strickland, 1910 <Rev . 
Med. Vet., Lisboa (318), v. 41, July-Sept., pp. 
256-265, pl. [Wa.] 
S O U S A D I A S , V A S C O ; a n d R E B E L O D E F R E I T A S , L U I S . 
1942 a.—Sobre a existência em Portugal do Opis-
thorchis felineus  (Rivolta, 1884), um dos agentes 
da distomatose hepática dos carnívoros domésti-
cos <Bol. Pecuario, Lisboa, v. 10 (1), pp. 111-
113, pl. [Wa.] 
S O U S A D Í A S , V A S C O A N T U N E S . 
1946 a.—Nótulas parasitológicas. I. Tricomonas 
collumbae <Pecuária. An. Serv. Pecuários Colon. 
Angola (1944-46) (1), pp. 87-89, pl. [Wa.] 
1946 b.—Nótulas parasitológicas III. Da existência 
em Angola do Tr.  uniforme  Bruce & Coli, 1911 
<Pecuária, An. Serv. Pecuários Colon. Angola 
(1944-46) (1), pp. 95-103, pl. [Wa.] 
DE S O U S A M A C H A D O , A D E L M O . [Dr., Doe. Livre 
Farmacol. Fac. Med. Baia] 
1938 a.—Volume do baço e emetina <Ann. Paulist. 
Med. e Cirurg., v. 36 (4), Oct., pp. 339-346, illus. 
[W m . ] 
DE S O U S A P E R E I R A , J O S É T H O M A Z . 
1903 a.—Gastrophilose do cavallo <Rev. Med. 
Vet., Lisboa, v. 2 (17), 15 Julho, pp. 142-144. 
[Wa.] 
S O U S A S A N T O S , J O Ä O DO C A R M O . 
1947 a.—Consideraçôes sobre о critèrio de cura a 
adoptar na tripanossomiase humana devida ao 
T. gambiense. Remarks on the criterion of  cure 
to be adopted in regard to the human trypano-
somiasis caused by the T.  gambiense [Portuguese 
and English texts] <Conf. Intercolon. Tripanos-
somiases, pp. 365-382. [Wa.] 
Sou SINO. See Sonsino. 
S O U S S K O , S . F. See Susko, S. F. 
S O U T H A F R I C A — D I R E C T O R OF V E T E R I N A R Y S E R V I C E S 
1942 a.—Tetrachloroethylene-liquid paraffin  mix-
ture ("Tetrol") <Farming in South Africa 
(195), v. 17, June, pp. 405-406. [Wa.] 
S O U T H A F R I C A — D I R E C T O R OF V E T E R I N A R Y S E R V I C E S 
—Continued. 
1945 a.—Discontinuation of  issue of  redwater por-
tion of  redwater and gallsickness vaccine < Farm-
ing in South Africa  (226), v. 20, Jan., pp. 4, 43. 
[Wa.] 
S O U T H A F R I C A . M I N I S T E R OF A G R I C U L T U R E . 
1929 a.—Handbook for  farmers  in South Africa. 
Issued in English and Afrikaans  by direction of 
the Minister of  Agriculture. 2. ed. rev. 766, vii 
pp. front,  (port.), illus., pis., maps. Pretoria. 
[Wa.] 
[1937 a].—Diseases caused by protozoa and invisible 
viruses CHandb. Farmers South Africa,  3. ed., 
pp. 502-514. [Wa.] 
[1937 b],—Hygiene for  animals CHandb. Farmers 
South Africa,  3. ed., pp. 429-432. [Wa.] 
[1937 с].—Parasitic diseases <Handb. Farmers 
South Africa,  3 ed., pp. 515-529. [W»J 
S O U T H , R I C H A R D . 
1885 a.—On the urticating hairs of  some Lepidop-
tera <Entomologist, London (260), v 18, Jan., 
pp. 3-6. [Wa.] 
S O U T H ALL, J O H N . 
1730 a.—A treatise of  buggs. 44 pp., pi. London. 
[W·.] 
S O I J T H A M , C H E S T E R ; T H O M S O N , A N N I S E . ; a n d B U R -
C H E N A L , J O S E P H H . 
1949 a.—False positive Trichina precipitin reac-
tions in neoplastic disease <Proc. Soc. Exper. 
Biol., and Med., v. 72 (2), Nov., pp. 354-357. 
[Wa.] 
S O U T H E R N R H O D E S I A . 
1940 a.—Infectious  and communicable diseases 
<J. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 43 (5), Select. 
Colon. Med. Rep. (366), (Southern Rhodesia), 
Mar. 1, pp. 18-20; (6) Select. Colon. Med. Rep. 
(366) (Southern Rhodesia), Mar. 15, pp. 21-24; 
(7) Select. Colon. Med. Rep. (366), Apr. 1, pp. 
25-28; (8), Select. Colon. Med. Rep. (366) 
(Southern Rhodesia), Apr. 15, pp. 29-32. [Wa.] 
S O U T H E R N R H O D E S I A . D E P A R T M E N T OF A G R I C U L -
T U R E . P O U L T R Y D I V I S I O N . 
1938 a.—The fowl  tick. (Argas persicus) <Rhode-
sia Agrie. J., v. 35 (1), Jan., pp. 20-25 [Wa.] 
S O U T H E R N R H O D E S I A . M I N I S T E R OF A G R I C U L T U R E 
A N D L A N D S . 
[1925? a],—Report of  veterinary conference  held at 
Bulawayo on 4th, 5th and 6th November, 1924. 
44 pp. Salisbury. [Wa .] 
S O U T H E R N R H O D E S I A . T R Y P A N O S O M I A S I S C O M M I T T E E 
A N D B U R E A U . 
1938a.—Report on the Southern Rhodesia trypano-
somiasis committee and bureau <J. Trop. Med. 
and Hyg., v. 41 (5), Select. Colon. Med. Rep. 
(343) (Southern Rhodesia), Mar. 1, pp. 19-20; 
(6), Mar. 15, Select. Colon. Med. Rep., pp. 2 1 -
24; (7), Apr. 1, pp. 25-26. [Wa.] 
S O U T H E R N R H O D E S I A . V E T E R I N A B Y D E P A R T M E N T . 
1945 a.—African  coast fever  <Rhodesia Agrie. J. , 
v. 42, (5), Sept.-Oct., pp. 398-403 [Wa.] 
1945 b.—Scheduled diseases of  stock in Southern 
Rhodesia <Rhodesia Agrie. J., v. 42 (3), M a y -
June, pp. 211-221. [Wa.] 
1945 c.—Scheduled disease of  stock in S. Rhodfesia. 
Part II. < Rhodesia Agrie. J., v. 42 (4), July-
Aug., pp. 269-271. [Wa.] 
1949 a.—African  Coast Fever <Rhodesia Agrie. 
J., v. 46 (1), Jan.-Feb., pp. 30-35. [W».] 
S O U T H E R N , H . N . 
1940 a.—The ecology and population dynamics of 
the wild rabbit (Oryctolagus  cuniculus) <Ann. 
Applied Biol., v. 27 (4), Nov., pp. 509-526, pi. 
[Wa.] 
S O U T H E R N , R O W L A N D . [1882-1936] [Biol., England] 
[For  necrology see Nature, London (3460)» v. 137, 
Feb., 22, 1936, p. 305] [Wa.] 
1908 a.—Annelida CHandb. City Dublin, pp. 196-
200. [WP«.] 
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S O U T H E R N , R O W L A N D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1908 b.—[Exhibition and notos on Tylencholaimw 
minimus, before  Dublin Micr. Club, Apr. 2S] 
<Irish Naturalist, v. 17 (6), June, pp. 124-125. 
[w».] 
1908 c.—Nemathelmia CHandb. City Dublin, p. 
2 0 4 . [ W P " . ] 
1909 a.—The gordii of  Ireland < Irish Naturalist, 
v. 18 (5), May, pp. 115-117. [W>.] 
1909 b.—On the anatomy and life-history  of  Rhab-
ditis brassicae n. sp. <J . Econom. Biol., v. 4 (3), 
Sept. 30, pp. 91-95, pi. 8, figs.  1-6 . [W«J 
1912 a.—Platyhelmia <Proc. Roy . Irish Acad., 
v. 31, sect. 3, Clare Island Surv., pt. 56, May 10, 
18 pp., fig.  1. [ W · . ] 
1913 a.—Hirudinea <Proc. Roy. Irish Acad., 
v. 31, sect. 3, Clare Island Surv., pt. 50, July 2, 
6 pp., figs.  1 4 . [WM 
1914 a.—Nemathelmia, Kinorhyncha, and Chae-
tognatha <Proc . Roy. Irish Acad., v . 31, sect. 3, 
Clare Island Surv., pt. 54, Dec. 30, 80 pp., pis. 
1-12, figs.  1 -33G. [W·.] 
1915 a.—Nematoda. (In  Farran, G. P. 1915 a, pp. 
37-38.) [Wf.] 
1936 a.—The Turbellaria of  Ireland. An anno-
tated list of  Turbellaria found  inlreland, amount-
ing to 103 species, based, with a few  exceptions, 
on specimens examined in a living state by the 
author [Title  only of  report before  Roy. Irish 
Acad., Feb. 24] <Nature, London (3464), v. 
137, Mar 21, p. 506. [W».] 
S O U T H E T , H . L . [ W a t e r f a l l ,  S t e y n s b u r g ] 
1943 a.—Arsenic spray for  blowfly  [Letter to edi-
tor] <Farmer's Weeklv, Bloemfontein,  v . 66, 
Dec. 15, p. 605. [WM 
S O U T H E Y , J . F . ; a n d S T A N I L A N D , L . N . 
1950 a.—Observations and experiments on stem 
eelworm, Ditylenchus dipsaci (Kühn, 1857) Filip-
jev, 1336, with special reference  to weed hosts 
<J . Helminth., v. 24 (3), pp. 145-154. [W\j 
S O U T H E Y , P . M . 1 [ A r u n d e l ] 
1944 a.—The blowfly  <Farmer's Weekly, Bloem-
fontein,  v. 66, Jan. 26, p. 888. [W»_] 
S O U T H E Y , P . M . * 
1908 a.—Ostrich parasites < Agrie J , Cape Town, 
ν 33 (6), D e c , ρ 694. [W·.] 
S O U T H E Y , R E G I N A L D . [1835-1899] [ M . D.] 
1867 a.—Case in which a large hydatid cyst was 
removed from the chest with ultimate complete 
recovery <St . Barth. Hosp. Rep., v . 3, pp. 3 9 4 -
402. [W·".] 
S O U T H E Y , W . 
1862 a.—Brandziekte—scab—in the sheep of  the 
Cape [Letter dated Sept. 19, 1861] CVeterin-
arian, London (413), v. 35, n. s. (891, v. 8, May, 
pp. 271-272. [Wa, Y/·».] 
S O U T H E Y , W . R . 
1895 a.—Vitality of  scab insects [Letter to D . 
Ilutcheon] <Agric. J., Cape Town, v. 8 (25), 
Dec. 12, p. 659. [W a , W·.] 
1905 a.—Scab in sheep and its eradication. [Let-
ter to editor dated Dec. 6, 1904] Clbidem, v. 26 
(1), Jan., pp. 119-120. [W», W·.] 
1905 b.—Lime and sulphur vs. imported dip. [Let-
ter to editor dated Feb. 17] Clbidem (3), Mar, 
•pp. 441—442. [Wa, W M 
1905 c.·—Scab in sheep and its eradication. [Let-
ter to editor dated Feb. 25] Clbidem (4), Apr., 
pp. 600-601. [Wa, W».] 
1905 d.—Scab again [Letter to editor dated Mar. 
20] Clbidem (5), May, pp. 723-724. [Wa, W·.] 
1905 е.—Still lime and sulphur [Letter to editor 
dated Apr. 11] Clbidem, pp. 725-726. [W a , 
W·.] 
1905 f.—The  eradication of  scab from South Africa 
[Letter to editor dated May 30] Clbidem, v. 27 
(1) , July, pp. 120-122. [Wa.] 
1905 g .—Mr. W . R. Southey's opinion of  Cooper's 
dip [Letter to editor dated Aug.] Clbidem (4), 
Oct., p. 542. [W».] 
S O U T H E Y , W . R . — C o n t i n u e d . 
190.5 h.—[Cooper's dip] [Letter to editor dated 
July 17, 1899] Clbidem, pp. 542-543. [W>.] 
S O U T H E Y , W I L F R I D . [Cedarville, C. P.] 
1947 a.—Anti-blowfly  methods [Letter to editor] 
CFarmer's Weekly, Bloemfontein,  v . 74, Nov. 
12, p. 59. [W».] 
S O U T H W A R D , A . R . [ H o n . P h y s . ] 
1935 a.—Calcified  hydatid cysts of  the liver С Med. 
and Scient. Arch. Adelaide Hosp. (1934) (14), 
pp. 29-30. [Lib. Hall.] 
S O U T H W E L L , B Y R O N L . ; W H E E L E R , J O H N T . ; a n d 
D U N C A N , A . O . 
1940 a.—Swine production in the South. 307 pp. 
illus. Danville, 111. [W»] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S . [ D . S c . , P h . D . , F . Z . S . , 
School Trop. Med., Univ. Liverpool] [For  port, 
see Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 34 (1), 
Apr. 30, 1940, front.]  ]W».] [See also Blacklock, 
Donald Breadalbane; and Southwell, Thomas; 
and Maples tone, Philip Alan; and Southwell, 
Thomas; and Pillers, Alfred  William Noel; and 
Southwell, Thomas; and Yorke, Warrington; 
and Southwell, Thomas] 
1910 a.—A note on endogenous reproduction dis-
covered in the larvae of  Tetrarhynchus  unionifac-
tor inhabitin; the tissues of  the pearl oyster 
CCeylon Mar. Biol. Rep., v. 1 (4), May, pp. 
173-174, pl. 1, figs.  1-2 . [WM 
1910 b.—On the determination of  the adult of  the 
pearl-inducing worm CCeylon Mar. Biol. Rep., 
v. 1 (4), Mav, pp. 169-172, pl. 1, figs.  3 - 6 ; pi. 2, 
figs.  7-10, 12. [W'.] 
1911 a.—Description of  a new species of  Pinno-
teres, and of  the female  of  P.  margaritiferae, 
Laurie CCeylon Mar. Biol. Rep., v . 1 (5), Mar., 
pp. 226-227, pi. 3, figs.  l - 3a . [WM 
1911 b.—Description of  nine new species of  cestode 
parasites, including two new genera from marine 
fishes  of  Ceylon CCeylon Mar. Biol. Rep., v. 1 
(5), Mar., pp. 216-225, pis. 1-2 , 4 -5 . [Wf.] 
1911 c.—Further notes on the determination of 
the adult of  the pearl-inducing worm CCeylon 
Mar. Biol. Rep., v. 1 (5), Mar., pp. 213-215. 
[W'.] 
1911 d.—Physical and biological conditions on the 
pearl banks CCeylon Mar. Biol. Rep., v. 1 (5), 
Mar., pp. 191-194. [WM 
1911 e.—Some notes on the Ceylon pearl-inducing 
worm CSpolia Zeylanica (27), v . 7, May, pp. 
124-134. [W«.J 
1911 f.—Some  remarks on the occurrence of  ces-
todes in Ceylon CSpolia Zeylanica (28), v. 7, 
Aug., pp. 194-196. [WM 
1912 a.—The Ceylon pearl inducing worm. A brief 
review of  the work done to date CParasitology, 
v. 5 (1), Feb., pp. 27-36. [Issued Mar. 12] [WM 
1912 b .—A description of  ten new species of  cestode 
parasites from marine fishes  of  Ceylon, with notes 
on other cestodes from the same region CCeylon 
Mar. Biol. Rep., v. 1 (6), Jan., pp. 259-278, pis. 
1-3 , figs.  1-41. [WI.] 
1913 a.—A brief  review of  the scientific  work done 
on the Ceylon pearl banks since the year 1902 
CJ. Econom. Biol., v. 8 (1), Feb. 24, pp. 22-34. 
[Wa.] 
1913 b.—Notes from the Bengal fisheries  labora-
tory, Indian Museum. No. 1 С Ree. Indian 
Mus., v . 9 (2), June, Art. 6, pp. 79-103, pis. 7 -
10, figs.  1-19. [Wa.] 
1913 c.—On some Indian Cestoda. Part I CRec . 
Indian Mus., v. 9 (5), Art. 19, Dec., pp. 279-
300. [Wa.] 
(1913 d).—Some notes on cestode (tapeworm) and 
other parasites of  Indian fish.  Published by 
Dept. Agrie. Bihar and Orissa. Ranchi. 
1914 a.—A short account of  our present knowledge 
of  the cestode fauna  of  British India and Ceylon 
CJ. and Proc. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, v. 10 (5), 
May, pp. 139-145. [Issued 20 Aug.] [W·.] 
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[1914 b].—Report of  the work undertaken by the 
Fishery department, Bengal, Bihar and Orissa, 
during the year ending June 30th 1914 <Ann. 
Rep. Bengal Dept. Fish. (1913-14), 12 pp. [W·.] 
1915 a.—Notes from the Bengal fisheries  labora-
tory, Indian museum. 2. On some Indian para-
sites of  fish,  with a note on carcinoma in trout 
< R e c . Indian M u s , v. 11 (4), A u g , pp. 311-
330, pis. 16-18, figs.  1-18. [W·.] 
1915 b.—Notes from the Bengal fisheries  labora-
tory, Indian Museum. 3. On helminths from 
fish  and aquatic birds in the Chilka Lake < R e c . 
Indian M u s , v . 11 (4), A u g , pp. 331-335. [Wv] 
[1915 с].—The report of  the deputy director of 
fisheries  for  the year ending 30th June 1915 
<Ann. Rep. Bengal Dept. Fish. (1914-15), 11 
PP. [Wv] 
1916 a.—On some Indian Cestoda. Part 2 < R e c . 
Indian M u s , v . 12 (1), F e b , pp. 5-20. [Wv] 
1921 a.—Cestodes from African  rats <Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol, v. 15 (2), July 16, pp. 167-
168. [Wv] 
1921 b.—Cestodes from Indian poultry <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 15 (2), July 16, 
pp. 161-166, fig.  1. [Wv] 
1921 c.—Fauna of  the Chilka Lake. On a larval 
cestode from the umbrella of  a jelly-fish  < M e m . 
Indian M u s , v . 5 (8), May, pp. 561-562, fig.  1. 
[Wv] 
1921 d.—A new species of  cestode (Arwplocephala 
vulgaris) from an African  rhinoceros <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v . 14 (3), Feb. 8. 
pp. 355-364, illus. [Wv] 
1921 e.—A new species of  Cestoda from a cormorant 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v . 15 (2), 
July 16, pp. 169-171, figs.  1 -2 . [Wv] 
1921 f.—A  note on the occurrence of  certain ces-
todes in new hosts <Ann. Trop. Med. and Para-
sitol, v. 14 (3), Feb. 8, pp. 295-297. [Wv] 
1922 a.—Cestodes from Indian birds with a note 
on Ligula intestinalis <Ann. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol, v. 16 (4), Dec. 30, pp. 355-382, figs. 
1-13. [Wv] 
1922 b.—Cestodes in the collection of  the Indian 
Museum <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 
16 (2), July 20, pp. 127-152, figs.  1-6 . [Wv] 
1922 c.—Notes on the larvae of  Moniliformis  moni-
liformis (Brems.) found  in African  cockroaches 
< J . Parasitol, v. 9 (2), D e c , pp. 99-101, figs. 
1-3 . [Wv] 
1923 a.—Cittotaenia lagorchesti's Lewis, 1914 <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 17 (4), Dec. 21, 
p. 554. [Wv] 
1923 b.—Davainea leptotrachela Hung , 1910 <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 17 (4), Dec. 21, 
p. 554. [Wv] 
1923 c.—Notes on cestode parasites from a duck 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 17 (4), 
Dec. 21, p. 553. [Wv] 
1923 d.—Notes on parasitic worms from the Gold 
Coast <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 17 
(4), Dec. 21, pp. 553-554. [Wv] 
1924 a.—Notes on certain cestodes in the School of 
tropical medicine, Liverpool <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol, v. 18 (2), Aug. 2, pp. 177-182 
figs.  1 -3 . [Wv] 
1924 b.—Notes on some tetrarhynchid parasites 
from Ceylon marine fishes  <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol, v . 18 (4), Dec. 30, pp. 459-491 
figs.  1-14. [Wv] 
1924 c.—Occurrence of Ascaris lumbricoides in a 
drainage tube <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol.. 
v. 18 (1), Apr. 30, p. 128, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
1924 d.—On a collection of linguaiulids in the 
Liverpool school of  tropical medicine <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 18 (4), Dec. 30. 
pp. 515-531. [Wv] 
1924 e.—[Parasites identified  from animals which 
died at Sierra Leone] <Ann. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol, v. 18 (2), Aug. 2, p. 241. [Wv] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S — C o n t i n u e d . 
1924 f.—The  pearl-inducing worm in the Ceylon 
pearl oyster <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, 
v. 18 (1), Apr. 30, pp. 37-53, figs.  1-6. [Wv] 
1925 a.—Addendum [to paper on Ά new cestode 
from Nigeria', Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, 
v. 19 (2), pp. 2-3] <Ann. Trop. Med. and Para-
sitol , v . 19 (4), Dec. 16, p. 465. [Wv] 
1925 b.—The genus Tetracampos Wedl, 1861 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 19 (3), 
Sept. 30, pp. 315-317. [Wv] 
1925 c.—A monograph on the Tetraphyllidea with 
notes on related cestodes . . . foreword  by Sir 
Arthur Shipley CLiverpool School Trop. M e d , 
M e m , n. s. (2), A p r , xv, 368 pp., figs.  1-244. 
[Wv] 
1925 d.—On a new cestode from Nigeria <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 19 (2), July 16, pp. 
243-246, figs.  1-4 . [Wv] 
1925 e.—On the genus Tetracampos Wedl, 1861 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 19 (1), Mar. 
31, pp. 71-79, figs.  1-4 . [Wv] 
1925 f.—Placobdella  parasitica <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol, v. 19 (2), July 16, p. 261. [Wv] 
1926 a.—Cestodes in the collection of  the Liverpool 
school of  tropical medicine <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol, v. 20 (3), Aug. 13, pp. 221-228, 
figs.  1-10. [Wv] 
1926 b.—A note on Coenurus serialis <Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol, v. 20 (2), June 24, p. 220. 
[Wv] 
1927 a.—Experimental infection  of  the cat and the 
fox  with the adult Echinococcus <Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol, v. 21 (2), July 22, pp. 155-
163. [Wv] 
1927 b.—On a collection of  cestodes from marine 
fishes  of  Ceylon and India <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol, v. 21 (3), Oct. 10, pp. 351-373, 
figs.  1-25. [Wv] 
1927 c.—On a new species of  Acanthocephala ( Oli-
goterorhynchus magnus) from a marine fish  <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v . 21 (2), July 22, pp. 
165-169, figs.  1-4 . [Wv] 
1928 a.—Cestodaria from India and Ceylon <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 22 (3), Nov. 9, pp. 
319-326, figs.  1-3. [Wv] 
1928 b.—Cestodes of  the order Pseudophyllidea 
recorded from India and Ceylon <Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol, v. 22 (4), Dec. 28, pp. 419-
448, figs.  1-8 . [Wv] 
1929 a.—A monograph on cestodes of  the order 
Trypanorhyncha from Ceylon and India. Pt. I 
<Spolia Zeylanica, (Ceylon J. Sc., Sect. B.-
Zool. and Geol.), v. 15 (3), June 17, pp. 169-
312, figs.  1-54. [Wv] 
1929 b.—Notes on the anatomy of  Stilesia hepatica, 
and on the genera of  the sub-family  Thysano-
sominae (including Avitellininae) <Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol, v. 23 (1), Apr. 26, pp. 47 -
66, figs.  1-9. [Wv] 
1929 c.—On the classification  of  the Cestoda <Spo -
lia Zeylanica (Ceylon J. Sc., Sect. B.-Zool. and 
Geol.), v . 15 (1), Mar. 21, pp. 49-72, fig.  1, pis. 
19-20. [Wv] 
1930 a.—Cestoda, v. 1: xxxxi, 391 pp., figs.  1-221, 
1 fold.  map. [Issued May]; v. 2: ix, 262 pp., figs. 
222-355. [Issued Dec.] (The Fauna of  British 
India, Including Ceylon and Burma) [Wv] 
1933 a.—Helminthology in its applications to 
marine fisheries  <J . Helminth, v. 11 (2), M a r , 
pp. 63-66 (pp. 1-4) . [Wv] 
1934 a.—Observations on certain human parasites. 
(In  James Johnstone memorial volume. Liver-
pool. pp. 132-153.) [Wv] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d A D L E R , S A U L . 
1923 a.—-A note on Ophiotaenia punica (Cholodov-
ski, 1908) La Rue, 1911 <Ann. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol, v. 17 (3), Oct. 13, pp. 333-335, figs. 
1-3 . [Wv] 
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S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d A D L E R , S A U L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1924 &.—Ophiotaenia marenzeUeri  <Ann . Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol., v . 18 (1), Apr. 30, p. 129. 
[Wv] 
1924 b.—Tetrarhyncid [sic] larva <Ann . Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol., v . 18 (1), Apr. 30, p. 129. 
[Wvj 
1924 c.—Zschokkedla guineensis <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol., v. 18 (1), Apr. 30, p. 129. [Wv] 
F O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d H I L M Y , I S M A I L S . 
1929 a.—Jardugia  paradoxa, a new genus and 
species of  eestode with some notes on the families 
Acoleidae and Diploposthidae <Ann . Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol., v . 23 (3), Nov. 8, pp. 397-
406, figs.  1 -3 . [Wv] 
1929 b.—On a new species of  Phyllobothrium ( Ρ . 
microsomum) from an Indian shark <Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol., v . 23 (3), Nov. 8, pp. 381-
383, figs.  1 -2 . [Wv] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d K I R S H N E R , A . 
1937 a.—A description of  a new species of  amphis-
tome Chiorchis purvisi, with notes on the classi-
fication  of  the genera within the group <Ann . 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v . 31 (2), July 13, pp. 
215-244, illus. [Wv] 
1937 b.—Description of  a polyceplialic eestode 
larva from  Mastomys  erythroleucus, and its prob-
able identity <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., 
v . 31 (1), Apr. 8, pp. 37-42, illus. [Wv] 
1937 c .—A guide to veterinary parasitology for 
veterinary students and practitioners. 143 pp, 
illus. London. [Wv] 
1937 d.—Parasitic infections  in a swan and in a 
brown trout <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., 
v . 31 (3), Oct. 22, pp. 427-433, illus. [Wv] 
1937 e.—On some parasitic worms found  in Xenc-
pus laevis, the South African  clawed toad < A n n . 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v . 31 (2), July 13, pp . 
245-265, illus. [Wv] 
1938 a.—On the transmission of  leishmaniasis 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v . 32 (1), 
Apr. 28, pp. 95-102. [Wv] 
1938 b.—Some observations on guinea-worm larvae 
<Ann . Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v . 32 (2), Aug. 
2, pp. 193-196. [Wv] 
1938 c .—A guide to veterinary parasitology and 
entomology for  veterinary students and prac-
titioners. 2. ed. 176 pp., illus. London. [Cv] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d L A K E F . 
1939 a.—On a collection of  Cestoda from the Bel-
gian Congo, with an introduction by Jacques 
Schwetz <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v . 33 
(1), Mar. 31, pp. 63-90, illus.; (2), July 20, pp. 
107-123, illus. [Wv] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d M A C F I E , J O H N W I L L I A M 
S C O T T . 
1925 a.—On a collection of  Acanthocephala in the 
Liverpool school of  tropical medicine <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v . 19 (2), July 16, pp. 
141-184. [Wv] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d M A P L E S T O N E , P H I L I P 
A L A N . 
1921 a.—-A note on the synonymy of  the genus 
Zschokkeella Ransom, 1909, and of  the species 
Z. guineensis (Graham, 1908) <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol., v. 15 (4), Dec. 30, pp. 455-456. 
[W«.] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d P I L L E R S , A L F R E D W I L -
L I A M N O E L . 
1929 a .—A note on a nymphal linguatulid—Leip-
eria cincinalis Sambon—from  the musculature 
of  the fish  Tilapia nilotica <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol., v. 23 (1), Apr. 26, p. 130. [Wv] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d P R A S H E D , B A I N I . 
1918 a.—Methods of  asexual and Parthenogenese 
reproduction in cestodes <J . Parasitol., v. 4 (3), 
Mar., pp. 122-129, figs.  1-12. [Wv] 
1918 b.—Notes from the Bengal fisheries  labora-
tory. No. 4. Cestode parasites of  Hilsa <Ree . 
Indian Mus., v. 15, pt. 2 (9), Apr., pp. 77-88, 
pis. 4-5. [Wv] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d P R A S H E D , B A I N I — C o n t · 
1918 c.—Notes from the Bengal fisheries  labora-
tory. No. 5. Parasites of  Indian fishes,  with a 
note on carcinoma in the climbing perch < R e c . 
Indian Mus., v. 15, pt. 5 (23), Nov., pp. 341 -
355, pis. 10-14. [Wv] 
1918 d.—On Hilsa investigations in Bengal and 
Bihar & Orissa <Bull. (11), Dept. Fish., Bengal 
and Bihar and Orissa, v + 12 pp. [W'.] 
1919 a.—A revision of  the genus Phyllobothrium 
with special reference  to the species recorded 
from Indian fishes  [Abstract of  report before  6. 
Ann. Meet. Indian Sc. Cong., Bombay, Jan. 
13-18] < J. and Proc. Asiatic Soc. Bengal, n. s., v . 
15 (4), p. cxlvii. [Issued Sept.] [Wv] 
1920 a.—A revision of  the Indian species of  the 
genus Phyllobothrium < R e c . Indian Mus., v. 19 
(1), Mar., pp. 1-8 , pl. 1, figs.  1-7. [Wv] 
1923 a.—A further  note on Ilisha  parthenogenetica 
Southwell & Prashad, 1918, a cestode parasite of 
the Indian shad < R c c . Indian Mus., v. 25, pt. 2, 
Apr., pp. 197-198. [Wv] 
S O U T H W E L L , T H O M A S ; a n d W A L K E R , A . J . 
1936 a.—Notes on a larval cestode from a fur-seal 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 30 (1), Apr. 
8, pp. 91-100, figs.  1 -4 . [Wv] 
S O U T H W O O D [Dr.]; and C L E L A N D , J O H N B U R T O N . 
1933 a.—Examples of  hydatid disease met with at 
post mortems < M e d . and Scient. Arch. Adelaide 
Hosp. (1932) (12), pp. 43-14. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
SOUTHWORTH, J. W. [M. D., Toledo, Ohio] 
1873 a.—Acarodermatitis autumnalis <Detroit 
Rev. Med. and Pharm., v. 8 (4), Apr., pp. 152-
153. [Wm] 
1873 b.—Pathology and treatment of  scabies < D e -
troit Rev. Med. and Pharm., v. 8 (1), Jan., pp. 
7-13. [ W m . ] 
S O U T O , B U L L E R . See Buller Souto. 
S O U T O M A I O R L A G O S , J A Z I E L . 
1937 a.—O emprego do HG soluvel no tratamento 
das myases <Bol . Soc. Bras. Med. Vet., v. 7 (2), 
Mar., pp. 96-98. [Wv] 
D E S O U Z A , A M A R O H E N R I Q U E . [Teen. Inst. Óleos] 
1945 a.—-Uleo essencial de quenopódio <Bol . Soc. 
Bras. Med. Vet., v. 14 (1-2) , Jan.-June, pp. 121-
135, pi. [Wv] 
D E S O U Z A , A M A R O H E N R I Q U E ; a n d A L L E M A N D , A D -
R I E N . 
1944 a.—Doseamento do ascaridol, na essencia de 
quenopódio < R e v . Quirn, e Farm., v. 9 (1-2) , pp. 
3 -6 . [W·".] 
D E S O U Z A , E P A M I N O N D A S . [ D r . ] 
1922 a.—Um caso de echinococcose no coraçâo de 
um bovino <1 . Cong. Nac. Med. Vet., Juiz de 
Fora (Rio de Janeiro, Sept.), pp. 137-138, 1 fig. 
[ W V ] 
1922 b.—Consideraçôes sobre a immunisaçâo de 
bovinos importados <1 . Cong. Nac. Med. Vet., 
Juiz de Fora (Rio de Janeiro, Sept.), pp. 32-34. 
[Wv] 
(1927 a).—Tenia solium, Cysticercose <Bol . Soc. 
Bras. Med. Vet. (1), Jan.-Mars. 
DE S O U Z A , F R A N K L I N M. [Pres. Ganadería] 
1942 a.—La lucha contra la garrapata. La Asoci-
ación rural apoya la encomiable labor que realiza 
la Dirección de ganadería < R e v . Mens. Asoc. 
Rural Uruguay, v. 69 (2), Feb., pp. 21-22. [Wv] 
1942 b.—Lucha contra la garrapata < R e v . Asoc. 
Rural Uruguay, v. 69 (3), Mar., pp. 46-47. 
[Wv] 
S O U Z A , J. F. R A I M U N D O D E P I E D A D E . See de Piedade 
e Souza, J. F. Raimundo. 
D E S O U Z A , J A C I N T O . See de Sousa, Jacinto. 
S O U Z A , J O S É M O R A E S . See Moraes e Souza, José. 
S O U Z A , M A R I N O В. See Talice, Rodolfo V. ; Souza, 
Marino В.; and Sturzenegger, J. C. 
D E S O U Z A , M O A C Y R A L V E S . See Alves de Souza, 
Moacyr. 
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ε S O Ü Z A , O C T A C Í L I O P I N T O С . 
1949 а.—Combat« aos carrapatos < R e v . Cria-
dores, v. 20 (2), Feb., pp. 55-56. [W».] 
1949 b.—Sarnas das aves < Agrie, e Pecuaria (309-
310), v . 20, Jan.-Feb., p. 33. [W®.] 
E S O Ü Z A , S A L A Z A B . See Salazar de Souza. 
В S O U Z A A H A U J O , H E R A C L I D E S C E S A R . [1886- ] 
[Dr. P. H., Chief Lab. Leprol., Inst. Oswaldo 
Cruz] [For biography and bibliography see Brazil. 
Med. Contrib., 1939, pp. 45-47] [W\] [See also 
Lutz, Adolpho; de Souza Araujo, Heraclides 
Cesar; and da Fonseca, Olympio] 
1920 a.—Notas epidemiológicas do Jatahy (E. de 
Paraná) <Folha Med., v. 1 (15), 16 Set., pp. 
121-122. [Ba w . ] 
1920 b.—Serviço de prophylaxia rural no Estado do 
Paraná. Relatorio do 2.» trimestre de 1920 
CArch. Paranaenses Méd., v . 1 (3), July, pp. 6 8 -
73. [Wm.] 
1920 c.—Serviço de prophylaxia rural no estado do 
Paraná. Relatorio do 4." trimestre de 1920 
<Arch. Paranaenses Méd., v. 1 (8), Dec., pp. 
253-258. [ W " . ] 
1921 a.—Serviço de saneamento e prophylaxia rural 
no estado do Paraná. Relatorio geral do anno de 
1920, apresentado pelo chefe  do serviço, Dr. H. C. 
de Souza Araujo, ao Exmo. Sr. Director Dr. 
Belisario Penna. 2. a parte <Arch. Paranaenses 
Med., v. 1 (11), Mar., pp. 347-374. [№>.] 
1921 b.—Serviço de saneamento e prophylaxia rural 
no Paraná. Synopse does trabalhos realizados 
no mez de fevereiro de 1921 <Arch. Paranaenses 
Med., v. 1 (10), Feb., pp. 341-345. [W™.] 
1921 c.—Serviço de saneamento e prophylaxia rural 
no Paraná. Synopse does trabalhos realizados 
no mez de Marco de 1921 <Arch. Paranaenses 
Med., v . 1 (11), Feb., pp. 375-378. [W">.] 
1921 d.—As verminoses nas creanças do Paraná. 
Read Feb. 15. 21 pp. Curityba. [Al head of 
title: Primeiro Congresso Brazileiro de Protecçâo 
á Infancia]  [ W m . ] 
1922 a.—A marcha dos serviços de prophylaxia 
rural no estado do Pará <Folha Med., v. 3 (1), 
15 Jan., Suppl., pp. 1 -5 , 7-10. [ W m , Ba» . ] 
1924 а.—As verminoses nas creanças do Paraná 
< M e m . Inst. Oswaldo Cruz, v. 17 (2), pp. 389 -
393; in English, pp. 395-399, tables 1-7. [W«.] 
1926 a.—As verminoses nas creanças do Parana 
<Bol . (7), 1. Cong. Brasil. Protec. Infancia 
( A u g . 2 7 - S e p t . 5 , 1 9 2 2 ) , p p . 6 6 1 - 6 7 2 . [ W P » . ] 
1928 a.—Sur le kala-azar aux Index et le bouton 
d'Orient à Bagdad <Compt . Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v. 98 (8), 2 Mars, pp. 637-639. [W».] 
1941 a.—Poderá o carrapato transmitir a lepra? 
< M e m . Inst. Oswaldo Cruz, v. 36 (4), pp. 5 7 7 -
584, pis. [W».] 
1942 a.—Poderá о carrapato transmitir a lepra? 
[Abstract of  report read Nov. 26, 1941] <An . 
Brasil. Dermat. e Sif.,  v. 17 (1), Mar., p. 62. 
[ W P » · . ] 
1942 b.—Poderá о carrapato transmitir a lepra? 
Isolamento e cultura dum bacilo acido-àlcool 
resistente de sedimento de Amblyomma cajenríense 
capturado em leproso [English summary] 
< M e m . Inst. Oswaldo Cruz, v. 37, (2), pp. 9 5 -
103, pis. [Issued June] [W«J 
1943 a.—Infecçâo experimental de carrapatos (Am-
blyomma cajennense) em ratos com lepra Stefan-
sky [English summary] < M e m . Inst. Oswaldo 
Cruz, v. 38 (2), pp. 183-186, illus. [Issued Apr.l 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
5 S O U Z A - A R A U J O , H E R A C L I D E S C E S A R ; a n d M I R -
A N D A , R U Y N O R O N H A . 
1942 a.—Poderá о carrapato transmitir a lepra? 
Mais quatre amostras de culturas de bacilos 
acido-alcool resistentes obtidas de carrapatos (2 
de Amblyomma cajennense e 2 de Boophilus micro-
plus) infectados em leprosos do Paraná [English 
summary] < M e m . Inst. Oswaldo Cruz, v. 37 
(3), pp. 391-425, illus. [Issued Sept.] [W·.] 
D B S O U Z A B R A G A , A M E B I C O ; a n d L O P E S DA C R U Z , 
E S Y C H I O . 
1922 a.—Acclimataçâo dos bovinos europeus in-
troduzidos no Brasil. Modificaçâo do methodo 
de Nuttal-Theiler < 1 . Cong. Nac. Med. Vet., 
Juiz de Fora (Rio de Janeiro, Sept.), pp. 23-25, 
3 charte. [W*.] 
D E S O U Z A C A M P O S , E R N E S T O . [ D r . ] 
1924 a.—Contribuiçâo para o estudo anatomo-
pathologico da dysenteria balantidiana CScien-
cia Med., v. 2 (7), July 31, pp. 331-359, illus. 
[ W m . ] 
1924 b.—Sobre a Pathogenese da dysenteria balan-
tidiana [Abstract of report read 15 Março] 
<Bol . Soc. Med. e Cirurg. Sâo Paulo, 3. s., v. 7 
(1-2) , Março-Abril, pp. 6-7 . [W».[ 
1924 c.—Sur la paraplégie des animaux infectés 
expérimentalement par le Trypanosoma cruzi 
(Chagas 1909) CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 
v. 91 (30), 31 Oct., pp. 984-985. [W·.] 
1924 d.—Sur uii cas de balantidiose suivie d'autop-
sie: colite, appendicite et lésions des ganglions 
lymphatiques CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 
v. 90 (17), 23 Mai, pp. 1341-1343. [W».] 
1925 a.—Sur la paralysie des animaux (chien, sou-
ris), infectés  expérimentalement avec les cultures 
de Trypanosoma cruzi CCompt . Rend. Soc. 
Biol., Paris, v . 93 (20), 12 Juin, pp. 40-42. [W\j 
1927 a.—Paralysia experimental determinada pelo 
Trypanosoma  cruzi de origem humana CBol . 
Biol., S. Paulo, (9), 15 Set., pp. 153-173, figs. 
1 - i . [W®.] 
1927 b.—Estudos sobre urna raça neurotropica de 
Trypanosoma cruzi CAnn. Fac. Med. S. Paulo, 
v. 2, pp. 197-201, pis. [Wm.] 
1928 a.—Transmissâo intrauterina do Trypanosoma 
cruzi na infecçâo experimental do câo CAnn. 
Fac. Med. S. Paulo, v. 3, pp. 35-39, 2 pis. [Wm.j 
1929 a.—Alteraçôes pathologicas do tecido adiposa 
na molestia de Chagas congenita experimental 
(Pathological changes in the adipose tissue in 
congenital trypanosomiases of  the dog. Pix-
perimental Chagas' disease) CBol . Biol., S. 
Paulo (16), 20 Dez., pp. 75-80, figs.  1 -3 ; English 
summary, p. 77. [Wa . ] 
1929 b.—Corpos intranucleares nas cellula? do 
retículo endothelial do ganglio lymphatico para-
si tado pelo Trypanosoma  cruzi. Nota previa 
(Intranuclear bodies in experimental trypano-
somiases of  dogs (Chagas disease)) CBol. Biol., 
S. Paulo (16), 20 Dez., pp. 99-102, figs.  1 -2 ; 
English summary, p. 100. [W».j 
1929 c.—Estudo sobre a anatomia pathologica do 
ganglio (lymphatico na trypanosomiase ameri-
cana experimental. Alteraçôes do systema retíc-
ulo endothelial. Corpos intranucleares. Myelo-
poese. Studies upon the pathology of  the lymph-
nodes in experimental American trypanosomiases. 
Intranuclear bodies in the cells containing para-
sites. Proliferation  of  the retículo endothelial 
tissue and myeloid formation  [English summary] 
CAnn. Fac. Med. S. Paulo, v. 4, pp. 75-90, pis. 
[W».] 
1929 d.—Trypanosomiase americana congenita ex-
perimental CBol. Biol., S. Paulo (15), 30 Junho, 
pp. 28-35, figs.  1-fi.  [W»_] 
1930 a.—Molestia de Chagas. Continuaçâo do 
estudo sobre a anatomia pathologica da trypano-
somiase americana congenita experimental [sic], 
Alteraçôes do thymus [English summary] 
CAnn. Fac. Med. S. Paulo, v. 5, pp. 383-393, 
pis. [ W a . ] 
(1930 b).—Une contribution de plus à l'étude de la 
transmission intra-utérine expérimentale du 
Trypanosoma cruzi CBol. Soc. Med, e Cirurg. 
S. Paulo, v. 14 (7), Sept. 
1934 a.—Funcçào do retículo endothelio na 
trypanosomiase americana experimental C Rev. 
Biol. e Hyg., S. Paulo, v. 5 (1), Julho, pp. 48-49. 
[W«.] 
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F L O R I A N O P A U L O . 
1928 a.—Estudo da histo-pathologia do rim na 
trypanosomiase americana (molestia de Chagas) 
experimental <Ann. Fac. Med. S. Paulo, v. 3, 
pp. 41-46, 4 pis., figs.  1-7; English summary, p. 
45. [Wm.] 
D E S O U Z A C A M P O S , E R N E S T O ; a n d A R T I G A S , P A U L O 
D E T O L E D O . 
1932 a.;—Alteraçôes do pulmâo na trypanosomiase 
americana experimental e contribuiçâo para о 
estudo da natureza das cellulas phagocytarias do 
pulmâo [English summary] <Ann. Fac. Med. 
S. Paulo, v. 7, pp. 95-115, 6 pis , figs.  1-14. [W\ 
Wm.] 
D E S O U Z A C A M P O S , P A U L O . See Moura Campos, 
Franklin; and do Souza Campos, Paulo. 
S O U Z A C O S T A . 
1881 a.—Breves consideraçôes sobre a myasis das 
foseas nazaes, seguidas de urna observaçâo da 
mesma molestia, colhida no Rio de Janeiro 
<Uniâo M e d , v. 1 (5), May, pp. 212-224. 
D E S O U Z A L I M A , A . 
1942 a.—Quisto hidático do fígado  (hidatidose ou 
equinocose) <Sitios e Fazendas, v. 7 (6), June, 
pp. 38-39, illus. [Wv] 
S O U Z A L I M A , J . S . [ D r . ] 
1929 a.—Consideraçôes em torno de um caso de 
berne palpebral <Brasil-Med, v. 43 (21), 25 
Maio, pp. 601-603. [W».] 
S O U Z A L I M A , J A C I N T O S O A R É S . [Dr., Ubá, Minas 
Gérais] 
1941 a.—Alguns aspectos da esquistosomose em 
Minas <Folha M e d , v. 22 (5), Mar. 5, pp. 52 -
55 (pp. 8-13). [W®.] 
D E S O U Z A L I M A , P A U L O . [Dr., Med. Asst. Sanatorio 
Bello Horizonte e Fac. Med.] 
1930 a.—Sobre um caso de amebiase pulmonar 
<Brasil-Med, v. 44 (14), 5 Abril, pp. 399-iOO. 
[W».] 
D E S O U Z A L O P E S , H U G O . [See also Pinto, Cesar Fer-
reira; and de Souza Lopes, Hugo] 
1938 a.—Sur quelques diptères porteurs d'oeufs  de 
la Dermatobia hominis L. J. au Brésil (Dipt.-
OEstridae) CCompt Rend. Soc. Biol , Paris, v. 
129 (27), pp. 427-428. [Issued Nov. 3] [W».] 
1938 b.—Sur une espèce du genre Charadrella Wulp 
(Dipt.-Anthomyiidae) trouvée au Brésil et vivant 
aux dépens de Bvlinus taunaysi Fèr. (Mollusca-
Pulmonata) CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol , Paris, 
v 128 (22), pp 926-928, illus. [Issued July 7] 
[W».] 
1938 с.—Sur ime fausse  myiase des poules produite 
par la larve de la Lucilia eximia Wied. (Dipt.-
Calliphoridae) CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol , Paris, 
v. 129 (27), p. 426. [Issued Nov. 3] [W«.] 
1940 a.—Contribuiçâo ao conhecimento do genero 
Udamopyga Hall e de outros sarcophagideos que 
vivem em molluscos no Brasil (Diptera) C Rev. 
Entom., Rio de Janeiro, v. 11 (3), Dec. 31, pp. 
924-954, illus. [W\] 
1942 a.—Notochaeta  aldrichi n. s p , parasita de 
Oligochaeta no Brasil (Diptera, Sarcophagidae) 
[English summary] CRev. Brasil. Biol , v. 2 (3), 
Sept, pp. 361-364, illus. [W*, W» . ] 
D E S O U Z A L O P E S , R E N A T O . [Dr , Prof.  substituto 
Fac. Med., Rio de Jan.] 
1923 a.—Ensaio do tratamento da trichomonose in-
testinal pelo yatren CBrazil-Med, v. 37 (2), 14 
Julho, pp. 23-24. [W®.] 
1929 a.—A medicaçâo vermifuga atóxica CFolha 
M e d , v. 10 (33), 25 Nov., pp. 407-408. [Ba".] 
1943 a.—Um novo meio de remover o poder tóxico 
dos vermífugos C Vida M e d , v. 11 (2), D e c , pp. 
6-11. [Wm.] 
D E S O U Z A M A G A L H Â E S , A N T . T E I X E I R A . See Teixeira 
de Souza Magalhâes, Ant. 
D E S O U Z A M A R Q U I S , A U G U S T O . 
(1878 a).—Memoria sobre e elephantiasis do 
escroto. Bahia. 
S O U Z A M A R T I N H O , O S W A L D O . [ D r . ] 
(1922 a).—Do tratamento da bilharziose intestinal 
pela emetina e tartaro emetico. Inaug. these. 
D E S O U Z A M U R S A , M A R I O . 
(1921 a).—Contribuiçâo ao estudo do systema ner-
voso vegetativo e sua exploraçâo na ancylosto-
mose. These med. (S. Paulo). 104 p p , illus. 
S. Paulo. 
S O U Z A e O L I V E I R A , F . 
(1856 a).—Elephantiases dos Arabes (P. 1°), suas 
causas e tratamento; 2° elephantiases dos Gregos, 
suas causas e tratamento; etc. Thèse, Rio. 
D E S O U Z A P I N T O , G E N S E R I C O . [ D r . ] 
1931 a.—Malaria e quininisaçâo C4. Conf.  Sul-
Am. Hyg. Microbiol, e Pathol. (June 30-July 7, 
1929), ν. 1 (1), pp. 191-197. [ W H 
1931 b.—Urna possivel raça ou variedade do Plas-
modium vivax [Abstract of report read before 
Soc. Med. e Cirurg. Rio de Janeiro, 9 Junho] 
CBrasil-Med, v. 45 (27), 4 Julho, p. 626. [W».j 
1938 a.—Prophylaxia medicamentosa e therapeu-
tica da malaria. Resumo das ideás, exposta« en 
conferencia  realizado no Congresso medico da 
Associaçâo Paulista de medicina, Sâo-Paulo, 1936 
CFolha M e d , v. 19 (1), Jan. 5, pp. 1-3. [W m . ] 
1938 b.—Sur le traitement du paludisme CActa 
Conv. 3. Trop. Morbis, v. 2, pp. 440-445. [W».] 
1945 a.—Malària; novos rumos da terapèutica e da 
profilaxis medicamentosa С Hospital, Rio de 
Janeiro, v. 28 (2), Aug , pp. 219-228 (pp. 115-
126). [ W m . ] 
S O U Z A Q Ü E I B Ó Z , L E Ô N C I O D E . 
1938 a.—Um caso de cistieerco livre no vitreo 
[French and German summaries] CArq. Inst. 
Penido Burnier, v. 5 (1), D e c , pp. 103-104, 
illus. [Y".] 
DE S O U Z A V I A N N A , J O Ä O R I B E I R O . See Ribeiro de 
Souza Vianna, Joâo. 
SOWERBY, Автпив DE CABLE. [1885- ] [See also 
Clark, Robert Sterling; and Sowerby, Arthur de 
Carle] 
1912 a.—Invertebrates collected on the expedition. 
(In Clark, R. S.; and Sowerby, A. de С. Through 
Shên-Kan. The account of  the Clark expedition 
in north China, 1908-9. 26 cm. London, pp. 
186-193.) [W·.] 
1929 a.—A strange parasitical worm (In Scientific 
notes and reviews) CChina J , v. 11 (3), pp. 157-
158. [W·.] 
1931 a.—Rats, fleas  and death customs (In Scien-
tific  notes and reviews) CChina J., v. 14 (6), 
June, pp. 335-336. [W».] 
1933 a.—Schistosomiasis at Henli CChina J , v. 18 
(6), June, p. 377. [W\] 
1935 a.—Concerning fleas  CChina J , v. 23 (6), 
D e c , pp. 384-386, 2 pis. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Russian boys infected  with Schistosoma 
CChina J , v. 24 (5), N o v , pp. 303-304. [W».] 
S O W F . B B Y , J A M E S . 
(1806 a).—British miscellany, or coloured figures  of 
new, rare, or little-known animal subjects, many 
not before  ascertained to be natives of  the British 
Isles, v. 2. London. 
SOWEBBY, M. H. [Bombay Vet. Coll.] 
1910 a.—Some experiments in trypanosomiasis: 
An endeavour to discover the reservoir of  Try-
panosoma etansi CJ. Trop. Vet. Sc., v. 5 (4), 
O c t , pp. 584-591, pis. 40-46. [W·.] 
1921 a.—Cutaneous oestriasis in the dog CVet. J 
(550), v. 77 (4), Apr , pp 143-144. [Wv] 
S O W E B S , C H A B L E S N E W T O N . [1859- ] [M. D , 
Benton Harbor, Michigan] 
1932 a.—A report of  three cases of  trichiniasis with 
one death CJ. Michigan Med. Soc , v. 31 (7), 
July, pp. 479-481, illus. [Wm.] 
S O W E R S , W I L L I A M M. [M. D , Wash, D. C.] 
1913 a.—-Hydatid cyst of  the liver CVirginia Med. 
Semi-Month. (418), v. 18 (10), Aug. 22, pp. 241-
243. [W\] 
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S O W K A , P A U L . 
(1909 a).—Ueber einen Fall von Nieren-Echinokok-
kus mit einer Kasuistik der letzten 10 Jahre. 
Diss. 
S O W L S , L Y L E K . 
1948 a.—The Franklin ground squirrel, Citdlus 
franklinii  Sabine, and its relationship to nesting 
ducks <J. Mamm., v. 29 (2), May, pp. 113-
137. [Wa.] 
S O Y E R , C H A R L E S . 
1907 a.—Considérations théoriques sur l'ovogenèse 
des insectes CCompt Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 
v. 02 (21), 21 Juin, pp. 1135-1137. [W», W m , 
W·.] 
1907 b.—Recherches cytologiques sur l'évolution 
de "l'ovoplasmode" chez les lépidoptères Clbi -
dem, pp. 1137-1139. [W», W m , W«.] 
S O Y S A , E . ; a n d J A Y A W A H D E N A , _ M . D . S . 
1945 a.—Pulmonary ascariasis: A possible cause of 
asthma CBrit. Med. J. (4383) Jan. 6, pp. 1-6. 
[W".] 
S O Z A B U R O , T A K A H A S H I . See Takahashi, Sozaburo. 
S O Z I N S K E Y , T H O M A S S . [1852-1889] [M. D . , Ph. D . ] 
1883 a.—The care and culture of  children. A prac-
tical treatise for  the use of  parents. viii+[9]-484 
pp., fig".  Philadelphia. [W«.| 
S P A A K , R . 
(1936 a).—Hexylresorcin treatment of  threadworms 
CNord. Med. Tidskr., v. 11, June 6, pp. 951-
956. 
1936 b.— Idem [Abstract] CBrit. Med. J. (3947), 
Aug. 29, Epit. Cur. Med. Lit., p. 35. [W».] 
SPA AN, A . M . STREEF. See Streef -Spaan,  A . M . 
S P A A N S , C . H O E K . See Hoek Spaans, C . 
SPAAR, A. E. [F. R C. S., Kandy] See Hay, Doro-
thy Constance; Spaar, A. E.; and Ludovici, H. L. 
S P A A R , E R I C С. [M. D., Late Sr. Phys. Gen. Hosp., 
Colombo, Ceylon] 
1923 a.—Two cases of  rat-bite fever,  rapid cure 
by the intravenous injection of  neosal varean С J. 
Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, v. 26 (14), July 
16, pp. 239-243, charts 1-2. [Wa.] 
1925 a.—Some observations on the common en-
demic fevers  of  Ceylon CJ. Trop. Med. and 
Hyg., London, v. 28 (19), Oct. 1, pp. 349-352. 
[Wa.] 
1937 a.—The modern treatment of  malarial fever 
С Malayan Med. J., v. 12 (2), June, pp. 44-46. 
[W®.] 
S P A A R , R . 
1925 a.—Schlafsuchtkrankheit (Encephalitis lethar-
gica-epidemica), Schlafkrankheit (Trypano-
somiasis) und Grippeencephalitis mit besonderer 
Berücksichtigung ihrer pathologisch-histologis-
chen Grundlagen CFortschr. Med., v. 43 (10), 
31 Mai, pp. 133-136. [Wa.] 
S P A C E M A N , E R I C D I C K E N S . [Dr., Worthing] 
1943 a.—Treatment of  scabies [Letter to editor] 
CBrit. Med. J. (4293), Apr. 17, p. 496. [Wa.] 
S P A C K M A N , W . C . 
1923 a.—The serum-aldehyde test applied "?to 
trypanosomiasis: Observations on camels CBrit. 
Med. J. (3287), v. 2, Dec. 29, p. 1257. [Wa.] 
LA SPADA. See Salomoni, Α.; and la Spada. 
S P A D A , D O M E N I C O P O S I T A N O . See P o s i t a n o - S p a d a , 
Domenico. 
S P A D A C C I , G I U S E P P E . [ D r . ] 
1905 a.—Ascesso del rene destro da echinococco 
CGazz. Osp., Milano, v. 26 (37), 26 Mar., pp. 
392-393. [W®.] 
1905 b.—Abscess of  the right kidney, due to Echino-
coccus [Abstract of  1905 a] CN. York Med. J. 
[etc.] (1383), v. 81 (22), June 3, pp. 1130-1131. 
[Wa, Wm, W·.] 
S P A D A R O , G . 
1908 a.—L'anchilostomia è malattie professionale о 
infortunio  sul lavoro? CAtti. 1. Cong. Naz. Mal. 
Lavoro (Palermo, 19-21 Ott., 1907), pp. 179-
184. [W·.] 
S P A D A R O , O R A Z I O . [Dott. 1. Med. Colon.] 
1939 a.—Osservazioni sulla lambliasi in clima 
tropicale CRassegna San. A. О. I., Addis Abeba, 
v. 1 (3), Sept. 9, pp. 60-64. [W™.] 
1944 a.—L'epatite amebica (studio clinico) [Eng-
lish summary] CBoll. Soc. Ital. Med. e Ig. Trop, 
v. 4 (5-6), pp. 825-847, pl. [W m . j 
S P A D A R O , S A L V A T O R E . [Dott.] 
1936 a.—Un caso rarissimo di cisti idatidea nella 
vescica. (Guarigione spontanea) CPoliclin., 
Roma, Sez. Prat., v. 43 (11), Mar. 16, pp. 498-
499. [Wm.] 
SPADICCI. See Spadacc i . 
S P A D I G L I E R I , G I O V A N N I . [Vet., Trieste] 
1903 a.—La cisticercosi bovina nel macello civico di 
Trieste С Clin. Vet., Milano, v. 26 (4), 24 Genn., 
pp. 17-21. [Wa.] 
1903 b.—Die Rinderfinnen  im Schlachthause der 
Stadt Triest [Transi, of  1903 a] CZtschr. 
Fleisch- u Milchhyg., v. 13 (5), Feb., pp. 136-
139. [Wa, Wm.] 
1903 c.—La Cysticercose bovine à l'abattoir muni-
cipal de Trieste [Abstract of  1903 a] С Ree. 
Méd. Vét., v. 80, 8. s., v. 10 (5), 15 Mars, pp. 208-
209. [W», W'».] 
1903 d.—Die Rinderfinne in Triest [Abstract of 
1903 a] CDeutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 11 
(17), 25 Apr., p. 159. [W>, W m . ] 
1903 e.—Bovine cvsticerci in the market of  Trieste 
[Abstract of  1903 a] С Am. Vet. Rev., v. 27 (2), 
May, pp. 151-152. [Wa, Wm, W«.| 
1903 f. —Die Rinderfinne  im Schlachthause der 
Stadt Triest [Abstract of  1903 a] CForstchr. 
Vet.-Hyg., v. 1 (3), Juni, pp. 129-130. [W», 
W " . ] 
1904 a.—U cisticerco bovino nel macello di Trieste 
neir anno 1903 CClin. Vet., Milano, v. 27 (12), 
19 Mar., pp. 71-72; (14), 2 Apr., pp. 86-88. 
[Wa, Wm.] 
1904 b.—Die Rinderfinne in Triest [Abstract of 
1903 a] CJahresb. Leistung. Vet.-Med. (1903), 
v. 23, p. 272. [W».] 
1904 c.—Cysticercus bovinus im Schlachthofe  zu 
Triest [Abstract of  1904 a] CTierarzt, Wetzlar, 
v. 43 (5), Mai, p. 101. [W», W» . ] 
1904 d.—Meat inspection at the market of  Trieste 
[Abstract of  1904 a] CAm. Vet. Rev., N. Y., v. 
28 (5), Aug., p. 467. [Wa , Wm, W«.] 
1904 e.—Die Häufigkeit  der Rinderfinne  im 
Schlachthaus zu Triest während des Jahres 1903 
[Abstract of  1904 a] CDeutsche Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v. 12 (45), 5 Nov., p. 453. [W·, W m . ] 
1905 a.—La Cysticercose bovine à l'abattoir de 
Trieste [Abstract of  1904 a] CRev. Gén. Méd. 
Vét., Toulouse (54), v. 5, 15 Mars, p. 332. [Wa, 
[Wm.] 
S P A E T , F R A N Z . [ D r . ] 
1912 a.—-Ueber eine kleine Trichinoseepidemie in 
Cadolzburg, Bezirksamt Fürth i. В. С Mün-
chen. Med. Wchnschr., v. 59 (24), 11 Juni, pp. 
1319-1323. [W».] 
ЭРЛЗТИ. [Dr. , Esslingen] 
1852 a.—Miscellen aus der Praxis. 3. Weit Ver-
breitet fast  in allen Organen gefundene  Acephalo-
cvsten CMed. Cor.-Bl. Württemb. Aerztl. Ver., 
v. 22 (3), 24 Jan., pp. 20-21. [Wm.] 
S I ' . E T H , E D U A R D . [ D r . ] 
1897 a.—Die chemische und mikroskopische Unter-
suchung des Harnes. Ein Handbuch zum Ge-
brauche für  Aerzte, Apotheker, Chemiker und 
Studierende. xii-|-340 pp., 63 figs.,  1 pl. Leip-
zig. [Wm.] 
S P A E T H , H A R A L D . [ D r . ] 
1942 a.—Die Diagnose der Trichinose mittels 
Hauttest und Komplementbindungsreaktion 
CDeutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 08 (38), Sept. 
18, pp. 935-938. [ W - J 
1942 b.—Die Trichinose nach Beobachtungen an 
mehreren Gruppenerkrankungen CDeutsche 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 68 (37), Sept. 11, pp. 912-
916. [W®.] 
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SPAETHE. fDr. , W a r s c h a u ] 
1917 a.—Hygiene im Felde mit besonderer Berück-
sichtigung der Entlausung <Ztschr. Aerztl. Fort-
bild., v. 14 (1), Jan. 1, pp. 7-13; (2), Jan. 15, pp. 
37-41. illus. [W·».] 
S P Ä T L I C H , W A L T E R . 
1909 a.—Untersuchungen über Tetrabothrien. 
Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis des Cestodenkörpers 
<Zool . Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Anat., v. 28 (3), pp. 
539-594, figs,  a - j , pis. 26-29, figs.  1-73. [W\] 
1925 a.—Die Furchung und Embryonalhüllenbil-
dung des Eies von Diarchia inflata  Rud. <Zool . 
Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Anat., v. 47 (1), pp. 101-112, 
pis. 5-7, figs.  1-67. [W«.] 
SPAFFORD, W . J. [Director Agrie.] 
1940 a.—Prevalence of  mange in pigs A trouble 
leading to great loss, easily controlled <J . Dept. 
Agrie. South Australia, v. 44 (5), Dec., p. 278. 
[W·.] 
S P A G N O L I O , G I U S E P P E . [1875- ] [Prof., R. Univ. 
Roma] 
1911 a.—Intorno alla guarigione spontanea del kala-
azar <Malaria, Roma, v. 2 (8), Ag., pp. 230 -
232. [Wm.] 
1911 b.—Nuovi casi di kala-azar nel comune di 
Messina. I focolai  endemici di Camaro e Casal-
otto <Malaria, Roma, v. 2 (2), Feb., pp. 50-54; 
résumé in French and English, p. 54. [W m . ] 
1913 a.—Leishmaniose canina e umana e loro rap-
porti < Malaria, Roma, v. 4 (3), Apr. -Mav, pp. 
203-204. [Wm] 
1913 b.—Risposta alle osservazioni del Dr. Basile 
su alcune ricerche etiologiche in un caso di leish-
maniosi del Mediterraneo a Bordonaro [Letter 
to editor dated 30 Luglio] <Pathologica (116), 
v. 5, 1 Set., pp. 541-542. [Wm.] 
1913 c.—Il tannato di chinino nella malaria in-
fantile < Malaria, Roma, v. 4 (6), Oct.-Dec., 
pp. 367-368. [Wm.] 
1915 a.—Leishmaniosi canina ed umana e loro 
presunta dipendenza genetica < Malaria, Roma, 
v. 6 (3), May-June, pp. 156-157. [Issued June 
20] [Wm.] 
1916 a.—La cura della leishmaniosi interna con i 
preparati di antimonio < Malaria, Roma, v. 7 
(4), Aug., pp. 242-245. [W m . ] 
(1917 a).—Intorno ad un caso di elefantiasi  da 
filariosi  in Sicilia < Malaria, Roma, v. 8 (5-6), 
Sept.-Dec., pp. 187-190, 1 fig. 
1917 b.—Intorno ad un caso di elefantiasi  da 
filariosi  in Sicilia <Riforma Med., v. 33 (43), 
27 Ott., pp. 1017-1018, 1 fig.  [Wm.] 
1920 a.—La cura del kalazar [sic] infantile con i 
preparati di antimonio <Gior. Clin. Med., v. 1 
(5), May, pp. 182-186. [Wm.] 
S P A I N , D A V I D M . ; M O L O M U T , N O R M A N ; a n d W A R -
S H A W , L E O N J . 
1948 a.—Preparations of  lysates from cultures of 
Т. cruz-i and their effects  on normal and tumor-
bearing mice <Proc. Soc. Exper. Biol. and Med., 
v. 69 (1), Oct., pp. 134-136. [W».] 
S P A I N . I N S T I T U T O N A C I O N A L DE C O L O N I Z A C I Ó N . 
[n. d.].—Baños para ganado <Publicaciones (6), 
3. s.. Inst. Nac. Colon., Madrid, [20] pp., illus. 
[Wa.l 
S P A L D I N G , D A V I D P. [Parke, Davis and Co.]; 
M O E R S C H , G E O R G E W I L L I A M ; M O S H E R , H A R R Y 
S T O N E ; a n d W H I T M O R E , F R A N K C L I F F O R D . 
1946 a.—Heterocyclic basic compounds. I X . 3,6-
dichloro - 9 - (1 - methyl - 4 - diethylaminobutyl) -
aminoacridine <J . Am. Chem. Soc., v. 68 (8), 
Aug., pp. 1596-1598. [Wa.] 
S P A L D I N G , J A N E T Ε . [Β. Α., Morristown, N. Jersey] 
See Failmezger, Theodore Richard; and Spald-
ing, Janet E. 
S P A L D I N G , P H I N E AS. [M. D., Boston] 
1838 a.—Case of  worms <Boston Med. and S. J., 
v. 19 (19), Dec. 12, pp. 301-302. [Wm, W«.] 
S P A L I K O W S K I , E D M O N D . 
1897 a.—Les entozoaires de l'homme en Normandie 
CCompt. Rend. Acad. Sc., Paris, v. 125 (24), 
13 Déc., pp. 1056-1057. [Wa, W m , W·.] 
S P A L I K O W S K I , E D M O N D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1898 a.—Idem [Critical abstract by R, Blanchard] 
<Arch. Parasitol., Paris, ν . 1 (2), Avril, pp. 352-
353. [W®, Wm, W · . ] 
S P A L L A N Z A N I , L A Z A R O . [1729-1799] [For  port, and 
biography see Nuttall, G. H. F., 1928 a, port. 51 
[For  biography see Swainson, William, 1840 a] 
[For  biography see Parasitology, v. 14 (3-4), Dec., 
1922, pp. 409-412] [W·.] 
(1769 a).—Nouvelles recherches sur les découvertes 
microscopiques, et la génération des corps or-
ganisés. Ouvrage traduit de l'Italien. Avec des 
notes, des recherches physiques et métaphysiques 
sur la nature et la religion, et une nouvelle théorie 
de la terre, par M . [J. T.] de Needham. 2 pts 
in 1 v. ii, liv pp. (1 leaf),  298 pp., 9 pis.; xvi, 293 
pp., 1 leaf. Londres and Paris. [ W m . ] 
(1791 a).—Versuche über die Erzeugung der Thiere 
und Pflanzen. Transi, from the French. 180 pp. 
Leipzig. 
1803 a.—Tracts on the natural history of  animals 
and vegetables. Trans, from the original Italian 
. . . by John Graham Dalyell. 2. ed. v. 1, 334 
pp., pis. Edinburgh. [W®.] 
S P A L T E R , E. G O M E Z . See Gómez Spalter, E. 
S P A N D L , H E R M A N N . 
1926 a.—Copepoda. Ruderfusskrebse  < Biol. Tiere 
Deutschlands (Schulze), Lief. 19, Teil 15, 15 Mai, 
pp. 1-78, figs.  1-90; Anhang: Branchiura. Kie-
menschwänze, pp. 79-82, figs.  91-94. [W a.] 
1926 b.—Die Tierwelt der unterirdischen Gewässer 
<Speläol. Monogr., v. 11, 235 pp., illus. [W·.] 
S P A N G E M A C H E R , J O A N N E S . 
[1866 а].—De echinococeis humano repertis. Diss. 
35 pp. Gryphiswaldiaä. [W m . ] 
S P A N G E N B E R G , J U A N J A C O B O . [Dr., Prof.  Supl. Clin. 
Méd.] 
(1915 a).—Pîopneuinoquistes primitivos del hígado. 
Buenos Aires. 
1922 a.—Píoneumoquistes primitivos del hígado 
<Semana Méd., v. 29 (41), Oct. 12, pp. 768-779. 
[Wm.] 
1923 a.—Idem <Actas y Trab. 2. Cong. Nac. Med. 
(Buenos Aires, Oct. 1-8, 1922), v. 1, pp. 203-229. 
[Yam.] 
1931 a.—Sobre un caso de hepatitis amebiana dando 
un sindrome de oclusión intestinal a repetición 
<Arch. Argent. Enf. Αρ . Digest., ν . 7 (2), Die. 
1931-Enero 1932, pp. 165-184, figs.  1-7 . [Yam.] 
1932 a.—Sobre un caso de hepatitis amebiana dando 
un síndrome de oclusión intestinal a repetición 
< 7 . Reunión Soc. Argent. Patol. Reg. Norte 
(Tucumán, 5 -7 Oct. 1931), v. 1, pp. 106-124, 
figs.  1-7, 1 graph. [W'.] 
1942 a.—Misión que en concordancia con la ley No. 
12.732 sobre profilaxis  obligatoria de la hidatido-
sis, le tocará cumplir a los pertinentes servicios 
médicos oficiales  de la Nación <Conf.  Nac. con-
tra Hidatidosis (May 20-23, Buenos Aires), 
pp. 77-81. [W·.] 
1942 b.—Conferencia  nacional de lucha contra la 
hidatidosis <Bol . San., Buenos Aires, v. 6 (10-
12), Oct.-Dec., pp. 533-539. [Wm.] 
S P A N G E N B E R G , J U A N J A C O B O ; B A S I L E , A L F R E D O R . ; 
a n d DI G I A N N I , L E O N A R D O . • 
1937 a.—Cisticercosis subcutánea y muscular. Ob-
servación clínica y radiológica <Prensa Med. 
Argent., v. 24 (25), June 23, pp. 1239-1243, illus. 
[Wm.] 
S P A N G E N B E R G , J U A N J A C O B O ; E Y H E B A B I D E , R . Α . ; 
a n d T A R R A D E L L A S . 
1934 a.—Exploración clínico-radiológica del abceso 
amebiano del hígado <Actas y Trab. 5. Cong. 
Nac. Med. (Rosario, Argentina, Sept. 2 -9 ) , v. 4, 
pp. 74-79, illus. [Wm.] 
S P A N G E N B E B G , J U A N J A C O B O ; M U N I S T , L U I S ; a n d 
A B D A I Z , A N G E L . 
1935 a.—Tratamiento de las lambliasis digestivas 
por la instilación duodenal de neo-salvarsan 
< R e v . Asoc. Med. Argent. (356), v . 49, pp. 373-
379. (Sociedad de Farmacologia y Terapeutica, 
v. 3 (6), pp. 75-81.) [Wm.] 
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S P A N G E N B E R G , J U A N J A C O B O ; M U N I S T , L U I S ; a n d 
ARDAIZ, A N G E L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1937 a.—Consideraciones acerca de la localización 
habitual de las giardias en el tubo digestivo 
<Arch. Argent. Eni. Ap. Digest., v. 12 (4), Apr.-
May, PP. 372-381. [W">.] 
S P A N G E N B E R G , J U A N J A C O B O ; R O S S I B E L G R A N O , C A R -
L O S ; a n d Z U N I N O , E M I L I O . 
1941 a.—Ascites biliar. Coleperitoneo hidatidico 
<Semana Med. (2483), v. 48 (33), Aug. 14, pp. 
391-398, illus. [W". ] 
S P A N G L E R , H A R R Y A . [M. D . , Carlisle] See Osthei-
mer, Maurice; and Spangler, Harry A. 
S P A N I E R , F R I T Z . See Buschke, Α . ; and Spanier, Fritz. 
S P A N I O , A N G E L O . [Prof.  Osp. Civ. Pordenone] 
1931 a.—Su due casi di amebiasi (ascesso polmonare 
primitivo e forma ribelle di dissenteria cronica) 
guariti con iniezioni endovenose di cloridrato di 
emetina e novarseno-benzolo <Gazz. Osp., 
Milano, v. 52 (7), Feb. 15, pp. 195-196, 199-201. 
[W" . ] 
S P A N N , J O S E P H . [ 1 8 7 9 - ] [Prof.  Dr., Weihen-
stephan] [See  also Weinschenk, Albrecht, 1933 a] 
1927 a.—Bekämpft  die Dasselplage < Süddeutsche 
iAndwirtschaftl.  Tierzucht, v. 21 (15), 9 Apr., 
p. 192. [W·.] 
1927 b.—Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage mittels 
Quetschung junger Beulen <München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 78 (27), 6 Juli, p. 369. [W»J 
1927 c.—Der Kampf  gegen die Dasselplage mittels 
Kochsalz <München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 
78 (23), 8 Juni, pp. 321-322. [W*.] 
1927 d.—Der Kampf  gegen die Dasselplage mittels 
Kochsalz <Süddeutsche Landwirtschaftl.  Tier-
zucht, v. 21 (38), 17 Sept., pp. 482-483. [W·.] 
1927 e.—Versuche zwecks Bekämpfung  der Dassel-
plage <München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 78 
(18), 3 Mai, pp. 253-255, figs.  1-3 . [W·.] 
1928 a.—Die Abtötung der Dassellarve durch Verk-
leben der Beulenöffnung < München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 79 (45), 7 Nov., pp. 597-599. 
[W«.] 
1928 b.—Die Bekämpfung  der Dasselfliegenplage. 
(Bericht über die Besprechung im Reichsland-
wirtschaftsministerium vom 1. Dezember 1927) 
<München. Tierärztl. Wclmschr., v. 79 (1), 4 
Jan., pp. 7 -8 . [W·.] 
1928 c.—Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage. Eine Bitte 
an die Herren Tierärzte des oberbayerischen Al-
pen- und Voralpengebietes < München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v . 79 (9), 1 März, p. 109. [W·.] 
1928 d.—Die Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage in Däne-
mark und Holland < München. Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v. 79 (40), 3 Okt., pp. 525-526. [W».] 
1928 e.—Die Bekämpfungsweisen  der Dasselplage 
im Ausland < München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., 
v. 79 (20), 16 Mai, pp. 253-255. [Wa.] 
1928 f. —Die Biologie der Dasselfliege  nach dem 
Stande der neuesten Forschungen <München. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 79 (14), 4 Apr., pp. 173-
175. [W».] 
1928 g.—Das Ergebnis der Dasselbekämpfungs-
versuche mit Stäbchen <München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 79 (33), 15 Aug., pp. 429-431, 1 
fig.;  v. 79 (34), 22 Aug., pp. 444-445. [W·.] 
1928 h.—Nasse Sommer—wenig Dasselbeulen? 
<München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 79 (7), 15 
Feb., p. 81. [W·.] 
1928 i.—Ein neues, erfolgreiches  Verfahren  in der 
Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage < München. Tier-
ärztl. Wchnschr., v. 79 (22), 30 Mai, pp. 283-
284. [W·.] 
1928 j.—Un nouveau procédé de destruction du 
varón au moyen de produits chimiques condensés 
sous la forme  de bâtonnets <Cuir Tech., 21 an., 
v. 17 (23), Dec. 1, pp. 521-522. [W*.] 
1928 k.—Die Dasselfliegenplage,  ihre Schäden und 
ihre Bekämpfung  <Schweiz. Landwirtsch. 
Monatsh., v. 6 (3), pp. 70-73. [W«.] 
S P A N N , J O S E P H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1929 a.—Bericht über die diesjährigen Dassel-
bekämpfungsversuche  mit Stäbchen im Bezirk 
Rosenheim <München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 
80 (44), 30 Okt., pp. 605-609. [W>.] 
1929 b.—Die bisherigen gesetzlichen Massnahmen 
zur Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage im In- und 
Auslande < München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 
80 (51), 18 Dez., pp. 701-704. [Wa.] 
1929 c.—Massenbekämpfung  der Dasselplage im 
bayer. Bezirk Garmisch < Süddeutsche Land-
wirtschaftl.  Tierzucht, v. 23 (50), 14 Dez., pp. 
613-614, 1 fig. [W».] 
(1929 d).—Der Tribut an die Dasselfliege  <Allg. 
Fleisch-Ztg., 26 Jan. 
1930 a.—Wird das Biesen des Rindes durch die 
Dasselfliege  verursacht? <München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 81 (18), 30 Apr., pp. 221-224. 
[W·.] 
(1931 a) .—Massnahmen zur Bekämpfung  der Das-
selplage im bayrischen Voralpengebiet während 
des Frühjahrs 1931 <Allg. Fleisch-Ztg. 
1932 a.—Das Wanderleben der Dassellarven im 
Körper des Rindes < München. Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v. 83 (32), 10 Aug., pp. 373-376, figs. a -b . 
[W«.] 
(1932 b).—Die erste grössere, neun Bezirke um-
fassende  Massenbekämpfung  der Dassellarven 
in Bayern 1932 <AUg. Fleisch-Ztg. 
1933 a.—Einiges über die Schäden der Dasselfliege 
und die Erfolge  ihrer Bekämpfung  <München. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 84 (45), 8 Nov., pp. 549-
551, 2 graphs. [W».] 
1933 b.—Die Sesshaftigkeit  der Dasselfliege.  Eine 
wichtige Erkenntnis für  die praktische Bekämp-
fung <München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 84 
(27), 5 Juli, pp. 313-315. [W·.] 
(1933 c).—Der Tribut an die Dasselfliege. 3. Aufl. 
27 pp. Weihenstephan. 
1933 d.—Idem [Abstract] < München Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 84 (6), Feb. 8, p. 73. [Wa.] 
(1933? e).—Die Biologie der Rinderdasselfliegen. 
2. Aufl. 23 pp. 
1934 a.—Die Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage in Däne-
mark. Rundschreiben der Regierung an sämt-
liche Gemeindevorsteher < München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 85 (41), 10 Okt., pp. 491-492. 
[W·.] 
1934 b.—Die Biologie der Rinderdasselfliegen 
<München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 85 (3), 17 
Jan., pp. 25-31. [W\] 
1934 c.—Die Biologie der Rinderdasselfliegen [Ab-
stract of  1933 c] COesterr Tierarzt, v 7 (10), 
1 Apr., p. 83. [W».] 
(1934 d).—Die Schäden der Dasselfliegen. 4. Aufl. 
Hannover. 
1934 е.—Idem [Abstract] <Wien Tierärztl 
Monatschr., v. 21 (17), 1 Sept., p. 541. [W·.] 
1935 a.—Biologie, Schäden und Bekämpfung  der 
Rinderdasselfliegen  <ßiologie, v. 4 (3), Siar., 
pp. 65-70, illus. [Wa.] 
1935 b.—Die Biologie der Rinderdasselfliegen. 
3. Aufl. 23 pp. Hannover. [W».] 
1936 a.—Die Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage mit 
chemischen Mitteln <Forschungsdienst, v. 2 
(3), Oct. 15, pp. 397-402. [W».] 
1936 b.—Die Dasselschäden beim Jungvieh <For -
schungsdienst, v. 1 (8), Apr. 15, pp. 593-596. 
[Wa.] 
1938 a.—Die Wasserstoffsuperoxydbehandlung  in 
der Dasselbekämpfung  <Forschungsdienst, v. 5 
(9) May 1, pp. 472-478. [W·.] 
(1938 b) .—Die Bekämpfung  der Rinderdasselflie-
gen. 45 pp. Hannover. 
1938 c.—Idem [Abstract] <Schweiz. Arch. Tier-
heilk., v. 80 (3), Mar., pp. 130-131. [Wa.] 
S P A N N , J O S E P H ; a n d P E D R E T T I , L U D W I G . 
1938 a.—Dasselbekämpfungsversuche  in Bayern 
1938 <BerL u. München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. 
( 4 4 ) , N o v . 4 , p p . 6 6 9 - 6 7 4 . [ W » . ] 
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S P A N N , J O S E P H ; a n d P E D R E T T I , L U D W I G — C o n t i n u e d . 
1940 a.—Dasselbekämofungsversuche in Bayern 
1939 <Berl. u. München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. 
(4), Jan. 26, pp. 37-40, graphs. [W4J 
S P A N T I G A T I . 
(1868 a).—Echinococco del fegato <Atti R. Accad. 
Med. Torino. 
S P Â N U L , P E T R E . [Dr., Dir. Hergheliei Bontzida] 
1933 a.—Contributiuni la studiul bolii "dermatosis 
aestivalis serpiginosa buccarum equi" <Archiva 
Vet., Bucuresti, v. 25 (1-2), pp. 30-39, figs.  1-2 . 
[WM 
1933 b.—Contribution à l'étude de la maladie 
"acariasis autumnalis" <Archiva Vet., Bu-
curegti, v. 24 (5-6), pp. 121-131, figs.  1-7. [W».] 
S P A N Y O L , V . [ D r . ] 
1936 a.—Entfernung  einer Fliegenlarve aus der 
Vorderkammer eines 11jährigen Knaben <Klin. 
Monatsbl. Augenh., v. 96, Apr., pp. 494-501, 
illus. [W·".] 
S P A R A P A N I , G I U S E P P E C A R L O [Dir. Dott. Med. Vet.-
Igieh.] 
1914 a.—[A proposito della reazione Bordet-Gengou 
nei feti  di vacche portatrici di cisti di echino-
cocco] [Reply to Roncaglio, G., 1914 b] <Clin. 
Vet.. Milano, v. 37 (24), 30 Dec., pp. 1060-1061. 
[W».] 
1914 b.—La reazione di Bordet-Gengou nei feti 
di vacche portatrici di cisti di echinococco <Clin. 
Vet., Milano, v. 37 (23), 15 Dec., pp. 1005-1010. 
[W·.] 
1915 a.—Le carni di suini affetti  da Cistirercus cel-
lulosae e la precipito-reazione <Clin. Vet., 
Milano, v. 38 (21), 15 Nov., pp. 845-850. IW\] 
(1915 b) .—La réaction de Bordet-Gengou dans la 
gale démodécique du chien < M o d . Zooiatro, 
May 30, pp. 211-218. 
1916 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Rec . Méd. Vét., v. 92 
(7), 15 Avril, pp. 235-236. [W».] 
1916 b.—Le glandole cortico-surrenali nei bovini 
dal fegato  affetto  da distomatiso <Clin. Vet., 
Milano, v . 39 (6), 30 Mar., pp. 167-172. [W».| 
1917 a.—Trasmissione dell' infezione  da Piroplasma 
ovis in tre suini per via digerente <Pathologica, 
(196), v. 9, 15 Genn., pp. 21-22. [W· . ] 
1918 a.—ySulla comparsa di emolisine specifiche  nel 
siero di sangue di animali trattati con carni ver-
minose <Pathologica (227), v. 10, May 1, pp. 
93-95. [W®.] 
1922 a.—Sull'utilità della ricerca dell'antigene ver-
minoso nel catarro nasale dei suini affetti  di 
bronco polmonite verminosa mediante l'auto-
intradermoreazione <Allevamenti, v. 3 (8), 25 
A g „ pp. 299-300. [W».] 
1923 a.-—Sur l'utilité de la recherche de l'antigène 
vermineux dans le jetage nasal de porcs atteints 
de broncho-pneumonie vermineuse au moyen de 
l'intradermoréaction < R e v . Vét., Toulouse, v. 
75 (2), Fév., pp. 73-78. [Wa.] 
1924 a.—De quelques modifications  produites sur 
l'action toxolytique du suc d'autolyse hépatique 
par les toxines de la douve du foie  et de l'échino-
coque et sur les modifications  déterminées par les 
toxines en question sur la fonction  glycogénique 
du foie < J. Physiol, et Path. Gén., v. 22 (2), Apr., 
pp. 341-344. fWm.] 
1928 a.—Per una diagnosi precoce e sicura di cen-
urosi nei bovini ed ovini <Profilassi, v. 1 (4), 
Luglio, pp. 91-93. [Wa.] 
1933 a.—Le principali malattie parassitarie dei polli 
<Riv . Agrie., Roma, v. 38 (5), 29 Gen., pp. 68 -
71; (8), 19 Feb., pp. 115-119; (15), 9 Apr., pp. 
229-231; (19), 7 Mag., pp. 280-282; (20), 14 
Mag., pp. 292-293; (21), 21 Mag., pp. 312-314; 
(22), 28 Mag., pp. 323-324; (23), 4 Giugno, op. 
341-343; (24), 11 Giugno, pp. 357-358; (25), 18 
Giugno, pp. 375-378; (26), 25 Giugno, pp. 391-
392; (27), 2 Luglio, pp. 406-407; (28), 9 Luglio, 
pp. 423-424; (29-30), 16-23 Luglio, pp. 440-
442; (31), 30 Luglio, pp. 452-453; (33-34), 13-20 
Ag., pp. 485-489. [Wa.] 
S P A R A P A N I , G I U S E P P E C A R L O — C o n t i n u e d . 
1947 a.—La latto-siero-precipito-reazione corne 
mezzo diagnostico della babesiosi bovina latente 
e l'influenza  dell'agente patogeno sui fermenti 
CLatte, v. 21 (1), Aug., p. 8. [WM 
1949 a.—Richerche sul valore specifico  della diag-
nosi biologica di tricomoniasi nelle bovine latti-
fere  mediante la latto-siero-precipitazione 
< M o n d o Latte, (11), Nov., pp. 401-402, 407-
411. [WM 
S P A R C H E Z , T . See Goia, I . ; and Spârchez, T . 
S P A R E , E R I C C . [ M . D . ] 
1937 a.—The therapeutic of  malaria <J . Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., London, v. 40 (2), Jan. 15, pp. 
13-15. [Wm.] 
S P A R G E L L A , M . 
(1907 a).—Osservazioni cliniche e spermentali sulP 
anchilostomiasi <Atti Ist. Clin. Med. Gen. R. 
Univ. Padova, Milano, v. 3, p. 141. 
1908 a.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 42 (14-16), 10 Nov., p. 499. 
[W\ w™.] 
S P A R H A W K , C H A R L E S V. [Sparhawk Co., Sparkill, 
Ν . Y.] 
1946 a.·—The future  use of  insect fixatives.  Ex-
tracts from the gypsy moth and the bed-bug may 
have use for  insecticide purposes as baits or for 
synthesis of  their predominating odor for  attrac-
tants or repellents < A m . Perfumer,  v. 48 (5), 
May, pp. 39-40, illus. [Wa.] 
S P A R K M A N , Ε . H . [ M . D . ] 
1909 a.—Multiple Echinococcus cysts of  the liver 
and peritoneum <Proc. N. York Path. Soc., 
n. s., v. 9 (1-2), Feb.-Mar., pp. 31-36; discus-
sion by Potter, p. 36. [Wa, Wm.] 
SPARKMAN, W. E. [M. D., Georgetown, South Caro-
lina] 
1901 a.—Hemorrhagic malarial fever:  its treatment 
<Therap. Gaz., Detroit, v. 25, 3. s., v. 17 (5), 
May 15, pp. 289-291. [Wa, W · . ] 
1905 a.—Malarial hemoglobinuria or hemorrhagic 
malarial fever  <Therap. Gaz., Detroit, v. 29, 
3. s., v. 21 (4), Apr. 15, pp. 230-231. [W», W » . ] 
S P A R K S , E D W A R D . [M. R. C. P., Physician, Diseases 
Skin, Charing Cross Hosp., London] 
1874 a.—On a disease of  the skin produced by the 
Acarus foüiculorum,  illustrated by cases observed 
in the dog < Med.-Chir. Tr., v. 57, 2. s „ v. 39, 
pp. 239-246, pi. 6, figs.  1 4 . [W'M 
S P A R K S , W I L L I A M . 
1943 a.—Some common diseases <Poultry Farmer 
and Feathered World (2824) v . 109, Aug. 6, p. 9. 
[W-.] 
S P A R K S , W I L L M O T E D W A R D L E N O X . [ 1 8 9 2 - ] 
[Div. Lab. Dept. Health Ontario, Toronto] See 
McClure, Wallace Burnett; and Sparks, Willmot 
Edward Lenox. 
S P A R R M A N , A N D R E A S [Andre] [ca. 1747-1820] [For 
bibgraphical note see Swainson, William. 1840 a, 
pp. 333-334] [Wa.] 
1778 a.—Om Flug-Maskar, utdrefne  ifrån en Män 
niska < K . Vetensk. Acad. Handl., Stockholm, 
v. 39, Jan.-Mar., pp. 65-70. [WM 
1783 a.—Fliegenmaden von einem Menschen abge-
treiben [Transi, of  1778 a] < K . Schwed. 
Akad. Wissensch. Abhandl. (1778), v. 40, pp. 6 1 -
65. [WM 
SPARROW, H. D . [M. R. C. V. S., Rochford, Essex] 
1922 a.—Notes on some diseases communicated 
from animals to man <Vet. J. (569), v. 78 (11), 
Nov., pp. 440-441. [Wa.] 
S P A R R O W , H É L È N E . [Dr., Chef  Lab., Inst. Pasteur, 
Tunis] [See also Lapidari, Mario; and Sparrow, 
Hélène] 
1937 a.—Endémie typhique sur la population 
murine de Tunis. Aptitudes vaccinales d'un 
virus murin isolé à Tunis <Bull. Mens. Office 
Internat. Hyg. Pub., v. 29 (4), Apr., pp. 719-
729. [W».J 
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S P A R R O W , H É L È N E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1939 a.—Abondance des rickettsias du typbus 
murin cultivées dans les poux <Rev . Immunol , 
v. 5 (5), Sept , pp. 462-468. [W·.] 
1940 a.—Abondance des rickettsias du typhus 
murin cultivées dans les poux <Arch. Inst. 
Pasteur Tunis, v. 29 (2-3), Sept , pp. 250-261. 
[Wv] 
S P A R R O W , H É L È N E ; L O M B R O S O , U G O ; a n d L A P I D A R I , 
M A R I O . 
1928 a.—Etude comparative de quelques spiro-
chetes récurrents par la méthode de l'agglutina-
tion <Arch. Inst. Pasteur Tunis, v. 17 (4), D é c , 
pp. 279-294. [W«.] 
S P A R R O W , HÉLÈNTB; a n d M A R E S C H A L , P I E R R E . 
1939 a.—Réaction de l'organisme humain à l'inocu-
lation des rickettsias du virus typhique murin 1 
de Tunis < R e v Immunol , v. 5 (5), Sept , pp. 
469-475. [W·.] 
1942 a.—Innocuité pour l'homme de la piqûre du 
pou typhique et données expérimentales sur les 
conditions de l'infection  typhique <Compt . 
Rend. Acad. Se , Paris, v. 215 (17), pp. 389-391. 
[WM 
S P A R T A N S K I Ï , O . A . [Lab. Parasitol, Tierärztl. Hoch-
schule, Leningrad] See Yakimov, Vasiliï Lario-
novich; Machul'skiï, S. N.; and Spartanskiï, O. A. 
S P A R T A N S K T , О. A. See Spartanskiï, Ο . Α. 
SPARTZ, L. [Directeur Abattoir] 
1908 a.—L'inspection des viandes à l'abattoir de la 
ville de Luxembourg <Hyg . Viande et Lait, v. 2 
(2), 10 F é v , pp. 58-61. [W».] 
1919 a.—Echinococcose avec hypertrophie con-
sidérable du foie  chez un porc < R e v . Gén. Méd. 
V é t , Toulouse (335), v. 28, 15 N o v , p. 623. 
[Wv] 
S P A S A R I , G . 
1930 a.—Può il sale da cucina diffondere  l'amebiasi? 
<Riforma M e d , v. 46 (30), July 28, p. 1219. 
[Wv] 
S P A S O K U K O T S K I Ï ,  S . I . [ С п а с о к у к о ц к и й , С . И . ] 
[Saratov] 
1925 а.—Эхинококк легкого [Echinococcosis of 
the lung] [Russian text] <Vraoh. Delo, v. 7 
(12-14), cols. 955-962, illus. [ W v ] 
S P A S O V , K H R . [Спасовъ, X p . ] 
1906 a.—Случай отъ екинококъ у волътъ [A case 
of  echinococcosis] [Bulgarian text] <Vet . 
Sbirka, v. 15, pp. 145-146. [ W v ] 
S P A S S K I Ï , A . A . 
1947 a.—Явление конфлуэнции члеников и ма-
ток у цестод [The phenomenon "confluentia 
uterorum" in cestodes] [Russian text] <Dokl . 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, v. 58 (4), Nov. 1, pp. 723-
724. [WM 
1948 a.—Mathevolepis  petrotschenkoi nov. gen. 
nov. sp.—Новый вид цестоды с каналом 
матки для выделения яиц [Mathevolepis 
petrotschenkoi nov. gen. nov. sp.—a new species 
of  cestode with uterine canal for  production of 
eggs] [Russian text] <Dokl . Akad. Nauk SSSR, 
n. s , v. 59 (8), Mar. 11, pp. 1513-1515. [Wv] 
1948 b.—Новое семейство цестод Skrjabinochori-
dae fam.  n o v , характеризующееся полным 
отсутствием МАТКИ [A new cestode family 
Skrjabinochoridae fam.  n o v , characterized by 
complete lack of  uterus] [Russian text] <Dokl . 
Akad. Nauk SSSR, n. s , v. 59 (2), Jan. 11, pp. 
409-412, illus. [Wv] 
1949 a.—Metadilepis gen. nov.—новый род 
цестоды паразитирующей у птиц [Metadilepis 
n .g , a new cestode parasitizing birds] [Russian 
text] <Bi01. Moskov. Obsh. Ispyt. Prir , Otdel 
Bio l , an. 120, n. s , v. 54 (4), pp. 50-54, illus. 
[Wv] 
S P A S S K I Ï , Α . Α . ; a n d O S H M A R I N , P . G . 
1939 а.—Паразитические черви врановых птиц. 
К гельминтофауне птиц Горьковской области 
[Parasitic worms of  Corvidae. On the helminth-
fauna  of  birds of  the Gorkii region] [Russian 
text] <Trudy Gor'kovsk. Gosudarstv. Pedagog. 
Inst , v. 4, pp. 45-70, illus. [By.] [Aiso photo-
stat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S P A S S K I Ï , Α . Α . ; a n d O S H M A R I N , P . G . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1947 a — I d e m [Abstract] <Biol. Abstr , v. 21 (4), 
A p r , p. 1017. [Wv] 
(1937 a).—Beitrag zur Behandlung der Blutegelin-
vasion der grossen Haustiere <Vet . Kl in , Sofia, 
ν 5 (4-5), pp. 75-76. 
1939 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Berl. u. München. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (10), Mar. 10, p. 158. [Wv] 
S P 1 9 3 3 a.—Ueber Wurmileus [Abstract of  report 
before Graz, Ver. Aerzte Steiermark, 28 Apr.] 
<München. Med. Wchnschr, v. 80 (31), 25 
A u g , p. 1345. [Wv] 
S P A T Z , S T D N E Y M A R T I N . [Dept. C h e m , Iowa State 
Coll.] , , . 
1942 a.—Application of  lithium compounds of  nitro-
gen heterocycles to antimalarial syntheses [Ab-
stract of  doctoral thesis 667] Clowa State Coll. 
J. Sc., ν 17 (1), O c t , pp. 129-132. [Wv] 
S P A U L , E R I C A R T H U R . [1S95- ] [Ph. D , Birk-
beck Co l l , Univ. London] 
1923 a.—Nematodes of  the genus Strongyluris from 
Agama <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist , 9. s. (67), 
v. 12, July, pp. 149-154, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
1923 b.—Notes on some nematodes from East 
African  hosts <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist , 9. s. 
(62), v. 11, F e b , pp. 218-224, figs.  l - 3b . [Wv] 
1926 a.—Crassicauda bennetti, sp. n , a new nema-
tode parasite from the bottle-nosed whale (Hy-
peroodon) <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist·. 9. s., 
(101), v. 17, May, pp. 581-584, figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
1926 b.—On a new species of  the nematode genus 
Pharyngodon <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist , 9. s. 
(101), v. 17, May, pp. 585-591, figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
1927 a.—A new nematode of  the subfamily  Anisak-
inae <Ann. and Mag. Nat. His t , 9. s. (114), v. 
19, June, pp. 627-635, figs.  1-9. [Wv] 
1927 b.—On a new species of  the nematode genus 
Aprocta <Ann. and Mag. Nat.. His t , 9. s. (113), 
v. 19, May, pp. 584-588, figs.  1-5. [Wv] 
1927 c.—On a new species of  the nematode genus 
Rhabdochona <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist , 9. s. 
(114), v. 19, June, pp. 636-641, figs.  1 ^ . [Wv] 
1929 a.—Two new nematode bird parasites from 
Central Asia <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist , 10. s. 
(23), v. 4, N o v , pp. 451-460, figs.  1-8. [Wv] 
SPEAKMAN, H . B . [Direc tor ] 
1936 a.—Parasitology [Examination of  viscera of 
sheep] <Ontario Research Foundation Rep. 
(1935), p. 18. [Wv] 
1938 a.—Pathology and bacteriology COntario 
Research Found. Rep. (1937), pp. 19-21. [Wv] 
S P E A R , R A Y M O N D . [1873- ] [Passed Asst. Surg, 
U. S. Nevy] 
1903 a.—Report on the U. S. naval station, Tutuila, 
Samoa <Rep . Surg.-Gen. U. S. Navy, pp. 100-
104. [W\ W v ] 
1917 a.—I .a afección uncinarica en Cuba [Transi, 
of  1917 b] <San. y Benefic. Bol. Ofic.,  Habana, 
an. S, v. 17 (1-4), Enero-Abril, pp. 93-96. [Wv] 
1917 b.—Hookworm infection  in Cuba < U . S. 
Naval Med. Bull , v. 11 (1), Jan, pp. 50-53, 10 
pis , 50 figs.  [Wv] 
S P E A R E S , J O H N . [M. B „ B. Ch. Univ. Dublin] 
1918 a.—Some preliminary points in the diagnosis 
of  amoebic dysentery <Dublin J. Med. Sc. 
(553), 3. s„ v. 145, Jan, pp. 6-11. [ W v ] 
1920 a.—Some preliminary points in the diagnosis 
of  amoebic dysentery <Tr . Roy. Acad. Med. 
Ireland (1918), v. 36, pp. 86-93. [ W v ] 
SPEARMAN, B. [Deputy Dir. San. Serv. Zanzibar 
Protect.] 
1925 a.—Section II. Public Health, (c) Helmin-
thic diseases <Zanzibar Protect. Ann. Rep. 
Med. Dept. (1924) rpp. 7-8. [ W v ] 
1925 b.—Section III. Sanitation. (3) Helminthic 
diseases <Zanzibar Protect. Ann. Rep. Med. 
Dept. (1924), pp. 15-16. [ W v ] 
48 UNITE STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
SPEARMAN, B . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1926 a.—Annual report of  the medical, sanitary 
and biological divisions for  the year 1925 Z a n -
zibar Protect. Ann. Rep. Med. Dept. (1925), pp. 
1-58. [W·".] 
1928 a.—II. Public health, (c) Helminthic dis-
eases <Zanzibar Protect. Ann. Rep. Med. Dept. 
(1926), pp. 10-11. [W®.] 
1928 b.—III. Hygiene and Sanitation. Helmin-
thic diseases <Zanzibar Protect. Ann. Rep. Med. 
Dept. (1926), p. 25. [Wm.] 
S P E A R S , M A R T M C I N D O E . (1883- ] [ M . D. , 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania] _ 
1939 a.—The role of  Giardia in gastrointestinal 
symptoms < R e v . Gastroenter., v. 6 (6), N o v . -
Dec., pp. 512-516. [Wm.] 
SPECHAT. [Prof.  Dr., Kiel] 
1931 a.—Mittelohr-, Labyrinth- und Hirnhautent-
zündung beim Kaninehen infolge  Milbener-
krankung des Gehörganges <Arch. Ohrenh., v. 
128 (1-2), Feb. 28, pp. 103-114, illus. [Wm.] 
S P E C H T , R I C H A R D . [ D r . ] 
1926 a.—Die Behandlung der Bilharziosis mit dem 
Präparat Heyden 661 (Antimosan) <Deutsche 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 52 (13), 26 März, pp. 519-
520. [Wv] 
S P E C I A L V E T E R I N A R Y C O R R E S P O N D E N T . 
1946 a.—Parasitic gastritis and enteritis <Estate 
Mag., v. 46 (5), May, pp. 169-170. [Wv] 
S P E C I A L E , F R A N C E S C O . [ D R . Palermo] 
1931 a.—Sindrome clinica oscura in un caso di 
litiasi biliare associata a cisti di echinococco 
<Policlin„ Roma, Sez. Prat., v. 38 (26), June 29, 
pp. 909-912. [Wm.] 
S P E C K , J O H N F . ; a n d E V A N S , E A R L A L I S O N (jr.) 
1945 a.—The biochemistry of  the malaria parasite 
II. Glycolysis in cell-free  preparations of  the 
malaria parasite. III . The effects  of  quinine 
and atabrine on glycolysis <J. Biol. Chem., v. 
159 (1), June, pp. 71-96. [Wv] 
S P E C K , J O H N F . ; M O U L D E R , J A M E S W . ; a n d E V A N S , 
E A R L A L I S O N (jr.) 
1946 a.—The biochemistry of  the malaria parasite. 
V. Mechanism of  pyruvate oxidation in the 
malaria parasite <J . Biol. Chem., v. 164 (1), 
July, pp. 119-144. [Wv] 
S P E C T O R , B E R T H A K A P L A N . [Ph. D. , Chicago] [See 
also Tonney, Frederick Oscar; Hoeft,  Gerald L.; 
and Spector, Bertha Kaplan; and Hardy, Albert 
Victor; and Spector, Bertha Kaplan; and Baylis, 
John Robert; Gullans, Oscar; and Spector, Ber-
tha Kaplan] 
1932 a.—A comparative study of  cultural and 
immunological methods of  diagnosing infections 
with Endamoeba histolytica <J . Prevent. Med., 
Baltimore, v. 6 (2), Mar., pp. 117-128. [W», 
W·.] 
1932 b.—Idem <Studies Douglas Smith Founda-
tion Med. Research, Univ. Chicago, v. 6, Art. 17, 
pp. 117-128. [Wv] 
1935 a.—The pathological changes produced in the 
intestines of  kittens by Endamoeba histolytica, 
with and without certain added bacteria <Am. 
J. Hyg., v. 22 (2), Sept., pp 366-375 [Wv] 
1935 b.—Self-inoculation  with Endamoeba his-
tolytica trophozoites through vaseline and the 
longevity of  the trophozoites in vaseline <Am. J. 
Trop. Med., v. 15 (6), Nov., pp. 689-691. [Wv] 
[1936 a].—Idem <Studies Douglas Smith Founda-
tion Med. Research, Univ. Chicago (1934-35), 
v. 8, Art. 34, pp. 689-691. [Wv] 
[1936 b],—The pathological changes produced in the 
intestines of  kittens by Endamoeba histolytica 
with and without certain added bacteria [Re-
print of  1935 a] <Studies Douglas Smith Founda-
tion Med. Research, Univ. Chicago (1934-35), v. 
8, Art. 33, pp. 386-375. [Wv| 
1936 c.—Tentative methods for  the diagnosis of 
amebiasis and amebic dysentery <6. Ann. Year 
Book Am. Pub. Health Ass. (1935-36), pp. 130-
143, figs.  1-64. (Suppl. Am. J. Pub. Health, v. 
26 (3), Mar.) [Wv] 
S P E C T O R , B E R T H A K A P L A N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1936 d.—Significance  of  the small variety Enda-
meba histolytica <Am. J. Pub. Health, v. 26 (8), 
Aug., pp. 813-818. [W·.] 
1937 a.—Amebiasis in Chicago-December, 1933, 
to June, 1936 <Am. J. Pub. Health, v. 27 (7), 
July, pp. 694-700. [W\] 
1937 b.—Laboratory methods for  the diagnosis of 
amebiasis <Illinois Med. J., v. 71 (1), Jan., pp. 
25-33, illus. [Wm.] 
[1937 c].—Idem <Studies Douglas Smith Founda-
tion Med. Research, Univ. Chicago (1936-37), 
v. 9, Art. 27, 9 pp., illus. [Wv] 
[1937 d].—Tentative methods for  the diagnosis of 
amebiasis and amebic dysentery [Reprint· of 
1936 c] <Studies Douglas Smith Foundation 
Med. Research, Univ. Chicago (1936-37), v. 9, 
Art. 29, pp. 130-143, illus. [Wv] 
[1937 e].—Significance  of  the small variety Enda-
meba histolytica [Reprint of  1936 d] <Studies 
Douglas Smith Foundation Med. Research, Univ. 
Chicago (1936-37), v. 9, Art. 28, pp. 813-818. 
[Wvj 
S P E C T O R , B E R T H A K A P L A N ; B A T L I S , J O H N R O B E R T ; 
a n d G U L L A N S , O S C A R . 
1934 a.—Effectiveness  of  filtration  in removing 
from water, and of  chlorine in killing, the causa-
tive organism of  amoebic dysentery <Pub. 
Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 49 (27), 
July 6, pp. 786-800, fig.  1. [W·.] 
[1936 a].—Idem <Studies Douglas Smith Founda-
tion Med. Research, Univ. Chicago (1934-35), 
v. 8, Art. 30, pp. 1-16, fig.  1. [ W V ] 
S P E C T O R , B E R T H A K A P L A N ; a n d B U K T , F L O R E N C E . 
1934 a.—Viability of  Endamoeba histolytica and 
Endamoeba coli. Effect  of  drying <Pub. Health 
Rep., U. S. Pub, Health Serv., v. 49 (12), Mar. 
23, pp. 379-385. [W\] 
[1936 a].—Idem <Studies Douglas Smith Founda-
tion Med. Research, Univ. Chicago (1934-35), 
v. 8, Art. 29, pp. 1-7. [ W V ] 
S P E C T O R , Β Ε Β Τ Π Α K A P L A N ; F O S T E R , J O H N W E S L E Y ; 
a n d G L O V E R , N E L S O N G . 
1935 a.—Endamoeba histolytica in washings from 
the hands and finger  nails of  infected  persons 
<Pub. Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., 
v. 50 (6), Feb. 8, pp. 163-165. [Wv] 
1935 b.—Idem <Med . Off.,  London (1391), v. 53 
(12), 23 Mar., p. 116. [Wv] 
[1936 a].—Idem <Studies Douglas Smith Founda-
tion Med. Research, Univ. Chicago (1934-35), v. 
8, Art. 31, pp. 1-2 . [Wv] 
S P E C T O R , B E R T H A K A P L A N ; H A R D Y , A L B E R T V I C T O R ; 
a n d M A C K , M A R Y G R A H A M . 
1939 a.—Studies of  the acute diarrheal diseases. 
II. Parasitological observations <Pub. Health 
Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 54 (25), June 
23, pp. 1105-1113. [Wv] 
S P E C T O R , S A M U E L [Lt., M C , USNR]; H A V I L A N D , 
J A M E S W . ; a n d C O G G E S H A L L , L O W E L L T H O M A S . 
1945. a.—The ineffectiveness  of  intensive maphar-
sen, bismuth and carbasone as curative drugs for 
chronic malaria <Am. J. Trop. Med., v. 25 (6), 
Nov., pp. 463-467. [Wv] 
S P E D A L E , E U G E N I O . [Dott., Caltanissetta] 
1933 a.—Il cloroformio officinale nella cura dell'an-
chilostomiasi ( I X Congresso Medico Siciliano, 
Catania 16-19 Maggio, 1932. Comunicazioni di 
patologia regionale) <R iv . San. Siciliana, v. 21 
(6), Mar. 15, pp. 469-470. [Y« m . ] [Also  photo-
stat copy: Lib. Zool.  Div.] 
S P E D E N E R . 
(1924 a).—Note sur le traitement de la bilharziose 
par l'émétique <Bull. Méd. Katanga, v. 1 (6), 
Dec., p. 256. 
1925 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bull , v. 22 
(6), June, p. 466. [Wv] 
SPEDER, E. [Président, Soc. Radiol. Afrique Nord] 
1936 a.—Importance de l'exarneri radiologique pour 
le dépistage et l'étude de l'amibiase [Abstract of 
report before  6. Cong. Méd. Maroc, Apr. 2—i] 
<Marseille Méd., v. 73, pt. 1 (16), June 5, pp. 
780-782. [Wm.] 
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S P E D E H . E . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1030 b.—Importance de l'examen radiologique pour 
le depistage et l'étude de l'amibiase [Abstract of 
report before  Cong. Amibiase Afrique  du Nord, 
Casablanca—Rabat, Apr.] <Folia Clin, et Biol., 
S. Paulo, v. 8, pp. 82-83. [Ch».] 
1943 a.—Maladies duodenales et colites < Maroc 
Méd. (234), v. 22, Apr., pp. 81-85. [W"·.] 
S P É D E R , E . ; a n d F O U R N I E R , R . 
(1931 a).—Une infestation bilharzienne décelée 
par la radiographie <Maroc Méd., June 15, p. 
203. 
1931 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Rev . Path. Comp. 
(422), v. 31, Nov., p. 1127, (p. 25). [W».] 
(1932 a).—Une infestation bilharzienne décelée par 
la radiographie <Arch. Electric Méd., v. 40, 
pp. 23-26. 
S P E E R , A L M A J A N E . [1891- ] [ M . D., Washing-
ton, D. C.] [See also Stiles, Charles Wardell; 
and Speer, Alma Jane] 
1926 a.—Leptomonas michioanensis, a new name for 
the American Crithidia fasciculate  [Abstract of 
note read before  Helminthol. Soc. Washington, 
April 17] <J. Parasitol., v. 13 (1), Sept., p. 88. 
[W..J 
1927 a.—Compendium of  the parasites of  mos-
quitoes (Culicidae) <Bull. (146), Hyg. Lab., 
U. S. Pub. Health Serv., Mar., iv + 36 pp. 
[WM 
S P E E R , A L M A J A N E ; a n d N O L A N , M A B ELL E B L A N C H E 
( O R L E M A N ) . 
1925 a.—[Structures resembling trematode ova 
found  in bile and feces]  <J. Parasitol., v. 12 
(2), Dec., pp. 105-106. [W\] 
S P E E S E , J O H N [ - 1 9 3 3 ] [ M . D . , P h i l a d e l p h i a ] ; 
a n d M A S O N , J A M E S В . 
1934 a.—An Echinococcus cyst in the subcutaneous 
tissues of  the thigh <Penn. Med. J., v. 38 (1), 
Oct.. pp. 18-19. [Wm.] 
SPEHL, E [Prof. Fac. Méd., Bruxelles] 
1888 a.—Précis du cours d'exploration clinique et 
de diagnostic médical professé  à l'Université de 
Bruxelles. 609 pp., 168 figs.,  7 pis. Bruxelles. 
[W"·.] 
1892 a.—Manuel d'exploration clinique et de diag-
nostic médical. 2. éd. 663 pp., 172 figs.,  7 pis. 
Bruxelles. [Wm.] 
S P E H L , P . 
1918 a.—Procédé de coloration des spirilles par le 
violet formolé  CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 
v. 81 (6), 23 Mars, pp. 305-306. [W·.] 
S P E H L , P . ; a n d C O L L A R D , A . 
1914 a.—Un cas de dysenterie amibienne traité 
par le chlorhydrate d'émétine: Intoxication médi-
camenteuse [Abstract of report before Soc. Clin. 
Hôp. Bruxelles, 14 Fév.] <Presse Méd., v. 22 
(30), 15 Avril, p. 290. [W1».] 
(1914 b).—Un cas de dysenterie amoebienne traité 
par le chlorhydrate d'émétine; intoxication médi-
camenteuse CClinique, Bruxelles, v. 28, pp. 
177-182. 
S P E I G E L , I R V I N G J O S H U A . [ 1 9 1 4 - ] [Chicago, 
Illinois] 
1947 a.—Cerebral schistosomiasis. Report of a case 
with surgical removal of  an intracerebral mass of 
schistosomal ova <J. Neurosurg., v. 4 (1), Jan., 
pp. 72-80, illus. [Wm.] 
S P E I R S , A L E X A N D E R , A . K . 
1941 a.—Cuckoos and coccidiosis <Farmer and 
Stock-Breeder (2696), v. 55, June 10, p. 1186. 
[W·.] 
S P E I S E R , P A U L G U S T A V E D U A R D . [1877- ] [Dr. 
Med., Bischofsburg, Ostpreussen] 
1899 a.—Ueber die Strebliden, Fledermausparasiten 
aus der Grupper der pupiparen Dipteren <Arch. 
Naturg., Berlin (1900), 66. J., v. 1 (1), Dec., pp. 
31-70, pis. 3 -4 . [W», W M 
1899 b —Eine neue, auf  HalbaSen lebende Hippo-
bosciden-Art (Dipt.) <Wien. Entom. Ztg., v. 
18 (7), pp. 197-202, illus. [Issued July 31] [W».] 
S P E I S E R , P A U L G U S T A V E D U A R D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1900 a.—Ergänzungen zu Czwalina's "Neuem Ver-
zeichnis der Fliegen Ost- und Westpreussen?" 
Clllust. Ztschr. Entom., v. 5 (18), 15 Sept., 
pp. 276-279. [WM 
1900 b.—Ueber die Nycteribiiden, Fledermauspara-
siten aus der Gruppe der pupiparen Dipteren 
<Arch. Naturg., Berlin (1901), 67. J., v. 1 (1), 
Dec., pp. 11-78, pl. 3. [W», W·.] 
1900 с.—Studien über Hippobosciden <Ann. Mus. 
Civ. Storia Nat. Genova (1899-1901), v. 40, 2. s., 
v. 20, 4 Luglio, pp. 553-562, 1 fig. [W·.] 
1900 d.—Uebersicht der Dipterengattung Cyclo-
podia Kol. <Entom. Nachr., v. 26 (19), Oct., pp. 
289-293. [WM 
1901 a.—Ueber die Nycteribiiden, Fledermaus-
parasiten aus der Gruppe der pupiparen Dip-
teren. Inaug.-Diss. 68 pp., illus., pl. Königsberg 
i. Pr. [Wm.] 
1901 b.—Stechmücken Clnsekten-Börse, v. 18 (1), 
3 Jan., pp. 4 -5 ; (2), 10 Jan., pp. 11-12. [W·.] 
1901 c.—Einiges über die Verbreitung und Versch-
leppung ectoparasitischer Insekten <lb idem 
(48), 28. Nov., pp. 379-380. [W·.] 
1902 a.—Lepidopterologische Notizen <Berl. En-
tom. Ztschr., v. 47, pp. 135-143. [W«, W·.] 
1902 b.—Besprechung einiger Gattungen und Arten 
der Diptera pupipara <Természet. Füzetek, v. 
25 (1-2), 20 Apr., pp. 327-338. [WM 
1902 c.—Studien über Diptera pupipara <Ztschr. 
Syst. Hymenop. u. Dipt., v. 2 (3), 1 Mai, pp. 
145-180. [Wa, W«.] 
1903 a.—Eine neue Dipterengattung mit rudimen-
tären Flügeln, und andere dipterologische Bemer-
kungen <Berl. Entom. Ztschr., v. 48 (1-2), Mai, 
pp. 65-72, 1 fig. [Wa, W·.] 
1903 b.—Ueber einen sicilianischen Taubenpara-
siten <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 33 
(8), 4 Apr., pp. 609-610. [W·, Wm ] 
1903 c.—Report on the Diptera pupipara <Fasc. 
Malay., Anthrop. and Zool. Results Êxped. Perak 
and Siamese Malay States, 1901-02 (Annandale 
and Robinson), Zool., pt. 1, Oct., pp. 121-126. 
[WM 
1904 a.—Besprechung einiger Gattungen und Arten 
der Diptera pupipara. 2 <Ann. Mus. Nat. 
Hungar., v. 2 (2), 30 Nov., pp. 386-395. [W«, 
W M 
1904 b.—Drei patearktische Hippobosciden (Dipt.) 
<Ztschr. Syst. Hymenop. u. D i p t , v. 4 (3), 1. 
Mai, pp. 177-180. [W».] 
1901 с.—Insekten als Krankheitsüberträger < E n -
tom. Jahrb. (Kraneher), v. 13, pp. 103-109. 
[Wa.] 
1904 d.—Studien über Hippobosciden <Ann. Mus. 
Civ. Storia Nat. Genova (1904-05), v. 41, 3. s., 
v. 1, 5 Die., pp. 332-350. [W·.] 
1905 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Hippobosciden 
(Dipt.) <Ztschr. Syst. Hymenop. u. Dipt., v. 5 
(6), 1 Nov., pp. 347-360. [W».J 
1905 b.—Eine zweite Rattenhaus aus Abessinien 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 38 (3), 
11 März, pp. 318-319, 1 fig. [W·, Wm.] 
1905 с.—Zur Kenntnis ektoparasitischer Milben 
<Ibidem (5), 15 Apr., Orig., pp. 535-537, 1 fig. 
[W 1 , W"1 .] 
(1905 d).—Die äusserlichen Parasiten des Mauer-
seglers <Natur u. Haus, v. 14, pp. 90-92. 
1905 e.—Krankheiten übertragende Insekten <27. 
Ber. Westpreuss. Botan.-Zool. Ver. (Thorn, May 
24, 1904), pp. 94-101. [W».] 
1906 a.—Insekten als Krankheitsüberträger [Ab-
stract of  1904 c] CJahresb. Fortschr. Lehre Path. 
Mikroorganism. (Baumgarten) (1904), v. 20, 
p. 8. [W·, Wm.] 
1907 a.—Preliminary descriptions of  three new 
Nycteribiida from India <Rec . Indian Mus., 
v. 1 (4), Dec., pp. 295-296. [W», W·.] 
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1907 b.—Krankheiten übertragende Insekten [Re-
view of  1905 e] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., 
Ref., v. 39 (8-10), 31 Jan., pp. 269-270. [W«, 
W·".] 
1907 e.—Die Dipterenfamilie  der Oestriden 
<Schrift.  Phys.-Oekonom. Gesellsch. Königsb. i. 
Pr. (1906), v. 47, pp. 295-303. [Wv] 
1907 d.—Die Fledermäuse und ihre Schmarotzer 
[Abstract of  report read 12 D e z , 1906 Danzig] 
<29. Ber. Westpreuss. Botan.-Zool. Ver , pp. 
15-24. [W·.] 
1907 е.—Preliminary descriptions of  three new Nyc-
teribiidae from India <Rec . Indian M u s , v. 1 
(4), D e c , pp. 295-296. [Wv] 
1907 f.—Pupipara  <Wissensch. Ergebnisse 
Schwed. Zool. Exped. Kilimandjaro, Meru . . . 
Deutsch-Ostafrikas  1905-06 (Sjöstedt), [Abt.] 
10: Diptera [(10)], pp. 1-10. [W·.] 
1907 g.—Check-list of  North American Diptera 
Pupipara <Entom. News, v. 18 (3), M a r , pp . 
103-105. [W\] 
1908 a.—Diptera pupipara (Hippoboscidae). (In 
Schultze, Leonhard. Zoologische und an-
thropologische Ergebnisse einer Forschungsreise 
im westlichen und zentralen Südafrika  ausge-
führt  in den Jahren 1903-1905 . . . 1. Band . . . 1. 
Lieferung)  <Denkschr. Med.-Naturw. Gesellsch. 
Jena, v. 13, pp. 175-178, 1 fig. [W», W«.] 
1908 b.—Eine neue blutsaugende Fliege aus Annam 
<Zool . Leipzig, v. 33 (19-20), 24 N o v , pp. 666-
668. [W», W«·, W«.] 
1908 с.—Die Diptera pupipara der madagassisch-
maskarenischen Region. (In  Voeltzkow, Alfred. 
Reise in Östafrika in den Jahren 1903-1905 . . . 
wissenschaftliche  Ergebnisse, v. 2: Syst. A r b , 
Heft 3, pp. 197-205, 9 figs. Stuttgart.) [Wv] 
1908 d.—Die geographische Verbreitung der Dip-
tera pupipara und ihre Phylogenie CZtschr. 
Wissensch. Insektenbiol, 1. Folge, v. 13, [n.F.j 
v. 4 (7), Aug. 29, pp. 241-246; (8-9), Oct. 21, 
pp. 301-305; (10-11), Nov. 28, pp. 420-427; 
(12), Dec. 22, pp. 437-447. [Wv] 
1909 a.—Ektoparasiten des Fregattvogels (Fregata 
aquila) <Deutsche Südpolar-Exped. 1901-1903 
(Drygalski), v. 10, Zoo l , v. 2 (4), Jan , pp. 529-
532. [W·.] 
1909 b.—Ektoparasiten der Vögel <J . Ornithol, 
v . 57 (1), Jan, pp. 100-104. [W·.] 
1909 c.—Milben (Acarina) <Deutsche Südpolar-
Exped. 1901-1903 (Drygalski), v. 10, Zoo l , v. 2 
(5), März, pp. 597-603. [Wv] 
1910 a.—Conopidae und Nachtrag zu den Diptera 
Êupipara <Wissensch. Ergebnisse Schwed. zool. 
Ixped. Kilimandjaro, Meru . . . Deutsch-Osta-
frikas 1905-06 (Sjöstedt), v. 2, Abt. 10: Diptera 
(3), pp. 25-30. [W·.] 
1910 b.—Pupipara <Wissensch. Ergebn. Schwed. 
Zool. Exped. Kilimandjaro, Meru Deutsch-Osta-
frikas 1905-06 (Sjöstedt), v. 2, Abt. 10: Diptera 
(1), pp. 1-10. [W«.] 
1913 a.—Bemerkungen und Notizen zur geographis-
chen Verbreitung einiger Blutsaugenden Insekten 
<2 . Internat. Cong. E n t o m , Oxford,  A u g , 1912, 
V. 2: T r , Oct. 14, pp. 205-207. [Wv] 
1914 a.—Idem [discussion] Clbidem, v . 1: Proc , 
F e b , pp. 113-114. [Wv] 
1924 a.—Eine Uebersicht über die Dipterenfauna 
Deutsch-Ostafrikas  <Beitr. T ierk , Festgabe M. 
Braun, Königsberg, pp. 90-156, 2 figs. [Wv] 
S P E K , J O S E F . [1895- ] [Zool. Inst. Univ. Heidel-
berg] 
1918 a.—Die amöboiden Bewegungen und Strö-
mungen in den Eizellen einiger Nematoden wäh-
rend der Vereinigung der Vor kerne. <Arch. 
Entwcklngsmechn. Organ, v. 44 (2), 13 Juni, 
pp. 217-255, figs.  1-15. [Wv] 
1918 b.—Oberflächenspannungsdifferenzen  als eine 
Ursache der Zellteilung <Arch. Entwcklngs-
mechn. Organ, v. 44 (1), pp. 1-113, illus. [Wv] 
S P E K , J O S E F — C o n t i n u e d . 
1923 а,-—Kolloidchemische Gesichtspunkte zur 
Analyse der Probleme der Zellteilung, Befruch-
tung und ersten Entwicklung <Verhandl. 
Deutsch. Zool. Gesellsch. (28. Jahresversamml, 
Leipzig, 22-24 Mai), pp. 14-29. [WvJ 
1928 a.—Studien an zerschnittenen Zellen <Proto-
plasma, v. 4 (3), A u g , pp. 321-357, pl. 9, 7 figs. 
[Wv] 
S P E L L B E R G , M I T C H E L L Α . ; a n d Z I V I N , S I M O N . 
1948 a.—Amebiasis in veterans of World War II 
with special emphasis on extra-intestinal compli-
cations, including a case of  amebic cerebellar 
abscess <Gastroenterologv, v. 10 (3), M a r , pp. 
452-473, illus. [Wm.] 
1948 b.—Amebiasis in veterans of  World War II 
<Am. Pract , v. 3 (4), D e c , pp. 221-226, illus. 
[ W m . ] 
S P E L M A N , J . F . a n d W H E R R Y , W I L L I A M B U C H A N A N . 
1906 a.—A case of  amebic dysentery, originating in 
Montana: A case of  latent malaria <Northwest 
M e d , v. 4 (8), A u g , pp. 277-279. [Wm.] 
S P E M A N N , H A N S . [1S69- ] [Prof.  Zoo l , Freiburg 
i В.] [For  biography, bibliography and port, see 
Naturwissensch, v. 17 (25), June 21, 1939, pp. 
453-460, front.]  [Wv] 
1895 a.—Zur Entwicklung des Strongylus paradoxus 
<Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Anat , v. 8 (3), 11 Mai, 
pp. 301-317, pis. 19-21, figs.  1-20. [Wa , Wv] 
1S95 b.— Eggs of  nematodes [Abstract of  1895 a] 
<Am. Naturalist (346), v. 29, O c t , pp. 945-946. 
[W», Wm, WV] 
1896 a.—Zur Entwicklung des Strongylus para-
doxus [Abstract of  1895 a] <Zool. Centralbl, v. 
3 (6), 27 März, pp. 207-208. [Wa, Wv] 
1920 a.—Die Zoologie im medizinischen Studium 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr, v. 46 (30), 22 Juli 
pp. 834-835. [W».] 
S P E N A , A N T O N I O . [Dott., Ist. Parassitol, R. Unh 
Roma, Staz. Zooprofilat.  Lazio] 
1935 a.—Un caso di intensa parassi tosi da Ascaris 
osculata in una Foca  vitulina <Nuova V e t , v. 13 
(6), 15 Giugno, pp. 197-199 (pp. 17-19), 4 
figs.  [Wa.] 
1935 b.—Sopra un cestode parassita della gazzella 
<Nuova V e t , v. 13 (9), Sept. 15, pp. 313-316 
(pp. 21-24), 3 figs.  [Wv] 
1935 c.—Sulla ascaridiosi dei polli <Clin. Vet., 
Milano, v. 58 (11), N o v , pp. 863-869, 1 p i , 4 
figs.  [Wa.] 
1939 a.—Sull'anaplasmosi dei bovini indigeni (Bos 
indicus) del Bassopiano Occidentale Eritreo 
<Azione V e t , v . 8 (4), Feb. 28, p. 129, illus. 
[Wa.] 
1947 a.—Contributo allo studio della toxoplasmosi 
e considerazioni sulle diverse specie che costituis-
cono el genere Toxoplasma [English and French 
summaries] <Riv . Parassitol, Roma, v. 8 (2-3), 
June-Sept, pp. 85-104, illus. [Wv] 
1947 b.—La distornatosi epatica in Etiopia. Es-
perienze di terapia col tetracloruro di carbonio nei 
bovini ed ovini indigeni [English summary] 
<Zootecn. et V e t , v. 2 (11-12), N o v . - D e c , pp 
440—448. [W».] 
1948 a.—Manifestazioni  di theileriosi in un gruppo 
di vovini importati dal Kenia < Nuova V e t , v. 
24 (6), June 15, pp. 177-183; (7), July 15, pp. 
227-229. [Wv] 
S P E N C E , Β . Η . Н . 
1924 a.—The Wadi Haifa  quarantine <J . Roy. 
Army Med. Corps, v. 43 (5), N o v , pp. 321-340, 
figs.  1-11. [W».J 
1925 a.—The eradication of  helminthiasis from the 
Egyptian army <J . Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 
44 (5), May, pp. 321-342, figs.  1-8. [Wv] 
SPENCE, G. W. [M. D , Lerwick, Shetland] 
1859 a.—On Oestris [sic] or affectio bovina <Edinb. 
Vet. R e v , v. 1 (3), Jan., pp. 400-404. [Wm.] 
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1949 a.—The latent phase of  sheep scab: Its nature 
and relation to the eradication of  the disease <J . 
Comp. Path, and Therap., v. 59 (4), Oct., pp. 
305-318. [Wa.] 
S P E N C E , W I L L I A M . [ 1 7 8 3 - 1 8 5 9 ] [ F . R . S . , F . L . 8 . ] 
[For  biography see Nea ve, S. Α . ; and Griffin, F. J., 
1933, The historv of  the Entomological Society 
of  London, pp. 127-128] [W·.] [See also Kirby, 
William; and Spence, William] 
1837 a.—Additional notices relative to the ravages 
and natural history of  Seolytus destructor [Ab-
stract of  reports read June 6, Aug. 1, and Oct. 3, 
1S36] < T r . Entom. Soc. London (1837-40), v. 
2 (1), J. Proc., pp. xv-xvii ; xx; xxv-xxvi. [W·.] 
S P E N C E L E Y , J I M . [Lymm, Cheshire] 
1949 a.—Cocci drill <Poultry Farmer, London 
(3123), v . 120, May 13, p. 6. [W·.] 
S P E N C E R , A . P . 
1906 a.—Method of  destroying horn flies  [Letter 
to editor] <Breeder's Gaz. (1283), v. 49 (26), 
June 27, p. 1344. [WX] 
S P E N C E R , C . [ M . D „ C l a r e n d o n , V t . ] 
1836 a.—A singular case of  worms [Letter to edi-
tor dated Feb. 1] <Boston Med. and S. J., v . 14 
. (4), Mar. 2, pp. 58-59. [W™, W M 
S P E N C E R , C A S S I E R. [ Μ . Α.] See Smillie, Wilson 
George; and Spencer, Cassie R. 
S P E N C E R , C L I F F O R D C . [Pike National Forest, Color-
ado Springs, Colorado] 
1943 a.—Notes of  the life  history of  Rocky Moun-
tain bighorn sheep in the Tarryall Mountains of 
Colorado <J . Mamm., v. 24 (1), Feb. 20, pp. 1 -
11, pis. [W».j 
S P E N C E R , C L Y D E G . [ D . V . S . ] 
1910 a.—Texas fever  <Bull . (27) Kansas City 
Vet. Coll. Quart., Mar., pp. 659-662, 7 figs. 
[W·.] 
S P E N C E R , G E O R G E J O H N S T O N . [ 1 8 8 8 - ] [Univ. 
British Columbia] 
1928 a.—External parasites on certain birds of 
British Columbia CCanad Entom., v. 60 (11), 
Nov., pp. 257-260. [WM 
1929 a.—Insect pests (or insect allies) that have 
recently arrived in Vancouver district·, British 
Columbia, 1928-1929 <60. Ann. Rep. Entom. 
Soc. Ontario, pp. 82-84. [WM 
1930 a.—The status of  the barn swallow bug, 
Oeciacus vicarius Horvath <Canad. Entom., v. 
62 (1), Jan., pp. 20-21. [W>.] 
[1934 a].—The bedbugs of  British Columbia <Proc. 
Entom. Soc. Brit. Columbia (31), Feb. [1935; 
corrected in ink to 1934] pp. 43-45. [WM 
1936 a.—A check list of  the fleas  of  British Colum-
bia with a note on fleas  in relation to sawdust in 
homes <Proc . Entom. Soc. Brit. Columbia 
(1935) (32\ pp. 11-17. [Issued Jan.] [WM 
1936 b.—Ectoparasites of  mammals in British 
Columbia [Title  only of  report before  Entom. Soc. 
Brit. Columbia, Vancouver, B. C „ Feb. 29] 
CCanad. Entom., v. 68 (3), Mar., p. 70. [W».J 
1937 a.—The menace of  rat parasites in Vancouver 
in 1936 <Proc. Entom. Soc. Brit. Columbia (33), 
pp. 44-45. [Issued Jan.] [WM 
1938 a.—Ectoparasites of  birds and mammals of 
British Columbia. II. A preliminary list 6f  the 
pupipara, louse flies  <Proc . Entom. Soc. Brit. 
Columbia (34), pp. 39-45. [Issued Feb. 16] 
1938 b.—Further notes on the fleas  of  British 
Columbia <Proc . Entom. Soc. Brit. Columbia 
(34), pp. 36-38. [Issued Feb. 16] [WM 
1939 a.—Ectoparasites of  deer in British Columbia 
<Proc. F.ntom. Soc. Brit. Columbia (35\ Feb., 
pp. 15-19. [Issued Feb. 25] [WM 
1940 a.—Ectoparasites of  birds and mammals of 
British Columbia IV: The parasite of  bats 
<Proc. Entom. Soc. Brit. Columbia (36), pp. 16 -
18. [Issued Feb. 241 [WM 
1940 b.—Ectoparasites of  birds and mammals in 
British Columbia. V. Parasites of  domestic ani-
S P E N C E R , G E O R G E J O H N S T O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1940 b.—Continued. 
mals (mammals) <Proc . Entom. Soc. Brit. 
Columbia (36), pp. 19-23. [Issued Feb. 24] 
[W-.] 
1941 a.—The control of  human lice under war con-
ditions CCanad. Entom., v. 73 (1), Jan., p. 20. 
[WM 
1941 b.—Ectoparasites of  birds and mammals in 
British Columbia. VI . A preliminary list of 
parasitic mites <Proc . Entom. Soc. Brit. Colum-
bia (37), Feb. 22, pp. 14-18. [¥« . ] 
1942 a.—Insecticides research [Abstract. Source 
not given] CCliem. Trade J., (2867), v. 110, May 
1, p. 44S. fWM 
1942 b.—Insects and other arthropods in buildings 
in British Columbia <Proc . Entom. Soc. Brit. 
Columbia, v. 39, pp. 23-29. [Issued Oct. 10] 
[W».] 
1946 a.—A cheap and speedy method of  cleaning old 
microscope slides <Science (2676), v . 103, Apr. 
. 12, pp. 456-457. [W».] 
1948 a.—Some records of  Mallophaga from British 
Columbia birds <Proc . Entom. Soc. Brit. Colum-
bia, v. 44, pp. 3 -6 . [Issued Feb. 16] [WM 
S P E N C E B , H . A . [ M . R . C . S „ L . R . C . P . , K i n g W i l -
liam's Town] 
1899 a.—-Bilhar?ia haematobia < South African 
Med. J., v . 6 (12), Apr., pp. 269-271. [W">.] 
1912 a — T h e chigger flea  or "chigoe" in the Trans-
vaal <Transvaal Med. J., v . 8 (5), Dec., p. 133. 
[ W " > . ] 
SPENCER, H. C. [Dickinson Coll., Carlisle, Pennsyl-
vania] See Herber, Elmer C. ; and Spencer, H. C. 
S P E N C E R , H E N R Y E . 
1888 a.—Animal parasites <Vet . J. and Ann. 
Comp. Path. (158), v . 27, Aug., pp. 129-135. 
[Wa, W®.] 
S P E N C E R , H E R B E R T . See Zimmerley, Howard Henry; 
and Spencer, Herbert. 
S P E N C E R , J . B . [ B . S . Α . ] 
1908 a.—Sheep husbandry in Canada <Bull . (12) 
Canada Dept. Agrie., Br. Live Stock Comr., 
May , 127 pp., 71 figs. [W M 
1912 a.—Sheep husbandry in Canada <Bull . (12), 
2. ed., Canada Dept. Agrie., Br. Live Stock 
Comr., Mar., 126 pp., figs.  1-71. [Wa.] 
S P E N C E R , J O H N . 
1901 a.—Sheep scab <Bull . (124) Virginia Agrie. 
Exper. Station, n. s., v. 10 (5), May , pp. 41-46, 
2 figs.,  pi. 7, figs.  a -b . [Wa.] 
1901 b.—Mange in horses <Bull . (125) . . . (6), 
June, pp. 49-52, 2 figs.  [Wa.] 
1901 c.—The stomach worm <Bull . (126) . . . (7). 
May , pp. 55-58. [W».] . 
1904 a.—The horn fly  (Hcematobia serrata) <Bull . 
(153) . . . v . 13 (4), Dec., pp. 71-77, 5 figs.  [W».] 
1918 a.—Hog cholera and diseases resembling hog 
cholera <Bull . (13) Florida Agrie. Exten. Serv., 
Nov., 20 pp., figs.  1-7 . [Wa.] 
SPBNCF-R , J O H N H F . A T L Y . [1880- ] [Lt.-Col., 
O. B. E „ Roy. Army Med. Corps] 
1925 a.—Stovarsol in the treatment of  amoebiasis 
<J . Roy . Army Med. Corps, v. 44 (3), Mar., 
pp. 216-317, 1 chart. [Wa.] 
1934 a.—Difficult  diagnoses. I. Minor manifesta-
tions of  amoebiasis with a note on their diagnosis 
by the differential  blood-count <J . Roy . Army 
Med. Corps, v. 62 (2), Feb., pp. 81-84. [Wa.] 
S P E N C E R , M A R G A R E T . [Pub. Health Dept., Worces-
ter] 
1942 a.—Treatment of  scabies [Letter to editor] 
<Brit. Med. J. (4253), July 11, p. 55. [W4] 
S P E N C E R , P H I L I P S. [Iowa State Coll.] See Becker, 
Elery Ronald; and Spencer, Philip S. 
S P E N C E R , R O B E R T D . 
1921 a.—A case of  oriental sore (of  Italian origin) 
encountered in the United States <J . Am. Med 
Ass., v. 76 (22), May 28, pp. 1494-1495, figs. 
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S P E N C E R , R O G E R . [Columbia, Missouri] [See also 
Greensaft,  Murray; and Spencer, Roger] 
1940 a.—Anaplasmosis-like disease of  swine <Vet. 
M e d . , v . 3 5 ( 5 ) , M a y , p p . 2 9 4 - 2 9 5 . [ W v ] 
S P E N C E R , R O S C O E R O T . [ 1 8 8 8 - ] [Surg., U . S. 
Pub. Health Serv.] [See also Parker, Ralph 
Robinson; Spencer, Roscoe Roy; and Francis, 
Edward; and Parker, Ralph Robinson; and 
Spencer, Roscoe Roy] 
1926 a.—Rocky Mountain spotted fever;  a remark-
able malady and its insect vector <Hygeia, 
Chicago, v. 4 ( 8 ) , Aug., pp. 4 6 1 - 4 6 3 , figs.  [1-2.] 
[W·.] 
S P E N C E R , R O S C O E R O Y ; a n d P A R K E R , R A L P H R O B I N -
S O N . 
1923 a.—Rocky Mountain spotted fever:  Infec-
tivity of fastinï and recently fed  ticks <Pub. 
Health Rep., U. 8. Pub. Health Serv., v. 38 (8), 
Feb. 23, pp. 333-339, tables 1-5. [W».] 
[1926 a],—Prophylactic vaccination against Rocky 
Mountain spotted fever  <6. Bien. Rep. Montana 
State Bd. Entom. (1925-26), p. 29. [W».] 
1930 a.—Studies on Rocky Mountain spotted 
fever  <Bull. (154), Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health 
Serv., ix, 116 pp., figs.  1-17, pis. 1-12. [W\] 
S P E N C E R , S A N D E R S . 
1896 a.—Hog lice remedies [Letter to editor] 
<Am. Swineherd, v. 13 (10), Nov., p. 25. [W».j 
1897 a.—Pigs. Breeds and management. With a 
chapter on diseases of  the pig by Prof.  J. Wortley 
Axe, and a chapter on bacon and ham curing by 
L. M. Douglas. 1 p. 1., 180 pp., pis. London. 
(Live Stock Handbook (5).) [W\] 
S P E N C E R , W . B A L D W I N . [Prof., Biol., Univ. Mel-
bourne] 
1889 a.—On the presence of  a fluke  in the egg of  a 
fowl  <Proc. Roy. Soc. Victoria, Melbourne, n. s., 
v. 1, pp. 109-110. [W*, Wm, W«.] 
1889 b.—On the presence of  a Pentastomum  para-
sitic in the lung of  the copperhead snake (Hoplo-
cephalus superbus) <Ibidem, pp. 110-111. [W», 
Wm, W·.] 
[1892 a].—The anatomy of  Pentastomum teretiuseu-
lum (Baird) <Quart, J. Micr. Sc., n. s. (133), v. 
34, Aug., pp. 1-73, pis. 1-9, figs.  1-68. [W·, W - J 
1892 b.—Idem [Abstract] <J. Roy. Micr. Soc., 
2. s., v. 12 (6), Dec., p. 785. [ W » , W M , W · . ] 
S P E N C E R , W A L T E R G E O R G E . 
1897 a.—Hydatid cysts removed from the left 
pleura, from behind the mesentery, and from 
the right lobe of  the liver <Tr . Clin. Soc. London, 
v. 30, pp. 171-174, fig.  10. [Wm.] 
1897 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Brit. Med. J. (1894), 
v. 1, Apr. 17, pp. 976-977. [W\ W'm.] 
1909 a.—Excision of  semi solid hydatid cysts of  the 
liver <Westminst, Hosp. Rep., v. 16 (1908-09), 
pp. 40-43. [Wm.] 
1920 a.—Hydatid cysts connected with the bile-
ducts <Med. Sc.: Abstr. and Rev., v. 2 (2), May, 
pp. 155-157. [W\] 
SPENCER, W. T. [Dr., Live Stock Comr., Omaha 
Live Stock Exchange] 
1936 a.—Cleaning up mange in hogs <U. S. Live 
Stock News, v. 2 (10), Jan., p. 9. IW».] 
1944 a.—Cattle grubs <Fed. Vet., v. 2 (4), July, 
P . 5. [WV] 
1946 a.—Ho» mange is a profit-robber.  It is im-
portant to clean it up at first  appearance <Berk-
shire News, v. 12 (11), Oct., pp. 55-56. [W».j 
1947 a '—The control of  swine mange <Hog 
Breeder, v 22 (4), Apr 1, pp 66, 88. [Wa.] 
1948 a.—Cattle enemy number one-the grub 
<West. Livestock, Denver, v. 33 (6), Jan., pp. 
33, 52, illus. [W».] 
1948 b.—Sarcopiic swine mange <Berkshire News, 
v. 13 (11), Sept., pp. 14-15. [W·.] 
1948 c.—Sarcoptic swine mange control tests with 
chlordane <J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (857), v. 113, 
Aug., p. 153. [Wa.] 
SPENCER, W . T . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1949 a.—Swine mange a profit  eater. Clean, 
thrifty,  fast  growing shoats turn feed  into pork 
most economically <Am. Hampshire Herdsman, 
v. 24 (6), June, pp. 97-98. [W».] 
S P E N C E R , W A L T E R . [1860- ] See Ballance, 
Charles Alfred;  and Speneer, Walter. 
S P E N C E R , W A L T E R W . [ M . R . C . S . ] 
1893 a.—Bothriocephalus liguloides, the cause of 
certain abdominal tumours <Tr. Intercolon. 
Med. Cong. Australas. (3. sess., Sydney, Sept. 
1892), pp. 433-434. [Wm.] 
S P E N D L O V E , F . M . R . [ D r . ] 
1890 a.—Some observations upon tapeworms 
<Proc. Med.-Chir. Soc. Montreal (1887-89), v. 
4, pp. 153-155. [Wm.] 
S P E N E R , C . 
1891 a.—Ueber den Krankheitserreger der Malaria. 
Zusammenfassender  Bericht <Biol. Centralbl., 
v. 11 (12-13), 15 Juli, pp. 390-416; (14), 1 Aug., 
pp. 429-448. [W·, W™, W".] 
S P E N G E L , J O H A N N W I L H E L M . [1852- ] [Prof., 
Dr., Giessen] 
1884 a.—Darmlose Strudelwürmer < Kosmos, Stutt-
gart., 14. J., v. 1, pp. 12-18. [Wa.] 
1892 a.—[Mikroskopische Präparate von Distomum 
hepaticum.] [Demonstration] <Verhandl. De-
utsch. Zool. Gesellsch. (2. Jahresversamml., 
Berlin, 8-10 Juni), pp. 146-147. [W°.] 
(1893 a).—Die Enteropneusten des Golfes  von 
Neapel und der angrenzenden Meeresabschnitte. 
(Fauna und Flora des Golfes  von Neapel, 18 
Monort. pp. 755-756, pl. 9, figs. 37a-37c, pl. 
17, fig.  34.) 
1897 a.—Bemerkungen zum Aufsatz  von N. Nas-
sonow über die Excretionsorgane der Ascariden 
in No. 533 des "Zoologischen Anzeigers" <Zool. 
Anz., Leipzig (536), v. 20, 19 Juli, pp. 245-248. 
[Wa, Wm, w>.] [Also reprint: Lib. Stiles.] [See 
Nassonov, N. V., 1897 d] 
1897 b.—Noch ein Wort über die Excretionszellen 
der Askariden <Ibidem (544), v. 20, 4 Nov., 
pp. 427-430. [W®, W·«, W v ] 
1897 с.—Excretory organs of ascaride [Abstract 
of  1897 a] <J. Roy. Micr. Soc. (5), Oct., p. 
388. [W«, Wm, W«.] 
1901 a.—Die Benennung der Enteropneusten-
Gattungen <Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., v. 
15 (2), 28 Nov., pp. 209-218. [W», W».] 
1905 a.—Die Monozootie der Cestoden <Ztschr. 
Wissensch. Zool., v. 82, 10 Nov., Festschr. 
Ehlers, v. 1, pp. 252-287. [W>, W».] 
1905 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool. Centralbl., v. 
12 (26), 29 Dec., pp. 839-843. [W», W».] 
1905 c.—Demonstriert die von Prof.  F. Richters 
hergestellten Präparate von Bunonema <Ver-
handl. Deutsch. Zool. Gesellsch. (15. Jahresver-
samml., Breslau 13-16 Juni), pp. 46-47; p. 233. 
[W«.] 
1906 a.—Monozoic nature of  Cestoda [Abstract of 
1905 a] <J. Roy. Micr. Soc. (3), June 20, p. 
313. [W4 , W " , W·.] 
1906 b.—Die Monozootie der Cestoden [Review 
of  1905 a] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., 
Ref., v. 38 (24-25), 8 Nov., pp. 775-776. [W\ 
W». ] 
1907 a.—Ueber Bunonema [Abstract of  1905 c] 
<Arch. Naturg., Berlin (1902), 68. J., v. 2 (3), 
Sept., p. 22. [W·, W«.] 
1909 a.—Noch einige Bemerkungen über "proxi-
mal" und "distal" <Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 33 
(26), 19 Jan., pp. 842-850. [W».] 
S P E N G L E R , G U S T A V . [Dr., Sophienspital, Wien] 
1923 a.—Echinokokkus der Leber <Wien. Klin. 
Wchnschr., v. 36 (36), 6 Sept., pp. 644-645. 
[Wm.] 
SPERANSKIÏ, А . А . [ С п е р а н с к и й , Α . Α . ] 
1931 а.—Случай массовой глистной пневмонии 
ÍA case of  massive verminous pneumonia] Russian text] <Vet. Spetsialist Sotsial. Stroïke. 
v. 7 (3-4), p. 59. [W».J 
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gpERANSKIÏ , P. I. [Kiev] 
1927 a—Finnoz svinei, rasprostranenie ego na 
Ukranie, metody sterilizatsii tush i mery bor'by 
<Vestnik Sovrem. Vet. (40), v. 3 (15), Avg., 
pp. 453-455. [W».] 
S P E R A N Z A , B I A N C O . [ D r . ] 
1903 a.—La campagna antimalarica a Conca nell' 
autunno 1902. Profilassi  ehininica <Atti Soc. 
Studi Malaria, Roma, v. 4, pp. 353-355. [W», 
W»".] 
1904 a.—La campagna antimalarica nell' Agro 
romano. Stazione sanitaria Le Castella. Periodo 
estivo-autunnale 1903 <Ibidem, v. 5, pp. 647-
652. [W», W·».] 
S P E R I N O , F E L I C E . 
1884 a.—Cisticerco retroretinico e suoi movimenti 
<Atti R . Accad. Med. Torino [v. 6], pp. 85-88, 
1 pl., 3 figs. [W". ] 
1885 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Gazz. Clin. Torino, 
v. 21 (12), 24 Mar., pp. 189-190. [W- . ] 
1885 b.—Cisticerco retoretinico e suoi movimenti 
[Extract from 1884 a] <Ann. Ottal., v. 14 (4), 
pp. 368-369. [Wm.] 
S P E R K , O T T O . [Cheftierarzt  Stabilen Pferdespitales 
Neu-Sandez] 
1916 a.—Zur Räudebehandlung CTierärztl. Zen-
tralbl., v. 39 (25-26), Sept. 1-10, p. 244. [Ai».] 
S P E R E , O T T O ; a n d J A N U S C H K E , J U L I U S . 
1916 a.—Ueber Behandlung der Pferderäude  mit 
Erdöl (Rohöl) aus Klçczany <Tierärztl. Zen-
tralbl., v. 39 (34-35), Dec. 1-10, pp. 323-332. 
[Ai».] 
SPERLING. [Thierarzt, Langenau] 
1898 a.—Perforation  einer Echinococcus-Blase in 
den Thoraxraum. Haut-Emphysem und Pneu-
mothorax <Deutsche Thierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 
6 (31), 30 Juli, pp. 270-271. [Wm.] 
S P E R L I N G , E . 
(1935 a).—Parasiten im nest von Motacilla  c. 
cinerea <Mit t . Ornithol. Ver. Magdeburg., v. 
9, pp. 25-26. 
S P E R L I N G , F R E D J . E . [ M . D . , Wilkes-Barre, Penn-
sylvania] 
1910 a.—Taeniasis. Taenia saginata—Taenia so-
lium. Etiology, symptoms, prognosis and treat-
ment <North Am. J. Homoeop., v. 58, 3. s., v. 
25 (11), Nov., pp. 714-722. [Wm.] 
S P E R O N I , D A V I D . [Dr. Prof., 1st. Semiol. y Clin. 
Propedeutica] 
1930 a.—Historia e importancia del descubrimiento 
de la espiroqueta pálida CSemana Méd., ν . 
37 (49), Die. 4, pp. 1693-1697, port. [Wm.] 
S P E R O N I , J U A N C A R L O S ; a n d L Ó P E Z , A N T O N I O . 
1944 a.—Los polisulfuros  de calcio en la lucha 
contra la sarna ovina. Control de concentración 
de los baños <Almanaque Min. Agrie. Nac. 
Argent., v . 19, pp. 103-113, illus. [W».] 
S P E R R Y , C H A R L E S C A R L I S L E . [1895- ] See 
Scheffer, Theophilus H.; and Sperry, Charles 
Carlisle. 
1941 a.—Food habits of  the coyote <Wildlife  Re-
search Bull. (4), 70 pp., pis. [W*.] 
SPETT, G . See Shpet, G . 
S P E Y E R , E . R . 
1943 a.—Animal pests, 1. Eelworms (Nematoda) 
<28. Ann. Rep. Exper. and Research Station, 
Turner's Hill, Cheshunt, Herts (1942), pp. 
48-50. [W».] 
1944 a.—Root-knot eelworm (Heterodera  tnarioni. 
Cornu) <29. Ann. Rep. Exper. and Research 
Station, Turner's Hill, Cheshunt, Herts (1943), 
p. 59. [W«.] 
S P E Y E R , E . R . ; a n d P A R K , W . J . 
1942 a.—Root-knot eelworm (Heterodera  marioni 
Cornu) <27. Ann. Rep. Nursery and Market 
Garden Indust. Development Soc. Ltd. Exper. 
and Research Station (1941), pp. 60-61. [W·.] 
S P E Y E R , W A L T E R . 
1924 a.—Die Ernährungsmodifikationen  der Or-
ganismen unter besonderer Berücksichtigung 
der fleischfressenden Tiere. Versuch einer Neu-
S P E Y E R , W A L T E R — C o n t i n u e d . 
1924 a.—Continued. 
Ordnung der Begriffe  <Beitr. Tierk., Festgabe 
M . Braun, Königsberg, pp. 15-20. [W».] 
1937 a.—Entomologie mit besonderer Berücksich-
tigung der Biologie, Oekologie und Gradations-
lehre der Insekten. 194 pp. Dresden und 
Leipzig. [W».] 
S P E Z I A , G I U S E P P E . [M. D., Turin, Italy] 
1905 a.—On the rôle of  Trichocephaltis  in the 
etiology of  typhoid fever  < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . 
(1819), v. 68 (12), Sept. 16, p. 460. [W\ Wm, 
1905 b.—Idem [Abstract] < N . York Med. J. 
[etc.] (1399), v. 82 (13), Sept. 23, p. 668. [W», 
Wm, W«.] 
1905 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 a] < A m . Med., 
v. 10 (13), Sept. 23, p. 540. [W», Wm, W·.] 
1905 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 a] <J . Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 45 (14), Sept. 30, p. 1027. [Wa , W™, 
W°.] 
S P E Z I A L E , V I T T O R I O ; a n d B E R G E R , R E N A T O . 
1939 a.—Echinococcosi policistica secondaria lo-
cale del polmone <Riforma Med., v. 55 (20), 
May 20, pp. 759-760, 763-764, illus. [ W » J 
S P E Z Z I , A L E X A N D R U . [Med. Vet. Locotenent] [SEE 
also Vechiu, Alexandru; and Spezzi, Alexandru] 
1929 a.—Aciiunea terapeuticä a preparatelor 
Gålbinol, Distozan, Vitan §i Sal voi în tratamen-
tul distomatozei oilor <Bul . Dir. Gen. Zoot. 
?i San. Vet., Min. Agrie. §i Domen., Bucureçti, 
v. 15 (9-10), Sept.-Oct., pp. 781-823. [W·.] 
(1929 b).—Die therapeutische Wirkimg der Prä-
parate: Galbinol, Distosan, Vitan und Salvoi 
gegen Leberegelseuche. Diss. (Bucharest). 45 
pp. 
1930 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Jahresb. Vet.-Med. 
(1929), v. 49, pt. 2, p. 1124. [W·.] 
S P I A G G I A . 
(1875 a).—Echinococco dell' utero <Gazz. Clin, 
Palermo (1). 
S P I C E R , A R N O L D . [ F . R . C. V . S., Oxted, Surrey] 
1927 a.—Carbon tetrachloride poisoning <Vet . 
Ree., v. 7 (31), July 30, p. 667. [W».] 
1932 a.—Recent advances in therapeutics <Vet . 
Ree., n. s., v. 12 (36), Sept. 3, pp. 1036-1051; 
discussion, pp. 1042-1051. [W>.] 
S P I C E R , J O H N . [Dr., Goldsboro] 
1910 a.—Experiences of  North Carolina physicians 
with hookworm disease. Case reported <Bull. 
North Carolina Bd. Health, v. 25 (9), Dec., p. 
459. [W».¡ 
SPICER, S. S. [Sr. Asst. Surg., U. S. Pub. Health 
Serv.] [See also Neal, Paul Ardeen; Sweeney, 
Thomas R. ; Spicer, S. S.; and van Oettingen, 
Wolfgang  Felix] 
1947 a.—Toxicological observations on goats fed 
large doses of D D T <Vet . Med., v. 42 (8), 
Aug.. pp. 289-293, illus. [W-.] 
S P I C E R , W . J . ; a n d D O V E , W A L T E R E L Z R A . 
1938 a.—The screwworm and the Gulf  Coast tiok 
in southern Texas < J . Econom. Entom., v. 31 
(6), Dec., pp. 642-646. [W».j 
S P I C E B , W . W . 
1874 a.—The Canterbury tick <Hardwicke's 
Science-Gossip (116), v. 10, p. 185. [W*.] 
[See  Fullagar, James, 1874 b.] 
1874 b.—Parasitic flies  <Hardwicke's Science-
Gossip (110), Feb. 1, pp. 32-35, figs.  27-31. 
[ W \ W«.] 
SPICHAKOV, F . [ С п и ч а к о в , Φ . ] 
1911 a.—Lysmata seticaudata Risso, какъ при-
ы-Ьръ истиннаго гермафродитизма среди деся-
тиногихъ раковъ (Lysmata seticaudata Risso, 
als Beispiel eines echten Hermaphroditismus bei 
Decapoden Crustaceen) [Russian text; German 
summary] <Biol . Zhurnal, Moskva, v. 2, pp. 
143-164, illus., pi. [Wm.] 
SPICHAKOW, F. See Spiczakow, Teodor. 
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SPICHTINGEB. [ D r , Vilshofen] 
1932 a.—Die Rinderfinne  <Zteehr. Fleischbeschau-
Trichinenschau, v. 24 (12), Dez , pp. 89-91. 
[W·.] 
1933 a.—Die Leberegelseuche <Ztschr. Fleisch-
beschau-Trichinenschau, v. 25 (6), Juni, pp. 
41-43. [W·.] 
1933 b.—Die Schweinefinne < Ztschr. Fleisch-
beschau-Trichinenschau, v. 25 (2), Feb, p. 10; 
(3), März, pp. 17-18. [Wv] 
S P I C K . 
1924 a.—Un cas de bilharziosevésicale; traitement 
par les injections intraveineuses d'émétique 
[Abstract of report before Soc. Méd. et Hyg. 
Maroc, 7 Juin] <Presse Méd , v. 32 (69), p. 
712. [W».] 
1924 b.—Kyste hydatique du lobe inférieur  du 
poumon droit. Intervention. Guerison [Ab-
stract of report before Soc. Med. et Hyg. Maroc, 
Feb. 6] <J. Méd. Bordeaux, an. 101, n. s , v. 
96 (7), Apr. 10, p. 281. [Wm . ] 
1924 c.—Traitement de l'abcès amibien du foie 
par les injections intra-hépatiques de chlor-
hydrate d'emetine [Abstract of report before 
Soc. Med. Hyg. Maroc, May 2] <J. Méd. 
Bordeaux, an. 101, n. s. v. 96 (12), June 25, pp. 
510-511. [W mJ 
S P I C K ; a n d R O Q U E S . 
1930 a.—Kyste hydatique de la rate [Abstract of 
report before Soc. Méd. Nancy, 11 Juin] <Presse 
Méd , v. 38 (66), 16 Août, p. 1113. [W®.] 
S P I C K N A L L , C H A R L E S G . ; a n d T E R R Y , L U T H E S L . 
1948 a.—Combined quinine-plasmochin and qui-
nine-pentaquine treatment of  relapsing vivai 
malaria <South. Med. J , v. 41 (4), Apr, pp. 
338-341. [W·".] 
S P I C Z A K O W , T E O D O B . _ 
1930 a.—-Obserwacje i badania doswiadczalne nad 
Gyrodactylus i Dactylogyrus (Beobachtungen 
und Versuche an Gyrodactylus und Dactylo-
gyrus) [Polish text; German summary] <Arch. 
Hydrobiol. i Rybact, v. 5, pp. 1-52, illus. 
[Ϋ·1.] [Also photostat·. Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S P I E C K E B M A N N , A . [ D r . ] 
1911 a.—Die Bekämpfung  der Stockkrankheit des 
Roggens mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der 
westfälischen  Verhältnisse < Landwirtsch. Jahrb., 
Berlin, v. 40 (3-4), 22 Juni, pp. 475-515. [Wv] 
S P I E G E L . 
1906 a.—Spirochete, pallida [Abstract of  report 
before  Allg. Aerztl. Ver. Köln, 4 Dec. 1905] 
<München. Med. Wchnschr, v. 53 (15), 10 
Apr, p. 733. [W», W®.] 
V A N D E B S P I E G E L , A . 
(1618 a).—De lumbrico lato liber. 88 pp., pi. 
Patavii. 
S P I E G E L , E B N S T . [Dr, Neurol. Inst, Univ. Wien] 
1920 a.—Hyperplasie des Kleinhirns <Beitr. 
Path. Anat. u. Allg. Path, v. 67 (3), pp. 539-
548, illus. [W®.] 
SPIEGEL, M. B. [Poultry Dis. Lab, Farmingdale, 
Long Island, New York] See Hilbert, Kenneth 
Franklin; Tax, H.; and Spiegel, M. В.; and 
Hilbert, Kenneth Franklin; and Spiegel, M. B. 
S P I E G E L B E B G , O T T O . [ 1 8 3 0 - 1 8 8 1 ] 
1870 a.—Echinococcus der rechten Niere; Ver-
wechslung mit Ovarialkystom; Exstirpation; Tod 
<Arch. Gynsek, v. 1 (1), pp. 146-150. [Wm.] 
S P I E G L , A N T O N . [1886- ] [Tierarzt, Halle a. S.j 
[See also Raebiger, Hans; and Spiegel, Anton; 
and Wetzel, Rudolf;  and Spiegl, Anton] 
1919 a.—Zum Vorkommen der Kokzidiose bei 
Ziegen nebst einigen Bemerkungen über die 
Biologie der Kokzidien und die Bekämpfung  der 
Kokzidiosen < Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr, 
27 (40), 4 Okt., pp. 451-453, figs.  1-7. [W».] 
1920 a.—-Die Kokzidiose der Schafe < Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 28 (34), 21 Aug, pp. 
400-401. [Wv] 
1921 a.—Nieren-Kokzidiose bei Hausgänsen < Zts-
chr. Infektionskr.  Haustiere, v. 22 (3-4) 23 
Dez., pp. 263-269, pl. 10, figs.  1-4. [W*.] 
S P I E G L , A N T O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1922 a.—Beiträge zur Pathologie der Gehirnkrank-
heiten des Schafes < Ztschr. Infektionskr. Haus-
tiere, v. 23 (2), 15 Mai, pp. 147-154. [W·.] 
1923 a.—Beiträge zur Pathologie der Schafkokzi-
diose und zur Entwicklung des Schafkokzids 
<Ztechr. Infektionskr,  v. 24 (4), 16 Mai, pp. 
316-325, pl. 15, figs.  1-8. [W».] 
1924 a.—Merkblatt über die Magen- und Lungen-
wurmseuche der Schafe < Deutsche Landwirtsch. 
Tierzucht, v. 28 (32), Aug. 9, pp. 476-477. 
[Wv] 
1925 a.—Die Aufzuchtkrankheiten  der Lämmer 
und ihre Bekämpfung < Deutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr, v. 33 (47), 21 Nov , pp. 810-814. 
[W».] 
1925 b.—Ein bisher nicht bekanntes Kokzid beim 
Schaf  <Ztschr. Infektionskr.  Haustiere, v. 28 
(1), 1 Mai, pp. 42-46, pl. 4, figs.  1-5. [W·.] 
1926 a :—Die Aufzuchtkrankheiten  der Lämmer 
und ihre Bekämpfung < Bekämpf.  Aufzuchtkr. 
(Ber. 3. Jahrestag. Fachtierärzte München, 19-
22 Sept. 1925), pp. 157-166. [Wv] 
1927 a.—Die Drehkrankheit der Schafe  und ihre 
Bekämpfung  <S. W. A. Farmer, v. 4 (30), 15. 
Nov , pp. 6-9. [Wv] 
1927 b.—Die Drehkrankheit der Schafe  und ihre 
Bekämpfimg < Ztschr. Schafzucht,  v. 16 (3), 1 
Feb, pp. 53-56; (4), 2 Feb, pp. 65-68. [Μv] 
1927 с.—Zum Vorkommen der Piroplasmose bei 
Schafen  in Deutschland. I. Mitteilung <Arch. 
Wissensch, u. Prakt. Tierh, v. 56 (4), 6 Sept., 
pp. 378-383, fig.  1. [W«.] 
1928 a.—Bekämpfung  der Leberegelseuche bei Scha-
fen <Ztschr. Schafzucht,  v. 17 (16), Aug. 2, 
pp. 286-287. [Mv] 
1928 b.—Die Finnenkrankheiten der Schafe [Re-
printed from Deutsche Schäfereizeitung]  <S. 
W. A. Farmer, v. 5 (21), 1 Nov , pp. 5-6. [W®.] 
(1928 с).—Zur Verbreitung der Wurmseuchen bei 
Schafen < Deutsche Schäferei-Ztg. (21). 
1937 a.—Gesunderhaltung der Schafzucht  im 
Stall und auf  der Weide <Deutsche Landwirtsch. 
Tierzucht, v. 41 (8), Feb. 20, pp. 120-122, 
illus. [Wv] 
1938 a.—Die Magenwurmseuche der Schafe  als 
Aufzuchtkrankheit  und die bei der Bekämpfung 
dieses Seuche im Jahre 1937 gesammelten Er-
fahrungen  <Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 
46 (49), Dec. 3, pp. 777-779. [Wv] 
1941 a.—Ein seltener Parasitenbefund  beim Huhn 
<Tierärztl. Rundschau, v. 47 (21), May 25, 
pp. 263-264, illus. [Wv] 
S P I E G L E B , J . 
(1893 a).—Praktische Anleitung zur Bekämpfung 
der Rübennematode (Heterodera schachtii). 27 
pp., 7 figs. Wien. 
(1895 a).—Idem. 2. Aufl., 52 pp. Wien. 
1907 a.—Die internationale Bedeutung der Nema-
todenfrage <8. Internat. Landwirtsch. Kong. 
(Wien, 21.-25. Mai), v. 3, Sekt. 7, Ref. 5, 15 pp. 
[Wv] _ 
SPIELEB, H . [ D r , Weissenberg i. Sa.] 
1928 a.—Rentabilität der Leberegelbekämpfung 
und Ergebnisse bei Behandlung mit Neoserapis 
und mit Hepol <Tierärztl. Rundschau, v. 34 
(13), 25 März, p. 252. [Wv] 
S P I E L M A N N , B B U N O . 
1924 a;—Versuche mit gelöstem Schwefel  bei 
parasitären Hautkrankheiten des Hundes unter 
besonderer Berücksichtigung des Odylen <Arch. 
Wissensch, u. Prakt. Tierheilk, v. 51 (6), 30 
Dez, pp. 645-658. [Wv] 
SPIELMEYEB. See Apelt, F.; and Spielmeyer. 
S P I E L M E Y E B , W A L T H E B . [1879- ] [Dr, Freiburg 
i. Br.] 
1906 a.—Experimentelle Tabes bei Hunden (Trypa-
nosomen-Tabes). [Abstract of  paper read before 
Sitzung Naturf.  Gesellsch. Freiburg, 14 Nov.] 
<München. Med. Wchnschr, v. 53 (48), 27 
Nov , pp. 2338-2340, figs.  1-2. [W», W v ] 
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1907 a.—Die Optikus-Degeneration bei der Trypa-
nosomen-(Tsetse-) Tabes der Hunde <Kl in . M o -
natsbl. Augenh., v . 45, n. F., v . 3, 25 Juni, pp. 
545-551, pl. 10, figs.  1-3 . [ W m . ] 
1907 b.—Schlafkrankheit  und progressive Paralyse 
< München. Med. Wchnschr., v . 54 (22), 28 
Mai, pp. 1065-1068. [W», W·».] 
(1908 a).·—Die Trypanosomenkrankheiten und ihre 
Beziehungen zu den syphilogenen Nervenkrank-
heiten. Untersuchungen aus dem Institut für 
Schiffs-  und Tropenkrankheiten in Hamburg 
und aus der psychiatrischen Klinik in Freiburg 
i. Br. 106 pp., 6 pis. Jena. 
1909 a.—Ueber experimentelle Schlafkrankheit 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v . 35 (51), 23 Dec., 
pp. 2256-2258, figs.  1 -2 . [W», W m . ] 
S P I E R , S E Y M O U R L . [ M . D . ] 
1905 a.—Taenia and its treatment <Yale Med. J., 
v . 11 (9), Mar., pp. 338-343. [W m . ] 
1906 a.—Treatment of  tapeworm [Abstract of 
1905 a] < J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 46 (2), Jan. 13, 
p. 153. [№', W®, W·.] 
S P I E R I N G , O . - S T . - A . 
1862 a.—Echinococcus cerebri (In  Bemerkungen 
über den Gesundheitszustand der Preussischen 
Armee im Jahre 1860) <Preuss. Mil.-Aerztl. 
Ztg., v . 3 (2), 16 Jan., pp. 13-14. [W» . ] 
S P I E S S , C A M I L L E . 
1903 a.—Recherches morphologiques, histologiques 
et physiologiques sur l'appareil digestif  de la 
sangsue (Hirudo  medicinalis Lin.) < R e v . Suisse 
Zool., v . 11 (1), 1 Juillet, pp. 151-238, 1 1., pis. 
5 -7 , figs.  1-22. [W», W·.] 
1904 a.—Sur les différenciations  épithéliales du 
tube digestif  d 'Hxmopis sanguisuga <Compt . 
Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v . 56 (15), 6 Mai, pp. 
698-699. [W», W m , W«.] 
1904 b.—Digestive system of Hirudinea [Abstract 
of  1904 a] < J . Roy . Micr. Soc. (5), Oct., p. 531. 
[W», W®, W·.] 
1905 a.—La question du foie  chez la sangsue 
médecinale. Recherches expérimentales sur l'ex-
crétion < C o m p t . Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, an. 
57, v. 58 (13), 7 Avr., pp. 577-579. [W·.] 
SPIESS, G . A . [Dr . , Frankfurt a . M . ] 
1857 a.—Pathologische Physiologie, Grundzüge der 
gesammten Krankheitslehre im Zusammenhange 
dargestellt, xxi i+709 pp. Frankfurt a. M . 
[W®.] 
S P I E T H , H E I N R I C H . [ D r . ] 
1914 a.—Beitrag zur Askaridenerkrankung mit 
besonderer Berücksichtigung der Frage der 
Giftwirkung  <Virchows Arch. Path. Anat., 
v . 215 (1), 17 Jan., pp. 117-126, fig.  1. [W».] 
SPIETSCHKA, T H . [ D r . M e d . , P r i v a t - D o c e n t 
Dermatol., Prag]; and GRÜNFELD, A. [Dr. Med. , 
Dermatol. Klinik, Prag]. 
1896 a.—Die Pflege  der Haut und ihrer Adnexa, 
nebst Angabe der wichtigsten pharmakothera-
peutischen Mittel. 201 pp., 9 figs. Stuttgart. 
[W®.] 
S P I G E L I U S , A D R I A N U S . [ 1 5 7 8 - 1 6 2 5 ] 
1618 a .—De lumbrico lato liber. Cum ejusdem 
lumbrici icone, et notis ad Nicolaum contare-
num [etc.]. 88 pp., 1 pl.. 6 1. Patavii. [Wm.] 
(1626 a).—Idem. Patavii. 
1645 a .—De lumbrico lato. _ (In  his Opera quse 
extant omnia. Ex recensione Joh. Antonidœ 
van der Linden.) [Same as 1618 a and 1626 a.] 
v . 2, pp. 85-108, 2 pis. [1 pi. by van der Lin-
den]. Amsterdam!. [ W m . ] 
S P I L L E R , W I L L I A M G. [1863- ] [M. D. , Prof., 
Dis. Nerv. Syst., Phila. Polyclin.] 
1900 a .—A case of  malaria presenting the symp-
toms of  disseminated sclerosis, with necropsy 
< A m . J. Med. Sc., v . 120 (6), Dec., pp. 629-
647, figs.  1 -4 . [WM, W».] 
S P I L L M A N , P A U L ; a n d H E N R Y . 
1910 a.—Un cas de filariose,  ankylostomasie et 
paludisme < R e v . Méd. Est., v . 42 (11), pp. 
331-335. [W®.] 
SPILLMANN, L. [See also Spillmann, Paul; Haushal-
ter, P.; and Spillmann, L.] 
1928 a.—Myase cutanee à forme  pustuleuse <Bull . 
Soc. Franc. Dermat. et Syph., v . 35, pp. 5 9 -
61. [W». ] 
SPILLMANN, PAUL. [1844- ] [Dr., Prof.  Agrégé 
Fac. Méd., Nancy] 
1884 a.—Manuel de diagnostic médical, vi + 
718 pp., 139 figs. Paris. [W®.] 
1889 a .—Du traitement des kystes hydatiques 
non suppurés du foie  par la ponction simple 
<BuU. Méd., Paris, v . 3 (40), 19 Mai, pp. 627-
629. [Wm.] 
1889 b .—La cura delle cisti da echinococco, non 
suppurate, con la puntura semplice [Transi, of 
1889 a] <Riforma Med., v . 5 (144), 21 Giugno, 
pp. 862-863; (146), 24 Giugno, pp. 874-875. 
[W». ] 
S P I L L M A N N , P A U L ; a n d H A U S H A L T E R , P . 
1890 a.—Manuel de diagnostic médical et d'ex-
ploration clinique. 2. éd., entièrement refondue, 
iii + 515 pp., 89 figs. Paris. [ W m . ] 
1894 a.—Idem. 3. éd. 532 pp., 89 figs. Paris. 
[Wm.] 
1902 a.—Manuel de diagnostic médical et d'ex-
ploration clinique. 4. éd. 510 pp., 102 figs. 
Paris. [Wm.] 
S P I L L M A N N , P A U L ; H A U S H A L T E R , P . ; a n d S P I L L -
M A N N , L . 
1907 a.—Précis de diagnostic médical et d'explora-
tion clinique. 532 pp., 153 figs. Paris. [ W m . ] 
SPINDLER, A . [Washington , D . C . ] 
1927 a.—Fleischrinderzucht und- haltung in den 
U. S. A . <Deutsche Landwirtsch. Tierzucht, 
v. 31 (14), Apr. 2, pp. 269-273, illus. [W·.] 
S P I N D L E R , J A C O B . [K. k. Bezirksarzt, Altenburg] 
1852 a.;—Ein Fall von Verknöcherung der Hirn-
haut mit Hydatiden <Ztschr. Nat.-u. Heilk. 
Ungarn, v. 2 (43), 26 Apr., pp. 338-339. [ f f " . ] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L . [1900- ] [Sc. D. , Zool. 
Div., U. S. Bureau Animal Indust., Agrie. Re -
search Center, Beltsville, Maryland] [See also 
Ackert, James Edward; and Spindler, Lloyd 
Ancil; and Cort, William Walter; Otto, Gilbert 
Fred; and Spindler, Lloyd Ancil; and Harwood, 
Paul Duane; Cutler, Jessie Theodora; Spindler, 
Lloyd Ancil; and Cross, Samuel Xenophon; 
and Harwood, Paul Duane; Spindler, Lloyd 
Ancil; Cross, Samuel Xenophon; and Cutler, 
Jessie Theodora; and Otto, Gilbert Fred; and 
Spindler, Lloyd Ancil; and Schwartz, Benjamin; 
Raffensperger, Hayes Benton; and Spindler, 
Lloyd Ancil; and Shorb, Doys Andrew; and 
Spindler, Lloyd Ancil] 
1928 a.—Use of  the egg isolation technic in epi-
demiological studies on ascariasis in Virginia 
[Abstract of  paper to be read at 4. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Parasitologists, Dec. 27-31, New 
York] < J . Parasitol., v . 15 (2), Dec., p. 147. 
[W»J 
1929 a.—On the occurrence of  the rat tapeworm 
(Hymenolepis diminuta) and the dwarf  tape-
worm (Hymenolepis  nana) in man in southwest 
Virginia < J . Parasitol., v . 16 (1), Sept., pp. 
38-40. [W·.] 
1929 b.—On the use of  a method for  the isolation 
of Ascaris eggs from soil < A m . J. Hyg., v . 10 
(1), July, pp. 157-164. [W»J 
1929 c .—The relation of  moisture to the distribu-
tion of  human Trichuris and Ascaris < A m . J. 
Hvg., v . 10 (2), Sept., pp. 476-496, figs.  1 -2 . 
[W»J 
1929 d.—A study of  the temperature and moisture 
requirements in the development of  the eggs of 
the dog trichurid (Trichuris  mdpis) < J . Para-
sitol., v . 16 (1), Sept., pp. 41-46. [W»J 
1930 a.—[Note on the relation of  moisture to the 
distribution of  human Trichuris and Ascaris] 
[Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash., 
M a y 18, 1929] < J . Parasitol., v . 16 (3), Mar., 
p. 159. fW».] 
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1930 b.—[Occurrence of  the swine kidney worm in 
a yearling calf]  <J . Parasitol., v. 17 (1), Sept., 
p. 52. [W·.] 
1930 c.—On the occurrence of  the rat tapeworm 
(Hymenolepis diminuta) and the dwarf  tape-
worm (Hymenolepis  nana) in man in southwest 
Virginia [Reprint of  1929 a] CCollect. Papers 
School Hyg. and Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins 
Univ. (1929-30), v. 11, June, no. X L , pp. 3 8 -
40. [Wv] 
1930 d.—On the use of  a method for  the isolation 
of Ascaris eggs from soil [Reprint of  1929 bj 
<Collect. Papers School Hyg. and Pub. Health, 
Johns Hopkins Univ. (1929-30), v. 11, June, 
no. X X X V I I , pp. 157-164. [W".] 
1930 e.—The relation of  moisture to the distribu-
tion of  human Trichuris and Ascaris [Reprint 
of  1929 cl <Collect. Papers School Hyg. and 
Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (1929-30), 
v . 11, June, no. X X X V I I I , pp. 476-496, figs. 
1-2 . [W·.] 
1930 f.— A study of  the temperature and moisture 
requirements in the development of  the eggs of 
the dog trichurid (Trichuris  vulpis) [Reprint of 
1929 d] <Collect. Papers School Hyg. and Pub. 
Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (1929-30), v. 11, 
June, no. X X X I X , pp. 41-46. [Wv] 
1931 a.—Abnormal specimens of  Oesophagosto-
mum spp. of  pigs—O. longicaudum < J . Para-
sitol., v. 18 (1), Sept., p. 45. [W·.] 
1931 b.—The development of  Oesophagostomum 
longicaudum in the pig [Abstract of  paper to be 
read at 7. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., New 
Orleans, Dec. 29-311 < J . Parasitol., v. 18 (2), 
Dec., pp. 130-131. [Wv] 
1931 c.—Viability of  eggs and larvae of  Stepha-
nurus dentatus < J . Parasitol., v. 18 (1), Sept., 
pp. 45-46. [W*.j 
1933 a.—Development of  the nodular worm, Oeso-
phagostomum longicaudum, in the pig < J . 
Agrie. Research, U. S. Dept. Agrie., v. 46 (6), 
Mar. 15, pp. 531-542, figs.  1-10. [Issued Apr.] 
. [W\ W v ] 
1933 b.—Field studies of  the larvae of  nodular 
worms of  swine, with suggestions for  control 
<North Am. Vet., v. 14 (11), Nov., pp. 37-44. 
[Wv] 
1933 c.—Relation of  vitamin A to the development 
of  a resistance in rate to superinfections  with an 
intestinal nematode, Nippostrongylue  muris 
[Proc. Helminth. Soc. Wash., Feb. 20] < J . 
Parasitol., v. 20 (1), Sept., p. 72. [W»J 
1933 d.—Skin penetration tests with infective 
larvae of  the swine kidney worm, Stephanurus 
dentatus [Proe. Helminth. Soc. Wash., Mar. 18] 
< J . Parasitol., v . 20 (1), Sept.. pp. 76-77. 
[W·.] 
1934 a.—The effect  of  "burning over" land on the 
viability of  Stephanurus dentatus <Proc . Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, v. 1 (1), Mar., p. 14. 
[Issued Apr. 7] [Wv] 
1934 b.—Effect  of  copper sulphate on infective 
larvae of  the nematodes Stephanurus dentatus 
(Stephanuridae) and Oesophagostomum spp. 
(Strongylidae) <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, v. 1 (2), July, p. 42. [Issued Aug. 7] 
[Wv] 
1934 c.—Field and laboratory studies on the be-
havior of  the larvae of  the swine kidney worm, 
Stephanurus dentatus CTech. Bull. (405), U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., Jan., 18 pp. [W».] 
1934 d.—The incidence of  worm parasites in swine 
in the southern United States <Proc . Helminth. 
Soc. Washington, v. 1 (2), July, pp. 40-42. [Is-
sued Aug. 7] [Wv] 
1934 e.—The effect  of  daily administrations of 
ferrous  sulphate and copper sulphate to pigs on 
their resistance to infection  with the swine nod-
ular worm, Oesophagostomum dentatum [Pro-
gram 10. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Pitts-
burgh, Pa., Dec. 27-29] < J . Parasitol., v. 20 
(6), Dec., pp. 325-326. [Wv] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1934 f.—Resistance  of  rats to superinfection  with 
Nippostrongylus  muris, following  administration 
of  adult worms by duodenal tube [Program 10. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Pittsburgh, 
Pa., Dec. 27-29] <J . Parasitol., v. 20 (6), D e c , 
p. 326. [Wv] 
1934 g.—Skin penetration experiments with the 
infective  larvae of  Stephanurus dentatus < North 
Am. Vet., v. 15 (10), Oct., pp. 32-36. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Effect  of  ferrous  sulphate and copper 
sulphate on experimental infection  of  pigs with 
the nodular worm, Oesophagostomum dentatum 
<North Am. Vet., v. 17 (12), Dec., pp. 29-32. 
[WV] 
1936 b.—The effects  of  natural factors,  rain and 
sun, on survival of  eggs and larvae of  animal 
parasites under tropical conditions <Agric. 
Notes (74), Puerto Rico Exper. Station, U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., Dec. 30, 4 mimeographed leaves. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1936 с.—The effect  of  tropical sunlight on eggs of 
Ascaris suis [Abstract] [Program 12. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Atlantic City, N. J., Dec. 
29-31] <J . Parasitol., v. 22 (6), Dec., pp. 523, 
529-530. [Issued Dec. 16] [Wv] 
1936 d.—Effects  of  various physical factors  on the 
survival of  eggs and infective  larvae of  the 
swine nodular worm, Oesophagostomum denta-
tum [Abstract] [Program 12. Ann. Meet. Am. 
Soc. Parasitol., Atlantic City, N. J., Dec. 29-31] 
< J . Parasitol., v. 22 (6), Dec., pp. 524, 529. 
[WV] 
1936 e.—Resistance of  rats to infection  with Nippo-
strongylus muris following  administration of  the 
worms by duodenal tube < A m . J. Hyg., v . 23 
(2), Mar., pp. 237-242. [Wv] 
1937 a.—Infestation  of  suckling pigs with helminth 
parasites under conditions of  constant exposure 
to infection  <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, v. 4 (2), July, pp. 62-63. [Issued Aug. 6] 
[Wv] 
1937 b.—Resistance to intestinal trichinosis in 
experimental animals induced by feeding  metab-
olic products of  encysted trichinae < J . Wash. 
Acad. Sc., v. 27, (1), Jan. 15, pp. 36-38. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
1938 a.—Persistence of  swine lungworm larvae 
in earthworms <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, v. 5 (2), July, p. 63. [Issued Aug. 5] [Wv] 
1939 a.—Effect  of  ferric  sulphate and copper sul-
phate on coccidiosis in lambs <North Am. Vet., 
v. 20 (5), May, pp. 33-38. [Wv] 
1940 a.—Effect  of  tropical sunlight on eggs of As-
caris suis (Nematoda), the large intestinal round-
worm of  swine < J . Parasitol., v. 26 (4), Aug., 
pp. 323-331. [Wv] 
1940 b.—Survival of  eggs of  the swine ascarid in 
cultivated soil [Program 16. Ann. Meet. Am. 
Soc. Parasitol., Philadelphia, Dec. 30, 1940-
Jan. 1, 1941] < J . Parasitol., v. 26 (6), Dec., 
Suppl., p. 19. [Wv] 
1942 a.—Effectiveness  of  a method of  raising ex-
perimental pigs free  from worm parasites <Proc . 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, v . 9 (1), Jan., pp. 
22-23. [Issued Mar. 26] [Wv] 
1942 b.—Internal parasites of  swine <Yearbook 
Agrie., U. S. Dept. Agrie. (1942), pp. 745-786, 
illus. [Wv] 
1944 a.—Further observations on the pathogenic-
ity of  Strongyloides ransomi to swine <Proc . 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 11 (1), Jan., 
pp. 12-13. [Issued Mar. 29] [Lib. Zool. Div.) 
1947 a.—The effect  of  experimental infections  with 
ascaride on the growth of  pigs <Proc . Helminth. 
Soc. Washington, v. 14 (2), July, pp. 58-63. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1947 b.—A note on the fungoid  nature of  certain 
internal structures of  Miescher's sacs (Sarcocys-
tis) from a naturally infected  sheep and a natur-
ally infected  duck <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, v . 14 (1), Jan., pp. 28-30, illus. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
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1950 a.—Effect  of  parasites on swine production 
[Abstract of  report before  Ann. Meet. U. S. 
Livestock San. Ass., Phoenix, Nov. 1-3] <North 
Am. Vet., v. 31 (12), Dec., pp. 788, 790. [W«.j 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; a n d A V E R Y , J O H N L A W -
R E N C E . 
1941 a.—Skin and precipitin tests for  the diagnosis 
of  trichina infections  in grain-fed  and in garbage-
fed  hogs [Program and Abstr. 17. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Dallas, Dec. 29-31] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 27 (6), Dec., Suppl., p. 21. [W».j 
S P I N D L E B , L L O Y D A N C I L ; A V E R Y , J O H N L A W R E N C E ; 
a n d Z I M M E R M A N , H A R R Y E L I A S (jr.). 
1941 a.—Precipitate formation  around trichina 
larvae in sera from trichina-infected  and tricliina-
free  hogs [Program and Abstr. 17. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Dallas, Dec. 29-31] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 27 (6), Dec. Suppl., p. 22. [W».] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; a n d C R O S S , S A M U E L X E N O -
P H O N . 
1939 a.—Intracutaneous tests for  the detection of 
trichina infections  experimentally and naturally 
acquired by swine <Proc . Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, v. 6 (2), July, pp. 37-42. [Issued 
Aug. 17] [W·.] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; C R O S S , S A M U E L X E N O P H O N ; 
a n d A V E R Y , J O H N L A W R E N C E . 
1941 a.—Results of  intracutaneous tests for  the 
detection of  trichina infections  in swine <Proc. 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 8 (1), Jan., pp. 
1-5 . [Issued Mar. 7] [Wa.] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; D U N K E R , C A R L F R E D E R I C K ; 
a n d H A N K I N S , O R V I L L E G E R B E R . 
1946 a.—Trichinae killed by 120-deg. F. dehydra-
tion <Food Indust., v. 18 (3), Mar., pp. 342-
344, 466, 468 (pp. 86-88, 210, 212), illus. [Lib. 
Spindler] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; a n d H I L L , C H A R L E S H E R -
B E B T . 
1942 a.—Death of  pigs associated with the presence 
in the heart tissue of  larvae of  Strongyloides ran-
somi <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 9 
(2), July, pp. 62-63. [Issued Oct. 2] [Wa.] 
S P I N D L E B , L L O Y D A N C I L ; H I L L , C H A R L E S H E R B E R T ; 
a n d Z I M M E R M A N , H A R R Y E L I A S (jr.) 
1943 a.—The pathogenicity of  Strongyloides ran-
somi, the intestinal threadworm of  pigs < North 
Am. Vet., v. 24 (8), Aug., pp. 475-486, illus. 
[W».J 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; a n d K A T E S , K E N N E T H 
C A S P E R . 
1940 a.—Survival on soil of  eggs of  the swine 
thornheaded worm, Macracanthorhynchus  hiru-
dinaceus [Program 16. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., Philadelphia, Dec. 30, 1940-Jan. 1, 
1941] <J . Parasitol., v. 26 (6), Dec., Suppl., p. 
19. [W».] 
1941 a.—Effect  of  a single dose of  phenothiazine 
upon egg production and viability of  the eggs 
of  swine lungworms [Program and Abstr. 17. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Dallas, Dec. 
29-31] <J . Parasitol., v. 27 (6), Dec. Suppl.. 
p. 20. [W».] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; a n d Z I M M E R M A N , H A R R Y 
E L I A S (jr.) 
1944 a.—Effect  of  skim milk on infections  of 
ascarids, whipworms, and nodular worms in 
swine [Program 19. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Para-
sitol., Cleveland, Sept. 11-12] <J . Parasitol., 
v. 30, Aug., Suppl., p. 16. [W·.] 
1944 b.—Effect  of  skim milk on the growth and 
acquisition of  parasites by pigs under conditions 
of  constant exposure to infection  <Proc . Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, v. 11 (2), July, pp. 
49-54, illus. [Issued Sept. 18] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1944 с.—Skim milk controls parasites in pigs 
<Coastal Cattleman, v. 10 (6), Aug., p. 26. 
[WV] 
1944 d.—Skim-milk diet protects pigs from para-
sites <Fed. Vet., v. 2 (6), Nov., p. 3. [Wa . ] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; a n d Z I M M E R M A N , H A B R Y 
ELIAS (jr.)—Continued. 
1944 e.—Skim milk diet rids young pigs of  para-
sites CUtah Farmer, v. 64 (2), Aug. 15, p. 21. 
[W·.] 
[1946 a].—The biological status of  Sarcocystis 
[Program and Abstr. 20. Ann. Meet., Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., St. Louis, Missouri, Mar. 28-30] 
<J . Parasitol., v. 31, Dec. 1945, Suppl., p. 13. 
[Issued Feb. 26] [W«.] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; Z I M M E R M A N , H A R R Y E L I A S 
(jr.)  ; a n d H I L L , C H A R L E S H E R B E B T . 
1944 a.—Preliminary observations of  the control 
of  worm parasites in swine by the use of  skim 
milk <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v . 11 
(1), Jan., pp. 9-12. [Issued Mar. 29] [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
S P I N D L E R , L L O Y D A N C I L ; Z I M M E R M A N , H A R R Y E L I A S 
(jr.);  a n d J A Q U E T T E , D A N I E L S T R A T T O N . 
1946 a.—Transmission of  Sarcocystis to swine 
<Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 13 (1), 
Jan., pp. 1-11. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S P I N E L L I , J A R B A S . See Pessoa, Samuel Barnsley; 
and Spinelli, Jarbas. 
S P I N E L L I , N I N O . [Dott., R . Scuola Chir., R . Univ. 
Roma] 
1931 a.—Cisti d'echinococco del Douglas <Poli -
clin., Roma, Sez. Chir., v. 38 (8), Aug. 15, pp. 
450-456. [W"".] 
SPINETTI, M . [Dot t . ] 
1932 a.—Inconsueta suppurazione gassosa di 
cisti da echinococco del fegato  <Riforma Med., 
v. 48 (12), Mar. 19, pp. 437-441, illus. [ W - . j 
S P I N G A R N , C L I F F O R D L . ; a n d E D E L M A N , M O R T O N H . 
1947 a.—The prolongation of  the viability of  cul-
tures of  E. histolytica by the addition of  strep-
tomycin < J . Parasitol., v. 33 (5), Oct., pp. 
416-418. [W*.] 
1948 a.—The use of  streptomycin in the cultivation 
of  Endameba histolytica from stools < A m . J. 
Trop. Med., v. 28 (6), Nov., pp. 825-829. [Wa.] 
1950 a.—The effect  of  rice powder on the growth 
of  cultures of  Endamoeba histolytica < A m . J. 
Trop. Med., v. 30 (5), Sept., pp. 629-634. [W».] 
S P I N K , W E S L E Y W . [M. D., Boston] [¡See also Theiler, 
Hans; Augustine, Donald Leslie; and Spink, 
Wesley W.] 
1934 a.—Effects  of  vaccines and bacterial and 
parasitic infections  on eosinophilia in trichinous 
animals <Arch. Int. Med., Chicago, v. 54 (5), 
Nov., pp. 805-817. [W».] 
1934 b.—Clinical and pathological observations on 
the heart in trichinosis [Abstract of  report before 
26. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Clin. Invest., Atlantic 
City, Apr. 30, 1934] < J . Clin. Invest., v. 13 (4), 
July, pp. 708-709. [W m . ] 
1935 a.—Cardiovascular complications of  trichi-
nosis <Arch. Int. Med., Chicago, v. 56 (2), 
Aug., pp. 238-249, figs.  1-4. [W».] 
1937 a.—Trichinella antigen: Further observations 
on its use in the diagnosis of  trichinosis < N . 
England J. Med., v. 216 (1), Jan. 7, pp. 5 -8 . 
[ W » . ] 
1942 a.—Rocky Mountain spotted fever  in Minne-
sota <Proc. 6. Pacific  Sc. Cong., v. 5, pp. 585-
588. [W».] 
S P I N K , W E S L E Y W . ; a n d A U G U S T I N E , D O N A L D 
L E S L I E . 
1935 a.—The diagnosis of  trichinosis, with espe-
cial reference  to skin and precipitin tests < J . 
Am. Med. Ass., v. 104 (20), May 18, pp. 1801-
1805. [W».] 
1935 b.—Trichinosis in Boston < N . England J. 
Med., v. 213 (11), Sept. 12, pp. 527-531. [W· . ] 
S P I N K A , M O R I Z . [К. K. Bezirks-Thierarzt, Semil, 
Böhmen] 
1900 a.—Nematoden unter der Kopfhaut  des 
rothriickigen Würgers <Thierärztl. Centralbl., 
v. 23 (19), 1 Juli, p. 312. [W'».] 
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SPINKB, A. [Research L a b , Imp. Chem. Indust. 
L t d , Manchester] 
1945 a.—Studies on synthetic antimalarial drugs 
VII. Turbidimetric determination of  2-p-chloro-
phenylguanidino - 4 - β - diethylaminoethylam-
ino-6-methylpyrimidine (3349) <Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol, v. 39 (3-4), Dec. 31, pp. 
182-189. [Wa .] 
1946 a.—Studies on synthetic antimalarial drugs. 
XVI I . The absorption, distribution and excre-
tion of Ni-p-chlorophenyl-Ns-methyl-Ní-isopro-
pylbiguanide (4430) in experimental animals 
and man <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v . 
40 (2), July, pp. 153-162. [Wv] 
1947 a.—Studies on synthetic antimalarial drugs. 
X V I I I . The absorption, distribution and excre-
tion of Paludrine in experimental animals <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 41 (1), May, pp. 
30-38. [Wv] 
1948 a.—The persistence in the blood stream of 
some compounds related to suramin < Biochem. 
J , v . 42 (1), pp. 109-116. [Wv] 
1948 b.—Studies on synthetic antimalarial drugs. 
X X . The blood concentrations and physiological 
distribution of  some homologues of  paJudrine in 
relation to their antimalarial activities <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 42 (2), Sept , pp. 
190-197. [W\ W " . ] 
1949 a.—Fluorimetrie determination of  'antrycide' 
<Nature, London (4155), v . 163, June 18, p. 
954. [Wv] 
1950 a.—Absorption and persistence of  antrycide 
<Brit . J. Pharmacol, v. 5 (3), Sept , pp. 445-
454. [Wv] 
S P I N K B , Α . ; a n d T O T T E Y , M A B Y M . 
1945 a.—Studies on synthetic antimalarial drugs 
V i l i . Colorimetrie determination of  2-p-chloro-
phenylguanidino-4-/5-diethylaminoethyl-amino-6-
methylpyrimidine (3349) <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol, v . 39 (3-4), Dec. 31, pp. 190-
196. [Wv] 
1945 b.—Studies on synthetic antimalarial drugs 
I X . The excretion of  2-p-chlorophenylguanidino-
4 - β - diethylaminoethylamino - 6 - methylpyri-
midine (3349) in human urine <Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol, v . 39 (3-4), Dec. 31, pp. 
197-207. [Wv] 
1945 c.—Studies on synthetic antimalarial drugs 
X I I . Determination of  Ni-p-chlorophenyl-Ns-
methyl Ns-isopropylbiguanide (4430) and Ni-
p-chlorophenyl - Ns - isopropylbiguanide (Palu-
drine) : Á preliminary report <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol, v. 39 (3-4), Dec. 31, pp. 220-
224. [Wv] 
1946 a.—Studies on synthetic antimalarial drugs. 
X V . Hydrolic determination of Paludrine <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 40 (1), A p r , pp. 
101-112. [Wv] 
1946 b.—Studies on synthetic antimalarial drugs. 
X V I . The absorption, distribution and excretion 
of  2-p-chlorophenylguanidino-4-j3-diethylamino-
ethyl-amino-6-methylpyrimidine (3349) in ex-
perimental animals <Ann. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol, v. 40 (2), July, pp. 145-152. [Wv] 
S P I N K B , Α . ; T O T T E Y , M A B Y M . ; a n d M A E G B A I T H , 
B B I A N G I L M O B E . 
1946 a.—The pharmacology of Paludrine and 
some other new antimalarials [Abstract of  report 
before  247. meet. Biochem. Soc , Jan. 19] <Bio -
chem. J , v. 40 (1), Proc , p. i. [Wv] 
S P I N O L A , M A B C H E S E M A S S I M I L I A N O . 
1852 a.—Tavola sinottica dei generi spettanti alla 
classe degli insetti Artroidignati, Flemiptera [sic], 
Linn. Latr.—Rhyngota Fab.—Rhynchota Burm. 
< M e m . Mat. e Fis. Soc. Ital. Se , v . 25, pp. 43 -
178. [Wv] 
S P I N O L A , N U M A . [ D r . ] 
1927 a.—Algunas medidas para prevenir la an-
quilostomasia < R e v . Cien. M é d , México, v. 6 
(3), M a r , pp. 66-69. [W-V] 
S P I N O L A , W E B N . T H . J O S . [ 1 8 0 2 - 1 8 7 2 ] 
1858 a.—Handbuch der speciellen Pathologie und 
Therapie für  Thierärzte, v. 1, 798 pp. Berlin. 
[ W v ] 
S P I N O L A , W E B N . T H . J O S . — C o n t i n u e d . 
(1858 b).—Idem. v. 2, 799-1781 pp., 1 1. Berlin 
[W-v] 
1863 a.—Handbuch der speciellen Pathologie und. 
Therapie für  Thierärzte. 2. vermehrte u. ver-
besserte Aufl. v. 2, 844 pp. Berlin. [Wv] 
S P I N O L A , W E B N . T H . J O S . ; a n d SJÖSTEDT, G . F . 
1868 a.—Husdyrlœgen. Raadgiver for Landman-
den ved Behandlingen af Husdyrenes Syg-
domme Efter . . . og . . . af  Harald Konow. 2 
p. 1 , 103 pp. Bergen. [ W v ] 
S P I B A T O S , S P I B . 
1933 a.—De la myïase oculaire (A propos de 
cinq cas personnels) [English and German 
summaries] <Folia Ophth. Orient, v. 1 (3), 
July-Sept, pp. 311-316. [W-v] 
S P I R E . 1 [ D r . ] 
1899 a.—Notes médicales sur le Haut-Oubangui 
<Ann. Hyg. et Méd. Co lon , v. 2 (3), Juillet-
Sept , pp. 334-345. [W-v] 
SPIBE.* [Dr. Med. Maj. 1. Cl. Troupes Colon.] 
1912 a.—Traitement des ulcères tropicaux par 
l'air chaud <Ann. Méd. et Pharm. Colon, v. 
15, pp. 619-620. [Wm.] 
S P I B E , C H . [Blâmont] 
1874 a.—Efficacité  de l'extrait éthéré de fougère 
mâle dans le traitement du ver solitaire < R e v . 
Méd. Est, v. 1 (11). 1 Juin, pp. 415-416. [Wm.] 
S P I B I D I O N , J . T . [ M . R . C . S . ] 
1936 a.—Schistosomiasis japónica: An account of 
an outbreak <J . Trop. Med. and H y g , Lon-
don, v . 39 (14), July 15, pp. 161-164. [Wv] 
S P I R I G . 
1898 a.—Massenerkrankung von Jungvieh durch 
Strongylus ventricosus <Ber. St. Gallischen 
Naturw. Gesellsch. (1896-97), pp. 289-293. 
[Wv] 
SPIRLAS. [ D r , Athen] 
1903 a.—Ueber Verdauungsvakuolen und ihre 
Beziehungen zu den Foa-Plimmerschen Krebs-
parasiten < München. Med. Wchnschr, v . 50 
(19), 12 Mai, pp. 825-826, 14 figs. [W·, Wm.] 
1903 b.—Idem [Abstract] -CCentralbl. Bakteriol, 
1. Abt., Re f , v. 34 (8-9), 24 D e c , pp. 246-247. 
[Wv Wm.] 
1903 c.—Concerning digestion vacuoles and their 
relation to the Foa-Plimmer carcinoma para-
sites [Abstract of  1903 a] < A m . M e d , v. 6 (21), 
Nov. 21, p. 839. [Wa , W » , W v ] 
SPIRITO, E. J. See Taiana, Jorge Α . ; Orsi, Aldo; and 
Spirito, E. J. 
SPITTEL, R . L. [F. R . С. S , Consult. Surg, Gen. 
Hosp , Colombo] 
1913 a.—The effects  of  emetine on abscess of  the 
liver < J . Ceylon Br. Brit. Med. Ass , v. 10 
(1), Jan.-June, pp. 9-13. [W-v] 
1938 a.—Tropical abscess of  the liver < J . Ceylon 
Br. Brit. Med. Ass , v . 35 (1). Jan , pp. 1 -8 . 
[Wm.] 
S P I T T L E , R . J . 
1947 a.—An unusual breeding-place for  two species 
of Lucilia (Diptera) <Entom. Month. Mag. 
(992), v. 83, 4. s. (85), v. 8, Jan, p. 13. [Wv] 
SPITZ, G. [See also Lignières, Jose; and Spitz, G.] 
1920 a.—Contribution à l'étude des "plaies d'été" 
(habronémose cutanées des équidés) < R e c . 
Méd. V é t , v. 96 (7-9), 15 Avril-15 Mai, pp. 
208-216. [Wv] 
S P I T Z E N G E R G E B . 
1934 a.—Echinococcus der Milz und Echinococcus 
der Leber [Abstract of  report before Wien. 
Röntgengesellsch, 6 Dez. 1933] CKlin. Wchn-
schr, v. 13 (21), 26 Mai, p. 791. [Wv] 
SPITZER, B . B . R . [ D r , Grussbach] 
1892 a.—Oxyuris vermiculares in forensischer  Be-
ziehung <Wien. Med. Wchnschr, v . 42 (1), 
2 Jan , p. 6. [Wm.] 
1892 b.—Vulvo-vaginitis caused by thread-worms 
[Abstract of  1892 a] <Brit . Med. J. (1635), v. 
1, Apr. 30, Epit. Cur. Med. L i t , p. 71. [Wa , 
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S P I T Z E R , F R . See Rosenthal, Felix; and Spitzer, 
Fr. 
S P I T Z E R , H . [ G o u v t . - G e n e e s k . ] 
1941 a .—De mijnworm-bestrijding in Simpsonbaai 
(St. Maarten) Nederlandsch West-Indië [Eng-
lish summary] <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-
Indië, v. 81 (42), Oct. 21, pp. 2255-2258. [W m . ] 
S P I T Z E R , L U D W I G . [Dr., Serotherap. Inst. Wien] 
1905 a.—Ueber Spirochätenbefunde  im syphili-
tischen Gewebe <Wien . Klin. Wchnschr., ν . 
18 (31), 3 Aug., pp. 822-824. [W- . ] 
S P I T Z E R , W A L T E R . [Dr., Sekundarzt Krankenh., 
Trautenau] 
1931 a.—Ueber Bandwurmileus mit sekundärem 
Darm wanddurchbruch < Centralbl. Chir., v . 
58 (31), Aug. 1, pp. 1948-1952. [ W m J 
S P I V A K , C H A R L E S D . [1861- ] [M. D., Clin. 
Prof., Med., Denver, Colorado] 
1903 a.—Uncinarla  americana: an intestinal para-
site; exhibition of  specimens of  the parasite and 
its ova <Denver Med. Times [etc.], v . 22 (12), 
June, pp. 583-590. [ W m . ] 
S P I X . [ D r . ] 
1814 a.—Darstellung des gesammten inneren 
Körperbaues des gemeinen Blutigels (Hirudo 
medicinalis Linné) <Denkschr. K . Akad. 
Wissensch. M.nchen (1813), [v. 4], Cl. Math. u. 
Nat., pp. 183-224, pis. 6 -7 , figs.  1-6 . [W«.] 
1818 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Isis (Oken), (4), pp. 
602-605, fig.  1. [Wv] 
S P I X , J O H A N N E S . 
1811 a.—Geschichte und Beurtheilung aller Sys-
teme in der Zoologie nach ihrer Entwiklungs-
folge  von Aristoteles bis auf  die gegenwärtige 
Zeit. XXvi + 710 pp. Nürnberg. [W·.] 
S P I Z H A R N Y I , I V A N K O N S T A N T I N O V I C H . [Спижанрый, 
Иван Константинович] 
1885 а.—Sluchai echinokokka pecheni, prorvavsh 
v dikhatelnie putì [Russian text] <Lfètop. 
Khirg. Obsh. Moskvie, v. 6 (6), pp. 281-291. 
[ W m . ] 
1886 а . — К voprosu ob operateli ekhinokokka 
pecheni [Operative treatment of Echinococcus 
of  the liver] [Russian text] <Vrach, S.-Peters-
burg, v. 7 (3), 16 Vanvaria, pp. 57-60. [W m . ] 
1893 a.—Семь случаевъ эхинококка печени 
[Seven cases of Echinococcus of  the liver] 
[Russian text] <Khir . Lie top., v. 3 (2), pp. 
222-233. [W'v] 
S P L E N D O R E , A L F O N S O . [Libre Docent Bacteriol., 
Univ. Rome] [See also Lutz, Adolph; and Splen-
dore, Alfonso] 
1907 a.—Breve nota sopra alcuni sarcosporidi di 
uccelli brasiliani < R e v . Soc. Scient. S. Paulo, 
v. 2 (8), Agosto, pp. 115-120, figs. A - D . [W\ 
W«.] 
1907 b.—Contribuiçâo para о estudo das myasis. 
Nota sobre urna nova especie anthropophaga 
e sobre um caso de myasis intestinal observados 
em S. Paulo (Brazil) < R e v . Med. de S. Paulo, 
v. 10 (19), Oct. 15, pp. 398-406, illus. [P«.] 
1908 a.—Un nuovo Protozoa parassita de' conigli 
incontrato nelle lesioni anatomiche d'una malat-
tia che ricorda in molti punti il kala azar dell' 
uomo < R e v . Soc. Scient. S. Paulo, v. 3 (10-12), 
pp. 109-112. [Wv] 
1908 b.—Contribuzione allo studio delle miasi. 
Nuova specie di mosca antropofaga  e caso di 
miasi intestinale verificati  in Sao Paulo (Bra-
sile) <Arch. Parasitol., Paris, v . 12 (2), 10 
Oct., pp. 287-299, figs.  1 -2 . [Wa , W m . ] 
1908 с.—Contribuiçâo para о estudo das myasis. 
Nota sobre urna nova especie anthropophaga e 
sobre um caso de myasis intestinal observado 
em Sao Paulo [Abstract of  report before  6. 
Cong. Brazil. Med. e Cir.] <Brazil-Med., v . 
22 (5), 1 Fev., p. 49. [ W » J 
1909 a.—[Kala-azar] [Abstract of  report read 7 
Set.] < R e v . Soc. Scient. S. Paulo, v. 4, Set . -
Dez., p. 166. [Wv] 
1909 b . — [ U m novo sporozoario] [Abstract of  re-
port read 28 Jan.] < R e v . Soc. Scient. S. Paulo, 
v. 4 (1-3), p. 48. [Wv] 
S P L E N D O R E , A L F O N S O — C o n t i n u e d . 
1909 c.—Sopra un nuovo protozoo parassita de' 
conigli. 2" nota preliminare < R e v . Soc. Scient. 
S. Paulo, v. 4 [(5)], Abril-Agosto, pp. 75-79, 1 
pl., figs. I - V I . [Wv] 
1909 d.—[Toxoplasma cunicidi] [Abstract of  paper 
read 17 Fev. 1910 [1909?]] < R e v . Soc. Scient. 
S. Paulo, v. 4, Set.-Dez., pp. 167-168. [Wv] 
1909 e.—Sur un nouveau protozoaire parasite du 
lapin <Bull . Soc. Path. Exot., v. 2 (8), 13 Oct., 
pp. 462-465. [W·".] 
1910 a.—Tripanosomi di uccelletti e di pesci 
brasiliani < R e v . Soc. Scient. S. Paulo, v. 5, 
Jan-Agosto , pp. 6-13, 4 figs. [Wv] 
1910 b.—Trypanosomes de poissons brésiliens 
<Bull . Soc. Path. Exot., v. 3 (8), 12 Oct., pp. 
521-524, 8 figs.  [Wv] 
1911 a.—Buba-blastomicosi-leishmaniosi. Nota, 
sopra alcune affezioni  framboesiche  osservate 
in Brasile <Arch . Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hyg., v . 
15 (4), Feb., pp. 105-113, pl. 2, figs.  1 -2 . [ W v ] 
1912 a.—Leishmaniosi con localizzazione nelle 
cavità mucose (nouva forma clinica) <Bull . 
Soc. Path. Exot., v . 5 (6), 12 Juin, pp. 411-438, 
pis. 13-14, figs. [Wv] 
1913 a.—Des formes  flagellées  et des gemètes dans 
le Toxoplasma cunicidi <Bull . Soc. Path. Exot., 
v . 6 (5), 14 Mai, pp. 318-323, pl. 6, figs.  1 -2 ; 
note by Laveran, p. 323. [Wv] 
1913 b.—Nuove osservazioni sul Toxoplasma cuni-
cidi <Att i R . Accad. Lincei, Roma. Rendic. 
Cl. Sc. Fis., Mat. e Nat., an. 310, 5. s., v . 22, 1. 
semestre (10), 18 Maggio, pp. 722-727. [Wv] 
1913 с.—Sulla toxoplasmosi dei conigli <Patho-
logica (101), v . 5, 15 Genn., pp. 48-52. [ W v ] 
, 1914 a.—Sur la toxoplasmose du lapin < 1 . Cong. 
Internat. Path. Comp. (Paris, 17-23 Oct. 1912), 
v. 2, Compt. Rend., pp. 279-285. [ W m . ] 
1916 a.—Ancora per la lotta contro le arvicole 
<Att i R . Accad. Lincei, Roma. Rendic. Cl. 
Se. Fis., Mat. e Nat., an. 313, 5. s., v . 25, 2. 
semestre (12), 17 Die., pp. 516-521. [Wv] 
1916 b.—Per la lotta contro le arvicole <Att i 
R . Accad. Lincei, Roma. Rendic. Cl. Se. Fis., 
Mat. e Nat., an 313, 5. s., v . 25, 2. Semestre 
(1), Luglio, pp. 46-49. [Wv] 
1917 a.·—Intorno alle malattie delle arvicole <Bol l . 
Min. Agrie-, Roma, Ser. В, an. 16, v. 1 (1-3) , 
Genn.-Mar., pp. 6-13. [Wv] 
1918 a.—Studi nell' interesse di una lotta biologica 
contro le arvicole <Bol l . Min. Agrie., Roma, 
s. B. an. 17, v. 2 (1-6), July-Dec. , pp. 1-10. 
[Wv] 
1920 a.—Sui parassiti delle arvicole <Ann. Ig., 
v. 30 (8), Agosto, pp. 445-468, pis. 1 -6 ; (9), 
Sett., pp. 560-578, pis. 7 -11 ; (10), Ott., pp. 622-
643, pis. 12-15. [Wv] 
S P L I T T E R , E A R L J . 
1949 a.—Anaplasmosis treatment with Paludrine— 
a case report < J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (865) v. 
114, Apr. pp. 224-225. [Wv] 
1949 b.—Quinoline diphosphate in experimental 
anaplasmosis <Vet . Med., v . 44 (10), Oct., pp. 
418-419, illus. [Wv] 
1950 a.—Eperythrozoon suis η . sp. and Eperyth.ro-
zoon parvum n. sp., two new blood parasites of 
swine <Science (2889) v. I l l , M a y 12, pp. 513-
514. [Wv] 
1950 b.—Neoarsphenamine in acute eperythrozoono-
sis of  swine < J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (884), v . 
117, Nov., pp. 371-373. [Wv] 
1950 c.—Theileria mutans associated with bovine 
anaplasmosis in the United States < J . Am. Vet. 
Med. Ass. (881) v. 117, Aug., pp. 134-135, illus. 
[Wv] 
S P L I T T E R , E A R L J . ; a n d W I L L I A M S O N , R I C H A R D L . 
1950 a.—Eperythrozoonosis in swine. A pre-
liminary report < J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (878) 
v. 116, May , pp. 360-364. [Wv] 
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(1928 a).—Wechselbeziehungen zwischen Fauna, 
Flora, Sauerstoffgehalt,  Fischnahrung und Para-
sitenbefall  der Friedfische  in der Saale auf  der 
Strecke von Saalfeld  bis Jena. Math.-Natur-
wiss. Diss. (Jena). 71 pp. Pössneck, (Gschwind). 
[WM 
S P Ô R I N G , H . D .^ 
1747 a.—Berättelse om en Qvinna, hos hvilken et 
stycke af Binnike Masken kommit utur en 
bålde i liumskan < K . Svenska Vetensk.-Acad. 
Handl., Stockholm, v. 8, Apr.-Junius, pp. 103-
112. [W-=.] 
1753 a.—Bericht von einer Frau, bei der ein Stücke 
Bandwurm durch ein Geschwüre im Unterleibe 
gegangen ist < K . Schwed. Akad. Wissensch. 
Abhandl. (1747), v. 9, Apr.-Brachm., pp. 117-
127, pl. 5, figs. a-c . [W0.] 
1775 a.—Berigt van eene vrouw, welke een stuk 
van eenen lindworm door eene vorzweering in 
den buik is kioyt geraakt [Transi, of  1753 a] 
<Geneesk. Verhandel. K. Sweed. Acad. (San-
difort),  v. 1, pp. 164-175. [W">.] 
S P Ö R R I , H . [Oberasst., Vet.-Path. Inst. Univ. Zü-
rich] 
1938 a.—Trichomoniasis der Tauben <Schweiz. 
Arch. Tierh., v. 80 (4), Apr., pp. 160-168, illus. 
[ W M 
SPOLVERINI, L. [Ist. Clin. Pediat. R. Univ. Cagliari] 
1922 a.—Sulla dissenteria amebica infantile 
<Pediatria, Napoli, v. 30 (1), 1 Genn., pp. 1-11. 
[ W - M 
S P O O , P E T E R H E I N R I C H . [ 1 8 7 5 - ] 
1909 a.—Zur Statistik der Echinokokkenkrankheit 
in Vorpommern. (Casuistik von 47 aus Vor-
pommern stammenden Echinokokkusfällen) . 
Inaug.-Diss. (Greifswald). 30 pp. Greifswald. 
[Wm.] 
S P O O F , A X E L R E I N H O L D . [ 1 8 4 5 - ] 
1894 a.—Urethran kautta ulostullot Bothrioceph· 
alus latus <Duodecim, v. 10 (8-9), pp. 136-138. 
[Wm.] 
(1895 a).—Idem [continued] Clbidem, v. 11 (10), 
p. 166. 
1896 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Schmidt's Jahrb., v. 
251 (3), p. 242. [Wm.] 
S P O O N , W . [ I r . ] 
1934 a.—Belangstelling in Europa voor derriswor-
tel als insecticide <Ber. (85) Afd.  Handelsmus. 
K. Ver. Kolon. Inst., Amsterdam, 10 pp. [WM 
1935 a.—Derrispoeder tegen de runderhorzel en 
tegen ongedierte bij hond en kat <Tijdschr. 
Diergeneesk., v. 62 (10), 15 Mei, pp. 533-539. 
[W».] 
1935 b.—Derrispoeder tegen de runderhorzel en 
tegen ongedierte bij hond en kat [German sum-
mary] <Nederl.-Ind. Blad. Diergeneesk., v. 47 
(1), Feb., pp. 23-31. [WM 
1935 c.—Derrispoeder tegen de runderhorzel en 
tegen ongedierte bij hond en kat [Derris dust 
against Hypoderma and against vermin on dog 
and cat] Clndische Mercuur, v. 58 (16), Apr. 
17, pp. 225-226, illus. [W».] 
1935 d.—Bestrijding van de karwijmot door stui-
ven met· derrispoeder <Ber. (94) Afd. Handels-
mus. K. Ver. Kolon. Inst., Amsterdam. 8 pp., 
illus. [WM 
1935 e.—Be waren van derriswortel en derrispoeder 
<Ber. Afd.  Handelsmus. Kolon. Inst., Amster-
dam (90), 12 pp., illus. pis. [WM 
1937 a.—Derriswortel als handelsproduct Cln-
dische Mercuur, v. 60 (49), Dec. 8, p. 763. [WM 
1937 b.—Voorwaarden door den gebruiker aan 
derrispoeder en derrisstuifmengsel  te stellen 
<Indische Mercuur, v. 60 (32), Aug. 11, pp. 
503-504, illus. [WM 
1937 c.—Zuiverheid van derrispreparaten Cln-
dische Mercuur, v. 60 (21), May 26, p. 307. 
[ W M 
SPOON, W . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1940 a.—Derrispoeder en de bestrijding van ecto-
parasieten bij de huisdieren en den mensch 
[French, German and English summaries] 
<Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 84 (33), Aug. 
17, pp. 3139-3144. [ f f - . ] 
1940 b.—Kwaliteitsomschrijving van derrispoeder 
(Berichten van de Afdeeling  Handelsmuseum 
van de Kon. Ver. "Koloniaal Institut" (148)) 
<Indische Mercuur (3051), v. 63 (19), May 8, 
pp. 203-204. [WM 
S P O O N , W . ; a n d V A N DER L A A N , P . A . 
1935 a.—De beteekenis van het rotenongehalte 
bij de beoordeeling van Derriswortel < Indische 
Mercuur, v. 59 (41), Oct. 9, pp. 625-627. [WM 
S P O O N , W . ; V A N D E R L A A N , P . Α . ; S M U L D E R S , C L É M -
E N C E M . L . ; a n d D I A K O N O F F , Α . 
1937 a.—Het verschil in werkzaamheid van derrisen 
en lonchocarpuswortel en de onderscheiding 
van hun wortelpoeders [The difference  in activ-
ity between derris root and lonchocarpus root] 
Clndische Mercuur, v. 60 (18), May 5, pp. 
259-261; (19), May 12, pp. 275-276, illus. [WM 
1937 b.—Het verschil in werkzaamheid van der-
risen lonchocarpuswortel en de onderscheiding 
van hun wortelpoeders (The difference  in activ-
ity between derris root and lonchocarpus root) 
[English summary] <Ber. (110), Afd. Handels-
mus. K. Ver. Kolon. Inst., Amsterdam, 26 pp., 
pis. [W».] 
S P O O N , W . ; a n d R o w A A N , P . A . 
1933 a.—Grondstoffen  voor het insecticide rotenon 
in Ned. Oost- en West-Indië <Ber. (79) Afd. 
Handelsmus. K. Ver. Kolon. Inst., Amsterdam, 
17 pp., illus. [WM 
S P O O N E R , E . A . [ D r . ] 
1873 a.—Specimens of  Tœnia nana <Am. J. Med. 
Sc., n. s. (129), v. 65, Jan., p. 136. [ f f - ,  WM 
1873 b— Idem <Tr . Coll. Phys., Philadelphia, 
n. s., v. 4 (9), p. 416. [W- . ] 
S P O O N E R , W . В . [ M . R . С . V . S . ] 
1869 a.—Parasitic^ disease—the Strongulus [sic] 
armatus <Veterinarian, London (498), v. 42, 
4. s. (174), v. 15, June, pp. 404-405. [Wr», W . ] 
1869 b.—Grosse Mengen von dem bewaffneten 
Palissadenwurm (Strongylus armatus) [Abstract 
of  1869 a] <Repert. Thierh., v. 30, pp. 356-357. 
[W®.] 
1876 a.—Note on parasites from the horse <Veteri-
narian, London (588), v. 49, 4. s. (264), v. 22, 
Dec., p. 845; note by editors, p. 845. [W*, ff"·] 
S P O O N E R , W I L L I A M C H A R L E S . [ 1 8 0 9 - 1 8 8 5 ] [ M . R . 
С. V. S] [See also Youatt, William, 1882 a] 
1844 a.—The history, structure, economy, and 
diseases of  the sheep. In three parts. Illus-
trated with fine  engravings from drawings by 
W. Harvey. 463 pp., 14 figs.  London. [W m . ] 
1888 a.—Idem 5. ed. 322 pp., figs.  London. [WM 
S P O T A , B E N J A M I N B . [ D O C . Libre Clin. Neurol., Jefe 
Clin. Med. Legista, Serv. Neurol. Prof.  Mariano 
Aluiralde]; and A L U R R A L D E , A M A D E O J. 
1938 a.—Sindrome de "cola de caballo" e hida-
tidosis múltiple <Semana Med. (2305), v. 45 
(11), Mar. 17, pp. 607-609. [Wm.] 
S P O T O , P O M P E O . [Dott., Osp. Civ. e Penfratelli, 
Palermo] 
1932 a.—Sindrome tossica da Ascaris lumbricoides 
in soggetto malarico [French, English and Ger-
man summaries] <Riv . San. Siciliana, v. 20 
(6), Mar. 15, pp. 401-406, 409-411. [P«.] 
S P O T T A , K A R L A . 
1853 a.—Cizopasníci òlovéòi <Ziva (7), pp. 200-
205, figs.  1-6. [PabM 
S P R A F K E , H A N S . [Dr., Abt. Stadtkrankenh. Zscho-
pauer Strasse in Chemnitz] 
1929 a.—Ueber einen Fall von Scabies norvegica 
<Dermat. Wchnschr., v. 89 (28), July 13, pp. 
1021-1028, illus. [Wm.] 
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S P R A G U E , V I C T O R . [Univ. Illinois, Urbana] [See 
also Kudo, Richard Roksabro; and Sprague, 
Victor] 
1940 a.—Observations on Coelosporidium peri-
planetae with special reference  to the develop-
ment of  the spore < T r . Am. Micr. Soc., v. 59 
(4), Oct., pp. 460-474, illus., pl. [W·.] 
1940 b.—Studies on Gregarina blattarum with par-
ticular reference  to the chromosome cycle 
[Program 16. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., 
Philadelphia, Dec. 30, 1940-Jan. 1, 1941] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 26 (6), Dec., suppl., pp. 26-27. 
[W*.] 
1941 a.—Studies on Gregarina blattarum, with par-
ticular reference  to the chromosome cycle < Illi-
nois Biol. Monogr., v. 18 (2), 57 pp., pis. [Wa.] 
1949 a.—Species of  Nematopsis in Ostrea virginica 
[Program and Abstr. 24. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., New York, Dec. 27-29] <J . Parasi-
tol., v. 35 (6), sect. 2, Dec., p. 42. [W·.] 
1950 a.—Thdohania  cambari n. sp., a microspori-
dian parasite of  North American crayfish  [Pro-
gram and Abstr. 25. Ann. Meet.., Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 27-29] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 36 (6), Sect. 2, Dec., p. 46. [W».] 
S P R A G U E , V I C T O R ; a n d R A M S E Y , J U A N I T A . 
1941 a.—A preliminary note on Plistophora kudoi 
n. sp., a microsporidian parasite of  the cockroach 
[Abstract of  report before  Am. Soc. Zool., Dallas, 
Dec. 29-31] <Anat. Ree., v. 81 (4), Dec. 26, 
Suppl., pp. 132-133. [W»J 
1942 a.—Further observations on Plistophora 
kudoi, a microsporidian of  the cockroach < J . 
Parasitol., v. 28 (5), Oct., pp. 399-406, pi. 
[W·.] 
SPRATTLING. Se« Price; and Sprattling. 
SPRAWSON, C . A . [Lieut. , I . M . S.] 
1901 a.—Larvicidal reagents [Letter to editor 
dated Oct. 26] Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 36, Dec., 
p. 477. [W". ] 
1906 a.—Leishman-Donovan infection  in the U. P. 
[Letter to editor dated June] <Ibidem, v. 41 
(8), Aug., p. 343. [Wm.] 
1919 a.—Kala-azar in Mesopotamia and its incu-
bation period <Brit . Med. J. (3073), v. 2, Nov. 
22, pp. 667-668. [W».] 
SPREHN, C . S. [Ankara] 
1936 a.—Ueber die Bekämpfung  des kleinen Leber-
egels Dicrocoelium lanceatum mit dreiwertigen 
Antimonpräparaten. Vorläufige  Mitteilung <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (36), Sept. 4, p. 584. 
[W».] 
S P R E H N , C U R T E R I C H W I L L Y . [1892- ] [Prof. 
Dr., Direktor Parasitol. Inst., Ankara] [For 
port, see Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, ν . 4 (8), Aug. 21, 
1928, p. 170] [W».] [See also Bittner, Heinrich; 
and Sprehn, Curt Erich Willy; and Hanson, K. 
В., 1933 b; and Miessner, Hermann; and Sprehn, 
Curt Erich Willy; and Nöller, Wilhelm; and 
Sprehn, Curt Erich Willy] 
1922 a.—Heilung eines mit Sarkoptesräude ver-
seuchten Pferdebestandes  mit Sulfoliquid  R . 
<Berl . Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 38 (44), 2 Nov., 
p. 504. [W».] 
1923 a.—Ueber die Häufigkeit  der Rüsselinfektion 
mit Trypanosomen bei Schaflausfliegen  unter 
natürlichen Verhältnissen. Inaug.-Diss. (Ber-
lin). 15 pp. Hamburg. [Wa.] 
1925 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Dochmiasis der Rinder 
<Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 41 (31), 31 
Juli, pp. 485-486, figs, l a -2 (3 figs.). [W·.] 
1925 b.—Einiges zur Leberegelseuche. 1. Helmin-
thologische Bemerkungen zur Distomatose 
<München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 76 (47), 
24 Nov., pp. 1021-1026; (48), 1 Dez., pp. 1051-
1053. [W».] 
1926 a.—Ankylostomiasis <Tierheilk. u. Tier-
zucht (Stang u. Wirth) v. 1, Lief. 3, pp. 450-
467, figs.  297-304. [W".] 
1927 a.—Echinostomiden bei Tauben < Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 35 (28), 9 Juli, pp. 451-
455, figs.  1-3 . [W·.] 
S P R E H N , C U R T E R I C H W I L L Y — C o n t i n u e d . 
1927 b.—Einige Bemerkungen über die Tricho-
cephalen der Wiederkäuer <Zool . Anz., Leip-
zig, v. 70 (3-6), 20 Feb., pp. 83-93, figs.  1-7. 
[W«.] 
1927 е.—Einige wichtige Helminthen-Erkrankun-
gen der Pelztiere und ihre Bekämpfung  (Arbeiten 
der Reichs-Zentrale für  Pelztier- und Rauch-
waren-Forschung, Nr. 5) < Pelztierzucht, Leip-
zig, v. 3 (8), Aug. 22, pp. 164-169. [Wa.] 
1927 d.—Einige wichtige Helminthen-Erkrankun-
gen der Pelztiere und ihre Bekämpfung  <Arb . 
Reichs-Zentrale Pelztier- u. Rauchwaren-Forsch. 
(5), pp. 1-11. [W».] 
1927 e.—Nematoden in Säugetieren < Ztschr. 
Säugetierk., v. 2 (1), 15 Okt., pp. 38-67. [W».] 
1928 a.—Bericht Nr. 1. (In  Untersuchungen an 
Pelztierkadavern, Berichterstattung auf  Anre-
gung der Reichs-Zentrale für  Pelztier- und 
Rauchwaren-Forschung, Leipzig) < Pelztier-
zucht, Leipzig, v. 4 (1), 12 Jan., pp. 18-19. [W».] 
1928 b.—Bericht über im Jahre 1927 durchgeführte 
Versuche zur Bekämpfung  der Invasionskrank-
heiten der Pelztiere (In  Tätigkeitsbericht für 
die Jahre 1926 und 1927, Reichs-Zentrale für 
Pelztier- und Rauchwaren—Forschung, pp. 
33-37.) [Lib. Hall] 
1928 с.—Diplogaster lirata (Schneider, 1866) Oerley, 
1885, ein freilebender  Nematode im Urin eines 
Mannes <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., 
v. 108 (5-6), 21 Aug., pp. 310-313, figs.  1-2. 
[W».] 
1928 d.—Endoparasiten und die durch sie hervor-
gerufenen  Erkrankungen bei Pelztieren < Vor-
träge Reichs-Zentrale Pelztier- u. Rauchwaren-
Forsch. (2), pp. 1-23, figs.  1-18. [Wa.] 
1928 e.—Identifizierung  und systematische Stellung 
einiger Nematodenarten <Verhandl. Deutsch. 
Zool. Gesellsch. (32. Jahresversamml., München, 
29-31 Mai), pp. 127-132. (Zool. Anz., 3. 
Suppl.-Bd.) [W«.] 
1928 f. —Pentastomida (Linguatulida), Zungen-
würmer < Tierwelt Deutschlands (Dahl), 8. 
Teil, pp. 84-94, figs.  1-8. [Wa.] 
1928 g.—Systematik und Bestimmungsschlüssel 
der Nematoden des Schafes < Ztschr. Infek-
tionskr. Haustiere, v. 33 (1-3), 12 Mai, pp. 193-
218, figs.  1-15. [Wa.] 
1928 h.—Ueber die Magentrichostrongylose der 
Schafe < Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 36 
(19), 12 Mai, pp. 339-341, figs.  1-7 . [Wa .] 
1928 i.—Die wichtigsten tierischen Parasiten 
unserer Pelztiere < Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr-, v. 36 (46), 17 Nov., pp. 763-767. [Wv] 
1928 j .—Die wichtigsten tierischen Parasiten un-
serer Pelztiere [Abstract of  report to 90. Ver-
samml. Deutscher Naturforsch,  und Aerzte, 
Hamburg] <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 44 
(48), 30 Nov., pp. 818-819. [W».] 
1929 a.—Allgemeine Ergebnisse aus 3jähr. Forsch-
ungsarbeit über die Krankheiten deutscher 
Edelpelztiere < Deutsche Pelztierzüchter, Mün-
chen (19), 15 Nov., pp. 587-593; (20), 1 Dez., 
pp. 622-626. [W».] 
1929 b.—Krankheiten der Gehege- und Stall-
pelztiere im Dezember < Pelztierzucht, Leip-
zig, v. 5 (12), 11 Dez., pp. 240-241. [W«.] 
1929 c.—Nematoden CTierheilk. u. Tierzucht 
(Stang u. Wirth), Lief. 33, v. 7, pp. 378-383. 
[W».] 
1929 d.—Eine neue Ascaride, Ophidascaris arndti 
n. sp., aus einer südamerikanischen Schlange 
<Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 83 (11-12), 25 Juli, 
pp. 280-282, figs.  1-2. [W».] 
1929 е.—Pelztier und Wildkrankheiten im Juni 
<Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, v. 5 (6), 4 Juni, pp. 
113-114. [W8 . ] 
1929 f.—Ueber  die Verbreitung der Lungenwürmer 
der Silberfüchse  und ihre Bekämpfung  durch 
vorbeugende Massnahmen < Deutsche Pelztier-
züchter, München (8), 1 Juni, pp. 227-229, 
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1929 g.—Ueber Krankheiten des Nerzes < Deutsche 
Pelztierzüchter, München (6), 1 Mai, pp. 172-
173, 1 fig. [Wv] 
1930 a.—Bekämpfung  der Flohplage. (In his 
Krankheiten der Pelztiere) < Pelztierzucht, 
Leipzig, v. 6 (9), 1 Sept., p. 193. [Wv] 
1930 b.—Болевни пушных вверей [Diseases of 
wild fur  bearing animals] [Russian text] <Soffiz-
pushnina (1), Oct. 15, pp. 22-23; (3), Nov. 15, 
pp. 20-22; (4), Nov. 30, pp. 14-18, pl., illus. 
[W'.] 
1930 c.—[Kotproben von Silverfüchsen]. (In  his 
Krankheiten der Pelztiere) < Pelztierzucht, Leip-
zig, v. 6 (7), 3 Juli, p. 145. [W».] 
1930 d.—[Kotprobenbefunde].  (In his Krank-
heiten der Pelztiere) < Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, v. 6 
(9), 1. Sept., p . 189. [Wv] 
1930 e.—Krankheiten der Pelztiere <Pelztierzucht, 
Leipzig, v . 6 (4), 5 A p r , pp. 80-81. [Wv] 
[1930 f]. —Microcotyle  baumi n. sp. als gefährlicher 
Kiemenparasit bei Seefischen  im Aquarium. (In 
Baum-Festschr., Hannover, 25 Dez. 1929, pp. 
353-360, figs.  1-5) . [Wv] 
1930 g.—[Parasiten]. (In his Krankheiten der Pelz-
tiere) < Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, v . 6 (6), 7 Juni, 
pp. 120-121. [Wv] 
1930 h.—Die Parasiten der Nutria. (In his Krank-
heiten der Pelztiere) < Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, v. 
6 (6), 7 Juni, pp. 121-122. [Wv] 
1930 i.—Die praktisch wichtigen Darmhelminthen 
des Hundes. Diagnose und Therapie mit einem 
neuen Anthelminthikum der Chemischen Fabrik 
Marienfelde < Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 
38 (39) 27 Sept , pp. 614-618, figs.  1-6 . [Wv] 
1930 j.—Sektionsergebnisse bei Silber- und Blau-
füchsen,  Nerzen, Katzen, Waschbären, Nutria, 
Kaninchen. Kotprobenbefunde.  Kotuntersuch-
ungen und ihre Vereinfachung  durch den ab-
geänderten "Seibert-Promi." (In his Krank-
heiten der Pelztiere) < Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, v. 
6 (12), 12 D e z , pp. 252-254, figs.  1-5. [Wv] 
1930 к.—Sektionsergebnisse bei Silber- und Blau-
füchsen,  Nerzen, Edelmardern, Waschbären, 
Nutria und Katzen, Kotprobenbefunde.  "Vis-
kojod" als Hilfsmittel  bei der Bekämpfung  der 
Lungen- und Spulwurminvasion. (In his Krank-
heiten der Pelztiere) < Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, v. 
6 (11), 7 N o v , pp. 234-235. [Wv] 
1930 I.—Sektionsergebnisse bei Silber- und Rot -
fuchs,  Nerz, Nutria, Waschbär, Kaninchen. 
Kotprobenbefunde.  (In his Krankheiten der 
Pelztiere) <Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, v. 6 (9), 1 
Sept., p. 189. [Wv] 
1930 m.—Sektionsergebnisse bei Silber- und Blau-
fuchs.  Nerz, Steinmarder, Nutria, Katze, Kanin-
chen, persische Gazelle. Kotprobenbefunde. 
Nutria-Freilandzuchten und Leberegelgefahr. 
(In his Krankheiten der Pelztiere) < Pelztier-
zucht, Leipzig, v. 6 (8), 8 A u g , pp. 167-168. 
[Wv] 
1930 n.—Sektionsergebnisse bei Silberfüchsen,  Ner-
zen, Nutria, Kaninchen, Kotprobenbefunde. 
(In his Krankheiten der Pelztiere) <Pelztier-
zucht, Leipzig, v . 6 (10), 9 Okt., pp. 214-215. 
[Wv] 
1930 o.—Ueber die Bekämpfung  der Darmwürmer 
bei Silber- und Blaufüchsen.  (In his Krank-
heiten- der Pelztiere) < Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, v. 
6 (7), 3 Juli, pp. 145-146. [Wv] 
1930 p.—Ueber die Krankheiten deutscher Pelz-
tiere auf  Grund eigener Untersuchungen im Jahre 
1929 <Mit t . Reichs-Zentrale Pelztier-u. Rauch-
waren-Forschung, v. 2 (2), 31 Mai, pp. 61-69. 
[Wv] 
1930 q.—Ueber die Uebertragung parasitärer 
Krankheiten durch das Futter. (In his Krank-
heiten der Pelztiere) < Pelztierzucht, Leipzig, v. 
6 (9), 1 Sept , pp. 189-193, figs.  1-10. [Wv] 
S P R E H N , C U R T E R I C H W I L L Y — C o n t i n u e d . 
1930 r.—Wichtige Endoparasiten des deutschen 
Hausgeflügels  <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 46 
(40), 3 Okt., pp. 765-774, figs.  1-8. (Festschr. 
Vet.-Med. Fak. Univ. Leipzig 1780-1930) [Wv] 
1930 s.—-Wichtige Helminthen einiger Labora-
toriums-Tiere. Nematoda, Trematoda, Ces-
toda, Acanthocephala, Linguatulida. (In Junk, 
W. Tabulae biologicae. Supplement II ( = Band 
VI) . Zoologie. Berlin, pp. 244-276.) [Wv] 
1930 t.—Wirbellose als Ueberträger von Haustier-
krankheiten [Abstract of  report read 10 Sept.] 
(In 91. Versamml. Gesellsch. Deutsch. Naturf.  u. 
Aerzte, Königsberg i. P r , 7-11 Sept.) CKlin. 
Wchnschr, v. 9 (48), 29 N o v , Beilage, pp. 1057-
1058. [Wv] 
1930 u.—Wirbellose als Ueberträger von Haustier-
krankheiten <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 46 
(49), 5 D e z , pp. 945-950. [Wv] 
1930 v.—Pelztierkrankheiten < Pelztierzucht, Leip-
zig, v. 6 (8), Aug. 8, pp. 171-172. [By-1 
(1930 w).—Allgemeine Ergebnisse aus dreijähriger 
Forschungsarbeit über die Krankheiten deutscher 
Edelpelztiere [Concluded] < Deutsche Pelztier-
züchter, München, pp. 3 -5 . 
(1930 χ).—Pelztierkrankheiten und Farmhygiene 
< Landwirtsch. Pelztierzucht, ν . 1, pp. 49-53. 
(1930 у).—[Ueber die durch innere tierische 
Schmarotzer (Zooparasiten) hervorgerufenen 
Krankheiten beim Huhn] <Geflügelfarmer (10), 
p. 347. 
1931 a.—Ascaridia lineala (Schneider, 1866), der 
häufigste  Spulwurm der Hühner. (Eine Erwid-
erung auf  vorstehende Arbeit des Herrn Otte, 
Mitau) <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 47 (15), 
10 A p r , pp. 229-230. [Wv] 
1931 b.—Befunde  an Untersuchungsmaterial aus · 
Pelztierfarmen  aus dem Jahre 1930 <Deutsche 
Pelztierzüchter, München (12), 15 Juni, pp. 323-
325, 1 fig. [Wv] 
1931 с.—Kurze Mitteilung über die anthelmin-
thische Wirkung des Mittels "Carvasept" <Tier-
ärztl. Rundschau, v. 37 (5), 1 F e b , pp. 77-78. 
[Wv] 
1931 d.—Die parasitären Aufzuchtkrankheiten  bei 
Pelztieren und ihre Bekämpfung < Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 39 (49), 5 D e z , pp. 756-
758. [Wv] 
1931 е.-—Parasiten und parasitäre Krankheiten 
beim Kaninchen. (In  Verhandlungen des 1. In-
ternationalen Kaninchenzüchter-Kongresses, 
Leipzig, 1930) <Ztschr. Pelztier- u. Rauch-
warenk, v. 3, 1 Sept , pp. 218-242, figs.  1-12. 
[Wv] 
1931 f.· —-Ueber die Magen-Darmtrichostrongylose 
der Schafe  und ihre Bekämpfung.  Vorläufige 
Mitteilung <Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v . 
39 (39), 26 Sept , pp. 615-616. [Wv] 
1932 a.—Antrittsvorlesung von Prof.  Dr. Med. Vet. 
Curt Sprehn. Veterinär-medizinische Fakultät 
der Universität Leipzig [Die Helminthen der 
Tiere und ihre Beziehungen zum Menschen] [Ab-
stract] <Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 40 
(28), 9 Juli, p. 443. [Wv] 
1932 b.—Diagnose und Behandlung der häufigsten 
Pelztierkrankheiten CTierärztl. Rundschau, v. 
38 (23), 5 Juni. pp. 389-392, figs.  1 -5 ; (24), 12 
Juni, pp. 407-411, figs.  6-10. [Wv] 
1932 с.—Lehrbuch der Helminthologie. Eine 
Naturgeschichte der in deutschen Säugetieren 
und Vögeln schmarotzenden Würmer, unter 
besonderer Berücksichtingung der Helminthen 
des Menschen, der Haustiere und wichtigsten 
Nutztiere. 998 pp., figs.  1-374. Berlin. [Wv] 
1932 d.—Diseases of  new-born fur-bearing  animals 
—Abstracts from an address. (Translated by F. 
Volkmar) < A m . Fur Breeder, v. 4 (8), F e b , p. 
25. [WV] 
1932 e.—Einige wichtige Herbstkrankheiten des 
Geflügels < Geflügelfarmen  v. 4 (9), 15 Sept , pp. 
189-191, 6 figs.  [W·.] 
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1932 f. —[Die Helminthender Tiere und ihre Bezie-
hung zum Menschen] [Abstract of "Antrit-
tsvorlesung", Vet.-med. Fak. Univ. Leipzig, 30 
Juni] < München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 83 
(39), 28 Sept., p. 468. [W».] 
1932 g.—Hygienische Massnahmen zur Ver-
hinderung parasitärer Pelztier-Krankheiten 
<Landwirtsch. Pelztierzucht, v. 3 (5), May 15, 
p. 78. [Wv] 
1932 h.—Hygienische Massnahmen zur Ver-
hinderung parasitärer Krankheiten der Pelztiere 
<Ztschr. Pelztier- u. Rauchwarenk., v. 4 (1), 
1 März, pp. 29-37. [Wv] 
1932 i.—Om parasittaere revesykdommer og deres 
bekjempelse <Norsk Vet.-Tidsskr., v . 44 (2), 
Feb., pp. 42-48; (4), Apr., pp. 142-150. [Wv] 
1932 j.—'Ueber die Krankheiten des Angorakanin-
chens. (In  Tänzer, Ernst. Das Angorakanin-
chen. Hannover, pp. 126-151, figs.  42-53.) 
[Wv] 
1932 к.—Ueber Krankheiten der ersteiv Lebensmon-
ate bei den Pelztieren auf  Grund eigener 
Erfahrungen  <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 48 
(13), 25 März, pp. 193-196. [Wv] 
1932 1.—Zur Spulwurmkrankheit der Füchse 
<Landwirtsch. Pelztierzucht, v . 3 (8), 15 Aug., 
p. 126. [Wv] 
1932 m.—Ueber einige von Dr. Eisentraut in Boli-
vien gesammelte Nematoden <Zool . Anz., Leip-
zig, v . 100 (11-12), 15 Nov., pp. 273-284, figs. 
1-7 . [Wv] 
1932 η .—Zur Spulwurmkrankheit der Füchse 
<Ztschr. Pelztier- u. Rauchwarenk., v. 4 (1), 
1 März, pp. 64-71. [Wv] 
1932 o.—Die Bekämpfung  der Geflügelkokzidiose 
durch hygienische und vorbeugende Massnah-
men <Deutsche. Landwirtsch. Geflügel-Ztg.,  v. 
35 (33), May 12, pp. 645-647, illus. [Wv] 
1933 a.—Hebung der Wirtschaftlichkeit  der Klein-
tierzucht durch Bekämpfung  der tierischen Para-
siten < Kleintier u. Pelztier, v. 9 (5), 18 Mai, pp. 
61-62. [Wv] 
1933 b.—Trematoda <Tierwelt Nord- u. Ostsee 
(Grimpe u. Wagler), Lief. 24, Teil IV. с 1, pp. 
IV. с 1-IV с 60, figs.  1-20. [Issued Apr.] [Wv] 
1934 a.—Cestoidea CTierwelt Nord- u. Ostsee 
(Grimpe u. Wagler), Lief. 26, Teil IV. с 2, pp. 
IV. c 61-IV с 91, figs.  1-21. [Signature date on 
p. 91: Jan. 1934] [Wv] 
[1934 b].—Die Rundwürmer des Fuchses (Spul-
und Hakenwürmer). 11 pp., illus. [Berlin-
Marienfelde.  (Chemische Fabrik Marienfelde 
G. m. b. H.)] [Wv] 
1935 a.—Parasiten der Wirbeltiere des Glatzer 
Schneeberges. I. Helminthen aus Kleinsäugern 
und Amphibien vom Glatzer Schneeberg CBeitr. 
Biol. Glatzer Schneeberges (F. Pax), Heft 1, Jan. 
12, pp. 82-86, figs.  30-34. [Wv] 
1935 b.—Türkiyede iktisadi ehemmiyete malik 
paraziter hastaliklari (Ueber wirtschaftlich  wich-
tige parasitäre Krankheiten in der Türkei) 
[Turkish and German text] „ < T . C. Ankara Yük-
sek Ziraat Enst., Çiftçiye Ogütler (6), 14 + 13 
pp., pis. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Pelztierkrankheiten. I. Invasionskrank-
heiten <Tierheilk. u. Tierzucht (Stand u. Wirth), 
Ergänzungsband, Lief. 55, pp. 503-522, illus. 
[Wv] 
1937 a.—Ein Beitrag zur praktischen Helmintholo-
gie im Dienste der Silberfuchszucht [Russian 
summary] <Rabot . Gel'mint. (Skrjabin), pp. 
673-680. [Wv] 
1942 a.—Ein neuer Acanthocephale aus der Amsel 
<Berl. u. München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (23-
24), June 12, p. 193, illus. [ Y a m . ] [Also photo-
stat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S P R E H N , C U R T E R I C H W I L L Y ; a n d A L B R E C H T , O . 
1931 a.—Kurze Mitteilung über einige Sektion-
sergebnisse aus der Pelztierpraxis < Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 39 (32), 8 Aug., pp. 499-
502, figs.  1 -4 . [Wv] 
S P B E H N , C U R T E R I C H W I L L Y ; a n d C R A M E R , J . 
1931 a.—Das Darmcoccid Lucetina canivdocis 
(Weidmann, 1915) in Silberfüchsen  <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 47 (17), 24 Apr., pp. 261-
263, figs.  1-5. [Wv] 
S P R E H N , C U R T E R I C H W I L L Y ; a n d M A S K A R , M E H M E D 
XJVEIS. 
[1937 a].—Brachylämiden als Ursache hämorrhagis-
cher Blinddarmentzündung bei Hühnern <Wis -
sensch. Ber. 6. Weltgeflügelkong.  (Berlin und 
Leipzig, July 24-Aug. 2, 1936), v. 2, pp. 169-172; 
English, French, Italian and Spanish summaries, 
v. 3, pp. 440-441. [Wv] 
SPREHN, G . [Erbshausen] 
1948 a.—Therapie einiger zooparasitären Erkrank-
ungen [Abstract of  report before Ver. Deut. 
Hyg. u. Mikrobiol., Stuttgart, Aug. 25-27] 
<Deutsche Gesundheitswesen, v. 3 (22), Nov. 
15, p. 709. [W». ] 
S P R E N C H E R , A N T O N I O . 
1948 а.—О dixantogenio no tratamento da sarna 
<Arq . Biol., S. Paulo (287), v. 32, Sept.-Oct., 
pp. 109-111. [Wm.] 
S P R E N G E L , С . 
(1840 a).—Storia prammatica della medicina con le 
aggiunte di Fr. Freschi. Firenze. 
S P R E N G E L , K U R T . [ D r . ] 
1802 a.—Der Milchsaft  der Jesuiter-Melone (Carica 
papaya Linn.) ein fast  untrügliches Mittel gegen 
Spul- und Bandwürmer <Med.-Chir. Ztg., v. 
1 (19), 8 März, pp. 353-355. [Wm.] 
1807 a—Handbuch der Pathologie. 2. Theil: 
Fieber-Entzündungen. 3. gänzlich umgear-
beitete Aufl. 528 pp. Leipzig. [ W m . ] 
SPRENGEL, L . [Dr . , W ü r z b u r g ] 
1931 a.—Zu der Frage über die "Wirtspflanzen  der 
Nematode Tylenchus  hordei Sch0yen" [See 
Kemner, Ν . Α., 1930 a] <Anz. Schädlingsk., v. 7 
(1), Jan. 15, p. 11. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Gegenwärtiger Stand der Kenntnisse 
über Pyrethrum als Insektengift  <Anz. Schäd-
lingsk., v. 10 (1), Jan. 15, pp. 1 -7 ; (2), Feb. 15, 
pp. 14-21; (10), Oct. 15, pp. 111-117. [Wv] 
S P R E N G E R . 
(1926 a).—Kranker Kitzbock <Deutsche Jäger-
Ztg., v. 86 (8), p. 128. 
[1927 a].—Idem [Abstract] < Jahrb. Jagdk. (1926), 
v . 8, p. 36. [Wv] 
S P R E N G L E R . [ D r . ] 
1864 a.—Bericht über die Leistungen im Gebiete 
der operativen Chirurgie, Verband- und Instru-
mentenlehre <Jahresb. Fortschr. Ges. Med., 
Erlangen, v . 5, pp. 179-236. [Wm.] 
S P B E N T , J O H N F R E D E R I C K A D R I A N . [1915- ] 
[Ph. D., M . R . C. V. S., Ontario Research Found-
ation, Toronto] 
1946 a.—Critical anthelmintic tests in cattle <Vet . 
J., v. 102 (4), Apr., pp. 83-87. [Wv] 
1946 b.—Some observations on a disease of  zebu 
cattle associated with infestation  by the hook-
worm, Bunostomum phlebotomum < J . Comp. 
Path, and Therap., v. 56 (3), July, pp. 149-159, 
illus. [Wv] 
1946 c.—Some observations on the bionomics of 
Bunostomum phlebotomum, a hookworm of  cattle 
<Parasitology, v. 37 (3-4), Aug., pp. 202-210. 
[Issued Sept. 10] [Wv] 
1946 d.—Some observations on the incidence of 
bovine helmintlis in plateau province, Northern 
Nigeria <Vet . J., v. 102 (2), Feb., pp. 36-40. 
[Wv] 
1946 e.—Studies on the life-history  of  Bunostomum 
phlebotomum (Railliet, 1900), a hookworm para-
site of  cattle <Parasitology, v . 37 (3-4), Aug., 
pp. 192-201, illus. [Issued Sept. 10] [Wv] 
1946 f.—Immunological  phenomena in the calf,  fol-
lowing experimental infection  with Bunostomum 
phlebotomum < J . Comp. Path, and Therap., v . 
56 (4), Oct., pp. 286-297, illus., pis. [Wv] 
1946 g.—Some observations relating to the critical 
anthelmintic test <Vet . Ree. (3044), v. 58 (45), 
Nov. 9, pp. 487-488. [W·.] 
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S P R E N T , JOHN F R E D E R I C K A D R I A N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1949 a.—On the toxic and allergic manifestations 
produced by the tissues and fluids  of Ascaris. I. 
Effect  of  different  tissues <J . Infect. Dis., v. 84 
(3), May-June, pp. 221-229, illus. |W».] 
1950 a.—On the toxic and allergic manifestations 
caused by the tissues and fluids  of Ascaris. II. 
Effect  of  different  chemical fractions  on worm-
free,  infected  and sensitized guinea pigs <J . In-
fect. Dis., v. 86 (2), Mar -Apr . , p. 146-158. 
[ W M 
1950 b.—Observations on the life  history of Ascaris 
columnaris [Program and Abstr. 5. Ann. Meet., 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 27 -
29] <J . Parasitol., v. 36 (6), Sect. 2, Dec., p. 29. 
[WM 
S P R E N T , J O H N F R E D E R I C K A D R I A N ; a n d C H E N , H . H . 
1949 a.—Immunological studies in mice infected 
with the larvae of Ascaris lumbricoides. I. Cri-
teria of  immunity and immunizing effect  of  iso-
lated worm tissues < J . Infect. Dis., v. 84 (2), 
Mar -Apr . , pp. 111-124, pis. [WM 
S P R E U L L , J A M E S . [1874- ] [F. R . C. V. S.] [For 
biography and port, see J. South African  Vet. 
Med. Ass., v. 6 (2), June 1935, pp. 152-153] 
[WM [See  also Dixon, Rowland W. ; and Spreull, 
James] 
1900 a.—Malarial jaundice in dogs <Rep . Colon. 
Vet. Surg. Cape of  Good Hope (1899), p. 45. 
[ W M 
1902 a.—Report from Veterinary Surgeon Spreull 
on the result of  his experiments with the malarial 
catarrhal fever  of  sheep <Agric. J., Cape Town, 
v. 20 (8), Apr. 10, pp. 469-477; (9), Apr. 24, 
pp. 530-534. [W», W M 
1904 a.—Veterinary Surgeon Spreull's report 
<Rep . Colon. Vet. Surg. Cape of  Good Hope 
• (1903), pp. 71-75. [MS. dated Jan. 11.] [WM 
1904 b.—Heart-water inoculation experiments 
<Agric. J., Cape Town, v. 24 (4), Apr. 1, pp. 
433-442; preliminary note by D. Hutcheon, p. 
433. [W\ W·.] 
1905 a.—Malarial catarrhal fever  (bluetongue) of 
sheep in South Africa  <J . Comp. Path, and 
Therap., v. 18 (4), Dec. 30, pp. 321-337, 1 fig., 
charts 1-9. [W·, W'M 
1905 b.—Cattle tick dipping mixtures. Report 
on Glen Avon dipping experiment <Agric. J., 
Cape Town, v. 27 (4), Oct. 1, p. 535. [WM 
1905 c.—Inoculation experiments [in tick paralysis 
affecting  sheep and lambs] <Rep . Chief  Vet. 
Surg., Cape of  Good Hope (Jan.-June, 1904), pp. 
34-35. [W*.] 
1905 d.—Idem <Vet. J. (361), v. 61, n. s. (67), v . 
12, July, pp. 34-35. [WM 
1909 a.—Note on the occurrence of  marginal points, 
or a new intracorpuscular parasite, in the blood 
of  cattle in South Africa  <J . Comp. Path, and 
Therap., v. 22 (4), Dec., pp. 354-357, 1 fig.  [WM 
1913 a.—Heartwater <Syst. Vet. Med. (Hoare), 
v. 1, pp. 1258-1268. [WM 
SPBIGGS, D. N. [M. R . C. V. S., Univ. Reading] 
[See also Rowson, L. Ε . Α . ; and Spriggs, D. N.] 
1943 a.—Copper sulphate tolerance of  sheep [Let-
ter to editor dated Jan. 24] <Vet . Ree. (2847), v. 
55 (5), Jan. 30, p. 72. [ W M 
SPRIGGS, M . LUTHER. [ M . D . , Jopl in, Missour i ] 
1904 a.—The treatment of  anemia with special 
reference  to malarial cachexia; report of  cases 
< M e d . Summary, v . 26 (5), July, pp. 131-133. 
[ W M . ] 
S P R I N C E , H E R B E R T . [1912- ] [Ph. D., Massa-
chusetts Inst. Technol., Cambridge] 
1948 a.—The nutrition of  protozoa. III . An im-
proved procedure for  separating human blood 
serum into the two fractions  essential for  the sus-
tained growth of  Trichomonas  vaginalis <J . Bac-
teriol., v. 55 (2), Feb., pp. 169-174. [WM 
S P R I N C E , H E R B E R T ; G I L M O R E , E L E A N O R L . ; a n d 
L O W Y , R I C H A R D S . 
1949 a.—An unidentified  factor  in pancreas essen-
tial for  the sustained growth of  Trichomonas 
vaginalis <Arch. Biochem., v. 22 (3), July, pp. 
483-486. [WM 
S P R I N C E , H E R B E R T : a n d K U P F E B B E B G , A L F R E D B . 
1947 a.—The nutrition of  protozoa. I. A simplified 
medium for  the investigation of  unknown factors 
in blood serum essential for  the sustained growth 
of  Trichomonas  vaginalis <J . Bacteriol., v. 53 
(4), Apr., pp. 435-439. [WM 
1947 b.—The nutrition of  protozoa. II. The 
separation of  human blood serum into two frac-
tions, both essential for  the sustained growth of 
Trichomonas  vaginalis <J . Bacteriol., v. 53 (4), 
Apr., pp. 441-447. [WM 
S P R I N G , A . 
1861 a.—Sur des larves d'oestre, développées dans 
la peau d'un enfant  <Bull. Acad. Roy . Méd. 
Belgique, 2. s., v. 4 (3), pp. 172-178, 1 pl., figs. 
1 -6 . [W m . ] 
SPRINGEFELDT, F. [Dr., Tierarzt, Duala] 
1908 a.—Ueber Tierkrankheiten im Gebiete der 
Bakossi (Kamerun) <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-
Hyg., v. 12 (11), Juni, pp. 360-362. [W®.] 
1909 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v. 25 (8), 25 Feb., p. 158. [W», W m . ] 
1909 b.—Ueber Rindermalaria <Malaria. Inter-
nat. Arch., v. 1 (3), Mai, pp. 139-145, pl. 5, figs. 
1-2. [W- . ] 
1911 a.—Anaplasma marginale- und Piroplasma 
TOutoneähnliche Parasiten bei Kameruner Rin-
dern <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 27 (14), 
Apr. 6, pp. 233-234, illus. [WM 
SPBINGENSGUTH, W. See Reinmuth, Ernst Friedrich; 
and Springensguth, W . 
S P H I N G E S , C A R L . [Dr., Prag.] 
1896 a.—Ueber den Befund  von 23 Exemplaren 
der Txnia  mediocanellata bei einem und demsel-
ben Menschen <Prag. Med. Wchnschr., v. 21 
(19), 7 Mai, pp. 202-203. [W®.] 
1897 a.—lieber einen Fall von tödlicher Ankylo-
stomiasis bei einem Affen (Inuus  erythrseus) 
<Ibidem, v. 22 (16), 22 Apr., pp. 183-184. 
[W- . ] 
1902 a.—Echinococcus der rechten Pleurahöhle 
[Abstract of  1903 a] < Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 28 (40), 2 Oct., Ver.-Beilage, p. 304. [W», W®.] 
1903 a.—Echinococcus der Pleura. (Rippenresek-
tion, Abstossung des Sackes in toto) CCentralbl. 
Kinderh., v. 8 (1), 1 Jan., pp. 5 -9 . [Wm.] 
1903 b.—Echinococcus of  the pleura [Abstract of 
1903 a] < A m . Med., v. 5 (11), Mar. 14, p. 434. 
[Wa , Wm, WM 
S P R I N G E R , G E O . E . 
1925 a.—"Fright disease" in dogs <Vet . Med., v. 
20 (4), Apr., p. 175. [WM 
S P R I N G E R , J U L I U S . 
1905 a.—Tierseuchen in Deutschland im Jahre 
1903 [Extract] <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. 
(27), 5 Juli, pp. 480-482. [W», W » . ] 
S P R I N G E R , L A D I S L A U . [ D r . ] 
1942 a.—-Toxoplasmose epizootica entre pombos 
<Arq . Biol., S. Paulo (246), v. 26, Mar., pp. 74 
76. [W«.] 
S P R I N G E R , T . L . 
1908 a.—Tobacco did not kill stomach wornu 
<Breeder's Gaz. (1397), v. 54 (10), Sept. 2, p. 
382. [WM 
S P R I N G E R , W . D . [ M . D . ] 
1896 a.—[Spotted fever  as reported from Idaho! 
<Rep . Surg.-Gen. U. S. Army, pp. 61-62. [W» . ¡ 
S P R I N G F E L D . See Wernich, Albrecht Ludwig Asa 
thon; and Springfeld. 
S P R I N G F E L D , A . [ D r . ] 
1910 a.—Einige Beobachtungen über Anguilluia 
intestinalis <Berl. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 47 (2o) 
27 Juni, pp. 1224-1226. [W\ W».| 
S P R I N G O L ' T S - S H M I D T . See Shpringol'ts-Shmidt. 
SPRINGHOLZ-SCHMIDT. See Sphr ingo l ' t s -Shmidt . 
SPRINGTHORPE, J . W . [ Μ . Α . , M . D . , P h y s . M e l 
bourne Hosp.] 
1890 a.—Two brain cases <Austral. Med. J., n. s . 
v. 12 (11), Nov. 15, pp. 509-515; discussion, p, 
515-516. [W®.] 
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SPHINGTHORPE, J . W . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1898 a.—[Four round worms passed dead during a 
typhoid attack] [Exhibit before  Victorian Br., 
Brit. Med. Ass., Apr. 27] <Australas. Med. Gaz. 
(200), v. 17 (5), May 20, p. 214. [W-.] 
S P R I T Z M A N N , R E B E C K A K L O T Z . S e e K l o t z - S p r i t z -
mann, Rebecka. 
S P R O S T O N , N O R A G. [B. Sc., Univ. London Post-
Grad. Research Student] [See also Panikkar, N. 
Kesava; and Sproston, Nora G.; and Rothschild, 
Miriam; and Sproston, Nora G.; and Yin, Wen-
Ying; and Sproston, Nora G.] 
1945 a.—The genus Kuhnia n. g. (Trematoda: 
Monogenea). An examination of  the value of 
some specific  characters, including factors  of  rela-
tive growth <Parasitology, v. 36 (3-4), Mar., 
pp. 176-190, illus. [Issued Mar. 30] [W*.] 
1945 b.—A note on the comparative anatomy of  the 
clamps in the superfamily  Diclidophoroidea 
(Trematoda: Monogenea) <Parasitology, v. 36 
(3-4), Mar., pp. 191-194, illus. [Issued Mar. 30] 
[W*.] 
1946 a.—A synopsis of  the monogenetic trematodes 
<Tr . Zool. Soc. London, v. 25 (4). Dec., pp. 185-
600, illus. [W·.] 
1948 a.—On the genus Dinobothrium van Beneden 
(Cestoda) with a description of  two new species 
from sharks, and a note on Monorygma sp. from 
the electric ray <Parasitology, v. 39 (1-2), July, 
pp. 73-90, illus. [Issued Aug. 12] [W».] 
S P R O S T O N , N O R A G . ; a n d H A R T L E Y , P . H . T . 
1941 a.—The ecology of  some parasitic copepods of 
gadoids and other fishes  *<J. Marine Biol. Ass. 
United Kingdom, v. 25 (2), Nov., pp. 361-392. 
[W·.] 
1941 b.—Observations on the bionomics and 
physiology of  Trebius  caudatus and Lernaeocera 
branchiaiis (Copepoda) <J. Marine Biol. Ass. 
United Kingdom, v. 25 (2), Nov., pp. 393-417, 
illus. [W·.] 
S P R O S T O N , N O R A G . ; a n d W u , Y I - Y U A N . 
[1948 a].—A note on the genus Lernanthropus 
(Copepoda Parasitica), with a description of  the 
male of  L. üishae Chin, 1948 <Sinensia, Nan-
king, China, v. 18 (1-6), Jan.-Dec., 1947, pp. 
35-42, illus. [Issued Mar.] [W».] 
S P R O T T , G R E G O R Y . [M. D., C. M., D. P. H., Resident 
Gen. Hosp. Hobart (Tasmania)] 
1895 a.—Peculiar position for  a hydatid cyst <Aus-
tralas. Med. Gaz. (170), v. 14 (11), Nov. 20, pp. 
440-441. [Wm.] 
S P R O T T E , J U L I U S . [1879-
1911 a.—Ueber den Rautengruben-Cysticercus mit 
Beschreibung eines Falles. Inaug.-Diss. (Leip-
zig). 27 pp. Berlin. [Wm . ] 
SPROULE, J. C. [Lt.-Col. O. B. E., Roy. Army Med. 
Corp.) 
1939 a.—Superchlorination of  water in the field— 
effect  on cercariae <J . Rov. Army Med. Corps, 
v. 72 (6), June, pp. 384-388. [W·.] 
S P R Ü H T , F R E D E B I K J O H A N N E S ; a n d B L A N T O N , F R A N K -
L I N S Y L V E S T E R . 
1933 a.—Vapor-heat treatment for  the control ol 
bulb peste and its effect  upon the growth of 
narcissus bulbs <J. Econom. Entom., v. 26 (3), 
June, pp. 613-620. [W».] 
S P R U I T , C H A R L E S B . 
1921 a.—The treatment of  trichuriasis with leche de 
higueron <Am. J. Trop. Med., v. 1 (6), Nov., 
pp. 375-380. [W·.] 
1923 a.—El tratamiento de la tricuriasis con la 
leche de higueron <Rev. Med. Veracruzana, ν. 3 
(18), Sept. 15, pp. 281-284. [Wm.] 
S P U L E R , A R N O L D . [Dr., Erlangen] 
1898 a.—Einige Bemerkungen zu dem "Bericht 
über Regeln der zoologischen Nomenclatur" 
<Zool. Anz., Leipzig (565), v. 21, 8 Aug., pp. 
447-451. [W>, W®, W'.| 
1906 a.—Ueber einen parasitisch lebenden Schmet-
terling, Bradypodicola luth nel i Spuler <Bio!. 
Centralbl., v. 36 (20), 15 Sept., pp. 690-697, figs. 
1-7. [W», W m . ] 
SPULER, R . [Dr . M e d . , Karlsruhe] 
1927 a.—Ueber die Beziehungen der Entomologie 
zur Medizin <Badische Bl. Schädlingsbekämpf., 
v. 2 (3), Mar., pp. 153-159, illus. [Wvl 
S P U R G I N , P E R C Y В . [M. R. С . S . , Wimbledon] 
1903 a.—Puerperal hyperpyrexia of  malarial origin 
<Brit. Med. J. (2206), v. 1, Apr. 11, p. 841, 1 
chart. [W», W" . ] 
SPUBLOCK, G. M. [Div. Entom. and Parasitol., Univ. 
Calif.,  Davis, Calif.] 
1941 a.—A stomach tube for  mice <J. Parasitol., 
v. 27 (1), Feb., pp. 93-94. [W·.] 
1943 a.—Observations on host-parasite relations 
between laboratory mice and Nematospxroides 
dubxus Baylis <J . Parasitol., v. 29 (5), Oct., 
pp. 303-311. [W·.] 
S P U R L O C K , G . M . ; a n d E M L E N , J . T . (jr.) 
1942 a.—Hypodectes  chapxnx n. sp. (Acariña) from 
the red-shafted  flicker  <J. Parasitol., v. 28 (4), 
Aug., pp. 341-344, illus. [W·.] 
S P U R R , R I C A R D O . [ D r . ] 
1923 a.—Quistes hidáticos del rifiôn  [sic] <Actas y 
Trab. 2. Cong. Nac. Med. (Buenos Aires, Oct. 
1-8, 1922), v. 1, pp. 602-690. [Y a m . ] 
1927 a.—Retención extemporánea de orina por 
quiste hidático del Douglas <Rev. Espec., v. 2, 
pp. 970-977, 1 fig. (Sociedad de Urología, an. 3, 
v. 1 (10), pp. 518-525) [Wm.] 
(1927 b).—Quistes hidáticos del riñon. 236 pp., 
illus., pis. Buenos Aires. 
1927 c.—Idem [Abstract] <Semana Méd., v. 34 
(19), Mayo 12, p. 1193. [Wm.] 
1928 a.—Quiste hidático del rifión  derecho. Enu-
cleación sin nefrectomia <Rev. Espec., v. 3 (3), 
pp. 402-406. (Sociedad de Urologia, an. 4, v. 2 
(2), pp. 66-70). [Wm.] 
S P U R R I E R . [ D r . ] 
(1900 a).—The malaria mosquito in East Africa 
<Gaz. Zanzibar and East Africa,  Feb. 
1900 b.—Idem Reprint <J . Trop. Med., London, 
v. 2, July, pp. 309-310. [Wm.] 
1900 c.—Malaria and Anopheles [Abstract of  1900 
a] <Phila. Med. J. (119), v. 5 (14), Apr. 7, p. 
755. [W», Wm, W«.] 
1900 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1900 a] <Brit. Med. 
J. (2074), v. 1, Mar. 24, p. 745. [W», Wm.] 
V A N D E R S P U Y , A . J . 
1926 a.—Acriflavine  in the treatment of  chronic 
amoebic dysentery <J. Roy. Army Med. Corps, 
v. 46 (6) June, pp. 424-429. [W*.] 
S P Y R O U . [ D r . ] 
1933 a.—Trypanosés-arsénorésistants et fortes 
doses de tryponarsyl <Ann. Soc. Belge Méd. 
Trop., v. 13 (4), 31 Déc., pp. 435-446, 1 map. 
[W·.] 
S Q U I B B , R O B E R T L. [Animal Husbandman Inter-
Am. Inst. Agrie. Sc.] 
1945 a.—New method for  control of  cattle ticks in 
tropic regions <Coastal Cattleman, v. 11 (8), 
Oct., pp. 23-24. [W'.] 
1945 b.—Un nuevo sistema para el control de la gar-
rapata en regiones tropicales <Rev. Agrie., San 
José, Costa Rica, v. 17 (10), Oot., pp. 487-489, 
491-492. [W·.] 
1945 c.—Studies on the control of the Nuche fly 
and cattle tick <J . Animal Sc., v. 4 (3), Aug., 
pp. 291-296. [W».] 
1945 d.—Nuevo método del control de garrapatas 
en el ganado en las regiones tropicales <Rev. 
Inst. Defensa  Cafe  Costa Rica (130), v. 15, Sept., 
pp. 478-481. [W«.] 
1945 е.—Estudios sobre el control de la mosca 
nuche y la garrapata del ganado < Honduras 
Agrie., v. 1 (12-13) [i.e. (13-14)], Nov.-Dec., pp. 
14-15. [W«.] 
1946 a.—-Controlling cattle ticks <Agric. Am., v. 6 
(1), Jan., pp. 12-14, illus. [W».J 
1946 b.—A new method for  the control of  cattle 
ticks in tropical regions <J. Animal Sc., v. 5 (1), 
Feb., pp. 71-79, illus. [W·.] 
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1946 c.—Un nuevo metodo para el control de la 
garrapata en el ganado de las regiones tropicales 
<Rev . Agrie, y Com-, Panamá (62), v. 6, Oct., 
pp. 12-17, illus. [W».] 
1946 d.—Nuevo metodo paral el control de la garra-
pata del ganado en las regiones tropicales < Agri-
cultura Trop , v. 2 (1), Feb. 15, pp. 21-23. [W».] 
1946 е.—El dominio de las garrapatas enjel ganado 
<Aberdeen Angus (32), Spring, pp. 93, 95. 
[Wv] 
1947 a.—O contrôle dos carrapatos do gado vacum 
<Rev . Soc. Rural Brasil. (330), v. 28, Mar. pp. 
30-31. [Wv] 
1947 b.—Dominado las garrapatas <Rev . Ganad, 
Habana, v. 7 (6), June, pp. 34-35, illus. [Wv] 
1949 a.—La plaga de la garrapata puede ser dom-
inada en climas cálidos < Hereford, Buenos Aires 
(99), v. 16, Apr , p. 159. [Wv] 
1949 b.—Un nuevo metodo para el control de las 
garrapatas del ganado bovino en las zonas tropi-
cales <Rev . Min. Agrie. Cuba, Epoca VII, v. 
32 (1), J a n - M a r , pp. 81-82. [Wv] 
S Q U I E B , J. B E N T L E Y . [ M . D , New York] 
1914 a.—Rectovesical echinococcus cyst <Ann. 
Surg, Philadelphia, v. 59 (3), M a r , pp. 396-401, 
illus. [Wm . ] 
S Q U I N D O , M A X H E I S . See H e i s - S q u i n d o , M a x . 
S Q U I B E , A L E X A N D E B J O H N B A L M A N N O . [ - 1 9 0 8 ] 
[M. B , Lond, Surgeon, West London Dispensary 
Dis. Skin.] 
1865 a.—Photographs (colored from life)  of  the dis-
eases of  the skin. 18 1, 15 pis. London. [Wm . ] 
1865 b.—On the diseases of  the skin, caused by the 
Acarus <Med . Mirror, v. 2, Jan, pp. 14-17. 
[ W v ] 
1866 a.—Chromo-lithographe (after  coloured photo-
graphs from life)  of  the diseases of  the skin. 14 
1, 12 pis. London. [ W v ] 
1868 a.—A manual of  the disease of  the skin. 276 
pp., figs.  London. [ W v ] 
1877 a.—Treatment of  scabies with the fixed  oil of 
stavesacre <Brit. Med. J. (859), v. 1, June 16, 
pp. 739-740. [ W v ] 
1877 b.—Idem < Louisville Med. News, v. 4 (4), 
July 28, pp. 45-47. [ W v ] 
1879 a.—Diseases of  the skin. Section X <Syst. 
Med. (Reynolds), v. 5, pp. 966-974. [ W v ] 
1885 a.—A manual of  the diseases of  the skin. 2. 
smaller ed. 194 pp. London. [ W v ] 
S Q U I B E , J O H N E D W A B D . [1855-1917] [Dr.] 
1903 a.—Remarks [on Williams, Sidney R , 1903 
a] <Lancet, London (4171), v. 2, Aug. 8, pp. 387-
388. [Wv W " , Wv] 
1903 b.—Hydatid disease of  the lung [Abstract 
of  1903 a] CCentralbl. Allg. Path. u. Path. 
Anat , v. 14 (23), 18 D e c , p. 977. [W®, W v ] 
S Q U I B E S , W A N D A . See Schmidt, L . H . ; Fradkin, 
Rochelle; Squires, Wanda; and Genther, Clara S. 
SBÂMEK, A. [Asst., Mus. Prag] 
1901 a.—Helminthen der an der zoologischen Sta-
tion in Podiebrad (Böhmen) untersuchten 
Fische (In Frió, Α . ; and Vávra, V , 1901 a) 
<Arch. Naturw. Landesdurchforsch. Böhmen, 
v. 11 (3), pp. 94-118, figs.  50-71. [Wv] 
1902 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 a] <Zool. Cen-
tralbl, v. 9 (14-15), 29 Juli, p. 451. [W\ Wv] 
1905 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 a] Clbidem, v. 
12 (6-7), 21 Apr , pp. 172-173. [Wv Wv] 
1905 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 a] <Arch. 
Naturg, Berlin, (1898), 64. J , v. 2 (3), Juli, p. 27. 
[W·, Wv] 
1905 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 a] <Ibidem, p. 
44. [W«, Wv] 
S B E E N I V A S A N , M . K . [ G . Μ . V . C , I m p . V e t . R e -
search Inst, Mukteswar); and Rizvi, S. W. H. 
1945 a.—Demodectic mange of  goats in India < In-
dian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb, v. 15 (4), D e c , 
pp. 287-289, p i , fig.  4. [Wv] 
S B E E N I V A S A N , M . K . ; a n d S A N K A B A N A R A Y A N ,  N . S . 
1945 a.—Spirochaetosis of  fowls  in India. I < In -
dian Vet. J , v. 21 (5), Mar , pp. 325-332, pis. 
[Wv] 
S B I B A B , M . 
(1920 a).—Ueber die Messung der SOj Konzentra-
tion in den Zellen zur Behandlung der räudigen 
Pferde  <Vet. Vlëstnik (7). 
1923 a.—Idem [Abstract] CJahresb. Vet.-Med. 
(1919-20), v. 39-40, pp. 46, 49. [Wv] 
S B I B A S , D A S . [Sub-asst. Surgeon] See Shortt, Henry 
Edward; Sribas Das; and Lai, Chiranji. 
SBINIVASAN, M . K . [G . M . V . C , I m p . Ve t . Research 
Inst, Muktesar] See Sen, Subrata Kumar; and 
Srinivasan, M. K. 
SBINIVASAN, V . [B . A , D i p . E c o n , G . M . V . C , V e t . 
Investigation Off,  Alwar (State)] 
1939 a.—Dermatitis of  cattle—microfilaria!  (?) 
<Indian Vet. J , v. 15 (3), Jan, pp. 296-297. 
[WV] 
S R I N I V A S A N , V . R . ; e t a l . 
1950 a.—Studies in host-parasite relationship in 
untreated chicks infected  with P.  gallinaceum 
<Current Sc., Bangalore, v. 19 (2), Feb , pp. 56-
58. [Wv] 
S B I V A S T A V A , H A B D A Y A L . [Zool. Dept. Univ. Alla-
habad] 
1933 a.—On new trematodes of  frogs  and fishes  of 
the United Provinces, India. Part I. New dis-
tomes of  the family  Hemiuridae Lühe, 1901 from 
North Indian fishes  and frogs  with a systematic 
discussion on the family  Halipegidae Poche, 1925 
and the genera Vitellotrema Guberlet, 1928 and 
Genarchopsis Ozaki, 1925 <Bull. Acad. Sc. U. P. 
Agra and Oudh, v. 3 (1), Aug , pp. 41-60, 4 pis , 
figs.  1-9. [W f . ] 
1933 b.—On new trematodes of  frogs  and fishes  of 
the United Provinces, India. Part II.—"Three 
new trematodes of  the sub-family  Pleurogene-
tinae (family  Lecithodendriidae) from Rana 
cyanophlyctis of  Oudh" <Bull. Acad. Sc. U. P. 
Agra and Oudh, v. 3 (2), N o v , pp. 99-112, 1 p i , 
figs.  1-3. [W', W»'.] 
1934 a.—-[On new trematodes of  frogs  and fishes  of 
the United Provinces, India. Part I.] Errata 
<Proc. Acad. Sc. U. P. Agra and Oudh (1934-
35), v. 4 (1), Aug , p. 120. [W'.] 
1934 b.—On new trematodes of  frogs  and fishes  of 
the United Provinces, India. Part III. On a new 
genus Mehraorchis and two new species of  Pleu-
rogenes (Pleurogenetinae) with a systematic dis-
cussion and revision of  the family  Lecithoden-
driidae <Bull. Acad. Sc. U. P. Agra and Oudh, 
v . 3 (4), May, pp. 239-256, 1 p i , figs.  1-3. [W'.] 
1934 c.—On new trematodes of  frogs  and fishes  of 
the United Provinces, India. Part IV. The 
occurrence and seasonal incidence of  infection  of 
certain trematodes in the above hosts <Bull. 
Acad. Sc. U. P. Agra and Oudh (1934-35), v. 4 
(1), Aug , pp. 113-119, fig.  1. [W'.] 
1935 a.—On a new species of  Catatropis Odhner, 
1905, from an Indian fowl, Gallus bankiva murghi 
<Proc. Acad. Sc. U. P. Agra and Oudh (1934-
35), v. 4 (3), Feb , pp. 283-287, 1 fig.  [W f . ] 
1935 b.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
fresh-water  fishes.  I. [Abstract of  paper read 
before  Acad. Sc , U. P , India, May] CCurrent 
Sc., Bangalore, v. 4 (2), Aug , p. 123. [W®.] 
1935 c.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
fresh-water  fishes.  Part I. New distomes of  the 
genus Lecithaster Lühe, 1901, from  Clupea üisha 
<Proc. Acad. Sc. U. P. Agra and Oudh (1934-
35), v. 4 (4), May, pp. 381-387, figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
1935 d.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
fresh-water  fishes.  Part II : A rare parasite of 
the sub-family  Dinurinae (Looss, 1907) from 
Clupea ilisha <Ztschr. Parasitenk, Berlin, v. 8 
(1), Nov. 4, pp. 135-138, fig.  1. [Wv] 
1935 e.—New parasites of  the genus Orientophorus, 
n. gen. (Family Fellodistomidae) from an In-
dian fresh-water  fish,  Clupea ilisha < Parasitol-
ogy, v. 27 (3), July, pp. 374-382, figs.  1-4. [Is-
sued 30 Aug.] [Wv] 
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1935 f. —Studies on the family  Heterophyidae 
Odhner, 1914. Part. I. On a new distome from 
the Indian fishing  eagle, Haliaeetus  leucoryphus, 
with remarks on the genera Asoccotyle Looss, 
1899 and Pliagieola Faust, 1920 <Proc . Acad. 
Sc. U. P. Agra and Oudh (1934-35), v. 4 (3), Feb., 
pp. 269-278, 1 fig. [W'.] 
1935 g.—Studies on the family  Heterophyidae Odh-
ner, 1911. Part II. Four new parasites of  the 
genus Haplorchis Looss, 1899, from Indian fresh-
water fishes,  with a revision of  the genus <Proc . 
Acad. Sc., U. P. Agra and Oudh (1934-35), v . 5 
(1), Sept., pp. 75-85, figs.  1 -4 . [W' . ] 
1936 a.—New allocreadids (Trematoda) from In-
dian marine fishes.  Part I . New parasites of  the 
genus Helicometrina Linton, 1910 <Proc . Nat. 
Acad. Sc. India, v. 6 (2), May, pp. 179-185, illus. 
[Wv] 
1936 b.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine fishes.  Part I. A new parasite of  the sub-
family  Prosorchinae Yamaguti, 1934 <Proc . 
Nat. Acad. Sc. India, v. 6 (2), May, pp. 175-178, 
illus. [Wv] 
1936 c.—New allocreadids (Trematoda) from In-
dian marine fishes.  Part II. "New parasites of 
the genus Decemtestis Yamaguti, 1934" <Proc . 
Nat. Acad. Sc. India, v. 6 (3), Aug., pp. 187-195, 
illus. [Wv] 
1936 d.—A rare parasite of  the family  Monorchidae 
Odhner, 1911, from an Indian freshwater  fish 
(Ophiocephalus  punctatus) <Ann. and Mag. 
Nat. Hist., 10. s. (98), v. 17, Feb., pp. 319-324, 
1 fig.  [Wv] 
1937 a.—A few species of  anoplocephalid tapeworm 
of  the genus Bertiella from a domestic pigeon 
[Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hydera-
bad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 398 (p. 14). [Wv] 
1937 b.—The morphology and systematic relation-
ship of  a new parasite Mehracola  ovocaudatum, 
gen. et sp. nov., (family  Acanthostomidae) from 
an Indian marine food  fish  [Abstract] <Proc . 
24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p . 
401 (p. 17). [Wv] 
1937 c.—The morphology and systematic relation-
ships of  a new parasite—Waretrema pisicola— 
gen., et sp. nov., referable  to a new family— 
Waretrematidae n. fam.,  of  digenetic trematodes 
[Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hydera-
bad, Jan. 2-8) , pp. 399-400 (pp. 15-16). [Wv] 
1937 d.—The morphology and systematic relation-
ship of  two new distomes of  the family  Haplo-
splanchnidae Poche, 1926, from Indian marine 
food  fishes  [Abstract] <Proc .24 . Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , pp. 401-402 (pp. 17-18). 
[Wv] 
1937 e.—New allocreadiids (Trematoda) from In-
dian marine food  fishes.  Part III . Pedunculace-
tabulum pedicellata n. sp., from the gut of  Chilo-
scyllium indicum [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 298 (p. 8). 
[WV] 
1937 f.— New fellodistomids  (Trematoda) from In-
dian fishes.  Part II. Two new parasites of  the 
subfamily  Discogasterinae Yamaguti, 1934, from 
Indian marine food  fishes  [Abstract] <Proc . 24. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 294 
(p. 4). [Wv] 
1937 g.—New fellodistomids  (Trematoda) from 
Indian food  fishes.  Part III . A new parasite 
of  the genus Haplocladus Odhner, 1911, from the 
gut of  an Indian marine fish  [Abstract] <Proc . 
24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2 -8 ) , pp. 
294-295 (pp. 4 -5 ) . [Wv] 
1937 h.—New fellodistomids  (Trematoda) from 
Indian food  fishes.  Part IV. On a new genus 
Yamagutia gen. nov., from the intestine of  an 
Indian marine fish  [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 295 (p. 5). 
[Wv] 
1937 i.—A new gorgoderid trematode from the 
urinary bladder of  an Indian migratory fish— 
Belone strongylura [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian 
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1937 i.—Continued. 
Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan, 2-8) , p. 298 (p. 8). 
[WV] 
1937 j .—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine food  fishes.  Part II. Three new parasites 
of  the genus Sterrliurus Looss, 1907 [Abstract] 
<Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 
2-8) , p. 295 (p. 5). [Wv] 
1937 k.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine food  fishes.  Part III. Two new parasites 
of  the genus Lecithocladium Looss from Indian 
fishes  with a revision of  the genus [Abstract] 
<Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 
2-8) , pp. 295-296 (pp. 5 -6 ) . [Wv] 
1937 1.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine food  fishes.  Part IV. On a new species of 
trematode, Ectenurus indicus n. sp., from the gut 
of  several marine fishes  [Abstract] <Proc . 24. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 296 
(p. 6). [Wv] 
1937 m.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine food  fishes.  Part V. A new parasite 
Stomachicola secundus n. sp., of  the sub-family 
Dinurinae [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. 
Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 296 (p. 6). [Wv] 
1937 n.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine food  fishes.  Part VI. Two new parasites 
of  the genus Aponurus Looss 1907 (sub-family— 
Lecithasterinae) [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , pp. 296-297 
(pp. 6 -7 ) . [Wv] 
1937 o.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine food  fishes.  Part VII . A new parasite of 
the genus Hysterolecitha Linton, 1910 [Ab-
stract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, 
Jan. 2-8) , p. 297 (p. 7). [Wv] 
1937 p.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine food  fishes.  Part VIII . The morphology 
and systematic relationship of  a new parasite, 
Indoderogenes  purii, gen., et sp. nov., (sub-family 
Derogenetinae) [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. 
Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 297 (p. 7). 
[Wv] 
1937 q.—The occurrence of  an interesting nematode 
in the lungs of  an Indian cat [Abstract] <Proc . 
24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 
398 (p. 14). [Wv] 
1937 r.—The occurrence of  an unrecorded filarid 
nematode, Onchocerca cervicalis Railliet and 
Henry, 1910, in the ligamentum nuchae of  horses 
in India [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 399 (p. 15). [Wv] 
1937 s.—The occurrence of  Paragonimus  wester-
manii in the lungs of  cats in India [Abstract] 
<Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 
2-8) , p. 399 (p. 15). [Wv] 
1937 t.—The parasites of  the family  Acanthocol-
pidae Luhe, 1909, from Indian marine food  fishes 
[Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hydera-
bad, Jan. 2-8) , pp. 297-298 (pp. 7 -8 ) . [Wv] 
1937 u.—Studies in the gasterostomatous trema-
todes of  Indian food  fishes  [Abstract] <Proc . 
24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2 -8 ) , 
pp. 298-299 (pp. 8 -9 ) . [Wv] 
1937 v.—Studies on the amphistomatous parasites 
of  Indian food  fishes.  Part I. Two new genera of 
amphistomes from an Indian fresh-water  fish, 
Silundia gangetica [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 400 (p. 16). 
[Wv] 
1937 w.—Studies on the amphistomatous parasites 
of  Indian food  fishes.  Part II. New parasites of 
the genus Gyliauchen Nicoli from the intestine 
of  an Indian marine fish  [Abstract] <Proc . 24. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 299 
(p. 9). [Wv] 
1937 χ.—Studies on the family  Heterophyidae 
Odhner, 1914. Part II. Parasites belonging to a 
new sub-family  Polyorchitreminae from the gut 
of  an Indian fresh  water fish  [Abstract] <Proc . 
24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2 -8 ) , pp. 
400-401 (pp. 16-17). [Wv] 
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1937 y.—Studies on the helminth parasites of  In-
dian poultry. Part I. A new fluke  from the ovi-
duct of  fowl  [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. 
Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 397 (p. 13). 
[W».] 
1937 z.—Studies on the helminth parasites of  In-
dian poultry. Part II. The occurrence of  gape-
worms in fowls  [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. 
Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 397 (p. 13). 
[W·.] 
1937 aa.—Studies on the helminth parasites of  In-
dian poultry. Part III. The occurrence of  two 
spirurid stomachworms in fowls  [Abstract] 
<Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 
2-8) , p. 398 (p. 14). [W·.] 
1937 bb.—A study of  the life-history  of  a common 
tapeworm, Mesocestoides  lineatus of  Indian dogs 
and cats [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , pp. 396-397 (pp. 12-13). 
[W«.] 
1937 cc.—A study of  the life-history  of  Cotylophoron 
cotylophorum (Fischoeder, 1901) Stiles and Gold-
berger, 1919, of  Indian ruminants and a biological 
control to check the infection  [Abstract] <Proc . 
24. Indian Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 
396 (p. 12). [W*.] 
1937 dd.—An unrecorded spirurid worm, Rictularia 
cahirensis Jagerskiold, 1904, from the intestine 
of  an Indian cat [Abstract] <Proc . 24. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Hyderabad, Jan. 2-8) , p. 399 (p. 15). 
[W«.] 
1937 ее.—Verminous pneumonia in domestic ani-
mals—its control and treatment <Agric . and 
Live-Stock, India, v. 7 (5), Sept., pp. 585-595. 
[W».] 
1938 a.—Helminthology in relation to veterinary 
science Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., 
v. 8 (2), June, pp. 113-118. [W».] 
1938 b.—New allocreadiids (Trematoda) from 
Indian marine food-fishes.  Part III—Pedunculace-
tabulum pedicellate, n. sp. from the gut of  Chilo-
scyllium indicum Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 8 (4), Dec., pp. 403-405, illus. [W4] 
1938 c .—A new gorgoderid trematode from the 
urinary bladder of  an Indian migratory fish,  Bel-
one strongylura Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 8 (4), Dec., pp. 391-393, illus. [W·.] 
1938 d.—A new parasite of  the family  Acanthocol-
pidae Lühe, 1909, from an Indian host Clndian 
J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 8 (3), Sept., pp. 
247-248, pl. [W·.] 
1938 e.—A new trematode, Prosthogonimus indi-
ens η. sp., occurring in the oviduct of  Indian fowls, 
with remarks on Prosthogonimiasis Clndian J. 
Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 8 (3), Sept., pp. 
213-220, pis. [W·.] 
1938 f.—The  occurrence of  an unrecorded filarid 
nematode, Onchocerca cervicalis Railliet and 
Henry, 1910, in the ligamentum nuchae of  horses 
in India Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., 
v. 8 (3), Sept., pp. 249-250. [W».] 
1938 g.—The occurrence of  Paragonimus  wester-
mani in the lungs of  cats in India Clndian J. Vet. 
Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 8 (3), Sept., pp. 255-
257. [Wa.] 
1938 h.—Studies on the amphistomatous parasites 
of  Indian food-fishes.  Part I. Two new genera 
of  amphistomes from an Indian fresh-water  fish, 
Silundia gangetica Cuv. and Val. Clndian J. Vet. 
Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 8 (4), Dec., pp. 367-
374, pis. [W».] 
1938 i.—Studies on the amphistomatous parasites 
of  Indian food-fishes.  Part II—A new trematode 
of  the genus Gyliauchen Nicoli from an Indian 
marine fish  Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 8 (4), Dec., pp. 399-401, illus. [W».] 
1938 j.—Studies on the gasterostomatous parasites 
of indian food-fishes  Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and 
Animal Husb., v. 8 (4), Dec., pp. 317-340, illus. 
[Wa.] 
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1938 k.—Studies on the helminth parasites of  In-
dian poultry. Part II. The occurrence of  gape-
worm in fowls  Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 8 (3), Sept., pp. 239-241. [W·.] 
1938 1.—A study on the life-history  and patho-
genicity of  Cotylophoron cotylophorum (Fischoe-
der, 1901) Stiles and Goldberger, 1910, of  Indian 
ruminants and a biological control to check the 
infestation  Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 8 (4), Dec., pp. 381-385, pis. [W».] 
1939 a.—Cutaneous microfilariasis  in Indian cattle 
[Abstract] CProc. 25. Indian Sc. Cong. (Cal-
cutta, Jan. 4-8, 1938), Sect. 11, Vet. Research, 
pp. 260-261. [W».] 
1939 b.—Cutaneous microfilariasis  in Indian cattle. 
(Preliminary report) Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and 
Animal Husb., v. 9 (4), Dec., pp. 389-391, pi. 
[Wa.] 
1939 c.—Four new trematodes of  the family  Acan-
thocolpidae Luhe, 1909, from Indian marine food-
fishes  [Abstract] CProc. 25. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Calcutta, Jan. 4-8 , 1938), Sect. 11, Vet. Re-
search, p. 262. [Wa.] 
1939 d.—Four new trematodes of  the family  Monor-
chidae Odhner, 1911, from Indian marine food-
fishes  [Abstract] CProc. 25. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Calcutta, Jan. 4-8, 1938), Sect. 11, Vet. Re-
search, pp. 261-262. [Wa.] 
1939 e.—Helminth parasites of  dogs—their treat-
ment and control [Abstract] CProc. 25. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Calcutta, Jan. 4-8 , 1938), Sect. 11, 
Vet. Research, pp. 272-273. [Wa.] 
1939 f.—Helminthology  in relation to veterinary 
science [Abstract] CProc. 25. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Calcutta, Jan. 4 -8 , 1938), Sect. 11, Vet. Re-
search, p. 272. [Wra.] 
1939 g.—The important helminth parasites of 
horses—their treatment and control Clndian J. 
Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 9 (3), Sept., pp. 
309-322, pis. [Wa.] 
1939 h.—The important helminth parasites of  poul-
try—their treatment and control Clndian J. 
Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 9 (4), Dec., pp. 
393-409, pis! [W·.] 
1939 i.—The morphology and systematic relation-
ship of  a new genus of  digenetic trematode be-
longing to the family  Monadhelmidae (Dollfus, 
1937) Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., 
v. 9 (1), Mar., pp. 97-99, pi. [Wa.] 
1939 j.-—The morphology and systematic relation-
ship of  a new parasite—M ehr ailla ovocaudatum 
gen. et sp. nov.,—(family Acanthostomidae) from 
an Indian marine food fish  Clndian J. Vet. Sc. 
and Animal Husb., v. 9 (2), June, pp. 209-212, 
illus. [Wa.] 
1939 k.—The morphology and systematic relation-
ships of  a new parasite, Waretrema piscícola , gen. 
et sp. nov., referable  to a new family—Ware-
trematidae—of  digenetic trematodes Clndian J. 
Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 9 (2), June, pp. 
169-172, pis. [Wa.] 
1939 1.—The morphology and systematic relation-
ship of  two new distomes of  the family  Haplo-
splanchnidae Poche 1926, from Indian marine 
food-fishes  Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 9 (1), Mar., pp. 67-71, illus. [WTa.] 
1939 m.—New fellodistomids  (Trematoda) from 
Indian hosts. Part II—Three new parasites of 
the sub-family  Discogasteroidinae from Indian 
marine food-fishes  Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Ani-
mal Husb., v. 9 (1), Mar., pp. 91-95, pi. [W8 . ] 
1939 η .—A new parasite of  the genus Hysterole-
citha Linton, 1910 Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Ani-
mal Husb., v. 9 (1), Mar., pp. 73-76, illus. [W4] 
1939 o .—A new parasite—Stomachicela secundus— 
of  the sub-fainily  Dinurinae Looss, 1907 Clndian 
J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 9 (1), Mar., pp. 
77-79, illus. [W».] 
1939 p.—Occurrence of  liverfluke, Fasciola gigan-
tica, in the lungs of  goats Clndian J. Vet. Sc. 
and Animal Husb., v. 9 (2), June, pp. 223-224. 
[W».] 
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1939 q.—Occurrence of  whipworms and bloodflukes 
in Indian dogs [Abstract] <Proc . 25. Indian Sc. 
Cong., (Calcutta, Jan. 4-8, 1938), Sect. 11, Vet. 
Research, p. 261. [W·.] 
1939 r.—Some unrecorded helminths from Indian 
ducks and geese [Abstract] <Proc . 25. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Calcutta, Jan. 4-8, 1938), Sect. 11, 
Vet. Research, p. 261. [W».] 
1939 s.—Stomach worms in the Indian domestic 
ducks [Abstract] <Proc . 25. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Calcutta, Jan. 4 -8 , 1938), Sect. 11, Vet. Re-
search, p. 261. [W·.] 
1939 t.—Studies on the family  Heterophyidae Odh-
ner, 1914. Part III—Parasites belonging to a 
new subfamily  Polyorchitreminae from an In-
dian fresh-water  fish  <Indian J. Vet. Sc. and 
Animal Husb., v. 9 (2), June, pp. 165-168, pi. 
[Wa.] 
1939 u.—Studies on the helminth parasites of  In-
dian poultry. Part III . The occurrence of  two 
spirurid stomach worms in fowls  < Indian J. Vet. 
Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 9 (2), June, pp. 225-
227. [W».] 
1939 v.—Studies on the trematodes of  the family 
Allocreadiidae, parasitic in Indian marine food-
fishes  [Abstract] <Proc . 25. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Calcutta, Jan. 4-8, 1938), Sect. 11, Vet. Re-
search, p. 262. [W».] 
1939 w.—A study of  the life-history  of  a common 
tapeworm, Mesocesioides lineatile, of  Indian dogs 
and cats Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., 
v. 9 (2), June, pp. 187-190. [W'J 
1939 χ.—Three new parasites of  the genus Acantho-
colpus Luhe, 1906 (family  Acanthocolpidae) 
<Indian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 9 (2), 
June, pp. 213-216, pis. [Wa.] 
1939 y .—Two new genera of  digenetic trematodes 
from Indian hoste [Abstract] <Proc . 25. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Calcutta, Jan. 4-8, 1938), Sect. 11, 
Vet. Research, p. 262. [№. ] 
1939 z.—Two new parasites of  the genus Aponurus 
Looss, 1907 (sub-family—Lecithasterinae)  C l n -
dian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb.. v. 9 (1), Mar., 
pp. 31-35, illus. [W»J 
1939 aa.—Two new trematodes of  the family  Mon-
orchidae Odhner, 1911, from Indian marine food 
fishes  <Indian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 
9 (2), June, pp. 233-236, pis. [W».] 
1939 bb.—An unrecorded nematode parasite of  the 
Indian domestic pigeon with remarks on ornitho-
strongylosis < Indian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 9 (2), June, pp. 191-194, illus. [W'J 
1939 cc.—Verminous pneumonia in domestic ani-
mals—its control and treatment [Abstract] 
<Proc . 25. Indian Sc. Cong. (Calcutta, Jan. 4-8, 
1938), Sect. 11, Vet. Research, p. 273. [Wa.] 
1939 dd.—Verminous pneumonia in Indian buf-
faloes  [Abstract] CProc. 25. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Calcutta, Jan. 4 -8 , 1938), Sect. 11, Vet. Re-
search, pp. 262-263. [Wa.] 
1940 a.—An unrecorded spirurid worm, Rictularia 
cahirensis Jagerskiold, 1904, from the intestine 
of  an Indian cat Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 10 (1), Mar., pp. 113-114. [W·.] 
1940 b.—Verminous pneumonia in Indian buffaloes 
—Bos bubalis. Preliminary report <Indian J. 
Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 10 (1), Mar., pp. 
117-118. [W».] 
1941 a.—>New allocreadids (Trematoda) from In-
dian marine food  fishes.  Part V. A new parasite 
of  the genus Lepocreadioides Yamaguti, 1936 
Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v . 11 (1), 
Mar., pp. 52-54, illus. [Wa.] 
1941 b.—New fellodistomids  (Trematoda) from 
Indian fishes.  Part III. A new parasite of  the 
genus Haplocladus Odhner, 1911, from an Indian 
marine fish  Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Husb., v. 11 (1), Mar., pp. 42-44, illus. [W».] 
SRIVASTAVA, H A R D A Y A L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1941 c.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine food  fishes.  Part II. Two new parasites 
of  the genus Sterrhurus Looss, 1907 Clndian J. 
Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 11 (1), Mar., pp. 
45-48, illus. [W».] 
1941 d.—New hemiurids (Thematoda [sic]) from 
Indian marine food  fishes.  Part VIII. The mor-
phology and systematic position of  a new para-
site—Indoderogenes  purii gen. et s.p. nov. (sub-
family  Derogenetinae) Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and 
Animal Husb., v. 11 (1), Mar., pp. 49-51, illus. 
[Wa.] 
1941 e.—New allocreadids (Trematoda) from In-
dian marine food  fishes.  Part V. A new parasite 
of  the genus Lepocreadioides Yamaguti, 1936 
Clndian J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Husb., v. 11 (1), 
Mar., pp. 52-54, illus. [Wa.] 
1942 a.—New allocreadiids (Trematoda) from In-
dian marine food  fishes.  Part IV. The morphol-
ogy and systematic position of  a new genus Hora-
trema, of  digenetic trematodes С Parasitology, 
v. 34 (1), May, pp. 128-132, illus. [Issued June 
S] [W».] 
1942 b.—New hemiurids (Trematoda) from Indian 
marine food  fishes.  Part III. Two new parasites 
of  the genus Lecithocladium Lühe, 1901 (sub-
family  Dinurinae Looss, 1907) С Parasitology, v. 
34 (1), May, pp. 124-127, illus. [Issued June 8] 
( W . ] 
1942 c.—Whipworms and blood-flukes  in dogs in 
India, with remarks on trichuriasis С Parasitol-
ogy, v. 34 (1), May, pp. 122-123. [Issued June 
8] [Wa.] 
1943 a.—The morphology and systematic position 
of  Indocreadium, a new genus of  the family  Al-
locreadiidae [Abstract] C Proc. 30. Indian Sc. 
Cong. (Calcutta), Part III, p. 68. [Ch».] [Also 
photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1943 b.—New amabiliid cestodes from Indian hosts 
of  economic importance [Abstract] C Proc. 30. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Calcutta), Part III, p. 69. 
[Ch».] [Aiso photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1943 с.—A review of  the trematode genus Opechona 
of  the family  Allocreadiidae, with a description 
of  some new forms  from Indian hosts [Abstract] 
C Proc. 30. Indian Sc. Cong. (Calcutta), Part 
III, p. 68. [Ch».] [Also  photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1943 d.—A review of  the trematode genus Plagio-
porus of  the family  Allocreadiidae, with a descrip-
tion of  some new forms  from Indian hosts [Ab-
stract] C Proc. 30. Indian Sc. Cong. (Calcutta), 
Part III , pp. 68-69. [Ch».] [Also  photostat: 
Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1943 e.—Studies on two representatives of  the 
monogenetic trematodes [sic] genus Polystom-
oides Ward (Family Polystomatidae) occurring 
in Indian hosts [Abstract] C Proc. 30. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Calcutta), Part III, p. 69. [Ch».] 
[Aiso photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1944 a.—An interesting trematode parasitic in an 
Indian marine food  fish  [Abstract] C Proc. 31. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Delhi), Part III, pp. 88-89. 
[Ch».] [Also photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1944 b.—The intermediate host of Fasciola hepatica 
in India [Abstract] CProc. 31. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Delhi), Part III, pp. 113-114. [Ch».] [Also 
photostat of  p. 113: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1944 с.—A new intermediate host of Fasciola gigan-
tea of  Indian ruminants [Abstract] CProc. 31. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Delhi), Part III, p. 114. [Ch».] 
1944 d.—A strongyle nematode infecting  the liver 
of  Indian cattle [Abstract] CProc. 31. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Delhi), Part III, p. 114. [Ch».] 
1944 e.—A study of  the life-history  of Dicrocoelium 
dendriticum, the small liver-fluke  of  Indian rumi-
nants [Abstract] CProc. 31. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Delhi), Part III, p. 113. [Ch».] [Also  photostat: 
Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1944 f. —A study of  the life-history  of  Qastrothylax 
crumenifer  of  Indian ruminants [Abstract] 
CProc. 31. Indian Sc. Cong. (Delhi), Part III, p. 
113. [Ch».] [Also  photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
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1944 g.—A study of  the life-history  of  Paramphis-
tomum explanatum of bovines in India [Ab-
stract] <Proc . 31. Indian Sc. Cong. (Delhi), Part 
III, p. 113. [Chv] {Aho  photostat: Lib. Zool. 
Div.] 
1946 a.—A survey of  the incidence of  helminth in-
fection  in India at the Imperial veterinary re-
search institute, Izatnagar Clndian J. Vet. Sc. 
and Animal Husb, v. 15 (2), June, 1945, pp. 
146-148. [Wa·] 
SRIVASTAVA, R . N. [Vet. Asst. Surg, Hata, Gorakh-
pur D t , U. P.] 
1943 a.—Bovine nasal schistosomiasis < Indian 
Vet. J , v. 19 (5), M a r , pp. 278-279. [Wv] 
1946 a.—Observations on ocular filariasis  [Letter 
to editor] <Indian Vet. J , v. 22 (6), May, p. 
452. [Wv] 
S R I V A S T A V A , R . S . [Asst. Director Pub Health, U . P . ] 
1947 a.—Final report on the field  trials of 'Palu-
drine' in selected hyperendemic malarious areas 
of  Naini Tal Tarai in the United Provinces (11th 
September to 31st December, 1946) Clndian J. 
Malariol, v. 1 (3), Sept , pp. 361-363. [Wv] 
S R I V A S T A V A , S H Y A M S U N D A R L A L . [ M . B , B . S , L . 
O , Mian Bazar, Gorakhpur] 
1945 a.—A case of  filariasis  of  the eve <Indian 
Med. G a z , v. 80 (2), F e b , p. 94. [W'v] 
SSAWATEJEW, A . I . See Savateev , A . I . 
SSAWELJEV. See Savelev . 
v . SSAWELJEW, N . See Savelev , N . A . 
SSAWELJEW, N . A . See Savelev , N . A . 
SSAWIN, N . W . See Savina, N . V . 
SSAWTSCHENKO. See S a v c h e n k o . 
SSEMENOWA, N . See Semenova , Ν . E . 
SsERBiNOFF, P. I. See Serbinov, P. I. 
SSEREDA, A . See Sereda, A . P . 
SSIDOROW, N . W . See S idorov , N . V . 
SSIDOROWA, N . I . See S idorova , N . I . 
SSIKORSKY, G . See Sikorsky, G . 
SSINITZIN. See Sinitsin. 
Ssisow, P. See Sizov, P. V. 
SsruKow, A. M . See Zfflkova,  A. M . 
SSMIRNOWA. See Smirnova . 
S S O K O F F . See Sokolov. 
S S O K O L O F F . See Sokolov. 
SSOLONIZIN. See Solonitsyn. 
SSOLOWJEW, N . J. See So l ov ' ev , N . I . 
SSUDAKEWITSCH, J . See Sudakev i ch , I . I . 
SSWESCHNIKOWA. See Sveshn ikova . 
S T . 1 
1890 a.—Nematode als Ursache der Erbsenmüdig-
keit des Bodens [Note on Liebscher, G. 1890 c] 
< Deutsche Landwirtsch. Presse, v. 17 (98), 6 
D e z , p. 789. [Wv] 
ST.2 [Gutsbesitzer in H , Westpr.] 
1932 a.—Lungenwurmkrankheit bei Schweinen 
<Deutsche Landwirtsch. Presse, v. 59 (3), Jan. 
16, p. 26. [W".] 
S T . F R I I S . See Friis, Steffen  Christian Julius Land-
kilde. 
STAACK, W . [Oldenburg i. 0 . ] 
(1940? a).—Die Bekämpfung  der Dasselschäden. 
40 pp., 11 figs. Oldenburg i. О. 
1940 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Ztschr. Hyg. Zoo l , v. 
32 (6), June, pp. 127-128. [Wv] 
S T A A C K , W . ; a n d H A U S A M , W . 
1942 a.—Neue Wege der Dasselfliegenbekämpfung 
<Collegium (868), (8), Sept. 21, pp. 273-287, 
illus. [Wv] 
STAAL, J. PH. [Dr. , Utrecht ] 
1909 a.—De stofwisselingsonderzoekingen  van 
Ernst Weinland bij Calliphora vomitoria 
< Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk, v. 45 II (21), Nov. 
20, pp. 1569-1575. [W-v] 
S T A A R , G . 
1949 a.—Das Nematodenproblein des Thüringis-
chen Kartoffelbaues  <Nachrichtenbl. Deutsch. 
Pflanzenschutzdienst, v. 29, n. s , v. 3 (1-2), 
Jan. -Feb, pp. 19-23. [Wv] 
S T A B B E R , M A R T I N U S . See Slabber, Martinus. 
S T A B B E R T , C A R O L U S L U D O V I C U S F R A N C I S C U S . [1843-
[1867 a].—De echinococco. Diss. 32 pp. Bero-
lini. [W". ] 
S T A B I L E , A M È B I C O . [Clin. Ginecol. Fac. Med.] 
1942 a.—Sobre miasis de la vulva <Arch. 
Uruguayos M e d , Cirug. y Espec, v. 21 (2), 
A u g , pp. 187-198, illus. [W'v] 
S T À B I L E DE N U C C I , L U I S . See Bruchmann, Carlos Α . ; 
and Stàbile de Nucci, Luis. 
S T A B L E F O R T H , A R T H U R W A L L A C E [ V e t . L a b , W e y -
bridge] 
1944 a.-—Well-fed  stock can have cocci or snuffles 
< Poultry Farmer and Feathered World (2856), 
v. 110, Mar. 17, p. 9. [Wv] 
1948 a.—Disease and the epidemic: The host, para-
site and environmental factors  concerned <Vet . 
R e e , v. 60 (26), June 26, pp. 313-315, 316. 
[WV] 
S T A B L E F O R T H , A R T H U R W A L L A C E ; a n d S C O R G I E , 
N O R M A N J A M E S . 
1937 a.—Trichomonas disease of  cattle. Review 
and laboratory data <Vet . R e e , v. 49 (8), Feb. 
20, p. 211-224; (9), Feb. 27, pp. 253-255. [Wv] 
S T A B L E R , R O B E R T M I L L E R . [1904- ] [Sc. D , 
Colorado Col l , Colorado Springs] [See also 
Chen, Tze-Tuan; and Stabler, Robert Miller; 
and Hegner, Robert William; Johnson, Carl 
Milton; and Stabler, Robert Miller; and Wen-
rich, David Henry; Stabler, Robert Miller; and 
Arnett, John H.] 
1931 a.—A note on the occurrence of  peripheral 
chromatin in Endolimax nana [Abstract of  re-
port to be read before  Am. Soc. Zoo l , New Or-
leans, L a , Dec. 29.] <Anat . R e e , v. 51 (1), 
Suppl, Nov. 25, p. 67. [Wv] 
1931 b.—A study of  variations in a single race of 
amoeba from man producing eight-nucleated 
cysts [Abstract of  paper to be read at 7. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol, New Orleans, Dec. 2 9 -
31] <J . Parasitol, v. 18 (2), D e c , p. 131. [Wv] 
1931 c.—[Variations in a single race of  coli-like 
Amoeba] [Read before  Helminth. Soc. Wash , 
Nov. 15, 1930] <J . Parasitol, v. 17 (4), June, 
p. 234. [Wv] 
1932 a.—An extended study of  variations in a single 
race of  a coli-like amoeba and its bearing on the 
specificity  of  Councilmania lafleuri  < A m . J. 
H y g , v. 16 (1), July, pp. 1-31, figs.  A - G , pis. 
1-2 , figs.  1-24. [Wv] 
1932 b.—On the presence of  peripheral chromatin 
in Endolimax nana < J . Parasitol, v. 18 (4), 
June, pp. 278-281, 1 fig.  [Issued July 18] [Wv] 
1933,a.—An extended study of  variations in a single 
race of  a coli-like amoeba and its bearing on the 
specificity  of  Councilmania lafleuri  [Reprint of 
1932 a] <Collect. Papers School Hyg. and Pub. 
Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (1932-33), v. 14, 
June, no. 77, pp. 1-31, figs.  A - G , pis. 1-2, figs. 
1-24. [Wv] 
1933 b.—An extended study of  variations in a single 
race of  a coli-like amoeba and its bearing on the 
specificity  of  Councilmania lafleuri  [Reprint of 
1932 a] CContrib. Zool. Lab. Univ. Penn. (1931-
32), v. 30, no. 27, pp. 1-31, figs.  A - G , pis. 1-2 , 
figs.  1-24. [Wv] 
1933 c.—On an Amoeba parasitic in Zelleriella 
(Protozoa, Ciliata) [Program 9. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Parasitol, Boston, Dec. 28-30] < J . 
Parasitol, v. 20 (2), D e c , p. 122. [Wv] 
1933 d.—On the presence of  peripheral chromatin 
in Endolimax nana [Reprint of  1932 b] -CCon-
trib. Zool. L a b , Univ. Penn. (1931-32), v. 30, 
no. 26, pp. 278-281, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
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S T A B L E R , R O B E R T M I L L E R — C o n t i n u e d . 
1937 a.—Further studies on Trichomonas columba 
[Program and abstracts 13. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., Indianapolis, Dec. 28-30] < J . Para-
sitol., v. 23 (6), Dec., p. 554. [Wvj 
1938 a.—The similarity between the flagellate  of 
turkey trichomoniasis and T.  columbx in the 
pigeon < J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v . 93, n. s., v . 
46 (1), July, pp. 33-34, illus. [Wv] 
1938 b.—Trichomonas  gallinx (Rivolta, 1878), the 
correct name for  the flagellate  in the mouth, 
crop and liver of  the pigeon <J . Parasitol., v. 24 
(6), Dec., pp. 553-554. [Wv] 
1939 a.—The similarity between the flagellate  of 
turkey trichomoniasis and T. columbas in the 
pigeon [Reprint of  1938 a] <Contrib. Zool. 
Lab., Univ. Penn. (1938), v. 36, no. 19, pp. 33-34, 
illus. [Wv] 
1939 b.—Trichomonas  gallinae (Rivolta, 1878), the 
correct name for  the flagellate  in the mouth, crop 
and liver of  the pigeon [Reprint of  1938 b] 
<Contrib. Zool. Lab., Univ. Penn. (1938), v. 36, 
no. 21, broadside. [Wv] 
1940 a.—Binary fission  in Entamoeba gingivalis 
(Protozoa) <J . Morphol., v. 66 (2), Mar. 1, pp. 
357-367, pis. [Wv] 
1941 a.—Further studies on trichomoniasis in birds 
<Auk, v. 58 (4), Oct., pp. 558-562. [Wv] 
1941 b.—Intestinal Protozoa in 106 parasitology 
students < J . Parasitol., v. 27 (1), Feb., p. 90. 
[Wv] 
1941 c.—The morphology of  Trichomonas  gallinx 
(= columbaг) < J . Morphol. and Physiol., v. 69 
(3), Nov. 1, pp. 501-515, illus., pis. 1-3 . [Wv] 
1942 a.—Further studies on trichomoniasis in birds 
[Reprint of  1941 a] CContrib. Zool. Lab., Univ. 
Penn. (1941), v. 39, [Art.] 37, pp. 558-562. [Wv] 
1942 b.—Intestinal protozoa in 106 parasitology 
students [Reprint of  1941 b] <Contrib. Zool. 
Lab., Univ. Penn. (1941), v. 39, [Art.] 35, 1 leaf. 
[Wv] 
1942 c.—The morphology of  Trichomonas  gallinae 
(=  columbx) [Reprint of  1941 c] <Contrib. 
Zool. Lab., Univ. Penn. (1941), v. 39, [Art.] 38, 
pp. 501-515, illus., pis. [Wv] 
1944 a.—Qiardia sanguinis (Gonder, 1911) not from 
a "falcon"  <J . Parasitol., v. 30 (3), June, p. 202. 
[Wv] 
1944 b.—A new species of  Retortamonas (Protozoa) 
from the common mole cricket, Gryllotalpa hexa-
dactyla < J . Parasitol., v . 30 (3), June, pp. 173-
176, pi. [Wv] 
1945 a.—Ingestion processes on Iodamoeba (Pro-
tozoa) <J . Parasitol., v . 31 (1), Feb., pp. 79-81, 
pi. [Wv] 
1946 a.—Trichomonas  gallinx, pathogenic tricho-
monad of  birds [Title  only] [Program and 
Abstr. 21. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Bos-
ton, Dec. 26-28] < J . Parasitol., v . 32 (6), Sect. 
2, Dec., Suppl., p. 3. [Wv] 
1947 a.—Infection  with a less virulent strain of 
Trichomonas  gallinx as a protection against a 
more virulent one [Program and Abstr. 22. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Chicago, Dec. 29-31] 
< J . Parasitol., v . 33 (6), Sect. 2, Suppl., Dec., 
pp. 8-9 . [Wv] 
1947 b.—Strains of  Trichomonas  gallinx varying in 
virulence [Program and Abstr. 22. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Chicago, Dec. 29-31] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 33 (6), Sect. 2, Suppl., Dec., p. 8. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1947 с.—Trichomonas  gallinx, pathogenic tricho-
monad of  birds < J . Parasitol., v. 33 (3), June, pp. 
207-213, illus. [Wv] 
1947 d.—In vivo effect  of  metachloridine on chronic 
trichomoniasis in pigeons < J . Parasitol., v. 33 
(4), Aug., p. 358. [Wv] 
1948 a.—Protection in pigeons against virulent 
Trichomonas  gallinx acquired by infection  with 
milder strains <J . Parasitol., v. 34 (2), Apr., 
pp. 150-153. [Wv] 
S T A B L E R , R O B E R T M I L L E R — C o n t i n u e d . 
1948 b.—Variations in virulence of  strains of  Tricho-
monas gallinx in pigeons < J . Parasitol., v . 34 
(2), Apr., pp. 147-149. [Wv] 
1950 a.—Results of  placing Trichomona*  gallinx 
from mourning doves into clean domestic pigeons 
[Program and Abstr. 25. Ann. Meet., Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 27-29] < J . 
Parasitol., v . 36 (6), Sect. 2, Dec., p. 24. [ W v ] 
S T A B L E R , R O B E R T M I L L E R ; a n d C H E N , T Z E - T U A N . 
1936 a.—Observations on an Endamoeba parasitiz-
ing opalinid ciliates <Biol . Bull., v. 70 (1), Feb., 
pp. 56-71, figs.  1-35. [Wv] 
1937 a.—Idem CContrib. Zool. Lab., Univ. Penn. 
(1936), v. 34, pp. 56-71, illus-, pis. [Wv] 
S T A B L E R , R O B E R T M I L L E R ; a n d E N G L E Y , F R A N K B . 
(jr.). 
[1946 a].—Pathogenicity of  pure culture Tricho-
monas gallinx orally administered to clean 
pigeons [Program and Abstr. 20. Ann. Meet., 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., St. Louis, Missouri, Mar. 2 8 -
30] <J . Parasitol., v. 31, Dec. 1945, Suppl., pp. 
7 -8 . [Issued Feb. 26] [Wv] 
1946 b.—Studies on Trichomonas  gallinx infections 
in pigeon squabs <J . Parasitol., v. 32 (3), June, 
pp. 225-232. [Wv] 
S T A B L E B , R O B E R T M I L L E R ; a n d F E O , L O U I S G I R A R D . 
1941 a.—Survival time of  intravaginally implanted 
Trichomonas hominis [Program and Abstr. 17. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Dallas, Dec. 29 -
31] <J . Parasitol., v. 27 (6), Dec. Suppl., p. 32. 
[Wv] 
1942 a.—Inoculation of  the oral trichomonad (T. 
tenca) into the human vagina < A m . J. Trop. 
Med., v. 22 (6), Nov., pp. 639-642. [Wv] 
1942 b.—Intravaginal survival of  culture Tricho-
monas tenax (buccalis)  in man (Program and 
Abstr. 18. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., New 
York City, Dec. 28-30) < J . Parasitol., v. 28 
(6), Dec., pp. 14-15. [Wv] 
1942 c.—Survival time of  intravaginally implanted 
Trichomonas hominis < A m . J. Trop. Med., v. 22 
(6), Nov., pp. 633-637. [Wv] 
S T A B L E R , R O B E R T M I L L E R ; F E O , L O U I S G I R A R D ; a n d 
R A K O F F , A B R A H A M E D W A R D . 
1940 a.—Studies on the transfer  of  Trichomonas 
hominis from the intestine to the vagina in man 
[Program 16. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., 
Philadelphia, Dec. 30, 1940-Jan. 1, 1941] < J . 
Parasitol., v. 26 (6), Dec., suppl., p. 22. [Wv] 
1941 a.—Implantation of  intestinal trichomonads 
(T. hominis) into the human vagina < A m . J. 
Hyg., v . 34 (2), Sept., Sect. C, pp. 114-118. 
[Wv] 
1942 a.—Idem <Contrib. Zool. Lab., Univ. Penn. 
(1941), v . 39, [Art.] 39, pp. 114-118. [Wv] 
S T A B L E R , R O B E R T M I L L E R ; L I M B E R G , P H Y L L I S S U N D -
Q U I S T ; a n d M A T T E S O N , C L Y D E P . 
1950 a.—Blood parasites in Colorado band-tailed 
pigeons [Program and Abstr. 25. Ann. Meet., 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 2 7 -
29] < J . Parasitol., v . 36 (6), Sect. 2, Dec., p. 25. 
[Wv] 
S T A B L E R , R O B E B T M I L L E B ; a n d M A T T E S O N , C L Y D E 
P. 
1950 a.—Incidence of  Trichomonas  gallinx in Color-
ado mourning doves and band-tailed pigeons 
[Program and Abstr. 25. Ann. Meet., Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 27-29] < J . 
Parasitol., v. 36 (6), Sect. 2, Dec., pp. 25-26. 
[Wv] 
S T A B L E B , R O B E R T M I L L E R ; a n d P E N N Y P A C K E R , 
M I R I A M I . 
1936 a.—A race of  Trichomonas augusta in the liver 
abscesses in a frog  [Abstract] [Program . . . 12. 
Ann. Meet. Ain. Soc. Parasitol., Atlantic City, 
N. J., Dec. 29-31] <J . Parasitol., v. 22 (6), Dec., 
pp. 526, 541. [Wv] 
1939 a.—A brief  account of  Trichomonas augusta 
Alexeieff,  1911 in frog  liver lesions < T r . Am. 
Micr. Soc., v. 58 (4), Oct., pp. 391-394, pi. [Wvj 
48 UNITE STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S T A B L E R , R O B E R T M I L L E R ; a n d P E N N Y P A C K E R , 
MIRIAM I . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1940 a.—Idem <Contrib. Zool. Lab. Univ. Penn. 
(1939), v. 37, no. 25, pp. 391-394, pl. [WM 
S T A B L E R , R O B E R T M I L L E R ; a n d S H E L A N B K I , H E R M A N 
A L D E R . 
1936 a.—Trichomonas columbee as a cause of  death 
in the hawk [Program and abstr. 12. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Atlantic City, N. J., Dec. 29-
31] <J. Parasitol., v. 22 (6), Dec., pp. 525, 539-
540. [W».] 
S T A B L E S , W. G O R D O N . See Shaw, Vero, 1890 a. 
S T A B Y . [ D r . ] 
1910 a.—Klinische Beobachtungen bei den Dar-
merkrankungen des Sommers und Herbstes 1908 
in Tsingtau <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 
14 (12), Juli, pp. 368-375. [W»J 
S T A C E Y , R E G I N A L D S T E P H E N . [M. D . , Roy. Coli. 
Med., Baghdad, Iraq] 
1944 a.—Portal cirrhosis in Iraq <Tr . Roy. Soc. 
Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 37 (6), May, pp. 387-
398. [WM 
S T A C H , Z D . [Prof.] 
1931 a.—'Trypanosomy a nová metoda barvenf 
jich <Casop. Lék. Cesk., v. 70 (38), Sept. 18, pp. 
1281-1288, illus. [W-M 
S T A C H O W . 
(1873 a).—Bericht des Gesundheitsraths über das 
öffentliche  Gesundheitswesen in Bremen im 
Jahre 1872. 29 pp. Bremen. 
S T A C K E L B E R G , A. See Shtakel'berg, Aleksandr Alek-
sandrovich. 
STACKHOUSE, J. A. [M. D., Erie, Pennsylvania] 
1930 a.—Pulmonary distomiasis <Penn. Med. J., 
v. 34 (2), Nov., pp. 90-91. [W"\] 
S T A C Y , H . S K I P T O N . [ M . D . ] 
1906 a.—A case of Büharzia hsematobia <Aus-
tralas. Med. Gaz. (299), ν . 25 (8), Aug. 20, pp. 
397-398, 2 figs. [W-".] 
S T A D E L M A N N , H E R M A N N . [ 1 8 6 7 - ] [Dr., Berlin-
1891 a.—Ueber den anatomischen Bau des Strongy] 
lus convolutus Ostertag nebst einigen Bemerkun-
gen zu seiner Biologie. Diss. 3 9 + 2 pp. Berlin. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1891 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. 
Milchhyg., v. 2 (1), Oct., pp. 14-15. [W», W™.] 
1892 a.—Idem [Same as 1891 a] <Arch. Naturg., 
Berlin, 58. J., v. 1 (2), Mai, pp. 149-176, pi. 10. 
[We.] 
1893 a.—Zur Frage des Strongylus convolutus 
<Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 3 (11), Aug., 
pp. 219-220. [W», W M 
1894 a.—Ueber Strongylus circumcinctus, einen 
neuen Parasiten aus dem Labmagen des Schafes 
<Sitzungsb. Gesellsch. Naturi. Fr. Berlin (5), 
pp. 142-146, figs.  1-2. [W», W«.] 
1896 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. 
Milchhyg., v. 6 (10), Sept., p. 235, figs.  1-2. 
[W», W-».] 
S T A D E R , O T T O . [1894- ] [V. M. D., Ardmore 
Animal Hosp., Ardmore, Pa.] [For  biography 
and port, see North Am. Vet., v. 20 (1), Jan., 
1939, p. 14] [WM 
1929 a.—Suggestions on the care of  silver fox  pups 
and a few practical hints on sanitation < North 
Am. Vet., v. 10 (4), Apr., pp. 62-64. [WM 
1935 a.—Trichuriasis in a dog <North Am. Vet., 
v. 16 (9), Sept., pp. 45-46. [W·.] 
1946 a.—Report on the use of  D D T in the form of 
deenols in canine practice (Symposium 13. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Animal Hosp. Ass., New York, Apr. 
16) <North Am. Vet., v. 27 (7), July, p. 417. 
[W·.] 
STADIE, R. [Biol. Forschungsstation Hiddensee] 
1935 a.—Seuchenhafte  Erkrankungen der Vögel 
und ihre Bedeutung für  den praktischen Vogel-
schutz <Ber. Ver. Schles. Ornithol., v. 20 (1-2), 
Mar., pp. 22-27. [YM 
STADLER. [Bez.-Thierarzt, Waldshut] 
1885 a.—Tobsucht des Rindes durch Einnistung 
von Milben in das innere Ohr <Thierärztl. 
Mitth., Carlsruhe, v. 20 (2), Feb., pp. 20-25, 1 fig. 
[WM 
1885 b.—Milben im Ohre der Rinder CThierarzt, 
Wetzlar, v. 24 (4), Apr., pp. 82-84. [ f f» . ] 
STADLER, H , [ D o z . D o c . , M e d . Hab i l . ] 
1940 a.—Enzephalitis bei Trichinose < Deutsche 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 66 (41), Oct. U , pp. 1135-
1136, illus. [WM 
S T A D L E R , H A N S . [Dr., Lohr a. Main] 
1930 a.—Ueber den Befall  einer Kröte (Bufo vul-
garis Laur.) durch die Larven von Lucilia syl-
varum Meig.; Krankheitsgeschiche [sie] und Sek-
tionsbefund  <Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 2 
(3), 25 Jan., pp. 360-367, figs.  1-7. [W».] 
1933 a.—Mitteilungen der Sammelstelle für 
Schmarotzerbestimmung des V. D. E. V. VI. 
<Entom. Anz., v. 13 (8-9), 10 Sept., p. 121. 
[WM 
1933_b.—Ein neuer Ichneumonide aus Schwamm-
spinnerraupen (Lymantria dispar L.) <Entom. 
Anz., v. 13 (2), 10 Feb., pp. 27-30, 1 fig.;  (3), 10 
März, pp. 43-45; (4), 10 Apr., pp. 58-60. [WM 
V A N DE S T A D T , F R A N S R. [Pub. Health Serv., Cura-
çao, N. W. I.] See Hartz, Philip H.; and van de 
Stadt, Frans R. 
S T A E C K E R , H E L M U T . 
(1936 a).—Ueber die Trichinose des Herzmuskels. 
Med. Diss. (Berlin). 13 pp., illus. Berlin. 
S T Ä H E L I N , A D O L F . [Hyg. Inst. Univ. Basel] [See  also 
Berger, E.; and Stähelin, Adolf] 
1927 a.—Studien über den Mechanismus der Tri-
chinelleninfektion.  I. Mitteilung <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 105 (1-3), 20 Dez., 
pp. 114-133. [WM [For II. Mitt.,  see Lewis, 
Julian H. 1928 c] 
1927 b.—Studien über den Mechanismus der Tri-
chinelleninfektion.  Inaug.-Diss. (Basel). 22 pp. 
Jena. [W®.] 
STAEHELIN, M. [Dr., Botan. Station Féd. Essais Vit., 
Lausanne] 
1931 a.—Les vers nématodes (anguillules), parasites 
des plantes horticoles et maraîchères <Ann. 
Agrie. Suisse, v. 32 (1), pp. 37-77, illus. [WM 
S T Ä H E L I N , R U D O L F . [Dr., Berlin] [See also Nœg-
gerath, C. T. ; and Staehelin, Rudolf.] 
1904 a.—Ueber Stoffwechsel  und Energieverbrauch 
bei der Surraerkrankung <Arch. Hyg., Mün-
chen, v. 50 (1), pp. 77-96. [W», Wm.] 
1909 a.—[Changes in metabolism in trypanosomia-
sis] [Abstract of  1904 a] <Sleep. Sick. Bureau 
Bull. (11), Nov. 5, p. 434. [W», W » J 
STÅLBERG, К . [Dr. , Jönköp ing ] 
1901 а.—Fluglarv i ögats främre  kammare < H y -
geia, Stockholm, v. 63, F. 2, v. 1, 2nd half,  Sept., 
pp. 269-273, illus. [Wm . ] 
S T Å L F O R S , H A R R Y . [1867-1938] [Prof.  Obstetrik 
Vet.-Högskolan, Stockholm] [For  necrology and 
port·, see Svensk Vet.-Tidskr., v. 43 (7), July 1, 
1938, pp. 253-255] [WM 
1903 a.—Reseberättelse <Svensk Vet.-Tidskr., 
v. 8 (11), pp. 434-450. [WM 
1904 a.—Idem [Continuation] <Svensk Vet.-
Tidskr., v. 9 (1), pp. 25-41, 2 graphs; (2), pp. 
109-124; (3), pp. 153-182, 5 figs.;  (4), pp. 212-
242, 3 figs.  [WM 
1924 a.—Kampen mot bromslarverna <Svensk. 
Vet.-Tidskr., v. 29 (7), pp. 263-266. [WM 
1931 a.—Kungl. förordning  angående nötbromsens 
bekämpande <Svensk. Vet.-Tidskr., v. 36 (4), 
pp. 140-149. [WM 
STAEMMLER, MARTIN. [ 1 8 9 0 - ] [Prof . D r . , D i r . 
Path. Inst., Breslau] [For  port, see München. 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 82 (50), Dec. 13, 1935, pl. 
facing  p. 2001] [WM 
1921 a.—Zur Frage der Bedeutung der Helminthen 
für  die Entstehung der Appendicitis <Centralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 31 (15), 1 Apr., pp. 
396-398. [W».] 
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1930 a.—Parasiten. Pathologische demonstra-
tionen < M e d . Welt., v . 4 (21), May 24, pp. 738-
739, illus. [Wm.] 
STEEPS, A R M I N I U S . [1840- .] 
[1866 a].—De trichiniasi. Diss. 30 pp., 1 1. Bero-
lini. [ W » J 
STÄRCKE, A . See Faber, E. ; and Stärcke, A . 
ST.ETJBLI, C A R L . [Dr., Asst.-Arzt, 2 . Med. Klinik, 
Univ. München] 
1905 a.—Ueber Trichinosis <Sitzungsb. Gesellsch. 
Morphol. u. Physiol. München, v. 21 (1), pp. 3 4 -
36. [ W - . ] 
1905 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Berl . Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr. (27), 5 Juli, p. 473. [W*, ff».] 
1905 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 a] <München. 
Med. Wchnschr., v . 52 (24), 13 Juni, pp. 1179-
1180. [W», W m . ] 
1905 d.—Klinische und experimentelle Unter-
suchungen über Trichinosis. <Verhandl. Cong. 
Innere Med. , Wiesb., Apr., pp. 353-361, pis. 6 -7 . 
[W m · ] 
1905 е.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Allg. Path, 
u. Path. Anat., v . 16 (9), 15 Mai, p. 352. [W·, 
W » . ] 
1905 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1905 d] <Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 13 (47), 25 Nov., pp. 
548-549. [ № , W » . ] 
1905 g.—Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Verbreitungsart 
der Trichinenembryonen <Vrtljschr. Naturf. 
Gesellsch. Zürich, v. 50 (1-2), 26 Mai, pp. 163-
176. [W\ W°.] 
1905 h.—Idem [Abstract] <Bull . Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v . 3 (12), 30 Juin, p. 514. [W», ff».] 
1905 i.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 g] <Ztschr. 
Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v . 15 (10), Juli, p. 312. 
[W", W m . ] 
1905 k.—Untersuehungen über Trichinosis [Ab-
stract of  1905 d] <Wchnschr. Thierh. u. Vieh-
zucht, v. 49 (52), 26 Dec., p. 827. [W», ff».] 
1905 1.—Migration of  Trichina embryos [Abstract 
of  1905 g] < J . Roy . Micr. Soc. (1), Feb., p. 29. 
[W», W » , W«.] 
1905 m.—Ueber Trichinosis <Cor. -Bl . Schweiz. 
Aerzte, v. 35 (16), 15 Aug., pp. 505-515. [ f f - . ] 
1905 n.—Idem [Abstract] <München. Med. 
Wchnschr., v . 52 (36), 5 Sept., p. 1743. [W», 
W·".] 
1905 o.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 m] <Deutsche 
Med. Wchnschr., v . 31 (36), 7 Sept., p . 1445. 
[W·, ff».] 
1905 p.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 m] < Deutsche 
Med.-Ztg. (84), 19 Oct., pp. 936-937. [ f f - . ] 
1905 q.—Klinische und experimentelle Untersuch-
ungen über Trichinosis und über die Eosinophilie 
im allgemeinen <Deutsches Arch. Klin. Med. , 
v . 85 (3-4), 30 Nov., pp. 286-341, figs.  1-7 , pi. 7. 
[W®.] 
1905 r.—Idem [Abstract] <München. Med. 
Wchnschr., v . 52 (20), 16 Mai, p. 971. [W», 
ff».] 
1906 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 q] < J. Am. Med. 
Ass., v . 46 (12), Mar. 24, p. 919. [Wa , ff», W°.} 
1906 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 q] <Bull . Inst. 
Pasteur, Paris, v . 4 (6), 30 Mars, pp. 272-273. 
[W», W m . ] 
1906 c — I d e m [Abstract of  1905 q] <Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 14 (14), 7 Apr., pp. 166-
167. [W\ W®.] 
1906 d.—Recherches cliniques et expérimentales sur 
la trichinose [Abstract of  1905 q] < R e v . Vét., 
Toulouse, v. 63 [n. s.], v . 31 (2), 1 Fév.è pp. 125-
126. [W», W m . ] 
1906 e.—Wanderungsmodus der Trichinen-Em-
bryonen [Abstract of  1905 q] < Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 14 (34), 25 Aug., p. 414. 
[W\ Wm.] 
1906 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1905 q] CTierärztl. 
Centralbl., v . 29 (36), 30 Dec., p. 572. [W\] 
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1906 g.—Migration of  Trichina embryos [Ab-
stract of  1905 g] < J . Trop. Med., London, v. 9 
(7), Apr. 2, p. 112. [W a , Wm.] 
1906 h.—Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Verbreitungsart 
der Trichinenembryonen. [Abstract of  1905 g] 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1 Abt., Ref.,  v . 38 (19-20), 
25 Sept., pp. 606-607. [W», ff».] 
1906 i.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 g] <Fortschr. 
Vet.-Hyg., v . 4 (7), Oct., p. 167. [W».] 
1906 k.—Ueber Trichinosis [Abstract of  1905 ρ] 
<Berl . Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (1), 4 Jan., p. 10. 
[W\ Wm.] 
1906 1.—Klinische und experimentelle Untersuch-
ungen über Trichinosis und über die Eosinophilie 
im allgemeinen < Deutsches Arch. Klin. Med. , 
v . 85 (3-4) , Nov. 30, pp. 286-341. [ f f » J 
1907 a.—[Ueber Trichinosis] [Abstract of  1905 a] 
<Arch. Naturg., Berlin (1902), 68. J., v . 2 (3), 
Sept., p . 19. [W\ W°.] 
1907 b.—Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Verbreitung-
sart der Trichinenembryonen. [Abstract of  1905 
g] <Ibidem, p. 19. [W·, W°.] 
1907 c.—Klinische und experimentelle Untersuch-
ungen über Trichinosis und über die Eosinophilie 
im allgemeinen [Abstract of  1905 q] < H y g . 
Rundschau, v . 17 (16), 15 Aug., pp. 1011-1012. 
[ f f S f f » . ] 
1908 a.—Beitrag zum Nachweis von Parasiten im 
Blut <München. Med. Wchnschr., v . 55 (50), 
15 Dec., pp. 2601-2603. [W a , ff».] 
1908 b — I d e m [Abstract] <Berl . Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr. (52), 24 Dec., p. 956. [W», ff».] 
1908 c—Adalékok a vérben található élosködök 
kimutatásához [Abstract of  1908 a] < H ú s -
szemle, Budapest, v . 3 (12), Dec. 26, p. 95. [W».] 
1909 a.-—Beitrag zum Nachweis von Parasiten im 
Blut [Abstract of  1908 a] <Berl . Klin. Wchn-
schr., v . 46 (1), 4 Jan., p. 36. [W», Wm.] 
1909 b.—Nachweis von Parasiten im Blut [Ab-
stract of  1908 a] <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v . 
35 (1), 7 Jan., p. 34. [W a , ff».] 
1909 c.—Examination of  the blood for  parasites 
[Abstract of  1908 a] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (1992), 
v . 75 (2), Jan. 9, pp. 75-76. [W a , Wm, W°.] 
1909 d.—Determination of  parasites in the blood 
[Abstract of  1908 a] < J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 52 
(5), Jan. 30, p. 426. [W\ ff», W°.] 
1909 e.—Ueber die Verbreitungsart der Trichinellen 
<München. Med. Wchnschr., v . 56 (7), 16 Feb., 
pp. 325-330. [W», W » . ] 
1909 f.— Idem [Abstract] <Berl . Klin. Wchnschr., 
v. 46 (9), 1 März, p. 411. [Wa , ff»,] 
1909 g.—Idem [Abstract of  1909 e] <Berl . Tier-
ärztl. Wchnschr., v . 25 (9), 4 März, p. 176. [Wa , 
Wm.] 
1909 h — I d e m [Abstract of  1909 e] CTierarzt, v. 
48 (4), Apr., pp. 83-84. [W a , ff».] 
1909 i.—Idem [Abstract of  1909 e] <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 44 (5), 15 Juli, pp. 
143-144. [W·, Wm.] 
1909 к.—Idem [Abstract of  1909 e] <Centralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v . 20 (15-16), 31 Aug., 
p. 749. [W-, Wm.] 
1909 1.—Idem [Abstract of  1909 e] <Deutsche 
Med. Wchnschr., v . 35 (9), 4 März, p. 408. [W», 
W » . ] 
1909 m.—Trichinellenkrankheit [Abstract of  dis-
cussion before  Med. Gesellsch. i. Basel, 6 Mai] 
<Ibidem (42), 21 Oct., p. 1859. [W\ ff».] 
1909 n.—The way in which trichinae spread [Ab-
stract of  1909 e] < N . York Med. J. [etc.] (1582), 
v . 89 (13), Mar. 27, p. 662. [W\ Wm, W·.] 
1909 o.—Beitrag zum Nachweis von Parasiten im 
Blut [Abstract of  1908 a] <Arch. Schiffs-  u. 
Tropen-Hyg., v . 13 (3), Feb., p. 258. [ f f » . ] 
1909 p.—Idem [Abstract of  1908 a] CCentralbl. 
Allg Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 20 (8), 30 Apr., p. 
365. [W\ W " . ] 
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1909 q.—Idem [Abstract of  1908 a] < H y g . Rund-
schau, v. 19 (17), 1 Sept., p. 1009. [W·, W « . ] 
1909 r.—Examination of  blood for  parasites [Ab-
stract of  1908 a] < J . Trop. Med. and H y g , Lon-
don, v. 12 (11), June 1, p. 164. [Wa , W-v ] 
1909 s.—Sur le mode de propagation des trichines 
[Abstract of  1909 e] < R e c . Méd. V é t , v. 86 (11), 
15 Juin, pp. 395-396. [W», W m . ] 
1909 t.—Trichinosis. x i i+295 pp., 12 1, charts, pis. 
A - B , 1-12. Wiesbaden. [Wv] 
1909 u.—Ueber die Trichinellenkrankheit [Ab-
stract of  report and discussion before  Med. 
Gesellsch. Basel, May 6] <Cor. -Bl . Schweiz. 
Aerzte, v. 39 (13), July 1, pp. 456, 457. [ W - . ] 
1909 v.—Beitrag zur Frage der biologischen 
Beziehung zwischen Mutter und Kind <Arch. 
Kinderh, v. 49, pp. 321-328. [ W » J 
1909 w.—Ueber die Verbreitungsart der Trichinel-
len <Rundschau Geb. Ges. Fleischbeschau u. 
Trichinenschau, v. 10 (17), Sept. 1, p. 264. [Chv] 
1910 a.—Die klinische Bedeutung der Eosinophilie 
<Ergebn. Inn. Med. u. Kinderh, v. 6, pp. 192-
220, pl. [W" . ] 
1911 a.—Ueber die Rolle von Schwein und Ratte 
als Trichinenwirte <München. Med. Wchnschr , 
v. 58 (39), 26 Sept , pp. 2057-2060. [W».] 
1913 a.—Trichinose <Handb. Path. Mikroorgan-
ism. (KoUe u. Wassermann), 2. Aufl ,  v. 8, pp. 
73-122, figs.  1-10, pis. 1 -3 . [W1 . ] 
1913 b.—Ueber die Rolle von Schwein und Ratte 
als Trichinenwirte < Deutsche Fleischbeschauer-
Z t g , v. 10 (2), 15 Jan , p. 20. [Wv] 
1917 a.—Bemerkenswerte Befunde  bei Trichinose. 
(Einige Bemerkungen zur Arbeit C. Masse und 
Hermann Zondek in der Münch. Med. Weh. Nr. 
30, 1917) <München. Med. Wchnschr, v. 64 
(35), 28 A u g , pp. 1138-1139. [Wv] [SeeMaase; 
and Zondek, 1917 a] 
D B S T A F A N I , T . 
(1915 а) .—Note di myiasis negli animali e nell'uomo 
<Rinnovamento Economico Agratio, Trapani, 
May-June, pp. 89-92, 110-113. 
S T A F F E L . 
1903 a.—Ueber die moderne Behandlung der 
Echinokokkenkrankheit [Abstract of  paper read 
before  Med. Gesellsch. zu Chemnitz, 22. Apr.] 
<München. Med. Wchnschr, v. 50 (37), 15 
Sept , p. 1613. [W», W ' v ] 
STAFFIERI, DAVID. [Pro f .  D r . ] 
1934 a.—Las localizaciones extra-intestinales de 
la amibiasis <Actas у Trab. 5. Cong. Nac. Med. 
(Rosario, Argentina, Sept. 2 -9 ) , ν . 1, pp. 162-
351. [ W · , W M . ] 
S T A F F I E R I , D A V I D ; a n d B A R H A L T , R Ó M U L O . 
1924 a.—Una observación de triquinosis humana 
< R e v . Méd. d. Rosario, v. 14 (6), N o v . - D e c , 
pp. 411-417, figs.  1 -2 . [Wm.] 
S T A F F I E R I , D A V I D ; B O R Z O N E , J . ; a n d R O D R Í G U E Z 
C E B R I A N , M . 
(1936 a).—Ankylostomiasis autóctona < R e v . Méd. 
d. Rosario, v. 26, pp. 408-417. 
S T A F F I E R I , D A V I D ; a n d G I A C O S A , R A M Ó N Α . 
1929 a.—Quiste hidatico calcificado de pulmón 
< R e v . Méd. d. Rosario, v . 19 (10), O c t , pp. 527-
531, pl. [Wm.] 
1930 a.—Quiste hidático calcificado  de pulmón 
[French summary] < R e v . Méd. Latino-Am. 
(174), v . 15, M a r , pp. 743-749, illus. [ f f · . ] 
S T A F F I E R I , D A V I D ; G I A C O S A , R A M Ó N Α . ; a n d B A R -
R A L T , R Ó M U L O . 
1927 a.—La anguillulosis intestinal activa y la-
tente. Consideraciones a propósito de tres 
nuevas observaciones <Semana M é d , v. 34 
(20), Mayo 19, pp. 1212-1217, figs.  1 -2 . [W-v] 
S T A F F I E R I , D A V I D ; a n d I M H O F F , J O S É D . 
1932 a.—Algunas consideraciones sobre una epi-
demia de triquinosis humana < R e v . Méd. d. 
Rosario, v. 22 (10), O c t , pp. 797-809, illus. 
[Wm.] 
S T A F F I E R I , D A V I D ; a n d I M H O F F , J O S É D . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1934 a.—Nuevas observaciones de triquinosis hu-
mana en la provincia de Santa Fe < Actas y Trab. 
5. Cong. Fac. Med. (Rosario, Sept. 2 -9) , v . 4, pp. 
185-192. [Wm.] 
S T A F F O R D , B L A N C H E E . 
1912 a.—Studies in Laguna Isopoda < 1 . Ann. Rep. 
Laguna Marine L a b , Pomona Co l l , May, pp. 
118-133, figs.  65-73. [Wv] 
S T A F F O R D , C H A R L E S D . [Oakley, California] 
1935 a.—Common parasites of  the eat <Vet . M e d , 
v. 30 (10), O c t , pp. 438-441. [Wv] 
S T A F F O R D , E T H E L B E R T W I T H R O W . [1887- ] 
[Mississippi Agrie, and Mech. Coll.] 
1927 a.—Platyhelminthes in insects [Abstract of 
paper to be read at 3. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Para-
sitol , Nashville, T e n n , Dec. 27-30] < J . Para-
sitol , v . 14 (2), D e c , p. 123. [Wv] 
1931 a.—Platyhelmia in aquatic insects and crus-
tácea [Abstract of  paper to be read at 7. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol, New Orleans, Dec. 29 -
31] < J . Parasitol, v . 18 (2), D e c , p. 131. [Wv] 
1939 a — T h e Mallophaga of  the Southern United 
States with special reference  to those of  Missis-
sippi <Abstr. Theses Cornell Univ. (1938), pp. 
285-287. [Wv] 
1943 a.—Algunos Mallophaga venezolanos. Some 
Venezuelan Mallophaga <Bo l . En torn. Vene-
zolana, v. 2 (1), Mar. 31, pp. 35-58, illus. [Wv] 
1942 a.—Typhus <Science, n. s. (2457), v. 95, Jan. 
30, Suppl. p. 7. [Wv] 
1946 a.—Better antimalarial drug <Science News 
Letter, v . 49 (2), Jan. 12, pp. 30-31. [Wv] 
S T A F F O R D , J O S E P H . [1864- ] [B. A , Ph. D , 
Zool. L a b , McGill Univ., Montreal, Canada] 
1895 a.—Aspidogaster corichicela. Preliminary 
note <Zool . A n z , Leipzig, (480), v. 18, 22 Juli, 
pp. 282-284. [W», Wm, W v ] 
1895 b.—Idem. Reprint. 3 pp. [n. p.] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1895 c.—Idem [Abstract] < J . Roy . Micr. Soc. (5), 
O c t , p. 536. [W*, Wm, W v ] 
1896 a.—Anatomical structure of  Aspidogaster 
corichicela. Diss. (Leipzig). 67 pp., 4 p i s , 33 
figs.  Jena. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1896 b.—Idem <Zool . Jahrb., Jena, Abt. A n a t , 
v. 9 (3), 6 Juli, pp. 477-542, pis. 36-39. [W\ 
Wv] 
1897 a.—Aspidogaster conchicóla [Abstract of  1896 
a] < J . Roy . Micr. Soc. (1), F e b , p. 39. [W», W » , 
W v ] 
1898 a.—The post-embryonic development of  As-
pidogaster corichicela < R e p . Brit. Ass. Adv. Sc. 
(67. M e e t , Toronto, A u g , 1897), p. 698. [Wm, 
W v ] 
1900 a.—Some undescribed trematodes <Zool . 
Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst , v. 13 (5), 30. A u g , pp. 
399-414, pi. 26, figs.  1-6 . [W», W v ] 
1902 a.—Notes on worms <Zoo l . A n z , Leipzig 
(6734574), v. 25, 16 Juni, pp. 481-483. [W\ Wm.] 
1902 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Zoo l . Centralbl, v . 9 
(23), 18 N o v , p. 733. [W", Wv] 
1902 c.—On the American representatives of  Dis-
tomum variegatum <Zoo l . Jahrb., Jena, Abt. 
Syst , v. 16 (3-6), 24 N o v , pp. 895-912, pi. 33, 
figs.  1-5 . [W», Wv] 
1902 d.—Cephalogonimus americanus (new species) 
< Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. Abt., v . 32 (10), 5 
N o v , pp. 719-725, 1 p i , figs.  1-4 . [W», W-v ] 
1902 е.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool . Centralbl, v. 9 
(26), 30 D e c , p. 844. [W·, Wv] 
1902 f.—The  American representatives of Distomum 
cygnoides <Zoo l . Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Svst , v. 17 
(3), 18 D e c , pp. 411-424, pi. 19, figs.  1-5. [W«, 
Wv] 
1903 a .—Two distomes from Canadian Urodela 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. Abt., Orig , v. 34 (8). 
21 O c t , pp. 822-830, 1 p i , figs.  1 -5 . [W·, W-v] 
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1903 b.—On the American representatives of  Disto-
mum variegatum [Abstract of  1902 cl <Zool . 
Centralbl., v. 10 (25), 15 Dec., p. 901. [W\ W·.] 
1904 a.—See 1907 a. 
1904 b.—Trematodes from Canadian fishes  <Zool . 
Anz., Leipzig, v. 27 (16-17), 3 Mai, pp. 481-495. 
[W\ ff-J 
1904 c.—Idem [Abstract] <J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (4), 
Aug. 17, p. 417. [W*, W » , W·.] 
1904 d.—-Two distomes from Canadian Urodela 
[Abstract of  1903 a] <Zool . Centralbl., v. 11 (9), 
17 Mai, p. 281. [W\ W·.] 
1905 a.—Trematodes from Canadian vertebrates 
<Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v . 28 (21-22), 11 Apr., pp. 
681-694. [W\ W®, W v ] 
1905 b.—On the American representatives of  Dis-
tomum variegatum. [Abstract of  1902 c] <Aroh. 
Naturg., Berlin (1898), 64. J., v. 2 (3), Juli, pp. 
pp. 50-51. [W·, W·.] 
1905 c.—The American representatives of  Disto-
mum cygnoides [Abstract of  1902 f]  <Ibidem, 
pp. 51-52. [W», W·.] 
1905 d.:—Cephalogonimus americanus (new species) 
[Abstract of  1902 d] < Ibidem, p. 52. [W», Wv] 
1905 e.—Notes on worms [Abstract of  1902 a] 
<Ibidem, p. 58. [W*. W·.] 
1906 a.—Trematodes from Canadian fishes  [Ab-
stract of  1904 b] <Zool . Centralbl., v. 13 (1-2), 
30 Jan., pp. 42-43. [W\ W·.] 
1907 a.—Preliminary report on the trematodes of 
Canadian marine fishes  < Further Contrib. 
Canad. Biol. (1902-05), pp. 91-94. [W¡.] 
S T A F S E T H , H E N R I K J O A K I M [ 1 8 9 0 - ] [ D . V . M . , 
Ph. D., Prof. Pathogenic Bacteriol., Michigan 
State Coll., East Lansing] [For  port, see U. S. 
Egg and Poultry Mag., v. 34 (10), Oct. 1928, p. 
45] [Wv] [For  port, see J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass., 
v. 7 5 , n. s., v . 2 8 ( 2 ) , Aug. 1 9 2 9 , p. 1 3 8 . [Wv] 
1922 a—Blackhead of  poultry (Infectious entero-
hepatitis). A disease which is very difficult  to 
prevent and eradicate <Quart. Bull. Michigan 
Agrie. Exper. Station, v. 5 ( 2 ) , Nov., pp. 7 8 - 8 1 . 
[W·.] 
1925 a.—Leg weakness or turning disease—tape-
worms <63. Ann. Rep. Michigan State Bd. 
Agrie. (1923-24), pp. 188-190. [W".] 
1925 b.—Idem <37. Ann. Rep. Michigan Agrie. 
Exper. Station (1923-24), pp. 188-190. [Wv] 
[1925 с].—Idem < R e p . Vet. Div. Michigan State 
Coll. Agrie. (1923-24), pp. 41-43. [Lib. Zool. 
Div.] 
1926 a.—Leg weakness <64. Ann. Rep. Michigan 
State Bd. Agrie. (1924-25), pp. 197-198. [Wv] 
1926 b.—Idem <36. [i.e. 37.] Ann. Rep. Michigan 
Agrie. Exper. Station (1924-25), pp. 197-198. 
[Wv] 
1926 c.—A newly recognized fluke  disease due to a 
Prosthogonimus sp. from chickens in the United 
States <64. Ann. Rep. Michigan State Bd. 
Agrie. (1924-25), pp. 198-199. [Wv] 
1926 d — I d e m <36. [i.e. 37.] Ann. Rep. Michigan 
Agrie. Exper. Station (1924-25), pp. 197-198. 
[Wv] 
1928 a.—Annual report of  research associate <66. 
Ann. Rep. Michigan State Bd. Agrie. (1926-27). 
pp. 299-303. [Wv] 
[1928 b].—Idem <39 . Ann. Rep. Michigan Agrie. 
Exper. Station (1926-27), pp. 299-303. [Wv] 
[1928 c].—Idem <Rep . Vet. Div. Michigan State 
Coll. Agrie. (1926-27), pp. 41-45. [Wv] 
1928 d.—Chick diseases in Michigan, their cause, 
recognition, prevention and control <Exten. 
Bull. (53), Michigan State Coll. Agrie., May, 14 
pp., 2 figs.  [Wv] 
1928 e.—Diseases of  adult poultry and control by 
Elant sanitation <Exten. Bull. (54), Michigan tate Coll. Agrie., Nov., 20 pp., figs.  1-4 . [Wv] 
S T A F S E T H , H E N R I K J O A K I M — C o n t i n u e d . 
1929 a.—How coccidiosis may cause rickets < Hat-
chery Tribune, v. 3 (6), June, pp. 30, 38. [Wv] 
1929 b.—Rickets as a secondary manifestation  in 
coccidiosis < J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 74, n. s., 
v. 27 (7), June, pp. 1069-1070. [Wv] 
[1930 a].—Report of  research associate <Rep . Div. 
Vet. Sc., Michigan State Coll. Agrie. (1929-30), 
pp. 30-31. [Wv] 
1931 a.—The control of  coccidiosis [Abridged from 
paper read before  Ann. Conv., Internat. Chick 
Ass.] < Iowa Vet., v. 2 (11), Nov., pp. 30-31. 
[Wv] 
1931 b.—Fowl paralysis and the "roup complex" 
< J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 78, n.s., v. 31 (3), 
Mar., pp. 423-429. [Wv] 
1931 c.—Report of  research associate <70. Ann. 
Rep. Michigan State Bd. Agrie. (1930-31), pp. 
236-239. [W'.] 
[1931 d].—Idem <44. Ann. Rep. Michigan Agrie. 
Exper. Station (1930-31), pp. 236-239. [Wv] 
[1931 e].—Idem < R e p . Div. Vet. Sc., Michigan 
State Coll. Agrie, fete.]  (1930-31), pp. 35-38. 
[Wv] 
1931 f.—Studies  in the pathology of  avian coccidio-
sis <J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 78, n. s., v. 31 (6), 
June, pp. 793-816, figs.  1-12. [Wv] 
1931 g.—The control of  coccidiosis < Poultry 
Craftsman and Pacific  Poultryman, v. 46 (3), 
Sept., pp. 24, 26. [Wv] 
1933 a.—Report of  research associate <72. Ann. 
Rep. Michigan State Bd. Agrie. (1932-33), pp. 
204-208. [Wv] 
1933 b.—Idem <46. Ann. Rep. Michigan Agrie. 
Exper. Station (1932-33), pp. 204-208. [Wv] 
1933 c.—Idem <Rep . Div. Vet. Sc., Michigan State 
Coll. Agrie, [etc.] (1932-33), pp. 47-51. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Diseases of  adult poultry and control by 
plant sanitation <Exten. Bull. (54) rev., Michi-
gan State Coll. Agrie., 23 pp., figs.  1-4 . [Wv] 
1934 b.—Worm treatment in chickens [Notes from 
address before  11. aim. post-grad, short course 
for  veterinarians, Michigan State Coll., East 
Lansing, Jan. 22-26] <Vet . Med., v. 29 (6), 
June, p. 258. [Wv] 
1935 a.—On the control of  tapeworm infestation  in 
chickens with notes on the pathology of  the in-
testines of  the hosts <Tech. Bull. (148), Michi-
gan Agrie. Exper. Station, Dec., 46 pp., figs.  1-9 . 
[Wv] 
1935 b.—A system of  control and prevention of 
intestinal parasites of  poultry. (Ascaridia and 
tapeworms) [Abstract] <Quart. Bull. Michigan 
Agrie. Exper. Station, v. 18 (1), Aug., pp. 3 -5 . 
[Wv] 
1936 a.—Miscellaneous activities of  section of  bac-
teriology < R e p . Div. Vet. Sc., Michigan State 
Coll. Agrie. (1935-36), pp. 26-31. [Wv] 
1936 b.—On the control of  tapeworm infestation  in 
chickens, with notes on the pathology of  the in-
testines of  the hosts [Extract from 1935 a] < U . 
S. Egg and Poultry Mag., v. 42 (6), June, p. 349. 
[Wv] 
1938 a.—Experimental work . . . Routine examina-
tions of  specimens from poultry and rabbits 
<Rep . Div. Vet. Sc., Michigan State Coll. Agrie. 
(1937-38), pp. 33-35. [Wv] 
1939 a.—Poultry diseases and public health bac-
teriology < R e p . Div. Vet. Sc., Michigan State 
Coll. Agrie. (1938-39), pp. 36-40. [Wv] 
1939 b.—Tapeworm infestation  in poultry <Vet . 
Med., v. 34 (12), Dec., pp. 763-765. [Wv] 
1940 a.—Idem <Poultry Pract., Coll. Discuss. Vet. 
Med.. pp. 130-132. [Wv] 
[1941 a].—Coccidiosis (Poultry information  please, 
by Dr. Cliff  Carpenter, Chairman) <Proc . 44. 
Ann. Meet. U. S. Live Stock San. Ass. (Chicago, 
111., Dec. 4-6 , 1940), pp. 156-158. [Wv] 
48 UNITE STATES DEPARTMENT O AGRICULTURE 
S T A F S E T H , H E N R I K J O A K I M — C o n t i n u e d . 
1944 a.·—Emergency poultry disease prevention 
<Vet . Med., v. 39 (5), May, pp. 207-212, illus. 
[W·.] 
1948 a.—Poultry remedies good, bad and indifferent 
< M . S. C. Vet., v . 9 (1), Fall, pp. 9-14, 31. 
[W-.] 
S T A F S E T H , H E N R I K J O A K I M ; e t a l . 
1943 a.—Report of  the committee on transmissible 
diseases of  poultry <Proc . 46. Ann. Meet. U. S. 
Live Stock San Ass. (Chicago, Dec. 2 -4 , 1942), 
pp. 238-242. [W\] 
1944 a.—Report of  committee on transmissible dis-
eases of  poultry <Proc . 47. Ann. Meet. U. S. 
Live Stock San. Ass. (Chicago, Dec. 2 -4 , 1943), 
pp. 186-189. [ № . ] 
[1945 a].—Report of  committee on transmissible 
diseases of  poultry <Proc . 48. Ann. Meet. U. S. 
Live Stock San. Ass. (Chicago, 6-8 , 1944), pp. 
197-202. [W·.] 
S T A F S E T H , H E N R I K J O A K I M ; a n d J O H N S O N , E D W I N 
P E T E R . 
1927 a.—Range paralysis of  poultry <Quart. Bull. 
Michigan Agrie. Coll. Exper. Station, v . 9 (3), 
Feb., pp. 105-109. [W*.] 
S T A F S E T H , H E N R I K J O A K I M ; a n d K O T L A N , S A N D O R . 
1925 a.—Report of  investigations on an alleged 
epizootic of  ruffed  grouse in Michigan <J . Am. 
Vet. Med. Ass., v. 67, n. s., v. 20 (2), May, pp. 
260-267, figs.  1-5 . [W*.] 
S T A F S E T H , H E N R I K J O A K I M ; a n d M A L L M A N , W A L T E R 
L E R O Y . 
1928 a.—Progress report on poultry disease in-
vestigation at the Michigan Experiment Station 
<Poultry Science, v. 8 (1), Nov. 1, pp. 19-22. 
]W».] 
S T A F S E T H , H E N R I K J O A K I M ; a n d T H O M P S O N , W A L T E R 
W . 
1932 a.—The effects,  treatment and prevention of 
worm infestation  in poultry. (In Rep. Proc. 35. 
ann. meet., U. S. Live Stock San. Ass., Chicago, 
Dec. 2-4, 1931) < J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 80, 
n.s . , v. 33 (3), Mar., pp. 467-474. [W».J 
1932 b.—Idem <Proc. 35. Ann. Meet. U. S. Live 
Stock San. Ass., (Chicago, Dec. 2 -4 , 1931), pp. 
467- 474. [ W » . ] 
S T A F S E T H , H E N R I K J O A K I M ; T H O M P S O N , W A L T E R W . ; 
a n d G R E Y , C . G . 
1932 a.—Observations on prolapse (blow-outs) <J . 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 80, n. s., v. 33 (1), Jan., 
pp. 80-86. [W·.] 
S T A G E , H A R R Y H . 
1947 a . — D D T to control insects affecting  man and 
animals in a tropical village <J . Econom. En-
tom., v. 40 (6), Dec., pp. 759-762, illus. [W*.] 
S T A G E , H A R R Y H . ; a n d B I S H O P P , F R E D C O B R Y . 
1948 a.—Equipment for  dispersing insecticides 
<Proc . 4. Internat. Cong. Trop. Med. and 
Malaria (Washington, May 10-18), v. 2, pp. 
1729-1737, pi. [W>.] 
S T A G E , H A R R Y H . ; a n d H Y S L O P , J A M E S A U G U S T U S . 
1942 a.—Origin and spread of  important insect 
pests of  animals <Yearbook Agrie., U. S. Dept. 
Agrie. (1942), pp. 203-208, illus. [W».] 
S T A G L I A N Ó , A N T O N I O ; a n d M A M M A N A , P A S C U A L V I C -
T O R . 
1922 a.—Hepatitis amèbica < R e v . Sud-Am. En-
docrin., v. 5 (10), 15 Oct., pp. 425-431. [W·.] 
S T A G N A R I , R A U L . [Hosp. Niños de La Plata] 
1940 a.—Contribución al tratamiento de la giarda-
sis en la edad infantil < Semana Méd. (2444), v. 
47, pt. 2 (46), Nov. 14, pp. 1129-1133. [W™".] 
ST AH. See Shah, T . M . 
S T A H L , Α . 
(1905 a).—Informe  de la estación particular de 
anemia establecida en Bayamón <Bol . Asoc. 
Méd. Puerto-Rico, ν . 3, pp. 35-51. [ W m . ] 
STAHL, J. See Blum, L . ! ; Meyer, P.; and Stahl, J. 
S T A H L , R U D O L F ; a n d S E U F F E R , E D G A R . 
1919 a.—Zur Differentialdiagnose  von Darmpara-
siten, speziell des Ascaris lumbrieoides < M e d . 
Klin., Berlin (773), v. 15 (39), 28 Sept., pp. 97&-
979, figs.  1 -3 . [W- . ] 
S T A H L E N , G E O R O E E R N S T . 
1735 a.—Observationes clinico-practicse. Worin-
nen gezeiget wird wie ein Practicus die mensch-
lichen Krankheiten nach den verschiedenen 
Eigenschafften  der Temperamenten, des Alters, 
Geschlechts und anderer Umstände gründlich 
heilen sollte. 4. Aufl.  [etc.], 23 p. 1., 296 pp., 7 1. 
Leipzig. [W m . ] 
S T A H L E B , N A T H A N . See Terzian, Levon Aram; Stah-
ler, Nathan; and Weathersby, A . B. 
STAHMANN. [Dr., Oberstabsarzt, Weissenfais] 
1879 a.—Ixodes  ricinus in den Ohren eines Marders 
[Abstract of  report before  Naturw. Ver. Prov. 
Sachsen u. Thüringen, Halle, 13 Feb.] <Ztschr. 
Ges. Naturw., v. 52, 3. F., v . 4, p. 139. [W·.] 
STAHN. [Oberveterinär] 
1910 a.—Piroplasmose bei Hunden <Ztschr. Veter-
inärk-, v . 22 (1), 12 Jan., pp. 35-36. [W*.] 
S T A H R , H E R M A N N . 
1922 a.—Darmgeschwülste bei Kindern durch Tri-
chozephalus verursacht < Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr., v . 48 (38), 22 Sept., pp. 1274-1276. [W».] 
S T A H R , R O L A N D . [M. D., Fort Dodge] 
1938 a.—Unusual symptoms due to round-worm 
infestation  < J . Iowa State Med. Soc., v . 28 (3), 
Mar., pp. 99-102. [ff™.] 
S T A I G , R O B E R T Α . [Μ . Α., Ph. D., F. R . S. E., Univ. 
Glasgow] 
1936 a.—Entomology (In  Currie, J. R . Manual of 
public health laboratory practice. Baltimore, 
pp. 243-321, illus.) [W™.] 
STAIGEB, Κ . T . [Govt. Analyst and Chemist, Queens-
land.] 
(?1876 a).—Report upon the cause of  fluke. 
S T A I N T O N , F B E D E B I C K H A B O L D . [ F . R . C . V . S . , 
Kensington, England] 
1922 a.—Coccidiosis <Brit . Goat Soc. Year Book, 
pp. 30-31. [W».] 
1922 b.—Strongylosis in the goat <Vet . Ree. v. 2 
(51), Dec. 23, pp. 941-945. [W».] 
1924 a.-^—Some skin diseases in the dog [Abstract 
of  discussion before  Midland Counties Vet. 
Meet., Leicester, Dec. 7, 1923, reported in "Vet . 
Ree."] <Vet . Med., v. 19 (7), July, pp. 444-
445. [W*.] 
1924 b.—Some skin diseases in the dog <Vet . Ree., 
v. 4 (4), Jan. 26, pp. 59-69. [W*.] 
1928 a.—Worms in goats <Brit . Goat Soc. Year 
Book, pp. 69-74. [W·.] 
1934 a.—Some skin diseases in the dog and cat 
<Vet . Ree., n. s., v. 14 (15), Apr. 14, pp. 389-
396; discussion, pp. 393-396. [W*.] 
S T A K E M A N N . 
1923 a.—Das ansteckende Blutharnen Haemoglobin-
urie beim Rindvieh, eine Weidekrankheit 
< Deutsche Landwirtsch. Tierzucht, v. 27 (40), 
Oct. 5, p. 428. [W».J 
S T A K M A N , E . C . 
1940 a.—The genetics of  pathogenic organisms. 
Summary <Publication (12), Am. Ass. Adv. Sc., 
pp. 83-90. [W·.] 
S T A L D E B , H A N S . [Clin. Val-Monts/Montreux] [See 
also Galli-Valerio, Bruno; and Stalder, Hans] 
1926 a.—Die Nosemauntersuchungen in den Verei-
nen <Schweiz. Bienen-Ztg., v. 62, n. F., v. 49 
(4), Apr., pp. 190-192. [W·.] 
1930 a.—Medizinische Eindrücke und Erfahrun-
gen aus dem Gabon [Abstract of  report before 
Med. Gesellsch. Basel, 29 Jan.] CKlin. Wchn-
schr., v. 9 (21), 24 Mai, p. 1000. [W·.] 
1931 a.—Zur Frage der chronischen Amöbendysen-
terie in unseren Breiten <Schweiz. Med. Wchn-
schr., v . 61 (27), 4 Juli, pp. 641-644. [ f f · . ] 
1934 a.—Duodenocholangitis und Lamblia intes-
tinalis <Schweiz. Med. Wchnschr., v. 64 (5), 
Feb. 3, pp. 106-107. [ W m . ] 
S T A L D E B , H A N S ; a n d L A U T E B B U B G , M . 
1931 a.—Unsere Erfahrungen  in den Tropen 
< München. Med. Wchnschr., v . 78 (16), Apr. 
17, pp. 675-678. [ f f - . ] 
STALEY, J. See Marshall, J. F. ; and Staley, J. 
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S T A L K A R T T , W . H . S . [ M . D . R . N . ] 
1899 a.—Hämoglobinurie fever  and paludism 
<Brit. Med. J. (2019), v. 2, Sept. 9, pp. 654-657. 
[W\ W-M 
1915 a.—Method for  quick detection of  S. pallida 
<Brit. Med. J. (2868), v. 2, Dec. 18, pp. 895-
896. [W·.] 
S T A L K E R . 
1916 a.—Larvae in head of  deer [Letter to editor] 
<Field, London (3323), v. 128, Sept. 2, p. 342. 
[WM 
S T A L K E R , M I L I K A N . [ 1 8 4 1 - 1 9 0 9 ] [V. S . , State Vet. 
Surg., Ames, Iowa] 
1885 a—Texas fever  <1. Ann. Rep. Stote Vet. 
Surg. Iowa, Des Moines, pp. 13-16. [WM 
1885 b.—"Texas itch" <Ibidem, pp. 30-33. [WM 
1885 c.—Verminous bronchitis <Ibidem, pp. 33-
34. [WM 
1886 a.—Verminous bronchitis <2. Ann. Rep. 
State Vet. Surg. Iowa, Des Moines, pp. 22-23. 
[WM 
1886 b.—Rabies <Ibidem, pp. 24-26. [WM 
1893 a.—Parasitic diseases among sheep <9. Ann. 
Rep. State Vet. Surg. Iowa, Des Moines, pp. 8-9. 
[WM 
S T A L K E R , R O B E R T . 
1936 a.—A letter from Quetta [Letter to editor] 
<J. Roy. Army Vet. Corps, v. 7 (4), Aug., pp. 
213-214. [WM 
S T A L L T B R A S S , C L A R E O S W A L D . See Hope, Edward 
William; Hanna, William; and Stallybrass, Clare 
Oswald. 
S T A M A T I N , L I U D M I L A . [ D r . ] 
1937 a.—Le traitement de la gale par l'hyposulfite 
de sodium et l'acide chlorhydrique <Arhiva Vet., 
Bucuregti, v. 29 (6), pp. 12-15. [WM 
S T A M B O L S K I , C H R I S T O T . 
1879 a.—Du ver de Médine ou Filaría medinensis, 
dragonneau, veine cutanée, etc. <Union Méd. 
Orient, 1. s., v. 6 (8), 26 Juillet, pp. 58-59; (9), 
2 Août, pp. 66-67; (10), 9 Août, pp. 76-77; (11), 
16 Août, pp. 84-85; (12), 23 Août, pp. 92-94; 
(13), 30 Août, p. 98. [Wm . ] 
1880 a.—Il verme di Medina (Filaria  medinensis) 
[Transi, of  1879 a] <Gazz. Med. Ital. Lomb., v. 
40, 8. s., v. 2 (19), 15 Maggio, pp. 182-184; (20), 
25 Maggio, pp. 191-193; (23), 26 Giugno, pp. 
221-223; (24), 3 Luglio, pp. 231-233; (25), 10 
Luglio, pp. 241-242. [ W M 
(1896 a).—Du ver de Médine (Filaria medinensis). 
2. éd. 29 pp. Sophia. 
S T A M B U K , D I N K O . See Djokié, Α Ι . ; and Stambuk, 
Dinko. 
S T A M M , K A R L . [See also Felsenthal, S.; and Stamm, 
Karl] 
1897 a.—Ein Fall von Cysticercus im 4. Ventrikel, 
klinisch und anatomisch bearbeitet. Diss. 26 
pp. Göttingen. [Wm . ] 
STAMM, M. [Prof.,  Wooster Univ., Cleveland, Ohio] 
1893 a.—Report of  a case of  a large abdominal 
Echinococcus cyst; with remarks <Med. News 
(1056), v. 62 (14), Apr. 8, pp. 365-369. [Wa, W™, 
WM 
S T A M M E R , C H . [Prakt. Arzt, Emersleben] 
1884 a.—Trichinen-Epidemieen der Gegenwart. 
1. Die Epidemieen in Emersleben, Deesdorf und 
Nienhagen <Ztschr. Mikr. u. Fleischschau, v. 3 
(1), 5 Jan., pp. 2-3. [W®.] 
1884 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr., v. 10 (1), 3 Jan., pp. 7-8. [W», W®.] 
1884 c.—The latest trichin-epidemics in Germany. 
(Emersleben, Deesdorf, Nienhagen and Thorn.) 
[Abstract of  1884 a] <J. Comp. Med. and Surg., 
v. 5 (2), Apr., pp. 180-182. [Wa, W - . ] 
S T A M M E R , H A N S - J Ü R G E N . [Zool. Inst., Univ. Bres-
lau] 
1933 a.—Eine neue eigenartige Cestodenlarve: 
Cysticercus (Cercocystis) mirabilis nov. spec, aus 
Daphnia magna <Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 
6 (1), 6 Sept., pp. 76-90, figs.  1-8. [WM 
S T A M M E R , H A N S - J Ü R G E N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1934 a.—Die Nematoden als Kommensalen und 
Parasiten der Insekten <Verhandl. Deutsch. 
Zool. Gesellsch., (36. Jahresversamml., Greifs-
wald, 22.-24. Mai), pp. 195-206, figs.  1-3. (Zool. 
Anz., 7. Suppl.-Bd.) [Issued Aug.] [WM 
1935 a.—Desmoscolex aquaedulcis n. sp., der erste 
süsswasserbewohnende Desmoscolecide aus einer 
slowenischen Höhle (Nemat.) <Zool. Anz., Leip-
zig, v. 109 (11-12), Mar. 15, pp. 311-318, figs. 
1-2. [WM 
1935 b.—Zwei neue troglobionte Protozoen: 
Spelaeophyra troglocaridis n.g. n. sp. von den An-
tennen der Höhlengarnele Troglocaris  schmidti 
Dorm, und Lagenophrys monolistrae n. sp. von 
den Kiemen (Pleopoden) der Höhlenasselgattung 
Monolistra (16. Mitteilung der Gesellschaft  für 
Höhlenforschung  in Ljubljana, Jugoslavien) 
<Arch. Protistenk., v. 84 (3), 18 Apr., pp. 518-
527, figs.  1-5. [W·.] 
1935 с.—Untersuchungen über die Tierwelt der 
Karsthöhlengewässer CVerhandl. Internat. Ver. 
Theoret. u. Ang. Limnologie (7. Mitgliederver-
samml. Jugoslavien, Aug. 26-Sept. 13, 1934), v. 
7, pp. 92-99. [AA.] 
1936 a.—Die Entoparasiten der in Schlesien 1935 
beobachteten Flamingos <Ber. Ver. Schles. 
Ornithol., v. 21 (1-2), Feb., pp. 15-17. [WM 
1939 a.—Oekologie <Fortschr. Zool. (1938), n. F., 
v. 4, pp. 598-640. [WM 
1941 a.—Oekologie <Fortschr. Zool. (1939), n. F., 
v. 5, pp. 297-355. [WM 
S T A M M E R S , F . M . G . 
1950 a.—Observations on the behaviour of  land-
leeches (genus Haemadipsa) < Parasitology, v. 
40 (3-4), Oct. pp. 237-246. [Issued Oct. 10] 
[WM 
S T A M M E R S , F . M . G . ; a n d W H I T F I E L D , F . G . S A B E L . 
1946 a.—Toxicity of  D.D.T. to man [Letter to 
editor dated Mar. 25] < Nature, London (3994), 
v. 157, May 18, p. 658. [WM 
1947 a.—The toxicity of  D D T to man and animals 
<Bull. Entom. Research, v. 38 (1), May, pp. 1 -
73. [WM 
STAMMEBS, G. E. F. [See also Brown, Henry Codding-
ton; and Stammers, G. E. F.l 
1920 a.—Haemogregarines in black rats <J. Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., London, v. 23 (24), 15 Dec., pp. 
298-299, 3 figs.  [W>, W'M 
1921 a.—[Spirochaetal jaundice in the guinea-pig] 
[Exhibit before  Lab. Meeting, Dec. 17, 1920] 
<Tr . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 14 
(5), Jan. 21, pp. 72-73. [WM 
S T A M M E S H A U S , W . [ D r . , O f f .  v . G e z . 2 » K l . ] 
1882 a.—Over het voorkomen van Anchylostomum 
duodenale (Dochmius  duodenalis) in de darmen 
van beri-beri en andere lijken <Geneesk. Tijd-
schr. Nederl.-Indië, Deel 22, n. s., Deel 11 (2), 
pp. 117-125. [WM 
S T A M P , J . T . ; a n d W A T T , J . A . 
1950 a.—'Tick-borne fever  as a cause of  abortion in 
sheep. Part I <Vet. Ree., v. 62 (32), Aug. 12, 
pp. 465-468. [WM 
S T A M P , J . T . ; W A T T , J . Α . ; a n d B E A T T I E , I . S . 
1948 a.—A field  trial of M 42 (DDT) dip in the 
control of  sheep myiasis <Vet. Ree., v. 60 (28), 
July 10, pp. 335-336. [WM 
S T A M P A , W A L T H E R S I E G W I N O T O K A R . [1894-
[Tierarzt, Wollin] 
1932 a.—Bodenkrankheiten bei Weiderindern und 
Schafen  in der Provinz Pommern unter Berück-
sichtigung ihrer Abhängigkeit vom Untergründe. 
Inaug.-Diss. Dr. med. vet. (Berlin). 35 pp., fold, 
maps. Berlin. [W".] 
S T A N B U R Y , J O H N В . [ L t . C o m . ( M C ) U S N R ] ; a n d 
H U Y C K , J A M E S H . 
1945 a.—Tick paralysis; A critical review <Medi-
cine, Baltimore, v. 24 (3), Sept., pp. 219-242. 
[W'M 
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S T A N C A N E L L I , P I E T R O . [Prof,  Catania] 
1922 a.—Myiasis muscosa (da Sarcaphnga. magni-
fica  Schiner) su tigna favosa <Policlin, Roma. 
Sez. Prat, v. 29 (42), 16 Ott, pp. 1357-1359. 
[W-.] 
1923 a.—Un caso di triplice bottone di oriente al 
volto, di cui due dovuti probabilmente a metas-
tasi per via linfatica  <Gior. Ital. Mal. Ven, an. 
58, v. 64, pp. 37-42. [W·».] 
S T A N C H I N S K I Ï , V . V . 
1922 a.—Материалы для экспериментальна^) 
взучешя вшей. Предварительный отчетъ о 
работахъ по изучешю платяной вши (Pedicu-
lus vestimenti) и способовъ борьбы съ нею 
(Compte rendu des travaux sur l'etude expéri-
mentale des pedicules de robe. (Pediculus vesti-
menti L.) et des moyens de les combatre) [Rus-
sian text] <Izvest. Moskov. Entom. Obsh, v. 
2 (1), pp. 99-128. [!».] 
1923 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Rev. Applied Entom, 
v. 11, ser. В, (5), May, p. 79. [W».] 
STANDAOE, R. F. [Capt. I. M. S , Res. Surg, Bangal-
ore] 
1905 a.—On hydatids in the female  pelvis; with 
notes of  a case of  primary hydatid disease of  the 
bladder <Indian Med. Gaz, v. 40 (5), May, pp. 
177-179. [W'v] 
S T A N D E N , A N T H O N Y . 
1943 a.—Insect invaders. 228 pp., pis. Boston. 
[W«.] 
STANDEN, О. D. [Wellcome Lab. Trop. Med , Lon-
don] 
1949 a.—Experimental schistosomiasis. I.—The 
culture of  the snail vectors Planorbis boissyi and 
Bulinus truncatus <Ann. Trop. Med. and Para-
sitol, v. 43 (1), Apr , pp. 13-22. [Wv] 
1949 b .—Experimental schistosomiasis. II. Main-
tenance of  Schistosoma mansoni in the laboratory, 
• with some notes on experimental infection  with 
S. haematobium <Ann. Trop. Med. and Para-
sitol, v. 43 (3-4), Dec , pp. 268-283. [Wv] 
1950 a.—The concentration of  cercariae of  Schisto-
soma mansoni for  the preparation of  cercarial an-
tigen <Tr. Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg , v. 43 
(5), Mar , pp. 527-530. [Wv] 
S T A N D F U S S , R I C H A R D . [Dr, Veterinärrat, Potsdam] 
[See also Francke, Georg; Standfuss, Richard; 
and Schünke, Paul] 
1908 a.—Ueber die ätiologische und diagnostische 
Bedeutung der Negrischen Tollwutkörperchen 
<Arch. Wissensch, u. Prakt. Tierh, v. 34 (2), 
pp. 109-132, pl. 4, figs.  1-11. [Wa, W m . ] 
1927 a.—Die bakteriologischen und veterinärmedi-
zinischen Untersuchungsverfahren  von Fleisch, 
Fleisch- und Wurstwaren, Eiern, Fischen, Krust-
entieren, Muscheln, Weichtieren, Reptilien und 
Amphibien <Handb. Hyg. Untersuch. (Got-
schlich), v. 2, pp. 660-721, illus. [Wv] 
1931 a.—Weitere Fälle von Trichinen beim Fuchse 
in Württemberg <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg, 
v. 41 (9), 1 Feb, p. 204. [Wv] 
1938 a.—Seefische  als Nahrungsmittel [Abstract 
of  report before Naturwissensch. Vet.-Med. Abt. 
Gesellsch, Mittwoch, Feb. 23] CTierärztl. Rund-
schau, v. 44 (11), Mar. 13, p. 181. [Wv] 
STANDLEE, T. H. [Edgewood, Texas] 
1915 a.—The chigo of  Spanish America [Letter to 
editor] <Am. J. Clin. Med , v. 22 (10), Oct , pp. 
961-962. [ W v ] 
S T A N D R I N G , T H O M A S . [ M . D , D . P . H , D e p u t y M e d . 
Off.  Health Woolwich] 
1943 a.—Administration of  a scabies scheme <J. 
Roy. San. Inst, v. 63 (1), Jan, pp. 26-29; dis-
cussion, pp. 35-37. [Wv] 
STANESCO, V. See Levaditi, Constantin; and Stan-
esco, V. 
S T A N F O R D , C L E M E N T . [Dr., Somerset C o , Maryland] 
1806 a.—Case of  worms, etc , discharged from the 
stomach [Letter to editor dated Nov. 26, 1805] 
<Phila. Med. Mus , v. 2, pp. 408-410; note by 
editor, p. 410. [W", Wv] 
S T A N F O R D , E V A . See Piercy, Paul L.; and Stanford, 
Eva. 
S T A N F O R D , J O S E P H S E D L E Y . [Utah State Coll, Logan, 
Utah] 
(1928-29 a).—Studies in Siphonaptera "Heas" with 
particular reference  to those found  on rodents. 
Thesis (D. Sc.) (Cornell) 
1931 a.—A preliminary list of  Utah Siphonaptera 
<Proc. Utah Acad. Sc., v. 8, July 1, pp. 153-
154. [Wv] 
1932 a.—Mallophaga from Utah birds and mam-
mals <Canad. Entom, v. 64 (5), May, pp. 112-
113. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Some ectoparasites of  Utah birds and 
mammals . . . Abstract <Proc. Utah Acad. Sc. 
(1933-34), v. 11, p. 247. [Printed July] [Wv] 
S T A N G A N E L L I , P A O L O . [Prof.  R. Univ. Napoli] 
1938 a.—Osservazioni sulla colite cronica amebia-
sica [French and German summaries] <Rina-
scenza Med, v. 15 (5), Mar. 15, pp. 151-152, pl. 
[Wm.] 
S T A N G E , C H A R L E S H E N R Y . [1880-1936] [Dean, Iowa 
State Coll.] [For  necrology and port, see Iowa 
Vet, v. 7 (3), May-June, 1936, p. 21] [Wv] 
[For  necrology see Science, n.s. (2161), v. 83, May 
29, 1936, pp. 513-514] [Wv] [See also Merillat, 
Louis Adolph; Stange, Charles Henry; and Berg-
man, Henry Dale] 
1913 a.—Some common internal parasites (worms) 
of  hogs and their treatment <Circular (14) Iowa 
Agrie. Exper. Station, Vet. Sect, June, pp. 1-4, 
4 figs.  [Wv] 
1929 a.—History of  veterinary medicine at Iowa 
State College. 1879, Semi-centennial, 1929. 96 
pp., illus. Ames. [Wv] 
1930 a.—Swine diseases <Vet. Alumni Quart. 
[Ohio State Univ.] v. 18 (3), Dec , pp. 100-105. 
[Wv] 
1932 a.—A compendium on the infectious  diseases 
of  animals. 137 numb, leaves. Ames, Iowa. 
[Wv] 
S T A N G E , P A U L . 
1907 a.—Ueber die Rückbildung der Flügel- und 
Halterenscheiben bei Melophagus  ovinus <Zool. 
Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Anat, v. 24 (2), 15 Juni, pp. 
295-322, figs. Α -C, pis. 27-28, figs.  1-21. [W», 
Wv] 
S T A N G U L É A N U , G . 
1900 a.—Kyste hydatique de l'orbite <Bull. et 
Mém. Soc. Anat. Paris, v. 75, 6. s , v. 2, Juin, 
pp. 642-645, 1 fig.  [W'V] 
1902 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Grenzgeb. 
Med. u. Chir, v. 5 (21), 8 N o v , p. 846. [W'v] 
S T A N I E K , A L F O N S . See Latzel, Robert; and Staniek, 
Alfons. 
STANILAND, L. N. [A. R. C. S , Seale-Hayne Agrie. 
Coll. Newton Abbot, Devon] [See also Ball, E.; 
Mann, С. E. T.; and Staniland, L. N.] 
[1926? a].—Some observations on strawberry eel-
worm <Ann. Rep. Agrie, and Hort. Research 
Station, Univ. Bristol (1925), pp. 61-65, pl. 
[Wv] 
1933 a.—Treatment of  narcissus bulbs with hot 
water <Gardeners' Chronicle (2446), v. 94, 3. s , 
Nov. 11, p. 66. [Wv] 
1933 b.—The treatment of  narcissus bulbs with hot 
water <J. Min. Agrie, London, v. 40 (4), July, 
pp. 343-355, illus, pi. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Violet eelworm (Aphelenchoides olesistus) 
<Seale-Hayne Agrie. Coll, [Advisory Leaflet] 
(45), Jan, p. [2]. [Wv] 
1945 a.—-The occurrence of  Anguillulitia dipsaci 
(Kühn.) on weed hosts, including new host 
records in fields  of  oats affected  by 'tulip-root' 
<Ann. Applied Biol, v. 32 (2), May, pp. 171-
173. [Wv] 
1946 a.—Potato root eelworm in the south-west 
<J. Min. Agrie, London, v. 52 (12), Mar , pp. 
538-540. [Wvl 
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STANILAND, L . N . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1950 a.—Experiments on the control of  chrysan-
themum eelworm (Aphelenchoides ritzema-bosi, 
Schwartz) by hot water treatment <Ann. Ap-
plied Biol., v. 37 (1), Mar., pp. 11-18, pis. [W·.] 
1950 b.—Notes on the use of  iodine and chlorphenol 
against certain plant nematodes <J. Helminth., 
v. 24 (1-2), pp. 91-99. [W».j 
S T A N I L A N D , L . N . ; a n d B A R B E R , D . R . 
1937 a.—The efficiency  of  baths used for  the hot-
water treatment of  narcissus bulbs <Bull (105), 
Min. Agrie, and Fish., London, 29 pp., illus., pis. 
[Wv] 
S T A N I L A N D , L . N . ; a n d G O O D E Y , T O M . 
1934 a.—A dwarfing  disease of  cultivated violets 
associated with the eelworm, Aphelenchoides 
olesistus CJ. Helminth., v. 12 (1), Jan., pp. 13-
22 (pp. 1-10), figs.  1-11. [W».] 
S T A N I S A K , M I L A N . [Wien] 
(1944 a).—Die Verbreitung des Texasfiebers  und 
seiner Ueberträger in Nord- und Südamerika. 
Diss. (Hannover). 
S T A N K I E W I C Z , W L A D Y S L A W . [ D r . ] 
1882 a.—Bablowiec wqtroby (Echinococcus hepatis) 
CPam. Towarz. Lek. Warszaw., v. 78, pp. 78-
91. [W">.] 
S T A N K O F F , M . 
(1930? a).—Der Einfluss der Ascariden auf  den 
Magenchemismus [Bulgarian text] <Bulgar. 
Klin., v. 2 (4). 
1931 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Arch. Schiffs- u. Tro-
pen-Hyg., v. 35 (2), Feb., p. 126. [Wv] 
STANKOV, A . G . [ С т а н к о в , А . Г . ] [Dr . ] 
1928 a.—К вопросу о распространении парази-
тических червей среди населения г. Лубны 
(Украина) [Au sujet des invasions vermineuses 
parmi la population de la ville de Loubni 
(Ukraina)] [Russian text] <Russk. Zhurnal 
Trop. Med., v. 6, pp. 322-324. [Photostat copy: 
Wv] 
STANKOVIC, SINISA. [See also Léger, Louis; and Stan-
kovic. Sinisa] 
1920 a.—Sur deux nouvelles coccidies parasites des 
poissons cyprinides <Compt. Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v. 83 (19), 5 Juin, pp. 833-835, figs.  1-8. 
[Wv] 
1921 a.—Sur quelques coccidies nouvelles des pois-
sons cyprinides <Compt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 
v. 85 (37), 17 Déc., pp. 1128-1130, figs.  1-7. 
[Wv] 
1922 a.—Systématique et répartition des coccidies 
des poissons d'eau douce CAnn. Univ. Grenoble 
(1921), v. 33 (2), 3.-4. trimestres, pp. 343-361, 1 
pl., figs.  1-15. [Wv] 
1924 a.—Idem <Trav. Lab. Piscicult. Univ. Gren-
oble (1922), v. 14, pp. 343-361, 1 pl., figs.  1-15. 
[W». (Ransom Coll.)] 
1924 b.—Eimeria misffurni  n. sp. et Eimeria cobitis 
n. sp., deux nouvelles coccidies des poissons d'eau 
douce CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 90 
(3), 1 Fév., pp. 255-258, figs.  1-14. [W·.] 
1932 a.—Die Fauna des Ohridsees und ihre 
Herkunft <Arch. Hydrobiol., v. 23 (4), pp. 557-
617, pis. 26-27, fig.  1, figs.  1-11. [Wv] 
S T A N K O V I T C H , S . See Stankovié, SiniSa. 
STANLEY.1 [St. Bartholomew's Hosp., London] 
1845 a.—Subcutaneous encysted tumor, containing 
the acephalocyst hydatid, Echinococcus CLond. 
Med. Gaz. (882), v. 35, n. s., v. 1, Oct. 25, pp. 
101-102, 1 fig.  [Wm.] 
1855 a.—Hydatid tumour in the thigh <Lancet, 
London (1638), v. 1, Jan. 20, pp. 65-66. [Wm, 
Wv] 
S T A N L E Y . 2 [COL.] 
1945 a.—Amoebic""dysentery [East ami'Central 
African  territories] <Brit. Med. J. (4399), Apr. 
28, p. 613. [Wv] 
S T A N L E Y , C O U R T ^ R . See Willets, David Gilford; 
Stanley,.Court R. ; and Gutierrez, Perpetuo. 
S T A N L E Y , E . [M. R. C. V. S., Banbury] 
1845 a.—Larva of  the Helophüus pendidus found  on 
the spinal marrow of  a horse <Vet. Ree., v. 1 
(4), Oct., pp. 355-356. [ W v ] 
S T A N L E Y , E D W A R D . [F. R. C. V. S . , Govt. Vet., New 
South Wales] 
(?).—Worms in sheep <Australas. Vet. and Live 
Stock J. 
1892 a.—Worms in sheep <J. Comp. Med. and 
Vet. Arch., v. 13 (1), Jan., pp. 46-52. [W\ W " 
Wv] 
1892 b.—Worms in horses <Agric. Gaz. N. South 
Wales, v. 3 (9), Sept., pp. 734-735. [Wv] 
S T A N L E Y , H E N R Y M O R T O N . [1841-1904] 
1890 a.—In darkest Africa,  or the quest, rescue, and 
retreat of  Emin Governor of  Equatoria. v. 1, 
547 pp., figs.,  pis., map, port., frontispiece.  New 
York. [Wv] 
1890 b.—Idem. v. 2, 540 pp., figs.,  pis., maps, port. 
New York. [Wv] 
S T A N L E Y , J O H N . [State Agrie. Coll., St. Paul, Minn.] 
1931 a.—Studies on the musculatory system and 
mouth parts of  Laelap.* echidninus Beri. <Ann. 
Entom. Soc. Am., v. 24 (1), Mar., pp. 1-12, fig.  1, 
pis. 1-3, figs.  1-18. [Wv] 
S T A N L E Y , L E O L E O N I D A S . [1886- ] [M. D. San 
Rafael  Calif.]  See David, Norman Austin; 
Johnstone, Herbert G.; and Stanley, Leo Leoni-
das. 
S T A N L E Y , M I L T O N ; a n d S T A N L E Y , (Mrs.)  M I L T O N . 
1932 a.—Keep out disease by keeping down the 
worms <Turkey World, v. 7 (6), Oct., pp. 34-
35. [Wv] 
S T A N L E Y , S A M U E L F. See Stiles, Charles Wardell; 
and Stanley, Samuel F. 
STANLEY, W. W. See Marcovitch, Simon; and Stan-
ley, W. W. ; and Sherbakoff,  Constantine Dmit-
riev; and Stanley, W. W. 
S T A N N A R D , J A M E S N E W E L L . [1910- ] [Univ. 
Rochester, Rochester, N. York]; and McCoy, 
Oliver Rufus. 
1938 a.—The metabolism of Trichinella spiralis 
larvae <Am. J. Physiol., v. 123 (1), July, 1, pp. 
194-195. [Wv] 
S T A N N A R D , J A M E S N E W E L L ; M C C O Y , O L I V E R R U F U S ; 
a n d L A T C H F O R D , W . B . 
1938 a.—Studies on the metabolism of Trichinella 
spiralis larvae <Am. J. Hyg., v. 27 (3), May, 
pp. 666-682. [Wv] 
STANNIUS. [Dr . , Berl in] 
1834 a.—Entozoa <Encycl. Wörterb. Med. Wis-
sensch., v. 11, pp. 271-280. [Wm . ] 
1835 a.—Filaria Clbidem, v. 12, pp. 177-180. 
[Wm.] 
S T A N N U S , H U G H S . [Ph. D., F. R . C. P., Hosp. Trop. 
Dis., London] 
1910 a.—Piroplasmosis among cattle in the Mom-
bera district, Nyasaland, 1909 С Parasitology, v. 
3 (3), Sept., pp. 307-311, pi. 28. [Issued Oct. 22] 
[Wv] 
1912 a.—Some helminthological observations in 
Nyasaland CJ. London School Trop. Med., v. 2 
(1), Dec., pp. 44-48. [Wv] 
1918 a.—The distribution of  trypanosomiasis [Let-
ter to editor dated Oct. 29, 1917] С Brit. Med. J. 
(2979), v. 1, Feb. 2, p. 160. [Wv] 
1933 a.—Helminths and pellagra [Letter to edi-
tor] CLancet, London (5755), v. 225, v. 2 (25), 
Dec. 16, p. 1395. [Wv] 
1937 a.—Chigoe disease CBrit. Encycl. Med. 
Pract., v. 3, pp. 116-119, illus. [Wm.] 
1947 a.—[Treatment of  amoebiasis] CTr. Roy. Soc. 
Trop. Med. and Hvg., v. 41 (1), Sept., p. 89. 
[Wv] 
1948 a.—An Ascaris infection.  A ease in which the 
diagnosis and cure were effected  by mistake 
С Post-Grad. Med. J., London, n. s. (117), v. 11, 
July, pp. 247-248. [W'v] 
4 8 2 UNITE STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S T A N N U S , H U G H S . ; a n d Y O R K ® , W A R R I N G T O N . 
1911 a.—A case of  human trypanosomiasis in 
Nyasaland, with a note on the pathogenic agent 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 5 (3), Dec. 
30, pp. 443-452, pi. 19, figs.  1-17. [W».] 
1911 b.—The pathogenic agent in a case of  human 
trypanosomiasis in Nyasaland <Proc. Roy. Soc. 
London В s. (В 570), v. 84, Aug. 18, pp. 156-160, 
pi. 2, figs.  1-17. [W».] 
S T A N O J E V I C , В . M . [Dr., Belgrad] 
1934 tí.—Lamblia intestinalis v. iluöi <Casop. Lék. 
Cesk., v. 73 (34), Aug. 24, pp. 947-950. [ f f» . ] 
S T A N S B U R Y , B E T T Y . [ASSOC. Ed., Carolina Co-op.] 
1945 a .—DDT <Carolina Co-op., v. 23 (11), Nov., 
pp. 11, 14, 24. [№.] 
S T A N S C H , K . 
1908 a.—Die Fischkrankheiten ihre Ursachen und 
Heilung <Biblioth. Aquar.- u. Terrarienk. (11), 
22 pp., pl. [Chc.] 
S T A N 8 K I . [ D r . ] 
1852 a.—Observation relative a un kyste hydatique 
du foie,  opéré avec succès <Gaz. Méd. Paris, v. 
23, 3. s., v. 7 (44), Oct. 30, pp. 689-690. [W m . ] 
S T A Ñ S K I , F E L I K S . 
1949 a.—Zachowanie sie U. S. S ; u psôw, pozbawio-
nych operacyjnie êledziony i nastepowo zaka-
zonych zarakiem Trypanosoma equiperdum Dof-
lein. (Reticuloendothelial system [Res] in dogs 
splenoctomised and infected  with Trypanosoma 
equiperdum Doflein.)_  [Polish text: English 
summary] <Ann. Univ. Mariae Curie-Sklodow-
ska, Set. DD, v. 4 (6), pp. 111-138. [W».] 
S T A N T O N , (Sir)  A M B R O S E T H O M A S . [1875-1938] [K. 
C. M . G., M . D., F. R . C. P.; Director Inst. Med. 
Research, Kaula Lumpur, Federated Malay 
States] [For  necrology and port, see Brit. Med. J. 
(4022), Feb. 5, 1938, pp. 312-313] [W·.] [See 
also Daniels, Charles Wilberforce;  and Stanton, 
(Sir)  Ambrose Thomas; and Fraser, Henry; and 
Stanton, (Sir) Ambrose Thomas] 
1910 a.—Ankylostomiasis among Tamil coolies em-
ployed on rubber estates <Rep. Ad vis. Com. 
Trop. Dis. Research Fund (1909), pp. 126-129. 
[W«.] 
1912 a.—A ceratopogon parasitic upon anopheline 
mosquitos <Paludism (5), Sept., p . 64. [W».] 
[1913? a].—A ceratopogon parasitic upon ano-
pheline mosquitoes <Far East. Ass. Trop. Med., 
Tr. 2. Bien. Cong. (Hongkong, Jan. 20-27, 1912), 
p. 317. [W».] 
1914 a.—The Anopheles mosquitoes of  Malaya and 
their larvae with some notes on malaria-carrying 
species <Rep. Advis. Com. Trop. Dis. Research 
Fund (1913), pp. 210-216. [W«.] 
1915 a.·;—Anopheles and malaria in the oriental 
region <Rep. Advis. Com. Trop. Dis. Research 
Fund (1914), pp. 167-170. [W«.] 
1935 a.—La leishmaniose viscérale dans les colonies 
britanniques du bassin Méditerranéen <Bull. 
Mens. Office  Internat. Hyg. Pub., v. 27 (3), Mars, 
pp. 519-524. [W".] 
STANTSHINSKI, V . See Stanchinski ï , V . V . 
S T A N W O O D , E D W A R D . [Boston] 
1904 a.—Suppression of malaria on the Isthmus 
[Letter to editor dated Feb. 9] <Med. Ree., Ν . Y . 
(1737), v. 65 (8), Feb. 20, p. 309. [W\ W » , W<=.] 
S T A N Z A N I , M A R I O . See Graziadei, Giorgio; and 
Stanzani, Mario. 
S T A P E L , C H R . [See also Bovien, Prosper; and Stapel, 
Chr.] 
1932 a.—Om rodaalen (Heterodera  radicicola Greeff) 
og nogle fors^g  til dens bekaempelse CTidsskr. 
Planteavl, v. 38 (2), pp. 250-272. [W*.] 
1932 b.—Om rodaaeln (Heterodera  radicicola Greeff) 
og nogle fors0g  til dens bekaempelse [English 
summary] <255. Beretn. Stat. Fors0g. i Plan te-
kult., pp. 250-277. [W».] 
S T A P E N S É A , J A N . [ 1 8 8 0 - 1 9 2 7 ] 
1913_ a.—Behandeling van surra met atoxyl en 
acidum arsenicosum <Veeartsenijk. Blad. 
Nederl.-Indië, v. 25 (5), pp. 430-453. [W·.] 
STAPLES, F. P. [Surgeon, Netley] 
1870 a.—Interesting case of  pathological lesions in 
connexion with diseased hip-joint. (Entozoa in 
head of  femur.).  With remarks <Med. Times 
and Gaz., London (1064), v. 2, Nov. 19, p. 586. 
[W m . ] 
STAPLES, R . R. [Tanganyika Territory] See Hornby, 
Henry Epton; Staples, R. R.; and French, Mar-
cus, Henry. 
S T A P L E S , H A R R Y . See Bean, A. M. ; and Staples, 
Harry. 
STAPLEY, J. H. [B. Sc., A. R. C. S., School Agrie., 
Cambridge] See Petherbridge, F. R.; Stapley, J. 
H.; and Thomas, I. 
S T Ä P P E R S , L O U I S . 
(1909 a).—Notes biologiques. (In  [Philippe] Due 
D'Orleans, La Revanche de la Banquise, Par., 
pp. 256-271.) 
S T A R A C E , C A R L O S J. [House Off. Centro Invest. 
Tisiol., Buenos Aires, Argentina] See Taiana, 
Jorge Α.; and Starace, Carlos J. 
S T A R C H , P A U L F . 
1945 a.—Some diseases of  dogs and cats transmis-
sible to man <Vet. Student, Iowa State Coll., v. 
7 (4), Spring, pp. 204-206, 216-218. [W».] 
v . S T A R C K . 
1925 a.—[Bronchopneumonie und Askaridiasis] 
[Abstract of  report before  Med. Gesellsch., Kiel, 
Dec. 18, 1924] <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 
51 (10), 6 März, p. 418. [W·.] 
1925 b.—[Ein Fall von Askaridiasis] [Abstract of  re-
port before  Med. Gesellsch., Kiel, 5 Feb.] 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 51 (14), 3 Apr., 
p. 584. [W».] 
S T A R C O F F , O L E G . See Starkoff, Oleg. 
S T A R C O V I C I , C O N S T A N T I N G. [1852-1929] [For 
necrology see Bui. Asoc. Gen. a Med. Vet., Bucu-
reçti, v. 41 (5-6), Mai-Iunie, 1929, pp. 355-357.] 
[W5.] [See also Babes, Victor; and Starcovici, 
Constantin G.] 
1893 a.—-Bemerkungen über den durch Babes ent-
deckten Blutparasiten und die durch denselben 
hervorgebrachten Krankheiten, die seuchenhafte 
Hämoglobinurie des Rindes (Babes), das Texas-
fieber  (Th. Smith) und der Carceag der Schafe 
(Babes) <Centralbl. Bakteriol., v. 14 (1), 1 Juli, 
pp. 1-8. [W», ff»,  W«.] 
(1894 a).—[Original ? of  1893 a] <Rev . Vét. Rou-
maine. 
(1922? a).—Die Umwandlungen des Metastrongylus 
paradoxus Apri in den Bronchien und dem Lung-
enparenchyms bei den Schweinen in der 
Schweinepest <Bul. Dir. Gen. Zoot. §i San Vet., 
Min. Agrie. §i Domen., Bucurejti, v. 3 (4-5), p. 
32. 
1924 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Jahresb. Vet.-Med. 
(1921-22), v. 41-42, pp. 177, 179. [W».] 
S T A R E , F R E D E R I C K J O H N . [1910- ] [Div. Nu-
trition, Dept. Biochem., Schools Med. and Pub. 
Health, Harvard Univ., Boston, Massachusetts] 
See Hegsted, David Mark; McKibbin, John 
Mead; and Stare, Frederick John; and William-
son, Anne; Hegsted, David Mark; McKibbin, 
John Mead; and Stare, Frederick John. 
STARGARDT. [Dr . , Kiel ] 
1907 a.—Ueber Protozoen im Auge <Ber. ü. 
33. Versamml. Ophth. Gesellsch. (Heidelberg, 
Aug. 1906), pp. 325-333, pis. 11-12. [Wm . ] 
1907 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol. 
1 Abt., Ref., v. 39 (6-7), 8 Jan., pp. 203-204. [W», 
W» . ] 
1907 c.—Zur Aetiologie der sympathischen 
Ophthalmie. Ueber Protozoen im Auge [Ab-
stract of  remarks before  Physiol. Ver., Kiel, 23 
Juli 1906] <München. Med. Wchnschr., v. 54 
(9), 26 Feb., p. 443. [W», W™.] 
1907 d.—Demonstration von Spirochäten in der 
Hornhaut beim hereditär luetischen Fötus [Ab-
stract of  remarks before Med. Gesellsch., Kiel, 3. 
Nov. 1906] <Ibidem (21), 21 Mai, p. 1061. [Wa , 
ff».] 
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STARGARDT—Continued. 
1914 a.—Syphilis und Trypanosomiasis (Schlaf-
krankheit) <Dermat. Wchnschr., v. 58, Er-
gänzungsheft, pp. 112-132. (Festschr. Eröffn. 
Inst. Schiffs- u. Tropenkr. Hamburg) [W ra .] 
S T A R I N S K I I , Ε . Γ Α . K U T O V S K I I . S e e K u t o v s k i i - S t a r -
inskii, E. fa. 
S T A R K , A . 
1947 a.—Cattle lice. You can't afford  'em CUtah 
Farmer, v. 67 (5), Oct. 10, pp. 10, 12. [WM 
STARK, F. L. See Howard, Frank Leslie; Stark, F. L.; 
and Smith, John Blackmer. 
STARK, FRANK LOUIS (jr.).  [ 1 9 1 3 - ] [See also 
Newhall, Allan Goodrich; and Stark, Frank Louis 
0>.)] 
S T A R K , F R A N K L O U I S (jr.)  ; a n d L E A R , B E R T . 
1947 a.—Miscellaneous greenhouse tests with vari-
ous soil fumigante for  the control of  fungi  and 
nematodes < Phytopathology, v. 37 (10), Oct. 
pp. 698-711. [W·.] 
S T A R K , F R A N K L O U I S (jr.);  L E A R , B E R T ; a n d N E W -
H A L L , A L L A N G O O D R I C H . 
1944 a.—Comparison of  soil fumigante for  the con-
trol of  the root-knot nematode < Phytopathol-
ogy, v. 34 (11), Nov., pp. 954-965, illus., pi. 
[W·.] 
S T A R K , F R A N K L O U I S (jr.);  N E W H A L L , A L L A N G O O D -
R I C H ; a n d L E A R , B E R T . 
1943 a.—Comparison of  soil fumigante for  the control 
of  root-knot nematode [Abstract of  report before 
35. Ann. Meet. Am. Phytopath. Soc., Dec. 4-6] 
<Phytopathology, v. 33 (12), Dec., pp. 1118-
1119. [WM 
S T A R K , Η . H . 
1923 a.—Ophthalmia myiasis externa, due to larvae 
of  Oestrus ovis <J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 81 (20), 
Nov. 17, pp. 1684-1685, figs.  1-2. [WM 
S T A R K , J O H A N N C H R I S T I A N . [ 1 7 5 3 - 1 8 1 1 ] 
1789 a.—Auszüge aus dem Tagebuche des Herzogl. 
Jenaischen klinischen Institute [etc.], 4 p. 1., 
188 pp. Jena, [ f f - . ] 
(1804 a). See Braun, J. Α., 1804 a. 
S T A R K , L U C I E N . [1882- ] [M. D., Norfolk, 
Nebraeka] See Hansen, George M. ; and Stark, 
Lucien. 
S T A R K , W I L H E L M . [Dr., Chir. Abt., Narimanow-
Krankenh., Gandscha, Transkauk.] 
1927 a.—Seltene Fälle chronisch-entzündlicher 
Tumoren des Dickdarms. Ursache: Amöben 
<Med. Welt, v. 1 (17), May 28, pp. 602-604. 
[W-M 
1928 a.—Ueber die Schwierigkeit der Nierenechino-
coccusdiagnose und den zweckmässigsten Opera-
tionseingriff <Centralbl. Chir., ν . 55 (46), Nov. 
17, pp. 2888-2893. [ W M 
S T A R K E , C U R T . [ 1 8 9 3 - ] 
1920 a.—Ueber die Zunahme der Pediculoeie capi-
tis während der Kreigszeit. (Auf  Grund von in 
den Jahren 1911-1920 in der Leipziger Haut-
klinik behandelten 2600 Erkranksfällen).  Unaug. 
Diss. (Leipzig). Zeulenroda i. Thür. [Wm . ] 
S T A R K E R , C H A R L E S H. [Entom., Field Staff, Chem. 
Div. Pacific Supply Coop.] 
1946 a.—DDT's uses misuses told to managere by 
entomologiet <Pacific  Northweet Co-Op., v. 11, 
Apr., p. 3. [WM 
1946 b.—Cattle warblee or grub and their control 
<Pacific  Northweet Co-op., v. 11 (11), Dec., p. 
7. [WM 
S T A R K E Y , G O R D O N S . See Nelson, Elven Clifford; 
Webb, Joseph E.; Baylise, Milward; and Starkey, 
Gordon S. 
S T A R K E Y , H U G H [ M . D . , Montreal, Que.]; and 
P O O L E , J O H N . 
1947 a.—Survey of  intestinal parasites in re-
patriated prieoners of  war from Hong Kong 
CCanad. Med. Ass. J., v. 57 (4), Oct., pp. 377-
379. [ f f» . ] 
STARKEY, L. V. [Head, Animal Husb. Dept.] 
1943 a.—Beef  cattle production <Bull. (346) 
South Carolina Agrie. Exper. Station, June, 47 
pp., illus., pi. [WM 
STARKLEY, A. L. [Mount Pleasant] 
1936 a.—Sheep <J . Dept. Agrie. South Australia, 
v. 40 (2), Sept., pp. 147-150, illus. [WM 
S T A R K L O F F , C A R L . [Leipzig] 
1913 a.—Fundulus-Kreuzungen <B1. Aquar.- u. 
Terrarienk., v. 24 (12), 26 März, pp. 179-181. 
[Yb.l 
S T A R K O F F , O L E G . [Dott., Asst. Ordin., 1st. Paras-
sitol. R . Univ. Roma] 
1938 a.—La preparazione dei platelminti col 
metodo di Dammin <Ann. Ig., v. 48, n.s., v. 23 
(9-10), Sept.-Oct., pp. 609-611, illus. [WM 
1939 a.—Morfologia  e significato  dei considetti 
corpuscoli calcarei nei cestodi [French, English 
and German summaries] <Riv . Parassitol., 
Roma, v. 3 (2), June, pp. 145-152, illus. [W'.j 
1939 b.—Nuovi metodi per la preparazione di plat-
elminti [French summary] <Boll. 1st. Sieroterap. 
Milanese, v. 18 (4), Apr., pp. 218-224, pi. [WM 
1939 c.—Alterazioni del sangue e degli organi emo-
poietici nella tripanosomiasi sperimentale <4 . 
Cong. Internaz. Patol. Comp. (Roma, 15-22 
May), v. 2, Atti, pp. 263-264. [WM 
1941 a.—Alterazioni morfologiche  delle cisti di 
Giardia intestinalis (Lambì) durante il tratta-
mento acridinico <Arch. Ital. Sc. Med. Colon., 
v. 22, n.s., v. 7 (6), June, pp. 278-284, illus. 
[ W - M 
1941 b.—Un'abitazione negli Abruzzi invasa da 
Argas reflexus  <Arch. Ital. Sc. Med. Colon., v. 
22, n. s., v. 7 (7), July, pp. 314-317. [W m . ] 
1941 с.—Eosinofilia  sperimentale ematica e midol-
lare da ascaridi <Med. Sper. Arch. Ital., v. 8 
(1), Jan., pp. 17-32, illus. [W-M 
1941 d.—Un nuovo composto colorante neutro e sue 
applicazioni in isto-patologia e in parassitologia 
<Ann. Ig., v. 51 (4), Apr., pp. 259-269. [W m . ] 
1942 a.—Entamoeba criceti η. sp. parassita del Crice-
tus cricetus <Riv . Parassitol., Roma, v. 6 (2), 
June, pp. 57-60, illue., pl. [Wå .] 
1942 b.—Un esemplare anomalo di Phthirius pubis 
<Riv . Parassitol., Roma, v. 6 (2), June, p. 113, 
illus. [Wå .] 
1942 с.—Nuove osservazioni su alcuni parassiti dei 
ratti di Roma <Ann. Ig., v. 52 (9), Sept., pp. 
413-418, pis. [ f f · . ] 
1942 d.—Sul potere patogeno della larve di Gastero-
phüus intestinalis (de Geer, 1776); Contributo 
sperimentale ed anatomo-patologico <Riv . Biol. 
Colon., v . 5 (3-4), Aug. pp. 89-106, illus. [WM 
STARKOV, I. D . See Petriaev, Ρ . Α . ; and Starkov, 
I . D . 
S T A R K S , E D W I N C H A P Í N ; a n d C U T T E R , R I C H A R D D . 
1931 a.—The dissection of the rat. 45 pp. Stan-
ford  University, California.  [WM 
S T A R K U S , A N T A N A S . 
1936 a.—Askaridos ir ju íalingumas ímogaus or-
ganizmui [Ascariasis and its harmful  effects  on 
the human organism] [German summary] 
<Medicina, Kaunas, v. 17 (9), pp. 649-662. 
[W».] 
1937 a.—Askaridiniai jeknu abscesai ir granuliomos 
[German eummary] <Medicina, Kaunas, v. 18 
(2), Feb., pp. 125-134, illus. [ f f - . ] 
STARKY, F. B. [Bendee Downs, Cunnamulla, Queens-
land] See Treweeke, W. H.; and Starky, F. B. 
S T A R L I N G , J . H . 
1937 a.—A survey of  intestinal protozoa in an or-
phanage (Proc. 14. Ann. Meet. (Univ. Alabama, 
Apr. 2-3)) <J . Alabama Acad. Sc., v. 9 (2), 
May, pp. 23-24. [WM 
S T A R N O T T I , C A S S I O . [Dott.] 
1930 a.—Dati statistici clinico-epidemiologici sull' 
anchilostomiasi raccolti durante gli anni 1924-25-
26-27-28-29 nella Provincia di Firenze < Igiene 
Mod., v. 23 (10), Oct., pp. 305-312. [Wm.] 
STAROV, Т. К. [Старое, T . K.l [Chief, Div. Zoo-
hyg. Allunion Scient. Exper. Inet. Swinebreeding, 
Poltava, USSR] 
1934 a.—О слепнях (сем. Tabanidae), как вреди-
телях в свиноводстве. (On the question of 
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1934 a.—Continued. 
gad flies  (Tabanidae) as parasites in swinebreed-
ing and means of  controlling them) [Russian 
text; English summary] < Trudy VsesofQz. 
Nauchno-Issled. Inst. Svinovod. [Poltava], (9-
10), pp. 3 1 2 - 3 1 5 . [Wv] 
V A N D E B S T A B P , J . A . 
1918 a.—Een geval van anaemie door Tricocephalus 
dispar < Nederl. Maandschr. Geneesk., v. 7, pp. 
601-607. [W·».] 
1919 a.—Een geval van anaemie veroorzaakt door 
Trichocephalus dispar. [Abstract of  report before 
Nederl. Vereen. Paediat, 30 Juni 1918] <Nederl. 
Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 63, 1. Helft (8), 22 Feb., 
pp. 639-640. [ W v ] 
STABB, E. B. [ -1922] [M. D., Ohio State Dept. 
Health] 
1922 a.—Poisoning by benzol carbon tetrachloride 
cement, with special reference  to the early symp-
toms of  benzol poisoning <J. Indust. Hyg., v. 4 
(5), Sept., pp. 203-211. [Wv] 
S T A B B , F . N . G . [ D r . ] 
1899 a.—The Eustrongylus gigas from the kidney of 
the mink <Canad. Pract. and Rev., v. 24 (5), 
May, pp. 271-274. [W">.] 
S T A R B , L E L A N D E D S O N . [1889- ] [Virginia Poly-
tech. Inst., Blacksburg, Va.; Dept. Path., Ala-
bama Polyteeh. Inst, Auburn, Alabama] [See 
also West, J. L.; and Starr, Leland Edson] 
1930 a.—Blackhead in turkeys <J . Am. Vet. Med. 
Ass, v. 76, n.s. v. 29 (1), Jan, pp. 81-84. [Wv] 
1939 a.—Control of  trichinosis in hogs [Abstract 
of  report before  76. Ann. Meet. Am. Vet. Med. 
Ass, Memphis, Aug. 28-Sept. 1] <Vet. M e d , v. 
34 (10), Oct , p. 600. [Wv] 
1941 a.—Spirocerci lupi. The life  cycle, pathogene-
sis, symptoms, diagnosis, prophylaxis and treat-
ment for  the esophageal worm of  the dog <Vet. 
Student, Iowa State Coll , v. 3 (3), pp. 113-115, 
illus. [Wv] 
S T A B B , L O U I S . [M. D , Late Clin. Prof, Dis. Chil-
dren, Hospital, Univ. Pennsylvania, Philadel-
phia] [See also Goodhart, James Frederick, 1885 
1886 a.—Diseases of  the digestive organs in infancy 
and childhood [etc.]. 385 pp., 1 p i , figs.  Phil-
adelphia. [W·».] 
1891 a.—Idem. 2. ed. 396 pp., figs.  1 pi. Phila-
delphia. [Wm.] 
1901 a.—Idem. 3. ed. 448 pp., 13 figs.  Philadel-
phia. [W".] 
S T A B B , M O S E S A L L E N . [ 1 8 5 4 - ] 
1889 a.—Tumors of  the brain in childhood. Their 
variety and situation with special reference  to 
their treatment by surgical interference  <Med. 
News, Phila. (835), v. 54 (2), Jan. 12, pp. 29-37. 
[W\ Wm.] 
STABB, S. H . [Director] 
1940 a.—Nematology <20. Ann. Rep. Georgia 
Coastal Plain Exper. Station (1939-40), pp. 118-
123 (Bull. (31), July). [Wv] 
1940 b.—Tobacco <20. Ann. Rep. Georgia Coastal 
Plain Exper. Station (1939-40), pp. 123-138 
(Bull. (31), July). [Wv] 
1941 a.—Nematology <21. Ann. Rep. Georgia 
Coastal Plain Exper. Station (1940-41), pp. 111-
113 (Bull. (32), July). [Wv] 
1941 b.—Tobacco. Root-knot control <21. Ann. 
Rep. Georgia Coastal Plain Exper. Station 
(1940-41), pp. 127-128 (Bull. (32), July). [Wv] 
1942 a.—Flue-cured tobacco diseases <22. Ann. 
Rep. Georgia Coastal Plain Exper. Station (1941-
42), pp. 50-58 (Bull. (35), July). [Wv] 
1942 b.—Nematology <22. Ann. Rep. Georgia 
Coastal Plain Exper. Station (1941-42), pp. 151-
154. (Bull. (35), July). [Wv] 
1942 c.—Swine parasites <22. Ann. Rep. Georgia 
Coastal Plain Exper. Station (1941-42), pp. 104-
105. (Bull. (35), July). [Wv] 
S T A B B E T T , W I L L I A M C. See Van Cleave, Harley 
Jones; and Starrett, William C. 
S T A R R Y , A L L E N C. See Warthin, Aldred Scott; and 
Starry. Allen C. 
S T A R T I N , J A M E S . [1851-1910] [Surgeon and Joint 
Lecturer, Dis. Skin, St. John's Hospital, Lon-
don] 
1881 a.—Lectures on the parasitic diseases of  the 
skin: Vegetoid and animal. 88 pp., 6 pis. London. 
[Wm.] 
STABTSEV, I. S. [Старцев, И. С.] [Kaninskiï Tund-
rov. Vetuchastokj 
1937 a.—Оводная инвазия северного оленя и 
организация мер борьбы с ней [Warbleflies  of 
reindeer and the organisation of  measures for 
their control] [Russian text] < So vet. Vet. (5), 
May, pp. 15-19. [Wv] 
S T A B Z , E M I L . [ P h . G . ] 
1921 a.—Preparation of a crude oil emulsion dip 
for  dipping cattle <Contrib. Montana Livestock 
San. Bd. Lab , v. 1 (3), Jan. 1, pp. 3-9, 4 figs. 
[Wv] 
S T A B Z Y K , J . ; a n d W E S T B Y C H , F . 
1949 a.—Comparative studies on pediculosis con-
trol with such preparations as DDT, Delicia, 
Läusepuder and Pyretrum [Abstract of  report 
before  1. Cong. Polish Parasitol, Gdarisk, May 
16-18, 1948] <Bull. Inst. Marine and Trop. 
M e d , Gdañsk, v. 2 (1-2), p. 120. [Lib. Zool. 
Div.] 
S T A R Z Y K , J E A N . [Inst. Biol. Gén, Univ. Jean Casi-
mir, Lwów] 
1938 a.—Vitalité, virulence et pouvoir immunisant 
de Rickettsia provazeki, conservés en dehors de 
l'organisme du pou <Arch. Inst. Pasteur Tunis, 
v. 27 (3), Sept, pp. 263-281; errata, (4), D e c , 
p. 449. [Wv] 
S T A S K I E W I C Z , G R Z E G O R Z . [ D r , L a b . M i ç s o z n . - B a k -
teriol, Rzei. Miejsk. Lublin] 
1945 a.—Badania szczurów na obecnoáé wloáni 
miçâniowych, a wspólczesny stan badaú nad 
wlosniami (Examens de rats sur la présence de 
trichines musculaires, et l'état actuel de notions 
sur les trichines) [Polish text; French summary] 
<Medycyna W e t , v. 1 (5), Sept, pp. 103-108. 
[Wv] 
1947 a.—Studia nad Agamodistomum musculorum 
suis [Polish text] <Medycyna. W e t , v. 3 (1), 
Jan, pp. 28-31, illus. [Wv] 
STASS, A. [Prosector Centr.-Tierarz.-Schule, Mün-
chen] 
1886 a.—Zur Muskelatrophie unserer Hausthiere 
<Oesterr. Monatechr. Thierh, v. 11 (4), Apr. 1, 
pp. 25-26. [Wm.] 
S T A S S A N O , H. See Dastre, Α.; and S T A S S A N O , H. 
S T A S S A N O , H E N B I . 
1901 a.—Contribution λ l'étude du trypanosome 
<Compt. Rend. Soc. Biol , Paris, v. 53 (1), 11 
Jan, pp. 14-16. [W\ Wm, Wv] 
1901 b.—Sur un parasite observé chez des syphili-
tiques <Compt. Rend. Acad. Se , Paris, v. 132 
(12), 25 Mars, pp. 800-802, figs.  1-44. [W\ Wm, 
WM 
1901 c.—Sur la fonction  de relation du petit noyau 
des trypanosomés <Compt. Rend. Soc. Biol , 
Paris, v. 53 (16), 10 Mai, pp. 468-470. [W», 
W " , W v ] 
S T A S T N Y , O L G A F B A N C E S . [1878- ] [Omaha, 
Nebraska] 
1935 a.—Trichomonas vaginalis <Nebraska State 
Med. J , v. 20 (3), M a r , pp. 105-108. [W·.] 
STATES, G. W. [M. D , Franklin, Utah] 
1909 a.—Tick fever, or Rocky Mountain spotted 
fever  ,<Denver Med. Times [etc.] (327), v. 28 
(10), A p r , pp. 522-526. [W-v] 
STATHAM, J. C. B. [Capt, R . A. M. C.] [See also 
Leishman, William Boog; and Statham, J. C. B. 
1905 a.—Preliminary note on the cultivation of  the 
Leishman body <J. Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 
4 (1), Jan, pp. 13-15. [Wm.] 
1905 b.—A case of kala azar <Ibidem, v. 5 (2), 
Aug , pp. 248-262, figs.  1-2; (3), Sept, pp. 366-
384, pis. 1-3. [Wm.] 
1906 a.—Kala-azar or dum-dum fever  < Transvaal 
Med. J , v. 2 (2), Sept, pp. 31-33. [Wm.] 
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S T A T H E B , F R I T Z . [Deutsch. Versuchsanst. Lederin-
duet., Freiberg i. Sa.] 
1931 a.—Rohhautschäden und ihre Auswirkung auf 
Leder <Collegium (729), Jan., pp. 3-12. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Haut- und Lederfehler. 161 pp., figs.  1 -
76. Wien. [Wv] 
STATIROVA, N. А. [Статнрова, Η . Α . ] [See also 
Gnedina, M. P.; and Statirova, N. A. and Skrja-
bin, Konstantin Ivanovich; Pod'ßpol'skaiS,, Var-
vara Petrovna; and Statirova, Ν . Α.] 
1931 a.—К оценке метода гельминтоовоскопи-
ческого исследования ректальной слизи 
[Value of  helminthoovoscopic examination of 
rectal mucus] [Russian text] <Trop. Med. i 
Vet., Moskva., v. 9 (2), pp. 79-82. [W».] 
S T A T K E W I T S C H , P A U L . [Dr., Asst. Physiol. Inst. K . 
Univ. Moskau] 
1903 a.—Ueber die Wirkung der Inductionsschläge 
auf  einige Ciliata <Physiol. Russe (41-47), v. 3, 
May 1, pp. 1-55, illus. [Wv] 
1904 a.—Galvanotropismus und Galvanotoxys der 
Ciüaten <Ztschr. Allg. Physiol., ν. 4 (2-3), pp. 
296-332, figs.  1-14. [W·".] 
1904 b.—Zur Methodik der biologischen Untersuch-
ungen über die Protisten <Arch. Protistenk., v. 
5 (1), pp. 17-39. [W», W-v] 
S T A U B , C H R I S T I A N . [1888- ] [Tierarzt, Men-
zingen] 
1936 a.—Trichomonas foetus  und ihre Beziehungen 
zum seuchenhaften  Frühabortus und zur Sterili-
tät des Rindes. Klinische und experimentelle 
Untersuchungen, sowie Behandlungsergebnisse. 
Inaug.-Diss. (Vet.-med. Fak. Univ. Zürich). 
63 pp. Zürich. [Wv] 
S T A U B , J O H A N N . 
1900 a.—Neue Nemertinen aus Amboina. {In 
Semon, Richard. Zoologische Forschungsreisen 
in Australien [etc.], v. 5, 5. Lief, pp. 75-98 Jena) 
<Denkschr. Med.-Naturw. Gesellsch. Jena, v. 
8, pp. 591-614, pis. 47-51. [W·.] 
S T A U B E R , L E S L I E A L F R E D . [1907- ] [Ph. D., 
Assoc. Biol., Div. Pharmacol., Squibb Inst. Med. 
Research, New Brunswick, New Jersey] [See 
also Walker, Harry Α.; Stauber, Leslie Alfred; 
and Richardson, Arthur Pawley; and Stauber, 
Mabel F.; and Stauber, Leslie Α.] 
1937 a.—The influence  of  the host's rest period on 
the periodic asexual reproductive activity of 
avian plasmodia [Program and abstr. 13. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Indianapolis, Dec. 28-
30] <J . Parasitol., v. 23 (6), Dec., p. 554. [Wv] 
1939 a.—Factors influencing  the asexual periodicity 
of  avian malarias <J . Parasitol., v. 25 (2), Apr., 
pp. 95-116, illus. [Wv] 
1941 a.—The polyclad, Hoploplana  inquilina thai-
sana Pearse, 1938, from the mantle cavity of  oys-
ter drills <J. Parasitol., v. 27 (6), Dec., pp. 541-
542. [Wv] 
1945 a.—Pinnotheres  ostreum, parasitic on the 
American oyster, Ostrea (Gryphaea)  virginica 
<Biol. Bull., v. 88 (3), June, pp. 269-291, pis. 
[Wv] 
S T A U B E R , L E S L I E A L F R E D ; a n d V A N D Y K E , H A R R Y 
В E N / A M I N . 
1945 a.—Malarial infections  in the duck embryo 
<Proc. Soc. Exper. Biol. and Med., v. 58 (2), 
Feb., pp. 125-126. [Wv] 
S T A U B E R , L E S L I E A L F R E D ; a n d W A L K E R , H A R R Y A . 
1946 a.—Preparation and properties of  erythrocyte-
free  avian plasmodia <Proc. Soc. Exper. Biol. 
and Med., v. 63 (2), Nov., pp. 223-227, illus. 
[Wv] 
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1926 a.—Ein einfaches  direktes Verfahren  zur 
Ermittlung der Wurmeiermenge im Kote 
<Schweiz. Arch. Tierh., v . 68 (10), Okt., pp. 
561-563, 1 fig. [W».] 
1928 a.—Histological studies on East Coast fever 
<13.-14. Rep. Director Vet. Educ. and Re -
search, Dept. Agrie. Union South Africa,  pt. 1, 
Oct., pp. 243-280, 12 pis., figs.  1-12, graphs 1 -9 . 
[W·.] 
1929 a.—Vereinfachung  der Technik des Nach-
weises von Parasiten im Kote <Schweiz. Arch. 
Tierh., v . 71 (5), Mai, pp. 239-245. [W».] 
S T E D D O M , R I C E P R I C E . [1864- ] [V. S . , Chief, 
Inspection Div., Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., Washington, D . C.] 
1906 a.—The first  season's work for  the eradication 
of  the cattle tick <23. Ann. Rep. Bureau Ani-
mal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., pp. 101-112. 
[W·, W » , W·.] 
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1907 a.—Report of  cooperative work on tick eradi-
cation <Bull . (97), Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., Mar., pp. 12-20. [W®, WM 
[1907 b].—Review of  federal  work in tick eradica-
tion <11. Ann. Meet. Inter-State Ass. Live 
Stock San. Bds. (Richmond, Virginia, Sept. 16-
17), 1907, pp. 75-81. [Lib. Hall] 
1907 c.—The government's part in the extermina-
tion of  the cattle tick <Proc . 8. Ann. Conv. 
South. States Ass. Comrs. Agrie. (Jacksonville, 
Florida, Nov. 19-21, 1906,), pp. 42-46. [Lib. 
Hall] 
1908 a.—How to get rid of  cattle ticks. Circular 
97 (Revised) of  the Bureau of  Animal Industry 
<Breeder's Gaz. (1392), v. 54 (5), July 29, p. 
180. [W®.] 
1908 b .—How to get rid of  cattle ticks <Circular 
(97) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
May 22, pp. 1-4, fig.  1. [Lib. Zool Div.] 
[1911 а].—Tick eradication in the South < R e p . U. 
S. Live Stock San. Ass. (Chicago 14. Ann. Meet., 
Dec. 5 -7 , 1910), pp. 18-22. [Lib. Hall] 
STEDEFEDER. [Dr., Kreistierarzt, Merseburg] 
1915 a.—Der Bremsenschwindel der Schafe 
(Oestrus ovis) <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 31 
(46), 18 Nov., pp. 541-544, figs.  1 -2 . [W·.] 
1920 a.—Zur Frage der Viehverluste durch Krib-
belmücken (Simulium  reptans) <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 36 (2), 8 Jan., pp. 15-17. [W®.] 
S T E D I N G , E L I S A B E T H . 
1923 a.—Zur Anatomie und Histologie von Hala-
rachne otariae n. sp. <Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., 
v. 121 (3), 10 Dez., pp. 442-493, figs.  1-42., pis. 
1-4, figs.  1-18. [W».] 
S T E D M A N , C H E S T E R J . [ M . D., First Lieut., U . S . 
Army] 
1905 a.—An unusual manifestation  of  malaria <J . 
Am. Med. Ass., v. 44 (21), May 27, p. 1685. [W®, 
W - . ] 
S T E D M A N , J O H N M O O R E . [Cornell Univ., Ithaca, 
N. Y.] 
1887 a.—The tape-worm; methods of  preparation 
for  the museum and the microscope [Editorial 
abstract of  1888 a] <St . Louis Med. and S. J., 
v. 53 (5), Nov., p. 291. [ f f » J 
1888 a.—Idem. Original <Proc . Am. Soc. Micr. 
(Aug. 30-Sept. 2,1887, Pittsburg), v. 10, pp. 243-
245, 1 fig.  [W®, WM 
1888 b.—Preparing tape-worms for  the museum 
and the microscope [Abstract of  1887 a] <J . 
Roy. Micr. Soc., 2. s., v. 8 (1), Feb., p. 148. [W®, 
W » , W·.] 
1889 a.—Researches on the anatomy of  Amphisto-
mum fdbaceum  Diesing <Proc . Am. Soc. Micr., 
v. 11, pp. 85-101, pis. 1-3. [ W - , W M 
S T E D M A N , T H O M A S L A T H R O P . [ 1 8 5 3 - ] [ A . M . , 
M . D . ] 
1909 a.—Uncinariasis in the army [Editorial] 
< M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (2013), v. 75 (23), June 5, 
p. 977. [W®, Wm, WM 
1912 a.—Parasitism of  the Demodex folliculorum 
in man [Editorial] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y. (2172), 
v. 81 (25), June 22, p. 1189. [W®.] 
1912 b.—The spirochaetes [Editorial) < M e d . 
Ree., N. Y . (2195), v. 82 (22), Nov. 30, p. 991. 
[W·.] 
1912 c.—The life  cycle of  the Treponema  pallidum? 
[Editorial] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (2199), v. 82 
(26), Dec. 28, pp. 1171-1172. [Wv] 
V A N S T E E D E N , С . L. [Health Officer,  2 . Class] 
1901 a.—Ankylostomiasis, de oorzaak van de en-
demische progressive pernicieuse anaemie onder 
de mijnwerkers te Sawah-Loento <Geneesk. 
Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 41 (2), pp. 221-236. 
[WM 
1902 a.—Ankylostomiasis als Ursache endemischer 
progressiver Anämie bei den Minenarbeitern von 
Sawah Lunto [Abstract of  1901 a] <Arch. 
Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 6 (4), Apr., p. 141. 
[Wm.] 
STEEG, L. See Nattan-Larrier, Louis Adrien Albert; 
Ronchèse, A.-D.; and Steeg, L. 
S T E E L , E D W A R D R . [ - 1 9 3 2 ] [ D r . , V e t . , K a n s a s 
City, Missouri] [For  necrology see Proc. Kansas 
Vet. Med. Ass. (Wichita, Jan. 18-19, 1933), 
mimeographed pp. 4 -5 ] [WM 
1930 a.—Routine microscopic fecal  examinations 
in small-animal practice < J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass., 
v . 77, n.s., v . 30 (1), July, pp. 9-17. [WM 
S T E E L , J O H N H E N R Y [ 1 8 5 6 - 1 8 9 1 ] [ F . R . C . V . S . , 
F. Z. S., Army Vet. Dept.] [For necrology see 
J. Comp. Med. and Vet. Arch., v. 12 (3), March, 
1891, pp. 145-1461 JW®.] [For  biography and 
port, see Indian Vet. J., v. 13 (3), Jan. 1937, pp. 
274-275, port, on pi. facing  p. 2Л2] [W®.] 
(?).—A manual of  the diseases of  the camel, p. 76. 
1878 a.—Comments by . . . on the specimen of  liver 
of  cow forwarded  by Mr. J. East <Veterinarian, 
London (607), v. 51, 4. s. (283), v. 24, July, pp. 
441-442. [W®, Wm.] 
1878 b.—Fatal helminthetic disease of  elephants 
<Med . Exam. (107), v. 3, Jan. 17, pp. 55-57. 
[Wm.] 
1879 a.—On parasites of  the ass <Veterinarian, 
London (614), v. 52, 4. s. (290), v. 25, Feb., pp. 
69-75. [W®, Wm.] 
1879 b.—Notes on peculiar cystoid bodies found 
in dissecting-room subjects (asses) < Ibidem, pp. 
75-76. [W®, W·«.] 
(1880 a).—-Report of  Veterinary Surgeon J. H. 
Steel, A. V. D., on his investigations into an 
obscure and fatal  disease among transport mules 
in British Burma, which he found  to be a fever 
of  relapsing type, and probably identical with 
the disorder first  described by Dr. Griffith  Evans 
under the name "surra", in a report (herewith 
reprinted) published by the Punjab Government, 
Military Dept., No. 439-4467, of  December 3rd, 
1880. [pp. 89] 
1881 a.—A treatise on the diseases of  the ox, being 
a manual of  bovine pathology. Especially 
adapted for  the use of  veterinary practitioners 
and students, xxi+498 pp., 116 figs.,  2 pis. 
New York. [Wm.] 
1881 b.—Idem. 498 pp., 116 figs.  London. [W®.] 
(1882 a).—Report on relapsing fever  among mules 
in British Burma. 
1883 a.—Materia medica veterinaria indica. III . 
Pharmacopoeia indianica <Quart. J. Vet. Sc. 
India, v. 1 (4), July, pp. 522-535. [W m . ] 
1884 a.—The diseases of  the elephant (Cont.) 
<Quart. J. Vet. Sc. India, v. 2 (8), July, pp. 447-
474. [Wm.] 
(1885 a).—An investigation into an obscure and 
fatal  disease among transport mules in British 
Burma. 
(1885 b) .—A manual of  the diseases of  the elephant, 
p. 33. 
1886 a.—On relapsing fever  of  equines [A sequel 
to report on relapsing fever  among mules in 
British Burma] <Vet . J. and Ann. Comp. Path., 
(129), v. 22, Mar., pp. 166-174; (130), Apr., pp. 
248-257. [W®, Wm.] 
1886 b.—Fieber <Encycl . Ges. Thierh. u. Thier-
zucht (Koch), v . 3, pp. 134-137, fig.  539. [W®.] 
1887 a.—Parasites in the wild ass of  Cutch < J . 
Bombay Nat. Hist. Soc., v. 2 (1), Jan., pp. 3 0 -
32. [WM 
1887 b.—On bots (larval Oestridae) of  the horse and 
camel <Ibidem, pp. 27-30, 1 pi. [WM 
1888 a.—Idem <Veterinarian, London (723), v. 61, 
4. s. (399), v . 34, Mar., pp. 159-162. [W®, W»'.] 
1888 b.—Parasites in the wild ass of  Cutch. [Same 
as 1887 a] <Ibidem, pp. 162-164. [W®, Wm.] 
1888 c.—Idem. [Abstract of  1887 a] <J . Comp. 
Med. aijd Surg., v. 9 (1), Jan., pp. 96-97. [W®, 
W m . ] 
(1888 d) .—A treatise on the diseases of  the dog; 
being a manual of  canine pathology, p. 76. 
London. 
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1888 e.—Le surra, maladie contagieuse des animaux 
domestiques, -dans l'Inde. [Résumé of  1882 aj 
< R e c . Méd. Vét., v. 65, 7. s., v. 5 (9), 15 Mai, pp. 
298-304. [W», W v ] 
1888 f. —On the influence  of Filaria  papillosa on 
the health of  horses <Vet . J. and Ann. Comp. 
Path., (161), v. 27, Nov., p. 327. [W\ W v ] 
1888 g.—A veterinary glimpse at the last Burma 
war. [Editorial] <Quart. J. Vet. Sc. India 
(22), v. 6, Jan, pp. 135-144. [ W v ] 
1889 a.—Cameline pathology Clbidem (25), v. 7, 
Jan , pp. 24-37. [ W v ] 
1889 b.—Anatomical and physiological observa-
tions on horses in India < Vet. J. and Ann. Comp. 
Path , (164), v. 28, F e b , pp. 76-79. [W\ W v ] 
(1890 a) .—A treatise on the parasitic diseases of  the 
sheep, p. 125. 
(1893 a) .—A treatise on the diseases of  the sheep. 
London. 
(1918 a).—Treatise on the diseases of  the ox. 9. 
impression. 109 illus. 
S T E E L , T H O M A S . [ 1 8 5 8 - 1 9 2 5 ] 
1901 a.—Australian land planarians: Descriptions 
of  new species and notes on collecting and pre-
serving. No. 2 <Proc . Linn. Soc. N. South 
Wales (1900) (100), v. 25 (4), May 23, pp. 563-
580, pi. 34, figs.  1-10. [Wa , W«.] 
1901 b.—Tasmanian land planarians. Descriptions 
of  new species, etc. Clbidem, pp. 618-631, pi. 
41, figs.  1-8. [W", WM 
1919 a.—The external parasites of  the dingo (Canis 
dingo Blum.) CProc. Linn. Soc. N. South Wales 
(173), v. 44 (1), Mar. -May, p. 93. [Issued June 
27] [W«.] 
S T E E L E , E D W I N H. [D. V. M , Neodesha, Kansas] 
1916 a.—Parasites in fowls  [Abstract] CBull. (51) 
Kansas City Vet. Coll. Quart, M a r , pp. 1233-
1234, 2 figs.  [W».] 
1943 a.—Anaplasmosis CKansas Stockman, v. 27 
(8), June, pp. 16-17. [ W v ] 
S T E E L E , F R A N K N E L S O N . 
1923 a.—Carbon tetraclilorid for  fox  parasites 
С Vet. M e d , v. 18 (5), May, p. 426. [WM 
S T E E L E , H . M E R R I M A N . [ M . D , N e w H a v e n , C o n -
necticut] 
1904 a.—An irregular manifestation  of  malaria in 
an infant  CYale Med. J , v. 10 (7), Jan, pp. 250-
254. [ W v ] 
S T E E L E , J . D . [ D r . ] 
1896 a.—Amoebic abscess of  liver [Specimens ex-
hibited and remarks, Nov. 8, 1894] c T r . Path. 
Soc. Phila. (1893-95), v. 17, pp. 38-39. [ W v ] 
S T E E L E , J A M E S H. [Asst. San, U. S . Pub. Health 
Serv.] 
1946 a.—Veterinary survey in Mexico, Central 
America and Columbia: A summary [Spanish 
summary] CBol. Ofic. San. Panamer, v. 25 (9), 
Sept , pp. 810-819. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S T E E L E , J O H N M . [Surg, U. S. Navy] 
1903 a.—Report on the U. S. S. Massachusetts 
CRep. Surg.-Gen. U. S. Navy, pp. 157-160. 
[Wa , W " . ] 
S T E E L E , J . S. [M. D , Monterey, Mexico; Consulting 
Oculist, Mexican National R . R.] 
1897 a.—Report of  a case of  worms in the nostrils, 
or peenash С Laryngoscope, v. 3 (6), D e c , p. 
343. [ W v ] 
S T E E L E - B O D Q E R , H . W . 
1941 a.—Discussion on the general principles in-
volved in a campaign to control certain diseases 
of  cattle inimical to man CProc. Roy. Soc. M e d , 
v. 35 (2), D e c , pp. 115-116 (Sect. Comp. M e d , 
pp. 1 -2) . [Wa.] 
S T E E L M A N , G E R A L D M . 
1938 a.—A description of Cercaria raiacauda n. sp. 
С Am. Midland Naturalist, v. 20 (3), N o v , pp. 
613-618, pi. [WM 
1938 b.—A description of  Gorgoderina schistorchis 
n. sp. CTr . Am. Micr. Soc , v. 57 (4), O c t , pp. 
333-386, pi. [W».] 
S T E E L M A N , G E R A L D M . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1938 c.—A description of  Phyllodistnmum cauda-
tum η. sp. CAin. Midland Naturalist, v. 19 (3), 
May, pp. 613-616, pi. [W*.] 
1939 a.—A new cestode, Diorchis longibursa, from 
the coot CAm. Midland Naturalist, v. 22 (3), 
N o v , pp. 637-639, illus. [W\] 
1939 b.—A new cestode from the Texas horned 
lizard CTr. Am. Micr. Soc , v. 58 (4), O c t , pp. 
452-455, pi. [№«.] 
1939 c.—A new macrocercous cercaria CTr . Am. 
Micr. Soc , v. 58 (3), July, pp. 258-263, pi. [WM 
1939 d.—Oochoristica whitentoni, a new anoplo-
cephalid cestode from a land tortoise CJ. Para-
sitol, v. 25 (5), D e c , pp. 479-482, pi. [Wa.] 
STEEN. [Dr. Med. V e t , Tierärztl. Kl in, Hamburg] 
1936 a.—-Erfolge  mit Pixolaetin ad usum veterin-
arium bei Hauterkrankungen von Kleintieren 
С Beri. Tierärztl. Wchnschr, [v. 52] (12), Mar. 
20, pp. 199-200. [Wa . ] 
S T E E N , E D W I N B E N Z E L . [1901- ] [Purdue Univ.] 
1938 a.—A note on a phyllodistome trematode from 
the urinary bladder of  the Miller's thumb, Cot-
tus sp. [Abstract of  report Nov. 4 -6 , 1937] 
CProc. Indiana Acad. Sc. (1937), v. 47, p. 228. 
[Wa.] 
1938 b .—Two new species of  Phyllodistomum (Tre-
matoda: Gorgoderidae) from Indiana fishes 
CAm. Midland Naturalist, v. 20 (1), July, pp. 
201-210, illus. [W».] 
S T E E N , H . B . [ M . D . ] 
1907 a.—A case of  Faciolopsis  buski ( Distoma buski 
v. crassum) and Amphistoma hominis Clndian 
Med. G a z , v. 42 (10), O c t , p. 376. [ W v ] 
S T E E N , H E R M A N . 
1922 a.—They're raising 7 pigs per litter. Round 
worms banished by McLean county farmers 
С Prairie Farmer, v. 94 (26), July 1, pp. 3; 12 
(723; 732). [W».] 
1923 a.—Brown raised seven pigs to the litter. 
He did it by following  the McLean county sys-
tem of  sanitation С Prairie Farmer, v. 95 (6), 
Feb. 10, p. 3 (159). [WM 
S T E E N , J O H N W . See Carpenter, George Herbert; 
and Steen, John W . 
STEEN, P. H. [Klin. Asst.] 
1921 a.—Balantiditis CUgesk. Laeger, v. 83 (19), 
May 12, pp. 662-667. [ W v ] 
STEEN, R . [ M . D , M a j o r I . M . S.] 
1912 a.—A case of  multiple hydatid infection  of 
the abdominal viscera Clndian Med. G a z , v. 
47 (11), N o v , p. 436. [ W v ] 
V A N S T E E N A C K E R , G . 
1949 a.—Un cas de gale norvégienne CArch. Belg. 
Dermat. et Syph , v. 5 (1), A p r , pp. 56-62. 
[Wm.] 
STEENERSON, T. L. [D. V. M , Wilkinson, Indiana] 
1943 a.—Something to think about in practice 
C M . S. C. Vet , v. 4 (1), Fall, pp. 16-21, 44. 
[Wa.] 
1945 a.—Diseases of  young pigs CJ. Am. Vet. Med. 
Ass , (814), v. 106, Jan, pp. 24-25, illus. [WM 
À S T E E N E V E L T , C H R I S T I A N S 
1697 a.—Dissertatio de ulcere verminoso. 24 pp., 
2 pis. Lugd. Bat. [ f f - J 
1700 a.—Dissertation de ulcere verminoso ad claris-
simum virum Godefridum Bidloo [Abstract of 
1697 а] С Phil. Tr. Roy . Soc. London (1700-01) 
(263), v. 22, A p r , pp. 570-571. [WM 
STEENHAUER, A. J. See Biljsma, Ulbe Gerrit; van 
Itallie, E. I . ; Steenhauer, A. J.; and van Zijp, C. 
VAN STEENIS, P. В. [M. D , Weltevreden, Java] 
[See also Marwits, E. L.; and van Steenis, P. В.] 
1923 a.—Enkele gegevens over Loemopsylla cheopis 
en Pygiopsylla aliala in verband met de epi-
demiologie der pest CGeneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-
Indië, v. 63, pp. 570-596. [Wm.] 
1925 a.—On the treatment of  dysenteria amoebica 
[Abstract of  paper to be read Oct. 15] CFar East. 
Ass. Trop. M e d , Abstr. Scient. Papers 6. Cong , 
Tokyo, p. 413. [ W v ] 
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1926 a.—On the treatment of  amoebic dysentery 
<Far East. Ass. Trop. Med. Tr. 6. Bien. Cong. 
(Tokyo, 1925), v . 2, pp. 63-76, 1 fold. pl. [W».] 
1927 a .—De behandeling van amoebendysenterie 
met emetine, yatren en stovarsol <Geneesk. 
Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 67 (3), pp. 347-357. 
[W·.] 
1927 b.—Enkele opmerkingen over de behandeling 
van het tropisch leverabsces (abscessus hepatis 
amoebicus) <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, 
v . 67 (3), pp. 358-368. [W<=.] 
S T E E N S O N , K . R . [ M . В . , C h . В . , N . Z e a l a n d ] See 
Hetherington, Η . В. ; and Steenson, K . R . 
S T F . E N S T R U P , J A P E T U S [i.e. Johannes Japetus Smith.] 
[1813-1897] [For  biography and, ports. see Min-
deskr. Japetus Steenstrups F0dsel, 1. Halvbind, 
1914, no. I, 11 pp., 1 pl., 4 figs.;  no. II, 68 pp., 6 
figs.;  for  bibliography, see ibid., no. VIII , 28 pp.] 
[W c . ] _ [For  biography see Meisen, V. 1932. 
Prominent Danish scientists through the ages, pp. 
115-119, incl. 1 pl.] [W°.] 
1842 a.—Om Forplantning og Udvikling gjennem 
vexlende Generationskrsekker en sseregen Form 
for  Opfostringen i de lavere Dyr klasser. 76 pp., 
tables 1 -3 . Kj0benhavn. [W».] 
1842 b.—Ueber den Generationswechsel, oder die 
Fortpflanzung  und Entwickelung durch ab-
wechselnde Generationen, eine eigentümliche 
Form der Brutpflege  in den niederen Thierelas-
sen. Auf  Veranlassung des Verfassers  nach dem 
Manuscripte desselben übersetzt von C. H . 
Lorenzen. 140 pp., 1 1., 3 pis. Copenhagen. 
[ W m J 
1845 a.—On the alternation of  generations; or, the 
propagation and development of  animals through 
alternate generations [etc.]. Transi, from the 
German version by C. H. Lorenzen, by George 
Busk. 132 pp., 3 pis. London. [W®.] 
(1846 a).—Untersuchungen über das Vorkommen 
des Hermaphroditismus in der Natur. 2 pis. 
Greifswald. 
1847 a.—Ueber den Generationswechsel oder die 
Fortpflanzung  und Entwickelung durch ab-
wechselnde Generationen <Not iz . Geb. Nat.- u. 
Heilk., 3. s., v . 1 (1), Jan., pp. 1-10, figs.  1 -26; 
(2), Jan., pp. 23-24. [ W m , W«.] 
1853 a.—[Prof.  P.-J. Van Benedens: " L a généra-
tion alternate et la digenèse] <Overs. K . Danske 
Vidensk. Selsk. Forh. (7), pp. 189-211. [ W m , 
W·.] 
1854 a.—Bemserkninger om Slaegterne Pachybdella 
Dies, og Peltogaster Rathk., ivende paa Baglivet 
af  Krabber og Krebs snyltende Dyreformer 
<Ibidem (3-4), pp. 145-158. [ W » , W«.] 
1855 a.—Bemerkungen über die Gattungen Pachyb-
della Dies. und. Peltogaster  Rathke, zweier auf 
dem Hinterleibe von Krabben und Krebsen 
schmarotzenden Thierformen [Transi, of  1854 a] 
<Arch . Naturg., Berlin, 21. J., v . 1, pp. 15-29. 
[W«.] 
1855 b.—Nachschrift  zu den Bemerkungen über die 
Gattungen Pachybdella und Peltogaster [Note 
to 1855 a] <Arch. Naturg., Berlin, J. 21, v . 1, 
p. 62. [W».] 
1855 c.—Observations on the genera Pachybdella 
(Diesing) and Peltogaster (Rathke), two animal 
forms  parasitic upon the abdomen of  crabs 
[Translation of  1855 a] <Ann . and Mag. Nat. 
Hist., 2. s. (93), v . 16, Sept., pp. [153]-162. [W·.] 
[1857 a].—Iagttagelser og Bemserkninger om 
Hundesteilens Bœndelorm, Fasciola intestinalis 
Linn., Schistocephalus solidus (O. F. M . Prod. 
Ζ . D.) <Overs. K . Danske Vidensk. Selsk. Forh. 
(1857), pp. 186-195. [W°.] 
(1858 a).—Beobachtungen und Bemerkungen über 
den Bandwurm des Stichlings, Fasciola intestina-
lis L., Schistocephalus solidus (O. Fr. Müller 
Prodr. Zool. Dan.) [Transi, of  1857 a] < M ü n -
chen. Gelehrte Anz., v. 46, pp. 298-312. 
1859 a.—Idem [Transi, of  1857 a] <Ztschr. Ges. 
Naturw., v . 14 (12), Dec., pp. 475-485. [W·.] 
S T E E N S T R U P , J A P E T U S — C o n t i n u e d . 
[1859 b].—Oplysning om Distomum caudatum 
(Bosc) [Abstract of  paper re'ad 10 Dec. 1858] 
CVidensk. Medd. Naturh. Förening i Kj0ben-
havn (1858) (8-9), p. 183. [W°.] 
[1859 с].—[Bemserkning om en Ikte's (Distomum) 
active Indvandring i sin Vsert] < Overs. K . 
Danske Vidensk. Selsk. Forh., pp. 167-170. 
[W·.] 
1860 a.—[Oversigt over Trematodes geminati] 
[Abstract] <Vidensk. Medd. Naturh. Förening i 
Kj0benhavn (1859), 2. s., v . 1 (1-6), pp. 112-
113. [W·.] 
(1860 b).—Ueber den Bandwurm des Stichlings 
СSchistocephalus) [Abstract ? of  1858 a] <Not iz . 
Geb. Nat.-u. Heilk., v . 4, pp. 145-151. 
1866 a.—[Skj0n om, hvorvidt de af Hr. Dr. H. 
Krabbe paa Island anstillede Unders0gelser om 
Hydatidesygdommens Aarsager og de deraf  ud-
dragne Resultater fra videnskabeligt Standpunkt 
maae ansees for tilfredsstillende, afgivet  til Det 
kongl. Sundhedskollegium] <Bibliot . Laeger 
(1865), Suppl., pp. 212-216. [ f f » . ] 
1867-68 a.—[Referat  af  Bemaerkninger om Humle-
biens Indvoldsorm, Sphaerularia bombt] [Ab-
stract of  report read 21 Dec., 1866] CVidensk. 
Medd. Naturh. Förening Kjöbenh. (1866), [v. 
18], 2. Aarties, v . 8, pp. I I I - IV . [W«.] 
1869 a.—Om Lesteira, Silenium og Pegesimallus tre 
af Prof.  Dr. H . Kr0yer opstillede Slaegter af 
Snyltekrebs. (Sur la Lesteira, le Silenium et le 
Pegesimallus, trois genres de crustacés parasites 
établis par M . Kr0yer) <Overs. K . Danske 
Vidensk. Selsk. Forh., (3), 30 Dec., pp. 179-202, 
pl. 2, figs.  1 -9 ; French summary, résumé, pp. 
37-39. [W1 . ] 
S T E E N S T R U P , J O H A N N J A P E T U S S M I T H ; a n d L U E T K E N , 
C H B . F R E D . 
1861 a.—Bidrag til Kundskab om det aabne Havs 
Snyltekrebs og Lernaeer samt om nogle andre nye 
eller hidtil kun ufuldstœndigt kjendte parasitiska 
Copepoder < K . Danske Vidensk. Selsk. Skr., 
Naturv. og Math. Afd., 5. R. , v . 5, pp. 341-432, 
pis. 1-15. [W», W«, W».] 
STEER, W . [Advisory Entom., Manchester Univ.]; 
a n d C O G H I L L , K . J . 
1946 a.—The control of  flies  in farm buildings by 
D .D .T . <Ann. Applied Biol., v . 33 (1), Feb., pp. 
126-127. [W».] 
S T E E V E N A E R T . See Stievenaert. 
S T E E V E N S O N , G O R D O N F R A N K . [Major, Lucknow] 
1924 a.—Equine piroplasmosis, nuttalliosis or 
biliary fever,  as it occurs in India <Vet . Ree., 
v . 4 (15), Apr. 12, pp. 315-322, 2 figs.  [W».] 
1924 b.—Sclerostomes as a cause of  "debility" in 
army horses <Vet . Ree., v . 4 (24), June 14, pp. 
520-522. [W».] 
1930 a.—The diagnosis of  so-called "debil ity" in 
army horses and mules < J . R o y . Army Vet. 
Corps, v. 1 (3), May , pp. 166-173. [W».J 
1930 b.—Idem. Corrigenda <Ibidem (4), Aug., p. 
240. [W·.] 
1934 a.—The treatment of  gastric habronemiasis in 
equines < J . Roy . Army Vet. Corps, v. 6 (1), 
Nov., pp. 29-30. [W».] 
1938 a.—The application of  the mercuric chloride 
test in an outbreak of  surra in Waziristan < J . 
Roy . Army Vet. Corps, v. 9 (2), Feb., pp. 83-85. 
[W·.] 
1944 a.—Piroplasmosis in ponies and donkeys im-
ported into India from South Africa  < J . Roy . 
Army Vet. Corps, v . 15 (4), Aug., pp. 97-99. 
[W·.] 
S T E F A N E L L I , A L B E R T O . [Ist. Anat. Comp. "Battista 
Grassi" R. Univ. Roma] 
1940 a.—Il rapporto nucleo-plasmatico e la sin-
tesi dell' acido timonucleinico nello sviluppo. 
Ricerche sui nematodi (Rhabditis pellio Bütschli) 
<Arch. Zool. Ital., Torino, v. 28, pp. 387-419, 
illus. [W·.] 
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S T E F A N E L L I , A L B E R T O — C o n t i n u e d . 
1042 a.—Affinità  sistematiche dei chirotteri e 
parasitismo dei Nycteribiidae, Diptera Pupi-
para. Parte II. I parassiti CRiv . Parassitol., 
Roma, v. 6 (2), June, pp. 61-86, illus., pis. [W».j 
S T E F A N E S C O E . See Babes, Victor; and Stefanesco, 
E. 
STEFANESCO, S. See Radvan, I. ; Alexandresco, D . ; 
and Stefanesco, S. 
S T E F A N E S C U , С. See Vechiu, Alexandra; and Stefa-
nescu, C. 
S T E F X N E S C U , С . C O N S T A N T I N . 
(1935 a).—Cercetäri experimentale asupra trans-
miterei coccidiozei iepurelui la puii de gäinä 
(Recherches expérimentales sur la transmission 
de la coccidiose du lapin aux poussins). Teza 
(Dr. Med. Vet., Bucuregti). 
S T E F A N E S C U , E L I S E . 
1907 a.—La présence des corpuscules de Negri 
dans les glandes salivaires des chiens enragés 
< C o m p . Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 62 (17), 
24 Mai, pp. 886-888. [W», W m , W·.] 
S T E F A N E S C U , T H É O D O R E . See Ciurea, loan; and Stefa-
nescu, Théodore. 
S T É F A N I . See Bablet, Jean; Mesnard; and Stéfani. 
DE S T E F A N I , T E O D O S I O . 
(1915 a) .—Note di myiasis negli animali e nell' 
uomo <Rinnovamento Econom. Agrario, Tra-
pani, v . 9 (5-6), May-June, pp. 89-92, 110-113. 
1915 b .—Idem [Abstract] < R e v . Applied Entom., 
Ser. B v. 3 (9), Sept., p. 152. [W®.] 
1920 a.—Myiasis negli animali domestici CAlle-
vamenti, v . 1 (12), 1 Die., pp. 7 -8 . [Wv] 
1921 a.—Myiasis negli animali domestici CAlle-
vamenti, v . 2 (1), 15 Genn., pp. 18-19. [W\] 
DE S T E F A N I P E R E Z , T . 
1900 a.—L'Olfersia falcinelli Rd. parassita dei 
colombi <Bull . Natur. Collett., v . 20 (7), 15 
Luglio, pp. 79-81. [W®, W«.] 
S T E F A N I L E , G I O V A N N I . [Dott.] 
1896 a.—Un altro caso di guarigione di ciste ida-
tidea del fegato  con la cura Baccelli. Iniezioni 
ipodermiche del liquido cistico con risultati 
negativi <Riforma Med., an. 12, ν . 2 (1), pp. 
2 -4 . [W" . ] 
STEFANINI, P. [Dott. R . Univ. Roma.] 
1936 a.—Un caso di calcolosi intramurale della 
cistifellea  e cisti da echinococco del fegato 
<Baglivi, v . 2 (6), Nov. -Dec . , pp. 492-503, 
illus. [W" . ] 
S T E F A N O , J O S É . [Dr., Jefe Serv. Clin Med., Hosp. 
Vecinal de Wilde (Avellaneda)] 
1939 a.—Contribución al estudio de la amebiasis 
pulmonar < D í a Méd., Buenos Aires, v. 11, 
Edición Special (5), July, pp. 67-68, illus. 
[Wm.] 
1939 b.—Sindrome asmatico por amebiasis pul-
monar <Semana Méd. (2385), v . 46 (39), Sept. 
28, pp. 749-750, illus. [ W . | 
1940 a.—Contribución al estudio de la amebiasis 
pulmonar < R e v . Med. Hondurena (86), v. 
1 0 , Jan.-Fcb., pp. 8 4 - 8 9 . [ W P « · . ] 
DE S T E F A N O , S I L V I O . [ D r . ] 
1910 a.—Due casi di cisti da echinococco del 
polmone, ed un caso di cisti da echinococco 
della pleura <Gazz. Internaz. Med.-Chir., v. 
13 (44), Oct. 30, pp. 1058-1064. [ W m . ] 
S T E F A N O , U M B E R T O . [Dott., Asst. Volontario] 
1931 a.—Contributo allo studio dell'amebiasi 
vescicale [French, English and German sum-
maries] <Arch. Ital. Sc. Med. Colon., v . 12 (8), 
Aug. 1, pp. 463-469, pi. [W» . ¡ 
1935 a.—Nosografia del basso Uebi Scebeli (No-
tizie raccolte in una spedizione del 1933) <Arch. 
Ital. Sc. Med. Colon., v . 16 (11), Nov., pp. 
819-829. [Wm.] 
S T E F A N O P O L I , D I M O . 
1778 a.—Mémoire sur le lémithochorton, reconnu 
vermifuge  spécifique  dans les hôpitaux militaires 
& par les observations des Médecins de France. 
24 pp. In. p.] [Wm.] 
S T E F A N O P O U L O , G E O R G E S J . [Chef  Lab., Inst. Pas-
teur] [See also Hosoya, Seigo; and Stefanopoulo, 
Georges J.; and Navarro-Martin, Augusto; and 
Stefanopoulo,  Georges J.; and Roubaud, Emile; 
and Stefanopoulo,  Georges J.; and Roubaud, 
Emile; Stefanopoulo,  Georges J.; and Duvolon, 
1920 a.—Sur la présence du Spirochaeta iclerohe-
morragiae chez les rats d'égout, à Paris. (In 
Réunion Soc. Belge Biol., 23 Mai) CCompt. 
Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v . 83 (18), 29 Mai, 
pp. 811-812. [W®.] 
1920 b.—Sur la virulence des cultures de Spiro-
chaeta icterohemorragiae CCompt. Rend. Soc. 
Biol., Paris, v. 83 (28), 16 Oct., pp. 1267-1269. 
[W®.] 
1921 a.—Culture du Spirochaeta icterohemorragiae 
en milieu vitaminé CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v . 84 (16), 7 Mai, pp. 813-814. [W®.] 
1921 b.—Spirochétose ictérohémorragique expéri-
mentale chez un Macacus  sinicus CCompt . 
Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v . 84 (2), Jan. 15. 
pp. 63-64. [W®.] 
1942 a.—Prurigo filarien  ou gale filarienne  dans 
un cas de filariose  à Loa CBull. Soc. Path. Exot., 
v . 35 (4-5) , pp. 157-161, illus. [ W - . ] 
S T E F A N O P O U L O , G E O R G E S J . ; C A U B E T , P . ; a n d D U V O -
L O N , S . 
1944 a.—Présence de cellules muriformes  du Mott 
chez les rats infectés  de Trypanosoma gambiense 
CBull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 37 (9-10), pp. 2 9 6 -
302, pl. [Wm.] 
1945 a.—Méningoencéphalite à Trypanosoma 
gambiense (souche neu rot rope) observée chez 
le lapin CBull. Soc. Path. Exot., v . 38 (9-10), 
pp. 271-275, pl. [W®.] 
S T E F A N O P O U L O , G E O R G E S J . ; a n d D A N I A U D , J . 
1940 a.—Réaction de fixation  du complément et 
intradermo-réaetion au cours de la filariose 
humaine à Dr. medinensis CBull. Soc. Path. 
Exot., v. 33 (3), pp. 149-153, pis. [W®.] 
S T É F A N O P O U L O , G E O R G E S J . ; a n d E T É V É , J . 
1943 a.—Méningo-encéphalo-myélite de la souris 
blanche due a une souche "neurotrope" de Tr. 
gambiense CBull. Soc. Path. Exot., v . 36 (1-2) , 
pp. 43-46, pis. [Wm.] 
S T É F A N O P O U L O , G E O R G E S J . ; a n d H O S O Y A , S E I G O . 
1928 a.—Sur les spirochétidés, agents de la "fièvre 
d'automne" du Japon (Spirochoeta  autumnalis, 
types A et B) CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v. 98 (15), 18 Mai, pp. 1317-1320. [W®.j 
1929 a.—Recherches sur les spirochètes ictérogènes. 
Les spirochètes du "akiyami" ou "fièvre  d'au-
tomne" du Japon CBull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 
22 (10), 11 Déc., pp. 923-937, figs.  1-4 , 7, pl. 
13, figs.  5 -6 . [W®.] 
S T E F A N O P O U L O , G E O R G E S J . ; a n d O V A Z Z A , M . 
1949 a.—L'étude expérimentale de la filariose  du 
rat du coton (Sigmodon hispidus) à Litomosoides 
carinii CBull. Soc. Path. Exot., ν 42 (9-10), 
pp. 498-513, pis. [W®.] 
S T E F A N O P O U L O , G E O R G E S J . ; O V A Z Z A , M . ; a n d B E S -
SIS, M . 
1949 a.—Utilisation du microscope à contraste de 
phase de la méthode de l'ombrage en parasito-
logic. Application à l'étude de quelques micro-
filaires  sanguicoles CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v. 143 (11-12), June, pp. 767-768, illus. 
[W®.] . 
S T E F A N O P O U L O , G E O R G E S J . ; a n d P A Y E T , M A U R I C E I . 
1938 a.—Les principales filarioses  et leur diagnos-
tic biologique CGaz. Méd. France, v. 45 (6), 
Mar. 15, pp. 319-320, 323-324, 327-328, 331. 
[ W m . ] 
S T E F A N O P O U L O , G E O R G E S J . ; a n d S C H N E I D E R , J . 
1948 a.—Essais de traitement de la filariose  à 
F. loa par la 1-diéthyl-carbamyl 4-méthylpipéra-
zine CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 142 
(13-14), July, pp. 930-931. [Issued Sept. 25]. 
[w· . ] 
482 UNITE STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S T K F A N O W I C Z , L E O N . [Dr., Primararzt a. D, Czerno-
witz] 
1915 a.—Ueber Bandwurmkuren <Wien. Klin, 
Wchnschr., v. 28 (41), 14 Okt., pp. 1109-1110. 
| W ' . | 
S T E F A N O W S K A , M I C H E L I N E . 
1890 a.—La disposition histologique du pigment 
dans les yeux des arthropodes sous l'influence 
de la lumière directe et de l'obscurité complète 
<Rec . Zool. Suisse, 1. s., v. 5 (2), 15 Juillet, 
pp. 151-170, pis. 8-9, figs.  1-14. [Y·.] 
S T E F A Ñ S K I , W I T O L D . [Lab. Zool. et Parasitol., 
Fac. Vét. Varsovie] 
1913 a.—Sur la faune  des nématodes libres du can-
ton de Genève <Arch. Sc. Phys. et Nat., an. 
118, 4. pér., v. 35 (3), 15 Mars, pp. 304-305. 
[W·.] 
. 1914 a.—Deux espèces nouvelles de Bunonema, 
nématode à segment céphalique <Zool. Anz., 
Leipzig, v. 43 (10), 17 Feb., pp. 461-463, figs. 
1-3. [W».] 
1914 b.—Sur la faune  des nématodes libres du can-
ton de Genève <Compt . Rend. Soc. Phys. et 
Hist. Nat. Genève (1913) (30), pp. 10-11. [W».] 
1914 c.—Recherches sur la faune  des nématodes 
libres du Bassin du Leman. Thèse. 72 pp., 
2 pis., figs. l - 18b [missing], Genève. [Lib. 
Chitwood] 
1915 a.—Die freilebenden  Nematoden des Inn, 
ihre Verbreitung und Systematik (kurze Mit-
teilung) <Ztschr. Ferdinandeums Tirol und 
Vorarlberg, 3. s., v. 59, pp. 262-264. [W«.] 
1915 b.—Nouvelles espèces de nématodes prove-
nant de Pologne <Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 45 
(8), 1 Apr., pp. 346-349, figs. la-3b. [VÍ·.] 
1916 a.—Die freilebenden  Nematoden des Inn, 
ihre Verbreitung und Systematik <Zool . Anz., 
Leipzig, v. 46 (12), 7 März, pp. 363-368, 1 map; 
(13), 21 März, pp. 369-385, figs.  1-4. [W».] 
1916 b.—Materyaly do fizyografii  rzeki Czarnej, 
zebrane przez Stacye Dóswiadczaln^ Rybaeka 
w Rudzie Malenieckiej. CzeSé I. Przyczynek 
do znajomoácipolskiej fauny nicieni (nematodes), 
w wolnym stanie zyj^cych. (Matériaux à la 
physiographie de la rivière Czarna, recueillis 
par la Station Ichtyologique à Ruda Maleniecka. 
• I· partie. Contribution à la connaissance de la 
faune  polonaise des nématodes libres <Spra-
woz. Posied. Towarzyst. Nauk. Warszawsk., 
Wydz. 3, v. 7 (6), Czerwîec, pp. 373-381, figs. 
1 -3 ; French summary, p. 381. [W·.] 
1916 с .—Wolno zyjqce nicienie ζ Polski. Czçsé 
II. Freilebende Nematoden aus Polen. II. 
Teil [German text] <Bull. Internat. Acad. 
Sc., Cracovie, Cl. Sc. Math, et Nat., s.B: Sc. 
Nat. (6-7), Juin-Juillet, pp. 173-178, pl. 9, 
figs. l-Ob. [Wc.] 
1917 a.—Contribution à l'étude de l'excrétion 
chez les nématodes libres. Note préliminaire 
<Biol. Centralbl., v. 37 (6), 30 Juni, pp. 294 -
311, figs.  1-9. [W«.] 
1917 b.—Sur les races de Trilobus gracilis Bast. 
<Rev . Suisse Zool., v. 25 (9), Août, pp. 163-
168. [W·.] 
1917 c.—La vie des nématodes libres [Abstract of 
paper read 20 Fév.] <Bull. Soc. Zool. Genève, 
v. 2 (11), Avril, pp. 198-199. [Wa . ] 
1922 a.—Zjawiska wydalnicze _ u nicieni (nema-
todes) w wolnym stanie zyj^cych. Excrétion 
chez les nématodes libres [French text] <Arch. 
Nauk Biol. Towarzyst. Nauk. Warszawsk., v. 1 
(6), 33 pp., figs. Ιτ-39. [W«.] 
1923 a.—Przyczynek do fauny  wolnozyjqcych 
Nicieni Jezior Kujawskich. Notatka III. 
(Contribution à l'étude de la faune  de nematodes 
libres des lacs de Jujawy. 3-me notice) <Kos -
mos, Lwow, v. 48 (2-3), pp. 164-173, figs.  1 -2 ; 
French summary, pp. 172-173. [W».] 
1924 a.—Nicienie zamieszkujace mchy, ζ okolic 
Zakopanego. (Etude sur les nématodes musci-
coles des environs de Zakopane (Massif  du 
Tatra polonais) [French text] <Bull. Internat. 
S T E F A N S K I , W I T O L D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1924 a.—Continued. 
Acad. Polon. Se. et Lett., Cracovie, Cl. Se. 
Math, et Nat., s.B: Sc. Nat., (1-10), Jan.-
Déc. 1923, pp. 21-60, pl. 2, figs. la -5b . [W·.] 
1924 b.—Nowy przyszunek do fauny  nicieni 
mcholubnych okolic Zakopanego.—Nouvelle 
contribution à la connaissance de la faune  des 
nématodes libres des environs de Zakopane 
(Massif  du Tatra polonais) [French text] <Bull. 
Internat. Acad. Polon. Se. et I<ett., Cracovie, 
Cl. Sc. Math, et Nat., s. B: Se. Nat, (7-8), 
July-Oct., pp. 539-553, pl. 40, figs. la-7e. 
[W».] 
1926 a.—Nematodes-Nicienie (Nicienie w wolnym 
stanie zvjqce) (In  Polifiski,  W . Podrçcznik do 
zbierania i konserwowania zwierz^t nalezacych 
do fauny  ^ polskiej. Warszawa. Zeszyr 2. 
pp. 115-127, figs.  33-34.) [W».] 
1926 b.—Robaki pasorzytnicze (In Poliñski, W . 
Podrecznik do zbierania i konserwowania 
zwierzqt nalezacych do fauny  polskiej. Wars-
zawa. Zeszyt 2. pp. 93-114, figs.  29-32.) 
[W*.] 
1926 c.—Sur les nématodes libres des torrents de 
Sinaia (Roumanie) Note préliminaire <Inter-
nat. Rev. Ges. Hydrobiol. u. Hydrog., Leipzig, 
v. 15 (5-6), Juli, pp. 347-357. [W-.] 
1927 a.—Les nématodes libres des torrents de 
Sinaia avec les considérations sur les nématodes 
des torrents en général <Publicatiunile (9), 
Soc. Nat. Românis, pp. 49-100, illus. [W«.] 
1928 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool . Ber., v. 17 
(9-11) 7. Nov., p . 388. [W·.] 
1928 b.—Quelques précisions sur les caractères 
spécifiques  du strongle géant du chien <Ann. 
Parasitol., v. 6 (1), 1 Jan., pp. 93-100, figs.  1-4. 
[W».] 
1928 c.—Sur l'identité des espèces Rhabditis longis-
toma Stefanski, 1922 et Cylindrogaster coprophaga 
Goodey, 1927 <J . Helminth., v. 6 (2), June, 
pp. 77-78 (pp. 1-2) . [W·*.] 
(1930 a).—О kilku gatunkach nicieni ζ podrodziny 
Trichoneminae, pasorzytuj^cych w jelicie gru-
bem koni. Quelques strongylides du cheval de 
la sous-fam. TrichoDeminae [Polish text; French 
summary] <Wiadom. Wet. (114), v. 9, Jan. 
[1930? b].—Idem. Reprint. 10 pp., 1 leaf,  figs. 
l -4b . [n.p.] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
(1930 с).—Kil ka uwag o Molinens torulosus (Mo-
lin, 1861), nicieniu, pasorzytujqeym w jelicie 
kapucynki (Cebus  capucinus). Quelques don-
nées sur Molineus  torulosus (Molin, 1861), para-
site de l'intestin d'un sapajou) [Polish text; 
French summary] <Wiadom. Wet. (122). 
[1930 d].—Idem. Reprint. 6 pp., figs.  1-4. [n.p j 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
(1933 a).—Nicienie jezior tatrzanskich. Cz. 1 
Jeziora oligotroficzne. Nématodes des lacs 1 il 
Tatra. I-ie partie. Lacs oligotrophes <Pam 
14. Zjazd. Lekarz. i Przyrodn. Polsk. (Poznaniu, 
Sept. 1933). 
[1933 a].—Idem. Reprint. [Polish text] pp. 581-
587. [n.p.] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1933 b.—Nicienie jezior tatrzanskich Cz. I . . . 
Nématodes des lacs du Tatra. 1-re partie 
[Polish text] [Preprint of  1934 с] Broadside, 
[n.p.] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1934 a.—Malo znany pasorzyt kota, Spirura 
rytipleurites (Deslongchamps, 1824). Spirura 
rytipleuritcs (Deslongchamps, 1824) parasite peu 
connu du chat [Polish text: French summary] 
<Wiadom. Wet. (165), Rok 16, v. 13, Apr., pp. 
177-180. [W\] 
1934 b.—Sur le développement et les caractères 
spécifiques  de Spirura rytipleurites (Deslong-
champs 1824) <Ann. Parasitol., v. 12 (3), 1 
Mai, pp. 203-217, figs.  1-9. [W».] 
1934 c.—Nicienie jezior tatrzaáskich Cz. I. Né-
matodes des lacs du Tatra. 1-re partie <Spra-
woz. Posied. Towarzyst. Nauk. Warszawsk., 
Wydz. 4 (1933), v. 26 (1-6), pp. 57-58. [W·.] 
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S T E F A N S K I , W I T O L D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1936 a.-p-Sur lee nematodes parasitée des vives 
Trachinus  draco et des baudroies Lophius pisca-
tortus <Bull. Station Biol. Arcachon, v. 33 (1), 
pp. 59-88, illus. [Wv] 
1936 b.—Pasorzytnieze nicienie niektórych ryb 
morskich. Larwy pasorzytniczych nieieni. Sur 
les nématodes parasites de certains poissons 
de mer. Larves des nématodes <Sprawoz. 
Poeied. Towarzyst. Nauk. Warszawsk, Wydz. 
4, v. 29 (1-3), pp. 20-24. [W·.] 
1936-37 a.—Sur les nématodes libres des lacs du 
Tatra <Compt . Rend. 12. Cong. Internat. Zool. 
(Lisbonne, Sept, 15-21, 1935), v. 2, pp. 1068-
1082. [W»J 
1938 a.—Les nématodes libres des lacs des Tatra 
Polonaises, leur distribution et systématique 
<Arch. Hydrobiol., v. 33 (4), pp. 585-687, illus. 
[Wv] 
1938 b.—fìoezia sigalasi n. s p , parasite d'une 
"v ive" (Trachino* draco) CLivro Jub. Travas-
sos, pp. 447-454, pl. [Issued Mar. 31.] [W».] 
1943 a.—Die Wirkung von Umwelteinflüssen  auf 
freie  Räudemilben des Pferdes  <Ber. Land-
wirtsch. Forschungsanst. Generalgouv. Pulawy, 
v. 1 (4), pp. 154-160. [Wv] 
1945 a.—Komora gazowa typu "Pulawy" < M e -
dycyna W e t , v. 1 (1-2), May-June, pp. 4-7 , 
illus. [Wv] 
1945 b.—Kilka slów o pozornym wyleczeniu 
swierzbu u jednokopytnych. Sur la prétendue 
guérison de la gale sarcoptique [French sum-
mary] <Medycyna W e t , v. 1 (8), D e c , pp. 
223-225, illus. [WvJ 
1945 c .—W sprawie odkazania stajni, wybiegôw 
i przedmiotów, stykajqcych stç ζ áwierzbowa-
tymi konmi. Dzialanie czynników chemicznych 
na áwierzbowce in vitro. Sur la question de 
désinfection  des écuries, harnais et des objets se 
trouvant en contact immédiat avec les chevaux 
galleux [Polish text, French summary] < M e d y -
cyna W e t , v. 1 (3-1), July-Aug, pp. 57-61. 
[W·.] 
1948 a.—Zadania parazytologii polskiej w zwal-
czaniu chorób inwazyjnych zwierzqt domowych 
[English summary] (Polisch parasitology in 
combating invasive diseases of  domesticated 
animals) <Medycyna W e t , v. 4 (12), D e c , pp. 
764-767. [Wv] 
1949 a.—Problems of  parasitology in post-war 
Poland [Abstract of  report before  1. Cong. 
Polish Parasitol, Gdansk, May 16-18, 1948] 
<Bull. Inst..Marine and Trop. M e d , Gdadsk, 
v. 2 (1-2), pp. 112-113. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1949 b.—Rozmieszczenie gza bydlecego (Hypo^ 
derma _ sp.) na teiytorium Rzeczypospolitej 
Polskiej. (The distribution of  Hypoderma bovis 
of  the Polish territories.) [Polish text: English 
summary] <Medycyna W e t , v. 5 (6), June, 
pp. 427-431, illus, maps. [W·.] 
1949 c.—Stosowanie fenotiazyny  przeciw slup-
kowcom u koni (Phenothiazine in treating 
horses for  Strongylidae) [Polish text; English 
summary] <Medycyna W e t , v. 5 (4), A p r , pp. 
270-273. [Wv] 
S T E F A Ä S K I , W I T O L D ; a n d O B I T Z , K U R T A L F R E D . 
1935 a.—Metody zwalczania gza bydlçcego (Hy-
poderma sp.) sprawozdanie za rok 1934. Re-
cherches sur les moyens de la lutte contre l 'hypo-
derme du boeuf.  Compte rendu pour l'année 
1934 [French summary] <Wiadom. Wet. 
(176), Rok 17, v. 14, M a r , pp. 106-123. [W».] 
1935 b.—O rozmieszczeniu "malego gza bydlecego" 
( Hypoderma  lineatum de Villers) w Polsce. Sur 
la distribution en Pologne de Y  Hypoderma  linea-
tum de Villers [French summary] <Wiadom. 
Wet. (176), Rok 17, v. 14, Mar , pp. 98-105, 1 
map. [W".] 
1935 c .—W sprawie czçstoàci wystepowania i 
rozmieszczenia gza bydlçcego (Hypoderma sp.) 
na terytorjum rzpiitej polskiej. Wyniki ankiety 
Ministerstwa Rolnictwa i R. R. Sur la fré-
quence et la distribution en Pologne de l 'hypo-
S T E F A Ä S K I , W I T O L D ; a n d O B I T Z , K U R T A L F B E D — C o n t 
1935 с,—4üontinued. 
derme du boeuf  (Hypoderma sp.). Résultats 
d'ime enquête du Ministère de l'Agriculture 
[French summary] <Wiadom. Wet. (176), 
Rok 17, v. 14, M a r , pp. 89-97, 1 map. [Wv] 
1935 d.—Zestawienie uwag powiatowych lekarzy 
weterynaryjnych о wystçpowaniu i zwalczaniu 
gza. Remarques des vétérinaires d'Etat sur 
l'apparition et l'éradication de l'hypoderme du 
boeuf [Polish text] <Wiadom. Wet. (176), Rok 
17, v. 14, Mar., pp. 124-125. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Przyczynek do zagadnienia organizacji 
zwalczania gza bydlçcego (Hypoderma sp.) w 
Polsce. Contribution à la question de l'orga-
nisation d'une lutte contre l'hypoderme du boeuf 
en Pologne [Polish text; French summary] <Wia -
dom. Wet. (196), Rok 18, v. 15, N o v , pp. 
427-432, illus. [Wv] 
1937 a.—La distribution de l'hypederme du boeuf 
en Pologne <Compt . Rend. 12. Cong. Internat. 
ZooL (Lisbonne, Sept. 15-21, 1935), v. 3, pp. 
2057-2060. [W·.] 
S T E F A A S K I , W I T O L D ; a n d S T B A N K O W S K I , M I C H A « , . 
1936 a.—Sur un cas de pénétration du strongle 
géant dans le rein droit du chien <Ann. Para-
sitol , v. 14 (1), Jan. 1, pp. 55-60, pl. 2, figs. 
1-3. [Wv] 
1937 a.—Sur un cas de pénétration du strongle 
géant dans le rein droit du chien <Compt . 
Rend. 12. Cong. Internat. Zool. (Lisbonne, 
Sept. 15-21, 1935), v. 3, pp. 2001-2005, illus. 
[Wv] 
S T E F A N S K I , W I T O L D ; S T B A N K O W S K I , M I C H A L ; a n d 
N A G Ó B S K I , F E L I K S . 
1936 a.—Nowy przypadek wystçpowania nerkowoa 
olbrzymiego (Dioctophyme renale) w jamie pier-
siowej u krota. Nouveau cas du strongle géant 
(Dioctophyme renale) dans la cavité thoracique 
du chat [French summary] <Wiadom. Wet. 
(191), Rok 18, v. 15, June, pp. 219-225, figs.  1-3 . 
[Wv] 
1936 b.—Rzadki przypadek wvstçpowania ner-
kowca (Dioctophyme renale) u kota. Sur un cas 
du strongle géant (Dioctophyme renale) dans la 
cavité thoracique du chat. <Sprawoz. Poeied. 
Towarzyst. Nauk Warszawsk., Wydz. 4, v. 
29 (4-6), pp. 65-66. [Wv] 
S T E F A N S K I Ï , V . K . See Skshivan, F. F.; and Stefan-
skiï, V. K. 
S T E F F A N . [ D r , F r a n k f u r t ] 
1872 a.—Ein Fall von intraoculärem Cysticercus 
cellulose <Jahresb. Verwalt. Med. -Wes, Kran-
kenanst. Stadt Frankf,  v. 16, pp. 192-194. 
[ W v ] 
S T E F F A N , P A U L . 
1921 a.—Beobachtungen über den Verlauf  der 
künstlichen Infektion  der Ratte mit Trypano-
soma lewisi <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hvg, v. 
25 (8), A u g , pp. 241-247. [Wv] 
1922 a.—Morphologische Untersuchungen über die 
Wirkung verschiedener Heilmittel auf  Trypano-
somen <Ztschr. Hyg. u. Infektionskr,  v. 96 
(3), 25 Sept , pp. 263-287, 1 fig, pl. 1, figs.  1 -
170. [Wv] 
S T E F F A N I , K A B L . [ 1 8 6 4 - ] [ B z t . R e g . - V e t . - R a t , 
Bautzen] 
1907 a.—Wurmseuche [beim Geflügel] <Ber. 
Veterinärw. Königr. Sachs. (1906), v. 51, pp. 
75-76. [Wv] 
1908 a,—L'ail, remède dans l'épidémie vermineuse 
des volailles [Abstract of  1907 a] <Rec . Méd. 
Vét , v. 85 (13), 15 Juillet, p. 458. [W», W·»] 
1913 a.—Zur Vertreibung von Spulwürmern bei 
Pferden  <Ber. Veterinärw. Königr. Sachs. 
(1912), v. 57, p. 92. [Wv] 
1914 b.—Echinorrhynchus gigas <Ber. Veterinärw. 
Königr. Sachs. (1913), v. 58, p. 91. [WvJ 
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S T E F F A N I , K A B L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1919 a.—Räude der Pferde . . . [Behandlung] 
<Ber. Veterinärw. Königr. Sachs. (1917), v. 
62, p. 48. [W».] 
1920 a.—Räude der Einhufer . . . [Behandlung] 
<Ber. Veterinärw. Königr. Sachs. (1918), v. 
63, p. 49. [W°.] 
STEFFEN. [ K r . - T h . ] 
1873 a.—Schnelle Entwickelung des Strongylus 
•paradoxus in den Lungen CMitth. Thierärztl. 
Praxis Preuss. Staate (1871-72), v. 20, pp. 163-
164. [W«.] 
S T E F F E N , A . 
1883 a.—Ueber Echinococcus cerebri <Jahrb. 
Kinderh., n. F., v. 20 (1), pp. 72-82. [ W - J 
S T E F F E N , C H R . [Tierarzt, Kiel] 
1911 a.—Behandlung der Räude <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 27 (16), 20 Apr., p. 287. [W\] 
S T E F F E N , M A R T R O B E R T . [ M . D . C . , V . S . ] 
1915 a.—Special cattle therapy. 157 pp. Chicago. 
[W·.] 
[1917 а].—Special equine therapy. 212 pp. Chi-
ago. [W\] 
S T E F F E N H A G E N , K A R L . [ 1 8 7 2 - 1 
1903 a.—Ueber einen Fall von Amöbendysenterie 
mit sekundärem Leberabscess. Diss. 34 pp., 
1 1. München. [W·.] 
S T E F F E N H A G E N , K A R L ; a n d A N D R E E V , P A V E L . 
1910 a.—Untersuchungen über die Haltbarkeit 
von Mikroorganismen und Immunkörpern in 
Blutegeln <Ärb. K. Gsndhtsamte., Berlin, v. 
36 (2), Nov., pp. 221-238. [W\] 
STEFFENS, M. [Dr., Inst. Anat. u. Physiol. Haus-
tiere u. Tierklin. Univ. Halle] 
1937 a.—Schafräudebehandlung  _ mit "Räude-
Derrisol"-Bengen <Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v. 45 (41), Oct. 9, pp. 653-654, illus. [W».] 
(1937 b).—Schafräudebehandlung  mit "Räude-
Derrisol'VBengen <Ztschr. Schafzucht,  v. 26, 
pp. 276-278. 
1938 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Jahresb. Vet.-Med., v. 
62 (9-10) Mar. 31, p. 644. [W\] 
S T E F K O , W . 
1917 a.—Piroplasmose et anaplasmose en Turquie 
(1916) <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 10 (8), 10 
Oct., pp. 723-724. [W·.] 
S T E G E M A N , L E R O Y C A L K I N S . [В .S . , M.S., Asst. 
Prof. Zool., New York State Coll. Forestry, 
Syracuse Univ., Syracuse, New York] 
1939 a.—Some parasites and pathological condi-
tions of  the skunk (Mephitis  mephitis nigra) 
in central New York CJ. Mamm., v. 20 (4), 
Nov., pp. 493-496. [W\] 
S T E G G A L L , J O H N . [17957-1871] See Gregory, 
James, 1855 a. 
S T E G G A L L , S E P T I M U S L E O N A R D . 
1901 a.—Hemoglobinuria malárica palúdica (black-
water fever)  <Rev . Med. Trop., Habana, v. 2 
(7), Julio, pp. 107-117. [W», W » . ] 
S T E G M A I E R , H A N S . [1887- ] [Tierarzt Heidel-
berg] 
1913 a.—Untersuchungen über Wert und Wirkung 
des Arekolins auf  den Pansen der Wiederkäuer. 
Inaug.-Diss. (Glessen). 91 pp. Giessen. 
[W».l 
S T E G M A N N , C . W . [ D r . ] 
1905 a.—How do you treat scabies? < N . York 
Med. J. [etc.] (1412), v. 82 (26), Dec. 23, p. 
1326. [W», W®, W«.] 
S T E G M A N N V O N P R I T Z W A L D , F R I E D R I C H P E R C I V A L . 
[1868- ] [Prof.  Dr.] 
1920 a.—Die Bekämpfung  der Dasselfliege. 23 pp. 
Berlin. [Wa.] 
S T E E L E , M A R K U S [Prakt. Arzt] 
1931 a.—Ueber Trichinose bei wilden Tieren und 
ihre Uebertragung auf  den Menschen <Ztschr. 
Infektionskr. Haustiere, v. 39 (4), 4. Aug.. pp. 
320-329. [W·.] 
S T E H L I , G E O R S . [Dr., Stuttgart] 
1915 a.—Die Ungezieferplage  im Felde <Kosmos, 
Stuttgart, v. 12 (3), Mar 15, pp. 104-108, illus. 
[Wa.] 
1926 a.—Ungeziefer  in Haus und Hof;  seine 
Lebensweise und Bekämpfung. 172 pp., figs. 
1-52. Stuttgart. [Wa.] 
S T E I C H E L E , H E R M A N N . [ D r . ] 
1925 a.—Appendicitis und Oxyuren <Arch. Klin. 
Chir., v. 135, pp. 373-381, illus. [W· . ] 
STEIDLE, H . [Würzburg ] 
1927 a.—Ueber das Gift  der Simuliiden (Kriebel-
mücken). (In  Verhandlungen der Deutschen 
pharmakologischen Gesellschaft, 6. Tagung, 
Düsseldorf, 21-24 Sept., 1926) <Arch. Exper. 
Path. u. Pharmakol., v. 119 (5-6), Jan., Suppl., 
pp. 52-53. [Wa.] 
STEIL, W. N. [Marquette Univ., Milwaukee, Wis-
consin] 
1936 a.—A modified  Wright's method for  staining 
blood smears <Stain Tech., v. 11 (3), July, pp. 
99-100. [W\] 
S T E I M . [ D r . l 
1906 a.—Ein Fall von Echinokokkus der Leber, 
perforiert in die Lunge, ausgeheilt durch Rip-
penresektion CMünchen. Med. Wchnschr., v. 
53 (12), 20 März, pp. 557-559. [WTa, W m . ] 
1906 b.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Allg. Path, 
u. Path. Anat., v. 17 (9), 15 Mai, p. 365. [W», 
W®.] 
1906 c.—Echinokokkus der Leber [Abstract of 
1906 а] С Beri. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (15), 12 
Apr., p. 289. [Wa, ff®.] 
STEIM ANN. [Dr . , L i p p s t a d t ] 
1879 a.—Bandwurm beim Fisch CAllg. Med. 
Centr.-Ztg., v. 48 (41), May 21, col. 519. [ W m . j 
S T E I N . 
1906 a.—Untersuchungen über das Vorkommen 
der Spirochäte pallida in Ausstrich und im 
Gewebe [Abstract of  report before  9 Kong. 
Deutsch. Dermatol. Gesellsch., Bern, 12-14 
Sept.] CMünchen. Med. Wchnschr., v. 53 (49), 
4 Dec., p. 2416. [WTa, W 4 ] 
S T E I N , A A R O N ; a n d K A Z A N , A V R A A M . 
1942 a.—Brain abscess due to Entameba histolytica 
CJ. Neuropath, and Exper. Neurol., v. 1 (1), 
Jan., pp. 32-41, illus. [ f f »J 
STEIN, Α . К See Shtein, A . K . 
S T E I N , A M . [Dr., Zizers] 
1797 a.—Vermischte medicinisch-praktische Be-
merkungen. 1. Ueber die vermuthliche Auflö-
sung der Bandwürmer im Darmkanal CMus. 
Heilk., v. 4, pp. 351-384. [W®.] 
1838 a.—Entwicklungs-Geschichte mehrerer In-
sectengattungen aus der Ordnung der Neurop-
teren CArch. Naturg., Berlin., 4. J., v. 1, pp. 
315-333, pl. 7, figs.  1-13. [W·.] 
S T E I N , B E N N O . [Dr., Zagreb] 
1917 a.—Malaria parasiten und Neosalvarsan 
CWien. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 30 (14), Apr. 5, 
pp. 436-438. [W®.] 
S T E I N , C L A R E N C E D I N S M O R E . [1889- ] [V. M. 
D.*, Washington, D . C . ] ; L O T Z E , J O H N C A L V I N ; 
and Мотт, L A W R E N C E O. 
1942 a.—Transmission of  equine infectious  ane-
mia by the stablefly,  Stomoxys calcitrane, the 
horse-fly, Tábanus sulcifrons  (Macquart), and 
by injection of  minute amounts of  virus CAm. 
J. Vet. Research, v. 3 (7), Apr., pp. 183-193, 
illus. [Wa.] 
1943 a.—Evidence of  transmission of inapparent 
(subclinical) form of  equine infectious  anemia 
by mosquitoes (PsorophoYa  columbiae), and by 
injection of  the virus in extremely high dilution 
CJ. Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (792) v. 102, Mar., pp. 
163-169, illus. [W».] 
S T E I N , C L A R E N C E D I N S M O R E ; L U C K E R , J O H N T H O M A S ; 
O S T E E N , O S W A L D L A M O N T ; a n d G O C H E N O U R , 
W I L L I A M S Y L V A . 
1939 a.—Studies on the possible rôle of  endopara-
sites in the transmission of  infectious  anemia 
CJ. Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (752), v. 95, Nov., 
pp. 536-541. [W».J 
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S T E I N , F . [Cand. Pharm., Charlottenburg] 
1843 a.—Aufforderung  zum Einsammeln von 
Schmarotzer-Insekten der höhern Thierklassen 
<Entom. Ztg., Stettin, v. 4 (10), Oct., pp. 316-
318. [W·.] 
1844 a.—Schmarotzer-Insecten [Letter to editor 
dated Oct.] <Entom. Ztg., Stettin, v. 5 (10), 
Oct., pp. 365-366. [W».] 
V O N S T E I N , F H I E D B I C H (Ritter). [1818-1885] [Dr., 
К. К Reg.-Rath; Prof., Zool., Univ. Prag] 
[See also von Siebold, Carl Theodor Ernst; and 
Stein, Friedrich (Ritter)] 
1848 a.—Ueber die Natur der Gregarinen <Arch. 
Anat., Physiol, u. Wissensch. Med., pp. 182-
223, pl. 9. [Wm . ] 
1849 a.—Untersuchungen über die Entwickelung 
der Infusorien <Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 15. 
J., v. 1, pp. 92-142, pis. 1-2, figs.  1-39. [Wv] 
1849 b.—Berichtigung und Ergänzung zur Ent-
wickelungsgeschichte der Vorticella microstoma 
[Nachschrift to 1849 a] <Ibidem, pp. 142-148. 
[W«.] 
1852 a.—Neue Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Ent-
wicklungsgeschichte und des feineren  Baues 
der Infusionsthiere  <Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., 
v. 3 (4), 15 Feb., pp. 476-509, pl. 18. [W·.] 
1852 b.—Beiträge zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der 
Eingeweidewürmer <Ibidem, v. 4 (2), 2 Sept., 
pp. 196-214, pl. 10, figs.  1-20. [W·.] 
(1854 a).—Die Infusionstiere  auf  ihre Entwick-
lungsgeschichte untersucht. 
1857 a.—See Carus, Julius Victor, 1857 a. 
1859 a.—Der organismus der Infusionsthiere  nach 
eigenen Forschungen in systematischer Reihen-
folge  bearbeitet. 1. Abt.: Allgemeiner Theil 
und Naturgeschichte der hypotrichen Infu-
sionsthiere. 206 pp., 14 pis. Leipzig. [W«.] 
1859 b.—[Ueber die ihm bisher bekannt gewor-
denen und von ihm genauer erforschten  Infu-
sionsthiere, welche im Inneren anderer Thiere 
eine parasitische Lebensweise führen]  <Ab-
handl. K.-Böhm. Gesellsch. Wissensch. (1857-
59), 5. F., v. 10, Ber. Sect., pp. 35-38. [Wv] 
1859 с.—[Vortrag über mehrere neue im Pansen der 
Wiederkäuer lebende Infusionsthiere] [Abstract 
of  report before  Naturw.-math. Sect., 8 März 
1858] <Abhandl. K. Böhm. Gesellsch. Wis-
sensch. (1857-59), 5. F., v. 10, pp. 69-70. [Wv] 
1859 d.—Characteristic neuer Infusorien-Gattun-
gen <Lotos, Prag, v. 9, Jan., pp. 2-5; Maerz, 
pp. 57-60. [W·.] 
1860 a.—[Ueber die Eintheilung der holotrichen 
Infusionsthiere und Aufstellung  einiger neuer 
Gattungen und Arten aus dieser Ordnung] 
<Sitzungsb. K. Böhm. Gesellsch. Wissench. 
Prag, Juli-Dec., pp. 56-62. [W·.] 
1861 a.—[Ueber ein im Darmcanal von Regen-
würmern aufgefundenes  neues Infusions-Thier-
chen] <Ibidem, Jan.-Juni, pp. 42-43. [W·.] 
1861 b.—[Mittheilung über Mermis  albicans und 
über ein neues parasitisches Infusionsthier  aus 
dem Darmkanal von Paludinen] Clbidem, Jan.-
Juni, pp. 85-90. [Wv] 
1S62 a.—[Zwei kürzlich erschienene Infusorienab-
handlungen von E. Eberhard und von A. Wrzes-
niowski] <Sitzungsb. K. Böhm. Gesellsch. 
Wissensch. Prag, Jan.-Juni, pp. 50-57. [W«.j 
[See Eberhard, Ernst Friedrich, 1862 a] 
1863 a.—Ueber das Paramœcium (?) coli. Malmst 
[Abstract] <Amtl. Ber. 37. Versamml. Deutsch. 
Naturi, u. Aerzte (1862), pp. 165-166. [W">, 
W«.] 
1864 a.—Ueber Proteus tenax von O. F. Müller 
und über die Infusorien-Gattungen Distigma 
Ehrbg. und Epiclintes Stein <Sitzungsb. K.-
Böhm. Gesellsch. Wissensch. Prag., Jan.-Juni, 
pp. 41-46. [W«.J 
1866 a.—Idem CZtschr. Ges. Naturw., v. 27 (2), 
Feb., pp. 178-180. [Wv] 
V O N S T E I N , F R I E D R I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1867 a.—Der Organismus der Infusionsthiere  nach 
eigenen Forschungen in systematischer Reihen-
folge  bearbeitet. II. Abt.: 1) Darstellung der 
neuesten Forschungsergebnisse über Bau, Fort-
pflanzung  und Entwickelung der Infusionsthiere. 
2) Naturgeschichte der heterotrichen Infusorien. 
355 pp., 16 pis. Leipzig. [W«.] 
1878 a.—Der Organismus der Flagellaten nach 
eigenen Forschungen in systematischer Reihen-
folge  bearl>eitet. 1. Hälfte:  Den noch nicht 
abgeschlossenen allgemeinen Theil nebst Erklä-
rung der sämmtlichen Abbildungen enthaltend. 
(In  Der Organismus der Infusionsthiere  nach 
eigenen Forschungen in systematischer Reihen-
folge  bearbeitet. 3. Abt.: Die Naturgeschichte 
der Flagellaten oder Geisseiinfusorien. 154 pp., 
24 pis. Leipzig. [W», W m . ] 
STEIN H. B. [M. В., В. Ch., Dept. Anat., Univ. 
Witwatersrand, Johannesburg] 
1938 a.—Infection  of  the gall-bladder by Schisto-
soma haematobium <South African  Med. J., v. 
12 (8), Apr. 23, pp. 297-298, illus. [Wm.] 
STEIN, IRVING FREILER. [ 1 8 8 7 - ] [ M . D . ] 
1937 a.—Trichomonas vaginitis <Am. J. Nursing, 
v. 37 f7),  July, pp. 748-750. [W m . ] 
S T E I N , I R V I N G F R E I L E R ; a n d C O P E , E L I Z A B E T H J . 
1931 a.—Trichomonas  vaginalis (Donné), a pre-
liminary study <Am. J. Obst, and Gynec., v. 
22 (3), Sept., pp. 368-376; discussion, pp. 445-
449. [Wn·.] 
1932 a.—Further studies on Trichomonas  vaginalis 
(Donné) [Read Nov. 20, 1931] <Am. J. Obst, 
and Gynec. v. 24 (3), Sept., pp. 348-354, illus; 
discussion, pp. 453-454. [W m . ] 
1933 a .—Trichomonas  vaginalis (Donné) <Am. 
J. Obst, and Gynec., v. 25 (6), June, pp. 819-
825, figs.  1-2. [Wm.] 
S T E I N , J O H . P H I L . E M I L F R I E D R I C H . [ 1 8 1 4 - | 
[Apotheker, Berlin] 
1877 a.—Zur Naturgeschichte der Lausfliege, 
Lipoptena cervi Nitsch. (Pediculus cervi Linn. 
Hsemobora  pallipes Curt. Ornithobia pallida 
Meig. cf  Melophagus cervi Meig. Ç Alcephagus 
pallipes Gimmerthal) <Deutsche Entom. Ztschr., 
v. 21 (2), Dec., pp. 297-298. [W», W·.] 
S T E I N , J O S E P H . [ D r . ] 
1927 a.—Treatment of  dysentery with stovarsol 
[Hebrew text] <Harefuah,  v. 2 (3), July, pp. 
433-438. [Wm.] 
S T E I N , K A T H R Y N F . 
1949 a.—Effect  of  cortical extract and other 
agents on eosinophilia of  mice infected  with 
Trichina  spiralis <Proc. Soc. Exper. Biol. and 
Med., v. 71 (2), June, pp. 225-226. [W·.] 
S T E I N , L . [Inst. Schiffs- u. Tropenkrankh. Hamburg] 
1933 a.—Ueber die Wirkung eines löslichen Wis-
mutkomplexsalzes auf  Trypano3omeninfektionen 
<Ztschr. Immunitätsforsch,  u. Exper. Therap., 
v. 78 (5-6), Apr. 20, pp. 489-496. [W\] 
S T E I N , L U D W I G . [Dr., Wien] 
1900 a.—Ueber Echinococcus der Niere <Wien. 
Klin. Wchnschr., v. 13 (43), 25 Oct., pp. 993-
995. [Wm.] 
1901 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Berl. Klin. Wchnschr., 
v. 38 (4), Jan. 28, Litt.-Auszüge, p. 6. [W», 
Wm.] 
1901 b.—Echinococcus of  the kidney [Abstract 
of  1900 a] <Phila. Med. J. (161), v. 7 (4), Jan. 
26, p. 158. [W», Wm, W·.] 
S T E I N , M . L . [ D r . ] 
1933 a —Congenital malaria [Abstract of  report 
before  N. York Acad. Med., Sect. Pediat., May 
11] <Am. J. Dis. Child., v. 46 (6), Dee., p. 
1467. [¥».] 
S T E I N , M A R T I N . See Schick, Bela; and Stein, Martin. 
STEIN, R. O. [Prof. Dr., Wien] 
1933 a.—Zur Biologie und Therapie der Filzlaus-
Infektion I. Die Phthirii  pubis als Parasiten 
der mit apokrinen Drüsen ausgetatteten Haut-
partien <Wien. Med. Wchnschr., v. 83 (27), 
July 1, pp. 756-757. [Wm.] 
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S T E I N , R I C H A R D . [New York] 
1900 a.—Ueber die Structur des Parasiten der 
Malaria tertiana <Arch. Path. Anat., v. 159, 
15. F.. v. 9 (2), 10 Feb., pp. 322-350, pi. 9, figs. 
1-37. [WX W"'.] 
S T E I N , S A M U E L . See Clark, Howard Walton; and 
Stein, Samuel. 
S T E I N , S I G M U N D T H E O D O R . [1840-1897] [Ph. D., 
M. D., Frankfurt a. Main] 
1873 a.—Die Trichinenkrankheit und deren 
Auftreten  zu Frankfurt a. M. im Januar 1873. 
Worte zur Warnung und Belehrung. 16 pp., 8 
figs. Frankfurt a. Main. [W m . ] 
1879 a.—Einiges Neue über Bandwurmkuren 
<Wien. Med. Presse, v. 20 (45), 9 Nov., pp. 
1439-1441. [W·».] 
1879 b.—Neue Erfahrung  bei Behandlung der 
Tänien [Abstract of  paper read 23 Sept.] СТа-
gebl. 52. Vereamml. Deutsch. Naturf.  u. Aerztc 
(8), Dec., p. 277; discussion, pp. 277-278. [Wm . ] 
1879 c.·—Ueber das Vorkommen von Bandwür-
mern in Folge Genusses von rohem Fleisch 
<Ztschr. Mikr. Fleischschau, v. 1 (1), Dec., 
pp. 2-3, figs.  1-3. [Wm . ] 
1880 a.—Idem [continued] Clbidem (2), 15 Jan., 
pp. 10-11, figs.  4-5. [Wm.] 
1882 a.—Die parasitären Krankheiten des Men-
schen. 1. Entwickelungsgeschichte und Para-
sitismus der menschlichen Cestoden. 2 p. 1., 
52 pp., 79 figs.,  14 pis. Lahr. [W».] 
S T E I N , W I L H E L M . [ D r . ] 
1921 a.—Mitigai ab neues Krätzemittel <Therai>. 
Gegenw., v. 62, n. F., v. 23 (6), June, p. 237. 
[W- . ] 
S T E I N A C H , E . [Prof.  Dr.] 
1921 a.—Altersbekämpfung  und Räude <Wien. 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 71 (31), July 30, cols. 1369-
1371. [Wr"·.} 
S T E I N A C K E R . 
(1935 a).—Legen Schmeissfliegen ihre Eier auch 
an lebende Tiere? CDeutsche Jagd, v. 3, p. 132. 
STEINAU, J. H. See Watson, Thomas, 1855 a. 
STEINBACH. [Kr . -Th . , D r . ] 
1879 a.— Fussräude des Pferdes  CMitth. Thier-
ärztl. Praxis Preuss. Staate (1877-78), n. F., 
v. 4, pp. 81-82. [WX] 
STEINBACH, F. G. [Wildwood Crest, N. Jersey] 
1930 a.—Effective whipworm treatment in dogs 
C Vet. Med., v. 25 (12), Dec., p. 513. [W».j 
1932 a.—Additional notes on whipworm elimina-
tion С Vet. Med., v. 27 (11), Nov., pp. 480-481. 
[W·.] 
1933 a.—Observations on canine whipworm eradi-
cation С Vet. Med., v. 28 (7), Julv, pp. 298-
299. [WX] 
1933 b.—A safe  and effective  treatment for filaria-
si.« in dogs С Vet. Med., v. 28 (8), Aug., p. 320. 
[W·.] 
1934 a.—Stubborn case of  trichuriasis in a puppy 
CVct. Med., v. 29 (5), May, p. 216. [W\] 
1935 a.—Arsenic and areca nut not dependable in 
filari asis CVet. Med., v. 30 (9), Sept., p. 413. 
fW».] 
1935 b.—Operation for  paralysis of  the penis of  the 
dog CVet. Med., v. 30 (9), Sept., p. 393. [W».j 
S T E I N B A C H , H . B . 
1927 a.—Allotriophagia associated with taeniasis 
in the bitch CBull. Univ. Pennsylvania, v. 27 
(39), June 11 (Vet. Exten. Quart. (27)), pp. 
2-3. [WX] 
S T E I N B A C H , R . H . [Frankenmuth, Michigan] 
1903 a.—For tape worm [Letter to editor] CMed. 
World, v. 21 (2), Feb., p. 59. [Wm.] 
S T E I N B E R G . 
(1862 a).—Ueber die auf  und zwischen den men-
schlichen Zähnen sich ansammelnde weisse 
Substanz cZtschr. Neuere Med., Kiew. 
S T E I N B E R G . [ D r . ] 
(1927? a).—Die Echinokokkenkrankheit (Hunde-
wurm) bei Mensch und Tier CSt. Hubertus, 
v. 45 (48), p. 783. 
STEINBERG—Continued. 
[1928 aj.—Idem [Abstract] CJahrb. Jagdk., Neu-
damrn (1927), v. 9, pp. 125-126. [W\] 
STEINBERG, D. [Peterhofer  Naturwissensch. Inst.] 
1931 a.—Die Geschlechtsorgane von Aspidogaster 
conchichola Baer und ihr Jahreszyklus. (Vor-
läufige  Mitteilung) CZool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 
94 (5-8), 5. Mai, pp. 153-170, figs.  1-11. [W·.] 
STEINBEBG, IsrooBO RICABDO. [Dr., Hosp. Muñiz] 
[See also Norrie, Héctor; Steinberg, Isidoro 
Ricardo; and Coirà, Raál G.] 
S T E I N B E B G , I S I D O R O R I C A R D O ; a n d A B B A T E , E N -
B I Q U E A , 
1938 a.—Seudointoxicación tuberculosa por oxiuri-
asis С Semana Méd. (2329), v. 45 (35), Sept. 1, 
pp. 490-493, illus. [W"\] 
S T E I N B E B G , I S I D O B O R I C A B D O ; a n d B O U V I E R , F B A N -
CISCO M . 
1943 a.—Meningo-e ncef  ali tis verminosa; contribu-
ción a su estudio CPrcnsa Méd. Argent., v. 
30 (50). pp. 2379-2381. [ W » I 
S T E I N B E B G , I S R A E L . See Goldwater, Leonard John; 
Steinberg, Israel; Most, Harry; end Connery, 
Joseph Edward. 
S T E I N B E B G , N O U C H I M E . [Tel-Aviv (Palestine)] 
1927 a.—Contribution à l'étude de la bilharziose. 
Son étiologie. Son traitement spécifique par 
l'antimoine. (Quatre observations personnelles 
de bilharziose vésicale). Thèse méd. (Genève). 
16 pp., illus. Geneve. [W m . ] 
S T E I N B E B G , O T T O S C H U L T E . S e e S c h u l t e - S t e i n b e r g , 
Otto. 
S T E : N B B U E C K , A L F B E D J O H A N N E S R U D O L F F R I T Z . 
[1875- ] 
1899 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Lehre vom Muskel-
Echinococcus. Diss. 30 pp., 1 l. Greifswald. 
[W- . ] 
STKINBBÜCK, H. See Käsewurm, P. ; and Steinbrück, H. 
S T E I N B R Ü C K , H E B B E B T . [ O b e r r e g i e r u n g s - u . V e t . -
Rpt Dr., Merseburg] 
1904 a.—Ein neues transportables Trichinen-
mikroskop CZtschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 
15 (3), Dec., pp. 87-88, 2 figs. [W», W r a . ] 
1905 a.—Idem CDeutsche Fleisehbeschauer-Ztg., 
v. 2 (1), Jan., pp. 8-9, figs.  1-2. [WX] 
1906 a.—Führungseinlage für  Trichinenschaukom-
pressorien CZtschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 
16 (5), Feb., pp. 152 -153. [W», W m . ] 
1934 a.—Ein neues Hilfsmittel  für  die Trichinen-
schau CZtschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 44 
(15), 1 Mai, pp. 287-288, 1 fig. [W».] 
S T E I N B U C H , J O H A N N G E O B G . 
1799 a.—Das Grasälchen, Vibrio aar osti s С Natur-
forscher, Halle, v. 28, pp. 233-259, pl. 5 [miss-
ing]. [W·.] 
1801 a.—De Tsenia  hydatigena anomala adnexis 
cogitatis quibusdam de vermium visceralium 
physiologia. 126 pp., 1 pl. Erlangte. [WX] 
S T E I N E G G E R , A L F B E D . [ D r . ] 
1921 a.—Ein Fall von Ascaridenileus С Schweiz. 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 51 (28), July 14, pp. 654-655. 
[W m . ] 
S T E I N B L , C A R L . [1903- ] 
1931 a.—Ueber Echinokokkus des Pankreas. 
Inaug.-Dise. (Heidelberg). 19 pp. Kaiserslau-
tern. [W».] 
S T E I N E R [Dr., Duisburg im Rhld.] 
1923 a.—Ueber derzeitige Krätzebehandlung mit 
besonderer Berücksichtigung des Catamin CDer-
mat. Wchnschr., v. 77 (39), Sept. 29, pp. 1151-
1152. [W"J 
S T E I N E B , A . J. [Dr., Lexington] 
1924 a.—Blackhead (entero-hepatitis) CCircular 
(165), Univ. Kentucky Coll. Agrie. Exten. Div., 
Mar., pp. 1-8, figs.  1-2. [W\] 
1937 a.—Intravenous medication of  dogs С Rep. 
Proc. Kentucky Vet. Med. Ass. (Louisville, 
July 14-15), pp. 13-17. [WX] 
STEINER, F. [Med. Univ.-Klin. Königsberg i. Pr.] 
See Wigand, Rudolf;  and Steiner, F. 
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S T E I N B H , F R A N Z . [ 1 9 0 8 - | 
1933 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Verbreitung 
menschlicher Darmparasiten am Kurischen 
Haff.  II. Schaaksvitte. Inaug.-Diss. (Königs-
berg). 17 pp. Königsberg i. Pr. [W» . ] 
S T E I N E R , G A B R I E L . [See also Kuhn, Philalethee 
Ernst; and Steiner, Gabriel] 
1931 a.—Krankheitserreger und Gewebsbefund 
bei multipler Sklerose. Vergleichend-histolo-
gi'jch-parasitologische Untersuchungen bei mul-
tipler Sklerose und anderen Spirochätosen 
<Ergebn. Hyg., Bakteriol., v. 12, pp. 268-464, 
figs.  1-71. [W·.] 
S T E I N E R , G A B B I E L ; a n d S C H A U D E R , H E B M A N N . 
1925 a.—Experimentelle Untersuchungen zur 
Pathologie und Therapie der Spirochätenkrank-
heiten. II. Zur Frage der Spirochätenpersistenz 
im Zentralnervensystem bei experimenteller 
Recurrens <Klin. Wchnschr., v. 4 (48), 26 
Nov., pp. 2288-2289. [W\] 
S T E I N E R , G A B R E I L ; a n d S T E I N F E L D , J . 
1925 a.—Experimentelle Untersuchungen zur 
Pathologie und Therapie der Spirochätenkrank-
heiten. I. Die Immunitätsverhältnisse des 
Gehirns und des Serums in ihren Beziehungen 
zueinander bei experimenteller Recurrens <KIin. 
Wchnschr., v. 4 (42), 15 Okt., pp. 1995-1997. 
[W*.] 
S T E I N E R , G E O R G . [ D r . , T e p l i t z - S c h ö n a u ] 
1931 a.—Zur Röntgenmorphologie des Echinokok-
kus <Röntgenpraxis, v. 3 (15), 1 Aug., pp. 
690-695, figs.  1-7 . [ W » l 
S T E I N E R , G E R O L F . [Dr., Zool. Inst., T . II., Darm-
stadt] 
1941 a.—Untersuchungen über die Kältewiderstands-
fähigkeit  der Eier und Larven von Fleischfliegen 
<Anz. Sehädlingsk., v. 17 (12), Dec. 15, pp. 
133-139. [W·.] 
1942 a.—Eine Zuchtweise für  Fleischfliegen  <Zool . 
Anz., Leipzig, v. 138 (5-6), May 15, pp. 97-106, 
illus. [W».J 
1944 a.—Die Fliegen und ihre Bekämpfung < Um-
schau. v. 48 (1), Jan., pp. 12-13, illus. [W».j 
S T E I N E R , G O T T H O L D . [ 1 8 8 6 - ] [ N e m a t o l o g i s t , 
Bureau Plant Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie.] [See 
also Buhrer, Edna Marie; Cooper, Corinne; 
and Steiner, Gotthold; and Cobb, Grace W. 
(Sherman); Steiner, Gotthold; and Blanton, 
Franklin Sylvester; and Cobb, Nathan Augustus; 
and Steiner, Gotthold; and Cobb, Nathan Augus-
tus; Steiner, Gotthold; and Christie, Jesse 
Roy] 
1913 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Tierwelt 
des Zürichersees СMonohystera  dubia Bütschli 
und Ethmolaimus revaliensis [Schneider]) <Arch. 
HydrobioL u. Planktonkunde, v. 8 (3), 13 Mai. 
pp. 451-457, figs.  1 -6 . [W·.] 
1913-14 a.—Mikrobiologische Lebensgemeinschaf-
ten in Einzelbildern. I. Die mikroskopische 
Tierwelt der Moospolster < Mikrokosmos, v. 7 
(10), pp. 222-231; (11), pp. 263-269; (12), pp. 
291-293, illus. [ W m . ] 
1914 a.—Freilebende Nematoden aus der Schweiz 
<Arch. Hydrobiol. u. Planktonkunde, v. 9 
(2), 27 Jan., pp. 259-276, figs.  1-29; (3), 28 Apr., 
pp. 420-438, figs.  1-38. [W·.] 
1915 a.—Freilebende marine Nematoden von der 
Küste Sumatras <Zool . Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., 
v. 38 (3-4) , pp. 223-244, pis. 22-24, figs.  1-30. 
[WM 
1916 a.—Beiträge zur geographischen Verbreitung 
freilebender  Nematoden <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, 
v. 46 (10-11), 15 Feb., pp. 311-335, figs.  1-11; 
(12), 7 Mar., pp. 337-349. [W\] 
1916 b.—Freilebende Nematoden aus der Barents-
see <Zool . Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., v . 39 (5-6) , 
pp. 511-676, pis. 16-36, figs, la-46. [Issued 8 
Juli] [W·.] 
1916 с.—Freilebende Nematoden von Now.qja-
Semlja <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 47 (2-3), 11 
Apr., pp. 50-74, figs. la -8d . [W».] 
S T E I N E R , G O T T H O L D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1916 d.—Das Männchen des Dorylaimus luyduneti-
si s de Man <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 47 (4), 18 
Apr., pp. 99-100, 1 fig. [W».] 
1916 е.—Neue und wenig bekannte Nematoden 
von der Westküste Afrikas  <Zool . Anz., 1/eip-
zig, v. 47 (11), 1 Aug., pp. 322-336, figs.  1 -9 ; 
(12), 18 Aug., pp. 337-351, figs.  10-22. [W·.] 
1917 a.—Ueber das Verhältnis der marinen freile-
benden Nematoden zu denen des Süsswassers 
und des Landes <Biol . Zentralbl., v. 37 (4), 
Apr., pp. 196-210. [Issued 30 Apr.] [W·.] 
1917 b.—Ueber die Verwandtschaftsverhältnisse 
und die systematische Stellung der Mermithiden 
<Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 48 (9), 6 Feb., pp. 263 -
267. [W7».] 
1918 a.—Bemerkungen über eine Mermithiden 
larve aus Kamerun <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 50 
(1), 25 Juni, pp. 1 -4 , figs.  1-2 . [W«.] 
1918 b.—Neue und wenig bekannte Nematoden 
von der Westküste Afrikas  <Zool . Anz., Leip-
zig, v. 50 (1), 25 Juni, pp. 4-18, figs.  1-9. [W·.] 
1918 с.—Studien an Nematoden aus der Niede-
relbe. 1. Teil, Mermithiden <Mit t . Zool. Mus. 
Hamburg, v. 35 (2. Beih. Jhrb. Hamb. WTissens. 
Anstalten, 1917), pp. 75-99, figs.  1-13. [W·.] 
1918 d.—Bemerkungen über die von der Deutschen 
Tiefsee-Expedition (Valdivia) gesammelten Ne-
matoden <Verhandl. Schweiz. Naturf.  Gesellsch. 
(99. Jahresversamml., Zürich, Sept. 9-12, 1917), 
2. Teil, pp. 270-271. [W·.] 
1919 a.—Untersuchungen über den allgemeinen 
Bauplan des Nematodunkörpers. Ein Beitrag 
zur Aufhellung  der Stammesgeschichte und 
der Verwpndtschaftsverhältnisse  der Nematoden. 
Habilitationsschrift  zur Erlangung der Venia 
docendi der philosophischen Fakultät II der 
Universität Bern. 96 pp., figs. A - E s , pis. 1-3 , 
figs.  1-16. Jena. [W».] 
1919 b.—Die von A. Monard gesammelten Nema-
toden der Tiefenfauna  des Neuenburgersees 
<Bull. Soc. Neuchâtel. Sc. Nat. (1917-18), v. 
43, pp. 142-240, figs.  la-18n. [W».J 
1919 c.—Idem. Reprint. 104 pp., figs.  la-18n. 
Neuchâtel. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1919 d.—Bemerkungen über die sogenannte Ver-
puppung der Rhabditis coarctala Leuckart und 
das Bilden von Zysten bei Nematoden überhaupt 
<Biol . Centralbl., v. 39 (2), Feb., pp. 59-65, 
figs.  1-3. [W·.] 
1919 е.—Zur Kenntnis der Kinorhyncha, nebst 
Bemerkungen über ihr Verwandtschaftsverhält-
nis zu den Nematoden. <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, 
v. 50 (8), 27 Juni, pp. 177-187, figs.  1 -4 . [W».| 
1920 a.—Betrachtungen zur Frage des Verwandt-
schaftsverhältnisses  der Rotatorien und Nema-
toden <Festschr. Feier 60. Geburtst. Friedrich 
Zschokke (31), 16 pp., figs.  1-15. [W«.] 
1920 b.—Freilebende Süsswassernematoden aus 
peruanischen Hochgebirgsseen. (Huaron 5140 
m ü. M. und Naticocha 5140 m ü. M.) < R e v . 
Suisse Zool., v . 28 (2), Avril, pp. 11-44, figs. 
1-22. [W».] 
1920 с.—Neuere Forschungsergebnisse über die 
Lebenegeschichte der Ascaris lumbricoides und 
ihre medizinische Bedeutung, namentlich als 
Ursache von Pneumonie <Schweiz. Med. 
Wchnschr., v . 50 (17), 22 Apr., p. 334. [ f f - . ] 
1921 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Mermithiden. 
1. Teil. Mermithiden von Neu-Mecklenburg 
und Revision einiger v. Linstowscher Arten und 
Rudolphis Filaría truncatula — Mermis trunca-
tula <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 87 
(6), 30 Dez., pp. 451-465, figs.  1-23. [W».] 
1921 b.—Ost-asiatische marine Nematoden <Zool . 
Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., v. 44 (3), pp. 195-226, 
pis. 10-12, figs.  1-6. [W\J 
1921 с.—Phlyctainophora lamnae n. g. η. sp., eine 
neue parasitische Nematoden form aus Lamna 
cornubica (Heringshai) CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Orig., v. 86 (7-8), 10 Aug., pp. 591-595, 
figs.  1-13. [W».] 
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1921 d.—Untersuchungen über den allgemeinen 
Bauplan des Nematodenkörpers. Ein Beitrag 
zur Aufhellung  der Stammesgeschichte und 
der Verwandtschaftsverhältnisse  der Nematoden 
<Zool . Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Anat., v . 43 (1), 
pp. 1-96, figs. Α -Εί , pis. 1-3 , figs.  1-16. [W*·! 
1921 е.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis mariner Nema-
toden <Zool . Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Syst., v. 44 
(1-2) , pp. 1-68, illus., pis. [Issued Aug. 15] 
[W».] 
1923 a.—Aplectana kraussii n. sp., eine in der 
Blattwespe Lyda sp. parasitierende Nemato-
denform,  nebst Bemerkungen über das Seitenor-
gan der parasitischen Nematoden < Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., 2. Abt., v. 59 (1-4) , pp. 14-18, illus. 
[Issued June 15] [Wv] 
1923 b.—Intersexes in nematodes <J . Hered., v. 
14 (4), July, pp. 147-158, figs.  1-11, 1 pl. on p. 
146. [W».] 
1923 c.—Limicole Mermithiden aus dem Sarekge-
birge und der Torne Lappmark <Naturw. Un-
tersuch. Sarekgeb. Schwedisch-Lappland, v. 4, 
Zool. (8), pp. 805-828, figs.  1-29; Beitrag von 
Dr. I. G . de Man, pp. 809-813. [Wv] 
1923 d.—[Mermithidae, mostly Mermis albicans, 
collected at Falls Church, Virginia] <J . Para-
sitol., v. 9 (4), June, p. 246. [Issued Aug. 22] 
[Wv] 
1924 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Mermithiden. 
2. Teil. Mermithiden aus Paraguay in der Samm-
lung des Zoologischen Museums zu Berlin 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., 2. Abt., v . 62 (1-6) , 
15 Juli, pp. 90-110, figs.  1-34. [Wv] 
1924 b.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Mermithiden. 
2. Teil. Mermithiden aus Paraguay in der 
Sammlung des Zoologischen Museums zu Berlin 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., 2. Abt., v . 62 (1-6) , 
July 15, pp. 90-110, figs.  1-34. [Wv] 
1924 с.—[Food of  Dorylaimus and related genera] 
<J . Parasitol., v. 11 (2), Dec., p. 101. [Wv] 
1924 d.—[Mermithids from Paraguay] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 11 (2), Dec., p. 112. [Wv] 
1924 e.—On some plant parasitic nemas and re-
lated forms  <J . Agrie. Research, U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., v. 28 (11), June 14, pp. 1059-1066, pis. 
1-4 . [Issued Nov.] [Wv] 
1924 f.— [Relationship of  the Mermithidae to the 
free-living nema family  of  the Dorylaimidae] 
<J . Parasitol., v. 11 (2), Dec., p. 112, [Wv] 
1924 g.—A remarkable new genus and species of 
mermithid worms from Jamaica <Proc. U. S. 
Nat. Mus. (2527), v. 65, Art. 14, pp. 1 -4 , pis. 
1-2 , figs.  1-12. [Wv] 
1924 h.— Remarks on a mermithid found  parasitic 
in the adult mosquito (Aedes vexans Meigen) 
in B. C. < Can ad. Entom., v. 56 (7), July, pp. 
161-164, figs.  1-7 . [Wv] 
1924 i.—Some nemas from the alimentary tract of 
the Carolina tree frog  (Hyla  carolinensis Pen-
nant). With a discussion of  some general prob-
lems of  nematology <J . Parasitol., v . 11 (1), 
Sept., pp. 1-32, fig.  A, pis. 1-11, figs.  1-65. [Wv] 
1924 j.—[Specimens of  Geotrupes sp. with cysts 
of  Rhabditis, apparently R. coarctata Leuckart 
on mouth parts and legs] <J . Parasitol, v . 10 
(4), June, p. 212. [Wv] 
1925 a.—[Eomermis  meissneri, a new mermithid] 
<J . Parasitol, v. 11 (4), June, pp. 224-225. 
[Issued Aug. 29] [Wv] 
1925 b.—Mermithids parasitic in the tea bug 
(Helopeltis  antonii Sign.) < Mededeel. Proefstat. 
Thee, Batavia (94), pp. 10-16, 4 p is , figs.  1-19. 
[Wv] 
1925 c.—[Nemas parasitic in peanut plants in 
South Africa  and some East and West African 
colonies] < J . Parasitol, v. 12 (2), D e c , p. 107. 
[Wv] 
1925 d.—[New mermithid for  which the name 
Tetramermis vivipara is proposed] <J . Parasitol, 
v. 12 (2), D e c , p. 108. [Wv] 
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1925 е.—The problem of  host selection and host 
specialization of  certain plant-infesting nemas 
and its application in the study of  nemic pests 
<Phvtopathologv, v. 15 (9), Sept., pp. 499-534, 
figs.  1 -8 . [Wv] 
1925 f.— [Tail end and spicula of  species of  Hexa-
mermis] [Exhibited before  Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, Sept. 20, 1924] <J . Parasitol, 
v. 11 (4), June, p. 221. [Issued Aug. 29] [Wv] 
1926 a.—[Mermithids resistant to injuries] [Ab-
stract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, May 15] <J . Parasitol, v. 13, Sept , p. 90. 
[Wv] 
1926 b .—A new Arctic mermithid, Limnomermis 
euvaginata n. s p , from Novaya Zemlya < R e p . 
Scient. Results Norwegian Exped. Novaya 
Zemlya 1921 (O. Holtedahl), Zool. (33), pp. 
[1]—8, figs.  1-9. [issued June 19] [Wv] 
1926 c.—[Number of  Tylenchus dipsaci in a Chi-
nese primrose] [Abstract of  report before  Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, May 15] <J . Parasitol, 
v . 13, Sept , p. 90. [Wv] 
1926 d.—Parasitic nemas on peanuts in South 
Africa  <Centralbl. Bakteriol, 2. Abt., v. 67 
(16-24), 6 Juli, pp. 351-365, o b . 1-4 , figs.  1-41. 
[Wv] 
1926 e.—Remarks on the parasites of  Mermithids 
[Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Jan. 16, 1926] <J . Parasitol, v. 12 (3) 
M a r , p. 181. [Wv] 
1927 a.—[Desmoscolecidae] [Discussion of  draw-
ings before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Oct. 
16, 19261 <J . Parasitol, v . 14 (1), Sept , p. 58. 
[Issued Nov.] [Wv] 
1927 b.—[A new nemic family  Epsilonematidae] 
[Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Jan. 15] <J . Parasitol, v. 14 (1), Sept , 
pp. 65-66Í. [Issued Nov.] [Wv] 
1927 c.—[Tylenchus pratensis de Man] [Discussion 
of  slide shown before  Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, Mar. 19] <J . Parasitol, v. 14 (1), Sept , 
pp. 71-72. [Issued Nov.] [Wv] 
1928 a.—[Tomato mosaic transmitted by Caco-
nema radicicola] [Abstract of  report before 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, Jan. 21] < J . 
Parasitol, v. 15 (1), Sept , p. 71. [Issued Oct. 
24] [Wv] 
1928 b.—Tylenchus  pialensis and various other 
nemas attacking plants <J . Agrie. Research, 
U. S. Dept. Agrie, v . 35 (11), Dec. 1, 1927, 
pp. 961-981, figs.  1-10. [Issued Jan.] [Wv] 
1928 c.—[Undescribed species of  Hexamermis 
found  in Parajulus pennsylvanicus] [Abstract of 
remarks before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Dec. 
17, 1927] <J . Parasitol, v. 15 (1), Sept , p. 68. 
[Issued Oct.] [Wv] 
1929 a.—Cephalobus (Neocephalobus)  aberrans n. 
sg. n. s p , (Rhabditidae, nematodes) from the 
feces  of  a guinea-pig <J . Parasitol, v . 16 (2), 
D e c , pp. 88-90, pi. 9, figs.  1-6 . [Wv] 
1929 b.—Diplogaster entomophaga n. s p , a new 
Diplogaster (Diplogasteridae, Nematodes) found 
on a Pamphilius stellatus (Christ) (Tenthredini-
dae, Hymenoptera) <Zool . A n z , Leipzig, v. 80 
(5-6) , 15 F e b , pp. 143-145, figs.  1-5 . [Wv] 
1929 c.—Neoaplectana  glaseri, n. g , n. sp. (Oxyuri-
dae), a new nemic parasite of  the Japanese beetle 
(Popülia  japónica Newm.) <J . Wash. Acad. 
Sc., v. 19 (19), Nov. 19, pp. 436-440, fig.  1. [Wv] 
1929 d.—[A new species of  Acrobeles] [Abstract 
of  report read before  Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, May 12, 1928] <J. Parasitol, v. 15 (3), 
M a r , p. 220. [Wv] 
1929 e.—[A new species of  Neodiplogaster] [Ab-
stract of  report read before  Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, Nov. 17, 1928] <J. Parasitol, v. 
15 (3), M a r , p. 223. [Wv] 
1929 f.—On  a collection of  mermithids from the 
basin of  the Volga river <Zool . Jahrb., Jena, 
Abt. Syst , v. 57 (3-4) , 8 A p r , pp. 303-328, 
figs.  1-42. [Wv] 
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1929 g.—On the gross morphologie [sic] of  Acro-
beles ( Arróbeles) crossotus n. sp. (Rhabditidae, 
nematodes) found  in diseased bulbs of  Iris 
tingitana Boiss. and Reut, with remarks on its 
ecology and life  cycle <Ztschr. Morphol. u. 
Oekol. Tiere, v. 15 (4), 9. Nov., pp. 547-558, 
figs.  1-13. [Wv] 
1929 h.—A revision of  Leidy's collection of  mer-
mithids <Proc . Acad. Nat. Sc. Phila. (1928), 
v. 80, pp. 547-552, figs.  1 -5 . [Issued separately 
Feb. 23] [W\] 
1929 i.—Rhabditis octopleura n. sp., a new Rhabdi-
tis (Rhabditidae,  Nematodes) living in the bark 
of  a diseased elm (Ulmus americana) <Zool . 
Anz., Leipzig v. 80 (5-6) , 15 Feb., pp. 146-148, 
figs.  1-4 . [Wv] 
1929 j.—Ueber frei  auf  dem Fl ass boden der К а т а 
gefundene  Larven einer augenscheinlich neuen 
Contracaecum-Art, C. kamaènsis η. sp. (Anisa-
kinae, Ascaridae) <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 2. 
Abt., v. 77 (15-24), 25 März, pp. 369-372, figs. 
1-8 . [W».] 
1930 a.—[Aphelenchus species in pine wood] [Ab-
stract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, Sept. 19, 1929] <J . Parasitol., v . 16 (3), 
Mar., p. 161. [WM 
1930 b.—[Marine nema (Steineria sp.) with a 
greatly thickened cuticle] [Abstract of  report 
before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, May 17] 
<J . Parasitol., v. 17 (1), Sept., p. 58. [WM 
1930 c.—Nemas causing plant galls controlled 
best through crop rotation <Yearbook U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., pp. 391-394, figs.  130-131. [WM 
1930 d.—The nemic fauna  of  the slime flux  of  the 
Carolina poplar <J . Agrie. Research, U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., v . 41 (6), Sept. 15, pp. 427-434, 
figs.  1-3 . [Issued Oct.] [WM 
1930 e.—Neodiplogaster pinícola,  η. sp., a nema 
associated with the white-pine weevil in terminal 
shoots of  the white pine <J . Agrie. Research, 
U. S. Dept. Agrie., v . 41 (2), July 15, pp. 125-
130, fig.  1. [WM 
1930 f.—[New  nemic parasite of  Japanese beetle 
larvae] [Abstract of  report before  Helminth. 
Soc. Washington, Sept. 19, 1929 <J . Parasitol., 
v. 16 (3), Mar., p. 161. [W\] 
1930 g.—Sweet potatoes attacked by Tylenchus 
dipsaci, the bulb or stem nema < Plant Dis. 
Rep., v. 14 (13), July 1, p. 109. [WM 
1930 h.—[Tylenchus dipsaci in sweet potatoes grown 
in New Jersey] [Abstract of  report before  Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, May 17] <J . Parasitol., 
v . 17 (1), Sept., p. 58. [Wv] 
1931 a.—The finding  of  Heterodera  schachtii, the 
sugar beet nema, on Polygonum in Virginia 
<Plant Dis. Rept., v. 15 (13), Nov. 1, p. 145. 
[Wv] 
1931 b.—Male of  Aphelenchus avenae <J . Para-
sitol., v. 18 (1), Sept., pp. 44-45. [Wv] 
1931 c.—Die Nematoden der Deutschen Südpolar-
Expedition 1901-1903. I - I I <Deutsche Süd-
polar-Exped. 1901-03 (Drygalski), v. 20, Zool., 
v. 12, pp. 167-216, figs.  1-19, pis. 2 5 ^ 1 , figs. 
1 -24; pp. 305-433, figs.  20-108, pis. 48-57, figs. 
25-37. [Issued Okt.] [Wv] 
1931 d.—A nematosis of  yams caused by a new 
species of  Hoplolaimus < Plant Dis. Rep., v. 
15 (11), Sept. 1, p. 121. [Wv] 
1931 e.—Neotylenchus  abulbosus n. g., n. sp. (Tylen-
chidae, Nematoda) the causal agent of  a new 
nematosis of  various crop plants <J . Wash. 
Acad. Sc., v. 21 (21), Dec. 19, pp. 536-538, fig.  1. 
[Wv] 
1931 f.—[On  some infection  and host transfer  ex-
periments with Aphelenchus fragariae]  [Abstract 
of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, 
Sept. 20, 1930] <J . Parasitol., v. 17 (4), June, 
p. 231. [Wv] 
1931 g.—On the status of  the nemic genera Aphe-
lenchus Bastain [sic], Pathoaphelenchus Cobb, 
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1931 g.—Continued. 
Paraphelenchus Micoletzky, Parasitaphelenchus 
Fuchs, Isonehus Cobb and Seinura Fuchs <J . 
Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 21 (18\ Nov. 4, pp. 468-
475, fig.  1, A - Η . [Wv] 
1931 h.—Rhabditis lambdiensis Maupas associated 
with a disease of  mushrooms <Plant Dis. Rep., 
v. 15 (5), June 1, p. 43. [Wv] 
1931 i.—Strawberry dwarf  (Aphelenchus fragariae) 
found  in Massachusetts <Plant Dis. Rep., v. 
15 (6), June 15, p. 60. [Wv] 
1931 j.—[Rhabditis  lambdiem>is Maupas as carrier 
of  a bacterial disease in mushroom beds] [Ab-
stract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, May 16] <J . Parasitol., v. 18 (1), Sept., 
p. 53. [Wv] 
1931 к .—Tylenchus dipsaci in Irish potatoes grown 
on Prince Edward Island [Abstract of  report 
before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Jan. 17] 
<J . Parasitol., v. 18 (1), Sept., p. 44. [Wv] 
1931 1.—Tylenchus dipsaci, the bulb or stem nema 
parasitizing strawberry plants in North Caro-
lina <Plant Dis Rep , v. 15 (5), June 1, p. 42. 
[Wv] 
1931 m.—Tylenchus pratensis de Man, on tobacco, 
tomato and strawberry <Plant Dis. Rep., v . 
15 (10), Aug. 15, pp. 106-107. [Wv] 
1931 n.—Tylenchus pratensis parasitizing yams 
from West Africa  <Plant Dis. Rep., v. 15 (3), 
Apr. 1, pp. 21-22, fig.  2. [Wv] 
1931 o .—Two interesting findings  of  Tylenchus dip-
saci the bulb or stem nema <Plant Dis. Rep., v. 
15 (9), Aug. 1. pp. 92-93. [Wv] 
1932 a.—Annotations on the nomenclature of  some 
plant parasitic nematodes <J . Wash. Acad. Sc., 
v. 22 (18-19), Nov. 19, pp. 517-518. [Wv] 
1932 b.—Die arktischen Mermithidcn, Gordioiden 
und Nectonematoiden < Fauna Arctica (Roe-
mer u. Schaudinn), v. 6, 3. Lief.,  pp. 161-174, 
figs.  1-41. [Issued 5 Aug.] [Wv] 
1932 c .—A note on a new species of  Pseudomermis 
[Abstract of  note before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Apr. 161 <J . Parasitol., v. 19 (1), Sept., 
p. 90. [Rec'd Oct. 15] [Wv] 
1932 d.—Notes on nemic diseases <Plant. Dis. 
Rep., v. 16 (1), Jan. 15, pp. 2 -3 ; (2), Feb. 15, 
p. 17. [Wv] 
1932 e.—Official  list of  generic name« [Memoran-
dum submitted before  Am. Soc. Parasitol., New 
Orleans, Dec. 28-29, 1931] <J . Parasitol., pp. 
209-215. [Wv] 
1932 f.—Some  nemic parasites and associates of 
the mountain pine beetle (Dendroctonus monti-
colae) <J. Agrie. Research, U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
v. 45 (7), Oct. 1, pp. 437-444, figs.  1-5 . [Wv] 
1932 g.—The successful  transfer  of  Aphelenchoides 
ritzema-bosi from chrysanthemum to straw-
berry plants <J . Parasitol., v. 19 (1), Sept., p. 
90. [Rec'd Oct. 15] [Wv] 
1933 a.—Cephalobus elongatus De Man parasitizing 
Primula polyantha and observations on its 
reviviscence [Proc. Helminth. Soc. Washington, 
Dec. 17, 1932] <J . Parasitol., v. 19 (3), Mar., 
pp. 255-256. [Wv] 
1933 b.—The nematode Cylindrogaster longistoma 
(Stefanski) Goodey, and its relationship [Proc. 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, Jan. 21] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 20 (1), Sept,, pp. 66-68, fig.  1. 
[Wv] 
1933 е.—An observation on the significance  of 
climatic factors  in the development of  an infesta-
tion in narcissus by the bulb nematode (Tylen-
chus dipsaci Kuhn) [Proc. Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Dec. 17, 1932] <J. Parasitol., v. 19 (3), 
Mar., p. 255. [Wv] 
1933 d.—[Report of  G. Steiner, chairman, Com-
mittee on nomenclature] [Read before  8. Ann. 
Meet, Am. Soc. Parasitol., Atlantic City, N. J.] 
<J . Pi? rasi toi., v. 19 (3), Mar., pp. 240-241. 
[Wvl 
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1933 e.—Rhabditis lambdiensis, a nematode pos-
sibly acting as a disease agent in mushroom beds 
<J . Agrie. Research, U. S. Dept. Agrie., v. 46 
(5), Mar. 1, pp. 427-435, figs.  1-4 . [Issued Apr.] 
[W«.] 
1933 'f.— Some morphological and physiological 
characters of  the mermithids in their relation-
ship to parasitism [Proc. Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Nov. 19, 1932] <J . Parasitol., v. 19 (3), 
Mar., pp. 249-250. [W·.] 
1934 a.—Gooseberry plants and lillies attacked 
by the strawberry nematode, Aphelenchoides 
fragariae  (Anguillulinidae) <Proc . Helminth. 
Soc. Washington, v. 1 (2), July, pp. 58-59, fig. 
22. [Issued Aug. 7] [W».] 
1934 b .—A new species of  the nematode genus 
Aphelenchoides living in sugar cane <J . Wash. 
Acad. Sc., v. 24 (3), Mar. 15, pp. 141-143, fig.  1. 
[WM 
1934 c .—A new variety of  the bulb or stem nema-
tode, Anguillulina dipsaci, and other variations 
in this species <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, v. 1 (1), Mar., PP. 18-19, fig.  7. [Issued 
Apr. 7] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1934 d.—Observations on nematodes parasitic in 
tubers of  the cinnamon-vine (Dioscorea batatas) 
<Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 1 (1), 
Mar., pp. 15-17, figs.  6A-6J. [Issued Apr. 7] 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1934 e.—Procephalobus mycophäus n. g., n. sp. 
(Cephalobidae), a nematode living in the sclero-
tia of  the fungus  Balansia claviceps <Proc . 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 1 (21, July, pp. 
54-56, fig.  20. [Issued Aug. 7] [WM 
1934 f.— Root-knot and other nematodes attack-
ing rice and some associated weeds <Phyto -
pathology, v. 24 (8), Aug., pp. 916-928, figs.  1-6 . 
[w>.] 
1931 g.—Some remarks about the nematodes 
Cephalobus contractus (Cephalobidae) and Diplo-
gaster aerivora (Diplogasteridae) CProc. Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, v. 1 (2), July, pp. 5 6 -
58, fig.  21. [Issued Aug. 7] [WM 
1935 a.—Opuscula miscellanea nematologica, 
I <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 2 (1), 
Jan., pp. 41-45, figs.  1-3. [Issued Feb. 4] [W'. j 
1935 b.—Opuscula miscellanea nematologica. 
II. <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 2 
(2), July, pp. 104-110, figs.  25-28. [Issued 
July 31] [WM 
1935 c.—Plant parasitic nematodes and the dis-
eases they cause [Critical review of  Goodey, 
T., 1933 b] <J. Parasitol., v. 21 (1), Feb., pp. 
53-66. [WM 
1936 a.—Anguillulina askenasyi (Bütschli, 1873), 
a gall forming  nematode parasite of  the common 
fern  moss, Thuidium  delicatxdum (L.) Hedw. 
<J . Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 26 (10), Oct. 15, pp. 
410-414, figs.  1-3 . [W«.] 
1936 b.—Opuscula miscellanea nematologica, III 
<Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 3 (1), 
Jan. 21, pp. 16-22, figs.  5 -8 . [WM 
1936 c.—Opuscula miscellanea nematologica, IV 
<Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 3 (2), 
July, pp. 74-80, figs.  22-25. [Issued Julv 22] 
[w- . ] 
1936 d.—The status of  the nematode Aphelenchus 
avenae Bastian, 1865, as a plant parasite < P h v -
topathology, v. 26 (3), Mar., pp. 294-295, fig.  1. 
[WM 
1937 a.—Intersexuality in two new parasitic 
nematodes, Pseudomermis vanderlindei n. sp. 
(Mermithidae) and Tetanonema  strongylurus 
n.g., n. sp. (Filariidae) [Russian summary] 
<Rabot . Gel'mint. (Skrjabin), pp. 681-688, 
illus. [W>.] 
1937 b.—Observations on the yam nematode 
(Rotylenchus  bradys (Steiner and LeHew, 1933) 
Filipjev, 1936) <Phytopathologv, v. 27 (8), 
Aug., pp. 865-867, illus. [W·.] 
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1937 c.—Opuscula miscellanea nematologica, V. 
(1) Tylenchorhynchus  claytoni n. sp., an appar-
ently rare nemic parasite of  the tobacco plant. 
(2) Rotylenchus blaberus n. sp., a nematode para-
site of  yams (Dioscorea sp.). (3) Anguina 
spermophaga n. sp., a seed parasite of  Saccharum 
spontaneum (L.). (4) Remarks concerning 
Heterodera  marioni (Cornu) Goodey, the root-
knot nematode in bulbs of  Ornithogalum savn-
dersiae (Marloth) <Proc . Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, v. 4 (1), Jan., pp. 33-38, illus. 
[Issued Feb. 16] [W·.] 
1937 d.—Opuscula miscellanea nematologica, VI. 
<Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 4 (2), 
July, pp. 48-52, illus. [Issued Aug. 6] [W».] 
1938 a.—Nematodes infesting  red spiderlilies 
<J . Agrie. Research, U. S. Dept.. Agrie., v. 56 
(1), Jan. 1, pp. 1-8, illus. [Wa.] 
1938 b.—Opuscula miscellanea nematologica VII 
. . . (1) Observations on nematodes associated 
with Irish potatoes grown in South Carolina: 
(2) Criconemoides sphaerocephalum A. L. Taylor, 
1936 living on cotton roots in the United States; 
(3) On sporozoan parasites of  nematodes <Proc . 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 5 (1), Jan., pp. 
35-40, illus. [Issued Feb. 28] [WM 
1940 a.—Anabiosis in nematodes, its distribution, 
mechanism and significance  [Abstract] <3. 
Internat. Cong. Microbiol. (N. York, Sept. 
2-9 , 1939) Rep. Proc., pp. 434-435. [W·.] 
1940 b.—On the occurrence of  the banana nema-
tode, Pratylenchus musicela (Cobb) Filipjev, 
in the United States <Proc . Ass. South. Agrie. 
Workers (41. Ann. Conv., Birmingham, Ala., 
Feb. 7 -9) , p. 205. [WM 
1940 c.—Opuscula miscellanea nematologica. 
VIII <Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 7 
(1), Jan., pp. 54-62, illus. [Issued Mar. 28] 
[W«.] 
1940 d.—The root-knot nematode attacking stems 
and leaves of  plants <Proc . Ass. South. Agrie. 
Workers (41, Ann. Conv., Birmingham, Ala., 
Feb. 7 -9 ) , p. 205. [WM 
1941 a.—Nematodes parasitic on and associated 
with roots of  marigolds (Tagetes hybrids) 
<Proc . Biol. Soc. Wash., v. 54, Feb. 26, pp. 
31-34, pl. [Wa.] 
1942 a.—Opuscula miscellanea nematologica. I X 
<Proc . Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 9 (1), 
Jan., pp. 32-38, illus. [Issued Mar. 26] [W«.] 
1943 a.—New nematodes associated with a dis-
ease of  the papaya in Chile [Spanish summarv] 
<Bol . San. Veg., Chile, v. 3 C2), July-Dec., pp. 
95-116, pis. [W·.] 
1945 a.—Meadow nematodes as the cause of  root 
destruction <Phytopathology, v. 35 (11), Nov., 
pp. 935-937, illus. [Wa.] 
1945 b.-—Helicotylenchus, a new genus of  plant-
parasitic nematodes and its relationship to 
Rotylenchus Filipjev <Proc . Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, v. 12 (2), July, pp. 34-38, pi. [Is-
sued Oct. 26] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1946 a.—Distribution, host range, oharacter, and 
significance  of  the golden nematode as a disease 
agent [Abstract of  report before  3. Ann. Potomac 
Div. Am. Phytopath. Soc., Feb. 19-201 P h y t o -
pathology, v. 36 (8), Aug., p. 688. [WM 
1949 a.—Plant nematodes the grower should know 
[Report before  4. Ann. Meet., Gainesville, 
Dec. 18-19] <Proc . Soil Sc. Soc. Florida (1942), 
v. 4-B, Apr. 1, pp. 72-117, illus, pis. [Issued 
Apr. 1] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S T E I N E R , G O T T H O L D ; a n d A L B I N , F L O R E N C E M . 
1933 a.—On the morphology of  Deontosloma cali-
fomicum  n. sp. (Ijeptosomatinae, nematodes) 
<J . Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 23 (1), Jan. 15, pp. 
25-30, figs.  1-7. [Wa.] 
1946 a.—Resuscitation of  the nematode Tylenchus 
polyhypnus n. sp. after  almost 39 years' dor-
mancy <J . Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 36 (3), Mar. 15, 
pp. 97-99, pl. [W«.] 
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S T E I N E B , G O T T H O L D ; a n d B U H R E B , E D N A M A B I E . 
1932 a.·—The male of  the nematode species, Neo-
tylenchus abvlbosus, Steiner, and its sexual 
dimorphism <J. Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 22 (16-
17), Oct. 19, pp. 482-484, fig.  1. [Wv] 
1932 b.—Miscellaneous notes on nemic diseases 
<Plant Dis. Rep., v. 16 (7), May 15, p. 69. 
[Wv] 
1932 e.—Miscellaneous notes on nemic diseases 
<Plant Dis. Rep., v. 16 (12), Aug. 15, p. 137. 
[WM 
1932 d.—New hosts of  plant-parasitic nemas 
<Plant Dis. Rep., v. 16 (5), Apr. 15, pp. 54 -
55. [WM 
1932 е.—The nonspecificity  of  the brown-ring 
symptoms in narcissus attacked by nematodes 
<Phytopathologv, v. 22 (11), Nov., pp. 927-928, 
fig.  1. [Wv] 
1932 f.—Notes  on nemic diseases < Plant Dis. 
Rep., v. 16 (15), Oct. 15, p. 169. [Wv] 
1932 g.—Pathoaphelenchus fragariae  (Ritzema 
Bos) attacking bulbous iris <Plant Dis. R e p , 
v. 16 (7), May 15, pp. 68-69. [Wv] 
1932 h.—A list of  plants attacked by Tylenchus 
dipsaci, the bulb or stem nema <Plant Dis. 
Rep., v. 16 (8), June 1, pp. 76-85. [Wv] 
1933 a.—The bulbous irises as hosts of  Tylenchus 
dipsaci, the bulb or stem nema phytopatho l -
ogy, v. 23 (1), Jan, pp. 103-105, figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
1933 b.—The nematode Tylenchus similis, Cobb 
as a parasite of  the tea plant (Thea sinensis. 
Linn.), its sexual dimorphism, and its nemic 
associates in the same host < Ztschr. Parasitenk, 
Berlin, v. 5 (2), 16 Feb , pp. 412-420, figs.  1-5. 
[Wv] 
1933 c.—Recent observations on diseases caused 
by nematodes <Plant Dis. Rep , v. 17 (14), 
Dec. 1, pp. 172-173. [Wv] 
1933 d.—Phytopathological notes. Three new 
hosts for  Tylenchus dipsaci, the bulb or stem 
nema <Phytopathology, v. 23 (7), July, p. 620. 
[Wv] 
1933 e.—Phytopathological notes. Unusual dis-
ease symptoms produced by Aphelench oides 
fragariae  <Phytopathology, v. 23 (7), July, p. 
622. [Wv] 
1933 f.— Observations on nematode diseases of 
plants <Plant Dis. Rep , v. 17 (4), May 1, pp. 
33-34. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Aphelenchoides xylophilus n. s p , a nema-
tode associated with blue-etain and other fungi 
in timber <J. Agrie. Research, U. S. Dept. 
Agrie, v. 48 (10), May 15, pp. 949-951, figs. 
1A-H. [Issued July] [Wv] 
1934 b.—Disease symptoms produced by An-
guilhdina pratensis in yams <Phytopathologv, 
v. 24 (2), Feb , pp. 164-165, illus. [Wv] 
1934 c.—Paraphelenchus maupaei attacks hya-
cinth bulbs < Phytopathology, v. 24 (2), Feb, 
pp. 163-164, illus. [Wv] 
1934 d.—Observation of  interest on nematode 
diseases of  plants <Plant Dis. Rep , v. 18 (7), 
July 1, p. 100. [WV] 
1936 a.—Observations of  interest on nematode 
diseases of  plants <Plant Dis. Rep , v. 20 (5), 
Mar. 15, pp. 90-91. [Wv] 
S T E I N E B , G O T T H O L D ; B U H B E B , E D N A M A B I E ; a n d 
C O U B T N E Y , W L L B E B D O A N E . 
1933 a.—Diseases caused by nematodes <Plant 
Dis. Rep , v. 17 (1), Jan. 15, p. 9. [Wv] 
S T E I N E B , G O T T H O L D ; B U H B E B , E D N A M A B I E ; a n d 
R H O A D S , A B T H U B S T E V E N S . 
1934 a.—Giant galls caused by the root-knot 
nematode <Phytopathology, v. 24 (2), Feb , 
pp. 161-163, illus. [Wv] 
S T E I N E B , G O T T H O L D ; a n d C H B I S T I E , J E S S E R O Y . 
1939 a.—Nematodes observed on diseased rhi-
zomes of  ginger from Peru <Proc. Helminth. 
Soc. Washington, v. 6 (I), Jan, pp. 26-29, illus. 
[Issued Mar. 29] [Wv] 
S T E I N E R , G O T T H O L D ; a n d D O D G E , B E B N A R D O G I L V I E . 
1929 a.—The bulb- or stem-nematode (Tylenchus 
dipsaci Kühn) as a pest of  phlox <J. N. York 
Botan. Garden (356), v. 30. Aug, pp. 177-184, 
figs.  1-4. [Wv] 
S T E I N E R , G O T T H O L D ; a n d H E I N L Y , H E L E N . 
1922 a.—The possibility of  control of  Heterodera 
radicicola and other plant-injurious nemas by 
means of  predatory nemas, especially by Monon-
chus papillatus Bastian <J. Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 
12 (16), Oct. 4, pp. 367-386, figs.  1-10. [Wv] 
S T E I N E R , G O T T H O L D ; a n d H O E P P L I , R E I N H A B D J . C . 
1926 a.—Studies on the exoskeleton of  some Japa-
nese marine nemas <Arch. Schiffs- u. Tropen-
H y g , v. 30 (9), 13 Sept, pp. 547-576, figs.  A-Q, 
pis. 1-2, figs.  1-6.. [Wv] 
S T E I N E B , G O T T H O L D ; a n d L E H E W , R O W E N A R . 
1933 a.—Hoplolaimus  bradys n. sp. (Tylenchidae, 
nematodes), the cause of  a disease of  yam (Dio-
scorea sp.) <Zool. Anz , Leipzig, v. 101 (9-10), 
1 Feb., pp. 260-264, figs.  1-3. [Wv] 
S T E I N E B , G O T T H O L D ; a n d S C O T T , C A L E B E M L E N . 
[1935 a].—A nematosis of  Amsinckia caused by a 
new variety of  Anguillulina dipsaci <J. Agrie. 
Research, v. 49 (12), Dec. 15, 1934, pp. 1087-
1092, figs.  1-3. [Issued Mar.] [Wv] 
S T E I N E R , J . 
(1934 a).—Zur Frage der Ferkelkrankheiten. 
Inaug.-Diss. (München). 
1937 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Deutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr, v. 45 (8), Feb. 20, p. 142. [Wv] 
STEINF-B , J O H A N N . [1832-1876] [Dr , Prof, Kinder-
heilk, Univ. Prag] 
1872 a.—Compendium der Kinderkrankheiten. 
Für Studirende und Aerzte. 456 pp. Leipzig. 
[W-v] 
1874 a.—Compendium of  children's diseases. A 
handbook for  practitioners and students. 
Transi, from the 2. German ed. by Lawson 
Tait. 408 pp. London. [W'v] 
1878 a.—Compendium der Kinderkrankheiten 
für Studirende und Aerzte. 3. vermehrte Aufl. 
bearbeitet von Ludwig Fleischmann und Maxi-
milian Herz. 444 pp. Leipzig. [W m . ] 
1880 a.—Compendium des maladies dos enfants 
à l'usage des étudiants et des médecins. Re-
manié et augmenté par Ludwig Fleischmann et 
Maximilien Herz. Trad, sur la 3 e éd. allemande 
par P. Keravel. 773 pp. Paris. [W"'.] 
S T E I N E B , K A B L . 1 [ D r . ] 
1905 a.—Das Moskito-Fieber <Wien. Klin. 
Rundschau, v. 19 (3), 22 Jan, pp. 37-39. [W·».] 
S T E I N E R , K A R L . » [ D r . ] 
1929 a.—Ueber die Behandlung der Pediculosis 
pubis des Menschen mit "Nissex" < M e i . 
Klin., Berlin (1291), v. 25 (36), Sept. 6, p. 1398. 
[W'V] 
1937 a.—Praktische Therapie der Hautkrankhei-
ten. 116 pp. Wien. [W-v] 
S T E I N E B , L . [ D r . ] 
1902 a.—Over het veelvuldig voorkomen van 
Ankylostomum duodenale bij de inlandsche be-
volking <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, 
Deel 42 (4), pp. 327-331. [Wv] 
1903 a.—Over het veelvuldig voorkomen van 
Ankylostomum duodenale bij de bevolking van 
Indië < Ibidem, Deel 43 (5), pp. 686-689. [Wv] 
1903 b.—Ankylostomum duodenale bei Eingebore-
nen (Abstract of  1902 a] <Arch. SchifFs-  u. 
Tropen-Hyg, v. 7 (4), Apr., p. 203. [W'VÌ 
S T E I N E B , M I C H A E L . [ D r . ] 
1913 a.—Ein spontan geheilter Fall von primitiver 
Echinokokkus-Zyste der Lunge < Deutsche 
Med. Wchnschr, v. 39 (38), 18 Sept, pp. 1832-
1833, 1 fig. [Wv] 
S T E I N E B , P A U L E B Y . [1902- ] [Ph. D., Assoc. 
Prof. Path, Univ. Chicago; M C (S), U. S. N. R.] 
1946 a.—Necropsies on Okinawans. Anatomie and 
pathologic observations <Arch. Path, v. 42 
(4), Oct , pp. 359-380. [Wv] 
4 8 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O AGRICULTURE 
S T E I N E R , R . 
(1916 a).—Erfolgreiche  Behandlung der Pfer-
deräude mit Rohöl-Kalkwassermischung <Vet. 
Vièstnik, Moskau, v. 10, p. 230. 
(1917 a).—Ueber die Schwierigkeiten der Räude-
tilgung im Felde <Vet. Vièstnik, Moskau, v. 11, 
p. 207. 
1921 a.—Erfolgreiche  Behandlung der Pferderäude 
mit Rohöl-Kalkwassermischung [Abstract of 
1916 aj <Jahresb. Geb. Vet.-Med. (1918), v. 
38, p. 21. [W».] 
1921 b.—Ueber die Schwierigkeiten der Räudetil-
gung im Felde [Abstract of  1917 a] CJahresb. 
Geb. Vet.-Med. (1918), v. 38, p. 21. [Wa.] 
S T E I N E R , R U D O L F . [See also Vukovié, Vladoje; 
Troyer; Steiner, Rudolf; Vukelié; and Sest, 
Matija] 
S T E I N E R , R U D O L F ; a n d S E S T , M A T I T A . 
1930 a.—Metiljavost u srezu Sisak u godini 1929 
[Liver fluke in the vicinity of  Sisak in 1929] 
[Croatian text] <Jugoslov. Vet. Glasnik, v. 10 
(2), Feb., pp. 37-38. [W».] 
S T E I N E R , V I C T O R . [ D r . ] 
1898 a.—Vorstellung eines operativ geheilten 
Falles von doppelseitigem Lungen- Echinococcus 
mit Leber-Echinococcu? <Centralbl. Chir., v. 
25 (1), 8 Jan., p. 23. [ W - ] 
1898 b.—Echinococcus of  both lungs treated 
surgically [Abstract of  1899 a] <Brit . Med. J. 
(1934), v. 1, Jan. 22, Epit. Cur. Med. Lit., pp. 
13-14. [W», W®.] 
1898 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1899 a] CTherap. 
Gaz., Detroit, v. 22, 3. s., v. 14 (3), Mar. 15, p. 
197. [W», W - . ] 
1899 a.—Doppelseitiger Lungen-Leber-Echino-
coccus <Berl. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 36 (39), 25 
Sept., p. 852. [W», ff·,] 
S T E I N E R , W A L T E R R A L P H . [ 1 8 7 0 - ] [ M . D „ 
Hartford,  Conn.] 
1908 a.—Sporadic trichinosis, with report of  a case 
<Boston Med and S. J., v. 159 (22), Nov. 26, 
pp. 720-723, fig.  1. [ W » J 
1909 a.—Sporadic trichinosis [Abstract of  1908 a] 
< lance t , London (4453), v. 176, v. 1 (1), Jan. 2, 
pp. 50-51. [W», W®.] 
STEINERT, C. See Steinert, Kurt. 
S T E I N E R T , K U R T . [Bezirkstierarzt Dr., Bayer. Vet.-
Polizeil. Anstalt] [See also Lang, Franz; and 
Steinert, Kurt] 
1928 a.—Zur Serodiagnostik der Echinokokkus-
krankheit beim Menschen <München. Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 75 (9), 2 März, pp. 389-392. [W\] 
STEINFELD, F. U. [Dept. Parasitol., Hebrew Univ., 
Jerusalem] 
1940 a.—Attempts to reduce acquired atoxyl-re-
sistance in Trypanosoma gambiense <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 34 (1), Apr. 30, 
pp. 45-51. [W'.] 
STEINFELD, J. See Steiner, Gabriel; and Steinfeld,  J. 
S T E I N O R Í M S S O N , B R A G I . [Dyralaek.] 
1945 a.—OrmalyfiS "phenothiazin" <Freyr, v. 40 
(8-9), Aug.-Sept., p. 135. [W\] 
S T E I N H A R D , H A N S . [ D r . , P r a g ] 
1909 a.—Ein Fall von Cysticercus subconjunctiralis 
<Med . Klin., Berlin, v. 5 (4), Jan. 24, pp. 126-
128, illus. [W·«.] 
S T E I N H A R D T , E D N A . See Poor, Daniel Warren; and 
Steinhardt, Edna. 
STEINHAUER, Н. See Bach, Fritz Werner, and Stein-
hauer, H. 
S T E I N H A U S , E D W A R D A R T H U R . [ 1 9 1 4 - ] [ P h . D . , 
Assoc. Bacteriol., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., 
Rocky Mt. Lab., Hamilton, Montana] [See also 
Parker, Ralph Robinson; Kohls, Glen Milton; 
and Steinhaus, Edward Arthur; and Parker, 
Ralph Robinson; and Steinhaus, Edward 
Arthur] 
1941 a.—A study of  the bacteria associated with 
thirty species of  insects <J. Bacteriol., v. 42 
(6), Dee., pp. 757-790. [W·.] 
S T E I N H A U S , E D W A R D A R T H U R — C o n t i n u e d . 
1942 a.—Catalogue of  bacteria associated cxtra-
cellularly with insects and ticks. 206 processed 
pp. Minneapolis. [W».] 
1942 b.—The microbial flora  of  the Rocky Moun-
tain wood tick, Dermacentor ander soni Stiles 
[Abstract of  report before  43. Ann. Meet. Soc. 
Am. Bacteriol., Baltimore, Md., Dee. 29-31, 
1941] <J . Bacteriol., v. 43 (1), Jan., pp. 91-02. 
[W·.] 
1942 c.—The microbial flora  of  the Rocky Moun-
tain wood tick Dermacentor andersoni Stiles <J . 
Bacteriol., v. 44 (4), Oct., pp. 397-404. [WX] 
1942 d.—Note on a toxic principle in eggs of  the 
tick, Dermacentor andersoni Stiles <Pub. Health 
Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 57 (35), Aug. 
28, pp. 1310-1312. [W*.] 
1942 e.—Rickettsia-like organism from normal 
Dermacentor andersoni Stiles <Pub. Health 
Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 57 (37), Sept. 
11, pp. 1375-1377. [W».] 
1943 a.—A new bacterium, Corynebacterium lipop-
tenae, associated with the louse fly,  Lipoptena 
depressa Say <J . Parasitol., v. 29 (1), Feb., p. 
80. [W«.] 
1946 a.—Insect microbiology. An account of  the 
microbes associated with insects and ticks with 
special reference  to the biologic relationships 
involved. 763 pp., illus. Ithaca, [ff».] 
1947 a.—A coccidian parasite of  Ephestia kühniella 
Zeller and of  Plodia interpunctella (Hbn.) (Lepi-
doptera, Phycitidae) <J . Parasitol., v. 33 (1), 
Feb., pp. 29-32, illus. [W».] 
S T E I N H A U S , E D W A R D A R T H U R ; a n d H U G H E S , K E N -
N E T H M . 
1949 a .—Two newly described species of  micro-
sporidia from the potato tuberworm, Gnorimo-
schema opercidella (Zeller) (Lepidoptera, Gelechi-
idae) <J . Parasitol., v. 35 (1), Jan., pp. 67-75, 
illus., pl. [W».] 
S T E I N H A U S , E D W A R D A R T H U R ; a n d P A R K E R , R A L P H 
R O B I N S O N . 
1944 a.—The isolation of  a filter-passing  agent from 
the rabbit tick Haemaphysalis  leporis-palustris 
Packard <Pub. Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health 
Serv., v. 59 (47), Nov. 24, pp. 1528-1529. [W·.] 
S T E I N H A U S , F R I E D R I C H . [ 1 8 7 6 - ] [ D r . M e d . , 
Mühlheim] 
1903 a.—Zur Bekämpfung  der Anchylostomum-
Epidemie im Ruhrkohlenbezirk <Wien. Klin. 
Rundschau, v. 17 (34), 23 Aug., pp. 613-615. 
[Wm.] 
1907 a.—Ueber die Bekämpfung  der Ankylosto-
miasis (Wurmkrankheit) der Bergleute zu er-
greifenden  sanitatspolizeilichen Massnahmen. 
98 pp. München, [ f f · . ] 
1908 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Deutsche Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 34 (30), 23 Juli, p. 1328. [W«, 
Wm.] 
1908 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1907 a] <Hyg . Cen-
tralbl., v. 4 (9), Sept., p. 277. [W», ff·.] 
S T E I N H A U S , J O H A N N E S . [1910- ] [Tierarzt Nie-
derwald] 
1937 a.—Die Geschlechtstrichomonaden des Rin-
des im Schrifttum. Diss. (Vet.-med. Fak. 
Hessisch. Ludwigs-Univ. Glessen). 52 pp. 
Giessen. [Wa.] 
S T E I N H A U S , J U L I U S . [Asst., Path. Lab. К . Univ., 
Warschau] 
1889 a.—Karyophayus salamandre. Eine in den 
Darmepithelzellkernen parasitisch lebende Coc-
cidie <Arch. Path. Anat., v. 115, 11. F., v. 5 
(1), 3 Jan., pp. 176-185, pl. 5, figs.  1-21. [Wa, 
Wm, W«.J 
1S90 a.—Ueber parasitäre Einschlüsse in den 
Pankreaszellen der Amphibien <Beitr. Path. 
Anat. u. Allg. Path., v. 7, pp. 365-374, pi. 11, 
figs.  1-9. [W·».] 
1891 a.—Cytophagus tritonis. Eine in den Darme-
pithelzellen parsitisch lebende Coccidie <Cen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., v. 9 (2), 19 Jan., pp. 50-52. 
[W», Wm, W·.] 
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S T E I N H A U S , J U L I U S — C o n t i n u e d . 
1891 b.—Ueber a b D o r m e Einschlüsse in den Zell-
kernen menschlicher Gewebe <Centralbl. Allg. 
Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 2 (14), 15 Juli, pp. 593-
601, pi. 1. [W», W·*] 
1891 c.—Ueber Carcinom-Einsehlüsse <Arch. 
Path. Anat., v . 126, 12. F., v. 6 (3), 3 Dec., pp. 
533-541, pis. 18-19, figs.  1-40. [W», W v ] 
1892 a.·—Weitere Beobachtungen über Carcinom-
Einsehlüsse Clbidem, v. 127, 12. F., v. 7 (1), 
14. Jan., pp. 175-180, pis. 3 -4 , figs.  1-13. [W», 
W">.¡ 
1892 b.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Allg. Path. ' 
u. Path. Anat., v. 3 (20), 18 Nov., pp. 881-882. 
[W\ W » . ] 
1892 c.—Ueber Carcinomeinschlüsse [Abstract of 
1891 c] Clbidem, p. 881. [W\ W - ] 
1892 d.—Bemerkungen zum Aufsatze "Ueber 
Carcinom" von Dr. Karg in der "Zeitschrift 
für  Chirurgie," Bd. 34 CCentralbl. Allg. Path, 
u. Path. Anat,, v. 3 (21), 30 Nov., pp. 900-901. 
[W», Wm.] [See Karg, С., 1892 a] 
1893 a.—Ueber abnorme Einschlüsse in den Zell-
kernen menschlicher Gewebe [Abstract of 
1891 b] CJahresb. Fortschr. Lehre Path. 
Mikroorganism. (Baumgarten), (1891), v. 7, 
p . 4 2 4 . [ W « , W m . ] 
1894 a.—Ueber die parasitäre Aetiologie des Carci-
nome CCentralbl. Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 
5 (19), 23 Oct., pp. 842-846. [Wv] 
1907 a.—Uebersicht der polnischen pathologischen 
und bakteriologischen Arbeiten aus den Jahren 
1901-1905 CErgebn. Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., 
v . 1 1 ( 2 ) , p p . 8 0 3 - 8 7 0 . [ W a , W m . ] 
S T E I N H A U S E R . [ D r . ] 
1841 a.—Chronisches croupähnliches Leiden, 
bedingt durch einen Bandwurm COesterr. 
Med. Wchnschr. (42), 16 Oct., pp. 985-987. 
[Wm.] 
S T E I N H O F F , G . W . 
1950 a.—Snakes, lice or rats can be eliminated 
С Dairy Goat J., v. 28 (9), Sept., p. 8. [Wv] 
S T E I N I G E R , F R I T Z . [ D r . , I n s t . M e d . Z o o l . , R i g a -
Kleistenhof] 
1943 a.—Das "Ausstreuen" der Läuse CZtschr. 
Hyg. Zool., v. 35 (5), May, pp. 77-80. [Wv] 
1943 b —Dorfbäder  als behelfsmässige  Entlausung-
sanlagen CZtschr. Hyg. Zool., v. 35 (4), Apr., 
pp. 57-62, illus. [Wm.] 
1943 c.—Soll man bestehende Badeanstalten in 
Entlausungs-anstalten umbauen? CZtschr. Hyg. 
Zool., v. 35 (6), June, pp. 93-96. [Wm.] 
1944 a.—Der Läusebefall  in den baltischen Län-
dern und in Weissruthenien CZtschr. Hyg. 
ZooL, v. 36 (8-9), Aug.-Sept., pp. 12S-13Ó, 
map. [Wv] 
1944 b.—Quarantäne-Entlausung in zwei Wochen 
während des Winters CDeutsches Aerztebl. 
[v. 74] (2), Nov., pp. 210-211. [Wm.] 
1944 c.—Zweiwöchige Quarantäne Entlausung 
bei Temperaturen unter + 10° С CZtschr. Hyg. 
Zool., v. 36 (7), July, pp. 106-111. [Wv] 
1948 a.—Eine weitere Beobachtung zur Frage des 
Läusestreuens С Anz. Schädlingsk., v. 21 (2). 
May, pp. 27-28. [Wv] 
S T E I N I G E R , F R I T Z ; a n d L O S S E , K A R L . 
1944 a.—Ueber bewegliche Luftstromführung  beim 
Einsatz von Lufterhitzern  in der Entlausung 
CZtschr. Hyg. Zool., v. 36 (3), Mar., pp. 42-49, 
illus. [Wv] 
S T E I N I T Z , H . 
1948 a.—Importance of  complement fixation  test 
for  amebiasis CJ. Am. Med. Ass., v. 137 (13), 
July 24, p. 1148. [Wv] 
S T E I N M A N , H . B . [ D r . , L e n i n g r a d ] 
1930 a.—A worm in the apophysis mastoideum 
CJ. Laryngol., v . 45, July, pp. 471-474. [ W " J 
(1931 a) .—Um Ascaris na apophyse mastoide 
CRev. Méd. Chile, v. 59, Feb., pp. 167-171. 
1931 b.—Idem [Abstract] CBrasil-Med., v. 45 
(22), 30 Maio, p. 503. [Wv] 
STEINMANN, B. [Med. Univ. Bern] 
1938 a.—Zur klinischen und röntgenologischen 
Diagnose des Echinococcus alveolaris in der 
Leber CSchweiz. Med. Wchnschr., v. 68 (53), 
Dec. 31, pp. 1411-1415, illus. [ W - , ] 
S T E I N M A N N , К . B . 
1931a.—Ein WurminW'arzenfortsatz  CMonatschr. 
Ohrenh., v. 65 (2), pp. 222-225, illus. [W-.J 
S T E I N M A N N , P . [ A a r a u ] 
1924 a.—Ein Sei imarotzer der Regenbogen forellen-
brut CZtschr. Hydrol., v. 2 (3-4Ï, pp. 207-208, 
illus. [Ab.] 
S T E I N M E T Z , P A U L . [Prakt. Tierarzt u. Stabsvet. 
a. D. in Mücheln, Bez. Halle a. S.] 
1921 a.—Die Krankheiten des Meerschweinchens 
und dessen Gesunderhaltung durch hygienische 
Massnahmen С Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., 
v. 29 (30), 23 Juli, pp. 372-373. [Wv] 
S T E I N M E T Z E R , K . [ W e i n ] 
1936 a.—Acaprin CTierheilk. u. Tierzucht (Stang 
u. Wirth), Ergänzungsband, Lief. 52, pp. 20-21. 
[Wv] 
1936 b.—Naganol CTierheilk. u. Tierzucht (Stang 
u. Wirth), Ergänzungsband, Lief. 55, pp. 455 -
456. [Wv] 
STEINRÜCKE. [Trichinenschauer, Warstein, Kreis 
Arnsberg] 
1904 a.—Tagesgeschichten. Trichinenfunde  [in 
einem Mastschweine] CZtschr. Ges Fleisch-
beschau, v. 1 (11), Mar. 1, p. 167. [Chv] 
STEINTHAL. [Prof.  Dr., Katharinenhosp., Stuttgart] 
1910 a.—Echinokokkusblasen [Abstract of  report 
before  Aerztl. Ver., Stuttgart, 7 Apr.] CDeutsche 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 36 (38), 22 Sept., p. 1781. 
[Wv] 
1927 a.—Lungenabszess oder Lungenechinococcus? 
С München. Med. Wchnschr., v. 74 (20), 20 
Mai, pp. 854-856, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
S T E I N V O R T H , H . 
1876 a.—Bett- oder Schwalben-Wanze? CJahresh. 
Naturw. Ver. Fürstentum Lüneburg (1872-73), 
ν . 6, pp. 213-215. [Υ\] 
1876 b.—Die Heumilben. (Leptus autumnalis 
Shw.) CJahresh. Naturw. Ver. Fürstentum 
Lüneburg (1872-73), v. 6, pp. 207-209. [Y*.] 
S T E J N E G E R , L E O N A R D H E S S . [1851-1943] [For  5 
ports, and sketch see Copeia (3), Oct. 30, 1931, 
pp. 74-85]. [Wv] [For  necrology see Science 
(2533) n. s., v. 98, July 16, 1943, pp. 51-54.] 
[Wv] [For  biography and port, see Rev. Soc. 
Mexicana Hist. Nat., v. 4 (1-2), June, 1943, 
pp. 123-128] [Wv] 
1895 a.—The poisonous snakes of  North America 
С Ann. Rep. U. S. Nat. Mus. (1893), pp. 337-
487, figs.  1-70, pis. 1-19. [W\ W«, Wv] 
1924 a.—A chapter in the history of  zoological 
nomenclature CSmithson. Misc. Coll. (2789), v . 
77 (1), Aug. 30, pp. 1-21. [Wv] 
v. S T E J S K A L , K A R L ( R I T T E R ) . [Dr. Med. Klin. Univ. 
Wien] See Fleckseder, Rudolf;  and v. Stejskal, 
Karl (Ritter). 
S T E K H O V E N , J A C O B U S I I E R M A N U S S C H U U R M A N S 
(Jr.).  See Schuurmans Stekhoven, Jacobus 
Hermanus (Jr.). 
S T E K H O V E N - M E Y E R , A . W . S C H U U R M A N S . See 
Schuurmans-Stekhoven-Meyer, A. W . 
S T E L F O X , A . W . 
1923 a.—Water snails and liver flukes  [Letter to 
editor] С Nature, London (2776), v . I l l , Jan. 
13, p. 49. [Wv] 
S T E L L A , E M I L I A . [1st. Zool. R. Univ. Roma] 
1938 a.—Contributo alla conoscenza degli issodini 
della Campagna Romana CBoll. Zool., v. 9 
(1-2), Feb.-Apr., pp. 1-7. [Wv] 
1938 b.—Gli ixodidi dell' Africa  orientale italiana g'rench, English and German summaries] <R iv . iol. Colon., v. 1 (2), Apr., pp. 135-153, illus. 
[Wv] 
1938 e.—Ixodoidea della Libia. Aggiunte al 
"Prodromo della fauna  della Libia" di Edoardo 
Zavattari CBoll. Soc. Entom. ItaL, v. 70 (6-7), 
July 15, pp. 123-124. [Wv] 
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S T E L L A , E M I L I A — C o n t i n u e d . 
1939 a.—Per una migliore conoscenza delle zecche 
italiane. Risposta a Mària Tonelli Rondelli 
<Riv . Parassitol., Roma, v. 3 (1), Mar., pp. 83 -
86. [W\] 
1940 a.—Nuovi dati sugli ixodidi dell'Africa  Orien-
tale Italiana <Riv . Biol. Colon., v. 3 (6), Dee., 
pp. 431-435, charts [1-2]. [W·, W m . ] 
1942 a.—Anatomia e istologia di Rhipicephalus 
sanguineus [Italian, French, English, and Ger-
and German summaries] <Arch. Zool. Ital., 
Torino, v. 30, pp. 155-180, illus. [W».] 
STELLA, V. See Martoglio, Ferdinando; Stella, V.; 
and Carpano, Matteo; and Martoglio, Ferdin-
ando; Stella, V.; and Provenzale, F. 
S T E L L A T I , C A V A L I E R E . See Postiglione, Prospero; 
Vulpes, Benedetto; Stellati, Cavaliere; and 
Lanza, Vincenzo. 
S T E L L E R , G E O R G . W I L H E L M . 
. 1751 a.—De Bestiis marinis <Nov i Comment. 
Acad. Sc. Imp. Petropol. (1749), v. 2, pp. 289-
398. [W·.] 
STELLMAN. [Herr Trichinenschauer, Celle] 
1903 a.—Tagesgeschichten. Trichinenfunde  [im 
kleinen Schweine] <Ztsehr. Ges. Fleischbeschau, 
v. 1 (3), Nov. 1, p. 36. [Ch·.] 
S T E L L W A A G . [ D r . ] 
1916 a.—Die Kleiderlaus. Eine Besprechung 
neuer Veröffentlichungen  <Naturw. Wchnschr., 
v. 31, n. s., v. 15 (8), 20 Feb., pp. 113-119, figs. 
1-5. [W·.] 
1942 a.—Temperatursinn und Vorzugs temperatur 
von Insekten im Experiment und Freiland <Anz. 
Schädlingsk., v. 18 (5), pp. 58-59, illus. [W·.] 
S T E L L W A G V O N C A R I O N , C A R L . [Prof.  Dr., Docent. 
Ophth. К. К. Hochschule, Wien] 
1853 a.—Die Ophthalmologie vom naturwissen-
schaftlichen  Standpunkte aus bearbeitet, v. 1, 
796 pp., 4 pis. Freiburg in Breisgau. [W». ] 
1855 a.—Idem. v. 2, 1. Abt., 703 pp., 1 pl. Er-
langen. [ W m . ] 
1858 a.—Idem. 2. Abt., 707-1356 pp. Erlangen. 
[W- . ] 
1867 a.—Lehrbuch der praktischen Augenheil-
kunde. 3. Aufl. 886 pp., 91 figs.,  3 pis. Wien. 
[W- . ] 
1868 a.—Treatise on the diseases of  the eye, includ-
ing the anatomy of  the organ. Transi, from the 
3. German ed. and edited by Charles E. Hackley 
& D. B. St. John Roosa. With an appendix by 
the editors. 774 pp., 96 figs.,  18 pis. New York. 
[W- . ] 
1873 a.—Treatise on the diseases of  the eye, in-
cluding the anatomy of  the organ. Transi, from 
the 4. German ed. and edited by D . B. St. John 
Roosa, Charles S. Bull., and Charles E. Hackley. 
4. revised and enlarged ed. 915 pp., 120 figs.,  3 
pis. New York. [W m . ] 
S T E L M A , T . [Lieut. Com., Roy. Netherlands Navy] 
See Wharton, Denis R. Α . ; and Stelma, T. 
S T E L W A G O N , H E N R Y W E I G H T M A N . [ M . D . , P h . D . , 
Prof., Dermat., Jefferson  Med. Coll. and 
Women's Med. Coll., Philadelphia] 
1890 a.—Essentials of  diseases of  the skin [etc.]. 
270 pp., 74 figs.  Philadelphia. [W· . ] 
1891 a.—Parasitic diseases <Cycl . Dis. Child., 
Med. and S. (Keating), v. 2, pp. 124-135, 2 pis., 
figs.  1-9. [W- . ] 
1893 a.—On the increasing prevalence of  scabies 
<Med . and Surg. Reporter (1905), v. 69 (10), 
Sept. 2, pp. 356-360. [W™, W·.] 
1893 b.—Idem <Med . News, Phila. (1080), v. 63 
(13), Sept. 23, pp. 341-344. [W®, W·.] 
1902 a.—Treatise on diseases of  the skin for  the 
use of  advanced students and practitioners. 
1115 pp., 220 figs.,  26 pis. Philadelphia and 
London. [ W m . ] 
1903 a.—Idem. 2. ed., 1115 pp., 220 figs.,  26 pis. 
Philadelphia and London. [ W m . ] 
S T E L W A G O N , H E N R Y W E I G H T M A N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1903 b.—A case of  creeping eruption (Lee), larva 
migrans (Crocker), hyponomoderma (Kaposi) 
<J. Cutan. Dis. Ind. Syph.. v. 21 (11), Nov., 
pp. 502-504, pi. 45, figs.  1-2. [ W » J 
1904 a.—Treatise on diseases of  the skin; for  the 
use of  advanced students and practitioners. 3. 
ed., 1115 pp., 220 figs.,  26 pis. Philadelphia, 
New York and London. [ W m . ] 
1904 b.—Larva migrane [Abstract of  paper read 
before  55. Ann. Meet,, Am. Med. Ass., Atlantic 
City, June 7-10] <Am. Med., Phila., v. 7 (25) 
June 18, p. 976. [W\ W · , W·.] 
1904 c.—A second case of  creeping eruption (Lee), 
larva migrans (Crocker), Hyponoderma (Kaposi) 
Dermamyiasis linearis migrans Oestrose (Kum-
berg) <J . Cutan. Dis. Incl. Syph., v. 22 (8), 
Aug., pp. 359-362. [W™.] 
1905 a.—Essentials of  diseases of  the skin [etc.], 
6. ed. 274 pp., 61 figs.  Philadelphia, New York 
and London. [Wn i . ] 
1905 b.—Treatise on diseases of  the skin; for  the 
use of  advanced students and practitioners. 4. 
ed. 1136 pp., 258 figs.,  32 pis. Philadelphia and 
London. [W m . j 
1907 a.— Idem. 5. ed. 1150 pp~ 267 figs.,  34 pis. 
Philadelphia and London. [ W m . ] 
S T E L W A G O N , H E N R Y W E I G H T M A N ; a n d G A S K I L L , 
H E N R Y K E N N E D Y . 
1923 a.—A treatise on diseases of  the skin for  ad-
vanced students and practitioners. 9. ed. 1313 
pp., figs.  1-401, front.,  pis. 1-29. Philadelphia. 
[Reprinted April] [W·.] 
STEMBRIDGE, V. A. [Univ. Texas Med. Branch] See 
Scott, James Allen; Sisley, Nina Mae; and Stem-
bridge, V. A. 
S T E M L E R , J O H A N N G O T T L I E B . [ D r . ] 
1825 a.—-Klinische Beobachtungen und Erfahrun-
gen aus dem Bereich meiner Praxis systematisch 
geordnet. Nebst einem Anhang der Witterungs-
und Krankheits-Constitutionen der Jahre 1821-
1823. 254 pp. Leipzig. [W™.] 
S T E M M L E R , C O N R A D L U D W I G W I L H E I . M . [1888- ] 
1912 a.—Ein Fall von Echinococcus alveolaris 
hepatis. Inaug.-Diss. (Marburg). 27 pp., illus., 
pl. Marburg. [W m . ] 
S T E M M L E R - M O R A T H , C A R L . [Basel] 
1938 a.—Das Halten von Affen  und Menschenaffen 
<Handb. Biol. Arbeitsmeth. (Abderhalden), 
Lief. 473, Abt. 9, Teil 7, Heft 5, pp. 769-822, 
illus. [W\] 
VAN D E R S T E M P E L , M . L . [ D r . ] 
[1906 а].—Homöopathische behandeling van kin-
derziekten. 196 pp. Zwolle. [ W m . ] 
S T E M P E L L , W A L T E R . [Prof.  Dr., Münster i. W . ] 
(1901 a).—Ein neues parasitares Protozoon aus 
Branchipus grubii Dyb. [Polycaryum  branchipo-
dianum n.g., n. sp.] <Tagebl. 5 Internat. Zool.-
Kong (4), p. 45. 
1901 b.—Zur Entwicklung von Plistophora mülleri 
(L. Pfr.).  (Vorläufige  Mittheilung) <Zool . Anz., 
Leipzig (639), v. 24, 25 März, pp. 157-158. [W·, 
W m . l 
1902 a.—Ein neues parasitäres Protozoon aus 
Branchipus grubei Dyb. (mit. Demonstrationen) 
CVerhandl. 5. Internat. Zool.-Cong. Berlin (12-
16 Aug. 1901), p. 685; discussion, p. 685. [W·.] 
1902 b.—Ueber Thélohania mülleri (L. Pfr)  <Zool . 
Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Anat., v. 16 (2), 31 Mai, pp. 
235-272, pl. 25, figs.  1-109. [W», W·.] 
1902 c.—Ueber Polycaryum branchipodianum n.g. , 
n. sp. <Ibidem, Abt. Syst., v. 15 (6), 15 Juli, 
pp. 591-596, pl. 31, figs.  1-8. [W\ W·.] 
1903 a.—Ueber die Fortpflanzung  der Protozoen. 
Zusammenfassende  Uebersicht <Mitth. Naturw. 
Ver. Nau-Vorpommern u. Rügen (1902), v. 34, 
pp. 89-97. [W·.] 
1903 b.—Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Gattung 
Polycaryum <Arch. Protistenk., v. 2 (3), Juni, 
pp. 349-363, pL 9, figs.  1-27. [W·, W m . j 
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STEMPELL, W ALTER—Cont inued . 
1904 a.—Ueber die Entwicklung von Nosema ano-
mahtm Monz. Vorläufige  Mitteilung <Zool. 
Anz., I^eipzig, v. 27 (9), 9 Feb., pp. 293-295, figs. 
1-5. [W\ W-".] 
1904 b.—Ueber Nosema anomalum Monz. <Arch. 
Protistenk., v. 4 (1), pp. 1-42, pis. 1-3, figs.  1 -
147. [W\ W"\] 
1908 a.—Die P6brine-Krankheit der Seidenraupe 
<Sitzungsb. Naturh. Ver. Preuss. Rhein], u. 
Westfal.  (1907) (1), C, pp. 14-16; (2), C, p. 17. 
|W».J 
1909 a.—Ueber die Entwicklung von Nosema bom-
byeis Naegeli <Zool. Anz, Leipzig, v. 34 (10), 
18 Mai, pp. 316-318, 1 fig.  [W·, W«.] 
1909 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Bull. Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 7 (13), 15 Juillet, p. 564. [W», W"'.] 
1909 c.—Ueber Nosema bombycis Nägeli nebst 
Bemerkungen über Mikrophotographie mit 
gewöhnlichem und ultraviolettem Licht <Arch. 
Protistenk., v. 16 (3), pp. 2S1-358, fig.  1, pis. 
19-25, figs.  1-128. [W», W m . ] 
1910 a.—Erregers der Pébrine-Krankheit der Sei-
denraupe <38. Jahresb. WestfäL  Prov.-Ver. 
Wissensch. u. Kunst (1909-10), pp. 36-38. [W·.] 
1910 b.—Zur Morphologie der Microsporidien 
<ZooI. Anz, Leipzig, v. 35 (26), 5 Juli, pp. 801-
807. [W\] 
1913 a.—The size of  the finest  organic structures. 
How magnitudes beyond the resolving power of 
our best microscopes are estimated CScient. Am. 
Suppl, (1947), v. 75, Apr. 26, pp. 260, 262, figs. 
1-2. [W·.] 
1916 a.—Ueber einen als Erreger des Fleck-
fiebers  verdächtigen Parasiten der Kleiderlaus 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr, v. 42 (15), 13 Apr., 
pp. 439-142, figs.  1-3. [W*.] 
1918 a.—Notiz über die Parasiten der Fleckfieber-
läuse <Mitt. Zool. Inst. Westfäl.  Wilhelms-
Univ. Münster i. W , (1), 20 N o v , p. 6. [W".] 
1918 b.—Ueber Leptotheca coris n. sp. und Nosema 
marionis Thél <Mitt. Zool. Inst. Westfäl.  Wil-
helms-Univ. Münster i. W. (1), 20 Nov , pp. 3-6, 
fig.  1. [W·.] 
1919 a.—Untersuchungen über Leptotheca coris n. 
sp. und das in dieser schmarotzende Nosema 
marionis Thél. <Arch. Protistenk, v. 40 (2), 
20 Nov. pp. 113-157, pis. 5-12, figs.  1-118. 
[W».] 
1920 a.—Ueber den Erreger des Fleckfiebers 
<Sitzung6b. Naturh. Ver. Preuss. Rheinl. u. 
Westfal. (1917-19), [Sect.] В, pp. 1-7. (Sitz-
ungsberichte der Medizinisch-naturwissenschaft-
lichen Gesellschaft  zu Münster i. W.) [W\] 
1921 a.—Haplosporidienstudien. I. Neue und 
wenig bekannte Parasiten aus Herpetocypris 
strigata О. F. Müll. <Arch. Protistenk, v. 42 
(3), 5 Apr, pp. 307-318, figs.  1-5. [W».] 
1921 b.—Haplosporidienstudien. II. Ueber Ber-
trarnia beauchampi n. sp. aus Conochüus volrox 
Ehrbg. <Arch. Protistenk, v. 43 (3), 21 Sept, 
pp. 355-360, figs.  1-18. [W».] 
1935 a.—Zoologie im Grundriss. Zweite, neubear-
beitete Auflage. 817 pp., figs.  1-693. Berlin. 
1938 a·.—Die tierischen Parasiten des Menschen. 
226 pp„ illus. Jena. [W\] 
STENBURG, ROBERT I , . [Ass is t . E n g i n , U . S . P u b . 
Health Serv.] 
1947 a.—The techniques of  application and the con-
trol of  roaches and bedbugs with DDT <Pub. 
Health Rep, U. S. Pub. Health Serv, v. 62 (19), 
May 9, pp. 669-681. [W».| 
STENCL, FRANZ. [ K . u . K . T i e r a r z t 17. K o r p s t r a i n -
kommando] 
1916 a.—Ueber die Behandlung der Räude mit 
Rohöl <Tierärztl. ZentralbL, v. 39 (33), Nov. 20, 
pp. 314-317. [Ai«.] 
STENCZEL, ÁRPÁD . [ S t a b s a r z t G a r n i s o n s p i t a l e s N o . 
2, Wien] 
1906 a.—Untersuchungen über die Spirochete pal-
lida in den Krankheitsprodukten der erworbenen 
Syphilis <Wien. Klin. Wchnschr, v. 19 (52) 27 
Dec , pp. 1586-1589. [W»J 
STENDER, Α . [ D r . ] See M ü l l e r , H . R . ; a n d 
Stender, Α. 
STENDER, MARGARETE. [Tierärztin, Inst. Parasitol. 
u. Vet.-med. Zool. Tierärztl. Hochschule, Han-
nover] 
1938 a.—Milbenerkrankungen unserer Haus- und 
Nutztiere <Ztschr. Hyg. Zool, v. 30 (9), Sept., 
pp. 255-264; (10), Oct, pp. 281-290, illus. [W·.] 
(1938 b).—Ueber die Grundlagen für  Immunisier-
ungsversuche gegen Trichinella spiralis bei der 
weissen Maus. Inaug.-Diss. (Hannover). 29 pp. 
1939 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Deutache Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr, v. 47 (18), May 6, p. 285. [W·.] 
STENE , ANDREW EDWARD . [ 1 8 7 2 - ] See S m i t h , 
Carroll Newton; and Stene, Andrew Edward. 
STENERSEN, H . 
1907 a.—Meddelelser fra praksis. 2 <Norsk Vet.-
Tidsskr, v. 19 (9), pp. 197-199. [W\] 
STENGEL. 
1934 a.—2 Fälle von Cysticercosis cerebri [Ab-
stract of  report before Ver. Psychiat u. Neurol, 
Wien, June 27, 1933] <Klin. Wchnschr, v. 13 
(5), Feb. 3, p. 199. [Wm . ] 
STENGEL, ALFRED. [ 1 8 6 8 - 1 9 3 9 ] [ M . D „ D . S c , L L . 
D „ Prof.  Univ. Pennsylvania] [For  necrology and 
port, see Arch. Path, v. 28 (2), Aug. 1939, pp. 
251-254] [W».] 
1890 a.—Acute dysentery and the Amxeha coli 
<Med. News (931), v. 57 (20), Nov. 15, pp. 500-
503, figs.  1-3. [W\ W®.] 
1891 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol. 
v. 10 (22-23), 18 Dec , pp. 749-750. [W\ W·», 
W·.] 
1891 b.—The Amceba coli CUniv. Med. Mag, 
Philadelphia, v. 4 (3), Dec , pp. 218-224, figs. 
1-3. [Wm.] 
1892 a.—Idem [continued] <Ibidem, v. 4 (4), Jan, 
pp. 286-293. [Wm.] 
1898 a.—A text-book of  pathologv. 848 pp., 372 
figs.  Philadelphia. [Wm.] 
1900 a.—Idem. 3. ed. 873 pp., 372 figs.  Philadel-
phia and London. [Wm . ] 
1901 a.—Idem. 3. ed. 873 pp., 372 figs.  Philadel-
phia and London. [W\] 
1903 a.—Idem. 4. ed. 933 pp., 394 figs,  7 pis. 
Philadelphia, New York and London. [Wm.j 
1906 a.—Idem. 5. ed. 979 pp., 364 figs,  10 pis. 
Philadelphia and London. [W™, W·.] 
1915 a.—Hydatid cyst of  the liver [Abstract of 
report read Feb. 12, 1914] <Proc. Path. Soc. 
Philadelphia, v. 35 N. E, v. 17, pp. 14-15. [WM.J 
STENGEL, ALFRED; a n d F o x , HERBERT. 
1927 a.—A text-book of  pathology. 8. ed. 1138 
pp., illus, pis. Philadelphia and London. [Wm . j 
STENGEL, ALFRED; a n d MARKS , O . GARRISON. 
1911 a.—A report of  six cases of  trichinosis, with 
one death, treated at the Pennsylvania Hospital 
during the services of  Drs. Stengel and Tyson, 
and in the months of  November and December, 
1910 <Proe. Path. Soc. Phila, o.s, v. 32, n.s, 
v. 14 (2), June, pp. 41-42; discussion, pp. 42-4.3. 
[Wm.] 
STENGEL, ALFRED; WHITE , J . WILLIAM ; a n d EVANS, 
J. S . 
1906 a.—Glandular fever  [Abstract of  report be-
fore  21. Ann. Meet. Ass. Am. Physicians, Wash-
ington, May 15 & 16] <N. York Med. J. [etc.] 
(1439), v. 83 (26), June .30, p. 1357. [W\ W·».] 
1906 b.—Idem <J. Trop. Med, London, v. 9 (15), 
Aug. 1, p. 243. [W\ W"'.| 
STENGEL, RICHARD. [ D i s t r i k t s t i e r a r z t , M ö s s i n g e n 
(Württemberg)] 
1932 a.—Zur Bekämpfung  der RinderSnne 
<Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhvg, v. 42 (13), 1 
Apr, pp. 258-259. [W».] 
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1934 a.—Ueber die Verbreitung der Tienta saginata 
in den einzelnen württembergischen Oberämtern 
<Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 44 (14), 15 
Apr., pp. 261-263; [erratum] (20), 15 Juli, p. 381. 
[W·.] 
1936 a.—Erfolg  der planmässigen Nachforschung 
nach Bandwurmträgern im Anschluss an die 
Feststellung der gesundheitsschädlichen Finne 
beim Rinde <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 
46 (14), Apr. 15, p. 274. [WM 
1938 a.—Verbreitung und Bekämpfimg  der Rinder-
finne  <Berl. u. München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. 
(45), Nov. 11. pp. 692-695. [WM 
STENHAUS, JOHN [ Μ . Α . , T o r o n t o ] ; a n d FERGUSON, 
JOHN ГМ. D „ T o r o n t o ] . 
[1906 а].—Pathology: General and special. A 
manual for  students and practitioners. Series 
edited by Victor Cox Pedersen. 285 pp., 16 figs., 
1 pi. London. [Wm.] 
STENHOUSE, H . M . 
1924 a.—The Kondoleon operation and filariasis 
< U . S. Naval Med. Bull., v . 20 (6), June, pp. 
715-716. [W\] 
1925 a.—Renal pathology in filariasis bancrofti 
< U . S. Naval Med. Bull., ν 22 (1), Jan., pp. 1 -
12, 2 pis., figs.  1 -3 , 2 charts. [WM 
1925 b .—The real cause of  elephantiasis < U . S. 
Naval Med. Bull., v. 22 (2), Feb., pp. 119-127. 
[W·.] 
VAN STENIS, O . 
1924 a.—El "205" de Bayer < R e v . Med. у Cirug., 
Caracas (77), v . 7 (10), Aug. 31, pp. 212-213. 
[W-M 
VON STENITZER, RICHARD R . [ D r . , A s s t . , K r a n k e n -
huas, Wien] 
1902 a.—Zur Klinik der freien,  isolirten Cysticer-
ken des iv. Ventrikels <Wien. Med. Presse, v. 
43 (30), 27 Juli, pp. 1385-1391. [ W - . ] 
1902 b .—Idem [Abstract] <München. Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 49 (34), 26 Aug., p. 1434. [W\ 
W » . | 
1904 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1902 a] CCentralbl. 
Med. Wissensch., v. 42 (36), 3 Sept., pp. 604-
605. [W\ W®.] 
1905 a.—Ueber Trypanosomen <Wien. Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 55 (18), 29 Apr., pp. 873-877; (19), 
6 Mai, pp. 942-945. [ W M 
STENTUS, P . I . 
1930 a.—Redogörelse för  fjäderfäsjukdomar  i Fin-
land <Finsk. Vet.-Tidskr., v. 36 (11), Nov. , pp. 
245-256, 1 fold,  table. [WM 
1939 a.—Sjukdomar i våra pälsdjursgårdar <Finsk 
Vet.-Tidskr., v . 45 (2), Feb., pp. 23-31. [WM 
1939 b .—Idem [Abstract] <Vet . Bull. [Imp. 
Bureau Animal Health], Weybridge, Eng., v. 9 
(12), Dec., pp. 869-870. [WM 
STENIUS, R . 
1930 a.—Trikinoosia <Finsk. Vet.-Tidskr., v. 36 
(9), Sept., p. 212. [WM 
1935 a.—Nötbromsens förekomst i Finland och de 
av den förorsakade  skadorna (On the occurrence 
of  the warble fly  (Hypoderma bovis) in Finland 
and on the economical losses caused by it) [Eng-
lish summary] <Skand. Vet.-Tidskr., v. 25 (3), 
Mars, pp. 133-146, 1 map. [W·.] 
1936 a.—Nautapaarma ja sen vastustaminen. 
Nautapaarma eli naudan ihosaivartaja ja sen 
kehitys. (Ox warble flies  and their control) 
<Finsk Vet.-Tidskr., v. 42, pp. 121-137, 151-
163. [ w m 
(1936 b).—Nautapaarma ja sen hävittäminen lain-
säödäntöteitse CKomiteanmietintö (22). 
1937 a.—Tautikatsauksia. I. Naudan trichomon-
as! <Finsk Vet.-Tidskr., v. 43 (4), Apr., pp. 139-
141. [WM 
1938 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Vet , Bull., [Imo. 
Bureau Animal Health], Weybridge, Eng., v. 8 
(1), Jan., p. 30. [WM 
STENIUS, R . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1941 a.—Triehomonasista [Referat,  Eine Ueber-
sicht über die Trichomonaden-Infektion  der 
Rinder und Pferde,  nebst Anweisungen zur Be-
kämpfung  der Seuche] <Finsk. Vet.-Tidskr., v . 
47 (6), June, pp. 282-287, illus. [WM 
STENROOS, K . E . 
1898 a.—Das Thierleben im Nurmiijarvi-See. 
Eine faunistisch-biologische  Studie <Acta Soc. 
pro Fauna et Flora Fennica (1898-99), v . 17, 
Art. 1, 259 pp., pis. 1-3 , 1 map. [W\ W«.] 
STENSTRÖM, OLOF. [ K . V e t . - o g L a n d b o h 0 j s k o l . 
Patol-Anat. Avd., Svenska Statens Tuberkulo-
skonsulent] 
1918 a.—Om aneurysma verminosum från  patolo-
gisk-anatomisk och histogenetisk synpunkt 
<Skand. Vet.-Tidskr., v. 8 (7), Juli, pp. 193-228, 
pis. 1 -2 , figs.  1-4 . [W».] 
STENTA, M . [ D r . ] 
1904 a.—Thynnicoïa  ziegleri Miculicich = Brachiella 
thynni Cuv. <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 28 (8-9) , 
6 Dec., pp. 345-347. [W», W m . ] 
STENTON, RUPERT. [Plant Path. Lab., Min. Agrie.] 
See Fryer, John Claude Fortescue; Stenton, Ru-
pert; Tattersfield,  Frederick; and Roach, W . A. 
STENZEL, K URT G . [ D r . M e d . , B a d W i l d u n g e n ] 
1929 a.—Bemerkung zu Raith: Die Bedeutung der 
Fahraeus'schen Reaktion bei den Echinokokken-
krankheit <Centralbl. Chir., v . 56 (3), Jan. 19, 
pp. 136-137. [W®.] 
STEOPOE, I . 
1928 a.—Une nouvelle schizogrégarine coelomique 
chez Nepa  ciñera L . <Compt . Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v. 98 (15), 18 Mai, pp. 1365-1366, figs.  1 -6 . 
[WM 
1933 a.—Parasomii din ovocytele de Leptoplana 
tremdlaris si Prosthiostomum siphuncxdus <Bul . 
Soc. Nat. România (4), p. 21. [W«.] 
STEPANOV, I. G. [Forschungsinst. Azerbaidschan] 
See Yakimov, Vasiliï Larionovich; Gusev, Vasilii 
Fedorovich; Nezvetaev, N. V.; and Stepanov, I. 
G. ; and Yakimov, Vasiliï Larionovich; Gusev, 
Vasiliï Fedorovich; and Stepanov, I. G. 
STEPANOV, I . V . [Степанов, И. В . ] [See also Grish-
ina, Р. К . ; and Stepanov, I. V.j 
1931 a .— Крысы и мыши г. Батума (Les rats et 
les souris de Batoum) [Russian text; French 
summary] CVestnik. Mikrobiol., Epidemiol, i 
Parazitol., v. 10 (1), pp. 83-92. [WM 
1949 a .—Влохи на крысах г. Батуми [Fleas on 
rats in Batum] [Russian text] <ВШ1. Moskov. 
Obsh. Ispyt. Prir., Otdel Biol., an. 120, n.s., v . 54 
(4), pp. 47-49. [WM 
STEPANOV, N . N. [Степанов, H . H. ] [Inst. Chim-
ico-Bactériol. Tourkménistane, Ashkhabad] 
1931 a.—Гельминтофауна коренного населения 
Туркменистана. (La faune  helmintique [sic] 
des indigènes du Tourkménistane) [Russian 
text] <Arkh. Biol. Nauk, v. 31 (1), pp. 9 -16 ; 
French summary, p. 15. [W».] 
STEPANOV, P. I. See Perekropov, G. I . ; and Step-
anov, P. I. 
STEPANOV, PAVEL TIKHONOVICH. [ 1 8 3 9 - ] 
[Степанов, Павелъ Тихоновичъ] [Prof.  Dr., 
Kharkov] [For  biography, port, and bibliography 
see Izvest. Imp. Obsh. LlOb. Estestvozn. [etc.], 
Moskva, v. 55, 1888, signature 7, pp. [5-6], pi. 6] 
[WM [Russian text] 
1873 a.—Gel'mintologicheskiia zamietki [Hel-
minthologische Beobachtungen] [Russian text] 
<Trudy Obsh. Ispytatel. Prirody Imp. Khar'-
kov. Univ., v . 7, pp. 65-74, 1 pl., figs.  1-12, a-f , 
I - I I I . [Wc.] 
STEPANOV, V. F. [Степанов, В . Φ . ] See Semikoz, 
F. F. ; Stepanov, V. F.; and Shmidt, В. Ν . 
STEPANOV, V . Р . [ С т е п а н о в ъ , В . П . ] 
1916 а .—Къ лечешю балантидюва эметиномъ. 
[Treatment of  balantidiasis with emetine] [Rus-
sian text] <Sibirsk. Vrach, Tomsk, v. 3 (11-12), 
Mar. 20, pp. 57-63. [Wm.] 
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STEPANOW-GRIGORIEW,  J . [ S w e r d l o w s k , U . S . S . R . ] ; 
a n d НОЕРРЫ, REINHARD J . С . 
192Ö a.—Ueber Beziehungen zwischen Glykogen-
gehalt parasitischer Nematodcnlarven und ihrer 
Wanderung im Wirtekörper <Areh. Schiffs-  u. 
Tropen-Hyg., v. 30 (9), 13 Sept., pp. 577-585. 
[Wv] 
STEPCISIN, M. [Dr., Gradske Bolnice η Varaìdinu] 
1940 a.—Ileus verroinosus <Lujeö. Vjesnik, u 
Zagrebu, v. 62 (4), Apr., pp. 204-207; German 
summary, Suppl. (21), p. 242. [W™.] 
STEPHAINSKY, HANS. 
(1928 a).—Der Rotwurm, der Schrecken der Fasa-
nenzüchter <Deutsche Jäger, v. 50 (26), pp. 
448-450; (27), pp. 470-471, 4 figs. 
1928 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool. Garten, n. F., 
v. 1 (5-6), Dez., pp. 261-262. [W».] 
STEPHAN, Ι [ D r . , B r a n d e n b u r g ] 
1921 a.—Bemerkung zu dem Aufsatz  des Herrn Dr. 
Stein "Mitigai, ein neues Krätzemittel" in Heft 
6 dieser Zeitschrift  CTherap. Gegenw., v. 62, 
n. F., v. 23, p. 320. [W·".] 
STEPHAN.5 
1922 a.—Ueber eine durch Leukozytozoen verur-
sachte Gänse- und Putenerkrankung <Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 30 (45), 11 Nov., pp. 
589-592. [W».] 
STEPHAN, A . [ D a h l e r a u ] 
1933 a.—Der Pflege  und Haltung des Hundes 
<Deutsche Jäger-Ztg., Ausgabe Α., ν . 101 (52), 
Dec. 29, pp. 398-399, illus. [W».] 
STEPHAN, J . 
(1928 a).—Floh in Sprichwort u. Dichtg. <Feiero-
bend, v. 5, p. 136. 
(1937 a).—Ueber Derrophen bei der Dasselbekämp-
fung <Vet.-Med. Nachr. Bayer-Meister Lucius 
(3), pp. 45-49. 
STEPHAN, OTTO. [ I n s p e c t o r I m m u n . ] 
1929 a.—Do estado actual da premuniçâo contra a 
"tristeza" dos bovinos, em Sâo Paulo <Rev. In-
dust. Animal, Säo Paulo, v. 1 (1), Nov., pp. 32-
36, illus. [Wv] 
1930 a.—Symptomas cerebraes no curso de parasi-
toses dos ovinos <Rev. Indust. Animal, Sâo 
Paulo, v. 1 (6), Sept., pp. 717-718. [Wv] 
1935 a.—Bicheira [a Cochliomyia macellarla]; sarna 
(Consultas do I. Biologico) <Biologico, Rio de 
Janeiro, v. 1 (1), Jan., p. 14. [Wv] 
STEPHAN, OTTO ; AMAR AL ROGICK, FRANCISCO; a n d 
AMARAL ROGICK, LEÂO. 
1933 a.—Ensaio hematologico no curso da ana-
plasmose <Rev. Indust·. Animai, Sâo Paulo, v. 3 
(10), Dez., pp. 1157-1169. [W·.] 
STEPHAN, OTTO ; a n d ESQUIBEL, AMANCIO. 
1929 a.—Methodo de premuniçâo contra a tristeza 
usado no posto zootechnico de Sâo Paulo <Arch. 
Inst. Biol. Defesa Agrie, e Anim., Sâo Paulo, v. 2, 
pp. 183-208, pi. 40, figs.  1-4; English summary, 
pp. 207-208. [Dado â pub. Outubro] [Wv] 
19.30 a.—Controle da premuniçâo contra a tristeza 
feita  no paiz de origem <Rev. Indust. Animal, 
Sâo Paulo, v. 1 (7), Nov., pp. 760-769, figs.  1 -
5, graphs 1-4. [Wv] 
1930 b.—Methodo de premuniçâo contra a "tris-
teza" usado no posto zootechnico de Säo Paulo 
[Same as 1929 a] <Campo, Rio de Janeiro, v. 1 
(1), Jan., pp. 127-132. [Wv] 
STEPHAN, P. «See van Gaver, F.; and Stephan, P. 
STEPHAN, PAUL. 
(1901 a).—Beitrag zur Diagnose des Echinococcus 
orbit®, sowie zu seiner Operation nach der Krcen-
leinschen Methode. Diss. 38 pp. Rostock. 
1903 a.—Idem [Abstract] CJahresb. Leist. 
Ophth., v. 32, pp. 249, 250-251. [W™.] 
STF.PHAN, S . Α . I t . 
1949 a.—A note on the occurrence of  the "gape-
worm"—Synaamas trachea in Natal <J. South 
African  Vet. Med. Ass., v. 20 (2), June. pp. 90 -
-92. [Wvj 
STEPHAN, SIEGFRIED. [Dr., Univ. Frauenklin., Greifs-
wald] 
1921 a.—Bemerkungen zur Aetiologie und Thera-
pie der Trichomonaskolpitis <Zentralbl. Gynäk., 
v. 45 (43), Oct. 29, pp. 1565-1569. [W m . ] 
1922 a.—Zur Frage der Trichomonaskolpitis. Ant-
wort an Herrn Loeser <Zentralbl. Gynäk., v. 46 
(24), June 17, pp. 992-994. [W·. ] 
STEPHANINI; a n d HARANT , HERVÉ. 
1934 a.—Remarques sur deux cas de filariose 
<Arch. Soc. Se. Méd. et Biol. Montpellier, v. 15 
(7), July, pp. 316-319. [Wm.] 
STEPHEN, A. [Surgeon-Colonel, Assam] 
1897 a.—Dr. Rogers' report on kalá-azár <Indian 
Med. Gaz., v. 32 (11), Nov., pp. 408-413. [ W - J 
[See Rogers, Leonard, 1897 b] 
STEPHEN, JOAN M . L . ; TONKIN , ISABEL M . ; a n d 
WALKER , JAMES. 
1945 a.—Antimalarial activity in tetrahydroacri-
dones and related substances [Letter to editors] 
<Nature, London (3969), v. 156, Nov. 24, p. 
629. [Wv] 
STEPHENS. 1 
1831 a.—Situation of  hydatids in the brain of  sheep 
[Abstract] < Lancet, London (390), v. 1, Feb. 19, 
p. 703. (Wm, Wv] 
1831 b.—Idem <Veterinarian, London (41), v. 4, 
May, pp. 284-285. [W», W™.] 
STEPHENS.5 
1923 a.—Multiple hydatids [Abstract of  report be-
fore  Brit. Med. Ass.] <Med. J. Australia, 10. 
year, v. 1 (21), May 26, p. 593. [W'V] 
STEPHENS, E. D. [Mil. Asst. Surg., I. M. D.] See 
Dunbar, Leslie; and Stephens, E. D. 
STEPHENS, F . 
1893 a.—Another emasculating bot <Insect Life, 
v. 6 (1), Nov., p. 46. [ff», Wm, Wv] 
STEPHENS, I L DOUGLAS. [ M e l b o u r n e ] 
1938 a.—An address [on intestinal parasites] 
[Read before  Sect. Pediat., 5. sess. Australasian 
Med. Cong. (Brit. Med. Ass.) Aug., 1937] <Med. 
J. Austral., year 25, v. 1 (11), Mar. 12, pp. 465-
470. [Wv] 
STEPHENS, J. B. See Dobell, Clifford; Gettings, H. 
S.; Jepps, Margaret W.; and Stephens, J. B. 
STEPHENS, J. C. [M. D., Valparaiso, Nebraska] 
1892 a.—Cascara sagrada as a tsenicide <Med. 
Age, v. 10 (1), Jan. 11, pp. 12-14. [W-v] 
STEPHENS, J . E . 
1877 a.—The harvest-bug. (Leptus autumnalis) 
CHardwicke's Science-GossiD (154), v. 13, pp. 
227-229, fig.  174. [Wv] 
STEPHENS, J. R. C. [Ilorin, Nigeria] 
1928 a.—Porocephalus armillatus [Letter to editor 
dated May 29] <West African  Med. J., v. 2 (1), 
July, p. 107. [Wm.] 
STEPHENS, JAMES FRANCIS. [ 1 7 9 2 - 1 8 5 2 1 [ F . L . S . ] 
For  biography see Neave, S. A. ; and Griffin,  F. J , 
1933 a, pp. 127-130] [Wv] 
1829 a.—A systematic catalogue of  British insects; 
being an attempt to arrange all the hitherto dis-
covered indiginous insects in accordance with 
their natural affinities;  containing also the refer-
ences to every English writer on entomology, 
and to the principal foreign  authors; with all the 
published British genera to the present time. 
Pt. 1,416 pp. London. [Wv] 
1829 b.—Idem. Pt. 2, 388 pp. London. [Wv] 
1851 a.—Generic names in the Museum catalogue 
<Zoologist, London, v. 9, pp. 3161-3163. [Wv] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON [ 1 8 6 5 - ] 
[For  port, and biographical note, see Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol., v. 23 (1), Apr. 26, front, 
and p. iii.] [Wv] [See also Christophers, Samuel 
Rickard; and Stephens, John William Watson; 
and Emrys-Roberts, E.; and Stephens, John 
William Watson ; and Fantham, Harold Benjamin ; 
Stephens, John William Watson; and Theobald, 
Frederick Vincent] 
1901 a.—The prevention of  malaria <Proe. Cam-
bridge [Eng.] Phil. Soc., v. 11 (2), Apr. 22, r.p. 
123-131, tables 1-3. [Wv] 
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1903 a.—The nomenclature of  malaria [Letter to 
editors dated Jan. 17] <Lancet, London (4143), 
v . 164, v. 1 (4), Jan. 24, pp. 266-267. [W\ W % 
W · . ] 
1903 b.—Blackwater fever  <Thompson Yates and 
Johnston Lab. Rep., n. s., v . 5 (1), Aug., pp. 193-
218. [W 8 , W®.] 
1903 "c.—Idem [Abstract] CBull. Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 1 (21), 30 Déc., p. 837. [W\ W®.] 
1903 d.—The nomenclature of  trypanosomes [Let-
ter to editor dated Dec. 2] С Lancet, London 
(4188), v. 165, v. 2 (23), Dec. 5, p. 1615. [W», 
W m , W·.] 
1903 e.—Idem [Letter to editor dated Dec. 2] 
<Brit. Med. J. (2241), v . 2, Dec. 12, p. 1565. 
[W\ W®.] 
1904 a.—Sleeping sickness <Nature, London 
(1789), v. 69, Feb. 11, pp. 345-347, figs.  1 -2 . 
[ W N , W M . ] 
1904 b.—The antimalarial operations at. Mian Mir 
(Punjab] <Lancet, London (4201), v . 166, v. 1 
(10), Mar. 5, pp. 637-638. [W\ w " , W·.] 
1904 е.—Idem [Abstract] < M e d . News, N. Y . 
(1631), v. 84 (16), Apr. 16, p. 747. [W», ff«, 
W·. ] 
1904 d.—Malariabekämpfung  im Mian Mir [Ab-
stract of  1904 b] CDeutsche Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 30 (12), 17 März, p. 440. [W\ W"\] 
1904 e.—The prophylaxis of  malaria [Abstract of 
1904 f]  < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (1765), v. 66 (10), 
Sept. 3, pp. 394-395. [W\ ff-, W·.] 
1904 f. —Discussion on the prophylaxis of  malaria 
<Brit . Med. J. (2281), v. 2, Sept. 17, pp. 629-
631. [W», W m . ] 
1905 a.—-A new hsemogregarine in an African  toad 
<Thompson Yates Lab. Rep., n. s., v . 6 (1), 
Jan., pp. 115-117. [W», Wm.] 
1905 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Bull . Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v . 3 (6), 30 Mars, p. 246. [W», W m . ] 
1905 c .—Idem [Abstract of  1905 a] <J . Trop. 
Med., London, v. 8 (7), Apr. 1, pp. 106-107. 
[W a , W"1 . ] 
1905 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 a] < Lancet·, 
London (4258), v . 168, v. 1 (14), Apr. 8, p. 950. 
[W», W m , We.] 
1905 e.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 a] <Brit . Med. 
J. (2341), v. 2, Nov. 11, p. 1298. [Wa , ff»J 
1905 f.— Blackwater fever  [Abstract of  1903 bj 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 35 (24 -
25), 10 Jan., pp. 786-787. [W», W«\] 
1905 g.—Discussion stir la prophylaxie du 
paludisme [Abstract of  1904 f]  <Bull . Inst. 
Pasteur, Paris, v . 3 (1), 15 Jan., p. 45. [W», W m . ] 
1905 h.—Two cases of  intestinal myiasis CThomp-
son Yates and Johnston Lab. Rep., n. s., v . 6 
(1), Jan., pp. 119-121. [W a , Wm.] 
1905 L—Idem [Abstract] <J . Trop. Med., Tan-
don, v . 8 (7), Apr. 1, p. 107. [ff  \ W m . ] 
1905 к,—Idem [Abstract of  1905 h] CLancet, 
London (4258), v . 168, v. 1 (14), Apr. 8, p. 950. 
[W\ W m , We.] 
1905 1.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 h] <Brit . Med. 
J., (2341), v. 2, Nov. 11, p. 1298. [W·, W™.] 
1905 m.—Notes on the pathology of  tropical swell-
ings CThompson Yates and Johnston Lab. Rep., 
n. s., v . 6 (1), Jan., pp. 123-124. [W», ff·.] 
1905 n.—Idem [Abstract] <BulL Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 3 (8), 30 Avril, p. 339. [W», W 4 ] 
1905 o.—Malaria in its relation to the mosquito 
<Nothnagel 's Encycl. Pract. Med., Am. ed., pp. 
115-220, figs.  1-12. [W®, W«.] 
1905 p.—The transmission of  parasitic diseases by 
insects <St. Barth. Hosp. J., v. 12 (9), June, pp. 
131-134. [W®.] 
1906 a.—Note on the anatomy of  Gastrodiacus 
hominis (Lewis & McConnell, 1876) CThomp-
son Yates and Johnston Lab. Rep., n. s., v. 7 (1), 
Feb., pp. 7-12, figs.  1-4. [W\ W®.j 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM W A T S O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1906 b.—On Gastrodiscus hominis [Abstract of 
1906 a] <Indian Med. Gaz., v. 41 (8), Aug., p. 
335. [W®.] 
1906 c .—A note on the structure of Spirocheta 
duttoni <Lancet, London (4329), v. 171, v. 2 
(7), Aug. 18, p. 438, 1 fig. [W«, ff™,  We.] 
1906 d.—Idem [Abstract] <Arch. Schiffs- u. 
Tropen-Hyg., v. 10 (21), Nov., p. 690. [ f f · . ] 
1906 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1906 c] CCentralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v . 17 (22), 30 Nov., 
p. 907. [W», W»'.] 
1906 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1906 c] <Bull . Inst. 
Pasteur, Paris, v . 4 (23), 15 Déc., p. 992. [ f f\ 
W 4 ] 
1906 g.—Spirocheta duttoni [Abstract of  1906 c] 
<J . Trop. Med., London, v. 9 (19), Oct. 1, p. 
297. [ff*,  ff®.] 
1906 h.—Sleeping sickness [Abstract of  1904 a] 
CJahresb. Fortschr. I.ehre Path. Mikroorgan-
ism. (Baumgarten) (1904), v. 20, p. 73. (W\ 
W m . 
1906 i.—Note on the anchylostomes of  Burma and 
Assam c lndian Med. Gaz., v. 41 (10), Oct·., p. 
398. [ f f - . l 
1907 a.—Black-water fever  CModern Med. (Osier), 
v. 1, pp. 449-459. [W», ff»J 
1907 b.—Trypanosomiasis (p. 207); blackwater 
fever  (pp. 2S9-301) CSyst, Med. (Allbutt), v. 2, 
pt. 2, pages cited. [ W m . ] 
1907 c .—The transmission of  parasitic diseases by 
insects [Abstract of  1905 p] CJahresb. Fortschr. 
Lehre Path. Mikroorganism. (Baumgarten) 
(1905), v. 21, p. 9. [W», W m . ] 
1907 d.—Note on the ankylostomes of  Burma and 
Assam [Abstract of  1906 i] CJ. Trop. Med. and 
Hyg., London, v. 10 (1), Jan. 1, p. 16. [Wa, ff-,] 
1907 e.—Note on the structure of Spirocheta dut-
toni [Abstract of  1906 c] Clbidem (7), Apr. 1, 
p. 117. [W», W®.] 
1907 f.—Ticks  as transmitters of  disease CNature, 
London (1952), v . 75, Mar. 28, pp. 523-524. [W», 
[ W m . ] 
1908 a .—Two new human cestodes and a new 
linguatulid CAnn. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., 
v. 1 (4), Feb. 29, pp. 549-556, figs.  1 -3 , pi. 50, 
figs.  1-3 . [W*, w™.] 
1908 b.—[The development of  Piroplasma cants and 
other objects of  interest] [Abstract] CTr. Soc. 
Trop. Med. and Hyg. (1907-8), v . [1], p. 13. 
[Ur.] 
1909 a .—Two new human cestodes and a new 
linguatulid [Abstract of  1908 a] CCentralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 20 (5), 15 März, p. 
214. [W7a, Wm.] 
1909 b.—On the supposed occurrence of Filaria 
immitis in man CAnn. Trop. Med. and Para-
sitol., v. 2 (4), Feb. 3, pp. 317-319. [W a , ff-,] 
1909 c .—Idem [Abstract] CJ. Trop. Med. and 
Hyg., London, v. 12 (8), Apr. 15, p. 126. [W«, 
• [Wm.] 
1909 d .—A new human nematode Strongylus gib-
soni, n. sp. CAnn. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 
2 (4), Feb. 3, pp. 315-316, figs.  1-10. [W«, ff·".] 
1909 e.—Observations on the booklets of Cysticer-
cus cellulose in man Clbidem (5), May 12, pp. 
391-395, figs.  1 -4 . [ffa,  WM.] 
1909 f.—A  new human nematode—Strongylus gil-
soni [sic], n. sp. [Abstract of  1909 d] CJ. Trop. 
Med. and Hvg., London, v. 12 (8), Apr. 15, p. 
126. [W», WT®.] 
1909 g.—Trypanosomiasis CSyst. Med. (Allbutt 
and Rolleston), v. 2, pt. 2, pp. 207-208. [Wa, 
WTm.] 
1909 h.—Cultures of  amoeba CRep. Brit. Ass. 
Adv. Sc. (78. Meet., Dublin, Sept., 1908), Tr. of 
Sect., p. 741. [W\] 
1911 a.—Desmogonius desmogonius, a new species 
and genus of  monostome flukes  CAnn. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol., v. 5 (3), Dec. 30, pp. 497 -
500, pi. 23, 1 fig.  [W»J 
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STEPHEN e , JOHN WILLIAM W A T S O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1911 b.—Methode for  detecting sporozoits and 
zygotes in mosquitos infected  with malaria 
<Bull. Entom. Research, v. 2 (1), May, pp. 1-8 , 
figs.  1-5 . [W».¡ 
1912 a.—Parovisthorchis  caninus the liver-fluke 
of  the Indian pariah dog <Ann. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol., v. 6 (1), May 29, pp. 117-128, figs, 
a -d , pis. 10-12, figs.  1-8. [Wa.] 
1912 b.—[Report on the work done during the 
period from May 1st to October 31st, Liverpool 
School of  Tropical Medicine] < R e p . Ad vis. 
Com. Trop. Dis. Research Fund (1911), pp. 100-
102. [W·.] 
1914 a.—Blackwater fever  < T r . 17. Internat. 
Cong. Med. (London, 1913), Sect. 21, Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., Pt. 2, pp. 217-240, fold,  chart A ; 
discussion, pp. 241-243. [W™.] 
1914 b .—A new malaria parasite of  man <Proc . 
Roy. Soc. London, s. B, (596), v. 87, Apr. 8, pp. 
375-377, pis. 14-16. [W\ W·.] 
1914 c .—A new malaria parasite of  man <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v . 8 (1), Apr. 21, pp. 
119-128, pis. 8-10, figs.  [W\] 
1914 d.—[Report on the work from November 1st, 
1912, to the 30th April, 1913, Liverpool School 
of  Tropical Medicine] <Rep . Advis. Com. Trop. 
Dis. Research Fund (1913), pp. 99-101. [W°.] 
1915 a.—On the peculiar morphological appear-
ances of  a malaria parasite CAnn. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol., v. 9 (1), Mar. 18, pp. 169-172, 
pi. 12. [W-.] 
1915 b.—Presidential address on the mode of  trans-
mission of  some tropical diseases <Proc . and Tr. 
Liverpool Biol. Soc. (1914-15), v . 29, pp. 3-19. 
[W·.] 
1916 a.—Nemathelminthes. (In  Fantham, H. В. ; 
Stephens, J. W. W . ; and Theobald, F. V. The 
animal parasites of  man. New York. pp. 360-
474, figs.  260-348; appendix, pp. 754-755.) 
[W».] 
1916 b.—Platyhelminthes, or flat  worms. (In 
Fantham, H. В.; Stephens, J. W. W . ; and Theo-
bald, F. V. The animal parasites of  man. New 
York. pp. 211-359, figs.  120-259; supplement, 
pp. 638-698; appendix, pp. 753-754.) [W».] 
1916 c.—Treatment of  carriers of  amoebic dysen-
tery [Letter to editor dated Aug. 3] < Lancet, 
London (4850), v. 191, v. 2 (7), Aug. 12, p. 302. 
[WM 
1921 a.—Some statistics of  filariasis  <Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol., v . 14 (3), Feb. 8, pp. 341 -
354. [W».] 
1922 a.—A new malaria parasite of  man <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 16 (4), Dec. 30, pp. 
383-388, pi. 16, figs.  1-22. [W\] 
1923 a .—Plasmodium tenue and P.  ovale [Letter 
dated 10 July] <Indian Med. Gaz., v . 58, Oct., 
pp. 499-500. [Wm.] 
1924 a.—A case of  sleeping sickness (T.  garnbiense) 
treated with "Bayer 205" <Ann. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol., v . 18 (3), Oct. 31, p. 413. [W\j 
1924 b.—Duration of  infection  in malaria <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 18 (1), Apr. 30, 
p. 127. [W\] 
1924 c.—Some morphological features  of  Plasmo-
dium falciparum  <Ann. Trop. Med. and Para-
sitol., v. 18 (1), Apr. 30, pp. 33-35, pis. 2 -3 . 
[Wa.] 
1925 a.—Ceylon: parasite and spleen rates. Para-
site ratios <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 
19 (1), Mar. 31, p. 137. [W\] 
1925 b .— Fasciola hepalica <Ann. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol., v. 19 (1), Mar. 31, p. 139. [W«.] 
1925 c.—Filaria medinensis <Ann. Trop. Ried, 
and Parasitol., л·. 19 (4), Dec. 16, pp. 465-466. 
[WX] 
1925 d.—The golubacser fly  <Ann. Trop. Med. 
fw» P a r a s i t o 1 - v · 1 9 (2), July 16, pp. 262-263. 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM W A T S O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1937 a.—Pâtes médicinales and quinquina. The 
treatment of  K'ang Hsi, Emperor of  China 
(1662-1723) <J . Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, 
v. 40 (16), Aug. 16, pp. 187-188. [Wa.] 
1937 b.—Blackwater fever.  A historical survey 
and summary of  observations made over a cen-
tury. 727 pp., pis. Liverpool, London. [W«.] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d BLACKLOCK, 
DONALD BREADALBANE. 
1913 a.—On the non-identity of  Trypanosoma 
brucei, Plimmer and Bradford,  1899, with the 
trypanosome of  the same name from the Uganda 
ox <Proc . Rov. Soc. London, В s. (В 586), v. 86, 
Mar. 6, pp. 187-191. [WA.] 
1913 b.—On the non-identity of  Trypanosoma 
brucei (Plimmer and Bradford,  1899) with the 
trypanosome of  the same name from the Uganda 
ox <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 7 (2), 
June 10, pp. 303-308. [Wa.] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d BOYCE , R U -
DERT WILLIAM. 
1903 a.—A parasitic disease in the haddock (Gadus 
seglefinus)  <Thompson Yates and Johnston Lab. 
Rep., n. s., v . 5 (2), Dec., pp. 105-107, 2 pis., figs. 
1 -8 . [Wa, W " . ] 
1905 a — I d e m [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 36 (4-5) , 21 Feb., p. 149. [W», 
W - , ] 
1906 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] < H y g . Rund-
schau, v. 16 (2), 15 Jan., p. 76. [W a , Wm.] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d CHRISTO-
PHERS, (Sir)  SAMUEL RICKARD. 
1900 a.—Note on certain bodies found  in the glands 
of  two species of Culex <Further Rep. Malaria 
Com. R o y . Soc., London, p. 20, figs.  1 -3 . [W\ 
W · " . ] 
1900 b .—The malaria of  expeditionary forces  and 
the means of  its prevention < Ibidem, pp. 2 0 -
22. [W«, W"\] 
1900 c .—The malarial and blackwater fevers  of 
British Central Africa  < R e p . Malaria Com. 
Roy . Soc., London, pp. 12-42. [Wa, W®.] 
1900 d.—Malarial parasites [Abstract of  1900 c] 
<Veterinarian, London (876), v. 73, 4. s. (552), 
v . 46, Dec., p. 682. [W·, W » , ] 
1900 e.—Distribution of  Anopheles in Sierra Leone. 
Parts I and II <Rep . Malaria Com. Roy . Soc., 
London, pp. 42-75. [W», W » . ] 
1901 a.—The agglutination of  sporozoits. Pre-
liminary note Clbidem, 3. s., pp. 3 -4 . [W», W m , ] 
1901 b .—The malarial infection  of  native children 
<Ibidem, pp. 4-11, pi. 1, figs.  1-11. [Wa, W·».] 
1901 c.—The destruction of  Anopheles in Lagos 
< Ibidem, pp. 14-20, pi. 2. [Wa, W®.] 
1901 d.—Note on malarial fever  on railways under 
construction Clbidem, pp. 20-21, pi. 3. [Wa, 
W * " . ] 
1901 e.—The segregation of  Europeans < Ibidem, 
pp. 21-24. [Wa, Wm.] 
1901 f.—The  proposed site for  European residences 
in the Freetown Hills < Ibidem, 5. s., pp. 2 - 5 , 
1 fig.  [Wa, W m . ] 
1901 g.—The increase in the number of  large mono-
nuclear leucocytes as a diagnostic sign of  malaria 
<Ibidem, pp. 5 -7 . [W a , W m . ] 
1901 h.—Malarial fever  without parasites in the 
peripheral blood Clbidem, pp. 7-10. [Wa, W m . j 
1901 i .—The tonicity of  the blood in malaria and 
blackwater fever  Clbidem, pp. 10-12. [W», 
W m . ] 
1901 k.—Blackwater fever.  Cases I X to X V I . 
Summary and conclusions Clbidem, pp. 12-27. 
[W», Wm.] 
1902 a.—Relation of  malarial endemicity to 
"species" of  Anopheles CRep. Malaria Com. 
R o y . Soc., London, 6. s., pp. 3 - 1 0 , 1 chart. [W®.j 
1902 b .—Idem [Abstract] CArch. Schiffs- u. 
Tropen-Hyg., v. 6 (11), Nov. , pp. 393-395, 
[Wm.] 
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STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d CHRISTO-
PHERS, (Sir)  SAMUEL RICKARD—kltont inued. 
1902 c.—Malaria without parasites in the peri-
pheral blood [Abstract of  1901 h] <Brit. Med. 
J. (2144), v. 1, Feb. 1, p. 279. [W·, W v ] 
1902 d.—Some points in the biology of  the species 
of  Anopheles found  in Bengal CRep. Malaria 
Com. Roy. Soc., London, 6. s., pp. 11-20, 5 figs. 
[ W a , W V ] 
1902 е.—Idem [Abstract] С Arch. Schiffs- u. Tro-
pen-Hyg., v. 6 (10), Oct., p. 366. [ W v ] 
1902 f.—The  relation between enlarged spleen and 
parasite infection  < R e p . Malaria Com. ltov. 
Soc., London, 6. s , pp. 20-23. [W", W v ] 
1902 g.—Idem [Abstract] <Arch. Schiffs- u. Tro-
pen-Hyg , v. 6 (10), Oct., pp. 368-369. [ W v ] 
1902 h.—The classification  of  Indian Anopheles into 
natural groups <Rep . Malaria Com. Roy. S o c , 
London, 7. s , pp. 3-14, 4 pis. [W», W v ] 
1902 i .—The relation of  species of  Anopheles to 
malarial endemicity <Ibidem, pp. 15-19. [Wa , 
W v ] 
1902 k.—Idem. Further report Clbidem, pp. 2 0 -
23. [Wa, Wm.] 
1902 1.—An investigation into factors  which deter-
mine malarial endemicity Clbidem, pp. 23-45, 
12 maps. [Wa, W v ] 
1902 m.—Note on bodies in salivary glands of  Ano-
pheles, etc. Clbidem, pp. 45-46, pi. 5. [W», W v ] 
1903 a.—The practical study of  malaria and other 
blood parasites, v i + 3 7 8 + x x x v pp , 3 pis. Lon-
don. [ W v ] 
1903 b.—Summary of  the researches on native 
malaria and malarial prophylaxis; on blackwater 
fever:  Its nature and prophylaxis CThompson 
Yates and Johnston Lab. В е р , n. s , v. 5 (1), 
A u g , pp. 221-233. [W·, W v ] 
1903 c.—Note on the changes of  the red cell pro-
duced by the malignant tertian parasite CBrit. 
Med. J. (2204), v. 1, Mar. 28, p. 730. [W·, W v ] 
1903 d.—Idem [Abstract] CDeutsehe Med. Wchn-
schr , v. 29 (15), 9 A p r , Litt.-Beilage, p. 90. [W», 
W v ] 
1903 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 c] CMed. R e e , 
Ν . Y . (1692), v. 63 (15), Apr. 11, p. 589. [W», 
Wm, W·.] 
1903 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1903 с] CPhila. Med. 
J. (275), v. 11 (16), Apr. 18, p. 658. [W«, W·».] 
1903 g.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 c] C N . York 
Med. J. (1273), v. 77 (17), Apr. 25, p. 766. ]W«, 
W·", W·.] 
1903 h.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 c] CBull. Inst. 
Pasteur, Paris, v. 1 (6), 15 Mai, p. 229. [W\ 
W m . ] 
1903 i.—The occurrence of  blackwater fever  in 
India CRep. Malaria Com. Roy . S o c , London, 
8. s „ Oct. 10, pp. 3-13. [Wa, Wm.] 
1903 k.—Idem [Abstract] CBull. Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 1 (21), 30 D é c , pp. 859-860. [Wa, 
W"·.] 
1903 1.—Malaria in an Indian Cantonment (Mian 
Mir) : An experimental application of  antimal-
arial measures. Prelimina ry report С Rep. 
Malarial Com. Roy . S o c , London, 8. s , Oct. 10, 
pp. 13-22, 1 map. [W\ W v ] 
1903 m.—Idem [Abstract] CBull. Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 1 (21), 30 D é c , pp. 859-860. [W», W v ] 
1903 n.—Brief  summary of  conclusions arrived at 
in the previous papers CRep. Malaria Com. 
Roy . S o c , London, 8. s , Oct. 10, pp. 22-26. [W a , 
W m . ] 
(1905 a) .—The practical study of  malaria and other 
blood parasites. 2. ed. 396-|-44 pp. London. 
1906 a.—Etude pratique du paludisme et des para-
sites du sang. Traduite de l'anglais par Edmond 
Sergent et Etienne Sergent. Précédée d'une 
préface  du Dr. Roux, iv pp., 1 p. 1, 400 p p , 135 
figs. Paris. [Wm.] 
1908 a.—The practical study of malaria and other 
blood parasites. 3. ed. 414 pp., 128 figs,  6 pis. 
London. [W«.] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; CHRISTOPHER», 
(Sir)  SAMUEL RICKARD ; a n d JAMES, SYDNEY 
PRICE. 
1901 a.—Note on the occurrence of  the Anopheles 
funeatus  and Anopheles costalis in India Clndian 
Med. G a z , v. 36, O c t , p. 361. [ W m . ] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d FANTHAM, 
HAROLD BENJAMIN. 
1910 a.—-On the peculiar morphology of  a trypano-
some from a case of  sleeping sickness and the 
possibility of  its being a new species (T.  rhode-
siense) CProc. Roy. S o c , London (B 561), В s , 
v. 83, Nov. 26, pp. 28-33, pi. 6, figs.  1-25. [Wa.] 
1910 b.—On the peculiar morphology of  a 
trypanosome from a case of  sleeping sickness and 
the possibility of  its being a new species (T.  rhode-
siense) CAnn. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 4 
(3), Dec. 20, pp. 343-350, pi. 22, figs.  1-25. [W·.] 
1912 a.—The measurements of  Trypanosoma 
rhodesiense CProc. Roy . S o c , London, В s. (В 
578), v. 85, June 14, pp. 223-234, charts 1-2 , 
pi. 3. [Wa.] 
1912 b .—The measurement of  Trypanosoma  rho-
desiense CAnn. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v . 6 
(2), July 31, pp. 131-144, tables 1 -8 , charts 1 -2 , 
pi. 13. [W».] 
1912 c.—Trypanosoma  rhodesiense, a second species 
of  Trypanosome producing sleeping sickness in 
man [Abstract of  report before  80. Ann. Meet. 
Brit. Med. Ass , Liverpool, July 24] С Lancet, 
London (4641), v . 183, v. 2 (6), Aug. 10, pp. 386-
387. [Wa, W " . ] 
1912 d.—Trypanosoma  rhodesiense (Stephens and 
Fantham). A second species of  African  trypano-
some producing sleeping sickness in man CBrit. 
Med. J. (2705), v. 2, Nov. 2, pp. 1182-1183. 
[Wa.] 
1913 a.—Tiypanosoma  rhodesiense (Stephens and 
Fantham), a second species of  African  trypano-
some producing sleeping sickness in man. Pre-
fatory  note CTr . 15. Internat. Cong. Hyg. and 
Demog. (Washington, Sept. 23-28, 1912), v. 5 
(2), pp. 615-619. [W».] 
1913 b.—Further measurements of  Trypanosoma 
rhodesiense and T.  gamhiense CAnn. Trop. Med. 
and Parasitol, v . 7 (1), Mar. 31, pp. 27-39, 
charts 1-2 . [Wa.] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d GORDON, 
RUPERT MONTGOMERY. 
1924 a.—The crescent and the red cell CAnn. Troo . 
Med. and Parasitol, v. 18 (2>, Aug. 2, pp. 207-
210, pis. 10-13, figs.  1-48. [Wa.] 
1924 b.—The relative number of  male and female 
crescents CAnn. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 
18 (1), Apr. 30, pp. 55-59. [W»_] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d MACKINNON, 
DORIS LIVINGSTON. 
1917 a .—A preliminary statement on the treatment 
of  Entamoeba histolytica infections  by Alcresta 
ipecac CAnn. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v. 10 
- (4) , Feb. 8, pp. 397-410. [W».] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d NEWSTEAD, 
ROBERT. 
1906 a.—The anatomy of  the proboscis of  biting 
flies С Liverpool School Trop. M e d , Mem. (18), 
pp. 51-74, 6 p i s , figs.  1-29. [W», Wm.] 
1907 a.—The anatomy of  the proboscis of  biting 
flies С Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol, v . 1 (2), 
June 15, pp. 169-198, pis. 12-19, figs.  1-31. 
[W«, Wm.] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d OWEN, 
DONALD UVEDALE. 
1927 a.—Plasmodium ovale CAnn. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol, v . 21 (2), July 22, pp. 293-302, pis. 
19-20. [Wa.] 
STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON ; a n d YORKE, 
WARRINGTON. 
1920 a.—Problems of  filariasis  CBrit. Med. J. 
(3111), v . 2, Aug. 14, pp. 231-232. [W·.] 
1922 a.—A case of  sleeping sickness (T.  gambiense) 
treated by "Bayer 205" С Ann. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol, v . 16 (4), Dec. 30, pp. 421-424. [W·.] 
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STEPHENS, JOHN WILLIAM WATSON : a n d YORKE 
WARRIN G T O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
[1923 a],—Filariasis (In  Byam, W. ; and Archi-
bald, R. O. The practice of  medicine in the 
tropics, London, v. 3, pp. 1903-1953, illus., 
graph.) [W«.] 
STEPHENS, PORTER A . [ U . S. P u b . H e a l t h S e r v . , A t -
l a n t a , G e o r g i a ] ; a n d PRATT, HARRY D . 
1947 a.—Work with residual D D T spray in Puerto 
Rico: A report of  the first  year's work <Science 
(2715), v. 105, Jan. 10, pp. 32-33. [Wv] 
STEPHENS, T. H. IDr., Med. Off.  Health Merthyr]; 
vs. BULL , ALBERT. 
1939 a.—Dog in slaughterhouse [Port Talbot, 
Wales] (Abstract of  evidence given at Merthyr 
Police Court] <Meat Trades' J. (267Л, v. 108, 
July 20, p. 135. [W··.] 
STEPHENSEN, K NUD HENSCH. [See also M o r t e n s e n , 
Theodor; and Stephensen, Knud Hensch] 
1913 a.—Report on the Malacostraca collected by 
the "Tjalfe"-Expedition,  under the direction of 
cand. mag. Ad. S. Jensen, especially at W. Green-
land <Vidensk. Medd. Dansk. Naturh. Fören-
ing Kj (ibenhavn, v. 64, 7. Aartis, v. 4, pp. 57-134, 
tig. 1-36. [We.] [Issued separately May 20, 1912] 
1913 b.—Corrections to the paper on the Malacos-
traca from the Tjalfe-Expedition  <Ibidem, pp. 
329-330. [W·.] [Issued separately Feb. 20] 
1918 a.—Arthrochordeumium appendiculosum n.g. 
n. sp. A new endoparasitic Copepod in the 
Ophiurid Astrocharis gracilis Mrtsn. <Yidensk. 
Medd. Naturh. Förening Kj0benhavn, v. 69, 
pp. 268-275, figs.  7-18. [W·.] 
1929 a.—Marine parasitic, semiparasitic, and non-
pelagic Crustacea Copepoda. Reprinted from 
Zoology of  the Faroes at the expense of  the Carls-
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<Beihefte (1), Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg., 
v. 28, pp. 1-63. [W·.] 
1924 b.—Tropenhygiene. Deutsche kolonialärzt-
liche Tätigkeit <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 50 (20), 16 Mai, pp. 649-651. [W4] 
1934 a.—Die Seuchenbekämpfung  in Deutsch-
Ostafrika  <Med . Welt., v. 8 (39), Sept. 29, pp. 
1366-1368. [W®.] 
1934 b.—Die Seuchenbekämpfung  in Deutsch-
Ostafrika  <Med . Welt, v. 8 (41), Oct. 13, pp. 
1452-1454. [W®.] 
1938 a.—Die französische  Schlafkrankheitsbekämp-
fung  in Kamerun <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 64 (9), Feb. 25, pp. 312-313. [W·.] 
STEUDENEB, FRIEDRICH. [Prof .  D r . , H a l l e ] 
1877 a.—Untersuchungen über den feineren  Bau 
der Cestoden <Abhandl. Naturf.  Gesellsch. 
Halle, v. 13 (4), pp. 277-316, pis. 2S-31. [W», 
W·.] 
1877 b.—Ueber den feineren  Bau der Cestoden 
[Abstract of  1877 a] <Ztschr. Mikr., v. 1 (2), 
Nov., pp. 51-55. [W®.] 
STKUDINO. [Schlachthofdirektor,  Gotha] 
1895 a.—Gotha. Fleischaubericht für  das Jahr 
1894 <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 5 (7), 
Apr., p. 138. [W», W®.] 
1896 a.—Zum Vorkommen der Echinokokken bei 
den Haustieren. Statistischer Beitrag Clbidem, 
v. 6 (7), Apr., pp. 129-130. [W\ W®.] 
1896 b.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., v. 20 (14-15), 10 Oct., p. 549. [Wa, W7®.] 
STEUDTE, BRUNO. [ G r o s s - L o b t e ] 
1937 a.—Kampf  der Vogelmilbe CDeutsche Land-
wirtsch. Gefliigel-Ztg.,  v. 40 (42), July 15, p. 
567, illus. [W7a.] 
STEUER, ADOLF. [Dr., Asst., К. К. Zool. Station, 
Triest] 
1897 a.—Vorläufiger  Bericht über die pelagische 
Thierwelt des Rothen Meeres CSitzungsb. K. 
Akad. Wissensch., Wien, Math.-Naturw. Cl., v . 
106, 1. Abt. (4-7), Apr.-Juli, pp. 407-424, map. 
[Wa.] 
1902 я.—М ytilicola intestinalis n. gen. n. spec, aus 
dem Darme von Mytilus  galloprovincialis Lam. 
(Vorläufige  Mitteilung) CZool. Anz., Leipzig 
(680), v. 25, 1 Sept.,'pp. 635-637, figs.  1-2. ]W», 
W7®.] 
1904 a.—Ueber eine neue Cirripidienlarve aus dem 
Golfe  von Triest CArb. Zool. Inst. LTniv. Wien, 
v. 15 (2), pp. 113-117 (5 pp.), illus. [W·.] 
1908. a.—Materialien zu einer Naturgeschichte der 
adriatischen Sardine COesterr. Fisch.-Ztg., v. 5 
(13), Apr. 1, pp. 206-208; (14), Apr. 15, pp. 226-
228; (17), June 1, pp. 278-279; (26), Oct. 15, 
pp. 422-423; (27), Nov. 1, pp. 438-439, illus. 
[W-.J 
1928 a.—On the geographical distribution and 
affinity  of  the appendiculate trematodes parasi-
tizing marine plankton copepods CJ. Parasitol., 
v. 15 (2), Dec., pp. 115-120, 1 fig.  [Wa.] 
1928 b.—Ueber Ellobiopsis chattoni Caullery 1910, 
einen ectoparasitischen Flagellaten marine Copc-
poden CArch. Protistenk., Jena, v. 60 (3), 14 
Feb., pp. 501-510, figs.  1-10. [W·.] 
1932 a.—Ueber Ellobiopsis elongata n. sp. aus dem 
Südatlantik CNote (5) 1st. Italo-German. Biol. 
Márina Rovigno Istria, 6 pp., illus. [W '.] 
STEUER, ARTHUR PAUL. 
(1922 a).—Beiträge zur Geschichte der Aetiologie 
und Therapie der Dasselbeule beim limile. Diss. 
(Dresden). 
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STEUERT, I,. [Dr., K. Prof., Landwirtsch. Akad. 
Weinenstephan] 
1004 a.—Das Buch vom gesunden und kranken 
Haustier. Leichtverständlicher Ratgeber. 
Pferde,  Rinder, Schafe,  Schweine, Hunde und 
Geflügel  zu schützen und zu heilen. .3. neubear-
beitete Aufl.  xii+467 pp., 345 figs. Berlin. 
[Wv] 
1921 a.—Cuidado de los animales agrícolas sanos, 
y enfermos.  Guía práctica para la manutención, 
crianza y curación de caballos, bueyes, ovejas, 
cabras, cerdos, perros y aves de corral. 7. ed. 
522 pp., 380 figs. Barcelona. [W».] 
STEULLET, ALFREDO. See Mazza, Salvador; Deautier, 
Enrique; and Steullet, Alfredo;  and Mazza, 
Salvador; Steullet, Alfredo;  and Deautier, En-
rique. 
STEULLET, R. [Méd.-Capitaine, Lab. Sahariens, 
Inst. Pasteur Algérie] 
1931 a.—Un cas de parasitisme de l'urèthre 
par une sangsue, Limnatis nilotica (Savigny, 
1820) <Areh. Inst. Pasteur Algérie, v. 9 (3), 
Sept., pp. 481-483. [W·.] 
STEVEN, JOHN LINDSAY. [ 1 8 5 9 - 1 9 0 9 ] [ M . D . , G l a s -
gow] [»See also Fotheringham, John; and Steven, 
John Lindsay] 
1884 a.—Account of  the examination of  the speci-
mens [of  hydatid cysts] <Glasgow Med. J., 4. s., 
v. 22 (6), Dec., pp. 431-433. [W<v] 
1S85 a.—Case of  hydatid cyst of  the right kidney 
< Ibidem, v. 23 (6), June, pp. 429-433. [W· , ] 
STEVEN, JOHN LINDSAY ; a n d BROWN, JOHN. 
1893 a.—On the so-called parasitic Protozoa of 
cancer <J. Path, and Bacteriol., v. 2 (1), Oct., 
pp. 26-34, pis. 5-6. [W*, W " . ] 
STSVF.NEL, LÉON . [ Ins t . H y g . e t P r o p h y l a x i e C a y -
enne] [See also Noe, Fernand; and Stévenel, 
Léon] 
1911 a.—Les cro-cro de la région de Zinder et leur 
identification  avec l'ulcère phagédénique des 
pays chauds, et le bouton d'Orient <Bull. Soc. 
Path. Exot,, v. 4 (4), 12 Avril, pp. 180-181. 
[W-.] 
1913 a.—Quelques observations et examens micro-
biologiques faits  à Pointe à Pitre <Bull. Soc. 
Path. Exot., v. 6 (5), 14 Mai, pp. 356-358. [Wv] 
1917 a.—Présence à la Martinique d'ulcérations 
de la peau dues à Leishmania americana <BuU. 
Soc. Path. Exot., v. 10 (5), 9 Mai, pp. 379-381. 
[W».] 
1923 a.—Spirochétose ressemblant cliniquement à 
la fièvre  jaune observée dans la Haute Côte 
d'Ivoire <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 16 (4), 11 
Avr., pp. 238-241. [Wv] 
1925 a.—Essais de traitement des parasitoses intes-
tinales par le tétrachlorure de carbone en cap-
sules <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 18 (6), 10 Juin, 
pp. 460-464. [Wv] 
1931 a.—Le parasitisme des indigènes en France et 
leur déparasitation <Presse Méd., v. 39 (63), 8 
Août, p. 1193. [Wv] 
[1931 b],—Le parasitisme intestinal des indigènes 
coloniaux en France. Essais de traitements de 
déparasitation <2. Cong. Internat. Path. Comp. 
(Paris, 14-18 Oct.), v. 1, Rapports, pp. 410-417. 
[Wv] 
STÉVENEL, LÉON ; a n d BERNY , P . 
1935 a.—Action de La cyanamide de chaux en solu-
tion à 3/1000* sur les ankylostomes <Bull. Soc. 
Path. Exot., v. 28 (8), pp. 714-715. [Wv] 
1935 b.—Présence du physaloptère tronqué dans le 
gésier d'un poulet à Cayenne <Bull. Soc. Path. 
Exot., v. 28 (9), pp. 827-828. [Wv] 
STEVENS, A. D. [M. D., Dunham, Quebec] 
18S8 a.—Rarity of Taenia in the country <Canada 
Med. Ree., v. 16 (12), Sept., pp. 268-270. [Wm.] 
STEVENS, A. J. [M. D., Maiden, Massachusetts] 
1903 a.—Cocoanuts for  worms [Letter to editor 
dated Apr. 27] <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 40 (19), 
May 9, pp. 1299-1300. [W», W - , Wv] 
STEVENS, ALEXANDER R , [ M . D „ N e w Y o r k C i t y l 
1935 a,—Schistosomiasis involvement of  the upper 
urinary tract; report of  patient with papillomata 
of  renal pelvis, ureter, and later of  bladder <Tr. 
Am. Ass. Genito-Urin. Surg. (47. Ann. Meet. 
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., June 6-8), v. 28, 
pp. 275-285. [W·".] 
1940 a.—Schistosomiasis infestation  with involve-
ment of  the upper urinary tract. Report of  pa-
tient with papillary epitheliomata of  renal pelvis, 
ureter and later of  bladder <Urol. and Cutan. 
Rev., v. 44 (11), Nov., pp. 681-685, illus. [W>v] 
STEVENS, AMOS HENRY . [ 1 8 9 9 - ] [ M . D . , M a s s a -
chusetts Gen. Hosp.] See Rackemann, Francis 
Minot; and Stevens, Amos Henry. 
STEVENS, ARTHUR ALBERT. [ 1 8 6 5 - ] [ M . D . , 
Prof., Path., Woman's Med. Coll. Penn.] 
1902 a.—The circulatory system. (In  Hektoen and 
Riesman. An American textbook of  pathology 
for  the use of  students and practitioners of  medi-
cine and surgery, pp. 496-554, figs.  162-179. 
Philadelphia and Ixmdon.) [W», W m . ] 
1924 a.—A text-book of  therapeutics. Including 
the essentials of  pharmacology and materia 
medica. 6. ed. 793 pp. 24 cm. Philadelphia 
and London. [Wv] 
STEVENS, ARTHUB II. [Dept. Biol., Univ. Notre 
Dame] See Seamster, Aaron; and Stevens, 
Arthur Ii. 
STEVENS, ASHLEY. 
1933 a.—¡Ixodes ricinus] <Rep. 32. Internat. Conf. 
Nat. Sheep Breeders' Ass. (Derby, July 3), p. 
19. [Iiib. Zool. Div.] 
STEVENS, C. C. [Dr., Sandusky, Michigan] 
1910 a.—A few of  the internal parasites of  the horse 
and sheep <Am. Vet, Rev., v. 37 (1), July, pp. 
522-524. [Wv] 
1910 b.—Some parasites in sheep and horses <Am. 
Vet. Rev., v. 37 (1), Apr., pp. 60-61. [Wv] 
STEVENS, F . L . ; a n d YOUNG, PAUL AI.LEN. 
1927 a.—On the use of  the terms saprophyte and 
parasite <Phytopathology, v. 17 (6), June, pp. 
409-411. [Wv] 
STEVENS, G . G . [ G r o t o n , N . Y . ] 
1938 a.—Mercurial poisoning CCornell Vet., v. 28 
(1), Jan., pp. 50-52, illus. [Wv] 
STEVENS, GEORGE MICHAEL . [ 1 8 7 0 - ] [ M . D . , 
Los Angeles City Health Dept.] See Vener, Hy-
man Israel; and Stevens, George Michael. 
STEVENS, H. S. [Fontana, California] 
1938 a.—Pullet enemies <Pacific  Rural Press, vear 
68, v. 135 (12), Mar. 19, p. 349. [Wv] 
STEVENS, H. W. See Wolbach, Simeon Burt; Chap-
man, W. H.; and Stevens, H. W. 
STEVENS, I. M. [F. A. P. Η. Α., California  State 
Dept. Public Health, San Francisco, Calif.]  .See 
Porter, Giles Scammon; Beck, M. Dorothy; and 
Stevens, I. M. 
STEVENS, JOHN. [F . R . M . S . ] 
1912 a.—Note on Proales (Notommata) gigantea 
Glascott, a rotifer  parasitic in the egg of  the 
water-snail <J. Quekett Micr. Club, 2. s. (71), 
v. 11, Nov., pp. 481-486, pi. 24, figs.  1-5. [Wv] 
STEVENS, NEIL EVERETT . [ 1 8 8 7 - ] [ P h . D . , 
University Illinois, Urbana] [See also Christie, 
Jesse Roy; and Stevens, Neil Everett] 
1931 a.—Field observations on strawberry dwarf 
<Circular (174), U. S. Dept. Agrie., June, 8 pp., 
fig.  1. [Wv] 
1933 a.—Can a publication be camouflaged? 
<Science, n. s. (1992), v. 77, Mar. 3, p. 239. 
[Wv] 
STEVENS, NETTIE MARIA . [ 1 8 6 2 - 1 9 1 2 ] [See also 
Boveri, Theodor; and Stevens, Nettie Maria] 
1901 a.— Studies on ciliate Infusoria  <Proc. Calif. 
Acad. Sc., Zool., 3. s., v. 3 (1), May 4, 42 pp., pis. 
1-6, figs.  1-84. [W», Wv] 
1901 b.—Notes of  regeneration in Planaria lugubris 
<Arch. Entwcklngsmechn. Organ., v. 13 (3), 17 
Dec., pp. 396-409, figs. Α -B, pi. 17, figs.  1-13. 
[Wm.] 
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STEVENS, NETTIE M A R I A : — C o n t i n u e d . 
1902 a.—Idem. (Bryn Mawr Coll. Monographs. 
Contrib. Biol. Lab. Reprint ser , v. 1 (2), D e c , 
pp. 396-409, figs. Α -B , pi. 17, figs.  1-13. ) [W«.j 
1903 a.—Further studies on the ciliate Infusoria, 
Licnophora and Boveria <Arch. Protistenk, 
Jena, v. 3 (1), pp. 1-43, pis. 1 -6 , figs.  1-96. [Wa , 
W m . ] 
1904 a.—On the germ cells and the embryology of 
Planaria simplissima [sic] <Proc . Acad. Nat. 
Sc. Phi la , v. 56 (1), F e b , pp. 208-220, figs.  A - E , 
pis. 13-16, figs.  1-58. [W*, W».] 
1907 a.—A histological study of  regeneration in 
Planaria simplicissima, Planaria maculata and 
Planaria morgani CArch. Entwcklngsmechn. 
Organ, v. 24 (2), 12 A u g , pp. 350-373, figs.  A - M , 
pis. 7 -9 , figs.  1-60. [W" . ] 
1909 a.—The effect  of  ultra-violet light upon the 
developing eggs of Ascaris megalocephala <Arch. 
Entwcklngsmechn. Organ, v. 27 (4), 15 Juni, 
pp. 622-639, pis. 19-21, figs.  1-67. [W».] 
1910 a.—The chromosomes and conjugation in 
Boverià subcylindrica, var. concharum <Arch . 
Protistenk, Jena, v. 20 (2), pp. 126-131, figs.  1 -
22. [W«.] 
STEVENS, NETTIE MARIA ; a n d BORING, ALICE M I D -
DLETON. 
1905 a.—Regeneration in Polychœrus caudatus < J . 
Exper. Z o o l , v. 2 (3), A u g , pp. 335-346, figs. 
A - X , pis. 1 -2 , figs.  1-13. [W», W«.] 
1906 a.—Planaria morgani n. sp. <Proc . Acad. 
Nat. Sc. Phi la , v. 58 (1), Jan . -Apr , pp. 7-9, pi. 
1, figs.  1-10. [Published May 18] [W a , W«.] 
STEVENS, WILLIAM MITCHELL. [ M . D , P a t h -
ologist, Cardiff  Infirmary,  London] 
1901 a.—The spontaneous cure of  hydatid cysts 
<Brit . Med. J. (2106), v. 1, May 11, pp. 1139-
1140, 1 fig.  [Wa, W » . ] 
1901 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Phila. Med. J. (179), 
v . 7 (22), June 1, p. 1038. [W>, W » , W«.] 
1901 c .—Idem [Abstract of  1901 a] < M e d . News, 
N. Y . (1485), v . 78 (26), June 29, p. 1026. [W a , 
W « , W·.] 
1902 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 a] <Centralbl. 
Med. Wissensch, v. 40 (2), 11 J a n , pp. 25-26. 
[Wm.] 
STEVENS, W . W . ; a n d DOWNING , CHARLES. 
1900 a.—Special report of  the Indiana State Board 
of  Agriculture on the hog. 198 pp., pis. In-
dianapolis. [Wa . ] 
STEVENSON, ALBERT F . See P h e l p s , E a r l e В . ; a n d 
Stevenson, Albert F. 
STEVENSON, ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL. [ M . B , D . P . H , 
Wellcome Bureau Scient. Research] [See also 
Dobell, C. Clifford;  and Stevenson, Archibald 
Campbell; and Sheather, Alfred  Leslie; and 
Stevenson, Archibald Campbell] 
1911 a.—Coccidiosis of  the intestine in the goat 
< 4 . Rep. Wellcome Trop. Research L a b , v. A : 
M e d , pp. 355-359, pis. 19-20. [Wm.] 
1911 b .—A few notes on the protozoa parasitic in 
Bufo  regularía  in Khartoum < 4 . Rep. Wellcome 
Trop. Research L a b , v. A : M e d , pp. 359-361, 
figs.  107-108, pi. 21, figs.  1-5 . [Wa.] 
1911 c.—Peculiar bodies found  in the intestinal 
lymphoid follicles  of  an Egyptian <4 . Rep. Well-
come Trop. Research L a b , v. A : M e d , pp. 369-
370, fig.  118, pi. 22, figs.  2-6 . [Wa.] 
1915 a.—Klossiella  muris <Quart. J. Micr. Sc., 
n. s. (241), v. 61 (1), May, pp. 127-135, pi. 10, 
figs.  1-38. [Wa.] 
1917 a.—Trypanosomés in the brain tissue of  an ex-
perimental guinea-pig < T r . Soc. Trop. Med. 
and H y g , London, v. 11 (2), D e c , p. 104, 1 p i , 
figs.  1-4. [Wm.] 
1918 a.—The presence of trypanosomés in brain 
substance. Preliminary note <J . Trop. Med. 
and H y g , London, v. 21 (2), Jan. 15, p. 17, 1 p i , 
figs.  1 -6 . [Wa.] 
STEVENSON, ARCHIBALD C A M P B E L L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1919 a.—[Presence of trypanosomés in the young of 
infected  animals] [Letter to editor dated Nov. 
12] <J . Trop. Med. and H y g , London, v. 22 
(22), Nov. 15, p. 212. [Wv] 
1921 a.—[Extravascular distribution of trypano-
somés] [Exhibit before  Lab. Meeting, Dec. 17, 
1920] <Tr . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and H y g , v. 14 
(5), Jan. 21, p. 74. [W».] 
1922 a,—Demonstration of  sections showing Try-
panosoma gambiense in the brain substance of  a 
case of  sleeping sickness < T r . Roy. Soc. Trop. 
Med. and H y g , v. 16 (3), 22. June, p. 135, pi. 
figs.  1-5 . [Issued Sept, 1922] [W».] 
1922 b.—The incidence of  a Leptospira in the kid-
neys and of  parasites in the intestines of  one 
hundred wild rats examined in England < A m . 
J. Trop. M e d , v. 2 (1), Jan, pp. 77-83, pl. 1, 
figs.  1-2. [Wa.] 
[1922 c].—Idem < T r . Am. Soc. Trop. Med. (17. 
Ann. Meet. Hot Springs, Arkansas, Nov. 14-15, 
1921), pp. 77-83, pl. 1, figs.  1-2 . [Wa.] 
1922 d.—Negri-like bodies in cells of  the sheep-ked 
[Exhibit l>efore  Lab. Meet. S ò c , 16 Mar.] < T r . 
Roy . Soc. Trop. Med. and H y g , v. 16 (1-2), 16 
Mar.-18 May, p. 19. [Issued July] [Wa.] 
1923 a.—[li fe  cycle of Filaria loa] <J . Trop. Med. 
and H y g , London, v. 26 (1), Jan. 1, p. 17. [W».j 
1923 b.—Notes on the pathological changes in the 
brain of  a case of  sleeping sickness <Tr . Roy . 
Soc. Trop. Med. and H y g , v. 16 (7), Jan. 18, pp. 
384-388, 1 p i , figs.  1-4. [Wa.] 
1925 a,—[Sections demonstrating presence of  free 
iron in eggs of  Schistosoma japonicum and S. 
mansoni] <Tr . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and y g , 
v. 19 (1-2), July, p. 9. [W».] 
STEVENSON, ARCHIBALD CAMPBELL; a n d WENYON, 
CHARLES MORLEY. 
1915 a.—Note on the occurrence of Lankesteria 
culicis in West Africa  <J . Trop. Med. and H y g , 
London, v. 18 (17), Sept, 1, p. 196. [W>.] 
STEVENSON, CHARLES WILLIAM . [ 1 8 8 9 - ] [ M . 
D , Wichita Falls, Texas] 
1928 a.—Giardiasis: Report of  cases <Texas State 
J. M e d , v. 23 (9), J a n , pp. 596-599. [Bara·.] 
STEVENSON, DOUGLAS STUART [ M . B . E , M . B , C h . 
В , F . R . F . P . S . ] ; a n d HEGGIE, JAMES FERGUSON. 
1938 a.—Echinococcus disease: Hydatid cysts in 
lung and in liver. A report on two cases, with 
illustrations <Glasgow Med. J. v. 130, n. (7th) 
s , v. 12 (1), July, pp. 25-28, pis. [ W » J 
STEVENSON, DWIGHT SANTIAGO. See S a n t i a g o - S t e v -
enson, Dwight. 
STEVENSON, EARLE CLEMENT . [ 1 8 7 S - ] [ M . D . » 
Gothenburg, Nebraska] [See also Garrison, 
Philip Eugene; Ransom, Brayton Howard; and 
Stevenson, Earle Clement; and Stiles, Charles 
Wardell; and Stevenson, Earle Clement.] 
1904 a.—Variation in the hooks of  the dog tape-
worms, Taenia serrata and Taenia  serialis. Part 1 
CUniv. Studies, Univ. Nebraska, v. 4 (3), July 
15, pp. 191-210 (20 pp.), pis. 1-6, figs.  1-50. 
[Wv] [For  Part 2, see Engberg, C. C , Ibidem, 
1904, pp. 211-230 (pp. 21-40).] 
1904 b.—Idem. Reprint <Studies Zool. L a b , 
Univ. Nebraska (59), July 15, pp. 409-428, pis. 
1-6 , figs.  1-50. [W», W·. ] [Part 2, by C. C. 
Engberg, pp. 429-448.] 
1904 c .—A new parasite (Strongylus quadriradiatus 
n. sp.) found  in the pigeon. (Preliminary re-
port) <Circular (47) Bureau Animal Indust , 
U. S. Dept. Agrie , 6 pp., figs.  1-10. [Wa, W v ] 
1905 a.—The external parasites of  hogs, being 
articles on the hog louse (Haematopinus suis) and 
mange, or scabies, of  hogs <Bull . (69) Bureau 
Animal Indust, U. S. Dept. Agrie , 44 pp., figs. 
1-29. [Wa, W v ] 
1905 b.—Variation in the hooks of  the dog tape-
worms, Taenia serrata and Taenia  serialis, with a 
discussion of  the mathematical results by Eng-
berg, C. C. [Abstract of  1904 a] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol, 1. Abt., Re f , v. 37 (11-14), 11 Nov. , 
p. 420. [W», Wm.] 
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STEVENSON, F. C. [Longford,  Tasmania] 
1892 a.—Hydatid rash, with marked collapse, after 
simple puncture <Australas. Med. Gaz. (133), v. 
11 (13), Oct. 15, p. 376. [W®.] 
STEVENSON, FREDERICK JAMES. [ 1 8 8 6 - ] [ D i v . 
Fruit and Veg. Crops and Dis., Bureau Plant 
Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., Washington, D. C.] 
1945 a.—Potato breeding, genetics, and cytology: 
Review of  recent literature < A m . Potato J., v. 
22, (2), Feb., pp. 36-52. [W*.] 
STEVENSON, LIONEL. [Prov. Zool., Ontario Vet. Coll., 
Guelph] 
1928 a.—Parasites injurious to sheep <Bull . (337), 
Ontario Dept. Agrie., July, pp. 1-29, 19 figs. 
[W».] 
1928 b.—Parasites injurious to swine <Bull. (340), 
Ontario Dept. Agrie., Oct., pp. 1-20, 16 figs. 
[W».] 
[1930? a].—Common animal parasites injurious to 
sheep in eastern Canada. [Published under the 
auspices of  the Eastern Canada Society of  Ani-
mal Production, as a contribution from the com-
mittee on Animal Health.] 46 pp., figs.  1-20. 
[n.p.] [Issued by Dominion Dept. of Agrie. 
Canada] [WX] 
[1930? b],—Les parasites du mouton dans l'est du 
Canada . . . Contribution du Comité de l 'hy-
giène des animaux, publiée sous les auspices de la 
Société de production animale de l'est du Canada. 
Manuscrit préparé par le Dr. Idonei Stevenson 
. . . Traduit en français  par C. E. Mortureux. 
[French version of  [1930?] 46 pp.] 50 pp., illus. 
[n.p.] [Wa.] 
1930 c .—The warble flies <Bull . (350), Ontario 
Dept. Agrie., Jan., pp. 1-11, 7 figs. [W1 . ] 
1931 a.—Parasites injurious to poultry <Bull. 
(363), Ontario Dept. Agrie., June, pp. 1-18, 13 
figs.  [Wa.] 
1934 a.—Bot flies  and their control <Bull . (378), 
Ontario Dept. Agrie., Nov., 13 pp., illus. [Wa.] 
1934 b.—The warble fly.  What Canada is doing 
[Radio talk, Toronto, Feb. 7] <Leather Trades' 
Rev. (2503), v . 47, Mar. 14, pp. 314-315. [Wa.] 
1935 a,—Provincial zoologist < R e p . Ontario Min. 
Agrie. (1933-34), pp. 1Ó1-102. [WX] 
1935 b.—Warble fly  control in Ontario <65. Ann. 
Rep. Entom. Soc. Ontario (1934), pp. 81-83. 
[W«.] 
1936 a.—Parasites injurious to swine <Bull. (380), 
Ontario Dept. Agrie., Jan., 12 pp., illus. [W»,j 
1936 b.—Provincial zoologist <Rep . Ontario Mill. 
Agrie. (1935-36), pp. 109-111. [Wa.] 
1937 a.—Provincial zoologist <Rep . Ontario Min. 
Agrie. (1936-37), pp. 101-103. [Wa.] 
1938 a.—Provincial zoologist < R e p . Ontario Min. 
Agrie. (1937-38), pp. 130-131. [Wa . ] 
1939 a.—Food poisoning in foxes  and mink < R e p . 
Ontario Vet. Coll. (1938), pp. 4.5-49. [W*.] 
1939 b.—Lung worm of  the fox  <Fur Trade J. 
Canada, v. 16 (6), Feb., p. 4. [Wa.] 
1939 c.—Provincial zoologist < R e p . Ontario Min. 
Agrie. (1938-39), pp. 124-125. [Wa.] 
1940 a.—-Coccidiosis in mink <Fur Trade J. Can-
ada, v. 17 (6), Feb., p. 3. [Wa.] 
1940 b.—Coccidiosis in mink <Vet , Digest, v. 2 
(7), Feb., pp. 207. [WX] 
1940 c.—Fur animal autopsies <Canad. Silver Fox 
and Fur, v. 6 (8), Aug., pp. 26-27. [WX] 
1940 d.—The mink kit maggot fly  (Wohlfahrila 
[sic] vigil) <Fur Trade J. Canada, v. 17 (7), Mar., 
p. 3. [Wa.] 
1940 e.—Report of  provincial entomologist. Re-
search and experimental work <Rep . Ontario 
Min. Agrie. (1939-40), pp. 86-89. [W\] 
1941 a,—Factors on which growth depends 
<Canad. Silver Fox and Fui-, v. 7 (7), July, pp. 
6-7 , 9. [W».] 
1941 b.—Report of  the provincial zoologist < R e p . 
Ontario Vet. Coll. (1940), pp. 35-36. [W·.] 
STEVENSON, L I O N E L — C o n t i a u e d . 
1942 a.—Animal trouble carriers and their control 
CCanad. Silver Fox and Fur, v. 8 (6), June, pp. 
19-22; (7), July, p. 9. [W·.] 
1942 b.—Animal trouble carriers and their control 
<Fur Trade J. Canada, v. 19 (12), Aug., pp. 6 -7 , 
23-24. (Wa.] 
1942 c.—Cattle lice and how to control them <Bull . 
(420), Ontario Dept. Agrie., Mar., 10 pp., illus. 
[Wa.] 
1942 d.—Report of  the provincial zoologist <Rep . 
Ontario Vet. Coll. (1941), pp. 29-30. [W«.] 
1942 е.—Swine parasite control <Bull . (422), On-
tario Dept. Agrie., Oct., 8 pp., illus. [Wa.J 
1943 a,—The domestic rabbit <Bull . (434), On-
tario Dept. Agrie., May, 23 pp., illus. [Wa.] 
1943 b.—The rabbit—in health and disease <Fur 
Trade J. Canada, v. 20 (6), Feb., p. 25. [Wa.] 
1943 c.—Report of  the provincial zoologist < R e p . 
Ontario Vet. Coll. (1942), pp. 44-46. [Wa.] 
1944 a.—Report of  the provincial zoologist < R e p . 
Ontario Vet. Coll. (1943), pp. 30-31. [W».] 
1945 a.—Department of  zoology < R e p . Ontario 
Vet, Coll. (1944), pp. 31-32. [WX] 
STEVENSON, R . T . [Univ. Wisconsin] 
1942 a.—Use of  calcium chloride to isolate helminth 
ova from soil (Program and Abstr. 18. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., New York City, Dec. 
28-30) <J . Parasitol., v. 28 (6), Dec. Suppl., 
p. 24. [Wa.] 
STEVENSON, ROBERT . [ S u r g . , G i l m e r t o n , M i d L o -
thian] 
1807 a.—Cases of  sickness [in sheep]. [See Dun-
can, Andrew1 , 1807 a] <Prize Essays and Tr. 
Highland Soc. Scotland, v. 3, pp. 380-385. [Wa.] 
1807 b.—Cases of  dysentery [in sheep]. [See Dun-
can, Andrew1 , 1807 a] Clbidem, pp. 420-424. 
[Wa.] 
1807 c .—The classification  of  the diseases of  sheep, 
according to the part of  the body in which they 
are seated; classification  according to the nature 
of  the disease; and classification  according to the 
ages of  sheep, which they are most apt to affect. 
[See  Duncan, Andrew1 , 1807 a] <Prize Essays 
and Tr. Highland Soc. Scotland, v. 3, pp. 530-
532. [Wa.] 
STEVENSON, THOMAS. 
1883 a.—Medical jurisprudence <Encycl . Brit., 9. 
ed., v. 15, pp. 778-783. [W», ff·, V/».] 
STEVENSON, W . G . [ D r . ] 
1940 a.—Phenothiazine <Vet . Digest, v . 2 (7), 
Dee., pp. 201-204. [W».] 
1947 a.—Sodium sulfamethazine  control coccidiosis 
< Milling and Feed, v. 27 (3), Mar., pp. 12, 38. 
[Wa.] 
1949 a.—Feed sulfa  drugs and infectious  disease 
<Milling and Feed, v. 30 (4), Apr., pp. 18, 42. 
[Wa.] 
STEVENSON, WILLIAM EDWARD [ M . В . , В . S . D u r h . , 
Med. Supt., Ministry Pensions Hosp., Maghull] 
See Broughton-Alcock, William·; Stevenson, Wil-
liam Edward; and Worster-Drought, Cecil 
Charles. 
STEVER, A . C . [ V e t . I n s p e c t , , B . A . I . ] 
1912 a.—How will the eradication of  the cattle tick 
benefit  the practicing veterinarian? < A m . Vet. 
Rev., v . 41 (1), Apr., pp. 23-29; (2), May , pp. 
158-163. [Wa.] 
STEWARD, J . S . [ M . R . С . V . S . , D . V . S . M . ] 
[1932 a].—A note on Simulium sp. attacking horses 
and cattle in Herefordshire  < 2 . Rep. Director, 
Inst. Animal Path., Univ. Cambridge (1931), pp. 
194-197. [W«.] 
[1932 b].—A list of  parasites examined during the 
year <2 . Rep. Director, Inst. Animal Path., 
Univ. Cambridge (1931), pp. 200-203. [Wa.J 
[1932 с].—Some nematode parasites of  the British 
fallow  deer (Dama dama) <2 . Rep. Director, 
Inst. Animal Path., Univ. Cambridge (1931), pp. 
198-199. [W».] 
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[1933 a).—The occurrence of  Onchocerca cervicalis 
in cases of  fistulous  withers and poll evil <3 . 
Rep. Director, Inst. Animal Path., Univ. Cam-
bridge (1932-33), pp. 285-297, 4 pis., figs.  1-7. 
[WM 
[1933 b].-—Onchocerca cervicalis (Railliet and Henry, 
1910) and its development in Culicoidea nubecvlo-
sus Mg. <3 . Rep. Director, Inst. Animal Path., 
Univ. Cambridge (1932-33) pp. 272-284, figs. 
1-3, 9 pis., figs.  4-21. [Wv] 
1933 c.—Preparations illustrating the life  history 
of  the filarial  worm Onchocerca cervicalis of  the 
horse [Demonstration, 16 Mar.] <Tr . Roy. Soc. 
Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 27 (1), 29 June, pp. 6-7. 
[Wv] 
1935 a.—Fistulous withers and poll-evil. Equine 
and bovine onchocerciasis compared, with an 
account of  the life-histories  of  the parasites con-
cerned <Vet. Ree., n.s., v. 15 (52), Dec. 28, pp. 
1563-1575, 4 pis., figs.  1-10. [W·.] 
1936 a.—Fistulous withers and poll-evil. Equine 
and bovine onchocerciasis compared, with an 
account of  the life-histories  of  the parasites con-
cerned [Discussion of  1935 a] <Vet. Ree., n.s., 
v. 16 (7), Feb. 15, pp. 175-181. [W·.] 
1937 a.—The occurrence of  Onchocerca gutturosa 
Neumann in cattle in England, with an account 
of  its life  history and development in Simulium 
ornalum Mg. < Parasitology, v. 29 (2), Apr. 30, 
pp. 212-219, pi. [Wv] 
1943 a.—Trombicula  autumnalis Shaw and its asso-
ciation with seasonal pruritus in the dog <Vet. 
Ree. (2872), v. 55 (30), July 24, pp. 289-290, 
illus. [W·.] 
1946 a.—The diagnosis of  onchocerciasis <Vet. 
Ree. (3023), v. 58 (24), June 15, p. 261. [Wv] 
1946 b.—Application of  "gammexane" to arthro-
pods of  veterinary importance <Nature, London 
(4018), v. 158, Nov. 2, pp. 636-637. [Wv] 
1947 a.—Application of  'gammexane' to arthropods 
of  veterinary importance <Vet. Ree. (3054), v. 
59 (3), Jan. 18, pp. 27-28. [Wv] 
1947 b.—Action of  gammexane on arthropods of 
medical and veterinary importance <Tr . Roy. 
Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 40 (5), May, pp. 
559-565. [Wv] 
1947 c.—Coccidiosis in the dog: Dosage of  sul-
phamezathine in relation to its potential use 
<Vet. Ree. (3620), v. 59 (29), Aug. 2, pp. 378-
379. [Wv] 
1947 d.—Host-parasite specificity  in coccidia: in-
fection  of  the chicken with the turkey coccidium, 
Eimeria mdeagridis <Parasitology, v. 38 (3), 
July, pp. 157-159. [Issued July 24] [Wv] 
1947 e.—The mounting of  biological specimens in 
perspex (methyl methacrylate monomer) < T r . 
Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 41 (1), Sept., 
pp. 14-15. [Wv] 
1947 f.—The  treatment of  bovine coccidiosis with 
4:4'-diamino diphenyl sulphone <Vet. Ree. 
(3054), v. 59 (3), Jan. 18, pp. 21-27. [Wv] 
1950 a.—Living specimens of  Hippobosca  equina L. 
and its wingless relation Melophagus  ovinus L. 
[Abstract of  report read Nov. 17] < T r . Roy. Soc. 
Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 43 (4), Jan., pp. 365-
366. [Wv] 
STEWARDSON, THOMAS. See E l l i o t s o n , J o h n , 1844 a . 
STEWART, ALEXANDER DRON . [ L t . - C o l . , C a l c u t t a ] 
[See also  Ghosh, Birendra Nath, 1935 a] 
1911 a.—Two cases of  ascariasis <Indian Med. 
Gaz., v. 46 (1), Jan., pp. 16-17; 2 charts. [ W » l 
STEWART, ALEXANDER DRON ; a n d MOORTHY, V . 
NARASIMHA. 
1933 a.—Aqueous extract of  young bamboo shoots 
and leaves.—Some of  their insecticidal and larvi-
cidal properties [Abstract] <Proc . Indian Sc. 
Cong. (Patna, Jan. 2-7) , p. 395. [Wv] 
STEWART, CHARLES. 1 
(1802 a).—Elements of  natural history; being an 
introduction to the Systeme. Natura of  Lin-
nfieus.  2 v. London and Edinburgh. 
1811 a.—List of  insects found  in the neighbourhood 
of  Edinburgh < M e m . Werner. Nat. Hist. Soc. 
(1808-10), v. 1, pp. 566-577. [W·.] 
1817 a.—-Elements of  the natural history of  the 
animal kingdom: Comprising the characters of 
the whole genera, and of  the most remarkable 
species, particularly those that are natives of 
Britain; with the principal circumstances of  their 
history and manners. 2. v., pis. Edinburgh. 
[Wv] 
STEWART, CHARLES. ' [ 1 8 4 0 - 1 9 0 7 ] [F. L . S . , H o n . 
Sec. R . M. S . l 
1875 a.—Notes on Bucephalus polymorphus. [Read 
June 2] <Month. Micr. J. (79), v. 14. Julv, pp. 
1-2, pi. 107, figs.  1-5. [W\ W'\ W v ] 
STEWART, CHARLES. ' [ M . D „ P h i l a d e l p h i a ] 
1928 a.—Ascaris passed by mouth [Letter to edi-
tor] <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 91 (8), Aug. 25, pp. 
583-584. [Wv] 
STEWART, CHARLES E . [ 1 8 6 9 - ] [ M . D . ] 
1899 a.—An unsuspected case of  trichinosis dis-
covered while making an examination of  some 
pathological tissue for  the purpose of  determin-
ing the nature of  a suspected malignant growth 
< M o d . Med., Battle Creek, v. 8 (3), Mar., pp. 
53-56, 1 fig.  [W- . ] 
STEWART, CHARLES MONTGOMERY. [ 1 9 0 5 - ] 
[M. D., Los Angeles County Hosp., Calif.l  See 
Gilbert, Elmer Wilhelm; and Stewart, Charles 
Montgomery. 
STEWART, CHARLES MUSGRAVE. [ M a j o r , A r m y V e t . 
School, Poona] 
1931 a.—A note on the employment of  chloral hy-
drate in the operation for  the removal of Filaria 
from the horse's eye <J. Roy. Army Vet. Corps, 
v. 2 (4), Aug., p. 184. [Wv] 
1933 a.—Preliminary note on the treatment- of 
biliary fever  with plasmoquine <J. Roy. Arinv 
Vet. Corps, v. 4 (4), Aug., pp. 18.5-186. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Idem <U. P. Vet. Mag., v. 22 (10), Jan., 
pp. 1-4. [Wv] 
1946 a.—The muting of  animals for  General Win-
gate's force  operating behind the Japanese lines 
in Burma <J. Roy. Armv Vet. Corps, v. 17 (3), 
May, pp. 87-92. [Wv] 
STEWART, D . F . 
1948 a.—A preliminary note on a complement fixa-
tion test to detect circulating antibodies in sheep 
infested  with Haemonchus  contortus and Tricho-
strongylus spp. <Austral. Vet. J., v. 24 (5), May, 
pp. 112-113. [Wv] 
STEWART, D . FORSYTH. [ B . V . S c . ] 
1933 a.—A clinical case of  anaplasmosis <Queens-
land Agrie. J., v. 40 (4), 1 Oct., p. 316. [Wv] 
STEWART , E . W . [ M . D . ] 
1945 a.—Review of  Trichomonas  vaginalis <Mani -
toba Med. Rev., v. 25 (5), May, pp. 194-196. 
[W- . ] 
STEWART, F . Η . [ Μ . Α . , В . S c . , M . В . ] 
1906 a.—The anatomy of  Oncholaimus vulgaris 
Bast., with notes on two parasitic nematodes 
<Quart. J. Micr. Sc., n. s. (197), v. 50 (1), Apr., 
pp. 101-150, figs.  1-9 , pis. 7 -9 ; figs.  1-40. [W·, 
W « , W v ] 
1906 b.—Anatomy of  nematodes (Abstract of  1906 
a] <J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (5), Oct., p. 554. [WT», 
W m , W v ] 
1907 a.—The anatomy of  Oncholaimus vulgaris 
Bast., with notes on two parasitic nematodes 
[Abstract of  1906 a] <Zool . Centralbl., v. 14 (2 -
3), 26 Feb., pp. 72-74. [Wa , Wv] 
1914 a.—Report on a collection of  free-living  nema-
todes from the Chilka Lake on the east coast of 
India <Rec . Indian Mus., v. 10 (4), Aug., pp. 
245-254, pis. 30-32, figs.  1-27. [Wvj 
1914 b.—Studies in Indian helminthology, No. 1 
<Rec . Indian Mus., v. 10 (3), July, pp. 165-193, 
pis. 18-23, figs.  1-70. [Wv] 
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STEWART , F . H . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1914 c.—Studies in Indian helminthology, no. II. 
The anatomy of  Polystomum kachugae sp. nov., 
with notes on the genus Polystomum CRec. In-
dian Mus., v. 10 (3), July, pp. 195-205, figs.  1-3, 
pis. 26-29, figs.  1-18. [W».] 
1916 a.—Further experiments on Ascaris infection 
CBrit. Med. J. (2910), v. 2, Oct. 7, pp. 486-
488. [W«.] 
1916 b.—Hymenolepis  nana (Siebold) (the dwarf 
tapeworm) as a parasite of  Indian soldiers Cln-
dian Med. Gaz., v. 51 [(6)], June, pp. 218-219, 
figs.  1-2. [W». ] 
1916 c.—The life-history  of Ascaris lumbricoides 
[Letter to editor dated Aug. 18] <Brit. Med. J. 
(2909), v. 2, Sept. 30, p. 474. [Wa.] 
1916 d.—On the life  history of Ascaris lumbricoides 
Preliminary note <Brit. Med. J. (2896), v. 2, 
July 1, pp. 5-7, figs.  1-3. [W».] 
1916 e.—On the life-history  of Ascaris lumbricoides 
<Brit. Med. J. (2918), v. 2, Dec. 2, pp. 753-
754. [Wa.] 
1916 f.—Studies  in Indian helminthology. No. 3. 
On an unsuccessful  attempt to infect Mus decu-
manus with Hymenolepis  nana, Siebold, and on 
the sectional anatomy of  that parasite <Rec . 
Indian Mus., v. 12 (6), Oct., Art. 18, pp. 295-298, 
pis. 34-35, figs.  1-12. [W·.] 
1917 a.—Note on Ascaris infection  in man, the pig, 
rat, and mouse <Indian Med. Gaz., v. 52 (8), 
Aug., pp. 272-273. [W™.] 
1917 b.—The life-history  of Ascaris lumbricoides 
[Letter to editor] < Indian Med. Gaz., v. 52 (10), 
Oct., pp. 379-380. [W«. ] 
1917 c.—On the development of Ascaris lumbri-
coides Lin. and Ascaris suilla Duj. in the rat and 
mouse <Parasitology, v. 9 (2), Feb., pp. 213-
227, figs.  1-9, pl. 1, figs.  1-12. [Issued Feb. 26] 
[Wa.] 
1918 a.—On the development of Ascaris lumbri-
coides and A. mystax in the mouse. Part 2 CPar-
asitology, v. 10 (2), Jan., pp. 189-196, pi. 4, figs. 
1-11. [Issued Jan. 22] [W».] 
1918 b.—On the life  history of Ascaris lumbricoides 
L. Paras i to logy , v. 10 (2), Jan., pp. 197-205. 
[Issued Jan. 22] [W».] 
1919 a.—On the life  history of Ascaris lumbricoides 
L. <Parasitology, v. 11 (3-4), Oct., pp. 385-387, 
pi. 20, figs.  1-9. [Issued Oct. 31] [W·.] 
1919 b.—Recent experiments on the life-history  of 
Ascaris lumbricoides <Brit. Med. J. (3030), v. 1, 
Jan. 25, p. 102. [Wa.] 
1920 a.—The incidence of  worm infection  in Indian 
troops of  the Egyptian expeditionary force 
<Brit. Med. J. (3120), v. 2, Oct. 16, p. 592. 
[Wa, W ® . ] 
1920 b.—Life-history  of Ascaris lumbricoides 
<Brit. Med. J. (3126), v. 2, Nov. 27, pp. 818-
819. [W».] 
1920 c.—Recent work on roundworm infection 
< T r . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 14 (2), 
June 18, pp. 20-26. [W».] 
1921 a.—The anatomy and biology of  the parasitic 
Aphelenchi <Parasitology, v. 13 (2), June, pp. 
160-179, figs.  3-32, pi. 8, figs.  1-2. [W*.] 
1921 b.—On the life  history of Ascaris lumbricoides 
L. Part 5 <Parasitology, v. 13 (1), 14 March, pp. 
37-47, figs.  1-8. [W».] 
1922 a.—Parasitic worms of  man and methods of 
suppressing them < Nature, London (2734), v. 
109, Mar. 23, pp. 379-381. [W*.] 
1934 a.—A method of  incubating Ascaris eggs 
Clndian J. Med. Research, v. 22 (1), July, p. 1. 
[W·.] 
1945 a.—Ascaris lumbricoides [Letter to editor] 
<Brit . Med. J. (4411), July 21, p. 107. [Wa.] 
STEWART , G . T . 
1947 a.—Added bacterial infection  in amoebiasis 
and post-dysenteric colitis < T r . Roy. Soc. Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., v. 41 (1), Sept., pp. 75-78. [Wa.j 
STEWART , G . T . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1948 a.—The rôle of  bacteria in intestinal amoebia-
sis in man CAnn. Trop. Med, and Parasitol., v. 
42 (2), Sept., pp. 198-206. [W>, W · . ] 
1949 a.-—The nature of  the action of  emetine upon 
Entamoeba histolytica <Nature, London (4152) 
v. 163, May 28, p. 842. [W».] 
1950 a.—Experimental neuro-trypanosomiasis in 
the monkey [Abstract of  report read Nov. 17] 
CTr. Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 43 (4), 
Jan., p. 364. [WTa.] 
STEWART , G . T . a n d JONES, W . R . 
1948 a.—The pathology of  an experimental amoebic 
infection  in the rat CAnn. Trop. Med. and Para-
sitol., v. 42 (1), Apr., pp. 33-45, pis. [W».] 
1948 b.—Studies in the pathology of  experimental 
amoebiasis [Abstract of  demonstration before 
Lab. Meet., London School Hyg. and Trop. Med., 
London, Nov. 20, 1947] CTr. Roy. Soc. Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., v. 41 (4), Jan., pp. 438-439. 
[Wa.] 
STEWART , G . T . ; JONES , W . R . ; a n d ROGERS , M . A . T . 
1948 a.—Streptococcus faecalis  in E. histolytica 
С Nature, London (4102), v. 161, June 12, p. 
936. [W».] 
STEWART , G . T . ; O ' M E A R A , P . J . ; a n d KERSHAW, 
W . E. 
1948 a.—Observations on amoebiasis in Ceylon 
CJ. Roy. Nav. Med. Serv., v. 34 (1), Jan., pp. 
2-12. [W». ] 
STEWART , GEORGE ; a n d BATEMAN , ALFRED HESS. 
1926 a.—Field studies of  sugar beet nematode 
CBull. (195), Utah Agrie. Exper. Station, May, 
31 pp., figs.  1-9. [W».] 
STEWART , GEORGE N E I L ; a n d SOLLMANN, T . 
1901 a.—On certain pathological changes in the 
blood of  a toad, associated with the presence of 
Sporozoa in the renal tubules CJ. Path, and 
Bacteriol., v. 7 (2), Feb., pp. 152-160, pi. 8, figs. 
1-6 . [W», W"·.] 
STEWART , GEORGE S . 
1905 a.—Fowls and external parasites [Letter to 
editor dated Nov. 18, 1904] CAgric. J., Cape 
Town, v. 26 (1), Jan., p. 123. [W», W·.] 
STEWART , G U T ROBERTSON . [ 1 8 8 1 - ] [ P h . D . , 
Asst. to Chief, Div. Research, Soil Conserv. 
Serv., U. S. Dept. Agrie., Washington, D. C.] 
1926 a.—The possible relation between nematode 
injury to cane roots and soil conditions С Rep. 
Ass. Hawaiian Sugar Tech. (5. Ann. Meet., Oct. 
18-22), pp. 10-13. [W«.] 
1927 a.—Further study of  the relation between 
soil conditions and nematodes in cane roots 
CRep. Ass. Hawaiian Sugar Tech. (6. Ann. 
Meet., Oct. 17-20), pp. 16-21, fig.  1. [W·.] 
STEWART , G U Y ROBERTSON ; e t a l . 
1928 a.—The relation between soil treatments and 
nematode attacks to cane roots in central Maui 
soils CHawaiian Planters' Ree., v. 32 (2), Apr., 
pp. 205-217, fold,  charts. [W».] 
STEWART , G U Y ROBERTSON ; a n d HANSSON , FRED. 
1928 a.—A study of  the effect  of  nematodes upon 
cane roots in sterilized soils CHawaiian Plan-
ters' Ree., v. 32 (2), Apr., pp. 217-223, illus. 
[Wa.] 
STEWART, H . W . ; e t a l . 
1948 a.—Experimental chemotherapy of  filariasis. 
IV. The preparation of  derivatives of  piperazine 
CJ. Org. Chem. v. 13 (1), Jan., pp. 134-143. 
[Wa.] 
STEWART , HELEN G . See M o t t , (Sir)  F r e d e r i c k 
Walker; and Stewart, Helen G. 
STEWART , HELEN M . [ D e p t . P r o t o z o o l . , S c h o o l H y g . 
and Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins Univ.] 
1938 a.—Glycogen content of  a flagellate  of  cattle, 
Trichomonas  foetus  CAm. J. Hyg., v. 28 (1), 
July, pp. 80-84. [Wa.] 
1938 b.—The staining of  Trichomcmas foetu»  Ried-
müller, with Wright's blood stain CJ. Parasitol., 
v. 24 (5), Oct., pp. 473-474. [W·.] 
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S T E W A B T , H E N R Y . 
1880 a.—The shepherd's manual. A practical 
treatise on the sheep. Designed especially for 
American shepherds. New edition, revised and 
enlarged. 264 pp., 92 figs.  New York. [W«.] 
1896 a.—Worms in sheep <Am. Sheep-Breeder, 
0. s., v. 16 (3), n. s., v. 13 (3), June, p. 76. [W*.j 
1898 a.—The domestic sheep: Its culture and gen-
eral management. 371 pp., figs.,  frontispiece. 
Chicago. [Wa.] 
S T E W A B T , H E B B E B T J. [M. D., Brisbane] 
1917 a.—Personal experiences and clinical observa-
tions with the third Australian general hospital, 
Lemnos and Egypt <Med. J. Australia, year 4, 
v. 1 (19), May 12, pp. 393-399. [ff·.]· 
S T E W A B T , I A N S . 
1949 a.—Human infestation  with Trichostrongvlus 
in south Persia <Brit. Med. J., (4630) v. 2, Oct. 
1, pp. 737-738. [W«.] 
1949 b.—Dysentery in south Persia <Brit. Med. J. 
(4606) v. 1, Apr. 16, pp. 662-663. [W™.] 
S T E W A B T , I L E E N E. [Dept. Zool., Univ. Manitoba, 
Winnipeg] See Wardle, Robert Arnold; McLeod, 
James Archie; and Stewart, Ileen E. 
S T E W A B T , J . H . ; a n d A T W O O D , H O B A C E . 
1903 a.—Notes on parasites <Bull. (90) West 
Virginia Univ. Agrie. Exper. Station, Oct., pp. 
223-230, 3 pis. [W».] 
1904 a.—Notes on parasites of  sheep [Abstract 
of  1903 a] <Exper. Station Ree., v. 15 (9), May, 
p. 923. [Wa.W·.] 
S T E W A B T , J . R. [B. V. Sc., Randwick, New South 
Wales] 
1928 a.—Mange in cattle <AustraL Vet. J., v. 4 
(3), Sept., pp. 108-109. [W».] 
1932 a.—Treatment for  Oestrus ovis <J. Am. Vet. 
Med. Ass., v. 80, n.s. v. 33 (1), Jan., p. 108. 
[Wa.] 
S T E W A B T , J . R . ; a n d L I C H T E N S T E B N , G . 
1937 a.—Passing the stomach tube. Questions by 
Dr. J. R. Stewart . . . Answers by Dr. G. Lich-
tenstern <Vet. Med., v. 32 (2), Feb., pp. 66-69. 
[Wa.] 
S T E W A R T , J . T A Y L O B . [ M . D . , Berry Station, Ken-
tucky] 
1882 a.—A ease of Ascarides lumbricoides and peri-
tonitis <Cincin. Lancet and Clinic, v. 48, n. s., 
v. 9 (17), Oct. 21, pp. 388-389. [W™.] 
1886 a.—Genesis of Echinococcus <Cincin. Lan-
cet-Clinic, v. 55, n. s., v. 16 (24), June 12, pp. 
705-707. [ff®.] 
S T E W A B T , J. T H O M A S (jr.). [Univ. Virginia] See 
Fry, Wesley; and Stewart, J. Thomas (jr.) 
S T E W A B T , J A M E S , Ι [M. D . , Surgeon, Royal Artillery, 
Woolwich] 
1848 a.^-Case of  hydatids within the cranium, giv-
ing rise to some singular phenomena < Lancet, 
London (1299), v. 2, July 15, p. 103. [W™, W«.] 
1848 b.—Idem <Med. Times and Gaz., Lond. 
(461), v. 18, July 20, p. 205. [ f f · , ] 
S T E W A B T , J A M E S . ? [ M . D . , New York] 
1854_ a.—A practical treatise on the diseases of 
children: Including an introductory chapter on 
the management of  infants  in health. 4. ed. 
555 pp. New York. [Wm . ] 
S T E W A R T , J A M E S . 3 [See also Shearer, George C.; and 
Stewart, James] 
[1933 a].—The effects  of  nematode infestations  on 
the metabolism of  the host. Part I. Metabolism 
experiments <3. Rep. Director, Inst. Animal 
Path., Univ. Cambridge (1932-33), pp. 58-76. 
[W·.] 
[1933 b],—Idem. Part II. The isolation of  a sub-
stance capable of  inhibiting enzyme action < Ibi-
dem, pp. 77-86. [Wa.] 
S T E W A B T , J A M E S ; a n d H O L M A N , H . H . 
1944 a.—The blood picture of  "pining" conditions 
in sheep <J. Comp. Path, and Therap., v. 54 
(1), Jan., pp. 41-48. [W».] 
S T E W A B T , J A M E S ; a n d S H E A B E B , G E O B G E D . 
1930 a.—[Influence  of  gastric nematode worms upon 
metabolism in the sheep] <20. Rep. Develop-
ment Comrs. [Great Brit.] (1929-30), p. 105. 
[W».] 
1931 b.—Investigations into the effects  of  nema-
tode worms on the metabolism of  sheep <21. 
Rep. Development Comrs. [Great Brit.] (1930-
31), p. 114. [Wa.] 
S T E W A R T , J A M E S D O U G L A S . [ B . V . S c . , M . R . C . V . 
S„ Prof., Chair Vet. Sc., Univ. Sydney.] [For 
biography and port, see Science and Indust., Mel-
bourne, v. 2 (5), May, 1920, pp. 317-318, front.] 
[Wa.] [For  biography and port, see Austral. Vet. 
J., v. 11 (5), Oct. 1935, pp. 173-175] [W».] 
1899 a.—Protective inoculation for  tick fever  [Ab-
stract of  reports] <Agric. Gaz. N. South Wales, 
v. 10 (5), May, pp. 469-470. [W·.] 
1900 a.—Three important diseases affecting  sheep: 
Worms, fluke,  and foot-rot  <Agric. Gaz. N. 
South Wales, v. 11 (10), Oct., pp. 837-846 
[Wa.] 
1900 b.—Idem. < Miscellaneous Pub. (422), Dept. 
Agrie. N. South Wales. 10 pp. Sydney, [ff».] 
1900 c.—Drenches <Ann. Rep. Dept. Mines and 
Agrie., N. South Wales, p. 13. [W«.] 
1901 a.—Bots in sheep <Agric. Gaz. N. South 
Wales, v. 12 (12), Dec., pp. 1542-1543, 1 pl., 
figs.  1-4. [Wa.] 
1901 b.—Idem. <Miscellaneous Pub. (534), Dept. 
Agrie. N. South Wales. 2 pp., 1 pl., 4 figs.  Syd-
ney. [Wa.] 
1905 a.—Bots in horses [Extract] <Agric. Gaz. 
N. South Wales, v. 16 (3), Mar. 2, pp. 303-305. 
[Wa.] 
1906 a.—The cattle tick: Tick infestation,  tick 
fever,  and preventive measures <Agric. Gaz. N. 
South WTales, v. 17 (9), Sept. 3, pp. 947-952; 
(11), Nov. 2, pp. 1155-1157. [W·.] 
1907 a.—The cattle tick: Tick infestation,  tick 
fever,  preventive measures, and treatment [Con-
tinuation of  1906 a] <Ibidem, v. 18 (7), Julv 2, 
pp. 561-570, 6 figs.;  (8), Aug. 2, pp. 651-655, 1 
pl., figs.  1-12. [* * *] [W».] 
1908 a.—Experimental test, of  treatments for  worms 
in sheep at Glen Innes Experiment Fann < Ibi-
dem, v. 19 (12), Dec. 2, pp. 981-985. [Wa.] 
1921 a.—Suffocation  of  pony by reptile in trachea 
<Vet. Ree. (1738), v. 33, n.s., v. 1 (44), Oct. 29, 
pp. 881-882. [W».] 
1945 a.—Scab in sheep in Australia, and its eradica-
tion <Austral. Vet. J., v. 21 (2), Apr., pp. 32-
35. [W».] 
S T E W A R T , J A M E S D O U G L A S ; e t a l . 
1917 a.—The cattle tick in Australia. Being the 
report of  a special committee appointed to review 
the whole position of  the tick pest, present and 
future,  and make recommendations both as to 
future_  scientific  research and as to immediate 
remedial or preventive measures, whether by 
legislation or otherwise. <Bull. (1) Advis. 
Council Sc. and Indust., Commonwealth Austra-
lia, 30 pp., pis. 1-4. [W».] 
1919 a.—The cattle tick pest <Bull. (13), Inst. Sc. 
and Indust., Australia, 40 pp., illus., pi. [W'a.j 
S T E W A R T , J O H N K E N N E B . [1909- ] [Univ. Wis-
consin Med. School, Madison] See Pohle, Fred-
erick John; and Stewart, John Kenner. 
S T E W A B T , J O H N L I V I N G S T O N E . [ M . R . C . V . S . , 
F. R. S. E., Pong Tamale, North. Territories, 
Gold Coast] 
1930 a.—Report on the veterinary department 
[Gold Coast Colony] for  the year 1929-1930. 
20 pp., illus. Accra. [W1 .] 
1933 a.—Field veterinary section <Rep. Dept. 
Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony (1932-33), 
pp. 7-11. [W'.] 
1933 b.—Veterinary laboratory <Rep. Dept. 
Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony (1932-33). 
pp. 11-18. [W».] 
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1934 a.—Veterinary laboratory <Rep. Dept. 
Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony (1933-34), 
pp. 11-19. [Wv] 
1935 a.—Predilection of  specific trypanosomés 
for  certain animals <Vet. J , v. 91 (5), May, pp. 
218-219. [Wv] 
1935 b.—Treatment of  trypanosomiasis by tartar 
emetic, antimosan and "Surfen С " in the Gold 
Coast <J . Comp. Path, and Therap., v. 48 (4), 
Dec., pp. 316-318. [Wv] 
1935 c.—Veterinary laboratory <Rep. Dept. 
Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony (1934-35), 
pp. 12-22. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Porcine trypanosomiasis in the Gold 
Coast <Tr . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
v. 30 (3), Nov. 23, pp. 313-314. [Wv] 
1936 b.—Veterinary laboratory <Rep. Dept. 
Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony (1935-36), 
pp. 9-17. [Wv] 
1937 a.—Field veterinary section <Rep. Dept. 
Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony (1936-37), 
pp. 4-12. [WV] 
1937 b.—Veterinary laboratory <Rep. Dept. 
Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony (1936-37), 
pp. 12-21. [Wv] 
1938 a.—Animal health . . . Animal husbandry 
<Rep. Dept. Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony 
(1937-38), pp. 2-5. [Wv] 
1938 b.—Animal trypanosomiasis of  the Gold 
Coast <Vet. J , v. 94 (11), Nov., pp. 422-425, 
pi. [Wv] 
1938 c.—Examination of  microscopic specimens 
<Rep. Dept. Animal Health, Gold Coast Col-
ony (1937-38), p. 12. [Wv] 
1938 d.—Trypanosomiasis and tsetse-flies  <Rep. 
Dept. Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony 
(1937-38), pp. 12-17. [Wv] 
1938 e.—The cattle of  the Gold Coast <Empire J. 
Exper. Agrie. (21), v. 6, Jan., pp. 85-94, pis. 
[Wv] 
1939 a.—Disease control <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast Colony (1938-39), pp. 2-25. 
[Wv] 
1939 b.—Treatment of  Trypanosoma  brucei in-
fection  in horses <J . Comp. Path, and Therap., 
v. 52 (4), D e c , pp. 316-317. [Wv] 
1940 a.—Disease control <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast Colony (1939-40), pp. 2-4. 
[Wv] 
1941 a.—Disease control <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast (1940-41), pp. 1-3. [Wv] 
1941 b.—Pre-natal anaplasmosis <Vet. R e e , v. 
53 (4), Jan. 25, p. 56. [Wv] 
1942 a.—Animal husbandry <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast Colony (1941-42), pp. 3-5. 
[Wv] 
1942 b.—Laboratory operations <Rep. Dept. 
Animal Health, Gold Coast Colony (1941-42), 
pp. 2-3. [Wv] 
1943 a.—-Animal husbandry <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast Colony (1942-43), pp. 3-5. 
[WV] 
1943 b.—Disease control <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast Colony (1942-43), pp. 1-3. 
[WV] 
1944 a.—Animal husbandry <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast Colony (1943-44), pp. 
3-5 . [Wv] 
1944 b.—Disease control <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast Colony (1943-44), pp. 1-3. 
[WV] 
1945 a.—Animal husbandry <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast Colony (1944-45), pp. 3-6 . 
[Wv] 
1945 b.—Disease control <Rep. Dept. Animal 
Health, Gold Coast Colony (1944-45), pp. 1-3. 
S T E W A R T , J O H N L I V I N G S T O N E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1946 a.—Preliminary observations on the use of 
phenanthridinium 1553 against trypanosomiasis 
in the Gold Coast <Vet. Ree. (3011), v. 58 (12), 
Mar. 23, p. 133. [Wv] 
1947 a.—Phenanthridinium 1553 as a preventive 
against animal trypanosomiasis in the Gold 
Coast <J. Comp. Path, and Therap, v. 57 (2), 
Apr , pp. 79-83. [Wv] 
1947 b.—Porcine trypanosomiasis <Vet. Ree. 
(3638), v. 59 (47), Dec. 6, p. 648. [Wv] 
1947 c.—The toxicity of  phenanthridinium 1553 
for  cattle in the Gold Coast <Vet. Ree. (3627), v. 
59 (36), Sept. 20, p. 462. [Wv] 
S T E W A R T , J O H N P . 
1912 a.—Preparation and use of  the concentrated 
lime-sulphur spray CBull. (115) Pennsylvania 
Agrie. Exper. Station, Mar , pp. 3-23, figs.  1-3. 
[Wv] 
STEWART, L. W. [Surgeon, 18. Royal Irish Regt , 
Secunderabad] 
1858 a.—Observations on Dracunculus or Guinea-
worm Clndian Ann. Med. Sc. (9), v. 5, Jan, 
pp. 88-96. [ W v ] 
1866 a.—Some remarks on Dracunculus <Army 
Med. Dept. R e p , London (1864), v. 6, pp. 433-
435. [ W v ] 
S T E W A R T , M . E . 
1942 a.—Deer deaths caused by worms <Calif. 
Wool Grower, v. 18 (10), Mar. 10, p. 5. [Wv] 
S T E W A R T , M A B E L , O. Se« Mugrage, Edward Ros-
se ter; Florio, Lloyd Joseph; and Stewart, Mabel 
O. 
S T E W A R T , M A R I O N [ M . R . C . V . S , West Kensington 
[Eng.]] 
1934 a.—Toxic symptoms following  the adminis-
tration of  tetrachlorethylene to a dog <Vet. 
R e e , n. s , v. 14 (14), Apr. 7, pp. 378-379. [Wv] 
S T E W A R T , M A T T H E W J. [M. B , F. R . C. P., Prof. 
Path, Univ. Leeds] 
1927 a—Pathological report (In  Willans, Ε . T , 
A case of  hydatid disease of  the kidney) <Brit. 
J. Surg, v. 14 (56), A p r , pp. 667-669, illus. 
[Wm.] 
1931 a.—Precancerous lesions of  the alimentary 
tract <Lancet, London (5639), v. 221, Sept. 26, 
pp. 669-674. [Wv] 
S T E W A R T , M O R R I S A L B I O N . [1902- ] [Ph. D , 
Univ. California  Coll. Agrie, Berkeley] [See 
also Cameron, Hugh Stuart; and Stewart, Mor-
ris Albion; and Freeborn, Stanley Barron; and 
Stewart, Morris Albion; and Gregory, Paul 
Wallace; Miller, Robert Frederick; and Stew-
art, Morris Albion; and Hosford,  George New-
ton; Stewart, Morris Albion; and Sugarman, 
Edward I.; and Howell, Carroll Evan; and 
Stewart, Morris Albion] 
1926 a.—Two new Siphonaptera from New York 
<Insecutor Inseitiae Menstruus, v. 14 (7-9), 
July-Sept, pp. 122-126, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
1927 a.—A means of  control of  the European hen 
flea  (Ceratophyllus  gallinae Schrank) <J . 
Econom. Entom, v. 20 (1), Feb , pp. 132-134. 
[Wv] 
1928 a.—Siphonaptera (In  Leonard, M. D. A 
list of  the insects of  New York, with a list of 
the spiders and certain other allied groups) 
<Mem. (101), Cornell Univ. Agrie. Exper. 
Station, pp. 868-869. [Issued Jan.] [Wv] 
1928 b.—Two new Siphonaptera from Colorado 
CCanad. Entom, v. 60 (6), June, pp. 148-151, 
pi. [Wv] 
1929 a.—A case of cloacal myiasis in a hen and ite 
treatment <Cornell Vet , v. 19 (1), Jan, pp. 
49-51. [Wv] 
1929 b.—A case of  dermal myiasis caused by 
Phormia regina Meig <J . Am. Med. Ass, v. 92 
(10), Mar. 9, pp. 798-799, figs.  1-3. [Wv] 
1930 a.—New nearctic Siphonaptera CCanad. 
Entom, v. 62 (8), A u g , pp. 175-180, incl. pi. 
15, figs.  1-6. [Wv] 
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1930 b.—Notes on North American ceratophylli 
(Siphonaptera) CCanad- Entom., v. 62 (7), 
July, p. 152. [W·.] 
1932 a.—Dispersal of  the sticktight flea  of  hens 
(Echidnophaga gallinacea Westw.) < J . Econom. 
Entom., v. 25 (2), Apr., pp. 164-167. [W».] 
1933 a.-—Revision of  the list of  Siphonaptera from 
New York state < J . N. York Entom. Soc., v . 
41 (3), Sept., pp. 253-262. [W».] 
1934 a.—The rôle of Lucilia sericata Meig. larvae 
in osteomyelitis wounds <Ann . Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol., v . 28 (4), 20 Dec., pp. 445-460. [W·.] 
1934 b.—The therapeutic behavior of Lucilia 
sericata Meig. larvae in osteomyelitis wounds 
<Science, n. s. (2055), v . 79, May 18, pp. 459-
460. [W*.] 
1935 a.—Marquesan Siphonaptera CBull. (114), 
Bernice P. Bishop Mus., p. 210. (Pacific  En-
tomological Survey Publication 7, article 6. 
Issued July 29, 1933) [W».] 
1935 b.—Some Society Islands Siphonaptera 
<Bull . (113), Bernice P . Bishop Mus., p. 119. 
(Pacific  Entomological Survey Publication 6, 
article 25. Issued Apr. 14, 1934) [W».] 
1937 a.—Iso-amyl-ortho-cresol: A new anthelmin-
tic <Cornell Vet., v . 27 (4), Oct., pp. 338-348. 
[W».J 
1937 b .—A new Thrassis species (Siphonaptera) 
from California  . . . Thrassis  desertorum sp. n. 
<Canad. Entom., v. 69 (12), Dec., pp. 273-274, 
illus. [Mailed Dec. 31] [W».] 
1939 a.—A new prophylaxis for  wound myiasis in 
domestic animals < J . Econom. Entom., v. 32 
(3), June, pp. 404-407. [W».j 
1939 b.—Stomach worms infect  many herds of 
cattle [Abstract of  address before  Calif.  Vet. 
Conf.,  Univ. Calif.]  <West . Livestock J., v . 17 
(10), Jan. 24, p. 11. [W».] 
1939 c .—The validity of  Dipyhdium sexcoronatum 
von Rátz 1900 (Cestoda) < J . Parasitol., v. 
25 (2), Apr., pp. 185-186. [W·.] 
1940 a.—New Siphonaptera from California  < Pan-
Pacific  Entomologist, v. 16 (1), Jan., pp. 17-28, 
illus. [W·.] 
1940 b.—Ovine thelaziasis CT. Am. Vet. Med. 
Ass. (757), v . 96, Apr., pp. 486-489. [W·.] 
1940 c.—Present knowledge of  the status of  vectors 
of  sylvatic plague in North America <Proc . 6. 
Pacific  Sc. Cong., v. 4, pp. 433-437. [W'J 
1941 a.—Screw-worm fly  control. New fly  repel-
lent now available. Manufactured  by Stand-
ard Oil Co. [Abstract. Source not given] <Calif. 
Wool Grower, v. 17 (30), July 29, p. 5. [W».] 
1941 b.—Sheep disease control. Life-history  of 
tape-worm <Calif.  Wool Grower, v. 17 (16), 
Apr. 22, p. 8. [W*.] 
1942 a.—Carbon disulphide in the control of 
sylvatic plague vectors < A m . J. Hyg., v. 36 
(3), Nov., pp. 243-246. [W>.] 
1942 b.—Dr. Stewart to work on liver fluke  CCalif. 
Wool Grower, v. 18 (37), Sept. 15, p. 5. [W».] 
1942 c.—Hypoderma lineata (de Villers), control 
in range cattle [Abstract of  report before  54. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Assoc. Econom. Entom. N. 
York City, Dec. 29-31, 1942] < J . Econom. 
Entom., v. 35 (6), Dec., p. 956. [W».] 
1943 a.—Coccidiosis control in sheep and cattle 
<Calif.  Cattleman, Jan.-Feb., p. 11. [Wv] 
1943 b.—Liver fluke  in sheep and cattle <Calif. 
Cattleman, Jan.-Feb., p. 8. [W».] 
1943 c.—Ox warble control [Abstract. Source not 
given] < California  Cultivator, v . 90 (24), Nov. 
27, p. 613. [W·.] 
1943 d.—Tapeworm in eheep and cattle < Calif. 
Cattleman, Jan.-Feb., pp. 12, 13. [W'J 
1944 a.—Rotenone and ox warble control < J . 
Econom. Entom., v. 37 (6), Dec., pp. 756-760. 
[W».] 
S T E W A R T , M O R R I S A L B I O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1944 b.—Filariasis <Proc . and Papers 13. Ann. 
Conf.  California  Mosquito Control Ass. (Ber-
keley, Feb. 28-29), pp. 6 -8 . [W®.] 
1945 a.—Phenothiazine in veterinary practice 
< J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (817), v . 106, Apr., pp. 
217-222. [W*.] 
1948 a.—Livestock infected  f b y  several species 
<West . Livestock J., v . 27 (1), Nov. 15, p. 
94. [W*.] 
S T E W A R T , M O R B I S A L B I O N ; a n d B O Y D , A D A M N A P O -
L E O N . 
1934 a.—A new treatment of  traumatic dermal 
myiasis < J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 103 (6), Aug. 
11, p. 402. [Wa.] 
S T E W A B T , M O R R I S A L B I O N ; a n d D O U G L A S , J A M E S 
R O B E R T . 
1937 a.—Studies on the bionomics and seasonal 
incidence of  Trichostrongylus  axei (Cobbold) 
[Program and Abstr. 13. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., Indianapolis, Dec. 28-30] < J . 
Parasitol., v . 23 (6), Dec., p. 569. [W·.] 
1939 a.—Studies on the bionomics of  Trichostron-
gylus axei (Cobbold) and its seasonal incidence 
on irrigated pastures < Parasitology, v. 30 (4), 
Dec. 1938, pp. 477-490. [Issued Feb. 20] [W».j 
S T E W A B T , M O R R I S A L B I O N ; a n d E V A N S , F . C . 
1941 a.—A comparative study of  rodent and 
burrow flea  populations [Preliminary paper] 
<Proc . Soc. Exper. Biol. and Med., v . 47 (1), 
May , pp. 140-142. [W·.] 
S T E W A R T , M O R R I S A L B I O N ; a n d H O L L A N D , G E O R G E P . 
1940 a.—A new genus of  the family  Dolichopsylli-
dae (Siphonaptera) from Canada <Canad. 
Entom., v. 72 (2), Feb., pp. 41-42, illus. [W·.] 
S T E W A R T , M O R R I S A L B I O N ; a n d M A C K I E , D A V I D 
B A B C L A Y . 
1938 a.—The control of  sylvatic plague vectors 
< A m . J. Hyg., v. 28 (3), Nov., pp. 469-480. 
[W-.] 
S T E W A R T , M O R R I S A L B I O N ; a n d R O E S S L E R , E D W A R D 
B I F F E R . 
1942 a.—The seasonal distribution of  myiasis-
producing diptera < J . Econom. Entom., v. 35 
(3), June, pp. 408-411. [W·.] 
S T E W A R T , N . P . 
1871 a.—On dipping, pouring and smearing sheep 
< T r . Highland and Agrie. Soc. Scotland (1870-
71), 4. s., v . 3, pp. 260-267. [W».] 
S T E W A R T , N O R M A N H A M I L T O N . [Bucknell Univ.] 
1929 a.—Cephenomyia, a probable cause of  death 
among deer [Abstract] <Proc . Pennsylvania 
Acad. Sc., v. 3, p. 97, 1 fig.  [W·.] 
[1930? a].—Preliminary report on the occurrence 
of  the nose fly  (Cephenomyia) in the deer of 
Pennsylvania <Bull . (12), Bd. Game Cornrs., 
Pennsylvania, rev., pp. 61-65, 2 figs.  [W*.] 
S T E W A R T , P A U L A . [Leetonia, Ohio] 
1932 a.—A new North American ectoparasite for 
the starling <Bird-Banding, v. 8, n. s., v . 3 
(2), Apr., p. 72. [W·.] 
1937 a.—A preliminary list of  bird weights < A u k , 
v. 54 (3), July, pp. 324-332. [W·.] 
S T E W A R T , Q U I N T I N . [F. R . С. S., Surg. Specialist] 
1924 a.—Discharge of Ascaris lumbricoides through 
a herniotomy wound <Brit . Med. J. (3316), 
v . 2, July 19, pp. 103-104. [W·.] 
1930 a.—A bilharzial tumour of  the appendix 
<West African  Med. J., v . 4 (1), July, p. 3. 
[W®.] 
1933 a.—Amoebic ulceration of  the caecum simu-
lating carcinoma < J . Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
London, v. 36, Select. Colon. Med. Rep. (294) 
(Sierra Leone), Nov. 15, p. 85. [W'.] 
STEWART, R . [Dr. , Adelaide] 
1893 a.—A case of  hydatid of  the liver simulating 
gall stone colic <Australas. Med. Gaz. (144), 
v. 2 (9), Sept. 15, pp. 302-303. [ W » J 
S T E W A R T , R . W . [ D r . ] 
1886 a.—Genesis of Echinococcus < M e d . News, 
Phila., v . 49 (3), July 17, pp. 79-81. [W\ 
W m . ] 
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S T E W A R T , R A L P H B . [ L t , C o l . , V e t . C o r p s ] 
1940 a.—Veterinary medicine in relation to public 
health <Vet , Bull., U. S. Army, v. 34 (3), July, 
p p . 1 9 1 - 2 0 7 . [ W M 
S T E W A R T , R O B E R T C A M E R O N . [ 1 8 8 5 - ] [ M . D . ] 
1928 a.—A case of  rat-bite fever  CCanad. Med. 
Ass. J., v. 1 9 ( 5 ) , Nov., pp. 5 7 5 - 5 7 7 , chart 1 . 
[ W ® . ] 
S T E W A R T , R O B E R T E. [See also Robbins, Chandler 
S.; and Stewart, Robert E.] 
S T E W A R T , R O B E R T E . ; C O P E , J A M E S В . ; R O B B I N S , 
C H A N D L E R S . ; a n d B R A I N E R D , J O H N W . 
1946 a.—Effects  of  D D T on birds at the Patuxent 
research refuge  <J . Wildlife  Management, v. 
10 (3), July, pp. 195-201, map. [WM 
S T E W A R T , S . L. [Olathe, Kansas] 
1937 a.—Common digestive ailments of  dairy 
cattle <Vet . Med., v. 32 (8), Aug., pp. 344-
348. [Wa . ] 
S T E W A R T , S E S C O . [ 1 8 5 5 - 1 9 1 8 ] [ M . D . , D . V . M . , 
Kansas City, Missouri] 
1898 a.—Slaughter-house inspection < A m . Vet. 
Rev., v. 22 (8), Nov., pp. 531-548. [Wa , W®, 
WM 
1898 b.—Idem <J . Comp. Med. and Vet. Arch., 
v. 19 (12), Dec., pp. 720-734. [W\ W » , WM 
1899 a.—Echinococcus veterinorum <Ibidem, v. 
20 (4), Apr., pp. 215-217. [Wa , W - J 
1899 b.—Idem < A m . Vet. Rev., v . 23 (2), May, 
p p . 1 4 0 - 1 4 3 . [ W \ W ® , W · . ] 
1904 a.—Verminous broncho-pneumonia in the 
ass <Ibidem, v. 2 7 ( 1 2 ) , Mar., pp. 1 1 7 4 - 1 1 7 7 , 
figs.  1-5 . [Wa , W®, WM 
1904 b.—Bronco-pulmonite verminosa del bardotto 
[Abstract of  1904 a] <Clin. Vet., Milano, v. 27 
(19), 7 Maggio, p. 117. [Wa , W®.] 
1904 c.—Bronchopneumonitis verminosa der 
Maultiere [Abstract of  1904 a] CTierarzt, 
Wetzlar, v. 43 (6), Juni, p. 127. [Wa , W®.] 
1904 d.—Verminöse Broncho-Pneumonie beim 
Esel [Abstract of  1904 a] <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr. (35), 25 Aug., p. 595. [Wa , W®.] 
1908 a.—Description of  diseases shown at Amer-
ican veterinary medical association, at Kansas 
City, Kansas, Sept. 12, 1907 < A m . Vet. Rev., 
v . 3 2 ( 4 ) , J a n . , p p . 4 6 9 - 4 7 9 . [ W \ W ® . ] 
S T E W A B T , S L O A N G I F F I N . [ 1 9 0 1 - ] [ M . D . , 
Univ. Pennsylvania Med. School, Philadelphia] 
1933 a.—Familial eosinophilia < A m . J. Med. Sc. 
(730), v. 185 (1), Jan., pp. 21-29. [WM 
S T E W A R T , V I N C E N T E V A N S . [ 1 9 1 3 - ] [ P h . D . , 
Asst. Chem., Chem. Div., State Dept. Agrie., 
Tallahassee, Florida] 
1944 a.-—Report on phenothiazine <J . Ass. Off. 
Agrie. Chem., v. 27 (3), Aug. 15, pp. 343-346. 
[W·.] 
1947 a.—Determination of  phenothiazine in "medi-
cinal preparations < J . Ass. Off. Agrie. Chem., v. 
30 (4), Nov. 15, pp. 681-683. [Wa . ] 
S T E W A R T W · A . 
1931 a.'—Pig keeping <Bull. (32), Min. Agrie, and 
Fish., London, 59 pp. pis. [Wa .] 
1934 a.—Pig-keeping <Bull. (32) Min. Agrie, and 
Fish., London, 4. ed., 62 pp., illus., pis. [Issued 
July] [Wa . ] 
STEWART, W . S. [Pine Bluff] 
(1910 a).—Treatment of  uncinariasis <J . Arkan-
sas Med. Soc., Oct. 
S T E W A B T , W A Y N E H E N B Y . [ 1 9 0 9 - ] [ M . D . , 
Lt. (MC) U. S. N. R.] 
1945 a.—Treatment of  malaria with arsenicale 
< U . S. Naval Med. Bull., v. 44 (5), May, pp. 
991-994. [WM 
S T E W A B T , W E N D Y . [LL. В., M . D., Los Angeles] 
1945 a.—Trichinosis and civil liability <Sani-
tarian, Los Angeles, v. 7 (4), Jan.-Feb., pp. 
649-660, 671-672. [W®.] 
S T E W A B T , W I L L I A M L Y L E . [M. R . С . V. S., King's 
Coll., Newcastle-upon-Tyne] 
1931 a.—Carbon tetrachloride poisoning in cattle 
<Vet . Ree., v. 11 (11), Mar. 14, p. 283. [W4] 
S T E W A R T , W I L L I A M L Y L E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1934 a.—A note on the development of Fasciola 
hepatica and an outbreak of  acute liver rot <Vet . 
J., v. 90 (10), Oct., pp. 403-405. [WM 
[1935 a].—The eradication of  ticks <[1. Rep.] 
Management Com. Alan, Duke Northumber-
land Mem. Fund, pp. 23-25. [WM 
[1935 b].—The importance of  parasitic diseases to 
the flockmaster <[1. Rep.] Management Com. 
Alan, Duke Northumberland Mem. Fund, p. 15 
[WM 
[1935 с].—Notes on drenching sheep <[1. Rep.] 
Management Com. Alan, Duke Northumljer-
land Mem. Fund, p. 21. [W4] 
1935 d.—Sheep ills <Farmers Weekly, London, 
v. 2 (7), Feb. 15, p. 23. [ W A . ] 
1935 e.—Two important sheep diseases in the 
Northern Province <Agrie. Progress, J. Agrie. 
Educ. Ass., v. 12, pp. 110-117. [WA.] 
1936 a.—Border pining in sheep <2 . Rep. Manage-
ment Com. Alan, Duke Northumberland Mem. 
Fund, pp. 17-21. [WA .] 
1936 b.—The control of  human parasites. A 
new method <2 . Rep. Management Com. 
Alan, Duke Northumberland Mem. Fund, pp. 
30-32. [W·.] 
1936 c.—The control of  sheep ticks <J . Roy. Agrie. 
Soc. Eng., v. 97, pp. 81-95, illus. [WA .] 
1936 d.—The eradication of  ticks <2 . Rep. Man-
agement Com. Alan, Duke Northumberland 
Mem. Fund, pp. 22-26. [W\] 
1936 e.—Some diseases of  sheep <Vet. Ree., n. s., 
v. 48 (24), June 13, pp. 753-757; discussion, pp. 
756-757. [WM 
1937 a.—The control of  sheep ticks < 3 . Rep. 
Management Com. Alan, Duke Northumber-
land Mem. Fund, pp. 19-25. [WM 
1937 b.—Internal parasites in sheep and lambs. 
New method of  control <3 . Rep. Management. 
Com. Alan, Duke Northumberland Mem. 
Fund, pp. 9-12. [WM 
1938 a.—Sheep tick danger. Carriers of  fatal 
flock  diseases [Abstract of  broadcast from New-
castle] <Farmer and Stock-Breeder (2523), v. 
52, Feb. 15, p. 400. [ W M 
1938 b — W h a t is louping-ill? <4 . Rep. Manage-
ment Com. Alan, Duke Northumberland Mem. 
Fund, pp. 21-24. [WM 
1938 c.—Worms in sheep <4 . Rep. Management 
Com. Alan, Duke Northumberland Mern. 
Fund, pp. 12-14. [WM 
1939 a.—Border pining <5 . Rep. Management 
Com. Alan, Duke Northumberland Mem. 
Fund, pp. 29-33. [WM 
1939 b.—The control of  sheep ticks < 5 . Rep. 
Management Com. Alan, Duke Northumber-
land Mem. Fund, pp. 24-28. [WM 
1939 c.—The economic importance of  Ixodes ricinus 
<Vet . J., v. 95 (9), Sept., pp. 341-349. [WM 
1939 d.—The tick problem <Vet . Ree., v. 51 (4), 
Jan. 28, pp. 93-98. [WM 
1940 a.·—Derris is death to sheep ticks <Farmer 
and Stock-Breeder (2626), v. 54, Feb. 6, p. 313, 
illus. fWM 
1940 b.—Report of  the research committee . . . 
The control of  sheep tick < J . Roy. Agrie. Soc. 
Eng., v. 100 (3), Mar., pp. 86-89. [WM 
1940 c.—Research work into sheep and lamb dis-
eases <6 . Rep. Management Com. Alan Duke 
Northumberland Mem. Fund, 40 pp. [Wa . j 
1941 &.-—Influencia  de la alimentación en las 
lombrices de los lanares [Traducción especial] 
<Res, Buenos Aires (184), v. 9, Sept. 5, p. 11, 
926. [WM 
1941 b.—The sheep tick. A survey of  conditions 
in the four  northern counties of  England < J . 
Roy. Agrie. Soc. Eng., v. 101 (2), Mar., pp. 
57-62. [WM 
4884 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OÎT AGRICULTURE 
S T E W A R T , W I L L I A M L Y L E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1942 a.—Research work into sheep and lamb 
diseases < 8 . Rep. Management Com. Alan 
Duke Northumberland Mem. Fund, 31 pp. 
[W·.] 
1943 a.—Research work into sheep and lamb dis-
eases, with a report on grass sickness in horses 
< 9 . Rep. Management Com. Alan, Duke North-
umberland Mem. Fund, 36 pp. [Wv] 
1944 a.—The control of  sheep ticks. Summary 
report <10 . Rep. Management Com. Alan, 
Duke Northumberland Mem. Fund, pp. 20-23. 
[Wv] 
1944 b.—Lou ping-ill <10. Rep. Management 
Com. Alan, Duke Northumberland Mem. Fund, 
pp. 11-12. [W»J 
1944 c.—Parasitic disease and under-production in 
lambs. I. Report on 1942 trials <10. Rep. 
Management Com. Alan, Duke Northumber-
land Mem. Fund, pp. 15-17. [W*.] 
1944 d.—Parasitic disease and under-production 
in lambs. II . A preliminary report on extensive 
trials with phenothiazine and mineral supple-
ments <10. Rep. Management Com. Alan, 
Duke Northumberland Mem. Fund, pp. 18-20. 
[WM 
1944 e.—Tick-borne diseases of  sheep < J . Min. 
Agrie., London, v. 51 (1), Apr., pp. 23-27. 
[WM 
1945 a.—Sheep and lamb diseases <11. Rep. 
Management Com. Alan Duke Northumber-
land Mem. Fund, pp. 7-24. [WM 
1946 a.—Field trials with D D T . The use of  D D T 
against maggot-fly  strike <12. Rep. Manage-
ment Com. Alan, Duke Northumberland Mem. 
Fund, pp. 4 -9 . [WM 
1946 b.—Sheep and lamb diseases. Notes on pre-
vention <12. Rep. Management Com. Alan, 
Duke Northumberland Mem. Fund, pp. 19-24. 
[ W M 
1946 c—Sheep maggots and D D T < J . Min. 
Agrie., London, v. 53 (4), July, pp. 178-180. 
[WM 
1948 a.—Sheep dying. Rare disease kills thou-
sands in northern hill flocks  <Farmer Stock-
breeder (3041), v . 62, Jan. 20, p. 164. [Wv] 
1948 b.—Sheep and lamb diseases <14. Rep. Man-
agement Com. Alan Duke Northumberland 
Mem. Fund, 48 pp. [WM 
S T E W A R T , W I L L I A M L Y L E ; a n d C R O F T O N , H . D R A P E R . 
1941 a.—Parasitic gastritis in cattle <Vet . Ree., v . 
53 (43), Oct. 25, pp. 619-621, illus. [WM 
1941 b.—Parasitic gastritis in sheep. Compara-
tive trials on lambs with phenothiazine and 
copper-nicotine mixture <Vet . Ree., v . 53 (12), 
Mar. 22, pp. 167-170. [Wv] 
1942 a.—"Black-rush"—a form of  winter trichos-
trongylosis in Northumberland <Vet . Ree. 
(2840), v . 54 (50), Dec. 12, pp. 515-516. [Wv] 
1943 a.—Parasitic gastritis in sheep. Field trials 
with phenothiazine and mineral supplements 
< V e t . Ree. (2843), v . 55 (1), Jan. 2, pp. 3 - 4 . 
[Wv] 
1943 b.—Bigger and better lambs. How these were 
obtained in the north < Scottish Farmer (2629), 
v . 51, M a y 15, p. 607. [Wv] 
S T E W A R T , W I L L I A M L Y L E ; a n d P I E R C Y , S . E . 
1934 a.—Parasitic gastro-enteritis in sheep <Vet . 
Ree., n .s., v . 14 (39), Sept. 29, pp. 1165-1169. 
[Wv] 
1935 a.—Border pining in sheep—I < J. Comp. 
Path, and Therap., v. 48 (3), Sept., pp. 157-191. 
[Issued Sept. 30] [Wv] 
S T E W A R T , W I L L I A M LYLF. ; a n d P O N S F O R D , A . P H Y L L I S . 
1936 a.—Border pining in sheep. II < J . Comp. 
Path, and Therap., v . 49 (1), Mar. 31, pp. 49-62, 
figs.  l - 2 b . [Wv] 
1939 a.—The control of  sheep ticks < V e t . Ree., v . 
51 (52), Dec. 30, pp. 1481-1485. [Wv] 
S T E W A R T , W I L L I A M L Y L E ; a n d P O N S I O R D , A . P H Y L L I S 
—Continued. 
1940 a.—Northumbrian pining not curable by co-
balt administration <Vet . Ree., v . 52 (20), May 
18, pp. 379-382. [Wv] 
1940 b.—Pining in sheep not curable by cobalt ad-
ministration [Letter to editor dated M a y 6 
<Nature, London (3687), v . 145, June 29, p. 
1023. [Wv] 
S T E W A R T , W I L L I A M L Y L E ; a n d S M I T H , R . P . 
1927 a.—Pulmonary strongylosis in sheep < V e t . J. 
(624), v . 83 (6), June, pp. 294-297, figs.  1 -3 . 
[Wv] 
S T E Y N , D O U W G . [ B . S C . , D r . M e d . V e t . , V e t . R e -
search Officer,  Onderstepoort] 
1929 a.—A note on the symptomatology of  phenol 
poisoning in sheep induced by certain dips <15 
Ann. Rep. Director Vet. Serv., Dept. Agrie' 
Union South Africa,  v . 2, Oct., pp. 657-658· 
[Wv] 
1932 a.—The effects  of  sulphur on merino sheep 
and their resistance to potassium cyanide poison-
ing <18. Rep. Director Vet. Serv., Dept. Agrie. 
Union South Africa,  v. 2, Aug., pp . 597-610, 1 
graph. [Wv] 
1935 a.—The toxicity of  pumpkin seed (Cucurbita 
pepo L.) <Onderstepoort J. Vet. Sc. and Animal 
Indust., v . 5 (2), Oct., pp. 441-443. [Wv] 
1935 b.—The toxicity of  trypan blue <Onderste-
poort J. Vet. Sc. and Animal Indust., v . 5 (2), 
Oct., pp. 467-471. [Wv] 
1939 a.—The danger of  dipping-tanks <Farming 
in South Africa  (163), v . 14, Oct., p. 419. [Wv] 
1939 b .—The diagnosis of  arsenical poisoning of 
stock < J . South African  Vet. Med. Ass., v . 10 
(4), Dec., pp. 151-156. [Wv] 
S T E Y N , D o u w G . ; a n d B E K K E R , P . M . 
1938_ a.—The toxicity of  some dipping fluids  con-
taining arsenic and sulphur <0nderstepoort J. 
Vet. Sc. and Animal Indust., v . 11 (1), July, pp. 
247-255. [Wv] 
STEYN, H. P. [Johannesburg] [See also Neitz, W . O.; 
and Steyn, H. P. ; and Quinlan, John В. ; and 
Steyn, H. P.] 
1942 a.—A report on the failure  of  acaprin to cure 
Babesia bigemina infection  in bovines < J . South 
African  Vet. Med. Ass., v . 13 (4), Dec., pp. 113-
115. [Wv] 
1943 a.—A report on the failure  of  acaprin to cure 
Babesia bigemina infection  in bovines < Indian 
Vet. J., v. 19 (5), Mar., pp. 246-249. [Wv] 
1945 a.—The lung worm, Füaroides osleri (Cobbold) 
in dogs : A clinical report < J. South African  Vet. 
Med. Ass., v . 16 (3), Sept., pp. 88-89. [W*, W ' M 
STEYRER. [Prof. ] 
1914 a.—Bericht über den klinischen Verlauf  eines 
früher  demonstrierten Falles von Echinokokkus 
[Abstract of  report before Wissensch. Aerztegesel-
Isch. Innsbruck, Mar. 6] <Wien . Klin. Wchn-
schr., v . 27 (26), June 25, p. 962. [ W - . ] 
1914. b.—[Leberechinokokkus] [Demonstration 
before Wissensch. Aerztegesellsch. Innsbruck, 
Jan. 9] <Wien. Klin. Wchnschr., v . 27 (22), M a y 
28, p . 777. [W" . ] 
1918 a.—Echinokokkus der Lunge [Abstract of 
report before Wissensch. Aerztegesellsch. Inns-
bruck, Jan. 12, 1917] <Wien . Klin. Wchnschr., 
v . 31 (10), Mar. 7, p. 289. [W"V] 
1925 a.—Demonstration von Trichinose-Erkrank-
ungen [Abstract of  report before Wissensch. 
Aerztegesellsch., Innsbruck, 21 Nov. , 1924] 
<Kl in . Wchnschr., v . 4 (9), 26 Feb., p . 426. 
[Wv] 
S T E Y S K A L , G E O R G E . [Detroit, Michigan] 
1945 a.—Nomenclature and semantics <Entoin. 
News, v . 56 (4), Apr., pp. 100-102. [Wv] 
S T I A S S N I E , H E N R I J A C Q U E S . _ [ 1 8 8 7 - ] 
1921 a.—Etude sur l'éruption cutanée provoquée 
chez l'homme par la gale féline.  Thèse méd. 
(Paris). 62 pp. Paris. [ W m . ] 
S T I A S S N I E , J . See Thibierge, Georges; and Stias-
snie, J . 
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S T I B B E N S , F R A N K H A M I L T O N [ 1 8 7 8 - ] [ M . D , 
Oakland, California]  See Clark, Thomas James; 
and Stibbens, Frank Hamilton. 
S T I C H . 
1907 a.—Präparat von verkalktem unilokulären 
Echinokokkus [Abstract of  paper read before 
Aertzl. Ver., Nürnberg, 4 Oct.] <München. 
Med. Wchnschr., v. 54 (5), 29 Jan., p. 242. [W\ 
W·".] 
STICH, A. [Asst., Poliklinik, Dr., Romberg] 
1854 a.—Ueber das Finnig-Sein lebender Menschen 
<Ann. Char.-Krankenh. Berlin, v. 5 (1), pp. 
154-238. [Wm.] 
S T I C H E L , W O L F G A N G . [Dr., Berlin] 
1934 a.—Fliegenlarven zur Wundbehandlung 
<Ztschr. Wissensch. Insektenbiol., v. 36, η . F., 
v. 27 (5-6), Nov. 30, p. 85. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Ueber Räude- odor Krätzmilben 
< Deutsche Pelztierzüchter, München, v. 11 
(13), July 1, pp. 253-257, illus. [W·.] 
1937 a.—Illustrierte Bestimmungstabellen der 
deutschen Wanzen (Hemiptera-Heteroptera). 
Geographische Verbreitung. I . Lief. 13, pp. 363-
394. Berlin. [Issued Nov. 1] [Wvj 
S T I C K , W . C . [ D r . ] 
1909 a.—The diseases due to parasites entering the 
body through the digestive tract [Abstract of 
report before  York County Med. Soc , Aug. 5] 
<Penn. Med. J , v. 13 (2), N o v , p. 164. [ W v ] 
S T I C K D O R N , E B E R H A R D . [ L a n d s b e r g - W a r t h e ] 
(1939 a).—Nachweis von Trematodeninvasionen 
mit Hilfe  immunobiologischer Methoden unter 
besonderer Berücksichtigung der Präzipitation 
bei Leberegelbefall. Diss. (Tierärztl. Hoch-
schule, Hannover). 31 pp. 
1940 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zentralbl. Bakteriol, 
1 Abt., Re f , v. 136 (7-8), Feb. 8, p. 168. [Wv] 
S T I C K D O R N , H I L D E G A R D . [Zool. Inst , Univ. Rostock] 
1936 a.—Versuche zur Uebertragung von Rotlauf-
bakterien durch die Schweinelaus (Haematopinus 
suis) <Ztschr. Parasitenk, Berlin, v. 8 (4), Apr. 
18, pp. 492-503. [Wv] 
S T I C K E L , L U C I L L E F. [U. S . Fish and WTildlife  Serv, 
Patuxent Research Refuge,  Bowie, Maryland] 
1946 a.—Field studies of  a Peromyscus population 
in an area treated with D D T < J . Wildlife  Man-
agement, v. 10 (3), July, pp. 216-218. [Wv] 
S T I C K E R , A N T O N . [Dr. M e d , Frankfurt  a. Main] 
[See also Marx, E. ; and Sticker, Anton] 
1886 a.—Psorospermien im Herzfleisch  des Schafes 
<Arch. Wissensch, u. Prakt. Thierh, v. 12 (5-6), 
pp. 381-382. [W\ Wm.] 
1890 a.—Die Gefahren  der Protozoen der Schlacht-
thiere für  den Menschen <Arch. Animal Nahr-
ungsmittelk, v. 6 (2), N o v , pp. 18-20. [W\ 
W m . ] 
1891 a.—Idem [continued] <Ibidem (7), März-
A p r , pp. 85-86; (10), Juli, pp. 133-134. [W\ 
W « . ] 
1893 a.—Ueber Infectionskrankheiten  bei Fischen 
Clbidem, v. 8 (10-11), pp. 121-124. [Wv Wm.] 
1894 a.—Ueber Infectionskrankheiten  bei Fischen 
<Ztechr. Fischerei, v. 2 (2-3), pp. 85-90. [W'.] 
1901 a.—Untersuchungen über den Bau und die 
Lebensgeschichte des Sclerostomum armatum 
<Arch. Wissensch, u. Prakt, Thierh, v. 27 (3 -
4), pp. 187-232, pl. 2, 33 figs. [W1 , W v ] 
1901 b.—Der Aufenthalt von Sclerostomum armatum 
in der Wand des Dickdarmes. Ein Beitrag zur 
Kolik des Pferdes < Deutsche Thierärztl. Wchn-
schr, v . 9 (25), 22 Juni, pp. 253-257. [W>, Wm.] 
1901 c.—Die drei Arten des bewaffneten  Palissa-
denwurmes. Eine zoologische und pathologische 
Studie <Ibidem (33), 17 A u g , pp. 333-336, 9 
figs.;  (34), 24 A u g , pp. 346-347. [W", W v ] 
1902 a.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol, 
1. A b t , Re f , v. 31 (1), 8 Jan, p. 21. [W», W v ] 
1902 b.—Onderzoekingen over den bouw en de 
levensgeschiedenis von Sclerostomum armatum 
[Abstract of  1901 a] CTijdschr. Veeartsenijk, 
v. 29 (4), 1 Jan, pp. 174-175. [Wv] 
S T I C K E R , A N T O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1902 с .—Der Aufenthalt  von Sclerostomum arma-
tum in der Wand des Dickdarmes. Ein Beitrag 
zur Kolik des Pferdes [Abstract of  1901 b] 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , Ref.,  v. 31 (1), 
8 Jan, pp. 20-21. [Wa , Wm.] 
1902 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 b] <Ztschr. 
Fleisch- u. Milchhvg, v. 12 (7), A p r , pp. 211-
213. [W», Wm.] 
1902 e.—Présence du Sclerostomum equinum dans 
la paroi du gros intestin. Contribution à l'étude 
des coliques du cheval [Abstract of  1901 b] 
< R e v . Vét,, Toulouse, v. 60 [n. s.l, v. 27 (5), 1 
Mai, pp. 343-344. [W*, Wm.] 
1902 f. —Ueber das Zustandekommen des Aneu-
rysma verminosuni equi <Deutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr, v. 10 (28), 12 Juli, pp. 274-276. 
[Wa , Wm.] 
1902 g.—Contribution à l'étude des anévrismes 
vermineux du eheval [Abstract of  1902 f]  <Ann. 
Méd. V é t , v. 51 (12), D é c , pp. 664-665. [Wv 
W®.] 
1902 h.—The three species of  armed palisade worm 
[Abstract of  1901 c] <Exper. Station. R e e , v. 
13 (9), p. 888. [ W \ W v ] 
1903 a.—The mode of  origin of  verminous aneurism 
in the horse [Abstract of  1902 f]  <J . Comp. 
Path, and Therap, v. 16 (1), M a r , pp. 69-72. 
[Wa , Wm.] 
1903 b.—Die drei Arten des bewaffneten  PallLsa-
denwurms [Abstract of  1901 c] <Ztschr. Fleisch-
u. Milchhvg, v. 13 (11), A u g , pp. 356-357. [W\ 
Wm.] 
1903 c.—Ueber das Zustandekommen des Aneu-
rysma verminosum equi [Abstract of  1902 f] 
<Jahresb. Vet.-Med. (1902), v. 22, p. 142. [Wv] 
1905 a.—Sclerostomum armatum s. Strongylus arma-
tus [Abstract of  1901 c] <Monatsh. Prakt, 
Tierh, v. 17 (1-2), 30 Sept , p. 54. [Wa , Wm.] 
S T I C K E R , G E O R G . 
1900 a.—Sputum <Real-Encycl. Ges. Heilk, 3. 
Aufi. (223-224), v . 23, pp. 181-207. [W- . ] 
1910 a.—Parasitologie und Loimologie <Hist . Biol. 
Krankheitserreger (Südhoff u. Sticker) (1), pp. 9 -
12. [Wm.] 
1926 a.—Die Weil'sche Seuche (Spirochaetosis ic-
terohaemorrhagica) (In  his Die gutartigen kurz-
fristigen  Fieberkrankheiten der warmen Länder) 
CHandb. Tropenkrankh. (Mense), 3. Aufl.,  v . 4, 
pp. 530-566, figs.  100-103. [Wv] 
1926 b.—Zur Parasitologie um das Jahr 1700 
<Arch. Gesch. M e d , v. 18 (1), Mar. 31, pp. 72-
92. [Wm.] 
1928 a.—Ein Fall von Hautmaulwurf  aus Guate-
mala <Klin. Wchnschr, v. 7 (46), 11 N o v , p. 
2226. [Wv] 
1937 a.—Volkskrankheiten in den Mittelmeer-
ländern zur Blütezeit Athens <Festschr. Nocht, 
pp. 594-610. [Wv] 
S T I C K E R , G E O R G ; S C H Ü F F N E R , W I L H E L M A U G U S T 
P A U L ; a n d S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A S H E N -
D R I K . 
192Ö a.—Wurmkrankheiten CHandb. Tropen-
krankh. (Mense), 3. Aufl.,  v. 5, 1. Teil, pp. 1 -
423, figs.  1-131, pl. 1, figs.  1-23. [Wv] 
S T I C K L E R , J O S E P H W . [ M . D . ] 
1883 a.—-Incipient stages of  scabies from Sarcoptes 
cants < J . Comp. Med. and Surg, v . 4 (3), July, 
p. 239. [Wm.] 
S T I C K M O R E , F R E D E R I C K . [Dr., Chicago] 
1903 a .—To kill flies  by typhus germs [From the 
N. York Tribune] < M e d . R e e , Ν . Y . (1694), v. 
63 (17), Apr. 25, p. 664. [Wa , Wm, W v ] 
S T I E B E L , F R I E D R I C H . [ D r , Mitglied Wetterauer 
Naturf.  Gesellsch.] 
1817 a.—Dyacanthos polycephalus, ein Intestinal-
wurm des Menschen <Deutsches Arch. Physiol, 
v. 3 (2), pp. 174-179, pl. 3, figs.  1-5 . [Wm.] 
(1818 a).—Idem < N . Comment. Med. e Chir , v. 
2, p. 372. 
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1818 b.—Diacanthos polycephalus, ein Intestinal-
wurm des Menschen [Abstract of  1817 a] <Isis 
(Oken), (9), pp. 1570-1572. [W«.] 
1818 c.—Sur le Dyacanthos polycephalus, nouvelle 
espèce de ver intestinal [Transi, of  1817 a] < J . 
Compi. Diet. Sc. Med., v. 1, pp. 177-180, pl. 
[missing]. [W m . ] 
1843 a.—Ueber ein im Harne des Menschen gefun-
denes Infusorium <Amtl . Ber. 20. Versamml. 
Gesellsch. Deutsch. Naturi, u. Aerzte, Sept. 
1842, pp. 24-25. [W·", Wv] 
STIEBEN, W . D . See Shtiben, V . D . 
S T I E D A , A L E X A N D E R . [1875- ] [Asst., Stadt-
krankenhause, Chemnitz] 
1900 a.—Durchbohrung des Duodenums und des 
Pankreas durch eine Tänie <Centralbl. Bak-
teriol., 1. Abt., v. 28 (14-15), 15 Oct., pp. 430-
437. [W», W m . ] 
1901 a.—Perforation of  the pancreas and duodenum 
by a tapeworm [Abstract of  1900 a] <Brit . 
Med. J. (2089), v. 1, Jan. 12, Epit. Cur. Med. 
Lit., p. 8. [W\ W m . ] 
1941 a.—Echinococcus im Kleinhirn <Zentralbl. 
Chir., Leipzig, v. 68 (16), Apr. 19, pp. 732-737, 
illus. [ W v ] 
S T I E D A , A L F R E D . [Dr., Asst. Königsb. Chir. Klinik] 
1904 a.—Verkalkte Parasiten (Cysticercus cellu-
losae) im Röntgenbilde <Beitr. Klin. Chir., v. 42 
(1), Apr., pp. 245-250. [ W v ] 
1904 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr., v . 30 (25), 16 Juni, p. 932. [W», W-v] 
S T I E D A , L U D W I G . [1837-1918] [Dr., Prof., Anat., 
Univ. Königsberg] 
1862 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Kenntniss der Tänien 
<Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 28. J., v. 1, pp. 200-
209, pl. 8. [W·.] 
1863 a.—A contribution to the knowledge of  the 
Tœniae [Transi, of  1862 a] <Ann. and Mag., 
Nat. Hist., 3. s. (62), v. 11, Feb., pp. 101-107. 
[W\ Wv] 
1864 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Anatomie des Bothrio-
cepholus latus <Arch. Anat. u. Physiol., pp. 174-
212, pis. 4 -5 . [W". ] 
1865 a,—Contribution à l'anatomie du Bothri-
ocephalus latus [Transi, of  1864 a] <Ann. Se. 
Nat., zool., 5. s., v. 3, pp. 93-126. [W», W v ] 
1865 b.—A contribution to the anatomy of  Bothrio-
cephalue latus [Abstract of  1864 a] <Quart. J. 
Micr. Sc., n. s., v. 5, pp. 53-54. [W™, W v ] 
1865 c.—Ueber die Psorospermien der Kaninchen-
leber und ihre Entwickelung <Arch. Path. 
Anat,, v. 32, 3. F., v. 2 (1), Jan., pp. 132-139, 
figs.  3 -8 . [W», W"-, W v ] 
1867 a.—Beiträge zur Anatomie der Plattwürmer 
<Arch. Anat., Physiol, u. Wissensch. Med. (1), 
März, pp. 52-63, pl. 2. [ W v ] 
1867 b.—Sur les psorospermies du foie de lapin et 
leur mode de développement [Abstract of  1865 
c] <Gaz. Méd. Paris, v. 38, 3. s., v. 22 (3), 19 
Jan., p. 47. [Wm.] 
1869 a.—Su i psorospermi del fegato  [Abstract of 
1865 с] <Gior. Anat., Fisiol. e Patol. Animali, v. 
1 (2), 1 Maggio, pp. 105-107. [Wm.] 
1871 a.—Ueber den Bau des Polystomum integerri-
mum <Arch. Anat., Physiol, u. Wissensch. Med. 
(1870) (5), Jan., pp. 660-678, pl. 15, figs.  1-12. 
[Wm.] 
1871 b.—Ueber den angeblichen inneren Zusam-
menhang der männlichen und weiblichen Or-
gane bei den Trematoden <Ibidem (1), Mai, 
pp. 31-40. [W®.] 
1890 a.—Ueber das Vorkommen des Haarbalgpara-
siten (Demodex folliculorum)  an den Augenlidern 
<Centralbl. Prakt. Augenh., v. 14, Juli, pp. 
193-198. [MS. dated 4. Juli.] [ W v ] 
1890 b.—The Acarue folliculorum  in the eyelids 
[Abstract of  1890 a] < M e d . News, Phila. (920), 
v. 57 (9), Aug. 30, p. 220. [W>, W v ] 
S T I E D A , L U D W I G - — C o n t i n u e d . 
1891 a.—Ueber das Vorkommen des Haarbalgpara-
siten (Demodex folliculorum)  an den Augenlidern 
[Abstract of  1890 a] CCentralbl. Allg. Path. u. 
Path. Anat., v. 2 (1), 2 Jan., pp. 3 5 - 3 6 . [W\ 
Wm.] 
S T I E F E N H O F E R , G E O R G . [Diplomlandwirt, Weihen-
stephan] 
1930 a.—-Versuche zur Bekämpfung  der Dassel-
fliege  im Frühjahr 1930 <München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 81 (38), 17 Sept., pp. 481^85. 
[Wv] ¿ 
1931 a.—Versuche zur Bekämpfung  der Dassel-
fliege  im Frühjahr 1931 <München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 82 (29), 15 Juli, pp. 349-355, 3 figs. 
[WV] 
1932 a.—Die Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage mit 
Häkelnadel und Pinzette. Eine Erwiderung auf 
die Ausführungen  des Herrn Professors  Dr. 
Peter, Hamburg, in Nr. 41 (1931), der B T W 
<Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 48 (12), 18 März, 
pp. 179-181. [Wv] 
S T I E F F E L , R O G E R . [Ancien Interne Hôp. Paris] 
1939 a.—La part de la crénotherapie dans le traite-
ment des colopathies parasitaires < R e v . Méd. 
Franç., v . 20 (3), Mar., pp. 213-214. [Wm.] 
S T I E F F E L , R O G E R ; a n d C H A T R O N , M . 
1934 a.—-Un cas de distomatose humaine à Fasciola 
hepatica <Arcli . Mal. Appar. Digest., v . 24 (3), 
Mar., pp. 281-285. [ W v ] 
(1934 b) .—A proposito de un caso de distomatosis 
humana a Fasciola hepatica <Phare Méd. Paris, 
Mar.-Abril, p. 2. 
1934 с .—A propos d'un cas de distomatose humaine 
a Fasciola hepatica <Prat. Méd. Franç., v. 15 
(1), Jan., pp. 31-38. [ W v ] 
S T I E G L E R . 
(1908 a).—Behandlung der Pferderäude <Jahresb. 
Bayerisch. Tierärzte. 
1908 b.—Idem. [Abstract] <Wchnschr. Tierh. u. 
Viehzucht, v. 52 (32), 11 Aug., p. 602. [Wa , W v ] 
S T I E G L I T Z , J U L I U S O S C A R . [ 1 8 6 7 - 1; e t a l . 
[1928 а].—Chemistry in medicine. A cooperative 
treatise intended to give examples of  progress 
made in medicine with the aid of  chemistry. 757 
pp., front.,  illus. New York. [Wv] 
S T I E G M A N , W M . 
1927 a.—A cure for  lung worm heralded [Eurekiama 
Special] <Black Fox Mag., v. 11 (8), Sept., p. 52. 
[Wv] 
S T I E L T J E S , D . 
1930 a.—Verslag van het aaltjes-proefveld te Dalf-
sen <Tijdschr. Plantenziekten, v. 36 (6), June, 
pp. 105-111. [Wvl 
1932 a.—Aaltjes-proefvelden  in West-Overijssel 
CTijdschr. Plantenziekten, v. 38 (4), April, pp. 
67-69. [Wv] 
STIEPANOW. [Prof., Kazan] 
1903 a.—Sur la localisation de Spiroptera megastoma 
- dans les organes parenchymateux du cheval [Ab-
stract of  report before  1. Congrès Vét. Russes, 
St.-Pétersbourg] < R e v . Gén. Méd. Vét., Tou-
louse (23), v. 2, 1 Déc., p. 604. [W*.] 
S T I E R . 1 
(1775 a).—Gründliche Untersuchung über das 
Drehen der Schafe  <Oekonom. Nachr. Gesellsch. 
Schlesien, v. 3, pp. 171, 177, 184, 185, 209. 
1776 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Phys.-Oekonom. Bib-
lioth., v. 7 (3), pp. 433-435. [Wv] 
S T I E R . 5 See Decrop; and Stier. 
S T I E R , R E I N H O L D . [Dr., Untervet., Berlin.] 
(1912 a).—Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Lebens-
geschichte des SMerostomum  bidentatum. Diss. 
(Ber Un). 
1913 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Lebens-
geschichte des Sclerostomum bidentatum <Arch. 
Wissensch, u. Prakt. Tierh., v. 39 (4-5), 30 Mai, 
pp. 435-448, pl. 7. [Wv] 
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STIEBEN, A . [Leningrad] 
1934 a.—Tiergärtnerisches aus Russland [Abstract 
of  Bjulletenj Sooparkow i Soosadow, Moskva 
(1)] <Zoo l . Garten, n. F., v . 6 (10-12), Dez. 
1933, p. 276-279. [Issued 25 Feb.] [W»J 
S T I E T E N B O T H , A U G U S T . [ 1 8 5 2 - ] [Tierarzt, 
Halle i. Br.] [For  biography and port, see 
Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 40 (13), 26 
Marz, 1932, p. 202] [W·.] 
1892 a.—Das Wurmeneurysma bei der Kolik der 
Pferde  <Berl . Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (13), 24 
März, p. 146. [W>.1 
1912 a.—Strongylus armatus, ein Massentöter 
<Tierärztl. Rundschau, v. 18 (43), 21 Oct., pp. 
491-492. [W«.] 
STIEVENAERT. [Med. Vet. Racour Liege] 
1860 a.—Un cas de tournis chez le poulain <Ann. 
Méd. Vét., v . 9 (2), Feb., pp. 61-80. [W'".] 
1860 b.—Drehkrankheit bei einem Fohlen [Ab-
stract] <Repert . Thierh., ν . 21, pp. 238-239. 
f W m . ] 
S T I F F , H E N B T A . (jr.)  [Capt., Sn. C., A. U. S.]; and 
C A S T I L L O , J U L I O C . 
1945 a.—A colorimetrie method for  the micro-
determination of  2,2, bis(p-chlorophenyl) 1,1,1 
trichloretbane ( D D T ) , <Science, n. s. (2626), v. 
101, Apr. 27, pp. 440-443. [W».] 
1945 b.—The determination of  2,2-bis (p-Chloro-
phenyl)-l, 1,1-trichlorethane ( D D T ) in organs 
and bodv fluids  after  oral administration < J . 
Biol. Chèm., v . 159 (2), July, pp. 545-548. [W·.] 
S T I F F , W . C . 
(1922 a).—Scabies (itch) < T r . Luzerne Co. Med. 
Soc., v . 22, pp. 223-229. 
S T I F F , W . P H I L L I M O B E . 
1846 a.—Case of  Strongylus gigas (order Hematoi-
dea, Rudolphi) occurring in the practice of  M . 
Arlaud, surgeon to the French navy < M e d . 
Times, London (338), v . 13, Mar. 21, p. 494. 
[ W m . ] 
STIFT, A. [Adjunckt, Chem.-Tecli. Versuchest. Cen-
traiver. Rübenzuckerindust., Oesterr.-Ungar. 
Monarchie] 
1895 a.—Ueber tierische Schädlinge der Zucker-
rübe. Sammelreferat  CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 2. 
Abt., v . 1 (11), 15 Mai, pp. 398-406. [W·, W®.] 
1900 a.—Die Krankheiten und thierischen Feinde 
der Zuckerrübe. 208 pp., pis. Wien. [W».] 
1909 a.—Ueber im Jahre 1908 veröffentlichte  be-
merkenswerte Arbeiten und Mitteilungen auf 
dem Gebiete der Zuckerrüben- und Kartoffel-
krankheiten CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 2. Abt. , v . 
23 (6-9), 29 Apr., pp. 173-192. [W», W®.] 
1912 a.—Zur Geschichte der Rübennematoden 
COesterr.-Ungar. Ztschr. Zuckerindust. u. Land-
wirtsch., v . 41 (3), pp. 417-498. ]W·.] 
1915 a.—Ueber im Jahre 1914 veröffentlichte  be-
merkenswerte Arbeiten und Mitteilungen auf 
dem Gebiete der tierischen und pflanzlichen 
Feinde der Zuckerrübe. Zusammenfassende 
Uebersichten CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 2. Abt., v. 
44 (5-8), 14 Aug., pp. 129-142. [W·.] 
S T I G L I C H , G. G E B M Á N . See Germán Stiglich, G . 
S T I G T E B , P . J . 
1920 a.—Kala-azar, een bijdrage tot de casuïstiek 
С Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 60 (1), 
pp. 44-48. [W".] 
S T I L E S , С . F. [Exten. Entom., Oklahoma A. and M . 
Coll.] [See also Dove, Walter Elzra; Stiles, C. F.; 
and Parman, Daniel Cleveland] 
1936 a.—Methods of  control of  household pests 
С Circular (223) Oklahoma Exten. Serv., rev., 
32 pp., illus. (General series 61) [Wv] 
1943 a.—Smear the screw worm CFarmer-Stock- ¡ 
man, v. 56 (8), Aug., p. 294 (p. 6), illus. [W·.] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L . [ 1 8 6 7 - 1 9 4 1 ] [ M e d . 1 
Dir., Div. Zool., National Inst. Health, U. S. 
Pub. Health Serv.] [For biography see Anat. 
Ree., v. 8 2 ( 2 ) , Suppl., Feb. 2 5 , 1 9 4 2 , pp. 2 0 - 2 1 . ] 
[W« .U [For  biography and port, see J. Parasitol., 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A B D E L L — C o n t i n u e d . 
v. 19 (4), June, 1933, pp. 257-261.] [W·.] [For 
necrology see J. Parasitol., v . 27 (3), June, 1941, 
pp. 195-201.] [W».] [For  port, see Ann. Trop. 
Med. and Parasitol., v . 26 (1), Mar. 19, 1932, 
front.]  [W·.] [See also Boeck, William Charles; 
and Stiles, Charles Wardell; and International 
Commission on Zoological Nomenclature; and 
Lumsden, Leslie Leon; Roberts, Norman; and 
Stiles, Charles Wardell; and Lumsden, Leslie 
Leon; Stiles, Charles Wardell; and Freeman, 
Allen Weir; and Rose, Wickliffe;  and Stiles, 
Charles Wardell; and Weakly, A. D . ; Harper 
Ν . Α . ; Robeson, A. C.; and Stiles, Charles War-
dell] 
1891 a.—Bau und Entwicklungsgeschichte von 
Pentastomum proboscideum Rud. und Pen tasto· 
mum. subcylindricum Dies. CZtschr. Wissensch. 
Zool., v. 52 (1), 5 Mai, pp. 85-157, pis. 7 -8 , figs. 
1-48. [W f t, W».] 
1891 b.—Idem. Diss. 75 + 5 pp., 2 pis., 48 figs. 
Leipzig. [WB , W®.] 
1891 е.—Sur la biologie des linguatules CCompt. 
Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 9. s., v . 3 (17), 22 Mai, 
pp. 348-353. [W*, W®, W°.] 
1891 d.—Sur la dent des embryones d'Ascaris 
(Notes sur les parasites. 1.) Clbidem. (20), 11 
Juin, pp. 465-466. [W\ W®, W«.] 
1891 e.—Idem. Reprint. 2 pp. Paris. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1891 f.— Idem CBull. Soc. Zool. France, v. 16. 
(6), Juin, pp. 162-163. [W°, W·.] 
1891 g.—Note préliminaire sur quelques parasites 
Clbidem, pp. 163-165. [W», W°, W·.] 
1891 h.—Sur l'hôte intermédiaire de ì'Echinorhyn-
chus gigas en Amérique. (Notes sur les parasites. 
3.) CCompt . Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 9. s., v . 3 
(32), 20 Nov., pp. 764-766. [Wa , W®, W«.] 
1891 i.—Idem CBull. Soc. Zool. France, v. 16 Ο -
ΙΟ), Nov. -Déc . , pp. 240-242. [W*, W°, W·.] 
1891 к.—Echinorhynchus gigas and its intermediate 
host [Transi, of  1891 h, with additions] CJ. 
Comp. Med. and Vet. Arch. v. 12 (12), Dec., pp. 
657-661, figs.  1 -3 . [W», W®, W ' . ] 
1891 1.—Review of  recent publications in medical 
zoology Clbidem, pp. 691-696. [W>, W®, W°.j 
1892 a.—Idem [continued] Clbidem, v. 13 (2), 
Feb., pp. 101-107; (9), Sept., pp. 557-561. [W», 
W®. W°.] 
1892 b.—Preliminary note on Myzomimus  gen. 
nov., type species M.  scutatus Mueller, '69, a 
parasite in cattle. (Notes on parasites. 4) 
Clbidem, pp. 65-67, 1 fig. [W·, W®, W·.] 
1892 c.—Idem. Reprint. 3 pp., 1 fig.  New York. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1892 d.—On the American intermediate host of 
Echinorhynchus gigas. (Notes on parasites. 3.) 
[Transi, of  1891 h] CZool . Anz., Leipzig, (383), 
v. 15, 1 Feb., pp. 52-54. [W», W®, W°.] 
1892 e.—A word in regard to the Filaridse found 
in the body cavity of  horses and cattle (pp. 143-
147, figs,  a - b ) ; on the presence of  Strongylus 
ostertagi (Ostertag, 1890) Stiles, 1892, in America 
(pp. 147-148) ; a word in regard to Dr. Francis's 
Distomum texanicum (p. 148). (Notes on para-
sites. 5 -7) CJ. Comp. Med. and Vet. Arch., v. 
13 (3), Mar., pages cited. [W», W®, ff«.] 
1892 f.— Idem. Reprint. 8 pp., figs.  a -b . New 
York. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1892 g.—A word in regard to Dr. Francis's Disto-
mum texanicum. (Notes on parasites. 7) CAm. 
Vet. Rev. , v . 15, Mar., pp. 732-733. [W·, W®.j 
1892 li.—A case of  intestinal coccidiosis in sheep. 
(Notes on parasites. 10) CJ. Comp. Med. and 
Vet. Arch. v. 13 (5), May, pp. 319-325, figs.  1-14. 
[MS. dated Apr. 21.] [W», W®, W°.] 
1892 i .—A check list of  animal parasites of  cattle, 
with a request to veterinarians and zoologists (pp. 
346-350); two cases of Echinococcus multilocu-
laris in cattle (p. 350). (Notes on parasites. 8 -9 ) 
Clbidem (6), June, pages cited. IW·, W®, W«.] 
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1892 k.—Sur le Taenia  giardi (Riv.) Moniez (pp. 
664-665); sur le Txnia expansa Rudolphi (pp. 
665-666). (Notes sur les parasites. 13-Ì4.) 
<Compt . Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, 9. s., v. 4 (27), 
22 Juillet, pages cited. [W\ ff», W«.] 
1892 1.—Idem <Bull . Soc. Zool. France, v. 17 (6), 
Juin-Juillet, pp. 157-159. [ff»,  ff»,  ff».] 
1892 m.—Distoma magnum Bassi, 1875. (Notes on 
parasites. 11) < J . Comp. Med. and Vet. Arch., 
v . 13 (8), Aug., pp. 464-466. [W\ ff®,  ff«.] 
1892 n.—Notes on parasites. 2 Clbidem (9), Sept., 
pp. 517-526, figs.  1-12. [W=>, W » , ff«.] 
1892 o.—On the anatomy of  Myzomimus  scutatus 
(Mueller, 1869) Stiles, 1892. (Notes on parasites. 
12) <Festschr. 70. Geburtst. R . Leuckart's, 7. 
Oct., pp. 126-133, pi. 17, figs.  1-29. [W*.] 
1892 p.—Tapeworms [Editorial] < M e d . and 
Surg. Reporter (1859), v . 67 (16), Oct. 15, pp. 
626-627. [ff®,  ff·.] 
1892 q.—On the presence of  Spiroptera reticulata 
in cattle. (Notes on parasites. 15.) [MS. lost 
in mail; never published.] 
1892 r.—On Demodox folliculorum var. bovis in 
American cattle. (Notes on parasites. 16.) 
<Canad. Entom., v. 24 (11), Nov., pp. 286-290; 
discussion, p. 245. [ff", W 1 . ] 
1892 s .—A method of  killing nematodes for  micro-
tome sections < A m . Naturalist (311), v . 26, 
Nov., p. 972. [W a , W » , W».] 
1892 t .—The histology of  Boophilus [Abstract of 
report read Mar. 3] <Proc . Entom. Soc. Wash. 
(1890-92), v. 2 (3), Dec. 31, pp. 303-304. [ff·.] 
1893 a.—Examining and mounting Trichinae. 
Methods in use at the Bureau of  Animal Industry 
<Observer, v . 4 (3), Mar., pp. 71-72. [W°.] 
1893 b.—Ueber die topographische Anatomie des 
Gefässsystems  in der Familie Taeniadae. (Be-
merkungen über Parasiten. 17) <Centralbl. Bak-
teriol., v . 13 (14-15), 10 Apr., pp. 457-465, figs. 
1-12. [W», W®, W·.] 
1893 с .—Report on the memorial presented to the 
Smithsonian Institution regarding an American 
table at the Naples Zoological Station <Science, 
(541), v. 21, June 16, pp. 328-329. [W\ W » , 
W«.] 
1893 d.—Gapes in fowls  <Insect Life,  v . 5 (5), 
July, pp. 346-347. [W\ W m , W«.] 
1893 e.—Notes on cestodes [Abstract of  1892 ll 
< J . Roy . Micr. Soc., [2. s., v. 13] (5), Oct., p. 
638. [W®, ff», W«.] 
1893 f.—On  the presence of  Sarcosporidia in birds. 
(Notes on parasites. 18) <Bull . (3) Bureau Ani-
mal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., Nov. 8, pp. 7 9 -
88, pis. 2 - 3 . [W*, ff», W».) 
1894 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 15 (16), 27 Apr., pp. 611-612. [W», W m , W·.] 
1894 b.—Supplementary note [to Loveland, A. E., 
1894 a] < J . Comp. Med. and Vet. Arch., v . 15 
(2), Feb., p. 85. [W a , W » . ] 
1894 c .—The anatomy of  the large American fluke 
( Fasciola magna), and a comparison with other 
species of  the genus Fasciola, s. st. Containing 
also a list of  the chief  epizootics of  fascioliasis 
(distomatosis) and a bibliography of Fasciola 
hepatica, by Albert Hassall < Ibidem (3), Mar., 
pp. 161-178; (4), Apr., pp. 225-243, pis. 1 -2 ; 
(5), Oct., pp. 299-313, pis. 3 - 4 ; bibliography of 
F.  hepatica, by Albert Hassall (6), Nov., pp. 407-
417; (7), Dec., pp. 457-462. [See Stiles, 1895 1] 
[Wa, W®.] 
1894 d.—Parasitism <Proc . Entom. Soc. Wash., 
v. 3 (1), Mar. 8, pp. 1 -7 ; discussion, pp. 7 -9 . 
[W».] 
1894 e.—Ueber die Erhaltung von Typen. (Be-
merkungen über Parasiten. 20) <Centralbl. Bak-
teriol., v . 15 (13-14), 7 Apr., pp. 477-480. [Wa, 
W®, \V4] 
1894 f. —Idem. Reprint. 4 pp. Jena. [Lib. Zool. 
Div.) 
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1894 g.—Ein Wort zu Dr. Stadelmanns "Zur Frage 
des Strongijlus convolutus"  (Bemerkungen über 
Parasiten. 19) <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhvg., 
v. 4 (8), Mai, pp. 151-153. [Wa, W®.] [See 
Stadelmann, Hermann, 1893 a] 
1894 h.—Idem. Reprint, 3 pp. [Berlin] [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
1894 i.—Distoma ( Mesogonimus ) westermanni. Dis-
covery of  a parasite of  man, new to the United 
States. (Notes on parasites. 26.) <Johns 
Hopkins Hosp. Bull., v . 5 (40), May, pp. 57-58, 
figs.  1 -4 . [W», ff®,  W«.] 
1894 k.—Idem. Reprint. 5 pp., 4 figs.  [Balti-
more] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1894 I.—Idem [Same as 1894 i] <Vet . J. and Ann. 
Comp. Path. (230), v . 39, Aug., pp. 107-110, 
figs.  1 -4 . [Wa, W » . ] 
1894 m.—Distoma westermanni, discovery of  a 
parasite of  man, new to the United States. 
(Notes on parasites. 26.) [Abstract of  1894 i| 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., v . 16 (18), 26 Oct., p. 
756. [W», ff®, W".] 
1894 п.—Supplementarv note bv Dr. C. W . Stiles 
[to Ward, Henry Baldwin, 1894 g] <Vet . Mag., 
v. 1 (5), May, pp. 358-360. [Wa, W®.] 
1894 o.—-The animal parasites which we obtain 
through our food  [A lecture before  the Sanitary 
League, Wash., D. C.] < P o p . Health Mag., v. 1 
(12), June, pp. 337-3-12. [W®.] > . 
1894 p.—Idem <Dietet, and Hyg. Gaz., v . 10 (8), 
Aug., pp. 405-410. [W®.] 
1894 q.—Idem < M e d . and Surg. Reporter, v. 71 
(9), Sept. 1, pp. 295-299. [W®.] 
1894 r.—The animal parasites which we obtain 
through our food  <National Pop. Rev., v. 5 
(4), Oct., pp. 165-169. [W®.] 
1894 s.—Tierische Parasiten, deren Aufnahme 
durch unsere Nahrung stattfindet [Transi, of 
1894 о, by August] <Gesundheit, v . 19 (17), pp. 
263-265. [W®.] 
1894 t.—Note préliminaire sur une espèce d'in-
fusoires  (Ichthyophthirius) parasite chez des 
poissons d'eau douce à l'Exposition nationale de 
Cliicago. (Note sur les parasites. 24.) [Transi, 
of  1894 u, p. 190] CCompt. Rend. Soc. Biol., 
Paris, v . 46, 10. s., v . 1 (17), 1 Juin, pp. 434-436. 
[W», W®, W».] 
1894 u.—Report on a parasitic protozoan observed 
on the fish  in the aquarium <Bull . U. S. Fish 
Com. (1893), v. 13, pp. 173-190, pis. 11-12. [WA 
W » , ff».] 
1894 v.—Note sur un protozoaire (Ichthyophthirius 
multifiliis)  parasite des poissons conservés dans 
les aquariums de l'Exposition universelle de 
Chicago [Transi, of  1894 u, p. 190] <Bull . Soc. 
Centr. Aquic. France, 2. s., v. 6 (7-9), July-Sept., 
pp. 165-167 (pp. 1 -3) , pl. 1. [W' . ] 
1894 w.—La grande douve américaine (Fasciola 
' magna). (Note sur les parasites. 25.) [Transi, 
of  1895 1, pp. 278-280] <Bull . Soc. Zool. France, 
v. 19 (6), Juin, pp. 91-94. [W»> w» , W·.] 
1894 χ.—Experimental trichinosis in Spermophilus 
IS-lineatus.  (Notes on parasites. 27) <Cen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., v. 16 (19), 3 Nov., pp. 777-778. 
[W», W » , W«.] 
1894 y.—Nouvelles espèces américaines de sarco-
sporidies (résumé). (Notes sur les parasites. 28.) 
[Abstract of  1895 c] <BuU. Soc. Zool. France, v. 
19 (9), Nov. -Déc. , p. 160. [Wa, W», W«.] 
1894 z.—Une phase précoce des ténias du lapin. 
(Notice préliminaire.) (Notes sur les parasites. 
31.) [Transi, of  1895 e] Clbidem, pp. 163 -165. 
[W·, W», W".] 
1894 aa.—Distoma ( Mesogonimus ) westermanni; 
discovery of a parasite of  man, new to the United 
States. (Notes on parasites. 26.) [Abstract of 
1894 i] <Zool . Centralbl., v. 1 (17-18), 22 Oct., 
pp. 690-691. [W·, W«.] 
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1895 a.—Experimental trichinosis m Spermophilua 
lS-lineatus. (Notes on parasites. 27.) [Ьаше м 
1894 χ] <Vet . Mag., v . 1 (11). ( N o v , 1894), 
Jan. 17, pp. 727-728. [W", W'".] 
1895 b.—Idem [Abstract] < H y g . Rundschau, v. 
5 (20), 15 O c t , p. 953. [W», W™.J 
1895 c .—New American finds  of  Sarcosporidia. 
(Notes on parasite.s 28) < y e t M a g , v. 1 Ц1) 
( N o v , 1894), Jan. 17, pp. 728-7¿\). IW°, V\ m . j 
1895 d —New American species of  Sarcosporidia 
[Abstract of  1894 y] < J . Roy^Micr . Soc., [2. s , 
v . 15] (3), June, p. 327. [W\ W"», W«.] 
jg95 e An early stage of  rabbit tapeworms. (Pre-
liminary note.) (Notes on parasites. 31.) 
[Transi, of  1894 z] <Vet . M a g , v. 2 (1), J a n , pp. 
32-33. [W\ W » . ] 
1895 f.—Early  stages in the development of  the 
Tœniœ of  the rabbit [Abstract of  1894 z] < J . 
Roy. Micr. Soc. [2. s , v . 15] (3), June, p. 316. 
[W\ W·», W·.] 
1895 g.—Errata to notes 21, 28, 29, and 30. (Notes 
on parasites. 35) <Vet . M a g , v. 2 (1), Jan , 
pp. 33-34. [WS W·".] 
1895 h.—Correction de la note 21. (Notes sur les 
parasites. 35.) <Bull . Soc. Zool. France, v. 20 
(2), F é v , p. 31. [W\ W°, W·.] 
1895 i.—On the identity of  Txnia  brandti Cholod-
kowsky, 1894, with Taenia  giardi Moniez, 1878 
(pp. 254-256); on the presence of  adult cestodes 
in hogs (pp. 256-257). (Notes on parasites. 3 3 -
34) <Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , v. 17 (7-8), 
28 F e b , pages cited. [W*, W m , W c . ] 
1895 k.—Idem <Vet . M a g , v. 2 (4), A p r , pp. 217-
220; 220-222. [Wa , W » . ] 
1895 1.—The anatomy of  the large American fluke 
( Fasciola magna) and a comparison with other 
species of  the genus Fasciola,  s. st. Containing 
also a list of  the chief  epizootics of  fascioliasis 
(distomatosis) and a bibliography of Fasciola 
hepático by Albert Hassall [Continuation of  1894 
c] < J . Comp. Med. and Vet. Arch , v. 16 (3), 
M a r , pp. 139-147, pis. 5 - 6 ; (4), A p r , pp. 213-
222, pis. 7 - 8 ; (5), May , pp. 277-282. [W*, Wm.] 
1895 m.—Idem [Reprint, with orig. pagination, 
of  Stiles, 1894 с and 1895 1; and of  Ilassall, 1894 
b] [New York] [W·.] 
1895 n.—A double-pored cestode with occasional 
single pores [Abstract of  1895 o] <Science, n. s , 
v. 1 (12), Mar. 22, p. 334. [W\ Wm, W».] 
1895 o .—A double-pored cestode with occasional 
single spores [pores]. (Notes on parasites. 36) 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol. Ì. A b t , v. 17 (13-14), 16 
A p r , pp. 457-459, 1 flg. [W*, Wm, W«.] 
1895 p.—Idem <Vet . M a g , v. 2 (4), A p r , pp. 222 -
225, 1 fig.  [W a , Wm.] 
1895 q.—On the presence of  adult cestodes in hogs. 
(Notes on parasites. 34.) [Abstract of  1895 rj 
<Science, n. s , v . 1 (15), Apr. 12, p. 419. [W», 
Wm, W°.] 
1895 г.—Idem [Original] <Vet . M a g , v. 2 (4), 
A p r , pp. 220-222. [W a , W»\] 
1895 s.—A bibliography of  "Notes on parasites." 
(Notes sur les parasites, Bemerkungen über 
Parasiten), nos. 1-31, incL, published 1891-1894, 
incl. (Notes on parasites. 37) <Ibidem, pp. 
225-228. [W», W»·.] 
1895 t .—De la rareté du Txnia  solium dans 
l'Amérique du Nord. (Notes sur les parasites. 
32.) [Transi, of  1895 w] <Bull . Soc. Zool. 
France, v. 20 (5), Mai, pp. 127-132. l\Va, W«, 
W·.] 
1895 u.—Idem <Bull . Acad. M é d , Paris, 3. s , v . 
33 (18), 13 Mai, pp. 466-469. [Wm, W«.] 
1895 v.—Txnia solium in North America [Abstract 
of  1895 t] < J . Roy . Micr. S o c , 2. s , v . 15 (5), 
O c t , p. 537. [W", Wm, W 0 . ] 
1895 w.—On the rarity of Txnia solium in North 
America. (Notes on parasites. 32) <Vet . M a g , 
v. 2 (5) (May) , Aug. 19, pp. 281-285. [W\ Wm.] 
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1895 χ.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool . Centralbl, v. 2 
(20-21), 25 N o v , p. 644. [W\ W».] 
1895 y.—Protozoan parasite on fishes  [Abstract 
of  1894 v] < J . Roy. Micr. S o c , [2. s , v . 15] (3), 
June, p. 327. [W a , Wm, W«.] 
1895 z.—Preliminary note to " A revision of  the 
adult leporine cestodes." (Notes on parasites. 
38) <Vet . M a g , v. 2 (6) (June), Aug. 28, pp. 
341-346. [W», Wm.] 
1895 aa.—Idem [Abstract] <Zoo l . Centralbl, v . 2 
(20-21), 25 N o v , p. 643. [W», W·.] 
1895 bb.—Pyrosoma, Apiosoma, and Piroplasma— 
generic names of  the Texas-fever  parasite. 
(Notes on parasites. 39) <Vet . M a g , v. 2 (6) 
(June), Aug. 28, p. 346. [W», W J 
1895 cc.—Pyrosoma, Apiosoma, und Piroplasma— 
Gattungsnamen des Texasfieberparasiten  (Be-
merkungen über Parasiten. 39.) [Transi, of  1895 
bb] <Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , v. 18 (9-10), 
24 Sept , pp. 282-283. [W», ff».] 
1895 dd.—On the recent occurrence of Linguatula 
rhinaria Railliet, 1886, and Txnia  echinococcus 
v. Siebold, 1853, in the United States of  North 
America < T r . 1. Pan-Am. Med. Cong. (Wash-
ington, Sept. 5 -8 , 1893), pt. 2, pp. 1163-1165. 
[Wm.] 
1895 ее.—Sphxrularia bombi in America. An ani-
mal in which prolapsus vaginae is normal < E n -
tom. News, v. 6 (8), O c t , pp. 248-250, pi. 11, 
figs.  1 -6 . [Wa.] 
1895 ff.—An  animal in which prolapsus vaginae is 
normal. [Abstract of  1895 ее] < N . York Med. 
J. (883), v . 62 (18), Nov. 2, pp. 573-574. ÍW», 
Wm, W».] 
1895 gg.—The Rudolph Leuckart celebration [Let-
ter to editor] <Science, n. s , v . 2 (42), Oct. 18, 
pp. 523-524. [W», Wm, W«.] 
1895 hh.—Idem [Letter to editor] < J . Comp. 
Med. and Vet. A r c h , v . 16 (11), N o v , pp. 735-
736. [ W a , W m . ] 
1895 ii.—The species of  Bothriocephalus < A m . 
Naturalist, (337), v . 2'9, J a n , p. 53. [W».] [See 
Blanchard, Raphaël, 1894 к.] 
1896 a.—Ueber Trichinosis [Abstract of  1895 a] 
<Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg, v . 6 (4), J a n , 
pp. 76-77. [W«, W « . ] 
1896 b.—Txnia  solium in North America [Abstract 
of  1895 t] <Veterinarian, London (817), v . 69, 
4. s. (493), v . 42, Jan , p. 45. [W·, W » . ] 
1896 c.—On the rarity of  Txnia  solium in North 
America. (Notes on parasites 32.) [Abstract 
of  1895 w] < Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , v. 19 
(11), 21 März, pp. 427-428. [Wa , ff».] 
1896 d.—Ueber das Vorkommen der Txnia  solium 
in Nordamerika [Abstract of  1895 w] <Ztschr. 
Fleisch- u. Mi lchhyg, v . 7 (1), O c t , p . 12. [WÄ , 
W™.] 
1896 e.—Sphxrularia bombi in America [Abstract 
of  1895 ее] <Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , v. 19 
(11), 21 März, p. 421. [Wa, Wm.] 
1896 f.—Report  upon the present knowledge of  the 
tapeworms of  poultry <Bull . (12) Bureau Ani-
mal Indust, U. S. Dept. Agrie , July 11, pp. 1-79, 
pis. 1-21, figs.  1-276; bibliography by Albert 
Hassall, pp. 81-88. [W», Wm, Wo.] 
1896 g.—Tapeworms of  poultry [Abstract of  1896 
f]  <Monatsh. Prakt. Thierh, v. 8 (3), pp.. 139-
140. [W», Wm.] K k 
1896 h.—Idem [Abstract of  1896 f]  < J . Roy . Micr. 
Soc.^  [2. s , v . 16] (5), O c t , pp. 528-529. [W\ W » , 
1896 i .—The anatomy of  the large American fluke 
( Fasciola magna) and a comparison with other 
species of  the genus Fasciola  s. str. Containing 
also a list of  the chief  epizootics of  fascioliasis 
(distomatosis) and a bibliography of Fasciola 
hepatica by Albert Hassall [Abstract of  1894 с 
and 1895 1] <Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , v. 20 
(4-5), 15 A u g , p. 202. [W», ff-.] 
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1896 k.—Address to medical graduates [Deliv ered 
before  Georgetown University, May] < M e d . 
News, N. Y., v. 69 (13), Sept, 26, pp. 360-362. 
[Wa , W'".] 
1896 1.—Idem. Reprint. 8 pp. New York. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
1896 m.—A revision of  the adult leporine cestodes. 
Preliminary note [Same as 1895 z] <Compt . 
Rend. 3. Cong. Internat. Zool. (Leyde, 16-21 
Sept. 1895), pp. 347-351. [W°, W·.] 
1896 n.—A revision of  the adult tapeworms of  hares 
and rabbits <Proc . U. S. Nat. Mus. (1105), v. 19, 
Dec. 30, pp. 145-235, pis. 5-25. [Wa , W m , W c , 
W·.] 
1896 o.—Zur Benennung des Texasfieber-Parasiten 
[Abstract of  1895 bb] <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milch-
byg., v . 7 (3), Dec., pp. 57-58. [Wa , W·».] 
1896 p.—[Statement made before  Senate Com-
mittee against Senate bill 1552 for  the regulation 
of  vivisection in the District of  Columbia] (In 
Senate Rep., Wash. (1049), 54. Cong., 1. sess., 
pp. 54-107.) [W°.] 
1897 a.—Tapeworms of  poultry [Abstract of  1896 
f]  <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., v. 21 (1), 9 
Jan., p. 36. [W\ W » . ] 
1897 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1896 f]  <Ztschr. 
Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 7 (6), März, pp. 119-
120. [Wa , Wm.] 
1897 c.—The country slaughterhouse as a factor 
in the spread of  disease <Yearbook, U. S. Dept. 
Agrie. (1896), pp. 155-166. [Wa , Wm, W°.] 
1897 d.—Idem < M e d . and Surg. Reporter (2114), 
v . 77 (11), pp. 327-333. [Wm.] 
1897 е.—Tapeworms < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (1407), 
v. 52 (17), Oct. 23, pp. 615-616. [Wa , W™.] 
1897 f.—A  revision of  the adult tapeworms of  hares 
and rabbits [Abstract of  1896 n] <Zoo l . Cen-
tralbl., v. 4 (18-19), 20 Sept., pp. 617-618. [W a , 
W·.] 
1897 g.·—Why should a college student study 
biology? <Georgetown Coll. J., v. 26 (2), Nov., 
pp. 64-66. [Lib. Stiles] 
1897 h.-—Some of  the dangers arising from 
slaughterhouses, with suggestions for  meeting 
them < Maryland Med. J. (872), v. 38 (9), 
Dec. 11, pp. 145-148; (873) (10), Dec. 18, pp. 
167-171. [Wm.] 
1898 a.—The flukes  and tapeworms of  cattle, sheep, 
and swine, with special reference  to the inspection 
of  meats. (In  The inspection of  meats for  animal 
parasites) <Bull . (19) Bureau Animal Indust., 
U. S. Dept. Agrie., Feb. 8, pp. 11-136, figs.  1 -
124. [W\ Wm, W«.] 
1898 b.—Idem <Veterinarian, London (846), v . 
71, 4. s. (522), v. 44, June, pp. 351-356; (847) 
(523), July, pp. 402-408. [Wa , Wm.] [Con-
tinued as 1901 d] 
1898 c.—The inspection of  meats for  animal para-
sites [Abstract of  1898 al <Phila. Med. J., v. 2 
(8), Aug. 20, p. 374. [Wa , W « , W°.] 
1898 d.—Trumbull's alleged case of  "Eustrongylus 
gigas"  probably a case of Filaria sanguinis hom-
inis. (Notes on parasites. 49) < M e d . Ree., N. 
Y . (1430), v . 53 (14), Apr. 2, pp. 469-471, figs. 
1-16. [W», W m , W°.] 
1898?e.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., v . 24 (13), 12 Oct., p. 505. [Wa , W·".] 
1868 f.· —-Die Bandwürmer des Hausgeflügels [Ab-
stract of  1896 f] <Ztschr. Thiermed., v. 2 (6), pp. 
442-460. [Wa , Wm.] 
1900 a.—The use and abuse of  zoological names 
by physicians <Phila. Med. J. (156), v. 6 (25), 
Dec. 22, pp. 1194-1195. [ff·, W » , W«.] 
1901 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1900 a] < N . York 
Med. J., v . 73, Jan. 6, pp. 29-30. [W a , W » , W«.] 
1901 b.—L'hémoptysie parasitaire et son extension 
possible aux troupes européennes et américaines 
revenant d'Asie <Bull . Acad. Méd., Paris, 3. s., 
v. 45 (3), 28 Jan., pp. 79-102. [W r a , W·.] 
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1901 с.—Parasitic hemoptysis due to Pamqonimue 
westermanni <Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., п. я., 
v. 4 (4), Feb. 1, pp. 61-79. [W r a . ] 
1901 d.—The parasitic worms of  cattle, sheep, and 
swine. Summarized by Jno. A . W . Dollar [Con-
tinuation of  1898 b] <Veterinarian, London 
(880), v. 74, 4. s. (556), v. 47, Apr., pp. 190-200, 
figs.  1-11. [Wa , Wm.] [Continued as 1901 e] 
1901 e.—The effects  of  the common liver fluke  upon 
cattle, sheep, and swine. [Continuation of  1901 
d] <Ibidem (881), v. 74, 4. s. (557), v. 47, May, 
pp. 229-235, figs.  12-15; (882), (558), June, pp. 
289-301, figs.  16-29; (883) (559), July, pp. 347-
360, figs.  30-47; (885) (561), Sept., pp. 481-490, 
figs.  48-68; (886) (562), Oct., pp. 530-537, figs. 
69-74; (887) (563), Nov., pp. 578-586; (888) 
(564), Dec., pp. 628-638, figs.  75-92. [Wa , W » . ] 
[Continued as 1902 b] 
1901 f. —Trichinella spiralis, trichinosis and Tri-
china-inspection. A zoologie study in public 
hygiene <Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., n. s., v. 4 (7), 
May, pp. 137-153. [Wm.] 
1901 g.—Trichinosis as an economic problem [Ab-
stract of  1901 f]  <Phila. Med. J. (179), v. 7 (22), 
June 1, p. 1022. [Wa , W°\ W«.] 
1901 h.-—Zoology in the medical school curriculum 
<J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 36 (22), June 1, pp. 1538-
1540. [W a , Wm, W°.] 
1901 i.—Idem. Reprint. 6 pp. Chicago. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1901 k.—Echinostomum bursicola Looss and E. 
cloacinum Braun, from a nomenclatural stand-
point. (Notes on parasites. 56 [53]) <Science 
(328), v. 13, Apr. 12, pp. 593-594. [W\ Wm, 
W«.] 
1901 1.—Idem. Reprint. [1] p. New York. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
1901 m.—Insects as disseminators of  disease <Vir -
ginia Med. Semi-Month. (123), v. 6 (3), May 10, 
pp. 53-58. [W\ Wm.] 
1901 n.—Idem. Reprint. [6] pp. Richmond. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1901 о.—Idem <Sanitarian, N. Y . (380), v. 47, 
July, pp. 3-13. [Wa , Wm, W».] 
1901 p.—Uncinariosis (ankylostomiasis) in man 
and animals in the United States <Texas Med. 
News, v. 10 (9), July, pp. 523-532. [W™.] 
1901 q.—Treatment for  roundworms in sheep, 
goats and cattle <Circular (35) Bureau Animal 
Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., 8 pp. [Wa , W«.] 
1901 r.—A discussion of  certain questions of  nomen-
clature as applied to parasites <Zool . Jahrb., 
Jena, Abt. Syst., v. 15 (2), 28 Nov., pp. 157-
208. [W\ W' . ] 
1901 s.—General remarks on trichinosis in Germany 
(pp. 9 -34) ; a statistical review of  trichinosis in 
Germany during the eighteen years 1881-1898 
(pp. 35-155); European cases of  trichinosis of 
alleged American origin (pp. 156-192); [bibli-
ography of  trichinosis in Germany, by Albert 
* Hassall (pp. 193-211)]. (In  Trichinosis in Ger-
many) <Bull . (30) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., pages cited. [W a , W m , W 0 . ] 
1901 t.—Verminous diseases of  cattle, sheep and 
goats in Texas <17. Ann. Rep. Bureau Animal 
Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie. (1900), pp. 356-379. 
[Wa , W«.] 
1902 a.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 356-379. Washing-
ton. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1902 b.—The effects  of  the common liver fluke  upon 
cattle, sheep and swine. [Continuation of  1901 
e] <Veterinarian, London (890), v. 75, 4. s. (566), 
v. 48, Feb., pp. 64-69, figs.  93-98; (891) (567), 
Mar., pp. 126-134, figs.  99-109; (892) (568), 
Apr., pp. 204-209, figs.  110-113; (894) (570), 
June, pp. 312-319, figs.  114-118; (895) (571), 
July, pp. 373-379, figs.  119-122; (898) (574), 
Oct., pp. 558-559, figs.  123-124. [Wa , Wm.] 
1902 c.—Trichinosis in Germany [Abstract of  1901 
s] <Sanitarian, N. Y . (387), v . 48, Feb., pp. 
157-158. [W a , Wm, W·.] 
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1902 d — I d e m [Abstract of  1901 s] <Boston Med. 
and S. J., v. 146 (20), May 15, pp. 526-527. 
fW« , W 4 ] 
1902 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 s] <Exper. Sta-
tion Ree., (1901-02), v. 13 (8), p. 785. [W a , W«.j 
1902 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1901 s] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 31 (21-22), 9 Juli, pp. 
692-694. [W·, W - . ] 
1902 g.—Die Trichinosis in Deutschland [Ab-
stract of  1901 s] CZtschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., 
v . 12 (9), Juni, pp. 272-273. [W·, W » . ] 
1902 h.—First American case of  infection  with 
Lamblia duodenales [Abstract of  paper presented 
before  Med. Soc. District of  Columbia, Feb. 5] 
CWash. Med. Ann., v. 1 (1), Mar., p. 64. [W®.] 
1902 i.—Idem. Reprint. [1] p. Washington. 
[W·.] 
1902 k.—Unsigned editorials, notes and reviews 
CAm. Med., v . 3 (11), Mar. 15, p. 420. [W», Wr®, 
W·.] 
1902 1.—Unsigned editorials, etc. Clbidem (14), 
Apr. 5, pp. 545-546; note by editor, p. 546. 
[ f f\ W » , W«.] 
1902 m.—Treatment for  roundworms in sheep, 
goats, and cattle [Same as 1901 q] CBull. (35) 
Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., Apr. 
19, pp. 7-14. [W\ W™, W·.] 
1902 n.—Idem С Veterinarian, London (899), v . 
75, 4. s. (575), v. 48, Nov., pp. 580-586. [W», 
W » . ] 
1902 o.—Traitement de la strongylose gastro-in-
testinale des ruminants [Abstract of  1901 q] 
CRec . Méd. Vét., v . 79, 8. s. v. 9 (11), 15 Juin, 
pp. 388-391. [W», W·".] 
1902 p.—The disinfection  of  kennels, pens and 
yards by fire  CBull. (35) Bureau Animal Indust., 
U. S. Dept. Agrie., Apr. 19, pp. 15-17, fig.  1, pis. 
1-2 . [WT», W®, W«.] 
1902 q.—Eimeria stiedse (Lindemann, 1865), cor-
rect name of  the hepatic Coccidia of  rabbits 
Clbidem, p. 18. [Wr», W®, W ' . ] 
1902 r.—Eimeriella, new genus of  Coccidia C l b i -
dem, pp. 18-19. [W», W m , W·.] 
1902 s .—Two trematodes (Monostomulum lentis 
and Agamodistomum ophthalmobium) parasitic in 
the human eye Clbidem, pp. 24-35, pi. 3, figs. 
2 -5 . [W», W » , W«.] 
1902 t.—An Egyptian and Japanese strongyle 
(Strongylus  subtilis) which may possibly occur in 
returning American troops Clbidem, pp. 41-42, 
pi. 5, figs.  14-21. [W·, Wm, W 4 ] 
1902 u.·—The "bite" of  the common house fly 
[Editorial remarks] CAm. Med., v . 3 (18), M a y 
3, p. 715. [W\ WTm, W«.] 
1902 v .—A new species of  hookworm ( Uncinar ia 
americana) parasitic in man Clbidem (19), M a y 
10, pp. 777-778. [W", W®, W°.] 
1902 w.—Idem. Reprint. [3] pp. Philadelphia. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1902 χ .—Idem [Abstract] C N . York Med. J. 
(1224), v. 75 (20), May 17, p. 869. [W*, W » , 
W·.] 
1902 y .—A new species of  hookworm (Unicinaria 
[sic] americana) parasitic in man [Abstract of 
1902 v] С Zool. Centralbl., v . 9 (24-25), 16. Dec., 
p. 778. [W\ W».] 
1902 z.—The uncinariasis (ankylostomiasis) ques-
tion [Editorial remarks on 1902 v] CAm. Med. 
Phila., v . 3 (19), May 10, p. 787. [W*, W - , W 4 ] 
1902 aa.—[Trypanosoma, the parasite of  surra] 
CProc. Entom. Soc. Wash., v. 5 (1), May 17, 
p. 74. [W*.] 
1902 bb.—Parasitic hemoptysis due to Paragoni-
mus irestermanni, [Abstract of  1901 c] < Fort-
schr. Med., v. 20 (17), 15 Juni, p. 589. (W», W·".] 
1902 ее.·—Echinostomum bursicola Loose and tí. 
cloacinum Braun from a nomenclatura! stand-
point. (Notes on parasites. 53.) [Abstract of 
1901 к] С Zool. Centralbl., v. 9 (11-12), 17 Juni, 
p. 360. [W\ W·.] 
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1902 dd.—Notes upon eleven miscellaneous articles 
on animal parasites [Review of  1902 m, p, q, r, 
s. t; Stiles and Hassall, 1902 d, e; Stiles and Tay-
ler, 1902 a, b ; Stiles and Frankland, 1902 a] 
CAm. Med., v . 4 (1), July 5, p. 11. [Wa , W m , 
W·.] 
1902 ее.—Eleven miscellaneous papers on animal 
parasites [Review of  same papers as in 1902 dd] 
С Zool. Centralbl., v. 9 (26), 30 Dec., pp. 834-
835. [W a , W·.] 
1902 ff.—Government  report on hookworm disease 
(uncinariasis or ankylostomiasis) [Advanced 
review of  1902 hh] CAm. Med., Phila., v. 4 (6), 
Aug. 9, p. 204. [W», W®, W°.] 
1902 gg.—The significance  of  the recent American 
cases of  hookworm disease (uncinariasis or an-
chylostomiasis) in man [Abstract of  paper read 
before  Am. Ass. Adv. Sc., Pittsburgh, June 30, 
preliminary report of  1902 hh] CScience, (400), 
n. s., v. 16, Aug. 29, pp. 348-349. [W», W " , W°.] 
1902 hh.—Idem. [Original] C18. Ann. Rep. 
Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie. 
(1901), Dec. 18, pp. 183-219, figs.  113-196. [W\ 
W®, W«.] 
1902 ii.—Voges' description of mal de caderas, a 
South American trypanosomatic disease of 
domestic animals [Same as 1903 vv] CJ. Comp. 
Med. and Vet. Arch., v . 23 (9), Sept., pp. 565-
570. [W>, Wm.] 
1902 kk.—The type-species of  certain genera of 
parasitic flagellates,  particularly Grassi's genera 
of  1879 and 1881 CZool . Anz., Leipzig (682), v. 
25, 29 Sept., pp. 689-695. [Wa , Wm.] 
1902 11.—Hookworm disease in the South. Fre-
quency of  infection  by the parasite (Uncinarla 
americana) in rural districts [Preliminary re-
port to the Surgeon General, dated Oct. 22] 
С Pub. Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health and 
Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v . 17, pt. 2 (43), Oct. 24, pp. 
2433-2434. [W>, W™, W°.] 
1902 mm.—Uncinariasis and filth  [Editorial re-
view of  1902 11] CAm. Med., v. 4 (20), Nov. 15, 
p. 760. [Wa , Wm, W°.] 
1902 n n — [ l e t t e r to editor regarding Carnegie 
Institution fund]  CScience, (409), n. s., v. 16, 
Oct. 31, pp. 698-699. [W», W«\ W·.] 
1902 oo.—Trichinella  spiralis, trichinosis and Tri-
china-inspection [Abstract of  1901 f,  by 0 . von 
Linstow] CZool. Centralbl., v . 9 (24-25), 16 
Dec., pp. 777-778. [W>, W».] 
1902 pp.—Frogs, toads and carp (Cyprinus carpio) 
as eradicators of  fluke  disease С18. Ann. Rep. 
Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie. 
(1901), pp. 220-222, figs.  197-203. [W>, ff·, 
W«*.] 
1902 qq.—Further investigations on verminous dis-
eases of  cattle, sheep and goats in Texas C l b i -
dem, pp. 223-229. [W», Wm, W 4 ] 
1902 rr.—Trichinella  spiralis, trichinosis and Tri-
china inspection: A zoologie study in public 
hygiene [Abstract of  1901 f] С Hyg. Rund-
schau, v. 12 (11), 1 Juni, pp. 556-557. [W», ff».J 
1903 a — D r . Walter Reed as an author CWash. 
Med. Ann., v . 1 (6), Jan., pp. 472-476. [ f f - . j 
1903 b .—To stamp out the hookworm disease 
[News item] CAm. Med., v. 5 (1), Jan. 3, p. 7. 
[W», Wm, W·.] 
1903 c .—A case of  infection  with the double-pored 
dog tapeworm (Dipylidium  caninum) in an 
American child Clbidem (2), Jan. 10, pp. 6 5 -
66, figs.  1-7 . [W*. Wm, W 4 ] 
1903 d — I d e m . Reprint. 4 pp., 7 figs.  Philadel-
phia. [Lib. Stiles] 
1903 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 c] CPhila. Med. 
J. (262), v. 11 (3), Jan. 17, p. 116. [Wr»t ff».] 
1903 f.— Frecuencia y distribución geográfica de la 
uncinariasis en los Estados Unidos [Transi, of 
1902 U] CRev . Med. Trop., v . 4 (1), Enero, pp. 
11-12. [Wr», ffm.J 
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1903 g.—The prevalence and geographic distribu-
tion of  hookworm disease (uncinariasis) in the 
United States [Abstract of  paper read before 
Buffalo  Acad. Med., Dec. 16, 1902] <Buffalo 
Med. J. (675), v . 58, n. s., v . 42 (7), Feb., pp. 
517-519; discussion, pp. 519-521. [W'M 
1903 h.—Hookworm disease (uncinariasis)—a 
newly recognized factor  in American anemias 
[Abstract of  address delivered before  Brooklyn 
Med. Soc., Jan. 17] <Brooklyn Med. J. (192), 
v . 17 (2), Feb., pp. 51-56. [ f f » J 
1903 i.—Idem [Abstract] < J . Am. Med. Ass., 
v . 40 (10), Mar. 7, p. 672. [W®, W » , W 4 ] 
1903 k.-—Report upon the prevalence and geo-
graphic distribution of  hookworm disease (un-
cinariasis or ankylostomiasis) in the United 
States < B u l l (10) Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health 
and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., Feb., pp. 1-121, figs.  1 -
86. [W\ W®, W ' J 
1903 1.—Idem. 2. ed., revised <Ibidem, Aug., pp. 
1-121, figs.  1-86; addenda, dated July 25, p. 122. 
[W\ W m , W<=.] 
1903 m.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 k] <Sanitarian, 
N. Y . (404), v. 51, July, pp. 76-77. [W®, W™, 
W M 
1903 п.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 k] <Bull . Inst. 
Pasteur, Paris, v . 1 (19), 30 Nov., pp. 757-758. 
[W\ W » . ] 
1903 o.-—Is laziness due to a germ? [Editorial re-
view of  address before  Sanitary Conference  Am. 
Republics, Washington, Dec. 4, 1902] <Texas 
Cour.-Rec. Med., v. 20 (7), Mar., pp. 29-30. 
[ W M 
1903 p.—Hookworm disease [Abstract of  1903 k] 
< A m . Med., v . 5 (17), Apr. 25, pp.640-641. 
[W\ W » , W M 
1903 q.—Hook-worm disease (uncinariasis or an-
kylostomiasis) [Abstract of  1903 k] < N . Oil. 
Med. and S. J., v. 56 (1), July. pp. 61-65. [ f f · . ] 
1903 r.—An Egyptian and Japanese strongyle 
(Strongylus  subtilis) which may possibly occur in 
returning American troops [Abstract of  1902 t] 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v . 33 (2), 
14 März, p. 43. [W», W ' M 
1903 s.—Eimeria stidx [sic] (Lindemann, 1865) 
correct name of  the hepatic Coccidia of  rabbits 
[Abstract of  1902 q] <Ibidem (7-8), 28. Apr., 
Ref., p. 222. [W®, W ' M 
1903 t.—Eimerella [sic], new genus of  Coccidia 
[Abstract of  1902 r] Clbidem, pp. 222-223. [W\ 
W - . ] 
1903 u .—Two trematodes (Monostomulum  letitis 
and Agamodistomum ophthalmothium. [sic]) para-
sitic in the human eye [Abstract of  1902 s] C lb i -
dem, p. 223. [W®, W ' M 
1903 v.·—Clinical diagnosis of  intestinal parasites, 
with black-board demonstrations [Abstract of 
1903 y] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (1696), v . 63 (19), 
May 9, p. 757. [W®, ff», W M 
1903 w.—Clinical diagnosis of  intestinal parasites 
[Abstract of  1903 y] <Arn. Med., v. 5 (20), May 
16, p. 771. [W®, W™, W M 
1903 χ .—Idem [Abstract of  1903 y] < M e d . News, 
N. Y . (1584), v. 82 (21), M a y 23, pp. 993-994; 
discussion, pp. 995-996. [W®, ff m, W 4 ] 
1903 y.—Idem < J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 41 (3), July 
18, pp. 172-173; discussion (5), Aug. 5, pp. 310-
313. [W®, W">, W M 
1903 z.—Idem [Abstract] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . 
(1707), v . 64 (4), July 25, p. 145. [W®, W"\ W M 
1903 aa.—A parasitic roundworm (Agamomermis 
culicis n. g., n. sp.) in American mosquitoes 
(Culex sollicitons) <Bull . (13) Hyg. Lab., U. S. 
Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., May. pp. 15-
17. [W®, W'", W 4 ] 
1903 bb.—Idem [Abstract] <Bul l . Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 1 (18), 15 Nov., p. 684. [W®, W ' M 
1903 cc.—Mosquitoes [Editorial review of  news-
paper reports of  1903 aa] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . 
(1706), v. 64 (3), July 18, p. 103. [W®, W">, W«.j 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1903 dd.—The mosquito's death knell [Editorial 
review of  newspaper reports of  1903 aa] < M e d . 
News, N. Y . (1592), v . 83 (3), July 18, p. 124. 
[W®, W"\ W M 
1903 ее.—A parasite fatal  to the mosquito [Ab-
stract of  1903 aa] <Lancet, London (4170), v. 
165, v. 2 (5), Aug. 1, p. 346. [W®, W" ' , W M 
1903 ff.—The  mosquito destroyer (Agamomeris 
ctdicis) [Editorial review of  newspaper reports 
of  1903 aa] < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v . 56 (2), 
Aug., p. 151. [W'M 
1903 gg.—The extermination of  the mosquito 
[Editorial note, based on newspaper reports of 
1903 aa] <Brit . Med. J. (2226), v . 2, Aug. 29, 
p. 491. [W®, W ' M 
1903 hh.—The type species of  the cestode genus 
Hymenolepis <Bul l . (13) Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. 
Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., May , pp. 19-21. 
[W®, W">, W M 
1903 ii.—[The significance  of  the recent American 
cases of  hookworm disease (uncinariasis or an-
kylostomiasis) in man] [Abstract of  1902 hh] 
< R e c . Méd. Vét., v . 90, 8. s., v . 10 (13), 15 
Juillet, pp. 482-483. [W®, W ' M 
1903 kk.—Signification de cas américains récents 
d'uncinariose ou ankylostomiase chez l'homme 
[Abstract of  1902 hh] <Bull . Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v . 1 (11), 30 Juillet, p. 442. [W®, W'".] 
1903 11.—The significance  of  the recent American 
cases of  hookworm disease (uncinariasis or an-
kylostomiasis) in man [Abstract of  1902 hh] 
<Zool . Centralbl., v. 10 (15-16), 14 Aug., p. 539. 
[w®, W M 
1903 mm.—Surra <Special Rep. Dis. Horse, pp. 
546-551. [W®, W M , W M 
1903 nn.—Frogs, toads, and carp (Cyprinus carpió) 
as eradicators of  fluke  disease [Abstract of  1902 
pp] <Vet . J., o . s. (339), v . 57, n. s. (45), v . 8, 
Sept., pp. 149-150. [W®, W ' M 
1903 oo.—The significance  of  the recently recog-
nized American hookworm disease for  the North 
Carolina practitioner <Charlotte [N. C.] Med. 
J., v . 23 (3), Sept., pp. 149-166; (4), Oct., pp. 
223-239. [ f f · . ] 
1903 pp.—The dwarf  tapeworm (Hymenolepis 
nana), a newly recognized and probably rather 
common American parasite < N . York Med. J. 
[etc.] (1301), v. 78 (19), Nov. 7, pp. 877-881, 
figs.  1 -5 . [W®, W M , W M 
1903 qq.—Idem <Maryland Med. J. (1026), v. 
46 (11), Nov., pp. 405-413, figs.  1 -5 . [W· . ] 
1903 гг.—Idem. Reprint. 9 pp., 5 figs.  [Balti-
more] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1903 ss.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 pp] < A m . Med., 
v . 6 (21), Nov. 21, p. 833. [ff·, ff",  W M 
1903 tt.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 pp] < M o d . 
Med. Sc., v . 16 (6), Dec., pp. 322-324. [W'M 
1903 uu.—Report on the prevalence of  uncinariasis 
in the Southern States [Secretary's abstract of 
address before  Johns Hopkins Med. Soc., Jan. 
•19] <Johns Hopkins Hosp. Bull (152), v . 14, 
Nov., p. 315; discussion, p. 315. [W®, W®, W M 
1903 vv.—Voges's description of mal de caderas, a 
South American trypanosomatic disease of 
domestic animals [Same as 1902 ii] <19 . Ann. 
Rep. Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie. 
(1902), pp. 411-416. [W®, W'", W M 
1903 ww.—Behandlung gegen Rundwürmer der 
Schafe,  Ziegen und Rinder. [Abstract of  1901 q, 
1902 m, and 1902 n] <Jahresb. Leistung. Vet.-
Med. (1902), v. 22, p. 110. [W®.] 
1903 XX.—The significance  of  the recently recog-
nized American hookworm disease for  the Ala-
bama practitioner < T r . Med. Ass. Alabama, 
Montgomery, pp. 300-360; discussion, pp. 360-
363. [W'M 
1903 yy.—The significance  of  the recently recog-
nized American hookworm disease for  the Texas 
practitioner < T r . Texas Med. Ass., pp. 353-
440, figs.  1 -85; discussion, pp. 440 445. [W'M 
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1903 zz.—[A case of Uncinarla  americana] [Ab-
stract of  reoort before  Johns Hopkins Hosp. 
Meet,, Nov."17] <Wisconsin Med. J., v . 1 (2), 
Feb., pp. 134-135. [ f f - J 
1904 a.—[Hakenwurmkrankheit beim Menschen 
(Ankylostomiasis oder Uncinariasis)] [Abstract 
of  1902 hh] <Monatsh. Prakt. Thierh., v . 15 
(6), 20 Jan., pp. 285-286. [W a , W v ] 
1904 b.—[Wurmkrankheit der Rinder, Schafen,  und 
Ziegen in Texas] [Abstract of  1902 qq] < Ibi-
dem, p. 286. [W a , W " . ] 
1904 c.—Voges's description of mal de caderas 
Í Abstract of  1903 vv] <Exper. Station Ree., v . 
15 (5), Jan., p. 518. [W a , W v ] 
1904 d.—Clinical diagnosis of  intestinal parasites 
[Abstract of  1903 y] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Ref., v . 34 (12-13), 30 Jan., p. 391. [W% 
Wm.] 
1904 e.—Tribute to Dr. Emil Alexander de 
Schweinitz [Funeral address, delivered Feb. 17] 
< Weekly Columbian, v. 1 (19), Mar. 2, pp. 9-11. 
[Lib. Stiles] 
1904 f.—Letter  to editor regarding scientific  or-
ganization in this country <Science, n. s. (479), 
v . 19, Mar. 4, pp. 384-385. [W a , W - , W v ] 
1904 g.—[Die Wurmkrankheit] [Abstract of  1903 
k] CUmschau. v. 8 (10), 5 März, pp. 193-196, 
figs.  8-12. [Lib. Stiles] 
1904 h.—Address on hookworm disease or uncin-
ariasis, with special reference  to its eradication 
< J . Mississippi Med. Ass., v . 9 (4), Aug., pp. 
123-135. [Wm.] 
1904 i.—Illustrated key to the trematode parasites 
of  man <Bull . (17) Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health 
and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., Aug., pp. 1-66, pis. 1-3 , 
figs.  1-8, 9-88. [Wa , Wm, W v ] 
1904 k.—Idem [Abstract] < R e v . Med. Trop.· 
Habana, v. 5 (10), Oct., p. 162. [W*. Wm.] 
1904 1.—Preliminary report upon a zoological in-
vestigation into the cause, transmission, and 
source of  the so-called "spotted fever"  of  the 
Rocky Mountains [Letter to Surgeon-General 
Wyman dated July 22] < P u b . Health Rep., U. 
S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v . 19 
(34), Aug. 19, pp. 1649-1650. [ f f » , W v ] 
1904 m.—Idem < R e p . Surg.-Gen., U. S. Pub. 
Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv. (1904), pp. 362-
363. [Wv W v ] 
1904 n.—[First] Report of  the Division of  zoology 
of  the hygienic laboratory Clbidem (1903), pp. 
330-335. [W a , W v ] 
1904 o .—Report of  meeting of  the Alabama state 
medical association, Talladega, Alabama, April 
21-24, 1903 <Ibidem, pp. 344-345. [Wa , ff».j 
1904 p.—Report of  a meeting of  the Texas Medical 
association, San Antonio, Texas, Apr. 28 -May 1, 
1903 <Ibidem, pp. 345-346. [W a , W v ] 
1904 q.—[Second] Report of  the Division of  zoology 
of  the hygienic laboratory < Ibidem (1904), pp. 
394-397. [Wv Wm.] 
1904 r.—Meeting of  the Mississippi state medical 
association, Apr. 20-22 Clbidem, pp. 416 -417. 
[W\ Wm.] 
1904 s.—The animal parasites of  cattle CSpecial 
Rep. Dis. Cattle, rev. ed., pp. 473-494, figs.  1-12, 
pi. 52. [Wa , W " , W v ] 
1905 a.—Spotted fever  of  Montana [Abstract of 
1904 m] С Med. Ree., Ν . Y . (1784), v. 67 (2), 
Jan. 14, p. 57. [W a , ff», W v ] 
1905 b.—Zoological pitfalls  for  the pathologist 
C Proc. N. York Path. Soc. [Separate.] 21 pp. 
New York. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1905 е.—Idem [Abstract] CBull. Inst. Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 3 (8), 30 Avril, p. 339. [Wa , W v ] 
1905 d — I d e m [Abstract of  1905 b] CCentralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat,, v. 16 (10), 31 Mai, p. 
401. [WV W v j 
1905 e.—Report of  the committee on the relation 
of  Protozoa to disease: In particular "Amoeba 
coli"  CAm. Pub. Health Ass. Rep., v. 30, pp. 
292-303. [Wm.] 
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1905 f.—A  zoological investigation into the cause, 
transmission and source of  Rocky Mountain 
"spotted fever"  CBull. (20) Hyg. Lab., U. S. 
Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., April, pp. 1 -
121. [W a , Wm, W v ] 
1905 g.—Idem [Abstract] CRev . Med. Trop., v . 
6 (4), Apr., pp. 69-72. [W a , W v ] 
1905 h.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 f]  CMedicine, 
Detroit, v. 11 (7), July, pp. 545-546. [ W m , W v ] 
1905 i — I d e m [Abstract of  1905 f]  CCalif.  State 
J. Med., v. 3 (7). July, p. 233. [W™.] 
1905 k.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 f]  CBull. Inst. 
Pasteur, Paris, v. 3 (14), 30 Juillet, pp. 600-601. 
[W», Wm.] 
1905 1.—-The "spotted fever"  of  the Rocky Moun-
tains [Editorial review of  1905 f]  C N . York 
Med. J. [etc.] (1385), v. 81 (24), June 17, pp. 
1230-1231. [Wa , Wm, W v ] 
1905 m.—Salisbury's (1858) Trichina  cystica prob-
ably identical with Oxyuris vermicularis CAm. 
Med., v. 9 (17), Apr. 29, p. 682. [W a , ff», W v ] 
1905 п.—Idem. Reprint. 1 p. Philadelphia. 
[WV] 
1905 o.—Illustrated key to the trematode parasites 
of  man [Abstract of  1904 i] С Hyg. Rundschau, 
v. 15 (10), 15 Mai, p. 529. [Wa , Wm.] 
1905 p.—The new Asiatic blood fluke  (Schistosoma 
japonicum, 1904; Schistosoma cattoi, 1905) of 
man and cats CAm. Med., v . 9 (20), M a y 20, 
pp. 821-823. [W a , Wm, W v ] 
1905 q.—Idem. Reprint. 7 pp. Philadelphia. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1905 г.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 p] CJ. Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 44 (22), June 3, p. 1809. [W a , W v ] 
1905 s.—A new Asiatic blood fluke  [Abstract of 
1905 p] С Med. Ree., Ν . Y . (1803), v. 67 (21), 
M a y 27, p. 827. [Wa , ff», W v ] 
1905 t .—The correct spelling of  Spirochaeta [Let-
ter to editor] CAm. Med., v . 10 (3), July 15, p. 
94. [W a , Wm, W v ] 
1905 u.—The dwarf  tapeworm (Hymenolepsis  [sic] 
nana), a newly recognized and probably rather 
common American parasite [Abstract of  1903 
pp] С Beri. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 42 (30), 24 Juli, 
p. 961. [W a , Wm.] 
1905 v .—A new species of  hookworm (Uncinarla 
americana) parasitic in man [Abstract of  1902 v] 
CArch. Naturg., Berlin (1898), 64. J., v . 2 (3), 
Juli, p. 35. [Wa , W v ] 
1905 w.—The significance  of  the recent American 
cases of  hookworm disease (Uncinarla or an-
kylostomiasis) in man [Abstract of  1902 gg] 
Clbidem, p. 35. [Wa , W v ] 
1905 x.—Hookworm disease in the South. Fre-
quency of  infection  by the parasite (Uncinarla 
americana) in rural districts [Abstract of  1902 
11] Clbidem, p. 35. [W a , W v ] 
1905 y.—The International Code of  Zoological 
Nomenclature as applied to medicine С Bull. 
(24) Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-
Hosp. Serv., Sept., pp. 1-50. [Wa , Wm, W v ] 
1905 z.—Idem [Abstract] С Science, n. s. (564), 
v. 22, Oct. 20, pp. 490-493. [W>, Wm, W v ] 
1905 aa.—Idem [Review of  1905 у] С Lancet, Lon-
don (4295), v. 169, v. 2 (25), Dec. 23, pp. 1845-
1846. [Wa , W·", W v ] 
1905 bb.—-The new Asiatic blood fluke  (Schistosoma 
japonicum Katsurada, 1904) in the Philippines 
CAm. Med., v. 10 (21), Nov. 18, p. 854. [W\ 
Wm, W M 
1905 cc.—Idem. Reprint, 2 pp. Philadelphia. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1905 dd.—Further investigations on verminous 
diseases of  cattle, sheep and goats in Texas 
[Abstract of  1902 qq] CArch. Naturg., Berlin 
(1898), 64. J., v. 2 (3), Juli, pp. 27-28. [W a , 
Wv ] 
1905 ее.—-Frogs, toads and carp (Cyprinus carpio) 
as eradicators of  fluke  disease [Abstract of  1902 
pp] Clbidem, p. 50. [W», W·.] 
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1905 fi.— 1Two trematodes (Monostomum lentis and 
Agamodistomum ophthalmobium) parasitic in the 
human eye [Abstract of  1902 s] <Ibidem, p. 54. 
[W\ W v ] 
1905 gg.—The type species of  certain genera of 
parasitic flagellates,  particularly Grassi's genera 
of  1879 and 1881 [Abstract of  1902 kk] 
<Jahresb. Fortschr. Lehre Path. Mikroorganism. 
(Baumgarten) (1902), v. 18, p. 673. [Wa , W-v ] 
1905 hh.—First American case with Lamblia duo-
denalis [Abstract of  1902 hi < Ibidem, pp. 674-
675. [W\ W v ] 
1905 ii.—Spotted fever  [Abstract of  1904 m] 
< M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . (1792); v. 67 (10), Mar., 11, 
p. 379. [W\ W™, W«.] 
1905 kk.—The dwarf  tapeworm (Hymenolepis 
nana), a newly recognized and probably rather 
common American parasite [Abstract of  1903 
pp] <Zool . Centralbl, v. 12 (6-7), 21 A p r , pp. 
175-176. [W», W·.] 
1906 a.—Illustrated key to the cestode parasites 
of  man <Bull. (25) Hyg. L a b , U. S. Pub. Health 
and Mar.-Hosp. Serv , June, pp. 1-104, figs.  1 -
166. [W», W m , W v ] 
1906 b — I d e m [Abstract] <J . Trop. M e d , Lon-
don, v. 9 (23), Dec. 1, p. 363. [W a , W m . ] 
1906 c .—A plan to ensure the designation of  generic 
types. An open letter to systematic zoologists 
<Zoo l . A n z , Leipzig, v. 30 (13-14), 17 Juli, pp. 
459-461. [W", Wm, W v ] 
1906 d.—Idem <Science, (592), v . 23, M a y 4, pp. 
700-701. [W», W®, W v ] 
1906 e.—Idem [Abstract of  paper read before  B io l , 
Soc. Wash , Mar. 31] Clbidem (598), v. 23, June 
15, pp. 913-915. [Wa , W'°, Wv] 
1906 f.—Illustrated  key to the trematode parasites 
of  man [Abstract of  1904 i] <Zool . Centralbl, 
v . 13 (1-2), 30 Jan , p. 43. [W\ Wv] 
1906 g.—A zoological investigation into the cause, 
transmission and source of  Rocky Mountain 
"spotted fever"  [Abstract of  1905 f]  <Berl . 
Klin. Wchnschr, v. 43 (9), 26 F e b , p. 274. [Wv 
Wm.] 
1906 h.—The International Code of  Zoological 
Nomenclature as applied to medicine [Abstract 
of  1905 y] < J . N. York Entom. S o c , v. 14, M a r , 
pp. 52-53. [WB , W v ] 
1906 i .—A new species of  parasite in man [Ab-
stract of  paper read before  3. Ann. Meet. Am. 
Soc. Trop. M e d , Phila, Mar. 21] < N . York 
Med. J. [etc.] (1429), v . 83 (16), Apr. 21, p. 839; 
discussion, pp. 839-840. [W», W-v] 
1906 k.—Idem [Abstract] <J . Am. Med. Ass , v. 
46 (16), Apr. 21, p. 1232. [ W , W"\ W v ] 
1906 1.—A zoological investigation into the cause, 
transmission and source of  Rocky Mountain 
"spotted fever"  [Abstract of  1905 f]  < H y g . 
Rundschau, v. 16 (18), 15 Sept , pp. 1034-1035. 
[W\ Wm.] 
1906 m.—The American hookworm (Necator  ameri-
canus) in Guam and China <Johns Hopkins 
Hosp. Bull. (186), v. 17, Sept , p. 313. [W», W-v] 
1907 a.—Agamofilaria georgiana η. s p , an 
apparently new roundworm parasite, from the 
ankle of  a negress <Bull. (34), Hyg. L a b , U. S. 
Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv , May, pp. 9 -
30, figs.  1-25. [Wv W·», W v ] 
1907 b.—The zoological characters of  the round-
worm genus Filaria Mueller, 1787, with a list of 
thread worms reported for  man Clbidem, pp. 31 -
51, figs.  26-34. [W*, Wm, W v ] 
1907 c.—Three new American cases of  infection  of 
man with horse-hair worms (species Paragordius 
varius), with summary of  all cases reported to 
date <Ibidem, pp. 53-68, figs.  35-55. [W». W1», 
W v ] 
1907 d.—The alleged rôle of  intestinal worms as 
inoculating agents in typhoid fever  <Bull . (35) 
. . . pp. 193-216. [W», W " , WV] 
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1907 e.—The zoo-parasitic disease of  man. (Ex-
clusive of  protozoan infections)  < Modern Med. 
(Osier), v. 1, pp. 525-637, figs.  35-68, pi. 9. [W·, 
Wm.] 
1907 f.— The first  species rule vs. the law of  priority 
in determining the types of  genera < Science 
(630), v. 25, Jan. 25, pp. 145-147. [W>, Wm, W v ] 
1907 g.—Stegomyia calopus adopted as the official 
name of  the yellow fever  mosquito <Pub . Health 
R e p , U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv , 
v. 22 (14), Apr. 5, ρ 381. [Wm, W v ] 
1907 h.—Some general principles in connection with 
Protozoa as factors  in disease <J . Am. Med. 
Ass , v. 48 (16), Apr. 20, pp. 1309-1313. [W\ 
Wm, W v ] 
1907 i.—-Idem [Abstract] < Science (644), n. « , v. 
25, May 3, p. 696. [W*, Wm, Wv] 
1907 k.—Protozoa and disease [Abstract of  1907 
h] < M e d . R e e , Ν . Y . (1903), v. 71 (17), Apr. 27, 
p. 699. [W», W·", Wv] 
1907 1.—[Transmission of  Oxyuris vermicularis and 
Hymenolepis  nana] <Scienee, (648), n. s , v. 25, 
May 31, pp. 864-865. [W·, W " , Wv] 
1907 m.—Some American parasites of  the skin 
<J. Am. Med. Ass , v. 49 (15), Oct. 12, p. 1305. 
[W», Wm, Wv] 
1907 п.—Idem [Abstract] < M e d . R e e , Ν . Y . 
(1927), v. 72 (15), Oct. 12, p. 622. [W», W™, W v ] 
1907 o.—Die den Eingeweidewürmern bei der In-
fektion  mit Typhus zugeschriebene Rolle [Ab-
stract of  1907 d] < Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , 
Re f , v. 40 (11-12), 26 O c t , pp. 354-355. [W», 
W«'.] 
1907 p.—Surra <Special Rep. Dis. Horse, rev. e d , 
pp. 548-553. [W», W v ] 
1908 a.—The relation of  cow's milk to the zoo-
parasitic diseases of  man <Bull . (41) Hyg. L a b , 
U. S. Pub. Health, and Mar.-Hosp. Serv, J a n , 
pp. 221-225. [Wa, Wm, W v ] 
1908 b.—Intestinal worms [Abstract of  1907 d] 
<Bull . Inst. Pasteur, Paris, v. 6 (1), 15 Jan , p. 
25. [ W a , W m . ] 
1908 c.—The occurrence of  a proliferating  cestode 
larva (Sparganum  proliferum)  in man in Florida 
<Bull. (40) Hyg. L a b , U. S. Pub. Health and 
Mar.-Hosp. Serv, M a y 25, pp. 5-18, figs.  1-18. 
[ W a , W m , W v ] 
1908 d.—Idem COfficial  Tr. 6. Internat. Dermat. 
Cong. (Sept. 9-14, 1907), v. 2, pp. 549-564, pis. 
29-34, figs.  1-18. [Wm.] 
1908 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1908 c] CJohns Hop-
kins Hosp. Bull. (209), v. 19, A u g , p. 246. [W», 
W m . ] 
1908 f.—Soil  pollution in hookworm disease < N . 
York Med. J. [etc.] (1533), v. 87 (16), Apr. 18, 
p. 758. [Wa, W " . W v ] 
1908 g.—A reexamination of  the type specimen of 
Filaria restiformis  Leidy, 1880, =» Agamomermis 
restiformis  <Bull . (40) Hyg. L a b , U. S. Pub. 
ΉβΒίίΙι and Mar.-Hosp. Serv, May 25, pp. 19-
22, figs.  19-26. [Wa, W " , W v ] 
1908 h.—[Uncinarial infection]  <Brit . Med. J. 
(2474), v. 1, M a y 30, p. 1314. [Wa, W v ] 
1908 i.—Soil pollution and hookworm disease in 
the South; their results and their prevention 
<Mobi le Med. and S. J , v. 12 (5), May, pp. 193-
203. [ W m . ] 
1908 k.—Idem. Reprint. 11 pp. [Mobile] [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1908 1.—Idem < T r . Med. Ass. Alabama, (Apr. 2 1 -
24), pp. 475-484; discussion, pp. 484-490. [W r v ] 
1908 m.—The common tick (Dermacentor ander-
soni of  the Bitter Root valley <Pub . Health R e p , 
U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv , v. 23 
(27), p. 949. [ W m , Wv ] 
1908 n.—A proposition to introduce a public health 
week into the public schools < T r . 6. Internat. 
Cong. Tuberculosis, (Washington, Sept. 28-Oct. 
5), v. 3, Sect. 5, pp. 628-631. [W·, W v ] 
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[Carrie à К <So«th. Workman, v. 37 (12). 
Dec., pp. 689-691. [W·.] 
1 0 Л Я „ The medical influence  of  the negro in con-
b the white <Bull . North 
Carolina Bd. Health, v. 23 (3), June, pp. 33-39. 
[Lib. Stiles] 
l û n a η Hookworm disease [Summary of  1903 к 
and 1903 « <Ibidem (9), Dec., pp. 117-121. 
[Lib. Stiles] 
1908 r Agamofilaria georgiana η . sp., an ap-
^«.rpntlv new roundworm parasite, from the ankle 
nf  a negress [Reprint of  1907 a] < A m . Soc. 
Trop Med. (1907-08), v. 3, Art. 3, pp. 9-30, figs. 
1-25.' [W®.] 
1908 s.—The occurrence of  a proliferating  cestode 
larva (Sparganum proliferum)  in man in Florida 
[Practically same as 1908 с and 1908 d] (In  Gates, 
H 1908, pp. 351-367) <South Med. J., v . 1 
(6), Dec., pp. 352-367, figs.  1-15. [W®.] 
1909 a.—Hook-worm disease [in the cotton mills] 
[Preliminary abstract of  1910 c] <Ann. Rep. 
Surg.-Gen., U. S. Public Health and Mar.-Hosp. 
Serv. (1908), pp. 52-54. [W\ W®.] 
1909 b.—Idem. Reprint. 3 pp. Washington. 
[Lib. Stiles] 
[1909 с].—[Medical conditions of  country life] 
[Address delivered at banquet N. York Farmers, 
Feb. 16] <Proc . N. York Farmers (1908-09), pp. 
56-66. [WM 
[1909 d].—The importance of  preventing soil pol-
lution in order to decrease typhoid fever,  hook-
worm disease, and Cochin-China diarrhea <[Cir-
cular] South Carolina State Bd. Health, 12 pp., 
figs.  1 -3 . [Lib. Stiles] 
1909 e.—The zoological characters of  the round-
worm genus Filaria Mueller, 1787 [Abstract of 
1907 b] <Bull . Inst. Pasteur, Paris, v. 7 (7), 15 
Avril, pp. 311-312. [W», ff·».] 
1909 f.—Some  medical problems in the South. 
[Editorial abstract of  4 lectures delivered before 
Tulane Univ.] < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 61 
(11), May , pp. 916-917. [W- . ] 
1909 g.—Hookworm disease: Its causes symptoms, 
and results < Progressive Farmer, v. 24 (24), 
July 22, pp. 3, 13, figs.  1 -7 ; (25), July 29, p. 13; 
(26), Aug. 5, p. 12, 1 fig.  [WM 
1909 h.—Idem. Reprint <South. Farm Gaz., v. 
14 (42), Sept. 11, pp. 2, 15, figs.  1 -7 ; (43), Sept. 
18, p. 13; (44), Sept. 25, p. 13, 1 fig.  [WM 
1909 i .—How to reduce the death rate among farm 
children from typhoid and anemia [Abstract 
of  address before  Univ. Virginia Summer School 
July] < Rural Life  Conf.  Charlottesville, pp. 
91-94. [W·.] 
1909 k.—Hookworm disease in its relation to the 
negro <Pub . Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health and 
Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v. 24 (31), July 30, pp. 1083-
1089. [W\ W«>, W«, Lib. Stiles.] 
1909 1.—Idem. Reprint. 10 pp. Washington. 
[W·.] 
1909 m.—Idem [Abstract of  1909 k] <Bull . Kan-
sas State Bd. Health, v. 5 (8), Aug., pp. 200-204. 
[W«.] 
1909 n.—Idem [Same as 1909 k] «^Indianapolis 
Med. J., v. 12 (11), Nov., pp. 482-486. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1909 o.—Idem < M e d . Brief  (443), v. 37 (11), Nov., 
pp. 647-652. [W®.] 
1909 p.—Idem <Hering Quart., v. 2 (3), Nov., pp. 
60-65. [Lib. Stiles.] 
1909 q.—The treatment of  hookworm disease 
<Pub . Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-
Hosp. Serv., v. 24 (34), Aug. 20, pp. 1191-1193. 
[W\ W " . ] 
1909 r.—Idem. Reprint. 5 pp. Washington. 
[WM 
1909 s.—Idem [Editorial] < N . York Med. J. 
¡etc.] (1609), v. 90 (14), Oct. 2, p. 657. [W», W - , 
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(1909 t).—Idem [Editorial] <Indianapolis Med. 
J., v. 12 (11), Nov., pp. 477-478. [W®.] 
1909 u.—Idem [Abstract of  1909 q] <J . Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 53 (16), Oct. 16, p. 1307. [W\ W " , W M 
1909 v.—Idem [Same as 1909 q] < Aetna Life 
News, (113), Nov., pp. 5 - 7 ; editorial, p. 4. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1909 w.—Hookworm disease and the negroes. Is-
sued for  teachers by the nature study bureau, the 
Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute 
С Hampton Leaflets, n. s., v. 5 (9), Sept., 18 pp., 
figs.  1-10. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1909 χ .—Idem. (In  13. Ann. Rep. Hampton Negro 
Conference)  <Hampton Bull., v. 5 (3), Sept., 
pp. 17-32, figs.  1-10. [Lib. Stiles] 
1909 y.—Hookworm disease and the Southern 
negro [Editorial abstract] < N . York Med. J. 
[etc.] (1606), v. 90 (11), Sept. 11, p. 509. [W·, 
Wm, We.] 
1909 z.—The surface  privy as a factor  in sail pol-
lution, with resulting hookworm disease and 
typhoid fever  < P u b . Health Rep., U. S. Pub. 
Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v. 24 (40), Oct. 1, 
pp. 1445-1447. [W-, W®, W°.] 
1909 aa.—-Soil pollution and its relation to hook-
worm disease and typhoid fever.  8 pp., 3 figs. 
Washington. [Same as 1909 z, with addition of 
figs.]  [WM 
1909 bb.—An enemy to the South [Editorial ab-
stract of  1909 k, 1909 q, and 1909 z] < M e d . Ree., 
Ν . Υ . , v. 76 (15), Oct. 9, pp. 608-609. [W>, ff», 
W«.] 
1909 cc.—Hookworm disease and the negro. [Ab-
stract of  1909 k] <J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 53 (16), 
Oct. 16, p. 1308. [ W \ W M , W M 
1909 dd.—Faulty disposal of  excreta the chief  fac-
tor in the spread of  ankylostomiasis and typhoid. 
[Abstract of  1909 z] <J . Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
London, v. 12 (22), Nov. 15, p. 347. [W», W®.] 
1909 ее.—The occurrence of  a proliferating  cestode 
larva (Sparganum  proliferum)  in man in Florida 
[Abstract of  1908 c] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Ref., v. 45 (6), 14 Dec., pp. 168-169. [W·, 
Wm.] 
1909 ff.—AgamofUaria georgiana η. sp., an ap-
parently new roundworm parasite, from the ankle 
of  a negress [Abstract of  1907 a] Clbidem, p. 
176. [W», Wm.] 
1909 gg.—A reexamination of  the type specimen of 
Filaria restiformis  Leidy 1880 = Agamomer mis 
restiformis  [Abstract of  1908 g] Clbidem, p. 176. 
[W», Wm.] 
1909 hh.—Three new American cases of  infection  of 
man with horse-hair worms (species Paragordius 
varius), with summary of  all cases reported to 
date [Abstract of  1907 c] Clbidem, p. 180. 
[W», W®.] 
1909 ii.—"Official"  list of  zoological names—an 
open letter to professional  zoologists CScience, 
n. s. (783), v. 30, Dec. 31, pp. 967-968. [W», W®, 
W M 
1909 j j .—The relation of  cow's milk to the zoo-para-
sitic diseases of  man [Rev. and enl. ed. of  1908 
a] CBull. (56), Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health and 
Mar.-Hosp. Serv., Mar., pp. 229-231. [WM 
1910 a.—The taxonomic value of  the microscopic 
structure of  the stigmal plates in the tick genus 
Dermacentor CBull. (62) Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. 
Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., Aug., 72 pp., pis. 
1-43, figs.  1-134. [WM 
(1910 b) .—A brief  statement of  certain health 
problems on American farms  ClPub. Health 
Bull.], U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., 
[MS. dated Jan. 27, 1909.] [In press.] 
1910 c.—Hookworm disease in three cotton mills 
in North Carolina CPub. Health Rep., U. S. 
Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v . 25 (12), 
Mar. 25, pp. 354-355. [WM [See also 1912 qj 
1910 d.—Address on hookworm disease or uncin-
ariasis CTexas State J. Med., v. 6 (7), Nov., 
pp. 160-161. [Wm.] 
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1010 е.—Biology of  the hookworm. [Abstract of 
report before  South Health Conf.,  Atlanta, Jan. 
18-19] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y. (2050), v. 77 (8), 
Feb. 19, p. 338. [ W < \ W ' M 
1910 f.—The  correct name of  the Rocky Mountain 
spotted-fever  tick [Letter to editor] < J . Am. 
Med. Ass., v. 55 (22), Nov. 26, pp. 1909-1910. 
[WM 
1910 g.—Discovery, distribution and consequences 
of  hookworm disease <J . Tennessee (State) 
Med. Ass., v. 3 (2), June, pp. 35-36. [W m . ] 
1910 h.—[Discussion of  Freeman, A. W „ 1910 a] 
<J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 55 (9), Aug. 27, pp. 739; 
740. [ W M 
1910 i.—Frequency of  hookworm disease or ground 
itch anemia among public school children in 
southern Florida <Pub . Health Rep., U. S. Pub. 
Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v. 25 (12), Mar. 
25, pp. 351-354. [W·.] 
1910 j.—Further observations on soil pollution in 
the Southern States <Pub . Health Rep., U. S. 
Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v. 25 (11), 
Mar. 18, pp. 328-334. [W\] 
1910 k.—General consideration of  uncinariasis. 
[Abstract of  report before  112. Ann. Meet. Med. 
and Chir. Fac. Maryland, Baltimore, Apr. 26-28] 
<J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 54 (21), May 21, p. 1720. 
[WM 
1910 1.—History and zoologie aspect of  the hook-
worm disease < J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 54 (5), Jan. 
29, pp. 391-392. [ W , ff».] 
1910 m.—Hookworm disease (or ground-itch ane-
mia). Its nature, treatment and prevention 
<Pub . Health Bull. (32), U. S. Pub. Health and 
Mar.-Hosp. Serv., pp. 1-40, figs.  1-29. [WM 
1910 п.—Liste "officielle"  des noms zoologiques. 
Lettre ouverte aux zoologistes professionnels 
<Bull . Soc. Zool. France, v. 34 (10), 10 Fév., pp. 
233-234. [W».] 
1910 o.—"Official"  list of  zoological names. An 
open letter to professional  zoologists <Zoo l . 
Anz., Leipzig, v. 35 (14-15), 15 Feb., pp. 478-
479. [WM 
1910 p.—The "reader" as a possible public health 
agency in cigar factories  < P u b . Health Rep., 
U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v. 25 
(12), Mar. 25, pp. 355-356. [WM 
1910 q.—Remarks on hook-worm disease, illus-
trated by stereopticon views < T r . Med. Ass. 
(Mobile, Apr. 19-22), pp. 571-579. [W'M 
1910 r.—The sanitary privy <Pub . Health Rep., 
U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v. 25 
(17), Apr. 29, pp. 545-552, figs.  1-4 . [WM 
1910 s.—-Soil pollution as cause of  ground-
itch, hookworm disease (ground-itch anemia), 
and dirt eating. A circular for  use in schools 
< Publication (1), Rockefeller  San. Com. Eradi-
cation Hookworm Dis., 27 pp., figs.  1-26. [WM 
(1910 t).—Uncinariasis < J . Arkansas Med. Soc., 
Oct. 
1911 a.—Discussion of  the sanitary outhouse <J . 
Am. Med. Ass., v . 56 (4), Jan. 28, p. 255. [WM 
1911 b.—[Fecal examination of  southern school 
children] [Abstract of  report before.  6. Meet. 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, D . C.] <Science, 
n. s. (860), v . 33, June 23, p. 975. [WM 
1911 c.—First annual report of  the scientific  secre-
tary for  the year ending January 25, 1911 < 1 . 
Ann. Rep. Rockefeller  San. Com. Eradication 
Hookworm Dis., 20 pp., fig.  1. (Publication no. 
2). [WM 
1911 d.—The influence  of  hookworm disease upon 
the apparent age of  children in the cotton mills 
<South. Med. J., v . 4 (4), May, pp. 325-328. [ f f - . ] 
1911 e.—Is the so-called "cotton mill anemia" of  the 
Gulf-Atlantic  states due to lint or to hookworms? 
<South. Med. J., v. 4 (6). July, pp. 508-513. 
I f f» · ] 
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1911 i.—Le letrina sanitaria [Transi, of  1910, pp. 
545-552] (In  Guiteras, Juan, 1911, pp. 674-702) 
<San. y Benefic. Bol. Ofic.,  Habana, v. 6 (5-6), 
Nov.-Die. , pp. 676-C83, 4 figs.  [WM 
1911 g.—The presence of Lamblia duodenali* in 
man in North Carolina and the recognition of 
Amebae in feces  several days old <Pub . Health 
Rep., U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., 
v. 26 (36), Sept. 8, pp. 1347-1348. [W», W 'M 
1911 h.—Report of  the scientific  secretary < 2 . 
Ann. Rep. Rockefeller  San. Com. Eradication 
Hookworm Dis. (1910), pp. 127-140. (Publica-
tion no. 5) [WM 
1911 i.—Some underlying causes of  the existence 
of  soil pollution in rural districts < South Med. 
J., v. 4 (1), Feb., pp. 157-160. [W'M 
1911 j .—Tick (Ixodoidea) generic names to be 
included in the official  list of  zoological names 
<Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 38 (25-26), 19 Dec., pp. 
589-590. [WM 
1911 k.—Trematode generic names proposed for 
the "Official  list of  zoological names" [Letter 
to editor dated Nov. 11] < Nature, London 
(2195), v. 88, Nov. 23, p. 111. [WM 
1912 a.—{Fasciola from Porto Rico] [Abstract of  a 
discussion of  Garrison, P. E., 1912 a] <Science, 
n. s. (903), v. 35, Apr. 19, p. 636. [WM 
1912 b.—Fifth  list of  generic names in connection 
with the official  list of  zoological names <Zool . 
Anz., Leipzig, v. 41 (2), 10 Dec., pp. 90-96. 
[ W M 
1912 c.—Fourth list of  generic names for  the "Offi-
cial list of  zoological names," provided for  by the 
Graz Congress <Entom. News, v. 23 (5), May, 
pp. 229-232. [WM 
1912 d.—Fourth list of  generic names for  the 
"official  list of  zoological names," provided for 
by the Graz Congress <Science, n. s. (906), v. 
35, May 10, pp. 751-753. [WM 
1912 e.—The menstrual and pregnancy history of 
129 females  in a hookworm infected  factorv  vil-
lage <South Med. J., v. 5 (3), Apr., pp. 163-166. 
[W-M 
1912 f.—[A  number of  generic names of  parasites 
of  man] [Abstract of  report before  9. Meet. Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, Feb. 16] <Science, n. s. 
(901), v . 35, Apr. 5, pp. 555-556. [WM 
1912 g.—[Preliminary survey of  Texas for  hook-
worm] [Abstract of  report before  8. Meet. 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, Jan. 11] <Science, 
n. s. (901), v. 35, Apr. 5, p. 555- [WM 
1912 h.—Report of  International commission on 
zoological nomenclature <Proc . 7. Internat. 
Zoöl. Gong. (Boston, Aug. 19-24, 1907), pp. 3 5 -
53. [ W M 
1912 i .—Report of  the International commission 
on zoological nomenclature CVerhandl. 8. In-
ternat. Zool.-Kong. (Graz, 15-20 Aug. 1910), 
pp. 320-331. [WM 
1912- j .—Report of  the scientific  secretary <Publ i -
cation (7), Rockefeller  San. Com. Eradication 
Hookworm Dis., 3. Ann. Rep., pp. 117-130. 
[ W M 
1912 k.—Suggested amendments to the Inter-
national code of  zoological nomenclature <Zool . 
Anz., Leipzig, v. 41 (1), 26 Nov., pp. 37-47. 
[WM 
1912 1,—Third list of  generic names for  the "Official 
list of  zoological names" <Parasitology, v. 5 (2), 
June, pp. 118-121. [Issued June 29] [WM 
1912 m.—Third list of  generic names for  the "Offi-
cial list of  zoological names" <Science, n. s. 
(900), v. 35, Mar. 29, pp. 507-508. [WM 
1912 n.—Third list of  generic names for  the Official 
list of  zoological names <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, 
v. 39 (17-18), 21. Mai, pp. 557-560. [WM 
1912 o.—Trematode generic names proposed for 
the Official  list of  zoological names <Zoo l . Anz., 
Leipzig, v. 39 (1), 3 Jan., pp. 62-63. [WM 
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1912 p.—Trematode generic names proposed for 
the "Official  list of  zoological names" <Science, 
п. в. (891), v . 35, Jan. 26, p. 146. [Wv] 
1912 q.—Hookworm disease among cotton-mill 
operatives. 45 pp. (Report on condition of 
woman and child wage-earners in the United 
States. Volume X V I I ) . Washington. [Wv] 
1912 r.—Prevention versus treatment in eradicat-
ing the hook-worm disease <Proc . 25. Ann. 
Meet. Conf.  State and Prov. Bds. Health North 
Am. (Washington, D. C., Apr. 28-29, 1910), pp. 
149-154; discussion, pp. 160-167. [Wv] 
1913 a.—Contamination of  food  supplies. The 
value of  Protozoa as an aid in determining fecal 
contamination of  the food  supply <Pub . Health 
Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 28 (7), Feb. 14, 
pp. 290-291. [W\] 
1913 b .—The economic aspects of  hookworm dis-
ease in the United States < T r . 15. Internat. 
Cong. Hyg. and Demog. (Washington, Sept. 23 -
28, 1912), v . 3, pt. 2, pp. 757-764. [Wv] 
1913 c.—[Notes on technique and treatment] [Ab-
stract of  report before  13. Meet. Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, Jan. 7] <Science, n. s. (944), v. 37, 
Jan. 31, p. 198 [Wv] 
1913 d.—An open letter to Professor  Doctor A. 
Brauer [dated Feb. 7] <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 
41 (9), 11 März, pp. 430-432. [W·.] 
1913 e.—Report of  the International commission 
on zoological nomenclature <Zool . Anz., Leip-
zig, v. 42 (10), 12 Sept., pp. 473-480. [Wv] 
1913 f.—Suggested  amendments to the Interna-
tional code of  zoological nomenclature <Zool . 
Anz., Leipzig, v. 41 (9), 11 März, pp. 423-429. 
[W·.] 
1913 g.—Third list of  generic names for  the "Offi-
cial list of  zoological names" <Arch. Parasitol., 
Paris, v . 16 (2), 10 Juillet, pp. 323-326. [Wv] 
1913 h.—The type of Filaria Mueller, 1787. Opin-
ion 56 <Smithson, Inst. Publication 2169, May, 
pp. 128-130; statement of  case, by Railliet, pp. 
128-129. [Wv] 
1913 i.—The value of  Protozoa in determining 
fecal  contamination of  foods  [Abstract of  note 
presented before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, 
D . C., Feb. 6] <Science, n. s. (952), v. 37, Mar. 
28, p. 498. [Wv] 
1914 a.—Diseases caused by animal parasites (ex-
clusive of  protozoan infections).  (In Osler, W. ; 
and McCrae, T . Modern medicine, v. 2. 2. ed. 
Philadelphia, pp. 217-328, figs.  9-45, pi. 13.) 
[Wv] 
1914 b.—Huitième liste de noms génériques (mam-
mifères)  proposés pour la liste officielle  de noms 
zoologiques <Bull. Soc. Zool. France, v. 39 (6), 
25 Juillet, pp. 247-250. [W».] 
1914 c.—Report of  the International commission 
on zoological nomenclature <[Compt.-Rend.] 
9. Cong. Internat. Zool. (Monaco, 25-30 Mars 
1913), pp. 852-894. [Wv] 
1914 d.—Report of  the scientific  secretary < P u b -
lication (8), Rockefeller  San. Com. Eradication 
Hookworm Dis., 4. Ann. Rep. (1913), Jan., pp. 
93-100. [Wv] 
1915 a.—[Educational methods of  value in a sani-
tary campaign] [Abstract of  report before  Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, Mar. 26] <J . Parasi-
ta^ v. 1 (4), June, p. 200. [Issued July 16] 
1915 b.—[Giardia lamblia, new name.] [See Kofoid, 
C. Α . ; and Christiansen, E. В., 1915 b] <Univ . 
Calif.  Publications Zool., v . 16 (2), Nov. 19, p. 
28. [Wv] 
1915 c.—Intestinal infections.  The school grades 
attained by 2,166 white school children (1,062 
boys, 1,104 girls) in the city of  X , classified  by 
age, sanitation, and intestinal parasites <Pub . 
Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 30 (28), 
July 9, pp. 2060-2067. [Wv] 
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1915 d.—[Introduction to Grave, Floyd; and Slater, 
Η . M., 1915 al < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v . 68 
(10), Apr., pp. 629-630. [W" . ] 
1915 e.—Liste officielle des noms zoologiques 
<Bull . Soc. Zool. France, v. 40 (4-7), 30 Oct., 
pp. 8 6 - 8 8 . [W».] 
1915 f. —[Parasites of  schoolchildren in a southern 
city] [Abstract of  report before  26. Meet. Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, Apr. 22] <J . Parasitol., 
v . 1 (4), pp. 201-202. [Wv] 
1915 g.—Recent studies on school children, with 
special reference  to hookworm disease and sani-
tation < N . York Med. J. [etc.] (1926), v. 102 
(18), Oct. 30, pp. 906-907. [Wv] 
1915 h.—Report of  the scientific  secretary < 5 . 
Ann. Rep. Rockefeller  San. Com. Eradication 
Hookworm Dis. (1914), Jan., pp. 117-127, illus. 
(Publication no. 9) [Wv] 
1915 i.—Zooparasite intestinal infections.  An 
analysis of  infections  found  among 1287 school 
children (776 white, 511 negro) of  the city of  X 
<Pub . Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., 
v. 30 (27), July 2, pp. 1991-2002. [Wv] 
[1916 a].—[Blood counts of  boys and girls in the 
city of  X ] [Abstract of  report before  Helminth. 
Soc. Washington, Oct. 22] <J . Parasitol., v . 2 
(2), Dec., 1915, pp. 94-95. [Issued Jan. 29] 
[WV] 
1916 b.—Hookworm history schedules of  two male 
patients treated with oil of  chenopodium at the 
U. S. Marine Hospital, Wilmington, N. C. By 
M. F. Elmendorf, M . D. , and J. E. Walker, M . D . 
<Virginia Med. Semi-Month. (478), v . 20 (22), 
Feb. 25, p. 552. [Wv] 
1916 c.—[A note in regard to cases of  spurious para-
sitism of Cysticercus cellulosae] [Abstract of  re-
port before  29. Meet, Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, Jan. 28] <J . Parasitol., v. 2 (4), June, p. 
197. [Wv] 
1916 d.—[A note in regard to cases of  spurious 
parasitism of  Dicrocoelium lanceatum] [Abstract 
of  report before  29. Meet. Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Jan. 28] <J . Parasitol., v . 2 (4), June, p. 
197. [Wv] 
1916 e.—[A note in regard to cases of  spurious para-
sitism of  Umax fara]  [Abstract of  report before 
29. Meet. Helminth. Soc. Washington, Jan. 28] 
<J . Parasitol., v . 2 (4), June, p. 197. [Wv] 
1916 f.—[A  note in regard to the sanitary index 
of  three Southern communities, Α. В and C.] 
[Abstract of  report before  28. Meet. Helminth. 
Soc. Washington, Dec. 10, 1915] <J . Parasitol., 
v . 2 (4), June, pp. 196-197. [Wv] 
1916 g.—[A note on memory span studies in chil-
dren affected  with parasites] [Abstract of  report 
read before  28. Meet. Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, Dec. 10, 1915] <J . Parasitol., v. 2 (4), June, 
p. 197. [Wv] 
1916 h.—Statement regarding the nematodes of 
butterfish  <Econom. Circular (21), U. S. Bureau 
Fish., Oct. 14, pp. 2 -3 . [Wv] 
1916 i .—II. Mitteilungen aus Museen Instituten, 
usw. Notice of  possible suspension of  the rules of 
nomenclature in the cases of  Holothuria 1758 vs. 
Physalia 1801, and Bohadschia 1833 vs. Holo-
thuria 1791 <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 48 (7), 19 
Dez., pp. 205-206. [Wv] 
1917 a.—Certain military aspects of  hookworm 
disease < P u b . Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health 
Serv., v . 32 (33), Aug. 17, pp. 1299-1301. [Wv] 
1917 b.—Notice to the zoological profession  of  a 
possible suspension of  the International rules of 
zoological nomenclature in the cases oí Musca 
Linnaeus, 1758, and Calliphora Desvoidy, 1830. 
(Dipt.) <Entom. News, v. 28 (5), May, p. 231. 
[Wv] 
1917 c.—Recent studies on school children, with 
special reference  to hookworm disease and sani-
tation <Harvey Lect. (1915-16), Ser. 11, pp. 
19-36. [Wvj 
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1917 d.—Treponema  pallidum and Spirochaeta 
pallida. From the standpoint of  the Interna-
tional rules of  zoological nomenclature <J . Am. 
Med. Ass., v. 68 (1), Jan. 6, pp. 57-59. [Wa.] 
1917 e.—Trichinae in pork and nematodes in but-
terfish  in their relation to the implied warranty in 
the sale of  articles of  food  <J . Am. Med. Ass., 
v . 68 (9), Mar. 3, pp. 685-687. [W*.] 
1917 f.—Implied  warranty in the sale of  food:  A 
zoological view of  "diseased" meats [Editorial 
abstract of  1917 d] <J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 68 
(9), Mar. 3, p. 718. [Wa.] 
1917 g.—An experiment from the standpoint of 
applied zoology in medical inspection of  school 
children as basis for  an intensive public health 
campaign CCharlotte [N. C.], Med. J., v . 76 
(1), July, pp. 21-27. [W®.] 
1918 a.—Three unusual cases of  parasitism (a slug, 
a myriapod, and cockroaches) reported in man 
< J . Parasitol., v . 4 (3), Mar., pp. 138-139. [W».] 
1920 a.—[Endamoeba  gingivalis and pyorrhoea al-
veolares] [Abstract of  report before  34. Meet. 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, Dec. 21, 1916] <J . 
Parasitol., v . 6 (4), June, pp. 198-199. [Issued 
Aug. 14] [Wa.] 
1920 b.—Protozoa in sawdust for  class work 
<Science, n. s. (1344), v . 52, Oct. 1, p. 315. [W».] 
1920 c .—A second case of  Gongylonema in man <J . 
Parasitol., v. 6 (4), June, p. 200. [Issued Aug. 
14] [W».] 
1921 a.—Ascaris lumbricoides caught in the eye of 
a shoe-button <J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 76 (4), Jan. 
22, p. 239. [W®, W » . ] 
1921 b.—[Effects  of  temperature on hookworm eggs 
and larvae and on fly  eggs and larvae] < J. Para-
sitol., v. 7 (4), June, pp. 192-193. [Issued July 
29] [W».] 
[1921 с].—Recent investigations on excreta dis-
posal <J . Parasitol., v . 7 (2), Dec., 1920, p. 101. 
[Issued Jan.] [W s . ] 
1921 d.—Gongylonema hominis in man <Health 
News, Ü. S. Pub. Health Serv., June, 1 1. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
1921 e.—A probable (third) case of  Gongylonema 
hominis infection  in man <Pub. Health Rep., U. 
S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 36 (21), May 27, pp. 
1177-1178. [W».] 
1921 f.—A  third case of  Gongylonema from man 
<J . Parasitol., v. 7 (4), June, p. 197. [Issued 
July 29] [Wa.] 
1921 g.—-[Three cases of  Hymenolepis diminuta 
from man] <J . Parasitol., v. 7 (4), June, p. 188. 
[Issued July 29] [W».] 
1921 h.—[Two new cases of  Diphyllobothrium la-
tum] <J . Parasitol., v . 7 (4), June, p. 200. [Is-
sued July 29] [Wa.] 
[1922 a].—[Collection of  hookworms from dog, part 
Ancyclostoma caninum, others apparently Neca-
lor aniericanus] <J . Parasitol., v . 8 (2), Dec., 
1921, p. 95. [Issued Jan. 13] [Wa.] 
[1922 b].—[Gas house tar in the control of  flies] 
[Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, May 14, 1921] <J . Parasitol., v . 8 (2), 
Dec., p. 96. [Issued Jan. 13] [Wa.] 
1922 c.—The public health status of  amoebic dysen-
tery in the United States as potentially influ-
enced by the World War <Boston Med. and S. 
J., v . 186 (12), Mar. 23, pp. 377-379. [W®.] 
[1922 d].—[Importance of  ascariasis] <J . Para-
sitol., v. 8 (2), Dec., 1921, pp. 94-95. [Issued 
Jan. 13] [W».] 
[1922 e].·—Note on literature on chemical means 
for  the destruction of  nematode eggs in feces  <J . 
Parasitol., v. 8 (2), Dec., p. 96. [W s , ] 
1922 f.—[Nomenclature  of  Amoeba] <J . Parasitol., 
v. 9 (1), Sept., p. 40. [W*.] 
1922 g.—[Possibility of  recent war resulting in 
spread of  amebiasis in the United States] < J . 
Parasitol., v. 9 (1), Sept., pp. 40-41. [W*.] 
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1922 h.—[Specimen of  Paragordius  varius from In-
dianapolis, Ind., from bladder of  man] < J . 
Parasitol., v. 9 (1), Sept., p. 40. [W·.] 
1922 i.—Zoological nomenclature <Science, n. s. 
(1459), v. 56, Dec. 15, pp. 690-691. [W».] 
1923 a.—Frequency of  amoeba in man, and its 
significance  in public health [Abstract of  report 
before  Biol. Soc. Washington, Nov. 25, 1922.] 
<J . Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 13 (6), Mar. 19, p. 112. 
[Wa.] 
1923 b.—Notice to the Zoological profession  of  a 
possible suspension of  the International rules 
of  zoological nomenclature in the cases of Musca 
Linnaeus, 1758, and Calliphora Desvoidy, 1830 
<Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 56 (1-2), 13 Feb., pp. 
46-47. [W».] 
1923 c.—[Sarcophagids parasitic in man] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 9 (4), June, p. 241. [Issued Aug. 
22] [Wa.] 
1923 d.-—Zoological nomenclature: Musca and 
Calliphora <Nature, London (2778), v. I l l , 
Jan. 27, p. 115. [W».] 
1924 a.·—[Ground water polution experiments at 
Fort Caswell, N. C.] [Abstract of  report before 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, Apr. 12, 1923] < J . 
Parasitol., v. 10 (4), June, p. 212. [Issued June 
28] [W».] 
1924 b.—The International commission on zoologi-
cal nomenclature. Opinions 78 to 81 <Science, 
n. s. (1543), v. 60, July 25, pp. 84-85. [W».] 
1924 c.—Notice to zoologists of  certain generic 
names to be inserted in the Official  List <Zool . 
Anz., Leipzig, v. 60 (3-4) , 5 Juli, pp. 111-112. 
[Wa.] 
1924 d.—Opinions on nomenclature [Letter to 
editor] < J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 82 (12), Mar. 22, 
p. 990. [Wa.] 
1924 e.—Possible solutions of  the present concur-
rent use of  generic names sensu lato and sensu 
stricto, example Ascaris <J . Parasitol., v. 11 (2), 
Dec., pp. 94-96. [W«.] 
1925 a.—[Bulletin of  the International health board 
is not a publication] [Abstract of  report before 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, Oct. 17] <J . Para-
sitol., v. 12, Dec., p. 112. [W».] 
1925 b.—[Existing confusion  in the names of  pri-
mates recorded as hosts of  parasites] [Abstract 
of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Oct. 
17] < J . Parasitol., v . 12, Dec., pp. 111-112. 
[W».] 
1925 c.—[Further ground water experiments at Fort 
Caswell, North Carolina] [Abstract of  report 
before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Jan. 17] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 12 (2), Dec., p. 106. [Issued Dec. 
24] [W».] 
1925 d.—Karyamoeba Kofoid  and Swezy is a still-
born homonym < J . Parasitol., v. 12 (2), Dec., 
p. 107. [W».] 
1925 e.—A new case of  Dioctophyme renale free  in 
abdominal cavity of  dog <J . Parasitol., v. 12 
(2), Dec., p. 107. [W».j 
1925 f.—[New  case of  Diphyllobothrium latum in 
man] <J . Parasitol., v. 11 (4), June, p. 217. 
[Issued Aug. 29] [W\] 
1925 g.—[Parasite eggs from bile, possibly unfer-
tilized eggs of Ascaris lumbricoides] < J . Para-
sitol., v. 12 (2), Dec., p. 107. [W».j 
1925 h.—Two cases of  spurious parasitism in man 
<J . Parasitol., v . 11 (4), June, pp. 220-221. 
[Issued Aug. 29] [W«.] 
1926 a.—Comparative value of  sodium hydroxide, 
copper sulphate, and fermentation  in disinfect-
ing human excreta containing eggs of  hookworms 
(Necator  americanus) and of Ascaris ( Ascaris 
lumbricoides) <J . Parasitol., v. 13 (1), Sept., pp. 
47-55. [W».] 
1926 b.—A consideration of  certain recently pub-
lished views on cases of  light hookworm infection 
[Title  only of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Apr. 17] < J . Parasitol., v. 13 (1), Sept., 
p. 88. [Issued Oct. 2] [W».] 
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1926 c.—Notice of  possible suspension of  interna-
tional rules in case of Sarcoptes, type passeiinus, 
in favor  of Sarcoptes, type scabiei <Zool . Anz., 
Leipzig, v. 68 (9-10), 5 Okt., pp. 269-270. [Wv] 
1926 d.—Opinione [sic] 82 to 90, International com-
mission, zoological nomenclature <Zool . Anz., 
Leipzig, v. 65 (11-12), 20 Feb., pp. 326-328. 
[WV] 
1926 e.—[Pseudoparasitism in man due to pulp 
cells of  cirtrous fruit]  [Abstract of  report before 
Helminth. Soc. Washington, Jan. 16] < J . Para-
sitol., v. 12 (3), Mar., p. 180. [Wv] 
1927 a.—Amendments to the international rules 
of  zoological nomenclature <Pub . Health Rep., 
U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 42 (43), Oct. 28, pp. 
2639-2640. [Wv] 
1927 b.—Light hookworm infection.  Should pa-
tients be "advised that they are carriers but do 
not need treatment?" < J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 88 
(7), Feb. 12, pp. 455-456. [Wv] 
1927 c.—[Linguatvla serrata 1789 in place of  L. 
rhinaris [i. e. rhinaria] 1789] < J . Parasitol., v. 
14 (1), Sept., p. 61. [Issued Nov.] [Wv] 
1927 d.—[Nomenclatorial status of Ascaris, 
Dracunculus, and other nematode names] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 14 (1), Sept., p. 59. [Issued Nov.] 
[Wv] 
1927 e.—[The significance  of  the prefix Eu-] [Ab-
stract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, Oct. 16, 1926] <J . Parasitol., v. 14 (1), Sept., 
p. 58. [Issued Oct. 29] [Wv] 
1927 f.—Underlying  factors  in the confusion  in 
zoological nomenclature with a definite  practical 
suggestion for  the future  <Science, n. s. (1678), 
v. 65, Feb. 25, pp. 194-199. [Wv] 
1928 a.—Amendments to the international rules of 
zoological nomenclature [Reprint of  1927 a] 
< U . S. Naval Med. Bull., v. 26 (2), Apr., pp. 
471-472. [Wv] 
1928 b.—Idem <J . Helminth., v. 6 (1), Mar., pp. 
57-58. [Wv] 
1928 c.—Amendments to the international rules of 
zoological nomenclature <Science, n. s. (1723), 
v. 67, Jan. 6, pp. 17-18. [Wv] 
1928 d.—Amendments aux règles internationales 
de la nomenclature zoologique <Ann. Parasitol., 
v. 6 (2), 1 Avril, pp. 245-246. [W·.] 
1928 e.—[Case of Phthirius pubis on back of  hand] 
[Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Dec. 17, 1927] <J . Parasitol., v . 15 (1), 
Sept., p. 68. [WV] 
1928 f.—[Cyst  of  larval stage of  an armed tapeworm 
from human brain] [Abstract of  report before 
Biol. Soc. Washington, Feb. 11] <J . Wash. Acad. 
Sc., v. 18 (19), Nov. 19, p. 518. [Wv] 
1928 g.—International commission on zoological 
nomenclature opinions 98 to 104 <Science, n. s. 
(1771), v. 68, Dec. 7, pp. 570-571. [Wv] 
1928 h.—[365 specimens of Ascaris lumbricoides 
from a child of  3 years] [Abstract of  report be-
fore  Biol. Soc. Washington, Mar. 24] < J . Wash. 
Acad. Sc., v. 18 (19), Nov. 19, p. 520. [Wv] 
1928 i .—What constitutes publication <Science, 
n. s. (1741), v. 67, May 11, pp. 471-478. [Wv] 
1928 j .—Why I do not reply to Dr. Poche's attacks 
<Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 75 (11-12), 1 März, p. 
298. [Wv] 
1928 k.—Zoo nomenclature rules amended <Offi-
cial Ree., U. S. Dept. Agrie., v. 7 (8), Feb. 22, o . 
3. [Wv] v 
1929 a.—The future  of  zoological nomenclature, 
with an appendix: history of  rules re designation 
of  genotypes < T r . 4. Internat. Cong. Entom. 
(Ithaca, Aug. 1928), v . 2, Dec., pp. 622-645 
[Wv] 
1929 b.—[A nematode (Gongylonema sp.) found 
in man] [Abstract of  exhibit to Biol. Soc., Wash 
Oct. 20, 1928] < J . Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 19 (5). 
Mar. 4, p. 103. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1929 c.—Notice to zoologists on the possible sus-
pension of  the rules in the case of  Nycteribia 
Latreille <Zool . Anz., Leipzig., v. 80 (3-4), 15 
Jan., p. 127. [Wv] 
1929 d.—[Preliminary statement of  a paper involv-
ing the nomenclatorial and taxonomic history of 
Pedicidus vespertilionis] [Title  only of  report 
read before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Nov. 17, 
1928] < J . Parasitol., v. 15 (3), Mar., p. 224. 
[WV] 
1929 e.—Notice to zoologists on the possible sus-
pension of  the rules in the ease ®f  Nycteribia 
Latreille <Science, n. s., (1783), v. 69, Mar. 1, p. 
248. [Wv] 
1929 f.—The  zoo-parasitic diseases of  non-human 
primates in reference  to diseases of  man [Ab-
stract of  report before  Biol. Soc., Washington, 
Apr. 6] <J . Wash. Acad. Sc., v. 19 (15), Sept. 
19, p. 349. [Wv] 
1930 a.—Decrease of  hookworm disease in the 
United States <Pub . Health Rep., U. S. Pub. 
Health S e r v . , v . 45 (31), Aug. 1, pp. 1763-1781. 
[Wv] 
1931 a.—Is an international zoological nomen-
clature practicable <Science, n. s. (1892), v . 73, 
Apr. 3, pp. 349-354. [Wa.] 
1931 b .—The spelling of  "Endamoeba" [Letter to 
editor] <J . Am. Med. Ass., v . 97 (20), Nov . 14, 
p. 1482. [W«.] 
1931 c.—Some practical considerations in regard to 
control of  hookworm disease in the United States 
under present conditions [Abstract of  paper to 
be read at 7. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., 
New Orleans, Dec. 29-31] <J . Parasitol., v . 18 
(2), Dec., pp. 131-132. [Wv] 
1931 d .—Why certain school children are backward 
<Scient. Month., v . 33, Oct., pp. 362-364. [Wa.] 
1932 a.—An experiment in teaching public health 
zoology at Rollins College <Science, n. s. (1956), 
v . 75, June 24, pp. 664-665. [Wa.] 
1932 b.—Hookworm disease in certain parts of  the 
South: A new plan of  attack <South Med. J., v. 
25 (2), Feb., pp. 189-192. [W» . ] 
1932 c.—Hookworm disease in white school 
children. Comparison of  two methods of  survey 
<J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 98 (25), June 18, pp. 2189-
2190. [W».] 
1932 d.—[Parasitological observations made in 
Orange County, Florida] [Abstract of  report 
before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Apr. 161 <J· 
Parasitol., v . 19 (1), Sept., p. 90. [W».] 
1932 e.—Some practical considerations in regard to 
control of  hookworm disease in the United States 
under present conditions <J . Parasitol., v . 18 
(3), Mar., pp. 169-172. [Wa.] 
1933 a.—Is it "fair  to say that hookworm disease 
has almost disappeared from the United States?" 
<Science, n. s. (1992), v . 77, Mar. 3, pp. 237-
239. [Wa.] 
1933 b .—The nurse's opportunity in hookworm 
disease <Pub . Health Nursing, v. 25 (8), Aug., 
pp. 429-432. [W'V] 
1936 a.—Notice of  possible suspension of  rules of 
nomenclature <Canad. Entom., v. 68 (5), May, 
pp. 113-115. [W».] 
1936 b.—Notice of  possible suspension of  rules of 
nomenclature in certain cases <Science, n. s. 
(2162), v . 83, June 5, pp. 552-553. [W».] 
1936 c.—Notice of  possible suspension of  rules of 
nomenclature in certain cases <Zool . Anz., Leip-
zig, v. 115 (3-4), July 15, pp. 110-111. [Wa.] 
1936 d.—Opinions rendered by the Interna-
tional commission on zoological nomenclature 
<Science, n. s. (2186), v . 84, Nov. 20, pp. 459-
460. [Wa.] 
1939 a.—Early history, in part esoteric, of  the hook-
worm (uncinariasis) campaign in our southern 
United States <J . Parasitol., v . 25 (4), Aug., 
pp. 283-308. [W».] 
4 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O AGRICULTURE 
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1039 b.—Some of  the factors  influencing  the spread 
of  disease [Abstract of  lecture before  School 
Parasitol, Havana Univ., F e b , 1938] < R e v . 
Med. Trop, y Parasitol, Habana, v. 5 (2), Mar . -
A p r , pp. 115-118. [Wv] 
S T I I . E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d A L T M A N , W . L . 
1913 a.—Hookworm disease. Proportion of  males 
to females  in the American hookworm (Necator 
americanus), based on 13,080 worms from 102 
cases <Pub . Health R e p , U. S. Pub. Health 
Serv , v. 28 (1), Jan. 3, pp. 7-20. [Wv] 
1913 b.—Proportion of  males to females  in the 
American hookworm (Necator  americanus), based 
on 13,080 worms from 102 cases < T r . 15. Inter-
nat. Cong. Hyg. and Demog. (Wash , Sept. 23 -
28, 1912), v . 1 (2), pp. 718-729. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d B A K E R , C L A R A 
E D I T H . 
1926 a.—Note on Agamofilaria  eiseni Ward, 1918 
[Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Nov. 21, 1925] <J . Parasitol, v. 12 (3), 
M a r , pp. 177-188, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
1927 a.—[Gongylonema  scutatum in relation to can-
cer] <J . Parasitol, v . 14 (1), Sept , p. 67. [Is-
sued Nov.] [Wv] 
1928 a.—A fifth  case of  Gongylonema hominis in 
man in the United States <J . Am. Med. Ass , v. 
91 (24), Dec. 15, pp. 1891-1892. [Wv] 
1929 a.—[A fifth  case of  Gongylonema hominis in 
man in the United States] [Abstract of  report 
read before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Oct. 20, 
1928] <J . Parasitol, v. 15 (3), M a r , p. 221. 
[ W . I 
1930 a.—[Status of  generic names Tetrameres, 
Tropisurus and Tropidurus] [Abstract of  report 
before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Oct. 19, 
1929] <J . Parasitol, v . 16 (3), M a r , p. 163. 
[Wv] 
1935 a.—Key-catalogue of  parasites reported for 
Carnivora (cats, dogs, bears, fete.)  with their 
possible public health importance <National 
Inst. Health Bull. (163), U. S. Pub. Health 
Serv , Dec. 1934, pp. 913-1223. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E I . L ; a n d B O A T W R I G H T , H . F . 
1913 a.—Subjective symptoms of  thymol [Ab-
stract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Washing-
ton, Feb. 6] <Science, n. s. (952), v . 37, Mar. 28, 
p. 498. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d B O E C K , W I L L I A M 
C H A R L E S . 
1923 a.—The nomenclatorial status of  certain pro-
tozoa parasitic in man <Bull . (133), Hyg. L a b , 
U. S. Pub. Health Serv , O c t , pp. 92-188, figs. 
53-80. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d B R O W N , G E R T R U D E . 
1924 a.—Nomenclature of  the nematode genera 
Belascaris 1907, Toxascaris 1907, and Toxocara 
1905 <J . Parasitol, v . 11 (2), D e c , pp. 92-93. 
[Wv] 
1924 b.—The present status of  the parasitic nema-
tode family  Ascaridae <Pub . Health R e p , U. S. 
Pub. Health Serv, v. 39 (32), Aug. 8, pp. 1957-
1962. [Wv] 
1924 c .—The type species of  Monodontus Molin, 
1861 a <J . Parasitol, v . 11 (2), D e c , pp. 96-97. 
[Wv] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d C O L L I N S , B E N J A M I N 
J O S E P H . 
1929 a.—[Note on the longevity of  Cimex <J . 
Parasitol, v . 15 (4), June, pp. 291-292. [Wv] 
1930 a.—Ctenocephalides, new genus of  fleas,  type 
Pulex  canis <Pub . Health R e p , U. S. Pub. 
Health Serv , v. 45 (23), June 6, pp. 1308-1310. 
[Wv] 
1932 a.—An estimated average of  at least 20 per-
cent hookworm disease in 98 southern schools 
<J. Florida Med. Ass, v. IS (10), A p r , pp. 471-
473. [ W ' V ] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d C R A N E , C H A R L E S 
G E O R G E . 
1910 a.-—The internal parasites of  the rats and 
mice in their relation to diseases of  man <[Pub. 
Health Bull.], U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. 
Serv , pp. 87-110, figs.  9-58. [Wv] 
1910 b.—Results of  microscopic examination for 
hookworm disease in a public school in Richmond 
County, Va. <Pub . Health R e p , U. S. Pub. 
Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv , v. 25 (16), Apr. 22, 
pp. 505-506. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d F R A N K L A N D , W . 
A S H B Y . 
1902 a.—A case of  vinegar eel (Anguillula aceti) in-
fection  in the human bladder. (In  Eleven Misc. 
Papers on Animal Parasites) <Bull. (35) Bureau 
Animal Indust , U. S. Dept. Agrie, pp. 35-10, 
pi. 4, figs.  6-13. [W», W » , W v ] 
1902 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool . Centralbl, v. 9 
(21-22), 4 N o v , p. 696. [W\ Wv] 
1902 c.—Vinegar eels in the urine [Abstract of 
1902 a] < N . York Med. J. (1230), v. 75 (26), pp. 
1147-1148. [W», W v ] 
1905 a.—A case of  vinegar eel (Anguillula aceti) in-
fection  in the human bladder [Abstract of  1902 
a] <Arch. Naturg , Berlin (1898), 64. J , v. 2 (3), 
Juli, pp. 44-45. [W\ W v ] 
S T I L U S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d G A R D N E R , C H A R L E S H . 
1910 a.—Further observations on the disposal of 
excreta (second paper) <Pub . Health R e p , U. S. 
Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Seri-, v . 25 (33), 
Aug. 19, pp. 1137-1140. [Wv] 
1910 b.—Further observations on the disposal of 
excreta (third paper) < P u b . Health Rep . U. S. 
Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv , v. 25 (50), 
Dec. 16, pp. 1825-1830. [Wv] 
1910 c.—The practical workings of  the "surface 
privy" and the "lime system" <Pub . Health 
Rep. U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv , v. 
25 (27), July 8, pp. 947-950. [Wv] 
1911 a.—Continuación de las observaciones sobre 
la disposición de las excretas [Transí, of  1910 b] 
(In  Guiteras, Juan, 1911, pp. 674-702) <San. 
y Benefic. Bol. Ofic.,  Habana, v. 6 (5-6), N o v . -
D i c , pp. 691-697. [Wv] 
1911 b.—La letrina de superficie. Continuación 
de las observaciones sobre disposición de las ex-
cretas [Transi, of  1910 a] (In  Guiteras, Juan, 
1911, pp. 674-702) Clbidem, v. 6 (5-6) , N o v . -
D i o , pp. 687-691. [W».] 
1911 c.—El uso de la cal en letrinas sin excavación, 
sobre la superficie del suelo. Surface privies 
[Transi, of  1910 с] (In  Guiteras, Juan, 1911, pp. 
674-702) <Ibidem, v. 6 (5-6), Nov . -D i c , pp. 
683-687. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d G A R R I S O N , P H I L I P 
E U G E N E . 
1906 a.—A statistical study of  the prevalence of 
intestinal worms in man <Bull . (28) Hyg. L a b , 
U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv , A u g , 
pp. 1-77, tables 1-3 . [W\ W">, W v ] 
1906 b.—Idem [Reviewed] < M e d . Notes and 
Quer, v. 2 (9), Sept , p. 120. [W'V] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d G O L D B E R G E R , 
J O S E P H . 
1906 a.—A young stage of  the American hookworm 
—Necator  americanus (Stiles, 1902)—8 to 12 
days after  skki infection  in rabbits and dogs 
< A m . M e d , v. 11 (2), Jan. 13, pp. 63-65, figs. 
1-6 . [W», W«·, Wv] 
1906 b.—Idem. Reprint. 7 pp., 6 figs.  Philadel-
phia. [Lib. Stiles.] 
1906 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1906 a] < N . York 
Med. J. [etc.] (1416), v. 83 (3), Jan. 20, p. 154. 
[W», W·».] 
1906 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1906 a] < M e d . R e e , 
Ν . Y . (1837), v. 69 (3), Jan. 20, p. 112. [W», Wm, 
Wv] 
1906 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1906 a] <J . Am. Med. 
Ass , v. 46 (4), Jan. 27, p. 303. [W*. W«', Wv] 
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jQOg f. —American hookworm [Abstract of  1906 a] 
С J Trop. Med. London, v. 9 (4), Feb. 15, p. 57. 
[W·, W·».] 
1908 a.—Observations on two new parasitic trema-
tode worms: Homalogaster  philippinensis a. sp., 
Anamodistomum nanus n. sp. CBull. (40) Hyg. 
I ab U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. 
Serv' May 25, pp. 23-33, figs.  27-66. [W», W">, 
W·.] ' 
1908 b.—A reexamination of  the original specimen 
of  Taenia  saginata abietina (Weinland, 1858) 
< Ibidem, pp. 35-38. [W», W » , W·.] 
1908 c.—Some recent work on parasitic worms 
fAbstract  of  1908 a and 1908 b] < Lancet, Lon-
don (4428), v. 175, v. 2 (2), July 11, p. 108. [Wa , 
W·.] 
1909 a.—Observations on two parasitic trematode 
worms: Homalogaster  philippinensis n. sp., Aga-
modistomum nanus n. sp. [Abstract of  1908 a] 
CZool. Centralbl., v. 16 (18), 2. Nov., p. 568. 
[Wa , W·.] 
1909 b.—A reexamination of  the original specimen 
of  Tenia  saginata abietina (Weinland 1858) 
[Abstract of  1908 b] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Ref., v. 45 (6), 14 Dec., p. 168. [W\ W» . ] 
1910 a.—A study of  the anatomy of  Watsonius  (n. 
g.) watsoni of  man, and of  nineteen allied species 
of  mammalian trematode worms of  the super-
family  Paramphistomoidea <Bull. (60) Hyg. 
Lab., U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., 
Apr., 259 pp., figs.  1-205. [W».] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d G R A V E S , F L O Y D . 
1915 a.—Lung capacity of  children. Spirometer 
tests of  1,618 white school children (751 boys, 
867 girls) in the city of  X <Pub. Health Rep., 
U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 30 (42), Oct. 15, pp. 
3067-3072, charts 1-3. [Wa .] 
[1916 a].—[Lung capacity of  children in the city of 
X ] [Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, Oct. 22] <J . Parasitol., v. 2 (2), 
Dec. 1915, p. 94. [Issued Jan. 29] [W\] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A B D E L L ; a n d H A S S A L L , A L B E R T . 
1892 a.—The color of  the host and its relation to 
parasitism <Insect Life,  v. 4 (7-8), Mar., pp. 
265-266. [W», W«·, W«.] 
1893 a.—A revision of  the adult cestodes of  cattle, 
sheep, and allied animals <Bull. (4) Bureau 
Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., 134 pp., pis. 
1-16. [W«, Wm, W°.] 
1894 a.—Idem [Abstract] CCompt. Rend. Soc. 
Biol., Paris, 10. s., v. 1 (7), 2 Mars, pp. 171-172. 
[W\ Wm, W·.] 
1894 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1893 a] CZool. Cen-
tralbl., v. 1 (8) 1 Juni, pp. 318-319. [Wa , W·.] 
1894 c.—Stiles and Hassall's cestodes [Review of 
1893 a] CAm. Naturalist (329), v. 28, May, pp. 
406-409. [W*, Wm, W·.] 
1894 d.—Adult cestodes of  cattle, sheep and allied 
animals [Abstract of  1893 a] CJ. Roy. Micr. 
Soc., [2. s., v. 14] (3), June, pp. 345-346. [W\ 
W®, W·.] 
1894 e.—A preliminary catalogue of  the parasites 
contained in the collections of  the United States 
Bureau of  Animal Industry, United States Army 
Medical Museum, Biological Department of 
the University of  Pennsylvania (Coll. Leidy) 
and in Coll. Stiles and Coll. Hassall C Vet. Mag 
v · 1 (?). Α Ρ Γ · . РР- 245-253; (5), May, pp. 331-
354. [W·, Wm.J 
1894 f.—A  new species of  fluke  (Distoma [Dicro-
cadium] complexum) found  in cats in the United 
States, with bibliographies and diagnoses of  allied 
forms.  (Notes on parasites. 21) Clbidem (6) 
June, pp. 413-432, pis. 1-4, figs.  1-19. [Wa , 
1894 g.—Une nouvelle espèce de douve, Distomum 
(Dicrocadium) complexum, trouvée chez les chats 
des Etats-Unis. (Notes sur les parasites. 21 ) 
[Abstract of  1894 f]  CBull. Soc. Zool. France v 
19^5), Mai, pp. 89-90; (6), Juin, p. 91. [W*, W«j 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A B D E L L ; a n d H A S S A L L , A L B E R T — 
Continued. 
1894 h.—A case of Echinococcus in a camel (pp. 432-
433); an interesting anomaly in Moniezia  plais-
sima [sic] (p. 433). (Notes on parasites. 22-23) 
CVet. Mag., v . 1 (6), June, pages cited. [Wa , 
W » . ] 
1894 i.—Nouvelle espèce de douve intestinale (Dis-
tomum tricolor) chez le lapin à queue cotonneuse 
(Lepus  sylvaticus Bachman) et chez 1з lièvre du 
nord (Lepus americanas Erxleben) (pp. 160-162, 
fig.  1); Distomum (Poly orchis) molle (Leidy, 1858) 
Wardell Stiles et Hassall, 1894 (pp. 162-163, fig. 
2). (Notes sur les parasites. 29-30.) [Abstract 
of  1895 a] CBull. Soc. Zool. France, v. 19 (9), 
Nov.-Déc., pages cited. [W», W·, W·.] 
1895 a.—A new species of intestinal fluke  (Distoma 
tricolor) in the cotton-tail rabbit (Lepus  sylvaticus 
Bachman) and in the northern hare (L. ameri-
cana Erxleben) (pp. 729-737, pis. 1-2, figs.  1 -8 ) ; 
Distoma (Polyorchis) molle (Leidy, 1856) S. & H., 
1894 (pp. 737-741, pi. 3, figs.  1-3) . (Notes on 
parasites. 29-30) CVet. Mag., v. 1 (11), (Nov., 
1894), Jan. 17, pages cited. [Wa , Wm.] 
1895 b.—New flukes  in American rabbits [Abstract 
of  1894 i] CJ. Roy. Micr. Soc., [2. s., v. 15] (3), 
June, pp. 315-316. [Wa , W " , W·.] 
1895 c.—A new species of  intestinal fluke (Distoma 
tricolor) in the cotton-tail rabbit (Lepus  sylvaticus 
Bachm.) and in the Northern hare (L.  americanus 
Erxl.). (Notes on parasites. 29); Distoma (Poly-
orchis) molle (Leidy, 1856) S. et H „ 1894. (Notes 
on parasites. 30.) [Abstract of  1895 a] CZool. 
Centralbl., v. 2 (22-23), 9 Dec., pp. 700-701. 
[Wa , W».] 
1896 a.—Ctenotxnia denticulata (Rudolphi, 1804) 
Stiles & Hassall, 1896. (Notes on parasites. 41) 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., v. 19 (2-3), 
23 Jan., p. 70-72. [Wa , Wm.] 
1896 b.—Idem CVet. Mag., v. 3 (1), Jan., pp. 6-9 . 
[Wa , Wm.] 
1896 c.—Comparison of  the type of  Distomum 
longissimum von Linstow, 1883, with type of  D. 
longissimum corvinum Stiles & Hassall, 1894 (pp. 
151-155, figs.  1 -4 ) ; the synonymy of  Opisthorchit 
conus (Creplin, 1825) (pp. 156-158); Dicrocœliurn 
lanceatum Stiles & Hassall, 1896 (p. 158); Diocto-
phyme or Eustrongylus? (pp. 159-160) ; an exam-
ination of  the type of  Moniezia  vogti (Moniez, 
1879) Stiles & Hassall, 1896 (pp. 160-161). 
(Notes on parasites. 42-46) Clbidem (3), Mar., 
pages cited. [Wa, Wm.] 
1896 d.—Nouvelle espèce de douve intestinale chez 
le lapin à queue cotonneuse et chez le lièvre du 
nord; Distomum (Polyorchis)  molle Leidy. (Notes 
sur les parasites. 29-30) [Abstract of  1895 a] 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., v. 19 (11), 21 
März, p. 426. [Wa , Wm.] 
1896 e.—On the priority of Cittotœnia Riehm, 1881, 
over Ctenotsenia Railliet, 1891. (Notes on para-
sites. 47) CVet. Mag., v. 3 (7), July, p. 407. 
[Wa , Wm.] 
1898 a.—An inventory of  the genera and subgenera 
of  the trematode family  Fasciolidae. (Notes on 
parasites. 48) С Arch. Parasitol., Paris, v. 1 (1), 
Jan., pp. 81-99. [W\ Wm, W«.] 
1899 a.—Internal parasites of  the fur  seal С Fur 
Seals and Fur-Seal Islands North Pacific  Ocean 
(Jordan et al), pt. 3, pp. 99-177, illus. [Wa , W·.] 
1900 a.—A muscle fluke  (Agamodistomum  sp.) in 
American swine (pp. 559-560, fig.  23); the lung 
fluke  (Paragonimus  westermanii) in swine and 
its relation to parasitic hœmoptysis in man (pp. 
560-611, pis. 23-24, figs.  24-28); the conical 
fluke  (Amphistoma cervi) of  cattle slaughtered in 
the United States (p. 611, 1 fig.)  (Notes on para-
sites. 50-52) С16. Ann. Rep. BuÄau Animal 
Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie. (1899), Dec. 31, pages 
& figs,  cited. [Wa , Wm, W·.] 
1900 b.—Parasitic hemoptysis [Editorial review 
of  1900 a, pp. 560-611] CPhila. Med. J. (148), v. 
6 (17), Oct. 27, pp. 761-762. [Wa , Wm, W·.] 
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1900 c.—Parasitic hemoptyses present in the United 
States [Abstract of  1900 a, pp. 560-611] <Pub. 
Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. 
Serv., v. 15 (50), Dec. 14, pp. 3017-3027. [W"\ 
W·.] 
1901 a.—Parasitic hemoptysis in the United States. 
[Editorial review of  1900 a] <Phila. Med. J. 
(159), v. 7 (2), Jan. 12, p. 45. [W·, W">, W'J 
1901 b.—A pupa-like stage in the development of 
the spinose ear tick (Omithodoros me&nini) of 
cattle (pp. 1-2) ; Boophilus australis present in 
Cuba, Porto Rico, Venezuela and India (pp. 2-3) ; 
a new host for  Strongylus contortus and Cysti-
cercus lenuicollis (p. 4). (Notes on parasites. 55-
57) CCircular (34) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., pages cited. [W», W m , W«.] 
1902 a.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Pt. 1. Authors A to Azevedo CBull. 
(39) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
pp. 1-46. [W», Wm, Wv] 
1902 b.—Idem [Reviewed] <Am. Med., v. 4 (5), 
Aug. 2, p. 166. [W», Wm, Wo.] 
1902 c—Idem [Review of  1902 a] <Zool. Cen-
tralbl., v. 9 (11-12), 17 Juni, p. 360. [W·, W·.] 
1902 d.—LevinsenieUa,  new name for  the trematode 
genus Levinsenia Stossich, 1899 (not Mesnil, 
1897) (pp. 19-20); Hsernatolœchus simüigenus, 
new name for  the trematode H.  similis Loose, 
1899 (p. 20) ; Bothriocephalinae, Ptychobothriinae 
and Mesogoninae from a nomenclatural stand-
point (pp. 20-21) ; the type species of  Anchistro-
cephalus (pp. 21-22); Tricuspidaria  or Trixno-
phorust (pp. 22-24). (Notes on parasites. 58-
62.) (In  Eleven miscellaneous papers on animal 
parasites) <Bull. (35) Bureau Animal Indust., 
U. S. Dept. Agrie., pages cited. [Wa, W m , Wv] 
1902 e.—Spurious parasitism due to partially 
digested bananas (In  Idem) <Ibidem, pp. 56-
57, figs.  37-38. [Wa, Wm, W«.] 
1902 f.—A  muscle fluke  in American swine (p. 360); 
the lung fluke  in swine and its relation to para-
sitic haemoptysis in man (p. 360) ; the conical fluke 
of  cattle slaughtered in the United States (p. 360). 
(Notes on parasites. 50-52.) [Abstract of  1900 a] 
<Zool. Centralbl., v. 9 (11-12), 17 Juni, pages 
cited. [W», W·.] 
1902 g.—Strongyloides stercoralis, the correct name 
of  the parasite of  Cochin China diarrhea <Am. 
Med., v. 4 (9), Aug. 30, p. 343. [Wa, W™, W·.] 
1902 h.—Idem. Reprint. 1 p. Philadelphia. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1902 i.—Strongyloides, the correct name of  the para-
site of  Cochin-China diarrhoea. [Abstract of 
1902 g] <Phila. Med. J. (243), v. 10 (10), Sept. 
6, p. 316. [W», Wm, W·.] 
1902 k.—Bertiella, new name for  the cestode genus 
Bertia Blanchard, 1891 <Science, n. s. (402), 
v. 16, Sept. 12, p. 434. [Wa, Wm, W·.] 
1903 a.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Pts. 2-5. Authors В to Eyssel <Bull. 
(39) Bureau Animal Indust,, U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
pp. 47-436. [Wa, Wm, W·.] 
1903 b.—Idem. Part 1 [Review of  1902 a] CCen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v. 33 (7-8), 28 
Apr., pp. 218-222. [W», W m . ] 
1903 с.—Catalog der human- und veterinär-medi-
cinisch-zoologischen Literatur. 1. Theil (Au-
toren: A bis Azevedo) [Review of  1902 a] 
<Jahresb. Leistung. Vet.-Med. (1902), v. 22, pp. 
108-109. [Wa.] 
1903 d.—Notes on parasites. 58-62 [Review of 
1902 d] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt,, Ref., 
v. 33 (15-16), 27 Juni, p. 487. [W·, Wm.] 
1904 a.—Lpdex-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Pts. 6-8. Authors F to Gyser CBull. 
(39) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
pp. 437-659. [Wa, W » , Wv] 
1904 b.—Idem [Review of  1904 a] <Exper. Sta-
tion Ree., v. 15 (11), July, p. 1055. [W·, W·.] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d H A S S A L I . , A L B E R T — 
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1904 c.—A muscle fluke  (Agamodistamum  sp.) in 
American swine. The lung fluke  (Paragonimus 
westermanii) in swine and its relation to parasitic 
hemoptysis in man. The conical fluke  (Am-
phistomum cervi) of  cattle slaughtered in the 
United States. (Notes on parasites. 50-52.) 
[Abstract of  1900 a] <Arch. Naturg., Berlin 
(1897), 63. J., v. 2 (3), Dec., p. 22. [Wa, W·.] 
1905 a.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Parts 9-13. Authors H to Kynsey 
<Bull. (39) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., pp. 661-950. [Wa, Wm, w· . ] 
1905 b.—The determination of  generic types, and 
a list of  roundworm genera, with their original 
and type species CBull. (79) Bureau Animal 
Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., [Dec. 22], pp. 1-150. 
[W«, Wm, w·.] 
1905 c.—Notes on parasites. 59 [58] LevinsenieUa, 
new name for  the trematode genus Levinsenia 
Stossich, 1899. 59. Hsematolœchus similigenus, 
new name for  the trematode H.  similis Looss, 
1899 [Abstract of  1902 d, pp. 19-20], <Arch. 
Naturg., Berlin (1898), 64. J., v. 2 (3), Juli, p. 54. 
[Wn, W«.] 
1905 d.—Idem. 60. Bothriocephalinœ, Ptychobo-
thrinae, and Mesogoninae from a nomenclatural 
standpoint. 61. The type species of  Anchistro-
cephalus 62. Tricuspidaria or Triaenophorus? 
[Abstract of  1902 d, pp. 20-24] Clbidem, p. 73. 
[W», Wv] 
1906 a.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Parts 14-16. Authors L to Lyutkevich 
<Bull. (39) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., pp. 951-1208. [W», W » , Wv] 
1907 a.—Idem. Parts 17-19. Authors M to 
Myrepsus Clbidem, pp. 1209-1492. [Wa, W'\ 
Wv] 
1908 a.—Idem. Parts 20-21. Authors N to Ozzard 
Clbidem, pp. 1493-1624. [W«, Wm, Wv] 
1908 b.—Idem. Subjects: Trematoda and trema-
tode diseases CBull. (37) Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. 
Health and Mar.-Hosp. Sen1., June, 401 pp. 
[W», W - , W V ] 
1909 a.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Parts 22-25. Authors Ρ to von 
Rzewuski CBull. (39) Bureau Animal Indust., 
U. S. Dept. Agrie., pp. 1625-1979. [W», ff", 
W v ] 
1910 a.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Part 26. Authors: S to Schnyder CBull. 
(39) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
June 2, pp. 1981-2076. [Wv] 
1910 b.—Compendium of  animal parasites reported 
for  rats and mice (genus Mus) C [Pub. Health 
Bull.], U. S. Pub. Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., 
pp. 111-122. [Wa.] 
1910 c.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Part 27. Authors: Schoch to Silvestrini 
CBull. (39) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., July 5, pp. 2077-2168. [W·.] 
1910 d.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Part 28. Authors: Sim to von Stenitzer 
CBull. (39), Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., July 16, pp. 2169-2250. [Wa.] 
1910 e.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Part 29. Authors: Stenroos to Szymán-
ski CBull. (39) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., July 25, pp. 2251-2326. [Wa.] 
1910 f.— Idem. Part 30. Authors: Τ to Thon Clbi-
dem, Sept. 7, pp. 2327-2386. [W».] 
1910 g.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Part 31. Authors: Thooris to Utz 
CBull. (39) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., Sept. 8, pp. 2387-2442. [W«.] 
1910 h.—Idem. Part 32. Authors: V to Vyner 
Clbidem, Oct. 11, pp. 2443-2508. [W·.] 
1911 a.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Part 33. Authors: W to Werbitzki 
CBull. (39), Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. 
Agrie., Mar. 6, pp. 2509-2582. [Wa.] 
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ιQi 1°Пь'—-Idem. Part 34. Authors. Werlhof  to 
Xémård <Ibidem, May 27, pp. 2583-2654. [W4] 
101 j c—Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Part 35. Authors: Y to Zypkin <Bull. 
Í39) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
Aug. 18, pp. 2655-2703. [WM 
a. Index-catalogue of  medical and veterinary 
zoology. Part 36. Addenda and Corrigenda to 
Parts 1 to 35 <Bull. (39) Bureau Animal Indust., 
U S. Dept. Agrie., Feb. 29, pp. 2705-2766. 
[ W M 
1912 b.—Index-Catalogue of  medical and veter-
inary zoology. Subjects: Cestoda and Cestodaria 
<Bull. (85) Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health and 
Mar.-Hosp. Serv., July, 467 pp. [W».j 
1920 a.—Index-catalogue of  medical and veter-
inary zoology. Subjects: Roundworms (Nema-
toda, Gordiacea, and Acanthocephali) and the 
diseases they cause <Bull. (114) Hyg. Lab., 
U. S. Pub. Health Serv., June, 886 pp. [W·.] 
1925 a.—Key-catalogue of  the Protozoa reported 
for  man <Bull. (140) Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. 
Health Serv., May, iv - f  67 pp. [WM 
1926 a.—Key-catalogue of  the worms reported for 
man <Bull. (142), Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health 
Serv., Jan., pp. 69-196. [WM 
1927 a.—Key-catalogue of  the Crustacea and arach-
noids of  importance in public health <Bull. 
(148) Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., Apr., 
pp. 197-289. [W\] 
1928 a.—Key-catalogue of  insects of  importance 
in public health <Bull. (150), Hyg. Lab., U. S. 
Pub. Health Serv., Mar., pp. 291-408. [W\] 
1929 a.—Key-catalogue of  parasites reported for 
primates (monkeys and lemurs) with their pos-
sible public health importance . . . and key-
catalogue of  primates for  which parasites are re-
ported, by C. W. Stiles and Mabelle Orleman 
Nolan <Bull. (152), Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. 
Health Serv., Nov., pp. 4Ò9-601. [WM 
1929 b.—Key-catalogue of  the protozoa reported 
for  man. Second edition, almost an exact reprint 
of  first  edition (1925). For addenda, see Bulletin 
no. 152 <Bull. (140), Hyg. Lab., U. S. Pub. 
Health Serv., Mar., 63 pp. [WM 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d K E I S T E R , W M . S . 
1913 a.—Flies as carriers of Lamblia spores. The 
contamination of  food  with human excreta 
<Pub. Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., 
v. 28 (48), Nov. 28, pp. 2530-2534. [W·.] 
1914 a.—Flies as carriers of Lamblia spores—the 
contamination of  food  with human excreta <J. 
Arkansas Med. Soc., v. 10 (8), Jan., pp. 201-204. 
[WM 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d L E O N A R D , 
G E O R G E F . 
1911 a.—Administration of  thymol in hookworm 
disease <Pub. Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health 
and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v. 26 (49), Dec. 8, p. 1925. 
[w·.; 
1913 a.—Hookworm disease. Number of  treat-
ments and number of  full  doses of  thymol ad-
ministered in 61 hospital and 22 home-cured 
cases of  hookworm infection  <Pub. Health Rep., 
U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 28 (3), Jan. 17, pp. 
119-124. [WM 
1913 b.—Number of  treatments and number of  full 
doses of  thymol administered in 61 hospitals 
and 22 home cured cases of  hookworm infection 
<Tr . 15. Internat. Cong. Hyg. and Demog. 
(Wash., Sept. 23-28, 1912), v. 1 (2), pp. 712-
717. [WM 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d L U M S D E N , L E S L I E 
L E O N . 
1911 a.—The sanitary privy <Farmers' Bull. 
(463), U. S. Dept. Agrie., Aug. 22, pp. 1-32, figs. 
1-9. [WM 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d M I L L E R . H A R B Г 
M C C L U R E . 
1911 a.—Observations on the viability of  the eggs 
of  hookworms (Necator  americanus) and of  eel-
worms (Ascaris lumbricoides) in feces  allowed to 
decompose in water <Pub. Health Rep., U. S. 
Pub. Health and Mar. Hosp. Serv., v. 26 (41), 
Oct. 13, pp. 1565-1567. [WM 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d N O L A N , M A B E L L E 
( O R L E M A N ) . 
1925 a.—The cestode genus Hydatigera Lamarck, 
1816, species reditaenia Sambon, 1924 <J . Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., London, v. 28 (13), July 1, pp. 
249-250. [WM 
1925 b.—[Preoccupation of  Loxotrema Kobayashi, 
1908, mt. ovatum] <J . Parasitol., v. 11 (4), June, 
p. 228. [Issued Aug. 29] [WM 
1926 a.—La nomenclature des genres de cestodes 
Raillietina, Ransomia et Johnstonia <Ann. 
Parasitol., v. 4 (1), 1 Jan., pp. 65-67. [WM 
1928 a.—[Cysticercus cellidosse from human brain] 
[Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Jan. 21] <J. Parasitol., v. 15 (1), Sept., 
pp. 70-71. [WM 
1929 a.—Key-catalogue of  primates for  which para-
sites are reported. (In  Stiles and Hassall. 1929. 
Key-catalogue of  parasites reported for  primates 
(monkeys and lemurs [etc.], q. v.) [WM 
1929 b.—Sur la nomenclature de Dithyridium et 
Tetrathyridium <Bull. Acad. Vét. France, v. 2, 
Juin, pp. 205-208. [WM 
1931 a.—Key-catalogue of  parasites reported for 
Chiroptera (bats) with their possible public 
health importance <Nat . Inst. Health Bull. 
(155), U. S. Pub. Health Serv., Dec. 1930, pp. 
603-742; Addenda, p. 767. [W\ WM 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d P F E N D E R , C H A R L E S 
A L E X A N D E R . 
1902 a.—The failure  of  thymol to expel whipworms 
(Trichuris  depressiuscida) from dogs <J. Comp. 
Med. and Vet. Arch., v. 23 (12), Dec., pp. 733-
740. [W», W·".] 
1903 a.—Inefficacia del timolo per espellere il Tri-
churis depressiuscola dei cani [Abstract of  1902 
a] <Clin. Vet., Milano, v. 26 (17), 25 Apr., p. 
105. [W*, W M 
1903 b.—Inefficacité  du thymol contre le Trichuris 
depressiuscula du chien [Abstract of  1902 a] 
<Rev . Vét., Toulouse, v. 60 [2. s.J, v. 28 (8), 1 
Juillet, pp. 517-518. [W», W'M 
1905 a.—The generic name (Spironema  Vuillemin, 
1905 [not Meek, 1864, mollusk] =Microspiro-
nema Stiles & Pfender,  1905) of  the parasite of 
syphilis <Am. Med., Phila., v. 10 (23), Dec. 2, 
p. 936. [W\ W r a , WM 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d S M I T H , S É P T I M A 
C E C I L I A . 
1924 a.—Balantidium entozoon the type species of 
Balantidium Claparède and Lachmann, 1858 <J . 
Parasitol., v. 11 (2), Dec., p. 111. [WM 
1924 b.—Trypanosoma  gamhiense designated as 
type species of  Trvpanozoon Lühe, 1906 <J . 
Parasitol., v. 11 (2), Dec., p. 110. [WM 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d S P E E R , A L M A J A N E . 
1924 a.—Amoeba Bory, 1822, vs. Amoeba Heub-
ner, 1826 (or ? 1816, or ? 1818) <J. Parasitol., 
v. 11 (2), Dec., pp. 97-98. [WM 
1925 a.—[Case of  Dermatobta hominis in man from 
South America] <J. Parasitol., v. 11 (4), June, 
p. 228. [Issued Aug. 29] [WM 
1926 a.—A specimen of  feces  from gorilla species 
[Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Apr. 17] <J. Parasitol., v. 13 (1), Sept., 
pp. 87-88. [WM 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d S T A N L E Y , S A M U E L F . 
1932 a.—Key-catalogue of  parasites reported for 
Insectívora (moles, shrews, etc.) with their pos-
sible public health importance < National Inst. 
Health Bull. (159), U. S. Pub. Health Serv., 
June 1931, pp. 791-911. [W·, WM 
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C L E M E N T . 
1905 a.—The synonymy of  Txnia, T. crassicollis, T, 
marginata,, T. serialis, and Echinococcus <Bull. 
(80) Bureau Animal Indust., U. S. Dept. Agrie, 
pp. 1-14. (W·, W " , W·.] 
1906 a.—The synonymy of  Taenia [Abstract of 
1905 a] <Vet. J. (370), v. 62, n. s. (76), v. 13, 
Apr , p. 219. [W», W" . ] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d S T R O N G , E D W A R D 
K.  (jr.). 
1916 a.—Summary [to Strong, Edward K. (jr.), 
1916 a] <Publication (3) Internat. Health 
Comm., pp. 7-12. [W8.] 
S T I L E S , C H A R L E S W A R D E L L ; a n d T A Y L E R - J O N E S , 
L O U I S E . 
1902 a.—An adult cestode (Diplogonoporus grandis) 
of  man which may possibly occur in returning 
American troops. (In  Eleven miscellaneous 
papers on animal parasites) <Bull. (35) Bureau 
Animal Indust, U. S. Dept. Agrie, pp. 43-47, 
figs.  22-28. [Wtt, Wm, Wv] 
1902 b.—A larval cestode (Sparganum  mansoni) of 
man which may possibly occur in returning 
American troops. (In  Idem) < Ibidem, pp. 47-
56, figs.  29-36. [W», Wm, Wv] 
1903 a.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol, 
1. A b t , Ref , v. 33 (2), 14 März, p. 43. [W», Wm.] 
1903 b.—An adult cestode (Diplogonoporus grandis) 
of  man which may possibly occur in returning 
American troops [Abstract of  1902 a] <Ibidem, 
p. 42. [W·, W " . ] 
1905 a.—Idem. A larval cestode (Sparganum  man-
soni) of  man which may possibly occur in return-
ing American troops [Abstract of  1902 a and 
1902 b] <Arch. Naturg, Berlin (1898), 64. J , v. 
2 (3), Juli, p. 73. [W», Wv] 
S T I L E S , F . E . [Battle Creek, Michigan] 
1923 a.—-Technique for  the treatment of  stomach 
worms in sheep <J. Am. Yet. Med. Ass, v. 63, 
η. s , v. 16 (4), July, pp. 473-475. [W'J 
1934 a.—Common ailments of  sheep <J. Am. Vet. 
Vet. Med. Ass, v. 84 n. s , v. 37 (1), Jan, pp. 51-
57. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , G E O R G E W H I T F I E L D . [ 1 8 7 7 - ] [Director 
Lab. Sect, State Dept. Pub. Health, Denver, 
Colorado] [See also Howell, Dariel Elza; and 
Stiles, George Whitfield;  and Howell, Dariel 
Elza; Stiles, George Whitfield;  and Мое, Lewis, 
H.; and Rozebooin, Lloyd Eugene; Stiles, George 
Whitfield;  and Мое, Lewis E.; and Sanborn, 
Charles Emerson; Stiles, George Whitfield;  and 
Мое, Lewis H.; and Sanborn, Charles Emerson; 
Stiles, George Whitfield; Мое, Lewis H.; and 
Orr, Harry W.] 
1926 a.—Catechu, a remedy for  coccidiosis <Small 
Stock M a g , v. 10 (10), Oct , p. 4. [W».j 
1928 a.—Investigations on anaplasmosis in cattle 
<12. Bien. Rep. Kansas Live Stock San. Comr. 
(1927-28), pp. 89-102. [W·.] 
1928 b.—Some sheep diseases in the Rocky Moun-
tain region <National Wool Grower, v. 18 (4), 
Apr , pp. 31-32, 42. [W»J 
1929 a.—Coccidiosis in rabbits <Small Stock M a g , 
v. 13 (4), Apr, pp. 19-20, 2 figs.  [W».] 
1929 b.—Idem [Extract] <Vet. M e d , v. 24 (9), 
Sept, pp. 400-401. [Wv] 
1929 c.—Coccidiosis in rabbits <Black Fox M a g , 
v. 8 (1), Feb , pp. 30, 68. [Wv] 
1929 d.—Investigations on anaplasmosis in cattle 
<J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass, v. 74 n. s , v. 27 (5), 
Apr , pp. 704-723, figs.  1-3. [Wv] 
1929 e.—Nuevo procedimiento de diagnóstico ex-
perimental de la anaplasmosis [Abstract; source 
not given] <Agric. y Zootecn, Habana, v. 8 
(12), Sept, p. 452. [Wv] 
1930 a.—Department combats new cattle disease. 
Work being done in number of  states to find  cause 
of  anaplasmosis and how to control it <Official 
Ree , U. S. Dept. Agrie, v. 9 (8), Feb. 20, pp. 
I, 3. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , G E O R G E W H I T F I E L D — C o n t i n u e d 
1931 a.—Anaplasmosis in cattle <Circular (154) 
U. S. Dept. Agrie, Feb , 10 pp., figs.  1-4. [Wv] 
1933 a.—Anaplasmosis diagnosed in Colorado 
<North Am. Vet , v. 14 (2), Feb, pp. 47-49, 2 
figs. [W».] 
1935 a.—Anaplasmosis observed in Wyoming <J . 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass, v. 87, n. s , v. 40 (5), N o v , 
pp. 579-582. [Wv] 
1935 b.—La anaplasmosis bovina <Bol. Unión 
Panamericana, v. 67 (9), Sept, pp. 728-739, 
illus. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Mechanical transmission of  anaplasmosis 
by unclean instruments <North Am. Ve t , v. 17 
(6), June, pp. 39-41. [Wa.] 
1937 a.—New turkey disease recognized by investi-
gators. New disease is called trichomoniasis and 
is caused by microscopic animal parasite <Tur-
key World, v. 12 (7), July, pp. 16-17, 42. [Wa.] 
1937 b.—Observations on anaplasmosis in Idaho 
<J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass, v. 90, n. s , v. 43 (2), 
Feb, pp. 212-214. [Wv] 
1937 c.—Trichomoniasis in turkeys <Release, 
Press Serv, Off.  Inform, U. S. Dept. Agrie, Mar. 
16, broadside. [W*.] 
19.39 a.—Anaplasmosis in cattle <Circular (154), 
U. S. Dept. Agrie, rev. D e c , 10 pp., illus. [Wv] 
1942 a.—Anaplasmosis: A disease of  cattle <Year-
book Agrie, U. S. Dept. Agrie. (1942), pp. 579-
587. [Wv] 
1942 b.—Anaplasmosis causes costly losses. 
Serious blood disease of  cattle slowly spreading to 
new areas—much has been learned about means 
by which it is transmitted—cure not yet dis-
covered <Am. Hereford  J , v. 33 (16), Dec. 15, 
pp. 58-59. [W».] 
1943 a,—Diseases and parasites of  cattle. Ana-
plasmosis CCattleman, v. 29 (10), Mar , pp. 33, 
34, 36-38. [W».] 
1944 a.—Careless instrument disinfection  spreads 
disease among cattle <Utah Farmer, v. 64 (7), 
Nov. 10, p. 14. [W».] 
1944 b.—Isolation of  the Bacillus anthracis from 
spinose ear ticks Ornithodorus megnini <Am. J. 
Vet. Research (17), v. 5, Oct , pp. 318-319, illus. 
[Wa.] 
1945 a.—-"Man-made" anaplasmosis <Iowa Vet , 
v. 16 (2), Mar.-Apr, p. 11. [Wv] 
[1945 b].—The spread of  anaplasmosis by con-
taminated instruments <Proc. 48. Ann. Meet. 
U. S. Live Stock San. Ass. (Chicago, Dec. 6-8, 
1944), pp. 93-97. [Wv] 
1946 a.—Anaplasmosis in cattle <Cireular (154), 
U. S. Dept. Agrie, rev. Aug, 11 pp., illus. [W».] 
S T I L E S , G E O R G E W H I T F I E L D ; a n d L U C K E R , J O H N 
T H O M A S . 
1942 a.—Bacterial infections  and parasites common 
to man and animals <Yearbook Agrie, U. S. 
Dept. Agrie. (1942), pp. 295-312. [Wv] 
S T I L E S , G E O R G E W H I T F I E L D a n d М О Е , L E W I S H . 
[1931 a].—Fly experiments of  1929 <Rep. Okla-
homa Agrie. Exper. Station (1926-30), pp. 256-
264, 1 fig.  [Wa.] 
S T I L E S , H A R O L D J . [ 1 8 6 3 - ] [ M . B , F . R . C . S , 
Surg, Roy. Edinb. Hosp, and Demonstrator, 
Surg, Univ. Edinburgh] 
1897 a.—The "parasites" in cancer <Scottish Med. 
and S. J , v. 1 (3), pp. 247-249. [Wm.] 
1899 a.—On the dissemi »ation of  cancer of  the 
breast, and the necessity for  its treatment by 
extensive operation <Brit. Med. J. (2007), v. 1, 
June 17, pp. 1452-1459, 1 p i , figs.  1-12. [Wa, 
Wm.] 
S T I L E S , K A R L A. [Сое Coll , Cedar Rapids, Iowa] 
1937 a.—The first  record of  the black widow spider, 
Latrodectus mactans texanus, for  Iowa <Proc. 
Iowa Acad. Sc., v. 44 (51. Ann. Sess, Dubuque, 
Apr. 16-17), p. 213. [Wa.] 
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1037 b.-—The first  record of  the black widow spider 
"for  Iowa <Science, n. s. (2205), v. 85, Apr. 2, pp. 
334-335. [W·.] 
1943 a.—Laboratory explorations in general 
zoology. 265 pp., pis. New York. [Processed] 
[Wa.] _ 
^ T {q47 a —Alberta fights  warbles <Family Herald 
and Week. Star, v. 78 (17), Apr. 23, p. 3. [W·.] 
S T I L E S , Μ . Μ . , , . , 
1941 a.—Some observations on diseased ears in 
small animals < M . S. C. Vet., v. 1 (4), pp. 111-
112. [W-.] 
S T I L E S , M A R G A R E T . 
[1940 а].—A study of  Trichomonas  columbsc [Ab-
stract] <Proc . ì o w a Acad. Sc. (51. Ann. Sess., 
Ames, Apr. 21-22, 1939), v. 46, p. 454. [Issued 
June] [W·.] 
S T I L E S , R I C H A R D C R E S S O N . [ 1 8 3 0 - 1 8 7 3 ] [ А . В . ,  
M. D., Med. Soc., County of Kings] [For  necrol-
ogy and port, see Brooklyn Med. J. ( 1 2 9 ) , v . 1 2 
( 9 ) , Sept., 1 8 9 8 , pp. 5 8 8 - 5 9 0 , pl.] [ W - . ] 
[1869 al-—[Post mortem examinations on Texas 
fever.]  (In  Harris, Elisha. Report upon in-
vestigations concerning the Texas cattle disease) 
<Tr . N. York State Agrie. Soc. ( 1 8 6 7 ) , v. 2 7 , 
pt. 2 , p. 9 9 5 . [W».] 
[1869 b].—Report on the pathology of  the Texas 
cattle disease. (In Harri.«, Elisha. Report upon 
investigations concerning the Texas cattle dis-
ease) <Tr . N. York State Agrie. Soc. ( 1 8 6 7 ) , v. 
27, p t . 2, p p . 1134 -1145 , 7 co l . pis. , figs.  1 - 1 3 . 
[W».] 
S T I L L , G E O R G E F R E D E R I C K . [ 1 8 6 8 - ] [ Μ . Α . , 
M . D., M. R. С. P., Path., Hosp., Sick Children, 
Great Ormond street, London] 
1S99 a.—Observations on Oxyuris vermicularis in 
children <Brit. Med. J. (1998), v . 1, Apr. 15, 
pp. 898-900. [Wa, W"'.] 
1902 a.—Thread-worms and appendicitis [Letter 
to editor dated July 5] <Lancet·, London (4115), 
v. 163, v. 2 (2), July 12, p. 125. [W», W'" , W«.] 
S T I L L , R O B E R T M E R R I C K L L O Y D [ M . R . C. S . , Capt,, 
I . M . S . ] ; a n d D A N G , M A N O H A R L A L . 
1934 a.—A case of  resistant- protozoal dvsentery 
<Indian Med. Gaz., v. 69 (2), Feb., pp. 82-83. 
[VV"4 
STILL, S. H. [Dr., Inspector Charge, U. S. Bureau 
Animal Indust., Suffolk,  Virginia] 
1928 a.—Completion of  tick eradication in the Old 
Dominion State <J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 72, 
n. s., v. 25 (6), Mar., pp. 938-940. [W·.] 
[1928 b].—Idem. Reprint <Proc . 31 Ann. Meet. 
U. S. Live Stock San. Ass. (Chicago, Nov. 30, 
Dec. 1-2, 1927), pp. 938-940. [WX] 
1940 a.—Erradicación de la garrapata y de la 
tuberculosis bovina en Puerto Rico < Informe 
An. Com. Agrie, y Comerc., Puerto Rico (1939-
40), pp. 133-135. [W·.] 
" S T I L L G R O P I N G " [Boyup Brook, West. Australia] 
1943 a.—Sheep blowfly  and scientific  research 
[Letter to editor dated Feb. 7] < Pastoral Rev. 
and Graziers' Ree., v. 53 (2), Feb. 16, pp. 103-
104. [W·.] 
S T I L U S , A L F R E D . [ 1 8 1 3 - 1 9 0 0 ] [ D r . ] 
1860 a.—Cyst expectorated from the lung [Ab-
stract of  remarks, Jan. 27, 1858] <Proc . Path. 
Soc. Phila , v. 1, p. 37. [W».) 
S T I L L E R . 
1882 a.—Ein Fall von Echinococcus multiplex der 
Leber <Pest. Med.-Chir. Presse, v. 18 (18), 30 
Apr., pp. 352-353. [ W - . ] 
S T I L L E R , J O L Á N . [Szeged, Ungarn] 
1931 a.—Bemerkung zu Prof. Swarczewsky's "Bai -
kalprotistenfauna"  1930 <Arch. Protistenk., v. 
74 (3), 26 Aug., pp. 533-534. [W'.| 
S T I L L I N O , J A C O B [ 1 8 4 2 - 1 9 1 5 ] [Prof., Dr., Univ. 
Strassburg] 
1897 a.—Grundzüge der Augenheilkunde. 368 pp., 
118 figs.,  1 pl. Wien u. Leipzig. [\Vln.] 
S T I L L I N G E R , C H A R L E S R O Y . [1889- ] [U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., Spokane, Washington] 
1934 a.—The biology and symptomology on narcis-
sus of Anguülvlina dipsaci Gerv. and v. Ben. in 
relation to quarantine regulations < Northwest 
Sc., v. 8 (1), Mar., pp. 17-28. [W·.] 
S T I L L W E L L , H . E . 
1949 a.—Does mulesing accentuate body strike? 
[Letter to editor dated Dec. 27] <Pastoral Rev. 
and Grazier's Ree., v. 59 (1), Jan. 19, pp. 42-43. 
[W·.] 
S T I L S O N , A L D E N E. [Cons. Engr., Columbus, Ohio] 
1946 a .—Okinawa—DDT and water treatment < J. 
Am. Water Works Ass., v. 38 (5), May, pp. 625-
636. [W·.] 
S T I M P S O N , W I L L I A M . 1 See Andrews, Edmund; 
Blaney, James Van Zandt; Johnson, Hosmer 
Allen; and Stimpson, William. 
S T I M P S O N , W I L L I A M . 2 
1858 a.—[New form of  parasitic gasteropodous Mol -
lusca, Cochliolepis parasiticus] [Note read Dec. 
16, 1857] <Proc . Boston Soc. Nat. Hist., v. 6, 
Apr., pp. 307-309, 3 figs.  [W».] 
1861 a.—On the genus Bapaliura < A m . J. Sc. and 
Arts, 2. s. (91), v . 31, Jan., pp. 134-135. [W», 
W"\ W·.] 
1864 a.—-Descriptions of  new species of  marine in-
vertebrata from Puget Sound, collected by the 
naturalists of  the North-west Boundary Com-
mission, A. H. Campbell, Esq., Commissioner 
<Proc . Acad. Nat. Sc., Phila., v. 16, p. 153-161. 
[ W » . ] 
1865 a.—Researches upon the Hydrobiinae and 
allied forms;  chiefly  made upon materials in the 
museum of  the Smithsonian institution <Smith-
son. Misc. Collect. [Publication] (201), v . 7, 
Aug., 59 pp., illus. [WTa.] 
S T I M S O N , A R T H U R M . [Passed Asst. Surg., U. S. Pub. 
Health and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., Hyg. Lab., Wash-
ington, D . C.] 
1907 a.—Note on an organism found  in yellow-fever 
tissue <Pub . Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health 
and Mar.-Hosp. Serv., v. 22 (18), M a v 3, p. 541. 
[ W " , W°.] 
1909 a.—Notes on Stimson's spirochoete found  in 
the kidney of  a yellow fever  case < T r . Soc. Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., London, v. 3 (2), Dec., pp. 5 6 -
57. [W«.] 
S T I M S O N , A R T H U R M A R S T O N . [1876- ] [Med. 
Director, U. S. Pub. Health Serv.] [See also 
Gumming, Hugh S.; and Stimson, Arthur Mar-
ston] 
1928 a.—Malaria <Science, n. s. (1740), v. 67, 
M a y 4, pp. 449-454. [W·.] 
[1939 a].—The communicable diseases <Misc . 
Publication (30), U. S. Pub. Health Serv., I l l 
pp., pis. [WTa.] 
1942 a.—Moléstias contagiosas. 127 pp., illus. 
Washington. [W1 . ] 
S T I N D E , J U L I U S . 
(?).—Kurzer Katechismus der mikroskopischen 
Untersuchung des Schweine- und Menschen-
fleisches  auf  Trichinen. 13 pp. Hamburg. 
S T I N G E L I N , T H E O D O R . [ D r . ] 
(1896 a) .—Die Schmarotzertiere der schweizer 
Fische <Schweiz. Fischerei-Ztg., v . 4 (24), Beil-
age, pp. 315-322. 
1900 a.—Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Süsswasserf auna 
von Celebes. Entomoetraca < R e v . suisse Zool., 
v . 8 (2), pp. 193-207, pl. 14, figs.  1-10. [W», 
W«.] 
S T I N T 7 , I N G . [ D r . ] 
(1826 a).—Ueber die Ansicht das Krankheiten 
Parasiten seien und Gründe für  das Gegentheil 
< Pf  äff's Prakt. u. Krit. Mitth. Geb. Med., v. 2 
(9-10), pp. 70-83. 
S T I N T / I N G , R O D E B I C H . [1854- ] [Prof.,  Jena] 
1892 a.—Blutuntersuchung, m i k r o s k o p i s c h e 
<Diagn. Lex. (Bum u. Schuirer), (9-10), v. 1. 
pp. 463-474, figs.  96 -99. [W®.] 
4 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O AGRICULTURE 
S T I P A , F R A N C O . [ D r . ] 
1933 a.—Idropneumatosi cistica postoperatoria 
consecutiva a riduzione senza drenaggio delle 
cisti da echinococco del fegato  <Policlin., Roma, 
Sez. Prat., v. 40 (3), Jan. 16, pp. 83-91, illus. 
[ W " ] 
S T I R E W A L T , M A R G A R E T A M E L I A [ 1 9 1 1 - ] [ P h . 
D., Parasitol., Naval Med. Research Inst.]; and 
K U N T 7 , R O B E R T E L R O Y . 
1946 a.—Two molluscicides of  promise [Program 
and Abstr. 21. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., 
Boston, Dec. 26-28] <J. Parasitol., v. 32 (6), 
Sect. 2, Dec., Suppl., p. 16. [W·.] 
STIRLING, A. B. [Asst., Anat. Mus., Univ. Edin-
burgh] 
1872 a.—Note on the presence of  Trichina  spiralis 
in the muscles of  the rat <J. Anat. and Physiol., 
London, v. 6, 2. s., v. 5 (2), Mav, pp. 425-426. 
[Wm, w·.] 
S T I R L I N G , E . C . [ Μ . Α . , M . D . , F . R . С . S . , С . Μ . Ζ . 
S., Sr. Surg. Adelaide Hosp.] 
1893 a.—-A contribution to the study of  the surgical 
treatment of  hydatid disease <Tr . Intercolon. 
Med. Cong. Australas. (3. sess., Sydney, Sept. 
1892), pp. 408-426. [W-J 
1895 a.—An estimate of  the relative prevalence of 
hydatid disease in the various colonies of  Austra-
lasia <Australas. Med. Gaz. (167), v. 14 (8), 
Aug. 20, pp. 314-319. [W».] 
S T I R L I N G , E D W A R D C H A R L E S [1848- ]; and V E R C O , 
J O S E P H C. [See also Verco, Joseph C.; and Stir-
ling, Edward Charles.] 
1909 a—Hydatid disease <Syst. Med. (Allbutt 
and Rolleston), v. 2 (2), pp. 976-1039, figs.  214-
229. W\ Wm.] 
STIRLING, R. A. [Melbourne, Australia] 
1880 a.—Three cases of  suppurating hydatid cysts 
<Austral. Med. J., n. s. (9), v. 2, Sept. 15, pp. 
409-415. [Wm.] 
1896 a.—Notes on hydatid disease of  bone < Inter-
colon. Med. J. Australas., v. 1 (2), Feb. 20, pp. 
83-87, 1 pi. [Wm.] 
1897 a.—Notes on abdominal hydatids < Inter-
colon. Med. J. Australas., v. 2 (5), May 20, pp. 
221-231. [Wm.] 
S T I R L I N G , R O B E R T F E R G U S O N . [1886-1935] [Major, 
F. R . C. V . S . , D. V. S . M „ I. V. S „ Dir. Vet. 
Serv., Central Prov., India] [For  necrology and 
port, see Vet. Ree., n. s., v. 15 (37), Sept. 14, pp. 
1130-1132] [W·.] 
(1912 a).—East Coast fever  in Rhodesia and its 
control. Thesis. (F. R. C. V. S.) 
1921 a.—Existence of  Trypanosoma  dimorphon in 
Central Provinces, India <Vet. Ree. (1698), v. 
33, n. s., v. 1 (4), Jan. 22, p. 71. [Wv] 
1927 a.—-Trypanblue and certain dithio-aniline 
derivatives: some clinical observations upon 
their efficacy  in the treatment of  piroplasmosis 
and other affections  in the Central Provinces, 
India <J. Comp. Path, and Therap., v. 40 (4), 
Dec., pp. 274-281. [W».] 
[1928 a].—The treatment of  canine piroplasmosis 
<Far East. Ass. Trop. Med. Tr. 7. Cong. (British 
India [Calcutta] Dec., 1927), v. 3, pp. 647-653. 
discussion, pp. 651-653. [Wa.] 
1928 b.—Trypanblue and certain dithio-aniline 
derivatives: Their efficacy  in the treatment of 
piroplasmosis and other affections  in the Central 
• Provinces <Mem. Dept. Agrie. India, Vet, Ser., 
v. 4 (3), Mar., pp. 129-137. [Wv] 
1928 c.—Idem <Indian Vet. J., v. 5 (1), July, pp. 
75-83. [W»J 
1928 d.—Trypanblue and certain dithio-aniline 
derivatives: Their efficacy  in the treatment of 
piroplasmosis and other affections  in the Central 
Provinces <Vet. Ree., v. 8 (33), Aug. 18, pp. 
675-677. [W·.] 
1934 a.—Statement of  positive findings  from exam-
ination of  specimens for  the year 1933-34 <Ann. 
Rep. Civ. Vet. Dept., Centr. Prov. and Berar 
(1933-34), pp. 2-3. [Ot\] 
S T I R L I N G , R O B E R T F E R G U S O N — C o n t i n u e d 
1934 b.—Treatment of  diseases <Ann. Rep. Civ. 
Vet. Dept., Centr. Prov. and Berar (1933-34), 
pp. 3-7. [Of.] 
S T I R L I N G , W I L L I A M . [ D . S C . , M . D . , D e m o n s t r a t o r , 
Pract, Physiol., Univ. Edinburgh] [See also von 
Jaksch, Rudolf,  1890 a; and Landois, Leonard; 
and Stirling, William.] 
1877 a.—On the changes produced in the lungs by 
the embryos of  Ollulanus triciLspis <Quart, J. 
Micr. Sc., n. s. (66), v. 17, Apr., pp. 145-151, pi. 
11, figs.  1-5. [W*, W™, W·.] 
S T I R N I M A N N , J O S E F . [Dr., Tierarzt, Ruswil] 
1947 a.—Trypanosoma  theileri bei einer Kuh 
<Schweiz. Arch. Tierh., v. 89 (3), Mar., pp. 
140-141. [W».l 
S T I R R E T T , G E O R G E M I L T O N . [1899- ] [Dominion 
Entom. Lab., Chatham, Ontario] 
1936 a.—A note on the bat bedbug, Cimex pilosellus 
Harr. <66. Ann. Rep. Entom. Soc. Ontario 
(1935), p. 75. [W-.] 
STIRRUP, H . I L [В. SC. (B i rm. ) ] 
1913 a.—A descriptive study of  an oligochaete 
worm of  the family  Enchytraeidae; with an ap-
pendix on certain commensal protozoa <Proc. 
Zool. Soc. London, (2), June, pp. 300-321, figs. 
61-67, pis. 46-49, figs.  1-21. [W».] 
1939 a.—Sugar beet diseases <Ann. Applied Biol., 
v. 26 (2), May, pp. 402-404. [W«.] 
S T I T E S , F R A N K M O N T G O M E R Y (Jr.).  [1892- ] 
[M. D., Louisville, Kentucky] 
1935 a.—Amebiasis CKentucky Med. J., v. 33 
(5), May, pp. 220-224. [W·.] 
S T I T H , R O B E R T M. [M. D., Seattle, Washington] 
1905 a.—Tick fever,  with report of  case <North-
west Med., v. 3 (6), June, pp. 201-205. [W·-.] 
S T I T T , E D W A R D R H O D E S . [ 1 8 6 7 - ] [ P h . G . , M . 
D., Sc. D., LL. D.; Rear Admiral, M. C. and 
Surg.-Gen., U. S. N.] 
1906 a.—A study of  the blood in dengue fever  with 
particular reference  to the differential  count of 
the leucocytes in the diagnosis of  the disease 
<Philippine J. Sc., v. 1 (5), June, pp. 513-522, 
pis. 1-4, 4 charts. [W\ W·».] 
1908 a.—Are there valid objections to the quinin 
prophylaxis of  malaria? <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 
50 (21), May 23, pp. 1682-1683. [W®, ff·,  Wv] 
1908 b.—Ollulanus tricuspis in stomach contents of 
a cat <U. S. Naval Med. Bull., v. 2 (3), July, 
p. 62. [W*.] 
1909 a.—-Practical bacteriology, blood work and 
animal parasitology, including bacteriological 
keys, zoological tables and explanatory clinical 
notes. 294 pp. 82 figs.,  4 pis., 56 figs.  Philadel-
phia. [Wm.] 
1910 a,—Practical bacteriology, blood work and 
animal p a r a s i t o l o g y including bacteriologi-
cal keys, zoological tables and explanatory clinical 
notes. 2. ed., 345 pp., 87 figs.,  4 pis., 56 figs. 
Philadelphia. [W\ W«, ff·.] 
1910 b.—Note on the possible existence of  both 
..Agchylostoma duodenale and Necalor  americanus 
at Guam <U. S. Naval Med. Bull., v. 4 (4), Oct., 
p. 525. [W«.] 
1911 a.—Case of  amoebic dvsentery with liver 
abscess <U. S. Naval Med. Bull., v. 5 (2), Apr., 
p. 180. [W».] 
1911 b.—A study of  the intestinal parasites found 
in Cavité Province <Philippine J. Sc., v. 6 (3), 
June, pp. 211-214. [Wa.] 
1911 c.—Aplastic pernicious anemia associated 
with agchylostomiasis <U. S. Naval Med. Bull., 
v. 5 (3), July, pp. 345-346. [Wa.] 
1912 a.—A quick method for  accurately differ-
entiating the species of  hookworm of  man <J. 
Am. Med. Ass., v. 59 (19), Nov. 9, pp. 1706-
1707, figs.  la-4b. [Wa.] 
1913 a.—Is the importance of  intestinal parasites 
in tropical pathology exaggerated? [Abstract 
of  discussion before  10. Ann. Meet., May 6-8] 
<Tr. Am. Soc. Trop. Med., v. S, pp. 22, 24. 
[W·».] 
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1913 b.—Is the importance of  intestinal parasites in 
tropical pathology exaggerated? [Abstract of 
discussion before  10. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Trop. 
Med.] < A m . J. Trop. Dis., New Orleans, v. 1 
(2), Aug., p. 169, 171. [W".] 
1913 c.—Practical bacteriology, blood work and 
animal parasitology, including bacteriological 
keys, zoological tables and explanatory clinical 
notes. 3. ed. 408 pp., 106 figs.,  4 pis., 56 figs. 
Philadelphia. [W», W m . ] 
[1914 a].—The diagnostics and treatment of  tropical 
diseases. 421 pp., 86 figs.  Philadelphia. [W«.] 
1916 a.—Practical bacteriology, blood work and 
animal parasitology. Including bacteriological 
keys, zoological tables and explanatory clinical 
notes. 4. ed. 497 pp., 115 figs.,  4 pis., 56 figs. 
Philadelphia. [W\ W · . ] 
[1917 a].—The diagnosis and treatment of  tropical 
diseases. 2. ed. 534 pp., 117 figs.  Philadelphia. 
[W m . ] 
1918 a.—Practical bacteriology, blood work and 
animal parasitology, including bacteriological 
keys, zoological tables and explanatory clinical 
notes. 5. ed. 559 pp., 144 figs.,  1 pi. Philadel-
phia. W " . ] 
[1919 a].—The diagnostics and treatment of  tropical 
diseases. 3. ed. 534 pp., 119 figs.,  1 pi. Phil-
adelphia. [W·.] 
[1920 a].—Practical bacteriology, blood work and 
animal parasitology, including bacteriological 
keys, zoological tables and explanatory clinical 
notes. 6. ed. 633 pp., 177 figs.,  1 pi. Philadel-
phia. [W·, Wa,W·".] 
1926 a.—Animal parasitology. From 7. ed. of 
Practical bacteriology, blood work and animal 
parasitology, by E. R. Stitt . . . First Chinese ed. 
transi, by R. T . Shields. 185 pp., figs.  1-81. 
[Shanghai] [Lib. Hall] 
1927 a.—Practical bacteriology, blood work and 
animal parasitology, including bacteriological 
keys, zoological tables and explanatory clinical 
notes: a compendium for  internists. 8. ed. 837 
pp., figs.  1-211, 1 pi. Philadelphia. [Wa, W » . ] 
1928 a.—Our disease inheritance from slaverv < U . 
S. Naval Med. Bull., v. 26 (4), Oct., pp. 801-
817. [Wa.] 
[1929 a].—The diagnostics and treatment of  tropical 
diseases. A compendium of  tropical and other 
exotic diseases. 5. ed. 918 pp., figs.  1-249, 1 pi. 
Philadelphia. [W».] 
S T I T T , E D W A R D R H O D E S ; a n d A L L E N , D . G . 
1910 a.—A case of  heavy Hymenolepis  nana infec-
tion with a note as to treatment < U . S, Naval 
Med. Bull., v. 4 (3), July, pp. 384-385. [Wa.] 
S T I T T , E D W A R D R H O D E S ; C L O U G H , P A U L W I S W A L L ; 
a n d B R A N H A M , S A R A E L I Z A B E T H . 
[1948 a].—Practical bacteriology, hematology and 
parasitology. 10. ed. 991 pp., illus., pis. * Phil-
adelphia, Toronto. [Wa.] 
S T I T T , E D W A R D R H O D E S ; C L O U G H , P A U L W I S W A L L ; 
a n d C L O U G H , M I L D R E D C L A R K . 
[1938 a].—Practical bacteriology, haematology and 
animal parasitology. 9. ed. 961 pp., illus., pis. 
Philadelphia. [Wa.] 
S T I T T S , W I L L I A M R . 
1914 a.—Treatment of  sheep checked by Evans-
ville <National Live Stock Producer, v. 23 (1) 
October, p. 10. [Wa.] 
S T I V K N , H A R O L D E D W A R D S U T H E R L A N D . [ M . D . , 
Prin. Med. Off.,  Demerdache Hosp., Cairo] 
1925 a.—Ascaris lumbricoides and pigs [Letter to 
editor] < Lancet, London (5323), v. 209, v. 2 
(10), Sept. 5, p. 523. [W·.] 
1929 a.—Splenectomy for  Egyptian splenomegaly: 
An account based on a record of  390 cases < B n t . 
J. Surg. (66), v. 17, Oct., pp. 230-255. [W». ] 
1931 a.—Geographical distribution of  cases of 
Egyptian splenomegaly <Tr . Roy. Soc. Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., v. 25 (1), 30. June, pp. 77-78, 1 
map. [Wa.] 
S T I V K N , H A R O L D E D W A R D S U T H E R L A N D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1931 b.—Splenectomy for  Egyptian splenomegally. 
An account based on a. record of  350 cases 
<Compt . Rend. Cong. Internat, Méd. Trop, 
«•t Hyg. (Le Caire, Dec. 1928), v. 3, pp. 157-170, 
Pis. [W™.] 
1934 a.—Ascaris in the appendix [Letter to editor] 
<Lancet, London (5758), v. 226, v. I (1), Jan. 
6, p. 51, 2 figs.  [Wa.J 
1935 a.—A "follow  up" after  eight hundred splenec-
tomies for  Egyptian splenomegaly <Tr . Roy. 
Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 29 (1), 29 June, pp. 
77-78. [Wa.] 
1935 b.—Radio opaque calculus in a bilharzial ap-
pendix <J . Egypt. Med. Ass., v. 18 (10), Oct., 
pp. 656-659, figs.  1-2. [Wa.] 
1936 a.—Egyptian splenomegaly <Rap. 10. Cong. 
Soc. Internat. Chir. (Le Caire, Dec. 31, 1935-
Jan. 4, 1936), v. 3, pp. 782-795, illus., pis. [ f f · . ] 
S T I V E R , D A N I E L D . [M. D . , Chicago] 
1945 a.—-Postwar tropical disease problems <Wis-
consin Med. J., v. 44 (6), June, pp. 596-601. 
[W»J 
S T I Z E N B E R G E R , E . [ D r . , K o n s t a n z ] 
1865 a.—Zur Verhütung der Trichinenkrankheit 
<Aerztl. Mitth. Baden, v . 19 (7), 15 Apr., pp. 
59-60. [ f f · . ] 
S T O B B E , R U D O L F . [Dr., Berlin] 
1913 a.—Mallophagen. 1. Beitrag: Neue Formen 
von Säugetieren (Trichophilopterus und Eury-
trichodectes nn. gg.) <Entom. Rundschau, v. 30 
(18), 20 Sept., pp. 105-106, figs.  1 -2 ; (19), 4 
Okt., pp. 111-112, figs.  3-5. [Wa.] 
1913 b.—Mallophagen. 2. Beitrag. (Die Gattung 
Eutrichophilus Mjöberg) <Deutsche Entom. 
Ztschr., Heft 5, 30 Sept,, pp. 562-567, figs.  1-5. 
[W*.] 
1913 с.—Mallophagen. 3. Beitrag: Die Trichodec-
tiden des Berliner Museums für  Naturkunde. 
<Sitzungsb. Gesellsch. Naturf.  Fr. Berlin (8), 
Okt., pp. 365-383, figs.  1-9. [Wa.] 
1913 d.—Zur Kenntnis der Gattung Carnus Nitzsch 
(Cenchridobia Schiner) mit 1 nov. sp. (Dipt.) 
<Deutsche Entom. Ztschr. (2), pp. 192-194. 
[Issued Mar. 31] [W».] 
1914 a.—Mallophagen. 4. Beitrag <Deutsche 
Entom. Ztschr., Heft 2, Apr., pp. 176-178. [W·.] 
S T O C K . 1 [ D r . , F r e i b u r g i . В . ] 
1907 a.—Ueber experimentelle Keratitis parenehy-
matosa durch Allgemeininfektion  mit Trypano-
soma brveei beim Hunde <Ber. 33. Versamml. 
Ophth. Gesellsch. (Heidelberg, Aug. 1906), pp. 
268-269. [ f f · . ] 
STOCK.2 [Prof.  Tübingen] 
1928 a.—-Keratitis parenehyrnatosa bei Schlaf-
krankheit <Klin. Monatsbl. Augenh., v. 81, pp. 
192-193. [ff'».] 
S T O C K . 3 
(1930? a).—Ueber die Bekämpfung  der Fischkrank-
heiten in Seen <Mitt . Fisch-Ver. Prov. Branden-
burg, v. 34, n. F., v. 22 (19), pp. 437-441. 
1930 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Tierärztl. Rundschau, 
v. 36 (46), 16 Nov., p. 789. [Wa.] 
S T O C K , G L E N N J. [Fish Haven, Idaho] 
1939 a.—How Bear Lake fur  farm reduces mortal-
ity from worm treatment < A m . Nat. Fur and 
Market J., v. 17 (9), Apr., pp. 5, 22-23, illus. 
[W».] 
S T O C K , P . G . ; W I L S O N , M . U . ; a n d B U S V I N E , J . R . 
1945 a.—The use of  D D T <Month. Bull. Emerg. 
Pub. Health Lab. Serv., London, v. 4, Dec., pp. 
238-242. [ f f »J 
S T O C K , P H I L I P G . [ M . R . C . S - , D . P . H . ] 
1906 a.—Endemic hœmaturia [Summary of  paper 
read before  Transvaal Med. Soc., Johannesburg] 
<Lancet London (4335), v. 171, Sept. 29, pp. 
857-858. [Wa, W m , W».] 
S T O C K , P H I L I P G R A H A M . [ C . B . , C . B . E . , M . В . , F . R . 
С . P., F . R. С . S . , D. P . H.] 
1938 a.—The utilization of  lethal gases in hygiene 
<Proc. Roy. Soc. Med., v. 31 (5), Mar., Sect. 
Epidemiol, and State Med., pp. 427-442 (pp. 
17-32), illus. [W».j 
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S T O C K , P H I L I P G B . V H A M ; H I N T O N , M A H T I N A L I S T E B 
C A M P B E L L ; a n d J O B D A N , K A B L . 
1925 a·—The species and varieties of  Rodentia and 
of  their cutaneous parasites which may be con-
cerned in the spread of  plague in Great Britain 
[Abstract of  Memo, circulated for  the use of  the 
Medical Staff. Med. I, n. s , (75), (Ministry of 
Health).] <J. Roy. Army Med. Corps, v. 44'(6), 
June, pp. 461-464. [W».l 
STOCK, V. [B. A , Univ. Toronto] 
1915 a.—On some of  the parasitic copepods of  the 
Bay of  Fundy fish  CContrib. Canad. Biol. (1911-
14), Fase. 1, pp. 69-71. [ W . ] 
STOCK, W. [Prof.  Dr., Jena] 
1918 a.—Ein Zystizerkus im Glaskörper. (Anato-
mischer Befund)  CKlin. Monatsbl. Augenh, ν . 
60, pp. 791-794, illus. [ W v ] 
S T O C K B E B G E B , W A B N E B W . [ P h a r m a c o g n o s i s t , 
Drug-Plant Investigations, Bureau Plant Indus-
try, U. S. Dept. Agrie, Washington, D. С.] 
1908 a.—The drug known as pinkroot <Bull. (100) 
Bureau Plant Indust,, U. S. Dept. Agrie, p p . 4 1 -
44, figs.  5-6, pis. [Wa.] 
S T O C K B B I D G E , R . 11 . 
1947 a.—When and how to use sulfaguanidine 
<Rural N. Yorker (5653), v. 97, Oct. 4, p. 610. 
[W».] 
S T O C K B B I D G E , T . G . (jr.).  [Dr., Bath, Maine] 
1842 a.—Worm-trap—a new remedy [Abstract] 
<Boston Med. and S. J , v. 27 (4), Aug. 31, p. 
73. [ W v ] 
S T O C K B B I D G E , W I L L I A M . [ M . D , West Feliciana 
Parish, Louisiana] 
1843 a.—Mechanical expulsion of  worms [Letter 
to editor dated June 1] <Boston Med. and S. J , 
v . 28 (21), June 28, p. 419. [ W v ] 
S T O C K E T T , T H O M A S H. [Practitioner, Physic, South 
River, Maryland] 
1793 a.—An account of  an head-ach, cured by the 
discharge of  a worm from the nose <Tr . Coll. 
Phys , Philadelphia, v. 1 (1), pp. 181-182. [ W v ] 
S T O C K F O B D , E L I Z A B E T H B. [Univ. Southern Calif.] 
1931 a.—A discussion of  the length-breadth ratio of 
Giardia in man, dogs and cats [Title  only of  re-
port before  Am. Ass. Adv. Sc., Cleveland, 1930-
31] <Biologist, Phi Sigma S o c , v. 12 (3), F e b , 
p. 145. [W·.] 
S T O C K H O F F , H E B M A N J. [Hoboken, N . Jersey] 
1941 a.—Uses actual insects in proving effectiveness 
of  insecticides [Abstract] <Drug Topics, v. 85 
(37), Sept. 15, p. 38. [W·.] 
STOCKING, J. D . [M. D , Clarendon, Texas] 
1889 a.—Remedy for  tape-worm < M e d . Brief 
(203), v. 17 (11), N o v , p. 538. [ W v ] 
S T O C K M A N , R A L P H . [M. D , Prof ,  Mat. M e d , Univ. 
Glasgow] 
1903 a.—A case of  ankylostomiasis in Scotland 
<Brit. Med. J. (2221), v. 2, July 25, p. 189. 
[W>, W v ] 
1903 b.—Idem [Abstract] < N . York Med. J. 
[etc.] (1289), v. 78 (7), Aug. 15, ρ 332. [W% W » , 
W·.] 
1903 c.—The prophylaxis of  ankylostomiasis [Ab-
stract of  1903 a] <Brit. Med. J. (2237), v. 1, 
Nov. 14, pp. 1290-1291. [Wa, W v ] 
1904 a.—Treatment of  ankylostomiasis [Letter 
to editor] <Ibidem (2261), v. 1, Apr. 30, p. 1014. 
[W», W v ] 
1904 b.—-Therapie der Ankylostomiasis [Abstract 
of  1904 a] <Fortschr. M e d , v. 22 (21), 20 Juli, 
p. 862. [W», W v ] 
S T O C K M A N , (Sir) S T E W A R T . [1869-1926] [M. R. С .  
V. S , Min. Agrie, and Fish, London] [See  also 
Gibbings, George Ну.; and Stockman, (Sir) 
Stewart; and M'Fadyean, (Sir)  John; and Stock-
man, (Sir)  Stewart; and Theiler, (Sir)  Arnold; 
and Stockman, (Sir)  Stewart; and Walley, 
Thomas, 1902 a] 
1896 a.—The structure and origin of  cavernous 
angiomata in the livei-s of  oxen <J. Comp. Path, 
and Therap, v. 9 (4), Dec. 31, pp. 320-322, pi. 5, 
figs.  1-3. [Wa, Wm.] 
S T O C K M A N , (Sir)  S T E W A B T — C o n t i n u e d , 
1896 b.—Note [to Barron. Robert, 1896 a, on ver-
minous pneumonia in lambs] <Veterinarian, 
London (817), v. 69, 4. s. (493), v. 42, Jan, pp. 
37-38. [W», W·".] 
1903 a.—Rinderpest and redwater in cattle <Vet. 
Ree. (770), v. 15, Apr. 11, pp. 634-637. [Wm.] 
1903 b.—Idem Clndian Med. G a z , v. 38 (8), A u g , 
pp. 282-286. [W®.] 
1903 c.—Idem <Transvaal Agrie. J , v. 1 (4), July, 
pp. 59-63. [W·.] 
[1903? d].—Instructions for  the prevention of 
Rhodesian redwater <Leaflet  (1), Vet. Sc., 
Transvaal Agrie. Dept., pp. 1-4. [W'a.] 
1904 a.—Measles in swine and cattle CTransvaal 
Agrie. J , v. 2 (8), July, pp. 562-566, pis. 131-
132, figs.  1-4. [W».] 
1904 b.—Some points to be considered in connec-
tion with Rhodesian redwater <Ibidem, v. 3 
(9), O c t , pp. 87-94. [W».] 
1905 a.—Idem <J . Comp. Path, and Therap, v. 
18 (1), Mar. 31, pp. 64-72. [W», Wm.] 
1905 b.—Report on work of  veterinary department 
since May 1903 <Ann. Rep. Transvaal Dept. 
Agrie. (1903-04), pp. 37-76, 1 map. [W·.] 
1905 c.—Extracts from the annual report of  the 
principal veterinary surgeon CTransvaal Agrie. 
J , v. 3 (10), Jan, pp. 244-254. [Wa.] 
1906 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Exzr. Station R e e , 
v. 17 (5), Jan , p. 500. [Wa, W·.] 
1907 a.—Vivisection and diseases of  animals <Brit. 
Med. J. (2410), v. 1, Mar. 9, p. 573. [W», W » . ] 
1907 b.—R,eport of  the chief  veterinary officer 
<Bd . Agrie, Ann. Rep. Proc. Dis. Anim. Acts 
[etc.], London (1906), pp. 4-19. [W·.] 
1908 a.—Redwater in England and its carriers 
<Vet . J. (401), v . 64, N o v , pp. 5.38-548, 4 charts. 
[Wa, W'«.] 
1908 b.—Idem <.J. Compt. Path, and Therap, v , 
21 (3) Sept, pp. 225-232. [W·, Wm.] 
1908 c.—Idem [Abstract of  report before  West. 
Counties Vet. Med. Ass , Nov. 191 <Vet. Ree. 
(1067), v. 21, Dec. 19, pp. 391-397; discussion, 
pp. 397-401. [Wa, W"'.] 
(1908 d).—Redwater in England and its carriers 
<Proc. Nat. Vet. Ass , London, 13 pp., 4 charts. 
1909 a.—The treatment of  redwater in cattle 
(bovine piroplasmosis) with trypanblue <J. 
Comp. Path, and Therap, v. 22 (4), D e c , pp. 
321-340, tables. [W»_] 
1909 b.—Report of  the chief  veterinary officer 
<Bd . Agrie, Ann. Rep. Proc. Dis. Anim. Acts 
[etc.], London (1908), pp. 4-17. [Ota.] 
1910 a.—Preliminary note on a trypanosome of 
British cattle <J . Comp. Path, and Therap, v. 
23 (2), June 30, pp. 189-192, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
1910 b.—Some points in the epizootiology of  sheep 
scab in relation to eradication <J. Comp. Path, 
"and Therap, v. 23 (4), Dec. 31, pp. 303-314. 
[Wa.] 
1910 c.—Trichinosis [Extract from Report of  Chief 
Yet.  Officer, Bd. Agrie, 1909] <Vet. News (347), 
v. 7, Aug. 27, p. 480. [Wa.] 
1910 d.—Trichinosis <Vet. J. (423), v. 66, Sept , 
pp. 526-528. [W».] 
1911 a.—The habits of  British ticks, found  on sheep 
and cattle [Reprinted from Ann. Rep. Proc. 
Dis. Anim. Acts [etc.], Bd. Agrie. Lond. (1910)] 
<J . Comp. Path, and Therap, v. 24 (3), Sept. 
pp. 229-237. [W».] 
1911 b.—Report of  the chief  veterinary officer  of 
the Board of  agriculture and fisheries  for  the year 
1910 <Vet, News (402), v. 8, Sept. 16, pp. 556-
559, 1 chart; (403), Sept, 23, pp. 568-569; (404), 
Sept. 30, pp. 576-577, 579-580. [Wa.] 
1911 c—Warbles <J. Meat and Milk H y g , v. 1 
(10), O c t , pp. 592-594. [Wa.] 
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1912 a.—Experimental work on sheep scab [Ex-
tract from Report of  chief  vet. officer, bd. agrie., 
1911] <Vet . News (451), v. 9, Aug. 24, pp. 405-
409. [W·.] 
1912 b.—Report of  the chief  veterinary officer 
<Bd . Agrie, and Fish., Ann. Rep. Proc. Dis. 
Anim. Acte [etc.], London (1911), pp. 4-30. [W·.] 
1915 a.—Sheep scab <Ann. Rep. Chief  Vet. Off., 
Bd. Agrie, and Fish., London (1914), pp. 26-30. 
[W·.] 
1918 a.—Louping-ill <J . Comp. Path, and Therap., 
v . 31 (3), Sept., pp. 137-193, figs.  1-10. [W·.] 
1919 a.—The pathology and epizootiology of  loup-
ing-ill (disease of  sheep). With special reference 
to chromatin bodies in the white corpuscles < T r . 
Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, v. 12 (4), 
Feb. 21, pp. 74-81. [Issued June] [№».] 
1922 a.—Collected leaflets  on diseases of  animals. 
101 pp., illus., pis. London. [Introduction 
signed S. Stockman, Feb.] (Sectional volume 
no. 5, Great Britain, Ministry of  Agriculture and 
Fisheries) [W>.] 
1925 a.—Sheep scab < T r . Highland and Agrie. 
Soc. Scotland, 5. s., v. 37, pp. 1-22, figs.  1-8. 
[W\] 
1926 a.—Contribution to the study of  the disease 
known as scrapie < J . Comp. Path, and Therap., 
v. 39 (1), Mar., pp. 42-71, figs.  1-7 . [Wv] 
S T O C K M A N , (Sir)  S T E W A R T ; a n d B E R R Y , A R T H U R H O L -
M A N . 
1913 a.—The f J sor optes communis ovis: Some ob-
servations on ova and ovipositing <J . Comp. 
Path, and Therap., v. 26 (1), Mar., pp. 45-50, 
figs.  1 -3 . [W».J 
S T O C K M A N , (Sir)  S T E W A R T ; a n d W R A G G , W I L L I A M 
G E O R G E . 
1914 a.—Cross immunisation with Piroplasma Ы-
geminum and Piroplasma divergerle <J . Comp. 
Path, and Therap., v. 27 (2), June, pp. 151-155. 
[ W M 
1915 a.—Cross immunisation with Piroplasma Ы-
geminum and Piroplasma divergens <Ann. Rep. 
Chief  Vet. Off., Bd. Agrie, and Fish., London 
(1914), pp. 47-51. [W*.] 
S T O C K M A Y E R , O T T O . [Forstrat Ing., Wien] See 
Kerschagl, Walter; and Stockmayer, Otto. 
S T O C K M A Y E R , W . [Dr., Vet.-Abt. Reichsgesund-
heitsamt. Zweigstelle Dahlem] 
1931 a.—Erkrankungen und Todesfälle  bei Affen 
infolge  von Oesophagostomosis intestini <Ztschr. 
Infektionskr.  Haustiere, v. 39 (1-2), 28. März, 
pp. 70-76. [W«J 
1931 b.—Idem <Arb . Reichsgsndhtsamte, Berlin, 
v. 63 (4), Juli, pp. 637-642. [W*.] 
STOCKTON, A . B . [ M . D . , San Francisco ] 
1930 a.—Unexplained eosinophilia. Report of  cases 
<Calif, and West. Med., v. 33 (5), Nov., pp. 781-
785. [W- . ] 
S T O C K T O N , C H A R L E S G. [M. D., Prof.  Med., Univ. 
Buffalo] 
1894 a.—Amoebic dysentery. Clinical lecture 
delivered at the Buffalo  general hospital < Inter-
nat. Clin., 4. s., v. 1, pp. 69-73. [W®.] 
S T O C K T O N - H O U G H , J O H N . [M. D. , Resident Physi-
cian, Philadelphia Hosp.] 
1869 a .—Two cases of  trichiniasis observed at the 
Philadelphia Hospital, Blockley < A m . J. Med. 
Sc., n. s. (114), v. 57, Apr., pp. 565-566. [W» , 
W«.] 
1870 a.—Trichiniasis <Ibidem, n. s. (117), v. 59, 
Jan., p. 282. [W™, W«.] 
V A N S T O C K U M , M A R I A J . 
1938 a.—De voeding van het inheemische kind en 
xerophthalmia <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-In-
dië, v. 78 (15), Apr. 12, pp. 856-880. [ W ' . | 
VAN STOCKUM, W . J. [Dr. , R o t t e r d a m ] 
1906 a.—Een geval van Echinococcus van de long 
<Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 42, II (11), Sept. 
15, pp. 737-750. [ W - J 
STOCKVIS. See Stokvis. 
S T O D D A R D , E D W A R D D. [Manhattan, Kansas] 
1943 a.—Sulfanilamide  therapy in a case of Eimeria 
canis <Vet . Med., v. 38 (7), July, p. 276. [W·.] 
S T O D D A R D , H . H . 
1880 a.—Poultry diseases; methods of  preventing 
and curing them. 72 pp., figs.  Hartford,  Con-
necticut. [W».j 
STODDARD, H. L. [D. V. M. , Laramie, Wyoming] See 
Ryff,  J. F. ; Honcss, Ralph F.; and Stoddard, 
H. L. 
S T O D D A R D , H E R B E R T L E E . [1889- ] 
1925 a.—Progress on cooperative quail investiga-
tion: 1924 . . . published by the Committee 
representing the quail study fund  for  southern 
Georgia and northern Florida, L. S. Thompson, 
chairman, to present. . . the results of  the first 
year's investigations by the Committee in co-
operation with the U. S. Biological Survey, E. W. 
Nelson, Chief  of  Bureau. 22 pp., pis. 1-3 . 
[Washington, D. C.] [W·.] 
1926 a.—Report on cooperative quail investiga-
tion: 1925-1926; with preliminary recommenda-
tions for  the development of  quail preserves. 
Published by the committee representing the 
quail study fund  for  southern Georgia and nor-
thern Floride . . . to present . . . the results of 
the first  two years' investigations by the com-
mittee in cooperation with the U. S. Biological 
S u r v e y . . . 62 pp., illus. Washington, D. C. 
[W», W·.] 
1928 a.—Food, nesting and disease studies of  the 
bob white. Progress of  the cooperative quail 
investigation < A m . Game, Bull. Am. Game 
Protect. Ass., v. 17 (1), Jan., pp. 7 -8 , 19-20, 4 
figs.  [W\] 
1928 b.—Progress of  the cooperative quail investi-
gation <Maryland Conservationist, v. 5 (1), 
winter issue, pp. 26-28. [W·.] 
1931 a.—The bobwhite quail; its habits, preserva-
tion and increase. 559 pp., figs.  1-32, pis. 1-69. 
New York. [W-.] 
1931 b.—External parasites of  bobwhites. (In  his 
The bobwhite quail; its habits, preservation and 
increase. New York. pp. 315-323.) [W·.] 
[1933 a].—Disease studies <2 . Ann. Rep. Coop. 
Quail Study Ass. (1933-34) [i.e. (1932-33)], pp. 
12-13. [W·.] 
1934 b.—Disease studies <3 . Ann. Rep. Coop. 
Quail Study Ass. (1933-34), pp. 12-13. [W·.] 
1935 a.—Wild turkey management < T r . 21. Am. 
Game Conf.  (New York City, Jan. 21-23), pp. 
326-333. [W·.] 
1935 b.—Wild turkey management (Cooperative 
Quail Study Association). 10 pp., 1 leaf.  Sher-
wood Plantation, Thomasville, Ga. [Dated Apr. 
8] [W·.] 
[1936 a].—The bobwhite quail; its propagation, 
preservation and increase on Georgia farms.  75 
pp., illus. [n.p.] [Published by State Department 
of  Game and Fish] [W».] 
1936 b.—Management of  wild turkey <Proc . 
North Am. Wildlife  Conf.  (Washington, D. C., 
Feb. 3 -7 ) , pp. 352-356. [W».J 
1939 a.—Disease in upland game < 7 . Ann. Rep. 
Coop. Quail Study Ass (1937-38), June 15, pp. 
26-27. [W·.] 
1939 b.—Spring plantings <7 . Ann. Rep. Coop. 
Quail Study Ass. (1937-38), June 15, pp. 12-14. 
[W·.] 
STODDARD, J. [Richmond, Yorkshire] 
1838 a.—A case of  inflammation  of  the udder, and 
hydatids in the liver < Veterinarian, London 
(132), v . 11, n. s. (72), v. 6, Dec., pp. 637-638. 
[Wa , ff».] 
S T O D D A R D , R U S S E L L В . [ R . J . Prentiss and Co., New 
York] 
1936 a.—Rotenone powders <Soap, v. 12 (4), Apr., 
p. 107. [W*.] 
1939 a — W h a t of  moribund kill? <Soap, v. 15 
(10), Oct., pp. 93, 95, 97. [VV·.] 
1945 a.—Pyrethrum and rotenone supply situation 
< Peatery.. 13 (7), July, p. 16. [W·.] 
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STODEL, G. See Gaujoux, E. ; and Stodel, G. 
S T O E B B E , E . 
1950 a.—Eine verbesserte Metbode zum Nachweis 
von Ijeberegeleiern <Monatsh. Vet.-Med.,· v. 5 
(11), Nov., p. 295. [W».] 
S T O E B E B , V I C T O R . [Dr. Méd., Strasbourg] 
1834 a.—Manuel pratique d'ophthalmologie ou 
traité des maladies des yeux. 496 pp., 3 pis. 
Paris. [Wm . ] 
S T Ö C K E B . 
1914 a.—Fail von Rmdenepilej>sie (Multiple Tu-
moren oder Cysticercus.) [Abstract of  report 
before  Bresl. Psychiat.-Neurol. Ver., 26 Jan.] 
<Berl. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 51 (10), 9 März, pp. 
475-476. [W4] 
STOECKLE, J. D. See Smith, L. H. ; and Stoeckle, J. D. 
S T Ö C K L I N , H A N S . [Dr., Krankenhaus Davos] 
1920 a.—Der künstliche Pneumothorax als diag-
nostisches und therapeutisches Iiilfmittel  bei 
Echinokokkus und Abszess der Lunge <Beitr. 
Klin. Tuberkulose, v. 46, pp. 256-272, illus. 
JW-J 
STQSDTER. 
1902 a.—Trikinoseepidemi i K0benhavn CUgesk. 
Laiger, [5. s., v. 9] (29), 18. Juli, pp. 695-696. 
[ff».l 
1903 a.—Trichinosis in Kopenhagen [Abstract of 
1902 a] <Ztschr. Fleisch-u. Milchhyg., v. 13 (5), 
Feb., p. 153. [W», Wm.J 
1903 b.—Tricliinosi a Copenhagen [Abstract of 
1902 a] <Gior. R. Soc. ed Accad. Vet. Ital., v. 
52 (8), 21 Feb., p. 188. [W\ ff».] 
S T Ö D T E R , W I L H E L M . [Obertierarzt, Hamburg] [For 
biography and port, see Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milch-
hyg., v. 46 (16), May 15, 1936, p. 327] [W»J 
1901 a.—Die Strongyliden in dem Labmagen der 
gezähmten Wiederkäuer und die Magenwurm-
seuche. Diss. 108 pp., 14 pis. Hamburg. [W1, 
Lib. Stiles.] 
1901 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr. (27), 4 Juli, pp. 409-410. [W», W™.] 
1901 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1901 a] <Scliweiz-
Arch. Tierh., v. 43 (5), Sept.-Oct., pp. 228-233. 
[W», WT».l 
1905 a.—Die Magenwurmseuche der Wiederkäuer 
<Deutsche Fleischbeschauer-Ztg., v. 2 (4), Apr., 
pp. 49-51. [W«.] 
STÖHB. [Kr . -Th . ] 
1875 a.—Hydatide im Herzen <Mitth. Thierärztl. 
Preuss Staate (1873-74), v. 22, pp. 159-160. 
[W'.] 
1878 a.—[Räude der Pferde  und Schafe]  <Mitth. 
Thierärztl. Praxis Preuss. Staate (1876-77), n. 
F., v. 3, pp. 31-32. [W®.] 
1878 b.—Lebende Larven im Ohr <Aerztl. Int.-
Bl., v. 25 (16), 16 Apr., pp. 158-159. [W».] 
STOEL, G.1 [Inst. Pasteur and Fondation Tomar kin] 
See Levaditi, Constantin; and Stoel, G. 
STOEL, G.2 [Dr., Chir .-Gynaecol., Lands Hosp. Para-
maribo, Suriname, Ned. Guyana] 
1938 a.—Maag- en duodenumzweren van enkele in 
Suriname wonende bevolkingsgroepen [English 
summary] <Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, 
v. 78 (26), June 28, pp. 1551-1561. [Wm . ] 
1938 b.—-Maag- en duodenumzweren in Suriname. 
Verschijnselen, behandeling en het resultaat 
daarvan [English summary] <Geneesk Tijd-
schr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 78 (26), June 28, pp. 1562-
1567. [Wm . ] 
S T Ö L K E R , C A R L . [Dr., St. Fiden] 
1872 a.—Beiträge zur Pathologie der Vögel <J. 
Ornithol. (115), v. 20, 3. F., v. 3, Jan., pp. 1-19. 
[W'J 
STOCLTING. [Dr., Augenarzt, Hannover] 
1888 a.—Entfernung  eines eingekapselten Cysticer-
cus aus dem Auge <Arch. Ophth., Berlin, v. 34 
(4), pp. 139-144, 1 fig. [Wm . ] 
1889 a.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 6 (7), 12 Aug., pp. 188-189. [W% W m . W·.] 
STCELTING—Continued. 
1903 a.—[Cysticercus subrelinalis der Maculage-
gend] <Ophth. Klin., v. 7 (24), 20 Dec., pp. 371-
372. [W».] 
1904 a.—Kann ein abgetöter Cysticercus im Auge 
ohne Schaden verweilen <Arch. Ophth., Berlin, 
v. 59 (1), 9 Aug., pp. 146-154, figs.  1-5. [Wm . ] 
1904 b.—Idein [Abstract] < Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr., v. 30 (37), 8 Sept., p. 1359. [W», W». ] 
STCERK, A N T O N . 
(1759 a).—Annus medicus, quo sistuntur observa-
tiones circa morbus acutos et chronicus, etc. 
Vindobona:. 
(1761 a).—Idem. Ann. 2. 
S T Œ R K , E R I C H ; a n d I I A H N D E L , O T T O . 
1907 a.—Ein Fall von Tœnia nana in Oesterreich 
<Wien. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 20 (29), 18 Juli, 
pp. 882-887, figs.  1-9. [W"4] 
1907 b.—Idem [Abstract] < Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr., v. 33 (31), 1 Aug., p. 1269. [W·, W». ] 
STCESS, L U D W I G . [1878- ] 
190Í a.—Ein Fall von Cysticercus racemosus des Gehirns. Diss. 19 pp., 1 1., 1 fig. Erlangen, [ f f» . ] 
S T Œ S S E L , M A U R I T I U S . 
1844 a.—-De helminthiasi. Diss. 26 pp., 1 1. 
Pragae. [Wm . ] 
S T Œ S S L , A D O L F . [Dr., Kinderarzt, Wien] 
1875 a.—Semiotik und Untersuchung des Kindes 
für  Aerzte und Studirende. 432 pp. Stuttgart. 
[W».l 
1881 a.—Semiotica ed esame clinico dei bambini in-
fermi [etc.]. Prima versione ital. del P. Masucci, 
rivista ed annotata dal Luigi Somma. 266 pp. 
Napoli. [W».] 
STCEVER, D I E T E R I C U S H E N U I C U S . 
1792 a.—Collectio epistolarum quas ad viros illus-
tres et clarissimos scripsit Carolus a Linné. 
Accedunt opuscula pro et contra virum iminor-
talen scripta, extra sueciam rarissima. 194 pp. 
Hamburgi. [W8.] 
(1792 b).—Leben des Ritter K. v. Linné. Ham-
burg. 
1794 a.—The life  of  Sir Charles Linnaeus . . . to 
wh'ch is added a copious list· of  his works, and a 
biographical sketch of  the life  of  his son. Trans-
lated from the original German by Joseph Trapp. 
435 pp. London. [Wc , W m . ] 
S T Ö W E , E L I S A B E T H . [ M ü n s t e r - W e s t f a l e n ] 
1943 a.—Der Kopf  von Trimenopon  jenningsi Kel-
logg and Paine (Mallophaga) ; eine morpholo-
gische Untersuchung unter l>esonderer Berück-
sichtigung des Nervensystems und der Drüsen 
<Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Abt. Anat., v. 68 (2), Jan. 
8, pp. 177-226, illus. [ f f - . ] 
STOFBERG, F. J. [B. Sc. (Agrie.), Entomologist, Sub-
tropical Hort. Research Station, Nelspruit, 
Eastern Transvaal] [See also Le Roux, J. С.; 
and Stofberg,  F. J.] 
S T O F B E R G , F . J . ; a n d L E R O U X , J . С . 
1943 a.—Citrus nematode investigations. Onder-
soeke in verband met die citrus-nematode [Eng-
lish and Dutch texts] <Citrus Grower (112), 
May 27, pp. 9-11. [W®.] 
1943 b.-—Citrus nematode investigations <Farm-
ing in South Africa  (205), v. 18, Apr., pp. 259-
260, 280. [W®.] 
S T O H L M A N , E D W A R D F R E D E R I C K . [1901- ] [B. 
S., Asst. Pharmacol., Nat. Inst. Health, U. S. 
Pub. Health Serv., Washington, D. C.] [See also 
Smith, Maurice Isadore; and Stohlman, Edward 
Frederick; and Smith, Maurice Isadore; Bauer, 
H.; Stohlman, Edward Frederick; and Lillie, 
Ralph Dougall] 
1945 a.—Preliminary report on the identification  of 
2,2 bis(p-ehlorophenyl) - 1,1,1 trichlorethane 
(DDT) in the excreta of  poisoned rabbits <Pub. 
Health Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 60 (13), 
pp. 350-353, pi. [W·.] 
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S T O H L M A N , E D W A H D F R E D E R I C K ; a n d S M I T H , M A U -
R I C E I S A D O R E . 
1945 a.—The isolation of  di(p-chlorophenyl) acetic 
acid (DDA) from the urine of  rabbits poisoned 
with 2,2 bis (p-chlorophenyl) 1,1,1 trichlorethane 
(DDT) <J. Pharmacol, and Exper. Therap., v. 
84 (4), Aug., pp. 375-379, illus. [Wv] 
STOÏANOFF. (Sofia, Bulgarie] 
1936 a.—L'échinococcose en Bulgarie <Mem. 
Acad. Chir., v. 62 (18), pp. 783-785. [Wv] 
STOIANOVA, A. V. [Chemother. Div. Union Orjoni-
kidse Chem.-Pharm. Inst., Moskva] See Mosh-
kovskiï, Sh. D.; and Stoianova, A. V. 
S T O I A N O V I C I , A U R E L . [Dr., Med.-Primer Spitalul 
Abrud] 
1939 a.—Meningite verminoasä. Observatie clinicä 
<România Med., v. 17 (5). Mar. 1, p. 67. [Wv] 
S T O Î À N O V S K I Ï , P . M . [ С Т О Я Н О В С К И Й , Π . M . ] 
1946 a.—Креоаотол как средство против чесотки 
и вшивости у лошадей [Kreosotal as a cure 
for  equine scabies and pediculosis] [Russian 
text] < Veterinaria, Moskva, v. 23 (10-11), O c t -
Nov., p. 44. [Wv] 
S T O Î À N O V S K I Ï , P . M . [ С т о я н о в с к и й , П . M . ] ; I O F F E , 
V . Α . ; a n d R U B I N S H T E I N , M . M .  
1945 a.—[Действие растения Aconitum barbatum 
(борец), используемого народной медициной 
для борьбы с мухами, вшами, тараканами и 
клопами] [The use of  the root of Aconitum 
barbatum, a folk  remedy for  the control of 
flies,  lice, cockroaches, and bedbugs] (In La-
gereva, M. G. О способах и средствах лечения 
чесотки) <Veterinari(a, Moskva, v. 22 (2-3), 
Feb.-Mar., pp. 9-10. [W».] 
S T O I C E B C U , D I M I T R I E . [ 1 8 7 2 - ] 
1902 a.—Paludisme en Roumanie. Notes de 
statistique et sa prophylaxie. Thèse. 64 pp. 
Paris. [Wv] 
S T O I C E S C U , G . [Prof.] 
(1938? a).—I Cisticercus pisiformis  la leporidele 
sälbatice §i la porc. II. Vaccinarea intradermicá 
cu aplicarea §i rezultatele in cärbune çi pesta 
porcinä. <Bul. Fac. Agron. Chiginäu. 16 pp. 
1939 a.—Cysticercus pisiformis  chez le lièvre et le 
porc CCompt. Rend. Inst. Sciences Roumanie, 
v. 3, pp. 457-459, illus. [PP.] 
S T O I C E S C U , G E O R G E . [ V e t . S u b l o c o t e n e n t . ] 
1909 a.—Contributiuni la tratamentul raiei sar-
coptice equine <Arhiva Vet., Bucuregti, v. 5 
(6), Noem-Dec., pp. 406-416. [W·.] 
S T O J A N O V I C H , C H E S T E R J A M E S (jr.)  [Stanford  Univ.] 
1945 a.—The head and mouthparts of  the sucking 
lice (Insecta: Anoplura) <Microentom., v. 10 
(1), June 25, 46 pp., pis. [Wv] 
S T O K E L L , G . 
1936 a.—The nematode parasites of  Lake Ellesmere 
trout <Tr. and Proc. Roy. Soc. N. Zealand, v. 
66 (1), June, pp. 80-96, pi. [Wv] 
S T O K E R , M . G . P. See Seaton, D. R.; and Stoker, 
M . G . P. 
STOKER, W. J. See Overbeck, J. G.; and Stoker, W. J. 
S T O K E S , A D R I A N [1887-1927] [Capt. R . A . M. C.J; 
a n d R Y L E , J O H N A . 
1916 a.—A note on Weil's disease (spirochaetosis 
icterohaemorrhagica) as it has occurred in the 
army in Flanders <Brit. Med. J. (2908), v. 2, 
Sept. 23, pp. 413-417, figs.  1-3. [Wv] 
S T O K E S , A L F R E D C . [M. D . , Trenton, N . J . ] 
1884 a.—Notices of  some new parasitic Infusoria 
<Am. Naturalist, v. 18 (11), Nov., pp. 1081-
1086, figs.  1-4. [W\ W " , Wv] 
1884 b.—Notes sur quelques parasites nouveaux 
<J. Microg., v. 8 (11), Nov., pp. 566-572, figs. 
54-56. [Wv] 
1886 a.—Some new Infusoria  from American fresh 
waters <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 5. s. (98), 
v. 17, Feb., pp. 98-112, pl. 1, figs.  1-21. [Wv] 
1888 a.—A preliminary contribution toward a his-
tory of  the fresh-water  infusoria  of  the United 
States <J. Trenton Nat. Hist. Soc., v. 1 (3), 
Jan., pp. 71-[344], pis. 1-13. [Wv] 
S T O K E S , A L F R E D C.—Continued 
1896 a.—The pygidium of  the common flea  <J. 
N. York Micr. Soc., v. 12 (2), Apr., pp. 41-47, 
fig. [W·, W " , Wv] 
S T O K E S , A R T H U R C H A R L E S . [1869- ] [Omaha] 
1929 a.—Intestinal obstruction due to pinworms 
(Oxyuris  vermicularis) with case report < Ne-
braska State Med. J., v. 14 (2), Feb., pp. 83-84. 
[Wm.] 
S T O K E S , C H A R L E S F. [Surg.-Gen., U. S. Navy] 
1910 a.—The surgical aspects of  filariasis  <U. S. 
Naval Med. Bull., v. 4 (3), July, pp. 318-324. 
[Wv] 
1911 a.—The surgical aspects of  filariasis  <Med. 
Ree., Ν. Y. (2099), v. 79 (4), Jan. 28, pp. 142-
145. [Wv] 
S T O K E S , E . H . ; a n d S H E A R M A N , C Y R I L H . 
1926 a.—Hydatid of  the lung, with a note on the 
serological findings  by C. H. Shearman <Med. J. 
Australia, year 13, v. 2 (12), Sept. 18, pp. 386-
388. [Wm.] 
STOKES, H. (Westcliff,  Kotagiri, Nilgiris, South 
India] 
1930 a.—Coconut milk as an anthelmintic [Letter 
to editor] Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 65 (5), May, p. 
298. [Wm.] 
S T O K E S , J . F. See Ransome, G. Α.; and Stokes, J . F. 
STOKES, J. HOWARD. [M. D., McBee, South Carolina] 
1937 a.—A case report of  the eastern type of  Rocky 
Mountain spotted fever  <J. South Carolina 
Med. Ass., v. 33 (2), Feb., pp. 27-29. [Wm.] 
S T O K E S , J O H N H I N C H M A N . [1885- ] [M. D., Ann 
Arbor] 
1914 a.—A clinical, pathological and experimental 
study of  the lesions produced by t ie bite of  the 
black fly  (Simulium venustum) <J. Cutan. Dis., 
Ind. Syph., v. 32 (11), Nov., pp. 751-769; (12), 
Dec., pp. 830-856, illus., pis. [Wm.] 
1931 a.—Schaudinn. A biographical appreciation 
<Science, n. s. (1925), v. 74, Nov. 20, pp. 502-
506. [Wv] 
S T O K E S , J O H N F . G . 
1917 a.—Notes on the Hawaiian rat <Occas. 
Papers, Bernice P. Bishop Mus., v. 3 (4), pp. 261-
274, (pp. 11-24), pis. [Issued Mar. 8] [Wv] 
S T O K E S , J O H N H . [ M . D . , P h i l a d e l p h i a ] 
1936 a.—Scabies among the well-to-do. Some 
principles illustrated by the élite <J. Am. Med. 
Ass., v. 106 (9), Feb. 29, pp. 674-678. [Wv] 
S T O K E S , R O Y J . [M. D., Ponce, P. R . ] ; and O R T I Z , 
J O S E . 
1942 a.—Amebiasis. Study of  100 cases in Puerto 
Rico <Bol. Asoc. Med. Puerto Rico, v. 34 (2), 
Feb., pp. 64-68. [ W v ] 
S T O K E S , W I L L I A M . [1804-1878] 
1834 a.—Intestinal worms. (Lectures on the theory 
and practice of  medicine. 19 and 20) <Lond. 
Med. and S. J. (118), v. 5, May 3, pp. 421-426; 
(119), May 10, pp. 452-457. [Wm.] 
1835 a.—On the organization and origin of  intes-
tinal worms [Extracts from 1834 a] <Am. J. 
Med. Sc. (31), v. 16, May, pp. 198-207. [Wm, 
Wv] 
S T O K E S , W I L L I A M R O Y A L . [1870- ] [M. D., 
Prof., Path., College Physicians and Surgeons, 
Baltimore, Md.] 
1905 a.—Four great Anglo-American medical dis-
coveries <J. Alumni Ass. Coll. Phys. and Surg. 
Baltimore, v. 7 (4), Jan., pp. 97-102; v. 8 (1), 
Apr., pp. 7-14. [Wm.] 
1905 b.—Idem. Reprint. 12 pp., 2 pis. [Balti-
more] [Lib. Stiles] 
S T O K L A S A J . J . 
1933 a.—Trvání zivota had'átka octového (An-
guillula aceti) a nitënky (Tubifex  rivulorum) y 
prostíedí o ruzném pH. La survie de l'anguillula 
de vinaigre (Anguillaia  aceti) et du Tubifex 
(Tubifex rivulorum) dans un milieu à pH varié 
[Czechoslovakian text; German summary] 
<Spisy Lék. Fak. Мазагук. Univ. Brno, v. 12 
(6), Sign. A120, pp. 131-134 (pp. 1-4). [Wm.] 
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STOKLASA, J . J . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1933 b.—Vzdornost hadátka octového (Anguillula 
aceti Ehrbg.) krozdflum osmotického tlaku. La 
résistance de l'anguillule de vinaigre aux différ-
ences de la pression osmetique [Czechoslovakian 
text; German summary] <Spisy Lék. Fak. Ma-
saryk. Univ. Brno, v . 12 (5), Sign. A 119, pp. 
127-130 (pp. 1-4) . [ W v ] 
S T O K L A S A , JTJLIUS. [ D r , Docent К . К. Technisch. 
Hochschule Prag] [See also Vaüha, Jan J.; and 
Stoklasa, Julius.] 
1897 a.—Sind die Enchytrseiden Parasiten der 
Zuckerrübe CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 2. A b t , v. 
3 (4-5), 10 März, pp. 108-110. ]W», W v ] 
S T O K O B , R I C H . [Lieut. Α . V . С . ] 
1915 а.—On the acetylene gas treatment in ring-
worm, sarcoptic, symbiotic and dermatodectic 
manges CVet. Ree. (1433), v . 28, Dec. 25, pp. 
279-280. [Wv] 
1916 a.—On the acetylene gas treatment in ring-
worm, sarcoptic, symbiotic and dermato-dectic 
mange <Mulford's  Vet. Bul l , v . 7 (3), A p r , pp. 
111-112. [Wv] 
S T O K V I S , B . J. [Prof,  Amsterdam] 
1902 a.—Zur Casuistik der autotoxischen entero-
genen Cyanosen. _ (Methaemoglobinœmia [?] et 
enteritis parasitaria) Cinternat. Beitr. Inn. 
Med. (Leyden), v. 1, pp. 595-610. [ W v ] 
1906 a.—Voordrachten over geneesmiddelleer. 
Eerste Deel. Inleiding. Algemeene Geneesmid-
delleer. Parasiticida. 504 pp. Haarlem. [ W v ] 
S T O K V I S , C A B E L S A M U E L . [Dr., med . Asst. Hyg.-
Bakteriol. Inst , Univ. Amsterdam] 
1909 a.—Protozoen und Selbstreinigung <Arch. 
H y g , München, v. 71 (1), pp. 46-59. [W», W v ] 
1909 b.—Protozoën in verband met zelfreiniging 
[Abstract of  report before  12. Natuur- en 
Geneesk. Cong , Utrechtl < Nederl. Tijdschr. 
Geneesk, v. 45 I (17), Apr. 24, pp. 1367-1368. 
[WV] 
S T O L C , A N T O N Î N . [ D r , P r a g . ] 
1899 a.—Actinomyxidia, nová skupina mesozoû, 
pfíbuzná Myxosporidium <Rozpr. Ceské Akad. 
Cisare Frantiäka Josefa,  Trida II, Mat.-Pfíodn, 
v . 8 (22), 12 pp., 3 pis. [W«.] 
1901 a.—Actinomyxidies, nouveau groupe de méso-
zoaires, parent aux myxosporidies [Résumé Of 
1899 a] <Bull. Internat. Acad. Se. Empereur 
Francois Joseph I, Prague, Sc. Math, et N a t , v . 
6, pp. 18-31, pis. 1-3. [W·.] 
1901 b.—Ueber das Verhalten des Neutralrots im 
lebendigen Protoplasma. Nach Versuchen mit 
Amœba proteus <Ztschr. Allg. Physiol, v. 1 
(3-4), pp. 209-219. [ W v ] 
1906 a.—Plasmodiogonie, eine Vermehrungsart der 
niedersten Protozoen. Nach den Untersuch-
ungen an mehrkernigen Formen der Amoeba Pro-
teus <Arch. Entwcklngsmechn. Organ, v. 21 
(1), 24 A p r , pp. 111-125. [ W v ] 
1910 a.—О bezjadern^ch jedinefeh a bezjaderotfeh 
dástech amoeby proteus. Pfíspévek к bádání 
o öinnosti jádra a protoplasmy <Sitzungsb. К. 
Böhm. Gesellsch. Wissensch, Prag, Math. 
Naturw. Cl. (1909), Art. (20), 13 pp. [W·.] 
STOLÍABOV, V . Р . [ С т о л я р о в , В . П . ] 
1933 а . — К вопросу о влиянии активной реакции 
среды, в связи с некоторыми другими факто-
рами на развитие Protozoa в растительных 
настоях (Zur Frage über die Wirkung der 
aktiven Reaktion des Mediums auf  die Proto-
zoen-Kulturen) [Russian text] <Trudy Lenin-
grad. Obsh. Estestvois, Otdel. Zoo l , v. 62 (3), 
pp. 346-365. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Паразитарная фауна карповых рыб 
ропшинского рыбопитомника и ее хозяйствен-
ное значение (Die parasitäre Fauna der Cypri-
nidae in der fischteichwirtschaft  zu Ropscha) 
[Russian text; German summary] <Trudy Lenin-
grad. Obsh. Estestvois, Sect. Zoo l , v. 63 (3), pp. 
343-351. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Наблюдения над циклом развития 
Lernaea cyrinacea и ее патогенное влияние на 
S T O L Ì À R O V , V . Р . — C o n t i n u e d 
1936 а.—Continued. 
кожные ткани рыбы (Zur Kenntnis des Ent-
wicklungszyklus von Lernaea cyprinacea) [Rus-
sian text; German summary] <Trudy Lenin-
grad. Obsh. Estestvois, Otdel. Zoo l , v. 65 (2), 
pp. 239-253, illus, pis. [Wv] 
STOLJABOV, W . See Sto l ìàrov , V . P . 
STOLJAROW, W . R . See Sto l ìàrov , V . P . 
STOLJNIKOFF, W . J . See Sto l 'n ikov , V . I . 
S T O L L , A . 
1926 a.—[Bij een man uit Madras een medinaworm 
verwijderd] [Abstract of  report before  Afdeeling 
Sumatra's Oostkust, Dec. 10, 1925] <Geneesk. 
Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 66, p. xxxiv. [Wv] 
S T O L L , A L I C E M . [Ensign, H(W) , U S N R ] ; W A R D , 
P A U L Α . ; a n d M A T H I E S O N , D O N R . 
1945 a.—The effect  of  ultraviolet radiation on cysts 
of  Endamoeba histolytica. 4 pp. [Naval Medical 
Research Institute] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1945 b.—The effect  of  ultraviolet radiation on cysts 
of  Endamoeba histolytica <Science, n. s. (2627) 
v. 101, May 4, pp. 463-464. [W'v] 
S T O L L , H E N B Y F A B N U M . [1878- ] [M. D , Hart-
ford,  Connecticut] 
1929 a.—Trichinosis. Report of  two cases present-
ing diplopia and one, polyserositis <J. Am. Med. 
Ass , v. 92 (10), Mar. 9, pp. 791-793, figs.  1-2. 
[Wv] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H . [1892- ] [Rockefeller 
Inst. Med. Research, Princeton, New Jersey] 
[For  port see J. Parasitol, v. 33 (1), Feb. 1947, 
front.]  [Wv] [See also Cort·, William Walter; 
Grant, John Black; and Stoll, Norman Rudolph; 
end Cort, William Walter; Grant, John Black; 
Stoll, Norman Rudolph; and Tseng, Hsien Wu; 
and Cort, William Walter; Schapiro, Louis; Riley, 
William Albert; and Stoll, Norman Rudolph; and 
Cort, William Walter; Schapiro, Louis; and Stoll, 
Norman Rudolph; and Cort, William Walter; and 
Stoll, Norman Rudolph; and Cort, William Wal-
ter; Stoll, Norman Rudolph; and Grant, John 
Black; and Cort, William Walter; Stoll, Norman 
Rudolph; Riley, William Albert; and Sweet, 
Winfield  Carey; and Cort, William Walter; Stoll, 
Norman Rudolph; and Svensson, Ruth; and 
Glaser, Rudolph William; and Stoll, Norman 
Rudolph; and Sarles Merritt Pardie; and Stoll, 
Norman Rudolph; and Sweet, Winfield  Carey; 
Cort, William Walter; Schapiro, Louis; Stoll, 
Norman Rudolph; and Riley, William Albert; 
and Schapiro, Louis; and Stoll, Norman Rudolph]. 
1923 a.—Investigations on the control of  hookworm 
disease. X V . An effective  method of  counting 
hookworm eggs in feces  <Am. J. H y g , v. 3 (1), 
Jan, pp. 59-70. [Wv] 
1923 b.—Investigations on the control of  hookworm 
disease. XVI I . A quantitative study defining  a 
point of  breakdown of  hookworm eggs cultured 
in feces,  and its association with intense acidity 
< A m . J. H y g , v. 3 (2), M a r , pp. 137-155, fig.  1. 
[Wv] 
1923 c.—Investigations on the control of  hookworm 
disease. XVII I . On the relation between the 
number of  eggs found  in human feces  and the 
number of  hookworms in the host <Am. J. H y g , 
v . 3 (2), M a r , pp. 156-179, figs.  1-4. [Wv] 
1923 d.—Investigations on the control of  hookworm 
disease. X X I . On the use of  an egg counting 
method in soil-culture studies of  hookworm larvae 
(Preliminary report) < A m . J. H y g , v . 3 (3), 
May, pp. 339-342. [Wv] 
1923 e.—Investigations on the control of  hookworm 
disease. X X I V . Hookworm cultures with hu-
mus, sand, loam and clay < A m . J. H y g , v. 3, 
July, Suppl, pp. 1-36, diagrams 1-12. [Wv] 
1923 f.— [Method for  the determination of  the num-
ber of  hookworm eggs in a given sample of  feces] 
<J. Parasitol, v. 9 (4), June, p. 236. [Issued 
Aug. 22] [Wv] 
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1923 g.—[Relation in cases of  hookworm infesta-
tion of  the egg count to the number of  worms 
present in the patients] <J . Farasitol., v. 9 (4), 
June, p. 246. [Issued Aug. 22] [W·.] 
1924 a.—Investigations on the control of  hookworm 
disease. X X I V . Hookworm cultures with hu-
mus, sand, loam and clay [Reprint of  1923 e] 
<Collect. Papers, School Hyg. and Pub. Health, 
Johns Hopkins Univ. (1923-24), v . 5, June, pp. 1 -
36. [Wa.] 
1924 b.—Investigations on the control of  hookworm 
disease. X X I . On the use of  an egg counting 
method in soil-culture studies of  hookworm 
larvae [Reprint of  1923 d] <Collect. Papers, 
School Hyg. and Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins 
Univ. (1923-24), v . 5, June, pp. 339-342. [W·.] 
1924 c.—Investigations on the control of  hookworm 
disease. X X X I I I . The significance  of  egg count 
data in Necator  americanus infestations  < A m . 
J. Hyg., v . 4 (5), Sept., pp. 466-500, figs.  1-4. 
[W·.] 
1924 d.—The viability of  hookworm eggs in stored 
night-soil [Abstract of  paper to be read before 
Am. Soc. Zool., Washington, Dec. 29-31] <Anat. 
Ree., v. 29 (2), Dec. 25, pp. 124-125. [W».] 
1925 a.—[Determining total egg output of  persons 
harboring hookworms] <J . Parasitol., v . 12 (2), 
Dec., p. 105. [W».] 
1925 b.—[Hookworm eggs in feces  of  pups] < J . 
Parasitol., v . 12 (2), Dec., pp. 114-115. [W·.] 
1926 a.—[Development of  hookworm eggs from 
decayed female  specimens] [Abstract of  report 
before  Helminthol. Soc. Washington, Feb. 20] 
<J . Parasitol., v . 13 (1), Sept., p. 83. [Wa.] 
1926 b.—On the economic value of  nightsoil in 
China < A m . J. Hyg., Monogr. Ser. (7), Oct., 
pp. 257-264. [Lib. Hall] 
1926 c.—Soochow studies on the viability of  hook-
worm eggs in stored nightsoil < A m . J. Hyg., 
Monogr. Ser. (7), Oct., pp. 292-379, figs.  1-7 , 
pi. 7, figs.  1-9 . [Lib. Hall] 
1926 d.—[Value of  the hemoglobin index in un-
cinariasis] [Abstract of  discussion before  Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, Apr. 17] <J . Parasitol., 
v . 13 (1), Sept. p. 88. [W·.] 
1928 a.—The occurrence of  self-cure  and protection 
in typical nematode parasitism [Abstract of 
paper to be read at 4. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Para-
sitol., Dec. 27-31, New York] <J . Parasitol., 
v . 15 (2), Dec., pp. 147-148. [W».] 
1929 a.—[Experimental infections  with the twisted 
wireworm, Ilaemonchus  contortus, in sheep] [Ab-
stract of  report read before  Helminth. Soc. Wash-
ington, Mar. 17, 1928] <J . Parasitol., v . 15 (3), 
Mar., p. 217. [W».] 
1929 b.—Laboratory methods in the Panama 
studies (In Studies on hookworm, Ascaris and 
Trichuris in Panama [etc.]) < A m . J. Hyg., 
Monogr. Ser. (9), Jan., pp. 30-44, graph 1. [W».j 
1929 c.—Idem <Collect. Papers School Hyg. and 
Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (1928-29), v. 
10, June, no. X X X V I , pp. 30-44, graph 1. [W·.] 
1929 d.—[Later Haemonchus studies] [Abstract 
of  report before  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Apr. 
201 <J . Parasitol., v. 15 (4), June, pp. 292-293. 
iw».] 
1929 e.—Stool size and its relation to eggs in the 
feces  (In  Studies on hookworm, Ascaris and Tri-
churis in Panama [etc.]) <Am. J. Hyg., Monogr. 
Ser. (9), Jan., pp. 45-53. [W«.] 
1929 f.— Idem CCollect. Papers School Hyg. and 
Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (1928-29), v. 
10, June, no. X X X V I , pp. 45-53. [W«.] 
1929 g.—Studies with the strongyloid nematode, 
Haemonchus  contortus. I. Acquired resistance of 
hosts under natural reinfection  conditions out-of-
doors < A m . J. Hyg., v . 10 (2), Sept., pp. 384-
418, figs.  1-4 , 6, 1 fold, pl., fig.  5. [W«.] 
1930 a.—On methods of  counting nematode ova in 
sheep dung <Parasitology, v. 22 (1), 30 Jan., 
pp. 116-136, fig.  1, pi. 23, figs.  1-2 . [W>.] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H — C o n t i n u e d . 
1930 b.—[Resistance of  goats to Haemonchus  con-
tortus] [Abstract of  report before  Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, Apr. 19] <J . Parasitol., v . 17 (1), 
Sept., p. 54. [W».] 
1931 a.—[Resistance of  goats to Ilaemonchus  con-
tortus] [Correction read before  Helminth. Soc. 
Washington, Dec. 20, 1930] <J . Parasitol., v . 
17 (4), June, p. 235. [W».] 
1932 a.—Note on re-infection  under "natural" con-
ditions with a gut nematode of  the rabbit <J . 
Parasitol., v . 19 (1), Sept., pp. 54-60, graph 1. 
[W».] 
1932 b.— Studies with the strongyloid nematode, 
Haemonchus  contortus. II . Potential infestation 
curves under conditions of  natural reinfection 
< A m . J. Hyg., v . 16 (3), Nov., pp. 783-797, 
graphs 1-3. [W».] 
1933 a.—When are Ascaris eggs infective?  [Pro-
gram 9. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Boston, 
Dec. 28-30] <J. Parasitol., v . 20 (2), Dec., p. 
126. [W·.] 
1935 a.—Epidemiologic determinations concerning 
Moniezia  expansa in sheep (Program and Abstr. 
11. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., St. Louis, 
Dec. 31, 1935-Jan. 2, 1936) <J . Parasitol., v . 21 
(6), Dec., p. 444. [Wa.] 
1935 b.—Tapeworm studies. I . Restricted pasture 
sources of  Moniezia infection  in sheep < A m . J. 
Hyg., v . 21 (3), May, pp. 628-646, map 1. [W».j 
1935 c.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 94, pp. 501-521, map 1. [W»_] 
1935 d.—Tapeworm studies. II . Persistence of  the 
pasture stage of  M.  expansa < A m . J. Hyg., v. 22 
(3), Nov., pp. 683-703. [W».] 
1936 a.—Certain net effects  in helminthic parasi-
tism, with special reference  to the sheep host 
CCornell Vet., v. 26 (2), Apr., pp. 171-179. 
[W».] 
1936 b.—Observations on cattle nematode infec-
tions, with a demonstration of  their secondary 
transmission to grazing sheep <J. Parasitol., v. 
22 (4), Aug., pp. 386-407. [W«.] 
1936 c.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. Re -
search, v . 100, pp. 517-543. [Wa.] 
1936 d.—Tapeworm studies. II. Persistence of  the 
pasture stage of  M.  expansa [Reprint of  1935 d] 
<Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. Research, v. 97, 
pp. 569-591. [W».] 
1936 e.—Tapeworm studies. III . Sheep parasitized 
with one Moniezia  expansa each <J . Parasitol., 
v. 22 (2), Apr., pp. 161-179, figs.  1 -6 . [Wa.] 
1936 f.— Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. Re-
search, v. 99, pp. 461-482, illus. [Wa.] 
1937 a.—Rates of  acquisition by grazing sheep of 
M . expansa and what they reveal of  the available 
pasture infestation  [Program and Abstr. 13. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Indianapolis, 
Dec. 28-30] <J. Parasitol., v. 23 (6), Dec., pp. 
569-570. [W».] 
1937 b.—Tapeworm studies. IV. Moniezia  expansa 
of  sheep strain contracted by calf  <Proc . Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, v. 4 (1), Jan., p. 32. 
[Issued Feb. 16] [W·.] 
1937 c.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 102, p. 497. [Wa.] 
1937 d.—Tapeworm studies. V. Absence of  M . 
expansa from the sheep intestine early after  in-
fection  < A m . J. Hyg., v . 26 (1), July, pp. 148-
161. [W·.] 
1937 e.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 104, pp. 375-390. [W·.] 
1937 f.—Tapeworm  studies. VI . Beginning of  repro-
ductive maturity of  Moniezia  expansa in sheep 
<Festschr. Nocht, pp. 611-619. [W»,] 
1938 a.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 106, pp. 551-563. [W».] 
1938 b.—Tapeworm studies. VII . Variation in 
pasture infestation  with M.  expansa <J . Para-
sitol., v. 24 (6), Dec., pp. 527-545. [W».] 
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1939 a.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. I l l , pp. 449-471. [W».| 
1940 a.—In vitro conditions favoring  ecdysis at the 
end of  the first  parasitic stage of  Haemonchus 
contortus [Program 16. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., Philadelphia, Dec. 30, 1940-Jan. 1, 
1941] < J . Parasitol., v. 26 (6), Dec., suppl., pp. 
16-17. [Wv] 
1940 b.—In vitro conditions favoring  ecdysis at the 
end of  the first  parasitic stage of  Haemonchus 
contortus (Nematoda) CGrowth, л-. 4 (4), Dec., 
pp. 383-405, illus. [ W - . ] 
1940 c.—Midstream [Address before  Mount Union 
Coll. Alumni Ass., Alliance, Ohio, June 10] 
< M o u n t Union Coll. Bull., v . 41 (7), July, 15 pp. 
[Lib. Price] 
1940 d.—Reinfection  of  grazing sheep with gastro-
intestinal nematodes, a synoptic experiment, with 
follow-up  [Abstract] < 3 . Internat. Cong. Micro-
biol. (N. York, Sept. 2-9 , 1939) Rep. Proc., pp. 
472—474. [Wv] 
1940 e.—Worm-host systems as labile mechanisms: 
A*view of  the nematode-ruminant problem <J . 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (756), v . 96, Mar., pp. 305-
308. [W».] 
1941 a.—In vitro conditions favoring  ecdysis at the 
end of  the first  parasitic stage of  Haemonchus 
contortus (nematoda) [Reprint of  1940 b] 
< Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. Research, v. 
119, pp. 441-463. [Wv] 
1941 b.—Index. Author—subject—host < J . Para-
sitol., v . 27 (4), Part 2, Aug., 204 pp. [Wv] 
1942 a.—Active immunization of  sheep against 
large single test infections  of  Haemonchus  con-
tortus (Program and Abstr. 18. Ann. Meet. Am. 
Soc. Parasitol., New York City, Dec. 28-30) 
<J . Parasitol., v . 28 (6), Dec. Suppl., p. 20. 
[Wa.] 
1942 b.—Report on the Journal of  Parasitology 
(Program and Abstr. 18. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., New York City, Dec. 28-30) < J . 
Parasitol., v . 28 (6), Dec. Suppl., p. 12. [W».] 
1943 a.—Changed viewpoints on helminthic dis-
ease: World War I vs. World War II <Ann. N. 
York Acad. Sc., v . 44 (3), Sept. 20, pp. 207-
224. [W·».] 
1943 b.—The wandering of  Haemonchus in the 
sheep host < J . Parasitol., v . 29 (6), Dec., pp. 
407—116, illus., pi. [Wa.] 
1944 a.—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 125, pp. 473-484, illus., pi. [Wa.] 
1946 a.—Necator  americanus and Ancylostoma duo-
denale in Guam, Leyte, and Okinawa, with a note 
on hookworm egg sizes <J . Parasitol., v . 32 
(5), Oct., pp. 490-496. [W·.] 
1947 a.—Concerning reports of  Ancylostoma 
braziliense <J . Parasitol., v . 33 (2), Apr., p. 171. 
[Wa.] 
1947 b.—This wormy world < J . Parasitol., v . 33 
(1), Feb., pp. 1-18. [W·.] 
1948 a.—El problema de la investigación de la 
uncinarla <Medicina, Mexico (556), v . 28, May 
25, pp. 197-206. [ W 4 ] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H ; C H E N O W E T H , B E A C H M .  
(jr.);  and PECK, J. L. (jr.). 
1947 a.—Low incidence of  Enterobius vermicularis 
in natives of  Guam, M . I. Enterobius vermicularis. 
Influencia de esta parasitosis entre los habitantes 
de Guam (Islas Marianas) [English and Spanish 
texts] <Puerto Rico J. Pub. Health and Trop. 
Med., v . 22 (3), Mar., pp. 235-253. [W».] 
S T O L L , N O B M A N R U D O L P H ; and Совт , W I L L I A M 
W A L T E R . 
1926 a.—A discussion of certain features  of  the geo-
graphy of  China in relation to the hookworm 
problem < A m . J. Hyg., Monogr. Ser. (7), Oct., 
pp. 33-55, figs.  1-12. [Lib. Hall] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H ; C O R T , W I L L I A M W A L T E R ; 
a n d K W E I , W . S . 
1926 a,—Egg-worm correlations in Fasciolopsis 
buski cases, with additional data on the distribu-
tion of  this parasite in China [Abstract of  paper 
to be read by title at 2. ann. meet, of  Am. Soc. 
Parasitologists, Dec. 28-30] <Program . . . Am. 
Soc. Parasitol. (2. Ann. Meet., Phila., Dec. 2 8 -
30), p. 16. [Lib. Hall] 
1927 a.—Idem [Abstract] <J . Parasitol., v . 13 
(3), Mar., pp. 226-227. [W·.] 
1927 b.—Egg-worm correlations in cases of 
Fasciolopsis  buski, with additional data on the 
distribution of  this parasite in China <J . Para-
sitol., v . 13 (3), Mar., pp. 166-172. [Wa.] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H ; a n d H A U S H E E R , W A L T E R 
C A R L . 
1926 a.—Accuracy in the dilution egg counting 
method < A m . J. Hyg., v . 6, Mar., Suppl., pp. 
80-133, figs.  1-3 . [Wa.] 
1926 b.—Concerning two options in dilution egg 
counting: Small drop and displacement < A m . 
J. Hyg., v . 6, Mar., Suppl., pp. 134-145, fig.  1. 
[Wa.] 
1926 c.—Results of  experiments comparing as to 
accuracy dilution egg counting with direct cen-
trifugal  floatation  [Abstract of  report read be-
fore  Helminth. Soc. Washington, Dec. 19, 1925] 
< J . Parasitol., v . 12 (3) Mar., p. 180. [W·.] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H ; L O U G H L I N , E L M E R 
H E N R Y ; H A R R I S , A L B E R T H A L L ; a n d C H E N O -
W E T H , B E A C H M . ( J R " ) 
1946 a.—A study of  hookworm infection  in navy 
and marine personnel on Guam < A m . J. Trop. 
Med., v . 26 (5), Sept., pp. 687-698. [W·.] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H ; a n d N E L S O N , J O H N 
B R O C K W A Y . 
1930 a.—Intradermal tests with Haemonchus ex-
tracts in sheep and goats [Abstract of  paper to 
be read at 6. ann. meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., 
Cleveland, Dec. 30-31, 1930-Jan. 1, 1931] < J . 
Parasitol., v . 17 (2), Dec., p. 116. [W».] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H ; a n d T E T L E Y , J . H . 
1941 a.—Losses of  Haemonchus larvae early after 
their administration to susceptible sheep [Prog-
gram and Abstr. 17. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Para-
sitol., Dallas, Dec. 29-31] < J . Parasitol., v . 27 
(6), Dec., Suppl., p. 18. [WA.] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H ; a n d T S E N G , H S I E N - W U . 
1925 a.—The severity of  hookworm disease in a 
Chinese group, as tested by hemoglobin readings 
for  the anemia, and egg counts for  the degree of 
the infestation  < A m . J. Hyg., v . 5 (4), July, 
pp. 536-552, fig.  1. [Wa.] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H ; T S E N G , H S I E N - W U ; a n d 
L I , K U A N G Н . 
1926 a.—Hookworm survey of  hospital in-patients, 
students and servants in Soochow, Kiangsu 
< A m . J. Hyg., Monogr. Ser. (7), Oct., pp. 139-
158, figs.  1-2 . [Lib. Hall] 
S T O L L , N O R M A N R U D O L P H ; W A S S E L L , C O R Y D O N M O 
A L M O N T ; a n d K W E I , W . S . 
1926 a.—Hookworm infestation  studies in Wuch-
ang, Hupeh < A m . J. Hyg., Monogr. Ser. (7), 
Oct., pp. 125-138, fig.  1. [Lib. Hall] 
S T O L L , O T T O . [Prof., M . D.] 
1886 a.—Arachnida Acaridea <Biol . Centr.-Amer., 
Zool., pt. 53, Dec., pp. 1-8 , pis. 1 -3 . [Wa, W v ] 
1887 a.—Idem [continued] <Ibidem, pt. 56, Mar., 
pis. 4 -6 ; pt. 59, June, pp. 9-16, pis. 7 -9 ; pt . 61, 
Sept., pis. 10-11. [Wa, W v ] 
1890 a.—Idem [continued] Clbidem, pt. 84, Mar., 
pp. 17-24, pis. 12-14; pt. 86, June, pi. 15. [Wa, 
WV] 
1891 a.—Idem [continued] <Ibidem, pt. 95, Sept., 
pp. 25-32; pt. 96, Oct., pis. 16-18. [Wa, Wv] 
1892 a.—Idem [continued] Clbidem, pt. 105, Nov. , 
pp. 33-40, pi. 19. [W», W v ] 
1893 a.—Idem [continued] Clbidem, pt. 106, Jan., 
pp. 41-55, i-xxi, title-page, pis. 20-21. [W», W v ] 
S T O L N I K O F F , V . I . See Stol'nikov, V . I. 
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S T O L ' N I K O V , V. I. _ [Стольниковь, В. II.] [See also 
Yakimov, Vasiliï Larionovich; Stol'nikov, V. I. ; 
and Kol-Yakimova, Nina Karlovna] 
1010 a.—Пироплаамоаъ круп. рог. скота въ 
Акмолинской области CArkh. Vet. Nauk, 
S.-Peterburg, v. 40 (10), pp. 1360-1362. [Wv] 
1910 b.—Пироплазмосы крупн. рогатаго скота 
въ Туркестанскомъ крагЬ [Piroplasmosis of 
cattle of  the Turkestan region] [Russian text] 
CVestnik Obsh. Vet., S.-Peterburg, v. 22 (23), 
Dec. 1, col. 1040-1044, figs.  A-B, 1 graph. [ W v ] 
1911 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Die Rinderpiroplasmose 
im turkestanschen Gebiet) <Ztschr. Immuni-
tätsforsch. u. Exper. Therap, 2. Theil; Ref , v. 
3 (13), 15 Mai, p. 1110. [Wv] 
1911 b.—Трипанозомозъ русскаго сельскохо-
зяйственнаго крупнаго рогатаго скота Евро-
пейской Россш [Trypanosomosen des Rindes in 
der russischen Landwirtschaft  im europäischen 
Russland] [Russian text] CVestnik Obsh. Vet , 
S.-Peterb, v. 23 (1), 1 Jan, col. 5-13, 1 fig. 
[ W v ] 
1911 с.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol, 
1. A b t , Ref , v. 50 (19-21), 4 D e c , p. 628. [Wv] 
1913 a.—К ucheniffi o piroplazmoz loshadeï C Arkh. 
Vet. Nauk, S.-Peterburg, v. 43 (3), pp. 275-280. 
[W».] 
S T O L O W S K Y . [ D r . ] 
1908 a.—Trypanosoma  theileri im südlichen 
Deutsch-Ostafrika CArch. Schiffs- u. Tropen-
H y g , v. 12 (1), Jan, p. 30. [ W v ] 
1910 a.—Beitrag zur Kenntnis des Molluscum seu 
Epithelioma contagiosum bei deutsch-ostafrikan-
ischen Negern CArch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg, 
v. 14 (18), Sept, pp. 573-578. [ W v ] 
1910 b.—[Ein Fall von Wurmkrankheit, der unter 
Erscheinungen einer Thymolvergiftung  letal en-
dete] CMed.-Ber. Deutsch. Schutzgeb. (1908-
09), p. 76. [W«.] 
1910 c.—Ueber dysenterischer Erscheinungen bei 
starker Askariden-infektion  CArch. Schiffs-  u. 
Tropen-Hyg, v. 14 (4), Feb , p. 131. [Wm.] 
S T O L P E . 
1924 a.—Beobachtungen über die Zunahme von 
Echinokokken bei Schweinen CTierärztl. Rund-
schau, v. 30 (28), 13 Juli, pp. 448-450. [Wv] 
1925 a.j»-Weitere Beobachtungen über die Zunahme 
von Echinokokken bei Schlachttieren CTierärztl. 
Rundschau, v. 31 (12), 22 März, pp. 195-196. 
[WV] 
S T O L T E , F . See W e r n i c k e , H . ; a n d S T O L T E , F . 
S T O L T E R F O H T , J O H . J A C . 
(1699 a).—De vermibus in corpore humano. (In 
N o v , literär, Marie Balth, pp. 301-312). 
STOLYPINA, B. K. See JEucienko, Τ . Α.; and Stoly-
pina, Β . K. 
STOLZ, A.1 See Freund, Ludwig; and Stolz, A. 
S T O L Z , А . Г [Staatl. Vet.-Untersuchungsamt Kassel] 
[See also Schoop, Gerhard; and Stolz, Α.] 
1944 а.—Rinder-Fruchtwasser als Grundlage für 
Trichomonaden- und Bakterien-Nährböden 
С Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 50-52 (9 -
10), Feb. 26, pp. 84-85. [Wv] 
S T O L Z , A L B E R T . [Dr , Strassburg i. E.] 
1903 a.—Ueber Echinokokken des Schädels CVer-
handl. Deutsch. Gesellsch. Chir, v. 32, pp. 201-
205, figs.  a-c. [ W v ] 
1904 a.—Ueber Echinokokken der Schädelknochen 
[Same as 1903 a] CStrassb. Med. Ztg., v. 1 (3), 
pp. 71-79, figs.  a-c . [ W v ] 
1904 b.—Объ эхинококкахъ черепныхъ костей 
[Echinococcosis of  the cranial bone] [Abstract 
of  report before  S'iezd. Obsh. Niemetskikh Khir-
urg, Berlin, Sept. 3-6, 1903] CRussk. Khir. 
Arkh, v. 20 (1), p. 184. [ W v ] 
S T O L Z , H . 
(1936 a).—Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Deckinfek-
tionen des Rindes und deren Bekämpfung. 
Inaug.-Diss. (Giessen). 64 pp. 
STOLZ, H . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1937 a.—Idem [Abstract] CVet. Bull. [Imp. 
Bureau Animal Health], Weybridge, Eng , v. 7 
(11), N o v , pp. 545-546. [Wv] 
S T O L Z , M . 
1924 a.—Kyste hydatique du rein [Abstract of re-
port before Soc. Méd. Bas-Rhin, 26 Jan.] 
С Presse M é d , v. 32 (16), 23 Fév , p. 176. [Wv] 
S T O L Z E , M A R T I N . 
1928 a.—Die parasitäre Krebstheorie im Lichte 
klinischer Beurteilung CMed. Klin, Berlin 
(1212), v. 24 (9), Mar. 2, pp. 324-328. [ W v ] 
S T O N E , A L A N . [1904- ] [U. S . National Mus.] 
1929 a.—A study of  the flies of  the family 
Tabanidae, with especial reference  to the biology 
of  the New York State species. An abstract of  a 
thesis (Ph. D , Cornell Univ.) [4] pp. [n.p.] 
[Issued Aug.] [Wtt, Wv] 
1935 a.—Notes on Tabanidae (Diptera) CProc. 
Entom. Soc. Wash, v. 37 (1), Jan, pp. 11-21, pi. 
[WV] 
S T O N E , A R T H U R K. [1861- ] [M. D „ Boston] 
1903 a.—Echinococcus eysts of  the liver and lungs 
С Boston Med. and S. J , v. 149 (10), Sept. 3, pp. 
263-265, illus. [ W v ] 
STONE, E. P. [Surg, U. S. Navy] 
1901 a.—Malarial coma in a boy CArch. Pediat, 
v. 18 (1), Jan, pp. 38-39. [ W v ] 
S T O N E , G E O R G E E . ; a n d S M I T H , R A L P H E L I O T . 
1898 a.—Nematode worms CBull. (55) Massachu-
setts Agrie. Exper. Station, Amherst, Nov:, pp. 
1-67, pis. 1-12. [Wv] 
1899 a.—Notes on nematode parasites [Abstract 
of  1898 a] CAm. Naturalist (388), v. 33, A p r , 
pp. 339-341. [W», W·», Wv] 
S T O N E , J O H N E. [M. D , Huntington, West Virginia] 
1948 a.—Amebiasis С West Virginia Med. J , v. 44 
(8), Aug , pp. 222-225. [Wm.] 
S T O N E , P H I L I P C A R L T O N . [ 1 9 1 1 - ] [ U n i v . M i s -
souri, Columbia] 
1939 a.—Life  histories of  ticks [Title  only of  paper 
to be read before  32. Ann. Meet , May 5] CTr. 
Illinois State Acad. Sc., v. 31 (3), M a r , p. 13. 
[Wv] 
1941 a.-—The brown dog tick, Rhipicephalus san-
guineus Latreille), in the role of  a household pest 
in the northern United States CProc. Missouri 
Acad. Sc. (6. Ann. Meet , Warrensburg, 1940) 
(20), v. 6 (4), Mar. 25, pp. 75-77. [Wv] 
1942 a.—Control of  poultry lice and mites CCircu-
lar (228), Missouri Agrie. Exper. Station, Apr , 
4 pp., illus. [Wv] 
S T O N E , P H I L I P C A R L T O N ; a n d H A S E M A N , L E O N A R D . 
1941 a.—The chigger and its control in Missouri 
CCircular (214), Missouri Agrie. Exper. Station, 
Oct , 4 pp., fig.  1. [Wv] 
S T O N E , P H I L I P C A R L T O N ; a n d L A H U E , D E L M O N W . 
1946 a.—Rapid vacuum fumigation  of  the body 
louse with methyl bromide CJ. Econom. En-
tom, v. 39 (5), Oct , pp. 581-588. [Wv] 
S T O N E , R O B E R T S P E N C E R . [ 1 8 9 5 - ] [ M . D . , 
Asst. Prof.  Roentgenol. Univ. Calif.] 
1930 a.—Echinococci involvement of  bone with a 
case report CRadiology, v. 14 (6), June, pp. 557-
561. [Wm.] 
S T O N E , W . S . 
1935 a.—Trichomonad disease of  cattle CVet. 
M e d , v. 30 (6), June, pp. 239-241. [Wv] 
S T O N E , W I L L A R D J . [ M . D . ] 
1909 a.—The technic of  examination for  the pale 
spirochete by dark-field  illumination CJ. Am. 
Med. Ass, v. 52 (12), Mar. 20, pp. 960-962. [W\ 
Wm, Wv] 
S T O N E , W I L L I A M R I D G E L Y . [M. D , Cornell Med. 
School, N. Y.] 
1903 a.—The geographic distribution of  uncinaria-
sis in the United States CMed. News, N. Y . 
(1573), v. 82 (15), Apr. 11, pp. 680-683, figs.  1-2. 
[ W \ Wm, Wv] 
1903 b.—Idem [Abstract] CAm. M e d , v. 5 (16), 
Apr. 18, p. 628. [W*, Wm, Wv] 
1903 c—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] CPhila. Med. 
J. (275), v. 11 (16), Apr. 18, p. 660. [W», Wm.] 
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S T O N E , W I L L I A M S P E N C E B . [ 1 9 0 2 - ] [ M . D . , 
Army Med. School., Washington, D. C.J 
1935 a.—Bacteria-free  antigen for  the complement-
fixation  test in amebiasis. Preliminary report of 
a new method of  preparation <Am. J. Trop. 
Med., v. 15 (6), Nov., pp. 685-687. [W«.J 
1935 b.—A method of  eliminating Blastocysts 
hominis from cultures of  Entamoeba histolytica 
<J. Lab. and Clin. Med., v. 21 (2), Nov., pp. 
190-191. [WM 
1935 c.—A method of  producing encystment in cul-
tures of  Endamoeba histolytica <Am. J. Trop. 
Med., v. 15 (6), Nov., pp. 681-684. [WM 
1936 a.—A method of  staining protozoa in bulb 
<J . Lab. and Clin. Med., v. 21 (8), May, pp. 
839-842, figs.  1-5. [W\] 
1937 a.—The resistance of  Endamoeba histolytica 
cysts to chlorine in aqueous solutions <Am. J. 
Trop. Med., v. 17 (4), July, pp. 539-551. [WM 
1946 a.—The role of  D D T in controlling insect-
borne diseases of  man <J. Am. Med. Ass., v. 132 
(9), Nov. 2, pp. 507-509. [W»,J 
1948 a.—Review of  United States studies on insecti-
cides in the control of  typhus fever  <Proc. 4. 
Internat. Cong. Trop. Med. and Malaria (Wash-
ington, May 10-18), v. 2, pp. 1664-1669. [WM 
S T O N E , W I L L I A M S P E N C E R ; a n d R E Y N O L D S , F R A N Ç O I S 
H U I K A R I . 
1939 a.—A practical method of  obtaining bacteria-
free  cultures of  Trichomonas hominis <Science, 
n. s. (2326), v. 90, July 28, pp. 91-92, illus. [W«.j 
S T O N E , W I L L I A M S P E N C E R ; a n d T H O M P S O N , A R V O T . 
1940 a.—A method for  preserving Trypanosoma 
equiperdum <Science, n. s. (2362), v. 91, Apr. 5, 
p. 344. [WM 
1940 b — Idem <Vet. Bull., U. S. Army, v. 34 (3), 
July, p. 269. [W·.] 
S T O N E H E N G E . 
(?).—On the dog. 
S T O N E R , D A Y T O N . [ N . York State Mus.] [See also 
Job, Thesle Theodore; and Stoner, Dayton] 
1936 a.—Studies on the bank swallow, Riparia 
riparia riparia (Linneaus) in the Oneida Lake 
region <Roosevelt Wild Life  Ann., v. 4 (2), 
May, pp. 126-233, illus., pis. (Bull. N. York 
State Coll. Forest., v. 9 (2).) [WM 
1937 a.—A method of  dispersal of  the black widow 
spider <Science, n. s. (2200), v. 85, Feb. 26, p. 
219. [WM 
1945 a.—Further remarks on the opossum in New 
York <J. Mamin., v. 26 (2), Mav, pp. 192-193. 
[WM 
S T O N E S , R O B E R T Y E L V E B T O N . [ 1 8 8 1 - ] [ M . C . , 
M. D., C. M. S. Hosp., Kampala] [See also 
Ceok, Albert Ruskin; and Stones, Robert Yel-
verton] 
1923 a.—The development of Loa loa in Chrysops 
[Letter to editor] <Brit. Med. J. (3237), v. 1, 
Jan. 13, p. 82. [W».] 
1936 a.—Twenty-five  years of  tropical medicine 
<East African  Med. J., v. 13 (9), Dec., pp. 271-
281. [W'M 
S T O N E Y , G E O B G E H . 
1897 a.—Wireworm <Agric. J., Cape Town, v. 10 
(5), Mar. 4, p. 297. [W», WM 
S T O N E Y , R A L P H . [Med. Officer,  Uganda] 
1902 a.—Observations during a residence of 
eighteen months in East Africa  and Uganda 
<Brit. Med. J. (2143), v. 1, Jan. 25, pp. 199-200. 
[W\ W'M 
STONIER, L . [B. V . Sc. , P ietermari tzburg] 
1936 a.—A note on onchocerciasis as observed at 
the Municipal abattoir, Pietermaritzburg <J. 
South African  Vet. Med. Ass., v. 7 (2), June, 
pp. 49-51, figs.  1-2. [WM 
S T O P C Z A N S K I . 
(1930 a).—La sensibilité de la peau envers les para-
sites intestinaux <Polska Gaz. Lekar., v. 9 
(38), 21 sept., p. 717-721. 
S T O P P E N B B I N K , F . 
1904 a.—Die Geschlechtsorgane der Süsswassertri-
cladeii im normalen und im Hungerzustande 
CVerhandl. Naturh. Ver. Preuss. Rheinl. u. 
Westphal., v. 61 (1), pp. 27-36. [W\ WM 
1905 a.—Der Einfluss  herabgesetzter Ernährung 
auf  den histologischen Bau der Süsswassertri-
claden <Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 79 (4), 15 
Aug., pp. 496-547, 1 fig., pl. 25, figs.  1-13. [W», 
W".] 
S T O R B E C K , F R I E D R I C H . [Dr. Phil, et Med.] 
1937 a.—Gustav Nachtigal als Arzt in "Sahara und 
Sudan". Ein Beitrag zur historisch-geographis-
chen Pathologie <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg., 
v. 41 (10), Oct., pp. 621-641; (11), Nov., pp. 
668-684, 1 map. [WM 
S T O R C H . 
1895 a.—Pentastomenknötchen in einer Ochsen-
lunge <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (12), 21 März, 
p. 135. [W'M 
STORCH, С . [Prof.  Dr . ] 
1895 а.—Der Gehirnblasenwurm als Schädling der 
Rinder und Schafe  <Wien. Landwirthsch. Ztg. 
(2970), v. 45 (48), June 15, p. 405. [WM 
1895 b.—Der Gehirnblasenwurm als Schädling der 
Rinder und Schafe  <Illus. Landwirtsch. Ztg., 
v. 15 (56), July 24, p. 404. [W®.] 
STORCH, F . W . AUGUST. [1871-1937] [Vet. -rat. D r . , 
Schmalkalden] [For  biography see Beri. Tier-
ärztl. Wchnschr. (32), Aug. 7, 1936, pp. 530-531] 
[W».] [For  note of  death see Deutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr. v. 45 (36), Sept. 4, 1937, p. 584] 
[WM 
1893 a.—Echinococcus-Blase in der Herzkam-
merscheidewand <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. 
(22), 1 Juni, p. 272. [W«, W'M 
1894 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 15 (10-11), 16 März, p. 389. [W», W™, W·.) 
1895 a.—Schmalkalden. Bericht über die Fleisch-
beschau im städtischen Schlachthofe während 
des Jahres 1894 <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., 
v. 5 (7), Apr., pp. 138-139. [W\ W'M 
1895 b. See Storch, C., 1895 a. 
1895 c. See Storch, C., 1895 b. 
1905 a.—Coccidienruhr bei zwei Stieren <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (45), Nov. 9, pp. 764-765. 
[W», W'M 
STORCH, O . [Dr. , K j 0 b e n h a v n ] 
1863 a.—Nogle Tilfaelde  af  Echinokokker i Leveren 
<Hosp.-Tid., v. 6 (17), 29 Apr., pp. 65-67, figs. 
1-3; (18), 6. Mai, pp. 69-71. [W».] 
1892 a.—Semina Cucurbitae maximae als Bandwurm-
mittel gegen Tsenia  saginata <Deutsche Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 18 (31), 4 Aug., p. 718. [W·, W'M 
1892 b.—Vertreibung der Tsenia  sayinaia durch 
Semina Cucurbitae maximae <Verhandl. 11. Conf. 
Innere Med., pp. 511-512. [W'M 
1892 c.—Traitement du Tsenia  mediocanellata [Ab-
stract of  1892 a] <J. Méd. Paris, v. 12, 2. s., v. 
4 (37), 11 Sept., p. 431. [W'M 
S T O R C H , R . B . 
1-923 a.—The malaria parasite in Haiti <U. S. 
Naval Med. Bull., v. 19 (4), Oct., pp. 407-409. 
IWM 
S T O R C H E N S , J O H A N N alias P E L A R C I . 
1750 a.—Theoretische und practische Abhandlung 
von Kinderkrankheiten [etc.]. [v. 1], 436 pp., 4 
pis. Eisenach. [Wm . ] 
1750 b.—Idem. v. 2, 439 pp. Eisenach. [W·.] 
1751 a.—Idem. v. 3, 528 pp. Eisenach. [W®.] 
1751 b.—Idem. v. 4, 454 pp., 2 pis. Eisenach. 
[W-. ] 
S T O R C H I , F E D E R I C O . 
1890 a.—Su tre operazioni di laparotomia -Spa l -
lanzani, an. 38, 2. s., v. 19 (1-2), pp. 14-18. 
[W-.] 
S T O R C E , H A N S . 
1944 a.—Erfahrungen  über die Behandlung der 
Pediculosis mit Neocid <Praxis, Bern, v. 33 
(25), June ?2, pp. 444-446. [W'M 
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S T O R C K , J A C O B A M B R O S E . [ 1 8 6 5 - ] [ M . P h . , M . 
D., New Orleans] 
1911 a.—The copper salts and ipecacuanha in the 
treatment of  amebic colitis. A comparative 
study < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 63 (11), May, 
pp. 775-781. [W™.] 
STORCK, N. [Lab. Parasitol. Stanleyville (Congo 
Beige)] See Schwetz, Jacques; and Storck, N. 
S T O R D T , R O B E R T J O H N . [ C . B . E . , D . S . O . , M . R . C . 
V. S., Chief  Vet. Off.,  Nairobi; Vet. Adviser Govt. 
Peru; Chief  Off. R. S. P. C. A. Vet. Hosp. Addis 
Ababa] [For  biography and port, see Vet. J., v. 
92 (7), July 1936, p. 240 and pl.] [W4] 
1899 a.—The Uganda transport "Through the 
tsetse fly  belt of  British East Africa"  •Veterin-
arian, London (853), v. 72, n. s. (529), v. 45, Jan., 
pp. 11-20, figs.  1-8, 1 map. [W», W» . ] 
1899 b.—Report (preliminary) as to the causes 
which tend to render the island of  Mombasa un-
inhabitable for  horses and donkeys <Ibidem 
(858), v. 72, 4. s. (534), v. 45, June, pp. 385-388, 
2 figs.  [W\ W·».] 
1906 a.—A case of  spirillosis in the horse <J. Comp. 
Path, and Therap., v. 19 (3), Sept., pp. 226-
228, figs.  1-2. [W», W'".] 
1909 a.—Un cas de spirillose chez le cheval [Ab-
stract of  1906 a] <Rev. Gén. Méd. Vét., Tou-
louse (146), v. 13, 15 Jan., p. 79. [W».] 
1909 b.—Annual report of  the Veterinary Depart-
ment, East African  Protectorate, 1906-7. [Ab-
stract] <J. Trop. Vet. Sc., v. 4 (1), pp. 100-101. 
[W\ W°».] 
1909 c.—Annual report of  the veterinary depart-
ment for  1908-1909 <Ann. Rep. Dept. Agrie. 
Brit. East Africa  (1908-09), p.* 30-62, 14 pis. 
[W».] 
1910 a.—Annual report on the veterinary depart-
ment, for  the year 1909-1910 <Ann. Rep. Dept. 
Agrie. Brit. East Africa  (1909-10), pp. 29-54. 
[Wa.] 
1914 a.—Dipping and disease [Abstract from 
Daily Leader of  Brit. East Africa]  <Vet. Ree. 
(1337), v. 26, Feb. 21, pp. 543-544. [W·.] 
1924 a.—Survey of  work of  the Granja modelo en 
Puno May 1921-July 1923. 52 pp., 12 pis. 
[n.p.] [Wa.] 
1938 a.—Animal husbandry in Peru <Vet. J., 
v. 94 (6), June, pp. 233-252. [Wa.] 
S T O R E S . [ D r . ] 
1854 a.—Tœnia [Same as 1856 a] <Ann. J. Med. 
Sc., n. s. (56), v. 28, Oct., p. 377. [W™, W·.] 
1856 a.—Idem [Abstract of  paper read June 12, 
1854] <Extr. Ree. Bost. Soc. Med. Improv., v. 
2, p. 106. |W»J 
S T O R E S , T B A C Y I E W I N . [1889- ] [Div. Zool., 
Univ. Farm, Davis, California] 
1929 a.—Protocalliphora in the nest of  a mountain 
chickadee CCondor, v. 31 (5), Sept,-Oct., p. 227. 
[Issued Sept. 16] [Wa, W«.] 
1930 a.—Spider bites are given much notice, says 
entomologist [Abstract, from University Clip 
Sheet. Source not given] CCalif.  and West. Med., 
v. 33 (5), Nov., p. 817. [ff· . ] 
1932 a.—What is a publication? <Science, n. s. 
(1949), v. 75, May 6, pp. 486-487. [Wa.] 
1943 a.—General zoology. 798 pp., illus., pis. 
New York and London. [Wa.] 
1944 a.—Laboratory manual for  general zoology. 
1. ed. 150 pp., illus., pis. New York and Lon-
don. [W·.] 
1945 a.—Expanding use of  the organic chemical 
D D T for  the control of  insects <J. Wildlife 
Management, v. 9 (2), Apr., pp. 158-159. [Wa.] 
1946 a .—DDT and wildlife  <J. Wildlife  Manage-
ment, v. 10 (3), July, pp. 181-183. [Wa.] 
STOBEY, G. [Β. Α., F. E. S., Entom., Min. Agrie.] 
1916 a.—List of  Egyptian insecte in the collection of 
the Ministry of  agriculture <Bull. (5) Vet. Serv. 
Min. Agrie. Egypt., Entom. Sect., 50 pp. [Wa.j 
STOBEY, J. C. [See also Welsh, David Arthur; Chap-
man, H. G.; and Storey, J. C.] 
(1908-09 a).—The precipitin reaction in hydatid dis-
ease <J. Univ. Sydney Med. Soc., v. 1 (1), pp. 
77-81. 
STOBK, G. K. B. [L. M. S., Ceylon Med. Coll., Col-
ombo] See Fernando, Panagodage Bertram; 
D'Silva, Maurice; Stork, G. К. В.; and Sinna-
tamby, Grace R. 
STOBK, M. N. See Wibaut-Isabree Moens, Neeltje 
Louwrina; and Stork, M. N. 
STOBK, W. W. [V. S., Brampton, Ontario] 
1904 a.—[Report of  diseases of  animals] <Rep. 
Min. Agrie. Canada (1903), pp. 127-128. [W'«.] 
S T O B K Á N , J A B O S L A V . [Dr., Prag] 
1927 a.—Eine neue Ρodapohpus-Art (Acarina) 
von Hylóbius ( Podapolipus komdreki n. sp.) 
<Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 71 (1-2), 20 Apr., pp. 
19-22, figs.  1-2. [Wa.] 
1935 a.—Beiträge zur Acarofauna von Mexico. 
(Der. "Zoologischen Ergebnisse der Reise des 
Dr. Storkán nach Mexiko" IV.) (Pflspëvky к 
Acarofaunë Mexika) [German text; Czecho-
slovakian summary] CVëstnfk Öeskoslov. Zool. 
Spoleé Praze (1933-34), v. 2, pp. 20-24, illus. 
[W».] 
STOBM, C. J. [Physiol. Inst. Int. Afdeel.  Geneesk. 
Hoogeschool, C. B. Z., Batavia-C] [See also 
Langen, С. D. ; and Storm, С. J.] 
S T O B M , C . J . ; a n d J A N S E N , J . H . 
1935 a.—Vascular reactions to adrenalin in mon-
keys with regard to the treatment of  human 
malaria <Arch. Internat. Pharm, et Therap., v. 
51 (2). pp. 171-178. [W».] 
S T O B N E L L O , M A B I A . [Dott.] 
1936 a.—La duodenocultura ed il potere battericida 
del contenuto duodenale nelle enteropatie infet-
tive e parassitarie <Policlin., Roma, Sez. Prat., 
v. 43 (12), Mar. 23, pp. 523-526, 529-530. [W- . ] 
1938 a.—Ricerche duodeno-culturali nei colitici 
amebici e microbici. Riferimenti  clinici e pato-
genetici <Policlin., Roma, Sez. Prat., v. 45 (48), 
Nov. 28, pp. 2179-2186. [Wm . ] 
STOBBAB, D. MOBRISON. [Asst. Demonstrator, Anat., 
Roy. Vet, Coll., London] 
1877 a.—Loss of  muscular power in the hind ex-
tremities of  a heifer  due to the presence of  the 
larvae of  the Oestrus bovis in the muscles of  the 
back and loins <Veterinarian, London (600), v. 
50, 4. s. (276), v. 23, Dec., pp. 825-826. [W·, 
W->.] 
S T O B T I , E D O A R D O . [R. Univ. Pavia] 
1930 a.—Anemia sperimentale da botriocefalo. 
(Nota preventiva) <Boll. Soc. Med.-Chir. Pavia, 
v. 44 (3), pp. 445-452. [Wm . ] 
1931 a.—Anemia sperimentale da botriocefalo 
<Haematologica, v. 12 (3), pp. 237-262, pis. 
[Wm.] 
1938 a.—Bakteriologische und parasi tologische 
Untersuchungen des Knochenmarks <Klin. 
Wchnschr., v . 17 (17), Apr. 23, pp. 596-599. 
[Wa.] 
1938 b.—Importanza batteriologica e parassitolo-
gica della cultura e dell'esame microscopico del 
midollo osseo <Gazz. Osp., Milano, v. 59 (11), 
Mar. 3, pp. 253-258. [ f f · . ] 
S T O B Y . 
1905 a.—[Report on cattle tick dipping mixtures. 
Arsenite of  soda, cheap and effective]  [See Ed-
monds, Walter Α., 1905 g, p. 532] <Agric. J., 
Cape Town, v. 27 (4), Oct. 1, pp. 533-534. [Wa.] 
S T O B Y , C O L I N . [Baddaford,  Fort Beaufort] 
1920 a.·—The spinose ear-tick. Practical sugges-
tions for  suppression <J. Dept. Agrie. Union 
South Africa,  v. 1 (7), Oct., pp. 647-650; com-
ments by C. P. Lounsbury, pp. 650-654, figs. 
A-Ε . [W».] 
S T O B Z , E M I L . 
1923 a.—Dipping cattle in Montana <Breeder's 
Gaz. (2166), v. 83 (24), June 14, p. 816. [W·.] 
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S T O B S . 
1887 a.—Notizen über Anfertigung  mikroskopischer 
Parasitenpräparate <Deutsche Ztschr. Thier-
med., v. 13 (2-3), 22 Juni, pp. 202-205. [W». 
1887 b.—Preparation of  microscopical parasites 
[Abstract of  1887 a] <J . Roy . Micr. Soc. (2), 
Dec., pp. 1046-1047. [W>, W » , W v ] 
STOBS, ANTON. [1858- ] [For  port. and sketch see 
München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 84 (42), 18 
Okt., 1933, pp. 493, 494-495] [W».] [For bio-
graphy see Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 46 
(40), Oct. 1, 1938, p. 633] [W»J 
1886 a.—Ueber Muskelatrophie unserer Hausthiere 
<Oesterr. Monatschr. Thierh., v . 11 (4), Apr. 1, 
pp. 27-29. [W·".] 
1919 a.—Die Magenwurmseuche der Ziegen und 
Schafe  CDeutsche Landwirtsch. Tierzucht, v . 23 
(18), M a y 2, pp. 108-109. [Wv] 
S T O S S I C H , M I C H E L E . [1857-1906] [Prof. Trieste] 
[For biography see Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt. 
Orig., v . 42 (1), Aug. 15, 1906, pp. 47-50] [Wv] 
[For  biography see Parona, Corrado, 1906 a] [For 
necrology port, and bibliography see Arch. Parasi-
tol., Paris, v . 10 (3), Oct. 15, 1906, pp. 465-168] 
[Wa·] [For bibliography see Cat. Lib. Linn. Soc. 
London, 1896] [See cdso Parona, Corrado; and 
Stossich, Michele] 
(1876 a).—Eine Excursion in das kroatische Litor-
ale. 
(1877 a).—Sulla geologia e zoologia dell' isola di 
Pelagosa. 
1878 a.—La teoria della vescica germinativa <Bol l . 
Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 4 (1), pp. 83-88. 
[Wv] 
1878 b.—Idem. Reprint. 6 pp. Trieste. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1879 a.—Prospetto della fauna  del mare Adriatico. 
Pt . 1 <Boll . Soc. Adriat, Sc. Nat., Trieste, v . 5 
(1), pp. 18-71. [W·.] 
(1880 a).—Sopra l'Orthagoriscus planci. 
1880 b.—Prospetto della fauna  del mare Adriatico. 
Pt. 2 <Bol l . Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 5 
(2), pp. 157-286. [Wv] 
1880 c.—Prospetto della fauna  del mare Adriatico. 
Parte I I I <Bol l . Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v . 
6, pp. 178-271. [Wv] 
1881 a.—Idem. Pt, 3 Clbidem, v. 6 (1), pp. 178-
271. [Wv] 
1882 a.—Idem. Pt. 4 <Ibidem, v . 7 (1), pp. 168-
242. [Wv] 
1883 a.—Brani di elmintologia tergestina. Serie 
prima <Ibidem, v. 8, pp. 111-121, pis. 1-3 , figs. 
1-15. [W», W v ] 
1883 b.—Idem. Reprint. 11 pp., 3 pis., 15 figs, 
[missing]. Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1884 a.—Prospetto della fauna  del mare Adriatico. 
Pt. 5 <Boll . Soc. Adriat. Sc. Nat, Trieste (1883-
84), v . 8, pp. 90-110. [Wa , W v ] 
1884 b.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 172-192. [Trieste] 
[Lib. Stiles] 
1885 a — I d e m . Pt. 6 <Boll . Soc. Adriat. Sc. Nat. 
Trieste, v . 9 (1), pp. 112-155. [Wa , W v ] 
1885 b.—Brani di elmintologia tergestina. Serie 
seconda <Ibidem, v. 9, pp. 156-164, pis. 4 -6 , 
figs.  16-28. [W», W v ] 
1885 е.—Idem. Reprint. 9 pp., pis. 4-6 , figs.  16-
28. Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1886 a.—Idem. Serie terza <Boll . Soc. Adriat. 
Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 9, pp. 44-50, pis. 7 -9 , figs. 
29-37. [W\ W v ] 
1886 b.—Idem. Reprint. 7 pp., pis. 7 -9 , figs.  2 9 -
37. Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
(1886 с ) .—I distomi dei pesci marini e d'acqua dolce 
<Program. Ginn.-Comun. Sup. Trieste, 66 pp. 
1886 с .—I distomi dei pesci marini e d'acqua dolce. 
Lavoro monografico . . . Estratto dal Programma 
del Ginnasio comunale superiore di Trieste dell' 
anno 1886. 66 pp. Trieste. [Lib. Price] 
S T O S S I C H , M I C H E L E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1887 a.—Brani di elmintologia tergestina, Serie 
quarta <Boll . Soc. Adriat. Sc. Nat., Trieste, 
v . 10, pp. 90-96, pl. 10, figs.  38-41. [W», W v ] 
1887 b.—Idem. Reprint. 7 pp., pl. 10, figs.  38-41. 
Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1887 с.—Sunto di alcuni lavori sopra parassiti del 
Dr. R . Moniez <Boll . Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. 
Trieste, v. 10, pp. 96-102. [W», W v ] 
1887 d.—Brani di elmintologia tergestina. Serie 
quinta <Ibidem, pp. 184-192, pis. 11-12, figs. 
42-54. [W», W v ] 
1887 е.—Idem. Reprint. 9 pp., pis. 11-12, figs. 
42-54. Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1887 f.— Il genere Heterakis Dujardin <Glasnik 
Hrv. Nar. Drustva, Zagreb, v. 2 (4-6) , pp. 277 -
301, pis. 3 -9 , figs.  1-45. [Wv] 
1888 a.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 277-301 (25 pp.), 
pis. 3-9, 45 figs. Zagreb. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
(1888 b).—Appendice al mio lavaro " I distomi dei 
pesci marini e d'acqua dolce" <Program. Ginn. 
Comun. Sup. Trieste, v. 25. 14 pp. [See 1886 с] 
[Photostat:  Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1889 a.—=-1 distomi degli anfibi.  Lavoro mono-
grafico  <Boll . Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v . 11, 
pp. 60-74. [Wv W v ] 
1889 b.—Idem. Reprint. 15 pp. Trieste. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1889 е.—Idem [Abstract of  1889 a] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol. v . 6 (21), 8 Nov., pp. 581-582. [W*, 
Wm, W v ] 
1889 d .—The species of Distomum in amphibians 
[Abstract of  1889 al <J . Roy . Micr. Soc. (4), 
Aug., p. 521. [W a , Wm, W v ] 
(1889 e).—Sopra alcuni lavori carcinologica. 
1889 f. —Vermi parassiti in animali della Croazia 
<Glasnik Hrv. Nar. Drustva, Zagreb., v . 4 ( 1 -
5), pp. 180-185, pis. 4 -5 , figs.  1-13. [W c · ] 
1889 g.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol. 
v . 6 (21), 8 Nov. , p. 582. [W a , W m , W v ] 
1889 h.—Brani di elmintologia tergestina. Serie 
sesta <Boll . Soc. Adriat. Sc. Nat. Trieste, v. 11, 
pp. 23-30, pis. 13-14, figs.  55-61. [W a , W v ] 
1889 i .—Idem. Reprint. 8 pp., pis. 13-14, figs. 
55-61. Trieste. [Lib. Stiles] 
1889 k.—Idem [Abstract of  1889 h] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., v . 6 (21), 8 Nov., p. 581. [W a , Wm, 
W v ] 
1889 1.—Il genere Physaloptera Rudolphi. Lavoro 
monografico CBoll. Soc. Adriat. Sc. Nat, Trieste, 
v . 11, pp. 36-59, pis. 1 -3 , figs.  1-42. [W a , W v ] 
1889 m.—Idem. Reprint. 24 pp., 3 pis., 42 figs. 
Trieste. [Lib. Stiles] 
1890 a.—Il genere Trichosoma Rudolphi. Lavoro 
monografico CBoll. Soc. Adriat, Sc. Nat. Trieste, 
v . 12, pp. 3-38. [Wa , W v ] 
1890 b.—Brani di elmintologia tergestina. Serie 
settina Clbidem, pp. 39-46, pis. 15-16, figs.  6 2 -
73. [W\ W v ] 
1890 c.—Idem. Reprint. 8 pp., pis. 15-16, figs. 
62-73. Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.j 
1890 d.—Helminthological notes [Abstract of  1889 
f]  CJ. Roy . Micr. Soc., (2), Apr., p. 181. [W a , 
Wm, W v ] 
1890 e.—Elminti veneti raccolti dal Dr. Alessandro 
Conte de Ninni CBoll. Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. 
Trieste, v . 12, pp. 49-56. [W\ W v ] 
1890 f.— Idem. Reprint. 11 pp. Trieste. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1890 g.—Elminti della Croazia CGlasnik Hrv. Nar. 
Drustva, Zagreb, v . 5 (1-4) , pp. 129-136, pis. 
4 -5 , figs.  1-15. [Wv] 
1890 h.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 129-[136] (8 pp.) , 
pis. 4 -5 , 15 figs. Zagreb. [Lib. Stiles] 
1891 a.—Nuova serie di elminti veneti raccolti dal 
Dr. P. Allessandro Conte de Ninni e descritta da 
Clbidem, v. 6 (1-5), pp. 216-219, pl. 3, figs. 
1-8 . [Wv] 
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1891 b.—Il genere Dispharagus Dujardin. Lavoro 
monografico <Boll . Soc. Adriat. Sc. Nat. 
Trieste, v. 13 (1), pp. 81-108, 3 pis., figs.  1-27. 
[W3 , W 4 ] 
1891 c.—Idem. Reprint. 28 pp., pl. 1 [3 pis], 28 
figs.  Trieste. [Lib. Stiles] 
1891 d.—Elminti veneti raccolti dal Dr. Alessandro 
Conte de Ninni. Seconda serie <Boll . Soc. 
Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 13 (1), pp. 109-116, 
pl. 1, figs.  1-6 . [W®, W».] 
1891 е.—Idem. Reprint, 8 pp., pl. 1, 6 figs. 
Trieste. [Lib. Stiles] 
(1892 a).—I distomi dei mammiferi <Program. 
Civ. Scuola R. Sup., Trieste, 42 pp. [.Uso re-
print·. Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1892 b.—Osservazioni elmintologiche <Glasnik 
Hrv. Nar. Drustva, Zagreb, v. 7 (1-6), pp. 6 4 -
73, pis. 1-2, figs.  1-10. [Wc.] 
1892 с.—I distomi degli uccelli. Lavoro mono-
grafico  <Boll . Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 
13 (2), pp. 143-196. [Wa, W«.] 
1892 d .— Idem. Reprint. 54 pp. Trieste. [Lib· 
Zool. Div.] 
1892 e.—Il genere Dispharàgus Dujardin. Lavoro 
monografico  [Abstract of  1891 b] <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., v . 11 (14), 5 Apr., pp. 448-449. [W», 
W m , W».] 
1892 f.— The genus Dispharagus [Abstract of  1891 
b] <J . Roy. Micr. Soc., 2. s., v. 12.(5), Oct., p. 
613. [W®, W®, Wc.] 
1893 a.—Note elmintologiche <Boll . Soc. Adriat. 
Sc. Nat. Trieste, v. 14, pp. 83-89, 1 pl., figs.  1-7 . 
[Wc.] 
1893 b.—Idem. Reprint. 7 pp., 1 pl., 7 figs. 
Trieste. [Lib. Stiles] 
1893 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1893 a] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., v . 14 (14), 10 Oct., p. 466. [W», ff·, 
W ' J 
1893 d.—Il genere Angiostomum Dujardin <Boll . 
Soc. Adriat, Sc. Nat. Trieste, v. 14, pp. 91-96. 
[Wa, W«.] 
1893 е.—Idem. Reprint. 6 pp. Trieste. [Lib. 
Stiles] 
1893 f.— Idem. [Abstract of  1893 d] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., v. 14 (14), 10 Oct., pp. 465-466. 
[ffa,  Wm, Wc.] 
1S95 a.—Il genere Ankylostomum Dubini <Boll . 
Soc. Adriat. Sc. Nat, Trieste, v. 16, pp. 21-25. 
[Wa.] 
1895 b.—Osservazioni sul Solenophorus megalocepha-
lus Clbidem, pp. 27-[32j, pis. 2 -3 , figs.  1-12. 
[Wa.] 
1895 c.—Notizie elmintologiche <Ibidem, pp. 33— 
46, pis. 4-6 , figs.  1-37. [Wa.] 
1895 d.—I distomi dei rettili. Lavoro monografico 
Clbidem, pp. 213-239. [Wa.] 
1895 е.—Helminthological notes [Abstract of  1895 
a] <J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (3), June, pp. 314-315. 
[Wa, Wm, W«.] 
1896 a.—Il genere Ascaris Linné. Lavoro mono-
grafico  <Boll . Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 
17, pp. 9-120. [ffa, W«.] 
1896 b.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 9-120 (114 pp.). 
Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1896 е.—Ricerche elmintologiche <Boll . Soc. 
Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 17, pp. 121-136, pis. 
3-4, figs.  1-20. [Wa, Wc.] 
1896 d.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 121-136 (18 pp.), 
pis. 3-4, 20 figs.  Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1896 е.—Elminti trovati in un Orthagoriscus viola 
<Boll . Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 17, pp. 
189-191, pl. 8, figs.  1-3. [W», W*.] 
1896 f.— Idem. Reprint, pp. 189-191 (5 pp.), pl. 
8, 3 figs.  Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1897 a,—Note parassitologiche. 10 pp., 1 1., 2 pis. 
17 figs.  Trieste. [Same as 1898 a] [Wa.] 
S T O S S I C H , M I C H E L E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1897 b.—Filarie e spiròptere. Lavoro monografico, 
pp. 13-162 (150 pp.). Trieste. [Same as 1898 
b] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1897 с .—The genus Ascaris [Abstract of  1896 a] 
< A m . Naturalist (365), v . 31, May, pp. 440-
441. [Wa, W · , W«.] 
1897 d.—Il genere Ascaris Linné. Lavoro mono-
grafico  [Abstract of  1896 a] CCentralbl. Bak-
teriol., 1. Abt., v . 22 (10-11), 24 Sept., pp. 297-
298. [W», W · . ] 
1898 a.—Note parassitologiche CBoll. Soc. Adriat. 
Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 18, pp. 1-10, pis. 1-2, figs. 
1-17. [W a , W«.] 
1898 b.—Filarie e spiròptere. Lavoro monografico 
Clbidem, pp. 13-162. [Wa, W·.] 
(1898 e).—Saggio di una fauna elmintologica di 
Trieste e Provincie contermini С Program. Civ. 
Scuola R. Sup., Trieste, 162 pp. [Also reprint; 
Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1899 a.—Appunti di elmintologia CBoll. Soc. 
Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v . 19, Mem., pp. 1-6 , 
pl. 1, figs.  1-13. [W«.] 
1899 b .—Lo smembramento dei Brachycoelium 
CBoll. Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 19, Mem., 
pp. 7-10 (4 pp.). [Wc.] 
1899 с.—La sezione degli echinostomi CBoll. Soc. 
Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, v. 19, Mem., pp. 11-16. 
(6 pp.). [W«.] 
1899 d.—Strongylidae. Lavoro monografico 
CBoll. Soc. Adriat, Se. Nat. Trieste, v . 19, 
Mem., pp. 55-152 (98 pp) . [W·.] 
1900 a.—Contributo allo studio degli elminti CBoll. 
Soc. Adriat. Sc. Nat. Trieste, v. 20, Mem., pp. 1 -
9, pis. 1-2 , figs.  1-18. [W«.] 
1900 b.—Osservazioni elmintologiche CBoll. Soc. 
Adriat. Sc. Nat, Trieste, v . 20, Mem., pp. 8 9 -
104 (16 pp.), pi. 6, figs.  1-13. [W·.] 
1901 a.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 89-103 (15 pp.) , 
pi. 6, 13 figs.  Trieste. [Lib. Stiles] 
1902 a.—Sopra una nuova specie delle Allocrea-
dinse. Osservazioni CAreh. Parasitol., Paris, v. 
5 (4), 15 Juin, pp. 578-582, 1 fig. [W», ff»,  W ' J 
1902 b.—Idem [Abstract] CZool . Centralbl., v . 9 
(23), 18 Nov., pp. 737-738. [W», W·.] 
1902 c.—Sopra alcuni nematodi della collezione 
elmintologica del Prof.  Dott . Corrado Parona 
CBoll. Mus. Zool. Genova (116), 16 pp., pis. 
3-5, figs.  1-38. [W">, W·.] 
1902 d.—Idem CAtti Soc. Ligust. Sc. Nat. Geogr., 
Genova, v. 13 (2), Giugno, pp. 61-76, pis. 3-5, 
figs.  1-38. [W», W·.] 
1902 е.—Idem. Reprint. 16 pp., pis. 3 -5 , 38 figs. 
Genova. [Lib. Stiles] 
1902 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1902 d] CZool. Cen-
tralbl., v. 9 (14-15), 29 Juli, p. 451. [W% W·.] 
1902 g.—II Monostomum mutabile Zeder e le sue 
forme  a affini.  [Preprint of  1903 с] 40 pp., pis. 
Trieste. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1902 h.—Idem [Abstract] CZool . Centralbl., v . 9 
(13), 1 Juli, pp. 406-407. [W», W·.] 
1902 i.—Osservazioni elmintologiche [Abstract of 
1900 b] Clbidem (11-12), 17 Juni, p. 349. [Wa, 
W·.] 
1903 a.—Una nuova specie di Helieometra Odhner 
CArch. Parasitol., Paris, v . 7 (3), 20 Août, pp. 
373-376, 1 fig. [W», W » , W«.] 
1903 b.—Note distomologiche CBoll. Soc. Adriat. 
Sc. Nat. Trieste, v. 21, pp. 193-201. [Wc.] 
1903 e.—II Monostomum mutabile Zeder e le sue 
forme  affini  CBoll. Soc. Adriat. Se. Nat. Trieste, 
v. 21, Mem., pp. 1-40, pis. 1-9 , figs.  1-32. [W·.] 
1904 a.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 193-201 (9 pp.). 
Trieste. [Lib. Stiles] 
1904 b.—Sopra alcuni nematodi CAnn. Mus. Zool. 
R . Univ. Napoli, n. s., v . 1 (15) ,2 Feb., pp. 1-4 , 
pi. 1, figs.  1-11. [Wa ] 
1904 c.—Idem [Abstract] CZool. Centralbl., v. 11 
(8), 3 Mai, p. 246. [W«, W·.] 
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S T O B S I C H , M I C H E L E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1904 d.—Una nuova specie del genere Plagiorchis 
Lühe <Ann. Mus. Zool. R . Univ. Napoli, n. s., 
v . 1 (16), 11 Feb., pp. 1-2, 1 fig.,  1 table. [W·.] 
1904 e.—Alcuni distomi della collezione elmintolo-
gica del museo zoologico di Napoli <Ibidem 
(23), 23 Giugno, pp. 1-14, pl. 2, figs.  1-3. [W·.] 
1904 f. —Contributo allo studio degli elminti [Ab-
stract of  1900 a] <Arch. Naturg., Berlin (1897), 
63. J., v. 2 (3), Dec., pp. 17-18. [W\ W·.] 
1905 a.—Sopra alcuni nematodi della collezione 
elmintologica del Prof.  Dott. Corrado Parona. 
[Abstract of  1902 d] <Ibidem (1898), 64. J., v . 2 
(3), Juli, p. 43. [W», W«.] 
1905 b.—Sopra una specie delle Allocreadin» [Ab-
stract of  1902 a] <Ibidem, p. 53. [W«, W·.] 
1905 c.—11 Monostomum  mutabile Zed. e le sue 
forme  affini  [Abstract of  1902 g[ Clbidem, p. 62. 
[Wa, W«.] 
1905 d.—Una nuova specie del genere Plagiorchis 
Lühe. [Abstract of  1904 d] <Zool . Centralbl., v. 
12 (1-2), 31 Jan., p. 24. [W·, W·.] 
1905 е.—Alcuni distomi della collezione elmintolo-
gica del museo zoologico di Napoli [Abstract· 
of  1904 e] <Ibidem, pp. 2.3-24. [W\ W·.] 
1905 f.— Note distomologiche [Abstract of  1903 
b] < Ibidem, p. 23. [W», W·.] 
1905 g.—Una nuova specie di Helicometra Odhner 
[Abstract of  1903 a] Clbidem, p. 23. [W\ W·.] 
1905 h.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt.. Ref., v. 35 (24-25), 10 Jan., 
p. 789. [W», W m .J 
1905 i.—Note distomologiche. 3 <Boll. Soc. Ad-
riat. Sc. Nat. Trieste, v. 22, Mem., pp. 211-227 
(17 pp.). [W·.] 
1907 a.—Sopra alcuni nematodi. [Abstract of  1904 
b] <Arch. Naturg., Berlin (1901), 67. J., v. 2 
(3), Apr., p. 167. [W\ W«.] 
1907 b.—Note distomologiche [Abstract of  1903 b] 
<Ibidem, p. 178. [W*. W«.] 
1907 c.—Alcuni distomi della collezione elmintolo-
gici del museo zollog. di Napoli [Abstract of 
1904 e] < Ibidem, p. 185. [W», W·.] 
STOTCHIK, J. [Zool. Div. U. S. Bureau Animal In-
dust., Galesburg, Illinois] 
1928 a.—Losses in cattle livers occasioned by flukes 
<J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v . 72, n. s., v . 25 (5), 
Feb., pp. 650-652. [W».j 
1935 a.—Report on brine treatment of  Hypoderma 
larvae in the backs of  cattle <J . Am. Vet. Med. 
Ass., v . 86, n. s., v. 39 (4), Apr., PP. 488-492. 
[W·.] 
S T O T H E B T , W I L L I A M . [ M . R . С . V . S . , Blackburn] 
1893 a.—Diarrhoea in colts due to the Strongylus 
armatus < A m . Vet. Rev., v. 17 (13), June, pp. 
145-146. [W\ W " , W«.] 
S T O T T , H U G H . [ 1 8 8 4 - ] [ M . D . , F . R . C . P . , 
D. P. H., Lt.-Col., I. M . S., Prof.  Path., King 
George's Med. Coll., Lucknow] 
1911 a.—On the possibility of  two distinct varieties 
of  relapsing fever  spirochaetal infection  existing 
in India <Indian Med. Gaz., v . 46 (8), Aug., pp. 
292-298, 2 figs.  [W™.] 
1916 a.—Studies in malaria. 190 pp., charts I - L , 
18 pie. Calcutta and Simla. [W», W m . ] 
19.33 a.—The mechanism of  immunity in malaria. 
Proof  of  the phagocytosis of  malarial parasites by 
large mononuclear cells in malaria Clndian Med. 
Gaz., v . 68, Sept., pp. 507-510, illus. [W· . ] 
1935 a.—The immunological problems of  the typhus 
fever  group as raised by a sporadic case of  typhus 
(vector unknown) from Hamirpur in the plains of 
India, with a note on the history of  tick typhus 
in India Clndian Med. Gaz., v . 70 (6), June, pp. 
335-342. [W®.] 
S T O T T , J . S . [ M . D . , P o r t l a n d , O r e g o n ] 
1903 a.—The lumbricoid of  the tropics CNorth-
west Med., v. 1 (10), Oct., pp. 532-533. [ W · . ] 
S T O U D E N M I B E , W . F . [ D e L a n d , F l o r i d a l 
1939 a.—Dirofilaria  immitis in a dog CVet. Med., 
v. 34 (11), Nov., p. 667, illus. [W ,.J 
S T O U D E B , K I B K W H I T N E Y . [1882- ] [Dr., Iowa 
Coll. Agrie.] [See also Butcher, Fred Dunaway; 
and Stouder, Kirk Whitney; and Vernon, W . M. ; 
Stouder, Kirk Whitney; and Cochran, Robert 
Lyman] 
1904 a.—Intestinal parasites in hogs Clowa Agrie., 
v . 4 (4), Feb., pp. 167-169. [W».] 
1904 b.—Idem [Abstract] CExper. Station Ree., 
v . 15 (11), July, p. 1130. [W·, W·.] 
1924 a.—The common parasites of  hogs С Exten-
sion Serv. Bull. (119), Iowa State Coll. Agrie., 
June, pp. 1-12, 1 fig.,  pis. 1-2 , figs.  1-6 . [Lib. 
Hall] 
1930 a.—Fight hog mange and save money CEx-
ten. Serv. Bull. (165), Iowa State Coll. Agrie., 
June, 4 pp., figs.  1-7 . [W·.] 
1930 b.—Nose fly  survey. Floyd, Wright, county 
results satisfactory;  extension service offers 
cooperation; early organization necessary C lowa 
Vet., v . 1 (3), Oct., pp. 32, 34. [Lib. Hall] 
1931 a.—Summary of  nose fly  control work Clowa 
Vet., v . 2 (11), Nov. . pp. 22-23. [W·.] 
1932 a.—Bot eggs viable for  long period Clowa 
Vet., v . 3 (1), Jan., p. 34. [W·.] 
1940 a.—Maggots can be controlled C lowa Wool 
News, v . 1 (7), June 22, p. 2. [Wa.] 
1940 b.---Sheep gad fly—grub  in the head Clowa 
Wool News, v. 1 (7), June 22, p. 3. [W'. ] 
1940 c.—Stomach worms in sheep Clowa Wool 
News, v. 1 (7), June 22, p. 4. fW».] 
1941 a.—Prevention, not "cures", is the answer to 
eliminating disease losses CAm. Hampshire 
Herdsman, v . 16 (8), Aug., pp. 27-31. [Wa.] 
1942 a.—Sheep nodule worms. Parasite is causing 
suture shortage CVet. Student, Iowa State Coll., 
v. 5 (2), Fall, pp. 64-65. [W».] 
1943 a.—Drench sheep before  pasture time arrives 
Clowa Wool News, v. 4 (2), Mar. 27, p. 2. [Wa.] 
1943 b.—Portable hog wallow good idea for  pre-
venting mange CAm. Hampshire Herdsman, v. 
18 (6), June, p. 51. [W».J 
1944 a.—Hog mange CHoard's Dairyman, v. 89 
(9), May 10, p. 266. [W».] 
1946 a.—Instructions on how to drench sheep for 
stomach worms and nodule worms Clowa Wool 
News, v. 7 (8), Sept. 14, p. 4. [W·,] 
1946 b .—Worm remedy for  pigs CHoard's Dairy-
man, v. 91 (17), Sept. 10, p. 666. [W».J 
1948 a.—Benzene hexachloride will check hog 
mange CHog Breeder, v. 23 (8), Aug. 1, p. 48. 
[ W » . ] 
S T O U D E B , K I B K W H I T N E Y ; a n d M C D O N A L D , C . W . 
1942 a.—Sheep and surgical sutures CPamphlet 
(48), Iowa State Coll., Agrie. Exten. Serv., Nov. , 
6 pp. [W».] 
1942 b.—Sheep and surgical sutures C lowa Wrool 
N.ews, v. 3 (10), Dec. 5, pp. 1, 4. [W·.] 
S T O U D E B , K I B K W H I T N E Y ; a n d S I M O N B O N , W . E . 
1916 a.—Parasites of  hogs CExten. Bull. (43) 
Iowa State Coll. Agrie., Aug., 8 pp., illus., pi. 
[W4] 
1918 a.—Parasites of  hogs CExten. Bull. (43) 
Iowa State Coll. Agrie., Oct., 8 pp., illus., pi. 
[W».] 
S T O U G H , D O W L I N G B. (jr.)  [M. D . , Hot Springs, Nat. 
Park] 
1947 a,—A consideration of  the surgical complica-
tions of  amebiasis of  the colon and rectum CJ. 
Arkansas Med. Soc., v . 43 (11), Apr., pp. 261-
264. [W».| 
S T O U G H T O N , R O G E B W . [Dept. Pharmacol., Vander-
bilt Univ. School Med., Nashville, Tennessee] 
See Lamson, Paul Dudley; Stoughton, Roger 
W. ; Brown, Harold William; and Bass, Allan 
D. ; and Lamson, Paul Dudley; Stoughton, Roger 
W . ; and Bass, Allan D. 
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STOUT, E. N. (Elten. Vet., Colorado Agrie- Coll.J 
See Newsom, Isaac Ernest; and Stout, E. N. 
S T O U T , T H O M A S D U N C A N M A C G R E G O R . [ D . S . O . , 
M. S. L o n d , F. R. C. S. Eng.; M a j , Ν . Ζ. M. 
C . J ; a n d F E N W I C K , D . E . 
1918 a.—A ease of  amoebic abscess of  the liver and 
brain with no previous history of  dysentery 
<Lancet, London (4944), v. 194, v. 1 (22), June 
1, p. 769. [W».] 
STOUTE, D. G. [M. B , Ch. B , Ginginhlovu, Zulu-
land] 
1931 a.—Clinical observations. Treatment of 
malaria [Letter to editor] CJ. Med. Ass. South 
Africa,  v. 5 (10), May 23, p. 330. [W· . ] 
STOUTE, R. A. [D. V. S , Govt. Vet. Surg, Barba-
does, West Indies] 
1914 a.—Hook worm disease in a mule < A m . Vet. 
R e v , v. 45 (3), June, pp. 347-348. [W·.] 
1917 a.—"Piroplasmosis" "equine malaria" <J . 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass , v. 51, n. s , v. 4 (2), May, p. 
239. [Wv] 
STOVALL, W . D . [ M . D , M a d i s o n ] 
1920 a.—Stool examinations for  the diagnosis of 
intestinal parasites <Wisconsin Med. J , v. 18 
(8), Jan, pp. 328-329. [ W » J 
STOVER, A. J. See Ewing, Henry Ellsworth; and 
Stover, A. J. 
S T O V E R , D O N A L D E. [Div. Animal Indust, Califor-
nia Dept. Agrie.] [See also Hoffman,  Henry Al-
vin; and Stover, Donald E.] 
1938 a.—Coccidiosis in chickens <Bull. California 
Dept. Agrie, v. 27 (5), N o v , pp. 502-507, illus. 
1943 a.—Hexamita sp. from the ringed-neck pheas-
ant transmissible to turkeys <J. Am. Vet. Med. 
Ass. (796), v . 103, July, p. 37. [Wv] 
1948 a.—Coccidiosis in chickens <Bull. California 
Dept. Agrie, v. 37 (3), July-Sept , pp. 116-120. 
[W».] 
STOWELL, C. H. [M. D , Physiol. L a b , Univ. Michi-
gan] 
1879 a.—A study of  one of  the distomes <Am. Q. 
Micr. J , v . 1 (2), Jan, pp. 85-93, pi. 9, 5 figs. 
[W\ W'», W·.] 
1879 b .—Trichinae  spiralis [Reply to letter from 
S. V. Romig, dated Mar. 19] < Michigan Med. 
News, v. 2 (7), Apr. 10, p. 79. [ W v ] [See Gun-
drum, F , 1879 a] 
S T O W E N S , D A N I E L . 
1942 a.—The effect  of  ultraviolet irradiation on 
Trichinella spiralis < A m . J. H y g , v. 36 (3), 
N o v , pp. 264-268. [Wv] 
S T O W E R S , J. H E R B E R T . [ M . D , London] 
1881 a.—Chrisma as a parasiticide [Letter to edi-
tor dated July 18] < Lancet, London, July 30, p. 
206. [W'V] 
S T O W M A N , K N U D . 
1945 a.—Epidemiological notes. The spread of 
scabies <Epidemiol. Inform.  Bull. (ÛNRRA) 
Health D i v , v. 1 (10), June 30, pp. 405-406. 
VAN STRAATEN, H . See te Hennepe , В . J. С . ; and van 
Straaten, H. 
V A N S T R A A T E N , H E I N R I C H . 
(1925 a).—Versuche mit verschiedenen Mitteln zur 
Heilung der Magenwurmseuche bei Schafen. 
Diss. (Hannover). 
1926 a.—Versuche mit verschiedenen Mitteln zur 
Heilung der Magenwurmseuche bei Schafen 
<Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 34 (1). 2 
Jan , pp. 8-10. [Wv] 
S T R A C H A N , A . S U T H E R L A N D . 
1926 a.—Cysticercus cellulosae of  the brain <Med . 
J. South Africa,  v. 22 (1), Aug , p. 13. [W'v] 
S T R A C H A N , H E N R Y . [M. R. S , Principal Med. Officer, 
Lagos, West Africa] 
1885 a.—Ankylostomum duodenale in Jamaica 
<Brit. Med. J. (2178), v. 1, June 27, pp. 1291-
1292. [W·, W v ] 
S T R A C H A N , H E N R Y — C o n t i n u e d . 
1899 a.—Larva? in human skin. Notes from Lagos, 
West Africa.  2 <J. Trop. M e d , London. (8), 
v. 1, Mar. 15, pp. 207-208, 2 figs.  [ W v ] 
1899 b.—The discovery of  existence of  ankylostomi-
asis in Lagos. Notes from Lagos, West Africa. 
3. Clbidem, p. 208. [ W v ] 
1899 c.—Malaria and Anopheles in Lagos. Notes 
from Lagos, West Africa.  7 <Ibidem (17), v. 2, 
D e c , pp. 113-115, 4 figs.  [ W v ] 
1900 a.—Notes from Lagos, West Africa.  Malaria, 
rainfall,  and subsoil water Clbidem (19), v. 2, 
Feb. 15, pp. 181-182, 1 fig.  [ W v ] 
1900 b.—Habitat of Culex and Anopheles. Notes 
from Lagos, West Africa.  9 Clbidem, v. 3 (1), 
Aug , p. 5. [ W ' V ] 
1900 c.—Ankylostomiasis. Notes from Lagos, 
West Africa.  12 Clbidem, p. 5. [ W v ] 
1904 a.—Notes on the prophylaxis of  malaria [Ab-
stract of  report before  Brit. Med. Ass , July 28] 
CJ. Tro? . Med. London, v. 7 (16), Aug. 15, pp. 
255-256. [W\ W v ] 
1904 b.—Idem [Abstract] CLancet, London 
(4226), v . 167, v. 2 (9), Aug. 27, p. 611; discus-
sion, pp. 611-612. [W», W·", W v ] 
1904 c.—[Discussion on the prophylaxis of  malaria] 
CBrit. Med. J. (2281), v. 2, Sept. 17, pp. 637-
639. [W», W·».] 
1904 d.—The prophylaxis of  malaria [Letter to 
editors, dated Oct. 25] Clbidem (2295), v . 2, 
Dec. 24, p. 1729. [W», W v J 
1905 a.—Alleged negro immunity to malaria [Let-
ter to editor dated Feb. 11] Clbidem (2307), v. 1, 
Mar. 18, pp. 625-626. [Wa, W v ] 
S T R A C H A N , W . H . [ D r . ] 
1896 a.—The parasite of  malarial fever  [Abstract 
of  report before  36. Mee t , Apr. 15] CJ. Inst. 
Jamaica, v. 2 (3), July, pp. 213-214. [Issued 
Nov. 10] [W».] 
STRACHEN, J. [Dept. Agrie, Leeds Univ.]; and TAY-
L O R , T . H . 
1926 a.—Potato eelworm CJ. Min. Agrie, London, 
v. 32 (10), Jan, pp. 941-947. [W·.] 
STRACHOWA, L. See Ginsburg, S.; and Strachowa, L. 
S T R A D A , F E R D I N A N D O . [ D r , Ist. Patol , Univ. Stras-
burgo] 
1907 a.—Sulla presenza di oxyuridi incapsulati nella 
cavità peritoneale CArch. Sc. M e d , Torino, v. 
31 (21), pp. 418-428, 1 fig. [ W v ] 
S T R A D A , L . ; a n d L O P E S , A . J . 
1926 a.—Notes préliminaries sur le traitement de 
la trypanoee humaine per la germanine (205 
Bayer) CAnn. Soc. Belge Méd. T r o p , v . 5 (2), 
Jan , pp. 179-187. [Wa.] 
1927 a.—Notes complémentaires sur le traitement 
de la trypanose humaine par la germanine (205 
Bayer) CAnn. Soc. Belge Méd. T r o p , v . 7 (1), 
Juillet, pp. 1-13. [W·.] 
STRADOMSKIÏ, B . N . [ С т р а д о м с к и й , Б . H.J 
1924 a.—Вопросы хинной профилактики клини-
ки и терапии малярии на 2-ом Всероссийском 
с'езде по малярии в Москве (14-19 января 
1924 года) [Questions on the chemical prophyl-
axis, clinical aspects and therapeutics of  malaria 
discussed at the All-Russian congress on malaria 
in Moscow (14-19 January, 1924)] [Russian 
text] Cfugo-Vostoch.  Vestnik Zdravookhran, 
v. 3 (1-2), Jan. -Feb, pp. 48-51. [ Y » v ] 
S T R A D O M S K I Ï , Β . Ν . ; P E T R O V S K A Í A , I . Ν . ; P O P O V , V . 
V . ; a n d R U D N E V , G . P . 
1930 a.—Ist es möglich, die menschliche Malaria 
künstlich auf  Versuchstiere zu übertragen? 
CArch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg, v. 34 (9), Sept., 
pp. 515-521. [Wa.] 
S T R A H A N , D O R O T H Y E . [Hyg. Lab. Mississippi State 
Bd. Health] See Otto, Gilbert Fred; Hewitt, 
Redginal I.; and Strahan, Dorothy E. 
S T R A H A N , H E N R Y . See Strachan, Henry. 
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S T R A H A N , J O H N H . 
1048 a.—Quinine by continuous intravenous drip 
in the treatment of  acute falciparum malaria 
<Tr . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v. 41 (5>, 
Mar., pp. 669-676, pi. [Wv) 
S T R A H A N , J O H N H A S I . E T T [ M . В . , В . C h . , В . S c . . D . 
P. H., D. 'Г. M. & H;, Health Off., Prov. Welles-
l e y ] ; a n d N O R R I S , V I C T O R H U G H . 
1934 a.—Notes on the incidence of  filariasis  in 
province Wellesley North <Malayan Med. J., v. 
9 ( 2 ) , June, pp. 4 4 - 4 7 , pi. (map). [ W v ] 
S T R A H L E R , J O S E P H . [ 1 8 2 5 - ] 
1883 a.—Das öffentliche  Gesundheitswesen des 
Regierungs-Bezirks Bromberg in den Jahren 
1873 bis 1882. Verwaltungsbericht. 125 pp. 
Bromberg. [W m . ] 
1887 a.—Generalbericht über das Medizinal- und 
Sanitätswesen des Regierungs-Bezirk. Brom-
berg in den Jahren 1883 bis 1886. 100 pp. 
Bromberg. [ W m . ] 
S T R A I G H T , Ε . M . 
1921 a.—Report of  the superintendent, Experimen-
tal station, Morden, Man. [Stomach worms in 
sheep] <Rep . Exper. Farms, Ottawa (1919-20), 
pp. 143-152. [W».] 
S T R A I N , R I C H A R D E . 
1945 a.—Trichomonas in the male <J . Urol., v. 54 
(5), Nov., pp. 483-485. [W·.] 
S T R A K H O V , V . P. [Страхов, В. П.] 
1897 а.—О современныхъ оперативныхъ спосо-
бахъ лйчешя эхинококковъ печени [Contem-
porary operative methods in the treatment of 
echinococcosis of  the liver] [Russian text] 
< M e d . Obozr., v . 47, Mar., pp. 369-376. [W» . j 
S T R A K O S C H . 
1923 a.—Demonstration eines Falles von Net-
zechinokokkus [Abstract of  report before  Natur-
fors.  u. Med. Gesellsch. Rostock (Eigener 
Bericht.), 14 Juni] <München. Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 70 (30), 27 Juli, p. 999. [W».] 
V O N S T R A K O S C H , E R N E S T A N T H O N Y . [ 1 9 1 0 - ] 
[M. D., Minneapolis, Minn.] See Winer, Louis 
Harry; and von Strakosch, Ernest Anthony. 
S T R A M I G N O N I , G O F F R E D O . 
1924 a.—Un focolaio  di emoglobinuria bovina di 
probabile natura piroplasmatica rilevato nelle 
marche <Nuova Vet., v. 2 (4), 15 Apr., pp. 2 6 -
27 (114-115). [W».] 
S T R A N D , A U G U S T L E R O Y . [1894- ] [Montana 
Agrie. Exper. Station] [See also Gunderson, 
Harold; and Strand, August Leroy.] 
1924 a.—Cyanide for  bedbugs CCircular (123), 
Montana Agrie. Exper. Station, Bozenian, Feb., 
7 pp., 3 figs.  [W».] 
S T R A N D , E M B R I K . [1876- ] 
1912 a.—Eine neue Protozoengattung <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 62 (6), 14 Marz, p. 
471. [Wv] 
1914 a.—Neue Namen verschiedener Tiere <Arch. 
Naturg., Berlin (1914), v. 80, Abt, A (1), pp. 163-
164. [Wv] 
1928 a.—Miscellanea nomenclatorica zoologica et 
palaeontologica. I—II <Arch. Naturg., Berlin 
(1926), .v, 92. Abt. A, (8), Juli, pp. 30-75. [Wv] 
1928 b.—Idem CLatvijas Univ. Sist, Zool. Inst, 
Darbi (27), pp. 30-75. [Wv] 
1929 a.—Nochmals: Schach dem Typenkult! < E n -
tom. Nachrichtenbl., v. 3 (4), Dez., pp. 120-
122. [Wv] 
1929 b.—Protest gegen den sogenannten Ehren-
kodex der Nomenklaturregeln <Zool . Anz., Leip-
zig, v. 85 (1-2), 15 Sept,, pp. 38-39. [Wv] 
1929 c.—Zoological and palaeontological nomencla-
torical notes <Latvijas Univ. Raksti, v. 20, pp. 
3-29. [Wv] 
1929 d.—Zoological and palaeontological nomen-
clatorical notes <Latvijas Univ. Sist, Zool. Inst. 
Darbi (29), pp. 1-29. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
.1930 a.—Nomenklatur und Ethik. Zurückweisung 
nomenklatorischer Entgleisungen der Herren Dr. 
Th. Mortensen und Prof.  Dr. R. Richter <Folia 
Zool. et Hydrobiol., Riga, v. 2 (1), 6 Sept., pp. 
25-46. [Wv] 
S T R A N D , E M B R I K — C o n t i n u e d . 
1930 b.—Ueber die Bedeutung der Typen für  die 
naturhistorische Nomenklatur. pp. 81-100. 
Riga. [At  head of title; Lativijas Universitätes 
Raksti. Acta Universitatis latviensis. Matéma-
tikas un dabas zinätvju fakultâtes serija 1.5] 
[Wv] 
1934 a.—Miscellanea nomenclatorica zoologica et 
palaeontologica. VI. <Folia Zool. et· Hydro-
biol., Riga, v . 6 (2), Oct. 10, pp. 271-277. [Wv] 
1935 a.—Miscellanea nomenclatorica zoologica et 
palaeontologica. VIII <Folia Zool. et Hydro-
biol., Riga, v. 8 (1), Aug. 30, pp. 176. [Wv] 
1936 a.—Miscellanea nomenclatorica zoologica et 
palaeontologica. I X <Folia Zool. et Hydro-
biol., Riga, v. 9 (1), May 23, pp. 167-170. [W».] 
STRANDGAARD, HOLGER. [ 1 8 6 9 - ] 
1900 a.—Et Tilfaelde  af Trikinose som Til feldig 
Komplication ved en Cancer mammae <Ugesk. 
Laeger (46), 16 Nov., pp. 1086-1087. [ W v ] 
S T R A N D I N E , E L D O N J. [Northwest, Univ. and North 
Park Coll.] 
1943 a.—Variations in Microphallus, a genus of 
trematodes, from fishes  of  Lake Lelanau, Michi-
gan <Tr . Am. Micr. Soc., v. 62 (3), July, pp. 
293-300, pis. [W».] 
S T R A N D T M A N N , R U S S E L L W I L L I A M . [1910- ] 
[Entom., Dept. Prevent. Med. and Pub. Health, 
Univ. Texas Med. Br., Galveston] 
1946 a.—Atricholaelaps sigmodoni, a new species of 
mite parasitic on the cotton rat, and notes on the 
genera Atricholaelpas and Ischnolaelaps <Acar-
ina: Laelaptidae) <J . Parasitol., v. 32 (2), Apr., 
pp. 164-169, illus., pl. [W».] 
1947 a.—Atricholaelaps megaventralis, a new species 
of  parasitic mite (Acarina, Laelaptidae) <Proc . 
Entom. Soc. Wash., v. 49 (4), Apr., pp. 112-
114, pi. [Wa.] 
1947 b.—The taxonomic value of  the gnathosome in 
certain Laelaptine mites [Program and Abstr. 
22. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Chicago, Dec. 
29-31] <J . Parasitol., v. 33 (6), Sect. 2, Suppl., 
Dec., p. 12. [Wa.] 
1948 a.—Atricholaelaps traubi and A. chinchillulae, 
from Callosciurius and the Chinchilla respectively 
<Proc. Entom. Soc. Wash., v. 50 (7), Oct., pp. 
187-192, illus. [Wa.] 
[1949 а].—The mesostigmatic nasal mites of  birds. 
I. Two new genera from shore and marsh birds 
<J. Parasitol., v. 34 (6), Dec., 1948, pp. 505-
514, pis. [Issued Jan. 17] [Wv] 
1949 b.—The blood-sucking mites of  the genus 
Haeinolaelaps (Acarina: Laelaptidae) in the 
United States <J. Parasitol., v. 35 (4), Aug., 
pp. 325-352, pis. [W».j 
S T R A N D T M A N N , R U S S E L L W I L L I A M ; a n d E A D B , R . B . 
1947 a.—A new species of  mite, Ichoronyssus  den-
tipes (Acarina: Liponyssinae), from the cotton 
rat <J . Parasitol., v. 33 (1), Feb., pp. 51-56, illus. 
[Wa.} 
S T R A N D T M A N N , R U S S E L L W I L L I A M ; a n d E B E N , D O R O -
THY.* 
1948 a.—A survey of  ectoparasites among rats in 
Galveston and a survey of  tvphus [Title  only] 
<Proc. Texas Acad. Sc., (1946), v. 30, p. 139. 
[Wa.] 
S T R A N D T M A N N , R U S S E L L W I L L I A M ; a n d H U N T , O . E . 
1950 a.— Haemolaclaps  bibbyi, a new rat ectopara-
site from Samar <Proc. Entom. Soc. Wash., v. 
52 (2), Apr., pp. 85-87, pi. [Wa.] 
S T R A N D T M A N N , R U S S E L L W I L L I A M ; a n d M E N Z I E S , 
G E O R G E C . 
1948 a.—A new species of  mite, Hypoaspis  muri-
nus, frequently  taken from Rattus spp. (Laelap-
tidae: Ilypoaspinae) <Ann. Entom. Soc. Am., 
v. 41 (4), Dec., pp. 479-482, pi. [Wv] 
S T R A N G , C . ; a n d W A R R I C K , С . K . 
1948 a.—Radiological demonstration of Ascaris 
infestation  <Brit. J. Radiol. (251), v. 21, Nov., 
pp. 575-578, illus. [ W v ] 
STRANGE, C. R. See Hadley, Frederick Brown; and 
Strange, C. R. 
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S T R A N O » , Ε . H . 
1942 a.—Benzyl benzoate for  the head louse [Let-
ter to editor] <Brit. Med. J. (4245), May 16, pp. 
622-623. [W».] 
S T R A N G E W A Y S , W I N I F R E D I. [Nat. Inst. Med. Re-
search, Hampstead, London] [See also Cohen, 
Aaron; King, Harold; and Strangeways, Wini-
fred  I; and King, Harold; and Strangeways, 
Wini fre  1 I.] 
1935 a.—Trypanocidal action of  two arsenicale, 
K.324 and K.352, on infections  in mice and rab-
bits <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 29 (2), 
17 July, pp. 231-254. [W».] 
1937 a.—Observations on the trypanocidal action 
in vitro of  solutions of  glutathione and ascorbic 
acid <Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 31 
(3), Oct. 22, pp. 405-416. [W«.] 
1937 b.—The trypanocidal activity in vitro of 
aromatic thioarsinites and neoarsphenamine 
[Thesis in part, (Ph. D., Univ, London)] <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 31 (3), Oct. 22, pp. 
387-404. [W«.] 
1940 a.—Protracted immunity in rabbits cured of 
Trypanosoma  rhodesiense infection  with aromatic 
arsenical compounds [Abstract] <3. Internat. 
Cong. Microbiol. (N. York, Sept. 2-9, 1939) 
Rep. Proc., pp. 466-467. [W>.] 
S T R A N G E W A Y S - P I G G , T H O M A S . [1866-1926] See 
Nuttall, George Henry Falkiner; Cobbett, Louis; 
and Strangeways-Pigg, Thomas. 
S T R A N G M E Y E R , A U G U S T . [ 1 8 8 5 - ] 
1913 a,—Beiträge zur Pharmakologie des Jods. 
Inaug.-Diss. (Göttingen). 43 pp. Göttingen. 
[W m . j 
S T R A N I G G , H E R M A N N . [ D r . , K . u . K . U n t e r t i e r a r z t i . 
d. R.] 
1916 a.—Räudeerfahrungen  CTierärztl. Zentralbl., 
v. 39 (24), Aug. 20, pp. 230-231. [A1».] 
S T R A N K O W S K I , M I C H A L . [Lab. Zool. Univ. Varsovie] 
[See also Lukasiak, Jakob; and Strankowski, 
Michal; and Stefañski, Witold; and Strankowski, 
Michal; and Stefañski, Witold; Strankowski, 
Michal; and Nagórski, Feliks] 
(1935 a).—Wplyw warunków zewnçtrznych an 
dwojaki cykl rozwojowy Polystomum integerri-
mum, Froelich, 1791 <Czasopismo Przyrod., 
Zesz 4. 
(1936 a).— Anatomia Polystoma ocellatum Rud. 
<Czasopismo Przyrod., Zesz 4. 
1936 b.—Budowa anatomiczna Polystoma ocella-
tum Rud. Structure anatomique de. Polystoma 
ocellatum Rud. <Sprawoz. Posied. Towarzyst. 
Nauk Warszawsk., Wydz. 4, v. 29 (4-6), pp. 116-
118, illus. [W°.] 
1937 a.·—Badania anatomiczne nad Polystoma 
ocellatum Rud. Recherches anatomiques sur Poly-
stoma ocellatum Rud. [French text] <Zool. 
Polon., v. 2 (1), pp. 1-20, illus. [W«.j 
S T R A N S K Y , E U G E N . [Dr., Reichsanst. F. Mutter u. 
Säuglingsfürsorg.  Wienj 
1932 a.—Sobre las infecciones intestinales del niño 
de pecho [German, English and French sum-
maries] <Paidoterapia (128), v. 11 (8), Dec., pp. 
805-826. [Y"m .] 
1934 a.—Blood-picture in helminthiasis of  children 
<Indian J. Pediat., v. 1 (4), July, pp. 281-286. 
[W m . ] 
S T R A N S K Y , E U G E N E ; a n d D A U I S - L A W A S , D O M I -
C I A N A F . 
1948 a.—On hookworm anemia in children [Ger-
man and French summaries] <Ann. Paediat,, 
Basel, v. 171 (3), Sept., pp. 121-138. [W»J 
1949 a.—On the effect  of  secondary infections  on 
. the development of  hookworm anemia; observa-
tions on the role of  secondary infections  in iron 
deficiency  anemia <Ann. Paediat,, Basel, v. 173 
(5), Nov., pp. 281-298. [W»J 
S T R A N S K Y , E U G E N E . [ M . D . ] ; a n d Q U I N T O S , F L O R E N -
C I O Ν . 
1947 a.—On hookworm anemia (aplastic anemia 
in hookworm disease) <Blood, v. 2 (1), Jan., pp. 
63-71. [W>".] 
v. S T R A N S K Y , F R A N Z . [Dr., Asst., Klinik. Prof. R. v. 
Jaksch, Prag] 
1897 a.—Ein Fall von Trichinose <Prag. Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 22 (50), 16 Dec., pp. 597-598. 
[W·. ] 
1898 a.—Ueber einen Fall von Trichonosè [Ab-
stract of  1897 a] <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., 
v. 8 (9), Juni, p. 171. [W\ W » | 
S T R A N Z , I . 
(1941 a).—Treatment of  liver fluke  in pigs <Allat, 
Lapok, v. 64, p. 108. 
S T R A S B U R G E R , E D U A R D . [1844-1912] [Prof., Bonn 
a. Rhein] 
1894 a.-—Ueber periodische Reduktion der Chromo-
senzahl im Entwicklungsgang der Organismen 
<Biol. Centralbl., v. 14 (23), 1 Dec., pp. 817-
838; (24), 15 Dec., pp. 849-866. [W\ W m , W«.] 
S T R A S B U R G E R , J U L I U S . [See also Schmidt, Adolf 3 
and Strasburger, Julius. 
1910 a.—Demonstration eines Kranken mit Balan-
tidium coli [Demonstration before Niederrhein. 
Gesellsch. Nat.- u. Heilk. Bonn, 18 Juli] 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 36 (50), 15 Dec., 
p. 2364. [W».] 
1919 a.—Zur Differentialdiagnose  von Darmpara-
siten <Med. Klin., Berlin (780) ν . 15 (46), Nov. 
16, p. 1168. [Wm . ] 
1926 a.—[Die tierischen Darmschmarotzer des 
Menschen mit Ausschluss der Protozoen] IL 
Klinischer Teil CHandb. Inneren Med. (Mohr 
u. Stähelin), 2. Aufl.,  v. 3, 2. Teil: Erkrankungen 
der Verdauungsorgane, 2. Teil, pp. 651-662. 
i w - j 
S T R A S S E N , O T T O A L B E R T . [1889- ] [Mettmann] 
1915 a,—Ueber den Befund  von Oxyuris vermìcu-
laris im weiblichen Genitaltraktus mit einem 
neuen Fall aus dem pathologischen Institut zu 
Bonn. Inaug.-Diss. (Bonn). 28 pp. Bonn. 
[W».] 
Z U R S T R A S S E N , O T T O K A R L L A D I S L A U S . [1869-
[Prof.  Zool., Leipzig] 
1891 a.—Ueber Filaria  rigida. Vorläufige  Mittheil-
ung <Zool. Anz., Leipzig (379), v. 14, 14 Dec., 
pp. 437-439. [W», W">, W·.] 
1892 a.—Idem. [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
v. 11 (9-10), 9 März, pp. 313-314. [Wa, W » , W«.] 
1892 b.—Bradynemia rigidum v. Sieb. <Ztschr. 
Wissensch. Zool., v. 54 (4), 18 Oct,, pp. 655-747, 
pis. 29-33, figs.  1-98. [W·.] 
1892 е.—Idem. Diss. 91 pp., pis. [missing], Leip-
zig. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1893 a.—Bradynema rigidum [Abstract of  1892 b] 
<J. Roy. Micr. Soc. (5), Oct., pp. 633-634. [W», 
W » , W«.] 
1894 a.—Ueber das röhrenförmige Oigan von On-
c ho lai m us <Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 58 (3), 
16 Oct., pp. 460-474, pl. 29, figs.  1-15. [W·.] 
1895 a.—Entwicklungsmechanische Beobachtungen 
an Ascaris <Verhandl. Deutsch. Zool. Gesellsch. 
(5. Jahresversamml., Strassb., 4-6 Juni), pp. 83-
95, figs.  1-6; discussion, pp. 95-96. [W°, Lib. 
Stiles] 
1896 a.—Riesenembryonen bei Ascaris <Biol. Cen-
tralbl., v. 16 (11), 1. Juni, pp. 426-433, figs.  1-3. 
[W», W">, W·.] 
1896 b.—Embryonalentwickelung der Ascaris 
mcgalocephala <Arch. Entwicklngsmechn. Or-
gan., v. 3 (1), 24 März, pp. 27-105, figs.  1-24, 
pis. 5-9, 49 figs.;  (2), 12 Mai, pp. 133-190, figs. 
25-26. [W- . ] 
1898 a.—Uebèr das Wesen der thierischen Form-
bildung CVerhandl. Deutsch. Zool. Gesellsch. 
(8. Jahresversamml., Heidelb., 1.-3. Juni), pp. 
142-156, figs.  1-10. [W«.] 
1898 b.—[Mikroskopische Präparate einiger Riese-
neier und Riesenembryonen von Ascaris megalo-
cephala] [Demonstration] <Ibidem, p. 179. 
[W·.] 
1898 c.—Ueber die Riesenbildung bei Ascaris-
Eiern <Arch. Entwcklngsmech. Organ., v. 7 
(4), pp. 642-676, illus., pis. [Issued Dec. 23] 
|W"v] 
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Z U R S T R A S S E N , O T T O K A R L L A D I S L A U S — C o n t i n u e d . 
1901 a.—Ueber die Lage der Centrosomen in ruhen-
den Zellen <Arch. Entwcklngsmechn. Organ, 
v. 12 (1), 7. Mai, pp. 134-161, figs.  1-10. [W·.] 
1903 a.—Geschichte der T-Riesen von Ascaris 
megalocephala. Teil 1 <Zoologica, Stuttgart, v. 
17, Heft 40 I, 1. Lief, pp. 1-37, 5 1, figs. A -M, 
pis. l - ó , figs.  1-67. [W·.] 
1904 a.—Anthraconema, eine neue Gattung freile-
bender Nematoden <Zool. Jahrb., Jena, Suppl, 
7, Festschr. 70. Geburtst. A. Weismann, pp. 301-
346, figs. A-J, pis. 15-16, figs.  1-9. [W», W·.] 
1904 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool. Centralbl, v. 11 
(11-12), 28 Juni, pp. 380-382. [W», W·.] 
1906 a.—Die Geschichte der T-Riesen von Ascaris 
megalocephala als Grundlage zu einer Entwickel-
ungsmechanik dieser Spezies [Continuation of 
1903 al <Zoologica, Stuttgart, v. 17, Heft 40 II, 
2. Lief, pp. 39-342, figs. N - Y Y Y Y . [W·.] 
1907 a.—Filaria medinensis und Ichthyonema 
<Verhandl. Deutsch. Zool. Gesellsch. (17. 
Jahresversamml, Rostock u. Lübeck, 21-23 Mai), 
pp. 110-129, figs.  1-8. [W·.] 
1908 a.—Idem [Abstract] <BuU. Inst, Pasteur, 
Paris, v. 6 (2), 30 Jan, pp. 94-95. [W\ W-».] 
1908 b.—Idem. [Abstract of  1907 a] <Zool. 
Jahresb, Vermes, p. 48. [WV] 
1908 c.—Geschichte der T-Ricsen von Ascaris 
megalocephala. Teil 1. [Abstract of  1903 a] 
<Zool. Centralbl, v.15 <16-17), 29 Sept, pp. 
481-489. [W\ W·.] 
1908 d.—Die Geschichte der T-Riesen von Ascaris 
megalocephala als Grundlage zu einer Entwickel-
ungsmechanik dieser Species. 1. [Abstract of 
1906 a] <Zool. Jahresb, Vermes, p. 46. [W».] 
1908 е.—Idem. 2. [Abstract of  1906 a] <Zool. 
Centralbl, v. 15 (16-17), 29 Sept., pp. 481-489. 
[W\ W·.] 
1908 f. —Zur Widerlegung des Vitalismus <Arch. 
Entwcklngsmechn. Organ, v. 26 (1), 24 Juli, 
pp. 153-177. [Wm.] 
1908 g.—Idem [Abstract] <Zooi. Centralbl, v. 
15 (16-17), 29 Sept., pp. 489-490. [W·, W·.] 
S T B A S S E B , A L O I S . [1867- ] 
1894 a.-—Wirkungsweise der Hydrotherapie bei 
Malaria <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr, v. 20 
(45), 8 N o v , pp. 861-862. [W», Wm.] 
S T R A S S E R , A L O I S ; a n d W O L F , H . 1 
1904 a.—Ueber Malariarecidive <B1. Klin. Hydro-
therap, v. 14 (3), März, pp. 45-53. [Wm.] 
1905 a.—Ueber Malariarecidive <Wien. Klin, v. 
31 (4), Apr, pp. 105-128. [W·".] 
S T R A S S E R , J O S E F . 
1915 a.—Ein bemerkenswerter Fall von Elephantia-
sis nostras <Med. Klin, Berlin, v. 11 (26), 27 
Juni, p. 727, figs.  1-2. [Wm.] 
S T R A S S E R , W I L L I A M . See Mavor, James Watt; and 
Strasser, William. 
S T R A S S G U T L , A D A M . 
1774 a.—Dissertatio inauguralis medica sistens his-
torian) vermium et febrem verminosam. Inaug. 
Diss. (Viennae) [34] pp. Viennae. [Wm . ] 
1776 a.—Diss, inauguralis medica sistens historiam 
vermium et febrem verminosam <Op. Min. 
Med. et Diss. (Wasserberg), v. 4, pp. 303-324. 
[W"·.] 
S T R A S S L , J O H . [Dr. Med. Vet , Waldzell, Oberöster-
reich] 
1933 a.—Erfahrungen  mit dem Wurmmittel Noemin 
<Wien. Tierärztl. Monatschr, v. 20 (6), 15 
März, pp. 174-175. [W-.] 
S T R A S S M A N N . 
1910 a.—Demonstration eines Beckenechinococcus 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr, v. 36 (4), 27 Jan, 
p. 195. [W», Wm.] 
S T R A S S M A N N , E . [Berlini 
(1931? a).—Trichloräthvlenvergiftung? <Aerztl. 
Sachverst.-Ztg. (4). 
1931 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Deutsche Med. Wchn-
echr, v. 57 (13), 27 März, p. 560. [W».] 
S T R A S S M A N N , P . 
1910 a.—Vaginale Radikaloperation bei Echinokok-
kus im Becken und Omentum <Zentralbl. Gy-
näk, v. 34 (6), Feb. 5, p. 193. [Wm.] 
STRASSNER. [Kreisphysikus, Halberstadt] 
1895 a.—Trichinenepidemie in Klein-Quenstedt 
<Ztschr. Med.-Beamte, v. 8 (19), 1. Oct , pp. 
500-504. [Wm.] 
1896 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. 
Milchhyg, v. 6 (5), Feb , pp. 91-92. [W·, W'".] 
S T R A T , C . See Nieolesco, P.; Iamandi; and Strat, C . 
and Nicolesco, P.; Strat, C.; and Iamandi. 
STRATER, P. [Dr., St. Josefs-Hosp, Hagen] 
1921 a.—Operativ geheilter Fall von Askaridenileus 
<Centralbl. Chir, v. 48 (33), Aug. 20, pp. 1188-
1189, illus. [Wm.] 
STRATFORD, S. J. [Surgeon, Dispensary Dis. Eye] 
1828 a.—A manual of  the anatomy, physiology, and 
diseases of  the eye and its appendages. 199 pp., 
1 pi. London. [Wm.] 
S T R A T H A M , J . C . B . [ M a j . ] ; a n d B U T L E R , G . G . 
1913 a.—Note on certain bodies found  by liver 
puncture in a case of  fever  associated with splenic 
enlargement <J. Rov. Army Med. Corps, v. 21 
(6), D e c , pp. 629-635, 1 p i , figs.  1-18. [W·.] 
STRATHAUSEN, ERNST. [Arzt, Hei l igenstadt] 
1889 a.—Ein Fall von Echinococcus multilocularis. 
Diss. 19 pp. München. [Wm . ] 
1890 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Cent.ralbl. Bakteriol, 
v. 7 (22), 24 Mai, p. 716. [W\ Wm, W·.] 
S T R A T M A N - T H O M A S , W A R R E N K I D W E L L . [1899- ] 
[Ph. D , M. D „ D. T. M. and H „ Malariol, 
State Dept. Pub. Health, Tennessee] [See also 
Boyd, Mark Frederick; and Stratman-Thomas, 
Warren Kidwell; and Boyd, Mark Frederick; 
Stratman-Thomas, Warren Kidwell ; and Kit-
chen, Stuart Fordyce; and Boyd, Mark Fred-
erick; Stratman-Thomas, Warren Kidwell; and 
Muench, Hugo; and Knisely, Melvin Henry; 
Stratman-Thomas, Warren Kidwell; and Eliot, 
Theodore Sessinghaus; and Loevenhart, Arthur 
Solomon; and Stratman-Thomas, Warren Kid-
well; and Matheson, Robert; Boyd, Mark Fred-
erick; and Stratman-Thomas, Warren Kidwell; 
and Ridgon, Raymond Harrison; and Stratman-
Thomas, Warren Kidwell] 
1935 a.—Studies on benign tertian malaria. 8. 
Observations on splenomegaly <Am. J. H y g , v. 
21 (2), Mar , pp. 361-363. [W».] 
1936 a.—The effect  of  temperature on the sporo-
gonous cycle of  Plasmodium, vi vax [Title  only 
of  report before  31. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Trop. 
M e d , St. Louis, Missouri, Nov. 20-22, 1935] 
<Am. J. Trop. M e d , v. 16 (2), Mar , p. 233. 
[W*.] 
S T R A T M A N - T H O M A S , W A R R E N K I D W E L L ; a n d B A K E R , 
F R E D C O R N E L L . 
1936 a.—Anopheles barberi Coquillet, as a vector of 
Plasmodium virax Grassi and Feletti <Am. J. 
H y g , v. 24 (1), July, pp. 182-183. [W·.] 
S T R A T M A N - T H O M A S , W A R R E N K I D W E L L ; B A R B E R , 
M A R S H A L L A L B E R T ; a n d C A R T E R , J . C . 
1937 a.—Extract of  the report on the work of  the 
International health division of  the Rockefeller 
foundation  in Cyprus, 1936 <Ann. Med. and 
San. Rep. Cyprus (1936), pp. 44-54. [W"'.] 
S T R A T M A N - T H O M A S , W A R R E N K I D W E L L ; a n d D U -
L A N E Y , A N N A D E A N . 
1940 a.—Immunologic studies in malaria with 
special reference  to the diagnosis of  malaria 
<Am. J. Trop. M e d , v. 20 (5), Sept, pp. 717-
725, illus. [Wa.] 
S T R A T M A N - T H O M A S , W A R R E N K I D W E L L ; a n d L O E V E N -
H A R T , A R T H U R S O L O M O N . 
1928 a.—The therapeutic value of  etharsanol and 
proparsanol in experimental trypanosomiasis in 
rats and rabbits <J. Pharmacol, and Exper. 
Therap, v. 33 (4), Aug , pp. 459-477. [W·.] 
S T R A T T O N , E R N E S T K. [ M . D , San Francisco! 
1939 a.—Rat mite dermatitis <Calif.  and West. 
M e d , v. 51 (6), D e c , p. 391. [W">.] 
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S T R A T T O N , F R E E M A N C . 
1925 a.—Cause and prevention of  fits  <Fur Trade 
J. Canada, v. 2 (10). June, pp. 9,16-19, illus. 
[W. l 
S T R A T T O N , T H O M A S . ( M . D . , Edinburgh) 
1843 a.—On the existence of  Entozoa in the shut 
cavities of  living animals [Letter to George 
Ballingall dated Dee., 1S42] <Edinb. Med. and 
S. J. (156), v. 60 (3), pp. 261-262. [W">, W4] 
1843 b.—Ueber das Vorkommen von Entozoen in 
den geschlossenen Höhlen lebender Thiere 
[Transi, of  1843 a] < N . Notiz. Geb. Nat.- u. 
Heilk. (605), v. 28 (11), Nov., pp. 167-168. [W™, 
W·.] 
v. S T R A U B , G E O R G A D O L P H . [1820-1883] [For necrol-
ogy see Repert. Thierh., v. 45, 1884, pp. 73-78] 
[W».J [See also von Grebner, Joseph; and von 
Straub, Georg Adolph] 
1854 a.—Wurmleiden bei einem Pferde.  Klinische 
Beobachtung <Repert. Thierh., v. 15, pp. 249-
250. [ W m . ] 
1872 a.—Räude (Mittheilungen aus den Jahres-
berichter der Oberamtsthierärzte) <Repert. 
Thierh., v. 33, pp. 147-151. [W·.] 
1873 a.—-Räude (Mittheilungen aus den Jahresber-
ichten der Oberamtsthierärzte für  das Jahr 1871) 
<Repert. Thierh., v. 34, pp. 124-126; 306-308. 
[W'J 
1873 b.—Trichinen (Mittheilungen aus den Jah-
resberichten der Oberamtsthierärzte für  das 
Jahr 1871) <Repert. Thierh., v. 34, pp. 324-
326. [W«.] 
1874 a.—Schaf-Räude  (Mittheilungen aus den 
Jahresberichten der Oberamtsthierärzte für  das 
Jahr 1873) <Repert. Thierh., v. 35, pp. 327-
328. [W'J 
1875 a.—Mittheilungen aus den Jahresberichten 
der Oberamtsthierärzte für  das Jahr 1874 Clbi-
dem, v. 36, pp. 297-395. [W-. ] 
1877 a.—Idem . . . für  das Jahr 1876 Clbidem, v. 
38, pp. 223-317. [Wm.] 
1879 a.—Mittel gegen Milben und Hühnerläuse 
(Bericht über das Veterinärwesen im Königreich 
Württemberg für  das Jahr 1878) CRepert. 
Thierh., v. 40, p. 273. [W«.] 
1879 b.—Schafräude  (Bericht über das Veterin-
ärwesen im Königreich Württemberg für  das 
Jahr 1878) CRepert. Thierh., v. 40, pp. 246-
247. [W·.] 
STRAUB, M. 1 [Dr., Hoogleeraar Oogheelk., Univ. 
Amsterdam.] 
1906 a.—Leerboek der Oogziekten. 336 pp., 118 
figs. Leiden. [W1».] 
STRAUB, M.» [Geneesheer, Deli Mij. Medan] [See 
also Schwarz, Jan; and Straub, M.] 
1924 a.—Amoebiasis penis (venerica!) CGeneesk. 
Tijdschr. Nederl-Indië, v. 64 (6), pp. 989-990, 
illus. [W·.] 
1925 a.—Tetrachloorkoolstofvergiftiging  in twaalf 
gevallen CGeneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 
65 (5), pp. 624-645, pl., figs.  1-3. [W·.] 
S T R A U B , M . » [Dr., Assoc. Path. Anat. Lab., Bin-
nen-Gasthuis, Amsterdam] 
1936 a.—De besmetting met Fentastomum  denticu-
latum bij den mensch te Amsterdam (English 
and German summaries] CNederl. Tijdschr. 
Geneesk., v. 80, 2. Helft (14), Apr. 4, pp. 1468-
1471, pis. [B'», W·».] 
S T R A U B , W A L T H E R . [1874- ] [München] 
1924 a.—Die Filixgruppe CHandb. Exper. Pharm-
akol. (Heffter),  v. 2, 2. Hälfte, pp. 1548-1562, 
figs.  1-4. [ W ' J 
S T R A U B , W . 
1924 a.—Zur therapeutischen Beherrschung des 
Oleum Chenopodii CKlin. Wchnschr., v. 3 (44), 
28 Okt., p. 1993. [W».] 
STRAUS. See Liouville, H.; and Straus. 
S T R A U S , B E R N A R D ; a n d G E N N I S , J O S E P H . 
1948 a.—Evaluation of  pentaquine as a cure of  re-
lapsing vivax malaria; a controlled study of  95 
cases CBull. N. York Acad. Med., v. 24 (6), 
June, pp. 395-396. [W®.] 
S T R A U S , F R A N C I S H . 
1940 a.—Echinococcus disease of  the liver Clnter-
nat. Clin., n. s. 3, v. 2, pp. 169-177, illus. [W®.] 
S T R A U S - D U R C K H E I M , H E R C U L E E U G È N E G R É G O I R E . 
[1790-1865] 
1828 a.—Considérations générales sur l'anatomie 
comparée des animaux articulés, auxquelles on a 
joint l'anatomie descriptive du Melolontha vul-
garis (Hanneton), donnée comme exemple de l'or-
ganisation des coléoptères. 434 pp., 36 pp., 10 
pis. Paris. Strasbourg et Bruxelles. [W·.] 
STRAUSS.1 [Kreisphysikus, Sanitätsrath] 
1880 a.—Trichinosis in Barmen CDeutsche Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 6 (34), 21 Aug., pp. 461-462. 
[W->.] 
STRAUSS.' [Fleischbeschauer, Elsterberg] 
1904 a.—Tagesgeschichte. Finnenfunde  [in einem 
Kalbe, Elsterberg] CZtschr. Ges. Fleischbe-
schau, v. 2 (5), Dec. 1, p. 78. [Ch·.] 
S T R A U S S , A L F R E D . See Korsch, Liselotte; and 
Strauss, Alfred. 
S T R A U S S , E D . See Kudicke, Robert; Strauss, Ed.; 
and Collier, Werner Adalbert. 
STRAUSS, H. [Prof.,  Berlin] 
1911 a.—Echinococcus der Nebenniere [Abstract 
of  report before Hufeland. Gesellsch., 8 Dec. 
1910] CBerl. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 48 (1), 2 Jan., 
p. 40. [W».J 
1911 b.—Kyste hydatique d'une capsule surrénale 
[Abstract of  report before  Soc. Hufeland, Berlin, 
8 Déc. 19101 С Presse Méd., v. 19 (3), 11 Jan., 
p. 20. [W·.] 
1911 c.—Echinococcus der Nebenniere [Abstract 
of  report read Dec. 8, 1910] CVeröffentl.  Hufe-
land. Gesellsch. Berlin (1910), 1. Teil, pp. 27-28. 
[Wm.] 
1916 a.—Fall von Bilharzia-Erkrankung CBerl. 
Klin. Wchnschr., v. 53 (51), 18 Dez., pp. 1376-
1377. [W».] 
1916 b.—Fall von Bilharzia [Abstract of  report 
before Verein. Aerztl. Gesellsch., Berlin, 29 Nov.] 
CDeutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 42 (52), 28 Dez., 
p. 1617. [W·.] 
1917 a.—Zur Pathologie der Bilharziaerkrankung 
CBerl. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 54 (20), 14 Mai, pp. 
477-478, figs.  1-2. [W·.] 
1921 a.—Ueber Trichinose CBerl. Klin. Wchn-
schr. v. 58 (6), 7 Feb., pp. 121-125, 2 figs.  [Wv] 
S T R A U S S , J O H N F R A N K . See Girault., Alexandre Ar-
sène; and Strauss, John Frank. 
S T R A U S S , J O S E F . 
1918 a.—Räudetilgung im Felde CBerl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 34 (39), 26 Sept., pp. 384-385. 
[Wv] 
S T R A U S S , W . 
1934 a.—Chininanwendung gegen Ichthyophthir-
ius CWchnschr. Aquar.- u. Terrarienk., v. 31 
(4), Jan. 23, p. 59. [W·, Y 4 
STRAYER, J. W. [Evansville, Indiana] See Crirnm, 
Paul Dearth; Strayer, J. W. ; and Short, 
Darwin, M. 
STREBEL, J. [Dr . , Luzern] 
1922 a.—Papillitis mit Ausgang in Atrophie bei 
Tänia solium. Zur Diagnose des subretinalen 
Zystizerkus CSchweiz. Med. Wchnschr., v. 52 
(23), June 8, pp. 586-588, illus. [Wm.] 
STREBEL, M. [Bezirksthierarzt, Freiburg, Schweiz] 
1877 a.—Die Lungenwurmkrankheit des Jung-
viehs CZtschr. Vet.-Wissensch., v. 5 (4-5), pp. 
189-198. [Wm.] 
1901 a.—Eine kleine Statistik CSchweiz.-Arch. 
Thierh., v. 43 (5), Sept.-Oct., pp. 210-220. [W», 
W m . ] 
S T R E B O R . 
1906 a.—Aloes and ticks [Letter to editor dated 
Dec. 4] CAgric. J., Cape Town, v. 28 (1), Jan., 
p. 123. [W».] 
S T R E C K E I S E N . [ D r . ] 
1840 a.—[Eingeweiderwürmer im Darmkanal] [Ab-
stract of  report read 6 Feb. 1839] cBer. Ver-
handl. Naturf.  Gesellsch. Basel (Aug. 1838-Juli 
1840), v. 4, pp. 41-42. [W·.] 
492 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT O AGRICULTURE 
STRÉE. See Cathala, J.; Maingot, G.; and Strée. 
.STREEK, G. M. [Dr.] [¿»V also Zaina); Streef, G. M.; 
and Streef-Spaan, Λ. M.] 
S T R E E F , G . M . ; a n d S T B E E F - S P A A N , A . M . 
(,1940 a).—Eiwitspectrum en oedeem bij de an-
• kylostomiasis <Handel. 8. Nederl.-Indisch 
Natüurwetensch. Cong. (Soerabaja, July, 1938), 
pp. 245-247. 
STREEF-SPAAN, A. M. See Streef,  G. M.; and Streef-
Spaan, A. M.; and Zainal; Streef,  G. M.; and 
Streef-Spaan,  A. M. 
S T R E E T , L I O N E L A. B. [M. D., Kyoto, Japan] 
1904 a.—An incomplete report of  two cases of 
chronic malarial cachexia < N . York Med. J. 
[etc.] (1354), v. 80 (20), Nov. 12, pp. 917-919, 
figs.  1-5. [W\ W">, W·.] 
S T R E E T E R , W I L L I A M R . [Winchester, Illinois] 
1945 a.—Parasitic otorrhea <Vet, Med., v. 40 
(12), Dec., pp. 412-413, illus. [W».] 
S T R E E T S , R O B E R T B U R L E Y . [Assoc. Plant Path.] 
1943 a.—Diseases of  the rose in Arizona <Bull. 
(190), Arizona Agrie. Exper. Station, Oct., 25 pp., 
pis. [W·.] 
S T R E E T T , D A V I D . [M. D . , Prof., Prin. and Pract· 
Med. and Clin. Med., Baltimore Med. Coll.] 
1893 a.—Amoeba coli: Or the report of  a case of 
amoebic dysentery <Maryland Med. J. (661), 
v. 30 (5), Nov. 25, pp. 92-99. [ f f "J 
S T R E H L E R . [ K . Landgerichtsarzt, Mallersdorf,  Nie-
derbayern] 
1841 a.—Gewagte Aussprüche über die Heilung 
des Speichelflusses  und der Krätze. Einige un-
maasgebliche Bermerkungen <Med. Cor.-Bl. 
Bayer. Aerzte, v. 2 (48), 27 Nov., pp. 753-763. 
W 
S T R E I C H , W E R N E R . 
(1938 a).—Parasitenbefunde  bei gesunden Schlacht-
schweinen. Inaug.-Diss. (Hannover). 34 pp. 
1938 b.—Idem [Abstract] CJahresb. Yet.-Med., 
v. 63 (7-8), July 23, p. 392. [W»J 
S T R E I C H E R , M . H . [ M . D., Chicago] 
1935 a.—Liver abscess (amebic) in boy aged seven 
years <Illinois Med. J., v. 67 (5), May, pp. 468-
470. [W'".| . 
S T R E I C H E R , M I C H A E L H . 
1948 a.—Diarrhea <Am. J. Digest. Dis., v. 15 
(12), Dec., pp. 404-407. [W».] 
STREIGNART. [Liège] 
1932 a.—Un cas de ladrerie révélé par les rayons X 
<J. Radiol, et Electrol., v. 16 (12), Dec., pp. 
608-612, illus. [W"'.] 
1933 a.—Un cas de ladrerie révélé par les rayons X 
<Ann. Parasitol., v. 11 (1), 1 Jan., pp. 17-19, 
1 fig. [W·.] 
S T R E I T , K U R T . [Dr., Frauenspital, Basel] 
1936 a.—Zur Diagnostik der Trichomonas  vaginalis 
<Schweiz. Med. Wchnschr., v. 66 (2), Jan. 11, 
pp. 54-56. [Ba*.] [Also photostat copy: Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
1937 a.—Zur Pathogenität der Trichomonas  vagina-
lis <Ztschr. Geburtsh. u. Gynäk., v. 114 (2), 
Feb. 9, pp. 154-174, illus. [W».| 
STREITBERG. [Thierarzt, Pappenheim] 
1901 a.—[Arsenik gegen Spulwürmer beim Pferde] 
<Wclinschr. Thierh. u. Viehzucht, v. 45 (23), 4 
Juni, pp. 273-274. [W\ W">.] 
1902 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Thierärztl. Centralbl., 
v. 25 (3), 20 Jan.. p. 51. [W>«.1 
S T R E L K O V , A L E K S A N D R A L E K S A N D R O V I C H . [Стрелков, 
Александр Александрович] [Mikrobiol. Inst., 
Leningrad] [See also Pollanskil, fur. I.; and 
Strelkov, Aleksandr Aleksandrovich] 
1928 a.—К морфологии рода Cycloposthium 
(Infusoria Oligotricha) [Author's abstract] 
(Contributions to the morphology of  genus Cy-
cloposthium (Infusoria  Oligotricha) [Russian 
text] <Trudy 3. Vseross. S'ezda Zool., Anat. i 
Gistol. (Leningrad, 14-20 Dek., 1927), pp. 158-
159. [Wv] 
S T R E L K O V , A L E K S A N D R A L E K S A N D R O V I C H — C o n t i n u e d . 
192S b.—Nouvelles espèces du genre Cyclopos-
thium habitant l'intestin du cheval <Ann. 
Parasitol., v. 6 (2), 1 Avril, pp. 164-178, figs. 
I-8. [W».] 
1929 a.—Morphologische Studien über oligo-
triche Infusorien  aus dem Darme des Pferde«. 
I. Aeussere Morphologie und Skelett der Gat-
tung Cycloposthium Bundle <Arch. Protistenk., 
v. 68 (3), 28 Dez., pp. 503-554, figs.  1-29, pis. 
II-12, figs.  1-25. [W».] 
1929 b.—Weiteres über die neuen Arten der Gat-
tung Cycloposthium aus dem Darme des Pferdes 
und des Esels <Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 83 (1—4), 
15 Juni, pp. 63-70, figs.  14t. [W\] 
1931 a.—Morphologische Studien über oligotriche 
Infusorien  aus dem Darme des Pferdes.  II. 
Cytologische Untersuchungen der Gattung 
Cycloposthium Bundle <Arch. Protistenk., v. 
75 (2), 30 Okt., pp. 191-220, figs.  1-12, pis. 
14-15, figs.  1-30. [W».] 
1931 b.—Morphologische Studien über oligotriche 
Infusorien  aus dem Darme des Pferdes.  III. 
Körperbau von Tripalmaria  dogieli Gassovsky 
<Arch. Protistenk., v. 75 (2), 30 Okt., pp. 221-
254, figs.  1-18, pl. 16, figs.  1-12. [Wa.] 
1931 е.—Ueber die Fauna des Colons beim Zebra 
<Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 94 (1-2), 10 Apr., 
pp. 37-54, figs.  1-7. [Wa.] 
1939 a.—Паразитические инфузории из кишеч-
ника непарно-копытных семейства Equidae 
(Монография). Диссертация на степень док-
тора биологических наук (Parasitical Infusoria 
from the intestine of Ungulata belonging to the 
family  Equidae. A monograph [Dissertation 
for  the degree of  doctor of  biological science]) 
[Russian text; English summary] <Uchen Zapi-
ski Leningrad. Gosudarstv. Pedagog. Inst. Gert-
sena, v. 7, Fak. Estestv. Nauk (7), 260 pp., illus., 
pis. [Lib. Rees] 
S T R E L K O V , A L E K S A N D R A L E K S A N D R O V I C H ; a n d 
P O L Î A N S K I Ï , T U R . I . 
1937 a.—О процессе естественного отбора у не-
которых Infusoria  Entodiniomorpha (On na-
tural selection in some Infusoria  Entodiniomor-
pha) [Russian text; English summary] <Zool. 
Zhurnal, v. 16 (1), pp. 77-87, illus. [Wa.] 
S T R E L K O V , A L E K S A N D R A L E K S A N D R O V I C H ; P O L Î A N -
S K I Ï , f u n .  I . ; a n d I S A K O V A - K E O , M . M . 
1933 a.—О путях заражения жвачных инфузори-
ями населяющими рубец и сетку (Ueber die 
Infektionswege  der im Pansen und in der Haube 
der Wiederkäuer befindlichen  Infusorien) [Rus-
sian text; German summary] <Trudy Lenin-
grad. Obsh. Estestvois-, Otdel. Zool., v. 62 (3), 
pp. 309-340. [W·.] 
STRELKOV, N . M . [ С т р е л к о в , H . M . ] 
1942 a.—Лечение лошадей пораженных чесот-
кой мылом " К " [Treatment of  equine scabies 
with " К " soap] [Russian text] <Veterinari® 
(6),-June, pp. '21-23. [ f f» . ] 
S T R E L K O V А, О. I. See Zavadovskiï, M. M.; Ivanova, 
S. Α.; Vorob'eva, Ε . I.; and Strelkova, О. I, 
STRELNIKOV, T. D. [Leningrad, Russia] 
1928 a.—Mermis parasitism in Pachycondyla 
striata <Psyche, v. 35 (4), Dec., pp. 199-200, 
fig.  1. [W».] 
S T R E M P E L , C. See Odier, Louis, 1827 a. 
STRENG, W. [Dr., Asst.-Arzt, Med. Klinik, Leipzig] 
1892 a.—Infusorien  im Sputum bei Lungengan-
grän <Fortsehr. Med., v. 10 (19), 1 Oct., pp. 
757-763. [W«, W».[ 
S T R E S E M A N N , E R W I N . [1S89- ] [Dr., Berlin] 
1933 a.—[Aves] Parasiten CHandb. Zool. (Küken-
thal u. Krumbach), v. 7, 2. Hälfte, 7. Lief., 
Teil 2, Bogen 42-48, 28 Aug., pp. 711-728, figs. 
681-695. [W».] 
1935 a.—Die Benutzung von Ameisen zur Gefieder-
pfiege  <Ornithol. Monatsb., v. 43 (5), Sept,-
Oct., pp. 134-138. [Issued Sept. 26] [Wa.] 
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S T R E S E M A N N , E R W I N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1935 b.—Coccidiose bei Schleiereulen <Ornithol. 
Monatsb., v. 43 (4), July-Aug., p. 114. [Issued 
July 31] [Wa.] 
1935 c.—[Ueber ein Massensterben von Eulen] 
[Editor's note] COrnithol. Monatsb., v. 43 (3), 
May-June, p. 94. [Issued May 31] [Wa .] 
1935 d.—Werden Ameisen durch Vögel zum Ver-
treiben von Aussenparasiten benützt? COrnithol 
Monatsb., v. 43 (4), July-Aug., pp. 114-115. 
[Issued July 31] [Wa.] 
STRESOW, P. [Stabsvet., Remontedepot, Jurgait-
schen] 
1919 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Behandlung der Räude 
mit Sublimat CBerl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v . 35 
(28), 10 Juli, pp. 239-240. [W·.] 
1920 a.—Räudebehandlung mit Peruol CBerl. 
Tierärztl. Wchflschr.,  v. 36 (51), 16 Dez., pp. 
607-608. [W«.] 
S T R E S O W , P A U L . [Dr., Wittichenau] 
1931 a.—Trichinosefälle  in Wien CBerl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 47 (1), 2 Jan., pp. 10-11. [W'J 
STRETTON, J . LIONEL. [Sen. Surg. , K idderminster 
Infirm,  and Child. Hosp.] 
1902 a.—Threadworms and appendicitis [Letter to 
editor, dated Sept. 21] С Lancet, London (4126), 
v. 163, v. 2 (13), Sept. 27, p. 895. [Wa , W » W 4 ] 
S T R E U B E L , A . V . 
1842 a.—Pentastomum oder Pentastoma CAllg. 
Encyel. Wissensch, u. Künste (Ersch u. Gruber), 
[3. Sect.], v. 16, pp. 93-95. [W4] 
(1866 a).—Zur Trichinenfrage. Berlin. 
(1866 b).—Ueber das Exterieur des Floh's. Berlin. 
STRIBERNY, L . [Dr . , Sofia] 
1943 a.—Die Malariabekämpfung  und ihre Resul-
tate im bulgarischen Heere in den Jahren 1942 
und 1943 CDeutsche Tropenmed. Ztschr., v. 
47 (23-24), Dec. 1, pp. 624-629. [W™.] 
V A N D E R S T R I C H T , O M E R . [Dr., Gand] 
1896 a.—Le premier amphiaster de rebut de l'ovule 
de Thysanozoon broccia. Une figure mitosique 
peut-elle rétrograder? CBibliogr. Anat., v. 4 
(1), Jan.-Fév., pp. 27-30. [ W m , W«.] 
1896 b.—Anomalies lors de la formation  de l'am-
phiaster de rebut Clbidem, pp. 31-34, figs.  1-4. 
[W®, W«.] 
1897 a.—Les ovocentres et les spermocentres de 
l'ovule de Thysanozoon brocchi CVerhandl. 
Anat. Gesellsch., Jena, v. 13, 15 Aug., pp. 9 2 -
99, 1 fig. [W™.] 
1897 b.—La maturation et la fécondation  de 
l'œuf  de Thysanozoon brocchi CAss. Franc. 
Avance. Sc. C.-R. (Carthage, 1896), v. 25, pt. 
2, pp. 484-489. [ W m , W·.] 
S T R I C K E R , F R E D E R I C K D A V I D . [1875- ] [M. D . , 
Portland, Oregon] 
1944 a.—Some war-borne diseases COregon Health 
Bull., v. 22 (8), Feb. 23, pp. 3 -4 . [W®.] 
S T R I C K E R , O S K A R . [Dr. Asst. Abt. Wien. Poliklin.] 
1924 a.—Zur Kenntnis der retroperitonealen 
Echinokokkuscysten CZtschr. Urol. Chir., 
v . 15, pp. 50-60, illus. [W m . ] 
S T R I C K E R , S . 
1858 a.—Microscopische Untersuchung der von 
Hypoderma diana Br. und H. actalon Br. erzeug-
ten Dasselbeulen CVerhandl. K.-K. Zool.-Botan. 
Gesellsch. Wien, v. 8, pp. 415-416. [W», W«.j 
S T R I C K E R , W I L H E L M . [Dr. Med., Frankfurt a. M . ] 
1861 a.—Physiologisch-pathologische Bemerkun-
gen über Oxyuris vermicularis CArch. Path. 
Anat., v. 21, 2. F., v. 1 (3), pp. 360-361. [Wa, 
W m , W ° . ] 
S T R I C K L A N D , C Y R I L . [M. D „ Prof. Med. Entom., 
Calcutta] [See also Nuttall, George Henry Falki-
ner; and Strickland, Cyril; and Patton, Walter 
Scott; and Strickland, Cyril; and Price, John 
Dodds; and Strickland, Cyril; and Swellengrebel, 
Nicolaas Hendrik; and Strickland, Cyrü] 
1909 a.—On the supposed development of  Trypa-
nosoma lewisi in lice and fleas;  and the occurrence 
of  Crithidia ctenophihalmi in fleas  CParasitol-
ogy, v. 2 (1-2), May-June, pp. 81-90. [Pub-
lished July 131 [W·.] 
S T R I C K L A N D , C Y R I L — C o n t i n u e d . 
1911 a.—Description of  a Herpetomonas parasitic 
in the alimentary tract of  the common green-
bottle fly, Lucilia sp. CParasitology, v. 4 (3), 
Oct. 24, pp. 222-236, figs.  1-2, pis. 8 -9 . [W».J 
1911 b.—The mechanism of  transmission of 
Trypanosoma  lewisi from rat to rat by the rat 
flea  CBrit, Med. J. (2627), May 6, p. 1049. 
[Wa.] 
1912 a.—Agrippina bona nov. gen. et nov. sp. 
representing a new family  of  gregarines CPara-
sitology, v. 5 (2), June, pp. 97-108, figs.  1-33, 
pi. 4, 1 fig.  [Issued June 29] [Wa.] 
1912 b.—Gregarines in rat-fleas  CProc. Cambridge 
[Eng.] Phil. Soc., v. 16 (6), Apr. 22, pp. 460-461. 
[WX] 
1913 a.—The bionomics of  the rat-flea  CBrit. 
Med. J. (2735), v. 1, May 31, p. 1160. [Wa.] 
1913 b.—The bionomics of  the rat-flea  [Letter to 
editor dated July 17] CBrit. Med. J. (2746), 
v. 2, Aug. 16, p. 435. [W».] 
1914 a.—The biology of  Ceratophyllus fasciatus 
Bosc., the common rat-flea  of  Great Britain 
С42. Ann. Rep. Local Govt, Bd., London (1912-
13), Suppl. : Rep. Med. Ofi.,  pp. 401-412. [WT«.] 
1914 b.—The biology of  Ceratophyllus fasciatus 
Bosc., the common rat-flea  of  Great Britain CJ. 
Hyg., v. 14 (2), July 25, pp. 129-142. [Wra, W®.] 
1915 a.·—Note on a case of  "tick-paralysis" in 
Australia CParasitology, v. 7 (4), Mar. 19, p. 
379. [Wa.] 
1915 b.—The nuclear changes in Agrippina bona 
Strickland CParasitology, v. 7 (4), Mar. 19, 
pp. 380-382. [Wa.] 
1916 a.—Observations on the blood in East Coast 
fever  of  cattle CParasitology, v. 8 (3), Jan. 31, 
pp. 244-248. [¥« . ] 
1926 a.—Medical entomology (In  The Indian 
medical year, 1925) Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 61, 
Mar., Suppl., pp. 34-35. [W®.] 
1927 a.—Note on the polychaete in the human 
nasopharynx Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 62, May, 
pp. 256-257, 1 fig.  [W®. ] 
1929 a.—A case of  myiasis of  a carious tooth C ln -
dian Med. Gaz., v. 64 [(7)], July, p. 386. [W®.] 
1932 a.·—Report of  the Professor  of  entomology 
CAnn. Rep. Calcutta School Trop. Med. (1931), 
pp. 73-77. [W».] 
1933 a.—Report of  the professor  of  entomology 
CAnn. Rep. Calcutta School Trop. Med. 
(1932), pp. 79-84. [W'.] 
1933 b.—Some chaetopod worms in particular 
relation to man [Abstract] CProc. 20. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Patna, Jan. 2-7) , p. 397. [W·.] 
1934 a.—Report of  the professor  of  entomology 
CAnn. Rep. Calcutta School Trop. Med. (1933), 
pp. 71-76. [Wa.] 
1935 a.—Report of  the professor  of  entomology 
С Ann. Rep. Calcutta School Trop. Med. [etc.], 
(1934), pp. 67-72. [W·.] 
1938 a.—Siphunculina fuñicóla  (eye-fly)  [Letter to 
editor dated Mar. 2, with editorial comment] 
Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 73 (4), Apr., pp. 254-255. 
[Wm] 
S T R I C K L A N D , C Y R I L ; C H O W D H U R Y , К L . ; a n d C H A U D -
H U R I , H . P . 
1933 a.—The sporozoite rate of  anophelines 
caught wild in the Terai, 1931 . . . with a note 
on some correlations in the infectivity  of  A. 
funestus  by H. P. Chaudhuri Clndian J. Med. 
Research, v. 21 (1), July, pp. 67-89,1 map. [Wa.] 
S T R I C K L A N D , C Y R I L ; a n d M E R R I M A N , G O R D O N . 
1912 a.—Report on rat-fleas  in Suffolk  and North 
Essex C41. Ann. Rep. Local Govt. Bd., London 
(1911-12), Appendix B, pp. 336-348. [W- . ] 
1913 a.—Report on rat-fleas  in Suffolk  and North 
Essex CParasitology, v. 6 (1), Apr. 17, pp. 2-18. 
[W«.] 
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S T R I C K L A N D , C Y R I L ; a n d R O Y , D I R E N D R A N A T H . 
1925 a.—The infection  of  ¿Lucilia caesar with 
Herpetomonas <Parasitology, v. 17 (2), Mav, 
pp. 168-169. [Issued May 181 [Wv] 
1930 a.—Calcutta rat fleas.  A contribution to the 
epidemiology of  plague in India <Tr . Roy. Soc. 
Trop. Med. and H y g , v. 23 (5), 17. M a r , pp. 
497-502. [Wv] 
1931 a.—The value of  the "Sergente' method" for 
detecting malarial infection  in Mosquitoes 
<Indian Med. G a z , v. 66 (7), Julv, pp. 388-
390, figs.  1-2. [W». ] 
1932 a.—The behaviour of  Plasmodia in the mos-
quito after  treatment of  the human host with 
atebrin Clndian Med. G a z , v. 67 (4), A p r , pp 
191-192. [W·".] 
1933 a.—The rôle of  chaetopods (segmented worms) 
in their relation to man < Indian Med. G a z , v. 
68 (3), M a r , pp. 159-160. [W'v] 
1939 a.—Ticks found  on man Clndian J. Med. 
Research, v. 27 (1), July, pp. 251-252. [Wv] 
1939 b.—Scarabiasis or the presence of  beetles in 
the intestine Clndian Med. G a z , v. 74 (7), 
July, pp. 416-419. [W'v] 
1940 a.—Experimental intestinal myiasis Clndia i 
J. Med. Research, v. 28 (2), O c t , pp. 593-594. 
[Wv] 
1941 a.—Myiasis-producing Diptera in man C ln -
dian J. Med. Research, v. 29 (4), O c t , pp. 863-
865. [Wv] 
S T R I C K L A N D , C Y R I L ; R O Y , D I R E N D R A N A T H ; a n d 
C H A U D H U R I , H . P . 
1933 a.—A year's observations in Calcutta on the 
invasion of  the salivary glands of  Anopheles 
slephensi by malarial sporozoites, and the in-
fluence  of  some climatic conditions Clndian J. 
Med. Research, v. 20 (3), Jan, pp. 819-840, 
graphs 1-3. [Wv] 
1936 a.—The prevalence and habits of  anophelines 
in relation to physical conditions . . . with a 
statistical analysis by H. P. Chowdhuri [Italian 
summary] CRiv. Malariol, v. 15, n. s , v. 11 
(3), Sez. 1, pp. 171-197. [Issued July 3] [Wv] 
S T R I C K L A N D , C Y R I L ; a n d S E N G U P T A , S . C . 
1936 a.—The seasonal infectivity  of  mosquitoes as 
determined by a study of  the incidence of  in-
fantile  malaria CTr. Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and 
H y g , v. 30 (2), July 31, pp. 245-250. [Wv] 
S T R I C K L A N D , C Y R I L ; a n d S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A S 
H E N D R I K . 
1910 a.—The development of  Trypanosoma  lewisi 
in the rat flea  (Cei'atophyttus  fascialus)  CProc. 
Cambridge [Eng.] Phil. Soc , v. 15 (6), Oct. 20, 
pp. 531-533. [Wv] 
1910 b.—Notes on Trypanosoma  lewisi and its re-
lation to certain Arthropoda С Parasitology, 
v. 3 (4), D e c , pp. 436-454, fig.  1. [Issued Dec. 
30] [Wv] 
S T R I C K L A N D , E D G A R H A R O L D [ 1 8 8 9 - ] 
1911 a.—Some parasites of  Simulium larvae and 
their effects  on the development of  the host 
С Biol. Bull , v. 21 (5), O c t , pp. 302-33S, pis. 
1-5, figs.  1-18. [Wv] 
1913 a.—Further observations on the parasites of 
Simulium larvae CJ. Morphol , v. 24 (1), Mar. 
20, pp. 43-105, figs.  1-2, pis. 1-6. [W» , W v ] 
[1913 b].—Idem CContrib. (56) Entom. Lab. 
Bussey Inst , pp. 43-105, figs.  1-2, pis. 1-6. 
[Wv] 
[1913 с].—Some parasites of  Simulium larvae and 
their effects  on the development of  the host 
[Same as 1911 a] CContrib. (46) Entom. Lab. 
Bussey Inst , pp. 302-338, illus, pis. [Wv] 
1913 d.—Some parasites of  Simulium larvae and 
their possible economic value CCanad. Entom, 
v. 45 (12), D e c , pp 405-413, pi. 15, figs.  1-4. 
[Wv] 
1934 a.—Parasites, friends  of  mankind С Scient. 
Month. (228), v. 39 (3), Sept , pp. 252-264. 
[Wv] 
S T R I C K L A N D , E D G A R H A R O L D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1936 a.—The distribution of  the black widow 
spider in Alberta CCanad. Entom, v. 68 (12), 
D e c , pp. 284-285. [Wv] 
1938 a.—An annotated list of  the Diptera (flies)  of 
Alberta CCanad. J. Research, v. 16 (7), Julv, 
Sec. D, pp. 175-219. [Wv] 
1945 a.—Could the widespread use of  D D T be a 
disaster? cEntom. News, v. 56 (4), A p r , pp. 
85-88. [Wv] 
1946 a.—An annotated list of  the diptera (flies) 
of  Alberta. Additions and corrections CCanad. 
J. Research, v. 24 (5), O c t , Sec. D, pp. 157-
173. [Wv] 
1949 a.—Wohlfahrtia (Diptera, Metopiidae) myi-
asis of  mink in Alberta CCanad. E n t o m , v. 81 
(3), M a r , pp. 58-60. [Wv] . 
S T R I C K L A N D , F R A N K L I N . 
1942 a.—A fly  control solution CHolstein-Friesian 
World, v. 39 (13), June 20, pp. 14, 29 (740, 
761). [Wv] 
S T R I C K L A N D , H U G H E D W I N . [1811-1853] [See also 
Agassiz, Louis, 1848 a, 1850 a, 1852 a, and 1854 a] 
1838 a.—Remarks on 'Viator's' proposed new name 
for  the Infusorian  genus, Proteus [See Viator, 
1838 а] С Mag. Nat. Hist , n. s. (15), v. 2, M a r , 
pp. 165-166. [Wv] 
(1842 a).—Rules by which the nomenclature of 
zoology may be established on a uniform and 
permanent basis. 17 pp. London. 
1843 a.—Report of  a committee appointed " t o 
consider of  the rules by which the nomenclature 
of  zoology may be established on a uniform and 
permanent basis." [Minute of  Council, Feb. 11, 
1842] CRep. Brit. Ass. Adv. Sc. (12. Meet , 
Manchester, June, 1842), pp. 105-121. [W», 
Wm, Wv] 
1843 b.—Series of  propositions for  rendering the 
nomenclature of  zoology uniform and perma-
nent, being the report of  a committee for  the 
consideration of  the subject appointed by the 
British association for  the advancement of 
science [Extract of  1843 a] CAnn. and Mag. 
Nat. Hist. (70), v. 11, A p r , pp. 259-275. [W\ 
Wv] 
STRICKLER, ALBERT. [ M . D , Phi ladelphia] [See also 
Schamberg, Jay Frank; and Strickler, Albert] 
1916 a.—Differential  blood counts in parasitic 
skin disease and their possible significance  CJ. 
Cutan. D is , v. 34 (10), O c t , pp. 752-757. [Wm.] 
S T R I N D B E R G , H E N R I K . 
1916 a.—Studien über die ectodermalen Teile der 
Geschlechtsorgane einiger Mallophagengattun-
gen С Zool. A n z , Leipzig, v. 48 (3), 17 Okt., 
pp. 84-87. [Wv] 
1916 b.—Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte und Anato-
mie der Mallophagen С Ztschr. Wissensch. 
Zoo l , v. 115 (3), 28 März, pp. 382-459, figs.  1-38. 
[Wv] 
1917 a.—Können die Mallophagen sich auch vom 
Blut ihrer Wirtstiere ernähren? CZool. A n z , 
- I^ipzig, v. 48 (8), 16 Jan, pp. 228-231. [Wv] 
1917 b.—Ueber die Embryonalentwicklung von 
Pulex erinacei (Bouché) CZool. A n z , Leipzig, 
v. 48 (9), 6 F e b , pp. 258-263, figs.  1-2 . [W».] 
1918 a.-—Typstudien über die Geschlechtsorgane 
einiger Mallophagengattungen CZtschr. Wis-
sensch. Zool , v. 117 (4), 16 Juli, pp. 591-653, 
figs.  1-35. [Wv] 
1919 a.—Die Geschlechtsorgane von Ornithobius 
bucephalus Gieb. und Goniodes falcicomis N. 
Ein Beitrag zur Anatomie der Mallophagen 
CZool. Anz , Leipzig, v. 50 (9-10), 19 Sept., 
pp. 219-235, figs.  1-11. [Wv] 
STRINE, H. F. [Passed Asst. Surg.] 
1911 a.—Larvae in the deep urethra and bladder 
CU. S. Naval Med. Bull , v. 5 (1), Jan, pp. 
51-52. [Wv] 
S T R I N E , H . F . ; a n d S H E L D O N , L . (Jr.). 
1914 a.—Emetin in the treatment of  amebic ab-
scess of  the liver CU. S. Naval Med. Bull , 
v. 8 (4), O c t , p. 653. [Wv] 
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S T R I N G E R , C A R O L I N E E . [Head, Dept. Biol., Omaha 
High School] 
1918 a.—The free-living  flatworms  (Turbellaria). 
(In  Ward, Henry Baldwin; and Whipple, George 
Chandler. Fresh-water biology. New York. 
1. ed., pp. 323-364, figs.  589-650.) [WM 
STRINGER, N. I. [Dr., Watseka, Illinois] 
1903 a.—Sclerostoma tetracanthus <Am. Vet. 
Rev., v. 26 (11), Feb., pp. 1047-1052. [W·, W">, 
W·.] 
1903 b.—Idem <J. Comp. Med. and Vet, Arch., 
v. 24 (5), May, pp. 287-292. [W\ W">.] 
1903 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] <Rec. Méd. 
Vét., 8. s., v. 10 (9), 15 Mai, pp. 352-353; note 
by Railliet, p. 353. [W», W · . ] 
1903 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] <Gior. R. 
Soc. ed Accad. Vet. Ital., v. 52 (31), 1 Agosto, 
pp. 732-734. [W», W"m.] 
S P R I N G F I E L D , С . P . 
1889 a.—A case of Ascaris lubricoides [sic] with 
obscure symptoms <North Am. Pract,, v. 1 
(5), May, pp. 207-208. [W·,] 
STRINGHAM, J. S. [M. D., Prof., Chemistry, Colum-
bia College, New York] 
1803 a.—Description of  a remarkable species of 
intestinal vermes <Med. Reposit., v. 6 (3), 
pp. 261-265, 1 pi. [W'M 
STRISCHEWSKY, N . W . See Strishevskil , N . V . 
STRISHEVSKIÏ, N. V. See Yakimov, Vasiliï Lariono-
vich; and Strishevskiï, N. V. 
STROBL, P. G. See Shtrobl, P. Gabriyel. 
S T R O C K A , K U R T . [ M a r i n e o b e r a s s t . - A r z t . , H y g . A b t . 
Sanitätsamt. Marinestation Ostsee] 
1938 a.—Beitrag zur Pathologie der Harnblasen-
bilharziose <Arch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 
42 (2), Feb., pp. 67-74, illus. [WM 
S T R O C K B I N E , J A M E S K. [Bedford, Pennsylvania] 
1930 a.—Anaphylaxis and the ox warble <J. 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 77, n. s. v. 30 (1), July, 
pp. 106-107. [W·.] 
S T B O D E , G E O R G E K . 
1948 a.—United attack on tropical problems <Am. 
J. Trop. Med., v. 28 (2), Mar., pp. 201-205. 
[W·.] 
S T R O D T M A N N , C H R . [Everdrup] 
1915 a.—Hjjnselopper som parasit hos mennesker 
CUgesk. Laeger, v. 77 (49), 9 Dec., p. 1929. 
[W'M 
1916 a.—Om angreb af  h0nselopper (Pulex  galli-
nae) paa mennesker <Vidensk. Medd. Dansk 
Naturh. Förening i Kjdbenh., v. 67, 7. Aartis, v. 
7, p. 43. [W·.] 
S T R O D T M A N N , J O H A N N S I G I S M U N D . 
1892 a.—Die Systematik der Chœtognathen und 
die geographische Verbreitung der einzelnen 
Arten im nord atlantischen Ocean. (Nach dem 
Material der Planktonexpedition 1889.) Diss. 
(Kiel). 47 pp., 2 pis. Berlin. [W·.] 
1892 b.—Idem <Arch. Naturg., Berlin, 58. J., v. 
1 (3), Sept., pp. 333-377, pl. 17, figs.  1-20; 
pl. 18, map. [W·.] 
STROF., A. See Proca, G.; Danila, P.; and Stroe, A. 
STRCEBE, H. [Dr., Asst., Path.-Anat. Inst., Freiburg 
i. В.] 
1893 a.—Ueber Vorkommen und Bedeutung der 
asymetrischen Karyokinese, nebst Bemerkungen 
über die "Schlummerzellen" in der verletzten 
Cornea <Beitr. Path. Anat. u. Allg. Path., v. 
14 (1), pp. 154-173, pl. 8, 27 figs. [W», W™.] 
1894 a.—Die parasitären Sporozoen in ihren Be-
ziehungen zur menschlichen Pathologie, insbe-
sondere zur Histogenese und Aetiologie des 
Carcinome. Zusammenfassendes  Referat  CCen-
tralbl. Allg. Path. u. Patii. Anat., v. 5 (1), 2 
Jan., pp. 11-21; (2), 31 Jan., pp. 60-88; (3), 22 
Feb., pp. 107-129. |W», W'M 
S T R Ö B E L , H . [ D r . ] 
1911 a.—Die Serodiagnostik der Trichinosis 
<München. Med. Wchnschr., v. 58 (13), 24 
März, pp. 672-674, tables 1-5. [W·.] 
S T R Ö B E L , J O H A N N . [1885- ] 
1910 a.—Die Diagnose der Echinokokkuscyste 
unter besonderer Berücksichtigung der Im-
munitätsreaktionen. Inaug.-Diss. (Erlangen). 
31 pp. Nürnberg. [ W M 
S T R O E B E L T , O S C A R . 
1881 a.—Pedicinus piageli n. sp., eine neue Affen-
laus CJahresb. Westfäl.  Prov.-Ver. Wissensch, 
u. Kunst (1880), v. 9, pp. 82-83, pl. [Ch«.] 
(1882 a).—Anatomie und Physiologie von Haeemalo-
pinus tenuirostris Burm. Diss. 2 pis. Düssel-
dorf. 
S T R Ö D E R , J O S E F . [Univ.-Hautklin. Freiburg i. Br.] 
1936 a.—Ueber die Beeinflussimg  einer experimen-
tellen Trypanosomeninfektion  durch Begleitin-
fektionen  <Ztschr. Immunitätsforsch.  u. Exper. 
Therap., v. 89 (3-4), Nov. 3, pp. 161-177. [WM 
1938 a,—Ueber den Einfluss  der Kompression auf 
Trypanosomen U nd den Verlauf  einer experimen-
tellen Trypanosomeninfektion < Ztschr. Im-
munitätsforsch.  u. Exper. Therap., v. 93 (2), 
June 11, pp. 145-154. [W*.] 
1939 a.—Die trypanozide Serumsubstanz beim 
Scharlach. Untersuchungen über eine Teilfunk-
tion der Leber bei scharlachkranken Kindern 
<Arch. Kinderh., v. 118 (1), Sept. 26, pp. 1-10. 
[ W M 
S T R Ö H L , J O H A N N E S . [1886- ] [Zürich] 
(1929 a).—Missbildungen im Tier- und Pflanzen-
reich. Gustav Fischer, Jena. 
1989 b.—Idem [Abstract] <J. Parasitol., v. 16 
(1), Sept., p. 58. [W\] 
STRÖM, H . [Prof.] 
1770 a.—Beskrivelse over Norske Insecter. Anden 
Pr0ve <Skr. Ki0benh. Selsk. af Laerdoms og 
Vidensk. Elskere (1765-1769), v. 10, pp. 1-28, 
pis. 1-8. [WM 
1791 a.—Om en r0d Materie paa Fisk edamme 
<Skr. Naturh .-Selsk., Ki0benhavn, v. 1 (2), 
pp. 18-24, pi. 10, figs.  1-7. [W·.] 
S T R 0 M , H A N S . 
1762 a.—Physisk og oeconomisk beskrivelse over 
fogderiet S0ndm0r, beliggende i Bergens stift 
i Norge. F0rste part. 572 pp., pis. Sor0e. 
[W·.] 
STROESCO, G. See Marinesco, G.; and Stroesco, G. 
STROESCO, V. [Bucarest] See Zamfir,  D. ; and Stro-
esco, V. 
S T R Ô S E , A U G U S T . [Geheimrat Dr.] [For  biography 
see Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 46 (21), 
May 21, 1938, p. 333] [W».] [See also Gläser, 
Hans; and Ströse, August; and Olt, Adam; and 
Ströse, August] 
1891 a.—Ueber den feineren  Bau von Strongylus 
micrurus. Inaug.-Diss. (Rostock). 32 pp., 
double pis. 1-3. Leipzig. [W«.] 
1892 a.—Ueber Strongylus micrurus, nebst Bemer-
kungen über die Untersuchungsmethode der 
Lungenwürmer <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. 
(5), 28 Jan., pp. 49-52, figs.  1-4. [Wr®.] 
1892 b.—Ueber den feineren  Bau von Strongylus 
micrurus <Deutsche Ztschr. Thiermed., v. 18 
(4-5), 28 Apr., pp. 233-260, pis. 5-7. [W'°, W · . ] 
1892 c.—Ueber ein praktisches Lampenlicht für 
die Trichinenschau <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milch-
hyg., v. 2 (12), Sept., pp. 236-237. [W\ W» . ] 
1892 d.—Magenwurmseuche bei Schweinen, her-
vorgerufen  durch Cheiracanthus hispidus <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (47), 17 Nov., p. 554. 
[W».] 
1892 e.—Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Lungenhaar-
wurmkrankheit der Schafe  <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr. (52), 22 Dez., pp. 614-616. [WM 
1894 a.—Lieber eine Ankylostomum-Ij&rxe  (Anky-
lostomum s. Dochmius bovis n. sp.) im Dünn-
darme des Rindes <Deutsche Ztschr. Thiermed., 
v. 21 (1-2), 21 Dec., pp. 110-114, pl. 1, figs. 
1-4. [W», W B . | 
1895 a.—Idem [Abstract! CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
I. Abt., v. 17 (15), 23 Apr., p. 537. [W», W'", 
W·.] 
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1895 b.—Ankylostomum larva in small intestines 
of  cattle [Abstract of  1894 a] <J. Roy . Micr. 
Soc. (4), Aug., p. 428. [Wa , W™, W·.] 
1895 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1894 a] <Veterinarian, 
London (814), v. 68, 4. s. (490), v. 41, Oct., p. 
641. [Wa, W 4 ] 
1898 a.—Parasitologische Mittheilungen <Ztsehr. 
Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 8 (5), Feb., pp. 81-86. 
[W*, W » 1 
1898 b.—Uncinariose du porc [Abstract of  1898 
a, p. 83] <Rec . Méd. Vét., v. 75, S. s., v. 5 
(3), 15 Fév., p. 129. [W», W · , ] 
1898 c.—Uncinariasis in the pig [Abstract of 
1898 a, p. 83] <Veterinarian, London (844), 
v. 71, 4. s. (520), v. 44, Apr., pp. 251-252. 
[Wa, W » . ] 
1898 d.—Hannover. Bericht über die Fleisch-
beschau für die Zeit vom 1. Juli 1895 bis 1. 
März 1896 <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., 
v. 7 (3), Dec., pp. 61-62. [Wa, W™.] 
1899 a.—Does Cysticercus tenuicollis occur in the 
adult ox? [Abstract of  1898 a, pp. 82-83] 
CVet. J. and Ann. Comp. Path. (291), v. 49, 
Sept., p. 176. [Wa, W - . ] 
(1902 a).—Die Verhütung und Unterdrückung der 
Trichinenkrankheit des Menschen <Mitt . 
Ver. Deutsch. Schweinezüchter (10), pp. 167-
.170. 
1909 a —Die Uebertragung der Trichinen auf 
das Schwein <Arb . K . Gsndhtsamte., Berlin, 
v . 33 (1), Nov., pp. 109-126. [Wa.] 
1910 a,—Die Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage [Ab-
stract- of  report before  Zentralver. Deutsch. 
Lederindust., Berlin, May] CDeutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v . 18 (45), Nov. 5, pp. 673-674. 
[W·.] 
1910 b.—Untersuchungen über die Biologie der 
Dasselfliege (Hypoderma bovis de Geer) und 
über die Bekämpfung  der Dasselplage CArb. 
K. Gsndhtsamte., Berlin, v. 34 (1), März, pp. 
41-76. figs.  1-11. [Wa.] 
(1911 a).—Mitt. d. Inst. f.  Jagdkunde (Neudamm) 
CDeutsche Jäger-Ztg., v. 57 (8). 
[1913 а].—Hülsenwürmer in der Leber beim Wild 
CJahrb. Inst. Jagdk., v. 2, pp. 229, 230, illus. 
[Wa.] 
[1913 b],—Die Rolle des Fuchses bei der Bekämp-
fung  von Wildkrankheiten CJahrb. Inst. Jagdk., 
v . 2, pp. 233-234. [Wa.] 
1915 a.—Ueber die Bekämpfung  der Kokzidiose 
der Fasanen CDeutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr., 
v. 23 (42), 16 Oct., pp. 357-359. [Wa.] 
(1916 a).—Hirschlausfliegen  als Ursache eines 
Ekzemes bei Rotwild CDeutsche Jäger-Ztg., 
v. 67 (17), p. 272. 
(1916 b).—Ueber Wurmspinnen CDeutsche Jäger-
Ztg., p. 527. 
1916 c.—Idem [Abstract] CDeutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 24 (38), 16 Sept,, pp. 350-351. 
[Wa.] 
1917 a.—Hirschlausfliegen  als Ursache eines Ek-
zemes bei Rotwild [Abstract of  1916 a] CDeutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 25 (31), 4 Aug., p. 
277. [Wa.] 
(1917-18 a).—Bandwurm beim Reh CDeutsche 
Jäger Ztg., v. 70, p. 519. 
1918 a.—Bandwurm beim Reh CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 
3, p. 395, illus. [Wf.] 
1918 b.—Bemerkungen über die Lungenwurm-
krankheit des Wildes CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 3, pp. 
261-264, figs.  1-3. [W«.] 
1918 с.—Dünnhalsige Finnen (Cysticercus tenui-
collis) beim Wilde CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 3, pp. 
395-396, figs.  1-2. [Wf.] 
1918 d.—Die Elchrachenbremse CJahrb. Jagdk., 
v. 3, pp. 396-398, pl., figs.  1-7. [W«.] 
1918 е.—Hirschlausfliegen  als Ursache eines Ek-
zems bei Rotwild CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 3, pp. 
274-275, 1 fig. [W'.] 
S T R Ö S E , A U S Ü B T — C o n t i n u e d . 
1918 f. —Kokzidiose des Kaninchens mit Lähmung 
des Hinterteils CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 3, pp. 392-
393, illus. [Wf.] 
1918 g.—Seuchenhaftes  Auftreten  der Finnen-
krankheit bei Hasen und Kaninchen CJahrb. 
Jagdk., v. 3, pp. 280-281, iUus. [Wf.] 
1918 h.—Ueber das bösartige Ekzem des Hasen 
und Wilden Kaninchens CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 3, 
pp. 399-400. [Wf.] 
1918 i.—Ueber Haarbalgmilben CJahrb. Jagdk., 
v. 3, pp. 379-382, figs.  1-3. [Wf.] 
1918 j.—Ueber Wrurmspinnen CJahrb. Jagdk., v . 
3, pp. 398-399, figs.  1-2 . [Wrf.] 
(1918-19 a).—Die Elchrachenbremse CDeutsche 
Jäger-Ztg., v. 72, p. 393. 
(1918-19 b).—Ueber Haarbalgmilben CDeutsche 
Jäger-Ztg., v. 72, p. 189. 
1921 a.—Eiterige Lungenentzündung bei einem 
Reh [Concluded in 1922 b] CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 
5 (1), p. 80. [Wf.] 
1922 a.—Eine eigentümliche Erkrankung der Haut 
am Kopfe  und an denJStändern des Rebhuhns 
CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 6 (5), pp. 307-308, 1 fig. 
[Wf.] 
1922 b.—Eiterige Lungenentzündung bei einem 
Reh [Concluded from 1921 a] CJahrb. Jagdk., 
v. 6 (5), pp. 303-304. [Wf.] 
1922 с.—Kokzidiose in Fasanerien CJahrb. Jagdk., 
v . 6 (5), p. 309. [Wf.] 
1922 d.—Krankheitserscheinungen der Magen-
wurmseuche bei lebenden Hasen CJahrb. 
Jagdk., v. 6 (5), p. 304. [Wf.] 
1922 е.—Massenhafte  Durchsetzung der Unter-
haut eines Rothirsches mit Dasselarven CJahrb. 
Jagdk., v. 6 (5), p. 307, 1 fig.  (on p. 306). [W7f.] 
1922 f. —Die Rotwurmseuche (Syngamose) der 
Fasanen CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 6 (5), pp. 305-307. 
[W'.] 
1922 g.—Schnelle Heilung eines; Falles von Akarus-
räude der Laufenden  bei einem Vorstehhunde 
CJahrb. Jagdk., v . 6 (5), p. 308. [Wf.] 
1922 h.—Spulwurmkrankheit und Rachitis bei 
Junghunden CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 6 (5), pp. 300-
301. [Wf.] 
(1923? a).—Heilung der Akarusräude an den 
Laufenden  der Hunde CDeutsche Jäger-Ztg., 
v . 78 (5-6). 
1923 b.—Idem [Abstract] CJahrb. Jagdk., v . 7 
(2), p. 136. [Wa.] 
1925 a.—Hautungeziefer  bei Wrild und Hunden 
CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 7 (5), pp. 269-271, figs. 
1-10. [Wf.J 
1925 b.—Verfahren  bei der Bekämpfung  der 
Akarusräude CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 7 (5), pp. 248-
251. [Wf.] 
(1926 a).—Verluste durch Magenwurmseuche an 
Hasen im Herbst 1925 und Frühjahr 1926. 
Jagdkundliche Mitteilungen des Instituts der 
Gesellschaft  für  Jagdkunde CDeutsche Jäger 
Ztg., v. 87 (3), pp. 55-56. 
[1927 a].—Idem [Abstract] CJahrb. Jagdk. (1926), 
v. 8, p. 17. [W».] 
(1927 b) .—Untersuchungen über Blutschmarotzer 
bei einheimischem Vogelwild CDeutsche Jäger-
Ztg., v. 88 (1), p. 11. 
(1927? c).—Magen wurmseuche bei Hasen, Wild-
kaninchen und Rehen CDeutsches Weidwerk, 
v. 32 (20), p. 630. 
[1928 a].—Idem [Abstract] CJahrb. Jagdk. (1927), 
v. 9, p. 87. [Wa.] 
[1928 b],—Untersuchungen über Blutschmarotzer 
bei einheimischem Vogelwild [Abstract of  1927 
b] CJahrb. Jagdk. (1927), v. 9, pp. 42-43. [Wa.] 
1935 a.—Ueber eine im Jahre 1934 gehäuft  auf-
getretene bösartige Reh-Lungenwurmkrankheit 
CDeutsche Jagd, Ausgabe A, v. 2 (42), Jan. 13, 
pp. 837-838, illus. (104. Band der Deutschen 
Jäger-Zeitung, Neudamm). [W».j 
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1937 a.—Hinweise auf  eine zweckmässige Bekämp-
fung  der Magen wurmseuche des Wildes < Deutsche 
Jagd. Ausgabe A, v. 7 (17), July 23, pp. 311-312. 
[Wv] 
S T R Ö S E , A U G U S T ; a n d G L Ä S E R , H A N S . 
[1913 а].—Ueber die Rachenbremsenkrankheit 
des Wildes nebst Bemerkungen über die Dassel-
fliegen <Jahrb. Inst. Jagdk., v. 2, pp. 1-11, 
illus., pl. [W».j 
STP.OGANOVA, A . S . [ С т р о г а н о в а , А . С . ] 
1948 а.—Материалы по экологии белки (Sciurus 
vulgaris L.) в Ленинградской области [Ma-
terials on the ecology of  Sciurus vulgaris !.. in the 
Leningrad oblast] [Russian text] <Trudy Zool. 
Inst- Akad. Nauk SSSR, v. 7 (3), pp. 263-291, 
illus. [W».j 
S T R O H , G E O R G . [Prof. Dr. Augsburg] 
(1905 a).—Ein Fall von Echinococcus im Halswir-
bel beim Rind mit Complicationen <Rund-
schau Geb. Ges. Fleischbeschau u. Trichinen-
schau (6), p. 115. 
1905 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Tierärztl. Rundschau, 
v. 11 (10), p. 73. [W».] 
(1905 c) .—Zum Vorkommen der dünnhalsigen 
Finne (Cysticercus tenuicollis) bei Kitzen und 
Lämmern < Rundschau Geb. Ges. Fleisch-
beschau u. Trichinenschau (12), p. 219. 
1905 d.—Der Strongylus ostertagi Stiles im Lab-
magen der Rehe <Ztschr. Fleisch-u. Milchhyg., 
v. 15 (6), März, pp. 163-166. [W>, W v ] 
1905 e.—Idem [Abstract] <Deutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 13 (20), 20 Mai, pp. 225-226. 
W ' , W » , ] 
1905 f.— Idem [Abstract of  1905 d] <Wchnschr. 
Tierh. u. Viehzucht, v. 49 (26), 27 Juni, pp. 
409-410. [W\ W " . ] 
1905 g.—Rinderfinnenfunde  bei Milch- und Saug-
kälbern <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 
16 (1), Oct., pp. 8-14; (2), Nov., pp. 40-47. 
[W», W " . ] 
1906 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Wchnschr. Tierh. u. 
Viehzucht, v. 50 (7), 20 Feb., pp. 129-130. [Wa , 
Wm.] 
1906 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 g] <Ztschr. 
Infektionskr. Haustiere, v. 1 (2-3), 2 März, 
p. 295. [W\ Wm.] 
1906 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1905 g] <Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 14 (9), 3 März, p. 
106. [W», Wm.] 
1906 d.—Cysticercose chez les veaux de lait [Ab-
stract of  1905 g] < R e v . Vét., Toulouse, v. 63 
[n. s.], v. 31 (1), 1 Jan., pp. 51-53. [W·, Wm.] 
1907 a.—Weitere Finnenfunde  bei Saugkälbern 
<Ztsehr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 18 (3), 
Dec., pp. 78-82, figs.  1-3. [W», W'm.] 
1908 a — I d e m [Abstract] <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr. (24), 11 Juni, p. 440. [W», W - . j 
1908 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1907 a] < Deutsche 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 16 (25), 20 Juni, pp. 
369-370. [W®, Wm.] 
1908 с.—Intorno alla cisticercosi dei vitelli lattanti 
[Abstract of  1907 a] <Clin. Vet,, Milano, v. 31 
(11), 14 Mar., p. 187. [W·.] 
1911 a.—Parasitologische Notizen vom Wilde 
(1903-1910) <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr.. v. 
27 (14), 6 Apr., p. 238; (15), 13 Apr., pp. 258-
263; (16), 20 Apr., pp. 288-291. [W».f 
(1911 b).—Parasitologische Notizen vom Wilde 
< Deutsche Jäger-Ztg., v. 57, pp. 238, 258, 288. 
(1911 с) .—Von der Lungen wurmseuche (Ent-
gegnung auf  Gräfin  v. Linden.) <Deutsche 
Jäger-Ztg., v. 57 (34). p. 530. 
1913 a.—Zur Entwicklung der Schmeissfliege. 
( CalUphora vomitoria Rob. Desv. und C. ery-
throcephala Meig.) <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., 
v. 29 (42), 16 Oct., pp. 753-757. [W·.] 
1914 a.—Seltenere Krankheitsfälle  beim Wilde 
<Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 30 (29), 16 
Juli, pp. 513-515, figs.  1 -3 b; (30), 23 Juli, p. 
533, fig.  4. [W».] 
S T R O H , G E O R G — C o n t i n u e d . 
1916 a.—Jahresergebnis ан Funden von Ascaris 
megalocephala, und von Gastrophilus-Larven bei 
der Pferdefleischbeschau  in Augsburg < M ü n -
chen. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 67 (18), 2 Mai, 
pp. 337-342. [Wa.] 
1919 a.—Durch den Krieg verursachte Einschlep-
pung fremder  Gastrophilus-Arten (Cr. pecorum, 
haemorrhoidalis u. nasalis) <München. Tier-
ärztl. Wchnschr., v. 70 (11), 18 März, pp. 189-
193. [W«.] 
1921 a.—Sarkosporidienfunde  in gesunden und 
infolge  Maul-und Klauenseuche degenerierten 
Rinderherzen sowie in weiteren Muskelpartien 
des Rindes <München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr, 
v . 72 (32), 9 Aug., pp. 725-729; (33), 16 Aug., 
pp. 737-741. [Wa.] 
[1921 b],—Die Altersbestimmung des Gemswildes 
nach Gebiss und Krücke CJahrb. Jagdk., v. 4, 
pp. 41-85, 62 figs. [W«.] 
1923 a.—Ein Beitrag zur örtlichen Verbreitung 
und zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der Pferde-
bandwürmer <Ztschr. Infektionskr.  Hauetiere, 
v. 24 (2), 15 Jan., pp. 105-124, pis. 4-6 , figs. 
1 -9 ; (3), 10 März, pp. 173-193. [Wa.] 
1924 a.—Ein Beitrag zur örtlichen Verbreitung 
und zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der Pferde-
bandwürmer <München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., 
v. 75 (7), 12 Feb., pp. 93-95; (8), 19 Feb., pp. 
121-124; (9), 26 Feb., pp. 141-146. [Wa.] 
(1929 a).—Löcher in der Stirnpartie des Iltisschädel 
verursacht durch einen tierischen Parasiten 
(Distoma acutum Leuckart) <Wild u. Hund, v. 
35 (17-20), p. 315-316, 3 figs. 
(1929 b).—Wurmknoten unter der Decke beim 
Rotwild <Bayer. Forst- u. Jagdztg., v. 36 (24). 
1930 a.—Zur Distomatose beim Wild (Reh, 
Gemse, Hase, Rot- und Damwild) < München. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 81 (31), 30 Juli, pp. 
385-389, 1 pl., figs.  1-6. [Wa.] 
1932 a.—Coenurus cerebrales bei der Gemse <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 48 (29), 15 Juli, pp. 
465-466, figs.  1-5. [Wa.] 
1932 b.—Hypoderma-Larven bei der Gemse 
<München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 83 (11), 
16 März, pp. 124-125. [W».] 
1934 a.—Beitrag zum Vorkommen der Filaria 
flexuosa-  Knoten im Unterhautzellgewebe des 
Rotwildes <München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 
85 (38), 19 Sept., pp. 449-450, figs.  1-3 . [W».] 
1936 a.—Lungenwurmfunde  bei 100 Gemsen und 
ihre krankmachende Bedeutung <Berl. Tier-
ärztl. Wchnschr., (43), Oct. 23, pp. 696-699, 
illus. [W».] 
1936 b.—Muskelfinnen  bei Rehen (Cysticercus 
capreoli) <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 47 
(6), Dec. 15, pp. 113-114, illus. [W».] 
1936 c.—Trichinose beim Fuchs der freien  Wild-
bahn <Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 46 (15), 
May 1, pp. 293-294. [Wa.] 
1937 a.—Nach 32 des Reichsjagdgesetzes anzeige-
pflichtige.  Wildseuchen und deren Bekämpfung 
(Nach einem Vortrag im Verein Münchener 
Tierärzte) <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (26), 
June 25, pp. 400-402. [Wa.] 
1940 a.—Zum Bau der männlichen Wurmenden 
von Dictyocaulus filaria  und D. viviparus <Berl. 
u. München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (35), Aug. 
30, pp. 422-423, illus. [W·.] 
S T R O H , G E O R G ; a n d S C H M I D , F E L I X . 
1938 a.—Protostrongylus  capreoli nov. spec., der 
häufigste  Lungenwurm des Rehes <Berl. 
Tierärztl. Wchnschr. (9), Mar. 4, pp. 121-123, 
illus. [W·.] 
S T R O H U [Dr.., Prof. .Agrégé, Strassburgl 
1853 a.—Die Saoria, ein neues Bandwurmmittel 
aus Abyssinien < Deutsche Klinik, v. 8 (18), 
29 Nov., pp. 487-488. [W». ] 
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1854 a.—Des principaux ténifuges  actuellement, 
employés, et de deux nouveaux médicaments 
de ce genre importés d'Abyssinie, le Saoria et le 
Tatzé <Gaz. Méd. Paris, v. 25, 3. s., v. 9 
(27), S Juillet, pp. 405-410; (28), Juillet, pp. 
427-430. [W"·.] 
S T R O H M , K A R L . [Prof., Freiburg i. Br.] 
1920 a.—Die Krankheiten der Seidenraupe < Ba-
dische Bl. Schädlingsbekämpf., v. 2 (1>, M a r , 
pp. 31-37, illus. [W\] 
S T R O M , J . See Shtrom, Zh. K. 
S T R O M E Y E R , L O U I S . 
1902 a.—Mosquitos and malaria: Some objections 
to the theory [Letter to editor dated Nov. 26, 
1901] <Indian Med. Gaz., v. 37 (1), Jan., p. 
36. [ W - . ] 
STROMLUND, E. V. [Sloan, Iowa] 
1918 a.—Intestinal parasites in a foal  <Am. J. 
Vet M e d , v. 13 (1), Jan, pp. 44-45. [Wv] 
S T R O M S Z K Y , A D O L F . [ D r . ] 
1881 a.—Fall eines Echinococcus hepati bei einem 
9jährigen Knaben. (In his Mittheilungen aus 
dem Pester Armen-Kinder-Spitale) < Jahrb. 
Kinderh, n. F „ v. 17 (2-3), 4 O c t , pp. 294-302. 
[W- . ] 
S T R O N G , E D W A R D К . (jr.)  [See also Stiles, Charles 
Wardell; and Strong, Edward K. (jr·)] 
1916 a.—ESects of  hookworm disease on the 
mental and physical development of  children 
<Publication (3) Internat. Health Comm., 121 
PP. [W*.] 
S T R O N G , G . F . ; a n d P I T T S , H . H . 
1930 a.—Primary carcinoma of  the liver <Arch 
Int. M e d , Chicago, v. 46 (1), July, pp. 105-120, 
illus. [W"".] 
S T R O N G , G . R . [Magor, Monmouthshire, England]; 
a n d B U R T T , E . G . 
1923 a.·—-The control of acarine disease [Letter to 
editor] <Bee World, v. 5 (4), Sept., pp. 57-58. 
[Wa.] 
STRONG, H. A. [Em. Prof,  L L . D , Liverpool] 
1917 a.—Ancient knowledge of  parasite-carriers 
<Science Progress (1916-17), v. 11, pp. 303-
304. [W·".] 
S T R O N G , J A M E S . 
1948 a.—Chorioretinitis due to toxoplasmosis 
[Abstract of  report before  Colorado Ophth. 
Soc , Dec. 20, 1947] <Am. J. Ophth, v. 31 
(9), Sept , pp. 1170-1171. [W·».] 
S T R O N G , L A W R E N C E W A T S O N . [M. D , Second Asst., 
Path , Boston City Hosp.] 
1898 a.—Two cases of  amcebic enteritis <Med . 
and Surg. Rep. Boston City H o s p , 9. s , pp. 
249-259. [Wm.j 
S T R O N G , L E E A B R A M . [ 1 8 8 7 - 1 9 4 1 ] [Dr , Chief U . S . 
Bureau Entom. and Plant Quarant.] [For  necrol-
ogy and port.'see J. Econom. Entom, v. 34 (3), 
June 1941, pp. 479-480] [W».] 
1936 a.—Screw worm control program in the south-
east [Abstract. Source not given] < National 
Wool Grower, v. 26 (10), O c t , p. 28. [Wa.] 
1936 b.—Screw worm control work extended to 
Southwest [Abstract. Source not given] <Am. 
Hereford  J , v. 27 (6), July 15, p. 11. [W·.] 
1937 a.—Investigations of  insects affecting  man 
and animals <Rep. Chief  Bureau Entom, 
U. S. Dept. Agrie. (1936-37), pp. 65-70. [W\¡ 
1937 b.—Screwworm control <Rep. Chief  Bureau 
Entom, U. S. Dept. Agrie. (1936-37), pp. 71-75. 
[Wa.] 
1938 a.—Insect and pest control in relation to 
wild-life  <Tr . 3. North Am. Wildlife Coni'. 
(Baltimore, M d , Feb. 14-17), pp. 543-547. 
IW».] 
1940 a.—Investigations of  insects affecting  man 
and animals <Rep. Chief  Bureau Entom, 
U. S. Dept. Agrie. (1939-40), pp. 91-96. [W».j 
S T R O N G , P A U L S . [Dept. Bacteriol, Coll. Physicians 
and Surg, Columbia Univ., New York] [See 
also Culbertson, James T. ; and Strong, Paul S.] 
1936 a.—The nature of  a virucidal substance in 
"normal" human serum as compared with the 
trypanocidal and bactericidal substances <J. 
Immunol, v. 30 (6), June, pp. 403-415. [W·.] 
S T R O N G , R I C H A R D P E A R S O N . [1872-1949] [Ph. B „ 
M. D „ S. D , Prof. Trop. M e d , Harvard Univ. 
Med. School] [For  biography see Tr. Roy. Soc. 
Trop. Med. and H y g , v. 30 (5), Mar. 4, 1937, 
pp. 485-486] [Wa.] [For  necrology and port, see 
J. Parasitol, v. 34 (6), D e c , 1948, pp. 51&-517] 
[Issued Jan. 17, 1949] [W».] 
1901 a.—Animal parasites <Circular Trop. Dis. 
(1), F e b , pp. 1-45. [ W m . ] 
1901 b — I d e m [Abstract] <Phila. Med. J. (180), 
v. 7 (23), June 8, pp. 1065-1066. [W», W » , W«.J 
1901 c.—The etiology of  the dysenteries of  the 
Philippine Islands CCircular Trop. Dis. (2), 
A p r , pp. 1-54. [ W m . ] 
1901 d.—Idem [Abstract] <Phila. Med. J. (187), 
v. 8 (4), July 27, pp. 122-123. [Wa, ff», W·.] 
1901 e.—Board for  the investigation of  tropical 
diseases in the Philippines. Circular No. 1. 
Animal parasites <Rep . Surg.-Gen. U. S. Army, 
pp. 203-219. [W·".] 
1901 f.—Cases  of  infection  with Strongyloides 
intestinalis (first  reported occurrence in North 
America) <Johns Hopkins Hosp. R e p , v. 10 
(1-2), pp. 91-132, pis. 2-3, figs.  1-7. [W«, 
W m . ] 
1901 g.—Infection  with Strongyloides intestinalis 
[Abstract of  1901 f]  <Phila. Med. J. (192), v. 
8 (9), Aug. 31, p. 325. [W», W » , W«.] 
1902 a.—Rhabdonema intestinale and intestinal 
flux  [Abstract of  1901 f]  <.T. Trop. M e d , Lon-
don, v. 5, Jan. 1, p. 10. [W··1.] 
1902 b.—Cases of  infection  with Strongyloides 
intestinalis (first  reported occurrence in North 
America) [Abstract of  1901 f]  <Fortschr. M e d , 
v. 20 (34), 1 D e c , pp. 1144-1145. [Wa, W " . j 
1903 a.—The Bureau of  Government Laboratories 
for  the Philippine Islands; scientific  positions 
under it, etc. < A m . M e d , v. 5 (17), Apr. 25, pp. 
665-667. [Wa, Wm, w·.] 
1903 b.—Animal parasites [Abstract of  1901 e] 
CJahresb. Fortschr. Lehre Path. Mikroorgan-
ism. (Baumgarten) (1901), v. 17, pp. 525-526. 
[W», W m . ] 
1904 a.—The clinical and pathological significance 
of  Balantidium cóli <[Publication] (26), Bureau 
Govt. L a b , Manila, D e c , 77 p p , pis. 1-10. 
[ W » , W m . ] 
1905 a.—Report of  the director of  the biological 
laboratory <3 . Ann. Rep. Superintend. Bureau 
Gov. Lab., Manila (1903-04), pp. 53-67. [Wa.] 
1905 b.—Intestinal hemorrhage as a fatal  com-
plication in amoebic dysentery and its associa-
tion with liver abscess. 1 < [Publication] (32), 
Bureau Govt. L a b , Manila, June, pp. 1-15. 
[Wa, Wm.] 
1906 a.—A study of  some tropical ulcerations of 
the skin with particular reference  to their etiol-
ogy <Philippine J. Sc., v. 1 (1), Jan, pp. 91-115, 
14 pis , figs.  1-23. [W*, Wm.] 
1906 b.—Clinical and pathologic significance  of 
Balantidium coli [Abstract of  1904 a] <Am. 
M e d , v. 11 (1), Jan. 6, p. 39. [W», W™, W > ] 
1906 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1904 a] CCentralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat, v. 17 (2), 31 Jan, 
p. 63. [ W a , W m . ] 
Ï !Ю6 d.—Pathology of  Balantidium cóli [Abstract 
of  1904 a] <J. Roy. Micr. Soc. (2), A p r , p. 
184. [Wa, W - , W·.] 
1906 е.—Intestinal hemorrhage as a fatal  com-
plication in amebic dysentery, and its associa-
tion with liver abscess [Abstract of  1905 l>] 
<Am. M e d , v. 11 (4), Jan. 27, pp. 130-134. 
[ W · , W m , W·.] 
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S T R O N G , R I C H A R D P E A R S O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
ιQOR f — I d e m  [Abstract of  1905 bl < M e d . Ree., 
Ν Y . (1839), v. 69 (5), Feb. 3, p. 190. [W\ 
Ό - , W·.] 
1906 ε — I d e m [Abstract of  1905 b] CJ. Am. Med. 
Ass , v. 46 (6), Feb. 10, p. 463. [W», W » , W«.] 
l í ) 0 6 h —Idem [Abstract of  1905 b] CCentralbl. 
Allg Path. u. Path. Anat., v. 17 (9), 15 Mai, 
lì. 372. [W», W"1 . ] 
1906 i.—Fatal intestinal haemorrhage in amoebic 
dysentery with abscess of  the liver [Editorial 
abstract of  1905 bj CLancet, London (4307), 
v 170, v. 1 (11), Mar. 17, p. 778. [W», W » , 
w*.l 
1906 k.—The aetiology of  tropical ulcerations of 
the skin [Editorial abstract of  1906 a] CN. 
York Med. J. [etc.] (1427), v. 83 (14), Apr. 7, 
p. 721. (W», W - . ] 
1907 a.—Amoebic dysentery CModern Med. 
(Osier), v . 1, pp. 488-524, pis. 5 -8 . [W», W»'.] 
1907 b.—A study of  some tropical ulcerations of 
the skin, with particular reference  to their 
etiology [Abstract of  1906 a] CMed . Ree., N. 
Y . (1909), v. 71 (23), June 8, p. 953. [W», 
W m , W·.] 
1908 a.—The diagnosis of  African  tick fever  from 
the examination of  the blood CPhilippine J. 
Sc., v. 3 (3), July, B. Med. Sc., pp. 231-243. 
[W», Wm.] 
1909 a.—Idem CArch. Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hyg., 
v. 13 (1), Jan., pp. 19-28; (2), Jan., pp. 46-55. 
[Wm.] 
1909 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1908 a] CBull. Inst, 
Pasteur, Paris, v . 7 (5), 15 Mars, p. 204. [W\ 
Wm.] 
1909 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1909 a] CCentralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v . 44 (19), 13 Oct., 
pp. 603-604. [W\ Wm.] 
1909 d.—Combating tropical diseases in the Philip-
pines by scientific  methods CJ. Am. Med. Ass., 
v . 52 (7), Feb. 13, pp. 524-527. [W», W » , W«.] 
1910 a.—Oesophagostomiasis CBull. Manila 
Med. Soc., v . 2 (1), Jan., pp. 9-11. [Wm.] 
1914 a.—Amoebic dysentery. _ (In Osler, W . ; and 
McCrae, T . Modern medicine, v. 2. 2. ed. 
Philadelphia, pp. 18-53, pis. 1-4.) |W·.] 
[1914 b].—Recent investigations in relation to in-
fectious  diseases in South America C[Tr.] Am. 
Soc. Trop. Med., v . 9, pp. 206-213. [W«.] 
1919 a.—The significance  of  Rickettsia in relation 
to disease CContrib. Med. and Biol. Research 
(Osier), v. 2, pp. 1205-1216, pis. 1-3. [ W - . ] 
1919 b.—The significance  of  Rickettsia in relation 
to disease CTr. Ass. Am. Physicians (34. Ses-
sion, Atlantic City, N. J., June 16-18), pp. 322-
328. [W".] 
1922 a.—Amebiasis. Survey of  literature from 
Sept. 1, 1921, to March 1, 1922 CNelson Loose-
Leaf Med., v. 2, June, pp. i-iii (insert following 
p. 331Z). [Wm.] 
1922 b.—Bilharziasis. Survey of  literature from 
Sept. 1, 1921, to March 1, 1922 CNelson Loose-
Leaf Med., v. 2, June, pp. i - iv (insert following 
p. 476). [ W ® . ] 
1922 c.—Filariasis. Survey of  literature from Sept. 
1, 1921, to March 1, 1922 CNelson Loose-Leaf 
Med., v. 2, June, pp. i-ii (insert following  p. 
469). [ W m . ] 
1922 d.—Frambesia tropica. Survey of  literature 
from Sept. 1, 1921, to March 1, 1922 CNelson 
Loose-Leaf Med., v . 2, June, pp. i-ii (insert 
following  p. 343). [Wm.] 
1922 e.—Leishmaniasis. Survey of  literature from 
Sept. 1, 1921, to March 1, 1922 CNelson Loose-
Leaf Med., v . 2, June, pp. i-ii (insert following 
p. 335L). [Wm.] 
1922 f.—The  relapsing fevers.  Survey of  literature 
from Sept. 1, 1921, to March 1, 1922 CNelson 
Loose-Leaf Med., v . 2, June, pp. i-ii (insert 
following  p. 337H) [Wm.] 
S T R O N G , R I C H A R D P E A R S O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1922 g.—Trypanosomiasis. Survey of  literature 
from Sept. 1, 1921, to March 1, 1922 CNelson 
Loose-Leaf Med., v. 2, June, pp. i - iv (insert 
following  p. 334). [ W · " . ] 
1923 a.·—Research in some aspects of  disease asso-
ciated with the fields  of  zoology, entomology 
and parasitology С Science, n.s. (1479), v. 57, 
May 4, pp. 507-520. [W«.| 
1923 b.—What animal experimentation has done 
for  exotic and tropical medicine CBoston Med. 
and Surg. J., v. 188 (2), Jan. 11, pp. 33-36. 
[ W m . ] 
1924 a.—The development of  pathogenicity and 
parasitism in saprophytic microorganisms through 
changed environment CProc. Internat. Conf. 
Health Probi. Trop. Am., (Kingston, Jamaica, 
July 22-Aug. 1), pp. 914-939. [ f f » . ] 
1924 b.—Investigations upon flagellate  infections 
CAm. J. Trop. Med., v . 4 (4), July, pp. 345 -
386, pis. 1-6. [W\] 
1924 c.—Tropical ulcerations of  the skin, with 
particular reference  to their etiology. Summary 
and conclusions [Abstract of  report before  39. 
Sees., Ass. Am. Phys., Atlantic City, N. J., 
May 6 and 7] CTr. Ass. Am. Physicians, v. 
39, pp. 424-425. [W».] 
1925 a.—Amoebic dysentery (In Osler, W. M o d -
ern medicine. Pt. II. Protozoan infections. 
3. ed. Philadelphia and New York. pp. 221-290. 
Pis.) [W·.] 
1925 b.—Dermal spirochetosis CTr . Ass. Am. 
Physicians (40. Session, Washington, D. C., May 
5 -7 ) , v. 40, pp. 427-436, figs.  1-4 . [W*.] 
1925 с .—The relationship of  certain "free-living" 
and saprophytic microorganisms to disease 
С Science, n. s. (1570), v . 61, Jan. 30, pp. 97-107. 
[W».] 
1925 a.—Spirochaetal infections  of  man С14 Ann. 
Rep. United Fruit Co., Med. Dept., pp. 218-239. 
[Wa.] 
1930 a.—The African  republic of  Liberia and the 
Belgian Congo, based on the observations made 
and material collected during the Harvard Afri-
can expedition 1926-1927, edited by Richard 
P. Strong CContrib. Dept. Trop. Med. and 
Inst. Trop. Biol. and Med. [Harvard Univ.], (5), 
v. 1, pp. 1-568, illus., pis.; v. 2, pp. 569-1064, 
illus., pis. [Wa.] 
1931 a.—Onchocerciasis in Guatemala С Science, 
n. s., (1900), v . 73, May 29, pp. 593-594. [W".] 
1931 b.—Onchocerca investigations in Guatemala. 
Report of  progress of  the Harvard expedition 
CN. England J. Med., v. 204 (18), Apr. 30, 
pp. 916-920. [Wm.] 
1931 c .—The rôle played by helminths in the 
production of  tumors in man and animals 
С Internat. Clin., s. 41, v. 4, pp. 68-92, pis. 
[Wm.] 
(1931 d).—Zeitungsnotiz über die Onchocerca 
cœruh'ens-Untersuchungen von Dr. Strong in 
Guatemala und die Wirksamkeit des Plas-
mochins gegen die Onchocerca-Mikrofilarien 
CDiario Centro América, Guatemala (42), 12 
Mai, pp. 4 -5 . 
[1932 a],—Onchocerciasis in Guatemala. Pre-
liminary report C20. Ann. Rep. United Fruit 
Co., Med. Dept. (1931), pp. 152-160. [Letter 
of  transmittal dated M a y 1, 1932] [Wa.] 
1933 a.—The treatment of  amoebic dysentery C N . 
England J. Med., v. 209 (21), Nov. 23, pp. 1071-
1073. [Wm.] 
1934 a.—Onchocerciasis, with special reference  to 
the Central American form of  the disease CCon-
trib. Dept. Trop. Med. and Inst. Trop. Biol. 
and Med. [Harvard Univ.] (6), pp. 3-132, illus., 
pis. [Wa, W·.] 
1935 a.—Clonorchiasis. (In McKinley, E. В. A 
geography of  disease) CArn. J. Trop. Med., v. 
15 (5), Sept., Suppl., pp. 426-432. [Lib. Hall] 
49 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S T R O N G , R I C H A R D P E A R S O N — C o n t i n u e d . 
1935 b.—The importance of  ecology in relation 
to disease <Science, n. s. (2127), v. 82, Oct, 4, 
pp. 307-317. [W\] 
1935 c.—Onchocerciasis. With special reference 
to the secondary disturbances < T r . Ass. Am. 
Physicians (Atlantic City, N. J., May 7 -8 ) , v. 
50, pp. 257-261. [W».] 
[1936 a].—Onchocerciasis <Oxford Med., v. 5, 
Part 4, Chapter 41-B, pp. 996(23)-996(48). 
1937 a.—Onchocerciasis in Central America and 
Africa  < T r . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., v . 
30 (5), Mar. 4, pp. 487-506; discussion by J. 
Rodhain et al, pp. 499-506. [W*.] 
1937 b.—Studies on Filarioidea. Summary of 
remarks < N . England J. Med., v. 216 (11), 
Mar. 18, pp. 461-463. [W\] 
1938 a.—Onchocerciasis in Africa  and Central 
America. Part I < A m . J. Trop. Med., v. 18 
(1), Jan., Suppl., pp. 1-57, illus. [W'*.] 
1939 a.—Parte I. La onchocerciasis, con referen-
cia especial a la forma de la enfermedad en la 
America Central <Guatemala Méd., v. 4 (7), 
July, pp. 4 -8 ; (8), Aug., pp. 13-20 (pp. 7 -14) ; 
(9), Sept., pp. 13-20; (10), Oct., pp. 21-32 
(pp. 9 -20) ; (11), Nov., pp. 33-38 (pp. 11-16), 
illus., pis. [ W - J 
1940 a.—The Charles Franklin Craig lecture for 
1938. Progress in the study of  infections  due 
to Bartonella and Rickettsia, with special refer-
ence to the work performed  at Harvard Univer-
sity < A m . J. Trop. Med., v. 20 (1), Jan., pp. 
13-16. [W».] 
1940 b.—The prevention and treatment of  oncho-
cerciasis [Tille only] <Official  Progr. 8. Am. 
Scient. Cong. (Washington, D . C., May 10-21), 
p. 63. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1940 е.—Parte I. La onchocerciasis eon referencia 
especial a la forma de la enfermedad en la 
América Central [Continued from 1939 a] 
<Guatemala Méd., v . 5 (2), Feb., pp. 39-42 
(pp. 9 -12) ; (3), Mar., pp. 43-50 (pp. 9 -16) ; 
(4), Apr., pp. 51-64 (pp. 5 -18 ) ; (5) May, pp. 
65-76 (pp. 7 -18) ; (6), June, pp. 77-88 (pp. 5 -
16); (8), Aug., pp. 89-96 (pp. 7 -14) ; (9), Sept., 
pp. 97-106 (pp. 9 -18) ; (10), Oct., pp. 107-
116 (pp. 5 -14) ; (11), Nov., pp. 117-124 (pp. 
7 -14) ; (12), Dec., pp. 125-219 (pp. 17-21). 
[Concluded in 1941] [W™.] 
1941 a.—La onchocerciasis en la América Central 
(continuación) <Guatemala Méd., v . 6 (1), 
Jan., pp. 130-133 (pp. 14-17), pis. 1-6 . [W®.j 
1942 a.—The etiology, prevention, and treatment 
of  onchocerciasis <Proc . 8. Am. Sc. Cong. 
(Washington, D. C., May 10-18, 1940), v. 6, 
pp. 383-392. [W®.] 
1942 b.—The implications of  tropical medicine to 
the civilian population [Title  only of  report before 
Symposium on Trop. Med., New York City, 
Dec. 29] <J . Parasitol., v . 28 (6), Dec. Suppl., 
p. 8. [W·.] 
[1942 с].—Stitt's diagnosis, prevention and treat-
ment of  tropical diseases. 6. ed. 2. v. , illus., 
pis. Philadelphia. [W®.] 
[1944 a].—Stitt's diagnosis, prevention and treat-
ment of  tropical diseases. 7. ed. 2 v., illus., pis. 
Philadelphia. [Wa.] 
[1945? a].—Filariasis <Nelson Loose-Leaf Med., 
Survey of  literature Serv. vol., pp. 315-383, illus. 
[ W - . ] 
S T R O N G , R I C H A R D P E A R S O N ; e t a l . 
1915 a.—Report of  first  expedition to South 
America 1913. Harvard School of  tropical 
medicine, xiv + 203 pp., 9 figs.,  1 chart, 2 
tables, 48 pis.; Appendix, pp. 207-220. Cam-
bridge [Mass.]. [W».J 
S T R O N G , R I C H A R D P E A R S O N ; B E Q U A E R T , J O S E P H 
C H A R L E S ; a n d C L E V E L A N D , L E M M I E R O B C O E . 
1931 a.—Report on the available evidence showing 
the relation of  game to the spread of  tsetse fly 
borne diseases in Africa.  46 pp. [n. p.] (Spe-
cial publication of  the American committee on 
international wild life  protection, vol. 1, No. 1.) 
[Wa.] 
S T R O N G , R I C H A R D P E A R S O N ; a n d M U S G B A V E , W I L -
L I A M E V E R E T T . 
1900 a.—Preliminary note regarding the etiology 
of  the dysenteries of  Manila <Rep . Surg.-Gen. 
U. S. Army, pp. 251-273. [ f f » J 
1901 a.—Preliminary note of  a case of  infection 
with Balantidium. cóli (Stein) <Johns Hopkins 
Hosp. Bull. (119), v . 12, Feb., pp. 31-32. [W«, 
W m , W·.] 
S T B O N G , R I C H A B D P E A B S O N ; S A N D G R O U N D , J A C K 
H E N R Y ; B E Q U A E R T , J O S E P H C H A B L E B ; a n d 
O C H O A , M I G U E L M U Ñ O Z . _ 
1934 a.—Onchocerciasis, with special reference  to 
the Central American form of  the disease <Con-
trib. Dept. Trop. Med. and Inst. Trop. Biol. 
and Med. [Harvard Univ.] (6), 234 pp., illus., 
pis. [Wa, W·.] 
S T B O N G , R I C H A B D P E A B S O N ; a n d S H A T T U C K , G E O B G E 
C H E E V E B . 
1930 a.—Medical and pathological investigations 
in Liberia and the Belgian Congo <Contrib. 
Dept. Trop. Med. and Inst. Trop. Biol. and 
Med. [Harvard Univ.], (5), v . 1, pp. 210-461, 
illus., pis. [Wa.] 
S T B O N G , R I C H A R D P E A B S O N ; S H A T T U C K , G E O B G E 
C H E E V E B ; a n d W H E E L E R , R A L P H E M E B S O N . 
1926 a.—[Medical report of  the Hamilton Rice 
seventh expedition to the Amazon, in conjunc-
tion with the department of  tropical medicine 
of  Harvard University, 1924-1925] Part I <Con-
trib. Harvard Inst. Trop. Biol. and Med. (4), 
pp. 1-154, pis. 1-60. [Wa.] 
S T B O N G , R I C H A B D P E A B S O N ; a n d T E A G U E , O S C A B . 
1910 a.—The treatment of  trypanosomiasis with 
especial reference  to surra <Philippine J. Sc., 
v . 5 (1), Feb., pp. 21-53. [W».] 
1911 a.—Idem <J . Trop. Vet. Sc., v . 6 (3), 
pp. 317-351. [Wa.] 
S T B O N G , R O B E R T A . [ M . D . ] 
1931 a.—Tetrachlorethylene for  hookworm [Edi-
torial] Clnternat. Med. Digest, v. 18 (3), Mar., 
pp. 186-188. [W·.] 
S T B O N G , S . B. [M. D „ Supt., Med. Dept., Nipe Bay 
Co., Preston, Cuba] 
1918 a.—Trichocephalus dispar <South. Med. J., 
v. 11 (5), May, pp. 345-347. [W®.] 
S T B O N G , W A L T E B M E B S H . [Chief  Med. Officer, 
Papua] 
1926 a.—Carbon tetrachloride and croton oil in 
treatment of  hookworm infections  [Letter 
dated 11 Feb.] < T r . Roy . Soc. Trop. Med. and 
Hyg., v. 20 (1-2), 18 Mar.-20 May, p. 132. [Wa.] 
1928 a.—The treatment of  scabies [Letter to editor 
dated Apr. 30] < M e d . J. Australia, year 15, v. 
1' (20), May 19, p. 631. [W™.] 
S T B O O B A N T S , C H . 
1935 a.—Filaire sous-conjonctivale de l'oeil <Bull . 
Soc. Beige Opht. (71), pp. 213-215. [ W m J 
STROBCHEIN, E. [Dr., Augenarzt, Dresden] 
1939 a.—Filaria loa am Auge <Klin. Monatsbl 
Augenh., v. 102, pp. 111-112. [W®.] 
S T B O S N I D E B , C H A B L E B F B A N K L I N [M. D. , Golds-
boro] 
1910 a.—Experiences of  North Carolina physicians 
with hookworm disease <BulL North Carolina 
Bd. Health, v. 25 (9), Deo., pp. 459-460. [Wa.] 
1911 a.—The frequency  of  hookworm infection 
among the whites as compared with the negroes 
<Bull . North Carolina Bd. Health, v. 26 (5), 
Aug., pp. 167-169. [W».] 
1911 b.—Hookworm disease. Prevalence, harmful 
results and treatment <J. Am. Med. Ass., v . 
56 (14), Apr. 8, pp. 1024-1027. [Wa.] 
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1911 c .—Hookworm disease in its infection  relation 
to the white and colored race < Hos fx  Bull. 
Univ. Maryland, v. 7 (10), Dec. 15, pp. 192-193. 
[ W V ] 
1942 a.—Hookworm: An etiologic factor  in duo-
denitis <North Carolina Med. J., v. 3 (10), Oet., 
pp. 554-555. [ W v ] 
S T R O U D , R E G I N A L D J A M E S H E N R Y . [18S6- ] 
[M. D., Tempe, Arizona] 
1927 a.—Myiasis in the Southwest, with particular 
reference  to the species Chrysomyia macellatici 
<Southwest. Med., v. 11 (7), July, pp. 313-
317, illus. [ W v ] 
S T R O U D , R O B E R T . 
1933 a.—Diseases of  canaries. Edited by Herbert 
C. Sanborn . . . 239 pp., illus. Kansas City, 
Mo. [W».] 
S T R O U H A L , F . 
(1914? a) .—Die Behandlung der Leberegelseuche 
mit Extractum filiéis maris <Vet . Viëstnik, 
Moskau, v. 10 (5). 
1915 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Wien. Tierärtzl. 
Monatschr., v . 2 (2), Feb., p. 101. [W·.] 
S T R O U H A L , H A N S . [Dr., Wien] 
1932 a.—Insekten und Krankheiten <Schrift. 
Ver. Verbr. Naturw. Kennt. Wien (1931-32), 
v. 72, pp. 111-143. [W".] 
1939 a.—Die in den Höhlen von Warmbad Villach, 
Kärnten, fesgestellten  Tiere <Folia Zool. et 
Hydrobiol., Riga, v. 9 (2), July 22, pp. 247 -
290, illus. [W«.] 
1940 a.—Die Tierwelt der Höhlen von Warmbad 
Villach in Kärnten. Ein Beitrag zur Oekologie 
der Makrocavernen <Arch. Naturg., Leipzig, 
n. F., v . 9 (3), pp. 372-434, illus. [Issued Aug. 
15] [Wa.] 
1947 a.—Auftreten  der Taubenzecke als menschli-
cher Parasit in Wien <Klin. Med., Wien, v. 2 
(23), Dec. 1, pp. 1101-1104, illus. [ W v ] 
STROUMZA, J. [Dr.-Vét., Paris] 
1927 a.—L'actinothérapie au moyen de l'arc poly-
métallique dans le traitement de l'acné démodé-
cique <Rec . Méd. Vét., v. 103 (7), 15 Avril, pp. 
205-208, 1 fig. [W·.] 
S T R U B E , G E O R G . 
1897 a.—Ueber das endemische Vorkommen von 
Parasiteneiern und Larven im Harn der Bewoh-
ner von Natal und Transvaal <Deutsche Med. 
Wchnschr., v . 23 (33), Aug. 12, pp. 522-524, 
fig.  89. [W«, W v ] 
1898 a.—Idem [Abstract] < H y g . Rundschau, v. 
8 (2), 15 Jan., pp. 78-79. [Wa, W v ] 
1898 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1897 a] <Arch. 
Schiffs- u. Tropen-Hyg., v . 2 (2), Apr., pp. 114-
115. [ W v ] 
1898 с.—Trichomonas  hominis im Mageninhalt 
bei Carcinoma cardi» <Berl. Klin. Wchnschr., 
v. 35 (32), 8 Aug., pp. 708-709. [W», W v ] 
S T R U B E L L , A D O L F W I L H E L M . [1861- ] [Dr., 
Frankfurt  a. Main] 
1887 a.—Ueber den Bau und die Entwicklung von 
Heterodera  schachlii Schmidt. (Vorläufige  Mit-
theilung) <Zool . Anz., Leipzig (242), v. 10, 
17 Jan., pp. 42-46; (243), 31 Jan., pp. 62-66. 
[W», W m , W«.] 
1887 b.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbL Bakteriol., 
v. 1 (20), pp. 603-604. [Wa, W - , W·.] 
1887 с.—Heterodera  schachtii [Abstract of  1887 a] 
<J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (3), June, pp. 401-402. 
[Wa, W m , W«.] 
1888 a.—Untersuchungen liber den Bau und die 
Entwicklung des Rübennematoden, Heterodera 
schachtii Schmidt. <Biblioth. Zool. (2), pp. 
1-50, 1 1., pis. 1-2 , figs.  1-57. [W·.] 
[1888 b].—Idem. Diss. Reprint. 46 pp., pie. 
[missing]. [Leipzig] [Wa.] 
S T R U B E L L , A D O L F W I L H E L M — C o n t i n u e d . 
1888 c.—Structure and development oirHetero-
dera schachtii [Abstract of  1888 a] <J . Roy. 
Micr. Soc. (5), Oct., pp. 737-738. [W», W » , 
W·.] 
1889 a.—Untersuchungen über den Bau und die 
Entwicklung des Rübennematoden, Heterodera 
schachtii Schmidt [Abstract of  1888 a] CCen-
tralbl. Bakteriol., v. 6 (15), 28 Sept., pp. 423-
429. [W·, W m , W·.] 
S T R U B E L T , H U G O . [Stabsvet. Dr.] 
1935 a.—Zur Gasbehandlung der Pferde  mit SO* 
<Ztschr. Veterinärk., v. 47 (3), März, pp. 8 1 -
83. [W».] 
S T R U B E N , W . A . 
1941 a.—Away with keds. Compulsory dipping 
is now imposed on the progressive farmer  by 
the ked-farmer.  Let us reverse the compulsion. 
(Weg met die keds! Nou word die vooruitstre-
wende boer duer die skaapluis-boer verplig om 
te dip—Laat ons hulle liewer dwing om te dip) 
<South African  Merino Breeders' J., v . 3 (3), 
July, Dutch text, p. 37; English text, p. 38. 
fWa.j 
S T R U B E N , W I L F R I D G. [Pokwelan, P. O . Charles-
town, Natal] 
1922 a.—Scab administration. How the trouble is 
fostered;  suggestions for  its control. A week-
kneed policy <Farmer's Weekly, Bloemfontein 
(612), v. 24, Nov . 29, p. 1094 (p. 14). [I-.] 
[Also  photostat copy: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S T R U C K M A N N , C H R . 
1905 a.—Eibildung, Samenbildung und Befruch-
tung von Strongylus filaria  <Zool . Jahrb., Jena, 
Abt. Anat., v . 22 (3), pp. 577-628, pia. 29-31, 
figs.  1-105. [Wa, W " , W·.] 
1906 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool . Centralbl., v . 13 
(7-8) , 27 Apr., p. 211. [W*, W·.] 
1906 b.—Embryology of  Strongylus filaria  [Ab-
stract of  1905 a] <J . Roy. Micr. Soc. (4), Aug., 
p. 444. [W», W·», W·. ] 
STRUEBING, P.. [Prof.,  Greifswald] 
1894 a.—Die thierischen Parasiten der Nieren 
<Klin. Handb. Harn- u. Sexualorg., 2. Abt., 
pp. 195-210. [W" . ] 
v. S T R Ü M P E L L , A D O L F [1853-1925] [For  port, and 
letter with facsimile  of  signature see Deutsche 
Med. Wchnschr., v . 56 (6), 7. Feb. 1930, pp. 
237-238] [W«.] 
1901 a.—A text-book of  medicine, for  students and 
practitioners. 3. Am. ed. Transi, by permission 
from the 13. German ed. by Herman F. Vickery 
and Philip Coombs Knapp. With editorial 
notes by Frederick C. Shattuck. 1242 pp., 185 
figs.,  1 pi. New York. [W™.] 
1904 a.—Lehrbuch der speciellen Pathologie und 
Therapie der inneren Krankheiten. Für Stu-
dirende und Aerzte. 15. unveränderte Aufl.,  v . 2, 
740 pp., 44 figs. Leipzig. [ W m . ] 
1911 a.—A textr-Ьоок of  medicine, for  students and 
practitioners. 4. Am. ed., transi, from 17. 
rev. German ed. With editorial notes, addi-
tional chapters, and a section on mental dis-
eases, by Herman F. Vickery and Philip Coombs 
Knapp. v. 1, 831 pp., 102 figs.,  4 pis. New 
York and London. [W«.] 
1911 b.—Idem. v. 2, 800 pp., figs.  103-224, pis. 
5 -6 . New York and London. [W·.] 
1912 a.—A text-book of  medicine, for  students and 
practitioners. 4. American ed., translated by 
permission from the 17. revised German edition. 
With editorial notes, additional chapters, and a 
section on mental diseases, by Herman F. 
Vickery and Philip Coombs Knapp. v. 1, 831 
pp., 102 figs.,  4 pis. New York and London. 
[W·.] 
S T R U G G E R , S I E G F R I E D . [Dir., Botan. Inst. and 
Botan. Garden, Univ. Münster] 
1947 a.—Der fluoreszenzmikroskopische  Nachweis 
von Trypanosomen im Blute <Deutsche Tier-
ärztl. Wchnschr., v . 54 (21-22), June 1, pp. 161-
162. [W». ] 
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S T R U G G E R , S I E G F R I E D — C o n t i n u e d . 
1948 a.—Fluorescence microscope examination of 
trypanosomés in blood <Canad. J. Research, 
v. 26 (4), Аид, Sect. E , pp. 229-231, pl. [W», 
W - J 
S T R U G N F . L L , L . F . 
1924 a.—Notes on schistosomiasis in the Yangtse 
Valley <J. Roy. Naval Med. Serv, v. 10 (3), 
July, pp. 221-224. [Wv] 
S T R U K O W , Α . ; a n d R O S A N O W , W . 
1913 a.—Ueber die Echinokokken der Milz 
<Wien. Med. Wchnschr, v. 63 (46), Nov. 8, 
cols. 2967-2970. [ f f »J 
STRUKOW, I. TH. See Magidson, Ο. I.; and Strukow, 
I. Th. 
S T R U M I K O F F . 
(1924 a).—Diagnosi e trattamento chirurgico 
dell'echinococco dei polmoni CVrach. Delo 
(11-13). 
S T R U N C K . [ D r . ] 
1903 a.—Bericht über den Einfluss  von Pflanzen 
auf  die Entwickelung von Moskitos < Deutsches 
Kolonial-Bl, v. 14 (9), 1 Mai, pp. 208-209. 
[W..] 
V O N S T R U S S E N F E L T , A L E X . M I C H . [ M a j . G e n . u . 
Commend. Schw. Ord.] 
1773 a.—Beschreibung und Abbildung zweener 
Fische < K . Schwed. Akad. Wissensch. Ab-
handl, v. 35, pp. 21-25, pl. 2, figs. Α -B. [W·.] 
S T R U T H E R S , E R N E S T B L A C K . [ 1 8 8 6 - ] 
1926 a.—The advantages of  the organic prepara-
tions of  antimony in the treatment of  kala-azar. 
A preliminary note <China Med. J , v. 40 
(9), Sept., pp. 849-850. [ W v ] 
1927 a.—"Neostam," stibamine glucoside, in the 
treatment of kala azar (preliminary report) 
CChina Med. J , v. 41 (1), Jan, pp. 21-28. 
[ W v ] 
1927 b.—The treatment of  kala-azar by stibosan 
(Heyden 471) and antimosan (Heyden 661) 
CChina Med. J , v. 41 (9), Sept, pp. 755-761. 
[ W v ] 
1931 a.—Neostibosan in the treatment of  kala-
azar. Notes on the treatment of  87 cases 
CChina Med. J , v. 45 (1), Jan, pp. 1-17, pis. 
[Wm . ] 
1934 a.—Kala-azar CText-Book Med. Am. Auth. 
(Cecil), ed. 3, pp. 421-428. [Wv] 
S T R U T H E R S , E R N E S T B L A C K ; C H A N G , H . H . ; L I N , 
L . C . ; a n d C H ' E N , J . T . 
1933 a.—Antimony in the treatment of  kala-azar, 
and its toxic effects  CChinese Med. J , v. 47 
(11-12), Nov . -Dec , pp. 1421-1432, pi. 1. [W- . ] 
S T R U T H E R S , E R N E S T B L A C K ; a n d L I N , L . C . 
1937 a.—The treatment of  kala-azar with solusti-
bosan, a new antimony compound CChinese 
Med. J , v. 52 (3), Sept, pp. 335-338. [Wv] 
S T R U T H E R S , J . W . 
1913 a.-—Threadworms in a healthy vermiform 
appendix CEdinb. Med. J , n. s , v. 10 (5), 
May, pp. 442-443. [W'v] 
S T R U V E , C . A . 
1797 a.—Neues Handbuch der Kinderkrankheiten, 
besonders zum Gebrauch für  Eltern und Erzie-
her. 430 pp., 1 1. Breslau, Hirschberg u. 
Lissa. [W m . ] 
S T R U V E , E D G A R F . 
1950 a.—Amebic abscess of  the liver CCalifornia 
Med , v. 73 (2), Aug, pp. 178-180. [W'v] 
STRUWE, F. [Landesheil- u. Pflegeanst.  Neustadt, 
Holstein] See Grabow, С'.; and Struwe, F. 
S T R Y K E , A N N A C L E G G . 
1912 a.—The life-cycle  of  the malarial parasite. 
Contributions from the Entomological labora-
tory of  Cornell university, Ithaca, New York 
CEntom. News, v. 23 (5), May, pp. 221-223, 
pi. 12. [Wv] 
S T R Y K E R , E . D E M . [ M . D . ] 
1914 a.—Extracts from report of E. de M. Stryker 
for 1913. Suan Mine Hospital, Korea CChina 
Med. J , v. 28 (4), July, pp. 277-280. [W™.] 
S T R Y K E R , W A L T E R Α . 
1947 a.—The intestinal phase of  human trichinosis 
CAm. J. Path. (138), v. 23 (5), Sept, pp. 
819-827, pis. [W'V] 
S T H Z H E D Z I N ' S K I Ï , A D O L ' F O S I P O V I C I I . [1823- ] 
[Стржедаиньсмй, Адольфъ Осиповичъ] [For 
biography see Izvlëst. Imp. Obsh. Lfflb. Estes t-
vozn. [etc.], Moskva, v. 57, 1889, signature 23, 
pp. [5 7-8].] [WV] 
(1855 a).—О чесоточиомъ КлещЬ. Diss. Mag. 
Vet. Nauk. [Диссертац1я на степенъ Магистра 
Ветеринарныхъ Наукь] 
STSCHEGOLEV, G . G . See Shchego lev , G . G . 
STSHENSNOVITSH, V . See Schensnov i ch , V . B . 
S T U A R T , A L E X A N D E R . [Odessa.] 
1870 a.—Neapolitanische Studien. (Briefliche 
Mittheilung an J. Henle) CNachr. Gesellsch. 
Wissensch, u. Georg-Aug. Univ. (6), 16 März, pp. 
99-103. [W" , Wv] 
1871 a.—Ueber den Bau der Gregarinen CBull. 
Acad. Imp. Sc. St.-Pétersb, ν. 15, 4 Mars, pp. 
497-502, 1 pl., figs.  1-8. [W», Wv] 
S T U A R T , A L L E N . [M. D , Passed Asst. Surg, U. S. 
Army] 
1905 a.—Note on Dermatobia noxialis CJ. Ass. 
Mil. Surg. U. S , v. 1 7 , pp. 5 4 8 - 5 4 9 , 3 figs. [ W v ] 
S T U A R T , B Y R O N M. [M. D , New Orleans] See 
Pullen, Roscoe L.; and Stuart, Byron M. 
STUART, E . GERTRUDE. [ M . D , Zenana Miss ion 
Hosp, Quetta, India] 
1914 a.—Hydatid of  the omentum CBrit. Med. 
J. (2775), v. 1, Mar. 7, p. 531. [Wv] 
S T U A R T , F R A N C I S H. See Vierordt, Oswald, 1891 a, 
1 8 9 6 a, and 1 8 9 8 a. 
STUART, G. [Chief,  Epidemic Control Sect , Euro-
pean Region. Off.] 
1945 a.—Relapsing fever  in North Africa  and 
Europe, 1943-1945 CEpidemiol. Inform.  Bull 
(UNRRA) Health D i v , v. 1 (11), July 15, pp. 
453-464. [W'V] 
1946 a.—Fiebre recurrente en el norte de Africa  y 
en Europa 1943-1945 CRev. San. e Hig. Púb , 
v. 20 (2), Feb , pp. 164-188. [Wr«V] 
S T U A R T , G E O R G E . 
1923 a.—Note on trypanosomiasis, filariasis, and 
piroplasmosis of  animals in Palestine CTr. 
Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and H y g , v. 12 (3), 21 
June, pp. 208-209. [Issued Sept.] [Wv] 
S T U A R T , G E O R G E ; a n d K R I K O R I A N , K . S . 
1923 a.—Observations on Trypanosoma  evanai 
based on its occurrence in two outbreaks of  surra 
in Palestine CTr. Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and 
H y g , v. 17 (4), 18 O c t , pp. 254-259, 1 fig. 
[Issued Nov.] [Wv] 
S T U A R T , G E O R G E ; K R I K O R I A N , K . S . ; a n d G I L B E R T . 
S Y D N E Y J O S E P H . 
1924 a.—Note on the occurrence of  anaplamosis 
in Palestine CJ. Comp. Path, and Therap, v. 
37 (3), Sept. 30, pp. 149-154, figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
S T U A R T , H A R O L D С О Е [ 1 8 9 1 - ] ; a n d A U G U S T I N E , 
D O N A L D L E S L I E . 
1928 a.—Dipylidium caninum infection  in an 
infant  six montlis of  age: Report of  a case CAm. 
J. Dis. Child, v. 3 6 ( 3 ) , Sept, pp. 5 2 3 - 5 2 5 . 
[Wv] 
S T U A R T , H O M E R O H L I G E R . [1903- ] [Rhode 
Island Agrie. Exper. Station, Kingston, R. I.] 
[See also Delaplane, John P.; and Stuart, Homer 
Ohliger; and Charles, Thomas Burr; and Stuart, 
Homer Ohliger.] 
1934 a.—Disease determination CAnn. Rep. 
Rhode Island State Coll. Exten. Serv. (1933), 
pp. 39-40. (Bull. (64), Apr.). [Wv] 
S T U A R T , J . [ M . D . ] 
1808 a.—An account of  a worm discharged by the 
urethra CPhila. Med. Mus , v. 5 (3), pp. 172-
183, 1 p i , figs.  1-4. [W'v Wv] 
S T U A R T , L E A N D E R S C A L E S . [1903- ] [Bureau 
Chem. and Soils, U. S. Dept. Agrie.]; and F R E Y , 
R A L P H W Y L I E . 
1935 a.—Nematode damage to hides and leather 
CJ. Am. Leather Chem. Ass, v. 30 (4), Apr , 
pp. 162-165, 6 pis, figs.  1-11. [Wv] 
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STUART, M. A. [Commander, Med. Corps, U. S. 
1928 a.—General considerations on amoebic dysen-
tery and endamoebic carriers, from the view-
point of  a naval surgeon < U . S. Naval Med. 
Bull., v. 26 (2), Apr., pp. 411-438. [WM 
S T U A R T , W . J . 
1908 a.—[Hydatid of  the kidney] [Exhibition of 
case, Dec. 18, 1907] < T r . Med.-Chir. Soc. 
Edinb. (1907-08), n. s., v. 27, pp. 77-78. [ W » J 
S T U A R T D R A Q T E N . See Dragten, Stuart. 
STUART-HARRIS, C . H . [Lieut . -Col . ] 
1945 a.—Principles of  control of  typhus fever 
<Proc. Roy. Soc. Med., v. 38 (9), July, pp. 
511-514. [WM 
S T U B , C . 
1892-93 a.—Trikiner ι dansk og amerikansk 
flsesk  <Maanedsskr. Dvrl., v. 4, pp. 57-59. 
[A ¡».j [Aiio photostat copy: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1911 a.—A propos de l'hypoderme du boeuf  et des 
moyens de le combattre <Bull. (3) Ass. Franç. 
Destruction Varron, Août, pp. 82-86: [W».] 
1911 b.—Das Eindringen der Dasselfliegenlarve 
in den Rinderkörper <Tierärztl. Rundschau, 
v. 17 (25), 19 Juni, pp. 242-243. [WM 
1911 c.—Method of  infection  by the Hypoderma 
bovis [Transi, of  1911 e] <J . Meat and Milk 
Hyg., v. 1 (7), July, pp. 397-400. [WM 
1911 d.—¿La penetración de la larva del Hipoderma 
bovis en el organismo del buey se hace por el 
esófago  ó por la piel? <Rev . Hig. y San. Vet., 
Madrid, v. 1 (5), Agosto, pp. 137-139. [WM 
1911 e.—La pénétration de la larve d'Hypoderma 
bovis dans l'organisme du boeuf.  Se fait-elle 
par l'oesophage ou par la peau? <Hyg . Viande 
et Lait, v. 5 (7), 10 Juillet, pp. 393-397. [W·.] 
(1911 f). —Das Eindringen der Dasselfliegenlarven 
in den Rinderkörper <Rtindschau Geb. Ges. 
Fleischbeschau u. Trichinenschau, v. 12, p. 192 
1912 a.—Bidrag til Oksebremsens biologi < M a a -
nedsskr. Dvrl., v. 24 (13), 1 Okt., pp. 409-410. 
[W·.] 
1912 b.—Das Eindringen der Dasselfliegenlarven 
in den Rinderkörper [Abstract of  1911 f] <Jah-
resb. Vet.-Med. (1911), v. 31, pp. I l l , 117. 
[W·.) 
1913 a.—Bidrag til oksebremsens biologi. Forsog 
paa larveudklaekning af  Hypoderma-Aeg.-
Nydannet per forerende  hudkanal. — Unge 
levende Hypoderma-larver i det subkutane 
bindevaev i vernefeitet  den 13. November 
<Maanedsskr. Dyrl., v. 25 (18), 15 Dec., pp. 
482-487, figs.  1-2. [W».] 
1913 b.—Udklaekning af Oksebreinser. Oksebrem-
sens ophold og Aeglaegning paa den levende 
Okse. Hypoderma-larvers forekomst hos kalve. 
Hypoderma  lineatum's forekomst i Danmark 
<Maanedsskr. Dyrl., v. 25 (12), 15 Sept., pp. 
336-340, 1 fig. [W».] 
1914 a .—Hypoderma  lineatum <Entom. Medd., 
Kj0benhavn, v. 10, 2. s., v. 5, p. 116. [W».] 
1915 a.—Bidrag til oksebremsens biologi < M a a -
nedsskr. Dyrl., v. 26 (23), 1 Marts, pp. 617-621. 
[WM 
1919 a.—Hvpodermalarvers Indtraengen gennein 
Oksens Hud <Maanedsskr. Dvrl., v. 31 (11), 
1 Sept., pp. 230-231. [WM 
S T U B B E N D O R E E , G E R H A R D . 
1893 a.—Die Differentialdiagnose  der tierischen 
Parasiten-Eier und pflanzlicher  Sporen. Diss. 
33 pp., 4 pis. Rostock. [W».] 
STUBBS, E . T . [Rev . , M . Α . ] 
1882 a.—On a supposed new species of  Caligus <J . 
Postal Micr. Soc., v. 1, June, pp. 57-60, pi. 6, 
figs.  1-5. [ W » , WM 
S T U B B S . E V A N L E K . [Dr., Prof.  Vet. Path., Univ. 
Pennsylvania] [.See also Crawley, Howard; and 
Stubbs, Evan Lee ; and Live, I.; and Stubbs, 
Evan Lee] 
1927 a.—Coccidiosis in chicks <Bull. Univ. Penn-
sylvania, v. 27 (39), June 11 (Vet. Exten. Quart. 
(27)), pp. 3 -4 . [WM 
S T U B B S , E V A N L E E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1927 b.—The control of  coccidiosis and tapeworms 
in poultry <Cornell Vet., v. 17 (2), Apr., pp. 
142-149. [WM 
1932 a.—Report of  the special committee on poul-
try diseases. (In Proc. 69. Ann. Meet. Am. Vet. 
Med. Ass.) <J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 81, n. s., 
v. 34 (4), Oct., pp. 512-515. [WM 
S T U B B S , E V A N L E E ; a n d C R A W L E Y , H O W A R D . 
1922 a.—Pathogenic effects  of  Capillaria worms 
on chickens <J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 60, n.s., 
v. 13 (4), Jan. pp. 461-462. [WM 
S T U B B S , E V A N L E E ; a n d L I V E , I . 
1935 a.—The diagnosis of  filariasis  in the dog <J . 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass., v. 87, n.s., v. 40 (6), Dec., 
p p . 6 8 0 - 6 8 2 . [ W M 
1936 a.—Methods of  diagnosing filariasis  in dogs 
<Bull. Univ. Pennsylvania (61), v. 36, Jan. 15 
(Vet. Exten. Quart.), pp. 11-15. [WM 
S T U B B S , E V A N L E E ; a n d L O V E , W . G B A H A M . 
1941 a.—-Studies on sensitization: Its possible rela-
tionship to periodic ophthalmia <North Am. 
Vet., v. 22 (9), Sept., pp. 539-542. [WM 
S T U B E N B O R D , W I L L I A M D O R U S . [1905- ] [M. D . , 
Lieut. Command. (M. C.) U. S. N. R., New Or-
leans, Louisiana] 
1944 a.—Recurrent malaria in military personnel 
< N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v. 97 (3), Sept., pp. 
1 2 0 - 1 2 2 . [ W M 
S T U B E N B O B D , W I L L I A M D O R U S ; a n d A L L E N , R A L P H F · 
1946 a.—Hookworm disease in infants  < U . S. 
Naval Med. Bull., v. 46 (6), June, pp. 915-917. 
[ W M 
v. S T U B E N R A U C H [Prof.];  and Z U C K E R , A L F R E D . 
1916 a.—Zur Verhütung der Verlausung von Ver-
bänden <München. Med. Wchnschr., v. 63 (1), 
Jan. 4, p. 29. [W'M 
S T U C H B E R Y , H . M . [ A c t . S r . V e t . O f f . ] 
1935 a.—Annual report of  the veterinary division 
for  the year 1934 <Ann. Bull. Div. Rep., Dept. 
Agrie. Fiji (1934), pp. 17-25. [WM 
1935 b.—Parasitic infection  of  the leg and foot  of  a 
dog <Agric. J., Fiji, v. 8 (1), Dec., p. 29. [WM 
STUCKEY, E. J. [M. В., В. Sc., Union Med. Coi l -
Peking] 
1917 a.—Circumocular filariasis  <China Med. J., 
v. 31 (1), Jan., pp. 24-25, 1 pl., figs.  1-4. [W'M 
[See Houghton, Henry S., 1917 b] 
1917 b.—Idem <Brit. J. Ophth., v. 1, Sept., p. 542-
[Wm.] 
S T U C K E Y , H E N R Y P E R K I N S . [1880- ] [Director] 
[1930 a].—Swine parasite studies <42. Ann. Rep. 
Georgia Exper. Station (1930), pp. 23-24. [Let-
ter of  transmittal dated Dec. 31, 1930] [WM 
1935 a.—Animal Industry <47. Ann. Rep. Georgia 
Exper. Station (1934-35), pp. 18-21. [WM 
1935 b.—Entomology <47. Ann. Rep. Georgia 
Exper. Station (1934-35), pp. 24-30, 2 figs' 
[WM 
1936 a.—Internal parasites of  swine. [Results 
obtained indicate desirability of  using methods 
developed at Moultrie, Georgia b y Dr. H. B. 
Raffensberger  and co-workers of  the U. S. De-
partment of  Agriculture] <48. Ann. Rep. Georgia 
Exper. Station (1935-36), p. 19. [WM 
[1937 a).—Worm control in sheep <49. Ann. Rep. 
Georgia Exper. Station (1936-37), p. 32. [WM 
[1940 »1.—Controlling the sheep tick and the sheep 
louse <52. Ann. Rep. Georgia Exper. Station 
(1939-40), p. 48. [WM 
[1940 b].—Worm control in sheep <52 . Ann. Rep. 
Georgia Exper. Station (1939-40), p. 47. [WM 
[1941 a].—Animal industry <53. Ann. Rep. Georgia 
Exper. Station (1940-41), pp. 68-78. [WM 
1941 b.—Nematode in gardens <South. Agrie., v. 
71 (11), Nov., pp. 10-11. [WM 
1941 e.—The reaction of  cotton varieties to cotton 
wilt and root-knot nematode <53. Ann. Rep. 
Georgia Exper. Station (1940 41), pp. 25-27. 
[ W M 
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1942 a.—Controlling the sheep tick and the sheep 
louse <54. Ann. Rep. Georgia Exper. Station 
(1941-42), p. 51. [WM 
1942 b .—Worm control in sheep <54. Ann. Rep. 
Georgia Exper. Station (1941-42), pp. 50-51. 
[WM 
1943 a.—Controlling the sheep tick and the sheep 
louse <55. Ann. Rep. Georgia Exper. Station 
(1942-43), p. 29. [WM 
1943 b .—Worm control in sheep <55. Ann. Rep. 
Georgia Exper. Station (1942-43), p. 29. [W*.j 
1944 a.—Controlling the sheep tick and the sheep 
louse <56. Ann. Rep. Georgia Exper. Station 
(1943-44), p. 38 [WM 
1944 b .—Worm control in sheep <56. Ann. Rep-
Georgia Exper. Station (1943-44), pp. 37-38. 
[W·.] 
1945 a.—Controlling the sheep tick and the sheep 
louse <57. Ann. Rep. Georgia Exper. Station 
(1944-45), pp. 36-37. [W\] 
1945 b .—Worm control in sheep <57. Ann. Rep. 
Georgia Exper. Station (1944-45), p. 36. [WM 
1946 a.—Controlling the sheep tick and the sheep 
louse <58. Ann. Rep. Georgia Exper. Station 
(1945-46), pp. 48-49. [W·.] 
1946 b .—Worm control in sheep <58. Ann. Rep. 
Georgia Exper. Station (1945-46), p. 48. [W*.j 
1947 a.—Controlling the sheep tick and the sheep 
louse <59. Ann. Rep. Georgia Exper. Station 
(1946-47), p. 49. [W\] 
1947 b .—Worm control in sheep <59. Ann. Rep. 
Georgia Exper. Station (1946-47), p. 49. [W».j 
S T C C K Y , T H O M A S H U N T . [M. D. , Louisville, Ken-
tucky] 
1905 a.—Tapeworm <Louisville Month. J. Med. 
and Surg., v. 12 (7), Dec., pp. 210-211. [W™.] 
STUDENER. See Steudener, Friedrich. 
" S T U D E N T N o . 2 " 
1946 a.—Congenital malaria [Correspondence] 
<Brit . Med. J. (4454), May 18, pp. 776. [W».j 
1946 b.—Congenital malaria [Letter to editor] 
<Brit . Med. J. (4449), Apr. 13, pp. 586-587. 
[W·.] 
S T U D E R , T H E O P H I L . [ -1922?] [For note of  death 
see Riv. Biol., Roma, v. 4 (3), Mag.-Giugno, 
1922, p. 423] [WM 
1870 a.—Neue Spezies von Tropidonotus < M i t t . 
Naturi. Gesellsch. Bern (1869) (687), Abhandl., 
pp. 24-26. [W·, W m , W·.] 
(1878 a).—Beitrag zur Naturgeschichte wirbelloser 
Thiere (Crust. Vermes) von Kerguelensland. 20 
pp. Berlin. 
1878 b.—Ueber Siphonophoren des tiefen  Wassers 
<Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 31 (1), 30 Juli, pp. 
1-24, pis. 1 -3 , figs.  1-39. [W·.] 
1880 a.—Demonstration eines Bandwurms aus dem 
Chimpanzé <Mi t t . Naturi. Gesellsch. Bern (12. 
Juli, 1879), pp. 10-11. [W», W™, WM 
1882 a.—Ueber den Ζ wischen wirth des Bothrio-
cephalus latus [Abstract of  paper read 14 Jan.] 
<Ibidem, pp. 9-10. [W», W·", W«.] 
1882 b.—Ueber den Zwischenwirth von Distomum 
hepaticum [Abstract of  paper read 14 Jan.] 
< Ibidem, pp. 10-11. [W·, W " , W·.] 
1884 a.—Ueber einen Fischparasiten aus der Ord-
nung der Trematoden [Title only] <Ibidem 
(1083-1091), Heft 2, Sitzungsb., p. 11. [W*, W » , 
W·.] 
1886 a.—Flöhe <Encycl . Ges. Thierh. u. Thier-
zucht (Koch), v. 3, pp. 225-226. [W\] 
1891 a.—Rhizopoden <Ibidem, v. 8, Register, unp. 
[WM 
1892 a.—Saumzecke <Ibidem, v. 9, pp. 95-96. 
[WM 
S T U D I T S K I Ï , A L E K S A N D R N. [Lab. Biol. Station, Kos-
sino] 
1930 a.—Eine neue Art der Gattung Ptychostomum 
Stein (Lada Vejdovsky) Pt.  rossolimoi n. sp. 
<Zoo l . Anz., Leipzig, v . 87 (9-10), 10 März, pp. 
247-256, figs.  1 -4 . [W·.] 
1932 a.—Ueber die Morphologie, Cytologie und 
Systematik von Ptychostomum chattoni Rossolimo 
<Arch. Protistenk., v. 76 (1), 3 Feb., pp. 188-
216, figs.  1-28, pis. 1 -2 , figs.  1-15. [W».] 
S T U D I T S K Y , A L E X A N D E R . See Studitskiï, Alek-
sandr N. 
STUDT, E. [Inst. Anat. Physiol, u Hyg. Haussäuge-
tiere, Univ. Bonn] See Klein, W . ; Schmid, H. ; 
and Studt, E. 
S T O B , M . [Vet. Inspector, Bd. Agrie. Denmark] 
1911 a.—La pénétration de la larve d'Hypoderma 
bovis dans l'organisme du boeuf  se fait-elle  par 
l'oesophage ou par la peau? < H y g . Viande et 
Lait, v . 5, pp. 393-397. [W®.] 
1911 b.—Idem. [English transi.] (Method of in-
fection by the Hypoderma bovis) < J . Meat and 
Milk Hyg., v. 1 (7), July, pp. 397-400. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
S T U B E N , M E C H T H I L D . 
1949 a.—Ein neues Einschlussmittel für  Chitin 
<Entomon, v. 1 (3), Mar., pp. 70-71, illus. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S T Ü B E R , K A T H A R I N A . [Dr. Med. Chemnitz] 
1931 a.—Gesundheitsschädigungen bei der gewer-
blichen Verwendung des Trichloräthylens und 
die Möglichkeiten ihrer Verhütung <Arch. 
Gewerbepath. u. Gewerbehyg., v. 2 (3), July 27, 
pp. 398-456. [W«M 
S T Ü H M E R , A . [ D r . ] 
1916 a.—Ueber lokale ("primäre") Krankheitser-
scheinungen an der Stelle der Infektion  bei der 
Ngana-Erkrankung des Kaninchens ("Trypano-
somensehanker"). Ihre Bedeutung für  die Beur-
teilung des Verlaufes  der Kaninchentrypano-
somiasis. Uebergang des "primären" in das 
"sekundäre" Krankheitsstadium (Rezidivstamm-
bildung) <Ztschr. Immunitätsforsch,  u. Exper. 
Therap., 1. Teil: Orig., v. 24 (4), 4 März, pp. 315 -
335. [W'.] 
1920 a.—Experimentelle Trypanosomenforschung 
und Syphilisablauf  (mit Demonstrationen) [Ab-
stract of  report before  Freiburg. Med. Gesellsch., 
22 Juni] <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 46 (40), 
1 Okt., p. 1132. [WM 
1921 a.—Die Abgrenzung der I. von der II. Krank-
heitsperiode bei der Syphilis auf  Grund experi-
menteller Trypanosomenstudien. Die Abgren-
zung in biologischen Sinne < Deutsche Sied. 
Wchnschr., v. 47 (5), 3 Feb., pp. 122-124; (6), 10 
Feb. pp. 152-153. [W».] 
1921 b.—Ueber die sogennante "Spirochaetosis 
arthritica" (Reiter) <München. Med. Wchn-
schr., v . 68 (25), 24 Juni, pp. 769-770. [WM 
1924 a.—[Bilharziose der Blase] [Abstract of  re-
port before  Med. Gesellsch. Freiburg i. Br., 15 
Jan.] <Klin. Wchnschr., v. 3 (12), 18 März, 
p." 504. [WM 
1924 b.—Studien über Primäraffektbildung  beim 
Trypanosomen-Kaninchen. ( P r i m ä r k o m p l e x , 
Infection d'emblée, relativer Schutz des Erregers 
im Primäraffekt)  <Arch. Dermat. u Syph., v. 
145, pp. 254-262. [ W M 
1925 a.—Bilharziaerkrankung der Blase < Dermat. 
Ztschr., v. 43 (3-4) , pp. 132-139, illus. [ W M 
1926 a.—Weitere Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Try -
panosomenerkrankung des Kaninchens als 
Modellinfektion  für  Syphilis <Arch. Dermat. u. 
Syph., v . 152 (3), pp. 738-750, illus. [Issued Dec. 
31] [ W - . ] 
1926 b.—Weitere Beiträge zur Kenntnis der ex-
jierimentellen Trypanosomen infektien  des Kan-
inchens [Abstract of  report before Südwest-
deutsch. Dermat., Freiburg i. Br., Apr. 24-25] 
<Zentralbl. Haut- u. Geschleehtskr., v. 20 (Ο-
ΙΟ), Aug. 5, pp. 540-541. [W'M 
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STÜHMER, A . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1938 a.—Neutropie durch therapeutischen Eingriff 
<Arch. Dermat. u. Syph., v. 177, pp. 100-112. 
[ W v ] 
STUELER. [Kreis-Wundarzt, Beizig) 
1889 a.—Ueber die obligatorische Untersuchung 
der Schweine auf  Trichinen mit besonderer 
Berücksichtigung der Verhältnisse des Kreises 
Zauch-Belzig nebst Vorschlägen zu Verbesser-
ungen <Ztschr. Med.-Beamte, v. 2 (8), 1 Aug., 
pp. 264-271. [ W v ] 
ST И ELF. [Dr., Augenarzt, Mühlheim] 
1904 a.—Ueber dauernde Felix-mas-Amaurosen bei 
der "Wurmkur" der Bergleute im rhein-westf. 
Kohlenrevier. Ein Beitrag zur Wirkungsweise 
des Extr. Fil. mar. auf  das Sehorgan <Arch. 
Augenh., v. 51, pp. 190-201. [W»J 
1905 a.—Idem [Abstract] < Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr., v. 31 (2), 12. Jan., p. 78. [W·, ff-,] 
1905 b.—Einen Fall von acuter doppelseitiger Filix -
mas-Amaurose 12 Stunden nach Eintritt der 
Erblindung [Abstract of  1904 a] <Berl. Klin. 
Wchnschr., v. 42 (7), 13 Feb., Lit.-Auszüge, p. 12. 
[W·, ff».] 
1905 c.—Amaurosis from  Filix mas <Areh. Ophth., 
Chicago, v. 34 (3), pp. 229-237. [ W v ] 
S T Ü M P K E , G U S T A V . [Dr., Hannover] 
1922 a.—Ueber den weiteren Verlauf  der Hanno-
verschen Mikrosporieepidemie < Dermat. Wchn-
schr., v. 74 (20), May 20, pp. 472-475. [ W v ] 
STUERTZ, E. [Dr., Stabsarzt; Asst., 2. Med. Klinik, 
Berlin] 
1902 a.—Der erste beim Menschen intra vitam 
erkannte Fall von Eustrongylus gigas [Abstract 
of  paper read before Berk Med. Gesellsch., 16 
Juli] <Berl. Klin. Wchnschr., v. 39 (45), 10 Nov., 
p. 1058. [W·, ff».] 
1902 b.—Chylurie infolge  von Parasitismus < Ibi-
dem (52), 29 Dec., p. 1223. [W·, W v ] 
1902 с.—[Eustrongylus giga*] [Abstract of  1902 b] 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v. 28 (29), 17 Juli, 
Ver.-Beilage, p. 222. [W», W v ] 
1902 d.—Orina lattescente da Eustrongilus [Ab-
stract of  1902 b] <Gazz. Osp., Milano, v. 23 
(101), 2. semestre, 4. Sett., p. 1036. [ W v ] 
1903 a.—Ein intra vitam beobachteter Fall von 
Eustrongylus gigas. <Verhandl. Gesellsch. 
Deutsch. Naturf.  u. Aerzte (Karlsbad, 21.-27. 
Sept. 1902), v. 74, 2. Theil, 2. Hälfte, p. 80. 
[ W v ] 
1903 b.—Chiluria da Eustrongilus e causa della 
lattescenza [Abstract of  1902 b] <Gazz. Osp., 
Milano, v. 24, 1. semestre (16), 5 Feb., pp. 164-
165. [ W v ] 
1903 c.—Eustrongylus gigas im menschlichen Har-
napparat mit einseitiger Chylurie < Deutsches 
Arch. Klin. Med., v. 78 (5-6), 7 Dec., pp. 557-
587. [ W v ] 
1903 d.—Der erste beim Menschen intra vitam 
erkannte Fall von Eustrongylus gigas [Abstract 
of  report read July 16] CVerhandl. Beri. Med. 
Gesellsch. (1902), v. 33, pt. 1, pp. 203-204. 
[W®.] 
1904 a.—Eustrongylus gigas in menschlichen Har-
napparat mit einseitiger Chylurie [Abstract of 
1903 с] <München. Med. Wchnschr., v. 51 (3), 
19 Jan., p. 129. [W», W v ] 
1904 b.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 c] <Fortschr. 
Vet.-Hyg., v. 1 (12), März, p. 348. [W», W v ] 
1904 с.—Infection  with Eustrongylus gigas [Ab-
stract of  1903 c] <Med. News, N. Y . (620), v. 
84 (5), Jan. 30, pp. 209-210. [W\ W»>, W·.] 
S T Ü T Z K I , H E I N Z . [1912- ] [Tierarzt, Allenstein] 
1937 a.—Die Geschichte und Entwicklung der 
deutschen tierärztlichen Zeitschriften.  Inaug.-
Diss. (Vet.-Med. Dr., Friedrich-Wilhelms-Univ. 
Berlin). 79 pp. Berlin. [W\] 
S T U E W E R , F R E D E R I C K W. [Game Div., Dept. Con-
serv., Lansing, Michigan] 
1943 a.—Raccoons: Their habite and management 
in Michigan <EcoL Monogr., v. 13 (2), Apr., 
pp. 230-257, illus., pl., map. [W , .l 
STUHLENMILLEB, M . IDr. , Pfaffenhausen] 
1942 a.—Praktische Beiträge zur Sterilitätsbehand-
lung beim Rind <Berl. u. München. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr. (47-48), Nov. 27, pp. 345-349; (49-
60), Dec. 11, pp. 362-366. [Y»v ] 
STUHLES, L. G. [M. D., Sect. Urol.] 
1933 a.—Trichomonas  vaginalis infestation  of  the 
prostate gland <Proc. Staff  Meet. Mayo Clin., 
v. 8 (15), Apr. 12, pp. 221-222. [ W v ] 
S T U H L M A N N , F R A N Z . [Dr., Direktor, Biol.-Land-
wirtsch. Inst. Amani, Deutsch-Ostafrika] 
1902 a.—Notizen über die Tsetsefliege (Glossina 
morsitans Westw.) und die durch sie übertragene 
Surrahkrankheit in Deutsch-Ostafrika  <Ber. 
Land- u. Forstwirtsch. Deutsch-Ostafrika, v. 1 
(2), Juni, pp. 137-153, figs.  1-4, pis. 1-2, figs.  1 -
16. [W», W·.] 
1902 b.—Idem [Abstract] CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 32 (14), 13 Nov., pp. 435-436. 
[W\ W v ] 
1902 c.—Vorkommen von Glossina tabaniformia 
(Westw.) bei Dar-es-Salâm <Ber. Land- u. 
Forstwirtsch. Deutsch-Ostafrika, v. 1 (2), Juni, 
pp. 173-175 (3 pp.), 1 fig.  [W>, W·.] 
1905 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1902 c] CJahresb. 
Fortechr. Lehre Path. Mikroorganism, [etc.] 
(Baumgarten) (1902), v. 18, p. 693. [W\ W v ] 
1905 b.—Notizen über die Tsetsefliege (Glossina 
morsitans Westw.) und die durch sie übertragene 
Surrakrankheit in Deutsch-Ostrafrika [Abstract 
of  1902 a] < Ibidem, pp. 692-693. [W*. W v ] 
1905 с.—Vorläufige  Mitteilung über Anatomie und 
Physiologie der Tsetse-Fliege <Pflanzer, v. 1 
(24), 30 Dec., pp. 369-384. [Wv] 
[1906 a].—Idem [continued] Clbidem (25), 31. 
Dec. 1905, pp. 385-411; Nachschrift dated 2. 
Jan. 1906, pp. 411-412. [Wv] 
1907 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Tsetsefliege 
(Glossina fusca  und Gl. tachinoides <Arb. K. 
Gsndhtsamte., Berlin, v. 26 (3), pp. 300-383, 
figs.  1-28, pl. 7-10, figs.  1-158. [W», W v ] 
STURALO, I . Т . [ С т у к а л о , И . Т . ] 
1927 а.—Опыт лечения малярии по способу 
Давида [Experiments on the treatment of 
malaria by the method of  David] [Russian 
text] CVrach. Gaz., v. 31 (15), Aug. 15, cols. 
1113-1116. [W·".] 
1927 b . — " К вопросу о применении неосальвар-
сана при малярии". По поводу статьи К. П. 
Красовитова ["On the question of  neosalvarsan 
treatment in malaria" in reply to the article of 
K. P. Krasovitov] CVrach. Gaz., v. 31 (15), Aug. 
15, cols. 1123-1124. [ f f» , ] 
S T U K O W S K I , J O S E P H . 
1922 a.—-Chronische myeloische Leukämie bei 
Bothriocephalus latus und Taenia saginata <Klin. 
Wchnschr., v. 1 (51), 16 Dez., pp. 2527-2529. 
[WV] 
S T U L Z . 
1924 a.—Kyste hydatique du rein [Abstract of  re-
port read before Soc. Méd. Bas-Rhin, 2 Fév.] 
<Bull. Méd., Paris, v. 38 (9), 27 Fév. - l Mare, 
p. 254. [W».] 
S T U L Z , E . ; a n d F O N T A I N E , R . 
1924 a.—Un cas de filariose  de Médine <Bull. Soc. 
Franç. Dermat, et Syph., v. 31, pp. R.S.88-R.S. 
91, illus. [W».] 
S T U M B E R G , J O H N E. [1905-1933] [D. Sc., Dept. 
Anim. Path., Rockefeller Inst., Princeton, N. J.] 
[For  necrology see J. Parasitol., v. 19 (3), Mar. 
1933, p. 235] [W·.] 
1929 a.—Experimental infestation  of  white rats 
with Cysticercus fasciolaris.  Microscopic changes 
in liver, kidney and spleen <Arch. Path., Chic-
ago, v. 8 (5), Nov., pp. 775-786, 1 pL, figs.  1-7. 
[Wv] 
1930 a.—Precipitin and complement-fixation  tests 
on dog sera with antigen from the dog hookworm, 
Ancylostoma caninum <Am. J. Hyg., v. 12 (3), 
Nov., pp. 657-668, graphs 1-4. [Wv] 
49 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S T U M B E B G , J O H N E . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1931 a.—Idem CCollect. Papera School Hyg. and 
" Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (1930-31), v. 
12, June, no. X L I I , pp. 657-668, graphs 1-4. 
[W\] 
1932 a.—Cutaneous retention of  infective  larvae of 
the dog hookworm, Ancylostoma caninum, and 
the inflammatory  reaction to skin penetration 
< A m . J. H y g , v. 15 (1), Jan, pp. 186-205, pis. 
1-2 . [Wv] 
1932 b.—Detection of  proteins of  Haemonchus 
contortus in sera of  infected  sheep and goats (Pro-
gram and Abstr. 8. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Para-
sitol.) <J . Parasitol, v. 19 (2), D e c , pp. 156-
157. [Wv] 
1933 a.—The detection of  proteins of  the nematode 
Haemonchus  contortus in the sera of  infected  sheep 
and goats < A m . J. H y g , v. 18 (2), Sept , pp. 
247-265, graphs 1-4. [Wv] 
S T U M B E B G , J O H N E . ; a n d R O D R Í G U E Z M O L I N A , 
R A F A E L . 
1931 a.—Hypersensitiveness to hookworm proteins 
in Porto Rico <Porto Rico J. Pub. Health and 
Trop. M e d , v. 7 (1), Sept , pp. 37-49. [Wv] 
V O N S T U M M E B - T R A U N F E L S , R U D O L F R I T T E R . [ D r , 
Graz] 
1902 a.—Eine Süsswasser-Polyclade aus Borneo 
<Zool . A n z , Leipzig (690), ν . 26, 29 D e c , pp. 
159-161. [Wa , W'V] 
1903 a.—Beiträge zur Anatomie und Histologie der 
Myzostomen. 1. Myzostoma  asterise Marenz. 
< Ztschr. Wissensch. Zoo l , v. 75 (4), 29 D e c , pp. 
495-595, figs.  1-2, pis. 34-38. [W», W·.] 
1908 a.—Myzostomid®. (National Antarctic Ex-
pedition 1901-1904. Natural history, v. 4 : 
Zoologv (various Invertebrata). 26 pp., 1 fig,  1 
p i , 10 figs.  London. [W·.] 
S T U M P , W I L L I A M . [ A . M „ M . D , U t i c a , N . Y . ] 
1899 a.—Diagnosis of  trichinosis by examination 
of  the blood [Letter to editor] < Phila. Med. J. 
(77), v. 3 (24), June 17, p. 1318. [Wa , W"\ W v ] 
S T U M P F . [ D r . ] 
1914 a.—Ungewöhnliche Lokalisation des Cysticer-
cus cellulosae in Brustdrüse und Zunge. Zugleich 
ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis des Auftretens  doppelt-
brechender Substanz bei chronischer Entzündung 
<Virchows Arch. Path. Anat , v. 217 (3), pp. 
462-466, 1 fig,  pi. 8, fig.  1. [W·.] 
S T U M P F , R I C H A B D . [1879-1914] [Privatdoz. Dr.] 
[For  biography see Verhandl. Deutsch. Path. 
Gesellsch. (27. Tagung, Rostock, May 22-25), 
1934, pp. 364-365] [Wv] See de Lavergne, V.; 
Masson, P. ; and Stumpf, Richard; and de 
Lavergne, V. ; and Stumpf, Richard. 
S T U N K A B D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y . [1889- ] [Ph. D , 
New York Univ., New York] [For  port, see J. 
Parasitol, v. 26 (1), F e b , 1940, front.]  [Wv] [See 
also Cable, Raymond Millard; and Stunkard, 
Horace Wesley; and Nigrelli, Ross Franco; and 
Stunkard, Horace Wesley; and Onorato, Angelo 
Rocco;and Stunkard, Horace Wesley; and Willey, 
Charles Herbert; and Stunkard, Horace Wesley] 
[1916 a],—Notes on the trematode genus Telorchis 
with descriptions of  new species <J . Parasitol, v. 
2 (2), D e c , 1915, pp. 57-66, figs,  a -b , pi. 1, figs. 
I -8 . [Issued Jan. 29] [Wv] 
1916 b.—On the anatomy and relationships of  some 
North American trematodes <J . Parasitol, v. 
3 (1), Sept, pp. 21-27. [W ¡ . ) 
1917 a.—Studies on North American Polystomidae, 
Aspidogastridae, and Paramphistomidae < Illi-
nois Biol. Monographs, v. 3 (3), Jan, pp. 283-
394 (114 pp.), pis. 1-11, figs.  1-79. [Issued May 
5] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1919 a.—On the specific  identity of  Heronimus 
chelydrae MacCollum and Aorchis extensus Barker 
and Parsons <J . Parasitol, v. 6 (1), Sept , pp. 
II -18, pis. 2 -3 , figs.  1-12. [Issued Nov.] [Wv] 
1921 a.—The anomalies in the group of  blood-in-
fecting trematodes [Author's abstract] < Pro-
gram, Abstr. Papers . . . Am. Soc. Zool. (Tor-
onto), pp. 46-47. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y — C o n t i n u e d . 
1921 b.—Notes on North American blood flukes 
< A m . Mus. Novitates (12), July 16, pp. 1-5 . 
[WM 
1922 a.—The anomalies in the group of  blood-in-
festing trematodes [Abstract of  report before 
Am. Soc. Z o o l , Toronto, Dec. 28-30, 1921.] 
<Anat. R e e , v. 23 (1), Jan. 20, pp. 118-119. 
[Wv] 
1922 b.—A new genus of trematodes from the 
Eastern painted turtle [Author's abstract] 
<Program, Abstr. Papers . . . Am. Soc. Zool. 
(Cambridge, Mass.), pp. 23-24. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1922 с .—A new liver fluke  from the monkey [Au-
thor's abstract] <Program, Abstr. Papers . . . 
Am. Soc. Zool. (Cambridge, Mass.), pp. 19-20. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1922 d.—Two new genera of  North American blood 
flukes  <Am. Mus. Novitates (39), May 25, pp. 
1-8, figs.  1-3. [W'J 
1923 a.—A new genus of trematodes from the 
eastern painted turtle [Abstract of  report before 
Am. Soc. Z o o l , Cambridge, Mass , Dec. 27-29, 
1922] <Anat. R e e , v. 24 (6), Jan. 20, pp. 373-
374. [Wv] 
1923 b.—A new liver fluke  from the monkey [Ab-
stract of  report before  Am. Soc. Z o o l , Cambridge, 
Mass , Dec. 27-29, 1922] <Anat. R e e , v. 24 
(6), Jan. 20, pp. 369-370. [Wv] 
1923 c.—-A new trematode from the snapping turtle, 
Chelydra serpentina [Abstract of  report before 
Am. Soc. Zoo l , Dec. 27-29] <Anat. R e e , v. 26 
(5), Dec. 20, p. 358. [Wv] 
1923 d.—Observations on the development of  Poly 
stoma midtifalx,  n. s p , from the pharynx of  Chry 
semys fioridiana  [Abstract of  report before  Am. 
Soc. Zoo l , Dee. 27-29] <Anat. R e e , v. 26 (5), 
Dec. 20, p. 357. [Wv] 
1923 e.—On the structure, occurrence and signifi-
cance of  Athesmia foxi,  a liver fluke  of  American 
monkeys <J . Parasitol, v. 10 (2), D e c , pp. 71 -
79, pi. 8, figs.  1-5 . [Wv] 
1923 f.—Studies  on North American blood flukes 
<Bull. Am. Mus. Nat. Hist , v. 48, Art. 7, Oct. 
8, pp. 165-221. pis. 2-13, figs.  1-61. fLib.  Zool. 
Div.] 
1924 a.—A new trematode, Ocidotrema hippopo-
tami n. g , n. s p , from the eye of  the hippopota-
mus <Parasitology, v. 16 (4), D e c , pp. 436-
440, pi. 16, figs.  1-6. [Wv] 
1924 b.—On some trematodes from Florida turtles 
< T r . Am. Micr. Soc , v. 43 (2), A p r , pp. 97-117, 
pis. 1-2 , figs.  1-11. [Wv] 
1925 a.—The cestodes of  the rhinoceroses [Ab-
stract of  report to be read before  23. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Zool., New Haven, C o n n , Dec. 28-30, 
1925] <Anat. R e e , v. 31 (4), Dec. 25, p. 317. 
[Wv] 
1925 b.—A new blood fluke,  Unicaecum  ruszkowskii 
n. g , n. sp.; a contribution to the relationship of 
the blood-infesting trematodes [Abstract of  re-
port to be read before  23. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Zoo l , New Haven, C o n n , Dec. 28-30, 1925] 
<Anat. R e e , v. 31 (4), Dec. 25, p. 317. [Wv] 
1925 c.—The present status of  the amphistome 
problem < Parasitology, v. 17 (2), May, pp. 
137-148. [Issued 18 May] [Wv] 
1926 a.—A new blood fluke,  Unicaecum  ruszkon·-
skii n. g. n. sp.; a contribution to the relationship 
of  the blood infesting trematodes [Abstract of 
report before  Am. Soc. Parasitol, Dec. 29-31, 
1925] <J . Parasitol, v. 12 (3), M a r , pp. 164-
165. [Wv] 
1926 b.—A new trematode, Vasatrema amydae n. g , 
η. s p , from the vascular system of  the soft  shelled 
turtle Amyda [Abstract of  report to be read at 2. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol, Dec. 28-30] 
<Program . . . Am. Soc. Parasitol. (2. Ann. 
M e e t , Philadelphia, Dec. 28-30), pp. 7-8. [Wv] 
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1926 c.—A new trematode, Vasatrema amydae n. g., 
n. sp., from the vascular system of  the soft-shelled 
turtle, Amyda [Author's abstract of  report to be 
read at 24. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Zool., Philadel-
phia, Dec. 27-29] <Anat. Ree., v. 34 (3), Dec. 
25, p. 165. [WM 
1926 d.—On the specific  identity of  Amphistomum 
bicaudatum Poirer and Cladorchis gigas MacCal-
lum [Abstract of  report to be read at 2. ann. 
meet, of  Am. Soc. Parasitologists, Dec. 28-30] 
<Program Am. Soc. Parasitol. (2. Ann. Meet., 
Philadelphia, Dec. 28-30), p. 8. [Lib. Zool. 
Div.] 
1926 e.—On the specific  identity of  Amphistomum 
bicaudatum Poirier and Cladorchis gigas MacCal-
lum [Abstract of  report to be read at 24. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Zool., Philadelphia, Dec. 27-29] 
<Anat. Ree., v. 34 (3), Dec. 25, pp. 165-166. 
[W·.] 
1926 f.—The  tapeworms of  the rhinoceroses, a study 
based on material from the Belgian Congo < A m . 
Mus. Novitates (210), Mar. 10, 17 pp., figs.  1-10. 
[ W V ] 
1927 a.—A new trematode. Vasatrema amydae n. g., 
n. sp., from the vascular system of  the soft  shelled 
turtle Amyda [Abstract of  report before  Am. 
Soc. Parasitol., Philadelphia, Dec. 28-30] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 13 (3), Mar., p. 218. [WM 
1927 b.—Notes on the trematode genus Cryptoco-
tyle [Abstract of  report to be read at 3. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Nashville, Tenn., 
Dec. 27-30] <J . Parasitol., v. 14 (2), Dec., p. 
125. [WM 
1927 c.—Notes on the trematode genus Cryptoco-
tyle [Abstract of  report to be read before  25. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Zool., Nashville, Tenn., 
Dec. 28-30] <Anat. Ree., v. 37 (2), Dec. 25, p. 
167. [W\] 
1927 d.—On the specific  identity of  Amphistomum 
bicaudatum Poirier and Cladorchis gigas MacCal-
lum [Abstract of  report before  Am. Soc. Para-
sitol., Philadelphia, Dec. 28-30] <J . Parasitol., 
v. 13 (3), Mar., p. 218. [WM 
1927 e.—Sur l'Unicaecum ruszkowskii, trématode 
sanguicole des tortues d'eau douce de l'Amérique 
du Nord <Ann. Parasitol., v. 5 (2), 1 Avril, pp. 
117-126, figs.  1-3 . [W».] 
1928 a.—The life-history  of Cryptocotyle lingua 
(Creplin) [Abstract of  paper to be read at 26. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Zool., New York, Dec. 27-
29] <Anat. Ree., v. 41 (1), Dec. 25, p. 81. [WM 
1928 b.—The life  history of  Cryptocotyle lingua 
(Creplin) [Abstract of  paper to be read at 4. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Dec. 27-31, New 
York] <J . Parasitol., v. 15 (2), Dec., p. 148. 
[Wv] 
1928 c.—Observations nouvelles sur les trématodes 
eanguicoles du genre Vasotrema (Spirorchidae) 
avec description des deux espèces nouvelles 
<Ann. Parasitol., v. 6 (3), 1 Juillet, pp. 303-320, 
figs.  1-9. [W».] 
1929 a.—The excretory system of Cryptocotyle 
(Heterophyidae) <J . Parasitol., v. 15 (4), June, 
pp. 259-266, pl. 22, figs.  1-3. [W».] 
1929 b.—Further observations on the cercaria 
which occurs in the marine annelid, Hydroides 
dianthus [Abstract of  report to be read before 
Am. Ass. Adv. Sc., Des Moines, Dec. 30] <Anat. 
Ree., v. 44 (3), Dec. 25, p. 264. [WM 
1929 c.—Further observations on the Cercaria 
which occurs in the marine annelid, Hydroides 
dianthus [Abstract of  paper to be read before 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Des Moines, Dec. 27-31] 
<J . Parasitol., v. 16 (2), Dec., p. 106. [WM 
1929 d.—The parasitic worms collected by the 
American museum of  natural histoiy expedition 
to the Belgian Congo 1909-1914 <Bull. Am. 
Mus. Nat. Hist., v. 58, Art. 6, Apr. 15, pp. 233-
289, tigs. 1-37. [WM 
1929 e.—Parasitism as a biological phenomenon 
<Scient. Month. (163), v. 28 (4), Apr., pp. 349-
362 [WM 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y — C o n t i n u e d . 
1930 a.—An analysis of  the methods used in the 
study of  larval trematodes paras i t o l ogy , v. 22 
(2), 24 Mar., pp. 268-273. [WM 
1930 b.—Another trematode with two anal open-
ings [Abstract of  paper to be read-before  Am. 
Soc. Zool., Cleveland, Ohio, Dee. 30] <Anat. 
Ree., v. 47 (3), Dee. 25, p. 363. [Rec'd Dec. 13] 
[ W · . ] 
1930 c.—The effect  of  dilution of  sea-water on the 
activity and longevity of  the cercariae of  Crypto-
cotyle lingua [Abstract of  paper to be read before 
Am. Soc. Zool., Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 30 <Anat. 
Ree., v. 47 (3), Dec. 25, p. 362. [Rec'd Dec. 
131 [ W M 
1930 d.—The life  history of Cryptocotyle lingua 
(Creplin), with notes on the physiology of  the 
metacercariae <J . Morphol. and Physiol., v. 50 
(1), Sept, 5, pp. 143-191, pis. 1-4, figs.  1-17. 
[ W \ W · . ] 
1930 е.—The life  history of  Vasotrema, a blood 
fluke  from North American turtles [Abstract of 
report before  11. Zool. Inter Gentes Con ven tus, 
Patavii, 4-11 Sept.] <BoH. Zoo!., Napoli, v. 1 
(5), Set,, p. 239. [ W · . ] 
1930 f. —-Morphology and relationships of  the trem-
atode Opisthoporus aspidonectes (MacCallum, 
1917) Fukui, 1929, <Tr . Am. Micr. Soc., v. 49 
(3), July, pp. 210-219, pi. 25, figs.  1-5. [WM 
1931 a.—Further observations on the occurrence of 
anal openings in digenetic trematodes <Ztsehr. 
Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 3 (4), 28 Aug., pp. 71.3-
725, figs.  1-7. [WM 
1932 a.—Attempts to grow cestodes in vitro (Pro-
gram and Abstr. 8. Ann. Meet, Am. Soc. Para-
sitol.) <J . Parasitol., v. 19 (2), Dec., p. 163. 
[WM 
1932 b.—The resistance of  European hares and rab-
bits to superinfestation  by different  species of  the 
genus Cittotaenia (Program and Abstr. 8. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol.) <J . Parasitol., v. 19 
(2), Dec., p. 156. [WM 
1932 c.—Some larval trematodes from the coast in 
the region of  Roscoff, Finistère <Parasitology, 
v. 24 (3), Oct., pp. 321-343, figs.  1-13. [Issued 
27 Oct.] [ W M 
1933 a.—Further observations on the life  cycle of 
Cercariaeum lintoni (Program and Abstr. 31. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Zool.) <Anat. Ree., v. 57 
(4), Suppl., Nov. 25, pp. 99-100. [WM 
1933 b.—The life-cycle  of  Plagitura parva [Pro-
gram 9. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Boston, 
Dec. 28-30] <J . Parasitol., v. 20 (2), Dec., p. 
135. [WM 
1933 c.—Plagitura parva η. sp. from  Triturus  viri-
descens ¡Program 9. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Para-
sitol., Boston, Dec. 28-30] <J . Parasitol., v. 20 
(2), Dec., pp. 117, 134. [WM 
1934 a.—The life  cycle of  Typhlocoelum  cymbium 
[Program 10. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., 
Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 27-29] <J . Parasitol., v. 20 
(6), Dec., p. 336. [WM 
1934 b.—The life  history of  Himasthla  quisseteneis 
(Miller & Northup, 1926) [Program 10. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Pittsburgh, Pa., Dec. 
27-29] <J . Parasitol., v. 20 (6), Dee., p. 336. 
[WM 
1934 c.—The life  history of  Typhlocoelum  cymbium 
(Diesing, 1850) Kossack, 1911 (Trematoda, Cy -
clocoelidae). A contribution to the pliylogeny of 
the monostomes <Bull. Soc. Zool. France, v. 59 
(5), 28 Déc., pp. 447-466, fig.  A, pis. 1-2 , figs. 
1-6. rw».i 
1934 d.—On the trematode genus Teloporia Fukui, 
1933 <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 106 (9), 2 Mai, pp. 
218-220. [WM 
1934 e.—Studies on the life-history  of  anoplocepha-
line cestodes <Ztschr. Parasitenk., v. 6 (4), 5 
Mai, pp. 481-507. [WM 
1935 a.—A new trematode, Probolitrema califor-
nien se, from the eoelom of  the sting ray, Mylioba-
tus californicus  <J . Parasitol., v. 21 (5), Oct., 
pp. 359-364, fig.  1. [WM 
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1936 a.—The life  cycle of  Cercariaeum Unioni  Mil-
ler and Northrup [Proc. and Abstr. . . 12. Ann. 
Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Atlantic City, N. J., 
Dec. 29-31] <J . Parasitol., v. 22 (6), Dec., pp. 
526, 542-ЙЗ. [WM 
1936 b.—The morphology and life  history of Plagi-
tura varva Stunkard, 1933 (Trematoda) < J . 
Par am toi., v. 22 (4), Aug., pp. 354-374, pis. 1-3 , 
figs.  1-11; errata (5), Oct., p. 521. [WM 
1936 c.—Notes on life  cycles of  digenetic trema-
todes [Abstract of  report read Aug. 28] <Biol. 
Bull., v. 71 (2), Oct., p. 411. [WM 
1937 a.—The life  cycle of  anoplocephaline cestodes 
[Program and abstr. 13. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., Indianapolis, Dec. 28-30] <J . Para-
sitol., v. 23 (6), Dec., p. 569. [WM 
1937 b.—The life  cycle of  Himasthla  quissetensis 
(Miller and Northup, 1926) Stunkard, 1934 
(Trematoda) [Russian summary] < Rabot. 
Gel'mint. (Skrjabin), pp. 689-698, illus. [WM 
1937 c.—The life  cycle ef  Moniezia  expansa (Progr. 
and Abstr. Scient. Papers, Marine Biol. Lab., 
Aug. 27) <Biol. Bull., v. 73 (2), Oct., p. 370. 
[W·.] 
1937 d.—The life  cycle of  Moniezia  expansa 
<Science, n.s. (2231), v. 86, Oct. 1, p. 312. (WM 
1937 e.—The parasitic flatworms  <Culture 
Methods Invert. Animals (Galtsoff,  Lutz, Welch 
and Needham), pp. 156-158. [WM 
1938 a.—Distomum lasium Leidy, 1891 (syn. Cer-
cariaeum lintoni Miller and Northup, Ì926), the 
larval stage of Zoögonus rubellus (Olsson, 1868) 
(syn. Z. mirus Looss, 1901) <Biol . Bull., v. 75 
(2), Oct., pp. 308-334, pis. [WM 
1938 b.—The morphology and life  cycle of  the 
trematode Himasthla  quissetensis (Miller and 
Northup, 1926) <Biol. Bull., v. 75 (1), Aug., 
pp. 145-164, illus. [WM 
1938 c.—Oochoristica parvula n. nom. for  Oochoris-
tica parva Stunkard, 1938, preoccupied < J . 
Parasitol., v. 24 (6), Dec., p. 554. [WM 
1938 d.—Parasitic flatworms  from Yucatan <Car-
negie Inst. Wash. Publication (491), pp. 33-50, 
illus. [Issued June 15] [WM 
1938 e.—[Die Oribatiden . . . lange gesuchten Zwi-
schenwirte der Anoplocephaliden, speziell des 
Schafbandwurms  Moniezia  expansa] [Abstract 
of  report before  7. Internat. Kong. Entom., Ber-
lin, 15-20 Aug.] < Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchn-
schr., v. 46 (40), Oct. 1, p. 635. [W».j 
1939 a.—Determination of  species in the trematode 
genus Himasthla <Ztschr. Parasitenk., v. l o 
(6), pp. 719-721. [Issued Apr. 21] [WM 
1939 b.—The development of  Moniezia  expansa 
in the intermediate host < Parasitology, v. 30 
(4), Dec. 1938, pp. 491-501, pi. [Issued Feb. 20] 
[WM 
1939 c.—The life  cycle of  the rabbit cestode, Citto-
taenia ctenoides <Ztschr. Parasitenk., v. 10 (6), 
pp. 753-754. [Issued Apr. 21] [WM 
1939 d.—The role of  oribatid mites as transmitting 
agents and intermediate hosts of  ovine cestodes 
<Verhandl. 7. Internat. Kong. Entom. (Berlin, 
1938), v. 3, Aug., pp. 1669-1674, pis. [Ur.] 
1940 a.—Life  history studies and specific  determina-
tion in the trematode genus Zoogonus [Program 
16. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Philadel-
phia, Dec. 30, 1940-Jan. 1, 1941] <J . Parasitol., 
v. 26 (6), Dec., euppl., pp. 33-34. [WM 
1940 b.—Life  history studies and the development 
of  parasitology <J . Parasitol., v. 26 (1), Feb., 
pp. 1-15. [WM 
1940 c.—The morphology and life  history of  the 
cestode, Bertiella studeri < A m . J. Trop. Med., v. 
20 (2), Mar., pp. 305-333, pis.;erratum (3), May, 
leaf  facing  p. 345. [WM 
1940 d.—Observations on the development of  the 
cestode, BertiëUa studeri [Abstract] <3 . Inter-
nat. Cong. Microbiol. (N. York, Sept. 2-9, 1939) 
Rep. Proc., pp. 460-462. [WM 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y — C o n t i n u e d . 
1940 e.—Tapeworm infection  in the West Indies 
< R e v . Med. Trop, y Parasitol., Habana, v. 6 
(5-6), Sept.-Dec., pp. 283-288, pi. [WM 
1941 a.—Pathology and immunity to infection  with 
heterophyid trematodes «Collecting Net (141), 
v. 16 (4), July 19, pp. 65-66. [WM 
1941 b.—Specificity  and host-relations in the 
trematode genus Zoögonus <Biol. Bull., v. 81 
(2), Oct., pp. 205-214, illus. [WM 
1941 c.—Studies on the life  history of  the anoplo-
cephaline cestodes of  hares and rabbits <J . 
Parasitol., v. 27 (4), Part 1, Aug., pp. 299-325, 
pis. [WM 
1942 a.—The life  cycle of  Zoogonides  laevis Linton, 
1940 [Program and Abstr. 18. Ann. Meet. Am. 
Soc. Parasitol., New York City, Dec. 28-30] <J . 
Parasitol., v. 28 (6), Dec. Suppl., pp. 9-10. [WM 
1943 a.—Introduction to the conference  on parasitic 
diseases <Ann. N. York Acad. Sc., v. 44 (3), 
Sept. 20, pp. 191-194. [ W M 
1943 b.—A new trematode, Dictyangium chelydrae 
(Microscaphidiidae •= Angiodictyidae), from the 
snapping turtle, Chelydra serpentina <J . Para-
sitol., v. 29 (2), Apr., pp. 143-150, illus. [WM 
1943 c.—The morphology and life  history of  the 
digenetic trematode, Zoögonoides laevis Linton, 
1940 <Biol. Bull., v. 85 (3), Dec., pp. 227-237, 
pi. [WM 
1944 a.—How to tapeworms of  herbivorous animals 
complete their life  cycles? <Tr . N. York Acad. 
Sc., s. 2, v. 6 (3), Jan., pp. 108-121. [W·.] 
1945 a.—The morphology of  Tamerlania  bragai dos 
Santos, 1934 <J. Parasitol., v. 31 (5), Oct., pp. 
301-305, pi. [Issued Nov. 20] [WM 
1945 b.—The Syrian hamster, Cricetus auratus, 
host of  Hymenolepis  nana <J . Parasitol., v. 31 
(2), Apr., p. 151. [WM 
1946 a.—Interrelationships and taxonomy of  the 
digenetic trematodes <Biol. Rev. Cambridge 
Pliil. Soc., v. 21 (4), Oct., pp. 148-158. [WM 
1946 b.—Possible snail hosts of  human schistosomes 
in the United States <J . Parasitol., v. 32 (6), 
Dec., Sect. 1, pp. 539-552. [WM 
1947 a.—Notes on the asexual stages of  Cryptoco-
tyle lingua [Abstract of  report before  Am. Soc. 
Zool., Chicago, Dec. 29-31] <Anat. Ree., v. 99 
(4), Dec., p. 615. [W·.] 
1947 b.—On certain pseudophyllidean cestodes 
from Alaskan pinnipeds [Program and Abstr. 
22. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Chicago, 
Dec. 29-31] <J . Parasitol., v. 33 (6), Sect. 2, 
Suppl., Dec., p. 19. [WM 
1948 a.—Pseudophyllidean cestodes from Alaskan 
pinnipeds <J . Parasitol., v. 34 (3), June, pp. 211-
228, pis. [WM 
[1948 b],—A dicrocoeliid trematode, Eurytrema 
vulpis n. sp. provis., from the pancreatic ducte of 
the red fox  <J . Parasitol., v. 33 (6), Dec., Sect. 
1, pp. 459-466, pi. [Issued Feb. 23] [WM 
1948 c.—Studies on the life-history  of  mesozoan 
parasites of céphalopode [Abstract of  report be-
fore  45. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Zool., Washington, 
D. C., Sept. 12, 1948] <Anat. Ree., v. 101 (4), 
Aug., pp. 686-687. [WM 
1949 a.—Diphyllobothrium stemmacephalum Cob-
bold, and D. latum (Linn., 1758) <J . Parasitol., 
v. 35 (6), Sect. 1, Dec., pp. 613-624, illus. [WM 
1949 b.—Dicrocoelid trematodes from the gorillla 
[Program and Abetr. 24. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., New York, Dec. 2 7 - 2 9 ] < J . Parasi-
tol., v. 35 (6), sect. 2, Dec., p. 22. [WM 
1950 a.—Further observations on Cercaria parvi-
caudata Stunkard and Shaw, 1931 <Biol. Bull., 
v. 99 (1), Aug., pp. 136-142, pi. [WM 
S T U N K A B D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d A L V E T , C L I F -
F O R D H . 
1929 a.—A new liver fluke,  Zalophotrema hepaticum, 
from the California  sea lion, Zalophus california-
nus [Abstract of  report to be read before  Am. 
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1929 a—Continued. 
Ass. Adv. Sc., Des Moines, Dec. 30] <Anat. Ree., 
v. 44 (3), Dec. 25, p. 264. [Rec'd Dec. 13] [Wv] 
1929 b.—A new liver fluke,  Zalophotrema hepati-
cum, from the California  sea lion, Zaloph.ua cali-
fornianus  [Abstract of  paper to be read before 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Des Moines, Dec. 27-31] 
<J. Parasitol., v. 16 (2), Dec., pp. 106-107. 
[W·.] 
1930 a.—The morphology of  Zalophotrema hepati-
cum, with a review of  the trematode family  Fas-
ciolidae < Parasitology, v. 22 (3), June, pp. 326-
333, pi. 33, figs.  1-4. [Issued July 30] [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d C A B L E , R A Y M O N D 
M I L L A R D . 
1931 a.—Notes on a species of  Lernaea parasitic in 
the larvae of Rana clamitans [Abstract of  paper 
to be read by title before  Am. Soc. Zool., New 
Orleans, La., Dec. 29, 1931-Jan. 1, 1932] <Anat. 
Ree., v. 51 (1), Suppl., Nov. 25, p. 68. [Rec'd 
Dec. 11] [Wv] 
1931 b.—Notes on a species of  Lernaea parasitic in 
the larvae of Rana clamitans <J . Parasitol., v. 
18 (2), Dec., pp. 92-97, pi. 8, figs.  1-9. [Wv] 
1932 a.—The life  history of  Parorchis avitus (Lin-
ton), a trematode from the cloaca of  the gull 
<Biol. Bull., v. 62 (3), June, pp. 328-338, 1 pl., 
figs.  1-6. [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d C O R L I S S , J . O . 
1950 a.—Parasitic turbellarians from echinoderms 
[Program and Abstr. 25. Ann. Meet., Am. Soc. 
Parasitol., Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 27-291 <J. 
Parasitol., v. 36 (6), Sect. 2, Dec., p. 31. [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d D U N I H U E , F R E D 
W I L L I A M S . 
1931 a.—Notes on trematodes from a Long Island 
duck with description of  a new species <Biol. 
Bull., v. 60 (2), Apr., pp. 179-186, figs.  1-4. 
[Wv] 
1933 a.—Gyrodactylus as a parasite of  the tadpoles 
of Rana catesbeiana [Program and Abstr. 31. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Zool.] <Anat. Ree., v. 57 
(4), Suppl., Nov. 25, pp. 98-99. [Wv] 
1933 b.—Gyrodactylus as a parasite of  the tadpoles 
of Rana catesbiana [Program 9. Ann. Meet. Am. 
Soc. Parasitol., Boston, Dec. 28-30] <J. Parasi-
tol., v. 20 (2), Dec., p. 137. [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; and Goss, L E O N A R D 
J O Y C E . 
1950 a.—Eurytrema brumpti Railliet, Henry and 
Joyeux, 1912 (Trematoda: Dicrocoeliidae) from 
the pancreas and liver of  African  anthropoid 
apes <J. Parasitol., v. 36 (6), Sect. 1, Dec., pp. 
574-581, pis. [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d H A V I L A N D , C H I L -
SON B . 
1924 a.—Trematodes from the rat <Am. Mus. 
Novitates (126), July 24, pp. 1-10, figs.  1-5. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d L Y N C H , W I L L I A M 
F R A N C I S . 
1944 a.—A new anoplooephaline cestode, Oochoris-
tica annidlae, from the California  limbless lizard 
<Tr . Am. Micr. Soc., v. 63 (2), Apr., pp. 165-
169, pi. [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d M I L F O R D , J O H N J . 
1937 a.—Notes on the cestodes of  North American 
sparrows <Zoologica; Scient. Contrib. N. York 
Zool.  Soc., v. 22 (2), July 16, pp. 177-183. [W·.] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d N I G R E L L I , R O S S 
F B A N C O . 
1930 a.—On Distomum vibeχ  Linton, with special 
reference  to ite systematic position <Biol. Bull., 
v. 68 (3), June, pp. 336-343, 1 fig.  [Wv] 
1934 a.—Observations on the genus Sterrhurue 
Loose, with a description of  Sterrhurue branchialis 
sp. nov. (Trematoda, Hemiuridae) <Biol. Bull., 
v. 67 (3), Dec., pp. 534-543, figs.  1-2. [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d S C H O E N B O R N , 
H E N R Y W I L L I A M . 
1936 a.—Notes on the structure, distribution, and 
synonomy of  Diphyllobothrium lanceolatum <Am. 
Mus. Novitates (880), Oct. 8, 9 pp., illus. [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d S H A W , C . R U T H . 
1931 a.—The effect  of  dilution of  sea water on the 
activity and longevity of  certain marine cer-
ceriae, with descriptions of  two new species 
<Biol. Bull., v. 61 (2), Oct., pp. 242-271, pl. 1, 
figs.  1-5. [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; a n d W I L L E Y , C H A R L E S 
H E R B E B T . 
1929 a.—The development of  Cryptocotyle (Heter-
ophyidae) in its final  host <Am. J. Trop. Med., 
v. 9 (2), Mar., pp. 117-128, figs.  1-6. [Wv] 
1941 a.—Pathology and immunity to infection  with 
heterophyid trematodes [Abstract of  report be-
fore  Marine Biol. Lab., July 15] <Biol. Bull., v. 
81 (2), Oct., pp. 279-281. [Wv] 
S T U N K A R D , H O R A C E W E S L E Y ; W T L L E Y , C H A R L E S 
H E R B E R T ; a n d R A B I N O W T T Z , Y A L E . 
1941 a .—Cercaria burti Miller, 1923, a larval stage 
of  Apatemon gracilis (Rudolphi, 1819) Szidat, 
1928 <Tr . Am. Micr. Soc., v. 60 (4), Oct., pp. 
485-497, pis. [Wv] 
S T U R A , C A R L O S A L B E R T O . 
1947 a.—El liquido céfalo-raqufdeo  en la tripanosis 
equina <Gac. Vet., Buenos Aires (47), v. 9, 
May-June, pp. 132-141, illus. [W·.] 
S T U R D E V A N T . L A Z E L L E B R A N T I . Y . 
1907 a.—Some variations in Hymenolcpis diminuía 
<Univ. Studies, Univ. Nebr., v. 7 (2), Apr., pp. 
135-148 (14 pp.), pis. 1-2, figs.  1-12. [W·.] 
1907 b.—Idem <Studies Zool. Lab., Univ. Nebr. 
(76), June 3, pp. 135-148 (14 pp.), 2 pis., figs.  1 -
12. [W*.] 
1908 a—Idem [Abstractl <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 41 (19-21), 12 Juni, pp. 671-672. 
[W», W™.] 
STURDIVANT, B. F. See Stearn, Esther Wagner; Stur-
divant, B. F.; and Stearn, Allen Edwin. 
S T U R D I V A N T , H A R W E L L P R E S L E Y . [1902- ] [Col-
umbia Univ.] 
1931 a.—Central bodies in the sperm-forming divi-
sions of Ascaris <Science, n. s. (1894), n. s., v. 73, 
Apr. 17, pp. 417-418. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Studies on the spermatocyte divisions in 
Ascaris megalocephola; with special reference  to 
the central bodies, Golgi complex and mitochon-
dria <J. Morphol., v. 55 (3), Mar. 5, pp. 435-
475, pis. 1-5, figs.  1-81. [Wv] 
S T U R G E S , A R T H U R M. [B. SC., Cheshire] 
1921 a.—Observations on acarine disease <Bee 
World, v. 3 (7), Dec., pp. 188-190. [Wv] 
S T U R G E S , M A R Y M . 
1897 a.—Preliminary notes on Distomum patellar« 
n. sp. <Zool. Bull., v. 1 (2), Sept., pp. 57-69, 
figs.  1-5. [W\ Wv] 
1898 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zool. Centralbl., v. 5 
(6), 24 März, p. 180. [W\ Wv] 
S T U R G E S S , G E O R G E W I L L I A M . [M. R. C. V. S., Govt. 
Vet. Surg., Late Chief  Vet. Off.,  Ceylon] 
[1904 a].—Report of  the government veterinary 
surgeon for  1903 <Ceylon Admin. Rep., Pt. IV, 
Misc., Vet., pp. N1-N20, 1 fig.,  1 fold,  chart. 
[Wv] 
[1905 a].—Report of  the government veterinary sur-
geon for  1904 <Ceylon Admin. Rep., Pt. IV, 
Educ., Sc. and Art, Vet., pp. G1-G10. [Wv] 
1906 a.—Observations on a curious disease affecting 
cattle in Ceylon <Vet. J. (372), v. 62, n. s. (78), 
v. 13, June, pp. 299-303, 1 fig.,  1 chart. [W», 
W - . ] 
[1914 a].—Report of  the government veterinary sur-
geon for  1912-13 <Ceylon Admin. Rep., Pt. IV, 
Educ., Sc. and Art, Vet., pp. F1-F8. [Wv] 
{1916 a].—Report of  the government veterinary 
surgeon for  1915 <Ceylon Admin. Rep., Pt. IV, 
Educ., Sc. and Art, Vet., pp. F1-F8. [Wv] 
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STURGESS , G E O R G E W I L L I A M — C o n t i n u e d . 
[1917 a],—Report of  the government veterinary 
surgeon for  1916 CCeylon Admin. Rep., Pt. IV, 
Educ., Sc. and Art, Vet., pp. F1-F6. [W\] 
[1918 a],—Report of  the government veterinary 
surgeon for  1917 <Ceylon Admin. Rep., Pt. IV, 
Educ., Sc. and Art, Vet., pp. F1-F6. [WM 
1926 a.—Report of  the government veterinary sur-
geon for  1925 <Ceylon Admin. Rep., Pt. IV, 
Educ. Sc. and Art, G : Vet., July, pp. G1-G12. 
[ W M 
1927 a.—Report of  the government veterinary sur-
geon for  1926 <Ceylon Admin. Rep., Pt. IV, 
Educ., Sc. and Art, G : Vet., May , pp. G1-G12, 
pis. [Wv] 
1928 a.—Report of  the government veterinary sur-
geon for  1927 <Ceylon Admin. R e p , Pt. IV, 
E d u c , Sc. and Art, G : V e t , May, pp. G3-G21 ,14 
p i s , 1 chart. [WM 
1929 a.—Report of  the government veterinary sur-
geon for  1928 <Ceylon Admin. R e p , Pt. IV, 
E d u c , Sc. and Art, H : V e t , June, pp. H3-H12. 
[ W M 
1935 a.—The veterinary officer  in the tropics < Vet. 
J , v . 91 (4), A p r , pp. 179-185. [WM 
STURGIS , C Y R U S C R E S S Y . [1891- ] [Univ. Michi-
gan, Ann. Arbor] [See also Isaacs, Raphael; 
Sturgis, Cyrus Cressy; and Smith, Millard] 
STURGIS , C Y R U S C R E S S Y ; ISAACS , R A P H A E L ; G O L D -
HAMER , S T A N L E Y M I L T O N ; B E T H E L L , F R A N K 
H A R T S U F F ; a n d F A R R A R , G E O R G E E . 
1935 a.—Blood. A review of  the recent literature 
<Arch. Int. M e d , Chicago, v. 55 (6), June, pp. 
1001-1081. [WM 
STURGIS , C Y R U S C R E S S Y ; ISAACS , R A P H A E L ; a n d 
S M I T H , M I L L A R D . 
1928 a.—The effect  of  the administration of  liver 
to patients with various types of  anemia (In 
Proc. 20. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Clin. Invest.) 
<J . Clin. Invest , v. 6 (1), A u g , pp. 21-22. 
[W m . ] 
S TURGIS , F R E D E R I C R U S S E L L . [ 1 8 4 4 - ] [House 
Surg, Mass. Gen. Hosp.] 
1867 a.—Human cestoids: An essay to which is 
awarded the second prize of  the Boylston Medi-
cal Society for  1867. 81 p p , 3 pis. Cambridge. 
[ W " . ] 
STURHAN. [Rossarzt ] 
1903 a.—Magenwurmseuche bei Enten <Ztschr. 
Veterinarie, v. 15 (3), März, p. 131. [W», W m . ] 
1903 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Centralbl. Bakteriol, 
1. A b t , Re f , v. 33 (7-8), 28 A p r , p. 224. [W», 
Wm.] 
1903 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] <Fortschr. 
Vet . -Hyg , v. 1 (3), Juni, p. 131. [W*, W - J 
1903 d.—Idem [Abstract of  1903 a] <Berl . Tier-
ärztl. Wchnschr. (35), 27 A u g , p. 548. [W», 
Wm.] 
1903 e.—Wassersucht beim Hunde, durch Häma-
tozoen verursacht <Ztschr. Veterinärk, v. 15 
(8-9) , Aug . -Sept , pp. 388-389. [W å , № · . ] 
1903 f. —Wassersucht des Hundes durch Hämato-
zoen [Abstract of  1903 e] <Thierarzt, Wetzlar, 
v. 42 (9), Sept , pp. 201-202. [W», W m . ] 
1904 a.—Wassersucht beim Hunde durch Häma-
tozoen verursacht. [Abstract of  1903 e] <Fort -
schr. Vet . -Hyg , v. 2 (5), A u g , p. 156. [W·, 
W m . ] 
1904 b — I d e m [Abstract of  1903 e] <Centralbl. 
Bakteriol, 1. Abt., Re f , v. 34 (12-13), 30 Jan , 
p. 385. [W», W"1 . ] 
1904 с — I d e m [Abstract of  1903 e] CJahresb. 
Leistung. Vet.-Med. (1903), v. 23, p. 114. [W».j 
1904 d.—Magenwurmseuche bei Enten [Abstract 
of  1903 a] <Ibidem, p. 264. [WM 
S TURM, K . C H . G . 
(1822 a).—[Cœnurus cerebralis] <Beitr. Teutsch. 
Landwirthsch. Bonn, v. 2, p. 144. 
STURMAN, M . [Vet. Surg, Halkait Cattle Insurance 
Co., Haifa,  Palestine] 
1935 a.—A note on acquired immunity to T heil-
er ia annidata <J . Comp. Path, and Therap , v. 
48 (4), D e c , pp. 298-299. [WM 
STURRIDGE , E R N E S T . [ D . D . S , L . D . S . E n g . , L o n -
don] 
1915 a.—Investigation of  Endamoeba buccalis 
< Dental Cosmos, v. 57 (7), July, pp. 780-782. 
[Wm.] 
1915 b.—The discovery of  Entamoeba buccalis in 
pyorrhea pus and treatment by emetin hydro-
chloride <Proc . Roy . Soc. M e d , v. 8, pt. 3, Sect. 
Odont , pp. 80-83. [W™.] 
STURROCK, P. S. [M. B , B. C „ Missionary, Bagdadl 
1899 a.—Bilharzia in Mesopotamia <Brit . Med. 1. 
(2031), v. 2, Dec. 2, p. 1543. [W», W m . ] 
1899 b.—Idem [Abstract] < Phila. Med. J. (104), 
v. 4 (26), Dec. 23, p. 1213. [W·, W - , W M 
STURSBERG. 
1905 a.—Ueber Anguillula intestinalis [Abstract of 
report read 20 März] <Sitzungsb. Nied.-Rhein. 
Gesellsch. Nat.- u. Heilk. Bonn, 1. Hälfte, В, 
pp. 28-29. [W a , W M 
1 9 0 5 b — Idem [Abstract] <Deutsche Med. Wchn-
schr , v. 31 (34), 24 A u g , p. 1374. [W», Wm.] 
1906 a.—Anguillula intestinalis [Abstract of  1905 
a] < J . Roy . Micr. S o c , (4), A u g , p. 444. [W\ 
Wm, W«.] 
1907 a.—Ueber Anguillula intestinalis [Abstract of 
1905 a] <Arch. Naturg, Berlin (1902), 68. J , 
v. 2 (3), Sept , p. 16. [W\ W M 
1914 a.—Oleum chenopodi! gegen Oxyuren 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr, v. 40 (2), 8 Jan , 
pp. 103-104. [WM 
S T U R T E V A N T , A R N O L D P A R K E R . [1889- ] [Assoc. 
Apiculturist, Div. Bee Culture, Bureau Entom. 
and Plant Quarant.] See Burnside, Carlton Earl; 
and Sturtevant, Arnold Parker; and Ptiillips, 
Everett Franklin; and Sturtevant, Arnold 
Parker. 
S T U R T E V A N T , M I L L S . [ 1 8 8 2 - ] [ M . D „ N e w 
York] 
1931 a.—Amebic dysentery: Sugar cane as a pos-
sible distribution hazard <Ann. Int. M e d , v. 4 
(12), June, pp. 1598-1600. [ f f - . ] 
S T U R T O N , S T E P H E N D O U G L A S . [ M . A , M . D , D . T . 
M , C. M . S. H o s p , Hangchow] [See also Gar-
nett, M . ; and Sturton, Stephen Douglas] 
1931 a.—Oedema and ascites in Chinese patients. 
Being a dissertation for  the degree of  M . D , 
Cantab. <China Med. J , v. 45 (7), July, pp. 
584-625. [Wm.] 
STURZENEGGER , C A R L O S E . 
1937 a.—Investigaciones sobre la enfermedad de 
Chagas en el Departamento de Tacuarembó 
< A n . Fac. Med. Montevideo, v. 22 (11-12), pp. 
927-932. [WP».] 
STURZENEGGER, J. C. See Talice, Rodolfo  V.; Souza, 
Marino В. ; and Sturzenegger, J. C. 
STUSS , A . A . [Baku See Daniljak, J. D. ; and Stuss, 
A. A. 
S T U U R M A N , W . 
1902 a.—Cysticercus inermis bij het rund <T i jd -
schr. Veeartsenijk, v. 29 (9), 1 Juni, pp. 387-389, 
1 pl. [W».] 
1902 b.—Cysticerque inerme chez la bête bovine 
[Abstract of  1902 a] <Ann. Méd. V é t , v. 51 (9 -
10), Sept . -Oct , p. 545. [W·, W » . ] 
1903 a.—Cysticercus inerme beim Rinde [Abstract 
of  1902 a] < Jahresb. Leistung. Vet.-Med. (1902), 
v. 22, p. 110. [WM 
1914 a.—Trichinen-onderzoek bij värkens <Ti jd -
schr. Veeartsenijk, v. 41 (2), 15 Jan , p. 117. 
[Wv] 
1914 b.—Trichinellosis <Tijdsckr. Veeartsenijk, 
v. 41 (18), 15 Sept , p. 998. [WM 
S T T L E , F . W . 
1924 a.—The larva of  the warble-fly  as a human 
parasite <Brit . Med. J. (3312), v. 1, June 21, pp. 
1086-1087. [WM 
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STTLE, F. W . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1924 b.—The larva of  the warble-fl.v  as a human 
parasite <Vet. Ree., v. 4 (30), July 20, pp. 641-
642. [W·.] 
STYLIANOPOULOS, M . [Lab. Vét . , M i n . Agrie . , 
Athènes] [See also Melanidi, С.; and Styliano-
poulos, M.J 
1925 a.—La spirochétose des poules en Grèce 
CBull. Soa. Path. Exot., v. 18 (9), 11 Nov., pp. 
701-702. [W».] 
1926 a.—La spirochétose des poules en Grèce 
<Arch. Inst. Pasteur Ilellén., v. 1 (3-4), pp. 
350-351. [W*.] 
1930 a.—Sur une enzootie à spirochètes des dindon-
neaux et transmission expérimentale au dindon 
de la spirochétose des poules <Compt. Rend. 
Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 104 (15), 9 Mai, pp. 57-60. 
[W».] 
1933 a.—Transmission expérimentale de la spiro-
chétose des poules au pigeon et au lapin. Persis-
tance du virus dans le cerveau de ces animaux 
<Compt. Rend. Soc. Biol., Paris, v. 112 (5), 10 
Fév., pp. 421-423. [W».] 
STYLIANOPOULOS , M . ; a n d A N A N I A B È S , B . 
1932 a.—Contribution à l'étude des piroplasmoses 
en Grèce <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., ν, 25 (8), 
12 Oct., pp. 889-892. [W·.] 
1933 a.—Contribution à l'étude des piroplasmes en 
Grèce: muttaliose du cheval <BuH. Soc. Path. 
Exot., v. 26 (1), U Jan., pp. 15-18. [W·.] 
1933 b.—Contribution à l'étude des piroplasmoses 
en Grèce. III. Babésiellose du mouton <Bull. 
Soc. Path. Exot., v. 26 (5), 10 Mai, pp. 704-709. 
[W·.] 
1933 c.—Contribution à l'étude de piroplasmoses en 
Grèce. IV. Les piroplasmoses bovines <Bull. 
Soc. Path. Exot., v. 26 (9), 8 Nov., pp. 1153-
1156. [W·.] 
(1933? d).—Prilog prouéavanju piroplasmoza u 
Grökoj-Babezieloza ovaca (Contribution à l'étude 
des piroplasmoses en Grece. Babesiellose ovine) 
<Bull. Soc. Vét. Hellénique, ν. 7 (2), Apr.-June. 
1934 a.—Idem [Abstract] [Croation text] <Jugo-
slov. Vet. Glasnik, v. 14 (2), Feb., p. 67. [W*.] 
STYLIANOPOULOS , M . ; a n d D É B O N E R A , G . 
1934 a.—Les maladies des volailles en Grèce <Rev. 
Gén. Méd. Vét., Toulouse (508), v. 43, 15 Avril, 
pp. 193-212. [W·.] 
Su, DER-LONG. [Sr. Med. Off., Shanghai Union Epi-
demiol. Com.] See Chi, Ta-Chih; and Su, Der-
Long. 
S u , Т с н о и ; a n d H s i , CHEN-CHAO. 
1937 a.—Une nouvelle race chinoise d'Ascaris 
megalocephxila (type trioalens) <Compt. Rend. 
Acad. Sc., Paris, v. 204 (22), May 31, pp. 1676-
1677. [W\] 
S U A D Ö Z O E N . 
1942 a.—Mesane bilharziyasi <Askeri Sihhiye 
Mecmuasi (38), v. 71, pp. 84-86. [W·".] 
SuABEZ. 
(1877 a).—De las trichinae y de la trichinosis in 
España. Madrid. 
(1879 a).—Idem. Valencia. 
S U Á R E Z , A R M A N D O I. See Cruciani, Julio Α.; Suárez, 
Armando I.; and Dellepiane Rawson, Julio. 
S U Á R E Z , B E R N A R D O . See Heguito, Héctor R.; Tor-
torella, Angel; Suárez, Bernardo; and Fernán-
dez, Carlos Maria. 
S U Á R E Z , C A R L O S V ELASCO . See Valesco Suárez, 
Carlos. 
S U A R E Z , E . 
(1933 a).—La ladrerie chez le porc. Thèse vét. 
(Paris). 
1934 a.—Idem [AbstractJ <Rev. Path. Comp. 
(450), v. 34, Mars, p. 352 (p. 54). [W·.] 
SUÁREZ, H. See Yanniceli, R. ; Suárez, H.; and Cas-
tro Casal, E. 
S U Á R E Z , J E N A R O . [1896- ] [School Trop. Med. 
and Hosp., Univ. Puerto Rico, San Juan] 
1933 a.—Elephantiasis tropicuni <Puerto Rico J. 
Pub. Health and Trop. Med., v. 8 (3), Mar., Eng-
lish text, pp. 287-292, fig.  1, 2 pis., figs.  2 -4 ; 
Spanish text, pp. 293-298. [W·.] 
S U Á R E Z , JOAQUÍN V ILLEGAS. See Villegas Suárez, 
Joaquín. 
S U Á R E Z , JORGE . [Dr., Ciruj. 5. Div.] 
1938 a.—Ensayos sobre el tratamiento del palu-
dismo de evolución secundaria <Rev. San. Mil., 
Bolivia, (5), Trimestre 1-2, pp. 625-627. [WP".] 
SUÁREZ, José GARCIA. See Garcia Suárez, José. 
S U Á R E Z , JOSÉ L E Ó N . See León Suárez, José. 
S U Á R E Z , M . 
(1935 a).—Neumotorax espontáneo <Pediatria 
Espafi. (274), v. 24, pp. 249-257. 
S U Á R E Z , M A R C O S R. [Dr., Hosp. Rivadavia] 
1927 a.—Consideraciones sobre un caso de quiste 
hidático muerto, del gran epiplón < Semana 
Méd., v. 34 (25), Junio 23, p. 1536. [W®.] 
S U Á R E Z , P A B L O A R T U R O . [Dr., Dir. Gen., Sanidad 
Púb., Ecuador] 
1928 a.—Algunas observaciones sobre la peste negra 
y la pulga cheopis en el Ecuador <Bol . Ofic. 
San. Panamer., v. 7 (4), Apr., pp. 453-471. [W·.] 
1942 a.—Plague in the province of  Chimborazo, 
Ecuador <Proc. 6. Pacific  Sc. Cong., v. 5, pp. 
115-123. [W\] 
S U Á R E Z , R A M Ó N M. [1895- ] [M. D., Dept. 
Clin. Med., School Trop. Med., San Juan, Puerto 
Rico] 
1930 a.—Schistosomiasis of the lungé [sic] simulat-
ing bronchial asthma <Bol. Asoc. Med. Puerto 
Rico (176), v. 22, Mar.-Apr., pp. 40-43. [W».] 
1930 b.—Puerto Rico and some of  its health prob-
lems <Bol. Asoc. Méd. Puerto Rico (181), v. 22, 
Oct., pp. 197-200. [ W · " . ] 
1933 a.—Clinical aspects of  uncinariasis (Aspectos 
clínicos de la uncinariasis) < Puerto Rico J. Pub. 
Health and Trop. Med., v. 8 (3), Mar., English 
text, pp. 299-337, 4 graphs, 4 pis.; Spanish text, 
pp. 338-366. [W'.l 
1939 a.—La medula osea normal у patologica. 
Proporcion eritro-niieloide en la medula del es-
ternón en casos de espru, pelagra, uncinariasis, 
agranulocitosis, anemia aplastica y mielomo mul-
tiple <Bol. Asoc. Med. Puerto Rico, v. 31 (10), 
Oct . , p p . 3 4 5 - 3 5 8 . [WP«·.] 
[1945 a].—Department of  clinical medicine <Rep. 
Director School Trop. Med., Univ. Puerto Rico 
(1944-45), pp. 25-29; Spanish text, pp. 77-82. 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
[1947 ' а].—Departamento de medicina clínica 
<Rep. Director School Trop. Med. Univ. Puerto 
Rico (1946-1947), pp. 78-81. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S UÁREZ , R A M Ó N M . ; a n d B E N I T E Z G A U T I E R , C L E -
MENCIA. 
1936 a.—The sternal marrow in schistosomiasis 
mansoni chronic <Bol. Asoc. Med. Puerto Rico, 
v. 28 (12), Dec., pp. 301-304. [W», WP».] 
S U Á B E Z , R A M Ó N M . ; a n d H E R N Á N D E Z M O R A L E S , 
F E D E R I C O . 
1944 a.—Pulmonary schistosomiasis. Esquisto-
somiasis pulmonar [English and Spanish texts] 
<Puerto Rico J. Pub. Health and Trop. Med., 
v. 20 (2), Dec., pp. 194-241. [WV] 
S U Á R E Z , R A M Ó N M . ; M O R A L E S O T E R O , P . ; a n d R O D -
RIQUE7. M O L I N A , R A F A E L . 
1929 a.—Estudios de dos casos de anemia <Bol . 
Asoc. Med. Puerto Rico (171), v. 22, May-June, 
pp. 5-11. [ W ° 4 ] 
S U Á R E Z , R A M Ó N M . ; S A N T I A G O - S T E V E N S O N , D W I G H T ; 
a n d H E R N Á N D E Z - M O R A L E S , FEDERICO. 
1948 a.—Electrocardiographic changes during an-
thiomaline treatment of  schistosomiasis <AM. 
Heart J., v. 36 (6), Dec., pp. 923-933. [W®.] 
SUÁREZ A G U I R B E , G U S T A V O . [Dr. Ciruj. Hosp. 
Niños] 
1924 a.—Sobre un caso de quiste hidatidico del 
riñón. Nefrectomia  total < Semana Méd., v. 31 
(25), June 19, pp. 1213-1215. [WM . ] 
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S UÁREZ G A R R O , F . [ D r . ] 
1934 a.—Diversas enfermedades  en las que se ha 
encontrado el Haemoproteus  columbae en Cuba 
<Rev . Méd. Cubana, v. 45 (6), June, pp. 559-
568. [W®.] 
S UAREZ H E R N A N D E Z , N E M E S I O . [ 1 . T e n . M e d . , R e g . 
7, "Maximo Gomez", Dept. Mil. Cubana] 
1942 a.—Profilaxia del paludismo <Rev. San. Mil., 
Cuba, v. 6 (2), Apr-June, pp. 173-177. [W®.] 
SDARKZ M E L E N D E Z , J OSÉ. 
1947 a.—Quiste hidático calcificado  de hígado. 
Formas fistulizadas  <Arch. Uruguayos Med., 
Cirug. y Espec., v. 31 (3), Sept., pp. 157-163. 
[Wm . ] 
S U A R E Z M O R A L E S , O V I D I O . [ D r . ] 
1939 a.—Microfilariosie  en Monteagudo (Chuqui-
saca, Bolivia) <Prensa Med. Argent., v. 26 (38), 
Sept. 20, pp. 1838-1841, illus. [W- . ] 
S U X R E Z P E L E G R Í N . See Suárez Peregrin. 
S U X R E Z P E R E G R Ì N , E D U A R D O . [Dr., Sec. Bacteriol. 
Inst. Prov. Hig-, Granada] [See also Lopez-
Neyra, Carlos Rodriguez; and Suárez Peregrin, 
Eduardo] 
1932 a.—Nota previa sobre una nueva aplicación 
del método de Giemsa para la coloración de los 
protozoos fecales  <Progresos Clin., Madrid, v. 
40, pp. 592-593. [W- . ] 
1933 a.—Nota previa sobre una nueva aplicación 
del metodo de Giemsa para la coloración de los 
protozoos fecales [French summary] <Med . 
Países Calidos, v. 6 (1), Jan., pp. 5-7. [W*.] 
1933 b.—Nota previa sobre una neuva aplicación 
del método de Giemsa para la coloración de los 
protozoos fecales  <Semana Méd. v. 40 (12), Mar. 
23, pp. 1036-1037. [W®.] 
1942 a.—Los flagelados  intestinales humanos y sus 
métodos de diagnóstico <Actualidad Med. (214), 
v. 18, Oct., pp. 507-518. [Wm . ] 
S UAREZ SOTO , V I C E N T E . [ D r . , D i r . L a b . B i o l . ] 
1942 a.—Dos notas sobre acaros <Bol. Biol., Univ. 
Puebla, v. 1 (2), Aug.-Oct., pp. 71-74, illus. 
[We«.] 
S U B B A R A O , V . ; a n d SESHADRI , T I R U V E N T A K A R A J E N -
DRA. 
1947 a.—Ramala dye as an anthelmintic <Proc. 
Indian Acad. Sc., Sect. A, v. 26 (3), Sept., pp. 
178-181. [WM 
S U B B A B O W , Y. See Safir, S. R . ; Kushner, S.; Bran-
cone, L. M. ; and Subbarow, Y. 
SUBBOTIC , V . [ D r . ] 
1899 a.—Erfahrungen  über Echinococcus <Wien. 
Klin. Wchnschr., v. 12 (24), 15 Juni, pp. 654-
655. [W®.] 
S U B I E T A , R O M E L I O A . 
1941 a.—A propósito de dos casos de miocarditis 
chagasiana observados en Vitichi < Paginas 
M e d . , v . 4 ( 5 ) , D e c . , p p . 1 1 - 2 8 . [ W P " . ] 
S U B I K , F R A N T I S E K . [ D r . ] 
1934 a.—Echinococcus et carcinoma hepatis 
[Czechoslovakian text] <Bratisl. Lekar. Listy, v. 
14 (6), pp. 232-236, Ulus. [ W - J 
S U B I Z A , V I C E N T E . See Jáuregui, Pedro; and Subiza, 
Vicente. 
SUBOTNIK, A. S. [Суботник, А. С.] See Gurvich, 
Β . M. ; and Subotnik, A. S. 
SUBRAHMANYAM, C. [L. M. S., Asst. Gov. Path., 
Singapore] See Tull, John Cadman; and Subrah-
manyam, C. 
S U B R A H M A N Y A M , S . [L. M. P. Ootacamund] 
1934 a.—Intravenous quinine therapy in malaria 
<Indian Med. Gaz., v. 69 (10), Oct., p. 570. 
[W®.] 
S U B R A M A N I A SASTRY , M . R . S e e V e n k a t a c h a l a m , K . ; 
and Subramania Sastry, M. R . 
SUB RAM AN ι AM, R . [M. D., Madras] 
1946 a.—Somatic taeniasis (solium cysticercosis) 
<Indian Med. Gaz., v. 81 (2), Feb., pp. 64-65, 
pi. 8, figs.  2-3. [W®.] 
SUBBAMANIAM, T. V. (Off.  Entom., Mysore Agrio. 
Dept.] 
1932 a.—The insecticidal properties of  indigenous 
vegetable fish  poisons <J . Mysore Agrie, and 
Exper. Union, v. 13 (2), pp. 58-60, 2 graphs. 
[WM 
S U B BAM ANI AN , K B I S H N A A I Y A B . [ 1 9 0 4 - J [Univ. 
Rangoon, Burma] [See also Meggitt, Frederick 
Joseph; and Subramanian, Krishna Aiyar] 
1927 a.—Notes on the larvae Centrorhynchus alu-
conis (Müller, 1780) [Acanthocephala] found  in 
Rangoon toads <J. Burma Research Soc., v. 16 
(3), Dec., 1 9 2 6 , pp. 2 1 1 - 2 1 2 , 1 fig.  [Issued Jan.] 
[W·.] 
1927 b.—On a new genus of  Acanthocephala from 
Rangoon <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 9. в., v. 19 
(110), Feb., pp. 275-279, figs.  1-3. [WrM 
1927 c.—On a small collection of  Acanthocephala 
from Rangoon <Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., 9. s., 
v. 19 (114), June, pp. 645-650, figs.  1-3. [W·.] 
1928 a.—On a new tapeworm (Raülietina rangoon-
ica) from the fowl  <J . Burma Research Soc., 
v. 18(3), Dec. pp. 78-79, 1 fig.  [WM 
1936 a.—Studies on the acanthocephalan fauna  of 
Burma <Rec. Indian Mus., v. 38 (3), Sept., pp. 
311-315, illus. [W\] 
1937 a.—Pallisentis  nagpurensis (Acanthocephala) 
(Bhalerao, 1931) <Zool. Anz., Leipzig., v. 119 
(3-4), July 15, pp. 111-112. [W·.] 
1938 a.—On Myzostoma  gopalai species nova from 
the Madras harbour <Proc. Indian Acad. Sc., 
v. 7 (5), Sect. B, May, pp. 2 7 0 - 2 7 6 , illus., pi. 
[WM 
1939 a.—Studies on cestode parasites of  fishes. 
I. Biporophyllaeus madrassensis, gen. et sp. nov., 
with a note on its systematic position <Rec , 
Indian Mus., v. 41 (2), June, pp. 131-150, illus., 
pis.; errata, (3), Sept., slip tipped in. [WM 
1940 a.—On a new species of  Echeneibothrium from 
Rhinobatus granulatus Cuv. <Rec . Indian Mus., 
v. 42 (3), Sept., pp. 457-464, illus. [WM 
1941 a.—Sympathetic innervation of  proglottides 
in Avitellina lahorea Woodland <Current Sc., 
Bangalore, v. 10 (10), Oct., pp. 441-443, illus. 
[WM 
1941 b.—Studies on cestode parasites of  fishes.  II. 
The nervous system of  Tylocephalum  dierama 
Shipley and Hornell <Rec . Indian Mus., v. 43 
(3), Sept., pp. 269-280, illus., pis. [WM 
1942 a.—The nervous system of  the cestode Tylo-
cephalum dierama [Abstract] <Proc. 28. Indian 
Sc. Cong. (Benares, 1 9 4 1 ) , Part III, pp. 1 7 2 - 1 7 3 . 
[ChM 
SUBBAMANYAM, C . B . [I . M . P . , Nel lore] 
1941 a.—Scorpion sting in human beings [Letter 
to editor dated Feb. 6] <Indian Med. Gaz., v. 76 
(4), Apr., p. 255. [W®.] 
SUBBAMANYAPILLAI, T . [Bangalore ] 
1933 a.—On the trematode found  in the liver of 
Ophiocephalus striatus [Abstract] <Proc. 20. 
Indian Sc. Cong. (Patna, Jan. 2 - 7 ) , pp. 2 5 9 - 2 6 0 . 
[WM 
S U B B A M H A N Y A M , V . K. [B. Sc., Asst. to Coffee 
Scient. Officer,  United Planters' Ass., South 
India] See Mayne, W. Wilson; and Subramhan-
yam, V . K. 
S U B B I D E N S , C . [ D r . ] 
1869 a—Les parasites <Lyon Méd., v. 3 (20), 26 
Sept., pp. 136-142. [W®.] 
S U C E N A , A M A B I L I O . See Pedrosa, Xavier; and Su-
cena, Amarilio. 
S U C H A N E K , H . 
1931 a.—[Spiropterenknoten aus dem Brustteil des 
Oesophagus eines Hundes operativ entfernt] 
[Abstract of  report before  Gesellsch. Tierärzte 
Wien, 20 Okt.] <Wien. Tierärztl. Monatsohr., v. 
18 (21), 1 Nov., pp. 672-673. [WM 
1932 a.—Operation eines Spirocercenknotens beim 
Hunde mit Hilfe  des Oesophagoskopes; Heilung 
<Wien. Tierärztl. Monatschr., v. 19 (13), 1 Juli, 
pp. 392-395. [WM 
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S U C H A N K A , F R A N Z . [Oberbezirksarzt Dr., Feldkirch) 
1926 a.—Vergiftung  und Tod nach einer Wurmkur 
mit Oleum chenopodii <Wien. Klin. Wchnschr., 
v. 39 (6), 4 Feb., pp. 160-162. [W·".] 
SUCHOVERSKF, E V Í E N . [MVDr.l 
1946 a.—Boj proti cizopasnikäm domácích zvífrat 
(Control of  parasites in domestic animals) 
[Czechoslovakian text) <Casop. Ceskoslov. Vet., 
v. 1 (18), Sept. 25, pp. 404-405. [Wv] 
SUCK. [Dr., Wolmar, Liefland] 
(1816 a).—Merkwürdiger Fall einer durch Wurm-
reiz bewirkten Umstülpung des Augapfels 
<Russ. Samml. Naturw. u. Heilk., v. 1 (1), p. 84. 
1816 b — I d e m <AUg. Med. Ann. (3), März, pp. 
354-356. [ W v ] 
SucKERT, Ezio. 
1938 a.—Note sulla coltivazione della derris ("tuba 
root") <Agrie. Colon., v . 32 (1), Jan., p. 28-38, 
illus. [W».] 
SUCRE. See Bello, С. ; and Sucre. 
S U C R E , L U I S R A M O S . See Ramos Sucre, Luis. 
SUCRE—Comisión Seccional del Estado Sucre. 
1923 a.—Geografia  medica del Estado Sucre. 
Segunda parte; Nosografia. Capitulo II . En-
fermedades  parasitarias < G a c . Med. Caracas, 
v. 30 (9), M a y 15, pp. 143-144. [ W v ] 
SUCTANCAR , C R I S N A . See de Mello, Indalêncio Froll-
ano; and Suctancar, Crisna. 
S U D A , K A N B A K U . [ M . D . ] 
1927 a.—Nana  tapeworm [Japanese text] < J . 
Pub. Health Ass. Japan, v. 3 (9), Sept., pp. 2-17, 
pi. [ W v ] 
1927 b .—A study of  dwarf  tapeworms (Hymenolepis 
nana) [English text] < J . Pub. Health Ass. 
Japan., v . 3 (11), Nov., pp. 1-14. [ W v ] 
(1927 c) .—On the oral infection  of  the Schistosoma 
japonicum. Preliminary report <Aichi Igak-
kwai Zasshi, Nagoya, v. 34 (12). 
1927 d.—On the oral infection  of  the Schistosoma 
japonicum (preliminary report) < Nagoya J. 
Med. Sc., v. 2 (2), Dec. 25, pp. 107-109, illus. 
[ W v ] 
1928 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop . Dis. Bull., v. 25 
(12), Dec., p. 950. [Wvj 
1928 b.—Studies on the influence  of  stibnal on the 
breeding of  Schistosma [sic] < J . Pub. Health 
Ass. Japan, v. 4 (4), Apr., pp. 1-8 . [ Y » v ] 
(1928 c).—Experiments on Hepaticola  hepatica in 
the monkey <Aichi Igakkwai Zasshi, Nagoya, 
v. 35 (1). Jan. 
(1928 d) .—On cirrhosis by Hepaticola  hepatica in 
the rabbit <Aichi Igakkwai Zasshi, v. 35 (1), 
Jan. 
(1928 e).—Experiments on the rabbit infected  by 
Hepaticola  hepatica and a contribution to the 
knowledge on the invasion road of  the larvae in 
vivo <Aichi Igakkwai Zasshi, Nagoya, v. 35 (1), 
Jan. 
(1928 f).—On  the infection  of  cercariae of  Schisto-
soma japonicum per cornea ocularis and conjunc-
tiva palpebrae <Aichi Igakkwai Zasshi, Nagoya, 
v. 35 (15). 
(1928 g).—On infection  of cercaría of  Schistosoma 
japonicum Katsuradai through eyeball cornea 
and eyelid conjunctiva <Aichi Igakkwai Zasshi, 
Nagoya, v. 35 (10), Oct. 
(1928 h).—On the course of  intrusion of cercaria of 
Schistosoma japonicum Katsuradai from intes-
tinal tract mucus membrane (2nd experiment) 
<Aichi Igakkwai Zasshi, Nagoya, v. 35 (10), 
Oct. 
1928 i.—On the invating [sic] course of  cercariae of 
Schistosoma japonicum by the intestinal mucosa 
infection  <Aichi Igakkwai Zasshi, Nagoya, v. 
35 (10). 
1940 a.—On infection  of cercaria of  Schistosoma 
japonicum Katsuradai through eyeball cornea 
and eyelid conjunctiva [Abstract of  1928 f] 
CJapan. J. Med. Sc. Pt. VI . Bacteriol. and Para-
sitol., v. 1 (4), Jan., p. 299. [W».J 
S U D A , K A N S A K U — C o n t i n u e d . 
1940 b.—On course of  intrusion of cercaria of 
Schistosoma japonicum Katsuradai from _ intes-
tinal tract mucous membrane (2nd experiment) 
[Abstract of  1928 h] CJapan. J. Med. Sc. Pt. VI. 
Bacteriol. and Parasitol., v. 1 (4), Jan., p. 299. 
[Wv] 
1940 c.—On the oral infection  of  the Schistosoma 
japonicum. Preliminary report [Abstract of 
1927 c] <Japan. J. Med. Sc. Pt. VI. Bacteriol. 
and Parasitol., v . 1 (4), Jan., pp. 238-239. [Wv] 
S U D A , K A N S A K U ; a n d O Z A W A ,  S . 
1927 a.—On the resisting power of cercaria of  the 
Schistosomum japonicum against heat and the 
possibility of  infection  through bathing [Jap-
anese text] < J . Pub. Health Ass. Japan, v. 3 (4), 
Apr., pp. 13-21. [ W v ] 
S U D A , S H Y U Z O . See Kimura, Tetsuji; Suda, Shyuzo; 
and Kishida, Kyukichi. 
SUDACHENKOV, V. V. [Судаченков, В . В. ] [Tier-
arzt, Parasitol. Lab. Tierärztl. Hochschule, Len-
ingrad] [See also Yakimov, Vasilil Larionovich; 
and Sudachenkov, V. V.] 
(1931 a) .—La bronchite helminthique chez les 
jeunes animaux du gros bétail <Vet . Spetsialist 
Sotisial. Stroïke, (7), pp. 31-32. 
1931 b . — К вопросу о географическом распро-
странении Trypanosoma  theileri в Сибири 
(Concerning the geographical distribution of 
Trypanosoma  theileri in Siberia) [Russian text; 
English summary] < T r o p . Med. i Vet., Moskva, 
v. 9 (6), pp. 275-276. [ W v ] 
1932 a.—Die Spirochäten der Mundhöhle des 
Pferdes  <Arch. Protistenk., v. 76 (1), 3 Feb. ,pp. 
228-234. [Wv] 
1937 а.—Лабораторные испытания профилакти-
ческих свойств флавакридина (трипафлавин 
советского производства) при бабезиеллозе 
кр. рог. скота [Laboratory investigations into 
the prophylactic value of  flavakridin  (Soviet 
preparation, trypaflavine)  in bovine babesiello-
sisj [Russian text] <Sovet . Vet. (3), p. 79. [Wv] 
1937 b . — О роли клещей Ixodes persulcatus P. Ich. 
в переносе бабезиеллоза кр. рог. скота [The 
rôle of  Ixodes  persulcatus P. Ich. in the trans-
mission of  bovine babesiellosis] [Russian text] 
<Sovet . Vet. (3), pp. 80-81. [Wvj 
1937 с .—Опыты лечения бабезиеллоза кр. рога-
того скота трипафлавином советского произ-
водства (первое сообщение) [The treatment of 
bovine babesiellosis with the Soviet preparation, 
trypaflavine  (first  report)] [Russian text] 
< So vet. Vet. (3), pp. 31-35. [Wv] 
1937 d.—Сохранение и перенос Bab. bovis раз-
личными стадиями клещей Ixodes ricinus L. 
Автореферат [Preservation and transmission of 
Bab. bovis by the various stages of  the tick Ixodes 
ricinus L.] [Russian text] <Sovet . Vet. (3), pp. 
79-80. [Wv] 
1938 a .—О связи между плотностью заклещеве-
ния и степенью благополучия пастбищ [The 
relationship between the density of  tick infesta-
tion and grazing] [Russian text] <Sovet . Vet., 
v . 15 (4-5), A p r - M a y , pp. 36-37. [Wv] 
1940 a .—Опыты химиопрофилактики бабезиел-
лоза крупного рогатого скота [Experiments in 
chemotherapy of  babesiellosis of  big horned 
cattle] [Russian text] <Sovet . Vet,, v. 17 (2-3) , 
Feb.-Mar. , pp. 31-34. [Wv] 
1941 a .—Опыты no переносу бабезиеллоза (Ba-
besitlla bovis—Babes, 1888) крупного рогатого 
скота клещами Ix.  ricinus L. и Ix.  persulcatus 
P. Sch. (Expériences de transmission de la 
babésiéllose bovine) [Russian text; French sum-
mary] <Vestnik Sel'skoíkhoz. Nauk. Veterin-
ari® (2), pp. 75-85. [Wv] 
1941 b .— Опыты по переносу бабеаиеллояа кр. 
рог. скота клещами Ixodes ricinus L . и Ix. 
persulcatus P. Sch. [Experiments in transmitting 
babesiellosis of  cattle by the ticks Ixodes ricinus 
and Ix.  persulcatus] [Russian text] [Abstract of 
report before  3. Sovesh. Parazitol. Probi. 
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1941 b.—Continued. 
Moskva, Mar. 14-10) CVestnik Sel'skokhoz. 
Nauk Veterinariia (3), p. 136. [VY>-.j 
1941 e.—Причины моэаичности заклещевения 
пастбищ Ленинградской области и их значе-
ние для эпизоотологии бабезиеллоза кр. рог. 
скота [Considerations of  the mosaic pattern of 
tick infested  pastures of  the Leningrad district 
and its significance  in the epizootology of  babe-
siellosis of  cattle] [Russian text] [Abstract of 
report before  3. Sovesh. Parazitol. Probi., 
Moskva, Mar. 14-16] CVestnik Sel'skokhoz. 
Nauk. Veterinari® (3), pp. 137, 138. [Wa.] 
S UDACHENKOV , V . V . ; a n d C H I Z H , A . N . 
1941 a.—О видовой самостоятельности Frartea-
iella caucasico (Yakimofï  et Belavine, 1926) 
(De l'indépendance d'espèce de Françaiella 
caucasico (Yakimoff  et Belavine, 1926)) [Rus-
sian text; French summary] CVestnik Sel'skok-
hoz. Nauk. Veterinariia (3), pp. 103-105. [Wa.] 
SUDAKEVICH, I. I. [Prosector, Anat.-Path. Inst. 
Kieff] 
1891 a.—Recherches sur la fièvre  récurrente CAnn. 
Inst. Pasteur, Paris, v. 5 (9), Sept., pp. 545-563, 
figs.  1-6, pis. 14-17. [W», Wm .J 
1892 a.—-Modifications  des fibres  musculaires dans 
la trichinose. Deuxième partie Clbidem, v. 6 
(1), Jan., pp. 13-20, pl. 3, figs.  1-7. [Wa , W m . ] 
1892 b.—[On metachromasia of  the Sporozoa para-
sitic in carcinomatous cells] [Russian text] 
CVrach, S.-Peterburg, v. 13 (25), 18 Yunia, pp. 
622-623. [W·».] 
1S92 c.—Recherches sur le parasitisme intracellu-
laire et intranucléaire chez l'homme. Parasitisme 
intracellulaire des néoplasies cancéreuses CAnn. 
Inst. Pasteur, Paris, v. 6 (3), Mars, pp. 145-
157, pis. 5-7; (8) Août, pp. 545-557, pis. 11-12. 
[ W * , W M . ] 
1893 a.—Ueber Erscheinungen der Metachromasie, 
welche von den in Carcinomzellen parasitirenden 
Sporozoen manifestirt  werden CCentralbl. Bak-
teriol., v. 13 (14-15), 10 Apr., pp. 451-455, pl. 1. 
[W1 , W·», W«.] 
S U D A K O V , I . V . 
1897 a.—11 sluchai ekhinokokka [11 cases of 
Echinococcus] [Russian text] CVrach, S. Peter-
burg, v. 18 (44), 30 Oct., pp. 1260-1264, 2 figs. 
[Wm.] 
S U D A N M E D I C A L S ERVICE. 
1939 a.—Annual report of  the Sudan medical ser-
vice for  the year 1937 CJ. Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
London, v. 42 (16), Aug. 15, Select. Colon. Med. 
Rep. (362), (Sudan), pp. 62-64; (17), Sept. 1, pp. 
65-67; (20), Oct. 16, pp. 77-79. [Wv] 
1940 a.—The Sudan medical service during 1938 
CJ. Trop. Med. and H y g , London, v. 43 (1), 
Jan. 1, pp. 7-14. [Wv] 
1943 a.—Endemic diseases CJ. Trop. Med. and 
H y g , London, v. 46 (4), Aug.-Sept, Select. 
Colon. Med. Rep. (379), (Sudan), pp. 7-8. [W\] 
1944 a.—Report on medical entomology for  1940 
CJ. Trop. Med. and H y g , London, v. 47 (2), 
Apr.-May, Select. Colon, and Dom. Med. Rep. 
(379) (Sudan), pp. 5-7. [W·.] 
SUDARIXOV, V. E. [Судариков, Β . E.] [See also 
Sobolev, Α . Α . ; and Sudarikov, V. E.] 
1939 a.—Заметки но гельминтофауне домашних 
животных СССР [Observations on the hel-
minthfauna  of  domestic animals in the SSSR] 
[Russian text] CTrudy Gor'kovsk. Gosudarstv. 
Pedagog. Inst, v. 4, pp. 71-75. [By.] [_4ίβο 
photostat: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
SUDHEIMER, R . L . [B. S , D . V . M „ U . S. F ish a n d 
Wildlife  Serv, Brigham, Utah] See Quortrup, 
Erling R. ; and Sudheimer,.R. L. 
SUDLER, M . T. See Yount, С. E.; and Sudler, M. T. 
S u D L O w , G . W . [ D r . ] 
1926 a.—Echinococeal cysts in camels [Reply to 
Milne, J. С , 1925 a] CBrit. Med. J. (3393), v. 1, 
Jan. 9. p. 76. [Wa , W m . ] 
S U D O , M I T S U H I K O . See Akagi, Katsuwo; and Sudo, 
Mitsuhiko. 
SUDZILOVSKH, M . N . [ С у д з и л о в с к и й , M . H . ] 
[Tierarzt, Tierärztl. Hochschule, Leningrad] 
[See also Yakimov, Vasiliï Larionovich; Sudzilov-
skiï, Μ . Ν . ; and Rastegaeva, Ekaterina Fede-
ro vna; and Gusev, Vasiliï Fedorovich; and Sud-
zilovskiï, Μ . Ν . ; and Yakimov, Vasiliï Lariono-
vich; and Sudzilovskiï, M. N.] 
SUDZILOVSKII , M . N . ; a n d S H C H E R B I N I N , I . V . 
1936 a.—-Географическое распространение пиро-
плазм и клещей—переносчиков пироплазмоза 
крупного рогатого скота и лошадей в БССР 
[Die geographische Verbreitung von Piroplas-
mose des Rindviehs und der Pferde  und der 
Zecken in Weissrussisch S.S.R.] [Russian text] 
CUchen. Zapiski Vitebsk. Vet.-Zootekh. Inst, 
v. 4, pp. 123-130. [W».] 
1937 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Geographical incidence 
of  piroplasmosis. Vectors of  bovine and equine 
piroplasmosis in White Ruthenia, U. S. S. R.) 
CVet. Bull. [Imp. Bureau Animal Health], 
Weybridge, Eng , v. 7 (8), A u g , p. 376. [Wv] 
SUEHIHO. [Hawaii Agrie. Exper. Station] See Hold-
away, F. G.; Suehiro; and Look. 
S Ü K O W , A . M . See Zffikova,  A . M . 
SüKRü, HASSAN. See Oytun, Hasan Sükrii. 
S ü L B E H G , W E R N E R . [1909- ] [Tierarzt, Iser-
lohn] 
1935 a.—Beiträge zur Therapie der Katzenräude 
(Notoedriasis cati). Inaug.-Diss. (Vet. med. 
Fak. Univ. Leipzig). 41 pp. Leipzig. [Lib. 
Zool. Div.] 
SUELS, R . TORRES. See T o r r e s Suele, R . 
SuEMORi, SUSUMU. [ D r , F o r m o s a ] 
[1919 а].—Ueber das Schicksal von Paragonimus 
westermani in der Augenhöhle [Abstract] CVer-
handl. Japan. Path. Gesellsch. (9. T a g , 1-3 
Apr.), p. 99. [Wm.] 
[1921 а].—Untersuchungen von Schistosomum 
japonicum in Formosa [Abstract] CTr. Japan. 
Path. Soc , (Tokyo, Apr. 1-3), v. 11, p. 126. 
[Rm, Y a m . ] 
1921 b.—[Studien ueber das Schistosomum japoni-
cum in Formosa] [Japanese text] С Nippon 
Byori Gakkai Kaishi, Tokvo, v. 11, pp. 458-459. 
[Wm.] 
1924 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bull, v. 21 
(7), July, p. 550. [Wa.l 
S U E P P L E , K A R L . [1880- ] [Approb. Arzt, Hyg. 
Inst, Heidelberg.] 
1905 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntniss der Vaccinekör-
perchen. Diss. 68 pp. Heidelberg. [Wm . ] 
1906 a.—Ueber spirochätenähnliche Gebilde in 
Vaccinelymphe CCentralbl. Bakteriol, 1. Abt , 
Ref , v. 40 (4), 8 Feb , pp. 495-499. [Wa, W™.] 
SUERAT. See Leurat , L . G . 
S Ü R E Y Y A , T A H S I N A Y G Ü N . 
1940 a.—Az allergiapróba hesználhatósága a máj-
mételykór megállapításában CÁllat. Közlony, 
v % 37 (4), Apr , pp. 35-36. [Wa.] 
1940 b.—Idem [Abstract] (Ueber die Brauchbar-
keit der Allergieprobe zur Feststellung der 
Leberegelkrankheit) С Deutsche Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr, v. 48 (37), Sept. 14, p. 442. [Wa.] 
S Ü R E Y Y A , T A H S I N A Y G Ü N ; a n d B A S K A Y A , H A S A N . 
1939 a.—Anwendung der Allergie-Reaktion bei der 
Bekämpfung  der Distoinatose CTierärztl. Rund-
schau, v. 45 (20), May 14, pp. 379-382. [W\] 
1940 a.—Kelebek liastaligi (Distomatose) mücade-
lesinde allergi reaksiyonu ile teghis üzerinde ara§-
tirmalar ve elde edilen sonuçlar CT. C. Yüksek 
Ziraat Enst. Cal , Ankara (63), 12 pp. [Wa.] 
S Ü R T H , E G O N . [ 1 9 0 1 - ] 
1931 a.—Vergleichende Untersuchungen über einige 
Wurmmittel. Inaug.-Diss. (Med. Fak. Univ 
Rostock). 32 pp. Rostock. [Wa.] 
S Ü S K I N D , E R I C H . 
1922 a.—Beitrag zur Frage der Invasionfähigkeit 
der im amerikanischen Speck enthaltenen Tri-
chinen nebst Versuchen über den Einfluss de f 
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1922 a.—Continued. 
Trockenpökelung auf die Lebensfähigkeit  der 
Muskeltrichinen <Arch. Hyg., München, v. 90 
(6-8), 1921, pp. 336-344. [Issued 25 Jan.] [WM 
S U E S S , E. See Fiebiger, Josef;  Suess, E.; and Fenz, 
E.; and Fenz, E.; and Suess, E. 
Süss, G. [Tübingen] 
(1936 a).—Ueber die Dosierung der wichtigsten 
Tropenheilmittel im Kindesalter. Diss. (Tübin-
gen). 
1938 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Arch. Schiffs-u.  Tro-
pen-Hyg., v. 42 (5), Apr., p. 241. [WM 
SUESSENQTJTH, H A Z E L . 
1947 a.—Improved antigen for  the slide test for 
trichinosis <Am. J. Med. Tech., v. 13 (5), Sept., 
pp. 213-224. [W®.] 
S U E S S E N G U T H , H A Z E L ; a n d K L I N E , B E N J A M I N S . 
1944 a.—A simple rapid flocculation  slide test for 
trichinosis in man and in swine <Am. J. Clin. 
Path., v. 14 (9), Sept., pp. 471-484, illus. [WM 
SUESSKIND. [Dr., Augenarzt, Beuthen.] 
1903 a.—Beitrag zur Differentialdiagnose  des Cysti-
cercus intraocularis <Klin. Monatsbl. Augenh., 
41. J., v. 1, 12 Feb., pp. 158-160. [W™.] 
1903 b.—Idem [Abstract] < Centralbl. Prakt. 
Augenh., v. 27, Mai, p. 153. [W®.] 
1903 c.—Diagnostic différentiel  du cysticerque in-
traoculaire [Abstract of  1903 a] <Rec . Opht., 
Paris, 3. s., v. 25 (8), Août, p. 490. [W®.] 
S Ü 8 8 K I N D , S. [M. D „ Pediat. Dept., Rothschild-
Hadassah-Univ. Hosp., Jerusalem]; and ROTH, J. 
1943 a.—A note on the treatment of  two cases of 
infantile  leishmaniasis with stilbamidine <Ann. 
Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 37 (3-4), Dec. 31, 
pp. 158-164, pl. [W·.] 
S Ü S S M A N N , P H . O. [Dr. Med., Würzburg] 
1917 a.—Lausol Lang, ein neues Läuseabtötungs-
mittel <München. Med. Wchnschr., v. 64 (6), 6 
Feb., pp. 204-206 (Feldärztliche Beilage (6), pp. 
92-94) [W».] 
SÜTTERLIN, TH. See Härle, Α . ; Sütterlin, Th.; and 
Zeiss, Heinz. 
L E S U E U R , C H A R L E S A L E X A N D R E . See Le Sueur, 
Charles Alexandre. 
L E S U E U R , E L I Z A B E T H J. O. See Le Sueur, Elizabeth 
J. O. 
S U E Y A S U , Y O S H I O . [Dr. Path. Inst. Univ. Kyoto] 
[See also Fujinami, Akira; and Sueyasu, Yoshioj 
1916 a.—Ueber die Komplementbindungs Reaktion 
bei mit Schistosomum japonicum künstlich in-
fezierten Pferden [Japanese text] < Kyoto Igak-
kwai Zasshi, v. 13 (3), July, pp. 466-468 (pp. 188-
190); German summary, pp. 34-35. [W®.] 
[1919 a],—Observations concerning the passage of 
Schistosoma japónica in the host [Abstract] 
CVerhandl. Japan. Path. Gesellsch. (9. Tag., 
1 -3 Apr.), p. 96. [ f f - . ] 
1920 a.—Invasionsweg des Schistosomum japonicum 
innerhalb des Körpers des Wirtes [Japanese text] 
< K y o t o Igakkwai Zasshi, v. 17 (1), Jan., pp. 43 -
60; German summary, pp. 1 -3 . [W m . ] 
1920 b.—Japanische Schistosomum-Krankheit und 
Feldratte [Japanese text] < K v o t o Igakkwai 
Zasshi, v. 17 (2), Feb., pp. 213-218 (pp. 123-
128); German summary, pp. 8-9. [ W m . ] 
1920 с.—On the pentration road in the host's body 
taken by Schistosoma janica [sic]. (Abstract) 
<Nippon No Ikai, Tokyo, v. 10 (21), May 22, p. 
445. [W°.] 
[1921 a].—Ueber die Beziehung zwischen Schisto-
somiasis japónica und der Feldratte (II. Mit-
teilung) [Abstract] <Tr . Japan. Path. Soc., 
(Tokyo, Apr. 1-3) , v. 11, pp. 131-132. [R®, 
Ya®.] 
1921 b.—[Ueber die Beziehung zwischen Schisto-
somiasis japónica und der Feldratte] [Japanese 
text] <Nippon Byori Gakki Kaishi, Tokyo, v. 
11, pp. 467-470. [W®.] , 
1924 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bull., v. 21 
(7), July, p. 549. [W»J 
S U E Y A S U , Y O S H I O ; a n d N A K A M O T O , H Y O K U B U K E . 
(1923 a).—Supplementary notices on the preven-
tion of  schistosomiasis japónica. Practical pre-
ventive work in the infected  region in Bingo 
<Chugai Iji Shinpo, Tokyo (1038), June; (1039), 
July; (1040), July; (1041), Aug. 
1923 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Japan Med. World, v. 
3 (12), Dec. 15, pp. 275, 276. [WM 
S U F F E B N , C . 
1921 a.—Mites as internal parasites in man [Let-
ter to editor dated Jan. 21] CLancet, London 
(5083), v. 200, v. 1 (5), Jan. 29, pp. 250-251. 
[W\ W®.] 
S U F F I T , C O U B T O I S . S e e C o u r t o i s - S u f f i t , 
S U F F O L K , S . F. [Dept. Physiol., Univ. Leeds] See 
Huggett, A. St. G.; and Suffolk, S. F. 
SUFFRAN. [Adj. Prof., Chef Trav. Ecole Vét, Tou-
louse] 
1909 a.—Une forme  rare (sous-cutanée) de la lad-
rerie chez le chien. (Observations cliniques. 2) 
< R e v . Vét., Toulouse, v. 66 [n. s.], v. 34 (7), 1 
Juillet, pp. 401-415. [W».] 
1909 b.—Idem [Abstract] < R e c . Méd. Vét.. v. 86 
(15), 15 Août, pp. 529-530. [W», W®.] 
1909 c.—Idem [Abstract of  1909 a] <Ann. Méd. 
Vét., v. 58 (11), Nov., pp. 652-653. [W», W®.] 
1909 d.—A rare form of  measles in a dog [Abstract 
of  1909 a] <Ann. Vet. Rev., v. 36 (1), Oct., pp. 
69-70. [W*, W®.] 
1909 e.—Cysticercus céllulosœ in the dog—rare 
localisation [Abstract of  1909 a] <Vet. Ree. 
(1115), v. 22, Nov. 20, pp. 344-345. [W», W®.] 
1909 f. —Un sclérostome dans un testicule kystique 
de cheval cryptorchide < R e v . Vét. Toulouse, v. 
66 [n. s.], v. 34 (12), 1 Déc., p. 741-745, 1 fig. 
[WM 
S U F K I N , J E A N . 
1923 a.—Etat actuel de nos connaissances sur l'évol-
ution des nématodes parasites de l'homme et des 
vertébrés. Thèse méd. (Paris). 96 pp. Paris. 
[W®.] 
S U G A , Y U K I O . [ D r . ] 
1937 a.—Beiträge zur statistischen Kenntnis der 
Distomiasis [Japanese text; German summary] 
COkayama Igakkai Zasshi, v. 49 (3), Mar., pp. 
623-634. [W®.] 
S U G A N U M A , S E I J I R O . 
(1921? a).—[On the count of  microfilaria)  <Chugai 
Iji Shinpo, Tokyo (994), Aug. 
1921 b — I d e m [Abstract] CJapan Med. World, 
v. 1 (8), Dec. 15, pp. 23, 24. [WM 
1921 c.—Beitrag zur Kenntniss über die Periodizi-
täts oder Turnusfrage  der Filaria bancro/ti [Jap-
anese text] <Mit t . Med. Gesellsch. Tokyo, v. 35 
(5), May, pp. 381-430; (6), June, pp. 544-573; 
(7), July, pp. 613-673; German summary (7), pp. 
1-8. [W®.] 
1921 d.—Contributions to the knowledge on the 
periodicity of  the Filaria bancrofti  <Japan Med. 
World., v. 1 (8), Dec. 15, pp. 1-4 . [WM 
1921 е.—On the clinical observation on the produc-
tion of  the larvae of Filaria bancrofti  in the hu-
man body [Japanese text] <Nippon No Ikai, 
Tokyo, v. 11 (21), May 28, p. 609. [W®.] 
(1923 a).—On the chemotherapy of  filariasis  <Chu-
gai Iji-Shinpo, Tokyo, v. 42 (8), Apr. 
(1923 b).—[On chemotherapy of  filariasis)  <Chu-
gai Iji Shinpo, Tokyo (1035), May ; (1038), June. 
1923 c.—Idem [Abstract] <Japan Med. World, 
v. 3 (12), Dec. 15, p. 275. [WM 
S U G A W A R A , M A M O R U . 
(1923 d).—On children hygiene and Ascaris < Nip-
pon Gakkò Eisei, v. 11 (12), Dec. 
1927 a.—A case of  teratoid tumor, in which Filaria 
bancrofti?  was found  [Japanese text] <Taiwan 
Igakkwai Zasshi, Taihoku (262), Jan., pp. 82-87; 
English summary, p. 4. [Ba".] 
1927 b.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bull., v. 
24 (7), July. p. 531. [WM 
49 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
8 U G A R , H Y M A N S A U L [ 1 9 1 2 - ] [ M . D . , Chicago, 
Illinois]; and W A D D E L L , W I L L I A M W A Y N E . 
1946 a.-—Ochronosis-like pigmentation associated 
with the use of  atabrine <Illinois Med. J., v. 89, 
May , pp. 234-239. [W™.] 
S U G A R M A N , E D W A R D I. [B. S., San Francisco] See 
Hosford,  George Newton; Stewart, Morris Al-
bion; and Sugarman, Edward I. 
SUGARMAN, MARCUS H . See Sandweiss, David J . ; 
and Sugarman, Marcus H. 
SUGARS , B . E . 
1936 a.—The enemies and diseases of  aquarium fish 
CHong Kong Naturalist, v. 7 (3-4), Dec., pp. 
239-243. [WM 
S U G D E N , J O H N W I L L I A M . [1896- [M. D., Salt 
Lake City] 
1935 a.—Tularemia, deer fly  fever.  Report of  two 
cases, one with endocarditis and necropsy findings 
<Northwest. Med., v. 34 (5), May , pp. 167-169. 
[ W M 
SUGG, E. See de Wsele, H. ; and Sugg, E. 
SUGG, R . S. [Auburn, Ala. ] 
[1942 a].—Annual report of  the state veterinarian 
of  Alabama <Ann. Rep. State Vet. Alabama 
(1940), 19 pp. [W·.] 
1947 a.—Anaplasmosis <Ann. Rep. State Vet. 
Alabama (1946-47), pp. 36-37. [WM 
1947 b.—Cattle fever  ticks <Ann. Rep. State Vet. 
Alabama (1946-47), p. 36. [WM 
1947 c.—State veterinary diagnostic laboratory 
<Ann. Rep. State Vet. Alabama (1946-47), p. 
12. [WM 
S U G I H A B A , Y . ; G O C H I N ; a n d K U R O I D A , A . 
1941 a.—[Chinese drugs in the control of  kala-azar] 
[Japanese text] <Folia Pharmacol. Japon., v. 31 
(2), Feb. 20, pp. 174-175. [ Y « M 
SUGIMOTO. 
(1907 a).—[Anchylostomum duodenale] [Japanese 
text] CTokyo Iji-Shinshi, pp. 303-310. [W™.J 
SUGIMOTO , M A S A A T S U . [Vet. Lab., School Agrie, and 
Forest., Taihoku Imp. Univ., Formosa, Japan] 
1915 a.—Collection of  the parasites of  domestic ani-
mals by the veterinary students in our Agricul-
tural Experiment Station [Japanese text] < Tai-
wan Nôjihô (99), [v. 4], Feb., pp. 124-128 (pp. 
30-34). [WM 
1915 b.—Filaria disease of  young domestic duck 
[Japanese text] CTaiwan Nôjihô (108), [v. 4], 
Nov., p. 1249-1258 (pp. 63-72), 9 figs.  [WM 
1915 c.—Homalogaster n. sp. First report [Jap-
anese text] <Taiwan Nôjihô (101), [v. 4], Apr., 
pp. 553-556 (pp. 37-40), figs.  1-5 . [WM 
1915 d.—On Echinostomum echinatum [Japanese 
text] <Taiwan Nôjihô (105), [v. 4], Aug., pp. 
929-932 (pp. 21-24), 12 figs.  [WM 
1915 e.—On Gongylonema ingluvicola [Japanese 
text] < Tai wan Nôjihô (103), [v. 4], June, pp. 
740-743 (pp. 44-47), 7 figs.;  errata (104), July, 
p. 836 (p. 32). [W".] 
1915 f. —On Typhlocoelum sp. [Japanese text] 
<Taiwan Nôjihô (106), [v. 4], Sept., pp. 1048-
1049 (pp. 48-49), 1 fig. [W*.] 
1915 g .—Two species of  parasite in the small in-
testines of  domestic duck [Japanese text] CTai -
wan Nôjihô (107), [v. 4], Oct., pp. 1145-1147, 
(pp. 45-47), 3 figs.  [W\] 
1915 h.—[Ueber die Gongylonema ingluvicola} [Jap-
anese text] <Chuo Jui Kai Zasshi, Tokyo, v. 28 
(7), 20 Juli, pp. 521-527 (pp. 23-29). [W·.] 
1916 a.—Collection of  the parasite [sic] of  domestic 
animals by the veterinary students in our agri, 
expt. st. [Japanese text] <Taiwan Nôjihô (115), 
v. [5], June, pp. 480-485 (pp. 62-67). [WM 
1916 b .—A parasite of  swine, Bothriocephalus ligu-
lides [sic] [Japanese text] <Taiwan Nôjihô 
(112), v. [5], Mar., pp. 210-216 (pp. 38-44), figs. 
Α - C . [WM 
1916 c.—[Typhlocoelum sp. bei Hausente] [Jap-
anese text] CChuo Jui Kai Zasshi, Tokyo, v. 29 
(2), 20 Feb., pp. 115-118 (pp. 33-36), illus. [WM 
SUGIMOTO , M A S A A T S U — C o n t i n u e d . 
1916 d.—[Ueber die Echinostomum echinatum, einen 
Darmschmarotzer des Hausvogels] [Japanese 
text] CChuo Jui Kai Zasshi, Tokyo, v. 29 (2), 
20 Feb., pp. 109-115, (pp. 27-33), illus. [W».] 
1916 е.—[Ueber die Filariase bei Hausente. (Vor-
läufige  Mitteilung)] [Japanese text] < C h u o Jui 
Kai Zasshi, Tokyo, v. 29 (1), 20 Jan., pp. 45-64, 
1 pl., figs.  1-8 , A - B . [W*.] 
1917 a.—Tapeworms found  in the alimental [sic] 
organs of Formosan ducks [Japanese text] CTai -
wan Nôjihô (129), t. 6, Aug., pp. 631-632 (pp. 
35-36), 2 figs.,  1 pl., figs.  A - B . [W'.] 
1917 b.—Trematoda affecting  the eyes of  hen 
[Japanese text] CTaiwan Nôjihô (126), t. 6, May , 
pp. 387-388 (pp. 51-52), 1 pl., figs.  1 -4 . [WM 
[1919 a],—List of  zooparasites of  the domesticated 
animals in Formosa. [English and Japanese 
text.] 2 p. 1., 97 + [1] pp. [Taihoku, Formosa] 
[W».] 
1923 a.—Parasite of  fowl  in Shinchiku prefecture 
[Japanese text] CTaiwan Nôjihô, v. 17 (4), Apr., 
pp. 284-231 [i.e., 291] (pp. 28-35), 1 pl., figs.  A -
H. [WM 
1925 a.—Catalogue of  parasites of  domestic animals 
in Formosa . . . Department of  agriculture, Gov -
ernment research institute, 1925, Taihoku, For-
mosa, Japan. 91 numbered leaves, pp. 93-137, 
1 leaf.  [Taihoku]. [W·.] 
1927 a.—On the nematode parasite (Streptocara 
crassicauda) in the gizzard of Formosan domestio 
duck CJ. Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v. 6 (4), Dec., 
pp. 380-384; English abstract, pp. 384-385. 
[W·.] 
1927 b.—On a nematoda parasitic in the conjunc-
tiva of  domestic fowls  [Japanese text] CTaiwan 
Nôjihô, v. 21 (6), June, pp. 452-457 (pp. 26-31). 
[WM 
1928 a.—[On Formosan pigeons lice] [Japanese 
text] CTaiwan Nôjihô (254), v . 21 [i.e. v . 22] 
(2), Feb., pp. 126-134 (pp. 30-38), 2 pis., figs. 
1-12. [WM 
1928 b.—[On roundworm and its symptoms of  For-
mosan domestic fowlsl  [Japanese text] CTaiwan 
Nôjihô (253), v . 21 [i.e. v . 22] (1), Jan., pp. 3 9 -
48, pis. 1 -2 . [WM 
1928 c.—[On the nematode [Amidostomum  anati-
num n. sp.] found  in the sand-bag of  the duck] 
[Japanese text] CTaiwan Nôjihô (262), v. 22 
(10), Oct., pp. 819-824 (pp. 19-24), 1 pl., figs. 
1 -3 . [WM 
1928 d.—[On the trematode parasites (genus 
Philophthalmus) found  in the eyes of Formosan 
domestic birds] [Japanese text] CDobuts Zasshi, 
Tokyo [(478)], v . 40, Apr. 20, pp. 343-351, figs. 
1-2. [YM 
1928 e.—Idem [Japanese text; English summary] 
CJ. Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v. 7 (2), June, pp. 2 2 -
34 [i.e., pp. 112-124], pi. 3, figs.  1 -7 . [W».f 
1928 f.—Idem  [Japanese text; English summary] 
CTaiwan Nôjihô (263), v. 22 (11), Nov., pp. 
925-937 (pp. 33-45), 1 pl., figs.  1 -7 . [WM 
1928 g.—[On [the] worm, [Capillaria, which] li[v]es 
in Formosan fowl]  [Japanese text] CTaiwan 
Nôjihô (255), v. 22 (3), Mar., pp. 244-250 (pp. 
42-48). [WM 
(1928 h).—On the feather  louse found  parasitic in 
the pigeons in Formosa CChuo Jui Kai Zasshi, 
Tokyo, v. 41 (4), Apr. 
1928 i.—Idem [Abstract] CJapan Med. World, v. 
8 (10), Oct. 15, pp. 272-273. [WM 
(1928 j ) .—On Ascaridia columbae (Gmelin, 1790) 
CChuo Jui Kai Zasshi, Tokyo, v. 41 (4), Apr. 
1928 k.—Idem [Abstract] CJapan Med. World, 
v. 8 (10), Oct. 15, pp. 272-273. [WM 
(1928 1).—JOn Amidostomum anatinum n. sp. found 
in the gizzard of  the domestic duck] [Japanese 
text] CChuo Jui Kai Zaeehi, Tokyo, •. 41, pp. 
929-934, figs.  1 -3 . 
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1929 a.—On the elephant louse (Ilaematomyzus 
elephantis Piaget, 1880) [Japanese text] < J . 
Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v . 8 (4), Dec., pp. 259-262, 
pis. 14-15, figs.  1 -5 : English summary, pp. 262-
263. [Wv] 
1929 b.—On the elephant louse (Haematomyzua 
proboscideus Piagete [sic] 1880) [Japanese text; 
English summary] <J . Soc. Trop. Agrie. (Nettai 
Nôgaku Kwaishi), Taihoku Imp. Univ., v . 1 (1), 
July, pp. 45-49, figs.  1-5 . [Wv] 
1929 c.—Studies on Mallophaga of Formosan 
domestic birds [Japanese & English text], < R e p . 
(43), Dept. Agrie., Govt. Research Inst., For-
mosa, Japan, Taihoku, Oct., 59 pp., pis. 1-19. 
[with Japanese <fe  English explanatory text] [Wv] 
1930 a.—A new parasitic nematode (Amidostomum 
anatinum sp. nov.) from Fokmosan [sic] domestic 
duck <J . Japan. Soc. Vet, Sc., v. 9 (3), Sept., 
pp. 243-247, 1 pl., pis. 8 - 9 [Japanese text]; Eng-
lish summary, pp. 247-248. [Wv] 
1930 b.—On a new nematode parasite (Streptocara 
formosensis  sp. nov.) in the gizzard of Formosan 
domestic ducks [Japanese text: English sum-
mary] <J . Soc. Trop. Agrie. (Nettai Nôgaku 
Kwaishi), [Taihoku Imp. Univ.], v. 2 (2), Oct., 
pp. 135-144, figs.  1 -6 . [Wa . ] 
1930 c.—On Mallophaga being parasitic on the 
phesant [sic] Phasianidae [Japanese text] < Tai-
wan Nôjihô (281), Apr., pp. 215-220 (pp. 3 7 -
42). [W».] 
1930 d.—[On Mallophaga of  Phasianidae native to 
Formosa] [Japanese text] <Dobuts . Zasshi, 
Tokyo (499), v. 42, M a y 15. pp. 159-164, figs. 
1-9. [Wv] 
1930 e.—Idem [Abstract] CJapan. J. Zool., v. 3 
(3), Dec. 30, Abstr., p. 97. [Wa . ] 
1930 f.—On  some Mallophaga from domestic fowls 
of  Chinese provenience [Japanese text; Eng-
lish summary] < J . Soc. Trop. Agrie. (Nettai 
Nôgaku Kwaishi), [Taihoku Imp. Univ.], v . 2 
(2), Oct., pp. 129-134, pis. 3 -4 , figs.  1-9 . [Wv] 
1930 g.—On some Mallophaga from the Chinese 
domestic fowls  < J . Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v . 9 
(3), Sept., pp. 249-254, pis. 10-11; Japanese sum-
mary, pp. 254-255. [Wa . ] 
1931 a.—On a new parasitic nematode (Eustrongy-
lides tricolor sp. nov.) in the proventriculus of 
Formosan domestic duck [Japanese text; Eng-
lish summary] < J . Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v. 10 
(2), June, pp. 57-67, pis. 3 -4 . [Wa . ] 
1932 a.—On the parasitic nematode (Eustrongylides 
tricolor Sugimoto, 1931) in the proventriculus 
of  the Formosan domestic duck < J . Soc. Trop. 
Agrie. (Nettai Nôgaku Kwaishi), [Taihoku Imp. 
Univ.], v . 4 (2), June, pp. 103-116, figs.  1 -4 , pl. 
2, figs. Α - B , [Japanese text]; English summary, p. 
116. [W\] 
1933 a.—-On a trematode parasite (Echinostoma 
cinetorchis Ando and Ozaki, 1923) from a Formo-
san dog [Japanese text] < J . Soc. Trop. Agrie. 
(Nettai Nôgaku Kwaishi), [Taihoku Imp. 
Univ.], v. 5 (3), Oct. 31, pp. 357-362, figs.  1 -5 . 
[W».] 
1933 b.—Idem [Japanese text] < J . Japan. Soc. 
Vet. Sc., v. 12 (4), Dec., pp. 231-237, pl. 18, figs. 
1 -5 ; author's English summary, p. 237. [Wv] 
1933 c.-—Note on fleas  in Formosa [Japanese text; 
English summary] < T r . Nat. Hist. Soc. Formosa 
(125), v. 23, Apr., pp. 116-145. pis. 1-2 , figs.  1-8. 
[Wv] 
1933 d.—On a new species of  the genus Eustrongy-
lides from Formosan heron [Japanese text; Eng-
lish summary] <J . Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v. 12 
(1), Mar., pp. 29-41, 1 fold,  table, pis. 2-3 . [Wv] 
1933 е.—[On the fleas  of  Formosa] [Japanese textl 
<Dobuts . Zasshi, Tokyo (532-533), v. 45, Mar. 
15, pp. 101-102. [Wv] 
1933 f.— Idem [Abstract] < R e v . Applied Entom., 
v. 21, s. В (7), July, p. 159. [Wv] 
S U G I M O T O , M A S A A T S U — C o n t i n u e d . 
1934 a.—Morphological studies on the avian ces-
todes from Formosa [Japanese text] < R e p . 
(64), Dept. Agrie., Govt. Research Inst., For-
mosa, Japan, Aug., 52 pp., illus., pis. [Wv] 
1934 b.—On the Filaria from the Formosan 
domesticated birds [English and Japanese text] 
<J . Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v . 13 (4), Dec., pp. 261-
266, pis. 16-18, figs.  1-10. [Wv] 
1934 c.—[On a new species of  Mallophaga (.Phüop-
terus kozuii) parasitic on the duck (khaki-camp-
bell) and Lipeurus heterographus Nitzsch] [Jap-
anese text] <Taiwan no Chikusan, v. 2 (10), 
Oct., pp. 707-716 (pp. 1-10) , illus. [Wv] 
1934 d.—[Parasites of  domestic fowl. Filaria 
seguini (Mathis and Leger, 1909) found  in the 
blood of  a domestic fowl  in Formosa] [Japanese 
text] < Tai wan no Chikusan, v. 2 (9), Sept., pp. 
623-625, illus. [Wv] 
1934 e.—Study of  a nematode (Oshimaia taiwana 
(Sugimoto, 1919)) from Formosan duck, and 
filariasis  of  the duck [Japanese text: English 
summary] < J . Soc. Trop. Agrie. (Nettai Nôgaku 
Kwaishi), Taihoku Imp. Univ., v . 6 (3), Nov., 
pp. 437-458, figs.  1 -4 , 1 pl., figs.  1-5 . [Wv] 
1934 f. —[Supplementary report on the head Mallo-
phaga of  poultry] [Japanese text] < Taiwan no 
Chikusan, v. 2 (12), Dec., pp. 837-845 (pp. 1-9) , 
illus. [Wv] 
1935 a.—Anaplasmosis-like disease in Formosan 
swine [Japanese text] <J . Soc. Trop. Agrie. 
(Nettai Nôgaku Kwaishi) [Taihoku Imp. Univ.], 
v . 7 (3), Nov., pp. 240-244, figs. Α - C . [Wv] 
1935 b.—On a new species of Mallophaga (Phüop -
terus kozuii) parasitic on the duck (khaki-cam-
bell) and Liperus heterographus Nitz [Abstract 
of  1934 c] < R e v . Applied Entom., v. 23, s. В 
(7), July, p. 175. [Wv] 
1935 c.—On some trematodes (genus Prosthogeni-
mus Lühe, 1899) from the Formosan domestic 
birds [English title; Japanese text] < J . Soc. 
Trop. Agrie. (Nettai Nôgaku Kwaishi) [Tai-
hoku Imp. Univ.], v. 7 (4), Dec. 1, pp. 361-369, 
figs.  1-6. [Wv] 
1935 d.—[On the ticks in Formosa] [Japanese text] 
<Taiwan no Chikusan, v. 3 (9), Sept., pp. 1-30, 
illus. [Wv] 
1935 e.—[Parasites and parasitic diseases of  Formo-
san pigs. (I) On the kidney worm, Stephanurus 
dentatus of  pigs] [Japanese text] <Bull . (112), 
Dept. Agrie., Govt. Research Inst., Formosa, 
Aug., 12 pp., pi. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1935 f. —[Parasites of  Formosan wild boars. Part 
2] [Japanese text] < Taiwan no Chikusan, v. 3 
(2), Feb., pp. 55-63. [Wv] 
1935 g.—Supplementary report on the head Mallo-
phaga of  poultry [Abstract of  1934 f]  < R e v . Ap-
plied Entom., v. 23, s. В (7), July, p. 175. [Wv] 
(1935 h).—On the Ixodoidea of  Formosa [Japanese 
text] <Kagaku no Taiwan, v. 3 (6), Dec., pp. 
1-7, 2 figs. 
(1935 i).—On the Filaria from domestic fowls  in 
Formosa [Japanese text; English summary] < J . 
Centr. Soc. Vet. Med., Tokyo, v. 48, pp. 277-
289, illus., pi. 
1936 a.—On a new variety (Haemaphy salis corni-
gera var. taiwana η . sp.) and a new species (Ixodes 
taiwanensis n. sp.) of  ticks from the Formosan 
domestic animals [English summary] < J . Soc. 
Trop. Agrie. (Nettai Nôgaku Kwaishi), Taihoku 
Imp. Univ., v . 8 (4), Dec., pp. 336-346, pis. 
[Wv] 
1936 b.—On the Formosan chicken mite, Neoschön-
gastia gallinarum (Hatori, 1920) [Japanese text; 
English summary] < J . Soc. Trop Agrie. (Nettai 
Nôgaku Kwaishi), Taihoku Imp. Univ., v . 8 (3), 
Oct., pp. 241-253, pis. [Wv] 
1936 c.—On the Formosan chicken mite, Neoschön-
gastia gallinarum (Hatori, 1920) [Japanese text] 
< J . Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v. 15 (3), Sept., pp. 
201-213, 3 pis. [Wv] 
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1936 d.—On the ticke in Formosa. Part 2 [Japanese 
text] <Taiwan no Chikusan, v. 4 (1), Jan., pp. 
1-11, illus. [TV*.] 
1936 e.—[On the ticks in Formosa. Part 3] [Jap-
anese text] <Taiwan no Chikusan, v. 4 (2), Feb., 
pp. 1-8, illus. [W\] 
1936 f.— [On the ticks in Formosa. Part 4] [Jap-
anese text] <Taiwan no Chikusan, v. 1 (3), Mar., 
pp. 1-20, illus. [W·.] 
1936 g.—Ticks and the role they play in the trans-
mission of  diseases [Japanese text] < J . Taihoku 
Soc. Agrie, and Forest., v. 1 (3), Nov., pp. 245-
250. [WM 
1936 h.—On the Filaria from domestic fowls  in For-
mosa [Abstract of  1935 i] <Vet . Bull [Imp. 
Bureau Animal Health], Weybridge, Eng., v. 6 
(9), Sept., p. 720. [W'J 
1936 i.—On the Ixodoideaof  Formosa [Abstract of, 
1935 h] < R e v . Applied Entom., v. 24, s. В (3) 
Mar., p. 60. [WM 
(1936 j) .—Notes on ticks in Formosa [Japanese 
text] <Chuo Igakkwai Zasshi, Nagoya, v. 49, pp. 
577-590. 
(1936 k).—On the Ixodidae of  Formosa [Japanese 
text] <Bull . Research Inst. Formosa (124), Nov., 
11 PP-
[1937 a].—Notes on the ticks in Kyushu and Okin-
awa Islands (Japanese text] <J . Centr. Soc. 
Vet. Med., Tokvo, v. 50 (9), [Sept.], pp. 597-
617, illus. [WM 
1937 b.—Notes on the ticks in the Formosan moun-
tain-reservation for  the aborigines [Japanese 
text] <J . Taihoku Soc. Agrie, and Forest., v . 2 
(1), Mer., pp. 51-79, pis. [WM 
1937 c.—Notes on the ticks in the Formosan moun-
tain reservation for  the aborigines [Japanese 
text] <J . Centr. Soc. Vet. Med., Tokyo, v. 50 
(5), pp. 303-340, illus., pis. [W».J 
1937 d.—On a new species (Ixodes  shinchikuensis 
sp. nov.) of  tick from the Formosan dog [Jap-
anese text; English summary] < T r . Nat. Hist. 
Soc. Formosa (Í62), v. 27, Mar., pp. 59-61, illus. 
[WM 
1937 e.—On a new variety (Haemaphysalis corni-
gera, var. taiwana η. var.) and a new species 
(Ixodes  taiwanensis n. sp.) of  ticks from the For-
mosan domesticated animals [Same as 1936 a] 
< J . Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v. 16 (1), Mar., Jap-
anese text, pp. 1-10, pis.; English summary, pp. 
1-5. [W».] 
1937 f.—[On  the Formosan tick, Haemaphysalis 
nühiyamai Sugimoto, 1935. (Report no. 9)] 
[Japanese text] <Taiwan no Chikusan, s. 58, v. 5 
(10), Oct. 27, pp. 1 -4 (pp. 599-602). [ff».] 
1937 g.—On the nymph and larva of  the Formosan 
large tick, АтЫуотта testudinarium Koch, 1844 
[Japanese text; English summary] < T r . Nat. 
Hist. Soc. Formosa (160), v . 27, Jan., pp. 1 -6 , 
pis. [WM 
1937 h.—On the nymph and larva of  the Formosan 
large tick (АтЫуотта testudinarium Koch, 
1844) <J . Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v. 16 (1), Mar., 
Japanese text, pp. 11-16, pis.; English summarv, 
pp. 6 -7 . [W'.] 
1937 i.—Studies on the Formosan ticks. (9th Re-
port). (On the tick, Haemaphysalis  nishiyamai 
Sugimoto, 1935) [Japanese text; English sum-
mary] <J . Soc. Trop. Agrie. (Nettai Nôgaku 
Kwaishi), Taihoku Imp. Univ., v. 9 (3), Oct., 
pp. 287-290, illus. [Issued Oct, 31] (W'.j 
1937 j .—The tyroglyphid mites and their injuries 
[Japanese text] <J . Taihoku Soc. Agrie, and 
Forest,, v. 2 (3), Nov., pp. 282-290, illus. [W·.] 
1937 k.—On the Ixodidae of  Formosa [Abstract 
of  1936 k] < R e v . Applied Entom., s. B, v. 25 
(4), Apr., p. 80. [WM 
1938 a.—Formosan trombidiid larva II. (Acariña: 
Trombidiidae), with description of  a new species 
<J . Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v. 17 (1), Mar., Jap-
anese text, pp. 58-62, pl.; English summary, pp. 
6-7. [WM 
S U G I M O T O , M A S A A T S U — C o n t i n u e d . 
1938 b.—Formosan trombidiid larvae, Part II. 
(Acarina: Trombidiidae), with description of  a 
new species [Japanese text; English summary] 
<J . Soc. Trop. Agrie. (Nettai Nôgaku Kwaishi), 
Taihoku Imp. Univ., v. 10 (1), Mar., pp. 94-98, 
illus. [W·.] 
1938 c.—[On the thread-worm genus Thelazia Bosc, 
1819 parasitic in the eye of  domestic animalsj 
[Japanese text] CTaiwan Chikusankai Kaiho, v. 
1 (1), Sept. 30, pp. 3-10. [WM 
1938 d.—Studies on the Acarina, or mites of  For-
mosa (No. 2). The Tyroglyphid mites and their 
injuries II. [Japanese text] < J . Taihoku Soc. 
Agrie, and Forest,, v. 3 (1), Mar., pp. 42-48, pis. 
[WM 
1939 a.—A catalogue of  parasites of  domestic ani-
mals from Formosa. 244 pp. Tokyo. [WM 
1939 b.—[Methods of  controlling internal parasites 
of  swine] <Taiwan Chikusankai Kaiho, v. 1 (11). 
Nov. 18, pp. 824-841 (pp. 5 -22 ) ; (12), Dec. 15, 
pp. 920-936 (pp. 1-17) [WM 
1939 c.—On the nematode parasites (genus Thela-
zia Bosc, 1819) from the eyes of  domestic animals 
[Japanese text] < J . Taihoku Soc. Agrie, and 
Forest., v. 3 (3), Dec., 1938, pp. 233-238. [Issued 
Mar.] [WM 
1940 a.—A list of  the Formosan Acarina with refer-
ences. Part I : Families Tyroglyphidae and Anal-
gesidae < T r . Nat. Hist, Soc. Formosa (200-201), 
v . 30, June, pp. 248-258. [WM 
1940 b.—Studies on the Formosan mites (3rd re-
port). (On the feather  mites, Analgesidae Canes-
trini, 1892) [Japanese text; English summary] 
<Bull. (1), Taihoku Imp. Univ., School Agrie, 
and Forestry, Mar., pp. 40-58, pis. [WM 
S U G I M O T O , M A T S A A T S U ; a n d N I S H I V A M A , S A D A O . 
1937 a.—On the nematode, Tropisurus  fissispinus 
(Diesing, 1861), and its transmission to chicken 
in Formosa [Japanese text; English summary] 
<J . Soe. Trop. Agrie. (Nettai Nôgaku Kwaishi), 
Taihoku Imp. Univ., v. 9 (2), July, pp. 226-235, 
illus. [Issued July 30] [W».] 
1937 b.—Idem < J . Japan. Soc. Vet. Sc., v. 16 (3), 
Sept., pp. 305-313, pl.; English summary, pp. 
37-39. [ff'M 
SUGIMOTO, T . See Terasaka, M . ; Sugimoto, T . ; and 
Kinoshita, N. ; and Terasaka, M . ; and Sugi-
moto, T . 
S U G I U R A , S A B U R O . 
(1929 a).—Studies on the prevention of  endemic 
diseases (First report) [Japanese text] < T o k v o 
Iji-Shinshi (2627), pp. 1157-1161. 
1930 a.—Idem [Abstract] CJapan. J. Zool., v. 3 
(1), Mar. 30, Abstr., p. 6. [WM 
(1932 a).—Supplemental information  on Schisto-
soma japonicum [Japanese text] < T o k y o Iji 
Shinshi (2803), pp. 2656-2658; (2804), pp. 2718-
2721. 
1933 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Japan. J. Zool., v. 4 
(5), July 20, Abstr., p. 144. [WM 
(1933 b).—Studies on the sex of  Schistosoma japoni-
cum. I, II [Japanese text] CTokyo Iji Shinshi 
(2823), pp. 878-883; (2824), pp. 940-946. 
1933 c.—Studies on the prevention of  schistosomia-
sis japónica [Japanese text] <Mit t . Path. Inst. 
Med. Fak. Niigata, Japan, (29), Apr., 10 pp., 
pl.; English summary, 2 pp. [CM 
1933 d.—Studies on biology of  Oncomelania noso-
phora (Robson), an intermediate host of  Schisto-
somum japonicum <Mit t . Path. Inst., Med. Fak. 
Niigata, Japan (31), June, pp. 1-18, pis. [Y e M 
1934 a.—Studies on the sex of  Schistosoma japoni-
cum. I, II [Abstract of  1933 b] <Japan. J. Zool., 
v. 5 (4), June 18, Abstr., p. 23. [W4] 
1935 a.—Studies on the prevention of  schistosomia-
sis japónica [Abstract of  1933 c] <Helminth. 
Abstr., v. 2 (5), Aug., p. 194. [WM 
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1920 a.—Studies of  the structure and the nuclear 
division in a Japanese species of Opalina, О. 
japónica nov. sp. <J. Coll. Agrie. Imp. Univ. 
Tokyo, v. 6 (4). Nov. 20, pp. 361-390, fig.  1, pis. 
40-42, figs.  1-71. [WM 
SUHM. See von Willemoes-Suhm, Rudolph. 
S C H B , H U G O . [ 1 8 9 9 - ] 
1931 a.—Ein Versuch zur Bekämpfung  des Rilben-
nematoden Heterodera schacktii Schmidt durch 
Elektrizität, Inaug.-Diss. (Kiel). 47 pp. Kiel. 
[CM 
S U I F F E T , W A L T E B . [ D r . ] 
1943 a.—Ruptura aislada de la advanticia hidatica 
hepatica con retención de la hidatide integra 
<Bol. Soc. Cirug. Montevideo, v. 14 (9-10), pp. 
545-557, illus. [W'M 
1944 a.—Ruptura aislada de la advanticia hidatica 
hepatica con retención de la hidatoide integra 
<Arch. Uruguayos Med., Cirug. у Espec., v. 25 
(2), Aug., pp. 217-229, illus. [W®.] 
1946 a.—Peritonitis biliohidatica aguda. (Cole-
peritoneo y coleperitonitis hidatica aguda) 
<Arch. Uruguayos Med., Cirug. у Espec., v. 28 
(2), Feb., pp. 186-196, illus. [W»J 
S U I B E , J E A N . 
1931 a.—Contribution à l'étude de Braida caeca 
Nitzsch. <Rev . Zool. Agrie, et Appliq., v. 30 
(6), Juin, pp. 85-89, fig.  8; (7), Juillet, pp. 101-
114, figs.  9-11. [WM 
SUISSE. [Vét,, Varzy, Nièvre] 
1854 a.—Observation de coliques stercorales guéries 
par l'emploi de l'essence de térébenthine <J. 
<Méd. Vét., Lyon, v. 10, pp. 26-29. [WM 
S U K A C H O V , B O B I S V . [Univ. S.-Peterburg] 
1900 a.—Beiträge zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der 
Hirudineen. I. Zur Kenntnis der Urnieren von 
Nephdis vulgaris Moqu. Tand, und Aulastomum 
guio Moqu. Tand. <Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., 
v. 67 (4), 7 Aug., pp. 618-639, figs.  1-3, fold, 
pis. 34-35, figs.  1-13. [W·.] 
1901 a.—Nochmals über das chemische Verhalten 
der Cocons von Hirudo <Zool. Anz., Leipzig 
(654), v. 24, 14 Oct., pp. 604-608. [W», Wm .J 
1903 a.—Beiträge zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der 
Hirudineen. 11. Ueber die Furchung und Bil-
dung der embryonalen Anlagen bei Nephelis 
vulgaris Moqu. Tand. (Herpobddla  atomaria) 
<Ztschr. Wissensch. Zool., v. 73 (3), 20 Jan., pp. 
321-367, pis. 22-24, figs.  1-35. [W», W·.] 
1903 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Ztschr. Wissensch. 
Mikr., (76), v. 19 (4), 20 Mai, pp. 471-473. [W», 
W m . ] 
1911 a.—Пьявки озера Садьервъ (Лифл. губ.) 
на основати материала, собраннаго лктомъ 
1907 года состоящей при Обществ Ь Озерной 
KoMMiiccieü (Die Hirudineen des Sadjerwsees 
(Livland) auf  Grund des von der Seen-Kommis-
sion der Naturforscher-Gesellschaft  Dorpat (Jur-
jew) im Sommer 1907 gesammelten Materials) 
[Russian and German texts] <Sitzungsb 
Naturf.-Gesellsch.  Dorpat. v . 20 (1-2), III, pp. 
1-23, illus. [WM 
1912 a.—Beiträge zur Anatomie der Hirudineen. 
1. Ueber den Bau von Branchdlion torpedinis 
Sav. (Erste Mitteilung) <Mitth. Zool. Station 
Neapel, v. 20 (3), 31 Juli, pp. 395-528, pis. 18-
24, figs.  1-86. [W·.] 
S U K A T S C H O F F , B O B I S . See Sukachov, Boris V. 
S U K E K A W A , К о н ; H A T A N O , S A I S U K E ; a n d I S H I D Z U K A , 
R Y O S A K U . 
(1922 a).—Report on the examination for  the intes-
tinal parasites among the railway employees in 
the bureau of  railway at Kobe <Nihon Tetsudoi 
Kyokwai Zasshi, v. 8 (3), Mar.; (6), June, 
SUKHABETA, N. D. See Melnikov, N. N. ; Sukhareva, 
N. D.; and Fedder, M. L. 
SUKHATME, P. V. [Ph. D „ D. Sc., All-India Inst. 
Hyg. and Pub. Health, Calcutta] See Sundar 
Rao, S.; and Sukhatme, P. V. 
SRFCH A V A K A M , В. [Sub. Assistant Surg., Gadivenuly, 
P. O.] 
1929 a.—Roundworm infection  simulating appendi-
citis Clndian Med. Gaz., v. 64 [(5)], May, p. 261. 
[ W M 
SUXHOVA, L . See Mo ldavakam-Kr i chevska iS , V . D . ; 
Einhorn, E.; and Sukhova, L. 
SUKLA, R. R. [Mun. Hosp., Ajmer] 
1940 a.—Guinea-worm (dracontiasis). (naliaru, 
vaia, arkmadni, rishta) <Antiseptic, v. 37 (1), 
Jan., pp. 34-38, illus. [Bm . ] 
èuLC, К. 
(1930 a).—Veränderungen in der Magen wand der 
Feldmaus (Microtus  arvalis [Pallas]), verursacht 
durch den parasitierenden Strongyliden Heligmo-
somoides polygyrus (Duj.) <Spisy Lék. Fak. 
Masaryk. Univ. Brno, v. 9, pp. 123-133; German 
summary, pp. 134-136. 
1931 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Ber. Wissensch. Biol., 
v. 19 (3-4), 11 Nov., pp. 253-254. [WM 
S U L D E Y , E . W . 
1914 a.—Existence d'une filaire et d'une micro-
filaire chez le caméléon de Madagascar <Bull. 
Soc. Path. Exot., v. 7 (1), 14 Jan., pp. 70-71. 
[WM 
1916 a.—La fièvre  récurrente malgache. Origine. 
Mode de propagation. Extension <Bull. Soc. 
Path. Exot., v. 9 (9), 8 Nov., pp. 688-693. [WM 
1917 a.—Nouveaux procédés de coloration héma-
tologique et parasitologique par l'acétone-Giemsa 
<Gaz. Hebd. SE. Méd. Bordeaux, v. 38 (15), 12 
Août, pp. 115-116. [W m . ] 
1920 a.—Les coccidies parasites de l'homme <Gaz. 
Hebd. Se. Méd. Bordeaux, v. 41 (29), July 18, 
pp. 339-342, illus. [W m . ] 
1922 a.—Le parasitisme intestinal au Gabon <Bull. 
Soc. Path. Exot., v. 15 (7), 12 Juillet, pp. 574-
576. [W·.] 
1924 a.—Dysenterie amibienne spontanée chez le 
chimpanzé (Troglodytes niger) <Bull. Soc. Path. 
Exot., v. 17 (9), 12 Nov., pp. 771-773. [W».] 
1925 a.—Infection  double mixte par Schistosomum 
mansoni et S. haematobium chez un dysentérique 
amibien <Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 18 (6), 10 
Juin, pp. 458-460. [W».] 
SULIMA, A . F . [Prof . -Dr. ] 
1915 a.—Mfêry  borby snasfêkomymi,  perenoschi-
kami zaraznykh boliëzneï. (Kriticheskiï. obzor) 
[Russian text.] [Moyens de lutte contre les in-
sectes transportant les maladies contagieuses] 
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Rep. Calcutta School Trop. Med. (1936), pp. 
127-131. [WM 
1937 b.—The value of  fouadin  in the treatment of 
filariasis  [Title  only of  report before  Roy. Asiatic 
Soc. Bengal, Dec. 14, 1936] <Science and Cul-
ture, v. 2 (9), M a r , p. 462. [W\] 
1938 a.—Recent researches on surgical complica-
tions of  filariasis  < Science and Culture, v. 4 (3), 
Sept , p. 183. [WM 
1938 b.—Report of  the filariasis  research depart-
ment. (Darbhanga research endowment) <Ann. 
Rep. Calcutta School Trop. Med. (1937), pp. 
127-130. [W».] 
1939 a.—Blood changes in filarial  infection  [Ab-
stract] <Proc . 25. Indian Sc. Cong. (Calcutta, 
Jan. 4-8 , 1938), Sect. 10, Med. Research, p. 240. 
[W».] 
1939 b.—Distribution of  filarial  infection  in Cal-
cutta [Abstract] <Proc . 25. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Calcutta, Jan. 4 -8, 1938), Sect. 10, Med. Re-
search, p. 240. [WM 
1939 c.—Effect  of  malarial toxin on filarial  infec-
tion [Abstract] <Proc . 25. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Calcutta, Jan. 4-8 , 1938), Sect. 10, Med. Re-
search, p. 232. [WM 
1939 d.—Rejjort of  the filariasis  research depart-
ment. (Darbhanga research endowment) <Ann. 
Rep. Calcutta School Trop. Med. (1938), pp. 
137-140. [WM 
1939 e.—Treatment of  filarial  lymphangitis [Ab-
stract] <Proc . 25. Indian Sc. Cong. (Calcutta, 
Jan. 4-8 , 1938), Sect. 10, Med. Research, p. 232. 
[ W V ] 
1940 a.—Study of  filarial  infection  in Ratanpur 
(Central Provinces) <Indian J. Med. Research, 
v. 28 (2), O c t , pp. 609-613. [WM 
1942 a.—Surgical complications of  filariasis  [Let-
ter to editor] Clndian Med. G a z , v. 77 (5), 
May, p. 319. [ W m . ] 
1942 b.—Observations on filariasis  in Lakhipur and 
Binakandy Tea-Gardens (Cachar District, Lower 
Assam) < Indian J. Med. Research, v. 30 (2), 
A p r , pp. 345-350, map. [Wm.] 
1943 a.·—The result of  amputation of  a limb for 
filarial  lymphangitis and elephantiasis < Indian 
Med. G a z , v. 78 (2), F e b , p. 79, illus. [W™.] 
1945 a.—Filarial infection  in Dhamda (Drug dis-
trict, C. P.) due to Wuchereria malayi < Indian 
J. Med. Research, v. 33 (1), Mav, pp. 175-176. 
[Wm.] 
S U N D A R R A O , S . ; a n d I Y E N G A R , M . O . T . 
1929 a.—Studies on the development of  Micro-
filaria  bancrofti  in Culex fatigans  in relation to 
season [Abstract of  report before  Sect. Med. 
and Vet·. Research] <Proc . 16. Indian Sc. Cong. 
(Madras, Jan. 2 -7 , 1929), p. 331 (p. 25). [W».l 
1930 a.—Further studies on the development of 
Filaria bancrofti  in mosquitoes of  Bengal [Ab-
stract] <Proc . 17. Indian Sc. Cong. (Allahabad, 
Jan. 2-8) , p. 360, (p. 2). [WM 
1930 b.—Studies on the influence  of  season on the 
development of Filaria bancrofti  in Culex fati-
gans «¿Indian J. Med. Research, v. 17 (3), Jan.. 
pp. 759-768, 1 fig,  pis. 56-57. [WM 
1932 a.—The escape of  the Filaria larva from the 
proboscis of Culex fatigans  < Indian J. Med. Re-
search, v. 19 (1), Jan, pp. 941-944, pi. 53, figs. 
1-4. [WM 
1932 b.—Experimental infection  of  some Indian 
mosquitoes with Wuchereria (Filaria) bancrofti 
<Indian J. Med. Research, v. 20 (1), July, pp. 
25-34. [Wm.] 
S U N D A R R A O S . ; a n d M A P L E S T O N E , P H I L I P A L A N . 
1940 a.—The adult of  Microfilaria  malayi Brug , 
1927 <Indian Med. Gaz., v. 75 (3), M a r , pp. 
159-160, illus. [Wm.] 
S U N D A R R A O , 8 . ; a n d S U K H A T M E , P . V . 
1941 a.—Seasonal variations in the incidence of 
filarial  lymphangitis <Indian J. Med. Research, 
v. 29 (1), Jan , pp. 209-223. [WM 
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S U N D A R R A O , S . ; a n d S U K H A T M E , P . V , — C o n t i n u e d . 
1942 a.—Seasonal variation in the incidence of 
filarial  lymphangitis [Abstract] <Proc, 28. In-
dian Sc. Cong. (Benares, 1941), Part III, p. 221. 
[Ch».] 
SUNDARAM, R. [M. В., В. S., Asst. Surg., Med. En-
tom. North. Circle, Kottayam, Travancore State] 
1937 a.—The significance  of  a high incidence of 
Xenopsylla  braziliensis Baker [Letter to editor 
dated Feb. 28] <Indian Med. Саг., v. 72 (4), 
Apr., pp. 263. [W»\] 
SUNDARAM, S. K. [M. D „ Asst. Prof. Med., Med. 
Coll., Madras] [See also Guruswami Mudali var, 
M. R. ; Sundaram, S. К. ; and Ramachandran, 
A. S.] 
1937 a.—The butterfly  sign and tongue pigmenta-
tion [Letter to editor] <Tr . Rov. Soc. Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., v. 30 (4), Jan. 26, p. 482. [Wa.] 
1937 b.—A case of  schistomiasis [sic] with hemiple-
gia <Madras Med. J., v. 17 (4), Oct., pp. 321-
322. [W-. ] 
1943 a.—Influence  of  anti-anaemic treatment on 
the gastric function  in hookworm disease [Let-
ter to editor dated Aug. 13, 1942] < Indian Med. 
Gaz., v. 78, Jan., p. 63. [W"J 
S UND AR ASI VA RAO, D. [M. В., В. S.] See Menon, 
Thottakat Bhaskara; Rainamurti, В.; and Sun-
darasiva Rao, D. 
S U N D E L L , C H A R L E S E R N E S T . [M. D., London] See 
Nankivell, A. T. ; and Sundell, Charles Ernest. 
S U N D E L L , C H A R L E S J . 
1866 a.—'Trichinae in pork <Month. Rep. U. S. 
Dept. Agrie., Nov.-Dec., p. 428. [W».] 
S U N D E V A L L , C A R L J. [Prof.] 
(1833 a).—Conspectus arachnidarum. Lund. 
1837 a.—Om Skabbkräket (Acarus  scabieï)  <Phys-
iogr. Sällsk. Tidskr., v. 1 (1), pp. 28-36, 1 pl., 
figs.  1-13. [W·.] 
1837 b.—Foglar fran  Calcutta, samlade och 
beskrifne <Physiogr. Sällsk. Tidskr., v. 1 (1), 
pp. 54-96, pl. [W·.] 
1841 a.—Årsberättelser om myare zoologiska Arbe-
ten och Upptäckter, till kongl. Vetenskaps-
Academien afgifne  för  Aren 1837-1840. 582 pp. 
Stockholm. [W·.] 
1841 b.—Om en Fluglarv i menskliga huden <Forh. 
Skand. Naturi. (2. Möde, 3-9 Juli, 1840), pp. 
295-296. [W«.] 
1842 a.—Ueber die Krätzmilbe [Abstract of  1837 
a] <Isis (Oken) (6), pp. 440-445, pi. 1. [W·.] 
1842 b.—[Eingeweidewürmer in Vögeln] [Abstract 
of  1S37 b] <Ibidem (7), pp. 531; 533. [W·.] 
1843 a.—Ueber eine Fliegenlarve in der mensch-
lichen Haut [Abstract of  1841 b] Clbidem (4), 
pp. 297-298. [W·.] 
1844 a.—Om Oestrus hominis [Abstract] <Oefvers. 
K. Vetensk.-Akad. Förh., v. 1 (7), pp. 162-163. 
[Wc.] 
S U N D G R E N , G E N E . [Manager, C K Hereford  Ranch, 
Brookville] 
1945 a.—Using D D T on C K ranch < Kansas 
Farmer, v. 82 (23), Dec. 1, p. 20, illus. [W>.] 
1945 b.—Worth of  D D T is inestimable, says mana-
ger of  Kansas ranch <South. Stockman, v. 5 
(12), Dee., p. 22. [W·.] 
1946 a.—Effectiveness  of  D D T in fly  control shown 
in ranch test <West. Livestock, Denver, v. 31 
(5), Dec., p. 18. [WX] 
SUNDRAM, P. S. [G. B. V. C., Vet. Inspector, Saugor] 
1936 a.—-The incidence of  bovine trypanosomiasis 
in Kurwai State, in Central India and in Saugor 
District in the Central Provinces <Indian Vet. 
J., v. 12 (4), Apr., pp. 325-333, 2 pis. [W».] 
SL'ÑÉ , J AIME C A U S A . See Causa Y Suñé, Jaime. 
S U S E M E D A N , L . 
(1924? a).—Un caso de larva de mosca viva en el 
oído (Comunicación a la Academia de Medicina 
de Barcelona. Sesión del 23 de enero, 1924) 
S U Ñ E H . [ D r . ] 
1932 a.—Contribución al estudio de las complica-
ciones y el tratamiento del kala-azar infantil 
[Abstract of  report before  Acad. Méd.-Quirürg. 
Españ., Jan. 25] <Med. Ibera (752) an. 16, v. 
26, v. 1, Apr. 9, pp. 799-801. [W·. ] 
S U N E R ; a n d L A R R É G L A . 
(1935 a).—Valeur des épreuves de laboratoire dans 
le diagnostic des kystes hydatiques < Progresos 
Clin., Madrid, v. 43 (9), Sept., p. 581-581. 
SUNG, C. H. [Central Field Health Station and Nan-
king Municipal Pub. Health Lab.] See Yang, 
Y. N.; and Sung, С. H. 
S U N G , T . Y . 
1940 a.—History of gastro-intestinal diseases in 
China CChinese Med. J., v. 58 (3), Sept., pp. 
324-337. [W».] 
SUNKES, E. J. [Dr. P. H., Asst. Chief State Dept. 
Health Lab., Atlanta, Ga.]; and SELLERS, T. F. 
1937 a.—Tapeworm infestations  in the southern 
United States <Am. J. Pub. Health, v. 27 (9), 
Sept., pp. 893-898. [W».] 
S U O M A L A I N E N , E . W . 
1909 a.—Kaksi eläintieteelistä tiedonantoa (Plero-
cercoide von D. latus in Coregonus albula) 
<Med. Soc. pro Fauna et Flora Fennica, (1908-
09) (35), pp. 87-88; 330. [Wv] 
1923 a.—Ueber Cimex vespertilionis Popp. <Notu-
lae Entom., v. 3 (2), p. 56. [Issued May 22] 
[W·.] 
S U P E R B I , C A B L O . [Prof.  Dott.] 
1934 a.—Cisti da echinococco del fegato  con 
particolare riguardo ai rapporti che può avere 
collo stato di gravidanza <Clin. Ostet., v. 36 
(10), Oct., pp. 639-646. [W®.] 
SUPINATOR L O N G U S . [pseudonym] [Dr.] 
1863 a.—Der Mensch und der Parasit. Ein flie-
gendes Blatt für  Aerzte und Naturforscher  beider 
Hemisphären. 2. Aufl. 12 pp. Magdeburg. 
[Wra .] 
1872 a.—Der Mensch und der Parasit. Ein flie-
gendes Blatt für  Aerzte, Apotheker und Natur-
forscher  beider Hemisphären. 4. Aufl. 33 pp. 
Magdeburg. [Wm . ] 
S U P I N O , F E L I C E . 
1894 a.—Contribuzione all' acarofauna  dell' Ung-
heria <Bull. Soc. Ven.-Trent. Sc. Nat., Padova, 
v. 5 (4), Maggio, pp. 194-197. [W».] 
1895 a.—Embriologia degli Acari <Atti Soc. Ven.-
Trent. Sc. Nat., Padova, 2. s., v. 2 (1), pp. 242-
261, pis. 14-16. [W«, W«.] 
1897 a.—Nuovi Ixodes della Birmania. (Nota pre-
ventiva) Clbidem, v. 3 (1), pp. 230-238. [W\ 
W·.] 
1899 a.—Considerazioni sulla sistematica degli 
Ixodes <Ibidem (2), pp. 241-252, pis. 12-13, 
figs.  1-23. [W«.] 
1900 a.—Sopra una Filaria dell' occhio umano 
<Atti R. Accad. Lincei, Roma. Rendic. CI. Se. 
Fis., Mat. e Nat., an. 297, 5. s., v. 9, 1. semestre 
(3), 4 Feb., pp. 85-91, figs.  1-3. [Wc, W·.] 
1900 b.—Lettera aperta al Prof.  Antonio Berlese 
della Scuola Superiore di Agricolture in Portici 
<Bull. Soc. Entom. Ital., v. 32, pp. 375-379. 
[W».] 
1900 e.—Osservazioni sopra fenomeni  che avven-
gono durante lo sviluppo postembrionale della 
Calliphora erythrocephala <Boll. Soc. Entom. 
Ital., v. 32, pp. 192-216, pis. [W».] 
1904 a.—[Sopra una Filaria dell' occhio umano] 
[Abstract of  1900 a] <Arch. Naturg., Berlin 
(1897), 63. J., v. 2 (3), Dec., pp. 9-10. [W», W«.] 
1921 a.—Malattie e nemici di pesci osservati in 
Lombardia <Natura, Riv. Sc. Nat., v. 12, Ott.-
Dic., pp. 190-204. [Issued 31 Die.) [W·.] 
1926 a.—Malattie da parassiti animali in pesci e 
gamberi CClin. Vet,, Milano, v. 49 (4), Apr., pp. 
216-229, figs.  1-14. [W».| 
49 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S U P I N O , F E L I C E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1927 a.—Malattie da parassiti animali in pesci e 
gamberi. (Enfermedades por parásitos animales 
en peces y cangrejos) [Spanish translation of 
1926, 216-229] <Rev . Hig. y San. Pecuarias, v. 
17 (4), Abril, pp. 285-296, figs.  1-14. [Wv] 
1931 a.—Ancora sui parassiti animali in pesci e 
gamberi osservati in Lombardia <Natura, Riv. 
Sc. Nat., v . 22 (2), pp. 54-58. [Wvl 
S U P I N O , R A F F A E L E . [Dr., Pisa] 
1899 a.—Manuale di diagnostica medica. Pre-
fazione  del G. B. Queirolo. 361 pp. Torino. 
[ W v ] 
S U P P E B , B R U N O . 
(1922 a).—Zur Kenntnis der Strongylidenlarven in 
der Darmwand des Rindes. Diss. (Glessen). 
Supposed, E. M O R A L E S . See Morales Suppossé, E. 
SUR, S. N. [M. В., D. P. H., D . T . M., Asst. Dir. 
Pub. Health Bengal, Burdwan Div.] 
1923 a.—Epidemiology of  kala-azar in Bengal Cln-
dian Med. Ree., v. 43, Aug., pp. 218-222. [ W v ] 
S U B , S . N . . a n d N E O Q I , S . K . 
1933 a.—"Novostiburea" in the treatment of  kala-
azar <Indian Med. Gaz., v . 68, May, pp. 273-
275. [ W v ] 
S U R , S . N . ; S A B K A R , H . P . ; a n d B A N E R J I , K . M . 
1932 a.—Plasmochin as a malarial gametocide Cln-
dian Med. Gaz., v. 67 (9), Sept., pp. 490-493. 
[ W v ] 
S U R B E C K , G . 
1900 a.—Eine neue Krankheit beim Bachsaibling 
<Allg. Fisch-Ztg., v. 25 (20), 15 Okt., pp. 367-
368. [W' . ] 
1910 a.—Eine auffallende  Parasitenhäufung  bei 
Coregonen CSchweiz. Fischerei-Ztg., v. 18 (11), 
30 Nov., pp. 245-250. [W' . ] 
1911 a.—Un gros cyste de Henneguy a zschokkei 
<Bull. Suisse Pêche et Piscicult., v. 12 (8), Aug., 
pp. 125-126, illus. [WM 
1911 b.—Eine grosse Sporencyste von Henneguy a 
zschokkei <Schweiz. Fischerei-Ztg., v. 19 (7), 
31 Juli, pp. 163-165. 1 fig. [W'.] 
1913 a.—Ueber eine eigenartige Form des Auftre-
tens von Henneguya  zschokkei Gurley <Schweiz. 
Fischerei-Ztg., v. 21 (2), 28 Feb., pp. 30-31. 
[W' . ] 
1914 a.—Beitrag zur Fischpathologie. I. Eine mit 
der "Beulenkrankheit" behaftete  Barbe. 2. Eine 
Eierstockcyste bei einem Alet (Saqualius cepha-
lus). <Schweiz. Fischerei-Ztg., v . 22 (10), 31 
Okt., pp. 296-299. [W'.] 
S U R B E K , K . [ D R . ] 
1922 a.—Zilversalvarsan en sulfoxylat  bij malaria 
<Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 62, pp. 
741-745. [W" . ] 
S U R B E K , K . E. [Dr., Pagaralam, Sumatra] 
1930 a.—Ein Fall von Amöben-Pericarditis <Arch. 
Schiffs- u. Tropenhyg., v. 34 (8), Aug., pp. 456 -
457. [Wv] 
S U R B E B , E U G E N E W I C K E R . [ 1 9 0 4 - ] [ U . S . 
Bureau Fish., Leetown, West. Virginia] 
1928 a.—Megalogonia  ictaluri, a new species of 
trematode from the channel catfish,  Ictalurus 
punclatus <J . Parasitol., v . 14 (4), June, pp. 
269-271, pi. 14. [Issued July 30] [Wv] 
1940 a.—Scyphidia micropteri, a new protozoan 
parasite of  largemouth and smallmouth black 
bass < T r . Am. Fish. Soc. (69. Ann. Meet,, San 
Francisco, Calif.,  June 26-27, 1939), pp. 169-
175, illus. [Wv] 
1940 b.—Scyphidia micropteri, a new protozoan 
parasite of  largemouth and smallmouth black 
bass <Progressive Fish Cult., Memo. 1-131 
(50), May-June, p. 42. [Planographed] [Wv] 
1946 a.—Effects  of  D D T on fish  <J . Wildlife  Man-
agement, v . 10 (3), July, pp. 183-191. [Wv] 
S U R B E R , T H A D D E U S . [Asst. U. S . Biol. Lab., Fair-
port, Iowa] 
1914 a.—Notes on the natural hosts of  fresh-water 
mussels CBull. (32), U. S. Fish Com. (1912), pp. 
101-116, illus., pis. [Wv] 
STTRCOUF, J A C Q U E S M. R. [1873-1934] [Inst. Chéri-
fien  Rabat; Chef Trav. Lab. Colon. Mus. Hist, 
Nat·. Paris] [For necrology see Bull. Soc. Path. 
Exot., v . 27 (9), 14 Nov. 1934, pp. 800-801] 
[Wv] 
1907 a.—Note sur des tabanides de la côte occi-
dentale d'Afrique  <Arch. Parasitol., Paris, v . 11 
(3), 1 Août, pp. 472-474, pl. 9, figs.  1-4. [W», 
W » . ] 
1908 a.—Troisième note sur les tabanides du Musée 
Royal d'histoire naturelle de Belgique <Bull. 
Mus. Hist. Nat., Paris, v. 14 (2), pp. 122-124. 
[Wv] 
1908 b.—Description de diptères piqueurs africains, 
tabanides du genre Hœmatopota Clbidem (3), 
pp. 153-160. [W».] 
1908 c.—Notes sur les glossines et tableau dicho-
tomique CRev. Méd. et Hyg. Trop., v. 5 (3), 
pp. 168-171. [Wm.] 
1909 a.—Insectes piqueurs de Madagascar CRev. 
Méd. et Hyg. Trop., v . 6 (3), pp. 157-194, figs. 
1-3 . [ W m . ] 
1910 a.—Sur la présence de la Fasciola gigantea 
chez le mouton [Abstract of report before Soc. 
Med. et Hyg. Trop., 27 Jan.] CPresse Méd., v . 
18 (13), 12 Fév., p. 119. [W», W v ] 
1912 a.—Note sur les insectes piqueurs de la famille 
des tabanides [Dipt.] recueillis par le Dr. Reg-
nault dans la région de la Sangha CBull. Soc. 
Entom. France (8), pp. 183-185, fig.  1. [W».] 
1913 a.—La transmission du ver macaque par un 
moustique CCompt. Rend. Acad. Sc., Paris, v. 
156 (18), 5 Mai, pp. 1406-1408, figs.  1-2 . [Wv] 
1914 a.—Note sur Stasisia rodhaini Gedoelst 
CRev. Zool. Africaine,  v. 3 (3), 25 Mai, pp. 475-
479. [Wv] 
1921 a.—Diptera. Fam. Tabanidœ CGenera In-
sectorum (Wytsman), fase. 175, pp. 1-182, pis. 
1-5 . [Wv] 
1921 b.—Note sur les diptères piqueurs (Tabanidse) 
recueillis au Laos par M. Vitalis de Salvaza 
CBull. Soc. Entom. France (1921), pp. 285-287. 
[Wv] 
1921 c.—Notes biologiques sur certains diptères 
С Bull. Mus. Nat. Hist. Nat., Paris, v. 27 (1), 
pp. 67-74. [W«.] 
1921 d.—Revision du genre Pelecorhynchus Mac-
quart (Diptères piqueurs de la famille  des Tab-
anidae) CBull. Mus. Nat. Hist. Nat., Paris, v. 
27 (3), pp. 221-224, illus. [Wv] 
1922 a.—Note sur le dromadaire CBull. Soc. Hist. 
Nat. Afrique  Nord, v. 30 (8), 15 Nov., pp. 242-
250. [Wv] 
1925 a.—Les tabanides de France et des pays limi-
trophes. 261 pp., figs.  1-133. Paris. [Wv] 
S U R C O U F , J A C Q U E S M . R . ; a n d A R I A S , J . 
1910 a.—Note sur des diptères piqueurs recueillis 
au Dahomey par M. Pécaud CBull. Soc. Path. 
Exot,, v . 3 (8), 12 Oct., pp. 559-561. [W*.] 
S U R C O U F , J A C Q U E S M . R . ; a n d G E D O E L S T , L O U I S . 
1909 a.—Description d'un oestride nouveau para-
site de l'hippopotame CBull. Soc. Path. Exot., 
v. 2 (10), 8 Dec., pp. 615-620. pl. 7, figs.  1-2. 
[ W m . ] 
S U R C O U F , J A C Q U E S M . R . ; a n d G O N Z Á L E Z - R I N C O N E S , 
R A F A E L . 
1912 a.—Diptères piqueurs et suceurs de sang. 
Actuellement connus, de la République de Vene-
zuela CArch. Parasitol., Paris, v . 15 (2), 15 
Avril, pp. 248-314, figs.  1-43. [Wv] 
S U R C O U F , J A C Q U E S M . R . ; a n d G U Y O N , L . 
1925 a.—Recherches préliminaires sur la mor-
phologie et la biologie des larves d'oestrides. 
( 1 « note) CBull. Soc. Entom. France (4), pp. 68-
72, illus. [Wv] 
S U R C O U F , J A C Q U E S M . R . ; a n d P I C A R D F . 
1908 a.—Note sur les diptères du genre Stomoxys 
en Abyssinie CBull. Soc. Path. Exot,, v. 1 (4), 
pp. 195-197. [Wm.] 
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S U B E , J U L I U S H I L T O N ; a n d B E B C E Y , JAMES E D W A B D . 
1933 a.—Quinine insufflation  treatment of  Tri-
chomonas vaginalis. Preliminary report <Am. 
J. Obst, and Gynec., v. 25 (1), Jan., pp. 136-
138. [W®.] 
S U B F A C E , F R A N K M A C Y . [Dr., Scarsdale, N. York] 
See Pearl, Raymond; & Surface,  Frank Macy; 
and Pearl, Raymond; Surface,  Frank Macy; 
and Curtis, Maynie Rose. 
S UBFACK , H A B V E Y A . [ 1 8 6 7 - ] [Prof., Economic 
Zool., Penn. State Dept. Agrie.] 
1903 a.—For pests of  poultry and live stock 
< Month. Bull. Div. Zool., Penn. State Dept. 
Agrie., v. 1 (3), July 1, p. 19. [W».] 
1904 a.—The study of  »oology Clbidem, v. 2 (8), 
Dec. 1, pp. 228-250. [Wa.] 
S U B F A C E , R A Y M O N D C B E S S . [ 1 8 8 9 - ] See Kaupp, 
Benjamin Franklyn; and Surface,  Raymond 
Cress. 
S U B M A N N . [ D r . , V e t . ] 
1916 a.—Behandlung der Pferderäude  <Tierärztl. 
Rundschau, v. 22 (5), 30 Jan., p. 33. [W·.] 
1916 b.—Zur Räudebehandlung <Berl. Tierärztl. 
Wchnschr., v. 32 (43), 26 Okt., pp. 510-511. 
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for  the first  time from Salmon Gums] <Ann. 
Rep. Dept. Agrie. West. Australia (1935-36), p. 
28. [W».] 
S U T T O N , G E O B G E M I K S C H . [Pennsylvania Game 
Com.] 
1928 a.—Notes on the status of  the ruffed  grouse in 
Pennsylvania <Am. Game, Bull. Am. Game 
Protect, Ass., v. 17 (5), Aug.-Sept,, pp. 75-77, 2 
figs.  [W».] 
S U T T O N , G U T . 
1904 a.—Parasitic gastritis in the horse <Vet. Ree. 
(854), v. 17, Nov. 19, pp. 311-312. [W-, ff®.] 
1904 b.—Gastrite parassitaria del cavallo [Abstract 
of  1904 a] <Clin. Vet,, Milano, v. 27 (51), 17 
Die., pp. 309-310. [W·», W"'.] 
1905 a.—Gastrite parasitaire chez le cheval [Ab-
stract of  1904 al <Rec. Méd. Vét., v. 82 (3), 15 
Fév., p. 120. [Wa, ff»'.] 
1922 a.—Transmission of  sarcoptic mange from 
camel to man <Vet. J. (569), v. 78 (11), Nov., 
pp. 432-433. [W».] 
S U T T O N , H A B V E T . [1882- ] [M. D., Sydney] 
1923 a.—Recent progress in child hygiene <Med. 
J. Australia, year 10, v. 1 (10), Mar. 10, pp. 253-
2 6 6 . [ff™.] 
1929 a.—Geographical control of  disease in Aus-
tralia <Rep. Australas. Ass. Adv. Sc. <19. 
Meet,, Hobart, Jan. 16-21, 1928), pp. 480-486, 
1 map. [W«.] 
1931 a.—Geographical incidence of  disease in Aus-
tralia <AuBtral. Geogr., v. 2 (2), pp. 3-10, map. 
[ff·.] 
1037 a.—An epidemiological study <Med. J. Aus-
tralia, year 24, v. 2, Aug. 7, pp. 195-210, map. 
[Wm.] 
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1937 b.—Geographical incidence of  disease in Aus-
tralia [Reprint of  1931 a] CCollect. Papers 
School Pub. Health and Trop. Med., Univ. Syd-
ney (1), art. 36, [8] pp., maps. [Wa.] 
SUTTON, J . M . [State Vet . ] 
[1939 a].—Control of  intestinal parasites in horses 
and mules <Bien. Rep. Georgia Dept. Agrie. 
(1937-38), p. 42. [W".] 
[1939 b].—Swine diseases <Bien. Rep. Georgia 
Dept. Agrie. (1937-38), pp. 42HÍ3. [W».] 
[1939 с].—Tick eradication <Bien. Rep. Georgia 
Dept. Agrie. (1937-38), p. 42. [W«.] 
[1939 d].—Trichomoniasis <Bien. Rep. Georgia 
Dept. Agrie. (1937-38), p. 41. [Wa.] 
S U T T O N , (Sir)  J O H N B L A N D . See Bland-Sutton, (.Sir) 
John. 
S U T T O N , JOSEPH C A R L . [1901- ] [Montreal] 
1940 a.—Hydatid disease <Canad. Med. Ass. J., 
v . 42 (3), Mar., pp. 247-250. [ f f - . ] 
S U T T O N , L E E E D W A R D S (jr.).  [ 1 8 9 1 - ] [ M . D . , 
Richmond, Virginia] See Wampler, Fred Jacob; 
and Sutton, Lee Edwards (jr.). 
S U T T O N , R . G . [District Agrie.] 
1938 a.—District agriculturists' reports . . . Lower 
mainland <32. Ann. Rep. Dept. Agrie. Brit. 
Columbia (1937), pp. К 86-K 88. [W·.] 
1939 a.—Report of  district agriculturists. Lower 
Mainland district <33. Ann. Rep. Dept. Agrie. 
Brit. Columbia (1938), pp. L 71-L 76. [ff·.] 
1940 a.—Reports of  district agriculturists. . . 
Lower Mainland district <34. Ann. Rep. Dept. 
Agrie. Brit. Columbia (1939), pp. В 124-B 131. 
[W·.] 
S U T T O N , R I C H A R D L I G H T B U R N . [ 1 8 7 8 - ] [ M . D . , 
Asst. Surg., U. S. Navy] 
1904 a.—Dengue in the Isthmian canal zone. A 
preliminary report <J . Am. Med. Ass., v. 43 
(25), Dec. 17, pp. 1869-1871, 2 charts. [W®, W l n , 
W·.] 
1905 a.—The disease of  the Isthmian canal zone 
< M e d . Ree., Ν . Y. (1784), v. 67 (2), Jan. 14, 
pp. 41-44, 1 chart. [W\ W » , W«.] 
S U T T O N , R I C H A R D L I G H T B U R N (jr.).  [ 1 9 0 8 - ] 
[M. D., Kansas City, Missouri] 
1942 a.—Trombidiosis (chigger bites) <J. Am. 
Med. Ass., v. 120 (1), Sept. 5, pp. 26-27. [W*.] 
1945 a.—Pediculosis pubis: Treatment with D D T 
in cold cream <Bull. U. S. Army Med. Dept., 
v . 4 (4), Oct., p. 480. [W«.] 
SUTTON, S . W . [ M . D . , C a m b e r l e y ] 
1937 a.—Trichinosis [Letter to editor dated Dec. 
13] <Brit. Med. J. (4015), Dec. 18, p. 1249. 
[W·.] 
Suu, S. See Tanaka, T. ; Suu, S.; Shoho, Chuzaburo; 
and Yamagiwa, Saburo. 
SUURKÜLA, I. J. [Univ.-Augenklin. Dorpat-Tartu] 
(1942 a).—Durch Dipterenlarven verursachte Au-
genkrankheiten (Ophthalmomyiasis) <Klin. 
Monatsbl. Augenh., Beiheft (13), 41 pp., 12 pis. 
1943 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zentralbl. Bakteriol.: 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 143, p. 118. [W·.] 
SUVOROV, E . К . [ С у в о р о в , Ε . К . ] 
1906 a.—Predvaritelnoe soobshchenie ob anatomii 
Ixodes  reduvius [Russian text] < Trudy Imp. S.-
Peterburg. Obsh. Estestvois., Vypusk 1: Protok. 
Zasiêd., v. 37, (7-8), Nov.-Déc. , pp. 310-315, 1 
fig.; resumé in German, pp. 366-367. [W·, W·.] 
1908 a.—Ixodes  reduvius. Анатомическ1й очеркъ 
[Russian text] <Trudy Imp. S.-Peterburg. 
Obsh. Estestvois., Vypusk 4: Otdiel. Zool. i Fiz-
iol., v. 38, Rabot. (19), pp. 137-223, figs.  1-5, pis. 
4 -5 , figs.  1-35; German résumé, pp. 225-239. 
[W«, W·.] 
S U W A L S K I , T . 
(1934 a).—Die Bedeutung der Dai mparaaiten bei 
der Entzündung des Wurmfortsatzes [Polish 
text] <Chir. Klin. Poznart, ν . 3, pp. 70-103. 
S U W O R O W .  See Suvorov. 
S U Y E M O R I , S U S U M U . [Tokyo] [See also Yokogawa, 
Sadamu; and Suyemori, Susumu; and Yokogawa, 
Sadamu; Suyemori, Susumu; and Murai, S.] 
1919 a.—On the development of  P. weslermanni in 
the eyeball and the orbit [Abstract] <Nippon 
No Ikai, Tokyo (303), Oct. 5, p. 11. [ W · , W ' . ] 
(1919 b).—[On an interesting case of  eye-disease 
caused by the lung-fluke]  <Taiwan Igakkwai 
Zasshi, Taihoku, Sept. 28, pp. 907-911. 
1919 c.—[On an interesting case of  eye-disease 
caused by the lung-fluke]  [Japanese text] 
<Tokyo Iji-Shinshi (2150), Nov. 1, pp. 2032-
2034 (pp. 6-8) , fig.  [ff·.] 
(1919 d).—Pathology of  the eyelids and eye-socket 
affected  by the lung-fluke  [Japanese text] <Ta i -
wan Igakkwai Zasshi, Taihoku (200), June 28, pp. 
665-680. 
1920 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop . Dis. Bull., v. 16 
(2) ; Aug. 15. ρ 129. [W·.] 
1920 b.—[On an interesting case of  eye-disease 
caused by the lung-fluke.]  [Abstract of  1919 b] 
<Trop. Dis. Bull., v. 16 (2), Aug. 15, p. 130. 
[Wa.] 
1922 a.—On the pathology of  the parasitism of 
Paragonimus  westermanii in the orbital cavity 
nd the lid. (Report II) [Japanese text] <Tai -
wan Igakkwai Zasshi, Taihoku (223), July, pp. 
273-306, pis; English summary, pp. 1-3. [W™.] 
1922 b.—Development in the final  host of  the For-
mosan Schistosoma japonicum [Japanese text] 
<Taiwan Igakkwai Zasshi, Taihoku (220), 
Jan., pp. 1-17, pis.; English summary, pp. 1-3 . 
[ W m . ] 
1924 a.—Ocular symptoms in the early stage of 
Ascaris infection  and their explanation [Title 
only of  report before  19. Gen. Meet. Med. Ass. 
Formosa, Taihoku, Nov. 15-16] <Taiwan Igak-
kwai Zasshi, Taihoku (237), Nov., p. 5. [Ba».] 
1925 a.—On pathological changes in the eye during 
the incipient stage of  infection  with Ascaris. 
(Experimental study) [Japanese text] <Taiwan 
Igakkwai Zasshi, Taihoku, (239), Feb., pp. 175-
187; English summary, p. 1, pi. [ff 1"] 
S U Y E Y A S U , Y O S H I O . See Sueyasu, Yoshio. 
S U Y E Y O S H I , Y O S H I W O . See Sueyasu, Yoshio. 
S U Z ' K O , S . F. [Сувько, С . Φ . ] See Yakimov, 
Vasiliï Larionovich; Gusev, Vasiliï Fedorovich; 
and Suz'ko, S. F. 
S U Z U K I , D O S A B U R O . See Suzuki, Michisaburo. 
SUZUKI, F. See Tamiya, S.; Yamazaki, J.; and Suzu-
ki, F. 
S U Z U K I , J . 
(1934 a).—Experimental studies on repeated in-
fections  of  Trichuris [Japanese text] <Keio 
Igaku, Tokyo, v. 14, pp. 1079-1117. 
SUZUKI JUN. [К. Fischerei-Inst. Tokio] 
1938 a.—Ueber den in Japan, neu gefundenen 
Flagellat, Costia necatrix (Henneguy) Leclerque 
[German summary, Japanese text] <Zool . Mag. , 
Tokyo, v . 50 (1), Jan., pp. 22-26, illus. [W·.] 
S U Z U K I , J U N Z O . 
(1935 a).—Repeated infection  tests of  hook-worms 
[Japanese text; English summary] <Keio Igaku, 
Tokyo, v. 15 (3), pp. 397-422, illus. 
1936 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Japan. J. Zool., v. 7 
(1), Oct. 25, Abstr., p. 9. [W·.] 
S U Z U K I , K A Z U O . [Govt·. Inst. Infect. Dis., Tokyo 
Imp. Univ.] 
1941 a.—Development of  Plasmodium praecox in 
Culex pipiens pollens <Cytologia, Tokyo, v. 11 
(4), Aug., pp. 526-536, illus. [Wa.] 
S U Z U K I , K E N J I . |Dr., Path. Inst. К. Univ. Kyoto| 
[See also Nakamoto, Momosuke; and Suzuki, 
Kenji] 
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[1922 a].—Ueber die kutane Invasion der Ankylo-
siowura-larven [Abstract] <Tr . Japan. Path. 
Soc., (Kyoto, Apr. 2-4) , v. 12, pp. 21-22. [ R m , 
yam.] 
[1924 a].—On dying and dead Ankylostoma larvae 
in tissues [Author's abstract] <Tr . Japan. Path. 
Soc. (Osaka, Apr. 4 -6 ) , v. 14, pp. 187-190. [W->, 
Yam.] 
(1925 a).—Experimental studies on ancylostomia-
sis. A contribution to natural immunity. I. 
On the cutaneous invasion of  the larvae < Kyoto 
Igakkwai Zasshi, v . 22 (11), Nov. 
1940 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Japan. J. Med. Sc. 
Pt. VI. Bacteriol. and Parasitol., v. 1 (4), Jan., 
p. 232. [Wv] 
S U Z U K I , K E N T A R O . [Path. Inst. Kumamoto Med. 
Coll., Japan] 
1934 a.—Contributions to the pathology of  liver 
cirrhosis, especially the statistical pathological 
report about the dissected cases in the Pathologi-
cal Institute of  the Kumamoto Medical College 
CJapan. J. Med. Sc., Pt. V, Path., v. 2 (1), Jan., 
pp. 1-21, fold,  tables 2, 3, 5, pl. 1, figs.  1-4. [Wv] 
S U Z U K I , K W A N N O S U K E .  [ M a r i n e s t a b s a r z t ] 
1896 a.—Ein Fall von pathologischer Veränderung 
verursacht durch Lungen-Distoma [Japanese 
text] < T o k y o Iji-Shinshi (916), Oct. 19, pp. 
1867-1877 (pp. 1-11). [ W m . ] 
1902 a.—Untersuchungen über die Malaria über-
tragenden Stechmücken Anopheles auf  der Insel 
Etajima in Japan [Japanese text] CMitt, Med. 
Gesellsch. Tokyo, v. 16 (22), 20 Nov., pp. 1-22. 
[ W v ] 
1903 a.—Untersuchungen über Anopheles auf  der 
Insel Etajima [Abstract of  1902 a] <Cent.ralbl. 
Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Ref.,  v. 33 (17-18), 31 Juli, 
p. 534. [W\ W v ] 
1904 a.—Untersuchungen über die Malaria über-
tragenden Stechmücken Anopheles auf  der Insel 
Etajima in Japan. II. Untersuchungen über die 
Anopheles im Winterschlafe  [German text] 
< T o k y o Igakkwai Zasshi, v. 18 (1), Jan., pp. 1 -
16.pl. [ W v ] 
1904 b.—Idem <Sei-i-Kwai Zasshi, Tôkyô (266), 
v. 23(4) , Apr. 30, pp. 48-53. [ W v ] 
1904 с.—Untersuchungen über die Anopheles im 
Winterschlafe [Continuation of  1904 b] Clbi -
dem (267), v. 23 (5), May 31, pp. 54-59, 1 pl., 
figs.  1-14; (268) (6), June 30, pp. 81-86. [ W v ] 
1915 a.—The role of  Oxyuris vermicularis in the 
etiology of  appendicitis and allied pathological 
conditions <Surg., Gynec. and Obst., v. 21 (6), 
Dec., pp. 702-721, illus. [ W v ] 
1916 a.—Untersuchungen über die pathologische 
Bedeutung von Oxyuris vermicularis bei der Ent-
stehung der Wurmfortsatz-Entzündungen  bez.-
Erkrankungen [German text] <Mit t . Med. 
Gesellsch. Tokyo, v . 30 (1), Jan. 5, pp. 1-24; 
Japanese summary, pp. 51-52; German sum-
mary, pp. 3-6. [ W v ] 
1916 b.—Beitrage zur Kenntnis über pathologis-
chen Bedeutung von Trichocephalus dispar bei 
appendicitiden [Japanese text] CTokyo Igak-
kwai Zasshi, v. 30 (24), Dec. 20, pp. 1475-1492, 
pis.; German summary, pp. 1-2. [ W v ] 
S U Z U K I , M . See Miyairi, Keinosuke; and Suzuki, M. 
SUZUKI, MICHISABURO. [See also Hiyeda, Kentaro; 
and Suzuki, Michisaburo] 
1932 a.—[On pathogenicity of  Giardia intestinalis] 
[Japanese text] <Rep . 4. Cong. Japan. Parasitol. 
Soc., pp. 12-13. [Issued June 13] [Wv] 
S U Z U K I , M I N O R U . [ D r . ] 
[1918 a].—Beitrag zur Kenntnis über das Ei von 
Schistosomum japonicum <Verhandl. Japan. 
Path. Gesellsch. (8. Tag., 2 -4 Apr.), pp. 153-
156. [W». ] 
[1918 b],—Ueber die äussere Bekleidung des Miraci-
diums von Schistosomum japonicum <Verhandl. 
Japan. Path. Gesellsch. (8. Tag., 2-4 Apr.). 
pp. 156-159, pl. 4, figs. 1-2B. [ W v ] 
S U Z U K I , M I N O R U — C o n t i n u e d . 
1919 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Entwicklungs-
geschichte von Schistosomum japonicum. I. 
Mitteilung [Japanese text] <Mit t . Med. Gesel-
lsch. Tokyo, v. 33 (6), Mar. 20, pp. 287-297, pis.; 
German summary, p. 1. [ W v ] 
S U Z U K I , S H U N - I C H I . See Kodama, Tokuzo; and 
Suzuki, Shun-Ichi. 
S U Z U K I , S O T O W O . [Govt. Hosp., Taichu] [See also 
Nakagawa, Koan; and Suzuki, Sotowo] 
1922 a.—Effects of  certain physical and chemical 
influences  upon the eggs of  Fasciolopsis  buski 
[Japanese text] <Taiwan Igakkwai Zasshi, Tai-
hoku (225), Nov., pp. 539-564; English summary, 
pp. 1-2 . [W·».] 
1923 a.—On the resistance of  the encysted cercaria 
of  Fasciolopsis  buski [Japanese text] <Taiwan 
Igakkwai Zasshi, Taihoku (227), Mar., pp. 123-
131; English summary, p. 3. [ W v ] 
1924 a.—On an inquiry into the conditions of  the 
spread of  Fasciolopsis  buski <Taiwan Igakkwai 
Zasshi, Taihoku (234), May, Japanese text, pp. 
[257-263]; English summary, p. 6. [W» , B a v ] 
1924 b.—[On the human infection  by Fasciolopsis 
buski in Formosa] [Japanese text] < T o k y o Iji 
Shinshi (2399), Dec. 13, pp. 2409-2412 (pp. 6-9) . 
[Wm.] 
1925 a.—Idem [Abstract] CJapan Med. World, 
v. 5 (2), Feb. 15, p. 42. [Wv] 
1925 b.—Human cases of  Fasciolopsis  buski found 
in Formosan natives [Japanese text] CTaiwan 
Igakkwai Zasshi, Taihoku (238), Jan., pp. 95 -
103; English summary, pp. 6-7. [ W v ] 
1929 a.—Observations on the distribution of  animal 
parasites of  the rural population of  Formosa, and 
on the relations between infestation  and the age, 
sex and occupation of  the inhabitants, and topo-
graphical, etc. features  of  the villages [Japanese 
text] <Taiwan Igakkwai Zasshi, Taihoku (291), 
June, pp. 535-560; English title, p. 27. [ W v ] 
1929 b.—Study of  the distribution of  human para-
sites in the agricultural districts of  Formosa and 
of  the relation of  infestation  to age, sex, occupa-
tion and topography [Continuation of  1929 a] 
[Japanese text] <Taiwan Igakkwai Zasshi, Tai-
hoku (292), July, pp. 717-770; English summary, 
pp. 33-34. [Wm.] 
1931 a.—Researches into the life-history  of Fasciola 
hepatica and its distribution in Formosa, especial-
ly on the determination of  the first  intermediate 
host and some experiments with larvae freed 
from their cysts artificially  <Taiwan Igakkwai 
Zasshi, Taihoku (321), v. 30 (12), Dec., [Jap-
anese text], pp. 1418-1469 (pp. 76-127), 3 pis.; 
English summary, Suppl., pp. 97-100. [Wv] 
1932 a.—On several Cercariae infesting  Lymnaeas 
in the surroundings of  Taichu CTaiwan Igak-
kwai Zasshi, Taihoku (322, i.e. 323), v. 31 (2), 
Feb., [Japanese text], pp. 151-154, (pp. 25-28), 
1 pl., figs. A - Ε ; English abstract, suppl., p. 15. 
[Wv] 
S U Z U K I , T . ; a n d S A K A I , M . 
(1937 a).—Vor Ascariasis nach Mastoidoperation 
gewarnt . [Japanese text; German summary] 
COto-Rhino-Laryngol. Monatschr., v . 10, pp. 
1015-1023. 
S U Z U K I , T E I Z Ô . 
1930 a.—Notes on the male of a tick, Ixodes  affinis 
[Japanese text] CLansania (16), v. 2, July 14, pp. 
90-92, illus. [Wv] 
1932 a.—Transmission of  disease by ticks in the 
epidemic region of  "Yato -Byo" (Ohara's Dis-
ease). (The second report) С Ann. Rep. Saito 
Grat. Found., Sendai (1931), (8), Dec., pp. 101-
132, pis. [Wm.] 
1932 b.—Zoological study of  "Yato -Byo" trans-
mitting ticks CAnn. Rep. Saito Grat. Found., 
Sendai (1931) (8), Dec., pp. 133-144, pis. [Wm.] 
Suzzi, DINO. [Dr., Ist. Patol. Trop. R . Univ. 
Bologna] 
1927 a.—L'amebiasi nella città di Bologna CArch. 
Ital. Sc. Med. Colon., v. 8 (12), Die., pp. 715-
728, 1 graph, 1 map. [ W v ] 
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Suzzi V A L L I , E N E A . [Dott., Stazione Sper. Lotta 
Antimalarica Bonifiche,  Ferrara] See Rosa, Al-
berto; Suzzi Valli, Enea; and Maccolini, Ro-
berto; and Rosa, Alberto; and Suzzi Valli, Enea. 
S V Á B E N Í K , J A N . 
1908 a.—Studien an Nematomorphen <Zool. Anz , 
Leipzig, v. 33 (12), 1 Sept, pp. 385-388. [W», 
W». W·.] 
1910 a.—Pííspévky к anatomii a histologii nema-
tomorph <Sitzungsb. К. Böhm Gesellsch. Wis-
sensch, Prag, Math. Naturw. Cl. (1909), Art. 
(7), pp. 1-64, figs.  1 ^ , 1 pl., figs.  1-25. [Wv] 
1925 a.—Parasitismus a metamorfosa druhu Gar-
dins tolosanus Duj. (Parasitism and metamorpho-
sis of  the species Gordius tolosanus Duj.) [Eng-
lish summary] <Spisy (58) Prirod. Fak. Ma-
saryk. Univ., 48 p p , illus, pis. [Wv] 
1928 a.—Aus dem Leben der Paramermis contorta 
(v. Linstow) <Zool. Anz , Leipzig, v. 77 (9-10), 1 
Juli, pp. 259-267, figs.  1-4. [W-.] 
1929 a.—Ze ìivota Paramermis contorta (w. Lin-
stov [sic]), parasita larvy pakomára <Biol. Listy 
(1928-29), v. 14 (5-6), pp. 439-445, figs.  1-4. 
[Y*.] 
1930 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Aus dem Leben von 
Paramermis contorta (v. Linstow) eines Parasiten 
von Chironomus) <Ber. Wissensch. Biol , v. 14 
(1-2), 14 Mai, p. 118. [Wrv] 
§ V A M B A R I S , P . [ V e t . D r . ] 
1938 a.—Pagrindines gydyme kryptys [Lithuan-
ian text] <Vet. ir Zootech, Kaunas, v. 16 (1), 
Jan, pp. 1-12. [Wv] 
S V A N B E B G , V E I K K O H J A L M A R . [ 1 8 9 7 - ] 
1930 a.—Turkiseläinten sairauksista <Finsk. Vet.-
Tidskr, v. 36 (11), N o v , pp. 256-263; (12), D e c , 
pp. 278-283. [Wv] 
1931 a.—Turkiseläinten sairauksista [Concluded] 
<Finsk. Vet.-Tidskr, v. 37 (1), Jan, pp. 3-13. 
[Wv] 
SVABCHEVSKIÏ , В . [Сварчевешй, Б . ] 
1912 а.—Хромид1альныя образования у Protozoa 
въ связи съ вопросомъ о днойственностн 
ядернаго вещества (Die Chromidien der Pro-
tozoen und ihre Beziehung zur Chromatindual-
ismushypothese) [Russian text; German sum-
mary] <Zapiski Kievsk. Obsh. Estestvois, v. 22 
(1), 177 p p , pis. [Wv] 
S V E C , M U B I E L H A R D E N . [Dept. Agrie. Bacteriol, 
Univ. Wisconsin, Madison] 
1944 a.—Bovine intracutaneous and serological 
reactions to fractions  of  Trichomonas  foetus (Pro-
tozoon) <J. Bacteriol, v. 47 (6), June, pp. 505-
508. [Wv] 
SVEJCAR , JOSEF. 
1922-23 a.—Pftpad hlézy jaterní zpusobené sker-
kavkame [Abscess of  the liver caused by eel 
worms] <Bratisl. Lekár. Listy, v. 2 (3), D e c , pp. 
150-159. [Wm.] 
S V E N K E B U D , R O L F R . 
1947 a.—Et filfelle av invasjon av Spirocerca san-
guinolenta hos blårev (A case of  infection  by 
Spirocerca sanguinolenta in blue fox)  [English 
summary] <Norsk Vet.-Tidsskr, v. 59 (7), July, 
pp. 193-201, illus. [Wv] 
S V E N S O N , H E N R Y K . [Curator Herbarium, Brooklyn 
Botanic Garden] 
1942 a.—South America's contribution in medicinal 
herbs. A brief  description of  coca, cinchona, 
sarsaparilla, ipecac, cocillana, and barbasce as 
presented April 8 at the conference  on herbs and 
drug plants at the New York Botanical garden 
<J. N. York Botan. Garden (511), v. 43, July, 
pp. 174-178, pi. [Wv] 
S V E N S S O N , R U T H M. [M. L , Peking] [See also Cort, 
William Walter; Stoll, Norman Rudolph; and 
Svensson, Ruth M.; and Kessel, John Flenniken; 
and Svensson, Ruth M.] 
1925 a.—A morphological distinction between in-
fective  larvae of  Ancylostoma and Necator 
<Proc. Soc. Exper. Biol. and M e d , (2646), v. 22 
(123), Jan, pp. 261-262. [Wv] 
SVENSSON, RUTH M . - ^ C o n t i n u e d . 
1925 b.-^-Observations on the development and 
longevity of  hookworm larvae in different  tem-
perature conditions CChina Med. J , v. 39 (8), 
Aug , pp. 667-673, temperature charts. [W'v] 
[1925 с].—A progress report of  the longevity of 
hookworm larvae in different  conditions of  tem-
perature <Joint Conf.  China, Med. Miss. Ass. 
and China B r , Brit. Med. Ass. (Hongkong, Jan.), 
Abstr. Med. Papers, pp. 27-28. [Wv (Ransom 
Coll.)] 
1927 a.—Notes on differences  in activity and re-
sistance between the larvae of  Ancylostoma duo-
denale and Necator  americanus <J. Parasitol, 
v. 13 (3), Mar , pp. 203-205. [Wv] 
1928 a.—A survey of  human intestinal protozoa in 
Sweden and Finland. (A preliminary report.) 
Parasitology, v. 20 (3), Oct , pp. 237-249. 
[Issued 31 Oct.] [Wv] 
1935 a.—-Studies on human intestinal protozoa. 
Especially with regard to their demonstrability 
and the connexion between their distribution and 
hygienic conditions <Acta Med. Scand, Sup-
plement (70), 115 p p , pis. [Wm.] 
S VENSSON , R U T H M . ; a n d K E S S E L , J O H N F L E N N I K E N . 
1926 a.—Morphological differences  between Neca-
tor and Ancylostoma larvae <J. Parasitol, v. 13 
(2), D e c , pp. 146-153, figs.  1-5, pi. 9, figs.  1-8. 
[W».] 
S VENSSON , R U T H M . ; a n d L I N D E R S , F . J . 
1934 a.—The chances of  detecting infections  with 
intestinal protozoa <Acta Med. Scand, v. 81 
(3-4), pp. 267-324. [Wm.] 
SVENTSITSKIÏ , V . P . [Свенцицк1й, Β . Η . ] 
1913 а.—Эпизоотия куръ вызванная клещомъ 
Cystodites nvdus Vizioli [Epizootic of  chickens 
produced by Cystodites nudus] [Russian text] 
<Vet. Obozr, v. 15 (22), pp. 955-957. [Wm.] 
SVERZHEVSKI, L . 
1902 a.—[Affections  of  the uppér air passages of 
malarial origin] [Russian text] <Med. Obozr, 
v. 58 (17), pp. 371-378. [Wm.] 
1903 a.—Idem [Abstract] <J. Am. Med. Ass, v. 
40 (23), June 6, p. 1619. [W\ Wm, Wv] 
SVESHNIKOVA, M . [ С в е ш н и к о в а , M . ] 
1940 a.—Галловая нематода на стебле [Root-
knot nematode on Areca rubra] [Russian text] 
<Sovet. Subtrop. (4), Apr , pp. 45-16, illus. 
[Wv] 
1940 b.—Idem [Abstract] CHelminth. Abstr, v. 
9 (3), D e c , p. 75. [Wv] 
SVESHNIKOVA, N . M . [ С в е ш н и к о в а , H . M . ] [See 
also Nazarova, Iu. Α.; Sveshnikova, N. M. ; and 
Smirnova, Α . Α . ; and Sveshnikova, N. M.] 
1938 a.—Картофельная нематода или гетеро-
дера-злейший враг картофелеводства (Hetero-
dera rostochiensis Woll.) [The potato eel worm 
Heterodera  rostochiensis Woll.] [Russian text] 
7 p p , illus. Moskva. [Wv] 
1939 a.—Нематодные заболевания каучуконоса 
тау-сагыз и проблема борьбы с ними. (The 
nematode disease of  the rubber-bearing plant 
Scorzonera tau-saghyz Lipsch. and Bossé and the 
problem of  its control) [Russian text] <Sborn. 
Rabot. Nematod. S.-X. Rasten, pp. 208-222, 
illus; English summary, pp. 242-243. [Wv] 
S V E S H N I K O V A , N . M . ; a n d SKABBILOVICH , T A T I A N A 
S E M E N O V N A . 
1937 a .—К изучению процесса проникновения 
нематод в корни каучуконоса тау-сагыз [А 
study of  the penetration of  nematodes into the 
roots of  the rubber-plant "tau-saghyz"] [Rus-
sian text] <Rabot. Gel'mint. (Skrjabin), pp. 699-
712, illus. [WV] 
S V E S K O , V E L I M I B . 
1950 a.—Ascaridiasis tubae fallopii <Lijeö. Vjesnik, 
u Zagrebu, v. 72 (4-5), Apr -May , pp. 174-175. 
[Wm.] 
S V I H L A , A R T H U R . 
1931 a.—The field  biologist's report [Ondatra 
rivalicia (Bangs)]. (In  The fur  animals of  Louisi-
ana) <Bull. (18) State Louisiana Dept. Con-
serv, rev. Jan, pp. 277-287, 2 figs.  [Wv] 
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1936 a.—The Hawaiian rat <Murrelet, v. 17 (1), 
Jan., pp. 3-14, 1 pl. [W·.] 
SVTHLA, R U T H D O W E L L . [Univ. Washington, Seattle] 
1929 a.—Habits of Sylvüagus aquaticus littoralis <J. 
Mamm., v. 10 (4), Nov., pp. 315-319, pi. 24, figs. 
1-5. [Issued Nov. 11] [W».] 
1941 a.—A list of  the fleas  of  Washington <Univ. 
Washington Publications Biol., v. 12 (2), Oct., 
pp. 11-19. [W·.] 
1942 a.—A new Ctenophthalmus from Formosa 
CPan-Pacific  Entomologist, v. 18 (3), July, pp. 
133-135, pl. [W».] 
SVIRIDENKO, P . А . [ С в и р и д е н к о , Π . Α . ] 
1943 a.—Экологические факторы, определяю-
щие географическое распространение и эйри-
топность полевой мыши (The ecological factors 
determining geographical distribution and eury-
topy of  the field  mouse) [Russian text; English 
summary] <Zool . Zhurnal. v. 12 (5), pp. 280-
298. [Wa.] 
1944 a.—Distribution and mode of  feeding  of  field 
mouse Apodemus agrarius Pall, and its bearing 
on epidemics <Dokl . Akad. Nauk SSSR, n.s., 
v. 42 (2), Jan. 20, pp. 96-100. [Wa.] 
SviRinov, А. А. [Свиридов, A . A . ] ; and S H A B A L I N , 
N. N. 
1948 а.—Сосново-крезол-шелочной линимент 
для лечения и профилактики чесотки круп-
ного рогатого скота и лошадей [Pine-creosol-
alkaline liniment for  the treatment of  bovine and 
equine scabies] [Russian text] CVeterinariià, 
Moskva, v. 25 (10), Oct., pp. 21-22. [W«.] 
SVIBSKA, S . А . [ С в и р с к а , С . Α . ] 
1941 a.—О клещах Монголии [On the ticks of 
Mongolia] [Russian text] [Abstract of  report 
before  3. Sovesh. Parazitol. Probi., Moskva, Mar. 
14-16] CVestnik Sel'skokhoz. Nauk. Veterin-
ariia (3), p. 137. [W·.] 
SVIRSKAÎX, S. A. [Leningrad] See Yakimov, Vasiliï 
Larionovich; Kédrinskiï, A. I.; Afanas'eva,  I. Α . ; 
Ivanova, P. S.; and Svirskafà,  S. Α . ; and Yaki-
mov, Vasiliï Larionovich; and Svirskafà,  S. Α . ; 
and Yakimov, Vasiliï Larionovich; Babitskafà, 
E. S.; Svirskafà,  S. Α . ; and Vaïntraup, Α. M. ; 
and Yakimov, Vasiliï Larionovich; Babitskafà, 
E. S.; Vaïntraup, A. M. ; and Svirskafà,  S. A. 
S V Î T I L , J . 
(1934 a).—Patologicko-histologicky obraz cholangi-
tis et periocholangitis distomatosa CZverolék. 
Rozpravy, v. 8 (15-16, 17, 18), pp. 184, 193-200, 
205-208. 
1934 b.—Idem [Abstract] (Pathologisch-histolo-
gisches Bild der Cholangitis und Pericholangitis 
distomatosa) CTierärztl. Rundschau, v. 40 (45), 
11 Nov., p. 789. [Wa.] 
SVITZER. [Prof.  Dr., Kj0benhavn] 
1843 a.—Et Tilf  Hilde af  Trichina  spiralis <Biblioth. 
Lœger, v. 38, n. R., v. 8, pp. 336-353, pl. 
[missing]. [W m . ] 
1847 a.—Fall von Trichina  spiralis <Notiz . Geb· 
Nat.-u. Heilk., 3. R., v. 2 (13), Mai, pp. 195-204, 
figs.  13-21. [ W m , W«.] 
SVOBODA, J. [Staatl. Anstalt Bienenzucht, Dol-Lib-
cice, Prag] See Peterka, В. ; and Svoboda, J. 
SVRUUGA, F . 
(1914 a).—Die Behandlung der Pferderäude  mit 
Kreolin <Vet. Vièstnik, Moskau, Mar. 
1914 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Wien Tierärztl. 
Monatschr., v. 1 (12), Dez., p. 602. [W«.] 
S W A I M , W I L L I A M . 
1832 a.—Plain and practical observations upon 
diseases resulting from worms; with remarks 
upon the utility of  Swaim's vermifuge  [etc.]. 
12 pp. Philadelphia. [Wm.] 
1833 a.—Idem. 12 pp. Philadelphia. [Wm.] 
SWAIN, R. B. [U. S. D . Α., Agrie. Research Admin., 
Bur. Entom. and Plant Quarant.] 
1943 a.—Nematode parasites of  the white-fringed 
beetles <J . Econom. Entom., v. 36 (5), Oct.. 
pp. 671-673. [Wa.] 
S W A I N E , J A M E S M A L C O L M [1879- ] See Cock-
erell, Theodore Dru Allison; Knight, Harry 
Hazelton; and Swaine, .Tames Malcolm. 
S W A I N S O N , W I L L I A M . [1789- ] [A. C. G., F. R. 
S., etc.] 
1840 a.—Taxidermy; with the biography of  zoolo-
gists, and notices of  their works. 392 pp., figs. 
1-5. London. [W·.] 
SWALE, F. S. [Consultant, Midland Chem. Labs.] 
1931 a.—Fur farm sanitation and treating sugges-
tions < A m . Fur Breeder, v. 4 (4), Oct., pp. 6, 8. 
[Wa.] 
1931 b.—Lungworms in foxes  <Black Fox Mag., v . 
15 (10), Nov., pp. 14, 44. [Wa.] 
S W A L E S , W I L L I A M E A R D L E Y . [1907- ] [Inst. 
Parasitol., McGill Univ.] [See also Cameron, 
Thomas Wright Moir; and Swales, William Eard-
ley] 
1933 a.—A review of  Canadian helminthology. I. 
The present status of  knowledge of  the helminth 
parasites of  domesticated and semidomesticated 
mammals and economically important birds in 
Canada, as determined from work published 
prior to 1933 CCanad. J. Research, v. 8 (5), May, 
pp. 468-477. [Wa.] 
1933 b.—On Streptovitella acadiae (gen. et spec· 
nov.), a trematode of  the family  Heterophyidae 
from the black duck (Anas  rubripes) <J . Hel-
minth., v. 11 (2), Mar., pp. 115-118 (pp. 1-4) , 
fig.  1. [Wa.] 
1933 c.—A review of  Canadian helminthology. II. 
Additions to part I, as determined from a study 
of  parasitic helminths collected in Canada 
CCanad. J. Research, v. 8 (5), May, pp. 478-
482. [W».] 
1933 d.—Tetrameres arami sp. nov., a nematode 
parasitizing the proventriculus of  a domestic 
duck in Canada CCanad. J. Research, v. 8 (4), 
Apr., pp. 334-336. [Wa.] 
1934 a.—The enemies within our wild ducks. Do 
internal parasites constitute an important factor 
in the decimation of  our game birds? CRod and 
Gun in Canada, v. 35 (9), Feb., pp. 12-13, 2 figs. 
[Wa,] 
1934 b.—Rhabdometra odiosa (Leidy, 1887) Jones, 
1929, a cestode parasite of Pedi  Oeries  [sic] phasia-
nellus in Quebec CJ. Parasitol., v. 20 (5), Sept,, 
pp. 313-314. [Wa.] 
1934 c.—Skrjabinema oreamni sp. nov., a nematode 
parasite of  Oreamnos americanus and Rangifer 
sp. in Canada CCanad. J. Research, v. 10 (5), 
May, pp. 527-531, figs.  1-11. [W·.] 
1935 a.—The life  cycle of  Fascioloides  magna (Bassi, 
1875), the large liver fluke  of  ruminants, in Can-
ada, with observations on the bionomics of  the 
larval stages and the intermediate hosts, pathol-
ogy of  fascioloidiasis  magna, and control 
measures CCanad. J. Research, v. 12 (2), Feb., 
pp. 177-215, figs.  1-24, pis. 1-5. [W».] 
1935 b.—Researches on liver fluke  in deer CTr. 21. 
Am. Game Conf.  (New York City, Jan. 21-23), 
pp. 406-411. [W».] 
1936 a.—Some aspects of  the sheep parasite prob-
lem of  Quebec CJ. Agrie, and Hort. [Quebec], v. 
40 (1), July 11, pp. 13, 33, 1 diagr. [W·.] 
1936 b.—Further studies on Fascioloides  magna 
(Bassi, 1875) Ward, 1917, as a parasite of  rumi-
nants CCanad. J. Research, v. 14 (8), Aug., Sect, 
D, pp. 83-95, pis. 1-3. [W».] 
1936 c.—L'hygiène vétérinaire dans Quebec CBull. 
Agrie. Montreal, v. 21, Dec., pp. 8, 20. [Ia.] 
1936 d.—Morphological and biological studies on 
Tetrameres  crami Swales, 1933, an important 
nematode parasite of  ducks [Program and 
Abstr. 12. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., At-
lantic City, N. J., Dec. 29-31] CJ. Parasitol., 
v. 22 (6), Dec., pp. 523, 528. [Wa.] 
1936 e.—Schistosome dermatitis in Canada. Notes 
on two causative agents and their snail hosts in 
Manitoba CCanad. J. Research, v. 14 (1), Jan., 
Sect. D, pp. 6-10, pl. 1, figs.  1-6. [W»,] 
49 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S W A L E S , W I L L I A M E A R D L E Y — C o n t i n u e d . 
1936 i.—Tetramere«  arami Swales, 1933, a nematode 
parasite of  ducks in Canada. Morphological 
and biological studies <Canad. J. Research, v. 
14 (10), Oct., Sect. D, pp. 151-164, illus., pi. 
[Wv] 
1936 g.—Tetramere s crami Swales, 1933, an impor-
tant parasite of  ducks in North America <Proc . 
North Am. Wildlife  Conf.  (Washington, D . C., 
Feb. 3 -7 ) , pp. 491-493. [W·.] 
1936 h .—Two important diseases of  ducks in Que-
bec <J . Agrie, and Hort. [Quebecl, v . 39 (11), 
May 9, pp. 13, 40-41, 43, 2 figs.  [W·.] 
1937 a.—The practitioner's rôle in parasitology 
<Canad. J. Comp. Med., v. 1 (1), Oct., pp. 17-
22. [W·.] 
(1937 b).—Treatments to be recommended for  vari-
ous worm parasites of  sheep in Canada <Family 
Herald and Weekly Star, Mar. 10, p. 5. 
1937 c.—Les maladies de la volaille <Bull. Agrie., 
Montreal, v. 22 (8), Feb., pp. 9, 48. [Wv] 
1938 a.—The policy concerning the control of  stom-
ach worms of  sheep in Eastern Canada <Canad. 
J. Comp. Med., v. 2 (11), Nov., pp. 289-292. 
[Wv] 
1938 b.—The preparation of  sheep for  anthelmintic 
medication <Canad. J. Comp. Med., v. 2 (2), 
Feb., pp. 57-58. [Wv] 
1938 c.·—Skrjabingylus nasicola (Leuckart, 1842) 
Petrow, 1927, a nematode parasitic in the frontal 
sinuses of  American Mustelidae <Livro Jub. 
Travassos, pp. 455-458, pi. [Issued Mar. 31.) 
[Wv] 
1939 a.—The control of  stomach worms in sheep in 
Eastern Canada <Farmers' Bull. (69), Dominion 
Canada Dept. Agrie., 7 pp., illus. [Issued Mar.) 
[W..J 
1939 b.—Notes on the diagnosis and treatment of 
parasitic diseases of  sheep in Canada <Canad. 
J. Comp. Med., v. 3 (12), Dec., pp. 341-344. 
[Wv] 
1939 c .—The policy concerning the control of 
stomach worms of  sheep in Eastern Canada 
<Vet . J., v. 95 (2), Feb., pp. 79-83. [W\] 
1939 d.—Tests of  phenothiazine, a highly efficient 
anthelmintic. On a means of  administration 
and the indicated uses for  the control of  parasitic 
diseases of  sheep CCanad. J. Comp. Med., v. 3 
(7), July, pp. 188-194. [Wv] 
1940 a.—Factors influencing  the numbers and 
pathological effects  of  nematodes parasitic in the 
alimentary tract of  sheep in Canada [Abstract] 
<3 . Internat. Cong. Microbiol. (N. York, Sept. 
2-9 , 1939) Rep. Proc., pp. 457-458. [W\] 
1940 b.—Further experiments on the use of  pheno-
thiazine as an anthelmintic for  sheep <Canad. J. 
Research, v. 18 (7), July, Sect. D, pp. 266-271. 
[Wv] 
1940 c .—The helminth parasites and parasitic dis-
eases of  sheep in Canada. I. A survey and some 
preliminary studies on existing problems 
CCanad. J. Research, v. 18, Sect. D, (1), Jan., 
pp. 29-48. [W·.] 
1940 d.—The helminth parasites and parasitic dis-
eases of  sheep in Canada. II. Notes on the effect 
of  winter upon the free-living  stages of  nematode 
parasites of  sheep on the pastures in eastern 
Canada CCanad. J. Comp. Med., v. 4 (6), June, 
pp. 155-161. [Wv] 
1940 e.—The use of  phenothiazine in veterinary 
parasitology <Canad. J. Comp. Med., v. 4 (12), 
Dec., pp. 333-341. [Wv] 
1940 f.— Will phenothiazine cause photosensitiza-
tion in sheep? <Canad. J. Comp. Med., v. 4 (6), 
June, pp. 164-165. [Wv] 
1941 a.—Control of  certain parasitic worms in 
sheep. The prevention and control of  nodular dis-
ease and parasites of  the stomach and intestines 
of  sheep by phenothiazine compound tablet 
<Special Pamphlet (51), War-Time Production 
Series, Ottawa, English ed., 4 pp. [Wv] 
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[1941 b).—Phenothiazine and anthelmintic medica-
tion, with special reference  to parasitic diseases 
of  sheep <Proc . 44. Ann. Meet. U. S. Live Stock 
San. Ass. (Chicago, 111., Dec. 4 -6 , 1940), pp. 
130-135. [Wv] 
1941 c.—Les vers parasites du mouton—comment 
les détruire. L'emploi de tablettes de phéno-
thiazine pour prévenir et combattre la maladie 
nodulaire et les parasites de l'estomac et des in-
testins chez les moutons < Special Pamphlet 
(51) War-Time Production Series, Ottawa, 
French ed., 4 pp. [W1 . ] 
1942 a.—Diseases of  sheep in Canada. 1. Factors 
influencing  the occurrence of  diseases of  sheep in 
Canada CCanad. J. Comp. Med., v. 6 (8), Aug., 
pp. 242-243. [Wv] 
1942 b.—Diseases of  sheep in Canada. II. Hae-
monchosis (Verminous gastritis, stomach-worm 
disease) <Canad. J. Comp. Med., v . 6 (8), Aug., 
pp. 243-245. [Wv] 
1942 c.—Phenothiazine. Its role in the control of 
parasites of  horses CCanad. J. Comp. Med., v. 6 
(2), Feb., pp. 50-54. [Wv] 
1942 d.—Idem <J . Roy . Army Vet, Corps, v. 14 
(1), Nov., p p . 17-21. [Wv] 
1942 е.—Field trials of  control measures for  para-
sitic diseases of  sheep [Abstract of  report read 
May 29] < T r . Roy . Soc. Canada, 3. s., v. 36, 
pp. 158-159. [Wv] 
1943 a.—Observation on the use of  phenothiazine 
for  sheep in eastern Canada <Canad. J. Comp. 
Med., v. 7 (9), Sept., pp. 280-284. [Wv] 
1943 b.—The prevention of  worm parasites of  sheep 
<Macdonald Coll. J., v. 3 (10), June, p. 12. 
[Wv] 
1944 a.—Control of  worm parasites of  sheep 
<Canad. Sheep Rev., pp. 18-20. [Wv] 
1944 b.—On the chemotherapy of caecal coccidiosis 
( Eimeria tenella) of  chickens <Canad. J. Re-
search, v. 22 (6), Sect. D., Dec., pp. 131-140. 
[WV] 
1945 a.—Control of  acute coccidiosis in chicks 
<Canad. Poultry Rev., v. 69 (3), Mar., pp. 6 -7 , 
39. [Wv] 
1945 b.—The control of  acute coccidiosis of  chicks 
<Macdonald Coll. J., v. 5 (9), May, pp. 4 -5 , 
illus. [Wv] 
1946 a.—The chemotherapy of  cecal coccidiosis 
(Eimeria tenella) of  chickens IV. Experiments 
on the use of  chemotherapy during the immuniz-
ing exposure of  chicks < J . Am. Vet. Med. Ass. 
(831), v. 108, June, pp. 393-400. [Wv] 
1946 b.—On the chemotherapy of caecal coccidiosis 
(Eimeria tentila) of  chickens. II. Further stu-
dies on the use of  drugs in established infections 
CCanad. J. Comp. Med., v. 10 (1), Jan., pp. 
3-13. [Wv] 
1946 c.—Coccidiosis aguda en los pollitos. Pro-
filaxis  y tratamiento < Mundo Avícola (102), 
v. 9, Aug., pp. 16, 17, 51, illus. [Wv] 
1946 *d.—[Observations on the use of  sulfamerazine 
and related sulfonamides  in outbreaks of  cecal 
coccidiosis in chickens over a three-year period] 
[Abstract of  report before  83. Ann. Meet. A. V. 
Μ . Α . , Boston] <Vet . Med., v. 41 (10), Oct., p. 
338. [Wv] 
1947 a.—The control of  coccidiosis in chickens 
<Canada Poultryman, v. 34 (12), Dec., pp. 12-
13. [Wv] 
1947 b.—The control of  coccidiosis in chickens 
< Weekly Market News (47), Nov. 20, p. 7. 
[WV] 
1947 c.—The control of  coccidiosis. The develop-
ment of  the disease and measures for  its control. 
Three systems are given <Canad. Poultry Rev., 
v. 71 (12), Dec., pp. 28-29; 36-37. [Wv] 
1947 d.—New methods of  controlling caecal cocci-
diosis in chicks [French summary] <Canad. J. 
Comp. Med. , v. 11 (1), Jan., pp. 5-10. [Wv) 
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1947 е.—On the chemotherapy of caecal coccidiosis 
(Eimeria tenella) of  chickens <Canad. J. Comp. 
Med.. v. 11 (5), May , pp. 123-124. [W»J 
1948 a —Control of  parasites in livestock CCanad. 
Grain J., v. 3 (9), Apr., pp. 6 -7 . [W».] 
1948 b.—Enterohepatitis (blackhead) in turkeys. 
II . Observations on transmission by the caecal 
worm (Heterakis  gcdlinae) CCanad. J. Comp. 
Med., ν- 12 (4), Apr., pp. 97-100. [W».] 
1948 с.—Studies on the control of caecal coccidiosis 
<8 . World's Poultry Cong. (Copenhagen, Aug. 
20-27), Off.  Rep., v. 1, pp. 740-745. [W».] 
1949 a.—Parasites of  food  animals, pets and fish  in 
their relation to public health CCanad. J. Comp. 
Med., v. 13 (12), Dec., pp. 312-313. [W·.] 
1950 a.—On the chemotherapy of caecal coccidiosis 
(Eimeria tenella) of  chickens. VII .—The use of  a 
standardized test to determine coccidioetatic 
properties of  drugs [French summary] CCanad. 
J. Comp. Med., v . 14 (8), Aug., pp. 269-274. 
[W·.] 
1950 b.—Enterohepatitis (blackhead) in turkeys. 
V. Further experiments on chemotherapy 
CCanad. J. Comp. Med., v. 14 (3), Mar., pp. 
118-125. [W'J 
S W A L E S , W I L L I A M E A R D L E Y ; e t a l . 
1947 a.—Parasitology [Report of  committee] CJ. 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (848), v . I l l , Nov., pp. 430-
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1937 a.—The arthropod vector of  Babesia gibsoni 
Clndian J. Med. Research, v. 25 (2), Oct., pp. 
499-503. [Wv] 
S W A M I N A T H , C . S . ; S H O R T T , H E N R Y E D W A R D ; a n d 
A N D E R S O N , L . A . P . 
1942 a.—Transmission of  Indian kala-azar to man 
by the bites of Phlebotomus argentipes Ann. and 
Brun. Clndian J. Med. Research, v. 30 (3), 
July, pp. 473-477. [Wv] 
SWAMINATHAN,  P. S. [G. M . V. C., Vet. Asst. Surg., 
EUore] See Raju, M . Lakshmana; and Swamina-
than, P. S. 
SWAMINATHAN, R . [ Β . Α . , G . M . V . C . , V e t . Asst . 
Surg., Vet. Hosp., Ootacamund, Madras] 
1929 a.—Extra-ocular filariasis  in dogs Clndian 
Vet. J., v. 5 (3), Jan., pp. 285-286. [Wv] 
1934 a.—Aural acariasis in a horse Clndian Vet. 
J., v . 10 (4), Apr., pp. 295-296. [Wv] 
1934 b .—A case of  schistosomic dysentery in a dog 
Clndian Vet. J., v . 11 (2), Oct., pp. 112-114, 
1 fig.  [Wv] 
1934 c .—An outbreak of  surra in a pack of  fox 
hounds Clndian Vet. J., v . 10 (4), Apr., pp. 292 -
294. [Wv] 
1937 a.—Professional  work carried out by District 
veterinary officers  CAnn. Admin. Rep. Madras 
Civil Vet. Dept. (1936-37), p. 4. [Wv] 
S W A M M E R D A M , J O H A N N . 
(1669 a).—Bijbel der Natuur, of historie der In-
sekten. 1. ed., 2 v . Leide. [In Latin & Dutch.] 
1737 a.—Bijbel der Natuure, door. Amsteldam-
mer of Historie der Insecten, tot zeekere zoorten 
gebracht: door voorbeelden, ontleedkundige on-
derzoekingen van veelerhande kleine gediertens, 
als ook door kunstige kopere plaaten opgeheldert. 
Verrykt met ontelbaare waarnemingen van nooit 
ontdekte zeldzaamheden in de natuur. Alles in 
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1737 a.—Continued. 
de Hoilandsche, des Auteurs Moedertaale, be-
schreven. Hier by komt een voorreeden, waar 
in het leven van den auteur besehreven is door 
Herman Boerhaave, professor  in de Medicyne 
&c. &c. de latynsche overzetting heeft  bezorgt 
Hieronimus David Gaubius, professor  in de 
Medicyne en chemie. 1. Deel, 362 pp., 16 pis. 
Leyden. [W·.] 
1738 a.—Idem. 2. Deel, 367-910+124 pp., pis. 
17-52. Leyden. [W·.] 
1758 a.—The Book of  Nature; or, the history of 
insects: Reduced to distinct classes, confirmed  by 
particular instances, displayed in the anatomical 
analysis of  many species, and illustrated with 
copper-plates. Including the generation of  the 
frog,  the history of  the ephemerus, the changes 
of  flies,  with the original discovery of  the milk-
vessels of  the cuttle-fish,  and many other curious 
particulars by . . . with the life  of  the author, by 
Herman Boerhaave, M . D. Translated from 
the Dutch and Latin. Original edition by 
Thomas Flloyd. Revised and improved by notes 
from Reaumur and others, by John Hill, M. D. 
xx+236+153-Mxii i pp., 53 pis. London. [W«.l 
SWAN, D . C. [M. SC., Waite Agrie. Research Inst., 
Univ. Adelaide] 
1931 a.—On a new species of  Ixodes (Ix.  hydromyi-
dis) from Western Australia CParasitology, v. 23 
(4), Nov., pp. 485-487, fig.  1. [Issued 30 Nov.] 
[W·.] 
1934 a.—The hay itch mite, Pediculoides ventricosus 
(Newport) (Acarina, Pediculoididae) in South 
Australia <J . Dept. Agrie. South Australia, v. 
37 (10), May 15, pp. 1289-1299, figs.  1-7 . [W·.] 
1934 b.—Dermatitis caused by a mite (Pediculoides 
ventricosus) and its occurrence in Australia 
< M e d . J. Australia, year 21, v. 2 (18), Nov. 3, 
pp. 573-578, illus. [W®.] 
1935 a.—Some aspects of  the study of  mites (Acar-
ina) in Australia [Title  only of  paper read before 
Sect. D—Zoology] <Rep . (22) Austral, and N. 
Zealand Ass. Adv. Sc. (Melbourne, Jan. 16-23), 
p. 165. [W».] 
1937 a.;—Insects and other invertebrates of  econo-
mic importance in South Australia during the 
period July 1934 to June 1936 <J . Dept. Agrie. 
South Australia, v. 40 (9), Apr., pp. 717-731, 
illus. [W>.] 
SWAN, J. G. [Capt., Indian Med. Serv.] 
1904 a.—Case of  continued fever  with Leishman-
Donovan bodies <Brit. Med. J. (2269), v. 1, 
June 25, p. 1487. [W\ W » . ] 
S W A N , J O H N M . [ M . D . ] 
1905 a.—Six lectures on the diseases of  the blood. 
- No. 6: Malaria < N . York Med. J. [etc.] (1399), 
v . 82 (13), Sept. 23, pp. 639-642; (1400), v . 82 
(14), Sept. 30, pp. 693-695. [W-, W m , W·.] 
1910 a.—A report of  two cases of  external myiasis 
<J . Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, v . 13 (25), 
Jan. 1, pp. 1-3, 1 pl., figs.  1-5 . [W», W"·.] 
1910 b .—A report of  two cases of  external myiasis 
<Proc . Path. Soc. Phila., o.s., v, 31, n.s., v. 13 
(1), Feb., pp. 32-34. |W»J 
1910 c.—Some remarks on intestinal parasites 
<Penn. Med. J., v. 13 (8), May, pp. 631-633. 
[W®.] 
1911 a.—Tropical diseases and health in the United 
States <Ann. Am. Acad. Polit, and Soc. Sc. 
(123), v. 37 (2), Mar., pp. 150-167 (pp. 394-411). 
[W».] 
1911 b.—Tropical diseases and health in the United 
States <South. Med. J., v. 4 (6), July, pp. 497-
507. [ W » l 
1913 a.—Is the importance of  intestinal parasites 
in tropical pathology exaggerated? [Abstract 
of  discussion before  10. Ann. Meet., May 6-8] 
< T r . Am. Soc. Trop. Med.,I.V. 8, pp. 24-25. 
[W· , ] 
S W A N , JOHN M . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1913 b.—Is the importance of  intestinal parasites 
in tropical pathology exaggerated? [Abstract 
of  discussion before  10. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Trop. Med.] <Am. J., Trop. Dis., N. Orleane, 
v. 1 (2), Aug., pp. 171-172. [W·.] 
1915 a.—The accomplished tasks of  tropical medi-
cine < A m . J. Trop. Dis., N. Orleans, v. 3 (6), 
Dec., pp. 320-326. [W·.] 
1917 a.—Trypanosomiasis, African  <Ref.  Handb. 
Med. Sc., 3. ed., v. 8, pp. 646-650. [W°.] 
S W A N , L . C . 
1938 a.—Swine practice <Canad. J. Comp. Med., 
v. 2 (10), Oct., pp. 292-295. [W«.] 
1943 a.—Pediculosis <Canad. J. Comp. Med., v . 7 
(3), Mar., p. 78. [Wa.] 
S W A N C A R A ,  A R N O L D L. [Tucson, Arizona] 
1950 a.—A new iodine preparation for  the staining 
of  parasitic ova and cysts <Am. J. Med. Tech., 
v. 16 (4), July, pp. 193-195. [W r a . ] 
SWANEPOEL, C. H. [Marda, Smithfield] 
1943 a.—Walking blowfly  traps [Letter to editor] 
< Farmer's Weekly, Bloemfontein,  v. 66, Dec. 22. 
p. 651. [W».] 
SWANGARD,  W . MICHAEL. [ 1 9 0 3 - ] [ V . S . , M . 
Sc., D. Sc., Vancouver, B. C.] 
1938 a.—Control of  trichomoniasis in cattle <Vet , 
J., v. 94 (12), Dec., pp. 446-453. [W'J 
1939 a.—Trichomoniasis in cattle: Biological 
studies and a system of  control <J . Am. Vet. 
Med. Ass. (749) [i.e.  449], v. 95, Aug., pp. 146-
151. [W».] 
1939 b.—La esterilidad de los bovinos < R e v . Asoo. 
Rural Uruguay, v. 66 (2-3), Feb.-Mar., pp. 2 9 -
33; (4), Apr., pp. 12-14. [W".] 
1941 a.—A further note on diagnosis and treatment 
of bovine Trichomonas infection  < J . Am. Vet. 
Med. Ass. (776), v. 49, Nov., pp. 404-406, illue. 
fW».] 
S w A N G E R , H E L E N H E I N L Y . See Thorne, Gerald; and 
Swanger, Helen Heinly. 
S W A N I D S E , D . 
(1929 a).—Ergebnisse der Untersuchung der Be-
völkerung aus der Tifliser  Vorstadt Or ta téchala 
auf  Darmparasiten [Georgian text] < Nachr. 
Trop. Med., Tiflis, ν . 2 (5), pp. 345-351; Ger-
man summary, p. 411. 
1930 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop . Dis. Bull., v. 27 
(6), June, p. 443. [W».] 
(1930 b).—Ueber die Verbreitung der Hymenolepii 
nana und Hymenolepis diminuta unter den Kin-
dern der Tifliser  Kindergaerten [Georgian text] 
<Nachr. Trop. Med., Tiflis,  v. 3 (1), June, pp. 
60-68; German summary, p. 99. 
1931 a — I d e m [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bull., v. 28 
(3), Mar., p. 176. [W·.] 
SWANN, H. C. [M. R . C. V. S„ King's Lynn] 
1946 a.—Some observations on skin disease of  the 
dog CVet. Ree. (3027), v. 58 (28), July 13, pp. 
298-299. [W·.] 
SWANN, M . M. See Picken, L. E. R. ; Pryor, M . G . 
M . ; And Swann, M . M . 
S W A N N , W . S . [ D r . ] 
1888 a.—[Lice on hogs, treatment] (In F. D. Co-
burn's Swine Husbandry. [2. ed.], p. 296. New 
York.) [W·.] 
SWANSON, E. W . [Missouri Agrie. Exper. Station] 
See Herman, Harry August; Berousek, E. R . ; 
and Swanson, E. W . 
S W A N B O N , G U S T A V A D O L P H . [1910- ] [Minnea-
polis, Minnesota] 
1933 a.—A heavy case of  internal parasitism of  the 
belted kingfisher  <Wilson Bull., Quart. Mag. 
Ornithol., v. 45 (2), n. s. (163), v. 40, June, pp. 
80-82. [W».] 
S W A N S O N , G U S T A V A D O L P H ; a n d ERICKBON , A R N O L D 
B U R T O N . 
1946 a.—Alaria taxideae n. sp., from the badger and 
other mustelids <J . Parasitol., v. 32 (1), Feb., 
pp. 17-19, pi. [W·.] 
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S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . [1898- ] [D. V. M „ 
Parasitol., Exper. Station, Univ. Florida, Gaines-
ville] [For port, see North Am. Vet., v. 23 (3), 
Mar., 1942, p. 184] [WM [See also Harwood, 
Paul Duane; Habermann, Robert Thomas; and 
Swanson, Leonard E. ; and Harwood, Paul 
Duane; Jerstad, Arthur Clifford;  and Swanson, 
Leonard E.; and Porter, Dale Albert; Swanson, 
Leonard E.; and Drake, Terrence J.; and White-
hurst, V. E. (jr.)  ; and Swanson, Leonard E.] 
1933 a.—The common sheep-liver fluke  and the 
campaign to control it <Vet. Alumni Quart. 
[Ohio State Univ.], v. 21 (3), Dec., pp. 98-100, 
2 figs.  [WM 
[1935 a].—The National emergency council.^ Radio 
address [on sheep liver fluke  investigation]. 4 
mimeographed leaves, [n.p.] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1939 a.—A note on the parasite fauna  of  the Hawai-
ian Islands <Proc. Helminth. Soc. Washington, 
v. 6 (1), Jan., pp. 29-30. [Issued Mar. 29] [W·.] 
1941 a.—Internal parasites of  cattle and their con-
trol in Florida <Florida Poultryman, v. 7 (11), 
Nov., pp. 15-16. [W'.j 
1941 b.—A note on the parasite fauna  of  Georgia 
<Proc. Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 8 (2), 
July, pp. 62-63. [WM 
1941 c.—Phenothiazine and its unfavorable  reac-
tion with horses and mules. Bad risk involved 
when phenothiazine is used with horses and mules 
which are poor or weak or affected  with infectious 
anemia, says Swanson <Florida Cattleman, v. 5 
(9), June, p. 7. [WM 
1942 a.—Internal parasites of  cattle <Proc. Ass. 
South. Agrie. Workers (43. Ann. Conv., Mem-
phis, Tenn., Feb. 4-6) , p. 90. [W»,] 
[1942 b].—Longevity of  eggs and larvae of  internal 
parasites of  cattle <Ann. Rep. Florida Agrie· 
Exper. Station (1941-42), p. 71. [WM 
1942 c.—Phenothiazine as an anthelmintic for  re-
moval of  gastrointestinal parasites of  sheep and 
calves <North Am. Vet., v. 23 (3), Mar., pp. 
184-185. [WM 
1942 d.—Preventive measures are best for  lung-
worm control <Florida Poultryman v. 8 (9-10), 
Sept.-Oct., p. 16. [WM 
1944 a.—The effect  of  phenothiazine on horses <J. 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (810), v. 105, Sept., pp. 134-
135. [WM 
[1946 a].—Control of  the common cattle grub 
<Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1945-46), 
p. 56. [WM 
[1946 b].—Control of  the common liver fluke  in 
cattle <Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station 
(1945-46), p. 56. [WM 
[1946 с].—Longevity of  eggs and larvae of  internal 
parasites of  cattle <Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. 
Station (1945-46), p. 52. [WM 
1947 a.—Livestock parasite problems in the south-
east <Proc. 50. Ann. Meet. U. S. Livestock San. 
Ass. (Chicago, 111., Dec. 4-5, 1946), pp. 91-95. 
[WM 
[1947 b].—Control of  cattle grubs (ox warbles) 
<Ann. Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1946-
47), pp. 60-61. [WM 
[1947 с].—Control of  the common liver fluke  < Ann. 
Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1946-47), p. 
60. [WM 
[1949 a].—Control of  the common cattle grub 
<Ann. Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1947-
48), p. 57. [WM 
[1949 b].—Control of  the common liver fluke  < Ann. 
Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1947-48), 
pp. 56-57. [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d A L I C A T A , JOSEPH E V E R -
ETT. 
1936 a.—Liver fluke  <Rep. Hawaii Agrie. Exper. 
Station, Dec., pp. 12, 83-87. [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d B A T T E , E D W A R D G . 
1950 a.—Control of  external parasites means regu-
lar handling, proper use of  new insecticides. Par-
isitologists [sic] report <Florida Cattleman, v. 
14 (12), Sept., pp. 14, 62-63, illus. [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D Е . ; a n d B A T T E , E D W A R D G . — 
Continued. 
1950 b — Flukes cost $60,000 in 1948; are control-
lable <Florida Cattleman, v. 14 (11), Aug . DD 
14, 16, 37, illus. [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D Е . ; a n d C A R L I S L E , В . E . 
1941 a.—Phenothiazine as an anthelmintic for 
cattle under field  conditions <Vet. Med., v. 36 
(6), June, pp. 312-315, illus. [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d G o o , G . W . H . 
1938 a.—Liver fluke  control <Rep. Hawaii Agrio. 
Exper. Station (1937), pp. 90-93. [Issued Mar.j 
[WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; H A R W O O D , P A U L D U A N · ; 
a n d C O N N E L L Y , J A M E S W I L L I A M . 
1940 a.—Phenothiazine as an anthelmintic for  the 
removal of  intestinal worms from swine <J . 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (756), v. 96, Mar., pp. 333-
338. [ W M 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d H O P P E R , H O W A R D Н . 
1950 a.—Diagnosis of  liver fluke  infection  in cattle 
<J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (881) v. 117, Aug., pp. 
127-129. [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d K A T E S , K E N N E T H C A S -
PER. 
1940 a.—Coccidiosis in a litter of  pigs <Proc. Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, v. 7 (1), Jan., pp. 2 9 -
30. [Issued Mar. 28] [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; P O R T E R , D A L E A L B E R T ; a n d 
C O N N E L L Y , J A M E S W I L L I A M . 
1940 a.—Efficacy  of  nonconditioned phenothiazine 
in removing worms from the alimentary canal of 
cattle <J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (759), v. 96, June, 
pp. 704-707. [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d T A Y L O R , A L B E R T L E E . 
1943 a.—Control of  cattle-parasitic and free-living 
nematodes by soil fumigation  with methyl brom-
ide <Proc. Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 10 
(1), Jan., pp. 1-3. [WM 
S W A N T Z , H E N R Y E U G E N E [1894- ] [Dr., Lieut. 
Col.]; and B A Y L I S S , M I L W A R D . 
1945 a.—Hemoglobinuria. Report of  ten cases of 
its occurrence in negroes during convalescence 
from malaria <War Med., v. 7 (2), Feb., pp. 104-
107. [WM 
S W A N Z Y , H E N R Y R. [1844-1913] 
1884 a.—A handbook of  the diseases of  the eye and 
their treatment. 437 pp., 122 figs.,  2 pis. Lon-
don. [W®.] 
1884 b.—Idem. 437 pp., 122 figs.,  2 pis. New 
York. [Wm.] 
1888 a.—Idem. 2. ed. 
London. [ W M 
1890 a.—Idem. 3. ed. 
London. [W®.] 
1890 b.—Idem. 3. ed. 
Philadelphia. [W m . ] 
1892 a.—Idem. 4. ed. 
Philadelphia. [Wm . ] 
1892 b.—Idem. 4. ed. 
London. [W®.] 
1896 a.—Idem. 5. ed. 
Philadelphia. [W®.] 
1897 a.—Idem. 6. ed. 
Philadelphia. [Wm.] 
1897 b.—Idem. 6. ed. 
London. [W®.] 
1900 a.—Idem. 7. ed. 633 pp., 164 figs.,  1 pi. 
London. [Wm.] 
1900 b.—Idem. 7. ed. 607 pp., 163 figs.,  1 pL 
Philadelphia. [W®.] 
S W A N Z Y , H E N R Y R . ; a n d W E R N E R , L O U I S . 
1907 a.—A handbook of  the diseases of  the eye and 
their treatment. 9. ed. 744 pp., 227 figs.,  1 pi. 
London. [Wm.] 
S W A B C Z E W B K Y , B O B I S . [Biol.-Geog. Forschungsinet. 
Irkutsk] 
1909 a.—Zur Kenntnis der Allogromia ovoidea 
(Rhumbl.) <Arch. Protistenk., v. 14 (3), pp. 396-
416, pis. 18-19, figs.  1—48. [W», Wm.] 
455 PP·, 148 figs.,  3 pie. 
508 PP., 158 figs.,  2 pis. 
508 PP·. 158 figs.,  2 pie. 
518 PP·, 164 figs.,  2 pie. 
536 PP·, 164 figs.,  2 pie. 
582 PP·. 166 figs.,  2 pis. 
629 pp., , 157 figs.,  1 pL 
608 PP., 157 figs.,  2 pie. 
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1737 a.—Continued. 
de Hollandsche, des Auteurs Moedertaale, be-
schreven. Hier by komt een voorreeden, waar 
in het leven van den auteur beschreven is door 
Herman Boerhaave, professor  in de Medicyne 
&c. &c. de latynsche overzetting heeft  bezorgt 
Hieronimus David Gaubius, professor  in de 
Medicyne en chemie. 1. Deel, 362 p p , 16 pis. 
Leyden. [W·.] 
1738 a—Idem. 2. Deel, 367-910+124 p p , pis. 
17-52. Leyden. [W«.] 
1758 a.—The Book of  Nature; or, the history of 
insects : Reduced to distinct classes, confirmed  by 
particular instances, displayed in the anatomical 
analysis of  many species, and illustrated with 
copper-plates. Including the generation of  the 
frog,  the history of  the ephemerus, the changes 
of  flies,  with the original discovery of  the milk-
vessels of  the cuttle-fish,  and many other curious 
particulars by . . . with the life  of  the author, by 
Herman Boerhaave, M . D. Translated from 
the Dutch and Latin. Original edition by 
Thomas Flloyd. Revised and improved by notes 
from Reaumur and others, by John Hill, M. D. 
x x + 2 3 6 + 1 5 3 + l x i i i p p , 53 pis. London. [Wv] 
SWAN, D. C. [M. Sc., Waite Agrie. Research Inst , 
Univ. Adelaide] 
1931 a.—On a new species of  Ixodes (Ix.  hydromyi-
dis) from Western Australia <Parasitology, v. 23 
(4), N o v , pp. 485-487, fig.  1. [Issued 30 Nov.] 
[Wv] 
1934 a.—The hay itch mite, Pediculoides rentricosus 
(Newport) (Acarina, Pediculoididae) in South 
Australia <J. Dept. Agrie. South Australia, v. 
37 (10), May 15, pp. 1289-1299, figs.  1-7 . [Wv] 
1934 b.—Dermatitis caused by a mite (Pediculoides 
tdntricosus) and its occurrence in Australia 
< M e d . J. Australia, year 21, v. 2 (18), Nov. 3, 
pp. 573-578, illus. [ W v ] 
1935 a.—Some aspects of  the study of  mites (Acar-
ina) in Australia [Title  only of  paper read before 
Sect. D—Zoology] <Rep. (22) Austral, and N. 
Zealand Ass. Adv. Sc. (Melbourne, Jan. 16-23), 
p. 165. [Wv] 
1937 a.—Insects and other invertebrates of  econo-
mic importance in South Australia during the 
period July 1934 to June 1936 <J . Dept. Agrie. 
South Australia, v. 40 (9), A p r , pp. 717-731, 
illus. [Wv] 
SWAN, J. G. [Capt, Indian Med. Serv.] 
1904 a.—Case of  continued fever  with Leishman-
Donovan bodies <Brit . Med. J. (2269), v. 1, 
June 25, p. 1487. [W», W v ] 
S W A N , J O H N M . [ M . D . ] 
1905 a.—Six lectures on the diseases of  the blood. 
- No. 6: Malaria < N . York Med. J. [etc.] (1399), 
v. 82 (13), Sept. 23, pp. 639-642; (1400), v . 82 
(14), Sept. 30, pp. 693-695. [W», W » , W«.] 
1910 a.—A report of  two cases of  external myiasis 
<J . Trop. Med. and H y g , London, v . 13 (25), 
Jan. 1, pp. 1-3, 1 p i , figs.  1-5. [W·, W v ] 
1910 b .—A report of  two cases of  external myiasis 
<Proc . Path. Soc. Phila, o . s , v , 31, n .s , v. 13 
(1), F e b , pp. 32-34. [ W v ] 
1910 c.—Some remarks on intestinal parasites 
<Penn. Med. J , v. 13 (8), May, pp. 631-633. 
[ W v ] 
1911 a.—Tropical diseases and health in the United 
States <Ann. Am. Acad. Polit, and Soc. Sc. 
(123), v. 37 (2), M a r , pp. 150-167 (pp. 394-411). 
[WM 
1911 b.—Tropical diseases and health in the United 
States <South. Med. J , v. 4 (6), July, pp. 497-
507. [W" . ] 
1913 a.—Is the importance of  intestinal parasites 
in tropical pathology exaggerated? [Abstract 
of  discussion before  10. Ann. M e e t , May 6-8] 
< T r . Am. Soc. Trop. Med ,|v . 8, pp. 24-25. 
[ W v ] 
S W A N , J O H N M . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1913 b.—Is the importance of  intestinal parasites 
in tropical pathology exaggerated? [Abstract 
of  discussion before  10. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Trop. Med.] < A m . J , Trop. D i s , N. Orleans, 
v. 1 (2), A u g , pp. 171-172. [Wv] 
1915 a.—The accomplished tasks of  tropical medi-
cine < A m . J. Trop. D i s , N. Orleans, v. 3 (6), 
D e c , pp. 320-326. [Wv] 
1917 a.—Trypanosomiasis, African  <Ref.  Handb. 
Med. Sc., 3. e d , v. 8, pp. 646-650. [Wv] 
S W A N , L . C . 
1938 a.—Swine practice <Canad. J. Comp. Med., 
v. 2 (10), O c t , pp. 292-295. [Wv] 
1943 a.—Pediculosis <Canad. J. Comp. M e d , v . 7 
(3), M a r , p. 78. [Wv] 
S W A N C A R A ,  A R N O L D L. [Tucson, Arizona] 
1950 a.—A new iodine preparation for  the staining 
of  parasitic ova and cysts <Am. J. Med. Tech., 
v. 16 (4), July, pp. 193-195. [ W v ] 
SWANEPOEL, C. H. [Marda, Smithfield] 
1943 a.—Walking blowfly  traps [Letter to editor] 
<Farmer's Weekly, Bloemfontein,  v. 66, Dec. 22, 
p. 651. [Wv] 
S W A N G A R D ,  W . M I C H A E L . [ 1 9 0 3 - ] [ V . S . , M . 
SC, D. SC., Vancouver, B. C.] 
1938 a.—Control of  trichomoniasis in cattle <Vet . 
J , v. 94 (12), D e c , pp. 446-453. [Wv] 
1939 a.—Trichomoniasis in cattle: Biological 
studies and a system of  control <J . Am. Vet. 
Med. Ass. (749) [i.e. 449], v. 95, A u g , pp. 146-
151. [Wv] 
1939 b.—La esterilidad de los bovinos < R e v . Asoo. 
Rural Uruguay, v. 66 (2-3), Feb . -Mar , pp. 2 9 -
33; (4), A p r , pp. 12-14. [Wv] 
1941 a.—A further  note on diagnosis and treatment 
of  bovine Trichomonas infection  < J . Am. Vet. 
Med. Ass. (776), v. 49, N o v , pp. 404-406, illus. 
[Wv] 
S w A N G E R , H E L E N H E I N L Y . See Thorne, Gerald; and 
Swanger, Helen Heinly. 
S W A N I D S E , D . 
(1929 a).—Ergebnisse der Untersuchung der Be-
völkerung aus der Tifliser  Vorstadt Ortatschala 
auf  Darmparasiten [Georgian text] < Nachr. 
Trop. M e d , Tiflis,  v. 2 (5), pp. 345-351; Ger-
man summary, p. 411. 
1930 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Trop . Dis. Bul l , v. 27 
(6), June, p. 443. [Wv] 
(1930 b).—Ueber die Verbreitung der Hymenoleçit 
nana und Hymenolepis diminuta unter den Kin-
dern der Tifliser  Kindergaerten [Georgian text] 
<Nachr. Trop. M e d , Tiflis,  v. 3 (1), June, pp. 
60-68; German summary, p. 99. 
1931 a.—Idem [Abstract] CTrop. Dis. Bul l , v. 28 
(3), M a r , p. 176. [Wv] 
SWANN, H. C. [M. R . С. V. S„ King's Lynn] 
1946 a.—Some observations on skin disease of  the 
dog <Vet. Ree. (3027), v. 58 (28), July 13, pp. 
298-299. [Wv] 
SWANN, M . M . See Picken, L. E. R. ; Pryor, M . G . 
M. ; .and Swann, M . M . 
S W A N N , W . S . [ D r . ] 
1888 a.—[Lice on hogs, treatment] (In F. D. Co -
burn's Swine Husbandry. [2. ed.], p. 296. New 
York.) [Wv] 
SWANSON, E. W . [Missouri Agrie. Exper. Station] 
See Herman, Harry August; Berousek, E. R . ; 
and Swanson, E. W. 
S W A N S O N , G U S T A V A D O L P H . [1910- ] [Minnea-
polis, Minnesota] 
1933 a.—A heavy case of  internal parasitism of  the 
belted kingfisher  < Wilson Bull , Quart. Mag. 
Ornithol, v. 45 (2), n. s. (163), v. 40, June, pp. 
80-82. [Wv] 
S W A N S O N , G U S T A V A D O L P H ; a n d E R I C K S O N , A R N O L D 
B U R T O N . 
1946 a.—Alaria taxideae n. s p , from the badger and 
other mustelids <J . Parasitol, v. 32 (1), Feb., 
pp. 17-19, pi. [Wv] 
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S W A N B O N , L E O N A R D E. [1898- ] [D. V. M „ 
Parasitol., Exper. Station, Univ. Florida, Gaines-
ville] [For  port, see North Am. Vet., v. 23 (3), 
Mar., 1942, p. 184] [WM [See also Harwood, 
Paul Duane; Habermann, Robert Thomas; and 
Swanson, Leonard E. ; and Harwood, Paul 
Duane; Jerstad, Arthur Clifford;  and Swanson, 
Leonard E.; and Porter, Dale Albert; Swanson, 
Leonard E.; and Drake, Terrence J.; and White-
hurst, V. E. (jr.); and Swanson, Leonard E.] 
1933 a.—The common slieep-liver fluke  and the 
campaign to control it <Vet. Alumni Quart. 
[Ohio State Univ.], v. 21 (3), Dec., pp. 98-100, 
2 figs.  [Wv] 
[1935 a].—The National emergency council. Radio 
address [on sheep liver fluke  investigation]. 4 
mimeographed leaves, [n.p.] [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1939 a.—A note on the parasite fauna  of  the Hawai-
ian Islands <Proc. Helminth. Soc. Washington, 
v. 6 (1), Jan., pp. 29-30. [Issued Mar. 29] [W\J 
1941 a.—Internal parasites of  cattle and their con-
trol in Florida <Florida Poultryman, v. 7 (11), 
Nov., pp. 15-16. [W·.] 
1941 b.—A note on the parasite fauna  of  Georgia 
<Proc. Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 8 (2), 
July, pp. 62-63. [WM 
1941 c.—Phenothiazine and its unfavorable  reac-
tion with horses and mules. Bad risk involved 
when phenothiazine is used with horses and mules 
which are poor or weak or affected  with infectious 
anemia, says Swanson <Florida Cattleman, v. 5 
(9), June, p. 7. [Wv] 
1942 a.—Internal parasites of  cattle <Proc. Ass. 
South. Agrie. Workers (43. Ann. Conv., Mem-
phis, Tenn., Feb. 4-6) , p. 90. [WM 
[1942 b].—Longevity of  eggs and larvae of  interna^ 
parasites of  cattle <Ann. Rep. Florida Agrie· 
Exper. Station (1941-42), p. 71. [WM 
1942 c.—Phenothiazine as an anthelmintic for  re-
moval of  gastrointestinal parasites of  sheep and 
calves <North Am. Vet., v. 23 (3), Mar., pp. 
184-185. [W».J 
1942 d.—Preventive measures are best for  lung-
worm control <Florida Poultryman v. 8 (9-10), 
Sept.-Oct., p. 16. [W·.] 
1944 a.—The effect  of  phenothiazine on horses < J. 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (810), v. 105, Sept., pp. 134-
135. [W».] 
[1946 a].:—Control of  the common cattle grub 
<Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1945-46), 
p. 56. [WM 
{1946 b].—Control of  the common liver fluke  in 
cattle <Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station 
(1945-46), p. 56. [W·.] 
{1946 с].—Longevity of  eggs and larvae of  internal 
parasites of  cattle <Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. 
Station (1945-46), p. 52. [WM 
1947 a.—Livestock parasite problems in the south-
east <Proc. 50. Ann. Meet. U. S. Livestock San. 
Ass. (Chicago, 111., Dec. 4-5, 1946), pp. 91-95. 
W ñ.l 
{1947 b].—Control of  cattle grubs (ox warbles) 
<Ann. Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1946-
47), pp. 60-61. [WM 
{1947 с].—Control of  the common liver fluke  < Ann. 
Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1946-47), p. 
6 0 . [ W M 
{1949 a].—Control of  the common cattle grub 
<Ann. Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1947-
48), p. 57. [WM 
{1949 b].—Control of  the common liver fluke  < Ann. 
Rep. Florida Agrie. Exper. Station (1947-48), 
pp. 56-57. [WM 
S W A N B O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d A L I C A T A , JOSEPH E V E R -
ETT. 
1936 a.—Liver fluke  <Rep. Hawaii Agrie. Exper. 
Station, Dec., pp. 12, 83-87. [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d B A T T E , E D W A R D G . 
1950 a.—Control of  external parasites means regu-
lar handling, proper use of  new insecticides. Par-
isitologists [sic] report <Florida Cattleman, v. 
14 (12), Sept., pp. 14, 62-63, illus. [WM 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d B A T T E , E D W A R D G . — 
Continued. 
1950 b.—Flukes cost $60,000 in 1948; are control-
lable <Florida Cattleman, v. 14 (11), Aug.. DO. 
14, 16, 37, illus. [WM 
S W A N B O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d C A R L I S L E , В . E . 
1941 a.—Phenothiazine as an anthelmintic for 
cattle under field  conditions <Vet. Med., v. 36 
(6), June, pp. 312-315, illus. [WM 
S W A N B O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d G o o , G . W . H . 
1938 a.—Liver fluke  control <Rep. Hawaii Agrio. 
Exper. Station (1937), pp. 90-93. [Issued Mar.] 
[ W M 
S W A N B O N , L E O N A R D E . ; H A R W O O D , P A U L D U A N · ; 
a n d C O N N E L L Y , J A M E S W I L L I A M . 
1940 a.—Phenothiazine as an anthelmintic for  the 
removal of  intestinal worms from swine <J . 
Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (756), v. 96, Mar., pp. 333-
338. [ W M 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d H O P P E R , H O W A R D Н . 
1950 a.—Diagnosis of  liver fluke  infection  in cattle 
<J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (881) v. 117, Aug., pp. 
127-129. [W».] 
S W A N S O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d K A T E S , K E N N E T H C A S -
PER. 
1940 a.—Coccidiosis in a litter of  pigs <Proc. Hel-
minth. Soc. Washington, v. 7 (1), Jan., pp. 2 9 -
30. [Issued Mar. 28] [WM 
S W A N B O N , L E O N A R D E . ; P O R T E R , D A L E A L B E R T ; a n d 
C O N N E L L Y , J A M E S W I L L I A M . 
1940 a.—Efficacy  of  nonconditioned phenothiazine 
in removing worms from the alimentary canal of 
cattle <J. Am. Vet. Med. Ass. (759), v. 96, June, 
pp. 704-707. [WM 
S W A N B O N , L E O N A R D E . ; a n d T A Y L O R , A L B E R T L E E . 
1943 a.—Control of  cattle-parasitic and free-living 
nematodes by soil fumigation  with methyl brom-
ide <Proc. Helminth. Soc. Washington, v. 10 
(1), Jan., pp. 1-3. [ W M 
S W A N T Z , H E N R Y E U G E N E [1894- ] [Dr., Lieut. 
Col.]; and B A Y L I S S , M I L W A R D . 
1945 a.—Hemoglobinuria. Report of  ten cases of 
ite occurrence in negroes during convalescence 
from malaria <War Med., v. 7 (2), Feb., pp. 104-
107. [ W M 
S W A N Z Y , H E N R Y R. [1844-1913) 
1884 a.—A handbook of  the diseases of  the eye and 
their treatment. 437 pp., 122 figs.,  2 pis. Lon-
don. [Wm.] 
1884 b.—Idem. 437 pp., 122 figs.,  2 pis. New 
York. [Wm.] 
1888 a.—Idem. 2. ed. 455 pp., 148 figs.,  3 pis. 
London. [Wm . ] 
1890 a.—Idem. 3. ed. 508 pp., 158 figs.,  2 pis. 
London. [Wm.] 
1890 b — Idem. 3. ed. 508 pp., 158 figs.,  2 pis. 
Philadelphia. [Wm.] 
1892 a.—Idem. 4. ed. 518 pp., 164 figs.,  2 pia. 
Philadelphia. [Wm.] 
1892 b.—Idem. 4. ed. 536 pp., 164 figs.,  2 pie. 
London. [Wm.] 
1896 a.—Idem. 5. ed. 582 pp., 166 figs.,  2 pis. 
Philadelphia. [W»J 
1897 a.—Idem. 6. ed. 629 pp., 157 figs.,  1 pL 
Philadelphia. [W"M 
1897 b.—Idem. 6. ed. 608 pp., 157 figs.,  2 pie. 
London. [Wm.] 
1900 a.—Idem. 7. ed. 633 pp., 164 figs.,  1 pi. 
London. [Wm.] 
1900 b.—Idem. 7. ed. 607 pp., 163 figs.,  1 pL 
Philadelphia. [W·. ] 
S W A N Z Y , H E N R Y R . ; a n d W E R N E R , L O U I S . 
1907 a.—A handbook of  the diseases of  the eye and 
their treatment. 9. ed. 744 pp., 227 figs.,  1 pi. 
London. [Wm.] 
S W A R C Z E W B K Y ,  B O R I S . [Biol.-Geog. Forschungsinst. 
Irkutsk] 
1909 a.—Zur Kenntnis der Allogromia ovoidea 
(Rhumbl.) <Arch. Protistenk., v. 14 (3), pp. 396-
416, pis. 18-19, figs.  1-48. [W», Wm.] 
49 UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 
S W A R C Z E W S K Y ,  B O R I S — C o n t i n u e d . 
1910 a.—Beobachtungen über Lankesteria sp., eine 
in Turbellarien des Baikalsees lebende Gregarine 
<Festschr. 60. Geburtst. Richard Hertwigs 
(München), v . 1, pp. 635-674, pis. 46-49, figs. 
1-71. [W®.] 
τ 1912 a.—Zur Chromidienfrage und Kerndualismus-
hypothese <Biol. Centralbl., v. 32 (7), 20 Juli, 
pp. 435—445, figs.  a -d . [W·.] 
1914 a.—Ueber den Lebenscyclus einiger Hap-
losporidien <Arch. Protistenk., v. 33 (1), 2 
Feb., pp. 49-108, figs,  a-k, pis. 4-8, figs.  1-104. 
[Wa.] 
1928 a.—Beobachtungen über Spirochona elegans 
η. sp. <Arch. Protistenk., v . 61 (2), 3 Apr., pp. 
185-222, fig.  1, pis. 7-8, figs.  1-57. [Wa.] 
1928 b.—Zur Kenntnis der Baikalprotistenfauna. 
Die an den Baikalgammariden lebenden Infu-
sorien. I. Dendrosomidae <Arch. Protistenk., 
v . 61 (3), 2 Mai, pp. 349-378. [W·.] 
1928 c.—Zur Kenntnis der Baikalprotistenfauna. 
Die an den Baikalgammariden lebenden Infu-
sorien. III. Discophryidae <Arch. Protistenk., 
v . 63 (1-2), 15 Aug., pp. 1-17, pi. 1, figs.  1-31. 
[W-.J 
..· 1928 d.—Zur Kenntnis der Baikalprotistenfauna. 
Die an Baikalgammariden lebenden Infusorien. 
IV. Acinetidae <Arch. Protistenk., v. 63 (3), 
20 Sept., pp. 362-409, pis. 13-15, figs.  1-88. 
[W·.] 
1928 е.—Zur Kenntnis der Baikalprotistenfauna. 
Die an den Baikalgammariden lebenden Infu-
sorien. V.  Spirochonina <Arch. Protistenk., v . 64 
(1-2), pp. 44-60, pl. 2, figs.  1-25. [Issued 26 
Oct.] [W».] 
1929 a.—Zur Kenntnis der Baikalprotistenfauna. 
Die an den Baikalgammariden lebenden Infu-
sorien. VI. Stentorina <Arch. Protistenk., v . 65 
(1-2), 31 Jan., pp. 38-44, pl. 1, figs.  1-11. [Wa.] 
1930 a.—Zur Kenntnis der Baikalprotistenfauna. 
Die an den Baikalgammariden lebenden Infu-
sorien. VII . Lagenophrys, Vaginicola und 
Cothurnia <Arch. Protistenk., v. 69 (3), 12 
März, pp. 455-532, figs.  1-5, pis. 22-24, figs.  1 -
88. [W».] 
S W A R T , SIJPKO S T H E E M A N . 
[1862 а].—Verhandeling over de ingewandswormen. 
63 pp., 2 1. Groningen. [W®.] 
S W A R T A B R A H A M S Z , T H . [ D r . ] 
1903 a.—Malaria te Sindanglaia en omstreken 
<Geneesk. Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, Deel 43, 
2. Afl.,  pp. 117-131. [W·.] 
S W A B T O U T , H . O . [ M . D . , D . P . H . ] 
1941 a.—One out of  every seven Americans has 
trichinosis CHealth, Doct. Mag., v . 8 (9), Sept., 
pp. 8-9, 23, 25. |W»J 
1942 a.—De cada siete personas una tiene triquino-
sis <Hospital, Monterrey, v. 2 (1), Jan.-Feb., 
pp. 8-11, illus. [Wpa·.] 
S W A R T Z , 0 [ L A F ] . 
1788 a.—Pulex penetrans Linn. < K . Vetensk. 
Acad. N. Handl., Stockholm, v. 9, Jan.-Mar., 
pp. 40-48, pi. 2, figs.  a- i . [W·.] 
(1788 b) .—Idem [Transi?] < K . Sehwed. Akad. 
Wissensch. N. Abhandl., Leipz., p. 37. 
1815 a.—Tillagg vid foregående  [Om Hydatider] 
< K . Vetensk. Acad. Handl., Stockholm, pp. 276-
278. [W·.] [See Hedlund, Th., 1815 a.] 
S W A R T Z W E L D E B ,  J O H N C L Y D E . [Dept. Trop. Med., 
Tulane Univ.] [See also Faust, Ernest Carroll; 
Scott, Leonard Case; and Swartz welder, J. C. ; 
and Faust, Ernest Carroll; and Swartz welder, 
John Clyde; and Faust, Ernest Carroll; Hood, 
Marion; and Swartzwelder, John Clyde; and 
Craig, Charles Franklin; and Swartzwelder, John 
Clyde] 
1937 a .—Do cysts of  Endamoeba histolytica formed 
in the intestine excyst before  evacuation and 
cause internal autoinfection? [Preliminary 
paper] <Proc . Soc. Exper. Biol. and Med., v. 36 
(3), Apr., pp. 266-269. [W«.] 
S W A R T Z W E L D E R ,  J O H N C L Y D E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1937 b.—Experimental studies on Endamoeba his-
tolytica in the dog: A preliminary report <J . 
Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, v . 40 (15), Aug. 
2, pp. 173-174. [Wa.] 
1937 c.—Studies on the infection  of  dogs with tro-
phozoites of  Endamoeba histolytica by the oral 
route. A preliminary report <Pub. Health 
Rep., U. S. Pub. Health Serv., v. 52 (42), Oct. 
15, pp. 1447-1451. [Wa.] 
1938 a.—Consideration of  the classification  of 
trypanosomes, with special reference  to the classi-
fication  of  Jacono <J . Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
London, v. 41 (11), June 1, pp. 182-186. [W·.] 
1938 b.—A survey of  the intestinal parasites of 
medical students <J . Parasitol., v. 24 (6), Dec., 
pp. 552-553. [Wa.] 
1939 a.—Clinical Taenia infection:  An analysis of 
sixty cases <J . Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, 
v . 42 (15), Aug. 1, pp. 226-229, illus. [Wa.] 
1939 b.—Clinical Trichocephalus  trichiurus infec-
tion. An analysis of  eighty-one cases < A m . J. 
Trop. Med., v. 19 (5), Sept., pp. 473-481. [W·.] 
1939 c.—A comparison of  five  laboratory techniques 
for  the demonstration of  intestiaal parasites < J . 
Trop. Med. and Hyg., London, v. 42 (13), July 1, 
pp. 185-187, illus., pl. [W·.] 
1939 d.—Experimental studies on Endamoeba his-
tolytica in the dog < A m . J. Hyg., v. 29 (2), Mar., 
Sect. C, pp. 89-109. [W».] 
1941 a.—Toxocara cati (cat ascarid) infection  in 
man. Report of  an additional case <J . Trop. 
Med. and Hyg., London, v. 44 (10), May 15, pp. 
61-62, illus. [W».] 
1942 a.—A review of  recent work on the parasi-
tology of  simian malarial infections  and simian 
plasmodia <J . National Malaria Soc., [v. 1], 
pp. 141-147. [Wa.] 
1946 a.—Tropical medicine in the war <J . Louisi-
ana Univ. School Med., v . 7 (8), Feb., pp. 8-10. 
[W®.] 
1946 b.—Clinical ascariasis. An analysis of  two 
hundred and two cases < A m . J. Dis. Child., v . 
72 (2), Aug., pp. 172-180. [W·.] 
1946 c.—Echinococcus infection  (hydatid diaeaae) 
in Lousiana [Program and Abstr. 21. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Boston, Dec. 26-28] <J. 
Parasitol., v . 32 (6), Sect. 2, Dec., Suppl., p. 17. 
[W«.] 
1947 a.—Echinococcus infection  (hydatid disease) 
in Louisiana < N . Ori. Med. and S. J., v . 99 
(12), June, pp. 617-619. [W».] 
1947 b.—Report of  ten cases of  Balantidium coli 
infection  [Program and Abstr. 22. Ann. Meet. 
Am. Soc. Parasitol., Chicago, Dec. 29-31] < J . 
Parasitol., v. 33 (6), Sect. 2, Suppl., Dec., p. 23. 
[Wa.] 
1950 a.—Balantidiasis < A m . J. Digest. Dia., v. 17 
(6), June, pp. 173-179, illus. [W».] 
S W A R T Z W E L D E R ,  J O H N C L Y D E ; a n d C A L I , S . J . 
1942 a.—Human intestinal myiasis due to syiphid 
larvae. Report of  an additional case (Eristalis 
tenax) < A m . J. Trop. Med., v. 22 (2), Mar., pp. 
159-163, illus., pi. [Wa.] 
S W A R T Z W E L D E R ,  J O H N C L Y D E ; a n d M C G I L L , H . C . 
(Jr.) 
1949 a.—Intestinal amebiasis complicated by ab-
scess of  the brain. Report of  a case without hepa-
tic or pulmonary involvement < R e v . Med. Trop, 
y Parasitol., v . 5 (3-4), Mar.-Apr., pp. 27-29, 
illus. [W»».] 
S W A R T Z W E L D E R ,  J O H N C L Y D E ; a n d M U L L E R , G . R . 
1949 a.—Failure to demonstrate precipitins in dogs 
infected  with Endamoeba histolytica [Program 
and Abstr. 24. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., 
New York, Dec. 27-29] <J . Parasitol., v. 35 
(6), Sect. 2, Dec., p. 32. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1950 a.—A comparison of  the infection  rate and 
gross pathology of  amebic infection  in normal 
and antigen-injected rats < A m . J. Trop. Med., 
v. 30 (2), Mar., pp. 181-183. [W*.] 
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S W A R T Z W E L D E R ,  J O H N C L Y D E ; a n d PAPERMASTEB, 
T . c. 
1947 a.—The effect  of  aralen on Giardia lambía  in-
fections  in children [Program and Abstr. 22. 
Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Chicago, Dec. 
29-31] CJ. Parasitol., v. 33 (6), Sect. 2, Suppl., 
Dec., p. 22. [W·.] 
S W A R T Z W E L D E R ,  J O H N C L Y D E ; a n d S E A B U R Y , J . H . 
1947 a.—Bite of АтЫуотта americanum asso-
ciated with possible tick paralysis [Program and 
Abstr. 22. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. Parasitol., Chic-
ago, Dec. 29-31] < J . Parasitol., v . 33 (6), Sect. 
2, Suppl., Dec., pp. 22-23. [W».j 
S W A Y N E , JOSEPH G R I F F I T H S . [Clifton] 
1887 a.—Gad flies  attacking man [Letter to editor 
dated Dec. 19] <Bri t . Med. J., v . 2, Dec. 24, p. 
1404. [ W m . ] 
SWEATT, J . B . [Greeley, Co l . ] 
1939 a.—Parasites and what to do about them 
<Sheepman, v. 10 (1), M a y 3, p. 18. [WM 
S W E E B E , E . E . [North Chicago, Illinois] 
1931 a.—Common intestinal parasites in the fox 
<Vet . Med., v. 26 (7), July, pp. 271-272. [W'J 
1936 a.—Common sense in fox  farming  <Vet . 
Med., v. 31 (12), Dec., pp. 520-523, illus. [W»J 
1937 a.—Idem < F u r Animal Pract. (Frick), pp. 
30-33, illus. [W>.] 
SWEENEY, A . R . [Sr. Surg., U. S. Pub. Health Serv.] 
1936 a.—Rat proofing  in relation to military opera-
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S W E E N E Y , J A M E S S . ; Q U E E N , F R A N K В . ; a n d B A R -
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1929 a.—A comparative study of  the action of  cer-
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S W E E N E Y , T H O M A S R . [Asst. Chem.] See White, 
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S. S.; and Von (Dettingen, Wolfgang  Felix. 
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S W E E T , E R N E S T A L B E R T . [ 1 8 7 6 - ] [Surg., U . S. 
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1918 a.—Field identification  of  malaria-carrying 
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S W E E T , G E O R G I N A . [ 1 8 7 5 - 1 9 4 6 ] [ D . S c . , О . В . E . ] 
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derson; and Sweet, Georgina; and Gilruth, John 
Anderson; Sweet, Georgina; and Dodd, Sydney] 
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of  forms  recorded up to date [Abstract of  1909 a] 
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toria, n. s., v. 23 (1), Aug., pp. 242-256, pis. 3 1 -
35, figs.  1-21. [WM 
1910 b .—A species of Argas, apparently new to 
science <Proc . Roy. Soc. Victoria, n. е., v. 23 
(1), Aug., pp. 15-18, pi. 2, figs.  1 -4 . [WM 
1912 a.—Idem < J . Trop. Vet. Sc.. v. 7 (1), pp. 
180-183, figs.  1 -4 . [WM 
[1915 a].—Investigations into the occurrence of 
onchocerciasis in cattle and associated animals 
in countries other than Australia. 53 pp., 7 pis., 
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1917 b.—The occurrence of  onchocerciasis in cattle 
and associated animals in countries other than 
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[1929 а].—Investigations into the occurrence of 
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<Collect. Papers Sc. Lab. Univ. Melbourne 
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figs.  1-21. [WM 
[1929 с].—A species of Argas, apparently new to 
science [Reprint of  1910 b] CCollect. Papera 
Sc. Lab. Univ. Melbourne (1910-28), v . 5, Zool., 
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20-23. [WM 
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S W E E T , L E W I S K . [ M . D. , Peiping, China] 
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S W E E T , W I N F I E L D C A R E Y . [1891-1942] [For  necrol-
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bert; and Sweet, Winfield  Carey; and Jacocks, 
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Winfield  Carey; and Moorthy, V. Narasimba; 
and Sweet, Winfield  Carey; and Nursing, D . ; 
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S W E I T Z E B , S A M U E L E D W A B D ; a n d W I N E R , L O U I S 
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1941 a.—Norwegian scabies <Arch. Dermat. and 
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S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A S H E N D R I K [1885- ] 
[Prof.  Dr. Amsterdam] [See also de Buck, Α . ; 
Schoute, E.; and Swellengrebel, Nicolaas Hen-
drik; and de Buck, Α . ; and Swellengrebel, Nicolaas 
Hendrik; and Kuenen, W . Α . ; and Swellengrebel 
Nicolaas Hendrik; and Nijkamp, J. Α . ; and Swell-
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1907 a.—Sur la cytologie comparée des spirochètes 
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1908 c .—La volutine chez les trypanosomes 
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1909 b.—Spirochäten [Abstract of  1908 1] 
CDeutsche Med. Wchnschr., v . 35 (12), 25 März, 
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1909 c.—Zur Kenntnis des Baues und der Zell-
teilung von Trypanosoma gambiense und Tr. 
equinum CTijdschr. Nederl. Dierk. Vereen., 2. s., 
Deel 11 (2), Juli, pp. 80-98, pl. 5, figs.  1 -30 . 
[W·.] 
1910 a.—Fixation and staining of  Trypanosoma 
lewisi CParasitology, v. 3 (2), July 14, pp. 2 2 6 -
238, figs.  1-7 . [W*.] 
1910 b.—Normal and abnormal morphology of 
Trypanosoma  lewisi, in the blood of  the rat CPar-
asitology, v. 3 (4), Dec. 30, pp. 459-478, dia-
grams 1-15. [Wa.] 
1910 c.—Notiz über eine neue freilebende  Amöbe 
Amoeba salteti n. sp. CArch. Protistenk., v . 19 
(2), pp. 167-177, pis. 5-6, figs.  1-50. [W·.] 
1910 d.—Over de morphologische overeenkomst 
tussehen vrijlevende en parasitische amoeben 
CNederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 54, 2. R., v . 46, 
2. Helft Α . , (1), July 2, pp. 91-96. [ W v ] 
1910 е.—Zur Kenntnis des Baues und der Zell-
teilung von Trypanosoma gambiense und Tr, 
equinum [Abstract of  1909 с] CBull. Inst. Pas-
teur, Paris, v . 8 (1), 15 Jan., pp. 23-24; footnote 
by Mesnil, F., p. 24. [W».] 
1911 a.—Note on the morphology of Herpetomonas 
and Crithidia, with some remarks on physiologi-
cal degeneration CParasitology, v. 4 (2), June, 
pp. 108-130, diagrams 1-12. [Issued July 18] 
[Wv] 
1911 b.—Over trypanosomen uit het bloed van 
Nederlandsche runderen CTijdschr. Veeartsen-
ijk., v . 38 (20), 15 Oct., pp. 766-770, 1 pL, figs. 
1-5 . [Wv] 
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1911 d.—Zur Kenntnis des Dimorphismus von 
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tralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 61 (3), 9 Dec. , 
pp. 193-206, figs.  1 -9 . [W·.] 
1911 е.—lets over de biologie van Trypanosoma 
gambiense CNederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v . 47, I . 
(13), Apr. 1, pp. 1260-1262. [ W v ] 
1912 a.—Beitrag zur Kenntnis der Biologie der 
europäischen Rattenflöhe (Ceratophyllus fascia· 
tus Bosc.) CArch. Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 
16 (6), März, pp. 169-182, figs.  1-4 , tables 1 -5 . 
[W«.] 
1912 b.—Berichtigung zu meiner Arbeit über die 
Biologie der Flöhe in Amsterdam CArch. Schiffs-
u. Tropen-Hyg., v . 16 (12), Juni, p. 407. [Wv] 
1912 c .—The life-history  of Pleistophora gigantea 
Thélohan (Glugea gigantea Thél.) CParasitology, 
v. 4 (4), Dec. 1911, pp. 345-363, diagrams 1-20, 
pis. 17-18. [Issued Jan. 8] [W·.] 
1912 d.—Trypanosomen, Spirochäten und Bak-
terien. Eine Zusammenfassung  der Ergebnisse 
anderer und eigener Untersuchungen [Zusam-
menfassende  Uebersichten] CCentralbl. Bak-
teriol., 1. Abt., Ref., v . 51 (5-6), 12 Jan., pp. 129-
158, figs.  1-12. [W».] 
1912 e.—lets over de biologie van Trypanosoma 
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1912 f.—Over  trypanosomen uit het bloed van 
Nederlandsche runderen CTijdschr. Veeart-
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1913 a.—Mededeeling omtrent Onderzoekingen 
over de Biologie van Ratten en Vlooien en over 
andere Onderwerpen, die Betrekking hebben op 
de Epidemiologie der Pest op Oöst-Java. (Een 
rapport aan den Hoofd-Inspecteur,  Chef  van den 
Burgerlijken Geneeskundigen dienst in Neder-
landsch-Indië) [Record of  observations on the 
bionomics of  fleas  and rats and on other sub-
jects, bearing on the epidemiology of  plague in 
Eastern Java. (A report to the Inspector-in-
chief  of  the civil medical service in Netherland's 
India)] [Dutch and English text] CMededeeL 
Burgerlijk. Geneesk. Dienst Nederl.-Indië, Deel 
2 (1), pp. 1-90, maps 1-9, figs.  1-3 , charts 1-13. 
[Wa.] 
1913 b.—Ontwikkeling van Ascaris-embryonen 
buiten het menschelijk lichaam CGeneesk. Ti jd -
schr. Nederl .-Indie, v. 53, pp. 672-674, pi. [ W v ] 
1913 c.—Schizogonie der weiblichen Gametocyten 
von Laverania malariae (Tropica-Parasit) CCen-
tralbL Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v . 70 (3-4) , 4 
Aug., pp. 179-181, 1 pl., figs.  1-27. [W·.] 
1914 a.—Dierlijke entamoeben uit Deli CGeneesk. 
Tijdschr. Nederl.-Indië, v. 54 (4), pp. 420-426, 
pi. [Wv] 
1914 b.—Versuche und Beobachtungen über die 
Biologie von Xenopsylla  cheopis in Ost-Java 
CCentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v . 74 ( 5 -
6), 16 Juli, pp. 456-466, figs.  1-2 . [W».] 
1914 с.—Zur Kenntnis der Entwicklungsgeschichte 
von Isospora  bigemina (Stiles) CArch. Protistenk., 
Jena, v. 32 (3), 6 Jan., pp. 379-392, pis. 20-23, 
figs.  1-51, I - V I . [W·.] 
1915 a.—Over pestbesmetting buiten bloedzuigende 
insecten om CNederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 51, 
I I (20), Nov. 13, pp. 2262-2270. [ W v ] 
1915 b — U e b e r die Zahl der Flöhe der Ratten Oet-
Javas und die Bedeutung des Parallelismus von 
Flöhe- und Pestkurven CZtschr. Hyg. u. In-
fektionskr.,  v . 79 (3), 1 März, pp. 492-510. |W».] 
1915 c,—Eenige opmerkingen over de bestrijding 
der kleederluizen С Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., 
2. R. , v . 51, (15), pp. 1734-1760, illus., pl. [ W v j 
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S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A B H E N D R I K — C o n t i n u e d . 
1916 a.—Over de zoogenaamde "intraglobulaire 
conjugatie" van den tropica parasiet (Laverania 
malariae) <Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 60, 
2., v. 52, pt. 2 (11), 9 Sept., pp. 914-924, figs.  1 -
6. R. [W"J 
1916 b.—Ueber die sogenannte "intraglobuläre 
Konjugation" bei dem Tropikaparasiten <Arch. 
Schiffs-  u. Tropen-Hyg., v. 20 (18), 2. Sept.-Heft, 
pp. 423-432, pb. 13-15, figs.  1-84. [W*.] 
1917 a.—Observations on Blastocyst is hominis 
СParasitology, v. 9 (4), July 27, pp. 451-459, 
pis. 16-17, figs.  1-105. [WM 
1917 b.—Over proefondervindelijke  amoebiasis bij 
katten CNederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 61, 1. 
Helft, (21), v. 53, 2. R., 26 Mei, pp. 1773-1776. 
[W®.] 
1917 c.—Ueber die Cystenbildung des Chilomastix 
mesnili Wenyon <Arch. Protistenk., v. 38 (1), 
pp. 89-93, fig.  A, pis. 1-2, figs.  1-40. [WM 
1918 a.—Quelques remarques sur la façon de com-
battre le pou des vêtements <Arch. Néerl. Se. 
Exactes, s. 3B, Sc. Nat. (1916-17), v. 3, pp. 1 -
31, illus. [W™.] 
1920 a.—Méthode de recherche de rares parasites 
du paludisme dans le sang périphérique <BuIl. 
Soc. Path. Exot., v. 13 (1), 14 Jan., pp. 20-22. 
[W·.] 
1920 b.—Myobium  myzomyiae, een parasitische 
haplosporidie uit het darmkanaal van eenige ano-
phelinen. (Myobium  myzomyiae, a parasitic 
Haplosporidium found  in the intestinal tract of 
some Anophelinae) [Alternate Dutch and Eng-
lish text] <Mededeel. Burgerlijk. Geneesk. 
Dienst Nederl.-Indië (1919), v. 10, pp. 68-72, 
figs.  1-5. [W», W®.] 
1920 c.—Rapport over proeven nopens de ontwik-
keling van malariaparasieten in eenige Ano-
phelinen. [Report on experiments upon the de-
velopment of  malaria parasites in some anophe-
lines] [Dutch and English text] CMededeel. 
Burgerlijk. Geneesk. Dienst Nederl.-Indië (1919), 
v. 9, pp. 53-71, curves 1-2. [WM 
1929 a.—Het voorkomen van Xenopsylla astia in 
Nederlandsch-Indië <Mededeel. Dienst. Volks-
gezondheid NederL-Indië, v. 18, pp. 79-80. 
[W®.] 
1932 a.—Trichinosis in Nederland <Nederl. Tijd-
schr. Geneesk., v. 76 (4), Jan. 23, pp. 363-368. 
[W®.] 
1935 a.—Le médecin et l'entomologie (Conferenze 
sulla malaria tenute nell'Agosto del 1934) <Riv. 
Malariol., Sez. II, v. 14 (3), Suppl., pp. 73-86. 
[W*.] 
1936 a.—Factors influencing malaria transmission 
in nature [Abstract of  report before  2. Internat. 
Cong. Microbiol.] < Lancet, London (5893), v. 
231, v. 2 (6), Aug. 8, p. 332. [W'.] 
1937 a.—Two factors  influencing  the transmission 
of  Plasmodium vivax by Anopheles atroparvus in 
the Netherlands [Abstract] <2. Internat. Cong. 
Microbiol. (London, July 25-Aug. 1, 1936), Rep. 
Proc., pp. 303-305. [W\] 
1938 a.—Presidential address at the opening of  the 
third International malaria congress <Acta 
Conv. 3. Trop. Morbis, v. 2, pp. 19-23. [WM 
1946 a.—Besmettingeproeven met Oxyuris 
<Nederl. Tijdschr. Geneesk., v. 90 (27), July 6, 
pp. 762-764. [Wm.] 
1950 a.—The parasite-host relationship in malaria 
<Ann. Trop. Med. and Parasitol., v. 44 (1), 
Apr., pp. 84-92. [W·.] 
S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A S H E N D R I K ; a n d D E 
B U C K , A . 
1938 a.—Malaria in the Netherlands. 267 pp., 
illus., pis. Amsterdam. [WM 
S W E L L E N G B E B E L , N I C O L A A B H E N D R I K ; DE B U C K , Α . ; 
a n d Κ Κ Α Α Ν , . Η . 
1938 a.—Mechanism of  malaria transmission in the 
province of  North Holland < J. Hyg. Cambridge, 
[Eng.!, v. 38 (1), Jan., pp. 62-74, illus. [Issued 
Jan. 1] [ W M 
S W E L L E N G B E B E L , N I C O L A A B H E N D B I K ; DE B U C K , Α . ; 
S C H O U T E , E . ; a n d K R A A N , Μ . H . 
1936 a.—Investigations on the transmission of 
malaria in some villages north of  Amsterdam 
< Quart. Bull., Health Org., League Nations, 
v. 5 (2), June, pp. 295-352, illus. [WM 
S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A B H E N D R I K ; a n d Ο Τ Ο -
TEN, L. 
1914 a.—Experimentelle Beiträge zur Kenntnis der 
Uebertragung der Pest durch Flöhe und Läuse 
<Zentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 74 (7), 
25 Juli, pp. 592-603. [WM 
S W E L L E N G B E B E L , N I C O L A A S H E N D R I K ; a n d R O D E N -
WALDT , E R N S T . 
1932 a.—Die Anophelen von Niederländisch-Ostin-
dien. 3. Aufl. 242 pp., illus., pia. Jena. [WM 
S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A S H E N D R I K ; a n d DE R O O K . 
1928 a.—Effet comparé de quelques larvicidee 
<Bull. Soc. Path. Exot., v. 21 (2), 8 Fév., pp. 
109-112, 1 graph. [W».] 
S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A S H E N D R I K ; a n d S C H I E S S , 
J. R. 
1917 a.—Quelques remarques sur la morphologie 
de 1 'Entamoeba histolytica et la valeur diag-
nostique de l'infection  rectale des chats <Bull. 
Soc. Path. Exot., v. 10 (1), 10 Jan., pp. 13-17, 
figs.  1-4. [WM 
S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A S H E N D B I K ; a n d S T R I C K -
L A N D , C Y R I L . 
1910 a.—The development of  Trypansoma  lewisi 
outside the vertebrate host <Parasitology, v. 3 
(3), Sept., pp. 360-389, diagrams I - X X I , tablee 
I-IV. [Issued Oct. 22] [WM 
1911 a.—Some remarks on Dr. Swingle's paper 
"The transmission of  Trypanosoma  lewisi by 
rat fleas",  etc. CParasitology, v. 4 (2), June, pp. 
104-107. [Issued July 18] [See Swingle, Leroy 
D., 1911 d] 
S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A S H E N D R I K ; a n d S W E L L E N -
G R E B E L - D E G R A A F , J . Μ . Η . 
1920 a.—A malaria survey in the Malay Archipel-
ago parasitology, v. 12 (3), Sept., pp. 180-198. 
[Issued Sept. 28] [WM 
S W E L L E N G R E B E L , N I C O L A A S H E N D R I K ; a n d W I N O T O , 
R A D E N M A S M A N G K O E . 
1916 a.—Amoeben van het Limax type uit den 
menschelijken darm <Tijdschr. Vergelijk. Gen-
eesk., v. 2 (3), pp. 175-179, 1 pl., figs.  1-28. 
[WM 
1917 a.—The life  history of  Amoebae of  the Limax 
type in the human intestine <Parasitology, v. 9 
(2), Feb., pp. 266-273, fig.  1, pi. 2, figs.  1-36. 
[Issued Feb. 26] [WM 
S W E L L E N G R E B E L - D E G R A A F , J. M. H. See Swellen-
grebel, Nicolaas Hendrik; and Swellengrebel-de 
Graaf,  J. M. H. 
S W E N K , M Y R O N H A R M O N . [1883- ] [Lincoln, 
Nebraska] [See also Walker, Harry Grandville; 
Bissell, Thomas Lemuel; Swenk, Myron Har-
mon; and Knowlton, George Franklin] 
1905 a.—Class 1, Hexapoda. Order iv, Diptera. 
The North American species of  Cuterebra <J. 
N. York Entom. Soc., v. 13 (4), Dec., pp. 181-
185. [W\ W·.] 
1908 a.—The bot-flies  affecting  live stock in Ne-
braska <Ann. Rep. Nebraska State Bd. Agrie., 
pp. 327-341, figs.  25-32. [W·.] 
1916 a.—Descriptions and records of  North Ameri-
can Hippoboecidae <J. N. York Entom. Soc., 
v. 24 (2), June, pp. 126-136. [WM 
1933 a.—American wood tick (Dermacentor varia-
bais Say) Clnsect Pest Survey Bull., v. 13 (2), 
Apr. 1, p. 47. [WM 
1937 a.—Rabbit tick (Haemaphysalis  leporis-palu»· 
tris Pack.) Clnsect Pest Survey Bull., v. 17 (8), 
Oct. 1, p. 424. [WM 
1938 a.—Biting cat louse (.Bovicola  subrostralu* 
Nitz.) Nebraska Clnsect Pest Survey Bull., r . 
18 (6), Aug. 1, p. 381. [WM 
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S W E N K , M Y B O N H A R M O N ; a n d M U S S E H L , F R A N K 
E D W A R D . 
1928 a.—The insects and mites injurions to poultry 
in Nebraska and their control <Circular (37), 
Nebraska Agrie. Exper. Station, Dec., 31 pp., 
12 figs.  [W·.] 
S W E S C B N I K O W A .  See Sveshnikova. 
S W E T T , W I L B K R F. [M. D., San Francisco] 
1949 a.—Cysticercus of  the vitreous < A m . J. 
Ophth., Chicago, v . 32 (4), Apr., pp. 574-577, 
illus. [W®.] 
S W E Z E Y , O T T O H E R M A N . [1869- ] [Hawaiian 
Sugar Planter's Exper. Station, Honolulu] 
1907 a.—The sugar cane leaf-roller  (Omiodes ac-
cepta). With an account of  allied species and 
natural enemies <Bull. (5) Div. Entom., Exper. 
Station Hawaiian Sugar Plant. Ass., Aug. 20, 60 
pp., 1 1., pis. 1-6. [W·.] 
1921 a.—Ox bot-fly  or warble fly,  Hypoderma 
lineata <Hawaiian Planters' Ree. ,v. 25 (1), July 
pp. 23-25, illus. [W».] 
1922 a.—Goniodes stylifer  [Abstract of  report be-
fore  Hawaiian Entom. Soc., Dec. 1, 1921] <Proc . 
Hawaiian Entom. Soc. (1921), v. 5 (1), Oct., p. 
37. [W».] 
1922 b.—Ox warble [Abstract of  report before 
Hawaiian Entom. Soc., June 21, 1921] <Proc . 
Hawaiian Entom. Soc. (1921), v. 5 (1), Oct., p. 
10 [W».] 
1931 a.—Trichodectes latus Nitzsch [Abstract of 
report read Nov. 7, 1929] <Proc. Hawaiian En-
tom. Soc. (1929-30), v. 7 (3), Apr., pp. 361-362. 
[W·.] 
1932 a.—Summary of  insect conditions in Hawaii 
for  1932 Clnsect Pest Survey Bull., v. 12 (10), 
pp. 429-431. [W».] 
S W E Z E Y , O T T O H E R M A N . ; a n d B R Y A N , E . H . ( j r . ) 
1929 a.—Further notes on the forest  insects of 
Molokai <Proo. Hawaiian Entom. Soc. (1928), 
v. 7 (2), Dec, pp. 293-314. [W».] 
S W E Z E Y , W I L L I A M W E E K L E Y . [1908- ] [Dept. 
Protozool., School Hyg. and Pub. Health, Johns 
Hopkins Univ.] 
1932 a.—The anatomy of  Troglodytella  abrassarti 
[Program and Abstr. 8. Ann. Meet. Am. Soc. 
Parasitol.] <J. Parasitol., v. 19 (2), Dec., pp. 
171-172. [W».] 
1932 b.—The transition of  Troglodytella  abrassarti 
and Troglodytella  abrassarti acuminata, intestinal 
ciliates of  the chimpanzee, from one type to the 
other <J . Parasitol., v. 19 (1), Sept., pp. 12-16, 
figs.  1-8. [Rec'd Oct. 15] [Wa.] 
1933 a.—Idem CCollect. Papers School Hyg. 
and Pub. Health, Johns Hopkins Univ. (1932-
33), v. 14, June, no. 78, pp. 12-16, figs.  1-8. 
[Wa.] 
1934 a.—Cytology of  Troglodytella  abrassarti, an in-
testinal ciliate of  the chimpanzee <J . Morphol., 
v. 56 (3), Dec. 5, pp. 621-635, pis. 1-2, figs.  1-5. 
[W".] 
1935 a.—Cultivation of  Troglodytella  abrassarti, a 
parasitic ciliate of  the chimpanzee <J. Parasi-
tol., v . 21 (1), Feb., pp. 10-17, graphs 1-2. [W».] 
1935 b.—Intravenous administration of  certain 
drugs in the therapy of  avian malaria <Am. J. 
Trop. Med., v. 15 (5), Sept., pp. 529-544, graphs 
1-6. [W·.] 
S W E Z E Y , W I L L I A M W E E K L E Y ; a n d A T C H L E Y , F L O Y D O . 
1934 a.—Ingestion of  eggs and larvae of  Strongyloi-
des by intestinal ciliates <J . Parasitol., v. 20 
(5), Sept., p. 313. [Wa.] 
1935 a.—Comparative behavior characteristics of 
free-living  and parasitic cilates < T r . Am. Micr. 
Soc., v. 54 (2), Apr., pp. 98-102. [W·.] 
SWEZY, OLIVE. [ 1 8 7 8 - ] [Ph. D . ] [See also 
Boyers, Luther Musson; Kofoid,  Charles At-
wood; and Swezy, Olive; and Kofoid,  Charles Afc-
wood; Boyera, Luther Musson; and Swezy, Olive; 
and Kofoid, Charlee Atwood; Kornhauser, Sid-
ney Isaac; and Swezy, Olive; and Kofoid,  Charles 
Atwood; and Swezy, Olive; and Kofoid,  Charles 
Atwood; Swezy, Olive; and Kessel, John Flen-
niken] 
S W E Z Y , O L I V E — C o n t i n u e d . 
1915 a.—Binary and multiple fission  in Hexamitus 
<Univ. Calif.  Publications Zool., v. 16 (6), Dec. 
11, pp. 71-88, pis. 9-11, figs.  1-41 [missing]. 
[W».f 
1915 b.—Mitosis and multiple fission  in the Flagel-
lata [Title  only of  demonstration before  Am. 
Ass. Adv. Sc., San. Francisco, II, Aug. 5.] 
<Science, n. s. (1088), v. 42, Nov. 5, p. 657. 
[W«.] 
1915 c.—On a new trichomonad flagellate,  Tricho-
mitus parvus, from the intestine of  amphibians 
<Univ. Calif.  Publications Zool., v . 16 (7), Dec. 
11, pp. 89-94, pi. 12, figs.  1-17 [missing]. [W».] 
1916 a.—The genera Monocercomonas and Poly-
mastix <Univ. Calif.  Publications Zool., v. 16 
(11), Feb. 25, pp. 127-138, 1 fig.,  pis. 16-17, figs. 
1-21. [W·.] 
1916 b.—The kinetonucleus of  flagellates  and the 
binuclear theory of Hartmann <Univ. Calif. 
Publications Zool., v. 16 (15), Mar. 16, pp. 185-
240, figs.  1-58. [W».] 
1919 a.—The occurrence of  Trypanoplasma as an 
ectoparasite < T r . Am. Micr. Soc., v . 38 (1), 
Jan., pp. 20-24, pi. 6, figs.  1-5. [Wa.] 
1922 a.—Mitosis in the encysted stages of Endo· 
moeba coli (Loesch) <Univ. Calif.  Publications 
Zool., v. 20 (13), May 20, pp. 313-332, pis. 29-31, 
figs.  1-28. [W·.] 
1923 a.—The pseudopodial method of  feeding  by 
trichonymphid flagellates  parasitic in wood-eat-
ing termites <Univ. Calif.  Publications Zool., 
v. 20 (17), Aug. 16, pp. 391-400, figs.  1-14. 
[W«.J 
S W E Z Y , O L I V E ; a n d S E V E R I N , H E N R Y H E R M A N ' P A U L . 
1930 a.—A Riekettsia-like microorganism in Eutet-
tix tenellus (Baker), the carrier of  curly top of 
sugar beets <Phytopathology, v. 20 (2), Feb., 
pp. 169-178, figs.  1-2. [WX] 
S W I E R S T R A , D . _ 
1948 a.—Enige mededelingen over echinococcosis 
CTijdechr. Diergeneesk., v. 73 (15-16), Aug. 1 -
15, pp. 640-645. [Wa.] 
1948 b.—Enkele mededelingen naar aanleiding van 
het in 1946 en 1947 ingezonden materiaal < T i j d -
echr. Diergeneesk., v. 73 (21), Nov. 1, pp. 831-
841. [W·.] 
1948 c.—Onderzoek naar de werking van phenothia-
zine op Capillaria longicollis bij de kip [English 
summary] «CTijdechr. Diergeneesk., v . 73 (5), 
Mar. 1, pp. 149-153. [W«.] 
1950 a.—Het compostprobleem met betrekking tot 
dierziekten <Tijdschr. Diergeneesk., v. 75 (7), 
Apr. 1, pp. 297-300. [Wa.] 
1950 b.—Internationale aspecten van de vétérinaire 
parasitologic <Tijdschr. Diergeneesk., v. 75 
(8), Apr. 15, pp. 336-338. [Wa.] 
1950 c.—Maagdarmstrongylosis bij het rund 
<Tijdschr. Diergeneesk., v. 75 (6), Mar. 15, pp. 
237-244. [W».] 
SWIERZBIE&BKIEGO. 
1873 a.—Wegrowiec (Cysticercus celluloses) na 
wypuklosci lewéj pólkuli mózgu <Gaz. Lek., 
Warszawa, v . 14 (17), 14 ( - 2 6 ) Kwietnia, pp. 
257-260. [ W m . ] 
V A N S W I E T E N , G E R A B D (Baron). [ 1 7 0 0 - 1 7 7 2 ] 
(1758 a).—Comment, in aphor. v. 3, p. 540. 
1759 a.—Traité des maladies des enfans. Trad, du 
latin . . . par Paul. xi4~ 386 pp. Avignon. 
[W·».] 
(1764 a).—Commentarla in o m nes aphorismoa 
Boerhaave. v. 6. Venetiis. 
S W I F T , B B I A N H E B B E B T . [M. В., B. Ch., Adelaide] 
1931 a.—Trichomona  [sic] vaginalis < M e d . J. Aus* 
tralia, year 18, v. 1 (17), Apr. 25, p. 519. [ W · , ] 
1937 a.—Trichomonas  vaginalis vaginitis as a cause 
of  pruritus vulvae < M e d . J. Australia, year 24, 
v . 1 (4), Jan. 23, pp. 123-1.33, illus. [ W m . ] 
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S W I F T , H O M E R F O R D Y C E ; B O O T S , R A L P H H E N D E R -
S O N ; a n d M I L L E R , C H A R L E S P H I L I P (jr.) 
1922 a.—A cutaneous nematode infection  in mon-
keys <J. Exper. Med., v. 35 (5), May 1, pp. 599-
620, pis. 39-52, figs.  1-31. [Wv] 
1922 b—Idem <Studies Rockefeller  Inst. Med. 
Research, v. 43, pp. 445-466, pis. 39-52, figs.  1 -
31. [Wv] 
8 W I N D E L L S , I S R A E L . 
1865 a.—Destruction of  parasites [Letter to edi-
tor] CChem. News, London (268), v. 11, Jan. 20, 
p. 35. [W»v Wv] 
1865 b—Idem [Second letter] Clbidem (278), 
Mar. 31, p. 155. [W®, Wv] 
1865 c.—Idem [Abstract] CVeterinarian, London 
(454), v. 38, 4. s. (130), v. 11, Oct., p. 666. [W», 
S W I N E F O R D , O S C A R (jr.);  a n d W A D D E L L , W I L L I A M 
WIRT (jr.). 
1932 a.—Trichiniasis—five  cases in one family— 
with results of  skin tests С Virginia Med. Month. 
(958), v. 59 (1), Apr., pp. 28-34. [Wv] 
S W I N G L E , L E R O Y D. [Wesleyan Univ., Univ. Place, 
Nebraska] 
1907 a.*—Some studies on Trypanosoma  lewisi CTr. 
Am. Micr. Soc , v. 27, M a r , pp. 111-121, pi. 10, 
figs.  1-15. [W®, Wv] 
1907 b.—Idem. Reprint CStudies Zool. L a b , 
Univ. Nebr. (74), May 29, pp. 111-121, pi. 10, 
figs.  1-15. [Wv] 
1908 a.—On the similarity between blood-platelets 
and certain Hematozoa CJ. Infect. D is , v. 5 (1), 
Jan. 30, pp. 46-54, pl. 1, figs.  1-24. [W», W v ] 
1908 b.—Idem CStudies Zool. L a b , Univ. Nebr. 
(81), Jan. 30, pp. 46-54, pl. 1, figs.  1-24. [Wv] 
1909 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1908 a] CHyg. Rund-
schau, v. 19 (6), 15 März, p. 344. [W», W v ] 
1909 b.—A study on the life  history of  a flagellate 
(Crithidia  mdophagi, n. sp.) in the alimentary 
tract of  the sheep-tick (Melophagus  ovinus) CJ. 
Infect. Dis , v. 6 (1), Feb. 18, pp. 98-121, pis. 
3-5, figs.  1-31. [W®, W v ] 
1909 c.—Idem. Reprint CStudies Zool. L a b , 
Univ. Nebr. (91), Jan, pp. 98-121, pis. 3-5, figs. 
1-31. [Lib. Hall.] 
1911 a.—The relation of  Crithidia mdophagia to the 
sheep's blood, with remarks upon the controversy 
between Dr. Porter and Dr. Woodcock CTr. 
Am. Micr. Soc , v. 30 (4), Oct , pp. 275-283. 
[Wv] 
1911 b.—The relation of  the sheep-tick flagellate 
(Crithidia  melophagia) to the sheep's blood 
CBull. (91) Univ. Wyoming Agrie. Exper. Sta-
tion, D e c , pp. 3-16, figs.  1-5. [Wv] 
1911 c.—Sleeping sickness С Wyoming Farm Bull , 
v. 1 (4), Oct , pp. 57-63, figs.  I - I I I . [Wv] 
1911 d.—The transmission of  Trypanosoma  lewisi 
by rat fleas  (Ceratophyllus  sp. and Pidex  sp.), 
with short descriptions of  three new herpeto-
monads CJ. Infect. D is , v. 8 (2), Mar. 6, pp. 
125-146, pis. 1-4, figs.  1-80. [Wv] 
1911 e.—Idem CStudies Zool. L a b , Univ. Nebr. 
(102), pp. 125-146, pis. 1-4, figs.  1-80. [Issued 
Jan. 25] [Wv] 
1911 f.—The  transmission of  Trypanosoma  lewisi by 
rat fleas  (Ceratophyllus  sp. and Pulex  sp.), with 
short descriptions of  three new herpetomonads. 
[Abstract of  report before  Am. Soc. Zool , Centr. 
B r , Minneapolis, Dec. 28-30, 1910] CScience, 
n. s. (842), v. 33, Feb. 17, pp. 269-270. [Wv] 
1912 a.—The Rocky Mountain spotted (tick) fever 
С Wyoming Farm Bull., v. 2 (2), A u g , pp. 191-
197. [Wv] 
1913 a.—Eradication of  the sheep-tick С National 
Wool Grower, v. 3 (9), Sept., pp. 21-23, 1 fig. 
[Wv] 
1913 b.—Further statement on tick eradication 
CNatdonal Wool Grower, v. 3 (10), Oot., pp. 
35-36. [WV] 
SWINGLE, LEROY D . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1913 c.—The life-history  of  the sheep-tick Mdo-
f hagus ovinus CBull. (99) Univ. Wyoming Agrie, Ixper. Station, July, 24 p p , figs.  1-3. [Wv] 
1914 a.—Compulsory dipping [Letter to editor] 
CAm. Sheep Breeder, v. 34 (2), F e b , p. 78. 
[Wv] 
1914 b.—The morphology of  the sheep tape-worm 
Thysanosoma  actinioides С Bull. (102) Univ. 
Wyoming Agrie. Exper. Station, Jan , pp. 103-
116, pis. 1-6, figs.  1-31. [Wv] 
1915 a.—The eradication of  the sheep tick CBull. 
(105) Univ. Wyoming Agrie. Exper. Station, 
Jan, pp. 27-47. [Wv] 
1916 a.—The factor  of  absorption in drug thera-
peutics < N . York Med. J. [etc.] (1950), v. 103 
(16), Apr. 15, pp. 754-755. [Wv] 
S W I N G L E , M I L L A R D C U B T I S S . [1905- ] [ M . S . , 
Entom. in charge Insect. Testing L a b , Bureau 
Entom. and Plant. Quarant, U. S. Dept. Agrio., 
Sanford, Florida] 
1943 a.—Exploring the insecticidal possibilities of 
new materials CPublication (20) Am. Ass. Adv. 
Sc., pp. 82-84. [Wv] 
S W I N G L E , M I L L A R D C U R T I S S ; G A H A N , J A M E S B O N -
N E T ; a n d P H I L L I P S , A . M . 
1945 a.—Preliminary tests of  synthetic organic 
compounds as insecticides. Part II C[Mimeo-
graphed Circular], U. S. Dept. Agrie, Bureau 
Entom, (E-634,) Feb , 23 pp. [Wv] 
SWINTON, A. H. [Braishfield,  Romsey, Hampshire] 
1913 a.—A little-known dipterous parasite CZoo-
logist (868), 4. s. (202), v. 17, Oct. 15, p. 391; 
note by editor, p. 391; note by F. W. Edwards, 
pp. 391-392; note by H. A. Baylis, p. 392. [Wv] 
SWINYARD, C. A. [Dept. Zool , Univ. Minnesota] 
1931 a.—On Heterakis  hyperborea n. sp , a nema-
tode from the lesser snow goose, Chen hyperborea 
hyperborea (Pall.) CTr. Am. Micr. Soc , v. 50 
(4), Oct , pp. 366-371, pi. 40, figs.  1-4. [Wv] 
S W I N Y A R D , E W A R T Α . ; H I R S C H F E L D E R , A R T H U B 
D O U G L A S S ; a n d W R I G H T , H A R O L D N O E L G B A N T . 
1942 a.—The therapeutic effects  of  repeated sub-
curative doses of  mapharsen on T.  equiperdum 
infections  in the rat CJ. Pharmacol, and Exper. 
Therap, v. 75 (4), Aug , p. 367-374. [Wv] 
S W I B S S K Y . See SvirskaS. 
S W I S H E B , Ε . M . 
[1948 a].—Possibilities in repellents and ovicides 
in controlling cattle grubs CProc. 3. Ann. Meet 
North Centr. States Br. Am. Ass. Econom. En-
t o m , pp. 55-58. [Wv] 
S W O B O D A , N O B B E B T . [Dr., Verwundetenspital Gott-
fried von Preyer-Stiftung,  Wien X ] 
1915 a.—Zur Frage der Läusebekämpfung. (1. 
Lausfreie Gipsverbände.) CWien. Klin. Wchn-
schr, v. 28 (31), 5 Aug , pp. 836-838. [ W v ] 
1915 b.—Zur Frage der Läusebekämpfung.  (II· 
Einführung  offiizineller  Läuseschutzmittel.) 
CWien. Klin. Wchnschr, v. 28 (34), 26 A u g , pp. 
920-Ό22. [ W v ] 
1915 c.—Erwiderung auf  obige Bemerkung [Zur 
Frage der Läusebekämpfung]  CWien. Klin. 
Wchnschr, v. 28 (39), 30 Sept, pp. 1060-1061. 
[ W v ] [See Nocht, В.; and Halberkann, J. 1915 
b] 
SWONITZKI, N . See Zvoni teki ï , N . S. 
SwoPE, С . E . [ D . D . S.] 
1938 a.—Extermination of  internal parasites CAm. 
Goat Herd, v. 5 (4), Apr , pp. 7, 17. [Wv] 
S W O P E , S . D. [Deming, New Mexico] 
1911 a.—[Hookworm disease amongst Mexican 
track laborers] [Discussion of  Colbert, J. W., 
1911 aj С Calif.  State J. Med., v. 9 (4), Apr., p. 
168. [Wv] 
SWORDS, R . S. [Dr . , N e w a r k , N . J. ] 
1879 a.—Snake in the eye of  a horse [Letter to edi-
tor dated Feb. 3] CMed. R e e , Ν . Υ . , v. 15 (7), 
Feb. 15, pp. 166-167. [ W m , W·,] 
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S W Y N G H E D A T T W ; B R U G E A S ; a n d D E L E R U E . 
1937 a.—Kyste hydatique suppuré du foie [Ab-
stract of  report before Réunion Méd.-Chir. Hôp. 
Lille, Apr. 26] <Presse Méd. v. 45 (45), June 5, 
p. 843. [Wv] 
S W T N N E R T O N , C H A R L E S F R A N C I S M A S S Y . [ 1 8 7 0 -
1938] [Tanganyika Terr., Africa]  [For necrology 
see Vet. Ree., v. 50 (27), July 2, 1938, p. 826] 
[Wv] [For  necrology see Rhodesia Agrie. J., v. 35 
(8 ) , A u g . , 1938, p p . 6 1 1 - 6 1 6 ] [Wv] [For  necrol-
ogy see Nature, London ( 3 5 8 7 ) , v. 1 4 2 , July 3 0 , 
1 9 3 8 , p p . 1 9 8 - 2 0 0 ] [ W v ] 
1923 a.—A critical summary of  the preliminary ob-
servations on the sleeping sickness outbreak near 
Mwanza <Tr . Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
v. 12 (3), 21 June, pp. 142-150, 1 map. [Issued 
Sept.] [Wv] 
1923 b.—The entomological aspects of  an outbreak 
of  sleeping sickness near Mwanza, Tanganyika 
Territory <Bull. Entom. Research, v. 13 (3) 
Jan., pp. 317-370, pis. 12-17, 1 map. [Wv] 
1925 a.—The control of  the tsetse fly  menace 
<Nature, London (2888), v. 115, Mar. 7, pp. 
338-339. [Wv] 
1925 b.—An experiment in control of  tsetse-flies  at 
Shinyanga, Tanganyika Territory <Bull. En-
tom. Research, v. 15 (4), Apr., pp. 313-337, pis. 
9-15, 1 map. [W\] 
1925 c.—The evidence as regards the game in the 
outbreak of  human trypanosomiasis near 
Mwanza <Tr. Roy. Soc. Trop. Med. and Hyg., 
v. 19 (1-2), July, pp. 70-80. [Wv] 
1925 d.—The teetse-fly  problem in the Nzega sub-
district, Tanganyika Territory <Bull. Entom. 
Research, v. 16 (1), July, pp. 99-109, pis. 2-4. 
[Wv] 
1933 a.—Some traps for  tsetse flies  <Bull. En-
tom. Research, v. 24 (1), Mar., pp. 69-106, 
diagrs. 1-4, pis. 1-3. [Wv] 
1936 a.—The tsetse flies  of  East Africa.  A first 
study of  their ecology, with a view to their con-
trol <Tr . Roy. Entom. Soc. London, v. 84, Nov., 
579 pp., illus., pis. [W·.] 
STBESMA, R . P. [Pract. Dierenarts] 
1938 a.—Moet de bestrijding van de sarcoptes-
echurft  bij het rund wettelijk of  vrijwillig worden 
geregeld? <Tijdschr. Diergeneesk., v. 65 (20), 
Oct. 15, pp. 1027-1034. [W»J 
1938 b.—Schurftbestrijding  bij onze huisdieren 
[German, English, and French summaries] 
<Tijdschr. Diergeneesk., v. 65 (4), Feb. 15, pp. 
158-163. [Wv] 
8TCHEVSKAÎA, V . I . [ С ы ч е в с к а я , В . I I . ] See 
Vlasov, la. P.; and Sychevskaià, V. I. 
S T D D I Q , M . M . [ L . R . C . P . , M . R . C . S . , D . O . M . S - , 
D. P. H., D. T. M. and H., Chief  Med. Off.,  Dec-
can, Hyderabad] 
1938 a.—Siphunculina fuñicóla  (eye-fly)  <Indian 
Med. Gaz., v. 73 (1), Jan., pp. 17-19, illus., pis. 
[ W v ] 
1938 b.—Siphunculina fuñicóla  (eye-fly)  [Letter 
to editor, dated Mar. 24, with editorial comment] 
<Indian Med. Gaz., v. 73 (4), Apr., pp. 254-255. 
[ W V ] 
S T D E N S T R I C K E R , V I R G I L P R E S T O N W I L L I S . [ 1 8 8 9 -
] [M. D., Augusta, Georgia] 
1924 a.—Intestinal protozoa <J. Med. Ass. Geor-
gia, v. 13 (8), Aug., pp. 345-348. [ W v ] 
S T D E N S T R I C K E R , V I R G I L P R E S T O N W I L L I S ; a n d V R Y -
ONIS, G . P . 
1935 a.—Vital staining of  malarial parasites. A 
preliminary note <J. Lab. and Clin. Med., v. 20 
(10), July, pp. 1094-1096, figs.  1-16. [Wv] 
S Y D N E Y , R . W I L L I A M . 
1903 a.<—A case of  hydatid disease of  the lung; 
spontaneous recovery CLancet, London (4171), 
v. 165, v. 2 (6), Aug. 8, pp. 387-388, 1 fig. [W», 
W » , W·.] 
T O N S Y D O W , E R N S T . 
1930 a.—Oeronkvalster och dess bekämpande 
<Våra Pälsdjur, v. 1 (1), 1 Apr., pp. 5-6. [W*.] 
S Y E R , J O H N . [Surgeon] 
1812 a.—A treatise on the management of  infants 
[etc.]. xxii pp., 1 L, 295 pp., London. [ W v ] 
SYERS, HENRY WALTER. [ Μ . Α . , M . D . , S e n i o r P h y s i -
cian, Great Northern Central Hosp.] 
1901 a.—The theory and practice of  medicine, v. 1, 
xvi+663 pp. London. [ W v ] 
1903 a.—A case of  suppurating hydatid cyst of  the 
liver with gall-stones in the gall-bladder, the 
symptoms simulating those of  biliary colio 
CLancet, London (4156), v. 164, v. 1 (17), Apr. 
25, pp. 1166-1167. [W», Wm, W·.] 
S Y K E S , R A L P H . [M. D., State Bd. Health] 
1941 a.—Scabies or itch <Health Bull., Raleigh, 
v. 56 (2), Feb., pp. 8-11. [ W v ] 
S Y K E S , W I L L I A M . [ M . D . , F . S . Α . ] 
1905 a.—Negro immunity from malaria and yellow 
fever  [Letter to editors] <Brit. Med. J. (2303), 
v. 1, Feb. 18, pp. 389-390. [W», W v ] 
S Y K O F F . See Zykov. 
S Y L L A , A . 
(1942 a).—Ueber leichte Trichinoseerkrankungen 
<Med. Klin., Berlin, v. 49 pp. 1150-1162. 
1943 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Deutsche Tropen-
med. Ztschr., v. 47 (7), Apr. 1, p. 172. [Wv] 
S Y L L A B A , L A D . [Dr., Prof.  Fac. Tchèque Méd. 
Prague] 
1904 a.—Sur la pathogénie de l'anémie pernicieuse 
(Etude clinique et expérimentale) <Arch. Gén. 
Méd., an. 81, v. 194, v. 2 (38), pp. 2369-2401. 
[Wm.] 
S Y L V A , L I O B A . [ D r . ] 
1942 a.—Diagnóstico em vida da cisticercose cere-
bral. (Observaçôes sobre quatro casos) [Eng-
lish and German summaries] <Arq. Assist. Psi-
copat. Sâo Paulo, v. 7 (1-2), Mar.-June, pp. 223-
249, pi. [Wm.] 
1943 a.—Tratamento da cisticercose cerebral pela 
sulfanilamida  [Abstract of  report before  Assoc. 
Paulist. Med., July 6, 1942] <Ann. Paulist. 
Med. e Cirurg., v. 45 (3), Mar., pp. 196-197. 
[Wm.] 
DA S Y L V A , V . See de Mello, Indalêncio Frollano; and 
da Sylva, V. 
S Y L V A I N , Y V O N N E G E O R G E S . [ D r . , P o r t - a u - P r i n c e ] 
1941 a.—Mortalité infantile  en Haïti. Essai de 
statistique tiré des registres journaliers du service 
de maternité et de pédiatrie de l'hôpital général 
de Port-au-Prince [English summary] <Bol. 
Ofic.  San. Panamer., v. 20 (11), Nov., pp. 1107-
1111. [Wv] 
S Y L V E R S , I . L. See Sil'vers, I. L. 
S Y L V E S T E R , B R U N O . 
(1935 a).—Echinokokkenbefunde  im Rostocker Sek-
tionsmaterial. Inaug.-Diss. (Rostock). 27 pp. 
SYLVESTER, MARTIN. [San Pedro, Jujuy] See Mazza, 
Salvador; and Sylvester, Martin. 
S Y L V E S T E R , W A L T E R R O B E R T . [Forest. Dept., State 
Coll., Pennsylvania] 
1943 a.—Unusual feeding  habit of  woodchuck and 
cottontail <J. Mamm., v. 24 (4), Nov., pp. 499-
500. [Wv] 
SYLVESTRE. [Chir.-Major, Régiment Touraine] 
1770 a.—Observations sur des mouvemens con-
vulsifs, occasionés par des vers <J. Méd., Chir., 
Pharm., Paris, v. 34 (5), Suppl., pp. 424-427. 
[Wm.] 
SYLVESTRE, P. E. [Agrie. Scientist, Div. Animal 
Husb., Exper. Farms Serv., Ottawa] See Swales, 
William Eardley; Sylvestre, P. E.; and Williams, 
S . B . 
D E S Y L V E S T R I . See de Silvestri, Antonio. 
S Y L V I U S [DB LB B O Ë ] , F R A N C I S C U S . [ D r . ] [ 1 6 1 4 -
1 6 7 2 ] 
1682 a.—Of  childrens diseases [etc.]. 10 p. L, 148 
pp., 11. London. [W m . ] 
S Y L V I U S [DU B O I S ] , J A C O B U S . [1478-1555] 
1549 a.—Ratio medendi morbia in ternis prope 
omnibus, medicina; candidatis non exigu» com. 
moditati futura,  è Galeni scrip tis, & Marci Gat . 
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S Y L V I U S [DU Β Ο Ι Β ] , J A C O B U S — C o n t i n u e d . 
1549 a.—Continued, 
tinarùe (ut vocät) , practica per Jacobum Sylvium 
accuratè selecta, & in non inuenustam eamq; 
dilucidara methodum redacta: cui breuis accessit 
Index eorum, que scitu necessaria sunt. 216 pp., 
2 1. Lugduni. [ W » J 
S T M , J . 
1835 a.—Hydatids of  the liver, tubercular deposit 
in the omenta, and granular tubercles of  the peri-
toneum; with tumour in right epigastric region, 
and pain of  stomach and bowels <Edinb. Med. 
and S. J. (124), v. 44, July, pp. 123-124. [W®, 
W · . ] 
SYME. [Dr., Asst. Med. Officer,  Pentonville Prison] 
1902 a.—Tapeworm on the brain [Editorial ab-
stract] <Brit . J. Nursing (763), v . 29, Nov . 15, 
p. 393. [ W - . ] 
1902 b.—Idem [Abstract] Clndian Med. Ree., v . 
23 (24), Dec. 10, p. 699. [ W · . ] 
1903 a.—Idem [Abstract of  1902 a] < N . York 
Med. J. (1265), v. 77 (9), Feb. 28, p. 395. [W·, 
ff",  W·.] 
S Y M E , D A V I D . 
1895 a.—Alleged cure for  fluke  in sheep < Agrie. J., 
Cape Town, v. 8 (26), Dec. 26, pp. 680-681. 
[ W \ W · . ] 
S Y M E , (Sir)  G E O B G E A D L I N G T O N [1858-1929] [ К . В . 
E., L b . D., M . S., F. R . C. S., Hon. F. A . C. S.] 
[For  necrology and port, see Brit. Med. J. (3564), 
Apr. 27, 1929, p. 791] [W».] 
1893 a.—Villous growths in the bladder produced 
by the Bilharzia haematobia [Abstract of  report 
before  South Australian Branch, Brit. Med. Ass.] 
<Lancet, London (3664), year 71, v. 2, Nov. 18, 
p. 1285. [ f f » . ] 
1893 b.—Notes on twenty consecutive cases of  ab-
dominal surgery <Austral. Med. J., n. s., v . 15 
(9), Sept. 15, pp. 439-464. [W m · ] 
1897 a.—Some cases of  hepatic suppuration. Case 
III . Encysted abscess in peritoneal cavity, sec-
ondary to suppurating hydatid of  the liver < I n -
tercolon. Med. J., Australas., v . 2 (9), Sept. 20, 
pp. 602-603. [ f f » J 
1906 a.—Hydatid of  the liver, with passage of  small 
cysts through the bile ducts, simulating gall-
stones <Lancet, London (4304), v . 170, v. 1 (8), 
Feb. 24, p. 517. [W·, ff», W·.] 
1906 b.—Traumatic rupture of  a hydatid cyst in 
the left  lobe of  the liver <Ibidem, p. 517. [W\ 
ff», ff«.] 
1909 a.—Some unusual case of Echinococcus (hy-
datid) cyst, with remarks on diagnosis and treat-
ment <Lancet, London (4486), v . 177, v. 2 (8), 
Aug. 21, p. 538-539; discussion, p. 539. [W», 
ff», W·.] 
1909 b.—Idem <Brit. Med. J. (2544), v. 2, Oct. 2, 
pp. 956-958. [Wa , W » . ] 
1909 c.—Idem [Abstract] < M e d . Ree., Ν . Y . 
(2024), v . 76 (8), Aug. 21, p. 332. [W>, ff-, W·.] 
1909 d.—Diagnose und Behandlung seltener 
Echinokokkus-Formen [Abstract of  1909 a] 
<München. Med. Wchnschr., v . 56 (37), 14 
Sept., p. 1925. [W», W " . ] 
1909 e.—Ueber die Diagnose und Behandlung von 
Echinococcus-Cysten [Abstract of  1909 a] 
<Berl . Klin. Wchnschr., v . 46 (41), 11 Oct., p. 
1872. [W ' t Wm.] 
1927 a.—Surgical aspects of  hydatid disease. (In 
Tr. Australas. Med. Cong., 2. sess., Feb. 3-10) 
< M e d . J. Australia, year 14, v. 2, Suppl. (13), 
Nov. 19, pp. 393-397. [ W m . ] 
S Y M E S , С . В . 
[1926 а].—Report of  the section of  medical en-
tomology <Ann . Rep. Med. Research Lab., 
Kenya Colony and Protect. (1925), pp. 24-29. 
[W».J 
1932 a.—Notes on rats, fleas  and plague in Kenya 
(II) < R e c . Med. Research Lab. Kenya (3), 
Jan., 28 pp., graphs. [W·.] 
S Y M E S , С . В . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1942 a.—Use of  pyrethrum powder for  insect con-
trol [Letter to J. H. Le Van, U. S. Pub. Health 
Serv.] < W a r Med., v. 2 (2), Mar., p. 340. [ W - . ] 
S Y M E S , С . В . ; a n d H O P K I N S , G . H . E . 
1932 a.—Notes on fleas  of rats and other hosts in 
Kenya < R e c . Med. Research Lab. Kenya (1), 
Jan., 57 pp., 1 fold,  graph, [ff».] 
S Y M E S , С . В . ; a n d M C M A H O N , J . P . 
1937 a.—The food  of  tsetse-flies (Glossina swynner-
toni and G. palpalis) as determined by the precipi-
tin test <Bull . Entom. Research, v. 28 (1), Mar. , 
pp. 31-12. [Wa.J 
S Y M E S , С . В . ; M C M A H O N , J . P . ; a n d H A D D O W , A . J · 
1942 a.—Pyrethrum powder:_A preliminary not· 
on its use in the control of  insect vectors of  die-
eases <East African  Med. J., v. 18 (12), Mar. , 
pp. 360-376. [Wm.] 
S Y M E S , С . В . ; a n d R O B E B T S , J . I SGAEB. 
1932 a.—A list of  the Muscidae and Oestridae caus-
ing myiasis in man and animals in Kenya, re-
corded at the Medical research laboratory, Nair-
obi <East African  Med. J., v . 9 (1), Apr., pp. 
18-20. [W®.] 
1936 a.—Section of  entomology <Ann. Rep. Med. 
Dept. Kenya Colony and Protect (1935), Ann. 
Rep. Med. Research Lab., pp. 17-20. [W·».] 
SYMES, J . ODEBY. [ M . D . , D . P . H . , Bacter io l . , Br i s -
tol General Hosp.] 
1903 a.—Trypanosomiasis <Bristol Med.-Chir. J . 
(82), v . 21, Dec., pp. 325-328, 2 figs,  [ f f « . ] 
1904 a .—A case of  sstivo-autumnal malarial fever 
with parasites of  an unusual type <Ib idem (84), 
v. 22, June, pp. 126-128, 1 pi. [Wm.] 
S Y M I N G T O N , J A M E S B. [M. D. , Interne Moses Taylor 
Hosp., N. Y.] 
1925 a.—Bilharzia haematobia. Report of  a case 
<Bull . Moses Tavlor Hosp., v. 1 (6), July, pp. 
1 -2 . [Wm.] 
S Y M M E B S , W . S T . C . 
1950 a.—Pathology of  oxyuriasis. With special 
reference  to granulomas due to the presence of 
Oxyuris vermicvlaris (Enterobius  vermicidarU) 
and its ova in the tissues <Arch. Path., v . 50 
(4), Oct., pp. 475-516, illus. [W·.] 
S Y M M E B S , W I L L I A M S T . C L A I B . [1863-1937] [Emeri-
tus Queens Prof.  Pathol., Queens Univ., Belfast] 
[For  note of  death see Science, n. s. (2233), v . 86, 
Oct. 15, 1937, p. 341] [ff».]  [For  necrology and 
port, see Lancet, London (5955), v . 233, v. 2 
(16), Oct. 16, 1937, p. 941] [W·.] 
1903 a.—Note on a new form of  liver cirrhosis due 
to the presence of  the ova of  Bilharzia hsemalobia 
<J . Path, and Bacteriol., v . 9 (2), Dec., pp. 237-
239, pi. 21, figs.  1 -2 . [W», Wm.] 
1904 a.—Report on post-mortem examinations at 
Kasr-el-Aini < R e c . Egypt. Govt. School Med. , 
Cairo, v. 2, pp. 81-85. [W» (Ransom Coll.)] 
1905 a .—A note on a case of  bilharzial worms in the 
pulmonary blood in a case of  bilharzial colitis 
< Lancet, London (4245), v. 168, v. 1 (1), Jan. 7, 
p.-22. [W»,Wm, W·.] 
1905 b.—[Certain lesions produced by the Bilharzia 
haematobia] [Abstract of  demonstration before 
Path. Soc. Manchester, Apr. 12] Clb idem (4261), 
v . 168, v. 1, Apr. 29, p. 1138. [W\ Wm, W·.] 
1905 c.—Bilharzia. II . Demonstration of  certain 
lesions produced by Bilharzia haematobia 
CCompt. Rend. 1. Cong. Egypt. Méd. (Caire, 
Dec. 20-23, 1902), v . 2, Chir., pp. 18-23. [Ba».J 
1906 a.—Note on a filarial  larva in the blood of  a 
blackbird <Brit . Med. J. (2390), v . 2, Oct. 20, 
p. 995. [W», Wm.] 
1906 b .—Idem [Abstract] < J . Trop. Med. , Lon-
don, v. 9 (21), Nov . 1, p. 340. [W», W m . ] 
1906 c .—A note of  a case of  bilharzial worms in the 
i>ulmonary blood in a case of  bilharzial colitis Abstract of  1905 a] <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt., Ref., v . 37 (21-22), 18 Jan., p. 662. [W\ 
W®.] 
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1907 a.—Note on a filarial  larva in the blood of  a 
blackbird [Abstract of  1906 a] <Centralbl. 
Allg. Path. u. Path. Anat., Jena, v. 18 (5), 15 
März, pp. 184-185. [W», W - J 
S T M O N , L A D I S L A V . X 
1934 a.—Trichinosis v Cechách [Die Trichinose in 
Böhmen] [Czechoslovakian text] CÖasop. Lék. 
¿esk. , v. 73 (26), June 29, pp. 713-719; (28), 
July 13, pp. 784-787. [W™.] 
1934 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Zentralbl. Bakteriol., 
1. Abt., Ref., v. 115 (11-12), 25 Okt., pp. 265-
266. [W».] 
S T M O N D S , ( S i r ) C H A R T E R S J A M E S . [ M . S . , C o l . , K · 
B. E., Roy. Army Med. Corps] 
1887 a.—Hydatid of  the breast < T r . Path. Soc. 
London, v. 38, p. 448. [W®.] 
1919 a.—Introductory note on the case [see  Soltau· 
H, K. V., 1919 a] CLancet, London (5016), v . 
197, v. 2 (16), Oct. 18, p. 690. [W».] 
STMONDS, J . See S y m o n d s , T . J . 
STMONDS, J. B. See Simonds, James Beart. 
S T M O N D S , S T A N L E T L EPLASTRIER . See Fraser, Henry; 
andl'Symonds, Stanley Leplastrier. 
S T M O N D S . T . J . [V. S., 1 . Light Cavalry] 
1883 a.—Filaria ocvli. (In  Notes on cases) 
<Quart. J. Vet. Sc. India, v. 1 (3), Apr., pp. 476 
[i.e. 467J-468, 1 pi. [W· . ] 
1887 a.—Een geval van Filaria oculi <Veeartsenijk. 
Blad. Nederl.-Indië, v. 2, pp. 71-72. [A'».] -[Also 
photostat copy: Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1887 b.—Un cas de filaire  de l'œil [Abstract of 
1887 a] <Ann. Méd. Vét., v. 36 (11), Nov., pp. 
619-620. [ W m . ] 
STMONS, S. T . D. [M. R . C. V. S., Chief  Inspector 
Stock] 
1911 a.—Worm infestation  in sheep <Agric. Gaz. 
N. South Wales, v. 22 (8), Aug. 2, pp. 663-669. 
[W».J 
1912 a.—Fluke <Agric. Gaz. N. South Wales, v . 
23 (9), Sept. 2, pp. 748-750. [W·.] 
1914 a.—The fowl  tick and spirochaetosis <Agric. 
Gaz. N. South Wales, v. 25 (4), Apr. 2, pp. 349-
350., 2 figs.  [Wa.] 
1914 b.—Some of  the more common internalpara" 
sites of  the horse <Agric. Gaz. N. South Wales, 
v. 25 (1), Jan. 2, pp. 39-41. [W·.] 
1916 a.—Tick-bite in stock and its treatment 
<Agrie. Gaz. N. South Wales, v . 27 (11), Nov. 2, 
p. 767. [W*.] 
1918 a.—Worm infestation  in sheep <Agric. Gaz. 
N. South Wales, v. 29 (10), Oct., p. 696. [W·.] 
S T M O N S , T H O M A S B A D D E L E Y . [1880- ] [Mary-
land Agrie. Exper. Station] 
1906 a.—Entomological notes from Maryland 
<Bull. (60) Bureau Entom., U. S. Dept. Agrie., 
pp. 82-84. [W».] 
[1940 a].—Animal pathology <53. Ann. Rep. 
Maryland Agrie. Exper. Station (1939-40), pp. 
35-38. [W·.] 
S T M O N S , T H O M A S H E N R T . [Maj.-Gen., I. M. S.] 
1926 a.—Tick-fever  due to Piroplasma gibsoni Pat-
ton in a kennel of  foxhounds  in India < Indian J. 
Med. Research, v. 14 (2), Oct., pp. 293-315, 9 
charts. [Wa.] 
1928 a.—Idem Clndian Vet. J., v. 4 (3), Jan., pp. 
260-282. [Wa.] 
S T M O N S , T H O M A S H E N R Y ; a n d P A T T O N , W A L T E R 
SCOTT. 
1912 a.—Report on an outbreak of  canine Piro-
plasmosis due to Piroplasma gibsoni (Patton) 
among the hounds of  the Madras hunt, together 
with some observations on the treatment of  the 
disease with salvarsan <Ann. Trop. Med. and 
Parasitol., v. 6 (3), Oct. 18, pp. 361-370, charts 
1-5 . [W».] 
STMPSON, T . [Surgeon, Lincoln County Hosp.] 
Î870 a.—Two cases of  hydatid cyst in the liver suc-
cessfully  treated by puncture <Brit. Med. J., 
v. 1, Apr. 30, pp. 437-438. [W- . ] 
S T M 8 , P A R K E R . [ D r . ] 
1913 a.—Suppurating hydatid cysts of  the liver, 
subphrenic space and pleural cavity [Abstract 
of  report before  N. York Surg. Soc., Apr. 9] 
<Ann. Surg., Philadelphia, v. 58 (4), Oct., p. 
574. [ f f « ] 
S T N G A E V S K A Í A , E K A T E R I N A I V A N O V N A . [ С ы н г а е в с к а я , 
Екатерина Ивановна] [Kiev] 
1931 a.—Vergleichung des Teilungstempos bei un-
determinierter (Campanularia, Hydrozoa) und 
determinierter (Rhabditis, Neinatoda) Furchung 
<Arch. Entwcklngsmechn. Organ., v . 125 ( 2 -
3), 7 Dez., pp. 176-188, fig.  1. [W·.] 
1932 a.—Рити дроблшня в нематоди Rhabditis 
sp. (On the cleavage rhythm of  the nematode 
Rhabditis sp.) [Ukrainian text; English sum-
mary] <Zbirn. Prats. Biol. Inst. Imeni Omel'-
chenka (5), pp. 441-450. (Acad. Sc. Ukraine, CI. 
Sc. Nat. et Tech. (8), 1931). [Y*.] 
STNGAJEWSKAJA.  See Syngaevskafâ . 
STNQE, A . D . See W a y , M . J . ; and Synge , A . D . 
SYNNOTT, K . [Editor] 
1950 a.—Grass itch mites (Acomatacarus  austra-
liensis) <Agrie. Gaz. N. South Wales, v . 59 (1), 
Jan., pp. 37-39, illus. [W».] 
1950 b.—Leaf  nematode of  chrysanthemum eon-
trolled by E. 605 <Agrie. Gaz. N. South Wales, 
v. 61 (5), May 1, pp. 247-248, illus. [W».] 
S Y Ô G A K I , Y U K I O . [Lab. Parasitol., Kyoto Imp. 
Univ.] [See also Kobayashi, Hidekazu; and 
Syôgaki, Yukio] 
1936 a.—Some observations on Aspidogaster con-
chicóla Baer [English summary] <Zool . Mag., 
Tokyo, v. 48 (2), Feb., pp. 56-59, figs.  1-3. [W».j 
1937 a.—Corrections on the scientific  names of 
worms used in the Nippon-Dôbutu-Zukan [Jap-
anese text] <Syokubutu oyobi Dôbutu, Tokyo , 
v. 5 (1), Jan. 1, pp. 126-130, illus. [W·.] 
(1939 a).—On the morphological variation of  diges-
tive organs in Japanese trematodes [Japanese 
text] <Syokubutu oyobi Dôbutu, Tokyo, v . 7 
(5), pp. 861-867. 
S Y P L Î À K O V A , O L ' O A M I K H A Ï L O V N A . 
1930 a.—Sur un nouveau nématode des reptiles: 
Skrjabinelazia taurica n. g., n. sp. <Ann. Para-
sitol., v. 8 (6), 1 Déc., pp. 615-618, figs.  1-5 . 
[Wa.] 
SYPLIAXOV. See Syp l iàkova . 
S Y R I N G , P A U L . [Oberarzt Dr., Brandenburgisch. 
Landesanst. Neuruppin] 
1933 a.—Der Nachweis der Spirochaeta pallida bei 
Neurosyphilis <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., v . 
59 (51), 22 Dez., pp. 1891-1892. [W·.] 
S Y R K I N A , S . A. [Сыркина, С. Α . ] SeeKevorkov, Ν . ; 
and Syrkina, S. Α . ; and Moshkovski!, Sh. D. ; and 
Syrkina, S. A. 
S Y R N E V , N . 
1914 a.—Granuloma parazitarnafà [Parasitic gran-
uloma] [Russian text] CUchen. Zapiski Kazan. 
Vet. Inst., v. 31 (1), 10 Fev., pp. 92-101. [W·.] 
S Y S A K , N I K O L A U S ; and B Y K O W , W L A D I M I R . [Path.-
Anat. Inst. u. Parasitol. Abt. Bacteriol. Inst. 
Kiew] 
1930 a.—Zur Kenntnis der pathologischen Verän-
derungen bei Lingnatula rhinaria Pilger <Arch. 
Wissensch, u. Prakt. Tierh., v. 61 (2), 28 Feb., 
pp. 114-117. [W·.] 
S Y V E R S O N , C L I F F O R D L . 
1945 a.—Referred  pain as adapted to veterinary 
medicine <Vet. Student, Iowa State Coll., v . 7 
(4), Spring, pp. 209-211, 219-222. [W·.] 
S Y V E R T O N , J E R O M E T . [1907- ] [M. D. , Assoc. 
Prof., Univ. Rochester School Med. and Den-
tistry, Rochester, New York]; and B E R R Y , 
G E O R G E P A C K E R . 
1936 a.—An arthropod vector for  equine encephalo-
myelitis, western strain <Science, n. s. (2173), 
v. 84, Aug. 21, 1936, pp. 186-187. [W».] 
1937 a.—The tick as a vector for  the virus disease, 
equine encephalomyelitis [Abstract of  report 
before  38. Ann. Meet. Soc. Am. Bacteriol., In-
dianapolis, Ind., Dec. 28-30, 1936] <J. Bac-
teriol., v . 33 (1), Jan., p. 60. [W·.] 
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S Y V E R T O N , J E R O M E T . — C o n t i n u e d . 
1941 a.—Hereditary transmission of  the western 
type of  equine encephalomyelitis virus in the 
wood tick, Dermacentor andersoni Stiles <J. 
Exper. Med., v. 73 (4), Apr. 1, pp. 507-530, pis. 
[Wv] 
1941 b.—The transmission of  equine encephalo-
myelitis to the western burrowing owl, Speotyto 
cunicularia hypugaea (Bonaparte) <Am. J. H y g , 
v. 33 (2), Mar , Sect. B, pp. 37-41. [Wv] 
S Y V E R T O N , J E R O M E T . ; M C C O Y , O L I V E R R U F U S ; a n d 
K O O M E N , J . 0'r·)· 
1947 a.—The transmission of  the virus of  lympho-
cytic choriomeningitis by Trichinella spiralis <J. 
Exper. M e d , v. 85 (6), June 1, pp. 759-769. 
[Wv] 
S Y V E R T O N , J E R O M E T . ; a n d S L A V I N , H O W A R D B E R -
N A R D . 
1946 a.—Human toxoplasmosis <J. Am. Med. 
Ass, v. 131 (12), July 20, pp. 957-959, illus. 
[Wv] 
S Z A B O . 
(1935 a).—Sur l'iléus dû aux ascarides <Orvosi 
Hetilap, v. 79 (47), Nov. 23, p. 1243-1244. 
S Z A B Ó , A L B E R T . [Dr , Egyetemi tanársegéd] 
1938 a.—A méh (Apis mellifica ) betegségei <Allat. 
Lapok,' v. 61 (19), Oct. 1, pp. 343-349, illus. 
[Wv] 
S Z A B Ó , I S T V A N . [ D r . ] 
1905 a.—A lép echinococcosisának egy esete 
<Allat. Lapok, v. 28 (16), 15 Aug , pp. 523-524. 
[W·.] 
1927 a.—Körpergrösse und Lebensdauer der Tiere 
<Zool. Anz , Leipzig, v. 74 (1-4), 20 Okt., pp. 
39-53. [Wv] 
S Z A B Ó , K A B L . [ D r . ] 
1935 a.—Ueber dem Ascarisileus. Auf  die Be-
merkungen des Prof.  Hosemann in Nr. 21 dieses 
Zbl. <Centralbl. Chir, v. 63 (33), Aug. 17, pp. 
1937-1938. [W®.] 
S Z A B Ó , M A B G I T . [Budapest] 
1935 a.—Kóros elváltozások csigákon [Patholo-
gische Veränderungen bei den Schnecken] [Hun-
garian text; German summary] <Állat. Közlem, 
v. 32 (1-2), Apr. 20, pp. 132-135. [Ny.] 
S Z A F L A R B K I , J E B Z Y . [Kierownik, Pañst. Wet. Woje-
wódzki Zaklad Hig. Wet. w Katowicach] 
1946 a.—Kombinowane zakazenie éwini wlosniami, 
wqgrami oraz b^blowcami [Combined infection 
of  a pig by trichina, measles and hydatid cysts] 
<Medycyna W e t , v. 2 (3), M a r , p. 104, illus. 
[Wv] 
1946 b.—Przypadek zatrucia czterochlorkiem wegla 
(CCI«) u koni <Medycyna. W e t , v. 2 (11), 
Nov., pp. 526-527. [Wv] 
1946 c.—Przyczynek do serologicznego rospozna-
wania motylicy owczej (A propos du diagnostic 
sérologique de la distomatose des moutons) 
[Polish text; French summary] <Medycyna 
W e t , v. 2 (5), May, pp. 217-219. [Wv] 
S Z A K A L L , I M R E . 
(1938 a).—Vivoszerek befolyása belsö élôskôdôel-
lenes szerek méreghatására [Influence  of  vehicle 
on poisonous effect  of  anthelmintics] [German 
summary] Thesis (Budapest). 14 pp. 
1940 a.—Idem [Abstract] < Közlem az Összehas. 
Élet- és Kórtan Köréböl, v. 27 (14), Oct. 1, p. 
545. [Wv] 
S Z A L A Y , L . [ D r . ] 
1931 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Arachnoideen-
fauna  der Aggteleker Höhle <Ann. Hist.-Nat. 
Mus. Nat. Hungar. (1930-31), v. 27, pp. 351-
370, 1 map. [W·.] 
S Z A N A , A L E X A N D E R . [Dr , Weissen Kreuz-Findel-
haus, Temesvar.] 
1902 a.—Ueber die Ursachen der Ueberernährtheit 
und Unterernährtheit der Kinder über zwei 
Jahre <Heilkunde, [v. 6], (1), Jan, pp. 13-20. 
[W".] 
S Z A N C E B , B E R N H A R D . 
1879 a.—Echinococcus der Gebärmutter bei einem 
12 jährigen Mädchen <Ztschr. Geburteh. u. 
Gynäk, v. 4 (2), pp. 313-319. [Wm.] 
OF AGRICULTURE 
SZANISZLÓ , A L B E R T . 
1872 a.—Az ember galand-férgei <Orvosi Hetilap, 
(8), Feb. 25, pp. 125-127; (9), Mar. 3, pp. 140-
143; (11), Mar. 17, pp. 178-181; (12), Mar. 24, 
pp. 195-197. [Wm.] 
S Z Á N T Ó , J A K A B . 
1904 a.—Echinococcus hydatidosus tömeges elöfor-
dulása szarvasmarhában <Allat. Lapok, v. 27 
(15), Aug. 1, pp. 469-472, 1 fig. [Wv] 
1906 a.—Massenhaftes  Vorkommen von Echino-
kokken beim Rind [Abstract of  1904 a) 
< Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 14 (28), 14 
Juli, p. 338. [W·, Wm.] 
1906 b.—Localisation massive d'Echinococcus hyda-
tidosus chez le bœuf [Abstract of  1904 a] < R e r . 
Gén. Méd. Vét , Toulouse (93), v. 8, 1 Nov., p . 
492. [Wv] 
S Z Á N T Ó , J E N Ö . [Dr , Asst. Klin. Peter Pazmany 
Univ., Budapest] 
1929 a.—Durch Tyroglyphus  siro verursachte Haut-
affektion  <Arch. Dermat. u. Syph, v. 157 (2), 
pp. 434-436, illus. [Issued Apr. 10] [Wm.] 
SZARSKI , H . 
1936 a.—Contribution à l'étude de la physiologie 
des vers rangés dans le genre Chaetogaster [Ab-
stract of report read Feb. 5] <Acad. Polon. Se. 
et Lett , Compt. Rend. Mens. Cl. Sc. Math, et 
Nat. Cracovie (2), Feb , p. 6. [W«.] 
1936 b.—Przyczynek do fizjologji skaposzezetów, 
nalezacych do rodzaju Chaetogaster. Contribu-
tion to the physiology of  Oligochaeta belonging to 
the genus Chaetogaster [English text] <Bull. 
Internat. Acad. Polon. Sc. et Lett , Cracovie, CL 
Sc. Math, et Nat , s. B: Sc. Nat. (II), pp. 101-
112, pi. [Wm.] 
S Z A T H M Á R Y , D E Z S Ö . 
1911 a.—Cystákká alakult gümös góczok < Allât. 
Lapok, v. 34 (31), Aug. 5, pp. 367-368. [Wv] 
1911 b.—Borsóka sertés lépében <Allât. Lapok, 
v. 34 (18). May 6, pp. 210-211. [Wv] 
1911 c.—Sarcoptes-rühosség szarvasmarhán [Sar-
koptesräude beim Rinde] <Allat. Lapok, v. 34 
(14), Apr. 8, pp. 164-165. [Wv] 
1911 d.—Vékonynyakû hólyagférgekkel e te tett 
róka galandférgessége < Allât. Lapok, v. 34 (18), 
May 6, p. 211. [Wv] 
1912 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Bandwürmer bei einem 
mit Cysticercus tenuicollis gefütterten  Fuchs) 
CJahresb. Vet.-Med. (1911), v. 31, pp. I l l , 113. 
[Wv] 
1912 b.—Finnen in der Milz eines Schweines [Ab· 
stract of  1911 b] <Jahresb. Vet.-Med. (1911), 
v. 31, pp. I l l , 113. [Wv] 
SZAUTEB, B. [Med. Abt. Garnisonspitals, Debrecen, 
Ungarn] 
1937 a.—Neues Verfahren  (Dichtungsverfahren) 
zur Diagnose der tropischen Malaria <ZentralbL 
Bakteriol, 1. A b t , Orig, v. 138 (5-6), Feb. 16, 
pp. 303-306, illus. [Wv] 
SZCZYBALSKI , W I L L I A M L O U I S P H I L I P P . [1873- ] 
1900 a.—Ein Fall von Cysticercus racemo sus dee 
Gehirns mit Arteriitis obliterans gigantocellularis. 
Inaug.-Diss. (Königsberg). 29 pp. Königsberg 
i. Pr. [W®.] 
SZCZYPIORSKI , SIGISMOND B R O N I S L A S F B A N C I S Q U · . 
[1862- ] 
1890 a.—Des entozoaires de l'encéphale. Thèse. 
106 pp. Paris. [Wm.] 
SzécsEY, LAJOS. [Budapes t ] 
1928 a.—Echinococcosis a haskártyán <Orvoal 
Hetilap, v. 72 (4), Jan. 22, pp. 99-100. [W».J 
1929 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Echinococcosis peri-
tonei) <Centralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , Ref , v. 
93 (1-2), 28 Feb , p. 10. [Wv] 
S Z E G E D Y - M A S Z Á K , E L E M É R . [Dr., Budapest] 
1905 a.—Les dernières expériences sur la trans-
mission des maladies animales à l'homme (en 
tenant spécialement compte des différente  mé-
tiers) [Abstract of  1906 a] <Ann. Méd. Vét., 
v. 54 (11), N o v , p. 639. [W», W» . ] 
1906 a.—Les dernières expériences sur la transmis-
sion des maladies animales chez l'homme (en 
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1906 a.—Continued. 
tenant spécialement compte des différents  mé-
tiers. (Ujabb tapasztalatok állati betegségeknek 
emberekre (föleg ipari foglalkozást  üzokre) vaiò 
átragadásáról). (Neuere Erfahrungen  über die 
Infektion  der Menschen mit Tierkrankheiten 
(mit besonderer Rücksicht auf  einzelne Gewer-
betreibende). (Recent experiences as to the in-
fection  of  man with animal diseases (with especial 
regard to men pursuing the different  trades) 
[French text; Hungarian, German and English 
summaries] <Rep . 8. Internat. Vet. Cong. (Bud-
apest, 1905), v. 2, pp. 448-479. [W·.] [Pub-
lished in first  series as 1906 a - d ] 
S Z E K E L Y , L A S Z L Ó . [ D r . ] 
1936 a.—Ascaris az epeutakban [Ascaris in the bile 
ducts] [Hungarian text] COrvosi Hetilap., v. 80 
(42), Orvosi Gyak. Kerd., p. 178. [ W v ] 
1936 b.—Ascariasis der Gallenwege <Centralbl· 
Chir., v. 63 (37), Sept. 12, pp. 2178-C181. [ W v ] 
SzÉKELY, MlKSA. 
1907 a.—Gastrophilus-álczák okozta elhullás <A1-
lat. Lapok, v. 30 (41), Okt. 12, p. 498. [W», W v ] 
S Z É K E R . 
(1936 a).—Les rechutes du paludisme (évolution, 
diagnostic et influence  des différents  traitements 
sur le taux des recherches). Thèse (Paris). 
S Z E K E R E S , V I N C E . 
1923 a.—Szarvasmarhák coccidiosis a < Allât. La-
pok, v. 46 (13-14), Julius 31, p. 74. [W®.] 
1924 a.—Idem [Abstract] (Kokzidiose der Rinder) 
[Abstract] <Berl . Tierärztl. Wchnschr., v. 40 
(13), 27 März, p. 163. [W».] 
SzELENYI, К . 
(1896 а).—Adatok a Budapesten és Környékén 
mohok alatt élö gyökérlåbieak ismeretéhez. 29 
pp., 1 pl. Budapest. 
1896 b — I d e m [Abstract) <Zool . Centralbl., v. 3 
(21), 19 Oct., p. 716. [W*, W·.] 
SzELiNSKi. [Dr., Dessau] 
1930 a.—Zu den Trichinosefällen  in Stuttgart 
<Ztschr. Fleisch- u. Milchhyg., v. 40 (16), 15 
Mai, p. 355. [W'.] 
SZÉLYES, LAJOS. 
1915 a.—Ragadós száj-. és körömfåjås esetei ser-
téseken. [Cases of  infectious  foot-and-mouth 
disease in hogs] <Allât. Lapok, v. 38 (33), Aug. 
14, pp. 213-214. [WM 
S Z E M Z Ö , G E O R G . [Dr., Budapest] 
1925 a.—Beitrag zur Pathogenität der Trichomonas 
mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Wirkung 
von Ipecacuanha <Arch. Verdauungskr., v. 35 
(5-6), pp. 318-324, illus. [ W M 
SzÉN, E R Z S Í B E T . 
1934 a.—Beobachtungen an den kontraktilen Vak-
uolen von Ostracodinium obtusum Dog. et Fed. 
(1925.) forma  monolobum Dog. <Acta Biol., 
Szeged, v. 3 (1-2), Apr., p. 59. [W·.] 
SzENDi, BALÁZS. [Dr., Asst. Univ.-Frauenklin. De-
brecen, Ungarn] 
1936 a.—Durch Trichomonas  vaginalis verrursachte 
morphologische und biologische Veränderungen 
in der Scheide von Schwangeren <Arch. Gynäk., 
v. 162 (3), Oct. 23, pp. 479-496, illus. [ W M 
1937 a.—Trichomonas  vaginalis terhesek hüvelyé-
ben <Orvosi Hetilap, v. 81 (5), Jan. 30, pp. 9 8 -
101, illus.; (6), Feb. 6, pp. 126-128. [ W v ] 
S Z E N E S , J E N Ö . [Dr., M . Kir. Állat., Pásztón] 
1938 a.—A "todorit" és az "acaprin" mint specifi-
kumok a piroplasmosis eilen [Todorit and acap-
rin as specifics  for  piroplasmosis] <AUat. Lapok, 
v. 61 (24), Dec. 15, pp. 441-443. [W\] 
S Z E N T - G Y Ö R G Y I , N A N D O R . See Dzsinich, Antal; and 
Szent-Györgyi, Nandor. 
S Z E N T K I A L Y I . 
(1935 a).—Sur le Simulium columbacense [sic] 
COrvosi Hetilap, v. 79 (36), Sept. 7, p. 965. 
SZENTKIRÁLYI, Á K O S . 
(1880 a) .—A "Miescherféte  tömlök." Kolozsvar. 
S ZENTKIRÁLYI , ZsiGMOND. [Hódmezovásárhely, Un-
garn] 
1934 a.—Ueber eine durch Goldaugenlarven verur-
sachte Haut Veränderung <Dermat. Wchnschr., 
v. 99 (46), Nov. 17, pp. 1502-1504. [Wm.] 
S Z E N T K I R Á L Y I , Z S I G M O N D ; a n d L ÖRINCZ , F E R E N C . 
1932 a.—Phlebotomus csípése által okozott különös 
dermatosisról [Dermatosis caused by Phleboto-
mus] <Orvosi Hetilap, v. 76 (30) July 30, pp. 
665-668, illus., pl. [W». ] 
SZEPESHELYI , A N D R E A S ; a n d U R B Á N Y I , L A D I S L A U S . 
1934 a.—Anreicherungsmethode zum Nachweis der 
Distomeneier <München. Tierärztl. Wchnschr., 
v. 85 (25), 20 Juni, pp. 293-295, 1 fig. [W».] 
SZERLECKI , A L F R E D . [Dr., Mulhous] 
1874 a.—Ascarides vermiculaires provoquant un 
intertrigo très-opiniâtre, à la partie supérieure et 
interne des cuisses; guérison comme par enchante· 
ment par des lavements avec l'huile de foie  de 
morue <J . Conn. Méd. Prat., v. 41 (3), 15 Fév., 
p. 37. [Wm.] 
1885 a.—Lavements d'huile de foie  de morue con-
tre les oxyures vermiculaires <J . Méd. Paris, an. 
5, v. 8 (8), May 3, p. 708. [ W v ] 
S Z E W C Z Y K , J . 
1903 a.—Note sur une trypanosomose observée 
dans l'extrême sud oranais <Bull. Soc. Centr. 
Méd. Vét., n. s., v. 21, 30 Avril, pp. 218-221. 
[W·.] 
S Z E W C Z Y K , J Ó Z E F . [Dr., Adj. Klin. Lek,, Univ. 
Jagieli] 
1864 a.—Przyczynek do kazuistyki klinicznëj ziar-
nowca watrobowego (Echinococcus hepatia) 
<Przegl. Lek., v. 3 (16), 16 Kwietnia, pp. 121-
123; (18), 30 Kwietnia, pp. 137-140; (19), 7 
Maja, pp. 145-148; (20), 14 Maja, pp. 153-157. 
[Wm.] 
SZIDAT , L O T H A R . [Inst. Schädlingsforsch.,  Königs-
berg] [See also Deinbowski, H.; and Szidat, Lo-
thar; and Zechucke, Johannes; Szidat, Lothar; 
and Wigand, Rudolf] 
[n. d.].—Die Beseitigung der Wurmplage auf  dem 
Lande. Merkblatt für  die Anwohner des 
Kurischen Haffes.  Reprint. 4 pp. Königsberg 
Pr. [Lib. Price] 
1921 a.—Ueber eine neue Hühnerenzootie, bedingt 
durch Prosthogonimus  intercalandus n. spec. 2. 
Teil: Prosthogonimus  intercalandus n. spec. 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1 Abt., Orig., v. 86 (3), 
11 Mai, pp. 240-241. [W*.] 
1924 a.—Beiträge zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der 
Holostomiden <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 58 (11-
12), 5 März, pp. 299-314, figs.  1-9 . [W».] 
1924 b.—Beiträge zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der 
Holostomiden <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 61 (11-
12), 28 Dez., pp. 249-266, figs.  1-12. [Wv] 
1924 с.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis ostpreussischer 
Trematoden <Beitr. Tierk., Festgabe M . 
Braun, Königsberg, pp. 1 -6 ; pl. 1, figs.  1 -3 . 
[Lib. Zool. Div.] 
1925 a.—Ueber den Infektionsmodus  parasitischer 
Nematoden und Plattwürmer . [Abstract of  re-
port before  Biol. Sekt. Physikalischökonomischen 
Gesellsch., Königsberg, 3 Mar.] <Deutsche Med. 
Wchnschr., v. 51 (17), 24 Apr., p. 718. [W·.] 
1926 a.—Beiträge zur Faunistik und Biologie des 
Kurischen Haffs  <Schrift.  Phys.-Oekonom. 
Gesellsch. Königsberg, v. 56 (1), pp. 5-31, figs. 
1-12. [W·.] 
1926 b.—Studien an Trematoden <Zool . Ans., 
Leipzig, v. 66 (9-12), April, pp. 270-277. figs. 
1-4 . [W*.] 
1926 с .—Der Ueberträger der Trematodenkrank-
heit unserer Legehühner. Vorläufige  Mitteilung 
<Centralbl. Bakteriol., Abt. 1, Orig., v. 99 (7-8), 
20 Sept., pp. 561-564, figs.  1-6. [WM 
1926 d.—Die Verbreitung der Lungenwurmseuchs 
der Kälber in Ostpreussen <Georgine, Land- u. 
Forstwirtsch. Ztg., v. 103 (54), July 14. pp. 608-
609, map. [WM 
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[1927 a],—Die Parasiten des Hausgeflügels. 1. 
Die Holostomiden des Entendarmes und ihre 
Entwicklung <Arch. Geflügelk., v. 1 (11), pp. 
395-403, figs.  1-4 . [W·.] 
[1927? b].—Die Trematodenkrankheit unserer 
Legehühner, ihr Erreger und ihre Verhütung 
<Àrch. Geflügelk., v. 1 (5), pp. 153-161, figs. 
1-5. [W·.] 
1927 с.—Ueber ein Fischsterben im Kurischen Haff 
und seine Ursachen <Ztschr. Fischerei, Neu-
damm u. Berlin, v. 25 (1), Feb., pp. 83-90, figs. 
1-5. [W'.] 
1928 a.—Die Parasiten des Hausgeflügels. 2. 
Syngamus trachealis (Montagu) v. Siebold, ein 
Parasit der Luftröhre  unserer Hühnervögel, seine 
Entwicklung und Uebertragung <Arch. Geflü-
..." gelk., v. 2 (8), pp. 237-245, figs.  1-5 . [W".] 
1928 b.—Studien an emigen seltenen Parasiten der 
Kurischen Nehrung <Ztschr. Parasitenk., Ber-
lin, v. 1 (2), 10 Aug., pp. 331-344, figs.  1-10. 
[W·.] 
1928 с.—Ueber ein Massenfischsterben im Kuri-
schen Haff  <Schrift.  Phys.-Oekonom. Gesellsch. 
Königsberg, i. Pr., v. 65 (3-4), pp. 245-247. 
[WM 
1928 d.—Zur Revision der Trematodengattung 
Strigea Abildgaard <Centralbl. Bakteriol., 1. 
Abt.. Orig., v. 105 (4-5), 16 Jan., pp. 204-215. 
[WM 
(1928 e).—Untersuchungen zur Erforschung  der 
Lungenwürmer bei Rindern <Mitgliedersamml. 
Ostpreues. Höllander Herdbuchgesellsch., Dec. 
19, 4 pp. 
1928 f. —Warum Libellen fressende  Haushühner 
Windeier legen; die wissenschaftliche  Ergründ-
ung eines alten Rätsels" <Schrift.  Phys.-
Ukonom. Gesellsch. Königsberg i. Pr., v. 65 ( 3 -
4 ) , p p . 2 4 3 - 2 4 4 . [ W M 
1929 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Gattung Stri-
gea (Abildg.). I. Allgemeiner Teil: Untersuch-
ungen über die Morphologie, Physiologie und 
Entwicklungsgeschichte der Holostomiden nebst 
Bemerkungen über die Metamorphose der Tre-
matoden und die Phylogenie derselben <Ztschr. 
Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 1 (4-5), 26 März, pp. 612-
687, figs.  1-35, col. pl. 8, figs.  1-2 . [W».] 
1929 b.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Gattung Stri-
gea (Abildg.). II. Spezieller Teil: Revision der 
Gattung Strigea nebst Beschreibung einer An-
zahl neuer Gattungen und Arten <Ztschr. Para-
sitenk., Berlin, v. 1 (4-5), 26 März, pp. 688-764, 
figs.  1-35. [W».] 
1929 с.—Beiträge zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der 
Holostomiden. III. Ueber zwei Tetracotylen aus 
Hirudineen und ihre Weiterentwicklung in En-
ten zu Cotylurus cornuta» Rud. und Apatemon 
gracilis Rud. <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 86 (5-6), 
20 Dez., pp. 133-149, figs.  1-8. [WM 
1929 d.—Ein merkwürdiger Hühnerschmarotzer 
[Abstract; source not given] <Kosmos, Stutt-
gart, v. 26 (1), Jan., p. 33, figs.  1-9. [WM 
1929 e.—Die Parasiten des Hausgeflügels. 3. Bü-
harziella polonika Kow., ein im Blut schmarotzen-
der Trematode unserer Enten, seine Entwicklung 
und Uebertragung <Arch. Geflügelk.,  v. 3 (3), 
März, pp. 78-87, figs.  1-8. [W».] 
1929 f. —Der Spulwurm, ein Parasit des Schweine-
darms und seine Gefahren  für  die menschliche 
Gesundheit <Georgine, Land- u. Forstwirtsch. 
Ztg., v. 106 (4), 15 Jan., pp. 28-29. [WM 
1929 g.—Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte des Blut-
trematoden der Enten, Büharziella polonica Kow. 
I. Morphologie und Biologie der Cercarie von 
Büharziella polonica Kow. < Centralbl. Bak-
teriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 111 (6-8), 25 Apr., pp. 
461-470, figs.  1-5. [WM 
1929 h.—Zur Spulwurmkrankheit'der Affen  <Zool . 
Garten, n. F., v. 2 (4-6), Okt., pp. 127-130. 
[WM 
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1930 a.—Die Entwicklungsgeschichte des breiten 
Bandwurms, Bothriocephalus latus [Abstract of 
report read 9 Sept.] (In 91. Versamml. Gesel-
lsch. Deutsch. Naturi, u. Aerzte, Königsberg i. 
Pr., 7-11 Sept.) CKlin. Wchnschr., v. 9 (48), 29 
Nov., Beilage, p. 1055. [WM 
1930 b .—Die Entwicklungsgeschichte des breiten 
Bandwurmes, Bothriocephalus latus [Abstract of 
report before  91. Versamml. Gesellsch. Natur-
forscher u. Aerzte, Königsberg i. Pr., 7.-11. Sept.] 
<Tierärztl. Rundschau, v. 36 (42), 19 Okt., p. 
722. [WM 
1930 c.—Gigantobüharzia monocotylea n. sp., ein 
neuer Blutparasit aus ostpreussischen Wasser-
vögeln <Ztschr. Parasitenk., v. 2 (5), 9 Aug., pp. 
583-588, figs.  1-5 . [W·.] 
1930 d.—Kann die Lungenwurmseuche unserer 
Kälber vermieden werden? <Georgine, Land- u. 
Forstwirtsch. Ztg., v. 107 (40), 23 Mai, p. 332. 
[WM 
1930 e.—Die Lebensgeschichte von Büharziella 
polonica Kow., ein Beispiel für  die Entwickelung 
eines Bluttrematoden [Abstract of  report before 
91. Versamml. Gesellsch. Naturforscher u. 
Aerzte, Königsberg i. Pr-, 7.-11. Sept.] CTier-
ärztl. Rundschau, v. 36 (42), 19 Okt., p. 722. 
[WM 
1930 f. —Die Lebensgeschichte von Büharziella polo-
nica Kow. ein Beispiel für  die Entwicklung eines 
Bluttrematoden, Büharziella polonica [Abstract 
of  report read 9 Sept.] (In 91. Versamml. Gesel-
lsch. Deutsch. Naturi, u. Aerzte, Königsberg i. 
Pr., 7-11 Sept.) CKlin. Wchnschr., v. 9 (48), 29 
Nov., Beilage, pp. 1055-1056. [WM 
1930 g.—Die Parasiten des Hausgeflügels. 4· 
Notocotylus Diesing und Çatatropis Odhner, 
zwei, die Blinddärme des Geflügels  bowohnende 
monostome Trematódengattungen, ihre Ent-
wicklung und Uebertragung <Arch. Geflügelk., 
v . 4 (3), März, pp. 105-114, figs.  1-7 . [W·.] 
1930 h.—Ueber die Zoologische Station für  Schäd-
lingsforschung,  Rossitten und einige wichtige 
Parasiten der Kurischen Nehrung. (In  Ver-
handl. Deutsch. Pharmakol. Gesellsch., Königs-
berg i. Pr., 4.-7. Sept.) <Arch. Exper. Path. u. 
Pharmakol., v. 157, Dez., pp. 138-139. [WM 
1930 i.—Ueber einen Saugwurm, Büharziella pol-
onica Kow. aus dem Blut ostpreussischer Enten 
<Schrift.  Phys.-Oekonom. Gesellsch. Königs-
berg. i. Pr., v. 67 (1), pp. 99-100. [WM 
1930 j.—;Ueber einige wichtige Parasiten des Men-
schen in Ostpreussen <Schrift.  Phys.-Oekonom. 
Gesellsch. Königsberg, i. Pr., v. 67 (1), pp. 88 -
91. [W».] 
1930 k.—Ueber Hautinfektionen  bei Bluttremato-
den insbesondere bei Büharziella polonica Kow. 
(In  Verhandl. Deutsch. Dermat. Gesellsch., 16. 
Kong., 1 -7 Aug., 1929) <Arch. Dermat. u. 
Syph., v. 160, pp. 304-308, figs.  1-4. [W®.] 
1931 a.—Beiträge zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der 
Holostomiden. IV. Die Cercariae des Enten-
parasiten Apatemon (Strigea) gracilis Rud. und 
ihte Entwicklung im Blutgefässystem des Zwi-
schenwirtes (Herpobdella atomaria Car.) <Ztschr. 
Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 3 (2), 20 Apr., pp. 160-
172, figs.  1-13. [W·.] 
1931 b.—Cordulia aenea L., ein neuer Hilfswirt  für 
Prosthogonimus  pellucidus v. Linstow, den Erre-
ger der Trematodenkrankheit der Legehühner 
<Zentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., Orig., v. 119 
(5-6), 20 Jan., pp. 289-293, figs.  1-3. [W».] 
1931 с .—Die Parasiten des Hausgeflügels. 5. Un-
tersuchungen über die Entwicklungsgeschichte 
und die Biologie von Filicollis  anatis Schrank, 
eines Kratzers aus dem Darm unserer Enten-
vögel und seine Uebertragung durch Wasseras-
seln <Arch. Geflügelk.,  v. 5 (3-4), März-Apr., 
pp. 90-102, figs.  1-15. [W».] 
1931 d.—Weidehygiene als Vorbeuge gegen Lebere-
gel und Lungenwurm <Georgine, Land- u. Forst-
wirtsch. Ztg., v. 108 (37), May 19, p. 287. [WM 
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1932 a.—Parasiten aus Liberia und Franzosiseh-
Guinea. II. Teil: Trematoden <Ztschr. Para-
sitenk., Berlin, v. 4 (3), 18 Mai, pp. 506-521, figs. 
1-6. [W».] 
1932 b.—Ueber cysticerke Riesencercarien, insbe-
sondere Cercaria mirabilis M. Braun und Cercaria 
splendens η. sp., und ihre Entwicklung im Magen 
von Raubfischen  zu Trematoden der Gattung 
Azygia Looss <Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 4 
(3), 18 Mai, pp. 477-505, figs.  1-22. [W·.] 
1932 с.—Ueber die Entwicklung und den Infek-
tionsmodus von Tracheophilus  sisowi Skrj., eines 
Luftröhrenschmarotzers  der Enten aus der Trem-
atodenfamilie  der Cyclocoeliden [Abstract of 
report before  92. Versamml. Gesellsch. Deutsch. 
Naturi, u. Aerzte] <Wien. Tierärztl. Monatschr., 
v. 19 (21), 1 Nov., p. 662. [W4] 
1932 d.—Zur Entwicklungsgeschichte der Cyclo-
coeliden. Der Lebenszyklus von Tracheophilus 
sisowi Skrj. 1923 <Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 100 
(7-8), 15 Okt., pp. 205-213, figs.  1-3. [W».] 
(1932 e).—Ein Fall von Muskelfinnen  beim Reh in 
Ostpreussen <Deutsches Weidwerk, H. 7. 
1933 a.—Eine bei Rossitten entdeckte, jetzt nach 40 
Jahren widergefundene  Riesencerkarie und ihre 
Lebensgeschichte [Title only of  report 21 Jan., 
1932] <Schrift.  Phys.-Oekonom. Gesellsch. 
Königsberg i. Pr., v. 68 (1), p. 109. [W».] 
1933 b.—Die isolierte Haltung der Jungtiere als 
Methode zur Verhütung von Aufzuchtkrank-
heiten besonders parasitärer Natur <Georgine, 
Land- u. Forstwirtsch. Ztg., v. 110 (51), 27 Juni, 
pp. 436-437. [W·.] 
1933 c.—Ueber die Entwicklung und den Infek-
( ions modus von Tracheophilus  sisowi Skrj., eines 
Luftröhrenschmarotzers  der Enten aus der 
Trematodenfamilie  der Zyklozöliden CTierärztl. 
Rundschau, v. 39 (6), 5 Feb., pp. 95-99, figs.  1-5. 
[W..] 
1933 d.—Ueber drei neue monostome Gabel-
schwanzcercarien der ostpreussischen Fauna 
<Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 5 (3-4), 20 Mai, 
pp. 443-459, figs.  1-11. [W».] 
1933 е.—Weitere Beobachtungen über das Vorkom-
men und die Biologie von Prosthogonimus  pel-
lucidus v. Linst·., den Erreger der Trematoden-
krankheit der Legehühner, bei Enten und Gänsen 
in Ostpreussen <Zentralbl. Bakteriol., 1. Abt., 
Orig., v. 127 (7-8), 23 Feb., pp. 392-397. [W».j 
1934 a.—Dicrocoelium lanceolatum Rud., 1803 in 
den Gallengängen eines Elches (Alces alces L.) 
<Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 7 (3), 19 Dez., 
pp. 392-394. [W*.] 
1935 a.—Neue Entdeckungen aus dem Gebiet der 
Parasiten des Menschen <Schrift.  Phys.-Oeko-
nom. Gesellsch. Königsberg i. Pr., v. 68 (3-4), 
pp. 294-298. [W».] 
1935 b.—Warum wirft  der Storch seine Jungen aus 
dem Nest? Ein Beitrag zur Brutbiologie und 
Oekologie des weissen Storches (Ciconia ciconia 
L.), sowie zur Kenntnis seiner Parasitenfauna 
<J. Ornithol., v . 83 (1), Jan., pp. 76-87, figs.  1-7. 
[W·.] 
1936 a.—Parasiten aus Seeschwalben. 1. Ueber 
neue Cyathocotyliden aus dem Darm von Sterna 
hirundo L. und Sterna paradisea < Ztschr. Para-
sitenk., Berlin, v. 8 (3), Mar. 4, pp. 285-316, figs. 
1-20. [W».] 
1936 b.—Studien zur Systematik und Entwick-
lungsgeschichte der Gattung Leucochloridium 
Carus. I. Bemerkungen zur Arbeit von G. 
Witenberg (1925): Versuch einer Monographie 
der Trematodenunterfamilie  Harmostominae 
Braun <Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 8 (6), 
Sept. 26, pp. 645-653, figs.  1-4. [W·.] 
1936 с.—Ueber die Entwicklungsgeschichte und 
den ersten Zwischenwirt von Paramphistomum 
cervi Zeder 1790 aus dem Magen von Wieder-
käuern <Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 9 (1), 
Dec. 15, pp. 1-19, illus. [Wa.] 
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1937 a.—Archigetes R. Leuckart 1878, die progene-
tische Larve einer für  Europa neuen Caryophyl-
laeiden-Gattung Biacetabulum Hunter 1927 
<Zool . Anz., Leipzig, v. 119 (5-6), Aug. 1. pp. 
166-172, illus. [W».] 
1937 b.—Ueber die Entwicklungsgeschichte von 
Sphaeridiotrema globulus Rud. 1814 und die Stel-
lung der Psilostomidae Odhner im natürlichen 
System. I. Die Entwicklungsgeschichte von 
Sphaeridiotrema globulus Rud. <Ztschr. Para-
sitenk., Berlin, v. 9 (4), July 23, pp. 529-542, 
illus. [W».] 
1937 c.—Ueber einige neue Caryophyllaeiden aus 
ostpreussischen Fischen <Ztschr. Parasitenk., 
Berlin, v. 9 (6), pp. 771-786, illus. [Issued Dec. 
9] [Wa.] 
1938 a.—Brachyurus gobii n.g. n.sp., eine neue 
Caryophyllaeiden-Art aus dem Gründling, Gobio 
fluviatilis  Cuv. <Zool. Anz., Leipzig, v. 124 ( 9 -
10), Dec. 15, pp. 249-258, illus. [Wa.] 
1938 b.—Pseudobilharziella filiformis  n. sp., eine 
neue Vogelbilharzie aus dem Höckerschwan, 
Cygnus olor L. <Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 
10 (5), pp. 535-544, illus. [Issued Dec. 14] [W».] 
1938 с.—Ueber Allocreadium transversale Rud., 1802 
aus Misgurnus  fossilis  L. <Ztschr. Parasitenk., 
Berlin, v. 10 (4), pp. 468-475, illus. [Issued Oct, 
17] [W·.] 
1938 d.—Ueber die Ergebnisse des Wurmfeldzuges 
1935/36 in der Umgebung des Kurischen Haffes 
[Abstract of  report before Ver. Wissensch. Heilk., 
Königsberg, Apr. 4] <Deutsche Med. Wchnschr., 
v. 64 (28), July 8, p. 1024. [W·.] 
1939 a.—Beiträge zum Aufbau  eines natürlichen 
Systems der Trematoden. I. Die Entwicklung 
von Echinocercaria choanophila U. Szidat zu 
Cathaemasia hians und die Ableitung der Fascio-
lidae von den Echinostomidae <Ztschr. Para-
sitenk., Berlin, v. И (2-3), Dec. 21, pp. 239-283, 
illus. [Wa.] 
1940 a.—Die Parasitenfauna  des weissen Storches 
und ihre Beziehungen zu fragen  der Oekologie, 
Phylogenie und der Urheimat der Störche 
<Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 11 (4), pp. 563-
592, illus. [Issued May 27] [Wa.] 
1940 b.—Ueber einen Trematoden aus der Bursa 
Fabricii des grauen Reihers, Episthmium bursi-
cola Creplin, 1837 <Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, 
v. 12 (1), Dec. 30, pp. 54-64, illus. [Wa.] 
1940 c.—Ueber Wirtspezifität  bei Trematoden und 
ihre Beziehung zur Systematik und Phylogenie 
der zugehörigen Wirtstiere [Abstract of  report 
read by title] <3 . Internat. Cong. Microbiol. 
(Ν . York, Sept. 2-9 , 1939) Rep. Proc., pp. 445-
446. [W».] 
1941 a.—Bemerkungen zur sogenannten Parasitä-
ren Kastration von Mollusken < Ztschr. Para-
sitenk., Berlin, v. 12 (2), pp. 251-258, illus. 
[Issued July 12] [WX] 
1941 b.—Kritische Bemerkungen zu einem Artikel 
von A. Mendheim, 1938 "Ueber eine Zweck-
mässige Abänderung der Loossschen Schüttel-
methode nebst Bemerkungen zur Helmintho-
logischen Technik <Ztschr. Parasitenk., Berlin, 
v. 12 (2), pp. 302-306. [Issued July 12] [Wa.] 
1941 с.—Ueber die Caryophyllaeiden-Gattung 
Khawia H. F. Hsü, 1935 und eine neue Art dieser 
Gattung Khawia baltica η. spec. <Ztschr. Para-
sitenk., Berlin, v. 12 (2), pp. 120-132, illus. 
[Issued July 12] [W·.] 
1942 a.—Was ist Cercaria ocellata La Valette? 
Morphologische und entwicklungsgeschichtliche 
Untersuchungen über den Erreger der europäi-
schen Cercarien-Dermatitis des Menschen 
<Deutsche Tropenmed. Ztschr, v. 46 (19), Oct. 
1, pp. 481-497; (20), Oct. 15, pp. 409-524, illus. 
[W®.] 
1943 a.—Die Fischtrematoden der Gattung Aeym-
phylodora Looss, 1899 und Verwandte <Ztschr. 
Parasitenk., Berlin, v. 13 (1), pp. 25-61, illus. 
[Issued Aug. 12] [Wm.] 
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S Z I D A T , L O T H A R — C o n t i n u e d . 
1943 b.—Weitere Beobachtungen über Parasiten 
und andere Krankheitserreger in aus dem Nest 
geworfenen  Jungstörchen <Ztschr. Morphol. u. 
Oekol. Tiere, v. 40 (2), pp. 238-247, illus. [Is-
sued Dec. 30] [W®.] 
1944 a.—Ueber die Erhaltungsfähigkeit  von Hel-
mintheneiern in vor und Frühgeschichtlichen 
Moorleichen <Ztschr. Parasitenk, Berlin, v. 13 
(3), pp. 265-274, illus. [ I ssuedDec . i l ] [ W v ] 
1944 b.—Weitere Untersuchungen über die Trema-
toden. Fatma einheimischer Süsswasserfische. 
II. Mitteilung. Die Gattung Sphaerostomum 
(Stiles und Hassall 1898) Looss 1899 und Ver-
wandte <Ztschr. Parasitenk, Berlin, v. 13 (2), 
pp. 183-214, illus. [Issued Apr. 13] [ W v ] -
SZIDAT , L O T H A R ; a n d E R H A R D T , A L B E R T . 
1931 a.—Ueber Opisthorchiasis in Ostpreussen und 
therapeutische Versuche an Katzen mit Fuadin 
<Deutsche Med. Wchnschr, v . 57 (31), 31 Juli, 
pp. 1322-1324. [W®.] 
SZIDAT , L O T H A R ; a n d H E I N E M A N N , E R N S T . 
1937 a.—Neue Beobachtungen über die Mor-
phologie und Biologie des ersten Larvenstadiums 
der Elchrachenbremse (Cephenomyia ulrichi 
Brauer) <Deutsche Jagd, Ausgabe A, v. 6 (52), 
Mar. 26, pp. 995-996, illus.; v . 7 (1), Apr. 2, p. 
20. [W®.] (108-109. Band der Deutschen Jäger-
Zeitung, Neudamm) 
SZIDAT , L O T H A R ; a n d N Ö L L E R , W I L H E L M . 
1929 a.—Die Verbreitung des Leberegels in Ost-
preussen CTierärztl. Rundschau, v. 35 (13), 31 
März, pp. 229-236, 2 maps. [W®.] 
SZIDAT , L O T H A B ; a n d SZIDAT , U R S U L A . 
1933 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Trematoden 
der Monostomidengattung Notocotylus Dies. 
<Zentralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , Orig, v. 129 (5 -
6), 8 Sept , pp. 411-422, figs.  1-12. [W®.] 
SZIDAT , L O T H A R ; a n d W I G A N D , R U D O L F . 
1931 a.—Ueber Fuadinwirkung bei Bilharziella-
Enten (Parasitologische, klinische und pharma-
kologische Beobachtungen) <Arch. Schills- u. 
Tropen-Hyg, v. 35 (3), März, pp. 159-171, figs. 
1-5. [W®.] 
1934 a.—Leitfaden  der einheimischen Wurmkrank-
heiten des Menschen. 212 pp., figs.  1-156. 
Leipzig. [W®.] 
SZIDAT , U R S U L A . [Zool. Station Schädlingsforsch. 
Rossitten, Kurische Nehrung] [See also Szidat, 
Lothar; and Szidat, Ursula] 
1932 a.—Dicranocercaria brachycerca n .sp, der Typ 
einer neuen Gruppe gabelschwänziger Cercarien 
<Zool . A n z , Leipzig, v. 98 (11-12), 25 Mai, pp. 
317-322, figs.  1-3. [W®.] 
1935 a.—Weitere Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Trema-
toden der Monostomidengattung Notocotylus 
Diesing <Zentralbl. Bakteriol, 1. A b t , Orig, 
v. 133 (3-4), 15 Jan , pp. 265-270, figs.  1-5. 
[W®.] 
1936 a.—Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Trematoden-
gattung Notocotylus Diesing. III . Notocotylus 
linearis (Rud. 1819?) n.sp. aus den Blinddärmen 
des Kiebitz (Vanellus  vanellus L.) <Zentralbl. 
Bakteriol, 1. A b t , Orig, v. 136 (3-4), Mar. 24, 
pp. 231-235, figs.  1-3. [W®.] 
1936 b.—Ueber eine neue Echinostomidencercarie, 
Echinocercaria choanophila n.sp. <Zool . A n z , 
Leipzig, v. 116 (11-12), Dec. 15, pp. 304-310, 
illus. [W®.] 
1940 a.—Neue Cercarienstudien <Zentralbl. Bak-
teriol, 1. A b t , Orig, v. 145 (7), May 3, pp. 438 -
448, illus. [W®.] 
S Z I G E T H Y , K A R L . [ D r . ] 
1897 a.—Turbellaria. (Resultate der wissenschaft-
lichen Erforschimg  des Balatonsees. v. 2, 1. 
Theil, pp. 73-79, figs.  43-49. Wien.) [W·.] 
S z i K L A I , A R T U B . 
(1933 a).—Trichomonaden im Uterus des Rindes. 
Vet. Diss. (Wien). 
1934 a.—Idem [Abstract] <Zentralbl. Bakteriol, 
1. A b t , Re f , v. 113 (11-12), 12 A p r , p. 268. 
[W®.] 
S Z I K L Á S S Y , L . 
1869 a.—Zur Kasuistik der Wurmkrankheiten 
<Wien. Med. Presse, v. 10 (3), 17 Jan, pp. 67 -
69. [W·".] 
S Z I L Á D Y , Z O L T Á N . [ D r . ] 
1905 a.—Rovarokon éló atkák és legyek <Rovart. 
Lapok, Budapest, v. 12 (2), F e b , pp. 23-24. 
[W®.] 
1908 a.—A halak betegségei [The diseases of fish] 
<Természettud. Közlöny (461), v. 40, Jan , pp. 
24-36, figs.  1-17; (462), F e b , pp. 99-108, figs. 
1-20. [W®.] 
1908 b.—Az élôskôdés fogalmának kiterjesztésérôl 
(Ueber die Ausdehnung des Begriffes  des Para-
sitismus) <Allât. Közlem, v. 7 (3), Okt. 30, pp. 
125-144, figs.  1-10; German summary, p. 179. 
[Y h . ] [Also photostat copy of  German summary: 
Zool. Div.] 
1909 a.—Az élôskôdés fogalmának kiterjesztésérlö. 
(Válaez Méhely Lajos-nak). (Ueber die Ausdeh-
nung des Begriffes  des Parasitismus (Erwiderung 
an L. Méhely. 1908)) <Allat, Közlem, v. 8 
(4), Decz. 22, pp. 176-183; German summary, p. 
199. [Yb.] [See Méhely, L , 1908 a; and 1909 a] 
1914 a.—Vorläufige  Mitteilung über eine Tabani-
den-Monographie <[Compt.-Rend.] 9. Cong. 
Internat. Zool. (Monaco, 25-30 Mars 1913), 
pp. 744-745. [W®.] 
1922 a.—A bögöly-félék családja (Diptera: Tabani-
dae). Die Fa mille der Bremsen. (Diptera: 
Tabanidae) [Hungarian and German textsl 
<Magy . Tudomán. Akad. Balkán-Kutat. Tudo-
mán. Eredményei, v. 1 pp. 67-70. [By.] 
1922 b.—A szuronyos légy jelentôsége <Allat. 
Lapok, v. 45 (1-2), Jan. 30, pp. 3-4. [W®.] 
1922 с.—Idem [Abstract] (Die Bedeutung der 
Stechmücken) <Berl. Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 
38 (37), 14 Sept., p. 434. [W®.] 
1935 a.—A Magyarországi bagóclsegyek (Die un-
garischen Dasselfliegen) [Hungarian text; Ger-
man summary] <Allat. Közlem, v. 32 (3-4), pp. 
136-140. [AA.] 
1938 a.—Emberevö legyek CTermészettud. Köz-
löny (1081), v. 70, M a r , pp. 173-174. [W®.] 
S Z I N E S S Y , JOSEF. 
1904 a.—Ein Ascaris, welcher ungewöhnliche 
Erscheinungen verursachte <Pest. Med.-Chir. 
Presse, v. 40 (35), 28 A u g , col. 852. [ W v ] 
SZINITZIN. See Sinitsin. 
SzLEIFSTEIN, JULIUSZ. 
1902 a.—Ankylostomiasis et Ankylostomum duo-
denale. (Tegoryjec dwunastnicy) <Pam. To-
warz. Lek. Warszaw, v. 98 (2), 10 Lipca, pp. 201-
232, figs.  1 -4 ; (3), 10 Pazdziern, pp. 443-464, 
figs.  5 -7 ; (4), 31 Grudnia, pp. 718-767, figs.  8-33. 
[Wv] 
S Z M A N T , H . H A B B Y ; a n d H A L P E R N , A L F R E D . 
1949 a.—Ascaridole in oil of  chenopodium. III . 
The characterization of  ascaridole <J . Am. 
Chem. Soc , v. 71 (3), M a r , pp. 1133-1134. [W®.] 
S ZOKALSKI , C A S I M I R . See Karwacki, Léon; and 
Szokalski, Casimir. 
SZOVITS , J . 
(1828 a).—Nachricht über die Wanzen von Miaña 
(Argas persicus Fisch.) <J . de St. Pétersb. (109), 
11 ( - 2 3 ) Sept. 
1828 b.—Idem [Abstract] <Notiz . Geb. Nat.- u. 
Heilk, v. 22 (16), N o v , pp. 247-248. [W™, W v ] 
S Z O Y K A , G U S T A V . [Klin. Asst., K. Ungar. Vet.-Hoch-
schule, Budapest] 
1903 a.—A kutyák piroplasmosisa és haemoglobin-
aemiája <Allat, Lapok, v. 26 (1), Jan. 1, pp. 1-
14. [W®.] 
1903 b.—Piroplasmosis und Haemaglobina;mie der 
Hunde <Deutsche Tierärztl. Wchnschr, v. 11 
(25), 20 Juni, pp. 234-236. [W®, W v ] 
S Z P I L M A N , J . [Prof.  Dr.] 
1912 a.—Moczówka krwawa (haemoglobinuria en-
zootica-pyroplasmosa) opinia co do czasu pow-
stania choroby <Przegl. W e t , v. 27 (9-10), pp. 
369-373. [ W v ] 
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S Z P O T A Ñ S X A , I B E N A . [Inst. Zool. Univ. Neuchâtel] 
1917 a — N o w y rodzaj, podrodzaj i nowe gatunki w 
rodzinie Tetrabothriidae. (Un nouveau genre, un 
sous-genre et quelques nouvelles espèces de la 
fam.  Tetrabothriidae) <Sprawoz. Posied. Towar-
zyst. Nauk. Warszawsk., Wydz. 3, v. 10 (7), 
Paidziernik, pp. 909-918, figs.  1-5; French sum-
mary, pp. 918-921. [W·.] 
1926 a.—Studjum nad rodzina Tetrabothriidae 
nawalnic (Etude sur les tetrabothriides des pro-
cellariiformes)  <Bull. Internat. Acad. Polon. Se. 
et lettres, Cracovie, Cl. Sc. Math, et Nat., s. B: 
Sc. Nat. (1925), (7B), Juillet, pp. 673-727, figs. 
1-14. [French text] [W·.] 
1929 a.—О kilku malo znanych i nowych gatunkach 
rodziny Tetrabothriidae u ptaków. (Recherches 
sur quelques tétrabothriides d'oiseaux) [French 
text] <Bull. Internat. Acad. Polon. Se. et Let-
tres, Cracovie, cl. Sc. Math, et Nat. s. B: Se. 
Nat. (Zool.), (3-7), Mars-Juillet, 1928, pp. 129-
152, figs.  1-19. [W·.] 
1931 a.—A propos du genre Porotaenia <Ann. 
Parasitol., v. 9 (5), 1 Sept., p. 484. [WM 
1931 b.—-Kilka nowych lub malo znanych gatun-
ków z podrodziny Hymenolepididae Fuhrmann 
(Cestodes). Quelques espèces nouvelles ou peu 
connues des Hymenolepididae Fuhrmann (Ces-
todes) [French text] <Ann. Mus. Zool. Polon., 
v. 9 (17), 31 Dec., pp. 247-266, pis. 33-36, figs. 
1-24; Polish summary, p. 266. [W*.] 
1931 с.—Notatka о pewnym gatunku rodzaju Liga 
Weinland. Note sur une espèce du genre Liga 
Weinland [French text] <Ann. Mus. Zool. 
Polon., v. 9 (17), 31 Dec., pp. 237-246, pis. 31-
32, figs.  1-8; Polish summary, p. 246. [WM 
1934 a.—Ζ badaá nad anatomia Hymenolepis  vil-
losoXdes  Solowiow. Recherches sur la structure 
anatomique de Hymenolepis villoso ides Solowiow 
[French text; Polish summary] <Ann. Mus. 
Zool. Polon., v. 10 (17), 25 July, pp. 327-332 (pp. 
1-6), pi. 54, figs.  1-9. [Wv] 
S z T E H L Ó , I S T V Á N . 
1938 a.—Trichomonas kolpitis <Orvosi Hetilap, 
v. 82 (38), Sept. 17, Orvosi Gyak. Kerd., p. 149. 
[ W v ] 
Szucs, M. M. [Surg. (R.), U. S. P. H. S., Cardiol., 
U. S. P. H. S. Hosp., Sheepshead Bay, Brooklyn, 
New York] See Zizmor, Judah; and Szucs, M. M. 
S z u c s , G Y U L A [ D r . ] ; a n d B A L A S , G Y U L A . 
1937 a.—Ujabb eijárás lovak tetvességének gyó-
gykezelésére <Allat. Lapok, v. 60 (19), Oct. 1, 
pp. 321-323. [W».] 
1939 a.—Delousing horses [Abstract of  1937 a] 
<Vet. Med., v. 34 (1), Jan., p. 67. [WM 
S Z Ü T S , A N D O B . 
1911 a.—A földigilisztåk parasitáiról [Rhabditis 
entri, η. sp.] [Abstract of  report read Dec. 1] 
<Allât. Közlem., v. 10 (4), Dec. 29, p. 228; Ger-
man summary, p. 232. [Yh .] 
1912 a.—Uj élösködö fonálféreg (Eine neue parasi-
tische Nematode) <Allat. Közlem., v. 11 (1-2), 
24 Már., pp. 81-84, figs.  1-8; German summary, 
p. 98. [W·.] 
S Z D N Y O Q , M . 
(1928 a).—Traitement de la gastrophilose des pou-
lains (très bons résultats par l'emploi de la gas-
tine) <Allategeszsegügy, Budapest, 15 Avril. 
S Z W A B O W I C Z ,  A . 
(1938 a).—Prosta metoda wrkrywania antymonu 
w zatruciach [Simple method of  detecting an-
timony in poisoning] <Przegl. Wet., v. 53, pp. 
545-548. 
S Z W E J K O W S K A ,  G . 
1926 a.—Ζ badati fizjologicznych  nad dojrzewaniem 
jaj Ascaris (Recherches sur la physiologie de la 
maturation de l'oeuf  d'Ascaris) < Prace Inst. 
Nenckiego (54), 42 pp., figs.  1-2; French sum-
mary, pp. 1-4. [WM 
1929 a.—Z badaá fizjologicznych  nad dojrzewaniem 
jaj Ascaris (Recherches sur la physiologie de la 
maturation des oeufs  d'Ascaris) [French text] 
<BU11. Internat. Acad. Polon. Se. et Lettres, 
Cracovie, Cl. Sc. Math, et Nat., s. B: Sc. Nat. 
(Zool.), (8-10), Oct.-Dec. 1928, pp. 489-519, 
figs.  1-2. [WM 
SZWEJKOWSKI,  H. [Docent Dr., Warsaw] 
(1933 a).—Zmiany w nerkach psów, wywolane 
przez pasorzyta Dioctophyme renale (Goeze) 
<Pam. 14. Zjazd. Lekarz. i Przyrodn. Polsk. 
(Poznaniu, Sept.) 
1949 a.—Pathological lesions produced in the host's 
organism by Dioctophyme renale G., and their 
relation to the parasite's development [Abstract 
of  report before  1. Cong. Polish Parasitol., 
Gdañsk, May 16-18, 1948] <Bull. Inst. Marine 
and Trop. Med., Gdañsk, v. 2 (1-2), pp. 115-
116. [Lib. Zool. Div.] 
S Z Y D L O W S K I , J O S E P H . 
1879 a.—Beiträge zur Mikroskopie der Faces. 
Diss. 54 pp., 1 pL, 20 figs.  Dorpat. [ W v ] 
S Z Y M A N , A L E X A N D E B . [1826- ] 
1853 a.—De cystis echinococcos continentibus 
Diss. (Greifswald). 45 pp. Culmse. [W\ W v 
S Z Y M Á N S K I , M I E C Z Y S L A W A . 
1904 a.—Przyczynek do helinintologii <Rozpr. 
Wydz. Matemat.-Przyr. Polsk. Akad. Umiej., 
v. 44, 3. s., v. 4, dzial B, pp. 342-345, pi. 8, figs 
1-7. [W", WM 
1905 a.—Idem. Reprint, pp. 342-345 (4 pp.), pi. 
8, 7 figs. Kraków. [Lib. Hassall.] 
1905 b.—Idem [Same as 1904 a] <Bull. Internat. 
Acad. Sc. Cracovie, CI. Sc. Math, et Nat. (10) 
(Déc. 1904), pp. 733-735, pi. 16, figs.  1-7. [W», 
W·.] 
1905 c.—Ein Beitrag zur Helminthologie [Abstract 
of  1904 a] <Zool. Centralbl., v. 12 (8), 5 Mai, 
p. 242. [W», W·.] 
1905 d.—New bird tapeworms [Abstract of  1905 
b] <J. Roy. Micr. Soc. (4), Aug., p. 440. [W», 
Wm, WM 
1907 a.—Ein Beitrag zur Helminthologie [Abstract 
of  1905 b] <Arch. Naturg., Berlin (1902), v. 2 
(3), Sept., p. 46. [W*, WM 
SZYSZKOWSKI, W. See Juwiler, E.; and Szyszkow-
ski, W. 
(Persons using this catalogue are requested to pre-
serve it since it is not designed for  general distribution 
and the edition is limited.) 



